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Foreword
Purpose of the series
The aim of this series is to bring together in a single place all the official
Parliamentary documents relating to the passage of the Bill that becomes an Act of
the Scottish Parliament (ASP). The list of documents included in any particular
volume will depend on the nature of the Bill and the circumstances of its passage,
but a typical volume will include:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

every print of the Bill (usually three – “As Introduced”, “As Amended at Stage 2”
and “As Passed”);
the accompanying documents published with the “As Introduced” print of the Bill
(and any revised versions published at later Stages);
every Marshalled List of amendments from Stages 2 and 3;
every Groupings list from Stages 2 and 3;
the lead Committee’s “Stage 1 report” (which itself includes reports of other
committees involved in the Stage 1 process, relevant committee Minutes and
extracts from the Official Report of Stage 1 proceedings);
the Official Report of the Stage 1 and Stage 3 debates in the Parliament;
the Official Report of Stage 2 committee consideration;
the Minutes (or relevant extracts) of relevant Committee meetings and of the
Parliament for Stages 1 and 3.

All documents included are re-printed in the original layout and format, but with minor
typographical and layout errors corrected.
Documents in each volume are arranged in the order in which they relate to the
passage of the Bill through its various stages, from introduction to passing. The Act
itself is not included on the grounds that it is already generally available and is, in
any case, not a Parliamentary publication.
Outline of the legislative process
Bills in the Scottish Parliament follow a three-stage process. The fundamentals of
the process are laid down by section 36(1) of the Scotland Act 1998, and amplified
by Chapter 9 of the Parliament’s Standing Orders. In outline, the process is as
follows:
x
x
x
x

Introduction, followed by publication of the Bill and its accompanying documents;
Stage 1: the Bill is first referred to a relevant committee, which produces a report
informed by evidence from interested parties, then the Parliament debates the Bill
and decides whether to agree to its general principles;
Stage 2: the Bill returns to a committee for detailed consideration of
amendments;
Stage 3: the Bill is considered by the Parliament, with consideration of further
amendments followed by a debate and a decision on whether to pass the Bill.

After a Bill is passed, three law officers and the Secretary of State have a period of
four weeks within which they may challenge the Bill under sections 33 and 35 of the

Scotland Act respectively. The Bill may then be submitted for Royal Assent, at which
point it becomes an Act.
Standing Orders allow for some variations from the above pattern in some cases.
For example, Bills may be referred back to a committee during Stage 3 for further
Stage 2 consideration. In addition, the procedures vary for certain categories of
Bills, such as Committee Bills or Emergency Bills. For some volumes in the series,
relevant proceedings prior to introduction (such as pre-legislative scrutiny of a draft
Bill) may be included.
The reader who is unfamiliar with Bill procedures, or with the terminology of
legislation more generally, is advised to consult in the first instance the Guidance on
Public Bills published by the Parliament. That Guidance, and the Standing Orders,
are available for sale from Stationery Office bookshops or free of charge on the
Parliament’s website (www.scottish.parliament.uk).
The series is produced by the Legislation Team within the Parliament’s Chamber
Office. Comments on this volume or on the series as a whole may be sent to the
Legislation Team at the Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh EH99 1SP.
Notes on this volume
The Bill to which this volume relates followed the standard 3 stage process
described above.
At Stage 1, the Finance Committee considered the Financial Memorandum to the Bill
and sought written evidence from a number of organisations. The Committee did not
produce a report on the Financial Memorandum. The evidence received by the
Finance Committee is included in the Stage 1 Report at Annexe E.
Two additional written submissions received by the Environment and Rural
Development Committee too late to be included in its Stage 1 Report are included in
this volume after the Report.
At Stage 3, the Presiding Officer agreed, under Rule 9.10.6 of the Parliament’s
Standing Orders, that a number of amendments lodged as manuscript amendments
could be moved at the Stage 3 proceedings. A supplement to the Marshalled List
and Revised Groupings of Amendments were, therefore, issued on the day on which
Stage 3 took place. These documents are included in this volume, and the groupings
as originally issued are omitted.
Forthcoming titles
The next titles in this series will be:
x
x
x
x

SPPB 109: Transport and Works (Scotland) Bill 2007
SPPB 110: Budget (Scotland) (No.4) Bill 2007
SPPB 111: Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill 2007
SPPB 112: Prostitution (Public Places) (Scotland) Bill 2007
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ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS
Explanatory Notes, together with other accompanying documents, are printed separately as
SP Bill 57-EN. A Policy Memorandum is printed separately as SP Bill 57-PM.

Crofting Reform etc. Bill
[AS INTRODUCED]

An Act of the Scottish Parliament to make further provision as regards crofting and as regards the
Scottish Land Court; and for connected purposes.

PART 1
THE CROFTERS COMMISSION
5

1

The Crofters Commission: constitution etc. and general duties
(1)

For section 1 of the 1993 Act, there is substituted—
“1

10

The Crofters Commission
(1)

The Commission shall discharge such functions as are conferred on them by
virtue of this Act and any other enactment.

(2)

Schedule 1 to this Act shall have effect with respect to the Commission.
General duties

1A

General duties
(1)

The Commission shall have—
(a) the general duties of—
(i)

15

regulating crofting tenure;

(ii) reorganising crofting townships;
(iii) promoting the interests of crofters and crofting communities; and
(iv) keeping under review matters relating to crofting tenure, crofting
communities and the crofting way of life,
in the crofting counties; and

20

(b) such other general duties as the Scottish Ministers may in writing direct
the Commission to discharge.
(2)

In discharging their functions, the Commission shall—
(a) have regard to local circumstances and conditions; and

SP Bill 57
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2

(b) act in the way they consider best contributes to the achievement of the
sustainable development of crofting and of crofting communities.”.
(2)

In section 61 of the 1993 Act (interpretation), for the definition of “the Commission”
there is substituted—
““the Commission” means the Crofters Commission established by
section 1 of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1955 (c.21);”.

5

(3)
2

Schedule 1 is to have effect.
Particular duties and powers
For section 2 of the 1993 Act, there is substituted—
“Particular duties and powers

10

2

Particular duties and powers
(1)

In discharging their general duties mentioned in section 1A of this Act, the
Commission shall—
(a) without prejudice to the generality of that section, keep under general
review all matters relating to land settlement, croft-based businesses and
products, the improvement of land and livestock, the planting of trees,
the supply of agricultural equipment and requisites, the marketing of
agricultural produce, experimental work on crofting methods, the
provision of demonstration crofts, the needs of the crofting communities
for public services of all kinds, the provision of social amenities and the
need for industries to provide supplementary occupations for crofters or
for their families;

15

20

(b) collaborate, so far as their functions permit, with any person or group of
persons in the carrying out of any measures for the economic
development and social improvement of the crofting counties;

25

(c) advise the Scottish Ministers on matters relating to crofts and crofting
conditions; and
(d) exercise the powers conferred on them by this Act and any other
enactment in such manner as may seem to them in each case desirable.
30

(2)

For the purpose of assisting them in—
(a) the execution of their functions under this Act or any other enactment,
the Commission may appoint a panel of persons, whom they consider to
have suitable professional qualifications or experience, to conduct
hearings on behalf of the Commission;
(b) the local execution of their functions under this Act or any other
enactment, the Commission may appoint a panel of persons whom they
consider to be suitable and who are resident in the crofting counties to
act as assessors, when required by the Commission so to act.

35

(3)
40

The Commission may pay to any person conducting a hearing on their behalf
by virtue of subsection (2)(a) above, such payments as the Scottish Ministers
may determine in respect of—
(a) professional fees attributable to the person conducting the hearing; and
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3

(b) any expenses (including travelling and subsistence expenses) necessarily
suffered or incurred and so attributable.
(4)
5

The Commission may make to any person acting as an assessor by virtue of
subsection (2)(b) above, such payments as the Scottish Ministers may
determine in respect of—
(a) any loss of earnings; and
(b) any expenses (including travelling and subsistence expenses),
necessarily suffered or incurred and attributable to the person so acting.

2A
10

Regulating crofting: local policy
(1)

In discharging any of their general duties mentioned in section 1A(1)(a) of this
Act, the Commission may, where they consider it appropriate to do so,
formulate and adopt a policy as respects an area which in their opinion is
appropriate for that area (a “local policy”).

(2)

An area as respects which the Commission may formulate and adopt a local
policy shall comprise a crofting township (or two or more such townships) and
shall include any common grazing associated with that township (or all such
townships).

(3)

If the Commission consider it appropriate to exercise their power under
subsection (1) above, they shall—

15

(a) consult any grazings committee in the area they have in mind as respects
what might be the appropriate geographical boundary of the area;

20

(b) prepare a scheme for the appointment of a panel of persons, whom they
consider suitable, some or all of whom are resident in the area to be
identified in the scheme or who (if not resident there) in the
Commission’s opinion have relevant expertise, for the purpose of—

25

(i)

advising the Commission as to the views of crofting communities
there, and the panel’s views, as respects the needs of the area;

(ii) assisting the Commission in the development of an appropriate
local policy for the area;
(c) identify in that scheme, by geographical boundaries, the area as respects
which the Commission consider that a local policy is appropriate.

30

(4)

A scheme prepared under subsection (3)(b) above shall require the approval of
the Scottish Ministers; and after having obtained such approval the
Commission shall appoint a panel of persons in accordance with the scheme as
approved.

(5)

In—

35

(a) carrying out any consultation under subsection (3)(a) above;
(b) preparing any scheme under subsection (3)(b) above;
(c) appointing a panel of persons under subsection (4) above,
the Commission shall satisfy such requirements as may be prescribed.

40

(6)

In formulating a local policy to adopt for the area, or modifying or revoking
any such policy, the Commission shall—
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(a) consider the impact of their proposal on both crofting and non-crofting
interests in the area;
(b) consult—
(i)

the panel appointed under subsection (4) above for the area; and

(ii) such other persons, or groups of persons, as they consider
appropriate,

5

on their proposals.
(7)
10

The Commission may make to any person acting as a member of a panel
appointed under subsection (4) above such payments as they may determine in
respect of—
(a) any loss of earnings;
(b) any expenses (including travelling and subsistence expenses),
necessarily suffered or incurred and attributable to the person so acting.

2B

Directions by the Scottish Ministers
The Commission shall discharge their functions in accordance with such
directions of a general or specific character as may from time to time be given
to them in writing by the Scottish Ministers.”.

15

3

Equal opportunities
After section 59 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted—
“59A

20

(1)

The Commission shall discharge their functions in a manner which encourages
equal opportunities and, in particular, the observance of the equal opportunities
requirements.

(2)

In subsection (1) above, “equal opportunities” and “equal opportunity
requirements” have the same meanings as in Section L2 of Part II of Schedule
5 to the Scotland Act 1998 (c.46).”.

25

4

Equal opportunities

Power of the Commission to make schemes and arrangements for grants
After section 42 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted—
“42A

30

(1)

For the purpose of supporting any reasonable use which promotes the
sustainable development of crofts and similar holdings, the Commission may,
subject to the approval of the Scottish Ministers, make schemes for providing
grants to crofters and occupiers of holdings which are, in significant respects
and in the opinion of the Commission, similar to crofts.

35

(2)

Such schemes shall specify criteria for determining who shall be eligible for
grants payable thereunder (as for example, the occupier’s income, or the rental
or agricultural value or extent of his croft or similar holding); and different
schemes may specify different criteria.

(3)

The Commission may, in accordance with arrangements made by them with
the approval of the Scottish Ministers, provide assistance to the persons listed

40
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5

in subsection (4) below by way of grants towards the erection or improvement
or rebuilding of dwelling houses and other buildings or towards the provision
or improvement of roads, or water or electricity or gas supplies.
(4)

The persons are—
(a) crofters;

5

(b) occupiers of crofts who also own them and who, in the opinion of the
Commission, use them in a way substantially the same as that of a
crofter;
(c) occupiers of holdings, other than crofts, situated in the crofting counties
which are, in significant respects and in the opinion of the Commission,
similar to crofts; and

10

(d) subtenants of crofts.
(5)

Any provision in a scheme under subsection (1) above, or any arrangement
under subsection (3) above, which purports to give the Commission power to
borrow or lend money shall be void.

(6)

Any scheme under subsection (1) above or arrangements under subsection (3)
above may—

15

(a) provide for the administration of the grants payable thereunder;
(b) make provision enabling the Commission to recover the grant in such
circumstances and from such person as may be specified in the scheme
or arrangements;

20

(c) provide that, where the grant is being given in respect of a common
grazing and a grazings committee or a grazings constable has been
appointed under section 47 of this Act, the Commission shall pay the
grant to the clerk of the grazings committee or the constable for the
benefit of the crofters concerned.

25

(7)

30

35

40

Arrangements shall be made by the Commission—
(a) for securing that, where a grant has been made towards the erection,
improvement or rebuilding of a dwelling-house or other building,
conditions with respect to the occupation and maintenance thereof shall
apply thereto for such period from the completion of the work (not being
longer than 40 years) as may be specified in the arrangements;
(b) for securing that in the event of a breach of any of the conditions the
Commission may recover from such person as may be specified in the
arrangements a sum bearing the same proportion to the grant paid as the
period between the date of the breach of the condition and the expiration
of the period mentioned in paragraph (a) above bears to the last
mentioned period, together with interest on such sum from the date on
which the grant was made at such a rate as may be specified in the
arrangements;
(c) for providing that the conditions applied by the arrangements to a
dwelling-house or building shall cease to apply on payment to the
Commission by such person as may be specified in the arrangements of
such amount as may be so specified;
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(d) for securing that—
(i)

5

where any conditions apply to a dwelling-house or building by
virtue of the arrangements, the Commission shall cause to be
recorded in the Register of Sasines or, as the case may be,
registered in the Land Register of Scotland a notice in a form set
out in the arrangements specifying the conditions which by virtue
of the arrangements apply to the dwelling-house or building; and

(ii) where such conditions cease so to apply by virtue of such a
payment to the Commission as is referred to in paragraph (c)
above, the Commission shall cause to be so recorded or registered
a notice in a form set out as aforesaid stating that the conditions no
longer apply to the dwelling-house or building;

10

(e) for such other incidental and supplementary matters as appear to the
Commission to be requisite or expedient for the purposes aforesaid.
15

(8)

Arrangements under subsection (7) above may provide that the conditions
applied to any dwelling-house by the arrangements shall not apply to such
dwelling-house in such circumstances and to such extent as may be specified in
the arrangements.

(9)

No grant under subsection (1) above, nor assistance under subsection (3)
above, shall be given towards carrying out any works if assistance out of public
money by way of grant or subsidy has been given under any other enactment
towards the works in question.

20

(10) A person shall not be disqualified for receiving a grant under subsection (1)
above nor assistance under subsection (3) above by reason only that, after he
has applied for and the Commission have undertaken to provide such a grant or
assistance, he has become the owner of the croft or similar holding in respect
of which the application was made.

25

(11) Any scheme under subsection (1) above or arrangements under subsection (3)
above may provide that a person’s economic status is a criterion for eligibility
for grants payable thereunder.

30

(12) Any scheme under subsection (1) above or arrangements under subsection (3)
above shall be administered by the Commission and any expenses in
connection with such administration shall be met by the Commission.
(13) If any person, for the purpose of obtaining for himself or any other person a
grant under a scheme made under subsection (1) above, or under arrangements
made under subsection (3) above, knowingly or recklessly makes a false
statement he shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine of an amount not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.”.

35

5
40

Obtaining Commission approval or consent
After section 58 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted––
“58A
(1)
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Obtaining Commission approval or consent
Any requirement, under or by virtue of this Act, to obtain the approval or
consent of the Commission, shall (subject to any express provision made by
this Act in respect of any category of case) be complied with as follows.
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7

The application for approval or consent must––
(a) be in such form; and
(b) be accompanied by such documents and fee,
as the Commission shall specify; and the Commission may make different
provision for different categories of case.

5

(3)

The person making the application shall—
(a) forthwith give public notification of it; and
(b) if he is not the landlord (or, where the land to which the application
relates is, or is part of, a common grazing, not the owner) give written
notification of it to the landlord (or to the owner).

10

(4)

Within 28 days after public notification of an application made in compliance
with subsection (2) above—
(a) the landlord (or where the land to which the application relates is, or is
part of, a common grazing, the owner);
(b) any member of the crofting community in the locality of that land
(including, where that land is, or is part of, a common grazing, the
grazings committee or any crofter who shares in the grazing); or

15

(c) any other person if he is identified for the purposes of this subsection by
the provision which imposes the requirement mentioned in subsection
(1) above,

20

may submit to the Commission an objection as regards the application, being
an objection of the description given in subsection (15) below.

25

(5)

The 28 days mentioned in subsection (4) above include the day on which the
notification in question is given.

(6)

When those 28 days have elapsed the Commission—
(a) must, in a case where they have received such objections by virtue of
subsection (4) above and do not consider them to be frivolous, vexatious
or unreasonable, intervene as respects the application;
(b) may, in any other case, decide to do so if it appears to them that any of—
(i)

30

the general conditions; or

(ii) any conditions (if any) special to applications of the category in
question,
applies as respects the application.
(7)
35

If, as regards an objection duly submitted under subsection (4) above, the
Commission decide not to have regard to it or that it does not provide them
with grounds for intervention as respects the application they shall notify––
(a) the applicant, the landlord (or owner) and, as the case may be, the
grazings committee of the terms of the objection and of the reason for
that decision; and

40

(b) the objector, of that reason.
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8

5

(8)

If, other than by reason of any such objection, the Commission decide to
intervene as respects the application, they shall notify the applicant, the
landlord (or owner) and, as the case may be, the grazings committee of their
decision to intervene, stating their reasons for intervention.

(9)

The general conditions are––
(a) that, were the proposal to be implemented, there is reason to suppose that
any or all of the following would be affected adversely––
(i)

10

the interests of the estate which comprises the land;

(ii) the interests of the crofting community mentioned in subsection
(4)(b) above;
(iii) the interests of the public at large;
(iv) the sustainable development of the community so mentioned; and

15

(b) that such information as is contained in the application and its
accompanying documents is insufficient for them to come to a decision
as respects the proposal.
(10) If the Commission––

20

(a) do not intervene, they shall enter the proposal or the matter consented to
(and if and in so far as they think fit any information obtained by them
by virtue of subsection (2) above and pertaining to that proposal or
matter) in the Register of Crofts and notify—
(i)

the applicant;

(ii) the landlord (or owner);
(iii) any person who objected under subsection (4) above; and
(iv) as the case may be, the grazings committee,
25

that the proposal is approved and may be implemented or as the case
may be that the matter is consented to and may be proceeded with
accordingly;
(b) intervene, they shall, within 21 days after the 28 days mentioned in
subsection (4) above have elapsed––

30

35

40


10

(i)

notify the persons mentioned in sub-paragraphs (i) to (iv) of
paragraph (a) above of their decision to intervene, stating their
reasons for intervention;

(ii) inform those persons (provided in the case of a person who
objected under subsection (4) above that the objection was not
considered by the Commission to be frivolous, vexatious or
unreasonable) that they may, after the Commission make a
determination under subsection (11) below, have the right to
appeal to the Land Court as respects that determination.
(11) Subject to any other provision of this Act as to procedure, the Commission
may determine by such procedure and arrangements (including arrangements
as to delegation and the powers and duties of persons delegated) as they
consider appropriate whether or not to grant the approval or consent applied
for; and references in this section to their intervening are to their proceeding to
such a determination.

Crofting Reform etc. Bill
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9

(12) Where the Commission grant the approval or consent applied for they shall
enter the proposal or the matter consented to (and if and in so far as they think
fit any information obtained by them by virtue of subsection (2) above and
pertaining to that proposal or matter) in the Register of Crofts and give such
notification as is mentioned in subsection (10)(a) above.

5

(13) The Scottish Ministers may by order made by statutory instrument amend––
(a) subsection (9) above;
(b) any provision of this Act in which are set out criteria mentioned in
subsection (6)(b)(ii) above,
so as to add to, vary or revoke criteria.

10

(14) A statutory instrument containing an order under subsection (13) above shall
not be made unless a draft of the instrument has been––
(a) laid before; and
(b) approved by resolution of,
the Scottish Parliament.

15

(15) The description is that the objection is made in writing or in another form
which, by reason of its having some permanency, is capable of being used for
subsequent reference (as, for example, a recording made on audio or video
tape).
(16) For the purposes of subsection (15) above (and without prejudice to the
generality of that subsection), an objection is to be treated as made in writing
where it is—

20

(a) transmitted by electronic means;
(b) received in legible form; and
(c) capable of being used for subsequent reference.”.

25

6

Obtaining of information by Commission
In section 40 of the 1993 Act (obtaining of information by the Commission)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

30

for the words “The Commission may by notice” there is substituted
“Without prejudice to any other provision of this Act whereby information
may or shall be obtained by them, the Commission may by notice under
this section”; and

(ii) after the words “any holding” insert “, or on the executor of the person who
most recently was the owner or occupier of any holding,”;
35

(b) in subsection (2), for the words “owner or occupier” there is substituted “owner,
occupier or executor”; and
(c) after subsection (2) there is added—
“(3)

Where the Commission impose a requirement—
(a) under subsection (1) above, to provide information; or

40

(b) by virtue of section 41A(1)(a)(i) of this Act, to provide a map,
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10

on any person making an application under this Act (the requirement being for
the purposes of the application), the Commission may if they think fit decline
to do anything in relation to the application until they are satisfied either that
the requirement has been complied with or that it is not practicable to comply
with the requirement.

5

10

7
15

(4)

If the Commission are satisfied that it is not practicable to comply with the
requirement (the “original requirement”) they may modify it; and subsection
(3) above shall apply in relation to the modified requirement as that subsection
applies to the original requirement.

(5)

This section applies in relation to a common grazing as it applies in relation to
a holding except that for the purposes of that application references in the
section to an occupier of a holding are to be construed as references to a crofter
who shares in the common grazing.”.

Maintenance of and provision of information from the Register of Crofts
In section 41 of the 1993 Act (Register of Crofts)—
(a) in subsection (2)—
(i)

for paragraph (c) there is substituted—

“(ca) the landlord’s address and, where the tenant’s address is different from
the address of the croft, the tenant’s address;
20

(cb) where the landlord’s estate is managed on his behalf by another person, a
statement that it is so managed and the name and address of that other
person;
(cc) where the tenant of a croft holds a right in a common grazing—
(i)

25

the location and boundaries of the grazing;

(ii) the owner of the grazing and his address;
(iii) any use of the grazing as woodlands by virtue of section 50, or of
woodlands as part of the grazing by virtue of section 50A, of this
Act; and

30

(iv) any other use of the grazing, except use for grazing purposes, use
as woodlands or use regulated by a scheme drawn up by the
Commission under section 52(9) of this Act;
(cd) any—
(i)

35

determination by the Commission under section 3A(6)(a) of this
Act or by the Land Court on any question coming before it
(whether or not on appeal) under this Act;

(ii) order under section 22(1) of this Act;
(iii) direction under section 24(3) or 25(4) of this Act;
(iv) reorganisation scheme prepared under section 38(8)(a) of this Act;
(v) apportionment under section 52(3) or (4) of this Act; and
40
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(vi) order under section 53B(2) of this Act;
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(ce) any other order, determination, consent, authorisation or other
proceeding of theirs which they consider it is appropriate to have
recorded in the Register of Crofts;
(cf) any agreement between a landlord and a crofter concerning access
between a public road and the croft by a route lying wholly over land
owned by the landlord, being an agreement intimated to the Commission
by the landlord or crofter (the intimation being in such form as the
Commission may require and there being provided to the Commission,
along with the intimation, a copy of the agreement);

5

(cg) any agreement for a loan sent to the Commission by virtue of section
46A(2)(e) of this Act;”; and

10

(ii) for the words “the accuracy of the Register” there is substituted “, so far as
practicable, that the Register is consistent with such information as the
Commission has obtained under or by virtue of this Act”;
(b) for subsection (3) there is substituted—

15

“(3)

A person requesting from the Commission a copy or extract of an entry in the
Register of Crofts is entitled to receive it from them on payment of such fee (if
any) as may be chargeable by virtue of section 41B(4) of this Act.

(3A) An extract of an entry in the Register of Crofts shall be certified as such by a
person authorised for the purposes of this subsection by the Commission; and a
document which bears to be an extract so certified shall be sufficient evidence
that the Register contains the entry.”; and

20

(c) after subsection (4) there is added—
“(5)
25

8

The Crofters Holdings Book shall be incorporated into the Register of Crofts
and as so incorporated shall be deemed to have been compiled by the
Commission in pursuance of subsection (1) above.”.

Maps and scheme of charges
After section 41 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted—
“41A

30

(1)

Provision of maps for inclusion in Register of Crofts etc.
The Scottish Ministers may by regulations—
(a) confer on the Commission power—
(i)

35

to require, or permit, the provision to the Commission by any
person mentioned in section 40(1) of this Act, whether for
inclusion in the Register of Crofts or in relation to the exercise by
the Commission of their functions under this Act, of maps of crofts
and common grazings; and

(ii) to determine procedure and arrangements to apply as respects such
provision; and
(b) specify requirements with which maps provided shall comply.
40

(2)

The regulations—
(a) shall in any event specify—
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(i)

the circumstances in which, the date from which and the
timescales within which the Commission may require maps to be
provided; and

(ii) the form and scale of any maps provided; and
(b) may make different provision for different cases or categories of case or
for different purposes.

5

(3)

41B
10

Scheme of charges in relation to Register of Crofts

(1)

The Commission may, in accordance with a scheme to be compiled and
maintained by them, charge fees in respect of maintenance by them of the
Register of Crofts (including charges for inserting, altering or omitting entries
or including or omitting maps).

(2)

The amount of any fees charged in accordance with such a scheme shall not be
greater than is reasonably sufficient for defraying the expenses of maintaining
the Register (including the expenses of the improvement of the system of
maintaining the Register and including maps in it).

(3)

The Commission shall obtain the approval of the Scottish Ministers to a
scheme compiled under subsection (1) above (including, without prejudice to
that generality, any modifications to the scheme).

(4)

The Scottish Ministers may, after consultation with the Commission, make
rules as to fees to be chargeable by the Commission for searching, or providing
information or extracts from, the Register of Crofts.

(5)

The power to make rules under subsection (4) above shall be exercisable by
statutory instrument; and a statutory instrument containing such rules shall be
subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of the Scottish Parliament.”.

15

20

25

9

The Commission shall enter in the Register of Crofts such maps as are
provided to them in accordance with the regulations.

Grants to Commission by the Scottish Ministers
After section 58A of the 1993 Act (inserted by section 5 of this Act), there is inserted—
“58B

30

35
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Grants to Commission by the Scottish Ministers

(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make grants to the Commission of such amounts as
they think fit.

(2)

Any grant under this section may be made subject to such conditions as the
Scottish Ministers think appropriate, including (without prejudice to that
generality) conditions as to the use of the money or requiring the repayment of
all, or any part of, a grant in the event of non-compliance with any other
condition; and the Ministers may from time to time after the grant is made vary
such terms and conditions.”.
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New crofts
After section 3 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted––

5

“3A

New crofts
(1)

The Commission shall have power, on the application of the owner of any land
situated—
(a) in the crofting counties; or
(b) in an area outwith the crofting counties which is, by order made by
statutory instrument, designated for the purposes of this paragraph by the
Scottish Ministers,

10

to constitute the land as a croft by entering it as such, in accordance with
section 41 of this Act, in the Register of Crofts; but no such entry shall be
made until the period mentioned in section 52A(3) of this Act has elapsed
without any appeal to the Land Court being made or until any such appeal
timeously made is decided or abandoned.

15

(2)

The Commission shall have power—
(a) on the application of the tenant of any holding situated as is mentioned in
subsection (1)(b) above; and
(b) provided that the conditions set out in subsection (11) below are met,

20

to constitute the holding as a croft by entering it as such, in accordance with
section 41 of this Act, in that register; and on the holding being so constituted
the tenant shall be entitled to be registered, in accordance with section 41(2)(b)
of this Act, as its tenant.
25

(3)

No such entry shall be made under subsection (2) above—
(a) until the period mentioned in section 52A(3) of this Act has elapsed
without any appeal to the Land Court being made or until any such
appeal timeously made is decided or abandoned; and
(b) unless the Commission are satisfied—

30

(i)

that agreement has been reached between the applicant and the
owner of the land as to an amount to be paid by the applicant to the
owner in compensation for the holding being so constituted and
that the amount has been duly paid;

35

(ii) that the applicant and owner have agreed that no amount in
compensation is to be so payable; or
(iii) that any such amount found, by virtue of section 3B of this Act, to
be so payable has been duly paid.
(4)

The Commission shall, on receipt of an application—
(a) under subsection (1) or (2) above, give public notification of it;

40

(b) under subsection (2) above, provide the Land Court with a copy of the
application and ascertain whether that Court is satisfied as is mentioned
in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (11) below.
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(5)

Notification under paragraph (a) of subsection (4) above shall specify a period
within which comments as regards the application, being comments of the
description given in subsection (9) below, may be made.

(6)

After the period mentioned in subsection (5) above has elapsed the
Commission shall––

5

(a) determine whether to exercise their power under subsection (1) or as the
case may be (2) above; and
(b) give public notification of that determination.
(7)

In so determining, the Commission shall have regard to––
(a) such comments, if any, as are duly made by virtue of subsection (5)
above;

10

(b) the public interest and as the case may be the interests of the crofting
community in the locality of the land; and
(c) whether social or economic benefits might be expected as a consequence
of so constituting it.

15

(8)

No application is to be made under subsection (1) above in respect of an
agricultural holding occupied by a tenant where—
(a) the tenancy is––
(i)

20

a 1991 Act tenancy (within the meaning of the Agricultural
Holdings (Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 11)); or

(ii) a short limited duration tenancy or limited duration tenancy
(within the meaning of that Act); or
(b) it is competent for the tenant to make an application under subsection (2)
above,
if the written agreement of the tenant has not been obtained; and on such a
holding being constituted as a croft under subsection (1) above the tenant shall
be entitled (unless not a natural person) to be registered, in accordance with
section 41(2)(b) of this Act, as its tenant.

25

(9)
30

35

The description is that the comments are made in writing or in another form
which, by reason of its having some permanency, is capable of being used for
subsequent reference (as, for example, a recording made on audio or video
tape).

(10) For the purposes of subsection (9) above (and without prejudice to the
generality of that subsection), comments are to be treated as made in writing
where they are—
(a) transmitted by electronic means;
(b) received in legible form; and
(c) capable of being used for subsequent reference.
(11) The conditions are—

40
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(a) that the Land Court is satisfied that the tenancy of the holding is one to
which—
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(i)

section 32 of the Small Landholders (Scotland) Act 1911 (c.49)
(provisions as to statutory small tenants) applies; or

(ii) any of the provisions of the Small Landholders (Scotland) Acts
1886 to 1931 applies;
(b) that the Land Court is satisfied that no part of the holding is leased other
than as a tenancy mentioned in paragraph (a) above;

5

(c) that the holding does not exceed 30 hectares;
(d) that the holding is not comprised within a larger agricultural unit, the
holding and that larger unit being, or having been, worked, managed or
let as a single unit;

10

(e) that the tenant is a natural person; and
(f) that such fixed equipment on the holding as is necessary to enable the
tenant to cultivate the croft is not provided by the landlord.
(12) An order under subsection (1)(b) above is not made unless a draft of the
statutory instrument containing the order has been—

15

(a) laid before; and
(b) approved by a resolution of,
the Scottish Parliament.
3B

Compensation for constituting holding outwith crofting counties as croft
on application of tenant

20

(1)

25

Where, in relation to an application under subsection (2) of section 3A of this
Act, there is no such agreement as is mentioned in subsection (3)(b)(i) or (ii) of
that section, the compensation payable by the applicant to the owner in
compensation for the holding being constituted as a croft is to be the difference
between—
(a) the value of the holding assuming that it is not to be so constituted; and
(b) its value assuming that it is so constituted,
and is to be assessed by a valuer appointed by the applicant and the owner.

(2)

But where the applicant and the owner are unable to agree as to such an
appointment the valuer is to be appointed by the Land Court or by a person
nominated by the Court.

(3)

The valuer is to assess the value of the holding—

30

(a) as at the date of the relevant application under section 3A(2);
35

(b) having regard to the value that would be likely to be agreed between a
reasonable buyer and seller of such a holding assuming—
(i)

that the buyer and seller are, as respects the transaction, willing;
and

(ii) that the buyer is a sitting tenant;
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(c) taking account, in so far as a buyer and a seller of the holding would do
so, of any factor attributable to the known existence of a person who (not
being the applicant) would be willing to buy the holding at a price higher
than other persons because of a characteristic of the holding which
relates peculiarly to that person’s interest in buying it; and

5

(d) taking account of the terms and conditions of any lease of sporting
interests affecting the land.
(4)

The valuer is to invite the owner and the applicant to make written
representations about the valuation of the holding under this section and is to
have regard to any such representation.

(5)

The valuer may—

10

(a) enter onto land; and
(b) make any reasonable request of the owner or the applicant,
for the purpose of any assessment under this section.
15

20

(6)

The valuer must, within 6 weeks after being appointed, send to the owner and
the applicant a notice in writing specifying the compensation payable and
setting out how its amount was calculated.

(7)

The expenses of the valuer accrued in carrying out his functions under this
section are to be met by the applicant.

(8)

In this section “valuer” includes two valuers with an oversman.

3C

Appeal against assessment under section 3B
(1)

The owner or the applicant may appeal to the Lands Tribunal for Scotland
against an assessment carried out under section 3B.

(2)

An appeal under this section—
(a) shall state the grounds on which it is made; and

25

(b) shall not be lodged more than 21 days after the date of the notice under
section 3B(6) of this Act.

30

(3)

In an appeal under this section, the tribunal may reassess any value (and any
factor affecting any value).

(4)

The valuer may be a witness in the appeal proceedings.

(5)

And in those proceedings, in addition to the owner and the applicant, any
creditor in a standard security over the land or any part of it is entitled to be
heard.

(6)

The tribunal is to give reasons for its decision on an appeal under this section
and is to issue a written statement of those reasons.

(7)

The decision of the tribunal in an appeal under this section is final.”.

35
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The statutory conditions
(1)

In section 5 of the 1993 Act (the statutory conditions)—
(a) after subsection (1) there is inserted—

5

“(1A) If the landlord considers that the crofter is failing to comply with the condition
set out in paragraph 3A of that Schedule he may serve notice to that effect on
the crofter.”;
(b) after subsection (2) there is inserted—
“(2A) But where the crofter, for the purpose of conserving—
(a) the natural beauty of the locality of the croft; or
(b) the flora and fauna of that locality,

10

engages in, or refrains from, an activity, his so engaging or refraining is not to
be treated as a breach of any of the statutory conditions as respects the croft.

15

(2B) If, immediately before the coming into force of section 11 of the Crofting
Reform etc. Act 2006 (asp 00), the croft was being used for a subsidiary or
auxiliary occupation by virtue of the right conferred by paragraph 3 of
Schedule 2 to this Act (as that paragraph then applied), any continuation of use
for that occupation is not to be treated as a breach of the statutory conditions as
respects the croft.”; and
(c) for subsection (3) there is substituted—

20

“(3)

Any contract or agreement made by a crofter by virtue of which he is deprived
of any right conferred on him by—
(a) a provision of this Act not mentioned in paragraph (b) below, shall to
that extent be void unless the contract or agreement is approved by the
Land Court;
(b) any of sections 8, 12 to 19, 21 and 37 of this Act, may be intimated to the
Commission by a party to the agreement (the intimation being in such
form as the Commission may specify and there being provided to the
Commission, along with the intimation, a copy of the contract or
agreement).

25

30

(4)

On giving approval under subsection (3)(a) above, the Land Court shall
intimate to the Commission that it has done so and provide them with a copy of
the contract or agreement.

(5)

On receiving a copy, provided under subsection (3)(b) or (4) above, of a
contract or agreement the Commission shall enter the copy in the Register of
Crofts.

(6)

Where a copy is so entered then, subject to the terms of the contract or
agreement, the deprival in question is binding on the successors to the crofter’s
interest.

(7)

Before the croft is put to any such use as is mentioned in paragraph 3(b) of the
statutory conditions, the crofter must apply for the landlord’s written consent
and either—

35

40

(a) obtain it unconditionally or subject to conditions which the crofter
accepts; or
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(b) obtain the consent of the Commission.
(8)

Any application for consent under paragraph (b) of subsection (7) above is to
be made under this subsection but may be made only where consent under
paragraph (a) of that subsection (whether unconditional or subject to such
conditions as are mentioned in paragraph (a)) has not been obtained within 28
days after application under paragraph (a).

(9)

The Commission shall, on receipt of an application under subsection (8)
above—

5

(a) consult, as regards the proposed purposeful use, the landlord and the
members of the crofting community in the locality of the land; and

10

(b) if the proposed purposeful use—
(i)

constitutes a change for which planning permission is required; or

(ii) by virtue of any enactment (other than this Act) requires any other
permission or approval,
require it to be shown that the permission or approval has been given.

15

(10) The Commission shall decide the application within 28 days after receiving it;
and if they give their consent may impose such conditions as they think fit.”.
(2)
20

In Schedule 2 to that Act (which sets out conditions to which every tenancy of a croft is
subject)—
(a) in paragraph 3, for the words from “cultivate” to the end there is substituted
“either or both—
(a) cultivate his croft;
(b) put it to some other use, being a purposeful use,
so that every part of the croft either is cultivated or is put to such use.”;

25

30

35

(b) after paragraph 3 there is inserted—
“3A

The croft shall be kept in a fit state for cultivation except in so far as a use to
which it is put by virtue of paragraph 3(b) above is incompatible with its being
so kept.

3B

Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 3A above, in determining
whether that paragraph is complied with regard shall be had to whether
appropriate measures (which may include the provision of drainage) are
routinely undertaken, where requisite and practicable, to control or eradicate
vermin, bracken, whins, broom, rushes, iris and harmful weeds.”;

(c) in paragraph 5, for the words from “persistently” to the end there is substituted
“injure the croft—
(a) by allowing the dilapidation of buildings;
(b) where the croft is cultivated, by allowing, after relevant notice, the
deterioration of the soil; or

40

(c) where the croft is put to some other purposeful use, by actings
prejudicial to that use being actings carried out after relevant notice.”;
(d) after paragraph 5 there is inserted—
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In sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) of paragraph 5 above, “relevant notice” means
notice given by the landlord to the crofter not to do, or not to allow, a particular
thing or not to engage in a particular course of conduct (being a thing or course
of conduct specified in the notice and relevant to the deterioration or prejudice
in question).”;

5

(e) after paragraph 6 there is inserted—
“6A

The crofter shall be responsible for ensuring, where the croft is sublet, that the
subtenant adheres to the statutory conditions.”;

(f) in paragraph 7, for the word “subdivide” there is substituted “divide”;
(g) in paragraph 9, the word “persistently” is repealed;

10

(h) after paragraph 11 there is inserted—
“11A

Nothing in paragraph 11 above shall be held to allow, or require the crofter to
allow, the landlord, or any person authorised by the landlord, to exercise
unreasonably a right enjoyed by virtue of that paragraph.”; and

(i) in paragraph 13, at the end there is added—

15

““purposeful use” is any planned and managed use, being a use which
subject to the exception in paragraph 3A above, does not adversely affect
the croft, the public interest, the interests of the landlord or the use of
adjacent land.”.
(3)

20

12
25

The amendment made by subsection (2)(a) above does not affect the right conferred by
paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 to that Act, as originally enacted, in relation to a use for
subsidiary or auxiliary occupations provided that such use subsists (having subsisted
from before the coming into force of that subsection).
Complaint as respects breach of the statutory conditions
After section 5 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted—
“5A

Complaint as respects breach of the statutory conditions
(1)

Without prejudice to any right which the landlord has to initiate proceedings in
relation to a breach of the statutory conditions as respects a croft, the landlord
or any member of the crofting community in the locality of the croft may
complain to the Commission that such a breach (other than a breach of the
condition as to payment of rent) has occurred.

(2)

Provided—

30

(a) that no proceedings—
(i)
35

such as are mentioned in subsection (1) above; or

(ii) under section 5B of this Act,
have been initiated; and
(b) that the period allowed the crofter by virtue of subsection (4) below has
elapsed,

40

the Commission may make an application to the Land Court in relation to the
breach; but this subsection is subject to subsection (3) below.
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(3)

Except where the complaint was by the landlord, the Commission shall give
him written notice of their intention to make the application; and if within 14
days after receipt of that notice he gives them intimation that he objects, being
intimation of the description given in subsection (7) below, they shall not
proceed with the application.

(4)

Before making the application, the Commission shall give written notice to the
crofter of the breach complained of and give him the opportunity to remedy it
within such reasonable period as they shall specify in the notice.

(5)

Where, on an application under subsection (2) above, the Land Court is
satisfied that the breach complained of has occurred, it may—

5

10

(a) order that the breach be remedied and specify a time within which that
must occur; and
(b) make such order regarding the payment of compensation by the crofter
to the landlord as it thinks fit.
(6)

15

Where an order under subsection (5)(a) above is not complied with, the
Commission may apply to the Land Court for an order—
(a) terminating the tenancy;
(b) declaring the croft to be vacant; and
(c) for the removal of the tenant from the croft.

20

(7)

The description is that the intimation is given in writing or in another form
which, by reason of its having some permanency, is capable of being used for
subsequent reference (as, for example, a recording made on audio or video
tape).

(8)

For the purposes of subsection (7) above (and without prejudice to the
generality of that subsection), an intimation is to be treated as given in writing
where it is—

25

(a) transmitted by electronic means;
(b) received in legible form; and
(c) capable of being used for subsequent reference
30

5B

Termination of tenancy for misuse or neglect
(1)

Without prejudice to any right which the landlord has to initiate proceedings in
relation to a breach of the statutory conditions as respects a croft, if the
crofter—
(a) misuses; or

35

(b) neglects,
the croft, the landlord or, with the consent of the landlord, the Commission
may apply to the Land Court for an order—
(i) terminating the tenancy;
(ii) declaring the croft to be vacant; and

40
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(2)

Before making an application by virtue of paragraph (a) of subsection (1)
above the landlord, or as the case may be the Commission, shall give written
notice to the crofter of the misuse complained of and give him the opportunity
to end that misuse within a period of 42 days commencing with the day on
which notice is given.

(3)

Where, on an application made by virtue of paragraph (a) of subsection (1)
above, the Court is minded to make the order applied for, it shall so notify the
crofter but shall not make the order (the crofter being advised accordingly in
the notification) if, by the end of a period of 42 days commencing with the day
on which notification is given, he is able to satisfy the Court that the misuse
has been brought to an end.

(4)

If the circumstances are that an application made by virtue of paragraph (b) of
subsection (1) above (in this section, the “current application”) is being made
within 5 years after another application made by virtue of that paragraph as
respects the croft, and that other application resulted in notification being given
to the crofter under subsection (5) or (6) below, then before making the current
application the landlord, or as the case may be the Commission, shall give
written notice to the crofter of the neglect complained of and give him the
opportunity to end that neglect within a period of 42 days commencing with
the day on which notice is given.

(5)

Where, on an application made by virtue of paragraph (b) of subsection (1)
above in circumstances other than are mentioned in subsection (4) above, the
Court is minded to make the order applied for, it shall so notify the crofter but
shall not make the order (the crofter being advised accordingly in the
notification) if—

5

10

15

20

25

(a) the crofter agrees forthwith that there has been neglect and undertakes to
end that neglect; and
(b) by the end of a period of one year commencing with the day on which
notification is given, he is able to satisfy the Court that the croft is being
managed so as to meet the standards mentioned in subsection (7) below.

30

(6)

Where, on an application made by virtue of paragraph (b) of subsection (1)
above in the circumstances mentioned in subsection (4) above, the Court is
minded to make the order applied for, it shall so notify the crofter but shall not
make the order (the crofter being advised accordingly in the notification) if, by
the end of a period of 42 days commencing with the day on which notification
is given, he is able to satisfy the Court that the croft is being managed so as to
meet the standards mentioned in subsection (7) below.

(7)

For the purposes of subsection (1) above, a crofter—

35

“misuses” a croft where he wilfully and knowingly uses it otherwise than
for the purpose of its being cultivated or put to such other purposeful use
as is duly consented to by virtue of section 5(7) of this Act;

40

“neglects” a croft where the croft is not managed so as to meet the
standards of good agricultural and environmental condition referred to in
regulation 4 of, and the Schedule to, the Common Agricultural Policy
Schemes (Cross-Compliance) (Scotland) Regulations 2004 (SSI 2004
No. 518).

45

(8)

But where the crofter, for the purpose of conserving—
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(a) the natural beauty of the locality of the croft; or
(b) the flora and fauna of that locality,
engages in, or refrains from, an activity, his so engaging or refraining is not,
for the purposes of subsection (1) above, to be treated as misuse or neglect as
respects the croft.

5

(9)

10

If, immediately before the coming into force of section 12 of the Crofting
Reform etc. Act 2006 (asp 00), the croft was being used for a subsidiary or
auxiliary occupation by virtue of the right conferred by paragraph 3 of
Schedule 2 to this Act (as that paragraph then applied), any continuation of use
for that occupation is not, for the purposes of subsection (1) above, to be
treated as misuse or neglect as respects the croft.

(10) The Scottish Ministers may by order made by statutory instrument amend the
definition of “neglects” in subsection (7) so as to substitute different standards
for those for the time being mentioned in that subsection.
(11) A statutory instrument containing an order under subsection (10) shall not be
made unless a draft of the instrument has been—

15

(a) laid before; and
(b) approved by resolution of,
the Scottish Parliament.”.
20

13

Exchange of crofts or parts of crofts
After section 4 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted—
“Exchange of crofts
4A

Exchange of crofts or parts of crofts
(1)

25

A crofter may not exchange his croft (or any part of his croft) for another croft
(or part of another croft) unless—
(a) he obtains the consent of—
(i)

the landlord of his croft; and

(ii) the Commission;
(b) the exchanging crofters have the same landlord; and
(c) that landlord is the owner of any common grazing in which the crofters
share.

30

(2)

The consent of the Commission shall not be given unless they are satisfied that
the consent mentioned in paragraph (a)(i) of subsection (1) above has been
obtained.

35

(3)

In the case of an application made by virtue of subsection (1) above, the special
condition which applies for the purposes of section 58A(6)(b)(ii) of this Act is
that there are reasonable grounds for concern that the proposed exchange
would be unfair to either (or as the case may be any) of the crofters who are
parties to the proposed exchange.

40

(4)

A new croft is not created by virtue only of such exchange.”.
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Division of croft
For section 9 of the 1993 Act (sub-division of croft), there is substituted—
“9

Division of croft
(1)

A crofter shall not divide his croft unless he obtains the consent of the
Commission.

(2)

In the case of an application to divide a croft, the following special conditions
apply for the purposes of section 58A(6)(b)(ii) of this Act—

5

(a) that the application is for the creation of more than two new crofts; or
(b) that the original croft is one created as a consequence of an earlier
division (or sub-division).

10

15

(3)

Any division of a croft to which the Commission have given their consent
under this section shall take effect when such details of that division as the
Commission may require by virtue of sections 41 and 41A of this Act are
entered in the Register of Crofts.

(4)

After division, the rent payable for the new crofts shall be that agreed between
the landlord and the tenant.

(5)

In the event that such agreement cannot be reached, the Land Court, on the
application of the landlord or the tenant, shall have the power to determine the
rent in accordance with subsections (3) and (4) of section 6 of this Act, the fees
payable in connection with such an application being borne by the tenant.

(6)

In this section—

20

“division” means the division of a croft into two or more new crofts
(“divide” being construed accordingly);
“original croft” means the croft which is the subject of an application for
division; and

25

“new crofts” mean each of the crofts created by the division of the
original croft.”.
15

Subletting
(1)

In section 27 of the 1993 Act (provisions as to right to sublet)—
(a) in subsection (1), after the words “his croft” there is inserted “, for a period not
exceeding 10 years,”; and

30

(b) for subsections (3) and (4) there is substituted—
“(3)

In the case of any application for such consent, the following special conditions
apply for the purposes of section 58A(6)(b)(ii) of this Act—
(a) that there are reasonable grounds for concern as regards the use which
the proposed subtenant intends to make of the croft; and

35

(b) that the proposed subtenant will not reside on, or within 16 kilometres of,
the croft.”.
(2)
40

Section 28 of that Act (special provisions regarding subletting of crofts not adequately
used) is repealed.
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(3)

In section 29 of that Act (miscellaneous provisions regarding subleases of crofts)—
(a) after subsection (2) there is inserted—
“(2A) The conditions of let must specify that the crofter shall give the subtenant not
less than 6 months written notice of any intention to assign, exchange or divide
the croft and that the sublease shall come to an end on such assignation,
exchange or division.”; and

5

(b) after subsection (3) there is inserted—
“(3A) Where the tenancy of a croft is terminated by virtue of the death of the crofter,
the Commission shall, as part of their consideration in determining whether to
make an order under the proviso to subsection (3) above and if so what period
of occupation to permit—

10

(a) consult the deceased crofter’s executor; and
(b) have regard in particular to such hardship as might, according to what
they decide, be occasioned—
(i)

15

the former subtenant; or

(ii) an assignee or transferee of the interest of tenant,”.
16

Assignation
In section 8 of the 1993 Act (assignation of croft)—

20

(a) in subsection (1), for paragraphs (a) and (b) there is substituted “unless he obtains
the consent of the Commission”;
(b) for subsections (2) to (4) there is substituted—
“(2)

25

In the case of an application made by virtue of subsection (1) above in respect
of an assignation to a person other than a member of the crofter’s family, the
following special conditions apply for the purposes of section 58A(6)(b)(ii) of
this Act—
(a) that the proposed assignee lives, or intends to live, more than 16
kilometres distant from the croft;
(b) that he already owns or is tenant of a croft;

30

(c) that he lacks the knowledge, abilities and experience to cultivate the croft
or as the case may be to put it to such other purposeful use as he intends;
(d) that he is the grazings clerk or a member of the grazings committee;
(e) where the landlord is not a natural person, that the proposed assignee is a
member or employee, or is a member of the family of a member or
employee, of the body which constitutes the landlord;

35

(f) that there are reasonable grounds for concern over the use to which the
proposed assignee intends to put the croft.”;
(c) in subsection (5), for the words from “in writing” to “above” there is substituted
“of the Commission”; and

40
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(d) in subsection (6), for the words from “at the term” to “may be,” there is
substituted “on such date as the Commission shall specify in the consent (being a
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date not less than two months after that on which the consent was intimated to the
crofter) unless before that date”.
17

5

Bequest of tenancy of croft
(1)

Section 10 of the 1993 Act (bequest of croft) is amended as follows.

(2)

For subsection (1), there is substituted—
“(1)

(3)

A crofter may, by will or other testamentary writing, bequeath the tenancy of
his croft to any one natural person.”.

In subsection (2)—
(a) after the word “landlord”, where it first occurs, there is inserted “and send a copy
of the notice to the Commission, both”;

10

(b) for the word “2” there is substituted “4”;
(c) for the word “4” there is substituted “6”;
(d) after the words “the provisions of this subsection”, there is inserted “or subsection
(2A) below”; and
(e) the words from “The giving of such notice” to the end are repealed.

15

(4)

After subsection (2) there is inserted—
“(2A) Notice under subsection (2) above of the bequest may be given by an executor
of the deceased crofter authorised for that purpose by the legatee.

20

(2B) The giving of notice to the landlord in accordance with the provisions of
subsection (2) or (2A) above shall import acceptance of the bequest; and the
legatee if—
(a) he is a member of the deceased crofter’s family; or

25

(b) he is a person other than a member of the deceased crofter’s family and
the landlord does not intimate objection to the legatee in accordance with
subsection (3) below,
shall come into the place of the deceased crofter (as from the date of death of
the deceased crofter) on the relevant date mentioned in subsection (2D) below.
(2C) Where notice is given in accordance with the provisions of subsection (2) or
(2A) above and—

30

35

(a) the legatee is a member of the deceased crofter’s family, the Commission
shall notify the legatee of the information they require for the purpose of
updating the Register of Crofts in relation to the tenancy; or
(b) the legatee is a person other than a member of the deceased crofter’s
family and the Commission receive no intimation of objection to the
legatee in accordance with subsection (3) below, they shall notify the
legatee—
(i)

to that effect; and

(ii) of the information referred to in paragraph (a) above.
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(2D) The Commission shall notify the legatee when they are satisfied that he has
provided the information required by them in their notification to him under
subsection (2C) above; and the “relevant date” referred to in subsection (2B)
above is the date on which the Commission notify the legatee under this
subsection.”.

5

(5)

For subsection (3), there is substituted—
“(3)

10

Where the legatee is a person other than a member of the deceased crofter’s
family, the landlord may, within one month (or such longer period as may be
determined by the Commission on an application made to them by the
landlord) after the date of the notice given to him in accordance with
subsection (2) or (2A) above, intimate to—
(a) the legatee; and
(b) the Commission,
that he objects to the legatee becoming tenant of the croft; and any such
intimation shall state the grounds of objection.”.

15

(6)

In subsection (4), for paragraph (b) there is substituted—
“(b) not so satisfied, they shall—
(i)

(ii) notify the legatee of the information they require for the purpose of
updating the Register of Crofts in relation to the tenancy.”.

20

(7)

25

notify the landlord and the legatee to that effect; and

After that subsection, there is inserted—
“(4A) In a case where subsection (4)(b) above applies, the Commission shall notify
the legatee when they are satisfied that he has provided the information
required by them in their notification to him under sub-paragraph (ii) of that
subsection; and, if no appeal is made under subsection (4B) below against the
Commission’s decision under subsection (4)(b) above, the legatee shall come
into the place of the deceased crofter (as from the date of the deceased crofter’s
death) on the date on which the Commission notify the legatee under this
subsection.

30

(4B) The legatee or, as the case may be, the landlord may, within 42 days after the
giving of notification of the Commission’s decision under paragraph (a) or (b)
of subsection (4) above in relation to the objection, appeal to the Land Court
against that decision; and in an appeal under this subsection, the Court may
confirm the decision or direct the Commission to come to a different decision.

35

(4C) Where, on an appeal under subsection (4B) above, the Land Court directs the
Commission to decide that a bequest under subsection (1) above be upheld, the
legatee shall come into the place of the deceased crofter (as from the date of
the deceased crofter’s death) on the date the Court directs under this
subsection.

40

(4D) A legatee who comes into the place of a deceased crofter in accordance with
subsection (2B), (4A) or, as the case may be, (4C) above, in doing so—
(a) becomes liable for such debts of the deceased crofter’s estate as are
attributable to the tenancy; and
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(b) shall, if requested to do so by the executor, pay the reasonable expenses
necessarily and wholly incurred by the executor in relation to the
administration and management of the tenancy during the period
beginning with the date of the deceased crofter’s death and ending
immediately before the date when the legatee so comes into the place of
the deceased crofter; and such expenses—

5

(i)

shall, in the event of a dispute as to amount, be determined by the
Land Court on the application of the executor or the legatee; and

(ii) shall not fall to be met from the deceased crofter’s estate.
(4E) Notwithstanding that a legatee comes into the place of the deceased crofter as
mentioned in subsection (4D) above, the tenancy (and accordingly its market
value as at the date of the deceased crofter’s death) is an asset of the deceased
crofter’s estate, available along with the other assets of the estate to meet the
other expenses of administration, and debts, of the estate; and any such legatee
is liable to contribute to such expenses and debts accordingly.

10

15

(4F) For the purposes of subsection (4E) above, the market value of the tenancy,
failing agreement between the executor and the legatee, shall be as determined
by the Land Court under subsection (4G) below on the application of the
executor or the legatee.
(4G) The market value of the tenancy as determined by the Land Court shall be the
amount which a willing assignee, on the open market, might be expected to
pay.”.

20

18

Prior rights, on intestacy, in relation to tenancy of croft
(1)

Section 8 of the Succession (Scotland) Act 1964 (c.41) (prior rights, on intestacy, in
dwelling house and furniture) is amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (1)—

25

(a) for the words “dwelling house to which this section applies,”, there is substituted
“dwelling house mentioned in subsection (4)(a) of this section,”;
(b) after the words “shall be entitled” there is inserted “, subject to subsection (2B) of
this section,”; and

30

(c) the proviso is repealed.
(3)

35

40

After subsection (2), there is inserted—
“(2A) Where the tenant of a croft dies intestate leaving a spouse or civil partner or,
where he dies leaving no spouse or civil partner, leaving a cohabitant, and the
intestate estate includes a relevant interest in a dwelling house mentioned in
subsection (4)(b) of this section, the surviving spouse, civil partner or, as the
case may be, cohabitant shall be entitled, subject to subsection (2B) of this
section, to receive out of the intestate estate—
(a) where the value of the relevant interest does not exceed the amount for
the time being fixed by order under subsection (1)(a) of this section, the
tenancy of the croft;
(b) in any other case, the sum for the time being fixed by order under
subsection (1)(b) of this section.
(2B) If the intestate estate comprises—
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5

(a) a relevant interest in two or more dwelling houses mentioned in
subsection (4)(a) of this section, subsection (1) of this section shall have
effect only in relation to such one of them as the surviving spouse or
civil partner may elect for the purposes of subsection (1) within 6 months
after the date of death of the intestate;

10

(b) a relevant interest in two or more dwelling houses mentioned in
subsection (4)(b) of this section, subsection (2A) of this section shall
have effect only in relation to such one of them as the surviving spouse,
civil partner or cohabitant may elect for the purposes of subsection (2A)
within 6 months after that date;
(c) a relevant interest in both—
(i)

one or more dwelling houses mentioned in subsection (4)(a) of this
section; and

15

(ii) one or more dwelling houses mentioned in subsection (4)(b) of this
section,

20

the surviving spouse or civil partner shall not be entitled to receive both
the entitlement under subsection (1) of this section and that under
subsection (2A) of this section and must elect within 6 months after that
date whether to take the entitlement under the said subsection (1) or
under the said subsection (2A).”.
(4)

For subsection (4), there is substituted—
“(4)

The dwelling house is—
(a) in a case mentioned in subsection (1) of this section, any dwelling house
in which the surviving spouse or civil partner of the intestate was
ordinarily resident at the date of death of the intestate and which did not,
at that date, form part of a croft of which the intestate was tenant;

25

(b) in a case mentioned in subsection (2A) of this section, any dwelling
house in which the surviving spouse, civil partner or cohabitant was
ordinarily resident at the date of death of the intestate and which, at that
date, formed part of a croft of which the intestate was tenant.”.

30

(5)

In subsection (6), before paragraph (a) there is inserted—
“(za) “cohabitant” means a person—
(i)

who was living with the intestate as if married to him; or

(ii) who was living with the intestate as if in civil partnership with
him,

35

and had been so living for at least 2 years.”.
19

Transfer of tenancy of croft by executor: amendment of section 16 of the
Succession (Scotland) Act 1964
(1)

Section 16 of the Succession (Scotland) Act 1964 (powers of executor to assign lease
which prohibits assignation) is amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (2), for the words from “notwithstanding” to the end, there is substituted
“subject to subsection (2A) of this section, to transfer the interest.”.

(3)

After that subsection, there is inserted—

40
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“(2A) Transfer by an executor pursuant to subsection (2) of this section—
(a) of an interest under an agricultural lease which is a lease of a croft within
the meaning of section 3(1) of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 (c.44)
shall require the consent of the Crofters Commission; and
(b) of an interest under any other lease (including any agricultural lease
which does not fall within paragraph (a) of this subsection) and which is
not a transfer to one of the persons entitled to succeed to the deceased’s
intestate estate or to claim legal rights or the prior rights of a surviving
spouse or civil partner out of the estate, in satisfaction of that person’s
entitlement or claim, shall require the consent of the landlord.”.

5

10

(4)

20
15

In subsection (9), in the definition of “agricultural lease”, for the words “Act of 1955”
there is substituted “Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 (or of any part of a croft if it is a part
consisting of a right mentioned in section 3(4)(a) of that Act)”.
Transfer of tenancy of croft by executor: special provision relating to the 1993 Act
After section 16 of the Succession (Scotland) Act 1964, there is inserted—
“16A

Leases of crofts: special provision relating to the Crofters (Scotland) Act
1993

(1)

The requirement in section 16(2A)(a) of this Act to obtain the consent of the
Crofters Commission shall be treated as if it were a requirement under the
Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 (c.44) and accordingly section 58A of that Act
shall apply for the purposes of the requirement as it applies for the purposes of
a requirement under that Act.

(2)

In the case of an application for the consent of the Crofter’s Commission made
by virtue of section 16(2A)(a) of this Act in respect of a transfer to a person
other than a member of the crofter’s family, the following special conditions
apply for the purposes of section 58A(6)(b)(ii) of the Crofters (Scotland) Act
1993—

20

25

(a) that the proposed transferee lives, or intends to live, more than 16
kilometres distant from the croft;
(b) that he already owns or is tenant of a croft;

30

(c) that he lacks the knowledge, abilities and experience to cultivate the croft
or as the case may be to put it to such other purposeful use as he intends;
(d) that he is the grazings clerk or a member of the grazings committee;
(e) where the landlord is not a natural person, that the proposed transferee is
a member or employee, or is a member of the family of a member or
employee, of the body which constitutes the landlord;

35

(f) that there are reasonable grounds for concern over the use to which the
proposed transferee intends to put the croft.
(3)
40

Where the consent of the Crofter’s Commission to a transfer is required by
section 16(2A)(a) of this Act, and the executor transfers the interest without the
consent of the Commission—
(a) the transfer and any deed purporting so to transfer the interest shall be
null and void; and
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(b) the Commission may declare the croft to be vacant.
(4)

A transfer to which the Crofter’s Commission have given their consent under
section 16(2A)(a) of this Act shall take effect on such date as the Commission
shall specify in the consent (being a date not less than two months after that on
which the consent was intimated to the executor) unless before that date the
executor and the transferee jointly give to the Commission notice in writing
that they do not intend to proceed with the transfer.

(5)

An appeal shall lie on any question of fact or law to the Land Court against a
decision of the Crofters Commission on an application made to them under
section 16(2A)(a) of this Act.

(6)

The appellant may be the applicant or any person with an interest in the
application.

(7)

An appeal under subsection (5) of this section must be brought within 42 days
after the Commission dispose of the application.

(8)

Section 52A(4) and (5) of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 shall apply to an
appeal by an executor under subsection (5) of this section as it applies to an
appeal under that section.

(9)

In an appeal under subsection (5) of this section, the Land Court may confirm
the decision or direct the Commission to come to a different decision.”.

5

10

15

20

21

Amendment of section 11 of the 1993 Act
(1)

Section 11 of the 1993 Act (intestacy) is amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (2), for the word “3” there is substituted “12”.

(3)

In subsection (3)—
(a) paragraph (a) is repealed;
(b) in paragraph (b)—

25

(i)

the word “otherwise” is repealed; and

(ii) after the word “tenancy,” there is inserted “the date (no later than 2 months
after the date of death of the deceased crofter) on which the Commission
receive notification of the death or, where no such notification is
received,”; and

30

(c) in paragraph (d), for the words “on which the Commission notified the landlord
and the legatee” there is substituted “of notification by the Commission”.
(4)

For subsections (4) to (9), there is substituted—
“(4)

35

If at the expiry of the period of 12 months referred to in subsection (2) above, it
appears to the Commission (whether from notification under that subsection or
otherwise) that the executor has not furnished to the landlord particulars of any
transferee in accordance with subsection (1) above, they shall give notice in
such manner as they think proper, whether by advertisement or otherwise—
(a) to the landlord;

40
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(b) if an executor is confirmed in respect of the intestate estate of the
deceased crofter, to the executor; and
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(c) if no executor is so confirmed, to each person of whom the Commission
are aware and who the Commission consider may claim to be entitled to
claim prior or legal rights out of, or to succeed to, the intestate estate,
that they propose to terminate the tenancy and declare the croft vacant and
inviting the recipients of the notice to make representations as respects the
proposal to the Commission before the expiry of the period of one month after
the date of the notice.

5

(5)

If, having considered representations (if any) made to them in accordance with
subsection (4) above, the Commission are satisfied that—
(a) the landlord or the executor has terminated the tenancy in accordance
with section 16(3)(b) of the Succession (Scotland) Act 1964;

10

(b) the executor is proposing to transfer the tenancy; or
(c) a person is entitled to a transfer of the tenancy in or towards the
satisfaction of his claim to prior rights or his entitlement to succeed to
the deceased’s intestate estate,

15

they are not to implement their proposal; but if not so satisfied they may
implement their proposal if they consider it appropriate to do so.
(6)

If, by virtue of subsection (5) above, the Commission are not entitled to
implement their proposal, but it appears to them subsequently (by means of
representations made to them or otherwise) that the tenancy is not being
transferred or is unable to be transferred, the Commission may give notice
again as mentioned in subsection (4) above.

(7)

If, having considered representations (if any) made to them in accordance with
subsection (4) above as respects a proposal contained in a notice given by
virtue of subsection (6) above, the Commission are satisfied that it is
appropriate to implement their proposal they may do so.

(8)

Where the Commission, in pursuance of this section, declare the croft vacant—

20

25

(a) they shall give notice to that effect—
(i)
30

35

to the landlord;

(ii) if an executor is confirmed in respect of the intestate estate of the
deceased crofter, to the executor; and
(iii) if no executor is so confirmed, to each person of whom the
Commission is aware and who the Commission consider may
claim to be entitled to claim prior or legal rights out of, or to
succeed to, the intestate estate,
and any such notice to the landlord shall require him to submit to them
such proposals as are mentioned in section 23(5) of this Act;
(b) any right of any person in, or in relation to, the tenancy shall be
extinguished; and

40

(c) the landlord shall be liable to pay to the executor of the deceased crofter
the value of the permanent improvements on the croft in so far as—
(i)

the improvement is suitable to the croft;
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(ii) the improvement was executed or paid for by the deceased crofter
or by any of the predecessors of the deceased crofter in the
tenancy; and
(iii) either the improvement was executed otherwise than in pursuance
of a specific agreement in writing under which the deceased
crofter was bound to execute the improvement or, if the
improvement was executed in pursuance of such an agreement, the
deceased crofter did not receive and his executor has not received,
by way of reduction of rent or otherwise, fair consideration for the
improvement.”.

5

10

15

22

(5)

In subsection (10), for the words from the beginning to “In this subsection the
expression “the value of the”, there is substituted “In subsection (8)(c) above, the
expression “the value of the permanent”.

(6)

In subsection (11)(a), for the words “subsection (8) above” there is substituted “this
section”.
Determination of the Land Court as to croft boundaries
After section 53 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted –
“53A

Where an application is made to the Land Court to determine a question under
section 53(1)(c) of this Act and the evidence available to the Court is
insufficient to enable any boundary to be clearly determined, the Court shall
declare the boundary to be that which in all the circumstances it considers
appropriate.”.

20

23
25

Extent of boundaries

Access to croft
After section 53A of the 1993 Act (inserted into that Act by section 22 of this Act), there
is inserted—
“53B
(1)

Access to croft
Where a crofter considers that—
(a) he requires access from a public road to his croft; and
(b) it would be reasonable for such access to be taken by a route lying
wholly over land owned by his landlord,

30

the crofter may make application to the Land Court for an order under
subsection (2) below.
(2)
35

On an application under subsection (1) above, the Land Court shall make such
order as it considers appropriate in all the circumstances, and the order may in
particular make provision—
(a) specifying an access route from the public road to the croft lying wholly
over land owned by the landlord;

40
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(b) as to the arrangements under which the crofter may carry out works to
construct or improve a road over the access route;
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(c) as to the conditions subject to which access may be exercised, including
conditions as to what types of vehicle may be taken along the access
route;
(d) requiring the crofter to indemnify the landlord in respect of any claim for
compensation made against the landlord under paragraph 11 of Schedule
2 to this Act in consequence of works such as are described in paragraph
(b) above;

5

(e) requiring the crofter to make a payment to the landlord in respect of
expenses incurred by the landlord in connection with matters which are
the subject of the application.

10

(3)

Any order under subsection (2) above shall have effect as if the matters for
which the order makes provision had been the subject of an agreement between
the crofter and the landlord.

(4)

The right of a crofter to make application to the Land Court under subsection
(1) above shall be without prejudice to any other right which that crofter may
have in connection with access to his croft.”.

15

24

20

Reorganisation schemes
(1)

The 1993 Act is amended as follows.

(2)

In section 38 (reorganisation schemes)—
(a) in subsection (1), after the words “prepare a” there is inserted “provisional”;
(b) after subsection (1) there is inserted—

25

“(1A) Before proceeding to prepare a provisional draft reorganisation scheme the
Commission must give intimation in writing to each of the persons mentioned
in subsection (10) below that the Commission are satisfied as is mentioned in
subsection (1) above and that they intend so to proceed.”;
(c) for subsection (3) there is substituted—
“(3)

30

35

A reorganisation scheme may, if the Commission—
(a) obtain the prior written consent of the Scottish Ministers, make provision
with respect to the inclusion of any land in the vicinity of the township,
being land to which this Act does not apply, which in the opinion of the
Commission ought to be used for the enlargement of crofts in the
township or of a common grazing used exclusively, or shared in, by the
township;
(b) think fit, make provision with respect to all or any of the following
matters—
(i)

the admission into the township of new crofters and the allocation
to them of shares in the common grazing;

(ii) the apportionment for the exclusive use of the township of a part
of any common grazing in which it shares;
40

(iii) the inclusion in any croft formed under the scheme of a part of the
common grazing or of any land held in runrig;
(iv) any other matter incidental to or consequential on the provisions of
the scheme.”;
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(d) in subsection (4)—
(i)

after the words “reorganisation scheme”, there is inserted “, or provisional
draft or draft of such a scheme,”; and

(ii) after the words “the scheme” there is inserted “ or, as the case may be, of
the provisional draft or draft,”; and

5

(e) for subsections (5) to (7), there is substituted—
“(5)

10

Where, in relation to any township, the Commission prepare a provisional draft
reorganisation scheme under subsection (1) above, they shall serve on each of
the persons mentioned in subsection (10) below a copy of the provisional draft
together with a notice—
(a) naming a place within the locality in which the township is situated
where a copy of the maps and plans prepared by the Commission under
subsection (4) above in relation to the provisional draft scheme may be
inspected at all reasonable hours;
(b) inviting the person on whom the provisional draft and notice are served,
within two months of the date of such service, to make in writing to the
Commission such comments as they may wish to make on the
provisional draft, maps or plans.

15

(6)
20

Where, having taken into account comments (if any) made to them by virtue of
subsection (5) above, the Commission are still satisfied as mentioned in
subsection (1) above, they shall—
(a) prepare a draft reorganisation scheme in relation to the township taking
into account such comments;
(b) serve on each of the persons mentioned in subsection (10) below a copy
of the draft scheme together with a notice—

25

(i)

(ii) requesting that the person on whom the draft and notice are served,
within one month after the date of such service, intimates to the
Commission in writing whether or not that person is in favour of
the draft scheme.

30

(7)

Where any person on whom a notice has been served under subsection (6)
above fails to comply with the request contained in the notice, that person shall
for the purposes of this section be deemed to have intimated to the
Commission, in compliance with the request, that the person is in favour of the
draft scheme.

(8)

If, within the period of one month mentioned in subsection (6)(b)(ii) above, a
majority of the crofters on whom a copy of a draft reorganisation scheme and a
notice have been served under that subsection have intimated to the
Commission, in compliance with the request contained in the notice, that they
are in favour of the draft scheme, the Commission shall, where they remain
satisfied as mentioned in subsection (1) above—

35

40

45
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naming a place within the locality in which the township is
situated where a copy of any maps and plans prepared by the
Commission under subsection (4) above in relation to the draft
scheme may be inspected at all reasonable hours; and

(a) prepare a reorganisation scheme in relation to the township; and
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(b) serve on each of the persons mentioned in subsection (10) below a copy
of the scheme together with a notice—
(i)
5

naming a place within the locality in which the township is
situated where a copy of any maps and plans prepared by the
Commission under subsection (4) above in relation to the scheme
may be inspected at all reasonable hours; and

(ii) advising of the right of appeal to the Land Court under section
38A of this Act against the Commission’s decision to reorganise
the township or the scheme and of the time limit within which an
appeal may be made.

10

(9)

For the purposes of section 38A of this Act, the Commission’s proceeding,
under subsection (8)(a) above, to prepare a reorganisation scheme shall be
taken to comprise their decision to reorganise the township.

(10) The persons referred to in subsections (1A), (5), (6)(b) and (8)(b) above and
section 38A(2)(b) of this Act are—

15

(a) each crofter who is the tenant of a croft situated in the township;
(b) the landlord of each such croft;
(c) each grazings committee appointed under section 47 of this Act in
respect of any common grazing shared in by each such crofter;
(d) each person occupying land which is contiguous to a croft situated in the
township;

20

(e) the owner of, and each person who holds shares in, a common grazing
associated with the township.
(11) The requirements of subsections (1A) and (6)(b)(ii) above that intimation be in
writing and in subsection (5)(b) above that comments be made in writing are to
be taken to be satisfied by—

25

(a) the giving of intimation; or
(b) as the case may be, the making of comments,
in a form other than writing which, by reason of its having some permanency,
is capable of being used for subsequent reference (as, for example, a recording
made on audio or video tape).”.

30

(3)

After that section, there is inserted—
“38A

35

(1)

Appeal to Land Court: special provision as respects reorganisation
schemes
Any crofter who is the tenant of a croft situated in the township in relation to
which a reorganisation scheme is made or the landlord of any such croft or the
owner of any common grazing associated with the township may, within 42
days after the Commission serve a copy of the reorganisation scheme on him
under section 38(8)(b), appeal to the Land Court against—
(a) the Commission’s decision to reorganise the township; or

40

(b) the scheme.
(2)

In an appeal under this section, the Court may—
(a) confirm the decision and the scheme;
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(b) confirm the decision and require the Commission to—
(i)

make, by a date specified by the Court, such modifications to the
scheme as the Court directs; and

(ii) serve a copy of the modified scheme on each of the persons
mentioned in section 38(10) of this Act; or

5

(c) revoke the Commission’s decision.”.
(4)

In section 39 (putting schemes into effect)—
(a) for subsection (1), there is substituted—
“(1)

10

The Commission shall not take any steps in discharge of their duties or powers
under this section in relation to a reorganisation scheme until (whichever first
occurs)—
(a) the period of 42 days mentioned in section 38A(1) of this Act has
elapsed without any appeal to the Land Court under that section being
made; or
(b) every such appeal timeously made is—

15

(i)

20

decided and, where by virtue of subsection (2)(b)(i) of section 38A
of this Act the Land Court has required modifications to be made
to the scheme, those modifications have been made and the
Commission have complied with subsection (2)(b)(ii) of that
section; or

(ii) abandoned.
(1A) The Commission—
(a) shall put into effect a reorganisation scheme—
(i)

prepared by them under section 38(8)(a); or

(ii) where by virtue of subsection (2)(b)(i) of section 38A of this Act
the Land Court has required modifications to be made to the
scheme, of which they have served a copy by virtue of subsection
(2)(b)(ii) of that section; and

25

(b) may do all such things as are required for that purpose.”;
30

(b) in subsection (3), for the words “shall, on a reorganisation scheme being
confirmed by the Secretary of State,” there is substituted “may”;
(c) after subsection (5) there is inserted—
“(5A) Subsection (3A) of section 6 of this Act applies in relation to subsection (5)
above as it applies in relation to the proviso to subsection (3) of that section.”;

35

(d) in subsection (7), the words “, on the scheme being confirmed by the Secretary of
State,” are repealed;
(e) in subsection (8)—
(i)

40

for the words “Secretary of State shall, on confirming the scheme,” there is
substituted “Commission shall”; and

(ii) at the end of paragraph (b), there is inserted “,
and shall send a copy of each notice served by them under this subsection to
the Scottish Ministers” ;
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(f) in subsection (10)(b), for the words “of the confirmation of the scheme is served
on him under paragraph 7 of Schedule 4 to this Act” there is substituted “is served
on him under subsection (6) above”.
(5)
5

25

Schedule 4 (confirmation of schemes by Scottish Ministers etc.) is repealed.
Meaning of croft
In section 3 of the 1993 Act (meaning of “croft” and “crofter”)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

after paragraph (c) there is inserted—

“(cc) as from the date of registration, every holding situated—
(i)

10

as aforesaid; or

(ii) as is mentioned in subsection (1)(b) of section 3A of this Act,
and registered by virtue of an application under that section;
(cd) as from the date of reversion, every holding reverting under section
20(1B), or by virtue of section 21A(1), of this Act;”;
(ii) in paragraph (d), for the words “as aforesaid” there is substituted “in the
crofting counties”; and

15

(iii) after paragraph (e) there is inserted—
“(f) as from the relevant commencement date, every holding—
(i) entered in the Register of Crofts on that date which has been so
entered for a continuous period of at least twenty years ending with
that date; and

20

(ii) in respect of which no application or reference seeking a declaration
or order that the holding is not a croft is on that date pending before
any court;
(g) as from the date twenty years after registration, every holding—

25

(i) entered in the Register of Crofts for a continuous period of twenty
years ending after the relevant commencement date; and
(ii) in respect of which no application or reference seeking a declaration
or order that the holding is not a croft is at the end of that period
pending before any court”; and

30

(b) after subsection (1) there is inserted—
“(1A) In paragraphs (f) and (g) of subsection (1) above, “the relevant commencement
date” is the date on which section 25 of the Crofting Reform etc. Act 2006
comes into force.”.

PART 3

35

TERMINATION OF TENANCY, DECROFTING, ETC.
26

Resumption and reversion
(1)

In section 20 of the 1993 Act (resumption of croft or part of croft by landlord)—
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(a) in subsection (1), after the word “interest” there is inserted “or the interests of the
crofting community in the locality of the croft”;
(b) after that subsection there is inserted—
“(1A) A landlord making application under subsection (1) above must give notice of
it to the Commission; and the Commission may, if they think fit, oppose or
support the application.

5

(1B) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1) above, resumption may be
authorised under that subsection for a specified period of time (such
resumption being in this Act referred to as “temporary resumption” and
resumption other than for a specified period of time as “ordinary resumption”)
and the land shall revert to being a croft (or to being part of a croft)—

10

(a) on the date on which the period (or as the case may be the period as
extended under subsection (1D) below) elapses; or
(b) on such earlier date as the Land Court may specify in an order under
section 21A(1) of this Act.

15

(1C) Subject to subsection (1D) below, the Land Court may, on the application of
the landlord, extend the period specified under subsection (1B) above.
(1D) Where a planning permission granted for a limited period subsists for a change
of the use of the land, being a change for which resumption was authorised, the
Land Court must, on such application, extend the period so specified; but not to
a date later than the end of the period specified in the condition under
subsection (1)(b) of section 41 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland)
Act 1997 (c.8) to which the permission is subject.

20

(1E) In subsection (1D) above, “planning permission granted for a limited period”
shall be construed in accordance with subsection (3) of that section.

25

(1F) The Land Court may, on the application of the landlord made before the expiry
of the specified period of time referred to in subsection (1B) above, determine
that a resumption authorised as a temporary resumption is to be taken to be an
ordinary resumption; and where such a determination is made—
(a) subsections (1B) to (1D) above and the exception to subsection (2)(b) of
section 21A of this Act shall cease to be applicable as respects the
resumption; and

30

(b) the Land Court may determine (either or both)—
(i)
35

that the landlord shall make further compensation under subsection
(1) above;

(ii) that the crofter shall, under section 21(1) of this Act, be entitled to
a further share in the value of the land.”.
(c) in subsection (3)(a), after sub-paragraph (viii) (but before the word “or” which
immediately follows that sub-paragraph), there is inserted—
“(viiia)the generation of energy;”.

40

(2)

In section 21 of the 1993 Act (crofter’s right to share in value of land resumed by
landlord)—
(a) after subsection (1) there is inserted—
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“(1A) If it thinks fit the Land Court may, having regard to how the purpose for which
resumption is authorised is to be carried out, determine that a sum awarded
under this section shall be payable in instalments of such amounts and on such
dates as it shall specify in the determination.
(1B) On making a determination under subsection (1A), the Land Court shall
intimate to the Commission that it has done so and provide them with a copy of
the determination; and the Commission shall enter that copy in the Register of
Crofts.

5

(1C) When so entered the determination shall bind any successor to the landlord as
it binds the landlord.”; and

10

(b) in subsection (6), after the word “payable” there is inserted “, or in the case of
payment by instalments as from the date when the unpaid balance of such sum is
payable,”.
(3)
15

20

After section 21 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted—
“21A

Reversion of resumed land

(1)

The Land Court may, on the application of any relevant person and on being
satisfied that the conditions specified in subsection (2) below are met, make an
order that land resumed by virtue of section 20(1) of this Act shall revert to
being a croft (or to being part of a croft).

(2)

The conditions are—
(a) no debt is for the time being secured by way of a standard security over,
or over any real right in, the land or any part of it;
(b) except in the case of a temporary resumption, not less than 5 nor more
than 20 years have elapsed since the resumption of the croft was
authorised;

25

(c) the purpose for which the landlord desired to resume the croft has not
been carried out;
(d) no planning permission relating to a change of the use of the land
subsists;
(e) the land remains suitable for use by crofters for cultivation; and

30

(f) the land is owned by the person who was authorised to resume the croft.
(3)

For the purposes of subsection (2)(e) above, “cultivate” has the same meaning
as in Schedule 2 to this Act.

(4)

Where land reverts by virtue of subsection (1) above, the Land Court may
make such order (if any) as it thinks fit as to the repayment, in whole or in part,
of any sum awarded as compensation under section 20(1), or any share in value
paid by virtue of section 21(1), of this Act.

(5)

Where land which reverts by virtue of subsection (1) above or under
section 20(1B) of this Act comprises a common grazing, the Land Court may
make such order as it thinks fit as to shares in the common grazing.

(6)

“Relevant person” in subsection (1) above means the Commission, the
landlord, the person who surrendered the land or, where the land comprises a
common grazing, the owner or the grazings committee.”.

35

40
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27

Decrofting
In the 1993 Act—
(a) in section 24 (decrofting in case of resumption or vacancy of croft)—
(i)

5

in subsection (2), after the words “do so” there are inserted the following
paragraphs––

“(a) forthwith or on the refusal of an application made under paragraph (b)
below; or
(b) at the end of such further period as the Land Court, on the application of
the Commission, may allow,”; and
10

(ii) after that subsection there is inserted—
“(2A) Where a further period is allowed by virtue of subsection (2)(b) above, the
Commission shall be liable to the landlord for an amount equal to the rent
which would have been payable for the croft in respect of that period.”; and
(b) in section 25 (provisions supplementary to section 24(3))—

15

(i)

in subsection (1)(a), after the word “interest” there is inserted “or to the
interests of the crofting community in the locality of the croft”;

(ii) in subsection (1), after paragraph (b) there is added “or
(c) the application is made in respect of a croft the conveyance in feu of
which was granted under section 17 or 18 of the 1955 Act”;
20

(iii) in subsection (2), for the words “(1)(b)” there is substituted “(1)(b) or (c)”;
(iv) in subsection (3), after the word “conditions” there is inserted “(which may
include provision as to timescales)”;
(v) after subsection (3) there is inserted—

25

“(3A) Conditions imposed by virtue of subsection (3) above may include a condition
that the use be initiated by a time specified in the condition.
(3B) The Commission may from time to time modify any conditions so imposed.
(3C) No such further direction as is mentioned in subsection (3) above shall be made
if—

30

(a) more than 20 years have elapsed since the direction under section 24(3)
of this Act;
(b) the land, or any part of it, has, since the direction under that section, been
conveyed to a person other than the former crofter or a member of the
former crofter’s family; or

35

(c) a debt is for the time being secured by way of a standard security over, or
over any real right in, the land or any part of it.”;
(vi) after subsection (4) there is inserted—

40
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“(4A) Written notice of an application under subsection (4) above made in respect of
a part of a croft consisting only of the site of the dwelling-house on or
pertaining to the croft shall be given to the landlord by the applicant; and the
Commission—
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(a) shall not give a direction by virtue of that subsection on an application so
made unless they are satisfied (in addition to what is required by
subsection (1)(b) above) that; and
(b) may include in any such direction conditions for the purpose of ensuring
that,

5

implementation of the proposal would not prevent or impede access to another
part of the croft or to other croft land.”; and
(vii) For subsections (7) and (8) there is substituted—
“(7)

The Commission shall give both—
(a) notice in writing to the applicant; and

10

(b) public notification,
of their direction on an application made to them under the said section 24(3)
or subsection (4) above, specifying the nature of and the reasons for the
direction and, as the case may be, for any conditions imposed in the direction.
(7A) The Commission shall—

15

(a) give written notification to the owner of land—
(i)

to which a further direction under subsection (3) above relates of
the making of that direction; and

(ii) of the modification, under subsection (3B) above, of a condition
which relates to that land; and

20

(b) give public notification of those matters.
(8)

As regards—
(a) a direction (including a condition in a direction) by the Commission on
an application—
(i)

25

under section 24(3) of this Act, the applicant or any member of the
crofting community in the locality of the land;

(ii) under subsection (4) above, the applicant or the owner of the land,
may within 42 days after the giving of public notification of the making
of the direction;
(b) a notification under subsection (3) above, of a condition which relates to
land, the owner, or any tenant of the land or any member of the crofting
community in the locality of the land, may within 42 days after the
giving of public notification of the modification; or

30

(c) a further direction under subsection (3) above, the owner, or any tenant,
of the land, may within 42 days after the making of that direction,

35

appeal to the Land Court.
(9)

28
40

The Land Court may hear or consider such evidence as it thinks fit in order to
enable it to dispose of an appeal under subsection (8) above.”.

Re-letting
In section 23 of the 1993 Act (vacant crofts)—
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(a) for subsection (3) there is substituted—
“(3)

The landlord of a croft shall not, without the approval of the Commission, let
the croft or any part of it to any person; and any letting of the croft otherwise
than with such approval shall be null and void.

(3A) In the case of an application made by virtue of subsection (3) above, the
following special conditions apply for the purposes of section 58A(6)(b)(ii) of
this Act—

5

(a) that the proposed tenant lives, or intends to live, more than 16 kilometres
distant from the croft;
(b) that he already owns or is tenant of a croft;

10

(c) that he lacks the knowledge, abilities and experience to cultivate the croft
or as the case may be to put it to such other purposeful use as he intends;
(d) that he is the grazings clerk, a member of the grazings committee, the
owner of the common grazing or a member of the landlord’s family;
(e) where the landlord is not a natural person, that the proposed tenant is a
member or employee, or is a member of the family of a member or
employee, of the body which constitutes the landlord; and

15

(f) that there are reasonable grounds for concern over the use to which the
proposed tenant intends to put the croft.”;
(b) in subsection (5)—

20

(i)

at the beginning there is inserted “Subject to subsection (5A) below,”; and

25

(ii) for the words from “the Commission refuse” to the end of the proviso there
is substituted “the Commission’s approval of them is not obtained, the
Commission must proceed in accordance with subsections (5B) and (5C)
below.

30

(5A) Where the croft is declared vacant in pursuance of section 11(8) of this Act, if,
within a period of four months from the giving of notice under that section, the
proposals required by that notice to be submitted are not submitted or the
Commission’s approval of them is not obtained, the Commission must proceed
in accordance with subsections (5B) and (5C) below.
(5B) The Commission shall, by public notification, invite applications for tenancy of
the croft within such period as shall be specified in the notification.
(5C) When that period has elapsed, the Commission shall determine—
(a) to which of the applicants (if any) to let the croft; and
(b) in consultation with the landlord, on what terms and conditions.”.

35

29

Compensation for improvements for purposes other than cultivation or grazing
etc.
In section 30 of the 1993 Act (compensation to crofter for improvements), after
subsection (6) there is inserted—

40
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“(6A) Subject to subsection (6B) below, in this Act “improvement” does not include
anything erected or carried out wholly for—
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(a) putting a croft to such other purposeful use as is mentioned in paragraph
3(b) of Schedule 2 to this Act; or
(b) using part of a common grazing for a purpose other than is mentioned in
paragraph (a) or (b) of section 50B(1) of this Act.
(6B) Subsection (6A) above does not apply if—

5

(a) in any written consent given under section 5(7)(a) of this Act as respects
the use in question, the landlord agrees that the subsection should not
apply; or
(b) before the Commission approve under section 50B(9) of this Act
implementation of the proposal for the use in question, the owner gives
written intimation to the proposer that, as respects that use, he so
agrees.”.

10

PART 4
COMMON GRAZINGS
15

30

Use of common grazing
(1)

In section 50 of the 1993 Act (use of common grazings for forestry purposes)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

for the word “interested” there is substituted “who holds a right”; and

(ii) in paragraph (b), for the word “landlord” there is substituted “owner”;
20

(b) in subsection (2)—
(i)

for the words “A landlord’s” there is substituted “An owner’s”;

(ii) after paragraph (b) there is inserted—
“(bb) may be given subject to conditions provided that those conditions are
reasonable;”;
25

(iii) in paragraph (c), for the word “landlord” there is substituted “owner”; and
(iv) in paragraph (e), for the word “landlord’s” there is substituted “owner’s”;
(c) after subsection (2) there is inserted—
“(2A) An owner may refuse consent on (and only on) the grounds that
implementation of the proposal would—

30

(a) adversely affect the exercise of any rights which he has under or by
virtue of Schedule 2 to this Act;
(b) prevent an intended resumption by virtue of section 20(1) of this Act;
(c) be detrimental to the sound management of the estate which comprises
the land;

35

(d) cause hardship to a crofter who shares in the common grazing;
(e) cause the owner undue hardship; or
(f) lessen significantly the amenity of (either or both)—
(i)

the land;
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(ii) its surrounding area;
and without prejudice to subsection (2B) below any refusal shall be in writing
and shall specify the grounds of refusal.
5

(2B) If, within six weeks after application under subsection (1)(b) above, there has
neither been written consent nor written refusal, the owner shall be deemed to
have refused the application.
(2C) If, on an application—
(a) under sub-paragraph (i) of section 53(1)(e) in relation to a consent
applied for under subsection (1)(b) above but refused, the Land Court is
not satisfied that any of the grounds mentioned in subsection (2A) above
has been made out, it may determine that the consent is to be deemed
given, or

10

(b) under sub-paragraph (ii) of that section in relation to a consent so applied
for but granted subject to a condition, the Land Court is not satisfied that
the condition is reasonable, it may determine that the consent is to be
deemed given—

15

(i)

free of the condition; or

(ii) subject instead to a condition specified in the determination.”;
(d) in subsection (3), for the words “A landlord’s” there is substituted “An owner’s”;
20

(e) after subsection (3) there is inserted—
“(3A) The Commission shall, on receipt of any application under subsection (1)(a)
above, consult as regards the proposal the owner, the crofters who share in the
common grazing and such other persons as appear to the Commission to have
an interest.

25

(3B) The reference in subsection (1) above to using as woodlands is to having the
right to exclusive economic and recreational use, including (without prejudice
to that generality)—
(a) felling, removing, selling and replacing the trees in question;
(b) collecting trimmings, fallen timber, foliage, sap, flowers, fruit, seeds or
nuts for use or sale;

30

(c) grazing animals in the woodlands; and
(d) selling timber, timber products and other forestry products.

35

(3C) Where the owner’s consent is, under subsection (2)(bb) above, subject to a
condition that land be fenced, or otherwise enclosed, any expenditure incurred
in complying with that condition (including expenditure incurred in that
connection in maintenance, repair or renewal) shall be met—
(a) in a case where the applicant is the grazings committee, by that
committee, and
(b) in any other case, jointly and severally by the crofters sharing in the
common grazing.”;

40

(f) for subsection (4) there is substituted—
“(4)
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In this section, “owner’s consent” means the consent of the owner referred to
in subsection (1)(b) above (or a deemed such consent);”; and
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(g) at the end there is added—
“(5) This section is without prejudice to section 50A of this Act and is subject to the
terms of any agreement under that section.”.
(2)
5

After section 50 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted––
“50A

Joint forestry ventures etc.

(1)

A crofter who holds a right in a common grazing, or a grazings committee,
may, with the agreement of the Commission, enter into a written agreement
with the owner of the common grazing that they shall engage in a joint forestry
venture to use woodlands as part of the common grazing concerned; and
subject to subsection (4) below that agreement shall bind the parties to it and
their successors.

(2)

Subject to the terms of any agreement under subsection (1) above, where there
are, on part of a common grazing which is to be used as woodlands by virtue of
section 50 of this Act, trees other than such as are mentioned in paragraph
11(d) of Schedule 2 to this Act, the owner and the grazings committee may
agree—

10

15

(a) that those trees are to be sold to the committee at current value; or
(b) that the owner is to be entitled to a share of the timber obtained from
such use, being a share which is proportionate having regard to the
numbers, respectively, of those trees and of the trees planted (or obtained
from planned natural regeneration of the trees planted) in the course of
such use.

20

25

(3)

Where an agreement is entered into under subsection (1) or (2) above, a copy
of that agreement shall be lodged with the Commission.

(4)

The persons who for the time being are bound by the agreement in question
may by written agreement lodged with the Commission under this subsection
amend the agreement lodged under subsection (3) above (or as the case may be
that agreement as last amended under this subsection).

(5)

Any person who is for the time being bound by an agreement under subsection
(2) above may appeal to the Land Court against a valuation carried out by
virtue of paragraph (a), or the assessment of a share entitlement carried out by
virtue of paragraph (b), of that subsection.

(6)

In an appeal under subsection (5) above, the Land Court may reassess the value
or entitlement in question.

(7)

The valuer whose valuation is appealed against may be a witness in the appeal
proceedings.

(8)

In subsection (2)(b) above “planned natural regeneration” means regeneration
which takes place in accordance with—

30

35
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(a) an agreement entered into under or by virtue of this Act or of any other
enactment; or
(b) the conditions of—
(i)

any grant for purposes which include such regeneration and which
is paid out of the Scottish Consolidated Fund; or

(ii) such other grant of a public nature as may be prescribed.
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50B
(1)

Use of common grazing for other purposes
A crofter who holds a right in a common grazing may propose to the grazings
committee (or, if there is no grazings committee, to the grazings constable) that
a part of the common grazing be used other than for—
(a) grazings or a purpose mentioned in section 52(9) of this Act; or

5

(b) woodlands.
(2)

The use proposed must not be such as would be detrimental to—
(a) the use being made, as at the time of application, of the other parts of the
common grazing; or
(b) the interests of the owner.

10

15

(3)

On receipt of a proposal made under subsection (1) above the grazings
committee (or as the case may be the grazings constable) shall, for the purpose
of there being a discussion and vote on the proposal, summon a meeting of the
crofters who share in the common grazing.

(4)

Regulations under section 49(2)(g) of this Act shall, in relation to any meeting
so summoned, provide that—
(a) the time, place and purpose of the meeting (including the proposal in
question) should be—
(i)

20

set out in a notice sent by registered post to each of those crofters
and to the owner; and

(ii) intimated by public notification,
at least 28 days before the meeting; and
(b) the grazings committee (or grazings constable) shall, in sending such
notice to the owner—
25

(i)

invite him to give his views as to the proposal; and

(ii) afford him the opportunity to discuss it, at such reasonable time
before the meeting as is convenient to him, with a member of the
committee (or with the grazings constable);
30

(c) at the meeting any views so given (or disclosed in discussion) shall be
made known to the crofters attending;
(d) subject to subsection (5) below, the vote on the proposal shall be by
simple majority of the votes cast by the crofters attending (a crofter
being entitled to a single vote for each share in the common grazing
which he holds);

35
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(e) the result of the vote shall be declared at the meeting; and
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(f) the owner shall be advised by the grazings committee (or grazings
constable), by written notice given within two weeks after the meeting
takes place, of its outcome (that is to say, of whether the proposal has
been accepted or rejected, of the number of crofters present, of the
numbers of votes, including votes by proxy or by post, respectively for
and against and of the number of crofters attending but abstaining) and,
if the vote is in favour of the proposal, of what subsection (6) of this
section requires to be done.

5

(5)

A crofter who is unable to attend the meeting so summoned but who has
notified the grazings committee (or grazings constable) of that circumstance
may vote by proxy or by post (provided that any vote posted shall be valid only
if received by the committee before the meeting).

(6)

If the vote is in favour of the proposal the committee (or grazings constable)
shall, in such manner as the Commission may require, apply to the
Commission seeking their approval for its implementation.

(7)

On receipt of an application under subsection (6) above the Commission
shall—

10

15

(a) consult, as regards the proposal, the owner and any other person who
appears to the Commission to have an interest; and
(b) give public notification—

20

(i)

that the proposal has been made;

(ii) that they are considering whether to approve it; and
(iii) inviting written comments within such period as shall be specified
in the notification.
25

30

(8)

If the Commission think fit, they or members of the panel appointed under
section 2(2)(a) of this Act may hear evidence as regards the proposal.

(9)

The Commission may approve or reject the implementation of the proposal;
and if they give their approval they may, if they think fit, impose conditions as
respects that implementation; and they may, if requested by the grazings
committee or the owner to review that implementation, carry out such a
review, and (if they think fit)—
(a) either or both—
(i)

vary or withdraw any such conditions,

(ii) impose further conditions, or
35

(b) revoke the approval.
(10) Where the Commission give approval they are, if—
(a) the owner so requests; and
(b) they are satisfied that the circumstances are as mentioned in subsection
(11) below,

40

to impose under subsection (9) above a condition that the land is to be
enclosed by means of a deer-proof barrier (as defined by section 45(1) of the
Deer (Scotland) Act 1996 (c.58)).
(11) The circumstances are that—
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(a) implementation of the proposal is likely to result in the land to which the
proposal relates becoming more attractive to deer; and
(b) there are sufficient reasons for imposing the condition, being reasons
relating to—
(i)

5

deer management; or

(ii) the protection or enhancement of the environment.
(12) Within two weeks after coming to a decision as respects implementation of the
proposal, the Commission shall advise—
(a) the proposer;
(b) the grazings committee (or grazings constable);

10

(c) the owner; and
(d) every person who submitted written comments by virtue of subsection
(7), or gave evidence by virtue of subsection (8), above,
as to the decision and as to any conditions imposed under subsection (9) above.
(13) Where the decision is to approve implementation but subsequently the
Commission vary or withdraw conditions, impose further conditions or revoke
the approval they shall, within two weeks after doing so, advise the persons
mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (d) of subsection (12) above accordingly.”.

15

31
20

New common grazing
After section 51 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted––
“51A

New common grazing

(1)

The Commission shall have power, on the application of the owner of any
eligible land, to constitute the land as a common grazing by entering it as such,
in accordance with section 41 of this Act, in the Register of Crofts; but no such
entry shall be made until the period mentioned in section 52A(3) of this Act
has elapsed without any appeal to the Land Court being made or until any such
appeal timeously made is decided or abandoned.

(2)

The Commission shall, on receipt of any such application, give public
notification of it; and such notification shall specify a period within which
comments as regards the application, being comments of the description given
in subsection (10) below, may be made.

(3)

After the period mentioned in subsection (2) above has elapsed the
Commission—

25

30

(a) shall determine whether to exercise their power under subsection (1)
above; and

35

(b) shall give public notification of that determination.
(4)

In so determining the Commission shall have regard to—
(a) such written comments, if any, as are duly made by virtue of subsection
(2) above;

40
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(b) the public interest and the interests of the crofting community in the
locality of the land; and
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(c) whether social or economic benefits might be expected as a consequence
of constituting the land as a common grazing.
(5)

Land is eligible land for the purposes of subsection (1) above only if it is—
(a) neither tenanted nor occupied by a cottar;
(b) situated in the crofting counties but not constituted as a croft; and

5

(c) not adjacent or contiguous to a croft.
(6)

The owner and the persons who are to share in the common grazing shall agree
in writing what the use of the common grazing is to be; and subject to
subsection (8) below that agreement shall bind –
(a) the owner and those persons; and

10

(b) the successors of the owner and of those persons;
and a copy of the agreement shall be lodged with the Commission.
(7)

The use mentioned in subsection (6) above may be for (any or all)—
(a) grazings;
(b) a purpose mentioned in section 52(9) of this Act;

15

(c) woodlands;
(d) a purpose other than is mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (c) above,
and in the agreement different provision may be made for different parts of the
common grazing.
20

25

(8)

The persons who for the time being are the owner and the persons sharing in
the common grazing may by written agreement lodged with the Commission
under this subsection amend the agreement lodged under subsection (6) above
(or as the case may be that agreement as last amended under this subsection).

(9)

Section 6 of this Act applies in relation to land constituted as a common
grazing under this section as it applies in relation to a croft.

(10) The description is that the comments are made in writing or in another form
which, by reason of its having some permanency, is capable of being used for
subsequent reference (as, for example, a recording made on audio or video
tape).
30

(11) For the purposes of subsection (10) above (and without prejudice to the
generality of that subsection), comments are to be treated as made in writing
where they are—
(a) transmitted by electronic means;
(b) received in legible form; and

35

(c) capable of being used for subsequent reference.”.
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Contravention of, or failure to comply with, common grazings regulations
In section 52 of the 1993 Act (miscellaneous provisions as to common grazings etc.), for
subsection (1) there is substituted—
“(1)

5

10

Where it is averred by the grazings committee or the owner that a person has
contravened, or failed to comply with, any common grazings regulations for
the time being in force under section 49 of this Act, the committee or as the
case may be the owner may apply to the Commission for a determination in the
matter.

(1A) On receipt of an application made under subsection (1) above the
Commission—
(a) shall serve notice on the person of the averment; and
(b) shall send a copy of that notice to the grazings committee and to the
owner.

15

(1B) The person, the committee and the owner shall all be afforded the opportunity
to make representations as regards the averment and if the Commission think
fit—
(a) the Commission; or
(b) members of the panel appointed under section 2(2)(a) of this Act,
may hear evidence in the matter.

20

(1C) If the Commission determine that the averred contravention or failure has
occurred they may require the person—
(a) to conform with the regulation in question, and
(b) to make good, within such reasonable period as they shall specify, any
damage which has directly resulted from the occurrence.

25

(1D) Where—
(a) a requirement imposed under subsection (1C) above is not complied with
(and subsection (1E) below does not apply), the Commission—
(i)

30

35

40
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may determine that all or part of the person’s share in the common
grazing is suspended for such period as they shall specify; and

(ii) if the non-compliance consists in a failure to make good damage
within the period specified under subsection (1C)(b) above, may
require it be made good within such further period as they may
specify,
(b) all requirements imposed under subsection (1C)(a) above and any
requirement imposed under sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph (a) above
(whether or not as that sub-paragraph applies by virtue of subsection
(1E)(a) below) are complied with, the Commission may end a
suspension imposed under sub-paragraph (i) of that paragraph.
(1E) Where, while all or part of the person’s share in the common grazing is
suspended by virtue of subsection (1D)(a)(i) above, a requirement imposed
under subsection (1C)(a) above is not complied with as regards so much of the
share as is not suspended, or as the case may be a requirement imposed under
subsection (1D)(a)(ii) above is not complied with, the Commission—
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(a) may (but on one occasion only) extend either or both periods mentioned
in subsection (1D)(a) above; or
(b) may—
(i)

determine that all or part of the person’s share is terminated; and

(ii) apportion the share or part to other persons sharing in the common
grazing.

5

(1F) Reference in this section to a share in the common grazing includes reference
to any rights and privileges pertaining to that share.”.
33
10

15

Further amendment of section 52: apportionment
(1)

Section 52 of the 1993 Act is amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (4), for the words “interested, after consultation with the grazings
committee, apportion a part of a” there is substituted “who holds a right in a common
grazing, and after consultation with the grazings committee, apportion a part of the”.

(3)

At the end there is added—
“(10) Without prejudice to the generality of subsections (3), (4) and (8) above, the
Commission may under any of those subsections (either or both)—
(a) apportion a part for a period;
(b) determine that an apportionment shall be subject to review at fixed
intervals,

20

which they shall specify.
(11) The Commission may extend any such period as is mentioned in subsection
(10)(a) above on the application of the township which, or as the case may be
the crofter who, has exclusive use.

25

(12) Without prejudice to subsection (10)(b) above, the Commission may, on the
application of that township or crofter or of the grazings committee or owner—
(a) review an apportionment made in pursuance of subsection (3) or (4)
above;
(b) (whether or not on such review)—
(i)

30

vary or revoke any condition imposed under subsection (6) above;

(ii) impose a new condition under that subsection;
(iii) bring an apportionment made as mentioned in paragraph (a) above
to an end.
(13) Where—

35

(a) a period of apportionment fixed under subsection (10)(a) above (or so
fixed and extended under subsection (11) above) comes to an end; or
(b) it is determined on review under subsection (10)(b) above, or is
determined under subsection (12)(b)(iii) above, that an apportionment is
to come to an end,
the land in question reverts to being a common grazing.
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(14) Where land reverts under subsection (13) above, the Commission may, having
regard to the rights held in the common grazing immediately before the
apportionment in question, make such determination as they consider equitable
as to shares in the common grazing.
(15) Subsections (10) to (14) above do not apply as respects land constituted as
common grazing under section 51A of this Act.”.

5

PART 5
SCHEMES FOR DEVELOPMENT
34
10

Schemes for development
(1)

After section 19 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted—
“19A
(1)

Schemes for development
The landlord (or owner), or any person acting with the consent of the landlord
(or owner)—
(a) may by application to the Land Court seek its consent to—
(i)

15

croft land or common grazing; or

(ii) land near to croft land or common grazing if rights and liabilities
in relation to the croft land or common grazing would be affected,
being developed in accordance with a scheme appended to the
application; or
(b) may intimate to that Court that every person who has rights in or over
croft land or a common grazing consents to its being developed in
accordance with a scheme appended to the intimation,

20

and the applicant shall send a copy of the application or as the case may be of
the intimation (and, in either case, of the appended scheme) to the
Commission.

25

(2)

Consent under paragraph (a) of subsection (1) above is not to be given unless
the Court is satisfied—
(a) that the development is for a reasonable purpose;
(b) that to carry it out would not be unfair;

30

35

(c) that the scheme provides for there to be fair recompense to each member
of the crofting community in the area affected by the development for
the effects of the development (including, in relation to the croft land of
each such member, compensation at least equivalent to the compensation
which the member might be expected to have obtained had that croft
land been resumed); and
(d) that, were the development carried out—
(i)

40
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that community would be likely to benefit financially; and

(ii) such benefit would be at least commensurate with any financial
benefit which the members of that community might obtain on the
development proceeding other than by virtue of this section.
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For the purposes of subsection (2) above—
(a) the definition of “reasonable purpose” in subsection (3) of section 20 of
this Act applies as it does for the purposes of subsection (1) of that
section;
(b) it is unfair to carry out a development only where to do so would have
significant adverse consequences for one or more of the members of the
crofting community in the area affected by the development and either
those consequences would be disproportionately greater than the adverse
consequences for the other members of that community or there would
be no adverse consequences for those other members;

5

10

(c) whether recompense is fair is to be determined having regard both to the
value of the development and to its effect on the member in question;
and
(d) an effect for which there is to be fair recompense may be an effect of any
kind whatsoever (and in particular need not be an effect on a croft qua
croft).

15

(4)

An application under paragraph (a) of subsection (1) above or intimation under
paragraph (b) of that subsection shall—
(a) be made in such form; and
(b) be accompanied by such fee,

20

as the Court shall specify; and the Court may make different provision for
different categories of case.

25

(5)

Provision made under subsection (4)(a) above shall include provision as to the
form and content of the appended scheme.

(6)

A person making an application under paragraph (a) of subsection (1) above or
giving intimation under paragraph (b) of that subsection shall forthwith give
public notification of the application or intimation.

(7)

Within 28 days after the public notification is given (including the day on
which given)—
(a) the Commission; or

30

(b) any other interested party,
may submit to the Court written objections as respects the application or
intimation; and the Court shall hear the objectors (if any) before determining
whether to give consent under this section or as the case may be before
determining whether to proceed under subsection (9) below as respects the
intimation.

35

40

(8)

The Court shall, whether or not there is a hearing under subsection (7) above,
give reasons for any such determination.

(9)

On—
(a) giving consent under this section; or
(b) determining to proceed under this subsection as respects an intimation,
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the Court shall advise the Commission that it has done so and provide them
with a copy of the scheme in accordance with which the development is to take
place; and the Commission shall enter that copy in the Register of Crofts.
(10) When so entered the scheme shall, in so far as its terms so provide, be binding
on—

5

(a) the landlord (or owner);
(b) any member of the crofting community in the area affected by the
development;
(c) any person who, though not described in paragraph (b) above, is—
(i)

10

a tenant of a croft; or

(ii) a holder of grazing rights,
in that area; and
(d) the successors to the persons mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (c) above.”.
(2)
15

In section 49 of the 1993 Act (common grazings regulations), after subsection (8) there
is added—
“(9)

Nothing contained in a scheme a copy of which has been entered, under section
19A of this Act, in the Register of Crofts is, for the purposes of subsection (8)
above, an agreement.”.

PART 6
CROFTING COMMUNITY RIGHT TO BUY

20

35

Crofting community right to buy
(1)

The Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 2) is amended as follows.

(2)

After section 69 there is inserted—
“69A

25

(1)

Real right of tenant
This section applies where a tenancy which is not—
(a) a croft tenancy;
(b) the tenancy of a dwelling-house; or
(c) a statutory tenancy,
has been created over eligible croft land.

30

(2)

Where this section applies, a crofting community body may apply, under
section 73 below, to buy the real right of the tenant over that land—
(a) where—
(i)

35

it is simultaneously applying; or

(ii) it has made an application in respect of which Ministers have not
made a decision,
to buy the eligible croft land; or
(b) during the relevant period.
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Such an application may be made during the relevant period only where the
crofting community body—
(a) has provided confirmation under section 85(1) below of its intention to
proceed to buy the eligible croft land; or
(b) has bought and retained that land in accordance with the provisions of
this Part of this Act.

5

(4)

In subsection (1) above, “statutory tenancy” is to be construed in accordance
with section 3 of the Rent (Scotland) Act 1984 (c.58).

(5)

In subsection (2) above, “relevant period” means the period beginning with the
date on which Ministers consented to the application under section 73 to buy
the eligible croft land and ending—

10

(a) where the crofting community body does not proceed to exercise its right
to buy that land, on the date on which it withdraws, under section 85(2)
below, its confirmation so to proceed; or
(b) where the crofting community body has bought and retained that land,
five years after the date on which the crofting community body bought
that land.”.

15

(3)

After section 97 there is inserted—
“97A

Construction of references to “tenant”
In this Part, “tenant” includes sub-tenant (analogous expressions being
construed accordingly).”.

20

PART 7
GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS
General
25

36

Regulations concerning loans
After section 46 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted—
“46A
(1)

Regulations concerning loans
The Scottish Ministers may in accordance with regulations made by them
under subsection (2) below provide loans to—
(a) crofters;

30

(b) cottars;
(c) owners of holdings to which section 46(2) of this Act applies.
(2)

Regulations under this subsection may make provision as to—
(a) who is to be eligible for a loan;

35

(b) the amount which may be lent;
(c) the circumstances under which, and the purposes for which, a loan may
be provided;
(d) the terms and conditions applicable to any loan;
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(e) arrangements for recording documents in connection with a loan in the
Register of Crofts, the Land Register of Scotland or the Register of
Sasines;
(f) arrangements for recovery of any part of a loan when the borrower dies;
(g) arrangements for assignation of the borrower’s liabilities in consequence
of the borrower dying or no longer occupying the holding in respect of
which the loan was provided.”.

5

37

Appeal to Land Court and jurisdiction of that court
(1)

Before section 53 of the 1993 Act there is inserted—
“52A

10

(1)

Appeal to Land Court: general
An appeal shall lie on any question of fact or law to the Land Court against—
(a) any decision, determination or direction of, or
(b) the imposition of a condition by,
the Commission on an application made to them under this Act.

15

(2)

The appellant may be the applicant or any person with an interest in the
application.

(3)

The appeal must be brought within 42 days after the Commission dispose of
the application.

(4)

The appellant shall give notice in writing to the Commission that he has
appealed; and the Commission shall, as soon as practicable after receiving such
notice, provide the Land Court with a written statement as to the circumstances
out of which the application arose (as found by them or agreed with the
appellant) and as to why they disposed of the application as they did.

(5)

The Land Court shall send the appellant a copy of that statement.

(6)

In an appeal under subsection (1) above the Court may confirm the decision,
determination, direction or imposition or direct the Commission to come to a
different decision, make a different determination or direction or impose a
different (or no) condition.

(7)

Subsections (1) to (6) above also apply, but with such modifications as are
necessary, to—

20

25

30

(a) a granting of approval under section 23(3), or
(b) a variation, withdrawal or revocation under section 50B(9),
of this Act.
(8)

Subsections (1) to (6) above do not apply where an appeal lies under section
10(4B), 25(8) or 38A of this Act.

(9)

In subsections (1) to (6) above, “decision” does not include a decision under
section 58A of this Act as to whether or not to intervene or any determination
by the Commission that an objection under subsection (4) of that section is
frivolous, vexatious or unreasonable.”.

35

40

(2)

In section 53 of the 1993 Act (jurisdictional provisions)—
(a) in subsection (1), after paragraph (d) there is added—
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“(e) the question—
(i)

whether any of the grounds mentioned in subsection (2A) of
section 50 of this Act as grounds for refusing consent applied for
under subsection (1) of that section is made out, or

(ii) whether conditions subject to which any such consent is given are
reasonable”;

5

(b) in the proviso to subsection (1), for paragraph (ii) (and the word “or” immediately
preceding that paragraph) there is substituted—
“(ii) any question arising by virtue of an application to the Commission under
this Act; or

10

(iii) any other question (other than a question of law), if it is a question
decided by the Scottish Ministers or the Commission in the discharge of
any of their respective functions under this Act.”; and
(c) in subsection (2), for the words “this Act” there is substituted “subsection (1)
above”.

15

38

Further amendments in relation to the Land Court
(1)

Schedule 1 to the Scottish Land Court Act 1993 (c.45) (incorporation etc. of the Scottish
Land Court) is amended as follows.

(2)

In paragraph 5 (quorum), for the words “three members of the Land Court shall be a
quorum” there is substituted “a quorum of the Land Court shall be—

20

(a) three of its members if none of the three is the Chairman; or
(b) the Chairman and one other of its members”.
(3)

In paragraph 6 (delegation)—
(a) in sub-paragraph (2), for the words from “shall” to the end there is substituted “,
other than a delegation to one member where that member is the Chairman, shall
be subject to review upon appeal by three or more members, or nominated former
members, of the Land Court sitting together; and one of the members so sitting
shall be the Chairman.”; and

25

(b) sub-paragraph (3) is repealed.
30

(4)

After paragraph 6 there is inserted—
“6A

(5)

After paragraph 7 there is inserted—
“7A

35

(6)
40

On any question being determined by the Land Court, whether or not by virtue
of paragraph 6 of this Schedule, the Chairman shall have a casting vote.”.
The reference in paragraph 6(2) of this Schedule to nominated former members
is to such members as have vacated office, whether or not under paragraph 2 of
this Schedule, and in relation to the particular review have been nominated
under this paragraph by the principal clerk.”.

In paragraph 18 (payments to persons appointed etc.), for the words “or employed under
paragraph 7” there is substituted “, employed or as the case may be nominated under
paragraph 7, 7A”.
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39

Public notification
After section 55 of the 1993 Act, there is inserted—
“55A

Public notification

(1)

For the purposes of this Act, public notification shall be given by publishing or
causing to be published a notice in appropriate form in one or more newspapers
circulating in the district in which the croft or, as the case may be, common
grazing to which the application relates (or in the case of public notification
under section 50B(4)(a)(ii) the regulations relate) is situated.

(2)

A notice is in appropriate form if—

5

(a) its form and content comply, or do so as far as is reasonably practicable,
with the form and content specified by the Commission for an
application of that type (or as the case may be for regulations under
section 49(2)(g) of this Act); and

10

(b) it specifies—
(i)

15

the purpose of the application to which it relates (or in the case of
regulations the matters which are required to be set out in it by
virtue of section 50B(4)(a)(i) of this Act);

(ii) a description of the croft land or, as the case may be, common
grazing to which the application relates (or regulations relate); and
(iii) in the case of an application, the period during which, and manner
in which, objections may be made.

20

(3)

25

40

Where, in accordance with the provisions of this Act, a person giving public
notification is also required to serve notice on a landlord, tenant or occupier of
croft land to which the application relates or, if applicable, on the owner of, or
a crofter sharing in, the common grazing, such notice shall be in the form
required by subsection (2) above.”.

“Members of a family”
In section 61 of the 1993 Act (interpretation)—

30

(a) in subsection (2), for the words from “the wife” to the end, there is substituted
“the individual in question’s—
(a) spouse or civil partner (or cohabitant provided that the individual has no
spouse or civil partner and that the cohabitation has included
cohabitation for at least two years in a dwelling-house on or pertaining to
the croft);

35

(b) sibling;
(c) sibling’s spouse or civil partner;
(d) spouse’s or civil partner’s sibling;
(e) father;
(f) mother;

40

(g) son;
(h) daughter;
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(i) son’s or daughter’s spouse or civil partner;
(j) grandchild;
(k) grandchild’s spouse or civil partner;
(l) aunt;
(m) uncle;

5

(n) nephew; or
(o) niece.”; and
(b) after that subsection there is added—
“(3)
10

In subsection (2)(a) above, and in the definition of “son” or “daughter” in
subsection (4) below, the reference to an individual’s cohabitant is to a person,
whether or not of the same sex as the individual, who lives with the individual
as if—
(a) in a married relationship; or
(b) in civil partnership.

(4)

15

In subsection (2) above—
“sibling” includes a sibling by virtue only of adoption, marriage or civil
partnership and a sibling of the half blood;
“son”, “daughter” or “grandchild” includes a person so related by virtue
only of adoption, marriage or civil partnership; and
“son” or “daughter” includes a son, or as the case may be a daughter, of
the individual’s cohabitant provided that such son or daughter resides
with the individual and that such residence has included residence for at
least two years in a dwelling-house on or pertaining to the croft.”.

20

41

“Crofting community”
In section 61(1) of the 1993 Act (interpretation), at the appropriate place there is
inserted—

25

““crofting community” means all the persons who (either or both)—
(a)

occupy crofts within a township which consists of two or more
crofts and is registered with the Crofters Commission;

(b) hold shares in a common grazing associated with that township;”.

30

42

“The 1993 Act”
In this Act “the 1993 Act” means the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 (c.44).
Miscellaneous

43
35

Minor and consequential amendments
Schedule 2 to this Act, which contains minor amendments and amendments
consequential on the provisions of this Act, has effect.
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44

Savings
(1)

Nothing in this Act affects an application made, a loan provided, or proceedings
commenced, before this section comes into force.

(2)

Nothing in this Act affects any provision of the 1993 Act amended or repealed by this
Act in that provision’s operation in relation to an offence committed before the
amendment is made or, as the case may be, the provision is repealed.

5

45

Transitional provision etc.
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may, by order made by statutory instrument, make such
incidental, supplemental, consequential, transitional, transitory or saving provision as
they consider necessary or expedient for the purposes of, or in consequence of, this Act.

(2)

Subject to subsection (4), a statutory instrument containing an order under subsection
(1) is subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of the Scottish Parliament.

(3)

An order under subsection (1) may make different provision for different cases or for
different classes of case.

(4)

An order under subsection (1) may amend or repeal any enactment; and if it does is not
made unless a draft of the statutory instrument containing the order has been—

10

15

(a) laid before; and
(b) approved by a resolution of,
the Scottish Parliament.
20

46

Repeals
The enactments mentioned in schedule 3 to this Act are repealed to the extent mentioned
in the second column of that schedule.

47

25
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Short title, Crown application and commencement
(1)

This Act may be cited as the Crofting Reform etc. Act 2006.

(2)

This Act binds the Crown.

(3)

The provisions of this Act, except this section and sections 42, 44 and 45, come into
force on such day as the Scottish Ministers may by order made by statutory instrument
appoint.

(4)

Different days may be so appointed for different provisions and for different purposes.
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SCHEDULE 1
(introduced by section 1)
THE CROFTERS COMMISSION
For Schedule 1 to the 1993 Act, there is substituted—
5

“SCHEDULE 1
(introduced by section 1)
THE CROFTERS COMMISSION
Status

10

1

The Commission shall be a body corporate.

2

The Commission shall not be regarded as a servant or agent of the Crown, or as
having any status, immunity or privilege of the Crown, nor shall their members
or their employees appointed under paragraph 11 be regarded as civil servants,
nor their property as property of, or held on behalf of, the Crown.

General powers
15

3 (1)

The Commission may do anything which appears to them to be necessary or
expedient for the purposes of, or in connection with the discharge of, their
functions; and without prejudice to that generality they may in particular—
(a) co-operate with other persons in matters relevant to the discharge of their
functions;
(b) acquire and dispose of land and other property;

20

(c) enter into contracts;
(d) charge—
(i)

in respect of regulatory activities, such amounts as may be
prescribed by the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) in respect of any other service provided by them, such amounts as
appear to them to be reasonable.

25

(2)

30

In head (i) of sub-paragraph (1)(d) above, “regulatory activities” means such
activities, or descriptions of activities, as may be prescribed by the Scottish
Ministers; but neither such activities nor such other service as is mentioned in
head (ii) of that sub-paragraph shall include things for which a fee is
chargeable under, or by virtue of, section 41B of this Act.

Membership
4
35

The Commission shall consist of the following members, appointed by the
Scottish Ministers—
(a) a person to chair the Commission;
(b) such number of other members as the Scottish Ministers may from time
to time determine.
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5

The members appointed shall include—
(a) persons with knowledge of crofting; and
(b) at least one person who can speak the Gaelic language.

6 (1)

The Scottish Ministers shall satisfy themselves—
(a) before they appoint a person to be a member, that the person will have
no such financial or other interest as is likely to affect prejudicially the
performance of the person’s functions as a member; and

5

(b) from time to time, that each person so appointed continues, and has
continued, to have no such interest.
(2)

10

7

For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1), the fact that a person is a crofter, a
landlord or owner-occupier of a croft or a member of the family of any such
person shall not of itself constitute an interest mentioned in that subparagraph.
A person in respect of whom the Scottish Ministers require to be satisfied as is
mentioned in paragraph 6(1) shall, whenever requested by the Scottish
Ministers to do so, furnish them with such information as they may consider
necessary for the purposes of fulfilling that requirement.

15

Terms of office etc.
8 (1)

Subject to the provisions of this Schedule, the appointment of a member under
paragraph 4 shall be on such terms and conditions as the Scottish Ministers
may determine.

(2)

A person holds and vacates office as member in accordance with the person’s
terms of appointment.

(3)

A person may resign office as member at any time by notice in writing to the
Scottish Ministers.

20

25

Eligibility for re-appointment
9

A person who ceases to be a member of the Commission is eligible for reappointment.

Remuneration, allowances, pensions etc. of members
30

10

The Commission shall—
(a) pay to their members such remuneration and allowances as the Scottish
Ministers may determine;

35
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(b) in respect of such of their members or former members as the Scottish
Ministers may determine, pay, or make payments towards the provision
of, such pensions, allowances or gratuities as the Ministers may
determine.
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Chief executive and other employees
11 (1)

The Scottish Ministers shall, after consultation with the member appointed for
the time being to chair the Commission, make the first appointment of the chief
executive of the Commission on such terms and conditions as the Ministers
may determine.

(2)

The Commission may, with the approval of the Scottish Ministers, make
subsequent appointments to the post of chief executive on such terms and
conditions as they may, with the approval of the Scottish Ministers, determine.

(3)

The Commission may, with the approval of the Scottish Ministers as to
numbers, terms and conditions, appoint such other employees as they consider
appropriate.

(4)

The Commission may, with the approval of the Scottish Ministers—

5

10

(a) pay, or make arrangements for the payment of;
(b) make payments towards the provision of; and
(c) provide and maintain schemes (whether contributory or not) for the
payment of,

15

such pensions, allowances and gratuities to or in respect of such of their
employees, or former employees, as they may with such approval determine.
(5)
20

The reference in sub-paragraph (4) to pensions, allowances and gratuities
includes a reference to pensions, allowances and gratuities by way of
compensation for loss of employment.

Committees
12 (1)

The Commission—
(a) shall establish an audit committee for the purpose of—
(i)

25

approving the Commission’s audit plans and reports, reviewing the
operation of the plans and making recommendations as to their
modification;

(iii) co-ordinating any response the Commission may make to
recommendations contained in audit reports produced by others;
(iii) securing that the Commission have procedures which will
facilitate financial probity and ensure that considerations of quality
and effectiveness are given due regard when decisions are taken by
them; and

30

(b) may establish such other committees for such purposes as they think fit.
35

40

(2)

The Commission may appoint as members of any of their committees persons
who are not members of the Commission; but no such committee shall consist
entirely of such persons.

(3)

The Commission shall pay to a person so appointed such remuneration and
allowances as the Scottish Ministers may determine.

(4)

A committee of the Commission shall comply with any directions given to it
by the Commission.
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Procedure
13 (1)

The Commission shall have an office in at least one of the crofting counties for
the purpose of receiving communications and notices.

(2)

The quorum of the Commission shall be 3 or such larger number as the
Commission may from time to time determine.

(3)

Subject to the provisions of this Schedule, the Commission may regulate their
own procedure and that of any of their committees (including the appointment
of a person to chair a meeting where the member appointed under paragraph
4(a) to chair the Commission is unavailable to chair a meeting or is otherwise
unable to do so and any quorum of any of their committees).

(4)

The Commission shall maintain a record of their meetings and decisions and of
the meetings and decisions of their committees.

(5)

The validity of any proceedings of the Commission, or of any of their
committees, shall not be affected by any vacancy in membership nor by any
defect in the appointment of a member.

5

10

15

Delegation of functions
14 (1)

Anything authorised or required by any enactment to be done by the
Commission may be done by any of their members or staff authorised
(generally or specifically) for the purpose by the Commission.

(2)

Nothing in sub-paragraph (1) shall prevent the Commission from doing
anything which any of their members or staff has been so authorised to do.

20

Returns etc. to Scottish Ministers
15

The Commission shall—
(a) furnish the Scottish Ministers with such returns, accounts and other
information with respect to the discharge of the Commission’s functions,
and the Commission’s property and activities or proposed activities, as
the Scottish Ministers may from time to time require;

25

(b) afford to the Scottish Ministers facilities for the verification of
information so furnished; and
(c) for the purpose of such verification, permit any person authorised in that
behalf by the Scottish Ministers to inspect and make copies of the
accounts, books, documents or papers of the Commission and to give
that person such explanation of anything the person is entitled to inspect
as the person may reasonably require.

30

35

Annual accounts etc.
16 (1)

The Commission shall—
(a) keep accounts; and
(b) prepare annual accounts in respect of each financial year,
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in accordance with such directions as the Scottish Ministers may give them.

5

(2)

Without prejudice to paragraph 15, the Commission shall submit their annual
accounts in respect of each financial year to the Scottish Ministers by such date
as the Scottish Ministers may direct.

(3)

The Scottish Ministers shall send the Commission’s annual accounts to the
Auditor General for Scotland for auditing.

(4)

If requested by any person, the Commission shall make available at any
reasonable time, without charge, in printed or in electronic form, their audited
accounts, so that they may be inspected by that person.

Annual report

10

17 (1)

Without prejudice to paragraph 15, as soon as practicable after the end of each
financial year, the Commission shall submit to the Scottish Ministers a report
on the discharge of the Commission’s functions during that year.

(2)

The Scottish Ministers shall lay before the Parliament a copy of each report
submitted to them under sub-paragraph (1).

15

Transfer of property, rights and liabilities
18 (1)

Where the Scottish Ministers consider it necessary or expedient in order to
facilitate the exercise of functions by the Commission, they may transfer to the
Commission any property, rights and liabilities to which the Scottish Ministers
are entitled or subject.

(2)

Property, rights and liabilities may be transferred by virtue of sub-paragraph
(1) whether or not otherwise capable of being transferred by the Scottish
Ministers.”.

20

SCHEDULE 2
(introduced by section 43)

25

MINOR AND CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS
Crofters Holdings (Scotland) Act 1886 (c.29)
1

In section 1(4) of the Crofters Holdings (Scotland) Act 1886 (crofter not to be removed
except for breach of statutory conditions), for the words “subdivide his holding or sublet
the same” there is substituted “sublet his holding”.

30

Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 (c.44)
2 (1)
(2)
35

The 1993 Act is amended in accordance with this paragraph.
In section 4 (enlargement where owner and crofter are in agreement), after subsection
(2) there is inserted—
“(2A) The crofter shall pay to the landlord such rent as they shall agree for the croft
as enlarged under subsection (1) above (section 6 of, and paragraph 1 of
Schedule 2 to, this Act being construed accordingly).”.
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(3)

In section 6 (rent)—
(a) in subsection (3)—
(i)

after the words “landlord for the croft” there is inserted “or for any part of
the croft”;

(ii) in paragraph (a) of the proviso, after the word “croft” there is inserted “or
for any part of the croft”; and

5

(iii) in paragraph (b) of the proviso, after the word “rent” there is inserted “for it
or for any part of it”;
(b) after subsection (3) there is inserted—
“(3A) The proviso to subsection (3) above does not have the consequence that a
determination which is not to take effect during any period mentioned in that
proviso cannot competently be made under that subsection during that period.”;
and

10

(c) in subsection (4), after the words “a croft” there is inserted “or for any part of a
croft”.

15

(4)

In section 13 (authorisation by Land Court of acquisition of croft land), at the end there
is added—
“(6)

The Land Court, in making an order under subsection (1)(a) above, may
determine that any of the expenses of the conveyance of the land and other
expenses necessarily incurred by the landlord in relation to that conveyance
shall be borne by the crofter.

(7)

Failing agreement between the landlord and the crofter as to the amount of
such expenses, the auditor of the Land Court may, on the application of either
of them—

20

(a) determine that amount; and

25

(b) determine that the expenses of taxing those expenses are to be borne by
them in such proportion as the auditor thinks fit.”.

30

35

(5)

In section 24(1) (decrofting in case of resumption of croft), at the end there is added
“and to sections 3A and 21A of this Act”.

(6)

In section 25(6) (decrofting: supplementary provision), after the words “pertaining to the
croft” there is inserted “or only of land the conveyance in feu of which was granted
under section 17 or 18 of the 1955 Act”.

(7)

In section 26 (provisions as to removal of crofter)—
(a) in subsection (1), for the words “for the removal of the crofter” there is substituted
“—
(i) terminating the tenancy;
(ii) declaring the croft to be vacant; and
(iii) for the removal of the tenant from the croft”; and

40
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(b) in subsection (3), after the words “his croft” there is inserted “(whether by virtue
of this section or by virtue of section 5A or 5B of this Act)”.
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In section 41 (Register of Crofts)—
(a) in subsection (1), for the words from “a” to “Crofts”)” there is substituted “the
register known as the Register of Crofts”; and
(b) after subsection (2), there is inserted—
“(2A) Subsection (2) above applies in relation to land constituted as a common
grazing under section 51A of this Act, the owner of that land and the persons
sharing in the common grazing as it applies in relation to a croft and its
landlord and tenant; and an entry made by virtue of this subsection must
contain the information that the common grazing is so constituted.”.

5

10

(9)

In section 42 (financial assistance to crofters)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

15

for the words “aiding and developing agricultural production on” there is
substituted “supporting any reasonable use which promotes the sustainable
development of”; and

(ii) the words “and with the approval of the Treasury” and “and loans” are
repealed;
(b) after that subsection there is inserted—

20

“(1A) Such schemes shall specify criteria for determining who shall be eligible for
grants payable under those schemes (as for example, the occupier’s income, or
the rental or agricultural value or extent of his croft); and different schemes
may specify different criteria.”;
(c) in subsection (2)—
(i)

25

in paragraph (a), the words “and loans” are repealed;

(ii) in paragraph (b), for the words “Secretary of State” there is substituted
“Scottish Ministers, or the Commission on behalf of the Ministers,” and the
words “or loan” are repealed; and
(iii) in paragraph (c), the words “or loan” are repealed in both places where they
occur;
(d) in subsection (4)—

30

(i)

at the beginning there is inserted “Without prejudice to subsection (1)
above,”; and

(ii) the words “with the approval of the Treasury” and “or loans or by the
supply for payment in cash of building or other materials” are repealed;
(e) subsection (5) is repealed;
35

(f) in subsection (6)—
(i)

in paragraph (b), for the words “Secretary of State” there is substituted
“Scottish Ministers, or the Commission on behalf of the Ministers,”;

(ii) in paragraph (c), for the words “Secretary of State” there is substituted
“Scottish Ministers, or to the Commission on behalf of the Ministers,”; and
40

(iii) in paragraph (d), the words “to the Secretary of State” are repealed;
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(g) in subsection (8), for the words from “assistance by” to “supplies” there is
substituted “grant under subsection (1) above, nor assistance under subsection (4)
above, shall be given towards carrying out any works”;
5

(h) in subsection (9), after the word “receiving” there is inserted “a grant under
subsection (1) above nor”;
(i) after that subsection, there is inserted—
“(9A) Any scheme under subsection (1) above or arrangements under subsection (4)
above may provide that a person’s economic status is a criterion for eligibility
for grants payable under that scheme or those arrangements.”; and

10

(j) in subsection (10)—
(i)

the words “or loan” are repealed; and

(ii) after the words “or under”, there is inserted “arrangements made under”.
(10) In section 44 (cottars), for the words from “loan” to “materials” there is substituted
“grant”.
15

(11) In section 45 (former crofters and cottars who have acquired site of the dwellinghouse)—
(a) subsection (2) is repealed; and
(b) in subsection (4), the words “or loan” are repealed.

20

(12) In section 46 (financial assistance to owners and owner-occupiers of crofts and other
holdings)—
(a) in subsection (1), for the words from “loan” to “materials” there is substituted
“grant”;

25

(b) in subsection (2)(c), for the words “is of substantially the same economic status as
a crofter” there is substituted “uses his holding in a way which is substantially the
same as that of a crofter”;
(c) subsection (3) is repealed;
(d) in subsection (4)—
(i)

30

in paragraph (a), for the words “are of substantially the same economic
status as a crofter” there is substituted “use their crofts in a way which is
substantially the same as that of a crofter”; and

(ii) in each of paragraphs (b) and (c), for the words “are of substantially the
same economic status as a crofter” there is substituted “use their holdings
in a way which is substantially the same as that of a crofter”; and
(e) in subsection (5), the words “or loan” are repealed.
35

(13) In section 47 (appointment etc. of grazings committee or grazings constable)—
(a) in subsection (1), for the words “called in accordance with subsection (2) below”
there is substituted “of which public notification has been given”;
(b) subsection (2) is repealed;
(c) after subsection (6) there is inserted—

40
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“(6A) A person so appointed (or appointed under subsection (8) below to be the clerk
of the committee) is in this Act referred to as the “grazings clerk”.”;
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(d) in subsection (8)—
(i)

the words “or the clerk” are repealed;

(ii) after the word “them” there is inserted “(or that the grazings clerk is not
properly carrying out the duties imposed on him)”; and
5

(e) in subsection (9)—
(i)

for the words “clerk appointed under subsection (6) or (8) above” there is
substituted “grazings clerk”; and

(ii) for the word “grazings”, in the final place where it occurs, there is
substituted “grazing”.
10

(14) In section 48 (powers and duties of grazings committees)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

15

in paragraph (a), for the word “grazings” there is substituted “grazing” and
for the word “therewith” there is substituted “with such maintenance and
with the implementation of any proposal approved under section 50B(9) of
this Act”;

(ii) after paragraph (b) there is inserted—
“(bb) to carry out works in implementation of any such proposal as is
mentioned in paragraph (a) above;”;
20

(iii) in paragraph (c), for “grazings”, in the second place it occurs, there is
substituted “grazing”; and
(iv) in the proviso to paragraph (c), for “grazings”, in the second place it occurs,
there is substituted “grazing”;
(b) in subsection (2)—
(i)

25

for the word “grazings”, in the second place it occurs, there is substituted
“grazing”; and

(ii) after the words “(1)(b)” there is inserted “or (bb)”;
(c) after subsection (4) there is inserted—

30

“(4A) Where the grazings committee have obtained the approval referred to in
subsection (6) of section 50B of this Act, they may, subject to any conditions
imposed under subsection (9) of that section and for the time being in force
(and to the approval not having been revoked), use any part of the common
grazing in accordance with the proposal.”;
(d) in subsection (5), for the word “interested” there is substituted “who holds a
right”; and

35

(e) after subsection (6) there is inserted—

40

“(6A) The powers of the grazings committee include the power to raise money
(whether by borrowing or otherwise) for the purpose of implementing any
proposal approved under section 50B(9) of this Act; but on any occasion they
shall only exercise that power if a majority of the grazings committee vote to
do so.”.
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(15) In section 49 (common grazings regulations)—
(a) in subsection (2)—
(i)
5

in paragraph (a), for the word “grazings”, in the second and third places it
occurs, there is substituted “grazing” and for the word “therewith” there is
substituted “with such maintenance or with the implementation of any
proposal approved under section 50B(9) of this Act”;

(ii) in paragraph (b), after the words “(1)(b)” there is inserted “or (bb)”;
(iii) in paragraph (c), for the words “and (b) respectively” there is substituted
“to (bb)”; and
10

(iv) in each of paragraphs (d) and (e), for the word “grazings” there is
substituted “grazing”;
(b) in subsection (3)—
(i)

in paragraph (a), for the word “grazings”; and

(ii) in paragraph (b), for the word “grazings”, in both places it occurs,
15

there is substituted “grazing”; and
(c) in subsection (7)—
(i)

20

for the word “landlord”, in both places it occurs, there is substituted
“owner”; and

(ii) for the word “grazings”, in the first place it occurs, there is substituted
“grazing”.
(16) In section 52(2) (application for consent for exclusion of stock from croft in certain
circumstances), for the word “grazings”, in the second, third and fourth places it occurs,
there is substituted “grazing”;
(17) In section 55 (service of notices), after subsection (1) there is inserted—

25

“(1A) A notice or other document is sent by post under this section if—
(a) in the case of an individual, it is sent by registered post or the recorded
delivery service, addressed to that person at that person’s usual or last
known address or, where the person has given an address for service, at
the address so given;

30

(b) in any other case, by sending it by registered post or the recorded
delivery service, addressed to that person at the person’s registered or
principal office.”.
(18) In section 61(1) (interpretation) at the appropriate places there are added—

35

““enactment” includes an enactment comprised in, or an instrument made
under, an Act of the Scottish Parliament;”
““public notification” has the meaning given by section 55A of this Act;”;
““woodlands” includes woodlands created by planned
regeneration (as defined by section 50A(8) of this Act)”.

40

natural

(19) In Part 1 of Schedule 7, in the table, in the entry relating to the Crofters (Scotland) Act
1886, after the word “Crofters” there is inserted “Holdings”.
(20) That Schedule is to be deemed always to have had effect subject to the amendment
specified in sub-paragraph (19).
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Deer (Scotland) Act 1996 (c.58)
3

In section 26 of the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996 (right of occupier in respect of deer
causing serious damage to crops etc.)—
(a) in subsection (2), at the end there is added “and in relation to enclosed land (other
than moorland) which is part of a common grazing, the subsection also applies to
a person who for the purposes of the subsection is both duly authorised in writing
by the grazings committee (provided the grazings committee have such reasonable
ground as is mentioned in that subsection) and approved as is mentioned in
paragraph (d) above”; and

5

(b) in subsection (4), in each of paragraphs (a) and (d), after the word “occupier”
there is inserted “, or as the case may be the committee,”.

10

Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 2)
4 (1)

The Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 is amended in accordance with this paragraph.

(2)

In section 73 (application by crofting community for consent to buy croft land etc.)—
(a) in subsection (3)—

15

(i)

after the word “interests” there is inserted “or more than one tenancy”; and

(ii) after the words “such holding” there is inserted “or tenancy”;
(b) after subsection (5) there is inserted—
“(5A) Paragraphs (b) to (g) of subsection (5) above do not apply as respects an
application made by virtue of section 69A(2) of this Act.”; and

20

(c) in subsection (8)(a) after sub-paragraph (i) there is inserted—
“(ia) in the case of an application made by virtue of section 69A(2)
above, the tenant;”.
(3)
25

In section 75 (ballot to indicate approval for purposes of section 74(1)(m))—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

after the words “buy land” there is inserted “, the real right of a tenant over
land”;

(ii) in paragraph (a), after the word “land” there is inserted “, real right”; and
30

(iii) in paragraph (b)(ii), at the end there is added “or within the land over which
the real right of the tenant subsists”;
(b) in subsection (3), after the word “land” there is inserted “, real right”;
(c) in subsection (4)(c), at the end there is added “or as the case may be within the
land over which the real right of the tenant subsists”; and
(d) in subsection (5)—

35

(i)

in paragraph (a), at the end there is added “or within the land over which
the real right of the tenant subsists”; and

(ii) at the end there is added “or within the land over which the real right of the
tenant subsists”.
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(4)

In section 82(1)(b) (notification of Ministers’ decision on application), after the word
“or” there is inserted “as the case may be the tenant to whose real right the application
relates or the”.

(5)

In section 85 (confirmation of intention to proceed with purchase and withdrawal)—
(a) in subsection (1)—

5

(i)

after the words “buy land” there is inserted “, the real right of a tenant over
land”;

(ii) after the words “buy the land” there is inserted “, real right”; and
(iii) after the words “of the land or” there is inserted “, as the case may be, the
tenant or the”; and

10

(b) in subsection (3), after the words “land or” there is inserted “, as the case may be,
the tenant or the”.
(6)

In section 86 (completion of purchase), at the end there is added—
“(7)

15

20

(7)

In relation to an application made by virtue of section 69A(2) above, the owner
of the land and the tenant are obliged to make available to the crofting
community body such deeds and other documents as are sufficient to enable
the body to complete its acquisition of the real right of the tenant; and if, within
6 weeks of the date on which Ministers consent to the application the owner or
tenant refuses or fails to make those deeds and other documents available, or
they cannot be found, the Land Court may, on the application of crofting
community body, order the owner or tenant or any other person appearing to
the Court to have those deeds and documents to produce them.”.

In section 87 (completion of transfer)—
(a) in subsection (1), after the word “land” there is inserted “, real right of the tenant”;
(b) in subsection (2), after the word “land” there is inserted “, real right”;

25

(c) in subsection (3)—
(i)

in paragraph (a), after the words “owner or” there is inserted “, as the case
may be, the tenant or the”;

(ii) in paragraph (b), after the word “land” there is inserted “, real right”;
(d) in subsection (5), after the word “or” there is inserted “, as the case may be, the
real right of the tenant or the”.

30

(8)

In section 88 (assessment of value of croft land etc.)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

35

after the word “bought” there is inserted “or as the case may be is similar to
the land over which the real right of the tenant subsists”; and

(ii) after the words “value of the land” there is inserted “, real right”;
(b) in subsection (4)—
(i)
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(ii) in paragraph (a), for the words “or person entitled to the interests or of the
crofting community body which is exercising its right to buy the land”
there is substituted “, of the tenant who holds the real right, of the person
entitled to the interests or of the crofting community body which is
exercising its right to buy the land, real right”;

5

(c) in subsection (5), after the words “of the land” there is inserted “, real right”;
(d) in subsection (6)—
(i)

after the word “land” where it first occurs there is inserted “, a real right”;

(ii) in paragraph (b), after the word “land” in the first three places where it
occurs there is inserted “, real rights” and after it in the last place it occurs
there is inserted “, the real right of the tenant over land”; and

10

(iii) in paragraph (c), after the word “land” there is inserted “, the real right of
the tenant over land”;
(e) in subsection (7)—
(i)

15

after the word “land” where it first occurs there is inserted “, real rights”;

(ii) in paragraph (a), after the word “land” in each place where it occurs there is
inserted “, real right”; and
(iii) in paragraph (b)(iii), after the word “land” there is inserted “, real right”;
(f) in subsection (9)—
(i)

20

after the words “owner of the land or” there is inserted “as the case may be
the tenant or the”;

(ii) after the words “buy the land” there is inserted “, real right of the tenant”;
and
(iii) after the words “value of the land” there is inserted “, real right”;
(g) in subsection (10)—

25

(i)

after the words “owner of the land or” there is inserted “as the case may be
the tenant or the”; and

(ii) after the words “valuation of the land” there is inserted “, real right”; and
(h) in subsection (12)—
(i)

30

after the words “owner of the land or” there is inserted “as the case may be
the tenant or the”;

(ii) after the words “buy the land” there is inserted “, real right of the tenant”;
and
(iii) after the words “value of the land” there is inserted “, real right”.
35

(9)

In section 89 (compensation)—
(a) in subsection (1), after the words “sporting interests” there is inserted “(and in the
case of an application made by virtue of section 69A(2) above a tenant)”; and
(b) in subsection (3), after the word “land” there is inserted “, the tenant”.

40

(10) In section 90(2)(a) (grants towards crofting community bodies’ liabilities to pay
compensation), after the word “land” there is inserted “, a real right of a tenant over
land”.
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(11) In section 91 (appeals)—
(a) in subsection (1), after the word “relates” there is inserted “(and in the case of an
application made by virtue of section 69A(2) above the tenant)”; and
(b) in subsection (2)(b), after the word “land” there is inserted “, real right”.
5

(12) In section 92 (appeals to Land Court: valuation)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

after the words “sporting interests” there is inserted “or tenant who holds
the real right”; and

(ii) after the words “the land” there is inserted “, real right”; and
10

(b) in subsection (3), after the word “land” there is inserted “, real right”.
(13) In section 95(1) (avoidance of disposal other than to crofting community)—
(a) after the words “owner of the land” there is inserted “, tenant who holds the real
right”; and
(b) after the words “dispose of the land” there is inserted “, real right”.

15

(14) In section 96(b) (limitation on effect of Part 3 of Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003),
after the word “land” there is inserted “, a real right over land”.

SCHEDULE 3
(introduced by section 46)
REPEALS
20

25

Enactment
Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 (c.44)

Extent of repeal
In section 4, in subsection (1)(b) the words “and
the rent of the croft together with the rent under
the said tenancy exceeds £100”; and in subsection
(2)(b) the words “or capable of being let as a croft
at an annual rent substantially in excess of £100”.
In section 15(3), the proviso.

30

In section 30(2), in paragraph (a) the words from
“and” to the end; and in the second sentence the
word “either” and the words from “or to” to “to
him”.
In section 41(2), the proviso.
Section 43.
Section 54.
Section 59.

35
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Succession (Scotland) Act 1964 In section 16(3)(b), sub-paragraph (ia); and in sub(c.41)
paragraph (ib), the words “by the landlord to the
legatee and the Crofter’s Commission”.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
INTRODUCTION
2.
These Explanatory Notes have been prepared by the Scottish Executive in order to assist
the reader of the Bill and to help inform debate on it. They do not form part of the Bill and have
not been endorsed by the Parliament.
3.
The Notes should be read in conjunction with the Bill. They are not, and are not meant to
be, a comprehensive description of the Bill. So where a section or schedule, or a part of a
section or schedule, does not seem to require any explanation or comment, none is given.
BACKGROUND
Definitions
4.

Throughout these explanatory notes the following definitions have been used:
“the Bill” means the Crofting Reform etc. Bill;
“the 1993 Act” means the Crofting (Scotland) Act 1993;
“the 1964 Act” means the Succession (Scotland) Act 1964.

The Bill
5.
The Bill amends the 1993 Act and thus provides for changes to the provisions in the 1993
Act. Anyone considering the detailed legislative provisions in the consultation will find it easier
to understand if read in conjunction with that legislation. The Bill also changes provisions in the
Crofters Holdings (Scotland) Act 1886, The Deer (Scotland) Act 1996, The Land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2003, the Succession (Scotland) Act 1964 and the Scottish Land Court Act 1993.
PART 1: THE CROFTERS COMMISSION
Section 1: The Crofters Commission: constitution etc. and general duties
6.
This section replaces section 1 of the 1993 Act with two new sections and together with
Schedule 1 provides for the constitution and general duties of the Crofters Commission (“the
Commission”). The changes from the 1993 Act are that the functions of the Commission in
section 1 of the 1993 Act has been replaced by general duties set out in new section 1A and these
duties are more specific than the existing requirements. For example the function of “keeping
under review matters relating to crofting” has been translated into a general duty of “keeping
under review matters relating to crofting tenure, crofting communities and the crofting way of
life”. This makes clear the Commission’s role in identifying crofting needs and opportunities.
Similarly, other duties extend the Commission’s responsibility to specifically cover crofting
communities. Provisions relating to the membership of the Commission have been retained but
are now to be found in schedule 1 to the Bill which provides a new Schedule 1 for insertion in
the 1993 Act.
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7.
A further change to achieve consistency with the constitutional arrangements for other
non-departmental public bodies is the provision at subsection (1)(b) of new section 1A that the
Scottish Ministers may at some future point direct the Commission to undertake further general
duties other than those specified in the Bill. This is to allow adaptability to meet new challenges
and requirements in the future.
8.
The requirement in subsection (2)(a) of section 1A that the Commission shall “have
regard to local circumstances and conditions” reflects provision currently in section 1(3) of the
1993 Act and enables the Commission to develop formal policies for particular local areas, a
concept which is further developed in section 2 of the Bill.
9.
The requirement at subsection (2)(b) of section 1A is to ensure that the actions of the
Commission are compatible with furthering sustainable development of crofting and crofting
communities. This replaces the previous general function of developing crofting which did not
require the Commission to have regard to sustainability.
Section 2: Particular duties and powers
10.
This section creates three new sections (sections 2, 2A and 2B) to replace the existing
section 2 of the 1993 Act. The new section 2 details the particular duties and powers of the
Commission. It largely mirrors in a simplified form the provisions of the existing section but a
significant change is included at subsection (1)(a) which now provides that the Commission will
keep under review croft-based businesses and products. This results from the extension of rights
of crofters under Schedule 2 to the 1993 Act (see section 11 of the Bill) to permit principal uses
of crofts other than (or in addition to) the current requirement of cultivation. Subsections (2) and
(3) provide for the appointment and payment of suitable individuals to conduct hearings on
behalf of the Commission. This provision is intended to allow for the occasional use of suitably
qualified professionals to deal with difficult cases that are likely to result in appeals to the Land
Court. It should be noted that the provisions currently in section 2(4) of the 1993 Act are moved
to Schedule 1 to the 1993 Act (as substituted by schedule 1 to the Bill).
11.
New section 2A on local policy is a further significant change. This gives the
Commission power to set policies for separate local areas, with the proviso that the Commission
must first consult with grazings committees as to where boundaries should be drawn and
establish local policy panels to advise the Commission on local views and the needs of the area
and to assist the policy proposals for that area. This section also provides that the arrangements
for consulting on a scheme for the appointment of such panels, preparing the scheme and setting
up a panel will be specified in regulations and that each scheme must be approved by Scottish
Ministers.
12.
New section 2B provides that the Scottish Ministers can give the Commission directions
on the way that they carry out their functions. This reflects current provision at section 1(3) of
the 1993 Act.

3
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Section 3: Equal opportunities
13.
This section inserts new section 59A into the 1993 Act. Section 59A requires the
Commission to observe equal opportunities in carrying out their functions.
Section 4: Power of the Commission to make schemes and arrangements for grants
14.
This section introduces, by means of the insertion of new section 42A in the 1993 Act, a
power for the Commission, subject to approval by Scottish Ministers, to make schemes
(subsection (1)) or arrangements (subsection (3)) for grants to crofters and other occupiers of
similar holdings. It also allows the Commission to provide assistance to the persons specified in
subsection (4) in respect of building and improving houses, roads and utility supplies.
Subsection 5 specifically prevents the Commission from borrowing and lending money. Cottars
are not included in the categories of persons listed at subsection (4) as eligible for grant
assistance towards house construction or improvement and supply of services. Subsection (6)
specifies that a scheme made under subsection (1) or an arrangement made under subsection (3)
may cover matters relating to administration and recovery of grant and provide for grant to be
paid to a grazings clerk or grazings constable.
15.
Subsection (7) requires that the Commission must make arrangements to secure that a
grant assisted house or building is occupied and maintained for a specified period, for recovery
of a portion of grant if the occupancy provision is breached and for cessation of grant conditions
on repayment of the grant. It also provides that the fact that grant conditions apply to a property
should be recorded in the Register of Sasines or Land Register and that notice of cessation of
these conditions should also be recorded. Subsection (8) gives the Commission some discretion
in applying the arrangements which subsection (7) requires it to make. Subsection (9) rules out
payment of grant where the works to be assisted have already been assisted with grant or subsidy
from another public source. This is intended to prevent double funding of a project. Subsection
(10) provides that an applicant who becomes the owner of a property after being offered grant
can still get the grant despite the change of status. Subsection (11) enables the Commission to
make economic status a criterion for eligibility for grant. Subsection (12) provides that the
schemes and arrangements created by the Commission must be administered by the Commission
and it must meet the cost of doing so. Subsection (13) specifies a criminal penalty for the
making a false statement in order to obtain a grant.
Section 5: Obtaining Commission approval or consent
16.
This section inserts a new section into the 1993 Act New section 58A sets down the
processes by which the majority of applications to the Commission will be determined. The
Commission will no longer be required to determine every application made by crofters and
landlords, but will still have a responsibility to intervene where there is an objection or where an
application which raised no objections invokes separate criteria requiring the Commission to
consider and decide whether the application should succeed. Excluded from these new
arrangements are those applications which make substantial change to croft land: decrofting,
apportionment and crofter forestry. These will continue in every case to require the
Commission’s written approval in order to succeed.
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17.
Subsection (2) of new section 58A provides that in every case in which the applicant is
required to apply to the Commission for consent or approval to make the proposed changes, the
form on which the application is to be made and any documentation and fee will be specified by
the Commission. This will, for example, allow the Commission to include measures to reduce
the risk of fraudulent applications. The Commission will also have powers to charge for
regulatory work. (See paragraph 3 of Schedule 1 to the 1993 Act as inserted by schedule 1 to the
Bill). This is reflected in the reference to the accompanying fee in subsection (2)(b).
18. Subsection (3) requires the applicant to give public notice of his application and where the
applicant is not the landlord or the owner of the common grazing affected by the application, to
notify the landlord or owner in writing. This is to ensure that those who may wish to object have
adequate notice of what is proposed. Subsection (4) specifies the time allowed for making an
objection, how it must be made and who may do so. Subsection (15) provides that the objection
be made in the form described and subsection (16) describes what constitutes an objection in
writing. Subsection (6) provides that the Commission may ignore an objection which it
considers to be frivolous, vexatious or unreasonable but must otherwise intervene where there is
an objection. In addition in every case where there is no objection or the Commission has
decided that it need not act on the objection the Commission may under subsection (6), at the
end of the period allowed for objections, intervene to consider the application if any one of the
criteria for intervention specified in subsection (6)(b) applies to the application.
19.
Subsection (7) specifies what the Commission must do if they decide not to intervene to
consider an application on the basis of a timely objection. Subsection (8) deals with the effects of
the Commission deciding to intervene if one of conditions specified in subsection (6)(b) applies.
Subsection (9) lists the general conditions that apply for the purposes of subsection (6)(b)(i).
Subsection (10)(a) provides that where the Commission does not intervene it must approve the
application and enter it in the Register of Crofts. Subsection (10)(b) deals with what should be
done by the Commission, and in which timescales, following a decision to intervene. It requires
the Commission to inform those parties with an interest that the application is to be considered
by the Commission and why the Commission intervened. It also informs the parties of their right
to appeal to the Land Court against the decision by the Commission on the application.
20.
Subsection (11) gives the Commission the power to set up procedures and arrangements
for deciding whether or not to approve or consent to an application and makes it clear that a
decision to intervene in an application is a decision to determine whether or not the application is
to be approved. It is important to note that this provision allows the Commission to delegate the
task of making the decision to any person the Commission considers appropriate.
21.
Subsection (12) provides that where the Commission following an intervention decides to
approve or consent to the application the Commission will record details of the application they
have consented to in the Register of Crofts and notify those who would have been notified if the
Commission had previously decided not to intervene in the application.
22.
Subsection (13) gives Scottish Ministers power to amend the general conditions set out in
subsection (9) by means of a statutory instrument. Subsection (14) requires that any such
statutory instrument must be approved by means of an order made by resolution of the
Parliament.

5
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Section 6: Obtaining of information by Commission
23.
Section 6 amends section 40 of the 1993 Act. It changes section 40(1) to reflect the fact
that the Commission will in future have another means of obtaining information about crofts. It
changes section 40(1) and (2) so that these provisions of section 40 can also be used to obtain
information as specified in the notice from the executor of a crofter. It also inserts a new
subsection (3) into section 40 which provides that the Commission can refuse to process any
application made to them where information required in connection with that application is not
provided. Subsection (4) allows the Commission to alter a requirement to supply information
where the original requirement cannot be met and subsection (5) allows the Commission to
require the provision of information about a common grazing.
Section 7: Maintenance of and provision of information from the Register of Crofts
24.
Section 7 amends section 41 of the 1993 Act so that a range of information previously not
held on the Register of Crofts can be held there. This includes information previously recorded
in the Crofters Holding Book. It also qualifies the requirement in that subsection for the
Commission to insert, alter or omit entries to ensure the accuracy of the Register by stating that it
is only so far as practicable that the Register is kept consistent with the information received.
Section 41(3) is replaced by two new subsections which provide for the Register of Crofts to be
open to public scrutiny and to allow for the provision by the Commission to supply any person
with certified extracts from the Register which will be sufficient as evidence of the existence of a
Register entry. New section 41(5) provides for the Crofters Holdings Book (previously the
responsibility of the Scottish Land Court) to be incorporated in the Register of Crofts.
Section 8: Maps and scheme of charges
25.
41.

Section 8 provides new sections 41A and 41B for insertion in the 1993 Act after section

26.
The provisions of new section 41A(1) allow Scottish Ministers to make (subject to
negative resolution procedures) regulations to confer on the Commission power to require maps
of crofts to be supplied to the Commission. Section 41A(2) requires these regulations to specify
when and in what circumstances the Commission can require maps to be supplied and in what
ways. Section 41A(3) specifies that these maps shall be held on the Register of Crofts.
27.
The provisions of new section 41B give the Scottish Ministers, after consultation with the
Commission, powers to make rules subject to the negative resolution procedures of the Scottish
Parliament to set out a scheme to allow the Commission to charge fees for searching, or
providing information or extracts from the Register of Crofts.
Section 9: Grants to Commission by the Scottish Ministers
28.
Section 9, which inserts section 58B (section 5 having inserted section 58A) into the 1993
Act, makes new provision for the funding of the Commission and creates a funding arrangement
consistent with that which applies to the majority of other Non-Departmental Public Bodies
responsible to Scottish Ministers. In conjunction with this change Schedule 3 to the Bill repeals
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the existing provision contained in section 59 of the 1993 Act that the expenses of the
Commission will be met by Scottish Ministers.
PART 2: CROFTS
Section 10: New crofts
29.
Section 10 inserts new sections 3A, 3B and 3C into the 1993 Act to allow the creation of
new crofts and the extension of crofting tenure beyond the crofting counties. Section 3A(1)
empowers the Commission to constitute land as a croft in response to an application to that effect
from the owner of the land in question. Section 3A(1)(b) provides that this can only be done
outwith the crofting counties in an area specified by an order. Subsection (2) provides that the
Commission may also constitute a tenanted holding as a croft where the applicant is a tenant in
an area specified by order outside the crofting counties, if criteria specified in subsection (11) are
met. Subsection (3) provides that the Commission may not constitute a holding as a croft in
response to an application under subsection (2) until they are satisfied that the owner of the land
has had an opportunity to appeal the application and the tenant has paid the owner any
compensation agreed or found to be due for the impact of the change.
30.
Subsections (4) to (7) specify a process that the Commission are required to follow before
deciding whether or not to agree to the application and constitute the land as a croft. Subsection
(8) is intended to ensure that an agricultural holdings tenant cannot be dispossessed of the
tenancy of land as a result of all or part of the holding being designated as a croft. Subsections
(9) and (10) provide for the ways in which comments by the public on an application may be
made.
31.
Subsection (11) specifies the conditions that must be satisfied before a holding outwith
the crofting counties can be constituted as a croft on the basis of an application by the tenant.
This restricts this possibility of conversion to ensure that only a croft sized holding which is held
by a natural person under the provisions of Small Landholder legislation will qualify.
32.
Subsection (12) provides that an order designating an area outwith the crofting counties
as an area in which new crofts may be created must be made by affirmative resolution of the
Scottish Parliament.
33.
New section 3B makes provision for assessing the amount of compensation to be paid by
the tenant to the landlord where an application has been made by a tenant under the provisions of
section 3A(2). It specifies that the amount of compensation shall be the difference in the value
of the holding under the existing tenure arrangements and its value as a croft. It further specifies
that in both instances the value is to be assessed as the market value likely to be realised where
there is a willing seller and a willing buyer and the sale is in each case to the sitting tenant. It
also requires that the valuer should take account of the known existence of any third party that
might be prepared to pay more for the holding and the potential impact on the value of the land
of any sporting lease of the land.

7
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34.
New section 3C makes provision for both the owner or the applicant to appeal an
assessment of compensation, made by a valuer under section 3B, to the Lands Tribunal for
Scotland and specifies the period in which such an appeal may be made.
Section 11: The statutory conditions
35.
Section 11 makes a number of significant changes to the statutory conditions referred to
in section 5 and detailed in Schedule 2 to the 1993 Act including changes to the statutory
conditions governing a crofter’s use of his croft land and to the ability of crofters and landlords
to contract to waive rights conferred on the crofter by that Act. Subsection (1)(a) of section 11
adds a new subsection (1A) to section 5 of the 1993 Act which provides that the landlord can
serve notice on the croft tenant where there is a breach of a new condition of tenure (new
paragraph 3A of Schedule 2 which is inserted by section 11(2)(b)).
36.
Section 11(1)(b) provides that where a crofter is doing or not doing something to
conserve the natural beauty, or the flora and fauna of the locality he is not to be treated as in
breach of the statutory conditions.
37.
Section 11(1)(c) adds new subsections (3) to (10) to section 5 of the 1993 Act. New
subsections (3) to (6) supersede the existing subsection (3) and provide that any future contract
or agreement between a crofter and landlord, whether or not it requires to be approved by the
Land Court, may be intimated to the Commission. These new contracts relate solely to contracts
that deprive a crofter of any rights. New subsection (5) provides that contracts or agreements
intimated to the Commission should be recorded in the Register of Crofts. Subsection (6)
provides that where a copy of a contract or agreement is entered in that register it will
(depending on the terms of the contract or agreement) be binding on the successors to the croft
tenancy. This provision is primarily to allow the creation of binding agreements necessary to
facilitate energy developments on croft land. However, it also provides the means by which a
tenant of a croft can enter into a binding agreement with the landlord undertaking not to exercise
his right to buy or limiting the right to assign the croft. It therefore makes it possible for a
landowner to create new crofts without the risk of these crofts being subject to the right to buy or
assignation to a person whom the landowner considers to be unsuitable as a croft tenant.
38.
New subsections (7) to (10) of section 5 relate to the modification of paragraph 3 of
Schedule 2 to the 1993 Act provided by section 11(2)(a). That modification allows for a croft to
be put to a purposeful use other than agriculture. New subsection (7) specifies that a crofter must
seek the consent of the landlord to do so before putting the croft to a purposeful use other than
agriculture and if that consent is obtained may put the croft to the new use subject to any
conditions attached to that consent. New subsection (8) allows the crofter to apply to the
Commission for consent to a proposed purposeful use if the landlord’s consent has been asked
for and has not been obtained within 28 days of the application to the landlord. New subsection
(9) requires the Commission to consult on the application for consent and check whether any
planning or other consents are required for the proposed use and, if so, have been granted before
it makes a decision.
39.
Section 11(2) amends Schedule 2 to the 1993 Act. Subsection (2)(a) amends paragraph 3
of Schedule 2 (the requirement to cultivate a croft). It provides that a crofter can now cultivate
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the croft or put it to a purposeful use or do both but must do one or the other on every part of the
croft. Subsection (2)(i) inserts a definition of “purposeful use” into paragraph 13 of Schedule 2.
In order that the amendment to paragraph 3 has no impact on existing arrangements there is a
saving provision at section 11(3) to the effect that existing rights relating to ancillary use are
unaffected.
40.
Subsection (2)(b) inserts 2 new paragraphs into Schedule 2. New paragraph 3A is a new
condition that requires a crofter to keep his/her croft in a fit state for cultivation. New paragraph
3B defines some of the measures that might need to be taken to ensure that a croft remains fit for
cultivation if not being put to some other purposeful use.
41.
Subsection (2)(c) modifies and rewords paragraph 5 to provide a new definition of what
constitutes injury to a croft.
42.
Subsection (2)(d) inserts in Schedule 2 a definition of what constitutes “relevant notice”
by the landlord to the crofter to stop action which would prejudice cultivation or the continuation
of a purposeful use.
43.
Subsection (2)(f) makes a consequential change to paragraph 7 of Schedule 2 to reflect a
proposed change to section 9 of the 1993 Act, relating to the division of a croft, which is detailed
at section 14 of the Bill.
44.
Subsection (2)(h) inserts a new paragraph 11A into Schedule 2 which qualifies the
landlord’s rights set out in paragraph 11 of Schedule 2 such that the crofter does not have to
tolerate unreasonable exercise of such rights.
Section 12: Complaints as respects breach of the statutory conditions
45.
Section 12 inserts new sections 5A and 5B into the 1993 Act after section 5. New section
5A provides a procedure whereby the Commission may take action in place of the landlord
where there has been a breach of the statutory conditions (except for non-payment of rent)and
the landlord has not taken action. This gives the Commission power to apply to the Land Court
to determine sanctions against the crofter concerned, including terminating the tenancy and
declaring the croft vacant. This measure provides the means for dealing with the dereliction of
crofts in cases where the landlord has no incentive to act.
46.
The legislation continues to allow the landlord to take action against the croft tenant for
breach of statutory conditions, but provides an alternative approach whereby the landlord or any
other member of the crofting community can complain to the Commission of such a breach.
Section 5A(2) provides that if the landlord is not already taking action, then the Commission
may apply to the Land Court in connection with the breach. However section 5A(3) requires
that the Commission must give the landlord prior notice of an intended application to the Land
Court and if the landlord objects in writing within 14 days they may not proceed with the
application. Section 5A(4) further requires the Commission to write to the crofter who is alleged
to be in breach of the statutory conditions and give that crofter a reasonable time to remedy
matters before making the application to the Land Court. Section 5A(2)(b) provides that the
application to the Land Court may not be made until that period has expired.
9
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47.
Section 5A(5) specifies what the Land Court may do if it is satisfied that the breach of
statutory conditions complained about has occurred. The Land Court can order remedy of the
breach by a specific time and payment of compensation to the landlord as it thinks fit. Section
5A(6) provides that if a crofter fails to comply with such an order by the Land Court the
Commission may apply to the Land Court to have the croft tenancy terminated, the croft
declared vacant, and the tenant removed from the croft.
48.
New section 5B creates provision whereby, if a crofter neglects or misuses a croft he or
she can be readily removed from the tenancy.
49.
Subsection (1) makes provisions for the landlord (or the Commission with the consent of
the landlord) in cases of misuse or neglect to apply to the Land Court for an order terminating
the tenancy, declaring the croft vacant and remove the tenant from the croft. Subsection (2)
provides in relation to misuse that prior to making an application to the Court for an order the
landlord, or the Commission, must give notice in writing to the crofter of the misuse and offer
the crofter an opportunity to end the misuse within 42 days.
50.
Subsection (3) provides that if the Land Court is minded to issue an order the crofter will
be notified that the order will be issued within 42 days unless the crofter can satisfy the Court
before the end of that period that the misuse has been brought to an end. Subsection (4) is
intended to ensure that any breach, which constitutes neglect of a croft cannot be readily
repeated. It provides that if notice has been previously given in accordance with the
requirements of subsection (5) and (6) and remedial action taken but the same neglect is repeated
within 5 years from the date of the initial application then on further notice being given the
crofter will be allowed 42 days to end the neglect and if he fails to do so the landlord or the
Commission may apply for an order to terminate the tenancy. If they do so and the Land Court
is minded to grant the order then subsection (6) applies.
51.
Subsection (5) deals with an application to the Land Court by a landlord, or with the
landlord’s consent the Commission, where it is alleged that there has been neglect of the croft. It
provides that if the Land Court is minded to issue an order the Court will notify the crofter that it
is there intention to do so. That notice will indicate that the order will not be issued if (a) the
crofter agrees that there has been neglect and (b) by the end of a one year the crofter is able to
satisfy the Court that the croft is being properly managed. Subsection (6) provides that if the
Land Court are minded to issue an order in relation to a repeat application in connection with
neglect within 5 years the Court will notify the crofter that it is their intention to do so unless the
crofter is able to satisfy the Court within 42 days that the croft is being managed to the standard
specified. Subsection (7) defines misuse and neglect. Subsection (8) provides that action taken
for conservation purposes may not be construed as neglect. Subsection (9) is a saving provision
which provides that if a croft was being used for a purpose which was legitimate before these
new provisions come into effect continuation of that use cannot be construed as misuse or
neglect.
Section 13: Exchange of crofts or parts of crofts
52.
Section 13 closes a loophole in the current legislation, whereby crofters, with the
agreement of their landlord, were able to exchange croft land without the approval of the
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Commission. While on the face of it this existing practice allows ease of arrangements and is
deregulatory, there was concern expressed about the longer term effects of such changes. The
new section 4A inserted into the 1993 Act by section 13 requires that an exchange of a croft or
parts of a croft requires the consent of the landlord and the Commission. It also requires that the
crofters exchanging must also have the same landlord who must also be the owner of any
common grazing land affected by the exchange. It also provides that the Commission cannot
consent to the exchange unless the landlord has consented. The provisions in new section 58A
(inserted by section 5 of the Bill) apply as regards the consent of the Commission with the
additional criterion for intervention by the Commission in new section 4A(3) of the 1993 Act
being that the proposed exchange would be unfair to either (or as the case may be any) of the
crofters involved. Subsection 4A(4) confirms that a new croft is not be created by such an
exchange.
Section 14: Division of croft
53.
Section 14 of the Bill provides a complete replacement for the existing section 9 of the
1993 Act. The principal change is that the landlord’s consent to division of the croft is no longer
required. In addition the new procedure for obtaining the Commission’s consent in new section
58A (inserted by section 5 of the Bill) applies so that the Commission is required to make a
decision only where there is an objection to the application or the Commission’s criteria for
intervention apply. The landlord has a right to object to the division of the croft by virtue of the
provisions of new section 58A(4)). New section 9(3) specifies that the division of a croft has no
legal effect until details of the division are recorded in the Register of Crofts. The landlord’s
financial interests are secured by new section 9(4) which provides that a rent for a new croft
created by division of an existing croft is to be agreed between the crofter and the landlord. In
the event that they cannot reach agreement section 9(5) provides that either party can apply to
the Land Court to have the rents determined by the Land Court with the fees payable in
connection with the application being paid by the crofter. It should be noted that the term
“subdivision” is replaced by the term “division”, because the latter term more accurately
describes the situation.
Section 15: Subletting
54.
Section 15 modifies the provisions of sections 27 and 29 of the 1993 Act and repeals
section 28 of that Act. The main changes to section 27 are to alter subsection (1) to provide that
the maximum duration of a sublet shall be for a period not exceeding 10 years and to replace
subsections (3) and (4) with a new subsection (3) which provides the special conditions which
will apply when the consent of the Commission is required in terms of new section 58A (inserted
by section 5 of the Bill).
55.
Section 15(2) repeals section 28 of the 1993 Act, a provision which, had it ever been
commenced, would have given the Commission power to impose a sub-tenant on a crofter.
56.
Section 15(3) amends section 29 of the 1993 Act by inserting new subsections (2A) and
(3A). New subsection (2A) provides that it would be a condition of any sublease that the croft
tenant must give the subtenant not less than 6 months written notice of an intention by the tenant
to assign, exchange or divide the croft and thereby terminate the sublease. New subsection (3A)
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makes specific provision in relation to the continuation in occupation by the sub-tenant on the
death of the crofter.
Section 16: Assignation
57.
Section 16 makes significant changes to the provisions of section 8 of the 1993 Act
affecting both family and non-family assignation. The replacement of much of the existing
wording of subsection 8(1) removes the requirement that a family assignation must have the
landlord’s consent. New section 58A (inserted by section 5 of the Bill) applies to the process of
considering an application. The effect of this is that the landlord along with the other persons
specified at section 58A(4) have a right to object to an assignation proposal. The anomaly
requiring a landlord’s permission for a family assignation, but not a non-family assignation, to
succeed without Commission approval is replaced by the right (shared with others) to object in
both cases, and requires the Commission to consider and make a decision.
58.
In the case of an application to assign to a member of the crofter’s family (see the
definition of what constitutes family membership in section 40 of the Bill) the Commission’s
power to intervene where there is no objection by a person entitled to object is as provided in
new section 58A(6) (inserted by section 5 of the Bill). However, section 8(2) to 8(4) is replaced
by a new subsection (2) inserted by section 16(b) of the Bill. The effect is that in the case of an
assignation to a person who is not a member of the crofter’s family the new section 8(2) inserted
by section 16(b) provides a list of additional special conditions which trigger a requirement for
the Commission to consider an application.
59.
Section 16(c) is a technical amendment to section 8(5) of the 1993 Act consequential on
the amendment to section 8(1).
60.
Section 16(d) amends section 8(6) of the 1993 Act so as to allow a transfer of a croft
tenancy to take place on dates other than Martinmas or Whitsunday.
Section 17: Bequest of tenancy of croft
61.

This section amends the provisions of section 10 of the 1993 Act.

62.
Section 17(2) amends section 10(1) to make it clear that a crofter may only bequeath the
tenancy of his croft to a “natural person”. The tenancy must be left to an individual and not to a
company or institution.
63.
Section 17(3) amends section 10(2). Section 17(3)(a) introduces a requirement that the
legatee must give notice of the bequest to the Commission in addition to the current requirement
that notice be given to the landlord. Sections 17(3)(b) and (c) extend by 2 months the periods
available to the legatee to give notice of a bequest. Section 17(3)(e) repeals the latter half of
section 10(2) which is replaced by the new sections inserted by section 17(4).
64.
Section 17(4) creates 4 new subsections to be inserted after section 10(2). New section
10(2A) allows the executor to give notice of the bequest of the tenancy in addition to the current
provision in section 10(2) requiring the legatee to do so. New section 10(2B) provides that the
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legatee will (provided there is no objection from the landlord in the case of a non-family legatee)
take control of the tenancy on the date on which the Commission indicate that the information
that they require under the provisions of new section 10(2C) has been provided. It also provides
that when the legatee takes over the tenancy it will be as if the transfer took place on the date of
the death of the previous tenant.
65.
New section 10(2C) provides that on receipt of notice of a bequest from a legatee or
executor the Commission must notify the legatee of the information required by the Commission
to update the Register of Crofts. In the case of a legatee who is not a member of the deceased
crofter’s family they will only do so if there has not been an objection from the landlord and in
such cases must also indicate in the notification to the legatee that there has been no objection.
66.
New section 10(2D) requires the Commission to notify the legatee once the information
set out in the notification given under section 10(2C) has been provided.
67.
Section 17(5) replaces section 10(3) with a new but similar provision setting out the
detail of how a landlord should exercise the right to object to a bequest to a person other than a
member of the deceased crofter’s family.
68.
Section 17(6) replaces section 10(4)(b) with a new provision which retains the existing
requirement to notify and adds a provision to the effect that the legatee should be notified by the
Commission of the need to provide information to be entered in the Register of Crofts.
69.
Section 17(7) inserts seven new subsections into section 10 after subsection (4). Section
10(4A) provides that, when the legatee has provided the information that new section 10(4)(b)
requires the legatee to supply, the Commission must notify the legatee that this has been done.
On receipt of that notice the legatee is empowered to take control of the tenancy except where
there has been an appeal under the provisions of section 10(4B). New section 10(4B) sets out the
arrangements for appealing a decision made by the Commission in accordance with the provision
of section 10(4). New section 10(4C) explains what happens where the Land Court finds on
appeal that a bequest should be upheld.
70.
New section 10(4D) introduces a new provision to the effect that (a) a legatee accepting
the bequest of a tenancy assumes responsibility for debts incurred by the deceased as former
tenant of the croft and (b) creates arrangements whereby the executor can recover reasonable
expenses relating to the management of the tenancy from the legatee, including arrangements for
the settlement of any disputes in the Land Court.
71.
New section 10(4E) makes it clear that a croft tenancy is an asset of the deceased
crofter’s estate and so liable to be set against expenses and debts of the estate. This would
require the legatee to contribute to the settlement of such expenses and debts if the legatee
chooses to retain the tenancy.
72.
New section 10(4F) provides that where it is necessary to determine the value of the croft
tenancy for the purposes of section 10(4E), and the executor and legatee fail to agree, the market
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value of the tenancy will be determined by the Land Court. New section 10(4G) defines the
market value for this purpose.
Section 18: Prior rights, on intestacy, in relation to tenancy of croft
73.
The whole of section 18 consists of amendments to section 8 of the 1964 Act. These
amendments extend the prior rights of a spouse or civil partner of a crofter to cover the whole of
the croft rather than the croft house alone and convey the same rights to a cohabitant where there
is no spouse or civil partner (a civil partner is defined in section 1 of the Civil Partnership Act
2004 as a relationship between two people of the same sex which is formed when they register as
civil partners of each other in accordance with provisions of that Act). (A cohabitant is defined
for this purpose in section 18(5) which inserts a definition of “cohabitant” into section 8(6) of the
1964 Act). The effect of these changes is to afford a spouse or civil partner or cohabitant of a
deceased crofter the same degree of protection in retaining the croft tenancy as the 1964 Act
affords the spouse or civil partner of any other individual in retaining a dwelling-house owned by
that person. This essentially means that where there is a house on the croft and the value of the
relevant interest in that house is below the statutory threshold (currently £130,000), the spouse or
civil partner or cohabitant of the deceased crofter is entitled to the croft tenancy (including the
house) up to that amount. Where the value is above that threshold the entitlement is to the sum
specified by order under section 8(1)(b) of the 1964 Act
74.
The aforementioned changes are made by section 18(3) which provides new sections
8(2A) and 8(2B) in the 1964 Act. New subsection (2A) qualifies the existing provision in
subsection (2) of that Act so as to provide that a croft tenancy is treated as being subject to prior
rights in the same way as a house owned or leased under other forms of tenure. (Prior rights are
the statutory rights of a spouse on intestacy to claim the house (with furniture and plenishings up
to a certain value) and a fixed sum of money depending on whether or not the deceased is also
survived by issue). New subsection (2B) sets out what happens when there is more than one
property over which a spouse, civil partner or cohabitant could exercise a prior right.
75.
Section 18(4) modifies section 8(4) of the 1964 Act to distinguish between properties to
which prior rights apply which are crofts and those that are not.
Section 19: Transfer of tenancy of croft by executor: amendment of section 16 of the
Succession (Scotland) Act 1964
76.
This section modifies the provisions of section 16 of the 1964 Act relating to the transfer
of tenancy by an executor to distinguish between transfer of a croft tenancy which will require
the consent of the Commission and transfers of the tenancy of other leases which require the
consent of the landlord. This is achieved mainly through section 19(3) which inserts new section
(2A) into section 16 of the 1964 Act. The amendment to section 16(9) of the 1964 Act effected
by section 19(4) clarifies the definition of croft for the purposes of the 1964 Act.
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Section 20: Transfer of tenancy of croft by executor: special provision relating to the 1993
Act
77.
This section inserts a new section 16A into the Succession (Scotland) Act 1964. The
overall effect is to empower executors to transfer croft tenancies as they think fit subject to the
same requirements as apply where a crofter assigns the tenancy.
78.
New section 16A(1) provides that the provisions of section 58A of the 1993 Act (inserted
by section 5 of the Bill) apply to a transfer covered by new section 16(2A). New section 16A(2)
sets down the criteria for intervention by the Commission which will apply where there is an
application to assign the tenancy of the deceased crofter to a person who is not a member of the
deceased crofter’s family. New section 16A(3) provides that if the executor does not seek the
consent of the Commission before transferring the tenancy the transfer will be null and void and
the Commission can declare the croft vacant. New section 16A(4) indicates the process required
to give effect to a transfer if the Commission consent to it.
79.
New section 16A(5) provides for an appeal against a Commission decision to consent to
or refuse consent to the transfer. It indicates the grounds on which an appeal can be made. New
section 16A(8) applies new sections 52A(4) and (5) of the 1993 Act (inserted by section 37 of
the Bill) to appeals under subsection 16A of the 1964 Act. These sections require the appellant to
give notice of the appeal to the Commission, require the Commission to provide a written
statement setting out the circumstances surrounding the application, the extent that these are
agreed with the applicant together with the reasons for their decision and require the Land Court
to send a copy of that statement to the applicant. New section 16A(9) provides that the Land
Court may uphold the Commission’s decision or direct that it should come to a different
decision.
Section 21: Amendment of section 11 of the 1993 Act
80.
Section 21 makes a number of amendments to section 11 of the 1993 Act to modify the
arrangements that currently apply where the executor in an intestacy fails to find a new tenant.
There are a number of changes but the most significant is that the Commission no longer have a
role in identifying a tenant from amongst those who might be entitled to inherit the intestate
estate of the deceased crofter. Instead, simpler arrangements are put in place, including a
declaration by the Commission that the tenancy has fallen vacant. If the tenancy is declared
vacant the landlord is then required to re-let in accordance with the provisions of section 23 of
the 1993 Act.
81.
Section 21(2) amends section 11(2) of the 1993 Act so as to increase the time limit
available to an executor to notify the landlord of the particulars of a proposed new tenant to 12
months from the relevant date. Thus giving the executor more time to find a suitable tenant.
82.
Section 21(3) repeals section 11(3)(a) of the 1993 Act. This provision is no longer
necessary because the change made to section 10 of the 1993 Act by section 17(3) of the Bill
means that the Commission are informed of a bequest at the same time as the landlord. The
change made to the 1993 Act by section 21(3)(b)(i) of the Bill is consequential upon the repeal
of section 11(3)(a) of that Act. The change made to the 1993 Act by section 21(3)(b)(ii) of the
Bill has the effect of giving the executor up to 2 months to notify the Commission of the death of
15
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the crofter before the 12 month period allowed for the transfer of the tenancy starts. A failure to
notify however means that the 12 month period will start at the date of death of the crofter. The
Bill, therefore, creates a time penalty for a failure to notify the Commission.
83.
Section 21(4) deletes subsections (4) to (9) of section 11 of the 1993 Act (measures that
give the Commission power to get involved in finding a member of the deceased crofter’s family
who is suitable to be the new croft tenant and nominating that person as the tenant). In place of
these provisions it puts in place new subsections (4) to (8) setting out a simpler process by which
if a suitable tenant is not found by the executor the Commission will eventually declare the croft
vacant and thus available for re-let by the landlord.
84.
New section 11(4) of the 1993 Act requires the Commission to notify the landlord, the
executor and, if there is no executor, such persons as the Commission know of and believe might
have rights in the intestate estate that the 12 months from the relevant date has expired and the
Commission propose to terminate the tenancy and declare the croft vacant. This provision does
not require the Commission to take steps to try and identify every person who might be entitled
to claim rights in the intestate estate. The Commission are only required to notify the individuals
they were aware of at that time. That notice would invite those to whom it was sent to make
representations on the proposal within a month of the date of the notice.
85.
New section 11(5) of the 1993 Act allows the Commission, after considering any
representations, to proceed to terminate the tenancy, if they consider it appropriate to do so,
providing that the tenancy had not been terminated already, the executor had not planned to
transfer the tenancy or there was not someone entitled to exercise prior rights in relation to the
tenancy.
86.
New section 11(6) of the 1993 Act allows the Commission to issue a further termination
notice under the provisions of new section 11(4) if they conclude the tenancy is not or cannot be
transferred. New section 11(7) allows the Commission to terminate the tenancy following that
further notice if they consider it appropriate to do so.
87.
New section 11(8) of the 1993 Act requires the Commission on deciding to terminate a
tenancy to give notice to the same people as received notice under new section 11(4). The notice
given to the landlord requires the landlord to submit re-letting proposals. Section 11(8) also
provides that when that notice is given the rights any person may have in relation to the tenancy
are terminated and sets out the landlord’s liability to pay the executor the value of the permanent
improvements on the croft.
88.
Section 21(5) amends section 11(10) of the 1993 Act to leave only a definition of the
value of improvements for the purposes of new section 11(8)(c). The effect of the amendment is
to end the requirement for the landlord to repay from the value of the improvements any sums
due by the deceased crofter to the Scottish Ministers.
89.
Section 21(6) is a technical amendment necessary as a consequence of other changes to
section 11.
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Section 22: Determination of the Land Court as to croft boundaries
90.
Section 22 introduces a new section 53A into the 1993 Act. The purpose of this section is
to reduce the future incidence and cost of disputes over croft boundaries. Section 53(1)(c) of the
1993 Act provides that the Land Court has power to settle any question relating to the boundaries
of crofts. However, croft boundaries are not well documented and therefore it is often difficult to
determine what these boundaries are. New section 53A provides that where the evidence is
insufficient to allow the boundary to be clearly determined, the Land Court shall have the power
to declare the boundary as it considers appropriate.
Section 23: Access to croft
91.
New section 53B is inserted into the 1993 Act after new section 53A referred to above.
New section 53B(1) provides that a crofter can apply to the Land Court for an order granting
access from a public road to his croft, where it would be reasonable for the access to be taken by
a route lying wholly over land owned by his landlord. Subsection (2)(a) to (c) provides that
where the Land Court make such an order on an application under subsection (1) it may make
provision regarding the access route over the land, arrangements under which the crofter may
carry out works and conditions to which exercise of that access may be subject.
Section 24: Reorganisation schemes
92.
Section 24 amends sections 38 and 39 of the 1993 Act, inserts a new section 38A and
repeals Schedule 4. These measures together change the approach to reorganisation of crofting
townships by reducing timescales and allowing for more extensive consultation. The control
exerted by Scottish Ministers under the current legislation is largely replaced by detailed
provisions aimed at ensuring that interested parties are made aware of the scheme proposals and
final version, coupled with a right of appeal to the Land Court. Scottish Ministers have only a
limited role in the process and that is where it might involve acquisition of land which is not in
crofting tenure.
93.
Section 24(2)(a) amends subsection 38(1) so that it is clear that the initial scheme
prepared by the Commission is a provisional proposal. Section 24(2)(b) inserts new section
38(1A) which requires the Commission to notify the persons identified in new section 38(10) of
the intention to prepare a provisional draft reorganisation scheme.
94.
Section 24(2)(c) replaces section 38(3) of the 1993 Act with a new provisions for reorganisation schemes. The main change is the addition of section 38(3)(a) which is a new
provision to allow the Commission to include land which is not croft land in the scheme but only
if Scottish Ministers have consented to the inclusion of that land.
95.
Section 24(2)(e) replaces sections 38(5) to (7) of the 1993 Act with new sections 38(5)to
(11). This changes the process for preparing reorganisation schemes and removes the
requirement that the scheme must be confirmed by Scottish Ministers. The main change
introduced by new section 38(5) of the 1993 Act is to require the Commission to send a copy of
the scheme to and serve notice on the range of people identified in new section 38(10) (the
current provision only requires that these documents are sent to the tenant of each croft). Some
of the content of the notice is different to the requirement in the 1993 Act and allows those to
17
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whom such documents are sent two months in which to comment (currently four months). The
recipients of such notices would not be asked at this stage to indicate specifically whether or not
they were in favour of the scheme as had previously been the case. It also requires that the notice
should indicate a local venue where and times when maps and plans of the reorganisation can be
seen.
96.
Where the Commission have received comments on the provisional draft and are still
satisfied that there ought to be a reorganisation new section 38(6) of the 1993 Act requires them
to prepare a draft plan which takes account of the comments. The Commission on completion of
that draft are required to issue copies and give notice as provided in new section 38(5) of the
1993 Act except the period for responding is one month and that on this occasion the persons to
whom the notice is sent are asked to indicate whether or not they are in favour of the draft
scheme.
97.
New section 38(7) of the 1993 Act provides that a failure to respond to the notice given
under new section 38(6) is deemed to be an intimation that the person who failed to respond is in
favour of the scheme. This provision more or less replicates the last paragraph of the current
section 38(5).
98.
New section 38(8) of the 1993 Act authorises the Commission to finalise a reorganisation
scheme provided the majority of the crofters previously given notice of the draft scheme have
intimated that they are in favour of the scheme. It also provides that the finalised scheme must be
copied to all the persons previously given notice of the draft scheme and they are again given
notice of where and when maps and plans can be inspected. In addition the notice advises of the
new right to appeal the decision to reorganise the township which section 24(3) of the Bill
provides (see below).
99.
New section 38(9) provides that if the Commission proceed with the preparation of a
reorganisation scheme in accordance with new section 38(8)(a) that means that the Commission
have decided to reorganise the township and therefore a decision which can be appealed has been
made.
100. Section 24(3) inserts a new section 38A into the 1993 Act. New section 38A(1) specifies
that any tenant of a croft in the township, the landlord of any such croft and the owner of any
associated common grazing is able to appeal a Commission decision to reorganise a township or
the reorganisation scheme. It further specifies that the appeal is to the Land Court and must be
lodged within 42 days of the date a copy of the reorganisation scheme was issued to the appellant
under the provisions of new section 38(8).
101. New section 38A(2) of the 1993 Act sets out what the Land Court may determine in an
appeal. It also provides that if the Court requires the Commission to modify the scheme the
Commission must send a copy of the modified scheme to all those who previously had an
opportunity to comment on the scheme.
102. Section 24(4) amends section 39 of the 1993 Act. Section 24(4)(a) replaces section 39(1)
with a new version, the effect of which is that instead of the Commission, as at present, having a
duty to proceed with a reorganisation when the scheme is approved by Scottish Ministers the
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Commission will instead be constrained not to start to implement the scheme until the period
allowed for lodging an appeal has ended, every appeal has been decided and any modification
required as a consequence of a successful appeal effected. Section 24(4)(a) also inserts a new
section 39(1A) into the 1993 Act. This requires the Commission to give effect to the
reorganisation in accordance with the scheme previously prepared (or modified where required
to do so by the Land Court on appeal).
103. Sections 24(4)(b) and (d) makes amendments to sections 39(3)and (7) of the 1993 Act
and section 24(4)(b)(c) adds new section (5A) to take account of the fact that the Commission
will no longer require to have the scheme confirmed by the Scottish Ministers.
104. Section 24(4)(e) amends section 39(8) of the 1993 Act so that the role of Scottish
Ministers in serving notice on occupiers and owners is taken on by the Commission. It also
provides for copies of these notices to be sent to Scottish Ministers.
Section 25: Meaning of croft
105. Section 3(1) of the 1993 Act is amended by the insertion of new provisions. New
subsection (cc) recognises the existence of crofts created under the provisions of new section 3A.
New subsection (1)(cd) recognises land reverting back to croft land under new section 20(1B)
and 21A(1) as croft land. New subsections (1)(f) and (1)(g) extend the definition of croft to
include any holding which at the date of commencement of this section of the Bill or on any
subsequent date has been entered on the Register of Crofts for more than 20 years. These
provisions however exclude a holding that is the subject of an ongoing dispute in any court as to
its status as a croft at the 20th anniversary of the registration of that holding in the Register of
Crofts
PART 3: TERMINATION OF TENANCY, DECROFTING, ETC.
Section 26: Resumption and reversion
106. Section 26 makes a number of changes to the handling of resumption of land from
crofting tenure including the extension of the definition of “reasonable purpose” to include the
generation of energy. It also provides that the Commission must be given notice of all
resumption proposals and may oppose or support the proposal in the Land Court. It empowers
the Land Court to allow resumption for a specified period, being known as a temporary
resumption, rather than the permanent arrangement required by the existing legislation. It also
empowers the Land Court to determine that payments to crofters of a share in the value of
resumed land may be made by instalments rather than in a lump sum. This removes a potential
obstacle to the development of land where income is deferred or spread over a lengthy period.
Finally, it empowers the Land Court to restore resumed land to crofting tenure in certain
circumstances.
107. Section 26(1)(a) amends section 20(1) of the 1993 Act to extend the matters which the
Land Court must take into account when considering a resumption application to include the
interests of the crofting community. Section 26(1)(b) inserts new subsections (1A) to 1(F) into
section 20 of the 1993 Act. The effect of new section 20(1A) is that the landlord must give notice
of the application to the Commission and the Commission may oppose or support the
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application. This means that applications which are unopposed by crofters can nevertheless be
challenged where there is concern about the impact of or need for resumption. New section
20(1B) allows the Land Court to specify that land is to be resumed for a specified period rather
than permanently. New section 20(1C) allows the Land Court to extend that period on request
and new section 20(1D) specifies circumstances where the Land Court is bound to extend the
period of resumption in line with an extension of a relevant planning consent. New section
20(1F) allows the landlord to apply to the Land Court to turn a resumption for a specified period
into a permanent resumption and provides for any necessary further compensation payment or
further payment of a share in the value of the land to be made to the crofter.
108. Section 26(2) amends section 21 of the 1993 Act by adding new subsections (1A) to (1C)
to provide that the Land Court may direct that sums payable to a crofter in connection with a
resumption can be paid by instalments. It also provides for any such direction to be recorded in
the Register of Crofts and so made binding on the successors to the landlord.
109. Section 26(3) inserts a new section 21A into the 1993 Act. This new section allows a
landlord of a croft, the person who was the tenant of the land when it was resumed or if the land
had been part of a common grazing the owner or the grazings committee, and the Commission to
apply to the Land Court to have the land restored to crofting tenure. The court is empowered to
agree to the land being returned to crofting tenure provided the self explanatory conditions
specified in new section 21A(2) are met. If the court determines that the land should be restored
to crofting tenure new section 21A(4) empowers the court to specify that crofters should return
all or part of the compensation or share of value paid on resumption. Where the land is to be
restored as a common grazing new section 21A(5) empowers the court to specify how the
question of shares in the grazing is to be dealt with.
Section 27: Decrofting
110. Section 27(a) amends section 24 of the 1993 Act so that the Commission are no longer
bound in certain circumstances to decroft a croft which has become vacant through Commission
action. At present if such a croft remains vacant for 6 months the landlord can within the next 3
months give notice to the Commission requiring the Commission to decroft it. The new
provision allows the Commission to apply to the Land Court for an extension of the period in
which the croft may remain vacant thus allowing more time to find a suitable new tenant. If the
Land Court grants an extension the Commission will become liable to make a payment to the
landlord equivalent to the rent which would be due for the period of the extension.
111. Section 27(b) amends section 25 of the 1993 Act to effect a number of changes. Section
25(1)(a) is amended so that the Commission must in addition have regard to the interests of the
local crofting community in determining that a croft shall cease to be a croft. A new subsection
25(1)(c) is inserted to provide that the special arrangements for decrofting the site of a house
would also apply to a croft which had been feud in accordance with the provisions of sections 17
or 18 of the 1955 Act (these were feus of house sites with existing houses to persons who had
given up their croft for re-letting. Because there was no provision for decrofting these sites in the
1955 Act they have never been decrofted and thus are still in crofting tenure although no longer
associated with other croft land).
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112. Section 25(3) of the 1993 Act is amended to allow the Commission to impose timescales
for any new use and new subsections (3A) and (3B) are added to extend the powers of the
Commission to enable them to set such time scales for meeting conditions imposed in a
decrofting direction, to set a time limit within which the land being decrofted is used for the
purpose for which it has been decrofted and to modify the conditions that apply to a decrofting
direction. However, the power to set new conditions is constrained by the circumstances
specified in new subsection (3C).
113. New section 25(4A) makes two changes to the decrofting procedure. Firstly, it requires a
crofter who is applying for a decrofting direction whilst still the croft tenant to inform the
landlord of the application and, secondly, it provides that the Commission will not give a
direction if implementation of the application would impede access to another part of the croft or
other croft land.
114. Section 27(b) also replaces sections 25(7) and (8) with new subsections (7), (7A), and (8).
The main effects are firstly, to require the Commission to notify the landlord, applicant and the
public of any decrofting direction they make setting out details of the decision and secondly, to
extend the right to appeal that decision in the Land Court to the landlord and other members of
the crofting community with the time allowed for making that appeal specified as 42 days..
Section 28: Re-letting
115. Section 28 amends section 23 of the 1993 Act. By replacing section 23(3) it removes the
right of the landlord to seek the consent of Scottish Ministers to a re-let when the Commission
have not consented to it. The procedure set out in new section 58A (inserted by section 5 of the
Bill) will apply to the process of obtaining Commission approval and new section 23(3A) sets
out the additional criteria which will apply to consideration of re-let. Section 28(b) makes
changes consequential to the removal of the right to seek the consent of Scottish Ministers by
amending section 23(5). The new section 23(5A) also requires the Commission to seek by public
notification prospective tenants for the croft where the landlord has failed to find a suitable
tenant.
Section 29: Compensation for improvements for purposes other than cultivation or grazing
etc.
116. This provision reflects the introduction of the concept of using a croft for another
purposeful use (defined at Schedule 2 paragraph 3(b) of the 1993 Act (as amended by section
11(2) of the Bill) or use of common grazing land for other purposes defined in new section 50B
of the 1993 Act inserted by section 30 of the Bill). By the insertion of new subsections (6A) and
(6B) it alters the existing effect of section 30 of the 1993 Act which deals with compensation
payable to the crofter by the landlord in respect of improvements to the croft. It means that a
landlord will be required to compensate a crofter for things that the crofter does in order to use
the croft for a non-agricultural purpose only if the landlord has previously agreed to do so.
117. This reflects the fact that these things may be of no value to either the landlord or an
incoming croft tenant. It also reflects the fact that the croft tenant could readily realise the value
of such improvements (if they have any value) by assignation or purchase and sale of the croft.
New section 30(6A) of the 1993 Act specifies what would not be considered an improvement for
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the purposes of section 30 and new section 30(6B) qualifies that by indicating that the works
mentioned in new section 30(6A) will be classed as improvements if the landlord has agreed in a
writing that the croft can be used as proposed.
118. It is worth noting that in many instances the provisions of Schedule 3 of the 1993 Act
would be likely to preclude any entitlement to compensation. However, this new provision will
impart greater clarity and certainty for both parties.
PART 4: COMMON GRAZINGS
Section 30: Use of common grazing
119. This section introduces a number of changes connected with common grazing and their
uses.
120. Section 30(1) makes changes to section 50 of the 1993 Act. It inserts six new subsections
which modify matters relating to consent by the owner and use of woodlands.
121. New section 50(2A) restricts the right of the owner of common grazing land to refuse
consent for crofter forestry purposes by specifying the grounds on which consent may be
refused. The grounds on which consent may be refused are intended to cover the situations in
which there would be a loss or harm to the interests of the owner or a crofter if the planned
crofter forestry scheme proceeded. It also specifies that a refusal of consent must be in writing
giving reasons for refusal. New section 50(2B) further provides that a failure to give or refuse
consent within 6 weeks is to be treated as refusal of consent. In the event that consent is refused
or granted with conditions the crofters have the right to challenge that refusal of consent in the
Land Court. New section 50(2C) specifies what the Land Court may do if it determines that the
refusal of consent was unjustified or the conditions imposed are unreasonable.
122. New section 50(3A) requires the Crofters Commission to consult on receipt of an
application for approval for of a crofter forestry proposal and specifies who they must consult.
New section 50(3B) clarifies the kinds of activity which might be included in using land as
woodlands.
123. New section 50(3C) makes clear that responsibility for the cost of fencing land enclosed
for crofter forestry and for subsequent maintenance, repair and renewal of that fence rests with
the grazings committee or where there is no grazings committee with the crofters sharing in the
grazing.
124. Section 30(2) inserts new sections 50A and 50B after section 50 in the 1993 Act. New
section 50A provides scope for joint forestry ventures between the owner of the common grazing
and crofters. It provides for the crofters and owner to make agreements which are binding on
their successors and which can be amended at a later date only by agreement. It provides in
section 50A(2) for the possibility of such agreements including existing trees. It also provides
(new section 50A(3)) for a copy of such an agreement to be held by the Commission and in
terms of section 50A(4) for such agreement to be amended by written agreement also lodged
with the Commission. It also makes provision in new sections 50A(5) to (7) for the parties to
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resolve, in the Land Court, any disputes that arise as to value of the trees or the size of the
entitlement to a share of the timber produced.
125. New section 50B provides that common grazings may be used by crofters for purposes
other than those such as grazing, forestry, peat-cutting, use of seaweed and use of heather and
grass for roofing which are currently permitted. This change in use would require agreement of
those crofters with shares in a common grazing and approval of the Commission (the
Commission decision would be subject to a right of appeal to the Land Court by a shareholder or
the owner of the common grazing in terms of section 52A of the 1993 Act as inserted by section
37 of the Bill).
126. New section 50B also creates a process for making and considering a proposal to put a
common grazing to another use. New section 50B(1) identifies who may propose an alternative
use for a part of the common grazing. New section 50B(2) provides that the proposed new use
cannot be one which is detrimental to the current use of other parts of the common grazing or to
the owner’s interests.
127. New sections 50B(4) to (6) set out requirements for convening a meeting of the grazings
committee to consider a proposal, consultation with the owner before the meeting, making the
owner’s views known to the meeting, voting rights, conducting the vote, declaring the result of
the vote and communicating the details of the decision of the meeting and the detailed results of
the vote to the owner after the meeting.
128. New sections 50B(7) to (9) specify how the Commission should consider the matter and
reach a decision. If that decision is to approve a proposal, new section 50B(9) provides how the
Commission may deal with a proposal and if they approve the implementation of the proposal,
how they may later review their decision.
129. New sections 50B(10) and (11) require the Commission to impose a condition requiring
provision of a deer-proof barrier around the land affected by a proposal where the owner asks for
it to be provided, the Commission consider that the implementation of the proposal would make
the land more attractive to deer and there are deer management and/or environmental
enhancement/protection reasons for doing so.
130. New section 50B(12) and (13) provide how the Commission will communicate their
decision.
Section 31: New common grazing
131. This provision inserts a new section 51A into the 1993 Act to provide for the creation of a
new common grazing by a land owner. New section 51A(1) empowers the Commission acting
on an application from the owner of the land to record eligible land as a common grazing in the
Register of Crofts. Such change cannot be recorded until any appeal against such change has
been decided. New section 51A(2) to (4) details how the Commission should go about
considering and determining an application.
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132. New section 51A(5) defines what constitutes eligible land for the purposes of this section.
New section 51A(5)(c) excepts land adjacent to a croft (because such land can be turned into
common grazing land under existing provisions of the 1993 Act).
133. New section 51A(6) to (8) provides that where a new common grazing is created the
parties must agree in writing how the land is to be used, that this agreement is binding on the
parties and their successors, that it may only be amended by agreement (see new section 51A(8))
and that a copy of the agreement will be held by the Commission. Subsection (7) also outlines
the purposes for which the common grazing is to be used. It should be noted that since the
parties would remain bound by the agreement the procedure for enabling the use of parts of the
common grazing for other purposes and for crofter forestry, insofar as they allow for an owner’s
refusal of consent to be overridden, will not be relevant to new grazing.
134. New section 51A(9) applies section 6 of the 1993 Act with the effect that the land will be
treated as a croft for rent purposes. New section 51A(10) and (11) specify ways in which valid
comments may be submitted.
Section 32: Contravention of, or failure to comply with, common grazings regulations
135. Section 32 amends the provisions of section 52 of the 1993 Act so as to provide a new
means of enforcing common grazings regulations. The existing criminal offence will cease to
apply as a result of the replacement of the existing section 52(1) with a new section 52(1).
136. A new procedure is put in place by means of new section 52, subsections (1) to (1F).
These provisions provide for the Commission to intervene at the request of the owner or grazings
committee where grazings regulations are not being observed. If the Commission are asked to
intervene new section 52(1A) requires them to give notice of the contravention to the person
accused of not observing the regulations, the grazings committee and the owner. The
Commission, or a person appointed by the Commission, are thereafter required by new section
52(1B) to allow all these parties to make representations about the allegation and evidence may
also be heard. If the Commission determine there has been a contravention of or failure to
comply with grazings regulations in terms of new section 52(1C) they can require the offender to
comply with the regulations and make good any damage. Where an offender does not so comply,
new section 52(1D) allows the Commission to either determine that all or part of that person’s
share in the common grazing is suspended or, if the person is required to make good damage to
the grazing, to allow a further period for that to be done. This section also allows the
Commission to end a period of suspension. New section 52(1E) provides that when a grazing
share has been suspended and a requirement imposed by the Commission is still not complied
with the Commission can extend the period for making good damage done or determine that the
share is terminated and apportion it to the other shareholders. New section 52(1F) clarifies what
other rights are included within the meaning of the term share.
137. It is important to note that each determination by the Commission under section 52(1C),
(1D) and (1E) is subject to the appeal provisions in new section 52A (see section 37 of the Bill.)
This therefore affords the person accused of a breach the opportunity to challenge the
Commission’s actions in court at each stage.
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Section 33: Further amendment of section 52: apportionment
138. Section 33 amends section 52 of the 1993 Act. Section 33(2) amends the description in
section 52(4) of a person who may apply for an apportionment to be a person who holds a right
in a common grazing.
139. Section 33(3) inserts new subsections (10) to (15) into section 52. New subsection (10)
allows the Commission to specify that an apportionment should be for a particular period and/or
subject to review at fixed intervals. New section 52(11) allows the Commission to extend the
original period and new section 52(12) allows it to vary the conditions attached to an
apportionment if either the crofter or township asks for that to be done.
140. New section 52(13) provides that when a period of apportionment ends or the
apportionment is terminated the land will revert to being a common grazing.
141. New section 52(14) provides that the Crofters Commission may reallocate grazing shares
when land reverts to common grazing use, having regard to the rights held in the common before
the original apportionment was granted.
142. New section 52(15) makes it clear these powers will not extend to land newly constituted
as common grazing under new section 51A of the 1993 Act (inserted by section 31 of the Bill) as
that section provides that such land may only be used as agreed by the owner and those sharing
in that new common grazing.
PART 5: SCHEMES FOR DEVELOPMENT
Section 34: Schemes for development
143. Section 34 introduces a set of concepts designed to enable development of croft land for
non-crofting use while retaining the role of the Land Court in ensuring that the interests of
crofters are protected and maximising the scope for retaining land in crofting tenure. It does this
by means of section 34(1) which inserts a new section 19A into the 1993 Act. New section 19A
allows a landlord or owner to apply to the Land Court for consent to develop croft land and
common grazing in accordance with a scheme which is to accompany the application. The
scheme could include the ending of all or some of crofters’ rights on that land or make different
arrangements for different parts of the land. This ending of rights would be binding upon both
crofters and their successors in tenancy. The most useful example of the flexibility this approach
allows would be where a development is built on one area of land (which might be fenced off
with no access for grazing), while rights to burn heather or shoot ground game are ended on a
neighbouring stretch in order to secure the future operation of the development.
144. New section 19A(1) provides that an application to make a scheme may be made by the
landlord (or owner) or an agent for the landlord or owner. The application can include land
adjacent to the croft land or common grazing if there is an effect on the rights and liabilities
relative to the croft land or common grazing. The proposed scheme is to accompany the
application. It also provides that the landlord or owner may intimate a scheme to the court
without explicitly seeking its consent if every person with rights in the croft land or common
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grazing has consented to the scheme. It also provides that the application or intimation must be
copied to the Crofters Commission.
145. New section 19A(2) provides the criteria such a scheme must meet in order to obtain the
Land Court’s consent to it. Firstly, the development has to be for a reasonable purpose and as
new section 19A(3)(a) indicates this means the same as it would mean in the context of
resumption and decrofting. Secondly, the development must not be unfair and what is unfair is
explained in new section 19A(3)(b). Thirdly, the scheme must provide for fair recompense to
each member of the crofting community (how fair recompense is determined is explained in new
section 19A(3)(c), and crofting community for this purpose is defined in section 41 of the Bill).
That new section also sets a minimum acceptable amount of compensation that is to be paid to
each member of the community. Finally, the development must be one which would be likely to
bring benefits to the community at least comparable with the benefit which could be achieved if
the development had progressed by other means.
146. New sections 19A(4) and (5) make provision for the Land Court to specify the form in
which the application or intimation must be made, the form and content of the scheme to
accompany the application and to set the amount of court fees.
147. New section 19A(6) ensures that details of the application or intimation are made public
by requiring the applicant to give public notification of it (public notification is defined in new
section 55A of the 1993 Act inserted by section 39 of the Bill). New section 19A(7) specifies the
time limit (28 days after public notification is given) for lodging objections to the application and
the scheme and who may object. The right to object is widely drawn and specifically includes the
Commission as well as any other interested party. The Land Court is required to hear the
objections before reaching a decision on the scheme.
148. New section 19A(9) requires the Land Court to provide the Commission with a copy of
the scheme and requires the Commission to enter the copy in the Register of Crofts. New section
19A(10) provides that once the copy is entered in the Register of Crofts the scheme will be
binding on all the parties with an interest and their successors.
149. It is important to note that this section makes no provision for the amendment of the
scheme by the Land Court or by the person applying for consent to the scheme once the
application is made. The scheme in the application will therefore stand or fall on its merits. This
implies that to obtain consent to the scheme there will require to have been substantial discussion
with and investigation of the circumstances of the community and each member of the
community before an application is made. It would also not be necessary for the scheme to have
the consent of the community.
150. Section 34(2) makes a minor technical amendment to section 49 of the 1993 Act which is
consequential on the provisions of new section 19A. The effect is to ensure that grazings
regulations cannot ignore the terms of a new scheme made under section 32.
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PART 6: CROFTING COMMUNITY RIGHT TO BUY
Section 35: Crofting community right to buy
151. This section amends Part 3 of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 (“the 2003 Act”)
(Crofting community right to buy). It enables crofting communities that have successfully
applied or are applying to buy land under the crofting community right to buy to also purchase
the rights of the tenants of leases over the land which they have bought or are buying.
152. Section 35(2) adds a new section 69A to the 2003 Act and thus amends that Act to allow
a crofting community to purchase a tenant’s interest in any lease over eligible croft land over
which they are or will become the landlord. New section 69A(1) excludes certain leases from the
new right to buy. This prevents the crofting community body from seeking to buy a croft
tenancy, a tenancy of a dwelling house or a statutory tenancy.
153. New section 69A(2) defines the circumstances under which a crofting community may
purchase the right over eligible croft land. The crofting community must be simultaneously
applying to purchase eligible croft land or it must have made an application to purchase eligible
croft land in respect of which Ministers have not made a decision. A crofting community may
also purchase such rights during the “relevant period” in the circumstances specified in new
section 69A(3). These are that the crofting community body wishing to purchase rights to
eligible croft land must either have provided confirmation of its intention to purchase that land
under section 85(1) of the 2003 Act or should have already bought and retained that land in
accordance with the provisions of the 2003 Act.
154. New section 69A(5) defines “relevant period” as being the period beginning with the date
on which Ministers consented to the application under section 73 of the 2003 Act to buy the
eligible croft land and ending either on the date when the crofting community body does not
proceed its right to buy and withdraws its application or, where the crofting community body has
bought and retained that land, five years after the date on which the crofting community body
bought that land.
155. New section 69A(3) inserts a new section 97A into the 1993 Act. That section states that
“tenant” includes “sub-tenant”, with analogous expressions being construed accordingly.
PART 7: GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS
Section 36: Regulations concerning loans
156. Section 36 adds a new section 46A to the 1993 Act. New section 46A(1) provides for
Scottish Ministers to make regulations governing the provision of loans to crofters, cottars and
owners of holdings specified in section 46(2) (holdings sharing some of the characteristics of
crofts). New section 46A(2) provides that these regulations may specify who would be eligible,
the amount that can be lent, the circumstances under which a loan may be given, the terms and
conditions, arrangements for recording details of the loan and arrangements for recovery or
assignation of liability for the loan on the death of the borrower.
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Section 37: Appeal to the Land Court and jurisdiction of that court
157. This section creates a new and wide ranging right of appeal to the Land Court against
decisions and other actions taken by the Commission. Section 37(1) inserts new section 52A into
the 1993 Act. New section 52A(1) sets out the detail of the new right of appeal a right of appeal
against any decision, determination or direction of the Commission or any imposition by them of
a condition in response to an application made to them under the 1993 Act as amended by this
Bill. For example this right of appeal would apply to a decision by the Commission to refuse
consent for an assignation of a croft or a determination by the Commission that there had been a
contravention of grazings regulations by a particular shareholder in a grazing. New section
52A(2) extends that right of appeal to any person with an interest in the application and that
would include for example prospective tenants in the case of applications for assignation and relet. New sections 52A(3) to (5) provide for the appeal process including the time allowed for the
appeal and new section 52A(4) also requires the Commission to provide the Land Court with a
written statement setting out the circumstances which gave rise to the application, the decision
they reached and the reasons for that decision.
158. New section 52A(7) provides that the appeal arrangements will also apply to Commission
approval of the re-letting of a croft and variation, withdrawal and revocation of approval of the
use of common grazings for other purposes (all actions which are not covered by the wording of
new section 52A(1)) because these cannot be described as a decision, determination or direction.
159. New section 52A(8) narrates the cases which are excluded from the appeals procedure
under new section 52A. In one case because a specific appeal provision is already in place within
section 25(8) the 1993 Act and in the other two cases there are specific new appeal provisions
created by sections 17 and 24 of this Bill.
160. New section 52A(9) provides that a decision by the Commission under the provisions of
new section 58A (inserted by section 5 of this Bill) not to intervene or a determination by them
that an objection under that section is frivolous, vexatious or unreasonable cannot be the subject
of an appeal. The decisions under new section 58A that in consequence can be appealed are
decisions to grant or refuse an application.
161. Section 37(2) amends the provisions in section 53 of the 1993 Act dealing with the
jurisdiction of the Land Court to determine questions of fact or law arising under the Act. The
effect of the new proviso (ii) to section 53(1) is that the Land Court cannot decide in the first
instance a matter for which there is a right of appeal under new section 52A. The Land Court
may in such cases only deal with the appeal under that section. The effect of the new proviso (iii)
is essentially the same as the current proviso (ii). It ensures that the Land Court cannot substitute
its own decision for a decision by the Scottish Ministers or the Commission made under the
provisions of the 1993 Act as amended by this Bill except on a question of law.
Section 38: Further amendments in relation to the Land Court
162. This section amends the provisions of Schedule 1 to the Scottish Land Court Act 1993.
Subsection (2) redefines what constitutes a quorum of members of the Land Court. The effect of
this is to ensure that when the Chairman is sitting only one other member of the Land Court is
required to constitute a quorum. Subsection (3) amends paragraph 6 of Schedule 1 with regard to
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appeals against orders or determinations which have been delegated from the full court and
makes provision for former members of the Land Court to be used as members of the full court
to hear appeals on decisions taken by a single member of the Court (other than the Chairman).
Subsection (4) makes provision for the Chairman of the Land Court to have a casting vote.
Subsection (5) defines what is meant by nominated former members. Subsection (6) is a
consequential provision.
Section 39: Public notification
163. This section inserts new section 55A into the 1993 Act and describes what constitutes
public notification for the purposes of the Act where such notification is required by the Act.
(Public notification is required for example by new sections 58A(3) of the 1993 Act inserted by
section 5 of the Bill and new section 19A(6) of the 1993 Act inserted by section 34 of the Bill). It
is given by publication of an appropriate notice in one or more local newspapers. The contents of
the notice will generally be specified by the Commission (new section 55A(2)). However, new
section 55A(2) provides that the notice must always specify the purpose of the application to
which it relates, include a description of the land to which it relates and specify the period during
which objections to the proposals in the notice may be made and the manner in which they
should be made. New section 55A(3) provides that in any case where notification is to be given
to a specified person that notification should be in the same form as the public notification.
Section 40: “Members of a family”
164. This section amends section 61(2) of the 1993 Act to the extent that it amends the
definition of persons who comprise members of a person’s or crofter’s family for purposes of the
1993 Act. This reduces the breadth of “family” within the context of crofting legislation. The
current definition defines family as extending to anyone who is, or would in any circumstances
be, entitled to succeed to the crofter’s estate on intestacy by virtue of the provisions of the
Succession (Scotland) Act 1964. This would include cousins and more distant blood relatives.
The new definition also now includes a civil partner or cohabitant and defines the terms
cohabitant, sibling and son or daughter.
Section 41: “Crofting community”
165. This section defines the expression “crofting community” for the purposes of the 1993
Act by adding this definition to the list of definitions in section 61(1) of the 1993 Act. It
therefore defines which persons will be considered to be members of the crofting community and
therefore are afforded a right to have a valid objection to certain proposals considered by the
Commission.
Section 44: Savings
166. This section ensures continuity of any process leading to a decision by the Commission,
Scottish Ministers or the courts which has started before the new provisions come into force. The
effect is that any decision on such a process will be reached in accordance with the un-amended
provisions of the 1993 Act.
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Schedule 1
167. This schedule substitutes a new Schedule for Schedule 1 to the 1993 Act. New Schedule
1 brings the constitutional provisions relating to the Commission together in one place (they
appear at present in section 1 of and Schedule 1 to the 1993 Act) and makes changes to the
constitutional arrangements and powers of the Commission. The most significant changes in the
functions of the Commission in Schedule 1 to the 1993 Act are contained in the following
paragraphs of new Schedule 1:
168. Paragraph 1 gives the Commission the status of a body corporate, legally separate from
the Scottish Ministers.
169.

Paragraph 2 excludes the Commission from the benefits of Crown immunity.

170. Paragraph 3 gives the Commission power to buy and sell property, enter into contracts
and charge for services;
171.

Paragraph 4 to 9 deal with the appointment of board members and their terms of office.

172. Paragraph 10 transfers to the Commission the responsibility to pay its members (currently
paid by the Scottish Executive).
173. Paragraph 11 provides that Scottish Ministers will appoint the first chief executive with
subsequent appointments being made by the Commission with the approval of Ministers. It also
enables the Commission to employ staff (they are currently employed by the Scottish Executive).
174. Paragraph 12 requires the Commission to appoint an audit committee and sets out the
circumstances under which the Commission may establish other committees, appoint persons
who are not members of the Commission to these committees and pay these people.
175. Paragraph 14 will allow the Commission to delegate certain functions, previously
reserved to Commissioners, to the staff of the Commission.
176.

Paragraph 16 requires the Commission to keep accounts.

177. Paragraph 18 allows Scottish Ministers to transfer property, rights and liabilities from
themselves to the Commission.
Schedule 2
178.

This Schedule sets out certain amendments to existing legislation.

179. Paragraph 1 amends a provision of the Crofters Holdings (Scotland) Act 1886 which is
still in force to bring that provision into line with the changes which are made by section 14 of
the Bill.
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180. All amendments under paragraph 2 of schedule 2 are amendments made to the 1993 Act.
Paragraph 2(2) leaves the determination of the initial rent of an enlarged croft to be settled
between landlord and tenant.
181. Paragraph 2(3) amends section 6 of the 1993 Act. Paragraph 2(3)(b) provides that a rent
assessment can be made during a period when a change of rent is not permitted if the change of
rent is to take effect at the end of that period. Paragraph 2(3)(a) amends section 6(3) to allow the
Land Court to fix a rent for part of a croft. Paragraph 2(3)(c) amends section 6(4) to apply it also
to the assessment of rent for part of a croft.
182. Paragraph 2(4) allows the Land Court, in authorising a tenant to purchase croft land, to
direct that the costs of the action be borne by the tenant. This is consistent with the arrangements
that already apply when the croft tenant is acquiring a house site.
183. Paragraph 2(5) extends the provisions of section 24(1) permitting enlargement of crofts to
new crofts and land reverting to being crofts under the respective provisions in sections 10 and
26 of the Bill.
184. Paragraph 2(6) means that the Commission is no longer required to publicise an
application to decroft land conveyed as a feu under the provisions of the Crofters (Scotland) Act
1955. This means that, in this respect, such applications are treated in the same way as an
application to decroft a house site.
185. Paragraph 2(7) amends section 26(1) to make it clear that an order by the Land Court in
relation to non-payment of rent or a breach of statutory conditions involves terminating the
tenancy and declaring the croft vacant as well as removal of the crofter and extends the provision
to apply this sanction to cases where the order has been the subject of an application under either
new section 5A or new section 5B.
186. Paragraph 2(8) makes a technical amendment to section 41(1) and amends section 41(2)
to provide that the Register of Crofts includes details of common grazings and require owners
and those who have shares in the grazings to provide information about the grazings in the same
way as landlords and croft tenants are required to do for crofts.
187. Paragraph 2(9)(a) amends subsection (1) of section 42 of the 1993 Act to widen the use to
which grants paid to crofters by Scottish Ministers may be put. It, together with paragraph
2(9)(c), (d)(ii), (e) and (j), by repealing any mention of “loan”, withdraws from the Scottish
Ministers the right to make loans under this section (new section 46A provides Scottish
Ministers with a revised power to make loans). Paragraph 2(9)(b) inserts a new subsection
42(1A) into the 1993 Act and this requires that grant schemes shall have specific criteria as to
who may receive grant (which, for example, opens up the possibility of applying an economic
status test to applicants who are crofters). Paragraph 2(9)(d)(ii) removes the power of Scottish
Ministers to supply crofters with building materials. Paragraph 2(9)(f) provides for recovery of
grant by the Crofters Commission acting on behalf of Scottish Ministers. Paragraph 2(9)(g)
extends the existing prohibition on double funding from public sector sources. Paragraph 2(9)(h)
extends entitlement to persons who become owner occupiers after making a grant application.
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Paragraph 2(9)(i) makes clear that economic status can be one of the criteria for determining
eligibility for grant.
188. It should be noted that these provisions only apply to grants payable by Scottish
Ministers. Section 4 of the Bill (new section 42A of the 1993 Act) gives the Commission power
to pay grants in a wide range of circumstances. In future, grants to crofters will in most
circumstances be administered by the Commission.
189. Paragraph 2(10) removes provisions enabling the Scottish Ministers to make loans or
supply building materials to cottars.
190. Paragraph 2(11) is a consequential amendment to section 45 resulting from the changes in
the power of Scottish Ministers to provide loans.
191. Paragraph 2(12) removes provisions in section 46 enabling the Scottish Ministers to make
loans or supply building materials to owners of crofts and persons of like status to crofters. It
also modifies the test of status for determining eligibility and makes consequential changes
resulting from the changes in the power of Scottish Ministers to provide loans.
192. Paragraph 2(13) modifies section 47(1) to apply the provisions of section 39 of this Bill
to the process of convening a meeting to appoint a grazing committee and repeals section 47(2)
which as a consequence is no longer required. There are also technical amendments to section
47(6) and (8) relating to the description of the clerk to a grazings committee and technical
changes to do with rationalisation of the use of “common grazing” and “common grazings” in
the legislation.
193. Paragraph 2(14) amends section 48 of the 1993 Act to empower the grazings committee
to put the common grazing to any wider use approved under the provisions of new section 50B,
to carry out works for that purpose and to maintain the common grazing for that use. It also
empowers the committee to raise funds to implement a wider use approved under section 50B(9)
but only if a majority of the grazings committee votes to do so. It also contains technical changes
to do with rationalisation of the use of “common grazing” and “common grazings” in the
legislation.
194. Paragraph 2(15) makes technical changes similar to those mentioned in relation to
paragraph 2(14) and to substitute “owner” for “landlord” in relation to common grazings. It also
makes further changes to ensure that the substantive changes made in paragraph 2(14) are given
effect in common grazings regulations.
195. Paragraph 2(16) as elsewhere, changes the reference in section 52 of the 1993 Act to
“grazings” to the singular and the description of a crofter “interested” in the grazing to one who
holds a right in a common grazing.
196. Paragraph 2(17) clarifies the postal method required for notices which require to be sent
by post.
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197. Paragraph 3 introduces change to the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996 which enables a grazings
committee to appoint a person to shoot deer marauding in enclosed areas of the common grazing.
198. Schedule 2 paragraph 4 makes a number of amendments to various sections of the land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 all of which are consequential on the changes to that Act included
in section 35 of the Bill.
199. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(2) amends section 73 of the 2003 Act to make it clear that section
73 will also apply to an application for a right to buy a tenancy under the provisions of new
section 69A.
200. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(3) amends section 75 of the 2003 Act to make it clear that a
ballot must be conducted in accordance with the provisions of section 75 in connection with an
application for a right to buy a tenancy under the provisions of new section 69A and that a
failure to conduct a ballot will result in the application being extinguished. It also modifies the
section in order to define who may vote as a croft tenant in the ballot.
201. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(5) amends section 85 of the 2003 Act to include arrangements for
confirming the intention to purchase the tenancy or withdraw an application for a right to buy a
tenancy under the provisions of new section 69A.
202. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(6) amends section 86 of the 2003 Act to make it clear that where
a crofting community body have been given Ministerial consent to their buying a tenant’s rights
in an area of eligible croft land the owner and the tenant will be required to make deeds and other
documents needed to complete the purchase available to the crofting community body.
203. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(7) amends section 87 of the 2003 Act to make it clear that the
provisions of that section regarding the consideration payable, the date for settlement and what
should happen if the consideration is not paid on time will also apply to the exercise of a right to
buy a tenancy.
204. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(8) amends section 88 of the 2003 Act to specify how the
assessment of the value of a tenancy being acquired under the right to buy will be conducted.
205. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(9) amends section 89 of the 2003 Act to make it clear that the
provisions of section 89 regarding payment of compensation will also convey an entitlement to
compensation to the tenant of a tenancy which was the subject of an application for a right to buy
a tenancy under the provisions of new section 69A.
206. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(10) amends section 90 of the 2003 Act to make it clear that
grants may also be given to a crofting community body which has a liability to pay
compensation under section 89 in connection with an application to purchase a tenancy under
section 69A.
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207. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(11) amends section 91 of the 2003 Act to make it clear that a
Ministerial decision on an application for a right to buy a tenancy under the provisions of new
section 69A may be the subject of an appeal to the Sheriff Court.
208. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(12) amends section 92 of the 2003 Act to make it clear that a
valuation in connection with a right to buy a tenancy under the provisions of new section 69A
may be the subject of an appeal to the Land Court.
209. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(13) amends section 95 of the 2003 Act to apply the antiavoidance measures in that section where Scottish Ministers have consented to an application for
a right to buy a tenancy under the provisions of new section 69A.
210. Schedule 2 paragraph 4(14) extends the limitation on part 3 of 2003 act to ensure that a
crofting community body is not prevented from acquiring a tenancy of eligible croft land by
agreement.
Schedule 3
211. This Schedule gives details of provisions of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 and the
Succession (Scotland) Act 1964 which will be repealed after this Bill has been enacted and
brought into force.
212. The repeal in section 4 of the 1993 Act means that that the rental value of a holding is no
longer relevant to Commission consideration of enlargements of crofts. The effect is that in
future the Commission will not be able to agree to an enlargement of a croft where the effect of
doing so would be to create a croft holding substantially in excess of 30 hectares.
213. The repeal of the proviso to section 15(3) reflects the fact that the provisions inserted into
section 13 by schedule 2 paragraph 4 means that the provisions as to the payment of the
landlords conveyancing expenses in connection with the right to buy the croft under section 12
will be the same as those that apply to the right to buy the house and garden ground under
section 15.
214. The repeal in section 30(2) of the 1993 Act reflects the change to section 44 effected by
paragraph 2(10) of schedule 2.
215. The repeal of the proviso to section 41(2) of the 1993 Act is required because it is
inconsistent with the provisions of new section 58A and new section 41(3).
216. The repeal of section 54 of the 1993 Act is consequential on the new section 2(4) which
is inserted into the 1993 Act by section 2 of this Bill.
217. The repeals to parts of section 16 of the 1964 Act reflect the new provisions which this
Bill inserts into section 10 of the 1993 Act.
——————————
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FINANCIAL MEMORANDUM

COSTS ON THE SCOTTISH ADMINISTRATION
218. The legislative proposals contained in this Bill should not give rise to substantial
additional costs for the Scottish Administration.
Crofters Commission
219. The Crofters Commission could incur costs as a result of the provision in the Bill which
allows for a comprehensive right of appeal by any interested party to the Land Court against a
regulatory decision by the Crofters Commission. It is difficult to assess precisely what the
number of appeal cases may be, but it is possible that the Commission will face around 25-30
appeals annually, incurring legal costs in defending its decision in cases where the appeal
succeeds or where the Land Court finds for the commission but does not award costs against the
appellant . Each case could cost in the region of £5,000 - £10,000 depending on the type of case
and the legal expertise which may be required by the Commission. In the event of a successful
appeal, the Commission may also be required to pay the legal costs of the appellant. Again this
could be approximately £5,000 - £10,000.
220. It is of course expected that the Commission will make robust decisions which stand up
to appeal but nevertheless it seems reasonable to assume that costs might be incurred by the
Commission in up to 5 cases per annum at an estimated total cost of between £50,000 -£100,000
per annum. The new regulatory regime provided for in the Act can be expected to come into
operation in 2007 but given the time likely to be taken before an appeal is settled court costs are
not likely to be incurred until 2008 onwards. It can also be expected that the number of appeals
and the percentage that are successful will diminish over time as a body of case law builds up to
guide decision making.
221. There are also proposals within the Bill that would allow the Commission to increase or
decrease the size of the Commission board. This could result in an increase or decrease in costs
as the case may be. The salary cost at present of a Board member is approximately £7000.
There are no current plans to change the number of Board members so the cost of the Board
should not change immediately after the legislation is implemented.
222. The Crofters Commission will face additional costs associated with proposals regarding
the filing and storing of map-based plans of crofts, and of making maps available to the public
on request. It is anticipated that the cost for such storage and staff time will be in the region of
£20,000. There is provision in the Bill for the Scottish Ministers to make rules about fees
chargeable by the Commission for searching, providing information or extracts from the Register
of Crofts to the public. These costs are expected to be less than £10.00 per search.
223. The Crofters Commission may also incur costs associated with payments to persons
appointed to conduct hearings and on payment of expenses and compensation for loss of
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earnings to assessors and members of local panels. All these people can be appointed under the
provisions of section 2 of the Bill.
224. It is expected that these costs will be met from within the existing budget of the
Commission. Under section 2(2) of the 1993 Act the Commission already incurs this type of
expenditure on the relatively large number of assessors it has appointed in the past. It is planned
that the numbers of assessors appointed will decrease over time as local advisory panels come
into operation. In areas in which these panels are operational assessors will not be required.
225. The task of conducting hearings is currently undertaken by board members supported by
Commission staff. In future it is expected that professionals will be employed to handle hearings
where the issues are complex and there is a strong likelihood that there could be an appeal
whatever the decision might be. The costs associated with employing professionals will be
incurred relatively rarely and will be largely offset by savings on the costs associated with using
board members for this task. In any event it is not intended that the Commission will be given
additional budgetary provision in respect of such costs.
226. There will be no additional expenditure associated with the new powers in section 4 of
the Bill which enable the Commission to make grants. It is intended that resources currently
devoted to grants schemes for crofters run directly by the Scottish Executive will redeployed and
made available to the Commission to fund the new grant schemes which it will be able to
operate. The total budget provision for these schemes in 2005-06 is just over £7m.
227. Currently the cost of the administration of the Crofters Commission (around £3.2m) is
met directly from Scottish Executive vote provision. The intention of section 9 of the Bill is to
make the relevant financial provision available to the Commission by means of a grant. The
total resource to be utilised to fund the administration of the Commission and to fund grants to
crofters is not expected to change from current expenditure levels but in future all expenditure on
administration and grants to crofters will be met by the Commission from the resources granted
to it.
Scottish Land Court
228. The Scottish Land Court may incur some additional administrative costs as a result of
providing a comprehensive right of appeal by any interested party to the Court against a
regulatory decision by the Crofters Commission. Although it is difficult to assess precisely what
the implications might be, it is estimated that there could be an annual increase of some 25-30
cases. Providing the opportunity to smallholders to convert their holding to crofting tenure on
appeal to the Land Court will also have a financial impact, but it is not expected that the numbers
of such applications will be large. As no record is kept of the number of holdings in landholder
tenure the number of such tenancies is unknown, but, given that many of the holdings have been
sold off or subsumed into other agricultural holdings, it is assumed that there are not many left.
The average number of applications per annum to the Land Court associated with crofting
legislation over the period 1994 to 2004 is 164. The maximum was 294, the minimum 107. The
Court has the administrative capacity required to handle the additional work.
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229. The extension of the crofting community right to buy to provide a right to buy leases
could also generate some additional costs to Scottish Courts but the number of cases is likely to
be very small (one or two a year).
Legal aid
230. Advice and assistance and civil legal aid are already available for proceedings in the
Scottish Land Court. Eligibility for proceedings under the legislation will be assessed according
to the normal statutory criteria. It is estimated that the additional costs to the Legal Aid Fund
under the Bill, once demand and take up have become fully established, should not exceed
£7,545 per annum (based on an average of 3 cases per annum at £2,515 each). This figure is
based on the assumption that only around 10% of these additional appeal cases will require
access to legal aid. This includes costs of solicitors and advocates, and is based on taking
forward an appeal case. Some parties may also apply for legal aid to meet the costs of receiving
advice and assistance from a solicitor before deciding not to proceed with a case. The costs of
this should not exceed £498 (again based on an average of 3 cases per annum at £166 each).
These costs will be met from resources that have already been budgeted for within the Fund. The
Legal Aid Fund could recover expenses awarded in the event of a successful appeal to defray
legal aid costs.
Crofting community right to buy
231. The costs to the Scottish Executive of the crofting community right to buy were not
specifically identified in the Financial Memorandum produced for the Land Reform Bill.
However, they have so far proved less than expected because no liability has yet been incurred in
connection with valuation costs, compensation to owners or third parties or financial support to
community bodies to assist with meeting compensation claims. The number of applications has
proved to be in line with expectations (an average of 1 application per year.) Initial start up costs
have been met and ongoing costs will relate to the administration of individual applications. The
proposals in this Bill to extend the right to buy to include a right to buy leases will always be
supplementary to a recent or ongoing application to buy land and it is expected that the
additional cost of administering a second application for the same land will be marginal.
232. It is, in any case, by no means certain that this provision will result in additional
applications. The aim of this provision is primarily to deal with the possibility that land owners
will use interposed leases to complicate and thwart crofting community right to buy applications.
If the crofting community body has a right to buy a lease it is unlikely that landowners will
continue to create leases to achieve that goal since it would be pointless to do so. It is therefore
expected that this provision may be used very infrequently and thus the additional costs to the
Scottish Executive will be very small and essentially unquantifiable. If an application to buy an
interposed lease is received it is anticipated that it will be dealt with at the same time as an
application to buy the land is received. The overall administrative cost is therefore not likely to
rise above £5,000 per application.
COSTS ON LOCAL AUTHORITIES
233. It is not anticipated that the provisions should impose any additional costs on local
authorities.
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COSTS ON OTHER BODIES, INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES
Landowners
234. Where landowners exert their right to appeal as an interested party against a Crofters
Commission decision, they may incur costs if they lose the appeal. Although there is no
requirement to engage legal representation to appear before the Court, the costs of retaining a
solicitor could be around £1000, and with an advocate costs could rise to around £5000.
235. The requirement in the Bill for landlords to produce an accurate map-based plan of a croft
when re-letting the croft where no plan exists in the Register of Crofts will impose a cost for the
preparation of the plan. It is estimated that a plan is likely to cost between £300 and £400 per
croft.
236. Like all aspects of the crofting community right to buy, the right to buy a lease will be
subject to appeal procedures. Costs associated with these appeals are normally recovered from
one of the parties to the appeal and are estimated to approximate to £5,000 per appeal. However
given the likelihood that there will be very few applications made under these provisions the
number of appeals is likely to be very small and not more than a maximum of 2 per application
(i.e. an appeal against the ministerial decision and an appeal against the valuationCrofters (either
as tenants or owner occupiers)
Crofters (either as tenants or owner occupiers)
237. Where crofters exert their right to appeal as an interested party against a Crofters
Commission decision, they may incur costs if they lose the appeal. Although there is no
requirement to engage legal representation to appear before the Court, the costs of retaining a
solicitor could be around £1000, and with an advocate costs could rise to around £5000.
238. Crofters may also incur legal costs if they choose to challenge the refusal of consent by a
landlord to permit forestry development on their common grazings.
239. The requirement in the Bill for individual crofters to provide accurate map based plans of
their crofts when the croft first changes hands following introduction of legislation, will impose a
cost for the preparation of the plan. It is estimated that a plan is likely to cost between £300 and
£400 per croft. It should be noted that some crofters hold multiple tenancies, which means they
would be required to produce more than one croft plan. Crofters will gain benefits in terms of
reduced transaction costs and certainty over boundaries.
240. Like all aspects of the crofting community right to buy, the right to buy a lease will be
subject to appeal procedures. Costs associated with these appeals are normally recovered from
one of the parties to the appeal and are estimated to approximate to £5,000 per appeal. However
given the likelihood that there will be very few applications made under these provisions the
number of appeals is likely to be very small and not more than a maximum of 2 per application
(i.e. an appeal against the ministerial decision and an appeal against the valuation).
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EXECUTIVE STATEMENT ON LEGISLATIVE COMPETENCE
241. On 2 March 2006, the Minister for Environment and Rural Development (Ross Finnie)
made the following statement:
―In my view, the provisions of the Crofting Reform etc. Bill would be within the
legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament.‖

——————————

PRESIDING OFFICER’S STATEMENT ON LEGISLATIVE
COMPETENCE
242. On 28 February 2006, the Deputy Presiding Officer (Murray Tosh) made the following
statement:
―In my view, the provisions of the Crofting Reform etc. Bill would be within the
legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament.‖
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CROFTING REFORM ETC. BILL
——————————

POLICY MEMORANDUM

INTRODUCTION
1.
This document relates to the Crofting Reform etc. Bill introduced in the Scottish
Parliament on 2 March 2006. It has been prepared by the Scottish Executive to satisfy Rule
9.3.3(c) of the Parliament’s Standing Orders. The contents are entirely the responsibility of the
Scottish Executive and have not been endorsed by the Parliament. Explanatory Notes and other
accompanying documents are published separately as SP Bill 57–EN.
POLICY OBJECTIVES OF THE BILL
2.
Crofting can and does contribute to many aspects of life in remote rural communities and
to the expectations of wider society through:
x

contributing a critical mass of population that sustains services;

x

sustaining a critical mass of agricultural activity to support key agricultural
infrastructure;

x

helping maintain land management which would otherwise be uneconomic;

x

sustaining an agriculture that supports many valuable and varied environments;

x

preventing some landscapes reverting to wilderness;

x

supporting a distinctive language, music and culture;

x

putting people who live locally at an advantage over holiday-home and second-home
buyers;

x

sustaining community cohesion where it might otherwise collapse.

3.
Since the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 was introduced, the economic and social context
of crofting has changed greatly. There have been changes to agricultural support regimes, greater
variability in land ownership and land use in crofting areas, and the emergence of many
commercial and community wind farm development projects. Housing that is affordable for
young people to live locally has become a dominant issue for crofting communities wishing to
retain a balanced and sustainable population. There is a need for crofting legislation that enables
crofters to take account of these changes, while securing the particular protection that crofting
tenure provides.
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4.
In January 1999 the Land Reform Policy Group published its “Recommendations for
Action” setting out proposals for land reform in Scotland1, that included proposals for amending
crofting legislation.
5.
In July 2002 the Scottish Executive published a White Paper: Crofting Reform:
Proposals for Legislation2 addressing the five main objectives identified by the Land Reform
Policy Group:

6.

x

more sustainable crofting communities;

x

more local involvement in, and accountability for, crofting administration;

x

much simplified crofting legislation and administration;

x

more (or at least not fewer) active crofters;

x

crofters undertaking a wide range of land-based and other economic activity in
addition to agriculture .

The Bill has developed and taken forward these objectives as follows.

More sustainable crofting communities
7.
Crofting is important to the vitality of communities in remote, rural Scotland. It is
important that the number of people involved in crofting is maintained and, preferably, increased
to ensure a critical mass of population, living and working locally. Scottish Ministers have
recognised the need to reform crofting legislation to encourage new entrants to crofting and
increase the supply of crofts available, thus ensuring the market in crofts is accessible to those
who live locally.
8.
The Bill will enable new crofts to be created upon application of landowners to enter a
holding on the Register of Crofts (section 10). The tenants on those holdings will have the same
rights and obligations as current crofters, including the rights to build a house on the croft, to
purchase and to decroft the holding.
9.
The Bill further encourages the release of land for new crofts by providing that the
current contracting-out arrangements, i.e. where a crofter will enter into an agreement with the
landlord whereby the crofter contracts out of the statutory right to purchase the croft land, can be
binding on the crofter’s successors. This will also apply to any agreement where a crofter gives
up the possibility of assigning the croft. By providing this security to the landowner, it is more
likely that owners will take action to create new crofts, thus securing a supply of affordable croft
tenancies, and homes, for new entrants.
10.
The Bill also makes it possible to extend crofting tenure to areas outwith the Crofting
Counties (Section 10) so that new crofts can be created and existing small landholders can apply
for conversion of their tenancy to a croft tenancy. This will offer the opportunity, in those areas

1
2

Available on the SE website http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library/documents-w4/lrpg-00.htm
Available on the SE website http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/agri/crwp-00.asp
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prescribed by Scottish Ministers, for people to acquire an affordable home, and develop a
sustainable and active crofting business.
More local involvement in, and accountability for, crofting administration
11.
The Bill includes provisions that increase the occasions on which crofters and grazings
committees are consulted by the Crofters Commission about crofting policies and provides for
the development of local policy approaches. This will offer crofting communities the opportunity
to influence the management of the land around them, and strengthen community cohesion.
12.
Section 24 reforms the approach to reorganisation of crofting townships. It reduces
timescales and allows for more extensive consultation. This change hands over more control to
interested parties locally – interested parties being defined as crofters and landlords - and reduces
the existing powers of the Scottish Ministers. Ministers will only have a role where the scheme
involves acquisitions of land that is not in crofting tenure.
13.
The Bill at section 30 also provides for wider use of common grazing land than is
currently permitted so that shareholders can collectively take decisions that improve the
economic and social benefits derived from that land. Currently, use is restricted to grazing, peatcutting and crofter forestry. A majority of shareholders, and the Commission, would be required
to consent to the introduction of wider use, and the landowner and individual crofters have a
right of appeal to the Land Court.
14.
The Bill also provides for the creation of new common land which could be used for
woodland and other common purposes as well as grazing. Where such land is wooded this
would allow new crofts to be constituted as woodland crofts, with an area of woodland
associated with the crofting community made available for common use by members of the
community, as an equivalent to common grazing land. The woodland croft concept is based on
the assumption that all the wooded land will be and might continue to be forested and be
managed solely for forestry purposes.
15.
Section 32 provides for enhanced regulation of common grazings, through an application
by either the grazings committee or landowner to the Crofters Commission.
16.
Section 2 of the Bill inserts new section 2A into the 1993 Act which provides for the
adoption of local regulatory policies for an area. It is intended that this provision could allow the
development of crofting regulation and administration that is most appropriate for a particular
area, because of particular social and economic conditions. Local policies could include criteria
to be applied by the Commission in considering apportionments, assignations and division of
crofts, decrofting, local planning matters, forestry proposals, and new crofts in the area. The Bill
deals solely with the mechanisms for determining local policies and places no constraints on
what the local policies might cover. The minimum area to which these policies could apply is
defined as a township and associated grazings but in practice it is expected that local policies
will be developed for and applied to much larger areas.
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Much simplified crofting legislation and administration
17.
A key goal of the Bill is to update and modernise crofting legislation and administration,
to simplify processes that have proved to be cumbersome, time-intensive, and which ultimately
frustrate the economic and social aspirations of individual crofters and crofting communities.
18.
There is a wide range of provisions in the Bill that adjust the existing legislation to make
it simpler and streamlined, some of which close loopholes and address anomalies. The principal
provisions, however, relate to the status of the Crofters Commission, its regulatory control and
its information management.
19.
The Bill at sections 1 to 9 provides for the Crofters Commission to be reconstituted as a
non-departmental public body with finance and personnel responsibilities. They will be
empowered to make grant schemes subject to agreement of the Scottish Ministers. Providing the
Commission with a higher degree of autonomy and flexibility will improve its capacity to deliver
a modern regulatory and support service to crofters and crofting communities.
20.
Section 5 of the Bill provides for a new regulatory approach that streamlines current
processes and, except where there are objections from interested parties, requires the
Commission to intervene only where:
x

there are clear grounds for concern that the interests of the estate, crofting
community and/or wider public interest may be jeopardised;

x

the sustainable development of the local crofting community is in question;

x

the Commission have reason to believe the information provided in the application is
inadequate;

x

there are specific circumstances relevant to particular application types, e.g. nonfamily assignations.

21.
Sections 6 to 8 also contain provisions that improve the information management and
handling of the Commission, including providing public access to the Register of Crofts and the
development of a map-based Register of Crofts. Section 7 of the Bill makes provision for
recording additional details relating to croft land and crofters’ rights over land in the Register of
Crofts.
22.
A number of provisions aim to clarify existing legislation in order to reduce the number
and expense of disputes. These include provisions on croft boundaries, holdings deemed to be
crofts and vehicular access to crofts. At section 22 of the Bill, it is provided that, where a croft
boundary has to be determined (i.e. because the line of the boundary is disputed) the Land Court
may declare the boundary to be whatever it considers appropriate. This provision should reduce
the scope for expensive boundary disputes and lessen the administrative burden on the Land
Court. Consistent with this is provision at section 25 for the 1993 Act to be amended to provide
that a holding recorded in the Register of Crofts for more than 20 years is a croft. Section 23
provides that an application can be made by a crofter to the Land Court to identify a route for
vehicular access to a croft.

4
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23.
The Bill also aims in sections 17 to 20 to address certain circumstances that occur on the
death of a croft tenant that currently can lead to a dispute. These include provisions to extend the
right of partners to inherit the croft (and not just the croft house), to ensure that the value of the
croft tenancy is fairly assessed for the purposes of settling the crofter’s estate, to release the
landlord from requiring to pay a claim against the deceased crofter’s estate where the croft is
subsequently declared vacant and to deal with intestate succession.
24.
The Bill also contains provisions that update crofting legislation to take account of
changes in the use of crofts. Section 29 provides that, where a crofter has made improvements
required for, or arising out of, a principal use other than cultivation, compensation in respect of
these improvements will be only paid to them by the landlord if there was prior agreement that
compensation should be paid.
25.
Subdivision of crofts is an alternative means by which new crofts can be created. Existing
legislation requires the consent of the landlord before a crofter can subdivide their croft. The Bill
removes this requirement (section 14) and provides instead a right to object, which can be made
to the Commission. The consent of the Commission is only required if such an objection is raised
or in circumstances where the application is for the creation of two or more crofts or where the
original croft was the consequence of an earlier division.
More (or at least not fewer) active crofters
26.
The creation of new crofts is seen to be the most effective means to address current
demand for crofts. Demand for croft tenancies has exceeded supply. The problem has been
compounded by the current situation whereby it has been possible for existing crofts to be
decrofted but not generally possible to create new crofts. While the assignation of croft tenancies
is regulated by the Crofters Commission, there is no control over the market in owner-occupied
crofts.
27.
Because the supply of crofts is limited, this has ultimately resulted in substantial
premiums being paid or offered for crofts coming onto the market. There is a concern that this
puts local people – particularly younger people – at a disadvantage, as they cannot afford to pay
the higher premiums perceived to be affordable by new-comers to these communities. This may
compromise the contribution that crofting makes to sustaining community cohesion and a critical
mass of population.
28.
It is the intention of Ministers to introduce a new definition of “Proper Occupier” at Stage
2 although this is not in the Bill as introduced. It is proposed that this definition would apply to
an owner occupier of a croft who meets certain criteria (also to be inserted in the Bill) regarding
management and use of the croft. This would remove the anomaly that exists under current
crofting legislation whereby a crofter who purchases his or her croft without decrofting becomes
regarded as the landlord of a vacant croft. This new definition would ensure that owneroccupiers would only be required to re-let their croft if they were not meeting certain basic
conditions. The Crofters Commission could then call upon any owner to make their croft
available for re-let. The aim is to ensure that owner occupiers and tenants would be treated
equally by the legislation, in the sense that each would have largely the same rights, obligations
and incentives to live near to and work their crofts.
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29.
To ensure that more crofts are occupied and worked, the sanctions for failing to comply
with occupation conditions would be broadly, if not exactly the same, in that: if a tenant failed to
meet conditions he or she could lose the croft, through termination and re-letting of the croft to
someone else; and, if an owner failed to meet conditions he or she would have a tenant placed in
the croft.
30.
The Bill includes a presumption in favour of family assignations and tightens up the
definition of family members. Section 16 removes the requirement that a family assignation must
have the landlord’s consent, and replaces this with a provision whereby the landlord, along with
other persons specified, has a right to object to an assignation proposal. Every assignation of a
croft will be subject to the consent of the Crofters Commission. Unless the assignation would
adversely affect the interests of the estate or the public at large or the interests, or sustainable
development, of the local crofting community, the Commission is obliged to consent to family
assignations. This section also provides for the Commission to intervene, should the assignation
be to a non-family member, under certain conditions designed to protect the croft from
inappropriate use. These provisions should make it easier for tenants to assign to family
members, yet still allow assignation to non-family members.
31.
The Bill also includes provisions to encourage the sustainable, but active, land
management of crofts.
32.
Section 12 of the Bill modifies the conditions of tenure by adding new sections 5A and
5B to the 1993 Act to enable unacceptable neglect or misuse of croft land to be identified and
resolved. The Bill also modifies the provisions defining whether the croft is being kept in a state
fit for cultivation to comply with rules relating to Good Agricultural and Environmental
Condition. The Crofters Commission is also empowered to act in place of the landlord to enforce
compliance with conditions of tenure.
Crofters undertaking a wide range of land-based and other economic activity in addition to
agriculture
33.
The historical basis of crofting is as a form of small scale agriculture in parts of Scotland
where distance from markets and the quality of land present barriers to intensive, economic
farming. However, since 1955, the rural economy has altered considerably as has the context for
support. Recent reforms to the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy have recognised the role that
agriculture plays in wider rural development. While agricultural activity remains at the heart of
crofting, some crofters have already taken up alternative economic opportunities. The Bill aims
to encourage and enable more to do so, in order that crofting can remain viable as an economic
activity.
34.
Financial support to promote the sustainable development of crofts becomes the
responsibility of the Crofters Commission in the Bill (section 4). This power enables the
Commission to develop new grants schemes that might include support for non-agricultural
development.
35.
Crofters are encouraged through the Bill to apply for crofter forestry schemes and are
provided with the right to appeal to the Land Court should the landowner refuse consent to such
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an application. The Bill also permits joint forestry projects involving landowner and crofter
(section 30)
36.
The Bill introduces a new concept of schemes for development (section 34). This will
allow the landlord to prepare a scheme for the construction of a development on the croft land,
for example, an energy project, and apply to the Land Court for consent to the scheme. The
economic benefits of such a scheme would be shared throughout the crofting community, as the
Land Court would apply strict criteria designed to protect the interests of crofters, including fair
compensation payment rates.
Amendment to the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 1993
37.
Consistent with the expectation that this Bill will contribute to community cohesion it
contains provisions to deal with a problem which has arisen in connection with the
implementation of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 1993. Experience with the operation of Part
3 of that Act has revealed that it has been possible for land owners to effectively frustrate the
underlying intention of the legislators by use of leases of common grazing land and leases
interposed between the landlord and the croft tenant.
38.
It has been suggested that the interposed leases may be void, and that can be tested in the
courts. However, leases of common grazing land to allow third parties to undertake activities,
for purposes which the landlord is entitled to exercise in relation to that land, are also a
significant impediment to possible utilisation of such land for sustainable development by a
crofting community. This Bill therefore provides at section 35 for the amendment of Part 3 of
the Land Reform (Scotland ) Act 2003. The new provisions to be inserted in that Act will permit
a crofting community body which is applying, or has applied, under part 3 of that Act to buy
eligible croft land to apply simultaneously, or within 5 years of completion of purchase of the
land, to buy out the lessee’s interest in any lease relating to that land. The process which will
apply to that purchase will be essentially the same as that which would apply to the purchase of
the land itself.
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
More sustainable crofting communities
39.
Some crofting interests expressed the view that the Executive should do more in the Bill
to address the inflated market in croft tenancies and croft land, by either regulating the price of
crofts or constraining the right of individuals to purchase their crofts. The Executive believes that
this would be inconsistent with the Bill’s aim of furthering the economic opportunities available
to crofters and encouraging new entrants. It also believes that any such measure would prove
unworkable in practice and has the potential to operate unfairly against existing crofters. There
are also potential concerns about the compatibility of any such measure with the European
Convention on Human Rights
40.
An alternative approach suggested was to end the right to assign beyond the immediate
family; the objective being to restrict tenancies to local families. This would be out of line with
recent changes to agricultural holdings legislation, might also be challengeable under Human
Rights legislation and would be unpopular with many croft tenants.
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41.
An alternative proposal was to require all new croft assignees to go through a 10 year
probationary period under certain constraints, including the removal of the right to buy, assign or
subdivide their croft. This would discourage investment in and active use of the croft, as well as
leave the new entrant exposed to circumstances that other crofters do not face.
42.
These, and a number of other proposals that would discourage the creation of new crofts
and new entrants to crofting, are in contradiction to the overall policy objectives of the Bill.
More local involvement in, and accountability for, crofting legislation
43.
The White Paper proposals on common grazing outlined a number of provisions for
increasing local accountability for crofting administration. These included empowering grazings
clerks to enter into management agreements on behalf of shareholders, empowering grazing
committees to purchase grazings shares and distribute them to members, and legislating to allow
a grazings committee to be a tenant of a croft. None of these proposals have been taken up in the
Bill because it was felt that they undermined the ethos of mutual co-operation currently
underpinning common grazings.
Much simplified crofting legislation and administration
44.
At various stages of consultation individual consultees suggested that more radical
simplification could be achieved by abolishing the Crofters Commission thus leaving regulation
of tenure to the landlord and the Land Court. However, this approach was not pursued as it
would not be in the best interests of crofting or the communities to which crofting is important.
Some other consultees argued for a different approach. They were not suggesting an alternative
way to achieve the policy objective but rather a completely different policy. They argued for an
emphasis on a much more bureaucratic and rigorous system with an end to much of the
discretion currently available to the Crofters Commission.
More (or at least not fewer) active crofters
45.
The proposals in the Bill directed at this objective together with the proposals on “proper
occupier” which we intend to bring forward at stage 2 cover the range of possible approaches
that could be used to achieve this objective. Some crofting interests have suggested tighter
controls over decrofting, division of crofts and the use of croft land for housing and restrictions
(including price controls) on sales and assignations. Such measures have not been included in the
Bill because they would neither increase the number of active crofters nor compel existing
crofters to become more active. What they would do is discourage change and innovation in the
use of croft land at a time when agricultural opportunities are changing. Such measures would be
likely to reduce the number of active
Crofters undertaking a wide range of land based and other economic activity in addition to
agriculture
46.
There are a range of proposals in the Bill intended to achieve this objective and it has not
been suggested that the main proposals directed at this goal are inappropriate to the objective or
that there are significant alternatives ways to achieve that objective. The only significant issue
related to situations where a landlord fails to respond to a request for his agreement to the use of
8
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land for forestry. It was suggested by some crofting interests that failure to respond should be
deemed to signify consent to the forestry proposals whereas the Bill provides that it is to be
treated as a refusal. The approach adopted in the Bill was considered to be fairer because there
could be a number of perfectly good reasons why a landlord in that situation might fail to receive
a request for consent or not be in a position to respond (ill health, holiday, death etc.). The Bill
provides an adequate mechanism for dealing with unjustified refusal of consent through court
action.
CONSULTATION
47.
Consultation on land reform in Scotland – including reform of crofting law – began in
1998 with the first consultation paper of the Land Reform Policy Group, which set out to identify
the problems and opportunities which land reform could address. A second paper in the same
year set out and sought views on various options for solutions and new measures. Finally, a
paper in 1999 set down the Group’s recommendations for action, both legislative and nonlegislative. Each of these papers was widely available and the subject of public comment and
advice.
48.
The Crofting Consultative Panel was set up for the purpose of advising the Scottish
Executive on each theme of crofting law reform developed from the Land Reform Action Plan,
developed by the Scottish Executive to take forward the recommendations. This Panel consisted
of member organisations representing those with a direct interest in crofting, legal experts on the
subject of crofting law, commercial organisations with experience in various aspects of crofting
and land use, public agencies whose remit touched on crofting, relevant local authorities, and
individual, active crofters and landlords.
49.
Having considered the views of the Panel, the Scottish Executive prepared and issued the
White Paper: Crofting Reform: Proposals for Legislation in July 2002. Around 2,500 copies
were issued and 57 written responses received within the consultation period3. 32 from
organisations or agencies, 4 from grazings committees and 21 from individuals. Few of the
responses commented on all the matters covered in the White Paper most comments were
confined to a selection of individual aspects of the White Paper proposals. Public meetings
chaired by the National Farmers Union of Scotland were held in crofting areas of the Highlands
and Islands at which the White Paper was presented and discussed by speakers from the Scottish
Executive and the Crofters Commission. There was general support for a revision of crofting
law, with only one individual suggesting nothing whatever should be done at this point, and one
other arguing that the whole system should be wound up. Several responses raised issues the
White Paper did not address.
50.
Following analysis of the response to the consultation4, separate meetings were held by
officials of the Scottish Executive with representatives of the Scottish Crofting Foundation, the
National Farmers Union of Scotland, and the Scottish Rural Property and Business Association.
The purpose of these meetings was to establish the views of those membership organisations on
the implications of responses. The views of these bodies on the proposals in the consultation
3

Copies of these responses are available from Scottish Executive Library
A summary of the analysis of the White Paper responses is contained within the draft Bill consultation paper
available on the SE website at the following address. http://www.scotland.gov.uk
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document were already known as they had been made clear in their written responses. The
purpose of the meetings was to explore some of the issues they had raised with a view to
assessing how their concerns might be addressed and in some cases to see whether their views
could be reconciled with views expressed in other responses. The discussions at these meetings
had some influence on the nature of the proposals set out in the draft Bill consultation, including
for example the decision to drop the proposal on local regulation of crofting tenure.
51.
In 2005 the Draft Crofting Reform etc. Bill was published5. This set out the main themes
arising from the consultation on the White Paper and how they influenced the development of
the draft Bill.
52.
The White Paper was issued for consultation prior to the recent growth of interest in
development of wind farms on croft land and the significant benefits which this would have for
the community. It was also clear that the protective nature of current crofting legislation did not
encourage developers to choose croft land as their first choice for wind farm sites. The draft Bill
included new provisions to address these points.
53.
In total there were 155 written responses6 to the consultation on the draft Bill and around
330 people attended the public meetings7. There were 54 responses from organisations in total,
29 being direct responses and 24 being discursive responses. There were 100 responses from
individuals in total, 54 being direct responses and 46 being discursive responses. Two
respondents did not indicate whether they were responding as individuals or as organisations.
Detailed analyses of these responses is contained within the published analysis of the responses
to the draft Bill available from the Scottish Executive.
54.
While most of those responding to the consultation commented on each individual
question, or issue, in turn, others commented on specific issues of interest to them. Many
respondents included qualifying and conditional comments. Others introduced new proposals
that had not been included in the consultation paper on the draft Bill. On occasion, it was not
easy to decide whether the consultee was in agreement or not with all or part of a proposal. In
some cases, additional comments and qualifications to a response were offered by consultees
who otherwise indicated an explicit positive or negative stance.
55.
Following the consultation, a Reference Group was formed to advise the Deputy Minister
for Environment and Rural Development on the proposals for amending the draft Bill8. An
analysis of the main issues raised in the consultation was prepared for consideration by the
Reference Group and this analysis entitled “Draft Crofting Reform Bill Analysis of Consultation
Responses” was published in December 20059. The Group consisted of experts on crofting
legislation and active crofters. The meeting of the reference group discussed the draft Bill and

5

Available from the Scottish Executive website as above
Available from Scottish Executive website as above
7
Reports of these meetings contained within the Analyses of the Consultation Responses to the Draft Crofting
Reform etc. Bill document available on SE Website as above
8
Membership of Group available on SE Press Release of 26 October 2005 on the SE website as above
9
Analyses of the Consultation Responses to the Draft Crofting Reform Bill document available on SE Website
6
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the analysis of the consultation responses focussing on what were considered to be the complex
issues10. These are listed below:
x

market for crofts;

x

short-term tenancies;

x

new crofts;

x

use of land;

x

division of crofts;

x

amending resumption process;

x

extension of crofting.

56.
The Deputy Minister also visited Shetland Isles, Assynt and Western Isles to consider the
views of crofters. The views expressed these meetings is summarised as follows. In Shetland
there was a view that the Bill should retain the provision for the creation of new crofts, and that
the Commission should be involved at an early stage in local authority planning process when
croft land was involved. There was also a call for the Commission to use its powers more
effectively. Concerns were also raised about the value of crofts. Assynt crofters expressed
concerns about the current market for crofts and problems with vacant crofts. They welcomed
the proposal for the creation of new crofts in crofting areas seeing a lot of potential for woodland
crofts in their area. Western Isles were concerned about the issue of interposed leases with
regard to crofting community body buyouts. They also expressed concerns over the market for
crofts. They also raised the issue of the Commission being involved in the planning process at
an early stage.
57.
Significant changes have been made to the final version of the Bill as a result of the
consultation responses, meetings and visits. These are in sections 2, 4, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 22, 23,
25, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 and schedule 1, schedule 2 and schedule 3. These changes
include provisions at section 10 to allow the creation of new crofts within areas outside the
crofting counties and to allow small landholdings to be converted to crofts within these areas.
Provision at section 12 replacing the provision on irritancy with a new process allowing the
landlord or the Commission with the consent of the landlord to terminate a tenancy if there is
misuse or neglect which is not put right. Provision at section 23 designating an access route to a
croft. Provision at section 35 creating a crofting community right to buy leases. Provision at
section 36 which is a new provision governing any future loans by Scottish Ministers under
crofting legislation. The provision on short term croft tenancies which was section 27 of the
draft Bill has been dropped.
58.
There were particularly high numbers of respondents to the consultation from Arran,
calling for the Bill to extend crofting tenure to Arran. While this had been dismissed as a result
of the consultation on the White Paper, Scottish Ministers responded positively to the request
and provision has now been included to extend crofting tenure, so that not only Arran but other
areas of Scotland can be included.

10
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EFFECTS
ON
EQUAL
OPPORTUNITIES,
HUMAN
RIGHTS,
ISLAND
COMMUNITIES, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ETC.
Equal opportunities
59.
The Bill treats all crofters equally, in respect of the main provisions in the Bill. It does not
treat any party distinctively on the basis of their gender, race, disability, marital status, religion
or sexual orientation.
Human rights
60.
The Executive is of the view that the Bill is compatible with the European Convention on
Human Rights. In reaching that conclusion consideration was given to Article 1, Protocol 1 in
relation to the right which is being given to crofting community bodies to buy tenants’ interests
in certain leases held over croft land and the extension of crofting tenure outwith the Crofting
Counties. Issues in connection with compliance with Article 6 were also a possibility in
connection with measures in the Bill relating to the deprivation of rights in land but there are
specific rights of appeal to a Scottish Court for both landlord and tenant. Article 8 was also
considered but none of the croft land affected by the right to buy could form part of the home of
the landowner.
Islands
61.
As most of Scotland’s islands are contained within the crofting counties, this Bill directly
relates to their conditions. By providing that crofting tenure can be extended to include (inter
alia) other island communities in Scotland, the Scottish Ministers are recognising the special
challenges that islands face in retaining population.
Local government
62.
The powers and functions of local authorities will not be directly affected by these
provisions.
Sustainable development
63.
Crofting has an important contribution to make to the sustainable development of our
more fragile rural communities in the Highlands & Islands. The provisions in the Bill strengthen
this through dealing with the issue of misuse and neglect of croft land, providing opportunity for
young people to live locally and sustain the population, and through offering crofters and
crofting communities further opportunities to benefit economically from new approaches to land
management.
Business cost compliance
64.
The business interests of crofters are represented by the Scottish Crofters Foundation and
the National Farmers Union of Scotland. The business interests of landlords are represented by
the Scottish Rural Property and Business Association. All three organisations were consulted at
each stage of the Bill’s development, including consultation on a Regulatory Impact Assessment
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(RIA). The RIA found that there were no significant burdens imposed on the business interests
of crofters and landowners. The additional, but one-off, cost associated with the preparation of a
map-based plan is not expected to have much impact on croft-based businesses.
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CROFTING REFORM ETC. BILL
——————————

DELEGATED POWERS MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE
1.
This memorandum has been prepared by the Scottish Executive in accordance with Rule
9.4A of the Parliament’s Standing Orders, in relation to the Crofting Reform etc. Bill. It outlines
the reasons for seeking the proposed powers and describes the purpose of each of the provisions
for subordinate legislation in the Bill. All the powers contained in the Bill to make subordinate
legislation are new. This memorandum should be read in conjunction with the Explanatory
Notes and Policy Memorandum for the Bill.
OUTLINE AND SCOPE OF THE BILL
2.
The Bill implements the Executive’s Partnership Agreement commitment to implement a
Crofting Reform Bill, while supporting the retention of a grants scheme for crofting counties, by
2007. It seeks to modernise crofting and create a new constitution for the Crofters Commission.
There are measures within the Bill to allow the creation of new crofts, the simplification of
crofting regulation, modernise conditions of tenure for crofters, clarify and extend crofters rights
to use their land, facilitate energy development on croft land and create extended rights to appeal
Crofters Commission decisions. The Bill will also provide a mechanism to allow new crofts to
be created by means of subordinate legislation outwith the crofting counties and allow crofting
community bodies to purchase the rights of the tenants in leases over the land which they have
bought or are buying under the provisions of Part 3 of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003.
RATIONALE FOR SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
3.
In considering whether matters should be specified on the face of the Bill or left to
subordinate legislation, the Scottish Executive has weighed the importance of the matter against
the need to:
x

ensure sufficient flexibility in responding to changing circumstances and the ability
to make changes quickly in light of experience without the need for primary
legislation; and

x

allow detailed administrative arrangements to be set up and kept up to date within the
basic structures and principles set out in the primary legislation, subject to
Parliament’s right to challenge the inappropriate use of powers.
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4.
We intend to provide the Subordinate Legislation Committee and Lead Committee with a
draft Scottish Statutory Instrument in connection with the provision in section 10 of the Bill
which would allow the Scottish Ministers to specify by order the circumstances in which crofts
can be created outwith the crofting counties, during Stage 1 of the Bill’s passage.
5.
This is the most urgent piece of secondary legislation required under the Bill and it is
important for the Scottish Parliament to be able to scrutinise this while considering the general
principles of the Crofting Reform etc. Bill.
6.
The Bill contains enabling provisions and in the main body of this memorandum the
nature and likely use of each delegated power is outlined in detail. It will not be possible to
provide draft Scottish Statutory Instruments for each provision which requires secondary
legislation during the passage of the Bill. Instead, we provide a detailed explanation of the
intended use of the powers, the circumstances in which they might be used, and the policy
objectives which the secondary legislation is intended to pursue, to both the Subordinate
Legislation Committee and the Lead Committee.
7.
In deciding whether to adopt negative or affirmative resolution procedure, careful
consideration has been given to the degree of parliamentary scrutiny that is felt to be required for
the regulations, balancing the need for the appropriate level of scrutiny with the need to avoid
using up parliamentary time unnecessarily. Affirmative procedure is used where the order or
regulation making powers allow for the modification of any enactment or where there is
significant public interest. Negative resolution procedure is used otherwise.
OVERVIEW OF DELEGATED POWERS
Section 2 - Particular duties and powers
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Regulations made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution
8.
Section 2A gives the Commission power to set policies for separate local areas, with the
proviso that the Commission must first consult with grazings committees as to where boundaries
should be drawn and establish local policy panels to advise the Commission on local views and
the needs of the area and to assist the policy proposals for that area. This section also provides
that the arrangements for consulting on a scheme, preparing it and setting up local panels will be
specified in regulations and that each scheme must be approved by Scottish Ministers.
9.
Arrangements for consulting on a scheme, preparing it and setting up local groups are
likely to be complicated. It also does not seem appropriate to put these in place without prior
consultation on the detail with crofting interests and the Crofters Commission. This needs time
and necessarily should involve the new Commission which this Bill proposes to create. For
these reasons and because of the essentially uncontroversial nature of the proposed arrangements
we consider it appropriate that this should be done by use of subordinate legislation.
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10.
As the contents of these regulations will be uncontroversial it is considered that negative
resolution procedure is appropriate.
Section 5 - Obtaining Commission approval or consent
Inserting new section 58A in the 1993 Act.
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Order made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Affirmative resolution
11.
New section 58A sets down the process by which the majority of applications to the
Crofters Commission will be determined. This process provides that the Commission should
consider the application where there has been an objection to it by a person with a right to object
or where certain conditions for intervention arise. There are general conditions which apply to all
applications set out in section 58A(9) and conditions which are specific to particular types of
application. The latter are to be found in sections 13 (new section 4A(3)), 14 (new section 9(2)),
15 (new section 27(3)), 16 (new section 8(2)) and 28 (new section 23(3A)). Subsection (13)
gives Scottish Ministers power to amend the general and specific conditions by means of a
statutory instrument. Subsection (14) requires that any such statutory instrument must be
approved by resolution of the Parliament.
12.
The Commission will no longer be required to determine every application made by
crofters and landlords, but will still have a responsibility to intervene where there is an objection
or where an application which raised no objections invokes separate criteria requiring the
Commission to consider and decide whether the application should succeed.
13.
The power to amend the aforementioned general and special conditions by means of a
statutory instrument will enable Scottish Ministers to make changes to these conditions if in
future it is found that these conditions are not working, are no longer relevant or need to be
changed to take on board changes to crofting circumstances in the future.
14.
In recognition, therefore, that this power enables Scottish Ministers to amend primary
legislation, an order made under this subsection would be subject to scrutiny and debate through
the affirmative resolution procedure in the Scottish Parliament.
Section 8 - Maps and scheme of charges
Inserting new section 41A in the 1993 Act
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Regulations made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution
15.
Section 41A(1) allows Scottish Ministers to make regulations to confer on the
Commission power to require maps of crofts to be supplied to the Commission. Section 41A(2)
requires these regulations to specify when and in what circumstances the Commission can
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require maps to be supplied and in what format. Section 41A(3) specifies that these maps shall
be held on the Register of Crofts.
16.
The Commission already has a general power to regulate their own procedure in
paragraph 11 of the existing Schedule 1 to the 1993 Act, but it is considered necessary that the
Commission be given power to regulate procedure in connection with the Register of Crofts.
The requirements of what map-based data and other data must be provided, and the form and
scale of maps would be provided for in an order to be made by the Scottish Ministers. It is
intended that the mapping requirements be compatible with the Land Register’s mapping system
and for there to be provision to allow exchange of information between the Land Register and
the Register of Crofts in the future. It is considered that the technical and detailed nature of this
requirement would be better dealt with by regulation than on the face of the Bill.
17.
As this requirement is uncontroversial in nature, full scrutiny associated with affirmative
procedure could place a disproportionate burden on the Parliament and negative resolution
procedure is therefore considered appropriate.
Section 8 - Maps and scheme of charges
Inserting new section 41B in the 1993 Act
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Rules made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution
18.
Section 41B(4) gives Scottish Ministers, after consultation with the Commission, power
to make an instrument that will be subject to negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament,
containing the rules governing fees to be charged by the Crofters Commission for searching in
the Register of Crofts, for providing information from that Register and for providing extracts
from the Register .
19.
The intention is that the Commission will not be expected to bear the cost of the
provision of a map, or map-based data and other data from the Register. The intention is that the
charges should be fixed at a level which will ensure that the cost associated with providing such
data shall fall either to the person disposing of a croft or the person acquiring a croft. This
provision enables Ministers to specify by statutory instrument a reasonable fee to be charged by
the Commission for searching or providing information or extracts from the Register of Crofts.
The inclusion of this rule-making power ensures that fees can be fixed from time to time as
necessary to fulfil this need. Furthermore, Ministers will be able to ensure that fees charged are
reasonable. It is intended that arrangements whereby the Commission should charge for these
services should not be put in place until after the arrangements for including map based data on
the Register are operational (i.e. after the regulations which section 41A(1) empowers Scottish
Ministers to make have come into operation).
20.
As this is in the nature of an administrative requirement which will be necessary from
time to time we do not therefore consider it desirable to require a higher level of parliamentary
involvement than that afforded by the negative resolution procedure.
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Section 10 - New crofts
Inserting new section 3A in the 1993 Act
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Order made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Affirmative resolution
21.
New section 3A(1) empowers the Crofters Commission to constitute land as a croft in
response to an application to that effect from the owner of the land in question. New section
3A(1)(b) provides that this can only be done outwith the crofting counties in an area specified by
an order, the instrument for which is approved under subsection (12) of section 3A by resolution
of the Scottish Parliament.
22.
Section 3A(2) empowers the Crofters Commission to constitute a holding as a croft in
response to an application to that effect from the tenant of a holding to which section 32 of the
Small Landholders (Scotland) Act 1919 applies or to which any of the provisions of the Small
Landholders (Scotland) Act 1886 to 1931 apply. It also provides that this can only be done in an
area specified by an order the instrument for which is approved under subsection (12) of section
3A by resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
23.
By providing that areas outwith the crofting counties in which crofts can be created must
be specified by order the legislation ensures that crofting can be extended in situations where it
can make a real contribution to local social, environmental and economic needs. The flexibility
that the order making power conveys will make it possible to respond to future needs . The only
realistic alternative would be to extend crofting tenure across the whole of existing Scotland
now. However that approach would complicate the pattern of landholding across the whole of
Scotland and add greatly to the workload and cost of operating the Crofters Commission.
24.
It is expected that this provision may generate some debate as to the extent of areas to be
designated as croft land and as it amends primary legislation, it is considered desirable that the
Scottish Parliament should be afforded the opportunity through the affirmative resolution
procedure to scrutinise and debate any change to the extent of crofting tenure throughout
Scotland.
Section 12 - Complaints as respects breach of the statutory conditions
Inserting new section 5B (10) and (11)
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Order made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Affirmative resolution
25.
New section 5B(10) and (11) gives Scottish Ministers the power to amend by affirmative
order the definition of “neglects” specified in section 5B(7).
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26.
The current definition of “neglects” refers to regulation 4 of and the Schedule to, the
Common Agricultural Policy Schemes (Cross-Compliance) (Scotland) Regulations 2004 (SSI
2004 No. 518). This provision allows Scottish Ministers to amend the definition of “neglects” in
the event that the provisions of the regulations to which it refers become redundant, are
superseded or are substantially modified. It reflects the fact that the minimum standards
expected of agricultural enterprises are likely to change over time to reflect changing priorities.
27.
In recognition, therefore, that this power enables Scottish Ministers to amend primary
legislation, an order made under this subsection would be subject to scrutiny and debate through
the affirmative resolution procedure in the Scottish Parliament.
Section 30 - Use of common grazing
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Regulations made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution
28.
This section introduces a number of changes connected with common grazings and their
uses. One of these changes is to insert new section 50A on joint forestry ventures on common
grazings involving crofters and their landlords. New section 50A(8) defines planned natural
regeneration and specifies that this includes regeneration which is undertaken in accordance with
the conditions of grants funded by the Scottish Executive or other grants that may be prescribed.
The power in section 50A(8)(b)(ii) enables Scottish Ministers to specify in a statutory instrument
grants which will be relevant to determining whether a regeneration project is planned
regeneration for the purposes of section 50A.
29.
It is necessary to specify these grants by means of statutory instrument as it is expected
that new grant schemes will be created from time to time and that existing schemes may also end
from time to time.
30.
Negative resolution procedure is considered appropriate in this case in view of the
technical nature of the changes and as these changes are uncontroversial in nature and may be
required fairly frequently, full scrutiny associated with affirmative procedure is considered
inappropriate.
Section 36 - Regulations concerning loans
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Order made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution
31.
Section 36 adds a new section 46A to the 1993 Act which provides for Scottish Ministers
to make regulations governing the provision of loans to crofters, cottars and owners of holdings
specified in section 46(2) (holdings sharing some of the characteristics of crofts). New section
46A(2) provides that these regulations may specify who would be eligible, the amount that can
be lent, the circumstances under which a loan may be given, the terms and conditions,
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arrangements for recording details of the loan and arrangements for recovery or assignation of
liability for the loan on the death of the borrower.
32.
There are no current plans for providing loans to crofters. The provision is required in
order to allow for creation of a flexible regime for future potential uses. By use of subordinate
legislation loan arrangements can be put in place to suit future circumstances and the nature and
function of any loans which are to be offered.
33.
Negative resolution procedure is considered appropriate in this case in view of the
technical nature of the changes and the fact they are uncontroversial in nature, full scrutiny is
therefore inappropriate.
Section 45 - Transitional provision etc.
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Order made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Negative or affirmative resolution
34.
Section 45(1) of the Bill gives the Scottish Ministers powers by order made by statutory
instrument to make supplementary, incidental, consequential, transitory, transitional or saving
provision as they consider necessary for the purposes, or in consequence, of the Act. This power
is required because it is expected that a range of ancillary provisions are required. It would not
be a good use of Parliamentary time to have to return to Parliament to make these when this
should be properly dealt with in this Bill. Section 45(3) provides that such an order may make
different provision for different purposes and may modify any enactment, instrument or
document. Section 45(4) provides that regulations under section 45 which add to, replace or
omit any part of the text of an Act is to be made by way of affirmative resolution procedure. All
other regulations under this provision can be made by way of negative resolution procedure
because the conditions outlined in paragraph 7 for the use of affirmative procedure do not apply.
Section 47 - Commencement
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Order made by Statutory Instrument
Parliamentary procedure: None
35.
Section 47 provides for the provisions of the Bill to be brought into force by way of an
order made by the Scottish Ministers. Such an order would be a statutory instrument but, as is
normal practice with a commencement order, it would not be subject to any Parliamentary
procedure. Different parts of the Bill may be commenced at different times.
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Schedule 1 3(1)(d) and 3(2) - General powers
Power conferred on:
The Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
Regulations made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution
36.
Paragraph 3 gives the Commission power to charge for services. Paragraph 3(1)(d) gives
power to Scottish Ministers to prescribe charges for regulatory activities and 3(2) gives power to
Scottish Ministers to prescribe what constitutes regulatory activities for which a charge can be
levied.
37.
This provision enables Ministers to specify by statutory instrument a reasonable fee to be
chargeable by the Commission for carrying out regulatory functions. The inclusion of this
regulation-making power ensures that fees can be fixed as necessary to fulfil this need.
Furthermore, Ministers will be able to ensure that fees charged are reasonable. This provision
reflects the fact that the role of the Crofters Commission is in part about delivery of a service to
crofters and landowners in relation to the transfer of crofting property. Under other forms of
land tenure some of these services carry a cost to the owner and tenant and as the circumstances
of crofting change so might the justification for providing these services at no cost to the user.
38.
Regulatory activities are not defined but could encompass the range of issues on which
crofters and landlords require the consent or approval of the Commission or a decision of the
Commission. In practice it is likely that charges would be levied in circumstances where the
applicant might benefit financially and there is invariably significant administrative costs. For
example in connection with the granting of an apportionment of common grazing for the
exclusive use of the applicant.
39.
As these regulations are simply specifying amounts charged and listing regulatory
activities all of which may change from time to time, it would be inappropriate to require full
scrutiny and debate in Parliament. Negative resolution is therefore considered appropriate.
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Scottish Land Court
Scottish Legal Aid Board
Scottish Rural Property and Business Association
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Environment and Rural Development Committee
11th Report, 2006 (Session 2)
Stage 1 Report on the Crofting Reform etc Bill
The Committee reports to the Parliament as follows—
1.
The Crofting Reform etc Bill (SP Bill 57, Session 2) was introduced in the
Parliament on 2 March 2006 by Ross Finnie MSP, the Minister for Environment
and Rural Development. The Bill is accompanied by Explanatory Notes (SP Bill
57-EN), a Financial Memorandum, and a Policy Memorandum (SP Bill 57-PM) as
required by Standing Orders. The Parliamentary Bureau subsequently referred the
Bill to the Environment and Rural Development Committee as lead committee.
Under Rule 9.6 of Standing Orders it is for the lead committee to report to the
Parliament on the general principles of the Bill.
2.
The Bill contains a number of powers to make subordinate legislation. The
Bill was, therefore, referred to the Subordinate Legislation Committee under Rule
9.6.2. The Subordinate Legislation Committee examined these provisions in detail
at its meetings on 25 April and 9 May and corresponded on a number of issues
with the Scottish Executive. A number of points are highlighted throughout this
report. That Committee’s report is reproduced in full at Annexe A.
3.
Under Rule 9.6.3 the Committee is also required at Stage 1 to consider and
report to the Parliament on the Financial Memorandum. The Finance Committee
did not take oral evidence on this Bill, but agreed that it would write to various
interested parties on matters relating to the Financial Memorandum accompanying
the Bill. Responses from those parties are attached as Annexe E to this report,
and the Committee comments on the Memorandum at paragraph 296 below.
BACKGROUND
History
4.
There are currently around 17,700 crofts, with about 11,500 crofting
households (with some owning or renting more than one croft), and a total
population of around 33,000. Croft land covers approximately 600,000 hectares in
total, with the average size of croft being around 5 hectares. Approximately 3,700
crofts are owner-occupied (21% of the total), with the remainder rented.
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5.
The legal concept of a croft has developed through a complex body of
law. Professor Jim Hunter provided the Committee with helpful historical
background on the development of crofting as a protected form of land tenure. He
stated that the Crofters Holdings (Scotland) Act of 1886 was passed in the
aftermath of the Highland Clearances and represented a far-reaching interference
with the market in the crofting counties1, which at that time would otherwise have
tended towards creating large hill farms or sporting estates. It removed landlords’
freedom to set crofting rents and entitled crofters to a “peculiarly absolute form of
security of tenure”.2
6.
The legislation has developed through several reforms since. In the early
20th century, thousands of new crofts were created on land purchased by the
state, helping to restore crofters to land cleared in previous generations. Having
been extended to the whole of Scotland in various acts early in the 20th century,
the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1955 restored to crofters in the seven counties their
own special code of law. The Act also established the modern Crofters
Commission to regulate and promote crofting. The Crofting Reform (Scotland) Act
1976 gave crofters the right to buy their croft. In 1993, the legislation was
consolidated in the Crofters (Scotland) Act. The current Bill amends the 1993 Act.
7.
The core of crofting law is a system of secure tenure of small landholdings for
a reasonable rent. Tenancies are long-term and hereditary and can be assigned or
bequeathed to another person. Since 1976 the system has been a mixed one of
tenure and owner-occupation, with a total of around 21% of crofts having been
purchased.3 The fundamental feature through the law's evolution is that it is about
delivering a public policy objective of sustaining remote rural communities and
retaining population by holding croft land in perpetuity in custodianship for crofting.
Professor Hunter stated that the legislation, and developments since, has ensured
that crofting areas retain far more people per hectare in rural areas than any other
available land use.4
The Bill
8.
The current Bill implements policy proposals that have been developed over
a number of years, arising from the 1999 publication of the Land Reform Policy
Group's Recommendations for Action, which included proposals to reform crofting
law. The Bill, therefore, developed as part of the land reform agenda, much of
which was delivered in the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003, Part 3 of which
provided crofting communities with a right to buy their land. The Executive
consulted on proposals for the current Bill in July 2002 and then on a Draft Bill in
the summer of 2005, including holding a series of public meetings and establishing
an expert advisory group. An analysis of responses to the consultation was
published in March 2006. The Bill is largely organised around the five main
objectives identified by the Group:
1

Argyll, Inverness, Ross and Cromarty, Caithness, Sutherland, Orkney and Shetland – section
61(1) of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993
2
Written submission
3
There has been wide variation between different areas - the Western Isles being 1% owneroccupation and Orkney being 80%
4
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x
x
x
x
x

more sustainable crofting communities
more local involvement in, and accountability for, crofting administration
much simplified crofting legislation and administration
more (or at least not fewer) active crofters
crofters undertaking a wide range of land-based and other economic activity
in addition to agriculture.

9.
However, as it has developed, the Bill has been caught up in a much wider
debate about the future of crofting in the face of changing and increasing
pressures on it. The debate has become not about whether the Bill delivers the
Land Reform Policy Group's objectives, but whether it equips crofting to face these
challenges.
EVIDENCE TAKEN BY THE COMMITTEE
10. There is a vigorous debate on how to sustain crofting in the modern context.
The Committee acknowledged and responded to this debate by taking evidence
from the Deputy Minister in November 2005, following up issues raised during the
consultation on the Draft Bill. At that time the Committee identified a range of
issues which have continued to dominate the evidence on the Bill, including:
x

x
x
x
x

a debate about a vision for crofting, and whether it should be viewed
primarily as custodianship of land for future generations, or as a private
asset to be developed; whether it is primarily an agricultural system, or a
social and economic development tool;
concern about an unrestrained free market in crofts and croft tenancies,
and that the crofting right to buy should not mean an unfettered right to
speculate;
proposals to dampen this market by imposing obligations on croft owneroccupiers to live on or near and farm the croft in the same way as currently
exists for croft tenants;
affecting the supply of crofts through creating new crofts; and
the relationship between planning law and crofting – particularly in respect
of how local needs and aspirations are addressed in considering new
housing in crofting areas.

11. The Deputy Minister acknowledged the issues at that time, and so the Stage
1 evidence programme has been about stakeholders considering how much
progress has been made.
12. Following introduction of the Bill, the Committee issued an open call for
written evidence. The Committee took oral evidence over a programme of five
meetings beginning on 19 April 2006, and heard from a wide range of interested
parties, including crofters, land owners, local authorities and enterprise
companies. This evidence programme included Committee meetings in
Stornoway, Oban and Inverness. The last of these meetings included evidence
from the Crofters Commission and Rhona Brankin MSP, Deputy Minister for
Environment and Rural Development.
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13. As detailed at paragraph 104 below, the Committee then issued a call for
supplementary evidence and recalled a number of witnesses, including the Deputy
Minister, to give further oral evidence on 14 June.
14. The Committee would like to record its thanks to all those who provided
written or oral evidence.
INTRODUCTION
Vision for crofting
15. A vision of what crofting is meant to be shapes the key issues that people are
currently unhappy about. While the Deputy Minister stated that the Bill is a reaffirmation of a commitment to crofting, many witnesses expressed concern that
the Bill does not give effect to a clear vision of the purpose of crofting. There was
also a suspicion from some witnesses that, not only is the Executive not sure what
it wants crofting to achieve, but it regards crofting as “a burdensome approach to
land use and tenure”5. The Scottish Crofting Foundation (SCF) stated that “there
has been no vision for what crofting will be after the bill. We have consistently
asked for the social and economic benefits that crofting has delivered to be
measured—to be quantified and qualified from 1886 to the present day”.6
16. Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) suggested that this goes to the heart
of the concerns about the Bill and the market pressures on crofting, and
communities need to be engaged in a constructive debate. It stated that there “has
never been a public debate about whether a croft is a state-conferred benefit, with
all that that entails, or whether it is a private asset that people can realise as and
when they want to.”7 The National Trust stated that “there needs to be a more
rigorous attempt to understand what we want from crofting before we legislate for
it”.8 HIE also said that it is “very concerned that no overall vision for crofting
accompanies the Bill. If such a vision was in place, it could be properly debated”.9
John MacKintosh, an SCF representative, stated that there is a need to start to
consider what crofting is going to involve in 15 years’ time.10
17. There are a wide variety of crofting communities, with different
circumstances, sizes of crofts, ways of making a living, etc. The origin of crofting is
agricultural, although it has always been recognised that most crofters required
some other income source. Professor Hunter stated that “Crofting’s populationsustaining capacity is, and always has been, bound up, with the small size of
crofts. This means that few crofters make, or have made, a full-time living from
agriculture.”11
18. The quality of land, other economic opportunities and the way that history
has created different population pressures over time in different areas affect the
5

Official Report, 2 November 2005, Column 2343
Official Report, 19 April 2006, Column 3041
7
Official Report, 15 May 2006, Column 3231
8
Official Report, 8 May 2006, Column 3197
9
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way the land has been used. The agricultural sector and the wider economy and
society have changed enormously since crofting was established. Crofts are now
being used for a variety of purposes, and evidence showed that there is diversity
of opinions and visions, and that people have many different aspirations.
19. There was very wide acceptance amongst witnesses that crofting should still
be retained as a regulated, protected system, and that the social goods delivered
by it are still valuable. There was a general desire amongst witnesses to avoid
individual speculation on croft land, to avoid any measures that will fuel the second
home market, and to sustain the system for the future and promote the possibility
of affordable new entry to crofting. The Hebridean Housing Partnership suggested
that any change to legislation which would result in crofting being less accessible
for young families would be of concern.12 Highland Council stated that the Bill will
be judged as a success or not depending on whether it enables young local
people to enter crofting and sustain it for the future.13
20. Derek Flyn argued that the purpose of crofting is not static and its objectives
are always open to renewed debate, but that it “historically righted a wrong” and
remains about protecting land and anchoring communities by providing security of
tenure.
21. The debate around this Bill has indicated a strong consensus that
crofting has a significant role in the future. The Committee endorses that.
However, the Committee also acknowledges the widespread feeling that a
vision for crofting has not been developed and then used as the foundation
for the Bill. The Committee considers that it would have been preferable to
engage crofting communities and other interests effectively around that
before proceeding to legislate.
The pressures on crofting
22. Professor Hunter noted that, historically, there have been variations between
depressed periods, when out-migration from crofting areas was the norm, and the
present when the Highlands and Islands economy is expanding and there is an inmigration, including a demand to live in a high-quality rural environment. The
impact of this varies geographically. However, the Scottish Estates Business
Group (SEBG) summed up much of the evidence to the Committee, saying
“Increasingly, Scotland is witnessing remote and rural properties being bought up
as second or holiday homes, with consequences for the sustainability of local
economies and communities, as well as for the prospects of youngsters who may
wish to continue to live in their local areas but who are forced to move away in the
search for affordable housing.”14
23. Witnesses cited a variety of examples, with crofts or croft tenancies
apparently changing hands for well over £100,000 or even higher in some areas.
This applies whether the croft is being sold by an owner-occupier where the
individual right to buy has been exercised, or whether a croft tenancy is being
12
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assigned (which, because it is a secure heritable lease, may be at a value similar
to a full sale).
24. Demand for croft land provides some existing crofters with a valuable and
readily-marketable asset. However, crofts (whether with a house already existing
or as bare land with a presumed right to build a house and decroft it) are being
disposed of to satisfy housing pressures, completely distinct from the demand for
or interest in crofting as such. A lot of debate is taking place around crofting - but
to a large extent stimulated by issues outside crofting. Demand for rural housing is
not the same as demand for crofts - although the two are connected.
25. The biggest issue raised in evidence was a concern that a developing liberal
property market in crofts is undermining the protection of crofting as a resource for
the future. Crofting exists because it interfered with market forces to achieve a
particular social objective. The SEBG stated, “If nothing is done to limit the
developing market in crofts, and for sums well out of the reach of aspiring
youngsters, it will become increasingly difficult for young people to get that vital
first step on the crofting ladder”, with implications for the sustainability of
communities.15
26. There is a widespread perception that the Bill opens crofting further to these
market pressures, and is likely to undermine crofting. Agnes Leask, an SCF
representative from Shetland, said, “The perception from crofting communities is
that the Bill in its present form will destroy crofting.”16 This sentiment was repeated
by many witnesses. It appears to have been fuelled by a number of statements
from Ministers and the Executive. For example, the Executive has stated that,
“Controlling the price paid for croft tenancies or crofts which have been purchased
by the former tenant is impossible.”17 Several witnesses also quoted Ministers as
suggesting that there should be no restriction on the right of crofters to realise the
full value of the croft asset and their investment in it and regard the sale of it as
their 'pension'. Ross Finnie, Minister for Environment and Rural Development, was
quoted as saying, “I don’t think it is Government’s role to interfere in the assets of
an individual…in the long run they are entitled to realise it.”18 Such comments
have clearly shaped the direction of public debate about the Bill. Many have
perceived them as indicating a willingness to accept the implications of the threat
from a burgeoning property market, rather than to protect crofting. Alistair Maciver,
an SCF area representative, asked, “is the Bill designed to protect and enhance
crofting or to protect and enhance the opportunities for individual crofters?”.19
27. To some extent a market already exists, and is an inevitable facet of crofting
rights enshrined in past legislation to allow croft tenancies to be traded by
assignation, and to allow an individual crofting right to buy. Crofts can be traded.
What is new is the dramatically increased value of the trade – which is a feature of
inflationary pressures in the wider land and housing market, and bears little
relation to the historic legal view of the price of an assignation being the basic
15
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agricultural value (plus the value of certain improvements made by the outgoing
crofter). While the inflationary pressures are not directly related to crofting and not
unique to crofting areas, the purpose and regulated nature of crofting clearly
provides a very particular context.
28. This trade in crofts was intended to take place within a regulated system.
Brian Wilson stated that, despite the ability to trade, “crofters have always
understood that they could not sell to the highest bidder regardless of their
suitability” because crofting is regulated to preserve its purpose.20 Professor
Hunter stated, “If forces that are identical to those that operate outside the crofting
system are simply allowed to operate in it, there is not much point in having a
crofting system. The bill does nothing about that.” He continued, “At the moment,
we are being presented with the idea that, somehow, there will be a free market
inside a legislative fence that was created in the past to fence out another free
market. That seems to be an absurd proposition.”21
29. While the Bill may not create a free market in crofts, the concern is over
whether it does enough to protect crofting from the market. The more free the
trade is, the higher the prices are likely to be, and the more unreachable
(particularly for local, young new entrants to crofting) in a relatively low wage
economy. Many witnesses expressed fear that the basic intention of holding land
in perpetuity is now being thwarted. Professor Hunter described any acceptance of
a free market in crofts as potentially “every bit as destructive of crofting as the
market-derived threats eliminated in 1886”.22
30. Brian Wilson also argued that the Bill may undermine the widely-supported
principles established by the Land Reform Act. He stated that crofting communities
“will ask what the point was of them becoming community landlords if the rug is to
be pulled out from under their feet by the creation of a free market in croft
tenancies. They are buying as crofting communities, but all the strength,
homogeneity and potential that that implies will be destroyed if the system of
crofting tenure that underpins the community right to buy is destroyed”.23
31. However, the Deputy Minister emphasised that “there is nothing in the Bill
that will introduce a free market in crofts. I do not favour and I will not introduce an
unfettered market”.24 The only respect in which the Bill mentions 'market value'
directly appears to be in section 17(7) which inserts a new section 4G in the 1993
Act, and refers to the “open market value” of a tenancy being identified for the
purposes of a bequest. Derek Flyn stated that this is the only appropriate
approach in that particular context, and that such a value has always been
identified for succession purposes. The open market value of a tenancy will be the
price a willing buyer will pay, knowing the regulatory burdens that apply to the
croft. Changing those burdens will affect the market value. However, Derek Flyn
stated that artificially suggesting that a croft should have a different value -

20
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undervaluing it in some way compared to the market value - would be
unacceptable to the Inland Revenue.25
32. Despite the Deputy Minister’s assurances, the concern persists that the Bill is
promoting or legitimising a free market in crofts - or at least not doing enough to
stop the present day market forces developing. HIE argued that the Bill does not
provide “adequate means to prevent this speculation in croft land and tenancies”.26
The Deputy Minister stated that few people “have said that we need to put an end
to the market”, but rather there is a need “to ensure that the market is regulated
appropriately”.27
33. Crofting is faced with a wide range of pressures. The Committee
acknowledges the widespread anxiety that market forces are having an
unrestrained and damaging effect on crofting, and the very strong concern
that some means should be found urgently to address this and dampen its
effects. Many witnesses were very sceptical about whether the Bill does
anything to achieve this.
34. The Committee considers that the Executive must focus on the
pressures facing crofting and must continue to consider ways to dampen
the market. The Committee believes that both legislative reform and effective
enforcement of regulation are critical to achieving that. This report
considers how the Bill contributes to that.

NEW CROFTS
35. One of the key elements of the Bill is the provision of opportunities to create
new crofts. The Deputy Minister indicated that there are about 900 people on the
official waiting list for a croft – and possibly a much higher latent demand.
36. Creating new crofts is regarded by the Executive as central to its objective of
ensuring that young people can get into crofting. It is also expected to some extent
to relieve the pressure to purchase crofts or croft tenancies on the open market,
and therefore have some damping effect on prices.
37. Witnesses to the Committee generally welcomed the creation of new crofts
as having enormous potential for helping crofting to develop sustainably. Professor
Hunter said that it represents “much the most striking evidence of [the Bill’s] procrofting credentials”, with the capacity to create a range of developmental
opportunities.28 The Deputy Minister stated that “one of the most important things
about the legislation is the ability to create new crofts”. She said that “we need
primary legislation to bring land that is not currently designated as croft land within
the regulatory framework of the Crofters Commission”.29

25
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38. There are some options for creating new crofts under existing law. The
Crofters Commission Annual Report for 2004-05 records an increase in 76 new
crofts, and the Committee heard evidence about some new crofts created at
Balmacara by the National Trust for Scotland.30 Inside the crofting counties the
existing legislation allows a croft to be enlarged on the agreement of the
landowner and crofter.31 New crofts can be created by a crofter sub-dividing an
existing croft, with the consent of the landowner and the Commission. The 1993
Act also allows for reorganisation of a crofting township, but the Deputy Minister
stated this is currently limited to including only non-croft land which is contiguous
to existing croft land.32
39. Section 10 of the Bill inserts new sections 3A, 3B and 3C into the 1993 Act,
to allow for the creation of new crofts by different routes, and for the extension of
crofting tenure beyond the historic crofting counties.
New crofts summary
Under existing legislation, new crofts can be created in the following ways in
the crofting counties:
x
x
x

By subdividing an existing croft into two or more smaller crofts.
As part of a reorganisation scheme of a crofting township (which can
include non-croft land in the vicinity of the township).
Where the landowner and an existing crofter are in agreement, a new
croft can be created under section 4(1)(a) of the 1993 Act as an
enlargement to the crofter’s existing croft. The land does not have to
be contiguous to the existing croft.

The Bill would provide the following additional ways of creating new crofts:
x
x

Small landholders (in an area outside the crofting counties designated
by order by Scottish Ministers) who meet the conditions set out in the
Bill could apply to have their holdings constituted as a croft.
On the initiative of the landowner, new crofts could be created in the
crofting counties or in an area outside the crofting counties
designated by order by Scottish Ministers.

40. Section 31 also inserts a new section 51A into the 1993 Act, allowing for a
landlord to apply to the Commission to create a new common grazing on land
which is within the crofting counties, but not currently croft land and not adjacent or
contiguous to a croft.33

30
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Applying for small landholdings to become crofts
41. One proposed route for creating new crofts is that the tenant of certain small
landholdings outside the crofting counties can apply to the Commission to have
the holding designated as a croft. This can only be done if the area in which the
holding lies has first been designated by Ministers in a statutory instrument subject
to the affirmative procedure. Inserted section 3A(11) sets out criteria which the
small landholding must also satisfy, including that the Land Court is satisfied that it
is a holding which is held under the Small Landholders (Scotland) Acts and that it
is no more than 30 hectares in size. On receiving an application, the Commission
will remit it to the Land Court to establish if the criteria apply. The landlord has to
have an opportunity to appeal the application, and the tenant has to pay
compensation, before the Commission can constitute the holding as a croft.
42. Sir Crispin Agnew explained some of the historical background. He stated
that, “The Crofters Holdings (Scotland) Act 1886 introduced security of tenure for
crofting in some parishes in the crofting counties. The Small Landholders
(Scotland) Act 1911 extended the 1886 act to apply to the whole of Scotland, so
crofting was established throughout the whole of Scotland, governed by the 1886
act. In 1955, the decision was made to float off the crofting counties to a slightly
different regime”.34 As a result of the 1955 Act all small landholdings within the
crofting counties were designated as crofts.
43. The Committee received some evidence from people in areas where there
are smallholders who may be eligible to apply for their holding to be designated as
a croft, and other witnesses commented in some detail on this provision. Many
witnesses perceive this provision as one which rights an historic injustice which
arose when not all similar holdings became crofts in the past.
44. The focus in evidence was very much on Arran, which many described as
unreasonably missing out on being included in the crofting counties in the past.
The Executive stated that much of the comment on this provision came from
people in Arran. Duncan Mulholland, a smallholder from Arran, stated that there
are 16 small landholders on the island. He suggested that the main reason that
they want to become crofters is that they want the security of having the absolute
right to buy. He argued, however, that “it is highly unlikely that small landholders
who have been there for 100 years will buy their farms, sell up and walk away”.35
Rather, he argued that they need to have the ability to diversify and improve the
viability of businesses, which is severely restricted at present by the lack of
collateral. This could be created by buying and decrofting a house and garden site
and borrowing against that.
45. The idea that Arran may be the first area to be designated was widely
welcomed by witnesses. However, Charles Fforde, a landowner on Arran,
described it as sending the land holders back in time and not a sustainable option,
and said that extending the absolute right to buy is morally wrong.36
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46. Sir Crispin Agnew pointed out that there are small pockets of small
landholders in various areas across Scotland and that they may be left ‘in limbo’ if
not in designated areas.37 There is a clear demand to clarify their status. During
the passage of the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act 2003 he had also raised
the need to co-ordinate the law relating to that group. If they are not turned into
crofts they appear to be left in an anomaly. However, the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors in Scotland (RICS) and the Scottish Rural Property and
Business Association (SRPBA) suggested that they should come under
agricultural holdings legislation, as do all other small agricultural holdings outside
the crofting counties. They suggested that small landholders already enjoy security
of tenure and a pre-emptive right to buy. This point raised queries by several
witnesses about the certainties of tenure that small landholders currently enjoy.
47. RICS argued that turning them into crofts was “a massively overcomplicated
way of addressing the problem”.38 The SRPBA argued that new crofts should only
be able to be created on a landowner’s initiative. It suggested that creating new
crofts fails to recognise the practical problems for land management and the
compensation implications.
48. Duncan Mulholland also noted that, even if Arran is designated, the size
criterion for becoming a croft will not allow all to be covered, and will leave some
holdings still in limbo. In Arran, several of the holdings are of 75 to 80 acres, as
amalgamated holdings became the norm in the past.39 He questioned whether any
size limit is necessary.
49. The Bill’s proposals would help resolve some inconsistencies of different
tenures on similar land which arise from the historic designation of crofting areas.
However, Hamish Jack of the Spey Valley Crofters Association, highlighted
another problem. His small landholding is in Inverness-shire, one of the crofting
counties – but is not a croft. He has some rights similar to a crofter but not all, and
would like to be able to enter his land on the Register of Crofts. He said that many
small areas of land are next to crofts, with topography and farming exactly the
same, but are not crofts.40 The Bill does not provide an opportunity for him to
change his status as it only relates to small landholdings outside the crofting
counties.
Creation of new crofts by a landowner
Introduction
50. The other route the Bill provides for creating new crofts is that the
Commission can constitute land as a croft in response to an application by the
landlord. This may be inside the crofting counties or elsewhere in Scotland. If the
land is outwith the crofting counties it can only be designated as a croft after the
area in which the holding lies has been designated by Ministers. Again, the
designation would be by a statutory instrument subject to the affirmative
procedure.
37
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51. This provision was enthusiastically welcomed by many witnesses. The
SRPBA, however, argued that the perceived benefits of being a crofter – access to
housing support grants, increased supply of housing in the areas – can be
achieved without instituting the complexities of crofting tenure.41 It and the SEBG
argued that there are other ways to make land available, and other ways to deal
with perceived problems. The SRPBA suggested that crofting has worked in
certain areas, but should not be imposed on other areas which have evolved in
different directions. The SEBG’s view is that the particular circumstances which
created the crofting counties were felt to be historic and do not fit the issues
elsewhere now.
52. Some local examples of possible new croft projects were given. For example,
it was suggested that Shetland Islands Council has plans to create 100 new crofts,
and the Isle of Gigha Heritage Trust plans to create new crofts as part of its
development plan for the island. The Trust stressed that it is not a question of
imposing a crofting mode of land tenure, but of offering crofting as one of several
strands of development which could play a part in an area.42
53. Many witnesses suggested that publicly owned land offers the most likely
potential for developing new crofts. The Committee heard specific evidence that
the National Forest Land Scheme may be a route for communities to buy Forestry
Commission land to create woodland crofts if they can show additional public
benefit. The Forestry Commission’s expectation is that these will be mainly in
woodlands near existing crofting townships, but this is not necessarily the case
and they could be anywhere in Scotland.43
54. Shetland Islands Council emphasised the part new crofts could play in rural
development. It stated that, “There are people who aspire to have land and have
ideas about what they might do and about new businesses that they might be able
to create. If such people, from outside the crofting areas, can be offered a
smallholding with a secure tenancy, pretty well the absolute right to build a house
on the land and access to crofting grants and loans and SEERAD grants and
loans, that is a tremendously good offer. In my view, people would again come in
to add to the mixture and perhaps carry us forward to another increase in
population and another increase in energy.”44
55. Matthew Hickman, a small landholder in Dumfries and Galloway suggested
that new crofts would offer more opportunities than the small holdings policy which
he said had failed in his area because there had been no control over the
suitability of the entrants.45 Many other witnesses also emphasised the importance
of new crofts being accompanied by a vision of what they are for, and the
enforcement of that by the way they are regulated. Brian Wilson stated, “If we
accompany the creation of new crofts with the creation of a free market, we might
as well not bother creating the crofts in the first place”.46 There was a suggestion
from some that weaknesses in regulatory enforcement should be rectified before
41
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creating new crofts (and that this could provide as many opportunities for new
entrants as creating new crofts).
Contracting out of the right to buy
56. Most witnesses agreed that new crofts are unlikely to be created if the right to
buy (or assign in certain circumstances) is not contracted out of the equation, and
this being binding on successors is essential. There was, therefore, a very wide
welcome for the Bill’s provision for this. Section 11(1) modifies section 5 of the
1993 Act to allow contracts agreed by a crofter and landowner, whereby the crofter
gives up some rights, to be entered in the Register of Crofts and be binding on
successors. Agreements to give up rights can be made at present, but are not
binding on successors. This provision permits (but does not oblige) crofters or
potential crofters to give up, for example, the right to buy or limit the right to assign
the croft.
57. Very strong arguments were made by all witnesses, including the Minister,
that this is essential to stimulate the development of new crofts. Creation of new
crofts is likely to involve private or public sector investment being made in support
of public policy objectives - and it is likely that landlords will want to be sure that
this is secured in perpetuity.
58. Specific issues also arise if a community (whether a crofting community or
not) controls land. The right to buy or assign must be restricted to maintain the
structures of community control and avoid fragmentation. For example, the Isle of
Gigha Heritage Trust said that it did not want to create new crofts as part of a
coherent development plan for the island and then face losing control of them. The
North Harris Trust also expressed concern that this undertaking to bind
successors will not be upheld or regulated in the future.
59. If the right to buy is contracted out, the ability for crofters to secure a
mortgage to build a house to live on the croft will be subject to the difficulties of
providing a standard security – which the right to buy and decroft a house site
currently provides. The Committee heard some evidence on other possible
systems of securing the house sites which might be used.
60. Sir Crispin Agnew suggested that, “If the bill allowed standard securities to be
granted over crofting leases, which would require the Conveyancing and Feudal
Reform (Scotland) Act 1970 to be amended, lenders could lend on the value of a
crofting lease, which is almost a lease in perpetuity and is worth just as much as
the decrofted land… Such an approach would get rid of the need to decroft.”47 It is
not clear whether lenders would be willing to adapt to this approach. Others
suggested that rented housing might be provided and retained for the specific
objectives by means of a rural housing burden or similar mechanism.48
61. Some witnesses noted that it is unclear whether the creation of new crofts
will create ‘crofting communities’ in terms of the Land Reform Act (whether or not
the individual right to buy is contracted out of). While Ministers have a right to
decline a community purchase application on sustainability or public interest
47
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grounds, it is not clear that that exercise of discretion offers sufficient certainty for
those concerned. It is also not clear how the Executive defines a 'crofting
community' (as there is an assumption under Part 3 of the Land Reform Act that
the community can define itself).
62. The Executive has not addressed this in its evidence to the Committee.
However, the Deputy Minister indicated that the issue of new crofts would nearly
always arise with a landowner which is a community or public sector body. She
stated, “I do not think that there is a huge expectation that private landlords will
rush forward, but community landlords are interested in the issue”, and implied
that Ministers would not approve a later purchase of new croft land by a
subsequent community group.49 However, Professor Hunter stated that, “There
seems to me to be a major distinction—in logic, if not in law—between the
situation that will be created by the bill and the current situation. After all, in
principle, crofting law and crofting status exist in order to defend the crofting tenant
from the landlord….the bill includes no recognition of those changes; all that land
reform stuff might as well be in another universe.”50
Other issues
63. Aside from protecting new crofts from fragmentation through the right to buy,
the Committee heard evidence about the need to ensure that new crofts are
allocated to those who have the intention and the skills to use them properly. A lot
of witnesses suggested that new crofters should be subject to a probationary
period or adhering to a simple management plan51. The Isle of Gigha Heritage
Trust cited the example of work in Colonsay to develop a points system.52
64. There is no statement of the Executive’s intentions on which areas it may
choose to designate. It is not clear what general criteria Ministers should use when
deciding whether to designate an area – whether they would be historical or
cultural or decided on the merits of each application. It is also not clear what size
of area it may designate, and whether this may target large areas or particular
narrowly-defined pockets of holdings. Some witnesses argued that this should
avoid creating uncertainty in a fragile tenanted agricultural sector with two-tiers of
rights alongside each other, or creating a general reluctance to offer land for
rent.53
65. The Deputy Minister stated that the Executive has not earmarked places and
she is keen for the Commission to engage with communities which are
interested.54 However, she stated that, “The primary intention is not to extend
crofting”.55 It is also noted that there is no way to create new crofts under the
second route without the landowner’s initiative.
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66. The Committee welcomes the ability to create new crofts. However,
there are a number of concerns and practical details which need further
consideration.
67. The Committee considers that the Executive has to provide more clarity
about its intentions, in particular about how communities should develop
their ideas to a point where an area might be designated. This debate also ties
in to whether the vision for crofting is clear, as there is no indication of how local
community-defined objectives will be assessed in terms of ‘fit’ with the overall
vision for crofting. A sense of scale and likely demand must be given in order to
manage expectations and, not least, clarify how funding can support this.
68. The waiting list of 900 people indicates an established demand for crofts
even before the new opportunities to create crofts are enacted. Information on
where this existing demand is strongest was not available to the Committee, and
so it is not clear how demand will be matched with opportunities for new croft
development. The Committee requests clarification on how this information is
gathered and how it will be used in encouraging the creation of new crofts.
69. The Committee welcomes the possible extension of crofting tenure to
small landholdings in Arran. However, it is clear that there are some
anomalies which need to be resolved, and which require co-ordinated and
consistent application. The Committee considers that further consideration
should be given to the size limit on eligible holdings.
70. The Committee also considers that the Executive should examine how
the status of all small landholdings can be brought into line with crofting or
agricultural holdings legislation.
71. The Committee considers the position of some holdings within the
crofting counties (outlined by Hamish Jack, and noted at paragraph 49
above) to be an anomaly, and requests that the Executive considers this
before Stage 1 is concluded.
72. Given the uncertainty expressed by a number of witnesses, the
Committee requests that the Executive keeps under review the effect that
converting small landholdings into crofts may have on the overall tenanted
agricultural sector.
73. The Committee believes that communities will be examining how they
may benefit from new crofts, or how they will impact on them, and need to
have clarity on how the Bill interacts with the crofting community right to
buy.
74. The Committee also considers that clarification is needed on how new
croft tenancies would be allocated and what criteria could be used to ensure
their appropriate use, or controlling their allocation to ‘appropriate’ people,
key skills groups, etc.
75. Tenants of new crofts will likely be required to contract out of the right
to buy. Normally, purchasing and decrofting a house site is regarded as
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essential to securing a loan. If the tenant of a new croft has no right to buy,
providing security for loans for business development or building a croft
house is, therefore, a very real issue which appears to have the potential to
hinder effective achievement of the Bill’s objectives. The Committee
recommends that the Executive explores further whether lenders would be
prepared to consider a different approach to securing loans to crofters, and
whether other mechanisms such as local authority lending may be possible.
76. The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted with concern that there is no
statutory requirement for prior consultation before an order to designate an area
under this section is laid before Parliament. It recommended that there should be
an express consultation requirement on the face of the Bill. The Committee
endorses this recommendation.
REFORMING REGULATION OF CROFTING
77. The Bill proposes a range of changes to the way in which crofting is
regulated. Throughout consideration of the proposals, the emphasis in evidence
was that all regulatory reforms need to connect to, and match, a clear vision for
crofting.
78. Highland Council suggested that, “The crux of the matter is how regulation
can be used to maintain fragile crofting communities”, and that, “If you allow the
free market to reign, there is a concern that you will kill off crofting over a period of
time”.56 The Deputy Minister stated that the proposals “provide the commission
with a set of tools to sustain and support crofting and crofting communities and it
will ensure tough and rigorous regulation”.57 She indicated that they include “a
range of measures to address the impact of the market”.58 Exactly how this will be
achieved was not clear, and evidence to the Committee suggested a considerable
lack of confidence that the measures would succeed. The Committee examines
the main issues below.
Simplification
79. Several measures in the Bill aim to achieve the simplification of crofting
administration. Section 5 is a key element of this simplification agenda. It inserts a
new section 58A into the 1993 Act, and sets out the processes by which the
majority of applications to the Commission will be determined. The Explanatory
Notes state, “The applicant must give public notice to the Commission and to the
landlord, and interested parties may lodge an objection to the application. If an
objection has been lodged (so long as it is not frivolous, vexatious or
unreasonable) the Commission must intervene in the application.”59
80. Otherwise, the Commission has the power, in certain circumstances, to
choose to intervene. Section 58A(9) sets out some general conditions. If any of
these apply to any application, the Commission may intervene. They include that
the interests of the estate, the interests of the crofting community or its sustainable
56
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development or the interests of the public at large would be adversely affected. A
number of other circumstances set out in the Bill have special conditions applying,
as well as these general ones. If any of these apply, again the Commission may
intervene. For example, section 16 of the Bill modifies section 8 of the 1993 Act
and sets out some special conditions which, if any applies to a proposed assignee,
would permit the Commission to intervene in a non-family assignation. They
include, that the person lives more than 16 kilometres from the croft, already owns
or rents a croft, and that the person lacks the knowledge, expertise or abilities to
cultivate the croft. The Bill applies similar criteria to other situations, including the
power of an executor to transfer the tenancy of a croft and the decision on the
person to whom a landlord can re-let a vacant croft.
81. 'Intervention' by the Commission in any case means that it will investigate an
application and decide whether or not to grant consent. Schedule 1 paragraph
3(1)(d)(i) also provides the Commission with new powers to charge for its
regulatory work. Other changes to simplify regulation include allowing assignations
to be approved at any time of the year, and removing the requirement for a
landlord to consent to division of a croft.
82. The Commission emphasised that the proposals would minimise its
intervention in those issues and cases which do not require it. It stated that it deals
with approximately 1700 regulatory decisions a year, of which 80% do not require
its input, and that it wishes to free its resources to focus on more important
areas.60 The Executive also stated that it wishes to “eliminate bureaucracy that
holds back individuals’ and communities’ ambitions”.61
83. Although the Committee received relatively little comment specifically on
section 5, proposals to simplify regulation form an important backdrop to much of
the debate on other aspects of the Bill. Simplification of what is a very complex
body of law is generally a very welcome aim, but some witnesses expressed doubt
about whether it is achieved by the Bill. Amending the 1993 Act rather than
restating the whole body of crofting law in a free-standing Bill has made it
extremely complex to follow. Several witnesses suggested that a consolidating act
is required.
84. Some concern was also expressed at the diminishing role of landlords as a
result of the simplification proposals. The SRPBA questioned why, if the idea of a
tenancy system seems to be valued, the Bill removes the landlord’s role in
consenting to certain matters (e.g. division of crofts, succession, subletting,
apportionment, crofter forestry). Other witnesses argued that the nature of crofting
makes the landlord’s role very minimal, and implied that many landlords are
relatively disinterested. However, the SRPBA suggested that removing what little
power crofting landlords have will make partnership more difficult.62 The SEBG
also stated that the Bill “focuses on the rights of individual crofters, possibly at the
expense of the wider crofting community”.63 The SRPBA suggested that more
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regulation should be devolved to crofters and landowners locally and only involve
the Commission if no agreement is possible.64
85. The Subordinate Legislation Committee expressed concern about the width
of subsection 58A(13) which allows the general conditions in subsection (9) to be
revoked by order. It considered that this is an important power which has
implications for landlords, tenants and others, and should be on the face of the Bill.
It considered that the power should be restricted because it did not see that the
criteria specified were likely to change. It felt that the power in subsection (13)
should be limited to adding criteria or removing these additional criteria, rather
than varying or removing criteria specified in the Bill. The Committee notes the
concerns of the Subordinate Legislation Committee.
86. Presenting the detailed criteria of the general and special conditions on the
face of the Bill makes the Bill more complex than it might otherwise be. It did,
however, serve to highlight during the Committee’s consideration just how unclear
it is how these criteria will be applied in practice. There is no indication of how a
person’s “knowledge, expertise or abilities to cultivate the croft” are to be judged.
The application of this and other criteria relates closely to the way in which local
policies will develop (see paragraph 200 below) and how communities will engage
with and accept that process. The Committee recommends that the Executive
considers this whole issue further before the completion of Stage 1, and that
it reflects on whether the balance between presenting these criteria in the
Bill or in subordinate legislation is correct.
87. The Committee welcomes the desire to simplify crofting regulation, and
acknowledges that some relatively small changes in the Bill attracted little
comment and are generally welcome. In particular, the Committee hopes
that, now that the Commission can initiate action on some issues rather than
relying on the landowner’s initiative, there may be the potential for
regulation to be applied more consistently and rigorously. The Committee
does, however, note the very deep scepticism that the Commission will be
able to do so. The Committee considers that reform of the regulatory
framework is irrelevant unless it is properly applied and there is community
confidence in that. This is discussed further at paragraph 170 below.
88. The Committee believes that the complexity of the Bill as presented
makes it extremely difficult to see how simplification is achieved. It does not
feel like it, and the Executive has failed to make the case persuasively. An
approach which would have presented a free-standing consolidated Bill
would have been preferable – not least because the Deputy Minister stated
that this is unlikely to be the last word on crofting legislation.
89. The Committee also notes that the Executive has provided no
explanation of how it intends the Commission to use the new power taken in
Schedule 1 paragraph 3(1)(d)(i) to charge for regulatory functions. The
Committee is aware of the approach in other regulatory regimes of charges
being set at a level that is fully cost-reflective. Any such approach would
have a very significant impact on crofters. The Committee requests the
64
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Executive to provide a full statement of its intentions, and an analysis of the
potential impact.
Ensuring appropriate activity on crofts
90. As well as a general standardisation of procedures, the Bill changes what is
meant by crofting. The Executive emphasised that one purpose of the Bill is to
change regulation to allow crofters to use their whole croft for a purpose other than
agriculture. Section 11 of the Bill introduces the phrase “purposeful use” to the
statutory conditions on a croft tenancy. A crofter is required to cultivate the croft or
“put it to some other use, being a purposeful use”.65 Purposeful use is any planned
or managed use.
91. The Executive stated that “The Bill makes clear that other uses for crofts are
legitimate”.66 Most witnesses accepted that this is in line with reality, and that a
crofter should be able to conduct any small enterprise as long as that does not
undermine the principle that it should still allow the remainder of the croft to be fit
for cultivation or be able to revert to it.
92. Whether the balance is correct between allowing diversification and retaining
crofting as an essentially ‘land based’ activity was the subject of particular debate
(and also links to the discussion of development schemes at paragraph 255 below
and of the vision for crofting at paragraph 15 above). There was some concern
that Executive officials could not provide any clear explanation of the term
purposeful use and that what this means in practice is very fluid and potentially
very wide.67 Any statement of what is required of crofters has to be clear enough
to enable effective regulation. Officials stated that the Bill had been revised to
avoid an impression that, so long as some purposeful use was made of one part,
the rest of the croft did not need to be maintained or cultivated.68
93. Derek Flyn stated that the crofting system is based on agriculture, but he
considered that the Bill properly recognises that this is no longer its strength.
Professor Hunter emphasised that crofting should not be seen simply as a variant
of agriculture or managed as such. Nonetheless, a number of witnesses shared
the Deputy Minister’s view that crofting’s “time has come” in the sense that
agricultural and rural policy under the reformed CAP is moving away from
production subsidies and further towards a model of diversified rural economies
and achieving wider public and environmental benefits.69 The SAC stated that, by
managing the landscape which has important tourism and cultural benefits,
crofting underpins the whole economy.70 The NFU Scotland argued that
agriculture should still be seen as central to rural development. It stated that
retaining agriculture as the primary purpose of crofting makes all other aspects of
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regulation – who is a suitable tenant or crofter etc - much clearer than they might
otherwise be.71
94. Coupled with this change to the statutory conditions, the Commission stated
that the Bill will also give it “much–needed powers to tackle neglect, which we can
do at the moment only on the intervention of the landlord.”72 It said that the
procedures at present are cumbersome and rarely used, as there is generally no
incentive for a landowner to pursue them. Section 12 inserts a new section 5B into
the 1993 Act allowing the landlord, or the Commission with the permission of the
landlord, to apply to the Land Court for an order terminating the tenancy if a tenant
misuses or neglects a croft. Misuse is defined negatively as using a croft otherwise
than for cultivation or other purposeful use. Neglect is defined in terms of not
meeting the good agricultural and environmental conditions which are required for
receipt of CAP support payments.
95. The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted that the power in section
5B(10) to amend the definition of “neglect” is wider than simply updating
references and could be used to alter the nature of what constitutes neglect in
more radical ways which would alter the effect of the section. It acknowledged that
the section has serious implications and concluded that it may be possible to
achieve the policy objective by way of a more general provision which would avoid
the need for delegated powers. The Committee recommends that the
Executive considers this.
96. SNH and other witnesses suggested that one element of the purposeful use
and neglect provisions needs further consideration. Under proposed new sections
5(2A) and 5B(8) of the 1993 Act, where a crofter is doing or not doing something
for the purpose of conserving natural beauty, flora or fauna, this will not be treated
as a breach of the statutory conditions or as misusing or neglecting the croft.
Highland Council stated that this is too liberal and may be used to justify active
neglect as a purposeful use.73 While crofting is recognised as important to natural
heritage, there also needs to be a balance with ensuring active management of
the land. The Royal Society of Edinburgh suggested that preventing this turning
into neglect could be guaranteed by appropriate activity being defined in terms of
achievement of a simple but credible management plan to achieve the stated
conservation aims.74
97. Aside from these specific comments, many witnesses emphasised the need
for the purpose of crofting to be defined more clearly. Many other aspects in the
Bill or existing crofting legislation (such as the ability to decide whether to
designate an area for creating new crofts or judging the suitability of a prospective
croft entrant’s skills and experience) flow from that and, without a clear vision, will
be impossible to apply properly.
98. The Committee remains concerned that ‘purposeful use’ is not
adequately defined, and considers that the intention of this needs to be
71
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made much clearer before the Parliament can debate the general principles
of the Bill.
99. The Committee also acknowledges again the scepticism of witnesses,
given reported past experience, on the likelihood of the Commission
rigorously pursuing action on neglect.
100. It is unclear who would administer or check any claims that a crofter is
doing or not doing something for the purpose of conserving natural beauty,
flora or fauna. How this might be applied in practice will vary in different
parts of the country, perhaps depending on local policies and local
biodiversity priorities. The Committee accepts that conservation can be a
purposeful use. However, the Committee considers that this should be a
negotiated and managed use. Any claim that the land is being managed for
conservation purposes must be judged in terms of adherence to recognised
statutory objectives and schemes, such as in relation to criteria for support
under the Land Management Contract provisions. The Bill should be
amended to specify this.
101. The Committee also acknowledges evidence that much of the landbased activity on crofts is not profitable. The Committee considers that the
Executive must, therefore, be committed to providing practical support for
the active land management that it seeks to encourage and provide further
information on how it will achieve this. This is discussed further at
paragraph 303 below.
The proper occupier concept
Introduction
102. In the Policy Memorandum, the Executive states that it proposes to lodge an
amendment at Stage 2 to introduce the concept of a ‘proper occupier’. The aim of
this concept is to extend largely the same types of regulation to owner-occupiers
as exist for croft tenants. This is described in the Policy Memorandum as aiming to
help ensure that more crofts are actively worked - by ensuring that both tenants
and owner-occupiers have “the same rights, obligations and incentives to live near
and work their crofts”.75
103. During the course of the Committee's evidence programme it became clear
that this proposed amendment is central to whether the Bill will have any influence
on the market for croft land. There was some frustration that the idea has been
developed so late in the process. Although a number of witnesses noted that the
idea of regulating owner-occupiers in this way has been around for several years,
the Bill as introduced does not contain it. However, the Deputy Minister stated that
she had instructed its inclusion in response to suggestions from crofters and
because she wanted to address anxieties about the market influences on
crofting.76 Highland Council said that the late introduction “highlights earlier
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concerns about the lack of an Executive vision for crofting”.77 Certainly, other
witnesses agreed that greater discussion of the issues at an earlier stage of the
Bill's development would have been useful.
104. The Deputy Minister stated that “The proposal...is radical. It will affect the
principles of the Bill…” and described it as a potentially very powerful tool.78 A
complex explanatory paper was submitted by the Executive at the start of the
Committee's Stage 1 evidence programme and the draft text of the very
substantial amendment that is proposed was submitted near the end of the
evidence programme. This meant that the Committee did not have sufficient time
to digest the proposal and question witnesses properly on it. It also meant that
people with an interest in crofting did not have time to consider the proposal fully
and submit evidence to the Committee. The Committee felt that it would be
inappropriate for consideration of an amendment of this sort to be left to Stage 2,
as it clearly has the potential to affect many people's attitude towards the Bill. The
Committee, therefore, agreed to issue a further call for written evidence on this
proposal and recalled a number of witnesses, including the Deputy Minister, to
give further oral evidence specifically on it. This required the Committee to seek an
extension to the Stage 1 timetable.
Background
105. When the individual crofter’s right-to-buy was introduced in 1976, it was an
attempt to re-invigorate crofting, not to encourage land to be removed from
crofting. It was expected that those who purchased would continue to occupy and
work the land, not that they were to become landlords. However, at that time the
Commission responded to concerns about the effect the right to buy may have on
crofting by stating that what was being bought was simply the landlord's interest in
the land - in other words, that the new owner-occupier was now effectively still a
tenant but also his/her own landlord. It argued that this meant that the crofter,
though now an owner-occupier, was still subject to the same regulation as tenants
and so protection of crofting would be maintained.
106. The Commission acknowledged that it had stepped back from this position
almost immediately. Executive officials stated that it had decided that to take this
approach would have been contrary to the spirit of the right-to-buy. However, the
Commission also acknowledged that, as a result, the right to buy became a means
to avoid regulation and sometimes a “prelude to asset stripping”. 79 The Executive,
therefore, argues that the proper occupier concept 'regularises' the legal status of
owner-occupiers. The Executive acknowledged that there is existing power to
regulate owner-occupiers, but that the proper occupier idea is a “framework in
which those existing powers over croft owners can be used more rigorously”.80
Explanation of the proposal
107. The provisions for gaining and retaining proper occupier status are complex.
The Executive explained that the status of proper occupier will automatically be
granted to all crofters who have exercised the right to buy their croft (unless the
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croft is tenanted). Any person who acquires a croft after commencement of the Bill
will be designated a proper occupier. A person who purchases from someone who
is not a proper occupier will then have to apply for the status. A person who buys
part of a croft from a proper occupier will also have to apply for the status – thus
discouraging division of crofts.
108. The Executive stated that clarifying the legal position of owner-occupiers
would go hand-in-hand with more vigorous application of sanctions. In certain
circumstances, a crofter not meeting criteria (designed, for example, to
demonstrate living near and actively working the croft) could lose the status. An
owner-occupier would be given notice of any alleged failure to comply with
conditions and given time to rectify this. There is a right of appeal against any
removal of the status. The loss of proper occupier status could then be used by
the Commission as grounds to intervene with a view to exercising its existing
powers to require the owner to re-let the croft, in the same way as a vacant croft
must be re-let. A person required to re-let a croft could still apply to decroft their
house site, allowing them to continue to live on the land even though the land itself
would be put to more productive use.
109. The Executive suggested that this proposal will influence the market by both
increasing the supply of crofts becoming available and by imposing burdens that
will limit the pool of prospective purchasers to those who are committed to crofting,
thereby suppressing prices. Anyone who loses proper occupier status risks losing
all control over the land because a tenant imposed on the croft would have the
right to buy. The Deputy Minister stated, “If we have a tough regulatory framework
that covers owner-occupiers, it will not be possible for a croft to be sold to
someone who will not live on it and work it.”81
Overall reaction
110. Witnesses generally welcomed the aim of imposing the same regulation on
owner occupiers as on croft tenants, and the aim of discouraging absenteeism and
neglect by owner-occupiers.
111. Some witnesses focused on, and welcomed, the fact that the proposal would
regularise, clarify and protect the legal position of owner-occupiers, which had
been subject of such debate since 1976. Derek Flyn stated that the proposal sorts
out something which has needed to be resolved since 1976, when Parliament
granted a right to buy but gave crofters no guidance as to what was then required
of them.82
112. However, the SCF stated that the proposal is complex and “could potentially
achieve nothing positive and could produce further confusion and resentment”. It
argued that the proposal did not do what had been promised - to “resolve many if
not all of the issues that we felt were missed in the draft”.83 James McPherson, a
Commission assessor from Wick, stated that the proposal is a “costly exercise to
get back to the starting point under the present 1993 Act”.84 The SRPBA also
81
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suggested that a fuller examination of the background to the need for the proposal
is required before embarking on complex regulation.
113. Professor Jim Hunter opposed the proposal on a fundamental level. He
stated that it would add a further layer to an already very complex regulatory
system. He argued that the complexity has arisen because the Commission has
repeatedly stepped back from or failed to regulate crofting on the basic principle
that a crofter should be a person whose main home is on the croft. He argued for a
return to that. He noted that the Executive explanatory paper on the proposal
states that effective price controls on the sale of croft land are impossible, and
argued that the proper occupier concept is, therefore, being set up to achieve
something that even its authors do not accept can be achieved. Professor Hunter
argued that this is failing crofting and failing to recognise that the very essence of
crofting tenure rests on legislation having protected it from the market. Brian
Wilson also stated that the proposal is simply “another re-writing of a legal fiction”
to cover the Commission’s failure to act.85
114. The Deputy Minister stated that owner-occupiers “must be brought into the
regulatory system”.86 However, many witnesses argued that the Commission
already has sufficient powers to regulate owner-occupiers but fails to do so. The
Commission acknowledged that it already has powers in this regard - a point
emphasised by the fact that, if a person loses proper occupier status, the sanction
that can be pursued already exists in its entirety and is not changed by the
proposal. The Commission reinforced this suggestion that sufficient powers
already exist by indicating that it had taken a more active approach – under
existing legislation - to regulation of absentee owner-occupiers since the problems
caused by the Taynuilt case (discussed at paragraph 247 below).
115. John Toal said that one of the Executive's justifications for the concept - that
people currently purchase crofts to avoid regulation - is a misconception. Under
the existing law a croft is not removed from regulation when purchased. However,
the Commission indicated that it did not feel comfortable regulating them because
there is a wide public perception that, once a person has bought their croft, they
will be left alone by the Commission.87 However, several witnesses stated that the
obligations have always been made clear by solicitors when advising crofters
exercising the right to buy. Nonetheless, Simon Fraser said that tenants do
exercise the right to buy to avoid absentee action, clearly not believing that there is
any credibility in the idea that the Commission can or will still act on their
absenteeism.88
116. Donald Murdie of the SCF welcomed the fact that the proposal allows the
Commission to challenge neglect by owner-occupiers on the same terms as it can
for tenants, which he said was the only new aspect of the proposal.89
117. The Executive stated that the 'proper occupier' name is provisional. Several
witnesses argued that the ambition of regulating tenants and owner-occupiers in
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the same way should mean that one name is applied to both once it is accepted
that they are using the croft appropriately. The SCF suggested that the simplest
would be for a clearer definition of 'crofter'. It stated that the idea of recognising
fully that both tenants and owner-occupiers are equally valid parts of the same
crofting picture had been agreed by stakeholders as far back as 1998 in proposals
similar to the proper occupier’s intended effect. Several witnesses questioned why
the Bill could not have been drafted to take account of this.
118. The 1993 Act currently uses the term 'crofter' only in respect of croft tenants,
and so would need very substantial further re-drafting if it was also to apply to
owner-occupiers. The provisions for each could not apply in exactly the same way
because of legal differences between ownership and renting. However, they could
impose the same obligations on both. The fact that the Bill has not been
approached in a simpler and more coherent way added to the feeling expressed
by some witnesses that the proper occupier proposal serves to further complicate
crofting law, and that the effects of how it integrates with the existing body of law
are not yet fully thought out.
119. Some witnesses gave a cautious welcome to the potential of the amendment
to dampen the market. Witnesses generally agreed with the RICS that it is
undoubtedly the case that adding burdens of this nature to a property would have
an effect on the market, as would any burdens.90 On this basis, there was a fairly
broad sentiment that a Bill including this proposal is better than one without it,
although some gave that view on the basis that they feared this may be the only
opportunity to reform crofting law for many years.
Consistency between owner-occupiers and tenants
120. Many witnesses suggested that the spirit of regulating owner-occupiers and
tenants in like manner should apply to crofting grants. Shetland Islands Council
said that it welcomes the proposal provided it addresses the inequality between
owners and tenants. It said that all croft land, whether tenanted or owneroccupied, shares a common nature. In some areas, some crofters had no option
but to buy if they wanted to keep hold of the land, and so any penalty for being an
owner-occupier is perceived as unfair. At present there is a difference in eligibility
criteria for both crofting housing and agricultural grants, whereby a means-test is
currently applied to owner-occupiers and not to tenants. Several witnesses argued
that there is no reason to assume that tenants would be any less well-off than
owners, and virtually all witnesses suggested that the conditions should be
equalised, as the present situation is unfair and can fuel the market for
assignations.
121. Many witnesses also stated that the impact of the proper occupier proposal is
likely to be limited and slow to emerge as there is a relatively small number of
crofts being sold, and also because it does not address the issue of the high prices
being paid in the market for croft assignations. In areas such as the Western Isles,
where there is a very low level of owner-occupation, the proper occupier action will
have little effect on the croft land market. Many witnesses, therefore, suggested
that the proper occupier idea should apply equally to tenants as well as owneroccupiers and that the assignation system should be re-examined.
90
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122. Two-thirds of assignations are said to be to family members. The Bill
presumes in favour of family assignations, and amends the definition of family to
make it slightly more limited. Under the Bill, the consent of the Commission is
required for a non-family assignation, and the Bill introduces a range of criteria to
be considered in place of the current general discretion. The presumption appears
to be that burgeoning market demand for croft tenancies, and neglect and misuse
of crofts, stems largely from non-family assignations. This raised widely different
opinions over whether assignations should be restricted to family members, and
return to the landowner to be re-let if no family assignation is possible. However,
Murdo Mackay and others argued that purchasing a non-family assignation is the
only feasible route into crofting for some, and that those who have purchased a
croft may be more likely than others to value and work the land.91
123. The Deputy Minister stated that a desire to regulate assignation further did
not come through in consultation. However, this is not the Committee’s
experience. A number of witnesses argued strongly that it is vital for much greater
control to restrain the market in assignations. Brian Wilson stated, “If tenancies are
sold to the highest bidder…de facto, the free market in croft land will exist, which
will be the end of the whole thing”.92
124. The Bill does nothing to restrict assignation. In fact, it proposes less scrutiny
of assignations, removing the role of the landlord to consent to family assignation.
The Assynt Crofters Trust said that loosening assignation conditions in the past on
the false premise of encouraging ‘new blood’ has encouraged ‘asset stripping’.
Professor Hunter suggested that, if intervention in the market is to add to the
supply of crofts, it has to be radical. Regulating the non-family trade is likely to
affect relatively few crofts.
125. However, the Commission very obviously views its power to withhold consent
to a proposed assignee as one of veto to be used in the last resort to “avoid some
of the worst excesses”.93 It acknowledges that the Bill gives no guidance as to how
achieve that, and indicated that it could not conceive of using the right to withhold
consent as a tool to ensure the suitability of new entrants and thus restrain the
market and sustain crofting. The Commission also gives no indication that the
more vigorous application and enforcement of regulation which it promises will
accompany the proper occupier concept will be applied to regulating assignations.
126. The Committee recognises that the Bill tightens the definition of ‘family’
and acknowledges that this may address some of the concerns raised about
assignations.
127. However, the Committee is very disappointed with the response of the
Crofters Commission and the Deputy Minister to the very obvious desire
amongst witnesses to have assignations regulated more thoroughly and the
Commission’s power of veto applied more actively. The Committee
recommends that the Executive considers this issue further before the
completion of Stage 1.
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128. The Committee is aware of concerns, particularly from communityowned crofting estates, that the equalisation of grant criteria between
owner-occupiers and tenants risks providing an incentive to those who wish
to buy their croft. This may have the effect of undermining the coherence of
community development and add to market pressures on croft land. Equally,
the Committee is aware of the concerns of some owner-occupiers,
particularly in Shetland, that the current situation is penalising some active
crofters. The Committee requests that the Executive considers these issues
and assesses the impact of applying the same grant criteria to owneroccupiers and tenants.
Regulating entrants to crofting
129. At paragraph 63 above, proposals to manage the allocation of new crofts to
tenants with appropriate skills and commitment are discussed. In the debate about
the proper occupier proposal, a broad desire emerged to see suitable people given
preference in entering crofting, whether by purchase from an owner-occupier or by
non-family assignation. It was suggested that would reduce the attractiveness of
crofts to anyone other than those who wish to use them actively.
130. Several witnesses suggested applying a probationary period to all new crofts
entrants, and coupling this with testing adherence to an approved croft business
plan. The SCF stated that this probation should be for five years, with the
emphasis on helping the crofter achieve a management plan. Witnesses also
suggested that proper occupier status should not be granted until satisfactory
completion and that there should be a restriction on tenants’ right to buy or assign
the croft during the probationary period. This suggestion links strongly to having
agreement in the first place about what appropriate purposeful use is.
131. HIE said that a points system was piloted in Lewis and was not a great
success, but suggested that mature self-confident communities now emerging
through the community right to buy are doing it to some extent.94
132. The Deputy Minister stated that the idea was considered, but that she is “not
convinced that there was a huge amount of support”. She also expressed concern
that it would inhibit investment during the probationary period.95 The Commission
also said that it once had a policy of prioritising young local entrants but has been
advised that it was against European rules.96
133. The Committee considers that giving priority to applicants with certain
characteristics should be, and is, possible. There are examples in other
fields such as social housing. The Committee heard examples of how
communities hope to do it for new crofts, and how it is considered to be
critical to the success of community developments. The Committee also
considers that requiring new entrants to fulfil a managed probationary
period has some merit. The Committee requests that the Executive
considers this and responds before the completion of Stage 1.
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The detailed ‘proper occupier’ criteria
134. A very wide range of comments was raised about the detailed application of
the proper occupier concept and the nature of the criteria. The Law Society
suggested a range of detailed amendments which may be required.
135. Several witnesses noted that an owner-occupied croft is often held in the
name of spouses, or owned by one and tenanted to the other. The proposal does
not seem to anticipate or recognise this. The requirement that the proper occupier
is to be “a natural person” leaves it unclear who would have the status and how
the other person would be regarded. The Law Society also noted that the proposal
does not provide for the relatively common situation where a purchaser has
bought a croft in a nominated name, where the original crofter is still the occupier
of the croft but the ownership is in the nominee’s name.
136. When a person is obliged to apply for proper occupier status, one of the
criteria that may trigger intervention by the Commission in the application is that
the applicant owns or rents another croft. However, if the Commission investigates
whether a person should retain proper occupier status, retention is conditional on
criteria which include that the person does not own or rent at least four other
crofts. The Executive stated that this will inhibit future croft accumulation. The SCF
stated that there should be no restriction to the number of crofts held, as long as
they are being used for crofting. Professor Hunter suggested that the criterion for
both situations should be whether one other croft is controlled. That would then
allow the Commission to use its discretion to consider more cases.97
137. The SRPBA stated that, at the very least, it is not clear why a crofter
occupying three crofts is not at risk of losing proper occupier status, while having
two crofts precludes a crofter from gaining it in the first instance. This criterion
does not recognise the small size of some crofts or the historic reasons why a
person may have acquired control of several. Donald Macarthur of Tiree argued
that not granting proper occupier status to a person with several crofts is unfair to
those on Tiree, many of whom have several crofts and were encouraged at one
time to have multiple holdings as the only means of maintaining agricultural
viability. Agriculture is the main source of income for Tiree crofters, which is
relatively unusual in the crofting counties.98
138. The Executive stated that the provision is intended to distinguish an owneroccupier from an estate owner, and that it understood that, while some families on
Tiree control more than four crofts, individuals do not. The Committee does not
have evidence on which to judge if this is accurate, and requests more
detailed analysis from the Executive of the potential impact of this criterion.
139. There is also no indication that tenants of several crofts are to be asked to
relinquish some in order to be regarded as 'proper' crofters. Officials stated that
accumulation of tenancies was encouraged in the 1960s, and there appears to be
no mood now to restrict the number that can be held. However, it is not clear how
this works consistently with the proper occupier proposal, or whether a tenant of
several crofts who then bought them all could still be a proper occupier.
97
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140. For both application and retention of the status, one of the criteria is that the
person lives on, or within 16 kilometres, of the croft. Duncan MacInnes suggested
that this is perhaps now outdated.99 Others suggested that there may be particular
circumstances (for example, in the northern isles) where a person has to work in
the main town over 16 kilometres away and cannot reasonably travel every day,
but still works the croft effectively.
141. Although the criteria on both the number of crofts controlled and the distance
within which the occupier lives are on the face of the Bill, they were generally
agreed to be relatively arbitrary measures. Johnnie Mackenzie of the SRPBA
suggested that the criteria should be in subordinate legislation so that they could
be consulted on and debated separately.100 Executive officials stated that the
proposal is drafted to fit in with the way that the existing legislation is set out.
142. The proposal also specifically allows a proper occupier to let out any house
or other building on the croft to holiday visitors. Some crofters generate income by
moving out of their home in the summer and renting it out. It is not clear why this
incentive is provided, but the opportunity for crofters to meet local needs by
providing affordable housing for rent under short assured tenancies is not
mentioned. The Committee received further information from the Deputy Minister
which suggested that this issue has not been considered and the various uses of
property on crofts has not been monitored in practice. However, she indicated a
range of practical problems for the management and regulation of crofts if such
tenancies were permitted.101 The Committee considers that this existing
provision for tenants has simply been applied to owner-occupiers without
consideration of whether it is appropriate. The Committee notes the
evidence that in some areas there are many derelict croft houses which
could be taken out of crofting and made available to meet general demand
for affordable housing.102 The Committee requests that the Executive
considers further whether provision of housing through short-assured
tenancies could be permitted on both tenanted and owner-occupied croft
land.
Implementation and enforcement
143. It is not entirely clear how the Commission will take action to implement and
enforce the proper occupier status. Under the proposal the Commission must
intervene if it receives a valid complaint and can intervene at its own hand if it
thinks the conditions of the status are being breached. It is not clear how the
Commission would become aware of issues, unless the processes by which local
policies are determined (see paragraph 200 below) assist it in identifying problem
or priority areas. To some extent, the force of this will depend on how communities
organise around local policies, and it is not clear if this will provide the robust
regulation that witnesses have emphasised is required.
144. The SCF argued that the Commission needs to be resourced and obliged to
take a proactive approach. Others suggested that the Commission should be
99
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obliged to undertake a number of spot-checks each year or some kind of survey of
compliance. Many witnesses felt that the proposal would fare no better than other
initiatives if there is no major development in the way enforcement is addressed.
By mirroring the regulatory approach in the rest of the Bill, the proposal contains
the same flaws relating to the unclear definition of purposeful use and neglect as
mentioned above at paragraph 90. It also parallels the system outlined in
discussion of section 5 at paragraph 80 above, where the Commission's
intervention at its own initiative is discretionary. Susan Lamont, a crofter from
Tiree, suggested that this leaves the issue of enforcement very uncertain.103
145. The Executive explained that it had chosen not to require a purchaser to
apply for the status at the time of the purchase, as it would be too much of a
burden on the Commission. The way the proper occupier is to be administered,
therefore, fits with the Bill’s overall perspective of minimising the Commission’s
intervention. However, witnesses expressed a very substantial lack of confidence
in the Commission’s ability and willingness to enforce it in a way which could
defend crofting. Professor Hunter stated that it is inconceivable that, at a time
when the thrust of agricultural policy is to take land out of production, society
would accept forcing an owner to relinquish their land on the grounds of not having
used it purposefully.104
146. Several witnesses emphasised that, if the Commission does not take an
active responsibility for protecting crofting by identifying cases which require
intervention, there will be such a small turnover of those who are required to apply
for the status that it is not clear how much of a damping effect this proposal can
have on the market. There is no indication of how the Executive may measure,
judge and review its success. Highland Council stated that the automatic granting
of the status to anyone who purchases a croft undermines the concept that the
proposal will place such burdens on owner-occupiers that it will end speculation on
croft land. It suggested that proper occupier status should always be granted at
the discretion of the Commission rather than automatically.
147. Many witnesses expressed concern that action against absenteeism under
existing law does not give confidence that the proper occupier concept will work.
Crofters Commission material shows over 1700 absentees (both tenants and
owner-occupiers) indicated on the Register of Crofts. The extent of this varies
widely.105
148. Different figures for how many owner-occupiers are absentees were
presented to the Committee. The Commission suggested that it may be 10% of
the roughly 3700 owner-occupiers. The Executive stated that it is approximately
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150.106 The Committee requests clarification before completion of Stage 1 of
the number of absentee owners.
149. The Executive has provided no indication of how long it may take to deal with
these under the proposal, or what priority it would have. The Deputy Minister said
that it would, in part, depend on the Commission’s resources and other
obligations.107
150. Shane Rankin, Chief Executive, stated that the Crofters Commission’s
absentee action is robust and effective, and does persuade absent owneroccupiers to seek tenants. A number of witnesses suggested that the processes
are complex, time-consuming and expensive. However, Simon Fraser said that his
experience on Lewis is that it bears fruit.108 Absenteeism is widely accepted in
theory as entirely destructive to crofting communities and economies and counter
to the population-sustaining objective - but when it gets to individual cases it is a
matter of sensitive complexity. The Commission stated that the “umbilical cord of
crofting is very strong”109 and the economic imperative which led to a lot of
absenteeism has to be treated with sensitivity. The tension between regulating
firmly and meeting local needs is difficult. However, as the Commission says it is
already tackling absenteeism firmly and it is exactly the same set of processes
which is to be involved in applying the proper occupier concept, it is not clear what
is meant when the Executive says that proper occupier will be accompanied by a
more vigorous enforcement of existing legislation.
151. The Committee welcomes and endorses the Executive’s intention to
ensure that the activities of croft owner-occupiers are regulated in the same
way as tenants.
152. In its pre-legislative scrutiny in November 2005 the Committee
specifically raised this issue with the Deputy Minister. The Committee
acknowledges that the Executive has attempted to address these concerns.
However, the Committee is disappointed that proposals were not included in
the Bill as introduced. Bringing them forward late in the process has made
scrutiny of the Bill very difficult.
153. The Committee considers that the evidence has illustrated that the
Commission, and the crofting community, are not clear on the extent and
application of existing legislation to govern croft owners. The major reason
for bringing forward the proper occupier proposal (which is explained by the
Scottish Executive as simply a framework for applying existing powers) is to
remedy a perception of a lack of previous and current application of that
existing law.
154. The Committee does consider that the detailed criteria to be applied in
considering applications to gain or retain proper occupier status provide an
important framework for effective intervention. However, there are several
aspects of these which require further consideration. The same issues as
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raised in paragraph 86 above apply here - namely about the balance between
putting these criteria on the face of the Bill or allowing them to be separately
debated as subordinate legislation.
155. However, the Committee considers that the proposal is an extremely
complex approach. It does not fit easily with the stated objective of
simplifying regulation of crofting, and the Committee concurs with the view
that the effects of how it integrates with the existing body of crofting law are
not yet fully thought through.
156. The Committee considers that a much simpler and preferable option
would be to amend the 1993 Act so that the definition of ‘crofter’ can apply
appropriately to both tenants and owner-occupiers. The Committee
acknowledges that this may require considerable redrafting, but considers
that there is no reason why it should not be done. The Committee requests
the Executive to examine this before the completion of Stage 1.
157. As stated at paragraph 83 above, the effects of such a further complex
change to the 1993 Act would be easier to follow if the Bill restated the
whole body of crofting law as well as amending it.
158. The Committee considers that the Executive and the Commission
should be ambitious to ensure that all crofts are actively worked. As stated
previously, this depends on effective enforcement as much as it does on
regulatory reforms. Under existing law, there is no reason why there should
be a large number of owner-occupiers who are absentees without action
having been taken. The Committee is not persuaded that the Commission is
using its existing powers as vigorously as it claimed. Given the lack of detail
presented in evidence, the Committee acknowledges the significant lack of
confidence in crofting communities that the Commission is likely to apply
the new powers vigorously in future.
159. The way that the right to buy and to decroft a house site operates is
discussed at paragraph 168 below. The Committee is concerned that this
could allow a croft to be eroded gradually by the repeated removal and sale
of house sites. It is not clear if this is a ‘loophole’ or if it is an unintended
consequence of the right to buy which cannot be addressed by the proper
occupier proposal. The Committee is concerned that this possibility could
mean that the proper occupier amendment will have no damping effect on
the market and will not be able to protect croft land. The Committee requests
the Executive to consider this before completion of Stage 1.
Other regulatory issues
160. The Committee also heard evidence suggesting other methods by which
crofting regulation could be reformed to help ensure its sustainability. Two of these
are considered briefly below.
Restricting the right to buy
161. The SRPBA stated that the ability under existing legislation for a crofter to
buy the croft for a regulated standard sum (15 times the annual rent), and
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subsequently to sell it on the open market, creates a large potential windfall gain,
and sets up a fundamental tension in the system by trying to ‘have it both ways’.
Some witnesses considered this to be a key driver in the market in crofts. The
Commission stated that crofters having the right to buy is “the difficult aspect of the
market value situation in which we find ourselves”.110
162. Some witnesses suggested restriction of the right to buy. Duncan Baird
suggested that contracting out of it in perpetuity should be a condition of nonfamily assignations. However, the Executive stated that the right to buy is valued
by crofters and is an essential protection against an obstructive landlord.
Restriction of the right would put power back into the hands of landlords, to the
disadvantage of some crofting communities.111 John Toal suggested that this is
not the case and argued that the right to buy makes little difference to the general
operation of the crofting system. However, Shetland Islands Council also
suggested that removing it from existing tenants would be difficult and complex
and would have human rights implications.112
163. In contrast, a number of witnesses suggested that, if the right is an essential
protection, it is ironic that the likelihood of new crofts being created is assumed to
depend entirely on the right being removed. The National Trust expressed
disappointment that no real consideration has been given to the option of
restricting the right to buy in some way, with the result that individual interests are
being protected over and above those of the community.
164. Several witnesses also suggested another related method by which the
market in croft land could be restrained. Existing legislation requires that, where a
crofter purchases the croft and then sells it on within five years, half of the 'uplift' in
value must be shared with the former landlord.113 Several witnesses suggested
increasing the clawback period so that ‘speculators’ could not realise such high
values for a longer period, making the investment less attractive. The SEBG stated
that the period is ineffectual and should be extended, perhaps to 10 or 15 years.114
165. However, the Commission regards this idea as creating yet another
classification of crofter with different rights and unlikely to have the desired
effect.115 Drew Ratter also stated that he is against any clawback in principle, as
the crofter has often created all the value in the land.116
166. The SRPBA and others also suggested that the Bill should take the
opportunity to close an apparent loophole that has avoided the clawback. It stated
that a legal loophole has developed which allows an owner-occupier crofter to sell
to a ‘nominee’ (for example a third party developer) without the requirement to
share the uplift with the former landlord.117 The SRPBA stated that this has
opened the way to speculation in croft sites and has encouraged the free trade in
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crofts on the open market, and was never what Parliament intended when
establishing the right to buy in 1976.
167. The Committee requests that the Executive considers whether the
possibility of avoiding a clawback of value by selling a croft to a nominee
has implications for community landlords, and whether this should be
addressed.
168. The Committee also notes that crofters have an absolute right to buy a house
and garden site. The Commission is then obliged to accept an application for
decrofting of the site if the size of the site is thought to be reasonable. The house
and garden could then be sold on the open market. It appears that a crofter would
then be able to secure another house and garden site (as there is no longer any
house on the remaining croft land), and apply to decroft that, build a house on it
and sell it, and so on repeatedly. The Committee is concerned that this allows
the possibility of crofts being eroded in ways which are beyond the reach of
the regulatory regime and which cast doubt on attempts to dampen the
market. The Committee requests that the Executive considers and responds
to this before completion of Stage 1.
Restricting the division of crofts
169. The Bill amends the scope to divide a croft, and requires the Commission’s
consent to a division. Division of a croft is likely to extend the options for part of the
land to be decrofted and it, therefore, links to the debate on speculation in croft
land. Argyll and Bute Council stated that division is likely to reduce the agricultural
value of land and the ability to put it to purposeful use – undermining the existing
provision that a croft should have no more than two houses on it and amounting to
tacit legitimising of house site development. The Commission itself said that
proper occupiers should not be allowed to divide their croft by selling it in parts
without Commission consent, as this would affect its viability.118 The way in which
the Commission regulates division is therefore very significant. Some witnesses
suggested that there should be a minimum size of sub-division. However, it is
widely agreed to be very difficult to set an appropriate threshold. The Committee
requests that the Executive considers this issue.

REFORM OF THE CROFTERS COMMISSION
Confidence in the Commission
170. The ability to implement any vision for crofting depends on how the Crofters
Commission discharges its responsibility to monitor and act on failure to comply
with the legislation. As has already been discussed on the proper occupier
proposal, opinion on the merits or adequacy of any proposed reform of crofting
regulation is fundamentally linked to a debate on the adequacy and efficiency of
the existing regulatory framework and the Commission’s enforcement of it. A major
strand of evidence was a concern that the Crofters Commission has to be credible
and enjoy the confidence of the crofting community.
118
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171. A number of witnesses suggested, particularly in relation to decrofting
decisions, that the Commission has taken to arguing that its powers are
inadequate to protect crofting in the way that communities might wish and that it
cannot, therefore, be held responsible for failures. Brian Wilson argued that this
perspective has led to a “quite rapid breakdown of the regulatory system”.119
172. As noted at paragraph 114 above, much of the comment on the proper
occupier proposal stated that the Commission already has the necessary powers
to deal with neglect and absenteeism by owner-occupiers and does not need any
new regulatory measures. The Assynt Crofters Trust stated that the Commission
has “ample powers to take action” against owner-occupiers already and “a lot of
the Bill is re-legislating for powers that the Crofters Commission already has but is
unwilling to use”.120 The Commission itself stated that people often seem to
imagine that it has powers which it actually does not and so are inevitably
disappointed with what they perceive to be its apparent inactivity.
173. Whether or not adequate powers exist, evidence indicates that there is a real
public perception of failure to enforce them over the years. This is vital. The
National Trust stated that the Commission’s work is currently regarded as
inconsistent and ineffective. Donald Murdie, an SCF representative, provided an
example of what he described as “long-term regulatory failure” in one township
where 11 out of 19 croft holders are absentees despite the demand from
prospective new entrants.
174. Brian Wilson stated, “Either the regulator must regulate, or what has been
legislated for will continue to drift.”121 Highland Council noted that the Bill
strengthens the Commission, but it is by no means clear how the Executive will
ensure that it uses the tools available.122 HIE also emphasised that all regulatory
reforms are pointless if not enforced, and suggested that the Commission should
have been given a statutory obligation to regulate.123
175. A number of witnesses argued that the Commission needs to have adequate
powers, but must also have the discretion to apply them sensitively. It was widely
accepted that a balance is needed. Derek Flyn emphasised that many of the
criticisms of the Commission stem from the fact that crofting is so widely variable
in the areas it covers. The Executive stated that taking away the Commission’s
discretion would be likely to create significant disharmony in communities.124
Several witnesses illustrated this in respect of absenteeism. While many would
welcome in principle a strict application of the regulatory powers, when it comes to
individual cases almost everyone will have arguments as to why a particular
person’s circumstances mean that they should be treated more flexibly.
176. While acknowledging the need for sensitive and flexible application of
regulations, at the same time there has to be confidence in the credibility of the
regulator to use its powers wisely and thoroughly in defence of crofting. This links
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in to the way that the Bill proposes to simplify regulation, discussed at paragraph
79 above. The Commission stated that “we take our regulatory role seriously…We
take a consistent approach to non-family assignations, contrary to what the
Committee may have heard.”125 The Deputy Minister acknowledged that the
concern is loud and clear. She emphasised that “The bill confers a clear duty on
the Crofters Commission both to act on the direction of ministers and to ensure the
sustainability of crofting communities”.126
177. The Committee acknowledges that some of the Commission’s activity
is very welcome – such as its absentee initiative and its stated desire to use
proposed new powers to tackle neglect on its own initiative. However, the
Commission itself fuelled doubts about its approach to date by stating that
the proper occupier proposals would allow for a more vigorous use of
existing powers. The Committee was struck by the range of negative
comments and the depth of frustration and long-standing dissatisfaction
expressed by witnesses about the Commission’s practice.
The Register of Crofts
178. One specific area in which the credibility of the Commission was challenged
by many witnesses is the quality of the Register of Crofts. The importance of an
accurate map-based croft register to the efficient judgement of various regulatory
issues was widely emphasised by virtually all witnesses. Derek Flyn stated that it
is essential to any closer control of the occupancy of crofts. Brian Wilson stated
that “…in order to regulate a system, one must first know the definitions of that
system and then maintain an updated record of the people who came in and out of
it.”127 It is also essential for basic conveyancing in the crofting counties.
179. Many of the development opportunities which crofting communities may wish
to pursue also rely fundamentally on the communities having a clear idea of what
actually is the crofting resource with which they are working. Some witnesses also
suggested that landlords are frustrating the individual right to buy by costly
disputes over boundaries, and that a community purchase can be hugely delayed
by uncertainty over boundaries. The Commission also stated that a map of the
crofting counties is essential for proper engagement in the planning process.128
180. The Crofters (Scotland) Act 1955, which constituted the modern Crofters
Commission, provides that it is the duty of the Commission to compile and
maintain a Register of Crofts, which shall contain information including the name,
location and extent of every croft. A Register of Crofts exists, but it is not mapbased and witnesses generally accepted that it has not been done well and the
level of information is not adequate. Several witnesses indicated that many
landlords tend to have very little knowledge of the exact boundaries of crofts.
Crofts tend to be defined by a narrative description relating to features on the
ground rather than exact co-ordinates and measurements.
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181. Some questioned why this has not been done adequately to date when the
duty has existed since 1955. In a view echoed by many, Professor Hunter stated,
“Given the huge advantages that are afforded by modern technology in this
respect and the relatively small numbers that are being dealt with, it remains
extraordinary that, for more than half a century, an organisation employing so
many people and with such a large budget has not been able to fulfil one of the
very basic remits that were given to it at the outset.”129
182. Section 7 of the Bill reinforces the existing duty on the Commission to
compile and maintain a register. It provides that a range of information previously
not held on the Register of Crofts can be held there. Section 8 also gives Ministers
power to make subordinate legislation which would empower the Commission to
require maps of crofts to be supplied to it, in a form which would make it
compatible with the Land Register's mapping system. This re-emphasis and
development of the Register was very widely welcomed by witnesses.
183. Many witnesses appeared to assume that the Bill would ensure that a mapbased register for all crofts would now be provided. The Commission stated that
“We certainly require a proper map of the crofting counties.”130 The Financial
Memorandum, however, indicates that a map will only be required to be provided
when the croft first changes hands after enactment of the legislation.131 If this is
the case, the relatively low turn-over of crofts is likely to mean that it will be many
years before anything approaching a coherent map of the crofting areas is
produced. However, the scope of the new section 41A(1)(a)(i) would seem to
provide the opportunity for the Commission to require maps in a wider set of
circumstances than simply when crofts are changing hands. The extent of the
provision needs to be clarified.
184. Sir Crispin Agnew stated that the Commission had never previously had the
authority or the resources to compile an adequate register.132 However, the
Commission stated that a pilot geographic information system is now starting to
develop maps, but only one member of staff is working on it. Many witnesses
suggested that the availability of new technologies and of data from other sources
(such as the IACS systems used to manage payment of farm subsidies) might
assist mapping now. Others cautioned that other data sources would have limited
use - for example, the IACS data would not correspond neatly to croft boundaries,
and a significant number of crofters have not made returns under that system. The
Commission also stated that, in any event, the use of IACS data for other
purposes had to date been restricted by interpretation of the Data Protection Act
1998.133
185. Many witnesses raised the issue of the cost of compiling an adequate
register and who should pay. Section 7(b) of the Bill strengthens the right of
access to the Register, providing for it to be open to public scrutiny. Section 8
provides for Ministers to make subordinate legislation setting out a charging
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scheme for fees for providing information or maps from the Register. The Bill does
not state explicitly who will cover the cost of providing the map in the first instance,
but implies that this will be the individual crofter. The Financial Memorandum
states that this is likely to cost £300 - £400 per map (but justifies this falling on the
crofter because the map would be required as a result of the croft changing hands
and the expense will be compensated for by a likely reduction in transaction costs
as boundaries will be certain).134 Duncan Burd suggested that £100 plus VAT is a
usual survey fee for providing a map.135
186. Many witnesses argued that the cost should not fall on crofters. The SCF
illustrated the problems that are being caused in crofting communities by the
failure to maintain an adequate register, and objected to the obligation now being
devolved to individuals. It stated, “…those involved in the Pairc estate buy-out on
Lewis are not even attempting to buy the inby ground because they cannot identify
it and they do not know who owns it. There are perhaps 200 or 300 holdings. It is
almost impossible to get one's head around that and to dedicate time and
resources to do the work, yet that was the primary remit of the Crofters
Commission from 1956.”136 The Stornoway Trust suggested that there should be
financial incentives provided to ensure that maps are produced. The Commission
did not answer the point directly, but implied that it considers it appropriate for
individual crofters to pay.137
187. Some witnesses also raised further questions on the detail of how the
Register should operate. Sir Crispin Agnew suggested that there should be a
general right for the Commission to enter any other information that it thinks
relevant to the croft.138 The Law Society suggested that the Bill does not explicitly
provide that a croft should be registered when it is bought. It also suggested that
the Register should include details of all occupiers. 139
188. The Subordinate Legislation Committee concluded that there should be a
requirement for a charges scheme under section 8, or approval of the scheme, to
be incorporated into a statutory instrument so as to give the opportunity for
parliamentary scrutiny. The Committee endorses this recommendation.
189. The Committee is astonished that an adequate register has not been
produced despite it being a statutory obligation on the Commission for over
50 years. The Committee accepts that it is essential that this failure is now
rectified. The Committee considers that significant progress could be made
relatively easily with readily-available technology and data sources, and that
sufficient priority and resources should be applied to this task. However, as
well as the general quick progress that could be made, there will also be
many uncertain and disputed boundaries. Resolving this is an essential
element of crofting communities accepting the need for regulation and
getting to grips with planning for the needs of their communities. The
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Committee, therefore, believes that there are dangers and missed
opportunities in leaving the mapping to individual croft holders. The
Committee does not accept that it is appropriate to produce a map only
when a croft changes hands. The Committee considers that the mapping of
all crofts should be tackled as a priority in a coherent way and should be
used as an opportunity to engage crofting communities. As such, the
Committee considers it inappropriate for crofters to be required to pay for
the mapping, and recommends that it is important enough for the Executive
to ensure that it is properly funded.
190. A related issue is the resolution of disputes over croft boundaries. The Land
Court currently has the power to settle disputes over the boundaries of crofts.
As one element of the overall aim of simplifying crofting regulation, section 22
introduces a new section to the 1993 Act, giving the Court full authority to declare
a boundary as it see fits where there is insufficient evidence to allow the boundary
to be clearly determined. As noted above, this can be a common situation.
191. Section 25(a)(iii) amends the definition of 'croft' to include any holding which
has been entered on the Register of Crofts for a continuous period of 20 years.
There was wide agreement with accepting boundaries which have been assumed
to be crofts for 20 years. Sir Crispin Agnew also suggested that there can be so
many problems when land in crofting areas comes for sale that a reverse
assumption should be allowed - if land has been assumed not to be a croft for 20
years it should be deemed not to be such. He cited the case of a shop which had
been sold several times over decades, but on a recent sale an objection had been
raised by someone who claimed the land was croft land.140 The Committee
requests that the Executive considers this further.
Governance and accountability of the Commission
192. Whether the Commission has adequate powers and enforces them is also
linked closely into a debate on whether the Commission has the correct structures
to deliver efficient and effective regulation in a way which has the confidence of
crofting communities. There were very strong feelings about the Commission, with
many regarding it as distant from the grass-roots. However, virtually all witnesses
acknowledged the need to ensure that the Commission is proactive, respected
and accountable.
193. Drew Ratter (representing Shetland Islands Council, but also a member of
the Commission’s board) stated that, “Policies must be developed by consultation
and consensus—it is a matter of policing by consent. Unless people have broadly
internalised and accept regulation, they will pursue every single point through
every legal channel that they can and gum up the works for ever.”141 The
accountability of the Commission is essential to achieving this acceptance.
194. The Bill makes a number of changes to governance structures. However,
these cannot completely resolve concerns about the way the Commission works.
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That will depend on how the Commission actually uses its powers and how
communities engage with the way they want it to operate.
The board
195. Schedule 1 paragraph 5(a) states that the Commission’s members must
include “persons with knowledge of crofting”. Many witnesses welcomed this, but
there was a very strong balance of opinion amongst witnesses that this should go
further and that there should be democratisation of the Commission board by
direct election of at least some members. Others suggested that consideration
should be given to whether other criteria, such as area representation or a
proportion of members being active crofters, should be applied to the board. The
SCF stated that, at present, the Commission “stands out as anachronistic,
regressive and non-aligned” in the face of a general move to greater accountability
in public life.142
196. Drew Ratter opposed these suggestions, and emphasised the difficulties of
members of an impartial regulatory body also having to seek periodic re-election.
He said, “There are two options: in an ideal world, we would have robust impartial
regulation; or we can have elected board members. In my view, we cannot have
both.”143
197. Other NDPBs with a regulatory role are generally not elected. However, the
specific nature of the crofting interest and the role of the Commission to represent
the community interest provides a different context. The SCF argued that, aside
from its regulatory role, “a central role of the Commission is to advise Scottish
Ministers on crofting affairs, and so it is essential that the Commission is
democratic in its membership and operation”.144 The tension between this advisory
or developmental role and the semi-judicial regulatory one is discussed further at
paragraph 198 below.
198. The Deputy Minister noted that there may be other practical difficulties. She
said, “As an independent tribunal, the commission exists not only to serve existing
crofters but to balance the rights and interests of crofters with those of crofting
communities, landlords and anyone who might wish to become a crofter. The
difficulty with the proposal for an elected board concerns how we decide who
should elect the board members and how we ensure that the board remains
independent.”145 Election to represent areas was also regarded as likely to mean
making the board an unwieldy size.
199. However, the Deputy Minister stated, “I recognise the strength of concern
and feeling about the need to ensure that the board represents crofters and their
communities. It strikes me that an element of representation could be provided for
in the local panels under the bill's provisions as they stand. I am happy to keep
discussing that issue.”146
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Local policies
200. The issue of election of the board was coupled with a general sense that
local responsiveness in the Commission’s operation is required. There was a
general concern to ensure the full inclusion of the local community at various
points.
201. Section 2 of the Bill inserts a new section 2A to the 1993 Act, allowing the
Commission to develop local policies. Donald Macarthur stated that there is a
significant problem in designing an approach “to cover 1 acre crofts in Lewis, 100
acre crofts in Tiree and 1,000 acre crofts in Sutherland.”147 Local policies were,
therefore, generally welcomed as positive recognition of the variation within
crofting areas, and the need for local responsiveness. The Assynt Crofters Trust
did not agree, stating that adhering to local policies may stifle enterprise and may
cause conflict in local communities.148
202. Despite the broad welcome, there is some uncertainty over precisely what
the policies will cover and how they will operate. Many witnesses appeared to
assume that they would mean that regulation would be applied differently in
different areas and provided some opinion on what kinds of regulatory decisions
they might cover. While indicating that this might be the case, the Commission
appeared to view the proposal more as a planning tool and a mechanism which
can be used to explore how communities want to see their land released for
development.
203. The Commission said that it had experimented with local communities
making regulatory decisions in the past, with pilot projects in three areas in 2000,
but that “local regulatory pilots that we tried did not work…the decisions were too
close for comfort for many people”.149 The Commission stated that crofters had
shown no appetite to take regulatory decisions in their own areas, and were not
able to build up enough expertise in difficult regulatory issues, which may occur
only relatively rarely. It suggested that a balance is required between involving
crofting communities in planning for the needs of crofting in their areas, but
keeping regulatory decisions at arms length.
204. The level at which these policies would be drawn up is also unclear. The Bill
provides that it can be from the level of a single crofting township or more than one
township. Several witnesses suggested that this minimum size is too small. In
contrast to a general desire for local responsiveness, several witnesses argued
that, if defined very locally, the policies would be complicated and difficult to
administer. Highland Council suggested that they should cover broad brush
regions within the crofting counties – for example, one area policy each for the
mainland, the Western Isles and Shetland.150
205. HIE emphasised that it is also not yet clear how involved communities will be
or what the process of preparing and adopting a local policy will involve.151 The Bill
provides for the Commission to decide whether a local policy is required and for it
147
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to prepare and adopt the policy. If it does so it will be required to consult local
grazings committees about the area boundary and set up a local panel to advise
and assist it. This panel will be appointed by the Commission, and there is no
provision in the Bill as to its size, composition or input, other than that they should
be resident in the area or thought to have relevant expertise.
206. The appointment of local panels and preparation of local policies, therefore,
still leaves unanswered the issue of formal local representation with the
Commission’s structures. In reflecting on this, several witnesses criticised what
they regarded as an apparent reduction in the role and use of the Commission’s
network of area assessors – a group of approximately 80 people in crofting areas
who are able to provide the Commission with local crofting expertise when
required.
207. Representing Shetland Islands Council, Drew Ratter argued that, “something
has been lost in the past few years as a result of the dilution of the use of
assessors and the withdrawal of any kind of area responsibility on the part of
commissioners or board members of the Crofters Commission...If we are to
achieve what we need to achieve, that link needs to be reconstituted”.152
208. Evidence indicated that there is a widespread belief that the assessors are
elected, which many witnesses contrasted with the proposal to appoint local
panels. However, this is not the case.153 The assessors are appointed by the
Commission, although mainly on the nomination of grazings committees (which, in
some cases, may amount to much the same as local election).
209. Agnes Leask argued that there should be elected local representatives of
some sort, elected by local grazings committees etc. at a level which would
understand local circumstances.154 It is not clear from the Bill how local panels
would relate to grazings committees, if at all. The SCF argued that there is a need
for the democratic representation of crofters right through the system, from
township and area level to the Commission board, to be thoroughly
reconsidered.155
Grazings committees
210. In this context, several witnesses suggested that the Bill is missing an
opportunity to consider and reform the function of grazings committees. The Bill
makes only very minor modifications to the procedures of grazings committees.
Some witnesses argued that more power should be devolved to well-run grazings
committees who know the local crofting scene on the ground. However, evidence
indicated some concern about ensuring the consistent quality of grazings
committees. The SEBG suggested that a vibrant committee can lead a community
effectively, but that the situation is mixed.156 Other witnesses indicated that some
local committees can be dominated by particular interests or perspectives and can
be a barrier to flexibility and different approaches to making crofting viable. The
152
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committees need support and structure from the Commission so that they are
appropriately responsive.
211. Duncan MacInnes suggested that grazings committees can have a huge
local influence and that there is a need for an enforceable code of conduct for
them, covering openness, rotation of committee members, etc. However, there is
nothing in the Bill about their constitution and accountability. The SRPBA
suggested that the Executive should at least have included consultation on
revising the constitution and accountability of grazings committees as part of the
development of the Bill.157
212. The Committee welcomes the Deputy Minister’s willingness to consider
the issue of community representation further. However, the Committee
acknowledges that there is a wide range of concerns about the framework
set out in the Bill for the governance and accountability of the Commission.
The Committee does not consider that the Bill sets out a coherent
framework which is adequately thought through. The Committee does not
consider that this aspect of the Bill can proceed at present.
213. The Committee recommends that the Executive should consult on, and
re-examine, the whole framework – including the structure, representation
on and accountability of the board; the level at which local policies should
operate and how they should feed in to the work of the Commission; and the
role and constitution of grazings committees. The Committee considers that
the Executive should engage crofting communities effectively in this
process and return to the Parliament with legislative proposals early in the
next Session.
Status of the Commission
214. The Bill also changes the Commission’s Non-Departmental Public Body
(NDPB) status, which the Executive states is a general modernisation in line with
other NDPBs. Among other changes, the Bill would authorise the Commission to
employ its own staff directly, and allow Ministers increased powers to make
directions to the Commission.
215. There appeared to be some degree of confusion about the practical effect of
the Bill and the current status of the Commission. Many people talked as if the
Commission is a part of the Scottish Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department (SEERAD), even though it is already an NDPB. The Deputy Minister
stated that, “In effect the Commission is currently a creature of SEERAD.”158 Drew
Ratter, a Commission board member, stated that “at the moment the Commission
is a strange animal”, moving towards being a modern NDPB but not quite yet
having the structures and status associated with that.159 The Commission is,
however, already a ‘body corporate’ under existing legislation.160
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216. One illustration of this uncertain status is the dual role of the current Chief
Executive of the Commission, Shane Rankin, who is also the senior civil servant
leading policy work on the Bill which reforms the status of the Commission. This
attracted comment from a number of witnesses. When Mr Rankin gave evidence
to the Committee from both perspectives, it also meant that there could be
confusion at times as to whether comments were on behalf of the Commission or
the Executive, or whether the operational and policy views of the two were distinct
from each other.
217. A number of witnesses also expressed concern at whether the two roles are
compatible or whether they represent a conflict of interest. Sir Crispin Agnew
raised a specific concern that the dual role raises the potential of the
Commission’s exercise of it judicial function being open to legal challenge. He
suggested (citing a previous case where the Lord Advocate’s dual role as judge
and lead policy official had been challenged161) that the Commission’s decision on
a regulatory matter might be compromised by the fact that an applicant may claim
that a fair hearing had not been possible because the Chief Executive (as an
officer of, and adviser to, the Commissioners) may have commented publicly
during the passage of the Bill on how a particular provision should be interpreted
and applied.162
218. Shane Rankin stated that his roles are entirely compatible, and it was
essential for the Chief Executive of the Commission, as an Executive official, to
give advice to Ministers on crofting. The Deputy Minister also stated that she does
not think there is a conflict of interest as he is ultimately accountable to Scottish
Ministers in both roles.163 The Committee notes that it has been announced on 19
June that Shane Rankin is to step down as Chief Executive of the Crofters
Commission and work solely for the Scottish Executive. The Committee notes
that this issue has overshadowed a lot of the discussion about the Bill and
recommends that the Executive should reflect on this when developing Bills
in future.
219. Sir Crispin Agnew raised a further concern. He stated that the Commission’s
proposed change of status may be the first example of the ‘privatising’ of a judicial
function. Although the Commission is already a body corporate and already acts
as a tribunal in exercising its regulatory role, the Bill now adds that it “shall not be
regarded as a servant or agent of the Crown”.164 Sir Crispin Agnew stated that, in
constitutional theory, all justice flows from the Crown. As a tribunal, the jurisdiction
of the Commission (as with most courts) flows from the Crown. He suggested that
careful consideration should be given to whether we are “going to privatise justice
and put it out to people based in what are to be bodies corporate that have no
connection with the Government or the constitutional position of Parliament”.165
220. The Committee notes that providing a right of appeal against
Commission decisions to the Scottish Land Court on both points of fact and
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points of law (discussed in paragraph 270 below) may address this concern.
The Committee acknowledges the inference from the Deputy Minister that
providing this general right of appeal is necessary (as a consequence of the
Commission’s change of status) to comply with European Convention on
Human Rights obligations to provide a fair hearing.166 While it acknowledges
that there is an intention to make the process simpler, the Committee
considers that being required to allow a general right of appeal to the Land
Court is a very cumbersome solution which may not make for good
governance. The Committee requests that the Executive reflects on whether
this is the best solution.
221. Some witnesses also raised points on some of the detailed provisions on the
Commission’s status. Paragraph 5(b) of Schedule 1 retains the requirement that
the Commission should have at least one Gaelic-speaking member. Alex
MacArthur suggested that there should be more than one, as did the Royal
Society of Edinburgh.
222. Schedule 1 paragraph 14 allows the Commission to delegate certain
functions, previously reserved for the Commissioners, to its staff. This is intended
to create a clear distinction between executive and non-executive authority within
the Commission. Michael Otter suggested that this indicates an abdication by the
Commission of its role and a diminution of accountability by ceding its authority to
staff.167 However, the PCS Union stated that practical delegation is already a
strong feature of the Commission's work, with the board or chairman seeing only a
very small percentage of the cases. The Executive also stated that, in a modern
NDPB, the board’s role is to “scrutinise and oversee the actions of the
management and the organisation”.168
223. A number of witnesses, including the Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, suggested
that the reform of the Commission’s status offers an ideal opportunity to consider
relocation of the bulk of the staff away from Inverness to a crofting area with a less
buoyant economy.
224. David Green, Chairman of the Crofters Commission, stated that the
advantages of NDPB status are that it would allow the Commission to be
“separately accountable, with separate targets, its own finance and its own, clear
concise remit to promote and develop crofting.”169
225. The Deputy Minister also emphasised the general duty on the Commission to
act in the interests of crofting and the Bill’s provision for a new section 2B in the
1993 Act, obliging the Commission to exercise its functions in accordance with
general or specific directions given by Ministers. The Deputy Minister emphasised
the importance of the new ability to give specific directions, and said that Ministers
would use that actively.170
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226. The Commission would be more clearly at arms-length from the Executive. It
would have more flexibility to decide on the deployment of its budget, about
targeting and tailoring grant schemes, and creating new ones. Section 4 of the Bill
also gives the power for the Commission to make grant schemes for crofting,
(providing they support the obligation on it to promote the sustainable
development of crofting). Shane Rankin stated that providing for the Commission
to run and target its own grant schemes, as opposed to administering schemes
which are structured and determined by SEERAD, requires primary legislation.171
However, there was no indication that any increased funds would be available to
the Commission for grant schemes.
227. The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted that section 1(1) authorises
Ministers to confer “general duties” on the Commission and that these duties will
not be incorporated into an SSI. It concluded that it is not clear whether directions
would be legislative or administrative in character. It is also concerned that the
publication arrangements for such directions are unclear. If the power was to be
exercised in the form of an SSI then this would be published and therefore
available to those affected by the provision and allow the Parliament an
opportunity to scrutinise the instrument. Similar issues may apply to the new
inserted section 2B, giving Scottish Ministers power to give directions to the
Commission. The Committee notes the Subordinate Legislation Committee’s
comments.
228. The Committee considers that the proposals for reforming the status of
the Commission, and their implications, do not appear to have been worked
through as fully as they ought. The Committee considers that these issues
should be re-examined as part of the same process recommended at
paragraphs 212 and 213 above for issues relating to the governance and
accountability of the Commission.
The Commission’s role in development
229. One of the key aspects of the Commission’s modernised NDPB status
appears to be its ability to be flexible in its developmental role. The Committee
heard a lot of evidence on exactly what kind of developmental role that should be.
Many witnesses indicated that the Commission’s role to date in encouraging croft
development has been more favourably perceived by crofters than its regulatory
role. However, there was also a widespread opinion that there is a fundamental
tension between a desire to allow tenants to deal more freely with their holdings
and to benefit from development, and the need to regulate effectively to sustain
the future of crofting.
230. Concerns were raised that the Commission’s dual roles as regulatory and
developmental body appear often to be delivered by the same staff. Some
suggested that this leads to conflicts of interest which do not support the aim of
protecting crofting. Professor Hunter stated that, “There is an incompatibility
between the two roles and I find it extremely difficult to understand how they can
be combined. The ethos of development is to engage with a community and
individuals and the ethos of regulation is to stand back and take an objective view
171
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of the wider interests of precisely the same set of individuals.”172 This difficult
balance between the interests of an individual crofter and those of crofting and the
crofting community underpinned all of the views about the Bill.
231. There was a concern that the Commission is aiming to have more of a
developmental role and less of a regulatory one, and this is clearly linked to the
issue of confidence in the Commission discussed at paragraph 170 above. John
MacKintosh of the SCF stated that there is “some suspicion…that a regulatory role
can be manipulated to achieve a development objective”.173
232. The Commission emphasised that it wants both roles to continue. It stated
that, “The cornerstone of our work is regulation, but other agencies have brought
us in on certain developments because of our crofting contacts…It is important
that we have a developmental as well as a regulatory role because we can use our
contacts with grazings committees and our regulatory powers to find innovative
ways of, for example, creating land for the local village hall or to introduce other
initiatives.”174
233. Others suggested that there is a risk of the Commission’s developmental and
grant-giving role creating a ‘cluttered funding landscape’. However, it was noted
that other bodies such as local authorities have both functions, and also that some
of the existing schemes administered by the Commission have been particularly
successful. The main point is a desire to avoid overlap with other (particularly
statutory) agencies in delivering support to what is a relatively small population in
crofting areas. HIE indicated that it is in informal contact with the Commission, but
needs a more formal framework with a clear point at which to engage with the
Commission.175Several witnesses mentioned the need for the Commission to
further develop the process of articulating what crofting needs from the various
statutory agencies to ensure sustainable communities.176 Some cited the positive
benefits of the Initiative at the Edge (Iomairt aig an Oir) programme in doing this by
supporting a community-led multi-agency approach, for example in Colonsay.177
234. In principle, the Committee is not opposed to the Commission having a
developmental role. However, this needs to be set out clearly so that
relationships and boundaries with other agencies are formalised. The
Committee considers that this issue requires further work as part of the
same process recommended at paragraphs 212 and 213 above.
Staff
235. Schedule 1 provides further details about the Commission's status and
powers. One element of the changes is that the Commission will become
responsible for the employment of its own staff (who currently number around 50,
mostly based in Inverness), rather than the current arrangement whereby
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Commission staff are civil servants and placed with the Commission on
secondment. Several witnesses emphasised that retaining experienced staff is
crucial to the Commission's role. Representatives of Commission staff expressed
a number of significant concerns at the proposed loss of civil service status.
236. Staff unions highlighted that the position of the Executive appeared to have
changed over the years of the Bill's development. In 2000 Ross Finnie said that
“there would be scope for existing staff to opt to keep their current civil service
status and to remain in post on a secondment basis”.178 More recently, however,
Ministers have stated that staff must choose to take up Commission employment
or move elsewhere within the civil service.179
237. Unions representing Commission staff stated that the current secondment
position allows staff the security of the management structure of a large
organisation, and the flexibility of progressing their careers in another civil service
department if desired. The unions expressed concern that being direct
Commission employees would mean that staff would have very limited
opportunities in such a small body for promotion or internal movement. They made
comparisons with the smallest other NDPBs (all of which are considerably larger
than the Commission) where pay rates were said to have suffered since becoming
NDPBs and to be significantly lower than equivalent civil service posts.180 They
also feared that any future relocation of the Commission would leave staff with no
choice if they felt unable to move, and any staffing reduction would not leave them
with the right to be redeployed elsewhere in the civil service.181 At present there
are very limited alternative civil service posts in Inverness, so staff who want to
retain their civil service status are likely to be forced to move away.
238. The unions stated that staff had never been consulted on the proposed
change to their employment status but had only been offered discussions on the
basis that the change was non-negotiable. They also stated that there had been
no consultation on the plans since 2002.182
239. The unions suggested that a false and unnecessary choice is being
presented. They stated that Ministers have said that the Commission is unable to
retain staff as civil service secondees but that, in fact, in the immediate period after
the Bill being enacted all the staff will be civil servants working for the Commission
under the new legislation.183 They cited letters from the Executive which confirmed
that there are no legal reasons why the staff of an NDPB cannot be civil servants.
PCS stated that the change of status should not be presented as an unavoidable
consequence of the Commission's changed status, and that being Commission
employees would not enhance in any way the Commission's control of policy or
service delivery.
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240. Although Schedule 1 empowers the Commission to employ its own staff, no
mention is made in the Bill of the position of existing staff. The unions suggested
that the Bill should include explicit provisions protecting the rights of staff and
covering transfer, future employment and pensions, similar to provisions included
in enactments establishing other NDPBs, such as the National Library of Scotland
and the Royal Botanic Gardens.
241. The Deputy Minister stated that the change to employment conditions is in
line with her advice about best practice in modern NDPBs. She stated that she did
not want to include provisions which would remove any of the Commission's
flexibility in regard to staffing. Ministers have also said that staff remaining on
secondment would be an option Ministers could consider if the Commission board
requested it. However, the unions suggested that it would be unlikely that the
board would do so.184
242. The Deputy Minister provided an assurance that, at least at the point of
transfer, all staff would be offered posts at pay and conditions at least as good as
the civil service equivalent - as is the statutory obligation for five years after the
transfer of staff. The Commission stated that it had not been asked to consult staff
and argued that further consultation since 2002 had not been necessary as there
had been no change to the policy since then and so nothing new on which to
consult.185
243. The Committee notes the concerns expressed by Commission staff.
The Committee considers that it is essential that the Commission is an
effective body. The Committee considers that this issue requires further
work as part of the same process recommended at paragraphs 212 and 213
above.
Planning
244. A recurring theme in evidence to the Committee was the need to ensure that
the development which is permitted on croft land maintains the correct balance
between the sustainability of crofting and realising the opportunities available.
A key backdrop to the Bill is the pressure for development on croft land, primarily
for housing but also for renewable energy and other developments.
245. Professor Hunter noted that one of the strengths of crofting is that it has
enabled many people to get a home who might otherwise have struggled to do
so.186 The particular nature of crofting, and the financial support available for
crofters to build or improve houses, means that crofting has been synonymous
with providing an affordable means for retaining people in certain areas. However,
there is also a distinct issue about the release of land from crofting for
development to provide affordable housing for people not involved in crofting.
Drew Ratter, representing Shetland Islands Council, said that “the shortage and
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the cost of housing in rural areas is the worst problem that our society and
economy labours under”.187
246. Some witnesses discussed how to disentangle the housing need in a
particular area from the crofting situation (to the extent that they can be
disentangled). However, the main issue which occurred repeatedly in evidence
was the effect the regulatory regime has on the ability to make coherent decisions
about development. HIE argued that there is “little strategic planning behind the
current ad hoc sale of croft tenancies/croft land for housing”.188
247. Many witnesses mentioned a case at Taynuilt in Argyll, where an absentee
owner-occupier of a croft had received planning consent and had decrofted land to
develop luxury homes. It was suggested that this case (and others) illustrates the
apparent current primacy of planning permission over crofting regulation. Cllr
Annie Macdonald of the Comhairle nan Eilean Siar summarised the position
described by many witnesses, “The Crofters Commission has no power to prevent
a decrofting direction when presented with a valid planning consent. Similarly,
these matters are not a valid consideration for local authorities in determining
planning applications. This means that the Crofting Interest is not being
considered in the process at all.”189
248. The Deputy Minister acknowledged that, in the Taynuilt case, the
Commission “certainly did not take appropriate action against that absentee
owner”.190 However, the Commission argued that the case turned on its criteria for
declining a decrofting application and that, if there is no crofting community in a
particular area, there is no scope for the Commission to prevent or obstruct the
decrofting or to put the future of crofting above the needs of the individual crofter.
The Committee heard a lot of evidence on the extent to which the local authority
and the Commission had not co-ordinated their perspectives in the Taynuilt case,
and representations that there is a demand for crofts locally. This particular case
has generated huge controversy as it illustrates a problem of neither affordable
housing demand nor demand for croft land being satisfied, despite the involvement
of a crofting regulatory body.
249. Evidence centred on the need to secure a full and effective engagement
between crofting interests and the planning system. This was almost universally
acknowledged as a significant element of getting the regulatory structure for
crofting correct. There was a widespread general view that it is the Commission
which should decide, with crofting communities, whether and where housing
development on croft land should take place and not the planning system. Agnes
Leask, of the SCF in Shetland, suggested that the Commission should not be the
body which gives permission to build, but must say whether on not croft land can
be used.191 To achieve this, the Commission needs to secure sufficient
engagement sufficiently early in the planning process.
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250. Again, it was almost universally argued by witnesses that the Commission
should have a role as a statutory consultee in local plans, and that the Bill should
be co-ordinated with the current Planning etc (Scotland) Bill to achieve this. The
Deputy Minister accepted this and stated that she had discussed this with the
Minister for Communities. She stated that the Commission becoming a statutory
consultee would be achieved by secondary legislation rather than through the
Planning Bill itself and that she “will push hard for that to happen”.192
251. As well as formalising the Commission’s role in this way, witnesses also
argued that there is a need to ensure that the Commission engages properly. The
Commission cited examples of areas where it has worked closely with local
authorities on local plans. However, the SCF stated that the Commission’s formal
role alone seems insufficient to secure development that is appropriate and that
there has been a “dereliction of duty at the local level”.193
252. Highland Council said it is important to have both Commission activity, and
crofting communities representing their own views.194 The SCF suggested that the
Commission must be required to show evidence of having consulted communities
and incorporated their views in its response to the planning authority.195 The
Commission also acknowledged that, “We must try to help the crofting
communities articulate which bits of land they wish to retain”.196 Achieving this is
obviously linked to the way in which local policies are developed. Derek Flyn
suggested that “Local decision making should result in greater confidence that
communities are being protected.”197 Agnes Leask thought that increasing
evidence that an active crofting role like this was being taken in regard to planning
issues would cap the value of croft land as it would remove a significant part of the
speculative interest in it.
253. Other witnesses also suggested further planning reforms. HIE suggested that
the presumption described by Cllr Annie Macdonald should be reversed so that
the agricultural interest in the land is paramount over the availability of planning
consent.198 The SCF also suggested that inby croft land should have the same
presumption against development as agricultural land. Many witnesses argued
that there should be a presumption against using good agricultural land for
housing. However, others suggested that the picture may not always be clear. In
housing terms, infrastructure availability was said to be as important as land
availability. HIE stated that sometimes the most cost-effective approach is to build
housing on inby land as that is where services are already connected.199
254. The Committee welcomes the Deputy Minister’s support for the Crofters
Commission becoming a statutory consultee in planning, and requests
clarification from the Executive before completion of Stage 1 on how this will
be achieved. This would address the Commission’s concern (noted in
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paragraph 248 above) that it is unable to put the future of crofting above the
needs of the individual crofter. The Committee also considers that there
must be a coherent way of linking the Commission’s future statutory
consultee role to the views of crofting communities and local policies so
that communities can make representations to the development plan
process and on individual applications. The Committee considers that this
issue must be addressed as part of the same process recommended at
paragraphs 212 and 213 above.
DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES AND OTHER DEVELOPMENT ON CROFT LAND
255. A lot of the debate around the Bill has been about how to encourage
appropriate development in crofting communities, beyond the agricultural core of
crofting. The Bill includes a number of proposals which seek to expand the
opportunities available and to make them easier to develop. As noted throughout
this report, there is a wide-ranging debate about how open croft land should be to
alternative developments where they can help to secure a viable future for local
communities. The opportunities provided by the Bill were generally and widely
welcomed. However, this welcome was given on the basis that crofting needs to
be able to take advantage of opportunities for development to allow modernisation
while defending its essential character and sustaining it for the future
256. Section 26 extends the definition of ‘reasonable purpose’ for which
resumption of croft land (i.e. removing it from crofting tenure, with compensation to
crofters) may be authorised by the Land Court to include the generation of energy.
The Commission is to be notified of all resumption proposals and may oppose or
support the proposal in the Land Court. This section was acknowledged by the
Deputy Minister as targeting the opportunities that croft land offers for wind
generation, but the wording would equally include biomass and other energy
projects. There was very wide general support for the explicit inclusion of energy
generation. However, the National Trust expressed concern that picking it out
elevates energy generation above other development opportunities and may give
undue credence to wind farm applications before they enter the formal planning
processes.200 The Committee welcomes the clarification on energy
generation, and considers that it does not elevate the status of development
applications but allows them to be considered where appropriate.
257. The Bill provides that, following resumption of croft land by a landlord, the
crofters’ share of the value can now be paid in instalments rather than as a lump
sum. This was widely welcomed, particularly as a key recognition of the realities of
development value (for example, on wind farm projects) where all the capital
expenditure is made up front and return on investment may take a long time.
258. However, many witnesses suggested that, in order to ensure sustainable
retention of money in the crofting communities, the payments should attach to the
croft, or to shares in the common grazing, and not to the individual crofters.201 This
is not clear in the Bill as it stands – it appears it would go to the individual crofter.
However, the Executive’s Draft Bill consultation paper acknowledged that there is
200
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a strong case for attaching it to the croft.202 It is not clear why the Executive has
not pursued this, or how it could actually be achieved in practice as, following
resumption, there will be no croft land and so it is unclear how the instalments can
attach to it.
259. However, the Committee considers that, where a crofting community
exists, payment must attach to the croft rather than the crofter. The
Committee considers that to do otherwise would run counter to the
objectives of the Bill to encourage the development and viability of crofting
communities and urges the Executive to consider how to achieve this.
260. The Bill also provides for temporary resumptions, and then for subsequent
reversion to croft land at the end of a period if the purpose for which it was
resumed has not taken place. Similarly, the Bill allows for apportionments of
common grazings to be granted for a particular period, and for it to revert to
common grazings thereafter. The flexibility of these provisions was widely
welcomed.
261. On land which remains croft land, the Bill aims to encourage crofters to apply
for crofter forestry schemes. Section 30 inserts a new section 50(2A) to restrict the
right of a landlord of common grazing to refuse consent for use of the land for
crofter forestry purposes. The Bill aims to restrict the right to where the owner’s
interests would be harmed. A new section 50A is also proposed to allow for joint
forestry ventures between the owner of the common grazing and crofters,
including power to make agreements which would be binding on successors. A
new section 50B provides for a crofter shareholder to propose the use of common
grazing land for a purpose other than those which are currently permitted. The
owner would need to be consulted on the use, and it would be subject to the
approval of the Commission and a simple majority vote of the shareholders in the
common grazing. Again, these measures were widely welcomed.
262. As well as these opportunities for development, section 34 inserts a new
section 19A into the 1993 Act to provide for the new concept of a ‘scheme for
development’. This is designed as an alternative to resumption of croft land, and is
intended to allow development while retaining land in crofting tenure. It allows
development for non-croft uses, but attempts to retain a role for the Land Court in
ensuring that crofter and crofting interests are still protected. The scheme could
include the ending of all or some of the crofters’ rights on the land. This ending of
rights would be binding on successors.
263. If every crofter with rights in the land covered by the scheme consents to it,
the owner (or a person acting on the owner’s behalf, such as a developer) simply
needs to notify the Land Court of the scheme. Otherwise, a landowner must apply
to the Land Court for consent to develop the land in accordance with a scheme.
The Commission has a right to object to the application.
264. The Bill sets out criteria for the Land Court to apply, including judging
whether to carry out the scheme “would not be unfair” and whether there is likely
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to be “fair recompense to each member of the crofting community in the area”.203
Some concern was expressed about large scale energy projects, and how it could
be ensured that appropriate shares of the benefit go to the community.
265. Others suggested that there is a need to strengthen the position of
communities in these applications, and that a developer or landlord should be
required to consult with crofters before making the application. The Explanatory
Notes point out that, although there is no requirement to consult the community,
there is no provision for amendment of the scheme by the applicant or the Land
Court. That means the onus will be on the applicant to explore the scheme, and
the interests of crofters in the area, very thoroughly before applying.204
266. The Land Court itself expressed some concern about its new jurisdiction in
respect of section 34. It suggested that the criteria to be applied – such as whether
development schemes are for a reasonable purpose and if they were ‘fair’ - are
matters of policy rather than matters of law for judicial decision.205 The Committee
requests that the Executive considers these issues further and provides
clarification before completion of Stage 1.

THE SCOTTISH LAND COURT
Scottish Land Court reform
267. The Bill modifies the role of the Scottish Land Court as the court of appeal in
respect of many aspects of crofting regulation. The Committee heard evidence
which suggested that the Land Court’s role has been regarded with some esteem
in crofting communities. However, that esteem appears to have been damaged by
a decision of the Court in a case relating to Ocraquoy, which (in a similar way to
the Taynuilt case) was quoted by witnesses as a key factor in the problems of
integrating crofting interests with the planning system.
268. The nature of the Court's role and powers is, therefore, clearly an important
element in retaining confidence in the system of crofting regulation. A number of
issues arise from the evidence.
269. Section 37 of the Bill allows an appeal to the Land Court, on any question of
fact or law, on any decision of the Crofters Commission relating to an application
on crofting matters - and for an appeal to be made by any person with an interest
in the application. The Land Court itself stated a number of concerns about the
extension of its appeal role to a general re-hearing of many matters. Sir Crispin
Agnew also noted the breadth of this right of appeal. The opportunity simply to
substitute its discretion on questions of fact for that of the Commission – rather
than the usual appellate court approach of hearing appeals only on a point of law –
caused the Land Court some anxiety. The Court regarded this as allowing a
complete re-hearing of a case without reference to the original decision of the
Commission – and saw no logic as to why a party should have two bites at the
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same issue. It also saw no reason why the Court’s discretion should be preferred
to the Commission’s.206 Sir Crispin Agnew suggested that allowing the Land Court
to reconsider the whole case is likely to make the regulatory process more
expensive and lengthy.207
270. The Land Court suggested that it was more appropriate to limit appeal to a
genuine appeal on a point of law and suggested various approaches to achieve
this. Sir Crispin Agnew also suggested that a full reconsideration might be
appropriate only in circumstances where the Commission was found to have
breached natural justice in a case, and so would be unable to deal with the case
fairly. The Court indicated that the Executive is still in discussion about this issue.
The Deputy Minister agreed to consider the issue and provide further information
to the Committee. The Committee has some sympathy with the Court's
concerns on this issue, and considers that allowing a re-hearing of any case
by the Court will undermine the Commission's role and not improve
confidence in it as a credible regulator. It is not clear whether there will be
any method of sifting appeals, or whether this provision opens up the
potential for a huge increase in the Court’s workload. As discussed at
paragraph 220 above, the Committee recommends that the Minister
reconsiders this proposal.
271. Sir Crispin Agnew also noted that the Bill does nothing to correct a
divergence of jurisdictions and means of appeal between the different areas of law
handled by the Land Court, with the procedures and remedies available to the
Court in an Agricultural Holdings Act appeal being quite different from those
available in a crofting appeal. This is liable to cause confusion. He suggested that
the Bill should be used as an opportunity to consolidate the Land Court's powers
to make the appeal mechanisms consistent and procedures more simple.208
Specifically, he suggested that the Bill should give the Land Court jurisdiction to
make orders such as interdicts, specific implement and damages in crofting cases.
The Executive indicated that it had not given any consideration to integrating the
Land Court's powers in this way. The Committee notes the further information
provided by the Deputy Minister.209 The Committee requests that the Executive
considers this further and provides a response before the completion of
Stage 1.
272. The Bill also includes (as a distinct purpose separate from crofting matters)
modifications to the function of the Land Court. These were generally welcomed
and most did not attract significant comment. John Kinloch, a former member of
the Court, stated that the constitution of the Court has changed little since 1911
and appropriate modifications were therefore likely to be welcome.210
273. John Kinloch suggested that further thought ought to be given to the proposal
for two to be the quorum for the Court. He suggested that there is a need for the
ability to record a dissenting view in the face of the Chair's casting vote, and that
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retaining the quorum at three would avoid a casting vote situation arising. The
Court itself suggested that requiring a quorum of two when the Chair is sitting is
appropriate to the status of the Chair, and is likely to improve flexibility in the use
of the Court's resources.
274. John Kinloch suggested that the statutory requirement for one member of the
Court to be a Gaelic speaker should also be removed. The Bill does not propose
to remove it. He stated that, in practice, there is little need for it to be a formal
requirement for a member of the Court to be able to speak Gaelic. Other
witnesses, however, disagreed. It was suggested that removing it would be
inappropriate because many crofters may still have Gaelic as their first language,
and it would be the wrong signal to be giving when the Gaelic Language
(Scotland) Act 2005 is trying to encourage the use of Gaelic and placing
obligations on public authorities. The Committee supports the retention of a
requirement for the Court to have a Gaelic-speaking member, parallel to the
requirement on the Crofters Commission. The Committee considers that
removing this would undermine one of the declared objectives for the
crofting regulation – “supporting a distinctive language, music and
culture”.211
LAND REFORM (SCOTLAND) ACT 2003 - INTERPOSED LEASES
275. The Policy Memorandum states that the intention of Part 3 of the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 - to allow crofting communities the right to buy their
land - is being frustrated in practice by landlords granting leases over common
grazing land or leases being interposed between the landlord and the crofting
tenants. An example in Pairc in Lewis was cited by many witnesses. The Pairc
Trust - a crofting community body formed to pursue a buyout of the estate - stated
that the landlord is hostile to a community purchase. The landlord had leased the
whole estate to a subsidiary company, which had also subsequently leased the
energy rights to the estate to another party. The Trust stated that it regards these
leases as an attempt to frustrate the purchase - having the effect of confusing,
delaying and deterring the community’s progress. The leases also potentially
retain the development value of the estate for the current owner and defend it
against any community input.
Legal challenge
276. The Executive has indicated over some time that it has been considering
pursuing an appeal to the Land Court to challenge the validity of the leases in the
particular case of Pairc. A number of witnesses to the Committee expressed
frustration at the length of time this was taking to be done. The Deputy Minister
stated that counsel had been instructed to prepare an application to the Court.212
However, the application had not yet been made. Evidence suggested that it may
be a matter of some two years or more before a case might be concluded if the
Land Court's decision is itself appealed to the Court of Session, meaning that the
outcome is highly unlikely to be known during the passage of this Bill. The Deputy
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Minister also stated that the outcome of the Pairc case would not be generally
applicable to other situations.213
Provision in the Bill
277. In parallel, the Executive has also used the Bill to propose a more general
response to the issue. Section 35 provides that a crofting community body seeking
to buy the land can also apply to buy out the lessee’s interest in any lease relating
to that land.214 This parallels the existing right for the community to make an
application to purchase the sporting rights or mineral rights on the land, in addition
to the purchase of the land itself.215
278. There was a generally wide welcome for the fact that the issue of interposed
leases is being addressed in the Bill. Many witnesses emphasised the negative
impact that such leases might have on the successful implementation of Part 3 of
the Land Reform Act. Other evidence suggested that the need to take advantage
of opportunities for the sustainable development of croft land has created a
broader demand to clarify how third-party business rights are handled in any
change of ownership.
279. However, there was considerable debate about whether the solution
proposed in the Bill is correct. Evidence highlighted a feeling from various
perspectives that granting a simple right to buy out any leases may address the
issue, but does not fully recognise the complexity of the situation.
280. Some witnesses suggested that interposed leases should be explicitly stated
as null and void. However, other witnesses emphasised that many leases are
legitimate arrangements which facilitate development. They have been widely
used for many years before the Land Reform Act was passed. Many are essential
for land management and the well-being of communities and so should not all be
regarded as measures to deter community purchase. Sir Crispin Agnew noted that
the issue had been covered by the Crofting Reform (Scotland) Act 1976.216 He
said that a landowner may commonly lease an estate to a family member, or an
overseas owner may often set up a British company to manage its landholdings
and grant it an interposed lease. The SEBG stated that it is relatively common for
property owned by one person to be occupied by another under a lease for life.
Such arrangements would fall under the proposed legislation. Some witnesses
also argued that leases should not be able to be acquired if set up with agreement
of the community.
281. As a matter of policy, it may be clearer that the buying out of some of these
types of leases would more often be a natural part of a purchase of the land than
for others. The issue raised by many witnesses is that the Bill does not appear to
provide for any method of differentiation in law between types of leases that might
be perceived as prejudicial or beneficial, and it is not clear whether any such
213
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differentiation can be given. Several witnesses argued for further and tighter
definition to ensure that the Bill only targets leases deliberately designed to avoid
land reform.
282. Separately from whether the definition of the ‘problem’ leases can be
improved, a number of witnesses argued that the Bill will discourage investors.
The significant potential for renewable energy development in many crofting areas
is an important context for debate on many elements in the Bill. However, the
Scottish Renewables Forum stated that there is already relatively little
development on croft land217 - and that failure to address the interposed lease
issue carefully will undermine the Executive’s objectives for both crofting and its
renewable energy strategy.
283. Several witnesses stated that the long time-frame before any income is seen
against investment in wind farm development means that developers will seek the
security of a long-term leases on the rights before making planning applications or
pursuing plans. Lewis Wind Power Ltd noted that leases of more than 20 years'
duration can be registered, and enforced against a successor landowner. This is,
therefore, a key mechanism to protect the interests of developers. The Bill allows
the removal of tenants who have entered into a long lease in the legitimate belief
that they had secured an interest in the land.
284. As well as the argument that this undermines a fundamental principle in
Scots law that has effect beyond crofting, the Scottish Renewables Forum stated
that the proposed action creates huge uncertainty for developers. It also pointed
out that the Executive recognises that its proposal may discourage some leasing
of land for non-crofting purposes, but still went ahead.218 This is in contrast to
other sections of the Bill which are specifically designed to include energy
generation as a use for croft land and to address some of the difficulties
encountered by those who promote or finance such developments.
285. Sir Crispin Agnew suggested that the Land Reform Act’s separation of the
basic community right to buy from the sporting and mineral rights appears to
indicate that the community’s right was intended to be to buy the crofting interest
and the basic agricultural value. Adding a right to purchase a lease which may
cover elements of potential development value means that the opportunity is being
given to purchase the whole value of an estate.219 This is likely to mean that
acquiring the leases at market value will hugely increase the costs of buy-outs –
either putting them totally out of reach of communities, or requiring considerably
increased public subsidy to support a purchase, or purchase not being worthwhile
if leases to certain development rights are not bought.
286. The Pairc Trust stated that, if interposed leases are held to be valid, it will
result in a huge increase in the purchase price for their land, which may mean that
possible funding sources may no longer be available or adequate. This implied
that the proposal in the Bill may be counterproductive as it is likely to affect the
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possibility of a community ever being able to buy land, or result in the taxpayer
paying to buy out private landlords.
287. Other witnesses suggested that the Bill’s proposal could have the perverse
effect of encouraging landlords to enter leases simply to increase the value of their
land and deter community purchase. On the other hand, others suggested that a
number of community buyouts may be being considered because there has been
interest in the land from developers. Lewis Wind Power Ltd suggested that this
may distort the market and damage the possibility of any development. It could
create instability through the possibility of a developer bankrolling a community to
take over an existing site, or a conservation body doing so to block development.
The general point was made that the uncertainty of the situation undermines the
ability to plan for important developments in a strategic and sustainable manner.
288. Sir Crispin Agnew also raised two further complications, which he suggested
the Bill did not take account of. Firstly, he cited an example where a landowner
and crofters had agreed a lease to share income from a wind farm development
50:50, as a more appropriate method to compensate the crofters for the land
resumption than their right to a one-off payment. A crofting community seeking to
buy that land would be a quite different group of people from the crofters
(everyone in a crofting community can vote on a community purchase, as long as
20% are crofters), and so giving the community the right to buy out the lease could
deprive the crofters of their rightful income stream.
289. Secondly, he suggested that it may be quite common for a lease to cover a
whole estate, but for the crofting community interest to be in only a small part of
the estate. It is not clear how the purchase of a part of a lease could be dealt with.
290. Several witnesses suggested that other anti-avoidance options could be
applied without frustrating the legitimate business activities of those working in
areas of crofting tenure, and cited existing avoidance measures in the Land
Reform Act. Lewis Wind Power Ltd suggested alternative amendments to the Act,
in an attempt to target only leases which are clearly avoidance measures.
291. The Deputy Minister emphasised that the criteria which Scottish Ministers
must apply in deciding whether to approve a crofting community purchase include
that it is compatible with sustainable development and that it is in the public
interest.220 She implied that application of these criteria will allow Ministers to
distinguish the different characteristics of different leases and determine which are
appropriate to be purchased. Before making their decision, Ministers are also
obliged to invite the views of the landowner and any other person appearing to
have an interest in the application.221 These factors, however, are brought to bear
only after a community applies to purchase the land and so do not necessarily
provide sufficient certainty or confidence for land management in the meantime.
292. The Committee welcomes the intention of providing a clear legal
framework for dealing with the issue of interposed leases. However, the
Committee requests that the Executive addresses the various potential
220
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complications and unintended consequences highlighted in evidence to the
Committee.
Other Land Reform Act issues
293. It was also suggested that other measures - such as the granting of an option
to buy land – may be being used as means to frustrate the community right to buy
under Part 2 of the Act. It may be useful to clarify whether this may also have
implications for crofting communities so that it could be addressed in this Bill if
necessary.
294. Some concerns were also raised in evidence about the general complexity of
the provisions for purchase under Part 3 of the Land Reform Act, separate from
the issue of interposed leases. HIE suggested that the mapping requirement is
“prohibitively stringent”, especially given the comments above about the current
inadequacy of the Register of Crofts. The Deputy Minister indicated that a review
of the Act is planned for 2007.222 However, this does not integrate with the
timetable for the passage of this Bill, and it is not clear what the next legislative
opportunity might be to address these issues.
295. The Committee considers that it is important that crofting reform and
land reform legislation are carefully aligned. The Committee recommends
that the Executive provides a clear timescale for the review of the operation
of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003. The Committee considers that a
future Bill on crofting reform (as discussed at paragraphs 212 and 213
above) would provide an appropriate legislative opportunity to address
modifications to land reform legislation.
FINANCIAL MEMORANDUM
296. The Financial Memorandum states that the Bill should not give rise to
substantial extra costs on the Scottish Executive. The Memorandum focuses on
the relatively small legal costs which may be incurred by the Crofters Commission,
crofters and landowners if they are involved in appeals to the Land Court. The
response from the Executive to the Finance Committee concentrates on the costs
of setting the Commission up as a modern NDPB, compared to the costs of other
possible approaches to the Commission's status. Although the chosen option is
the most expensive, the costs are relatively small.
297. Despite the Memorandum's limited expectations, a number of issues relating
to Executive expenditure were raised in evidence to the Committee. Some of
these have already been touched on throughout this report. There are two main
issues.
298. Firstly, the debate on the adequacy of crofting regulation by the Commission
centred, at least in part, on whether it has the resources to prioritise and deliver
the promised more vigorous regulation through the proper occupier concept, and
any regulatory work associated with new crofts. Some general concerns were
expressed about the resource implications of extending the regulatory role of the
Commission when it is already overstretched, suggesting that it may not be able to
222
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enforce regulation as actively as desired. The Commission stated that, “We do not
have an assessment of how much is required”, but indicated that it is relying on
some administrative simplification in the Bill to release enough staff to allow new
responsibilities to be prioritised.223
299. The Committee is frustrated that its ability to judge the likely impact of the Bill
is hampered by no assessment of the necessary resources having been made.
How effective the Bill will be depends to a large measure on whether the
Commission is able to regulate in a way which re-establishes its credibility with
crofting communities. The implication of statements from the Commission is that
no extra resources are anticipated. The Financial Memorandum does not mention
additional resources for effective regulation. There is also no mention in the
Financial Memorandum of the local policies which may be established by the
Commission, and so no sense that the (perhaps significant) costs associated with
engaging thoroughly with local crofting communities have been factored in.
300. Secondly, the level of grant funding available was raised in various contexts.
Many witnesses noted that any significant expansion of crofting due to the creation
of new crofts risks diluting the crofting-related agricultural and housing grants
which are currently available. This is a major element of the uncertainty about
what creation of new crofts entails, as there is no indication that the Bill will be
accompanied by additional funds for this. The Financial Memorandum does not
mention new crofts.
301. In connection with assignations, a number of witnesses noted the difficulties
in encouraging older crofters to move on and free up land for new entrants. It was
noted that the Single Farm Payment provides no national reserve for new entrants.
Donald Macarthur argued that there should be substantial investment in an
‘outgoers’ scheme to help crofters retire, alongside adequate support for new
entrants.224 An adequately resourced new entrant scheme may also be even more
significant if the creation of new crofts and improved regulation of existing ones
makes more crofts available, or if the idea becomes established of providing
effective support to help a new entrant work to a business plan for a probationary
period.
302. In debating the ‘purposeful use’ to which crofts must be put if a tenant or
owner-occupier is to avoid sanctions, some witnesses argued that the state is
effectively requiring crofters to work what is almost inevitably unprofitable land and
must, therefore, support that to make it sustainable. Simon Fraser said, “If the
Executive insists that people must put the land to purposeful use, it must be
prepared to fund that purposeful use, or at least support the funding of it.”225 This
almost inevitably implies an increased call from crofting areas on agri-environment
grant schemes and other rural development funding.
303. The Commission argued that one of the major benefits of full NDPB status
would be its ability to design and target its own grant schemes. However, the
Memorandum states that “there will be no additional expenditure associated with
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the new powers in section 4 of the Bill which enable the Commission to make
grants”.226
304. The Committee is concerned that the Financial Memorandum lacks
accurate costings of the implications of proposed regulatory reforms, the
creation of new crofts and reform of the Commission status. The Committee
does not consider that the Memorandum provides sufficient information.
POLICY MEMORANDUM
305. Under Rule 9.6.3 the Committee is required at Stage 1 to consider and report
to the Parliament on the Policy Memorandum.
General
306. As noted above, many witnesses suggested that the Bill has not been
backed by a clear policy vision. The Policy Memorandum itself is very brief and is
structured in terms of explaining how provisions in the Bill are intended to help
achieve the five main objectives for crofting reform set out by the Land Reform
Policy Group in 1999. While this is helpful in some respects, it does not provide a
policy explanation or commentary on all the measures in the Bill or on how the
proposals have evolved. This makes it difficult to follow the thinking behind what is
a complex Bill.
307. The Committee notes that the Policy Memorandum provides no comment at
all on the section of the Bill which reforms procedure for the Scottish Land Court,
which is a distinct second purpose of the Bill separate from the reform of crofting
law.
308. As already noted throughout this report, there are a number of areas where
witnesses have suggested that the Executive’s justification and explanation for its
decisions need to be strengthened, and on which there was considerable
confusion amongst witnesses. This suggests that the Policy Memorandum on its
own has not provided sufficient information.
309. In respect of the accompanying documents, several witnesses welcomed the
Executive’s decision to publish a version of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 as
proposed to be amended by the Bill. The effect of the Bill would be very difficult to
follow without that. Sir Crispin Agnew and others suggested that it will be very
important that a similar document is made available if the Bill is enacted, and that
there should be serious consideration given to developing a system to ensure that
up-to-date amended legislation is available to practitioners and affected parties.
He stated that there are particular problems in accessing reliable Scottish-relevant
versions of UK acts which may now have been amended differently with respect to
Scotland and other parts of the UK.227
310. The Committee recommends that the Executive commits to publishing
and disseminating a version of the revised legislation and, at a future date,
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publish a revised guide to crofting legislation for crofters, landowners and
other interested parties.
Consultation
311. The Committee notes the explanation in the Policy Memorandum of the
consultation which has been undertaken by the Executive to date in the
development of the Bill. A number of witnesses did, however, express some
frustration at the consultation process and cynicism about whether the views of
crofters had been sufficiently taken into account. The Committee notes that this
feeling led to the reluctance of a number of witnesses to make the effort to give
evidence to the Committee at Stage 1.
312. The SCF stated that it had made a number of specific suggestions which had
not been taken up. Others stated that the published summary of the consultation
process is inaccurate and does not represent the views expressed at the public
meetings associated with the consultation. The SCF described the document as
“partial and self-seeking”.228 Executive officials stated that those meetings were
about explaining what is in the Bill rather than consulting on it, and so the
document did not attempt to reflect the views expressed there.229 The PCS union
also objected to the document stating that Commission staff had “a long history of
opposition to change”.230
313. The Committee has already noted at paragraph 102 above that the
Executive’s major proposal on the ‘proper occupier’ concept was not included in
the Draft Bill or the Bill as introduced. It has, therefore, not been consulted on at all
by the Executive despite the fact that it is said to affect the general principles of
the Bill fundamentally. Some witnesses also commented that other elements of the
Bill had not been included in previous consultations, and suggested that the
consultation on them had, therefore, not been adequate.231
Equal opportunities
314. The Policy Memorandum is also required to set out an assessment of the
effects of the Bill on (among other things) equal opportunities. The Policy
Memorandum covers this in only the most limited way, stating only that the Bill
does not treat any party distinctively, rather than setting out an assessment of the
effects of the Bill on equal opportunities. The Committee, therefore, sought further
information from the Executive on how the policy of the Bill relates to six questions
(recommended by the Parliament’s Equal Opportunities Committee). The
Committee also invited comment from a number of equalities bodies - particularly
as the Bill amends the definition of ‘family’ that is used in respect of crofting
regulation, and imposes a new obligation on the Crofters Commission to
encourage equal opportunities in carrying out its functions.
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315. The Deputy Minister’s reply emphasises the extensive consultation on the Bill
and the fact that no specific equality issues were raised during that process.232
The Executive does not generally consider that the Bill will affect people
differentially on the basis of any of the personal attributes identified by the Equal
Opportunities Committee.
316. A number of witnesses mentioned the Executive's stated aim of “supporting a
distinctive language, music and culture” through crofting. There is nothing in the
Bill itself about Gaelic, except for a requirement for one member of the Crofters
Commission board to be a Gaelic speaker. The promotion of Gaelic, therefore,
appears to be an assumed knock-on effect from the general aim of sustaining
crofting and the notion of ‘protecting the crofting way of life’. The Committee notes,
however, that there is a range of cultures, dialects and musical traditions within
current (and potential future) crofting areas.
317. Comunn na Gaidhlig expressed concern that any reform of crofting which did
not preserve the traditional way of life and retain people in the crofting areas would
undermine the sustainability of Gaelic. Margaret Mackay and others emphasised
the need to ensure that local young people could enter crofting, rather than more
wealthy people from outside traditional crofting areas.233 Others suggested that the
emphasis on Gaelic may be inappropriate as crofting is not simply synonymous
with Gaelic-speaking areas - with a vibrant crofting community in Shetland, for
example. Murdo Mackay stated that 'protecting crofting for local young people'
should avoid becoming a cypher for a hostility to incomers and non-Gaels, and
care should, therefore, be taken over the role of promoting Gaelic.234
318. The Commission for Racial Equality (CRE) highlighted two further points.
Firstly, it warned that careful attention should be given to ensuring that the way in
which crofting is promoted and regulated should make it as inclusive as possible
and avoid a situation where decision-making in communities is at risk of including
only those whose ‘face fits’.
319. Secondly, the CRE stated that it does not believe that the limited equal
opportunities statement in the Policy Memorandum constitutes compliance with
the Executive’s obligations under the Race Relations Act 1976. Specifically, the
CRE suggested that it does not fulfil the obligation to carry out a race equality
impact assessment of the legislation, given that the Bill has relevance to the
promotion of race equality. It stressed that Ministers are obliged to assess and
consult on the likely impact of the proposed policy on the promotion of race
equality. The Committee requests that the Executive considers and responds
to the CRE’s comments.
Sustainable development
320. The Policy Memorandum is also required to set out an assessment of the
effects of the Bill on sustainable development. Again, this issue is covered in a
very limited manner with no detailed assessment of the effects. The Committee,
therefore, sought further information from the Executive and received a reply from
232
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the Deputy Minister which concentrated on how the Bill might support the
sustainable development of crofting, rather than on the impact the Bill might have
on sustainable development. The Executive focused on its desire to improve
regulation, and the duty on the Commission to have regard to the sustainable
development of crofting in carrying out its functions.
321. The Committee considers that there is a range of issues (regarding, for
example, rural communities, biodiversity, the rural economy, etc) which could have
been dealt with much more effectively. The Committee requests that the
Executive considers how to incorporate a fuller assessment of the
implications of the Bill for sustainable development principles.
CONCLUSION
322. As this report indicates, the Committee has heard wide-ranging evidence not
just on the specific details of this Bill, but on the challenges facing crofting and
whether the Bill addresses these adequately. Strongly-held and passionate views
have been heard. Such is the depth of concern that the character of the debate
has been more like an inquiry into the future of crofting than the consideration of
the Bill itself.
323. The Committee understands the social, economic and cultural significance of
crofting, and the broad support that there is for crofting continuing as a regulated
system based on the objective of sustaining communities in more fragile rural
areas. The Committee recognises the consensus that there is a need for a wellthought out and appropriate reform of crofting to equip it for a future which holds
significant opportunities. However, there are also well-documented pressures on
crofting, and concern that the very fabric of the system is under threat. Witnesses
seem agreed that the status quo is not a viable option. Unfortunately, there
appears to be no consensus on whether this Bill provides what is required.
324. A significant strand throughout the evidence is that much could be achieved
by more committed implementation of existing legislation by the Crofters
Commission, and that new legislation is simply not needed to deliver much of what
is required. Re-establishing respect and confidence between regulator and
regulated is a fundamental task, regardless of legislative reform. However, there
are other significant elements which do appear to require new primary legislation.
325. There has been criticism of what the Bill does not do, and a concern that it
represents a ‘hotch-potch’ that does not seem to point to a vision for crofting. It
has certainly not been able to command any sense of widespread support
amongst those affected by it. Despite many years of development, many witness
regard it as still being knitted together in a way which does not always inspire
confidence that all of the implications have been fully thought through and does
not do justice to crofting.
326. The Scottish Crofting Foundation stated that the Bill's fundamental flaws
outweigh its positives, and that new opportunities offered by the Bill should not be
used to gloss over deficiencies. What is perceived as deficient is that it does not
address some of the major issues affecting crofting. In particular, widespread
concern has been expressed that the Bill does not provide sufficient means to
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dampen down the market in croft land and sustain the original vision of securing
land in perpetuity for crofting. A significant portion of witnesses argued that the Bill
should, therefore, be withdrawn - as proceeding with a Bill on the basis that it is
better than nothing is not an acceptable approach. However, they also expressed
anxiety that this may mean that the opportunity for reform may be lost for many
years.
327. Another widely-held view was that a way should be found for a Bill to proceed
with some generally-welcomed elements, but that the rest of the Bill should be
radically pared back. There are some elements of the Bill around which support is
fairly broad, notably the ability to create new crofts and action to address
interposed leases. There is much less consensus on whether the arrangements
for regulation and administration offer an effective framework for sustaining
crofting. The perceived lack of vision underpinning the Bill, and lack of confidence
in the Commission, led many witnesses to suggest that there is a need for the bulk
of the Bill to be delayed to allow time to consult, research and report on defining
the objectives of crofting and the regulation of the market.
328. It was argued that engaging crofters, prospective crofters and others in
mapping out crofting's future is the only way to gain the buy-in from crofters that is
missing from the current process. This should aim to examine crofting's strengths,
what it offers and what public policy should seek from it. Then a regulatory system
which builds on the strengths and delivers these objectives should be constructed,
rather than a complex addition of new layers to existing law.
329. Many suggested that delivering appropriate reform is simply too difficult
to approach in a hurry. However, taking the option of proceeding with only a
limited Bill at present would need to be accompanied by a firm commitment to
return with a new Crofting Reform Bill as soon as possible. It would also require
strong direction to the Commission to use existing powers to act in the meantime
on some of the problem areas identified in this report, and help to re-establish trust
with the crofting community.
330. The Committee recommends to the Parliament that there should be
reforms to crofting legislation to ensure that it meets the challenges of this
century. The Committee believes that key elements of the Bill will be
beneficial – in particular, provision for creating new crofts, improved means
of dealing with neglect of crofts and provision on interposed leases.
331. However, as noted at paragraphs 212 and 213 above, the Committee
recommends that the sections of the Bill relating to the restructuring and
new status of the Crofters Commission should be removed from the Bill. The
Committee considers that its concerns about these issues are not ones
which are of the order that can be addressed adequately at Stage 2.
332. The Committee, therefore, recommends that further consultation on
these issues should be started immediately, and that this should be an open
process which effectively engages all those with an interest. The Committee
does not accept that the current Bill should be regarded as the only
opportunity for many years to reform crofting law. The Committee
recommends that new legislative proposals should be brought back to the
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Parliament early in the new Session. Future legislation should ensure that
crofting reform is fully integrated with the objectives and implications of the
crofting community right to buy under the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003.
333. The Committee regrets that crofting communities and other interests
were not engaged effectively around considering a modern vision for
crofting before proceeding to legislate, and recommends that this debate
forms part of the consultation. The Executive should also consult on the
future priorities of the Commission and address the tighter regulatory
framework that the Deputy Minister referred to in evidence to the Committee.
Given the evidence submitted to it, the Committee believes that it would be
beneficial for the Executive to set out in Ministerial Directions its support for
crofting and the new purpose of the Crofters Commission in the light of the
revised legislative framework. The Committee believes that clear guidance
needs to be given to the Commission on the issues of dampening the market
in croft land, absenteeism, neglect and assignations both to family and nonfamily members.
334. The Committee does support some of the proposals in the Bill and has
made a number of requests for further consideration of key aspects of the
Bill before the completion of Stage 1. However, the Committee considers
that the success of any crofting reform is fundamentally about how the
Crofters Commission operates and has recommended that this must be
considered again and revised proposals brought forward in future
legislation. Given the conclusions set out in this report, the Committee is
unable to make a recommendation on the general principles of the Bill in its
entirety.
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ANNEXE A: REPORT FROM SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION COMMITTEE
Subordinate Legislation Committee
Crofting Reform etc. (Scotland) Bill at Stage 1

The Committee reports to the lead Committee as follows—
Introduction
1.
At its meetings on 25 April and 9 May, the Subordinate Legislation
Committee considered the delegated powers provisions in the Crofting Reform etc.
(Scotland) Bill at Stage 1. The Committee submits this report to the Environment
and Rural Development Committee, as the lead Committee for the Bill, under Rule
9.6.2 of Standing Orders.
2.
The Executive
memorandum235.

provided

the

Parliament

with

a

delegated

powers

3.
The Committee’s correspondence with the Executive is reproduced in
Appendices 1 and 2.
Delegated Powers Provisions
4.
The Committee considered each of the delegated powers provisions in the
Bill. The Committee approves without further comment provisions in the following:
sections 2, 8 (inserting new section 41A into the 1993 Act: Maps and scheme of
charges), 30, 47 and schedule 1 3(1)(d) and 3(2).
Section 1 – inserting new section 1A into the 1993 Act: General duties
5.
The Committee noted that subsection (1) authorises Ministers to confer
“general duties” on the Commission and that these duties will not be incorporated
into an SSI. The Committee considered that if the power could be exercised in the
form of an SSI then this would be published and therefore be available to those
affected by the provision. It would also mean the Parliament could have an
opportunity to scrutinise the instrument.
6.
The Committee asked the Executive to comment on this and to explain how
the power will be used given the term “general duties” is not defined in the Bill.
7.
In its response, the Executive explained that this provision is worded to give
more flexibility than is in the current legislation (section 1(3) of the Crofters
(Scotland) Act 1993) and is intended to ensure that Ministers have the power to
give directions to the Commission. The Executive indicated that it does not expect
that the power to give formal direction to the Commission will often be used and
spells out in detail how it envisages that the arrangements will work in practice.
235
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8.
The Executive gives an example in its response of a use of the power that
would relate to administrative matters. This relates to where Ministers wished to
apply a crosscutting policy approach across all NDPBs and that this could be done
quickly by means of a Ministerial direction to all NDPBs.
9.
The Committee notes that the Executive has indicated that the matters might
not necessarily require legislation or be matters for which legislation would be
appropriate. This suggests to the Committee that in some cases the directions
may be of a legislative rather than an administrative character.
10. The Committee is of the view that if a circular or statement of policy is
published in some way, the Parliament would become aware of it and could
subject it to scrutiny. Under the provisions in the Bill, there would be no means by
which the attention of the Parliament or the public would be drawn to any new
general duty. The Committee considers that such information should be published,
and that it should be widely disseminated.
11. The Committee considers that the Executive’s response does not make
it clear whether directions would be legislative or administrative in
character. It is also concerned that there is also a lack of clarity from the
Executive on what the publication arrangements would be for such
directions. The Committee draws these concerns to the attention of the lead
Committee.
Section 4 – inserting new section 42A into the 1993 Act: Power of the
Commission to make schemes and arrangements for grants
12. The Committee considered that the power conferred on the Commission to
make schemes etc. appeared to be of legislative character and might benefit from
Parliamentary scrutiny, perhaps by way of Ministers’ approval being specified in
the form of an SSI.
13. It also appeared to the Committee that the wording of the last line of
subsection (1) of section 42A applied both an objective and a subjective test as to
whether a “holding” is similar to a “croft”.
14. In its response, the Executive explained that it is not normal practice to
require that grant schemes developed by NDPBs should have statutory force and
cites bodies such as Highlands and Islands Enterprise, Scottish Natural Heritage
and others who are enabled to set up schemes without embodying these schemes
in statute.
15. On the wording in section 42A(1), the Executive explained that this is
intended to allow for a wholly subjective test for the reasons given in the response.
16. The Committee is concerned that the wording in section 42A(1)
suggests that there are 2 tests and that this does not reflect the Executive’s
stated policy intention.
17. The Committee considers that clarity would be improved by the
deletion of the second “and” in the sentence “…make schemes for providing
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grants to crofters and occupiers of holdings which are, in significant
respects and in the opinion of the Commission, similar to crofts”.
18. The Committee is content with the power subject to the point above.
Section 5 – inserting new section 58A into the 1993 Act: Obtaining
Commission approval or consent
19. The Committee noted that new section 58A sets down the process by which
the majority of applications to the Commission will be determined. The Committee
was concerned about the width of subsection (13) which, among other things,
allows the general conditions in subsection (9) to be revoked by order. It
considered that this is an important power which has implications for landlords,
tenants and others, and should be on the face of the Bill.
20. The Committee asked the Executive to provide further clarification of its
decision to delegate this power to subordinate legislation.
21. In its response, the Executive explained that the only delegated power is in
section 58A(13) which modifies the criteria which the Commission may use to
justify intervention in any particular case. It added that it cannot be known now
what new criteria it may be desirable to apply in future or indeed whether such
new criteria will ever be required.
22. The Committee believes that there may have been some misunderstanding
by the Executive about the purpose of the Committee’s question. The Committee
considered that the power should be restricted because it did not see that the
criteria specified were likely to change. It felt that the power in subsection (13)
should be limited to adding to or removing additional criteria rather than varying or
removing criteria specified in the Bill.
23. The Committee accepts that this is, to some extent, a policy matter and
draws this to the attention of the lead Committee.
Section 8 – inserting new section 41B into the 1993 Act: Maps and schemes
of charges
24. The Committee noted that this section confers powers on the Commission to
make a scheme for charging fees for the maintenance of the Register of Crofts. It
considered that there should be a requirement for the scheme, or approval of the
scheme, to be incorporated into a statutory instrument.
25. In its response, the Executive pointed to the statutory constraints in section
41B(2) on the amounts that may be charged in a scheme made under the
provisions of section 41B(1). It explained that the intention is to provide that a
scheme for charging under section 41B(1) may only be put in place with specific
Ministerial consent for the scheme and the charges.
26. The Executive added that in contrast, the provisions of subsections (4) and
(5) are based on the assumption that charges will be levied for the purposes
covered by these subsections subject to statutory rules. It expects that after the
rules have been made by statutory instrument, and subject to these rules, the
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Commission will be free to fix and modify the charges to be levied at its discretion
and without further reference to Ministers.
27. It does not appear to the Committee that an instrument to be made
under subsections (4) and (5) will be relevant to the fees to be charged under
subsection (1).
28. The Committee also considers that it remains unclear about why there
is a difference in approach between fees under subsections (1) and (4).
29. The Committee remains of the view that the scheme or approval of the
scheme should be incorporated into a statutory instrument.
30. The Committee draws these points to the attention of the lead
Committee.
Section 10 – inserting new section 3A into the 1993 Act: New Crofts
31. Whilst the Committee was content that a case has been made for the use of
the delegated powers, it noted with concern that there is no statutory requirement
for prior consultation before an order under the section is laid before Parliament.
32. In its response, the Executive indicated that its policy is to consult before
making a statutory instrument whenever it is possible to do so. It considered that in
this case, if this Bill were to contain an explicit requirement to consult, a court
might reasonably conclude this to mean that there is no expectation that it should
consult on matters covered by the other secondary legislation requirements in the
Bill.
33. The Committee is not convinced by the Executive’s argument that
because a Bill contains an express consultation requirement in respect of an
individual provision this of itself necessarily negates any possibility of
establishing a legitimate expectation of consultation on any other provision
not containing such an express requirement.
34. The Committee considers that it is not uncommon for Bills to contain
delegated powers only some of which include express requirements for
consultation. Whether there is such a requirement depends on the nature of
the provisions in question.
35. Whilst the Committee is content that a case has been made for the use
of delegated powers, the Committee recommends that there should be an
express consultation requirement on the face of the Bill.
Section 12 – inserting new section 5B(10) and (11) into the 1993 Act:
Complaints as respects breach of the statutory conditions
36. The Committee noted that this section gives Ministers the power to amend
the definition of “neglects” specified in section 5B(7). The Committee also noted
that the power is wider than simply updating references and could be used to alter
the nature of what constitutes “neglects” in more radical ways which would alter
the effect of the section. The Committee acknowledged that the section has
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serious implications and wondered whether it might be possible to achieve the
policy objective by way of a more general provision which would avoid the need for
delegated powers.
37. The Committee also noted that this provision illustrates the danger of
referring to subordinate legislation in primary legislation given that subordinate
legislation is less permanent and subject to change.
38. The Executive accepted the validity of the Committee’s point regarding the
nature of subordinate legislation, but considers for the reasons set out in its
response that there is no viable alternative to referring to the Common Agricultural
Policy Schemes (Cross Compliance) (Scotland) Regulations 2004 in the section. It
added that it needs the provisions of section 5B(10) and (11) to deal with the
possibility that the 2004 regulations will be superseded by a new standard at some
point in the future.
39. The Committee remains of the view, that it might have been possible to
avoid the acknowledged difficulties by redrafting the provision in generic
terms while still preserving the policy intention and thus avoiding the need
for subordinate legislation.
Section 36 – inserting new section 46A into the 1993 Act: Regulations
concerning loans
40. The Committee observed that subsection 2(f) of new section 46A provides for
the arrangements for recovery of any part of a loan when the borrower dies.
41. The Committee asked the Executive whether provision may be made for
recovery in circumstances other than death. It also asked whether the reference to
the recovery of a “part” of the loan precludes recovery of the whole loan.
42. The Executive, in its response, explains the policy underlying the grant and
loan scheme and why the recovery provisions relate solely to the death of a
crofter.
43. It added that reference to any part of the loan is not intended to preclude
recovery of the whole loan and it does not think that it does. However, it added
that there is a general expectation that crofters will have managed to repay some
part of a loan before death.
44. On the recovery of the loan in circumstances other than death, the
Committee is not convinced by the Executive’s response. It cites the example of a
crofter who might assign the croft or pass it on in some way, perhaps to a family
member, and in which repayment of a loan or at least its renegotiation to apply to
the person who succeeds to the croft, would be sought.
45. The Committee draws the attention of the lead Committee to its
comments on the recovery of the loan in circumstances other than death,
and the Executive’s comments on this issue.
46. The Committee does not find the Executive’s argument about the
“whole” and the “part” of a loan credible. It does not agree that “part”
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necessarily includes the “whole” and believes that it is normal for this to be
dealt with in specific terms. It is of the view that the Bill should refer to “part
or whole” so that it covers the possibility of recovering the whole loan.
47. The Committee is content that negative procedure is appropriate.
Section 45 – Transitional provision etc.
48. The Committee was concerned about the drafting in subsection 4. It had
understood that under the Scotland Act, the term “any enactment” includes
subordinate legislation and that this definition applies for the purposes of Acts of
the Scottish Parliament by virtue of the Interpretation Transitional Order. Any use
of the power to amend either Acts or statutory instruments would therefore be
subject to affirmative procedure. The Executive was asked whether this was the
intention.
49. The Executive has replied that it is considering this matter further.
50. The Committee welcomes the Executive’s undertaking to consider this
matter further and draws this to the attention of the lead Committee.
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APPENDIX 1
LETTER FROM THE SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION COMMITTEE TO THE
SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE
Section 1 – inserting new section 1A into the 1993 Act: General duties
1.
The Committee notes that subsection (2) authorises Ministers to confer
“general duties” on the Commission, and that these duties will not be incorporated
in an SSI. The Committee considered that if the power could be exercised in the
form of an SSI then this would both ensure publication and possibly also give the
Parliament an opportunity for scrutiny. The Executive is asked to comment.
2.
The Committee also asks the Executive how it is envisaged that the
power will be used, given that the term “general duties” is not defined.
Section 4 – inserting new section 42A into the 1993 Act: Power of the
Commission to make schemes and arrangements for grants
3.
The Committee considers that the power conferred on the Commission to
make schemes etc is of legislative character and might benefit from parliamentary
scrutiny, perhaps by way of Ministers’ approval being specified in the form of an
SSI. The Executive is asked to comment.
4.
On a point of style, the Committee found the wording of the last line of
subsection (1) of section 42A odd. It appears to apply both an objective test and a
subjective test as to whether a holding is similar to a croft. The Executive is
asked to comment.
Section 5 – inserting new section 58A in the 1993 Act: Obtaining
Commission approval or consent
5.
The Committee notes that new section 58A sets down the process by which
the majority of applications to the Commission will be determined. It considers that
this is an important power, which is central to the Act, and has implications for
landlords, tenants and others. The Committee considers that this material should
be on the face of the Bill. The Executive is asked to provide further
clarification of its decision to delegate this important power to subordinate
legislation.
Section 8 – inserting new section 41B into the 1993 Act: Maps and scheme
of charges
6.
The Committee notes that this section confers powers on the Commission
to make a scheme for charging fees in respect of the maintenance of the Register.
There is no requirement for the scheme or approval of the scheme to be
incorporated in a statutory instrument, and the Committee inclines the view that
perhaps it should be. The Executive is asked to comment.
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Section 10 – inserting new section 3A into the 1993 Act: New Crofts
7.
The Committee recognises that the exercise of this power could prove
highly controversial, but is content that a case has been made for the use of
delegated powers. However, the Committee notes with concern that there is no
statutory requirement for prior consultation before an order under the section is
laid before the Parliament. The Executive is asked for further explanation on
why there is no statutory requirement to consult on the face of the Bill,
bearing in mind the potentially controversial nature of the power.
Section 12 – inserting new section 5B(10) and (11) into the 1993 Act:
Complaints as respects breach of the statutory conditions
8.
The Committee notes that this section gives Ministers the power to amend
the definition of “neglects” specified in 5B(7). It also notes that the power is wider
than simply updating references and could be used to alter the nature of what
constitutes “neglects” in more radical ways which would alter the effect of the
section. The Committee acknowledges that the section has serious implications for
both a tenant and a landlord and wonders whether it might be possible to achieve
the policy objective by way of a more general provision which would avoid the
need for delegated powers. The Executive is asked to comment.
9.
The Committee notes that this provision illustrates the danger of referring to
subordinate legislation in primary legislation, given that subordinate legislation is,
by its very nature, less permanent than an Act and subject to change.
Section 36 – inserting new section 46A into the 1993 Act: Regulations
concerning loans
10.
The Committee observed that subsection (2)(f) of the new section provides
for the arrangements for recovery of any part of a loan when the borrower dies.
The Committee was not clear why “death” had been singled out and asks the
Executive whether provision may be made for recovery in other
circumstances.
11.
The Committee also asks the Executive whether the reference to the
recovery of “part” of the loan, precludes recovery of the whole loan.
Section 45 – Transitional Provision etc.
12.
The Committee has a concern about the drafting in subsection (4). Under
the Scotland Act the terms “any enactment” includes subordinate legislation.
Therefore any use of the power to amend either Acts or statutory instruments will
be subject to affirmative procedure. However, in the DPM it appears to be the
intention that only instruments amending Acts should be subject to affirmative
procedure even though this is not what the bill provides. The Executive is asked
to clarify the drafting of subsection (4).
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APPENDIX 2
LETTER FROM THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE TO THE SUBORDINATE
LEGISLATION COMMITTEE
The Scottish Executive responds as follows:New section 1A
1.
This new provision is intended to replace the existing section 1(3) of the
1993 Act. It is worded to give more flexibility than is in the current legislation and is
intended to ensure that Ministers have the power to give directions to the
Commission. It is not expected that the power to give formal direction to the
Commission will often be used and it is likely that in normal circumstances
Ministers would invite the Commission to plan to undertake various tasks and the
range of tasks to be undertaken would be agreed in the context of the negotiation
between Ministers and the Commission in the context of the corporate plan. The
power in section 1A(1)(b) for the Ministers to give written directions on general
duties would be utilised where the Commission felt the need to have formal
direction from Ministers in connection with a particular issue or task. This would
usually be in connection with a particular aspect of Executive policy for which by
giving the direction Ministers would in effect be taking full responsibility for any
outcome.
2.
The other possibility is where Ministers wished to apply a crosscutting
policy approach across all NDPBs. This could be done quickly by means of a
ministerial direction to all NDPBs. That would probably involve administrative
duties of one kind or another.
3.
It can be expected that matters in respect of which directions would be
given would be fairly urgent. Such matters would not necessarily require legislation
or indeed be matters for which legislation would be appropriate.
Section 4 – grant schemes
4.
It is not normal to require that grant schemes developed by NDPBs should
have statutory force. It is expected that these organisations will produce flexible
schemes designed to suit the needs of their clientele and that they should be able
to end schemes and set up new schemes in response to changing circumstances.
That is why existing bodies with grant giving powers such as HIE SNH and
Scottish Enterprise and local authorities are enabled to set up schemes without
embodying these schemes in statute.
5.
The last line of section 42A(1) is intended to allow for a wholly subjective
test. There is nothing objective about “in significant respects”. The point about this
provision is that it is qualified by subsection 42A(2) and together they require the
Commission to decide eligibility criteria based on more than one factor but give it
the freedom to decide what these factors are to be for a particular scheme. Whilst
it may be possible to decide what these criteria ought to be now in relation to
particular kinds of assistance any criteria devised and incorporated in legislation
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would be inflexible as they could not be readily changed in future to respond to
changing circumstances.
Section 5 – new section 58A
6.
The only thing that is delegated to secondary legislation in section 58A is
the power in section 58A(13) to modify the criteria which the Commission may use
to justify intervention in any particular case. It cannot be known now what new
criteria it may be desirable to apply in future or indeed whether such new criteria
will ever be required.
7.
There is no question of anything which is not on the face of the Bill being
brought into force by secondary legislation. The whole process is set out in the
primary legislation.
8.
Section 58A(2) provides that the Crofters Commission shall specify the
content of the application form, the documents which should accompany the
application and any fee. This is considered to be no more than normal
administrative process.
Section 8 – new section 41B
9.
There are already statutory constraints in section 41B(2) on the amounts
that may be charged in a scheme made under the provisions of section 41B(1).
The intention is to provide that a scheme for charging under section 41B(1) may
only put in place with specific Ministerial consent for the scheme and the charges.
In contrast the provisions of subsections (4) and (5) are based on the assumption
that charges will be levied for the purposes covered by these subsections subject
to statutory rules. It is expected that after the rules have been made by a Scottish
Statutory Instrument, and subject to these rules, the Commission will be free to fix
and modify the charges to be levied at its discretion and without further reference
to Ministers.
Section 10 – new section 3A
10.
It is Executive policy that we should consult before making a statutory
instrument whenever it is possible to do so. In view of that there did not seem to
be any need to specifically commit the Executive, on the face of the Bill, to consult
on SSIs made under this particular provision. Whilst it would be possible to require
the Executive to consult on such an SSI it would seem incongruous to require it to
do so in this particular case alone. Furthermore if the Bill were to contain an
explicit requirement to consult in this particular case a court might reasonably
conclude that to mean that there is no expectation that we should consult on
matters covered by the other secondary legislation requirements in the Bill.
Section 12 – new section 5B
11.
The point the Committee makes about referring to subordinate legislation in
the primary legislation is a valid one and if we felt there was a viable alternative we
would not have used the approach we have adopted. The requirements of
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regulation 4 of, and the Schedule to, the Common Agricultural Policy Schemes
(Cross Compliance) (Scotland) Regulations 2004 set a minimum standard for
management of agricultural land which is widely used and understood as it sets a
minimum standard for eligibility for subsidy. It also sets a range of criteria largely
accepted by the industry. It would be extremely difficult for crofters to be expected
to meet two different regulatory standards for different purposes and since the
2004 regulations impose fairly minimal standards they are not a significant
imposition on any crofter who is not claiming grant or subsidy. Secondary
legislation can be ephemeral, as the committee has pointed out, we therefore
need the provisions of section 5B(10) and (11) to deal with the possibility that the
2004 regulations will be superseded by a new standard at some point in the future.
Section 36
12.
The terms and conditions should be designed to secure repayment whilst
the crofter is still alive. It is possible to secure a loan on a personal bond but
recovery of the debt depends on the crofter having funds or being in employment.
13.
Loans have in the past been and in the future are most likely to be given
towards housing needs. In most other sectors of society loans are usually secured
by a mortgage on the home of the borrower but it is not possible to mortgage a
croft. In the kind of situation where someone is given a loan for housing purposes
the normal way to recover the loan is by repossession. Where the loan is given for
social reasons and the borrower cannot repay the loan it would not be appropriate
repossess the home whilst the borrower is alive and if the borrower is repaying the
loan there will only be a need to recover the balance of the loan if the borrower
dies prematurely. The existence of a mortgage means that balance of the loan
becomes payable on the death of the borrower.
14.
This option is not available with crofters because land in crofting tenure
cannot be mortgaged. So there needs to be an alternative mechanism put in place
to secure repayment of the outstanding balance of the loan on the death of the
crofter. Hence the specific provision. This provision for making regulations
replaces existing provisions for recovery of loans in the 1993 Act which have in
practice proved to be completely ineffective and largely unenforceable.
15.
This reference to any part of the loan is not intended to preclude recovery of
the whole loan and we do not think that it does. However, it is generally expected
that crofters will have managed to repay some part of a loan before their demise
no matter how premature that may be.
Section 45
16.
The Executive notes the Committee’s concerns in relation to this section 45.
We will consider this further.

Scottish Executive Department of Environment and Rural Development
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ANNEXE B: EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES

ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
27th Meeting, 2005 (Session 2)
Wednesday 2 November 2005
Present:
Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith

Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener)

Also present: Mr Jamie McGrigor, John Farquhar Munro, Mike Pringle and
Mr Jamie Stone.
The meeting opened at 10.04 am.

Crofting: The Committee took evidence on issues arising from the Scottish
Executive’s consultation on a draft Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill from—
Rhona Brankin MSP, Deputy Minister for Environment and Rural
Development.
The Deputy Minister agreed to write to the Committee with further information on a
number of issues raised during discussion.
The meeting closed at 12.39 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
8th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 8 March 2006
Present:
Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener)

Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith
The meeting opened at 10.06 am.

1. Item in private: The Committee agreed to take item 4 in private.
4. Crofting Reform etc. Bill (in private): The Committee considered its
approach to the Bill at Stage 1 and agreed:
x a proposed programme of evidence, subject to approval by the
Conveners’ Group and the Parliamentary Bureau;
x to delegate to the Convener authority to consider any claims for witness
expenses arising from this programme; and
x to write to the Minister for Environment and Rural Development to seek
further information on the impact of the Bill on equal opportunities issues
and on sustainable development.
The meeting closed at 12:50 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
12th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 19 April 2006
Present:
Mr Ted Brocklebank
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith

Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener)
Also present: Eleanor Scott
The meeting opened at 10.09 am.

Crofting Reform etc. Bill: The Committee took evidence at Stage 1 from—
Panel 1
Mike Watson, Crofting Reform etc. Bill Manager, Scottish Executive;
Shane Rankin, Crofting Reform etc. Bill Leader, Scottish Executive;
Aileen Imrie and Ethel Burt, Solicitors, Legal and Parliamentary Services,
Scottish Executive;
Panel 2
Derek Flyn, crofting lawyer, Consultant with Macleod & MacCallum,
Solicitors, Inverness;
Brian Wilson;
Professor Jim Hunter;
Panel 3
Hughie Donaldson, Director, Scottish Crofting Foundation;
Andy Robertson, Chief Executive, NFU Scotland; and
Ian Cairns, Area Consultant for Lewis and Harris, Scottish Agricultural
College.
The meeting closed at 1:52 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
13th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 24 April 2006
Present:
Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Eleanor Scott (Committee substitute)

Mr Ted Brocklebank
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe

Apologies were received from Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener) and Elaine
Smith.
The meeting opened at 2.01 pm.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill: The Committee took evidence at Stage 1 from—
Panel 1
Neil Macleod, Director and Steve McCombe, Harris Area Representative,
Scottish Crofting Foundation;
Kevin Kennedy, crofter, South Lochs;
Simon Fraser, Solicitor, Anderson MacArthur & Co., Stornoway;
Panel 2
Iain Maciver, Factor, Stornoway Trust;
Morris Black, Company Secretary, Pairc Trust;
Angus Macmillan, Chairman, South Uist Community Company;
Panel 3
Duncan MacPherson, Community Co-ordinator, South Lewis & Harris Rural
Community Housing Pilot Group;
Angus Lamont, Director, Hebridean Housing Partnership;
Panel 4
Murdo Mackay, Economic Development Officer, Crofting & Land
Resources, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar;
Donnie Macaulay, Chief Executive, Western Isles Enterprise; and
John Price, Development Director, Lewis Wind Power Limited.

The meeting closed at 5.23 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
14th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 3 May 2006
Present:
Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Eleanor Scott (Committee substitute)

Mr Ted Brocklebank
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith

Also present: Mr Mark Ruskell
The meeting opened at 9.38 am.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill: The Committee took evidence at Stage 1 from—
Panel 1
Dr Jean Balfour, Member of Crofting Group, Scottish Rural Property and
Business Association;
Andrew Hamilton, Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in Scotland;
Iain Russell, CKD Galbraith and Scottish Estates Business Group;
Panel 2
Duncan Mulholland, small landholder, Arran;
Matthew Hickman, small landholder, Dumfries and Galloway;
Hamish Jack, Spey Valley Crofters Association;
Panel 3
Cameron Maxwell, Rural Development Advisor, Forestry Commission
Scotland;
Councillor Drew Ratter, Shetland Islands Council;
Agnes Leask, Joint President, Shetland Area, Scottish Crofting Foundation;
Panel 4
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw, Bt, QC; and
Duncan Burd, Rural Affairs Sub-committee, Law Society of Scotland.
Item in private: The Committee agreed to consider a draft Stage 1 report on the
Crofting Reform etc. Bill in private at all future meetings until it is agreed.
The meeting closed at 1.03 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
15th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Monday 8 May 2006
Present:
Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener)

Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith

Also present: Mr Jamie McGrigor and Dave Petrie
The meeting opened at 2.04 pm.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill: The Committee took evidence at Stage 1 from—
Panel 1
Duncan Baird, Chartered Surveyor specialising in crofting, agricultural and
community development;
Donald Linton, Argyll Mainland Representative and John MacKintosh,
Member of Crofting Reform Working Group, Scottish Crofting Foundation;
Donald Macarthur, crofter, Isle of Tiree;
Panel 2
Lorne MacLeod, Director, Isle of Gigha Heritage Trust;
Ian Gillies, Tiree Factor, Argyll Estates;
Panel 3
Iain Turnbull, Property Manager for Balmacara Estate, National Trust for
Scotland;
Ross Lilley, Area Officer, Mull, Coll and Tiree, Scottish Natural Heritage;
Nigel Hawkins, Director, John Muir Trust;
Panel 4
Audrey Martin, Senior Planning/Development Officer, Argyll and Bute
Council;
Ken Abernethy, Chief Executive, Argyll and the Islands Enterprise; and
Maf Smith, Chief Executive, Scottish Renewables Forum.
The meeting closed at 5.59 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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Environment and Rural Development Committee, 11th Report, 2006 (Session 2) –
Annexe B
ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
16th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Monday 15 May 2006
Present:
Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe

Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener)

Apologies were received from Elaine Smith.
Also present: Fergus Ewing, John Farquhar Munro and Eleanor Scott.
The meeting opened at 2.01 pm.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill: The Committee took evidence at Stage 1 from—
Panel 1
Cllr Richard Durham, Chair, Land and Environment Select Committee,
Highland Council;
George Campbell, Board Member, Highlands and Islands Enterprise;
Allan MacRae, Chairman, Assynt Crofters’ Trust;
Alistair Maciver, Area Representative, Scottish Crofting Foundation;
Panel 2
Shane Rankin, Chief Executive, David Green, Chairman and Drew Ratter,
Board Member, Crofters Commission;
Panel 3
Keith Aitchison, and Jackie Forsyth, Branch Committee Scotland North,
Public and Commercial Services Union (PCS) and Archie Macnab, Office
Representative, Prospect Union, Crofters Commission staff; and
Panel 4
Rhona Brankin MSP, Deputy Minister for Environment and Rural
Development; Shane Rankin, Crofting Reform etc. Bill Team Leader and
Ethel Burt, Senior Principal Legal Officer, Scottish Executive Legal and
Parliamentary Team.
The meeting closed at 5.29 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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Environment and Rural Development Committee, 11th Report, 2006 (Session 2) –
Annexe B
ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
17th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 17 May 2006
Present:
Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener)

Mr Ted Brocklebank
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe

Apologies were received from Richard Lochhead and Elaine Smith.
Also present: Mr John Swinney.
The meeting opened at 10.05 am.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill (in private): The Committee considered its approach to
its Stage 1 report, and agreed to take further evidence on the Executive’s
proposed amendment on the ‘proper occupier’ concept.
The meeting closed at 12.27 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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Environment and Rural Development Committee, 11th Report, 2006 (Session 2) –
Annexe B
ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
18th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 24 May 2006
Present:
Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener)

Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith
The meeting opened at 10.06 am.

Crofting Reform etc. Bill (in private): The Committee considered a draft Stage 1
report and agreed to continue its consideration at its next meeting. The Committee
also agreed to seek an extension to the timetable for completion of Stage 1.
The meeting closed at 11.38 am.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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Environment and Rural Development Committee, 11th Report, 2006 (Session 2) –
Annexe B
ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
19th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 31 May 2006
Present:
Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe

Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener)
Elaine Smith

Apologies were received from Mr Alasdair Morrison.
The meeting opened at 10.06 am.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill (in private): The Committee considered a draft Stage 1
report and agreed to continue its consideration at its next meeting.
The meeting closed at 12.22 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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Environment and Rural Development Committee, 11th Report, 2006 (Session 2) –
Annexe B
ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
20th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 7 June 2006
Present:
Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Mr Mark Ruskell (Deputy Convener)

Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Elaine Smith

Apologies were received from Nora Radcliffe.
The meeting opened at 11.51 am.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill (in private): The Committee considered a draft Stage 1
report and agreed to continue its consideration at a later meeting.
The meeting closed at 12.29 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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Environment and Rural Development Committee, 11th Report, 2006 (Session 2) –
Annexe B
ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
21st Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 14 June 2006
Present:
Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Eleanor Scott (Deputy Convener)

Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith
The meeting opened at 9.34 am.

Crofting Reform etc. Bill: The Committee took evidence at Stage 1 on the
Scottish Executive’s proposed ‘proper occupier’ amendment from—
Professor Jim Hunter;
Derek Flyn, crofting lawyer, Consultant with Macleod & MacCallum,
Solicitors, Inverness;
Simon Fraser, solicitor, Anderson MacArthur & Co., Stornoway;
Norman Leask, Chairman, Donald Murdie, Land Use Projects Manager,
and John MacKintosh, Member of Crofting Reform Working Group, Scottish
Crofting Foundation;
Johnnie Mackenzie, Chairman of Crofting Group, Scottish Rural Property
and Business Association;
Iain Turnbull, Property Manager for Balmacara Estate, National Trust for
Scotland; and
David Green, Chairman, Crofters Commission.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill: The Committee took evidence at Stage 1 on the
Scottish Executive’s proposed ‘proper occupier’ amendment from—
Rhona Brankin MSP, Deputy Minister for Environment and Rural
Development;
Shane Rankin, Bill Team Leader; and
Ethel Burt, Senior Principal Legal Officer, Legal and Parliamentary Team,
Scottish Executive.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill (in private): The Committee considered a draft Stage 1
report and agreed to continue its consideration at its next meeting.
The meeting closed at 1.00 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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Environment and Rural Development Committee, 11th Report, 2006 (Session 2) –
Annexe B
ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
22nd Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 21 June 2006
Present:
Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Eleanor Scott (Deputy Convener)

Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith
The meeting opened at 10.06 am.

Crofting Reform etc. Bill (in private): The Committee considered a draft Stage 1
report and agreed to continue its consideration at its next meeting.
The meeting closed at 1.14 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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Environment and Rural Development Committee, 11th Report, 2006 (Session 2) –
Annexe B
ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
23rd Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Wednesday 28 June 2006
Present:
Mr Ted Brocklebank
Richard Lochhead
Mr Alasdair Morrison
Eleanor Scott (Deputy Convener)

Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Rob Gibson
Maureen Macmillan
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith
The meeting opened at 10.03 am

Crofting Reform etc. Bill (in private): The Committee considered a draft Stage 1
report and agreed to continue its consideration at its next meeting.
The meeting closed at 12.28 pm.
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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Environment and Rural Development Committee, 11th Report, 2006 (Session 2) –
Annexe B
ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
24th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)
Thursday 29 June 2006
Present:
Sarah Boyack (Convener)
Maureen Macmillan
Eleanor Scott (Deputy Convener)

Rob Gibson
Nora Radcliffe
Elaine Smith

Apologies were received from Mr Ted Brocklebank and Richard Lochhead
The meeting opened at 12.39 pm
Crofting Reform etc. Bill (in private): The Committee considered a further draft
Stage 1 report, agreed the report subject to specified changes being made and
agreed arrangements for its publication.
The meeting closed at 12.56 pm
Mark Brough
Clerk to the Committee
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE
PROPER OCCUPIER EXPLANATORY PAPER
Introduction
1.
Ministers have proposed that crofting law should be amended to clarify the
status of owners of crofts to distinguish between those who actually live on or work
their crofts and other owners of crofts. They propose that this should be coupled
with a much more aggressive use of the existing Crofters Commission power to
require owners of vacant crofts to re-let their crofts. The intention is to provide a
framework and clear rules for management of owned crofts together with statutory
protection from the Commission power to order the re-let of the croft to those who
operate within these rules. It is proposed that owner- occupiers would be required to
accept most of the constraints regarding management of the croft as apply to croft
tenants. However, if they do so the Commission would not be permitted to ask for
re-letting proposals or take action to seek a tenant for the croft.
2.
Footnotes have been provided to show where alternative approaches were
considered. The relevant footnote will make it clear why a particular option was
chosen.
Background
3.
Under crofting law there is an expectation that a croft will either be tenanted
or, if vacant, will only normally remain vacant until a tenant can be found. The
Crofting Reform (Scotland) Act 1976 made provision for a croft tenant to purchase
the landlord’s interest in his/her croft but made no specific provision to deal with the
circumstances of such a purchaser once the croft has been acquired. A crofter who
acquires his/her croft from the landlord becomes in turn the landlord of a vacant
croft. Section 23 of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 deals with vacant crofts and
subsection (5) provides that the Crofters Commission may require the landlord of the
croft to submit re-letting proposals. Subsection (10) makes it clear that a croft which
is occupied is vacant if the occupier is not the tenant of the croft.
4.
In practice the Crofters Commission has generally chosen to exercise the
discretion given to it by section 23(5) of the 1993 Act in favour of persons occupying
crofts which were acquired from the landlord by the croft tenant. It has done so
whether that former tenant is the present occupier or was a predecessor in title to the
present occupier. However, the Crofters Commission has also successfully required
the owner of a croft, in such circumstances, to re-let the croft to a croft tenant.
5.
The existing legislation does not deal with any potential ECHR implications of
this power granted to the Commission and in practice the Commission would have to
consider the ECHR implications of any decision to order an owner who occupies his
croft to re-let the croft. This would encompass consideration of Article 1 Protocol 1
and, where the occupier of the croft actually lives in a house on the croft, probably
also Article 8.
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Pressures for change
6.
There has been long term pressure from crofting lawyers and croft owner
occupiers for a change of crofting law to regularise and protect the position of croft
owner occupiers. However, more recently there has been considerable concern on
the part of some crofting interests over the regulation of crofting. This has centred
on 2 related issues. The first of these is the purchase of crofts at market prices and
the second is the alleged use of croft purchase to avoid the requirements of crofting
regulation. This has led to suggestions that ways should be found to either greatly
restrict the right to buy the croft which every crofter currently enjoys or find a way to
restrict prices paid for crofts.
7.
The right to buy is an essential feature of the relationship between the crofter
and landlord. It provides the croft tenant with a sanction that can be applied to an
oppressive or obstructive landlord. Its removal would give landlords a great deal of
power over croft tenants. The right to buy is also essential to the achievement of
long term sustainable investment in crofting areas because lenders will not provide
large capital sums without security. Lenders expect borrowers to offer security in a
accordance with the normal arrangements which apply to the rest of society (i.e. in
the form of a standard security over land or property free of restrictive burdens and
owned by the borrower). This means that a crofter needs to buy the croft or the site
of the croft house in order to borrow substantial sums for investment in the croft or in
a business. For these reasons removal or significant restriction of the right to buy
would cause long term social and economic harm to these areas (as well as being
unacceptable to most crofters).
8.
Controlling the price paid for croft tenancies or crofts which have been
purchased by the former tenant is impossible. To do so effectively would require
legislation permitting gross intrusions into the financial affairs of assignors and
sellers which the Scottish Parliament has no power to impose. It would probably
also require criminal sanctions to achieve any form of enforcement. Any attempt to
control prices which did have an impact would also seriously damage the financial
interests of existing croft tenants who have invested in their crofts and would
possibly also inhibit lenders. Price controls over house prices were tried immediately
after the second world war. The outcome was that purchasers paid the fixed price
for the house and land plus additional huge sums for carpets and curtains which
bore no relationship to the real value of these furnishings. Indeed it is suspected that
this practice persists to this day in connection with stamp duty avoidance.
9.
The only effective alternative to price control is to find ways in which
ownership of a croft can be made less attractive to those who intend to own a croft
but do not intend to use the land for an economically or environmentally useful
purpose. This can be achieved by creating circumstances in which the risk to an
owner occupier of having a croft tenant imposed is increased except where that
owner occupier is exempted. The Proper Occupier proposal is intended to deliver
that outcome.
The proposal
10.
The proposal is that a person who owns a croft and who was either the former
tenant of that croft or the successor in title to a person who was the former tenant of
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the croft should be initially classed as a Proper Occupier of a croft. The term “Proper
Occupier” is no more than a provisional designation at this stage. This classification
would be capable of being lost if certain requirements specified in the legislation are
not met within specified time limits and capable of being achieved by taking action to
meet these requirements. In order to meet ECHR requirements there can be no
automatic switch of status. It should be the responsibility of the Crofters Commission
to confirm attainment of Proper Occupier status and give notice prior to loss of such
status. Commission decisions to confirm or remove status should subject to appeal
in the Land Court. The requirements to be met to achieve Proper Occupier status
would relate to residence and to management of the croft and, insofar as that is
possible, would be the same as the requirements contained in the statutory
conditions applicable to croft tenants.
Section 23 of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993
11.
As indicated at paragraphs 3 and 4 above section 23(5) of the 1993 Act is
crucial to the way former croft tenants who have purchased their croft and their
successors are treated in crofting legislation. To make the Proper Occupier
proposals work it is necessary to provide that notwithstanding the provisions of
section 23(5) the Commission may not serve notice or take any other of the
consequent actions permitted by that section if the person who owns the vacant croft
is a Proper Occupier.
Proper Occupier
12.
It is intended to provide that any natural person who at the date of
commencement of this Bill owns a croft which was purchased by that person whilst
he/she was the tenant of the croft or who is the successor in title to a croft so
purchased will start out as a Proper Occupier. (This would mean that any individual
who is currently the owner of croft and occupies the croft would not need to apply to
become a proper occupier. It would however, exclude any owner of a tenanted croft
or an owner which is a company, trust or partnership from proper occupier status.)1
Record of Proper Occupiers
13.
There needs to be a public record of persons who are classed as Proper
Occupiers so that when a croft changes hands the information in the Register of
Crofts can be updated to record whether, where an untenanted croft changes
ownership, there is a Proper Occupier and, if so, who that is. It will also be
necessary to provide that at commencement of the legislation the Commission has
time to update the records relating to crofts which were untenanted at
1

Starting from an inclusive position is simple and avoids unnecessary bureaucracy. The first task for
the Commission after implementation will then be to weed out those who should not enjoy Proper
Occupier status. This can be done on a case by case basis over time but would allow early progress
towards requiring re-letting in cases where owners are absentees.
The alternative option of requiring all existing owners to initially apply for Proper Occupier status
would place a burden on every croft owner and would require that adequate time should be given for
owners to apply and for the Commission to process applications before action could be taken against
those who do not successfully apply.
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commencement. It is considered that a period of 1 year will be sufficient time to
enable this to be done and that this will be specified in subordinate legislation.
Becoming a Proper Occupier
14.
It is proposed that any natural person who after commencement of this Bill
acquires a croft from a Proper Occupier is a Proper Occupier2. The intention is to
cover every means by which ownership of a croft might be transferred to another
person whether by purchase, gift, or succession and whether or not the transaction
was for value.
15.
It is necessary to put an arrangement in place to ensure that the Crofters
Commission is informed of a change of Proper Occupier and the record on the
Register of Crofts is updated. In order to minimise cost and bureaucracy it is
proposed that this should normally be done by the purchaser, within 6 months of the
date of registration of the transaction in the Land Register by sending the
Commission such information as it may require (this could include a map based
plan) to update the Register of Crofts. Failure to give proper notice in time will mean
that the purchaser will not be initially treated as a Proper Occupier and will need to
apply for that status. A person acquiring a croft from someone who is not a Proper

2

The approach adopted in relation to transfers and sales is not consistent with the approach
applicable to assignation of a tenancy. In that case the assignation cannot take place without the
consent of the Commission. There are difficulties in applying that approach to sales of property.
There appear to be 2 alternatives to the mechanism proposed. The first would be to provide that a
transaction transferring a croft is void if it does not have the consent of the Commission. That would
be complicated because it would not always be obvious that property being sold is a croft and even
where it is clear that the land in question is in crofting tenure it would not necessarily be clear whether
or not there is a croft tenant on the land or the land is common grazing land. In effect we would be
bound to apply the requirement for consent to all transactions involving croft land. Indeed as croft
land is not always adequately identified in the documentation relating to sales of land and in existing
records in the Register of Sasines and Land Register it might mean that all sales of lands in the
crofting counties would be affected by a need to check whether the land involved in the sale is croft
land. This would add to sale costs. There are also implications for the Keeper’s guarantee if the fact
that such a transaction should be considered void is discovered after registration.
The second alternative would be to provide that any person purchasing a croft must apply either
before or after completing the purchase to be classed as a Proper Occupier. This approach would
require the Commission to review every transaction involving a croft. This would impose a significant
additional bureaucratic burden which would deliver few benefits. There would also need to be time
scales for application, for consideration of the application and for appeal. Putting this process in place
before completion of purchase would draw out the timescales for completing the transaction and it
would also need special and complicated arrangements for dealing with succession just as there are
already for croft tenancies. If that sequence of application, consideration and appeal were to come
after purchase then it would be difficult for the Commission to seek plans for re-letting whilst that
process is underway.
The approach adopted avoids the worst of the bureaucratic burden and the need to make special
arrangements to cover succession. It is consistent with the wider approach that the Commission
should intervene only when necessary. In practice the approach adopted probably offers the shortest
route to seeking plans for re-letting as it allows the Commission to give notice withdrawing Proper
Occupier status within days of completion of purchase, if the evidence to do so is available.
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Occupier (this would include a tenant purchasing his/her croft) will need to apply for
Proper Occupier status.
16.
It is intended to provide that an executor of a deceased crofter or any person
who acquires control of a croft from a Proper Occupier as a consequence of calling
in a standard security given in connection with a loan, sequestration or any other
process by which a lender recovers assets from a defaulting borrower should be
treated as a Proper Occupier for a period of 1 year from the date of acquisition3. We
also wish to provide that persons in this category should be able to apply to the
Commission for an extension of this period of up to one further year if it is necessary
to have an extension in order to complete a sale.
17.
It is intended that a person will cease to be a Proper Occupier after the end of
a period specified in a notice given by the Commission or where the decision by the
Commission to give notice has been the subject of appeal to the Land Court and the
Court has determined that the notice is properly given.
18.
Finally it is proposed that any person who acquires a croft (or part thereof)
from its previous owner who was not a Proper Occupier or anyone who acquires part
of a croft from a Proper Occupier (thus making division of crofts by owners an
unattractive option) may apply to the Crofters Commission to become the Proper
Occupier of that croft.
Application to become a Proper Occupier
19.
An application to be confirmed as a Proper Occupier should be made to the
Commission. The application process should be consistent with the process in new
section 58A contained in section 5 of the Bill. This allows for a process of notification
and objection to operate. However, the provisions at section 58A(3)(b), (4)(a), (4)(c),
(9)(a)(i) would not apply and other provisions in that section insofar as they mention
the landlord or owner would not be applicable. As well as the general conditions
covered in section 58A(9) there should be special conditions applicable for the
purpose of the equivalent of 58A(6) as follows: -

3

x

the applicant lives or intends to live more than 16 kilometres distant from
the croft.

x

the applicant is the owner or tenant of another croft.

x

the applicant lacks the knowledge, abilities and experience to cultivate the
croft or to put it to such other purposeful use as the applicant intends.

The intention is to make a Proper Occupier a more attractive proposition to a lender than a croft
owner who is not a Proper Occupier. It means that someone lending to a Proper Occupier will not be
faced with the risk of being asked to re-let the croft as soon as it transfers to the lender. The lender
will also have the opportunity of selling on the croft with the advantage that any purchaser will start
out being treated as a Proper Occupier rather than being expected to apply for Proper Occupier
status. One year seems a sufficient time to enable the lender to sell on the property and wording this
provision so that the status as Proper Occupier will automatically cease at the end of the period will
cut the bureaucratic burden on the Commission.
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x

the applicant is the grazings clerk or a member of the grazings committee.

x

there are reasonable grounds for concern over the use to which the
applicant proposes to put the croft.

x

the land in respect of which the applicant is seeking confirmation as
Proper Occupier is only part of a croft.

x

at the date of application the applicant is not cultivating the croft or putting
it to a purposeful use.

x

the croft is not being managed to meet the good agricultural and
environmental conditions standard.

x

at the date of application the applicant is known to be in breach of one of
the conditions applicable to the management of a croft by a Proper
Occupier.

There should be provision for varying these conditions by means of a statutory
instrument as provided in section 58A(13) & (14).
20.
As under new section 58A the Commission may decide to intervene if there is
an objection or where the conditions applicable for the purpose of the section 58A(6)
or equivalent arise. Failure to intervene will constitute approval and on approval the
Commission must record in the Register of Crofts that the applicant is a Proper
Occupier.
21.
The Commission should not be able to approve Proper Occupier status if at
the time they are considering the application for that status it is established that any
of the circumstances that would result in withdrawal of that status apply to the
applicant or the croft. In other circumstances the Commission will have discretion as
to whether or not they approve the application.
22.
The appeal provisions in section 37 of the Bill (new section 52A) should apply
to the decision on an application to be recorded as a Proper Occupier.
Action to terminate Proper Occupier status
23.
It should be the responsibility of the Commission to determine whether Proper
Occupier status is to be withdrawn. It is proposed that Proper Occupier status may
be withdrawn if it is established that the person who is the Proper Occupier:
x

does not ordinarily reside (this should have the same meaning as in
section 22(1) of the 1993 Act) on or within 16 kilometres of the croft.

x

is misusing the croft (in this context misuse of the croft would have the
same meaning as in section 12 of the draft Bill - new section 5B(7) - and
the qualifying provisions at new section 5B(8) & (9) should also apply).
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x

is neglecting the croft (in this context neglect of the croft would have the
same meaning as in section 12 of the draft Bill - new section 5B(7) - and
the qualifying provisions at new section 5B(8), (9), (10) & (11) should also
apply).

x

has not either cultivated or put the croft to some other use being a
purposeful use, so that every part of the croft is either cultivated or put to
such use (in this context as in Paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 to the 1993 Act
the work of cultivation may be done by the Proper Occupier, a family
member or hired labour). “Cultivate” and “Purposeful Use” should have
the meaning given by paragraph 13 of schedule 2 of the 1993 Act as
amended by the Bill.

x

has not kept the croft in a fit state for cultivation except insofar as the other
purposeful use is incompatible with it being so kept (see new paragraphs
3A and 3B of Schedule 2). “Cultivate” and “Purposeful Use” have the
meaning given by paragraph 13 of schedule 2.

x

has not provided the fixed equipment on the croft that is necessary to
enable the cultivation of the croft (see paragraph 4 of Schedule 2 to the
1993 Act)4.

4

Comparisons with conditions applicable to croft tenants are not straightforward. A number of the
conditions applicable to croft tenants can only be enforced by the landlord and the Crofters
Commission has no role either in terms of enforcement or consent.
It is not relevant to
substitute the Crofters Commission for the landlord in these instances because there are no coherent
criteria which could be used by the Commission acting in place of the landlord where the relationship
between landlord and croft tenant is essentially an economic relationship. There is therefore no
equivalent to Paragraphs 5A, 6A, 9, 10, and 11 of Schedule 2 to the 1993 Act as these are irrelevant
to the circumstances of a Proper Occupier who, of course, has no landlord. In relation to Paragraph
10 a Proper Occupier who becomes insolvent is likely to be forced to sell up to pay the debts. The
provision at Paragraph 5 of Schedule 2 is also inapplicable because it is not a prohibition on injury to
the croft it is simply a protection for the landlord’s interest in the croft which, in the circumstances of a
Proper Occupier is irrelevant.
There is a parallel to the provisions of Paragraph 9 to Schedule 2 in titles to property. The various
restrictions that can be imposed to protect third party interests relating to owned property are normally
in the form of rights held by others which are enforceable in law and recorded in the title to the
property. The Crofters Commission will not be aware of these real rights in the property and would
therefore be unable to take action when they are breached whereas the persons holding these rights
will be able to enforce them through the Courts. There is therefore no need to replicate the provisions
of paragraph 9 of schedule 2 in the conditions applicable to Proper Occupiers.
The provision at Paragraph 7 of Schedule 2 is dealt with differently because in the case of an owner
Paragraph 7 of Schedule 2 is a meaningless proposition. Paragraphs 8 or 12 of Schedule 2 have not
been replicated because these are not absolute conditions and do not prevent construction of more
than one house on the croft or the opening of licensed premises on the croft. In the case of a tenanted
croft the decision as to how many houses may be built on a croft or whether the croft can be the site
of licensed premises is a matter to be determined by the croft tenant and landlord. These are
conditions which are negotiable and can often be resolved by a suitable financial arrangement
between a croft tenant and his/her landlord. The other parties who have a say in the matter are the
properly constituted planning, building control (and licensing) authorities. The Crofters Commission
has no involvement and to make these conditions applicable to a Proper Occupier would impose
greater constraints on a Proper Occupier than apply to a croft tenant and his landlord.
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x

has let the croft other than by means of a holiday let of a house or other
building5.

x

Has control of more than 4 crofts either as tenant or owner.

24.
The Commission should be free to instigate action to establish whether the
circumstances listed in paragraph 23 above arise on the basis of a complaint from a
member of the crofting community or on the basis of information held by the
Commission. As with section 12 (new section 5A) of the Bill a complaint must
specify that one of the circumstances listed in paragraph 23 above has arisen.
Where there is a complaint the Commission is to have discretion as to whether it
takes action and there should not be scope for the complainant to appeal a
Commission decision not to take action.
25.
If the Commission decides to act on a complaint or has concerns that one of
the circumstances listed in paragraph 23 above arises it should give written notice to
the Proper Occupier indicating the nature of the complaint or concern and of the
intention to terminate that person’s Proper Occupier status if it is established that the
breach has taken place. The legislation must provide that the notice should give the
Proper Occupier the opportunity to remedy the situation within a reasonable period.
That period should be a minimum of 42 days or such longer period as the
Commission considers reasonable. Where it is alleged that the Proper Occupier has
neglected the croft and the Proper Occupier agrees that neglect has occurred the
period allowed for remedial action should be 1 year.
26.
The notice given by the Commission should also give the Proper Occupier an
opportunity to give a written response to the allegation in the notice. It must be open
to that person to give reasons why the allegation is not correct and that person will
have 42 days to do so. It should be possible for such a response to be in other
permanent forms (see section 24 of the Bill – new section 38(11)).
27.
The Commission should be required to consider and respond to any
representations made by the Proper Occupier and if requested to do so should hear
that individual’s representations on the matter. It may then either withdraw the
original notice or confirm it in writing, with or without amendment, giving reasons,
explaining the implications of withdrawal of Proper Occupier status and setting a
date on which that status will be withdrawn if the breach complained of is not
remedied. If the breach is neglect of the croft then the date will be 1 year from the
date of confirmation of the notice. In any event the date set should be no sooner
than 42 days after the date of confirmation of the notice This will allow time for the
Proper Occupier to appeal the decision as new section 52A provides that an appeal
against a Commission decision must be made within 42 days.

5

Providing for holiday lets matches the proviso to Paragraph 6 of Schedule 2 to the 1993 Act which
enables croft tenants to let all or part of their croft for holiday purposes. Such a provision would also
effectively make it clear that the provisions of section 23(3) would preclude holiday letting by owners
who are not Proper Occupiers and thus create an new incentive to become a Proper Occupier.
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28.
On the date on which the notice takes effect, or, if there has been an appeal
to the Land Court, on the date the Commission is informed of the Court’s
determination of the appeal (if the Land Court endorses the Commission decision)
the Commission will amend the register of crofts to indicate that the owner of the
croft is not a Proper Occupier6.
Holiday lets etc.
29.
A new provision is also required to the effect that notwithstanding the
requirements of section 23(3) a Proper Occupier may let any house or other building
on his croft to holiday visitors7.

6

There are 2 possibilities as to how matters should proceed to termination of Proper Occupier
status. Action relating to termination of a tenancy is handled in the Land Court and it would have
been possible to put in place a procedure whereby decisions as to whether Proper Occupier status
should be ended would be made by that Court. However, ending Proper Occupier status simply
opens up the croft owner to the possibility that the Commission will ask the owner to re-let the croft
and a court process would be both cumbersome and costly for all the parties.
It is not intended to amend the provisions relating to vacant crofts to remove the discretion available
to the Commission in relation to re-letting. The re-letting process does not involve the Land Court.
The provisions of the Bill as they currently stand will allow an appeal to the Land Court against a
Commission decision on a re-letting proposal by the owner and on a Commission determination as to
which applicant they let the croft in the event that they have invited applications for the tenancy under
section 23(5B). So the court process is in the form of appeal against decisions relating to re-letting.
Given this background it is proposed that the process of deciding whether Proper Occupier status is
lost or retained should be the responsibility of the Commission rather than a Court process. There
would of course be scope for an appeal to the Land Court against the Commission decision on Proper
Occupier status in the same way as the Bill provides for any other decision of the Commission to be
subject to appeal.
7

Providing for holiday lets matches the proviso to Paragraph 6 of Schedule 2 to the 1993 Act which
enables croft tenants to let all or part of their croft for holiday purposes. Such a provision would also
effectively make it clear that the provisions of section 23(3) would preclude holiday letting by owners
who are not Proper Occupiers and thus create an new incentive to become a Proper Occupier.
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PROPER OCCUPIER EXPLANATORY PAPER
SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS
x

A natural person who owns a croft at commencement of the Bill and who was
either the former tenant of that croft or the successor in title to a former tenant
should be initially classed as the Proper Occupier of that croft

x

The Crofters Commission may not serve notice on a Proper Occupier to
require him/her to re-let his/her croft.

x

There should be a public record of Proper Occupiers and the information in
the Register of Crofts should be updated to record whether, where a croft
changes ownership, there is a Proper Occupier and, if so, who that is.

x

The Crofters Commission should have 1 year to update the records on the
Register of Crofts relating to crofts which were untenanted at commencement.

x

Any natural person who, after commencement of this Bill, acquires a croft
from a Proper Occupier will automatically become a Proper Occupier by
giving the Commission notice of the change of ownership.

x

Any lender who calls in a standard security over a croft owned by a Proper
Occupier should be treated as a Proper Occupier for a period of 1 year.

x

There should be a new provision to allow a Proper Occupier to let any house
or other building on the croft to holiday visitors.

x

Any person who acquires a croft (or part thereof) from a previous owner who
was not a Proper Occupier (including a tenant buying from the croft landlord)
or who acquires part of a croft from a Proper Occupier may apply to the
Crofters Commission to become the Proper Occupier of that croft.

x

Notice of a change of ownership must be given to the Commission within 6
months of the date of entry, The form of this notice will be determined by the
Commission (but will probably be linked to the Land Register entry for the
sale).

x

Failure to give notice in time will mean that the purchaser will not be a Proper
Occupier and will need to apply to the Crofters Commission for that status.

x

The application process should be consistent with the process in new section
58A contained in section 5 of the Bill. This allows for a process of notification
and provides scope for members of the crofting community to object.

x

As well as the general conditions for intervention applicable to all applications
to the Commission the following special conditions for intervention should
apply to applications for Proper Occupier status:
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-

That the applicant lives or intends to live more than 16 kilometres distant
from the croft.

-

That the applicant is the owner or tenant of another croft.

-

That the applicant lacks the knowledge, abilities and experience to
cultivate the croft or to put it to such other purposeful use as the applicant
intends.

-

That the applicant is the grazings clerk or a member of the grazings
committee.

-

That there are reasonable grounds for concern over the use to which the
applicant proposes to put the croft.

-

That the land in respect of which the applicant is seeking confirmation as
Proper Occupier is only part of a croft.

-

That at the date of application the applicant is not cultivating the croft or
putting it to a purposeful use.

-

the croft is not being managed to meet the good agricultural and
environmental conditions standard.

-

That at the date of application the applicant is known to be in breach of
one of the conditions applicable to the management of a croft by a Proper
Occupier.

x

There should be provision for varying these conditions by means of a
statutory instrument.

x

the Commission may decide to intervene if there is an objection or where the
conditions for intervention apply. Failure to intervene will constitute approval
and on approval the Commission must record in the Register of Crofts that the
applicant is a Proper Occupier.

x

The Commission should not be able to approve Proper Occupier status if it is
established that any of the circumstances that would result in withdrawal of
that status apply to the applicant or the croft.

x

The appeal provisions in section 37 of the Bill (new section 52A) should apply
to the decision on an application to be recorded as a Proper Occupier.

x

The Crofters Commission should determine whether Proper Occupier status
is to be withdrawn.

x

It is proposed that Proper Occupier status may be withdrawn if it is
established that:

-

The Proper Occupier has ceased to ordinarily resident on or within 16
kilometres of the croft.

-

The Proper Occupier is misusing the croft.

-

The Proper Occupier has neglected the croft.

-

The Proper Occupier has not either cultivated the croft or put it to a
purposeful use.

-

The Proper Occupier has not kept the croft in a fit state for cultivation
except insofar as it is put to another purposeful use.

-

The Proper Occupier has not provided fixed equipment on the croft
necessary to enable the cultivation of the croft.

-

The Proper Occupier has let the croft other than by means of a holiday let
of a house or other building.

-

The Proper Occupier controls more than 4 crofts.

x

The Commission should be free to take action to withdraw Proper Occupier
status either in response to a complaint or on the basis of information it holds and
should have discretion over whether it does so.

x

There should not be scope for a complainant to appeal a Commission decision
not to act.

x

If the Commission decides to act it should give written notice to the Proper
Occupier of the complaint or concern and of the intention to terminate the Proper
Occupier status if it is established that a breach has taken place.

x

The notice should be subject to confirmation and should specify a date, no
sooner than 42 days after the date of confirmation of the notice, on which Proper
Occupier status will be withdrawn if the breach is not remedied.

x

Where it is alleged that the Proper Occupier has neglected the croft the period
allowed for remedial action should be 1 year.

x

The notice should give the Proper Occupier 42 days to give a written response to
the allegation in the notice and to give reasons why the allegation is incorrect.

x

The Commission should consider and respond to representations by the Proper
Occupier and, if requested to do so, should hear that individual’s representations
on the matter.

x

The Commission should then either withdraw the original notice or confirm it and
(with or without amendment).
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x

If the notice takes effect the Commission will amend the Register of Crofts to
indicate that the owner of the croft is not a Proper Occupier.

x

The Commission may then to invite the owner to submit proposals for re-letting
the croft.

SUBMISSION FROM DEREK FLYN, McLEOD & MacCALLUM SOLICITORS
Evidence on the general principles of the Bill
Availability of Land
Individuals will always pursue their own interests and the law of Scotland entitles
them to maximise the value of their assets. There is nothing new in this.
The purpose of the crofting system is not static. Its goals are debatable. Any
changes are therefore open to criticism. However, the law relating to crofters and
their holdings comes with considerable historical and emotional baggage. It seems
to me that rights in crofts were originally bestowed by historical chance. The present
holders of these rights obtained them by inheritance, luck or at a price. Nobody
holding these rights is easily persuaded to release them to the benefit of others. The
Bill deals with the new simplified methods by which rights in tenanted crofts
are transferred.
Like crofters, we all want our children to be given better opportunities but a market
will operate where there is a supply and demand. It is my belief that closer control of
the occupancy of crofts would help sustain crofting communities by making crofts
available which are not properly occupied. Despite the present Register of Crofts
having been in existence for 50 years, the recording and tracking of ownership and
occupancy of crofts has not been done well. It is my long-held belief that this can
only be accomplished by the proper maintenance of a map-based register made
possible by this Bill.
The law of crofting is unusual if not unique. It is the law of a different land. But that
land does not have uniformity. Different areas require different protections. Some
are more remote than others. Some are agriculturally active, some are not. The Bill
allows communities to decide how they want crofting to evolve in their locality.
B.

Evidence specifically on
B.1 the purpose of crofting

Although based on a year-to-year agricultural tenancy, the effect of crofting law has
been social engineering by providing security of tenure for people occupying certain
land. It is not a blanket coverage but piecemeal protection depending primarily on
the position found to exist in 1886 by the first Crofters Commission.
It is land that is being protected. It is land historically identified for the use of those
occupying it. It is land safeguarded and made available to ordinary people in
extraordinary places. These places are generally not easy places to live or to make
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a living. Nonetheless they are places susceptible to those attracted to remote and
romantic locations, including those whose can afford to live elsewhere.
The purpose of crofting is
x despite the wording of the statutes, no longer primarily agricultural.
x to protect land identified as crofting land for that continuing purpose.
x to provide security to crofters and their families in their occupancy of
that land.
x to anchor communities in inhospitable places (where there are few
advisers, solicitors or officials) and to provide a user-friendly, dedicated
legal structure and system for the protection of crofting lands and those
properly occupying them.
B.2

Crofting and land reform

Crofting is emotive. It historically righted a wrong. It can be geographically identified.
Some crofting communities will be motivated to acquire and administer their own
lands. Some will not.
The boundaries of old estates may not be suitable for community buyouts. Township
buyouts are an alternative which might prove more attractive.
B.3

The main issues surrounding crofting:

The Tenacity of Tenancy
x Against a background of a struggle against a landowning class and its
successors, the desire to remain a tenant is a peculiarity that is not
easily explained.
x Administrative responsibilities of landlords have been taken over by the
Crofters Commission.
The Opportunity of Crofting Communities to manage themselves
x There is now a possibility for a transition from a traditional
landlord/tenant relationship to something new.
x Some crofting communities are reluctant to participate.
x In some areas, most crofts have been purchased by individuals and
crofting communities are difficult to identify. In others, no crofting
community exists there being no active common grazing.
Uncertainty of Future
x There is a perception that changes to processes will be detrimental
financially, e.g. loss of subsidies, vulnerability to care charges, family
disputes regarding the value of crofts on succession, inheritance tax.
x Sustainability of Crofting Communities.
x Sustainability of crofting as an agricultural way of life.
x Availability of croft land for new tenants.
And whether the bill responds to these issues
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B.1 The purpose of crofting
The Tenacity of Tenancy
x Whereas Scots Law treats the crofting tenancy like a landlord/tenant
relationship, many of the participants do not know their parts in that
relationship. For instance, some landlords have no records of
boundaries. Many tenants have no knowledge of the (statutory)
conditions of their tenancies.
x There appears to be no general demand for the landlord (like a feudal
superior) to be abolished from the system. The position of landlord has
been usurped by the functions of the Crofters Commission.
x The activities of some landlords cause difficulties to tenants. Most
crofting landlords are inactive and have little impact on their tenants.
x The crofter’s right to buy has not been universally exercised. It is
however a valuable protection against a difficult landlord.
The rights of crofters are not affected provided they obey the statutory
conditions, which have been relaxed in accordance with present realities.

The Opportunity of Crofting Communities to manage themselves
x Several crofting communities have shown themselves able and willing
to act as local landlords. Not all of them have this ambition. Large
estates containing more than one crofting community may be
unsuitable for local management.
Local decision making should result in greater confidence that communities
are being protected.
Uncertainty of Future
x However much we would like the Highlands and Islands to have a
thriving agricultural economy, the truth is that the Crofting Counties are
always going to be at a disadvantage. The present system is based on
agricultural tenure of land but this is no longer its strength. That is
recognised by the Bill.
x The points of control are when a tenancy changes. Re-letting must
follow termination of proper occupation by removal, renunciation,
absenteeism or abandonment. Changes in occupation on transfer
within family, outwith family, succession on death within family, outwith
family. All of these require participation by the Crofters Commission.
The availability of land for the people to occupy must be protected.
The difficulty has been the reluctance of those who acquire rights in the
land to relinquish them when they no longer occupy these lands. Land
not properly occupied is not made available for others. This requires to
be confronted by the Crofters Commission but without information, they
have been frustrated by the need for enquiry.
The maintenance of a map-based register of land subject to crofting
controls and of the proper occupiers of that land will provide a
valuable tool for the Crofters Commission to ensure each croft is
properly occupied and for others to identify the status of land in the
crofting areas.
Note on Proper Occupation of Crofts
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Since 1976, crofters have been permitted to purchase their croft land but by doing so
have technically lost their status as crofters. This has not been addressed by
legislation.
x Crofting provides a method whereby the actual occupation and use of
land can be controlled.
The Register of Crofts should include details of the owners of any crofts and
the name of the individual owner identified as the proper occupier of each
croft. That proper occupier can then be checked for absenteeism. Where a croft is
not properly occupied it should be re-let in the normal way.
SUBMISSION FROM BRIAN WILSON
I have seen the evidence submitted by Dr James Hunter and will not reiterate the
historical background. What is essential for members of the Commitee to
understand is that crofting is, and can only be, a regulated form of tenure which
requires tenants to observe certain defined conditions in return for the considerable
benefits bestowed by their status as crofting tenants. These conditions largely to
their occupancy and use of the inbye land.
Like any regulated system, crofting tenure depends on the enforcement of
regulation. In the absence of such enforcement, the system disintegrates along
unregulated lines. The urgent need for action in crofting communities derives from
the quite rapid breakdown of that regulatory system. The first question that the
Committee should address is whether that issue can be resolved through the
application of existing legislation, as some would argue. The Crofters Commission
should be called to account for their widely-perceived failure to require incoming
tenants to satisfy the criteria which they are, under existing legislation, expected to
demand.
The Crofters Commission has taken to arguing that these powers are inadequate
and that they cannot be held responsible for the erosion of crofting communities
through the transfer of tenancies into non-crofting hands. They further protest that
recent decisions by the Scottish Land Court have, de facto, legitimised de-crofting as
a device for circumventing decisions by the Commission which are intended to
prevent speculation in croft land. These claims by the Crofters Commission must be
examined and tested. If they are found to be valid, then the proposed legislation
should be directed towards strengthening the regulatory system. The Bill as it stands
at present takes the contrary approach - of changing the law in order to
accommodate the abuses.
There is no suggestion that the Crofters Commission should be able to dictate the
identity of the incoming tenant to the outgoing tenant. This has never been the case.
However, the Crofters Commission has always had the duty to veto the transfer of
tenancies to nominees who do not have credible status as potential crofters. It is this
duty that has fallen largely by the wayside for reasons that the Crofters Commission
should be obliged to explain. There is no point in a regulatory body that does not
regulate. The real decision which the Committee has to take is whether or not it is in
favour of retaining a regulated system of tenure which has, as James Hunter
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explains, been crucial in retaining population in these places for more than a century.
If so, then regulation must be made effective either through new legislation or
enforcement of existing legislation. If not, then the pretence should be abandoned.
Under the terms of the draft Bill, open market valuation would be attached to crofting
tenancies for the first time. It is my contention that this provision is utterly
incompatible with the concept of a regulated system of tenure. In order to argue
otherwise, it is necessary to believe that the Crofters Commission would become
more interventionist in a free market environment than it has been in the one which
currently exists. This is not only improbable but ludicrous. All experience and
common sense states that the more money is involved in the sytem, the less likely
the already ineffectual regulator (the Crofters Commission) is to intervene in the
workings of the market.
For confirmation of this fact, members of the Committee need look no further than
the summary of consultation on the draft Bill submitted to them by their officials. In
that document, the author recalls the debate over the "right-to-buy" provision in the
1976 Crofting Reform Act (which is at the root of many of the subsequent difficulties).
At that time, defenders of the right to buy argued that an adequate and indeed
intrinsic legal safeguard of the crofting interest existed. This lay in the fact that the
so-called owner-occupier was not actually buying the croft but only the landlord's
interest in the croft. In other words, the occupant had become the tenant of himself.
Logically, therefore, the landlord could be required by the Crofters Commission to
require re-letting proposals from a tenant (albeit the 'owner-occupier') who was not
making appropriate use of the croft. Those of us who opposed owner-occupation
argued that this was a ludicrous hypothesis which would never happen in the real
world. We were right - and nearly 30 years later, your official has confirmed that all
along it was "a legal fiction" - her words!
What members of the Committee must appreciate is that they are now being asked
to endorse another - and much more terminal - "legal fiction". For a range of
reasons, the "right-to-buy" was not widely exercised under the 1976 Act. What
happened instead was that solicitors and estate agents in the Crofting Counties
started advertising "crofts for sale" when what was actually being offered for sale
were crofting tenancies. I have long argued that the Crofters Commission should
have nipped this practice in the bud. However, the result is that tenancies (often of
bare, absentee-tenanted crofts) are now sold for very substantial sums of money - as
James Hunter says, the market valuations have increased very sharply in recent
years and will undoubtedly continue to escalate. All the evidence suggests that the
more money is at stake, the less likely the Crofters Commission is to intervene. The
result is that, to a significant degree, an unregulated trade in tenancies has been
allowed to develop.
The consequences of this are very easy to research. Increasingly, crofts are being
"bought" as glorified house sites by people of means who have no interest in working
them according to crofting principles. This is undermining the fragile workings of
many crofting communities and is excluding local people of limited means from the
market. A system which has been so successful for so long in retaining a substantial
indigenous population is now, through regulatory opt-out, being replaced by a de
facto free market in which the least likely people to succeed are those who have a
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background in, and commitment to, crofting. The idea that the legitimisation of that
trade is going to lead to more rigorous regulation of it is no more or less than "a legal
fiction".
I have heard Rhona Brankin and Ross Finnie arguing that crofting tenants who have
put a life's work into the cultivation of their few acres should not be denied the
proceeds of a free market sale. This represents a complete misunderstanding on
several counts. First, the least-likely people to sell tenancies to the highest bidders
are those portrayed by Ministers. Those who have a loyalty towards crofting are
much more likely to pass on their tenancies to family members or to others who have
a commitment to carrying on their work. By far the most likely people to sell
tenancies at market values are those who are absentee and/or bear no loyalty to
crofting principles. In that respect, the Bill is simply a speculator's charter. I know of
many cases in which people of crofting background who want to "do the right thing"
and obtain only agricultural value for the tenancy are being pressurised and
harassed by those who believe (not unreasonably) that "market forces" are already
the order of the day. That is the ethos which the Bill as it currently stands would
legitimise.
I would cautiously support James Hunter's proposal that this aspect of the Bill should
be withdrawn pending further investigation. However, such is the pace of events, I
believe that this would have to be accompanied by an instruction - repeat instruction
- to the Crofters Commission that they must implement their regulatory role with
rigour in the period that followed. I would also suggest parallel discussions with the
Scottish Land Court - a body long held in high respect by the crofting community - to
establish the validity or otherwise of the Crofters Commission's complaint about their
recent willingness to approve de-crofting applications. This may prove to be an area
in which legislative amendment is required.
Like James Hunter, I welcome the provision for the formation of new crofts and
particularly the inclusion of Arran, in my former constituency, within the Crofting
Counties; the righting of an historic wrong. But of how much value will this be, and
for how long, if the tenancies can then be sold on to the highest bidder? My
particular puzzlement with the determination to press on with the free market in
tenancies lies in its complete incompatibility with other policies on rural housing
being pursued by the Scottish Executive at considerable cost. As young local people
are increasingly excluded (as is already happening) from the burgeoning market in
croft tenancies, where are they supposed to go? Glasgow? London? Social housing
in their own areas from which they can overlook, if not actually work on, the crofts
from which they have been excluded by the glorious free market?
The system of crofting tenure has retained substantial population in the most
peripheral parts of Scotland for more than a century. These places need that system
now more than ever in order to exclude that market. That should be the guiding
principle of any legislation and of the direction given by the Scottish Executive to the
Crofters Commission.
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SUBMISSION FROM JAMES HUNTER
1. Though not a crofter, I’ve had a long involvement with crofting. I’ve written two
books about its development. I helped set up, and became first director of, the
Scottish Crofters Union, now the Scottish Crofting Foundation. I pressed over many
years for community ownership of the type now commonplace. And in various public
capacities, most recently as chair of Highlands and Islands Enterprise, I’ve had a lot
to do with crofting issues.
2. Crofting owes its existence to the Crofters Act of 1886. Passed in the aftermath of
the Highland Clearances and in response to crofting demand, articulated by the
Highland Land League, this measure – by the standards of its time and ours – was a
far-reaching interference with the market. The Act took from landlords their freedom
to set crofting rents (which have since been judicially controlled) and their ability to
remove crofting tenants (thus making further clearances impossible). This latter
objective was achieved by entitling crofters to a peculiarly absolute form of security
of tenure which includes the right to transfer their tenancies to persons of their
choice – family members and others.
3. The 1886 legislation, then, secured the survival of crofting by safeguarding it from
market forces – then making for the creation of large hill farms, sporting estates and
the like – which would otherwise have destroyed it. This legislation, however, did not
reverse the Highland Clearances by restoring to crofters the land from which they or
their forebears had been removed. Following renewed agitation, this omission was
partly made good in the early twentieth century by further reforms (again undertaken
in defiance of free market doctrine) resulting in the provision of thousands of new
crofts – usually on land acquired for this purpose by the state.
4. Because of what was done legislatively in 1886 and later, as well as because of
what has been accomplished by way of helping crofters develop their crofts and build
homes on them, the crofting areas are characterised by populations that are
comparatively dense by rural standards – crofting supporting, as it were, far more
people per hectare than any other available land use.
5. Crofting’s population-sustaining capacity is, and always has been, bound up, with
the small size of crofts. This means that few crofters make, or have made, a full-time
living from agriculture. It follows, in turn, that the viability of crofting communities, at
any point, depends more on the health of the wider rural economy of which crofters
are part than it depends on agriculture pure and simple. This point requires constant
emphasis. Although crofting is manifestly a system of land use, it is one which has
been, and is, only partly – and often minimally – bound up with working land
agriculturally. Hence one difficulty which successive administrations have had in
framing policy for crofting. Because crofting policy-making has usually been the
prerogative of agricultural departments, there has been a tendency for crofting to be
seen by policy-makers as a variant – sometimes a failed variant – of farming. It isn’t.
6. Thus in the 1950s, when the Crofters Commission was put in place, crofting –
despite UK agriculture then booming – was in crisis as a result of difficulties affecting
the wider Highlands and Islands economy. This economy was contracting; nonagricultural sources of income (always vital to crofters) were limited; depopulation
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was rampant. Although crofts could be got for the asking, there were few takers –
with hundreds of holdings lying vacant.
7. The position today, despite the problems afflicting UK agriculture, couldn’t be
more different. The Highlands and Islands economy is now expanding – with total
employment up more than 50 per cent on the 1960s and with the regional
joblessness rate, once a multiple of the Scottish figure, now well below it. In these
circumstances, previous demographic trends have altered markedly. During the last
40 years, despite Scotland’s total population having been static or declining,
Highlands and Islands population has grown by a fifth. In some crofting areas, the
rate of population increase has been higher. And in almost all crofting areas, where
there was once only out-migration, there is now substantial in-migration – much of it
driven by a wish, on the part of incoming individuals, to access the high-quality
environment which crofting has done so much to preserve. The inevitable
consequence has been that, instead of there being no demand for crofts, there is
now overwhelming demand – with the further result that, where both croft tenancies
and owner-occupied crofts once changed hands for nominal sums, they now
command high prices.
8. Like all change, this development has downsides as well as upsides. It has
provided existing crofters with valuable assets in the shape of holdings that were
previously of little worth. But it has also made it hard for aspiring crofters – especially
younger Highlands and Islands residents of modest means – to enter crofting. Hence
the strong feelings engendered by the present Crofting Bill’s failure to do anything
about the fact that the crofting system (in existence only because an earlier set of
market forces were fenced out of it) now has operating (inside the fence erected by
previous crofting legislation) a new set of market forces which, by some people’s
reckoning, could be every bit as destructive of crofting as the market-derived threats
eliminated in 1886.
9. Despite this problem, to which I’ll return, the fact that the wider Highlands and
Islands economy is now more buoyant than at any time since crofting took shape,
and the fact that so many people now want to get into crofting, have got to be seen
as tremendous opportunities in a crofting context.
10. Equally significant in this context is the extent to which wider Scottish, UK and
EU policy frameworks have altered of late in crofting’s favour. In the 1950s and
1960s, policy was concerned with boosting agricultural output – hence the period’s
subsidy-backed drive for larger farms, increased mechanisation, etc. In this climate,
crofting had little to offer – and looked, in fact, to be badly out of date. Today, in
contrast, rural policy, in Scotland and more generally, aims: (a) to create highly
diversified rural economies supporting worthwhile populations; and (b) to foster
environmentally attractive landscapes. In this new era, crofting or something like it
has a huge amount to offer – not just in existing crofting areas but in the many other
localities, inside and outside the Highlands and Islands, where hill-farming is failing
and where alternatives like plantation forestry cannot, in the crofting manner, provide
a countryside which is simultaneously thickly-populated and highly-appealing.
11. Given both the marked upturn in Highlands and Islands economic prospects and
the way in which the wider policy setting has shifted in crofting’s direction, the case
for crofting has never been stronger than at present. This is recognised by Scottish
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Executive ministers. In statement after statement, Rhona Brankin, in particular, has
committed the Executive to a policy stance more favourable to crofting than that
adopted by any government of Scotland since the 1920s. As regards the Crofting
Bill, much the most striking evidence of its pro-crofting credentials is to be found in
the Bill’s provisions concerning the creation of new crofts on land not presently under
crofting tenure. This is a dramatic departure from previous policy and one which, or
so I’ve long argued, has the capacity to create all sorts of developmental
opportunities. These opportunities are now all the greater because of: the
possibilities opened up by the community ownership provisions of the Land Reform
Act; the availability of finance from sources such as the Land Fund; and, not least,
the growing willingness of landowning public agencies, notably the Forestry
Commission, to make land available to prospective crofters or smallholders.
12. It’s mainly because of its commitment to croft creation that I welcome the
Crofting Bill. Might the Bill be even better if it enabled decisive intervention in the
market which has developed, as described in Para 8 above, in crofts? Arguably yes
– but such intervention, if it’s effectively to add to the supply of crofts available to
new entrants to crofting, will require to be radical.
13. In this connection, it should be understood that the fact of money being involved
in the acquisistion of a croft is not new. Indeed, it’s a consequence of a crofting right
(free sale in the terminology of nineteenth-century reformers) enshrined in past
legislation. In effect, this legislation turned croft tenancies into properties which can
be traded by means of the process known as assignation. They have been so traded
for a long time. What’s altered recently, because of the economic upturn described in
Para 7 above, is the value of crofts. Rather like rural homes, they now fetch prices so
steep as to preclude their acquisition by whole categories of rural residents.
14. In principle, it would certainly be possible to take legislative steps to reduce those
prices. However, this would not be painless. It would entail a reduction in the
longstanding rights of crofters. It would also leave outgoing crofters (by no means all
of them wealthy speculators) worse off financially.
15. There is a further point. Since the number of crofts, whether tenanted or owneroccupied, which are traded in the market – as opposed to being assigned to another
member of an outgoing or deceased crofter’s family – is small, market intervention
would not add greatly to the supply of affordable crofts. What would add substantially
and immediately to the supply of such crofts would be a legislative redefinition of the
term crofter. This redefinition would have the aim of making the term mean what it
meant when the Crofters Act of 1886 was framed – a crofter then being someone
whose principal home was assumed to be on his or her single croft.
16. Most people probably believe that a crofter is still such a person. But this leaves
out of account two creations of the twentieth century – the absentee crofter and the
multiple occupier (or collector) of crofts.
17. In the Western Isles alone, there are some 700 absentee crofters. And since
absentees are defined as people living more than ten miles from their crofts, the
number of Western Isles crofters whose principal home is not on their croft is
considerably greater than this. The Crofters Commission is empowered to – and
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does – act against absentees. But the procedures involved are complex, timeconsuming and expensive. Hence the attraction of simply once again defining a
crofter – whether a tenant or a so-called proper occupier of an owner-occupied
holding – as someone whose principal home is on his or her croft. At no taxpayer
cost, thousands of crofts across the crofting area would thus become technically
vacant and available for relet to new entrants of the type so frequently excluded from
crofting by the cost of crofts.
18. Many of these newly vacant crofts would be made available by the legislative
redefinition of crofter resulting not just in the entire elimination of absenteeism but
also in each multiple occupier of crofts – and some crofters occupy five, ten, 15 or
more holdings – being deprived of all but one croft or (if this were thought too
cataclysmic) all but two or three crofts.
19. The policy justification for such measures is clear. If the key objective of crofting
legislation (as everyone agrees) is to sustain a tenurial system which fosters as high
as possible a rural population, and if there is (as everyone also agrees) an
unsatisfied demand for crofts, then there should be removed from the crofting
system those features (not present when the system was first put in place
legislatively) which run counter to the population-sustaining objective – such as
absenteeism and multiple occupancy.
20. But since all such action – whether controlling the market in crofts or removing
absenteeism and multiple occupancy – would result in a drastic alteration in the
crofting status quo, the present, or any future, Scottish Executive would require, in
my view, a democratic mandate for the necessary legislation.
21. Hence my suggestion as to how this committee deal with concern – made
manifest by reaction to the Crofting Bill – about the obstacles now in the way of
prospective entrants to crofting. The committee should request the Scottish
Executive to instruct the Crofters Commission to report in detail by 31 December this
year on the implications of: (a) decisive legislative intervention in the market for
crofts; and (b) the legislative removal from crofting of both absenteeism and multiple
occupancy.
22. This would enable candidates in crofting constituencies in next year’s Scottish
parliamentary elections to make clear in their election addresses, and political parties
to make clear in their manifestoes, where exactly they stand on these issues. This, in
turn, would provide the incoming Scottish Executive of May 2007 with a democratic
mandate for action or inaction, as the case may be, in respect of them.
23. What this committee should not do, in my opinion, is damage the chances of the
present Bill becoming law – thus jeopardising gains, especially those involving the
creation of new crofts, which I consider to be of great significance.
SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH CROFTING FOUNDATION
The SCF have extensively researched crofter opinion on the Draft Crofting Reform
Bill and submitted a comprehensive response to the SE consultation in June 2005.
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Further SCF consultation shows this response to still be valid and it forms the basis
of our written evidence to the ERDC.
A summary of points raised by our area representatives in December 2005 has also
been sent to the ERDC.
The following summarise crofters’ foremost thoughts on the Crofting Bill as
introduced to Parliament in March 2006, so far, given that the Bill is actually only a
list of amendments and that it is incomplete.
In summary, there are some aspects to the Bill that have the potential to improve
the Crofting (Scotland) Act 1993. However, on balance the positive aspects are
overshadowed by fundamental negative facets that cause many to feel that this Bill
will have a detrimental effect on crofting. The process that has led to this point has
been seriously flawed and has led to a to a weak Bill being introduced, and to great
deal of resentment amongst crofters. The following points are perhaps the most
significant.
x
Research and evaluation –The SCF, and many individuals and other
organisations, have asked for a full evaluation of crofting and research into options
available to develop crofting. This has not been done and as a consequence the Bill
still reflects a lack of comprehensive planning methodology, practicality and informed
vision. The Policy Memorandum contains encouraging vision but the Bill does not
translate this into practical, enabling legislation;
x
Consultation - The draft Bill demonstrated a very “top-down” approach to
rural development and caused a reaction against it from a wide range of individuals
and organisations. The Bill, as introduced, still does not reflect the SE consultation.
For example, after extensive research the SCF submitted a response that contained
23 suggestions for improvement of the draft Bill – these have been largely ignored.
The consultation analysis also did not reflect what was actually brought out in public
meetings, therefore leaving the feeling that the SE is bulldozing this through;
x
Incomplete Bill - It is unacceptable to present an incomplete Bill and ask for
comment on it.
The proposed section on “Proper Occupier” is a missing
fundamental element that will change the wider principles of the Bill and it is
anticipated will lead to many changes throughout the Bill. The idea of “Croft
Occupier” or “Registered Occupier” has been around since at least 1998 and was
brought up again in our response in June 2005 – there is therefore no excuse to be
suggesting it as an amendment at Stage 2;
x
Crofters Commission - The suggested changes to the Crofters Commission
and the way in which it regulates crofting diminishes its democracy, integrity and
competence. The CC is being given more powers but there is no apparent increase
in duty or accountability. It is unacceptable to suggest that the Commission board
will have no elected members, that its members need no knowledge of crofting, that
the elected Assessor system will be replaced by appointed local panels and that
grazings committees will be given increased power but with no increased duty,
accountability or democracy. Given the general move within development towards
improved democracy, community representation and accountability, this Bill stands
out as anachronistic, regressive and non-aligned;
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x
Planning - The problems with planning and the question of legislation
dominance and protection of croft land still has not been resolved (Taynuilt will
happen again). The concept of croft land protection and statutory planning
consultation needs to be in both this Bill and the T & C planning Bill;
x
Valuation – it is suggested that the “proper Occupier” concept will help to
moderate speculation of croft land. This may be so, but it is impossible to assess its
worth when it is not in the Bill. This Bill also introduces the idea of valuation being
based on a “free market”, something contra to the principle of a protected system.
Other issues around valuation of croft land as estate still propagate the notion that
croft land has a free market value, and would increase cost to the legatee;
x
Interposed leases - The issue of Interposed Leases does not appear to have
been addressed as proposed; what happened to the test case and the potential
protection of crofters’ rights in this Bill? It is now suggesting an amendment to the
Land Reform (Scotland) Act, something that was initially dismissed and could take
years to accomplish;
x
Scottish land reform - This Bill does not reflect the spirit of the Scottish land
reform, from which it was spawned, which was to sustain population, strengthen
communities and widen economic opportunities in the Highlands and Islands, and
other peripheral regions of Scotland. In fact much of what was discussed in the early
stages of the reform still have validity but no presence in the Bill;
x
Increased costs to crofters - Whilst a full analysis of the Bill in light of the
Financial Memorandum has not yet been undertaken, the increase in cost outlined in
the FM do not appear to be accurate or complete.
In conclusion, the overall feeling is of disappointment. This is a great opportunity to
demonstrate the Scottish Executive’s commitment to crofting and to modernise
legislation to advance the development and expansion of crofting. Crofting has huge
potential and could be leading rural development and the changes being imposed by
the various related reforms. The process used to develop the Bill and the resultant
weaknesses of the Bill do not measure up to this.
However, it is recognised that amendments to the 1993 Act are needed and it is
hoped that the Scottish Executive will take the eleventh-hour opportunity to listen to
the suggestions being made and that appropriate amendments can redress the
inadequacies.
SUBMISSION FROM NFU SCOTLAND
NFU Scotland responded to the consultation on the Draft Crofting (Scotland) Bill last
year. Our views are summarised again below for ease of reference.
More generally NFU Scotland strongly believes that a healthy agriculture industry is
central to thriving rural communities and economies. Crofting is a significant and
crucial part of the agricultural sector – indeed in some areas it represents the vast
majority of the sector. We therefore believe that it is vitally important to retain active
crofting communities, contributing to the agriculture sector and the upstream and
downstream industries that depend on it. In addition, crofting plays a hugely
important role in retaining viable populations in many of the remotest and most
fragile areas of Scotland. Crofting is also well placed to deliver the wider, non-market
environmental, social and economic benefits that society expects from land
managers. However, the core agricultural activity of crofters must be viable and
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profitable if they are to be in a position to deliver these benefits. The Crofting Reform
Bill must therefore properly address the important issues facing crofting in the 21st
Century.
For crofting to flourish it will be important to achieve a sensible balance between
regulation and individual initiative and entrepreneurship. The unique system of
crofting tenure needs to have adequate regulatory protection to address specific
problems, for example, absenteeism. On the other hand, at a time when CAP
Reform aims to reduce administration and bureaucracy, every attempt should be
made to simplify routine processes such as decrofting of single house sites. If the
correct balance is achieved, crofters will be able to develop their agricultural
businesses while at the same time maximising diversification opportunities and
delivering wider benefits.
Summary of NFU Scotland views on the specific issues in the draft bill:
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x

NFUS is extremely concerned at the proposal that the principal use of crofts need
no longer be agriculture. Given the increasing importance of agriculture as a part
of wider rural development, as recognised in the Scottish Executive’s revised
Strategy for Scottish Agriculture, it is vital that this link is maintained and that
agriculture remains central to crofting.

x

We feel it is premature to comment on any extension to the crofting counties as
we feel the full implications and the process of becoming a croft need to be fully
investigated and clarified.

x

NFUS agreed that after 20 years a croft boundary, which had locally become the
accepted boundary, should be adopted as the legal boundary.

x

We supported the extension of tenanted rights in a common grazing, runrig land
and apportionment to be included in the Register of Crofts.

x

We agreed that energy should be considered a reasonable purpose for the
resumption of land.

x

If a crofters share of development value is to be paid in instalments, then these
instalments should be made to the croft rather than the croft tenant.

x

The Crofters Commission should be permitted to provide apportionments for a
fixed period and that they are subject to review from time to time and that they
conditions applicable to the apportionment can be varied by the Crofters
Commission on the request of the grazing committee, owner or crofter.

x

Land that has been registered as, and treated as, croft land for more than 20
years should be beyond dispute.

x

Crofting tenancies must be held by individuals and that a croft tenant should not
be able to form a limited company to hold the tenancy of his croft.

x

A crofter should be able to apply to the Land Court to direct the landlord to
provide vehicular access route to their croft, however this must be done in
consultation with other crofters if the new route will take access over their croft
land.
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Scottish Parliament
Environment and Rural
Development Committee
Wednesday 19 April 2006
[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 10:09]

Crofting Reform etc Bill: Stage 1
The Convener (Sarah Boyack): I welcome
members of the public, the press and colleagues
to the meeting. First, I remind people to switch off
their mobile phones and BlackBerries and not to
place them anywhere near the broadcasting
system.
I alert people to the fact that Richard Lochhead
resigned as a member during the recess. We do
not have a replacement Scottish National Party
member at our meeting today. I welcome Eleanor
Scott, who is with us this morning. We expect that
John Farquhar Munro will join us at some point.
Agenda item 1 is our first stage 1 evidence
session on the Crofting Reform etc Bill. At stage 1,
our role as a committee is to consider the bill and
to produce a report in which we recommend
whether the Parliament should agree to the bill’s
general principles. To help us to do that, we have
a packed programme of evidence taking from
witnesses over the next five weeks. In addition, we
have invited anyone who has an interest in or
views on crofting to give us written evidence,
which we can use in our oral sessions. During the
consideration process, we will visit Oban,
Stornoway and Inverness and we hope to hear
from people who are involved in crofting on a daily
basis.
I kick off by inviting colleagues to make any
relevant declarations of interest.
Mr Alasdair Morrison (Western Isles) (Lab): I
am a member of the Scottish Crofting Foundation.
Rob Gibson (Highlands and Islands) (SNP): I,
too, am a member of the Crofting Foundation.
The Convener: Does Maureen Macmillan have
an interest to declare?
Maureen Macmillan (Highlands and Islands)
(Lab): No. I put my pen up because I wanted to
get in first with a question.
The Convener: You were queuing to get in. I
thank colleagues for their declarations.
I welcome the members of our first panel, which
consists of officials from the Scottish Executive.
We have asked them to give us an overview of the
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bill and how it has developed, and the plans to
amend it at stage 2 by introducing the idea of a
proper occupier. Mike Watson is the Executive’s
bill manager for the Crofting Reform etc Bill.
Shane Rankin, who is chief executive of the
Crofters Commission, is also representing the
Executive this morning.
Shane
Rankin
(Scottish
Executive
Environment and Rural Affairs Department): I
am head of crofting policy at the Scottish
Executive and I am here in that role.
The Convener: Aileen Imrie and Ethel Burt are
solicitors from the Scottish Executive Legal and
Parliamentary Services team.
I invite Shane Rankin to make a short opening
statement, after which we will have questions from
colleagues.
Shane Rankin: Thank you for the opportunity to
give evidence to the committee and to open the
session.
The Crofting Reform etc Bill will bring important
changes for crofting and crofting communities, for
wider rural development and for the Crofters
Commission. It will reinforce the inherent strengths
of crofting tenure, will create flexibilities that will
allow crofting communities to decide how they
want crofting to evolve in their townships and will
eliminate
bureaucracy
that
holds
back
communities’ and individuals’ ambitions.
In January 1999, the land reform policy group
published its recommendations for land reform in
Scotland, which included proposals to amend
crofting legislation. In July 2002, the Executive
published a white paper that addressed the five
main objectives that the land reform policy group
had identified, which were to have more
sustainable crofting communities, more local
involvement in crofting administration, much
simplified crofting legislation and administration
and more active crofters, and to allow crofters to
undertake a wider range of land-based and other
economic activity in addition to agriculture. The bill
that has developed progresses those objectives.
The consultation paper on the draft bill was
published in March 2005. As well as outlining the
policy background on crofting, the process of
consultation on crofting reform and the outcome of
consultation on the white paper, it presented the
draft bill and invited responses in general terms
and through a number of specific questions. In
total, 155 written responses were received. Since
the consultation closed, the Deputy Minister for
Environment and Rural Development has visited
Shetland, Assynt, Tiree and the Western Isles to
discuss with local crofting interests the issues
surrounding the draft bill. In addition, she has
convened a ministerial reference group of crofting
experts to discuss and examine options for dealing
with those issues and to identify ways forward.
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There have been significant changes to the
proposals for legislation since the white paper was
first published. Crofter responses to the
consultation on the white paper indicated that a
proposal to allow local regulation of tenure was
unpopular and it was dropped. In response to
changing circumstances, the draft bill included
new provisions to allow crofters to enter into
binding agreements with their landlords to give up
their right to buy, to designate energy
development as a reasonable purpose for the
resumption of croft land, to allow resumption
payments to be paid in instalments and to create
schemes for development.
10:15
The bill as introduced contains further changes
reflecting issues raised during consultation on the
draft bill, including: dropping the proposals for
allowing owners to enter into short-term lets;
introducing a number of new measures including
provision for the creation of new crofts outwith the
crofting counties; a major amendment to the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 to allow crofting
community bodies to acquire leases over croft
land; and a simplification of the provisions
intended to deal with neglect and misuse. In
addition, there are a number of other, less
significant, changes.
In order to address the planning and housing
pressures affecting croft land, ministers have
clarified the scope of the local policy’s provision, to
make it clear that the mechanism can be used to
establish how communities want to see croft land
released for development. They have also made a
commitment to introduce at stage 2 proposals for
a new concept of proper occupier.
Under current crofting legislation, the Crofters
Commission has the power to require any croft
owner to relet his or her croft. That means that a
croft owner is technically the landlord of a vacant
croft. That power has been used by the
commission, but only rarely, and that has been in
recent times when a crofter has sought to thwart
action against absenteeism. After the introduction
of the crofters’ right to buy their crofts, in the
1970s, the commission took the view that treating
croft owner-occupiers as landlords would be
against the spirit of the new right to buy. However,
the right to buy is being used on occasion as a
means of avoiding living on or near the croft and of
avoiding working it. It has also, in some instances,
become a prelude to asset stripping the croft of
any house site potential.
The proper occupier proposals will create a
framework in which those existing powers over
croft owners can be used more rigorously, without
removing the right to buy, which is an important
and highly valued crofters’ right. At the same time,
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the proper occupier proposals offer protection to
owners who genuinely live near to and work their
crofts. It is proposed that an individual who owns a
croft at commencement of the act, and who was
either the former tenant of that croft or the
successor in title to a former tenant, will become a
proper occupier of that croft, as will any individual
who acquires a croft from a proper occupier. The
intention is that the Crofters Commission will not
serve notice on a proper occupier to require them
to relet their croft. A person who acquires a croft
from a person who is not a proper occupier,
including a tenant buying from a croft landlord, or
who acquires part of a croft, will not be a proper
occupier but may apply to the Crofters
Commission to become a proper occupier.
The commission may withdraw proper occupier
status, either in response to a complaint or on the
basis of information that it holds, and it should
have discretion over whether it does so. If proper
occupier status is withdrawn, the commission may
invite the owner to submit proposals for reletting
the croft—that is, it would invite the owner to find a
tenant for the croft.
The proper occupier proposal is a significant
change to crofting legislation and it should
discourage neglect, absenteeism and asset
stripping. I would be pleased to answer any
questions from members.
The Convener: More than half of the committee
members are queuing up to speak, so I shall work
my way around the table, starting with Maureen
Macmillan.
Maureen Macmillan: I want to kick off by asking
about the Crofters Commission’s vision for
crofting. The bill is part of our land reform
legislation. With other such legislation, such as the
Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 and the
Abolition of Feudal Tenure etc (Scotland) Act
2000, we all knew what we were focusing on.
However, the Crofting Reform etc Bill, by its very
nature, makes it difficult for us to focus on what we
are trying to achieve for crofting, as much of it
comprises a series of amendments to other
legislation. As you know, a lot of concern has been
raised that the bill does not address problems in
the crofting community. Will you say more about
what those problems are and why the commission
has been reluctant to deal with them? People
thought that you already had the powers to deal
with problems such as absenteeism, but those
problems have not been resolved. What will be
different as a result of the bill?
Shane Rankin: One of the significant factors in
the current legislation is that it applies in the same
way to all crofting communities, regardless of their
circumstances. Different crofting communities
have different views of what crofting is, how it
should function, what it is for and so on. However,
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the commission must take its lead from the
legislation. There is limited latitude. The
commission has a certain amount of discretion,
but varying measures such as absentee action
can be quite a tortured, resource-intensive
process. You say that the commission has not
used the powers that it has, but it has tackled
absenteeism in a significant way. In the past nine
years, it has experimented with engaging
communities on how they would like absenteeism
to be tackled. It is determined to tackle
absenteeism and to persuade communities that it
would be good to do that. However, some
communities are more resistant to that approach
than others. Only two years ago, there was an
independent evaluation that suggested that the
commission had not only tackled and resolved
something like 1,400 cases of absenteeism, but
had also through absentee action delivered about
600 new people to crofting communities. That is a
significant increase in the population of remote
communities.
We are accused of not using the power to
control assignations. The perception is that the
commission has the power to ensure that the best
and most appropriate person secures the
assignation of a croft. However, the power is
simply a power of veto. It does not allow the
commission to ensure that the best candidate
secures the croft. It simply ensures that the
candidate who is put forward by the outgoing
tenant has reasonable intentions and that it is
reasonably likely that they will work and live on the
croft. The accusation that we have not used the
power is invariably misguided or ill informed.
Over the years, the commission has taken a
sensitive approach to absentee action. As a result,
challenges emerge when an individual is deeply
wedded to their croft and does not want to give it
up because of their family history or family
connection to it, even though they may not have
lived there for some time and may have no
intention of living there. When the final stages are
reached and the commission makes it absolutely
clear that it will not back off, people often seek
planning consent to ensure that they will not lose
any financial advantage. In those circumstances, it
becomes difficult to force through absentee action
without some development happening on the croft.
That was the scenario in Taynuilt last year.
Maureen Macmillan: How will you address that
issue in the bill? Will there be a provision to
ensure that there is some interaction between
planning and crofting?
Shane Rankin: As I suggested in my opening
statement, the interaction will be through the local
policies mechanism. The proposal in the bill allows
a number of things. It will allow the commission to
work with communities to establish how they want
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crofting to be developed and used, how they want
absenteeism to be tackled, how they want land to
be released for development, what land they do
not want to be released and so on. That is one of
the significant propositions in the bill. The other is
the proper occupier proposal.
Maureen Macmillan: You said that some
communities are not willing to engage with the
commission on absenteeism. Will they be willing to
engage with it on planning procedures and the
other areas that you mentioned? I can imagine
that some communities will not want to do that.
They might want to build as many houses as they
can and get the money.
Shane Rankin: For the crofting community, the
rights rest with the individuals. The community can
influence how the land is released and worked.
For the past year or so, the commission has been
working with Highland Council on the local plan for
Kyle of Lochalsh and Skye. That experience
suggests that a third of crofting townships were
willing to work with the commission to consider
where land could and should be released for
development. The others were less interested, but
one third is not a bad level of engagement.
Maureen Macmillan: But that is a difficulty.
Shane Rankin: Indeed.
Mr Morrison: I have a question for Mike
Watson. You are described on the agenda as the
bill manager. I take it that that means that you
oversee everything that is done in the Executive’s
name, as it were.
Mike
Watson
(Scottish
Executive
Environment and Rural Affairs Department):
Yes. My main responsibility is for the logistics of
seeing the bill through its parliamentary stages to
ensure that the policy that is worked through
meets the requirements of both the Parliament
and ministers.
Mr Morrison: Are you satisfied that the
consultation analysis document is a fair and, more
important, an accurate reflection of the views that
were expressed at public meetings?
Mike Watson: I do not want to duck the
question but, unfortunately, the consultation
happened prior to my taking up my role as bill
manager. I will ask Shane Rankin to answer the
question.
Mr Morrison: Why would he be in a position to
answer it?
Mike Watson: He has been the bill leader from
day one. I took over as bill manager on 17
January. The consultation analysis was done prior
to that.
Mr Morrison: Mr Rankin, is the consultation
analysis document a fair and, more important, an
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accurate reflection of what crofters, practitioners
and others said at the various meetings
throughout the crofting counties?
Shane Rankin: It does not purport to be a
collection of everything that was said at every
public meeting.
Mr Morrison: I did not ask whether it was that.
Is it an accurate reflection? It is not a minute or a
verbatim report, but does it accurately reflect the
views that were expressed by crofters and others?
Shane Rankin: The consultation as a whole,
yes.
Mr Morrison: In that case, the Scottish Crofting
Foundation has got it wrong.
Shane Rankin: In what respect?
Mr Morrison: It believes that the consultation
analysis does not accurately reflect what was
brought out in the public meetings.
Shane Rankin: I do not wish to play with words,
but the public meetings were an effort to engage
the public in considering what was in the draft bill.
The meetings were not an attempt to elicit opinion
on the bill. The bill is a complex document. It is
unlikely that one would get considered views on its
contents on the basis of a half-hour presentation
and a couple of hours of debate and discussion.
The analysis is an accurate reflection of the
consultation. The public meetings were an effort to
encourage reaction to the bill and substantial
responses were made in writing after the public
meetings.
Mr Morrison: I put it on the record that I do not
accept the veracity of much of the report. Frankly,
it does not reflect the views that were expressed
by people who represent the Scottish Crofting
Foundation.
I have a couple of questions for Mr Rankin about
what he said in his opening statement. You said
that the bill would encourage asset stripping. What
does that mean?
Shane Rankin: Discourage.
Mr Morrison: I meant discourage, sorry.
Shane Rankin: In my response to Maureen
Macmillan’s question a few moments ago, I
explained that there are occasions on which
absentees seek to ensure that they profit from the
croft before their tenancy is terminated. The
proper occupier proposal creates a mechanism to
avoid that.
Mr Morrison: In what way?
Shane Rankin: It ensures that, if the owner of
the croft does not live on or near the croft or work
it, they can be challenged at an early stage by the
commission.
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10:30
Mr Morrison: Another fundamental matter that
has been the subject of much comment is that of
assignations being sold. Can you assure me, and
more important, the people I represent, that if the
bill were to be passed in its current form, crofts
would not change hands for £86,000 or £96,000
as opposed to £6,000?
Shane Rankin: At the moment, some crofts are
exchanged for a few thousand pounds whereas
others are exchanged for substantially more.
Crofts vary hugely in terms of the quality of the
land and even the assets that are on those
crofts—houses are associated with the most
expensive crofts. It has been possible to sell croft
tenancies for many years and the bill does not set
out to prevent that.
Mr Morrison: I have a final question about Mr
Rankin’s role. I know that this might be unfair, but
these evidence-taking sessions are not meant to
be about fairness. You are head of crofting policy
as well as chief executive of the Crofters
Commission.
Shane Rankin: Yes. I even volunteered to do
this.
Mr Morrison: Are the roles compatible?
Shane Rankin: Yes, entirely compatible.
Current legislation requires that the Crofters
Commission provides advice to ministers. It is
therefore entirely reasonable that the chief
executive of the Crofters Commission is an
adviser to ministers.
Mr Morrison: And heading the bill team?
Shane Rankin: I take the senior civil service
lead on the bill. What is more important about my
role is that a senior civil servant with considerable
knowledge of crofting law and regulation is
involved in developing the bill. The bill would be
disadvantaged without that knowledge and
experience. It is probably fair to say that that
applies elsewhere in the senior civil service.
Rob Gibson: I follow on from some of Alasdair
Morrison’s latter points. You have been in charge
of the Crofters Commission’s activities in recent
years and now you are making suggestions about
how its powers should be enhanced. How did the
commission tackle the transition from what was an
agriculture-based activity in the 1960s and 1970s
to the multiple uses of crofts today?
Shane Rankin: I am not sure that I follow the
question—did you ask how the commission
tackled the period in the 1960s and 1970s?
Rob Gibson: How are you tackling today the
issues that arise for crofters of the many more
potential uses for their crofts compared to those
available in the 1970s?
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Shane Rankin: In terms of what the bill
proposes?
Rob Gibson: It has to be in terms of what the
bill proposes.
Shane Rankin: Okay. The bill makes it clear
that other uses for crofts are legitimate,
reasonable and acceptable and provides support
for those uses. It recognises the reality in crofting
communities that many other economic activities
need to be undertaken and that crofters have a
fundamental asset in their land that can be used
by them in an economic way. In that sense, the bill
liberalises the situation.
The bill does not propose to abandon agriculture
because it is likely to be the significant use of that
land for a long time to come. We are talking about
something like 600,000 hectares of land—that
land will not be overwhelmed by industrial units or
whatever else. However, other land-based
activities have been encouraged. Forestry has
been encouraged in the past decade and receives
further encouragement today and there are other
potential uses of that kind.
Rob Gibson: You stated in your opening
remarks that the opinions of people in townships
are important to the creation of an appropriate
policy for today. Why, when the submissions were
received, did you ignore the calls for crofters in the
crofting areas to be given the right to decide on
township plans and the creation of area policy, for
example?
Shane Rankin: I think that I said that the
proposal to delegate regulation to local townships,
which had been in the white paper, was dropped
from the draft bill. In their responses, crofters did
not show that they wanted that power or
responsibility.
The Crofters Commission conducted a pilot
experiment in three townships—I think that it was
four or five years ago—with the aim of establishing
whether people wanted to become involved
directly in handling the regulatory cases for their
township. Two issues emerged: the first was that
crofters were very uncomfortable about making
regulatory decisions that could be significantly to
the disadvantage of their neighbours and thereby
creating disharmony in the community. The
second issue was a practical one. As some of the
most significant transactions do not happen very
often, a level of expertise could not be readily built
up in the township. Many practical issues were
raised; there was no community force for the
power to continue into the bill.
Rob Gibson: Accepting the fact that people feel
uncomfortable about taking decisions about what
happens to their neighbours, what is the future
role for decision making that fits the needs of
wider areas such as Shetland or west Lochaber?
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Let us think about the potential in those wider
areas. In their submissions, people suggested that
that might be the appropriate level at which policy
should be developed. I do not see anything in the
bill about that, however.
Shane Rankin: The bill proposals allow for local
policies to be made at the level of the individual
township—I think that it is either one or two
townships—and by a greater number of
townships. Local policies can be made at
whatever level people consider is the most
appropriate; for example, at the level of the Isle of
Lewis, the Western Isles or Lochaber. The policy
is not intended to be driven by the demands of one
township.
Rob Gibson: What measures does the bill
contain to enable crofters to make and agree
those policies at an area level?
Shane Rankin: The bill proposes the creation of
local panels to consider crofting issues. I suspect
that those panels will be the force that will drive
the level at which local policies will be determined
across the crofting counties.
Rob Gibson: And the panel will be appointed by
headquarters.
Shane Rankin: Yes. The panel
appointed by the Crofters Commission.

will

be

Rob Gibson: So it will not necessarily be
representative of the opinion in the area.
Shane Rankin: At the moment, the commission
has a network of assessors—I think that there are
about 80 of them—who represent all the crofting
areas. Certainly, the assessors see themselves as
representative of the crofting areas in a significant
way. Many of them have been with us for years;
some of them for decades. I suspect that anyone
who was willing to come forward and work on a
panel and be representative of their community
would be a strong advocate of that community.
Rob Gibson: But you are talking about people
being appointed, not elected. Such a proposal is
not about the creation of a force from below to
take forward decisions on crofting in an area; it is
about appointments coming from the commission.
Shane Rankin: Yes, but bear it in mind that the
commission and the bill seek to balance a number
of interests and not simply to respond to those
who are particularly active in crofting. Other issues
are at stake.
Absentees have an interest, which must be
handled. Many communities have inactive crofters
and even shareholders of common grazings who
do not think of themselves as crofters but who
have an interest in how crofting operates in a
community. Some of those inactive crofters are
becoming much more interested in crofting as
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wind farm developments are proposed. A variety
of interests needs to be respected and reflected,
so it is not just a matter of choosing
representatives for a local panel from people who
are active and want to be elected.
Mr Mark Ruskell (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Green): You said that the Crofters Commission
takes its lead from legislation, but I presume that
you have quite a lot of discretion in how you
discharge your responsibilities.
Shane Rankin: We have some discretion.
Mr Ruskell: From whom do you take advice on
how to exercise your responsibilities?
Shane Rankin: Advice comes from the
commission’s board, from local assessors to a
degree and from the Scottish Executive, in the
sense that the commission operates schemes as
an agent of the Scottish Executive. In future, the
commission will determine its own grant schemes
and will take its own counsel on how to focus and
target such pieces of work.
Some of the commission’s development work is
guided by what communities want and ask the
commission to do. Some of the most significant
development projects have involved communities
asking us to reorganise croft land, for example.

Mr Ruskell: Given that the commission is for
crofters, I would have thought that crofters would
be the electors.
Shane Rankin: Which ones?
Mr Ruskell: I have a further question. The bill
creates a proper occupier condition—it says that
crofters must put the land to “purposeful use”.
What is the definition of that? Does it mean quad
biking or keeping a pony in a field?
Shane Rankin: I am trying to remember the
precise definition; perhaps one of the lawyers
could remind me of it. The term concerns the use
of land purposefully.
10:45
Mr Ruskell: Is that equivalent to land-based
enterprises?
Shane Rankin: Yes, it could be.
Mr Ruskell: It could be.

Mr Ruskell: How does that happen? Do you
hold public meetings?
Shane Rankin: We have a series of
development managers throughout the crofting
counties who are actively involved with crofting
communities in a variety of ways—through
grazings committees, initiative at the edge, contact
with local enterprise companies and local
agricultural offices.

The Convener: We are keen to have it. The
issue is a key one, which will be brought up at
stage 2 rather than at stage 1. It is important that
we have the definition on the record so that when
we take evidence from other witnesses everybody
knows what a proper occupier would be and how
that would be defined.

Mr Ruskell: What direct feedback have you had
from the various players on how you interpret the
provisions on assignations?

Shane Rankin: Would Ethel Burt like to
comment?

Mr Ruskell: Have you considered a directly
elected commission?
Shane Rankin: That was suggested in the
consultation on the draft bill but was not
developed, for a variety of practical reasons.
Mr Ruskell: Will you explain them?
Shane Rankin: The commission is a relatively
small organisation. Under current legislation, the
board has executive responsibilities that are not in
keeping with those of a modern quango, in which
a board’s role is predominantly to scrutinise and
oversee the actions of the management and the
organisation. The election of board members
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would create several practical issues. Would the
board have to be significantly larger? Would the
board have sufficient business to undertake? What
would be the cost? Who would elect the board?

Shane Rankin: Yes. I am reluctant to give you a
definition because I know that there is one in the
bill, but I cannot quote it off the top of my head.
We can send the definition to the committee.

Shane Rankin: They are content that the right
to assign should remain in play and remain a
fundamental right for crofters.
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Ethel Burt (Scottish Executive Legal and
Parliamentary Services): Yes. I can read the
definition from the bill.
The Convener: Where are you reading from in
the bill?
Ethel Burt: Section 11(2). The section amends
the statutory conditions in the 1993 act.
Mr Ruskell: Does the section define “purposeful
use”? It refers to a croft being put
“to some other use, being a purposeful use”.

Ethel Burt: Further down the page, proposed
new paragraph 3A of schedule 2 to the 1993 act
states:
“The croft shall be kept in a fit state for cultivation except
in so far as a use to which it is put by virtue of paragraph
3(b) above is incompatible with its being so kept.”
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Below that, proposed new paragraph 3B refers to
measures to

for cultivation, or would it have to revert to such a
state? I do not understand the provision.

“control or eradicate vermin, bracken”.

It is a general definition.

Shane Rankin: The rest of the land would have
to be fit for cultivation.

Mr Ruskell: So as long as the land is fit for
cultivation any use is acceptable.

Elaine Smith: So only a bit of it would have to
be used for that purpose.

Ethel Burt: That seems to be right, but the
definition is not specific—it is general.
Shane Rankin: An issue that emerged in the
consultation was the impression that had been
created that a purposeful use other than
agriculture would in itself be enough to satisfy the
statutory conditions. That gave the impression that
the rest of the croft did not have to be cultivated or
maintained, which was not the intention of the
proposal in the draft bill. Therefore, it has been
made clear in the bill that although a purposeful
use other than agriculture on a part of the croft
would be acceptable, the rest of the croft either
has to be used for agriculture or has to be capable
of being used for agriculture. It has been made
clear in the bill that has been introduced that it is
not a matter of discouraging agriculture by
allowing a “purposeful use” on a little corner of the
croft.
Ethel Burt: Section 11(2)(i) adds to paragraph
13 of schedule 2 to the 1993 act the provision that
“‘purposeful use’ is any planned and managed use, being a
use which subject to the exception in paragraph 3A above,
does not adversely affect the croft, the public interest, the
interests of the landlord or the use of adjacent land.”

It is a wide definition.
Maureen Macmillan: As “purposeful use” is
being defined by what it is not rather than by what
it is, the scope for what it could be is wide.
Ethel Burt: Yes.
Maureen Macmillan: I think that members want
examples of what the uses could be.
The Convener: We want a sense of how the
definition would apply in practice and examples of
what it would mean in given circumstances.
Shane Rankin: The uses could include
management of the environment, use by quad
bikes, the establishment of a tourist attraction or
forestry. It could be use for a business activity that
might involve structures being put in place on part
of the croft. Essentially, it could be anything that
uses the land in a productive way.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): Proposed new paragraph 3A of schedule 2
to the 1993 act states:
“The croft shall be kept in a fit state for cultivation”.

If the land were being used for quad bikes or wind
farms, would that qualify as keeping it in a fit state

Shane Rankin: All or part of it.
Mr Ted Brocklebank (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Con): I have a real dilemma in respect of the bill,
because I have heard so many conflicting views
on what it is intended to achieve, not least from
ministers. Rhona Brankin is on record as saying
that it contains no new freedoms in relation to
buying or selling crofts, but her boss Ross Finnie
says that the Executive has no right to interfere in
a free market of crofting land and that crofters
should be allowed to cash in on their assets—I
think that I quote him correctly. Who is right? Is
crofting land held in custodianship, or is it the
property of the individual, to do with as he or she
wishes?
Shane Rankin: There are two questions. Both
ministers are right. For many years, crofters have
been entitled to sell on their assignation, if they
wish. That was encouraged in the early 1960s as
a mechanism for encouraging older crofters to
give up their crofts to ensure that they got a
reasonable return from their effort and had some
incentive to release their crofts. There is no
conflict between the ministers’ comments. There is
no new free market in crofting.
Mr Brocklebank: How can there be a free
market when people acquire their crofts at a rockbottom price and, some five years later, can sell
them for the kind of sums that Alasdair Morrison
described? Surely that is a skewed market.
Shane Rankin: What you say about buying the
croft and selling it on is different from what
Alasdair Morrison talked about. He was referring
to the tenancies that are being sold. That has
happened for decades—there is a right to assign
the tenancy. However, the market cannot be free if
there are restrictions on the transfer and if there
are obligations that the outgoing and incoming
tenant must fulfil. There is a market, but it is
restricted. There is a degree of regulation,
although the accusation is that regulation is not
sufficient.
Mr Brocklebank: In recent times, the Crofters
Commission has taken to arguing that its powers
are inadequate and that it cannot be held
responsible for the erosion of crofting communities
through the transfer of tenancies to non-crofting
hands. Should not the bill seek to address the
powers that you have and, perhaps, to improve
them? Should it not at least test whether you have
those powers? Would not that be better than
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saying that you do not have the powers, throwing
up your hands and saying, “Let things rip,” as you
appear to be doing?
Shane Rankin: The bill addresses the powers
that the commission has and should have. The
Executive and the commission are not throwing up
their hands. We could take a different approach,
be totally draconian and say that there is no
discretion in anything. We could take the approach
of saying that an absentee is an absentee and that
assignations should not be sold. However, for
whatever reason, we are where we are with the
legislation and the crofter’s right to buy exists.
Crofters value that right, more in some
communities than in others. There is only 1 per
cent owner occupation in the Western Isles and 30
per cent owner occupation in Shetland. The
overall figure is heading towards 30 per cent.
There are different expectations and uses of the
rights, which exist first and foremost to protect
crofters against awkward or difficult landlords.
That is why they are there and need to remain.
Taking away the discretions that exist would
create unnecessary difficulties in communities. It
would encourage a degree of disruption and
disharmony in communities, as some crofters vied
for more crofts than others. It would also make it
difficult to take a sensitive and humane approach
to the circumstances in which some people find
themselves. There are absentees who have
become absentees for practical reasons. They
may have had to go away to find a job because
there are no local jobs, and may come back from
time to time. One could be absolute about
absentees and say, “It does not matter if you are
an absentee for two weeks or two years—you are
still an absentee and you have no rights,” but
discretion is fundamentally important, and that is
the thrust of the bill’s approach.
The bill will create a much simpler bureaucracy
that avoids regulating everything. At the moment,
the Crofters Commission regulates around 2,000
transactions a year, around 200 of which are
difficult, one or two of which make the press.
Therefore, around 1,800 applications are
straightforward, but they involve a huge amount of
official time and public money, which would be
better spent on the approach that the bill proposes
to encourage the development and creative use of
powers to get communities to use land
productively,
to
challenge
neglect
and
absenteeism sensitively, and to ensure that
owners do not abuse their position—I refer to the
proper occupier proposals. There is a balance in
the bill and an approach that is appropriate for the
times in which we live.
Nora Radcliffe (Gordon) (LD): I want to move
on to a different aspect of the bill: the creation of
new crofts, particularly outwith the crofting
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counties. The bill states that new crofts may be
created in an area that is specified by an order.
What sort of area is that likely to be? Is it likely to
be a county or the area within a local authority’s
boundaries? The wording is imprecise.
Shane Rankin: It is a loose term. The aspect of
the bill that you mention was a reaction to the
strength of opinion that was shown in Arran during
the consultation. There was also a reaction by
members who represent north Perthshire and
Aberdeenshire when the Deputy Minister for
Environment and Rural Development gave
evidence to the committee. They thought that
there was scope to use crofting as a device to
encourage rural development in their communities.
The bill allows for the extension of crofting tenure
to places in respect of which an argument for
extension can justifiably be made and does not put
limits on what an area can be. Arran is an obvious
self-contained area that might be one of the first
areas to come forward.
Nora Radcliffe: Do you envisage an area, for
example in the north-east, being a county or local
authority area? Could Aberdeenshire or Moray be
an area?
Shane Rankin: I suspect that an area will be
smaller than that. It could be Strathdon or an area
in which there is an issue. It is more likely that an
area will be somewhere where there is an
opportunity, a pressure or a willing landlord to
work with people. Land for which Government
ministers are responsible could be a target. I
suspect that it is a question of opportunity.
Nora Radcliffe: I would be interested in having
an indication of the benefits and disbenefits of
having a crofting tenure as opposed to having
small landholder status. Might the lawyers with
you like to expand on that?
Shane Rankin: It is probably not so much a
legal question as a policy question. People in
Arran certainly perceive there to be an opportunity
to be connected with the right to buy and to
access housing and other grant schemes that are
available to crofters but are not available
elsewhere. Those are the fundamental attractions.
Nora Radcliffe: So there are attractions for
tenants and landholders, but are there disbenefits
for landowners?
Shane Rankin: Landowners may see a
disadvantage in part of their estate being taken
away, but the bill makes provision for a
compensation device for landowners who are
affected by anything that might emerge under that
provision. Therefore, the disadvantages should not
be significant.
Nora Radcliffe: The commission will have the
final say about whether an application will be
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accepted. Would one of the criteria it considers be
the effect on, for example, an estate or
surrounding landholdings?
Shane Rankin: The general approach is for the
commission to consider the interests of the
individual, the landlord and the community. That
will continue.
Nora Radcliffe: So we must watch this space.
Shane Rankin: Yes.
11:00
Elaine Smith: I would like to explore one or two
issues that have arisen from what has been said
so far. I am interested in the whole issue around
why the proper occupier proposals were made
later in the process. In particular, I am interested in
going back to the question that Maureen
Macmillan asked at the beginning of the session.
What is your vision for the crofting system under
the legislation? Is it to be a free market or will it be
more regulated and go back to the basics of
crofting law, which were to give a family security of
tenure at a reasonable rent?
Shane Rankin: As I said in my opening
remarks, crofting has been very valuable over
many years and has sustained the population of
many of the remotest communities in Scotland. It
has also sustained agricultural activity and
environmental biodiversity. Those things are and
will go on being very valuable.
The crofting tenure system has contributed
significantly to those communities and it needs to
go on doing so, but some of the obstacles created
by the legislation and the regulatory processes
should be tempered. They might not need to be
removed but they should be balanced and
tempered in a way that allows the system to
encourage initiative and to release opportunity in
crofting communities without taking away the
fundamental rights of individuals and the inherent
strength of the community. There are strengths in
the common grazing system, the grazing
committees and the rest of the crofting system,
and all of those need to be sustained and
supported.
The bill seeks to manage the regulatory
processes and thereby to enable the system to
thrive. It is not saying, and it cannot ever claim to
guarantee, that the crofting system or communities
will prosper, but it will release opportunity and
create devices to allow the Crofters Commission
to devote its resources much more creatively than
it does at the moment.
Elaine Smith: You seemed to indicate that the
right to buy is an issue. If I am right, you said that
we are where we are with it. Could you have
changed that with this legislation if you had
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wanted to? Can you change it? Do we have to be
where we are?
Shane Rankin: By that I meant that the right to
buy a croft has existed since the 1970s and the
right to assign has existed since the 1960s.
Elaine Smith: If you saw the right to buy as
causing any problems with what you are trying to
achieve, you could have revisited the issue
through the legislation.
Shane Rankin: Theoretically, the right to buy
could have been removed, but that would not be
welcomed nor would it be successful. It would put
the power back into the hands of landlords to the
disadvantage of many crofting communities.
Elaine Smith: You cannot just say that we are
where we are, because you could have revisited
the issue if you had wanted to.
Shane Rankin: We cannot force the 30 per cent
of owners back into the system, if you like, other
than by beginning to apply the same types of
condition that apply to croft tenants. That is what
we are doing through our proposed mechanism.
Elaine Smith: I have another couple of
questions I would like to ask you, although I would
have liked to explore that issue a bit further.
On the issue of a veto, you said that the
commission cannot dictate to whom a croft will be
assigned; it can only exercise a veto. Surely the
power of veto should mean that the commission
can dictate. How many vetoes have there been?
Could not the Crofters Commission continue to
use its veto until someone suitable was assigned?
I ask you that because I do not understand what
you mean when you say that the commission only
has a power of veto. That seems to me to be quite
a strong power.
Shane Rankin: The question is whether the
Crofting Commission can go on vetoing
assignations. In the current circumstances, one
challenge is that croft tenancies have attracted
much more interest in the past few years than they
have for many years previously. The level of
interest varies from community to community and
it has varied for a long time.
The power of veto was given so that we could
avoid some of the worst excesses. When the right
to assign croft tenancies was granted back in the
1960s, there was no queue of people to take up
croft tenancies. Even up until the past few years,
the level of demand for croft tenancies was
nothing like it is at present in some places.
However, even now some crofts lie vacant
because they are in places where it is not feasible
for people to make the croft work or to establish a
life in the community. Therefore, the level of
demand varies hugely.
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We could go on vetoing people, but the question
is whether we would achieve much if we vetoed
every individual until we reached the perfect
candidate. What would constitute a perfect
candidate?
Elaine Smith: That is what I am asking. Surely
that is why the commission has a power of veto.
Shane Rankin: The bill does not specify what
the perfect candidate might be. Should it be the
person who will use the land agriculturally or the
one who will live on the croft? Should it be the
person who already has 10 crofts or the one who
has no crofts? How should the criteria be
balanced, given the opportunities and rights that
belong to crofters in such situations?
Elaine Smith: Convener, I have one last
question, but I think that Alasdair Morrison wants
to ask a supplementary question on the power of
veto.
The Convener: The problem is that our
evidence session has already gone on for an hour.
I sense that all members would like to ask
supplementary questions.
Mr Morrison: Convener, I just want to make an
observation—
The Convener: I will allow a point of
clarification, but I do not want any supplementary
points.
Mr Morrison: I point out that the issue of the
veto, which Elaine Smith raised, and the issue of
the commission’s composition, which Mark Ruskell
raised, demonstrate the absurdity of Mr Rankin’s
role—
The Convener: That is not a point of
clarification. You have already made that point
pretty effectively.
Elaine Smith: My final question concerns the
Scottish Crofting Foundation’s submission to the
committee. The submission states:
“the SCF submitted a response that contained 23
suggestions for improvement of the draft Bill—these have
been largely ignored.”

Why were the SCF’s suggestions ignored? Were
they not good suggestions?
Shane Rankin: I am not sure that that is correct.
The SCF’s submission contained 23 points, which
have been reduced to something like 11 for its
submission to the committee. We took up a
number of the SCF’s suggestions.
Elaine Smith: I quoted from the SCF’s
submission to the committee. Perhaps we can
clarify the issue with the SCF.
The Convener: I want to ask about planning,
which is also mentioned in the Scottish Crofting
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Foundation submission. There seems to be a
fundamental
relationship
between
crofting
legislation and planning legislation, given the huge
pressures for housing that are driving up prices. If
there is to be a free market, should people who
want a house in a crofting area need to be a
crofter or should they be able to buy croft land
merely to occupy the house, with the result that
local people who want to croft have no access to
affordable housing?
In the bill, the relationship between crofting
legislation and planning legislation is unclear.
Local policies are to be developed, but I do not
see the read-across to the planning system that
would be necessary for implementing them. That
issue came up when we inquired into accessible
rural housing last year. There seems to be no link
between crofting and planning policies for local
affordable housing and I cannot see any such links
in the bill.
Shane Rankin: The question is whether
planning or crofting legislation is predominant. In
the context of determining where development
should take place, planning legislation rather than
crofting legislation is predominant.
The Convener: Surely the Taynuilt decision
flags up the issue of the kind of housing that
should be built.
Shane Rankin: I do not quite follow the
question.
The Convener: In that area, affordable housing
was not seen as relevant, so luxury housing was
built. The connection with crofting was not seen as
relevant at all. The two systems seemed to be
totally different, with no link between them.
Shane Rankin: Yes, but under the bill the
Crofters Commission will be responsible for
regulating and developing the crofting system and
the use of crofting land. It will not determine
affordable housing or planning policy, although it
will be able to contribute to those aspects through
local policies. Indeed, the commission’s work over
the past year or two has demonstrated that ability.
The Convener: Should you be a statutory
consultee on planning applications to ensure that
you can make such an input?
Shane Rankin: That proposal has been
explored with Rhona Brankin and Malcolm
Chisholm and I am sure that it will be explored
further by Mr Chisholm as consideration of the
Planning etc (Scotland) Bill progresses. However,
I gather that the issue of who will be consulted will
be worked through in secondary legislation, not
set out in the bill itself.
The Convener: Those of us considering the
Crofting Reform etc Bill feel that the whole system
links together. Indeed, one key point that has been
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raised with us is that, because the price of crofts
has increased so much, people who live in crofting
communities cannot afford them. I am trying to
tease out the links between all these crofting,
affordable housing and planning issues; who is
responsible for which element; and the
opportunities that the bill provides to let people live
in rural areas that will otherwise become
depopulated.
Shane Rankin: The difficulty with the housing
and planning elements arises partly because, in
many communities, crofting land is often the only
land that planning authorities consider to be
suitable for development. Because no other land is
available, there is pressure to ensure that that land
is released for housing. Planning authorities are
invariably liberal in their approach to new housing
because they want new people in these
communities. Indeed, one might say that, at
Taynuilt, the authority took a liberal approach
when it supported a planning application for new
housing on croft land.
The bill’s local policy mechanism will allow and
encourage the Crofters Commission and crofting
communities to build on the commission’s work
over the past few years in helping communities in
Kyle, Stornoway and even Shetland to decide
where they want housing to be developed. Some
communities have said that they want housing to
be developed only on common grazings. However,
because that is not always practical, some
compromise is necessary. That is what happened
in 30 out of about 100 community townships in the
Kyle local plan area.
However, in Knock and Swordale on the edge of
Stornoway, the community and the common
grazings committee want housing to be placed first
on croft inby land, not on what is called the inner
grazings, which is a relatively small amount of land
that sustains collective agricultural activity. The
community has chosen where the housing should
be developed, and our engagement with it has
helped to resolve some fairly significant tensions
about housing and has allowed the community to
say to the planning authority, “This is where we
want the housing to be developed and we want
your local plan to reflect that.” The planning
authority now has to figure out whether what the
community wants is feasible.
However, as I have said, the role of the Crofters
Commission and the bill is to assist communities
in reaching an understanding of and articulating to
the planning authority what they want. With the
bill’s local policy mechanism, the commission’s
ability to do so will be even stronger.
The Convener: Eleanor Scott has not yet asked
a question.
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Eleanor Scott (Highlands and Islands)
(Green): Thank you for giving me the opportunity
to ask questions, convener. You have already
asked one of my questions, so I will be quite brief.
What do you expect to be the practical
implications—and, I presume, advantages—of the
Crofters
Commission
becoming
a
nondepartmental public body?
11:15
Shane Rankin: As members can see, the
commission is very close to the Executive at the
moment. Its scope for varying its approach to
grant schemes and so on is negligible. The
Executive operates significant grant schemes for
crofters, including housing schemes, agricultural
schemes and cattle schemes, but the rules and
focus of those schemes are determined by the
Executive and have a one-size-fits-all approach
throughout all crofting areas. There are many
other ways in which crofting could be encouraged
to develop. The commission has been close to the
croft entrant scheme for many years. That scheme
is funded by Highlands and Islands Enterprise and
increasingly by some of the local authorities and it
has had a significant impact. A more independent
commission than we have at the moment could
come with creative schemes of that type.
Eleanor Scott: Do you mean independent of the
Executive?
Shane Rankin: I mean independent of direct,
day-to-day control and influence by the Executive
over those major sources of funding.
Eleanor Scott: And no less independent of the
body of crofters than it is at present. We have
heard that you are not proposing direct elections.
At present, it is possible for a crofter to become a
commissioner, but will they be able to take up
whatever position will exist when the commission
is a non-departmental public body?
Shane Rankin: A board member.
Eleanor Scott: Yes.
Shane Rankin: I am trying to figure out how
many of the board members are or have been
crofters. The answer is quite a few of them, if not
most of them. One would expect board members
of the new commission to have a strong crofting
connection or to be crofters themselves. I would
be amazed if crofters did not come forward to
become board members.
Eleanor Scott: How much say will the board
members have about the direction of the body?
Shane Rankin: The role of the board in an
NDPB is to consider strategy and direction and
oversee the organisation. The board considers
whether the organisation is going in the right
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direction and doing the right things. The new
board will have much more latitude to do that than
exists at the moment.
Eleanor Scott: What about the accountability of
the board and the body?
Shane Rankin: The management and the
organisation are accountable to the board. What
invariably happens with an NDPB is that ministers
provide strategic guidance to the board.
Annually—or periodically—ministers say, “We
want you to do these big things. We want you to
address these big issues.” I expect that that
approach will be taken in this case.
Eleanor Scott: Will the board members be
appointed by the minister?
Shane Rankin: I am trying to remember. The
chairman and the board members will be
appointed by the minister.
Eleanor Scott: Do you think that there is a
shared understanding between you, those who
gave evidence and the committee of what crofting
is and should be?
Shane Rankin: No.
The Convener: Perhaps we can explore that as
we take evidence in the next five weeks.
I sense from everybody’s body language that if I
gave colleagues another go, they would all have
more questions. However, this is the first of our
three panels today. If members have burning
questions, they are likely to be relevant also to the
second and third panels—
Rob Gibson: I think that the Crofters
Commission will be coming back to give evidence
again.
The Convener: Yes. This is not our last chance
to discuss the national, strategic approach in the
bill. I have tried to be generous to members—
whether or not they think that I have been—and to
let them ask all the questions that they had for the
first panel. I knew that there would be a lot of
questions.
I thank the first panel for coming to answer our
questions this morning. If we come up with extra
questions in the next few weeks, we will come
back to you and ask for more information on
particular sections before we compile our report. In
particular, we will consider the responses to Mark
Ruskell’s questions about definitions and decide
whether we want any more information on that.
I ask the second panel to come to the table. We
will have a brief, two or three-minute suspension.
11:19
Meeting suspended.
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11:25
On resuming—
The Convener: We will now hear from the
second panel of witnesses. For those who are
watching the proceedings remotely, I mention that
I had a sense that the coffee session that we have
just had could have continued all day. A lot of
networking was going on. We might try to capture
the spirit of that over the next few weeks, so that
people talk to one another. However, I want to get
on with hearing from panel 2 now.
Derek Flyn is a specialist crofting lawyer. He is a
consultant with Macleod and MacCallum, a firm of
solicitors in Inverness. Brian Wilson, the former
minister, is a frequent writer on crofting in the
Scottish press. Professor Jim Hunter is both a
crofting historian and writer and a former chair of
Highlands and Islands Enterprise.
As with the previous panel, a few committee
members have already indicated that they want to
fire off with questions. Before that, I thank the
witnesses for their written submissions, which we
received in advance of the meeting. They were
extremely helpful and went straight to the point.
Members will want to follow up on a number of
issues in their questioning. Thank you for taking
the time to write down some remarks in advance. I
will not ask you to give opening statements—we
do not usually do that on this committee. We will
crack on with the questions.
Rob Gibson: Derek Flyn has commented in his
submission:
“The law of crofting is unusual if not unique. It is the law
of a different land. But that land does not have uniformity.”

Brian Wilson has written:
“What is essential for members of the Committee to
understand is that crofting is, and can only be, a regulated
form of tenure which requires tenants to observe certain
defined conditions”.

Jim Hunter also comments on the matter of
diversity. Could the panel reflect on how we can
ensure that what we have inherited, which is a
mixed system of ownership and tenancies, can be
regulated properly in this century?
Derek Flyn (Macleod and MacCallum): I feel
that the register of crofts is the most important
tool. At present, we have a strange system, which
is not easy for lawyers working outwith the system
to understand. It is a mixed system. It is based on
acts that recognise the agricultural tenancy of
land. However, that is no longer what the system
is. The current legislation recognises a relationship
between landlord and tenant—that is all that the
crofting acts consider. Any crofters who have
purchased their land under the provisions of 30
years ago receive very little guidance as to what
they should be doing.
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The register of crofts is looked to by all parties to
contain a lot of information that it does not in fact
contain. Primarily, lawyers are interested in
identifying the subjects involved, but there are no
maps available from the Crofters Commission.
After 50 years of administering 17,000 crofts, one
would expect the identification of those crofts to be
quite clear, yet it is not. The register of crofts
should also identify the person who is responsible
for the land.
As I have said, we are talking about a mixed
system in which some people are tenants. If the
register of crofts identifies who the tenant is, that is
pretty clear, but when land passes into the
ownership of the crofter as a result of his
exercising his rights, it is difficult to trace who is
responsible for the land and who should be
occupying it.
11:30
Crofters and landlords approach the Crofters
Commission for information about land that, in law,
is the subject of a contract between the landlord
and the tenant. Most contracts are in writing and
are certain, but crofting contracts are rarely in
writing and are often uncertain. When the Crofters
Commission took on the role of administering
those relationships, the landlord was no longer
responsible for knowing the boundaries of the land
that he was renting out and no longer had an
interest in pursuing the tenant because, if he did,
he would only get another tenant who paid the
same low rent. It was suggested that the crofter
was to buy his land at a rock-bottom price, but that
is the wrong way of looking at the situation. What
the crofter is doing is buying out the landlord’s
interest, which is to receive a rock-bottom rent. To
give the landlord 15 times that rock-bottom rent is
a sensible way of moving forward and removing
the landlord from the system.
When I started practising crofting law, the
Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill was on its way.
The Crofting Reform (Scotland) Act 1976 gave
every crofter the opportunity to buy his land and to
buy out the landlord’s interest, rather than to
become the owner of his own land but, in my view,
the system should allow a crofter to own his own
land and to have it protected by the system. At the
moment, if there is a dispute about boundaries, it
is often a dispute between neighbours rather than
between landlord and tenant. If a crofter owns his
land, he has some certainty about what he has
purchased.
The link between housing and crofting is very
strong. When crofters were given the right to buy,
they were given the perfect right to buy—the right
to buy the site of their dwelling-houses. However,
croft houses are almost always decrofted, by
which I mean that they have been removed from
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their crofts. That is because, to build a new house,
a crofter has to borrow money and the only way
that he can borrow money is to have the site of his
dwelling-house decrofted and mortgaged in the
normal way. Since 1976, croft houses have been
detached from crofts. To require that people
remove their house from their tenanted croft—in
other words, decroft it or remove it from the
system—before they will get the funds to build a
new one seems to be a strange way of
proceeding. That means that many houses in the
crofting areas that are inhabited by crofters are not
part of the system. What we are really protecting is
the land that is left.
The Convener: You covered quite a lot of
ground. I will let the other two speakers respond
before letting Rob Gibson come back in.
Brian Wilson: I agree with everything that
Derek Flyn said about a register of crofts. It seems
remarkable that the Crofters Commission has
signally failed to maintain a register. I would have
thought that in order to regulate a system, one
must first know the definitions of that system and
then maintain an updated record of the people
who came in and out of it.
I am not being pedantic, but the question that
Rob Gibson asked contained an understandable
error: it assumed that owners and tenants are two
different breeds. As Derek Flyn has said, every
croft has an owner and every croft has a tenant,
even if, in practice, they are the same person.
That goes to the nub of much of what has been
discussed.
I want to pick up on what Shane Rankin said
when he referred to the 1976 act. The 1976 act
addressed in perfect legalistic terms the issue of
how owner-occupation could be combined with a
system of tenure. The answer, which was
energetically
advocated
by
the
Crofters
Commission at the time, was that all that the
tenant was buying was the landlord’s rights over
the croft. Therefore, in legal hypothesis, the
landlord of the croft—the so-called owneroccupier—could be required to submit to the
regulation of the commission in order to ensure
that the croft was tenanted and other criteria were
met. In a telling phrase, Shane Rankin said that,
shortly after the 1976 act was passed, the
commission decided that it was against the spirit
of the legislation to treat the crofter as landlord
and abrogated precisely the legal fiction that was
the basis for its defence of the 1976 act. I suggest
that the evidence that the committee is being
given today about proper occupiers is just another
rewriting of a legal fiction. If the commission had
stuck with its defence of the 1976 act, the term
“proper occupier” would not be needed.
I return to the phrase that Rob Gibson quoted.
Crofting is a system of tenure or it is nothing. It is
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not a collection of individuals owning little bits of
land. Colloquially, it is sometimes treated in that
way, but it is a system of tenure. We either
regulate or do not regulate a system of tenure. In
my view, there is no halfway house.
Professor Jim Hunter: I will be brief. The issue
of the register is very pertinent. Both the other
witnesses have made the point that it is rather
extraordinary that the commission does not have
an effective register. It is particularly extraordinary
because that was one of the obligations in law that
were imposed on the commission by the Crofters
(Scotland) Act 1955, which founded it. In the
1980s, when I worked for the Scottish Crofters
Union, that was one of the issues that we raised.
Given the huge advantages that are afforded by
modern technology in this respect and the
relatively small numbers that are being dealt with,
it remains extraordinary that, for more than half a
century, an organisation employing so many
people and with such a large budget has not been
able to fulfil one of the very basic remits that were
given to it at the outset. I hope that one thing will
come out of the reforms that are currently
proposed. In its new form, the Crofters
Commission must be required by the Executive to
fulfil certain obligations. Shane Rankin said that
one of the differences in the new set-up would be
that the commission, like other quangos, would
become more directly responsible to the
Executive. That is fundamental.
Another basic point arises out of Rob Gibson’s
question about how the system can be regulated
st
in the 21 century. It relates to questions that
members asked about the wider vision—or lack of
it—behind the bill. Such a vision is lacking in the
bill and much of the discussion surrounding it from
the Executive side. That needs to be remedied.
The main point that I have tried to make to the
committee is that today crofting offers huge
opportunities in respect of rural development and
wider policy for rural areas. In that context, it is
fundamental that we get regulation and legislation
that take advantage of those opportunities and
move us forward. My fundamental criticism of the
bill—which, as I have indicated in my submission,
contains many good provisions—is that it has
started with the current legislation and regulation
and sought to add a further layer of complexity to
a system that is already hugely complicated.
In a better-ordered world, we would have started
by identifying crofting’s strengths and what it offers
socioeconomically in the places where it exists
and might exist, and then we would have
constructed a regulatory system that allowed
those strengths to be built on. I do not have the
sense that the bill achieves that, which is my main
criticism of it.
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Rob Gibson: All the people who have made
submissions have made us well aware of the
vision issue.
Brian Wilson suggests that the term “proper
occupier” should not be needed. What amendment
would he make to the bill that would begin to make
the crofting tenure work for all crofters?
Brian Wilson: I agree with Jim Hunter that other
aspects of the bill are good and largely noncontroversial but, on the regulation of crofting, the
question is whether we need new legislation or the
enforcement of existing legislation. I raise that
fundamental question in my written submission. I
am sorry that John Farquhar Munro cannot be
here, because he has asked that question
repeatedly. I quoted a good example of that. The
law was not changed after 1976 to say that the
Crofters Commission could not treat owneroccupiers as landlords who were their own
tenants. The Crofters Commission decided not to
do that—it opted out. Decade after decade, it has
opted out of regulation, to the dismay of people
who have tried to keep crofting communities
going. We must consider whether, if the existing
powers of the Crofters Commission over
assignations were implemented, we would need
the fancy new designations and the highly obscure
and arcane definition of a “proper occupier”. That
will keep lawyers busy, but what will it add to the
practical application of the law? That is my starting
point.
As my written submission states, the Crofters
Commission now says that, even if it regulates
properly, people can circumvent that by buying a
croft and going to the Scottish Land Court. I find
that odd because, in crofting communities, the
Land Court is respected and has always been
seen as the defender of crofting communities’
interests and rights. We are now told suddenly
that, even if the Crofters Commission does its job,
simply by running off to the Land Court, someone
can de-croft the land and that will be the end of the
croft. If that is the case, perhaps someone should
ask the Land Court whether something in the law
has changed to give it that role. If so, legislation
may be required on that issue.
The statistics are interesting. I think that there
are about 17,000 crofting tenants and a couple of
thousand owner-occupiers, so very few people
have done what is complained about, which is to
become owner-occupiers to avoid regulation.
What will happen now is that that process will be
circumvented. If tenancies are just sold to the
highest bidder, people will not have to go through
the process and, de facto, the free market in croft
land will exist, which will be the end of the whole
thing.
Rob Gibson: If that is the case and if the panel
thinks that the Crofters Commission can be given
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a status and respect that it appears to have lost as
a result of the actions that we have discussed, will
any aspect of the bill allow the Crofters
Commission to regain respect in the crofting
communities?
Brian Wilson: With crofting or with anything
else, either a regulator regulates or there is no
point in it existing and we should abandon the
pretence of regulation. That is the fundamental
issue that must be decided on. At present, the
regulator does not regulate and the free market
operates destructively in many places. The status
quo is not an option. Either the regulator must
regulate, or what has been legislated for will
continue to drift.
I add to the points made earlier by a couple of
members: is there any other example of where the
principal civil servant in a Government department
also runs the quango that is supposed to be
independent of Government? It is ridiculous that
the same guy has both roles—I am talking not
about personalities but about roles. What other
advice have ministers received if the Crofters
Commission and the division of the Scottish
Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department that has responsibility for crofting are
in the same hands? Far from talking about
separating the roles, a conscious decision has
been made in recent times to merge them.
11:45
Rob Gibson: Indeed—at ministerial level.
Do other members of the panel have a view on
the status of the Crofters Commission and how it
could be improved? Does James Hunter want
reports of absenteeism to be dealt with by the end
of the year? Is it about ending the practice of croft
branching?
Professor Hunter: It has always seemed odd to
me that the commission is simultaneously a
development agency, which currently seeks to
enhance its developmental functions, and a quasijudicial regulatory body. That is one of the
fundamental concerns that the bill does not get to
grips with. There is an incompatibility between the
two roles and I find it extremely difficult to
understand how they can be combined.
The ethos of development is to engage with a
community and individuals and the ethos of
regulation is to stand back and take an objective
view of the wider interests of precisely the same
set of individuals. In the old order of things, prior to
1955, regulation was entirely in the hands of the
Scottish Land Court, which dealt simply with the
law and legalities. As Brian Wilson said, it has
done that very well for the crofting community over
a long period.
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However, the commission has—and will
continue to have—a blurred role, although one of
the driving ambitions for the bill from the Crofters
Commission is to do more development and less
regulation. The commission’s role needs to be
teased out.
Derek Flyn: The criticisms of the Crofters
Commission are caused by the diversity of the
land that it deals with. The crofts in east
Inverness-shire and Easter Ross are very different
from the townships in the western Highlands and
Islands. If we look at the statistics, we see that the
Crofters Commission deals with land that perhaps
has no place in the crofting system that we are
considering. That land is held as single agricultural
units in places such as the Black Isle, where there
is close contact with Inverness and Dingwall. That
is completely different from townships in Lewis,
where there might be a strong community view.
The bill moves towards allowing area policies to
be developed in a way that has not previously
been possible. Lawyers like precedent—if
something happens in one case, they want the
same to happen in the next case. However,
dealing with a croft in the Black Isle is completely
different from dealing with a croft in Lewis. I do not
think that that should be the case, but the lawyer
in me says that it is a strong argument.
Mr Morrison: You will not have had the benefit
that we have had of seeing the Crofters
Commission’s explanatory paper in the name of
the Scottish Executive. It states in paragraph 8:
“Controlling the price paid for croft tenancies or crofts
which have been purchased by the former tenant is
impossible.”

Brian Wilson says in his submission:
“the Crofters Commission has always had the duty to
veto the transfer of tenancies to nominees who do not have
credible status as potential crofters. It is this duty that has
fallen largely by the wayside”.

Has the veto been exercised properly? If not, what
amendments to the bill should we consider?
Brian Wilson: I return to the question whether
we need new legislation or the enforcement of
existing legislation. Elaine Smith’s latter line of
questioning and the responses to it were
interesting. I do not want to misquote Shane
Rankin—that is where the old shorthand habit
comes in handy. He responded that the right of
veto was supposed to be used only to
“avoid some of the worst excesses.”

That has never been my understanding. Criteria
and definitions apply to what is expected of
crofting tenants and potential crofting tenants. If
they cannot, are unlikely to or subsequently do not
meet those criteria, the regulator should regulate
them. Otherwise, what is the point of the law and
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the regulator? If a doctrine of avoiding the worst
excesses is created, we must ask what the worst
excesses are. Plenty of people in many crofting
communities think that the commission allows the
worst excesses, too.
Professor Hunter: If it is the will of the
committee or the Parliament to regulate the
system, it can be regulated. Nothing is impossible.
I understand that in the west Highlands and the
Hebrides, the biggest single concern that has
been expressed in the wider debate about the bill
is the strong sense of many people that something
akin to a free market now operates in crofting and
that, if that is left to its own devices, it will
eventually be hugely destructive to the system.
That is clearly the case. The wider rationale for
having a crofting system is that the public, in their
wisdom, wish to obtain social goods from it. If
forces that are identical to those that operate
outside the crofting system are simply allowed to
operate in it, there is not much point in having a
crofting system.
The bill does nothing about that. As Brian Wilson
said, the commission could be required to enforce
much more stringently the current mechanisms for
controlling the price of assignations. For what it is
worth, because I think that the issue is basic and
fundamental and because the bill does not attempt
to address it but rather avoids it, I suggest that
somebody
somewhere—I
propose
the
commission, although I do not need to stick to
that—should be required to report in the next few
months on precisely how the system could be
regulated. It is not beyond the wit of man to think
of ways to do that.
I do not necessarily advocate this, but, for
example, it would be possible in principle to have
a set of criteria on who should ideally have the
occupancy of crofts that become available. Those
criteria might give a higher priority to people who
are local, younger and of less financial means.
That would give such groups, for whom the
system is supposed to operate, a much better
chance of obtaining a croft than older and
wealthier people from outwith the area. At present,
the market tends to privilege the latter group over
the former groups, although the system is
supposed to operate in the former groups’ interest.
There is something to be teased out and
explored, but the bill does nothing about that. The
older legislation has mechanisms for dealing with
the situation. In fairness to the commission, I must
say that those mechanisms are complicated.
Equally, the commission could be required to do
more about enforcing them than it has done. As
Elaine Smith suggested, the commission could, if
it wished, simply continue to veto successive
people until, eventually, the message got through
that, unless someone who was acceptable to the
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commission was nominated, it would never be
possible to get a croft off one’s hands. At the
moment, of course, the commission does not do
that, so that message is not being sent.
Mr Morrison: Jim Hunter talked about
redefining the term “crofter” and Shane Rankin
described the bill as tempering regulation. How
could we arrive at a situation in which crofts
change hands for £6,000 as opposed to £86,000?
How would redefinition of the term “crofter” benefit
my constituents and, more important, the
generations yet unborn?
Professor Hunter: The suggestion that I have
made is pretty radical, but it is an attempt to
grapple with the fundamentals of the situation. As I
said in my submission, most people in Scotland—
if they think about crofting at all—tend to imagine
that a crofter is one individual, plus his or her
family, living on one croft and that the system has
been created to protect their position. Certainly,
that is what drove the system in the 1880s, when it
was put in place by Government in the first
instance, in response to crofting demand.
th
However, in the course of the 20 century, all
sorts of anomalies have appeared, the most
glaring of which is the absentee tenant.
The original legislation did not even contemplate
the possibility that there could be an absentee
tenant; such a thing seemed impossible. Someone
was either a crofter on a croft or they were not; it
was as simple as that. I am saying that instead of
endlessly
elaborating
hugely
complicated
procedures that Shane Rankin and his colleagues
can manipulate over months and, in some cases,
years, we should simply go back to basics and say
that someone is a crofter if they live on a croft and
that someone who does not live on a croft is not a
crofter.
I think that it was Shane Rankin who said that
that is all very well, but someone might go away
for a fortnight, on holiday or to work. For example,
someone in Lewis might work in the oil industry in
Azerbaijan. I am talking about people whose
principal home is on the croft. As long as their
principal home continues to be on the croft, it is
not a concern that economic circumstances might
force them to work in Azerbaijan for 11 months of
the year, whereas having one’s principal home in
Glasgow or New York, for example, is
fundamentally incompatible with crofting. In my
view, there should be no such status as the
absentee crofter. I recognise that that is a pretty
absolutist stance to take, but it cuts through the
morass of hearings, organisations, committees,
responses and submissions. My proposal might
not be attractive to Derek Flyn and his colleagues,
but it would certainly simplify the system a great
deal and take it back to what it was originally.
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It is worth making the point that one must take
account of the wider circumstances. Absenteeism
did not matter all that much in the 1930s, the
1950s or even the 1960s, when there was little
economic opportunity in most of the areas that we
are discussing. People were leaving by the score
or the hundred and there was absolutely no
demand for crofts. Now, however, when it is
demonstrably the case that young people in such
localities wish to have their homes on crofts and to
occupy them for productive purposes, it is to my
mind utterly indefensible that a system that is
supposed to be regulated in such a way as to
maximise the active rural population contains
anomalies such as the absentee tenant and
multiple occupancy. It is no longer defensible for
one person to occupy a series of crofts. If
Parliament is looking to sustain the maximum rural
population, as I believe that it is, there must be a
will to tackle such anomalies. Doing that will be
difficult and will not necessarily be popular—not
least with the crofters—but that is why there are
regulatory mechanisms and why there is
legislation that operates in the wider interests of
the community rather than necessarily in the
interests of individuals.
12:00
Brian Wilson: I agree with a great deal of what
Jim Hunter has said, but we are confronted with a
bill that will not neutralise the situation until
something like what has been described can be
done—it will make the situation immeasurably
worse, because the more that one licenses money
to control the system, the more difficult it becomes
to get back to what Jim Hunter suggests. If the
Crofters Commission cannot regulate a system in
which crofts have changed hands for a few
thousand pounds on the basis of permanent
improvements, how on earth will a system be
regulated in which crofts are advertised in the
Exchange & Mart and The Sunday Times and in
which bare crofts with no pretence of permanent
improvements are sold for £100,000? How do we
impose on that system the things that Jim Hunter
has suggested? Such trade would have to be
stopped rather than licensed before the system
could be modernised.
Derek Flyn: I have difficulty with the issue of
valuation. There is conflict between people’s
general rights under the law and trying to regulate
an unusual system of tenure. The bill allows for
the market value of a croft to be identified for
succession purposes. Since I have been dealing
with crofts and their purchase, they have, whether
purchased or tenanted, been given a market value
in Scots law. Under the law of succession, many
people might be entitled to inherit the estate of a
deceased person. If a crofter dies, their tenancy is
valued at the market value. The Crofters
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Commission may resist seeing a market value, but
the Inland Revenue has not ceased to see that
value and will maximise the value of the tenancy
for inheritance tax purposes. I am a lawyer who
deals with Scots law and such things are not
unusual to me. People are entitled to maximise the
value of their assets.
That directly contradicts what Brian Wilson has
said about regulating that value and somehow
finding an unreal value for the asset when it
changes hands at assignation, for example. The
Crofters Commission has asked assignors—
outgoing crofters—what payments they were
receiving from the proposed assignee, which were
put into application forms to go before the
commission. It became normal to advise assignors
that the chances were that the Crofters
Commission would refuse the assignation if a high
price was put in. The market then went
underground, payments went under the table and
people, having assigned their crofts, were left not
knowing whether they would be paid for their
asset. I cannot subscribe to such a system and
have complained about it.
The faculty of solicitors of the Highlands held a
seminar to which the Crofters Commission, the
district valuer and SEERAD were invited. We
discussed the financial value of crofts. It seemed
to be inescapable that where there is demand,
people will pay money to get the assignation of a
croft, and that imposing a false value was
unacceptable to the district valuer and the Inland
Revenue. That is the situation that has applied
during my working lifetime, since 1975. Someone
else will come along and apply a market value
even if the person wants to undervalue their asset.
The other person will presume that the land that is
to be sold will get planning permission for a house
and that it will be valued accordingly. That sort of
presumption goes through the district valuer’s
mind when he puts a value on property. That is
inescapable.
How can an outgoing crofter be advised when
he says that he wants to maximise the value of his
asset? How can that crofter be controlled in
wanting to get the best for what he has? Must he
be made into some sort of lesser citizen? If so, let
us spell that out. Let us read about it, and let us
take the matter to the Scottish Land Court to find
out what it means.
Mr Brocklebank: I have two questions, the first
of which is for Derek Flyn. I hope that Brian Wilson
and Jim Hunter can answer the second.
Mr Flyn states in his submission:
“the law relating to crofters and their holdings comes with
considerable historical and emotional baggage. It seems to
me that rights in crofts were originally bestowed by
historical chance.”
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I suppose that it could be argued that landlords
originally obtained their land by luck or historical
chance, too. We are where we are in that respect.
With reference to your earlier point about paying
a landlord 15 times the annual rental to buy a
croft, you are perhaps talking about 15 times
£100, or several hundred pounds in any event.
Five years later, the land might be sold for
£100,000 in Exchange & Mart, as I think Brian
Wilson suggested. What is actually being bought?
Is it the croft, or is it the landlordship of the croft?
That is the fundamental question that we are trying
to get at.
Derek Flyn: Some crofters and their forebears
have had security of tenure for 130 years now.
The landlord who has, by chance, purchased the
land that they are sitting on receives a very small
rent from them. As far as removing the landlord
from the scheme of things is concerned—I think
that that is laudable in some cases and sometimes
necessary—the 1976 act provided a method
whereby the rent was simply multiplied and the
landlord was not financially hit by losing the annual
rent.
In many ways, a landlord of a croft is an
anachronism. I had thought that we were moving
towards the disappearance of landlords. In certain
areas, however, the desire to remain a tenant
overcomes the silliness of the position whereby
people own land over which they have few or no
rights and for which they receive little or no
benefit. As I explained, people have little or no
knowledge of who their tenants are and they do
not care terribly much about what their tenants do.
In many cases, the landlord’s position seems to be
weak. There are local landlords, who are
individuals or companies who know their tenants
and who might be valuable to the community.
The development that I have seen involves
communities becoming their own landlords, which
I view as a positive step. If the decision-making
process that is available to estate owners is
moved to the community itself, I see that as
valuable. Many people, rather than becoming
individual landowners, would rather that their
communities became the landowners. That
movement is now well under way.
Mr Brocklebank: I am not sure that you have
answered my question yet. I still do not know what
is actually being bought and sold. Is it the total
right for people on the croft to buy and sell as they
wish in an open market, or is it about buying the
landlordship? What are people buying?
Derek Flyn: There are two participants. If they
are buying anything they are buying the landlord’s
interest. Some crofters have chosen to move the
landlord’s interest. Instead of taking it on board
themselves, they might pass it to members of their
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family by way of a family trust, so that the tenancy
is not affected but the landlord is removed. In
some cases the landlord is not a pleasant fellow,
so losing the right of purchase would be a great
loss to certain tenants.
Mr Brocklebank: I ask Brian Wilson and Jim
Hunter to comment on the matter, which seems to
me to be one of the fundamental flaws in the bill.
Despite Shane Rankin’s comments, it appears
to me that Ross Finnie and Rhona Brankin have
different views on what the bill is supposed to
achieve. Rhona Brankin stated in her letter of 15
July to the West Highland Free Press that the bill
offers no new freedoms in relation to the buying or
selling of crofts, but a week later Ross Finnie told
BBC Scotland that the bill would allow individuals
to cash in on their assets. What is the bill trying to
achieve?
Brian Wilson: An interesting divergence is
opening up.
As I understand it, Ross Finnie’s view is the one
that Derek Flyn is expressing, which is that
nothing should constrain the right of a crofter to
dispose of an asset. That sounds to me like a
reference to a free-market system, which patently
crofting is not. The read-across must be to the
issue of veto: crofters have always understood
that they could not sell to the highest bidder
regardless of their suitability. That is what the
Crofters Commission is supposed to regulate.
That is the constraint.
It may be that other constraints, such as the
ones that Jim Hunter suggests, should be built in
to skew the situation further in favour of local
people and social concerns. There is not a free
market in crofts; the market is regulated. The
ethos that Ross Finnie expressed is that of a free
market. Another supporter of the bill told crofting
tenants that they should regard the crofts as
pension plans. That is fine, but it would be a oneoff payment. Once the croft and the tenancy were
sold in a free market that would be it—they would
effectively be out of the system.
The
straightforward
answer
to
Ted
Brocklebank’s question is that people are buying a
landlord’s rights over the croft. We have been
through that scenario before.
Another point to which I took exception in Shane
Rankin’s comments was his presentation of the bill
as a seamless continuation of the land reform
programme that was put forward in 1999. I have
an interest in how that land reform programme
was formulated, and I assure the committee that a
free market in croft tenancies did not enter the
heads of those of us who, over a very long period,
advocated land reform.
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Derek Flyn mentioned community land
ownership. Everybody in the Parliament should be
proud of having finished the job on the crofting
community right to buy, which was by far the most
radical part of the land reform programme. If the
committee asks any of the community-owned
estates—as it will do when it goes to the islands—
what they think of the bill, they will ask what the
point was of them becoming community landlords
if the rug is to be pulled out from under their feet
by the creation of a free market in croft tenancies.
They are buying as crofting communities, but all
the strength, homogeneity and potential that that
implies will be destroyed if the system of crofting
tenure that underpins the community right to buy is
destroyed. That was the basis of the Parliament
legislating separately for that unique right.
Mr Brocklebank: Would Jim Hunter like to
comment?
Professor Hunter: I will not add to Brian
Wilson’s comments except to say that it is striking
that as far as I can see there is little integration
between the proposals in the bill and the situation
that has been created by community ownership.
That is very strange. There seems to me to be a
major distinction—in logic, if not in law—between
the situation that will be created by the bill and the
current situation. After all, in principle, crofting law
and crofting status exist in order to defend the
crofting tenant from the landlord, as was said
earlier. Only if paternalism were taken to its
extreme and ultimate lengths could the argument
be made that Parliament must legislate to protect
crofters not from landlords but from themselves. I
would not make that argument, although some
people might.
If crofting tenants are collectively to become the
landlord, there ought somewhere in a crofting
reform bill that is to become law in the year 2006
or 2007 to be recognition of the fundamental
changes that were introduced by another piece of
recent legislation that the Scottish Parliament
created. As far as I can see, the bill includes no
recognition of those changes; all that land reform
stuff might as well be in another universe. I find
that very strange.
12:15
The Convener: Okay. Next on my list is
Maureen Macmillan.
Maureen Macmillan: The discussion of these
ideas is absolutely fascinating. I seek clarification
on the balance that needs to be struck between
flexibility and regulation. The excuse that the
Crofters Commission gave for not regulating was
the need to consider local circumstances. If I
recollect correctly what he said, Derek Flyn spoke
about the difference between crofting on the
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Western Isles and the Black Isle, although he also
said that the same regulations should apply to
both places.
It is not difficult to envisage a power of veto
being made over who is to get a croft. For
example, given that we have a points system for
social housing, something similar could be put in
place for crofting. Would the same regulations
apply in every locality? How much flexibility will be
required in implementing the strict regulations that
have been espoused? Surely difficulties could
arise if the regulations were applied too rigidly.
Professor Hunter: A distinction needs to be
made; although all this needs to be explored, it
has not been done so far. Concerns about the
growing failings of the present system, including
the constraints that Derek Flyn and others
mentioned, have been articulated strongly.
Despite the concerns, nobody has systematically
investigated how a mechanism of regulation could
be created that would produce, or would help to
produce, a much more desirable outcome than the
situation that exists at present, which is why I
suggested that somebody somewhere should be
told to go off and do that. Whether the Crofters
Commission is the ideal candidate to do so is a
moot point, however. As we have heard, it holds
very strong views on the subject. That said, there
is a need to explore the issues—the committee
may seek to do that to an extent over the next few
weeks.
I accept all that Derek Flyn said on the property
right that has been created in the tenancy and the
value that is attached to that right, whether by the
person who holds the tenancy, HM Revenue and
Customs or whomever. Nevertheless, it is worth
bearing in mind that the entire property right of the
tenancy, if that is what it is, would exist by virtue of
legislation—that is, by virtue of interference in the
market.
If Ross Finnie instead of William Gladstone had
been running the Liberal Party in 1886, I assume
that he would have said, “We cannot have all this
terrible interference in landlords’ rights.” He would
have talked about the free market and all the rest
of it. At that time, the notion that crofters should be
given security of tenure would have been laughed
out of court.
However, in its wisdom and with very beneficial
effect—as we have all have been saying for a long
time—Parliament agreed in 1886 to create the
system of crofting tenure. That having been done,
and the whole crofting system and individual
tenancies having come into effect as a
consequence, I cannot accept that we can say at
this stage, “Oh well, we cannot do anything about
controlling the market within crofting itself.” To me,
the two things just do not gel. If we are to have a
free market in the land, why stop at allowing
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crofters to sell their tenancies? Why not go all the
way back to the original market, hand the whole lot
back to the landlords, take away security of tenure
and see what happens?
Mr Brocklebank: That would be a free market.
Professor Hunter: That would be a genuine
free market. At the moment, we are being
presented with the idea that, somehow, there will
be a free market inside a legislative fence that was
created in the past to fence out another free
market. That seems to be an absurd proposition.
Nora Radcliffe: Before I come on to the
question that I want to ask, I am trying to get my
head around the question why someone who can
pay £100,000 for a croft cannot be a crofter even if
they live on the croft, behave like a crofter and do
all the things that crofters are supposed to do. The
£100,000 might have benefited somebody who
had lived and worked on that croft all their life. Will
you elaborate on that and enlighten us?
Brian Wilson: That is a good point. Of course,
such a person can be a crofter. Under the present
system, if somebody pays £100,000 for a crofting
tenancy through negotiation with the outgoing
tenant, and if they meet the rigorous regulatory
concerns, it would be difficult to object to that.
However, the reality is that the higher the price,
the less likely it is that the successful assignee will
come from a crofting background or have similar
status, and the less likely they are to want their
little bit of land on a lovely promontory overlooking
the Minch for anything other than a house site.
Jim Hunter’s suggestion could correct that—I am
interested in Maureen Macmillan’s idea for a
parallel with the points system for social housing—
and give precedence to people from a lower
economic background. However, as things stand,
Nora Radcliffe is right that if a person meets the
tests, it is difficult to object. Maybe that is
something else that should be considered. It is the
reason why, in 1976, the Crofters Commission
retreated so quickly on intervention in the owneroccupation market. In the real world, if somebody
pays £100,000—or whatever the like figure was
then—for a croft, it is much more difficult for a
regulator to come in and say, “I’m going to stop
this” than it is if the parties are relative economic
equals. The way to pre-empt that situation is not to
allow the market to develop, but such a market
exists now. If the crofter who pays £100,000
meets the criteria, so be it.
Professor Hunter: As has been said, the fact
that an individual is in a position to pay £100,000
for a croft does not invalidate that person as a
potentially beneficial member of the crofting
community. However, we all know that one of the
downsides of what is otherwise the upside of
Highland economic success in recent times has
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been the huge inflation in property values. In the
wider housing market, there is no mechanism to
do anything about that, although there are all sorts
of possibilities for creating social housing and the
like. However, in crofting areas and communities,
it is felt, rightly or wrongly, that the system’s raison
d’être and rationale is to help to sustain people
and create positions within the community for
individuals who would not have a hope in the free
market.
It is always much easier to take a generalised
view on the subject than it is to take a particular
view, and I have absolutely no doubt that in many
cases we can understand why an outgoing person
should be allowed to maximise any financial
benefit he can get.
Nevertheless, there is a wider feeling within the
universal community that it is somehow the
responsibility of the people who administer and
run the crofting system to take account of wider
issues; that is why the issue has come through so
strongly to the committee during consultation on
the bill. Those who are responsible should take
account of the fact that the young chap working on
a fish farm or whatever in the locality, who does
not have a huge income and will not be able to go
out and buy an existing house in the free housing
market, might under a properly regulated crofting
system get one chance to get hold of a crofting
tenancy or a croft. He would then—in principle—
have access to the housing assistance that would
allow him to create a house on that croft.
It is worth bearing in mind that one of the huge
strengths of crofting, backed up by the crofter
housing grant and loan scheme, is that it has
enabled many individuals and families, who would
otherwise never have been able to get a home of
their own, to do so. That is a huge social benefit
that we might be in serious danger of losing if we
cannot somehow find a way of taking the system
st
and all that it has to offer into the 21 century in a
way that will continue to secure the benefits that it
has secured in the past. The committee and the
Scottish Parliament have a huge responsibility to
achieve that.
Irrespective of why crofting was created, it has
been one of the runaway success stories of rural
development, not just in Scottish or United
Kingdom terms, but in European and world terms.
It has delivered something that most other
comparable localities do not have but would dearly
like to have. It would be an awful failure of
responsibility if the first Scottish Parliament in 300
years was to write off all that. We have a big
responsibility to the wider community interest to
progress the issue in a way that will secure the
community’s interest as opposed to the interests
of the individual.
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Nora Radcliffe: I will follow that up. Again, I am
not going to ask the question that I had wanted to
ask.
We are dealing with a man-made, legalistic and
heavily regulated system of tenure. If the price at
which the landlord’s interest can be bought out is
fixed at 15 times the rent, why cannot that
calculation be transferred to any subsequent
transfer of the tenure? The incoming person would
be able to buy the outgoing person’s interest for
15 times the annual rent. Would that be a feasible
mechanism?
Brian Wilson: By that time, the incomer will
have paid his £100,000 for the tenancy. What
would the fee be 15 times of?
Nora Radcliffe: If the landlord’s interest can be
bought out for 15 times the annual rent, why
should that not be the limit at which the outgoing
person can sell their tenancy or right of
assignation or whatever?
Brian Wilson: That is an interesting idea, but it
would go very far in a direction other than that
which is proposed in the bill.
Professor Hunter: It is also important to keep in
mind something that Derek Flyn mentioned in a
slightly different context. For better or worse, or for
the right or wrong reasons, most croft houses are
now separated from the crofting system, and they
stand on land that their occupier owns. In law they
are, in effect, like any other house. It is worth
bearing that in mind when the plea is made that
the house might be the tenant’s pension fund.
That is a very genuine point and I understand why
an outgoing person would feel that he or she has a
right to realise their asset to the maximum.
However, a distinction can be made. Even if a
crofting house has not been decrofted in that way,
it can be; there is an absolute right to do that. The
major capital asset on a croft is the house. No one
is proposing that we reintroduce a system that
would do away with that. If the outgoing person’s
house is worth £100,000 or £200,000, he can
readily realise its capital value.
What we are trying to stress is that that should
not automatically translate across to the part of the
holding that is still in crofting tenure—which
becomes what is called a bare-land croft because
it does not have a house on it—so that it sells for
another £100,000 because it is just a glorified
housing site. That is the real problem, which must
be addressed. Currently, there is no proposal to
do anything other than what we are doing, which is
not very much.
12:30
Nora Radcliffe: Can I now come to the question
that I wanted to ask?
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The Convener: It must be brief because other
members have questions.
Nora Radcliffe: I would like Professor Hunter to
comment on the proposal to create new crofting
tenures outwith the crofting counties. How will that
play out?
Professor Hunter: It will be hugely beneficial.
Understandably, we have tended to focus on the
negatives—the problems and difficulties. However,
the creation of new crofting tenures is, in my view,
a huge departure for the better. It is highly
improbable that a private landlord of the
conventional type will suddenly create a plethora
of crofts on his or her estate in order to get into the
sort of situation that Derek Flyn described in which
he or she would lose all control over the land.
Again, I come back to the need to view crofting
matters in conjunction with the land reform
legislation. If a 1,000 acre hill farm in the Borders,
Perthshire, Aberdeenshire or wherever is for sale
as a farming operation, it will unfortunately not be
worth an awful lot because of the difficulties that
farming is in. However, utilising the land reform
legislation, a community organisation or a similar
body could acquire such a farm and instead of
there being one farm it would be possible to
create, depending on the circumstances, 20, 30,
40, 50 or more crofts. There would be a huge
benefit from that in terms of enabling people to set
up home in rural areas. The purchasing body
would have total jurisdiction over who became the
first tenant of such holdings, if not over who
became the subsequent tenants, so in the first
instance it could be ensured that at least a
proportion of the new holdings went to the sort of
people about whom we have been talking—those
who are currently excluded from the rural housing
and property market.
It is striking to be able to emphasise today the
positive features of crofting. For instance, if
anyone goes to the south end of Skye, they will
see a landscape in which there are lots of new
homes and a visible air of prosperity. That is
because Skye is now a comparatively prosperous
place. However, if anyone drives through huge
chunks of the Borders, Perthshire or comparable
localities elsewhere in Scotland, they will never
see a new house. That is the difference in rural
development and rural potential between the
crofting system and alternatives to it. We need to
explore as actively as possible the real opportunity
of taking the strengths of the crofting system—we
have been talking about its weaknesses—and
replicating them in other relatively run-down rural
areas of Scotland.
Brian Wilson: Arran provides a good example
of an issue with which I have been familiar for a
long time. It is great to create crofts. All I say is
that there has been an attempt to spin the
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situation to say that somehow a great dynamic
market would be created and that it does not
matter that existing stocks of crofting tenancies
are being sold off to the highest bidder because all
the new crofts will be coming in. That is just not
true. If it happened to a modest degree, that would
be great, but if we created 100 crofts on Arran
tomorrow and put them into the hands of local
tenants, I can assure you that the property market
in Arran would run wild and that the new crofts
would be there for only about a fortnight because
of massive demand. It would be wonderful to
create 100 tenancies in Arran that could not be
marketed in that way and that would therefore
allow local people to stay on their own island,
which many of them cannot do just now.
However, if we accompany the creation of new
crofts with the creation of a free market, we might
as well not bother creating the crofts in the first
place. We do not have to go to the Borders for
historical evidence. The great thing about crofting,
as anyone who drives around the Highlands can
see, is that where there were sufficient numbers of
people in the 1880s, crofting tenure applied, which
is why those places have populations to this day.
However, double jeopardy also applied. The
places that were most effectively cleared did not
fall under the crofting legislation, so places in the
Highlands and Islands, such as Mull and
Sutherland, have to this day vast expanses in
which nobody lives. It would be great to reverse
history, so that places in the Highlands and
Islands that did not fall under crofting legislation
were taken back first through community
ownership and then through division into crofts
with security of tenure. For the first time in many
generations, people from those places would be
able to stay and people with connections would be
able to return. That is a great vision to take
forward, but it is the antithesis of the creation of a
free market in croft tenancies.
Nora Radcliffe: Can I flag up something else
that I see happening?
The Convener: I ask you to be brief, because
other folk wish to speak.
Nora Radcliffe: Individuals who have small
landholdings under the Small Landholders
(Scotland) Act 1911 could apply to come under
crofting tenure. That would involve not
communities, but isolated landholdings. How
would that pan out?
The Convener: I ask for brief answers, because
two or three members want to ask questions and
we have still to hear from the third panel.
Brian Wilson: What Nora Radcliffe described
was the genesis of the demand in Arran. The
demand was not for a general extension of crofting
tenure to the whole of Arran; it came from
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people—you have them in the north-east, too—
who have always talked of themselves as renting
under the crofting acts. One of the first things that
should happen under the bill is that people who
think that they rent under the crofting acts should
have the benefits of crofting tenure.
Mr Ruskell: Brian Wilson described an exciting
vision of people working the fertile straths and not
just the coastlines to which people were originally
moved out. He said that crofting was not a
collection of communities but a system of tenure.
Is crofting the best system of tenure and
ownership to deliver that vision of rural
regeneration? I went to Norway last year, which
has a fantastic repopulated, sustainable and
economically active rural environment. Could
introducing crofting into lowland areas outside the
traditional crofting counties involve problems? The
vision is fantastic, but is crofting the system of
tenure that we need in highland Perthshire and
other areas?
Brian Wilson: I will make a small correction: I
said that crofting involves not a collection of
individual holdings but a communal system.
Perhaps that was a slip of the tongue on your part.
Mr Ruskell: Is it the right system outside the
crofting counties?
Brian Wilson: I do not know. It is more
important to defend what we have than to go off
on tangents about crofting communities in the
Borders—Jim Hunter probably has a slightly
different view. We should not be diverted from the
main purpose of retaining crofting where it has
been successful in the past. By all means
introduce a system; it is certainly possible to do
that through other land reform instruments.
Mr Ruskell: That is the issue—we must work
out how the bill joins up with the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2003. We are struggling with that.
Does Jim Hunter have a view?
Professor Hunter: I do not advocate replicating
the system, for fairly obvious reasons in the light of
this morning’s discussion. About the last thing in
creation that I would wish on the Borders, unless I
wished the area harm, is a replication of what the
crofting areas of the Highlands have, with its
plethora of legalities and all the rest of it. I certainly
do not advocate extending holus bolus the current
system into other areas. I am trying to convey the
idea that if all the legalities and administration are
left to one side as far as possible, the
socioeconomic benefits of crofting are what we
want to capture in current circumstances. That
would have been silly in the past, but is applicable
today, given that public policy is to secure the
population and economic diversity in rural areas.
Crofting or a system like it has much to offer in
that respect.
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I accept Brian Wilson’s point that this issue is
different from that on which we have focused.
However, if we are to create something that is
analogous to crofting in other parts of Scotland, I
would prefer that to be done under the aegis of the
community ownership provisions of the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003.
I would prefer to create a situation in which the
people who collectively created the venture
continued to have total control over it and one did
not necessarily create a set of individual rights to
buy and sell within the structure. It would be put in
place as a community venture and it would
continue to be operated as a community venture.
The legal and other structures that were put in
place on day one would impose on everyone an
obligation to keep it going in that way. The idea
requires some thought, but I believe in principle
that there is a real opportunity.
Mr Ruskell: Would the Land Reform (Scotland)
Act 2003 need to be revised to bring that about or
should we try to do that in the bill?
Professor Hunter: I might be wrong about this,
but I have been told by several people lately that it
is difficult for community groups outwith the
Highlands and Islands to acquire land under the
2003 act. If that is the case, something needs to
be looked at somewhere. One of the huge benefits
of the 2003 act is that, although it rightly makes a
distinction in respect of crofting communities, the
wider provisions apply to the whole of Scotland.
Under the act, any community anywhere in
Scotland is entitled to seek to acquire land. If
communities outwith the Highlands and Islands
are finding it more difficult to do that, something
needs to be done. The intention behind the 2003
act was that a community in Berwickshire or
Aberdeenshire should have the same right to
acquire land as a non-crofting community in Argyll
or Inverness-shire.
The Convener: Eleanor, do you want to come in
now or will you kick off with the next panel?
Eleanor Scott: I would like to ask my question
now, because it refers to something that Derek
Flyn says in his submission.
The Convener: Please keep it brief.
Eleanor Scott: Derek Flyn’s submission states:
“The Bill allows communities to decide how they want
crofting to evolve in their locality.”

Do the other members of the panel agree with
that? Also, how much autonomy should
communities have in deciding how they want
crofting to evolve in their locality? If the autonomy
is to be finite, how and by whom should it be
policed?
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Derek Flyn: That is a difficult one. In the main,
communities
identify
themselves.
Some
communities are strong and some are not. One of
the difficulties is that, historically, land has been in
estate ownership, but the crofters who live on an
estate are often not in the same community. Two
townships on the same estate might not want to
buy the estate and become community landlords
because of historical difficulties between the
townships. It is best for the initial community
landlord to be a township rather than a huge
estate. I encourage that when I talk to crofting
communities. I suggest that they first decide
whether they would like to be their own landlord,
then consider whether they would want the next
township to be their landlord. Only in that way can
they identify what their real community is.
There are crofters estates. For example,
Melness Crofters Estate has many townships,
each of which provides a member of the board. It
operates well as a community landlord. The
Stornoway Trust is run in a completely different
way, but it too operates well, as far as I can see.
Getting the crofters on estates to buy the estate
lands is not the most obvious way to get
communities to run themselves.
12:45
Brian Wilson: The most peripheral parts of the
country, which some people would consider to be
the crofting heartlands, have continued to suffer
economic decline. Typically, half a dozen
bureaucracies will be responsible for such areas—
although none of them will be located there—and
each will administer aspects of decline separately.
We must try to bring together that work at a more
local level. That was the thinking behind iomairt
aig an oir, with which some members might be
familiar, which was an attempt to focus on such
areas and to bring together crofting and housing
interests—which, as the convener said, are closely
related—with
economic
development
considerations.
If we broke down the crofting regions into areas
of 300 or 400 people, it would not take a work of
genius to ensure that those people had homes,
access to land and jobs. That would not be
impossible, but the least likely way to achieve that
goal is the structure that we have ended up with,
which involves remote agencies such as the
Crofters Commission, the Scottish Executive
Environment and Rural Affairs Department, local
authorities, housing associations and local
enterprise companies, none of which is focused on
the particular needs of such fragile regions.
I hope that we can get past the present diversion
and that crofting becomes an essential and
integral part of how we make progress. My
ambition is for every croft in every crofting
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township to be used, with every croft having a
house or—when appropriate—several houses on
it. That is the way to restore the population in
crofting areas, but if all the systems are
administered separately we will end up with a
dog’s breakfast. In most crofting areas there is
frustration, because people are living on crofts but
not working them, and people who need crofts
cannot get access to them. Overlaying that is rapid
demographic movement and the fact that people
who arrive in crofting areas become the strongest
force because they have more money than the
existing inhabitants.

We have spent a lot of time this morning talking
about ownership issues, what it is to be a crofter
and what is in the bill. In this session we want to
pick up on how the land is worked and the issues
with which the bill should deal. You have all given
us slightly different views on that in your
submissions.

Professor Hunter: Brian Wilson mentioned the
remoteness of the administering regulatory
agencies. I hope that the committee will think
about the connection between the bill and the
Executive’s public sector job relocation strategy.
About 50 or 60 very good jobs in the Crofters
Commission that concern the administration of
crofting should, in my view, be located in a crofting
area—preferably one that is experiencing greater
economic difficulty. Relocating those jobs from
Inverness to a crofting area in a part of the
Western Isles, such as Uist, would be a significant
boost.

“the SCF submitted a response that contained 23
suggestions for improvement of the draft Bill—these have
been largely ignored.”

The Convener: I thank the members of our
second panel. Given that we asked the first panel
an extensive series of questions, we needed to
match that with an extensive series of questions
for the second panel. Members of the third panel
must be quaking in their boots. I thank the
witnesses for engaging with us and for being
prepared to help us to explore the bill’s
complexities and what we might do. Committee
members are all aware that consideration of the
bill is a big responsibility, which we will attempt to
discharge over the next few weeks.
We will have a brief suspension while the
members of the third panel take their seats.
12:48
Meeting suspended.
12:51
On resuming—
The Convener: I welcome panel 3 to the
meeting. We have Hughie Donaldson from the
Scottish Crofting Foundation, Andy Robertson, the
chief executive of NFU Scotland, and Ian Cairns,
the area consultant for Lewis and Harris at the
Scottish Agricultural College. Thank you for sitting
patiently through the previous sessions. I think that
you got a sense of what will happen next. Thank
you all for giving us your written submissions in
advance.
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I invite Elaine Smith, who did not say anything in
the previous session, to ask the first question.
Elaine Smith: Thank you, convener. I want to
ask Hughie Donaldson a question that I put to the
first panel. You say in your submission:

Can you tell us about that?
Hughie
Donaldson
(Scottish
Crofting
Foundation): Certainly. Have you seen our
original submission to the Executive?
Elaine Smith: I do not have it at the moment,
but I would like you to tell us about it.
Hughie Donaldson: I can you leave you a copy
of the submission—that is no problem.
Mr Rankin mentioned earlier that 11 of our
suggestions were not specifically addressed,
which leaves 12. Paragraph 7 of the bill’s policy
memorandum is headed “More sustainable
crofting communities” but it tells us nothing about
what will happen, so we do not feel that it provides
an answer. Paragraph 13 refers to more local
involvement and the use of common grazing, but
again we feel that it does not provide answers.
Paragraph 15 refers to section 32 and the
greater responsibility to administer the benefits of
the bill. The Crofters Commission is shirking its
responsibility to take on change and make it
happen to enable crofting communities to develop.
Paragraph 16 considers local policies, but I hope
that I can come back to that issue because I do
want to get involved in it at the moment.
Paragraph 26 refers to absenteeism in a policy
context and to there being more—or at least not
fewer—crofters, but there is no mention of how the
bill will enforce regulation. Again, there is no
answer. On paragraph 28, we are not sure
whether current regulation allows the Crofters
Commission to direct a tenancy for an owneroccupier—it probably does not. We have not had
time to study the proper occupier document
because it arrived only around midday yesterday.
It is hoped that there will be some way to force the
Crofters Commission to regulate owner-occupiers
who are not proper occupiers.
Paragraph 34 relates to financial support and
the Crofters Commission’s will to further develop
schemes. That is all very well, but it does not tell
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us an awful lot about section 4, and it tells us
nothing about how the Crofters Commission’s role
will fit with the wider development roles of other
agencies, such as Highlands and Islands
Enterprise and the local authorities.
Paragraphs 37 and 38 refer to the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2003. We are particularly
disappointed with what paragraph 38 says about
testing interposed leases. The deputy minister
assured us that he would test them in the Scottish
Land Court, but it appears that that will not happen
and that provisions will be inserted in the 2003 act
at a later date. The process might take up to five
years.
Paragraphs 41, 42 and 45 deal with other
matters. Despite the 12 points that the Crofters
Commission
purportedly
addressed
and
introduced to the bill, it looks as if the bill is an
abrogation of the commission’s duty to regulate.
Soft language such as “will”, “could”, “may” and “if”
is used. The text does not say what will happen
and what the bill will change. We do not accept
that the points have been significantly addressed.
Elaine Smith: Is your overall interpretation that
the bill will open up crofting more to market
forces?
Hughie Donaldson: Yes.
Elaine Smith: You also feel that the bill is
incomplete, because the proper occupier
provisions have been produced only now. You
think that they should have been included at the
beginning.
Hughie Donaldson: Those provisions should
be part of the bill. Mr Rankin started by taking us
back to January 1999, when the land reform
legislation process started. He moved on to July
2002, when the crofting reform white paper was
issued. From 2002 to March last year, nothing
happened except supposed consultation of one
form or another. From March to now—the past 12
months—we have had a helter-skelter ride of not
only the bill, but the rural development regulation,
the new rural development strategy and the plan
to focus on the direction that crofting will take.
Throughout all that, there has been no vision for
what crofting will be after the bill. We have
consistently asked for the social and economic
benefits that crofting has delivered to be
measured—to be quantified and qualified from
1886 to the present day. Nobody appears to be
listening to that, certainly in the commission.
Elaine Smith: How do you feel about the
existing power of veto, which has been discussed?
I know that you have listened to all the evidence.
Could the veto have been used better, or should it
be used to deal only with the worst excesses, as
has been said?
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Hughie Donaldson: That is a bit like a
bookmaker picking his own horse. What is the
point in backing only cases that can be won? A
policeman does not chase only guys who are on
foot; he must also catch the guys who are on
bicycles and in high-speed cars. We should not
use something as and when we feel it is worth it;
we should use it to benefit the system, rather than
the individual.
Nora Radcliffe: What are panel members’
opinions on the provisions to create new crofts?
Where might they be used? I am particularly
interested in how they will work outwith the crofting
counties. How might an area be defined? What is
the difference between being a tenant under the
existing smallholding regulations and falling under
crofting tenure?
Andy Robertson (NFU Scotland): We
commented that one or two issues need to be
sorted out before we proceed with those
provisions. Shane Rankin said that extending
crofting has two obvious advantages, one of which
is access to crofting grant schemes, but what
happens to the funding will need to be sorted out.
If crofting grant schemes are extended to a wider
range of applicants but the funding is not
increased, that will cause a problem.
Another issue is what the exact meaning of the
provisions is, particularly in relation to the second
main advantage, which is the right to buy. It is
slightly strange if one reason for extending the
crofting counties or crofting areas is simply to give
people the right to buy, given what people have
said about the disadvantages of the right to buy. A
technical issue is associated with that, because
the cost of buying is 15 times the annual rent, and
most crofters pay a bare land rent. I am not sure
what rent small landholders pay; we would need to
check that. That is not to say that I cannot see
some big advantages in extending the system of
crofting tenure, but we need to be clear about the
implications.
13:00
Ian Cairns (Scottish Agricultural College): If
both parties want to create new crofts, there would
be some advantages. An example that has been
mentioned is an area in Strathdon where a lot of
small producers wanted to get some of the rights
that are afforded to crofters and the landlord was
happy with that. In that example, there was a good
case. However, I foresee a few pitfalls. We have
some experience of creating new crofts, so it is not
a new phenomenon. The Orbost estate in Skye
was purchased by Highlands and Islands
Enterprise with the idea of taking on what was
previously a farm, dividing it up and making it
available to crofters. The lesson to be learned
from that is that there are quite a few difficulties in
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trying to create a community. How does one go
about doing that? That brings us back to some of
the fundamental issues that the committee has
discussed today. What is in the community’s best
interest? Should there be a points system? How
does one match the person who is going to be part
of the community to the delivery of objectives on
behalf of the wider community? It is a complex
area. We have to learn from previous examples.
New crofts might not be a panacea that can be
rolled out in all cases.

Hughie Donaldson: I made some notes on the
chief executive’s comments on the consultation
process. At some expense, I attended three of the
public consultation meetings. The totality of what
happened in the meetings should have been
published as the output of the consultation. We
feel that the summary of the responses was
partial—it was fairly selective and self-seeking, in
that it sought to build on what the bill was trying to
do rather than represent what came out in the
public meetings.

Hughie Donaldson: On new crofts, we have
been working hard with a disparate group, with a
lot of assistance from the Forestry Commission
Scotland. We made contact with various
community groups in Dumfries and Galloway.
Access to the Forestry Commission estate under
the national forest land scheme was facilitated by
a change in legislation in 2004, I think. That was a
positive step and it is moving the debate forward—
not necessarily in terms of building new crofts, but
in the growing realisation that there is the will to do
so within the Forestry Commission. Obviously,
local authorities and planning regulators have to
be involved, but I am hopeful that we can start to
deliver on some of that work fairly soon. It is
happening slowly but there is much more to do.
We hope that the Scottish Crofting Foundation will
be an integral part of delivering that, given its
experience from the past 120 years.

Mr Morrison: As Mr Donaldson has rightly
highlighted, the bill manager was incapable of
answering a straightforward question. I have
nothing else to ask.

Mr Morrison: In response to Elaine Smith’s
questions, Hughie Donaldson reinforced the
devastating evidence that we heard from the
second panel. The evidence was on an issue that
is mentioned in your submission, Mr Donaldson—
the incompleteness of the proper occupier
provisions in the bill. In terms of process, how do
you think they have been handled? I think you said
that you were presented with the detail on what
proper occupier means only yesterday.
Hughie Donaldson: It came in an e-mail, so my
ink cartridge is now a bit low.
Mr Morrison: How has the process been
handled? Your organisation represents the vast
majority of crofters.
Hughie Donaldson: As I understand it, there is
a common misconception of what the Crofters
Commission is. It was set up by the legislation to
represent crofters and to protect them and their
tenancies. However, that does not necessarily fit
with what crofting is and what crofting
communities want to happen. When the bill
manager was asked for his input on the bill, he
gave two or three sentences and the issue was
passed on to the chief executive of the Crofters
Commission. It is the Crofters Commission’s bill,
not the Executive’s bill.
Mr Morrison: That is a fair comment.
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Rob Gibson: To allow us to get an idea of what
st
crofting can do in the 21 century, can the bill’s
inadequacies be sorted out so that the Executive
can help us to create a vision for crofting? It is
Hughie Donaldson’s evidence that the Executive
did not listen to the views of the people who
attended the public meetings. It is clear that it
certainly did not take account of the submissions
that were made by people around the country. I
have a series of unanswered questions to
ministers about what they were going to do with
the opinions that they did not want to address. I
am interested to find out whether any members of
the panel have suggestions about how the bill
could be improved.
The Convener: Perhaps Hughie Donaldson
would like to start, because he has identified a few
issues that he would like to be dealt with
differently.
Hughie Donaldson: The SCF, which is a
membership-led organisation, has struggled to
represent every shade of crofter opinion held by
our members, but one change that could be made
would be to tie the consultation process for
planning applications to statutory consultation. The
Crofters Commission must be part of that process.
Those of us who have worked in local
development for some years know that without
such a change, the idea that it is possible to
deliver a local policy group is questionable.
The crofting community development scheme,
which will end this year, has been fairly
successful. Schemes that are based on the
LEADER programme, for example, may or may
not become part of the Executive’s new
development plan. The initiative at the edge—
iomairt aig an oir—and bodies such as the LECs
and the LEADER local action groups have helped
to deliver the small-scale sustainable development
that is beginning to take off in communities in the
fragile areas that we are discussing, but their work
has always been thwarted by planning legislation.
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It is a bit of a red herring to suggest that the
planning problems all relate to active crofts, when
the main issue is that no responsibility is taken for
finding out the status of unidentified land at the
fringes of townships. I know of several big crofts
that were created for soldiers who came back from
the first world war and which have disappeared
into the housing market because no one checked
on their status. We have found and lodged croft
numbers and have managed to get local authority
planning officers to ask the Crofters Commission
to give its opinion on the designation of that land,
but it has not answered. There has been a
dereliction of duty at the local level.
It would help if the bill was tied to the Planning
etc (Scotland) Bill. I am not a lawyer, but my
understanding is that primary legislation affects
people directly. The Crofting Reform etc Bill will
certainly do that, so it is primary legislation.
Consultation should be necessary before planning
permission is given because we know from
experience that, as soon as planning permission is
given, all bets are off.
Rob Gibson: I want to follow up that point with
the other panel members. Professor Hunter said
earlier that the viability of crofting communities is
dependent on the health of the wider rural
economy. Hughie Donaldson talked about the
need for housing and the means to achieve
sufficient housing. He said that the basis for house
building is control of how croft land is used. Do
those views tie in with those of the Scottish
Agricultural College?
Ian Cairns: My experience is on the Isle of
Lewis and the Isle of Harris, which have
opportunities and problems that are probably
unique, and my view is probably the opposite of an
Inverness-based view. The strength of the local
economy on Lewis and Harris is a critical factor.
As members will know, crofting is a part-time
activity and the crofter’s alternative employment is
critical. Crofting on the scale at which it operates
on Lewis and Harris is more or less a loss-making
activity. As was indicated earlier, that is
particularly the case if there is only one crofter on
a croft that is perhaps only 2 to 4 acres in size,
with a share in common grazing. Losses are even
more dramatic down at that end of the scale. Such
crofters cannot get a viable economy of scale out
of their business.
My view is that there must be local
representation in crofting matters. Perhaps the bill
could ensure that the local vision is transferred
through to whatever version of the Crofters
Commission there will be in the future. There is a
wee bit of a precedent in this area. We have talked
about trying to get all the agencies together to
develop local priority setting that could inform
future grants and investment. In accordance with
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action 35 in the Scottish Executive’s document “A
Forward Strategy for Scottish Agriculture”, a local
panel was set up in the Western Isles to consider
specific issues there and to try to prioritise
objectives for the future of crofting. Obviously, it is
difficult to do that, but the panel came up with six
development goals covering all areas, including
agricultural and housing areas, and suggested
positive actions. That plan will be important in
ensuring the new Crofters Commission’s credibility
with local communities. It must have the flexibility
to ensure that whatever is implemented has local
relevance. The Inverness area has a booming
local economy, but the situation is the opposite on
the Isle of Harris.
Rob Gibson: Is local, elected control of
decisions important? Someone must make the
groups of agencies work at the local level. The
minister has said something about action 35,
which is fine, but how do we turn that into a
strategy that can be applied at the local level?
Ian Cairns: That is the important point. The
communities must lead on the input. Action 35
worked because all the agencies, whether
development agencies or producer groups, were
represented. Obviously, the Scottish Crofting
Foundation represented its membership, and that
general representation informed the whole
process. The people on Lewis and Harris with
whom I have talked want some democratic
involvement to be included in the make-up of the
new body.
Andy Robertson: I would start from the
principle that new legislation must add something
beneficial. The point has been well made that we
must consider whether we need new regulation or
whether we should make better use of existing
regulation. I will not repeat all that has been said,
but we get a lot of feedback on this from our
membership in crofting areas and I would add that
crofters believe firmly in local community
involvement in decision making. Many of our local
membership believe that they, rather than
somebody sitting some distance away, are best
placed to make decisions. It is important that the
first port of call for decision making is as local as
possible. We should fall back on regulation from
afar only if something cannot be resolved at a
local level.
I have two further points. Hughie Donaldson
rightly drew attention to the current rural
development consultation. We said in our
submission that we firmly believe—as the
Executive does—that agriculture is central to rural
development. Crofting provides a classic example
of how an agriculturally based system—it is not an
exclusively agricultural system, of course—can
support rural development. If the Executive wants
to achieve its aims and objectives as set out in the
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rural development consultation, a regulatory
system for crofting that keeps the system going
without imposing unnecessary new burdens is
needed. That is the real trick.
I agree with Ian Cairns. One croft for one crofter
might be an absolute ideal, but I do not think that
that principle can be applied across the board.
People have said that different localities and
different geographic regions have different
priorities. Tiree provides an easy example. I do not
think that the one croft, one crofter principle could
possibly be applied there because it simply would
not work. We would end up with many derelict
crofts.
13:15
Maureen Macmillan: I want to pick up on what
you said about agriculture being central to crofting.
On the problem of absenteeism and crofts not
being worked, we have received evidence to the
effect that much absenteeism has been caused by
people being unable to afford to croft as a result of
not enough support for crofting. That takes us
back to less favoured area payments and other
issues. Is the support that is available an integral
problem for crofting? The issue cannot be covered
by the bill, but I have been taken by the thought
that we need to do something about agricultural
support for crofters as well as regulation.
Andy Robertson: There are several problems
that people in agriculture—crofters, farmers and
others—face, including prices, questions about
current and future support systems and the burden
of regulation. People say to us that those are the
three problems that cause difficulties.

Maureen Macmillan: It has been said that
agriculture would still form the main part of
crofting. I recall that some land on the croft must
be kept for agriculture.
Andy Robertson: You should correct me if I am
wrong, but I think that it has been suggested that
agriculture should no longer be the principal use. I
think that I read that somewhere.
The Convener: We can check that. From the
evidence that we have heard, a significant
proportion of a croft must be retained in such a
state that it can be used for agriculture, but other
parts of the land could be put to different types of
use, and there could be diversification. Perhaps
we can return to that issue when we meet crofters
and other organisations.
Andy Robertson: I stress that defining a
suitable tenant and a proper crofter is easy in the
context of agriculture. However, as Shane Rankin
demonstrated, those terms are much less easy to
define if one is talking about wider matters.
Eleanor Scott: I take it that when you talk about
agriculture, you use the word in its widest sense,
so it might include growing vegetables in a
polytunnel, for example.
Andy Robertson: Yes.
Eleanor Scott: My next question is for Hughie
Donaldson. Criticisms of the operation of the
Crofters Commission have come from various
quarters. However, you say in your submission
that you dislike the proposed changes to the
commission. How will the proposed changes make
the situation worse for crofters?

Maureen Macmillan: Is a contributing factor to
absenteeism the fact that people think that trying
to do something agricultural is not worth while?

Hughie Donaldson: The idea that we have in
front of us a lucid and clear stairway to heaven is a
fallacy. It is almost impossible to read the bill, let
alone make sense of it. The short answer is that it
is difficult to say what the effect will be. The glaring
point that has emerged is about the appointment
of the great and the good to decide what crofting is
and will be; that must be decided by crofters
locally.

We have said that we are concerned about
agricultural use not being deemed to be the
principal use of crofts. There are several reasons
for that concern, one of which is the belief that
agriculture is central to rural development.
Concern has also rightly been expressed to us
that local people who want to be crofters are being
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priced out of the market by people who are buying
crofts for other reasons. We have heard a lot
about the difficulties that are involved in defining
the term “other purposeful use”. How can we
define the right crofting tenant if agricultural use is
not the principal use and agricultural activity is not
used as the basis for that definition? We are keen
to see agriculture remain central.

Obviously, LFA support is up for discussion at
the moment. It is important that LFA support
recognises what disadvantage actually is and that
it puts a value on or cost against it. There should
be a transparent system that genuinely reflects
disadvantage. Such issues are currently being
considered, which I am happy about.

Andy Robertson: If agriculture is the core
business but is not profitable and people are
losing money hand over fist on the agricultural
side, why would they hang around to do the other
bits of work? There is something in that.
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Crofters are not frightened of change or of the
future, although it could be rocky for quite a few
years. Crofters wish to engage actively in that
future. The Scottish Crofting Foundation welcomes
the noises that the Scottish Executive has made
about the future role and development of crofting.
The foundation wants to be involved and to help to
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deliver that for the country, as well as our
members.
Eleanor Scott: In essence, you say that the
Crofters Commission cannot do a proper job in the
21st century unless its board is elected.
Hughie Donaldson: Yes.
Eleanor Scott: That is clear enough.
Nora Radcliffe: I return to the idea of one
crofter, one croft. Many crofts are too small to
sustain even a part-time income. The bill provides
for the division of crofts. Should it provide for
amalgamating crofts to form larger units, if that
were in the community’s interests and would
create more viable units than a variety of separate
crofts?
Hughie Donaldson: The viability of crofting for
agricultural production is minimal. A fact that is
often overlooked is that, in pure basic numbers,
crofts hold about 500,000 sheep and 70,000
cattle. If people want to ignore that as part of our
national food production, that is fine—crofting can
be wiped out as an agricultural system. However,
it is the base for other industries in our national
figures on food production. Crofting is part of that
and of the breeding programme for replacement
animals in the system. If somebody is to make a
living purely from crofting, they must have decent
or semi-decent land that is of a sufficient size to be
viable. Why would people want to dismantle a
viable business?
On the other hand, crofters have told the
Scottish Crofting Foundation that, to create
succession, they need subdivision of crofts. Family
members and the required numbers of people
cannot stay unless they have access to support to
build a house and to start a small business. The
feeling that we pick up is that people are prepared
to take a lower-paid job and to rough it for a few
years for the chance to start a family and build a
home—although not in that order, I hope.
The amalgamation of crofts is a thorny issue.
The bill mentions certain sizes and numbers. I
think that it says that the maximum size for a croft
should be 30 acres—or hectares. That seems
reasonable and is a reduction from the current
maximum, which I think is 50 acres, or four crofts
on an area of up to that size. We see no harm in
amalgamation, if it is required to make a viable
agricultural business.
Ian Cairns: The issue comes back to local need
and the variation throughout the crofting counties.
Amalgamating two or three crofts on Lewis would
give someone 8 or 10 acres to manage on their
own. I prefer to think about crofting in the wider
context and as not just about keeping sheep or
cattle. The crofting landscape has been formed by
crofting agriculture. However, if we consider
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crofting as just a number of small farms, they
seem even less viable than the big farms, which
are not viable just now. The income streams from
crofting and livestock enterprises are heavily
dependent on subsidies. As has been said,
support for each individual business needs to be
targeted and effective.
Given the context that crofters manage the
landscape and that tourists come to see and
participate in that landscape and the culture,
crofting has an important role, not just in producing
store sheep and cattle—it underpins the whole
economy. Crofting has the opportunity to set itself
apart a wee bit. It is not pure agriculture or farming
as we know it; it can deliver the socioeconomic
benefits that come through land management
contracts and it can attract support from the
funding streams for the European priorities on
sustaining communities and delivering the best
management of habitats and the environment.
Crofting can do all of that.
With a large number of small producers, there is
room for innovation. Producer groups are strong in
crofting areas, as are cattle and sheep stock
clubs. People who have an interest in crofting and
keeping animals do not have to take an active part
in such clubs; they can be involved by investing in
them. Crofters have many unique opportunities
that are not available to farmers. If we are careful,
crofting can pull in new funding that is aimed at
supporting the viability of small enterprises. That
funding is targeted not at farmers, but at delivering
a community benefit, with agriculture as one
possibility.
Nora Radcliffe: I was trying to get at the idea of
a one croft, one crofter rule. De facto, in the
crofting counties, people run four or five or even
10 or 11 crofts. Should we seek to regulate that?
Ian Cairns: I do not think that we can do that,
because each area is different. On my croft, there
are two house sites that were decrofted before we
bought the croft—we have the third croft house
and young families have the two other croft
houses. They do not manage land but contribute
to the local community on a different level—they
live in the area, have kids in school, buy goods
from local shops and generate local income. It is
difficult to say that we should have a rule about
one croft with one house on it and one family living
there. We need scope for variation, which takes us
back to local priority setting.
Andy Robertson: As Nora Radcliffe described,
amalgamation already happens informally, but I
am not sure that there is a need to formalise the
matter. Individually, small crofts may not be viable,
but as Hughie Donaldson’s figures demonstrate,
what crofters produce collectively is important. We
should not underestimate the importance of the
breeding hierarchy and breeding stock that come
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out of crofting areas. I agree with Ian Cairns that
we cannot really have a one-size-fits-all solution.
In some areas, there is a heavy demand for crofts,
so it would be wrong if one person collected a
series of crofts and nobody else could get one.
However, where there is not a heavy demand for
crofts, to leave crofts vacant simply because of a
one croft, one person rule would be daft, because
we would lose production that could otherwise
happen.
13:30
The Convener: I have two brief questions. I do
not know what answers they will get me, but I will
ask them. The first question is for Hughie
Donaldson. You mention interposed leases in your
submission and you said earlier that you do not
want to wait five years. Could the matter be dealt
with in the bill?
Hughie Donaldson: We were assured that it
would be.
The Convener: What would be a suitable
amendment to the bill?
Hughie Donaldson: We have a letter from the
deputy minister that says that, in relation to the
one test case that we could use—the Pairc estate
buy-out—ministers would test the validity of the
leases that were given to Scottish and Southern
Energy via another instrument, which was set up
to frustrate the land reform legislation. The letter
states that Scottish ministers are minded to test
the validity of those leases in the Scottish Land
Court. However, it appears from paragraph 38 of
the policy memorandum that that will not happen.
The Convener: The clerk has drawn my
attention to part 6 of the bill, on the crofting
community’s right to buy and the real rights of
tenants. The issue is about getting that tested.
Hughie Donaldson: Yes.
The Convener: The matter is incredibly
technical. For my benefit, will you explain whether
that can be tested before we get to stage 2 of the
bill? What are the timing implications? The matter
would have to be taken to the Scottish Land Court
by the Executive.
Hughie Donaldson: Yes.
The Convener: It could not be taken by the
Scottish Crofting Foundation.
Hughie Donaldson: It would have to be taken
by a body of interest that has a direct relationship
with the lease. That would be either the grazings
committee or the body that was formed to buy out
the estate. As of the end of last month the Scottish
land fund no longer exists, so there is no way that
a small community body could be funded to test
the matter in court. We were assured that
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ministers would do that, but it now appears that
that will not happen.
The Convener: Thank you. I needed a bit of
background to make sense of your previous
comments.
My other question is about increased costs to
crofters. What are your concerns about that?
There are questions about what happens when
maps are drafted and who is responsible for
paying for that. Are you concerned about those
issues, or are there other problems?
Hughie Donaldson: The delays to community
buy-outs in crofting communities have been
caused in part by problems with identifying what
they are trying to buy. Thankfully, the Galson
estate buy-out has moved forward to the next
phase. We hope that it will go ahead and we wish
those involved luck with the enterprise. However,
those involved in the Pairc estate buy-out on
Lewis are not even attempting to buy the inby
ground because they cannot identify it and they do
not know who owns it. There are perhaps 200 or
300 holdings. It is almost impossible to get one’s
head around that and to dedicate time and
resources to do the work, yet that was the primary
remit of the Crofters Commission from 1956. Its
remit was to set up the register and record the
information but, in 2006, that has still not been
done. Under the bill, it looks as if responsibility for
that will be given to individuals in particular areas.
The Convener: You said that the Scottish
Crofting Foundation does not think that the bill is
complete because of the issue with the “proper
occupier” provisions. It is up to you if you want to
put in a supplementary submission when you have
had time to read the Executive’s statement. When
we go to Stornoway, local members of the Scottish
Crofting Foundation will come to give us evidence,
but there is nothing to prevent you from putting
your concerns in writing before we draft our stage
1 report.
Hughie
Donaldson:
Technically,
consultation closes tomorrow.

the

The Convener: Yes, but I am saying that I am
happy to take a later submission, given that the
matter did not arise when we asked you to
comment previously. It would be helpful to the
committee if you were to come back to us on that
point.
Hughie Donaldson: The first point in paragraph
7 of the Executive’s explanatory paper is about the
proper occupier—
The Convener: You said that you saw that
paper for the first time only yesterday. It would be
helpful to us if you were to give us your
comments—do not leave it until the summer, but
talk to the clerks after the meeting about how to
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include those comments in the evidence that we
will consider.
Rob Gibson: Section 35 of the bill deals with
interposed leases and proposes to amend the
Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003. Am I correct?
The Convener: Yes.
Rob Gibson: That being so, there seems to be
some misinterpretation of paragraph 38 of the
policy memorandum to the bill. It talks about
inserting new provisions into the 2003 act as if that
would take place separately from the bill, but we
are aware that amendments to address interposed
leases will be made through the bill.
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particularly in relation to other legislation, such as
the Planning etc (Scotland) Bill and the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003. I can see that we will
have our work cut out for us.
It is now 1.39 pm and we have just finished
consideration of agenda item 1. Committee
members know that we do not usually take this
long to deal with the first item. I invite the
witnesses to leave quietly and quickly.

Hughie Donaldson: Are you sure?
Rob Gibson: I am looking at the policy
memorandum now.
The Convener: I have just been speaking
quietly with our clerks, who have pointed me to the
right place. The bill is technical, and we do not
have to bottom out all the detail today. I suggest
that you look at that section again and talk to the
clerks. There is an obvious issue about testing that
matter in law, but we are looking at the bill as
introduced. People should look at the evidence,
and we shall certainly read the Official Report of
the meeting to remind ourselves of what witnesses
said. If we want to come back to people and ask
further questions, we can do that. If we find the bill
incredibly technical, people out there must find
following all the evidence that we will hear
incredibly technical.
Hughie Donaldson: I ask the committee
another favour. Can we have an accurate list of
the number of times in each of the past 10 years
that the Crofters Commission has used its
regulatory powers to force a decision? That would
give us information about where regulation works
and where it does not. If the committee could help
to facilitate that before we reach stage 2, it would
help us to draft our amendments.
The Convener: We can explore that.
I thank the witnesses on panel 3 for their
evidence this morning and for their written
submissions. We have got off to an excellent start.
The evidence has illustrated that we are dealing
with a complex subject and a complex bill. When
we visit different crofting communities and meet
the people there, I suspect that the diversity of
crofting experiences will be re-emphasised.
The bill presents us with many challenges, but
we have begun to address its principles and
st
vision, the importance of crofting in the 21
century, the opportunity to modernise crofting and
the importance of crofting to the social and
economic vitality of our rural areas. There are
many issues to consider over the next few weeks,
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SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH CROFTING FOUNDATION
TENANCY/OWNERSHIP POSITION OF CROFTS, WESTER & EASTER
ACHNATEIRD, GLENSHEIL
BACKGROUND
In January I had the pleasure of being tutor for one session of the Crofting Induction
Course for the Skye and Lochalsh area held at Kyle. In discussions I established that
all ten students were seeking crofts. Two of the students asked me specifically if I could
investigate the circumstances of two particular townships. I requested the information
from the Register of Crofts, and the position for the township of Wester and Easter
Achnateird, Parish of Glenshiel, is given below. My understanding is that the
permanent population of the township is just 19 and that 70 percent of the houses are
holiday homes. There is no apparent crofting activity in the area and a strong demand
for crofts from folk living locally, including young people seeking to establish homes and
work the land. As can be seen from the information provided, this is a particularly
shocking, but by no means unique, example of long term regulatory failure.
THE TOWNSHIP CROFT BY CROFT
Croft A
Croft B
Croft C
Croft D
Croft E
Croft F
Croft G
Croft H
Croft I
Croft J
Croft K
Croft L
Croft M
Croft N
Croft O
Croft P
Croft Q
Croft R
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Tenant living locally
Absentee tenant
Absentee tenant
Tenant living in township
Absentee owner now deceased. Planning application by executors for
speculative housing
Owner occupied (resident)
Tenant living in township
Absentee tenant
Absentee tenant
Absentee owner now deceased. Planning application by executors for
speculative housing
Tenant living in township
Absentee tenant
Tenant living locally
Absentee tenant
Absentee owner now deceased
Absentee owner
Tenant living locally
Tenant living locally

SUBMISSION FROM NEIL MACLEOD
A POTTED HISTORY
I am sixty years of age, a fluent Gaelic speaker and have been involved in
crofting for most of my life except for some years spent on the mainland in
furtherance of an engineering apprenticeship. I was about forty before I was able
to buy a croft of my own so I am well placed to understand the frustrations of
young people who are unable to secure crofts.
I have been co-owner of a medium sized engineering company for about 35
years. This gives me a degree of latitude to pursue my crofting interest and
alleviate the dependence on crofting as a livelihood. The croft of which I am
tenant is only 5 acres but with sub-tenancies and seasonal lets I am able to run
two pedigree sheep flocks, North Country Cheviot & Blackface. I am a member
of a sire reference scheme where all my stock is recorded from birth and given a
subsequent estimated breed value (E.B.V.), and also a test for scrapie. My
staple market is the sale of rams and female stock, selling in the Southern Isles,
at Stirling, Dingwall and Dalmally, as well as locally. I am Chairman of the Lewis
& Harris Sheep Breeders Association which was formed about seven years ago
and has approximately 150 members. We sell lamb to the local supermarket, and
are in process of setting up a website for the internet selling of branded local
lamb. We offer pregnancy scanning of ewes, training and have undertaken a
number of innovative initiatives that benefit our members.
Being passionate about all things crofting, my various other involvements are,
Vice Chairman of the Scottish Crofting Foundation, Executive Director of Lewis
Crofters Ltd, Director of Long Island Auction Mart, Director Long Island Rural
Trust as well as being a member of various other committees. I have done two
terms as a Grazings Clerk and been a Crofters Commission Assessor for over
twenty years. In the show season I regularly compete and am often asked to
judge. On my last foray to The Royal Highland Show I came first in the two
shear Cheviot category. I have won the Blackface section in the H.I.S.S. for the
past two years.
It is my fervent belief that given the right circumstances there is a vibrant future in
crofting. The new Bill must ensure the conditions are just and equitable to allow
crofting to flourish and prevent an exodus from our community, and I offer the
following comments for consideration by the Environment and Rural
Development Committee.
USE OF CROFTS
Anything that brings about genuine, productive use of crofts is welcome. At the
moment genuine crofters are losing out and I am very much in favour of
terminating tenancies in cases of neglect, dereliction and misuse. We need to
ensure that the priceless asset of our land is put to good use, but at the moment
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we lack a definition of what the Bill means by ‘purposeful use’. For example a
tenant or owner-occupier of a croft might argue that neglect equates to nature
conservation, whereas the absence of grazing or cultivation is in fact destructive
of wildlife habitats. The Crofters Commission has an absentee initiative in certain
areas, but this is no guarantee at present that crofts will actually be brought into
use. It is quite possible, and has happened, that one absentee may assign the
croft to another. The Bill promises us stronger and effective regulation, and this
will be very welcome, provided the Commission is given adequate powers and is
obliged to use them. The ‘proper occupier’ is an interesting concept but I am
disappointed that it has not been developed at this stage of the Bill.
ROLE OF THE CROFTERS COMMISSION
Reinforcement of the Crofters Commission’s regulatory powers would be of great
benefit but would run against the recent trend whereby the Commission has
shifted its emphasis from regulation to development. This loosening of the
regulatory regime has allowed grossly inflated prices for croft tenancies and
freeholds and, paradoxically, an increase in absenteeism, dereliction and
abandonment of crofts. There must be an obligation on the Commission to act in
such circumstances. The Bill states that the consent of the landlord would be
required to challenge neglect. I can see no reason why the landlord should be
involved here. A landlord could use this as a get-out to avoid reletting where
there is a demand for crofts.
The regulatory role of the Commission must be paramount. In recent years the
Commission has abdicated its regulatory function. This abdication resulted in, for
example, the infamous Taynuilt case. At a more grass-roots level, the post of
Grazings Officer has been abolished. This was a highly experienced and
respected official who would sort out local disputes over such things as grazings
regulations and straying livestock without legal formality and resultant expense.
These days such problems have to be referred to the Land Court or to the
Sheriff, which most crofters find intimidating, not least on grounds of cost.
DEMOCRACY AND THE COMMISSION
As at present constituted, the elected Panel of Assessors is supposed to be the
eyes and ears of the Commission in crofting communities. In recent years the
Assessors have been scandalously under-employed by the Commission. Now it
is proposed that the elected Assessors be replaced by appointed local panels.
How can this reversal of democratic principles be justified? Crofters would wish
to see the elected Panel of Assessors retained, perhaps with some
amalgamation of areas, and with an increased advisory role. There is a need,
too, for democracy within the Commission itself, with the Board being elected by
crofters. The proposal in the Bill that Commission staff may act in place of the
Board is a further negation of democratic principles and must not be allowed to
proceed.
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DEVELOPMENT ON CROFTING LAND
Resumption of common grazing land for development purposes should be
subject to the will of the majority of shareholders in the grazing. Crofters can
have a role in provision of affordable housing in their communities, but there
should be a presumption against housing development on inbye land. In such
cases consent to decroft should have precedence over planning consent.
SUBMISSION FROM KEVIN KENNEDY
I am a young crofter with a young family.
I took over two bareland crofts in Lemreway, South Lochs, Isle of Lewis in
September 2004 by family assignation, with the assistance of the Croft Entrant
Scheme. The crofts were unfenced and unimproved. I applied for Rural
Stewardship Scheme in March 2005 and am still waiting for a decision at the time
of writing. At the same time I applied for Single Farm Payment Entitlements from
the National Reserve but was turned down. I finished fencing one croft in
October 2005 and bought two cows in November, the first of which calved in
February. I applied to construct an agricultural building in March this year, and a
2.2ha Forestry Grant Scheme has been work completed.
I run 60-70 ewes. The male lambs go mainly for store, but I intend to sow an
area of turnips this year for lamb finishing. I also intend to join a quality
assurance scheme. Ewes with female lambs go back to the hill to give the lambs
a chance to heft.
There are 33 crofts in the township and I am one of two young crofters. There is
a problem of remoteness and aging population. Most of the local young people
have left. The age profile makes it difficult to carry out township improvements.
We put forward proposals for Rural Stewardship and forestry schemes but could
not get agreement. We need a means of letting individual crofters or groups of
crofters carry out improvements without the agreement of the whole township.
The main problem for young aspiring crofters is availability of crofts, if they
cannot get a family assignation. There are plenty of unused crofts but, if and
when they come on the open market, they are priced beyond the means of local
young people. Together with the very high cost of building in the island, this
makes it very difficult for young people to get into crofting. The Croft Entrant
Scheme has been a great help, but would be of very little assistance to someone
competing for a croft on the free market. Creation of new crofts will obviously
help. We could also do with easier access to the National Reserve of Single
Farm Payments for new entrants.
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Cash flow is a problem here also. My agricultural building is costing £25000.
The Crofting Counties Agricultural Grants Scheme can take three months to pay
out during which time I have to borrow from the bank. The need to invest in the
croft has to be balanced with the needs of the family. I hope to have the crofts
running self sustained within the next 18 months, with all debts paid, then begin
land improvement and stock improvements.
I think crofting has a great future, but we need to find ways of getting more young
people involved.
SUBMISSION FROM SIMON FRASER
Others have doubtless commented on many other issues and I do not wish to
trouble the Committee with repetition of such points. I will confine myself to a few
practical comments.
1. The Bill is from the point of view of a crofting lawyer generally to be
welcomed, and contains some useful measures.
2. The enhanced role of the Commission is to be welcomed but the
effectiveness of this will depend entirely on the new Commission being
prepared to be strongly proactive in the discharge of its administrative
functions if it is to ensure that thereby it ‘best contributes to the
achievement of sustainable development of crofting…….’ S 1A (2) (b).
3. S 23 creating as it does a new power to enable the Land Court to grant a
new right of access to a croft is very helpful. Subsection 2 (d) seems to
envisage that the land over which the right is to be granted could be part
of another croft or common grazings. This is helpful as far as it goes, but it
would be probably be better if it were made clear that the access right can
indeed be granted over other croft land. Most access disputes are not
between crofter and landlord but between individual crofters. The
opportunity for a crofter to gain access to a landlocked croft could be
frustrated if an intervening croft were to be purchased by a neighbour.
This could be overcome if the definition of the land over which the access
could be granted were extended to include land ‘part of a croft formerly ij
the ownership of the landlord or his predecessors in title.’
4. S35 amending the Land Reform Act is expected. It does not cover the
situation however where (as is likely to be the general case) the land has
been bought by agreement albeit with the knowledge of the Act in the
background. Further the measure could conceiveably act as a deterrent to
development on common grazing land where a developer might require to
secure a right over that land in advance of expending large resources on
working up detailed proposals.
I will of course be happy to answer any other points the Committee may wish to
put.
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SUBMISSION FROM THE STORNOWAY TRUST
While the Stornoway Trust acknowledged the need for a review of the Crofting
Reform Acts and supported calls for legislative change now deemed necessary
to address the needs of a unique and valuable form of land tenure it has not
been possible to call on the collective input of Trustees within the response
period.
This submission therefore reflects my own thoughts on various aspects of the Bill
and in particular my concerns based largely on my experiences with the Trust,
the Scottish Crofters Union, as grazings clerk and croft tenant.
I am sure that others will have ably articulated the positive attributes of crofting
and assume that the proposal to form new crofts beyond the Crofting Counties is
recognition of the benefits which have rightly been attributed to the crofting
system.
I am however somewhat concerned that the proposal is open ended given the
recent changes to the Crofting Counties Agricultural Grant Scheme, the financial
constraints of the Crofters Building Grants Scheme and how the inclusion of
grant chasers may influence the wider public's perception of crofting. It is also
worrying that the door is being opened to allow the expansion of a system, the
regulation of which as things currently stand, appears to be the subject of heated
debate and future uncertainty.
In common with most crofters I, to my shame, have not been able to actively
consider or participate in an issue that is of such huge importance to crofting and
without possession of any legal training this submission hopefully reflects my
layman's understanding of a hugely complicated and legalistic minefield.
Arguably a major flaw in previous legislation was its complex nature, all too open
to very varied and imaginative interpretation, and I fear that the Bill has continued
down this route, as the 242 paragraphs of guidance notes and supporting
documents, helpful as they may be, suggests.
In my view crofting needs a clear set of rules and regulations, firmly and
consistently applied for the benefit of a system with its set of values preserved.
To that end crofting needs a strong effective and credible Crofters Commission
which, through its actions, gains the respect and confidence of crofters and the
wider crofting communities.
Crofters Commission
While the Bill proposes major changes to the make up and functions of the
Commission, the devolvement of power through the introduction of local panels,
and a perceived lack of ownership amongst the crofting interests, may hinder any
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aspiration of attaining the status the Scottish Land Court will hopefully continue to
enjoy, particularly if its own rule book can be revised to effectively address any
attempts to undermine or abuse the privileges a croft tenancy confers.
Amongst many of the positive elements of the Bill is the introduction of local
policy provision. A worthwhile concept which needs clearer definition. Will the
local panels have powers to prevent, say, owner occupancy or will they merely
decide on the dates of fanks or local dipping?
Temporary Resumption
This is a hugely positive step forward allowing crofters to benefit from
development over time with land reverting back to crofting continuing to be an
option.
Making section 5.3 agreements binding on successors removes the need for
further erosion of croft land
Open Market Value
Considerable concerns have been expressed in relation to the inflated prices
now attached to croft tenancies. While the Commission have stated that they do
not have the power to stop it, a reasonable obstacle in the form of a, say, 10-year
probationary period could act as a disincentive for land speculation.
An incoming tenant, instead of securing a professional produced development
plan could be asked to present his proposals to a local panel who would have the
power to vet the applicants' suitability. The applicant's performance could be
monitored during his probationary period and given that circumstances can
genuinely force change, a local panel could look sympathetically or otherwise at
a person's performance.
A genuine applicant keen on participating in crofting would have nothing to fear
and any person falling short of the mark would not have his tenancy confirmed.
The threat of losing an inflated cash sum would focus one's thinking before
outbidding worthy local interest.
Mapping
The drive to create a fully mapped croft register could have huge financial
implications on crofters and landowners alike. While the aims is commendable
consideration should be given to provide financial incentives for parties to
participate in a mapping exercise.
Grazings Committees
By statute it is incumbent on grazings committees to maintain the common
grazings, fences, drainage, etc. The proposals to introduce an obligation to
notify all shareholders of ongoing maintenance works seems wholly unnecessary
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and adds scope for those set on creating nuisance to further hinder works of
grazings committees.
Leases
I assumed like others that the Bill would effectively deal with Interposed Leases
but the proposals as drafted may be misleading.
A community landowner's right to buy leases can sterilize development within the
crofting areas, if that right extends beyond an Interposed Lease.
With regard to the Interposed Lease issue, I do not understand how any such
action can impinge on the statutory rights of crofters, neither do I see the benefit
of an Interposed Lease if having removed an asset, the Landlord reduces the
value of his estate.
Section 20 of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 states that for a reasonable
purpose, the Land Court may authorise the resumption of land, if it is deemed to
be for the good of the croft or the estate (landowner) or in the public interest. A
Court dealing with an unwilling landowner forced through the terms of his
predecessor's lease to apply for resumption, could effectively stop a development
on the grounds that the application will neither benefit the landlord nor the wider
public interest.
The proposal to buy back a lease at full market value would not be necessary as
the value of a potentially worthless manoeuvre on the outgoing landlord's part
would arguably be nil.
Owner Occupancy
The right to buy community owned croft land at 15 times the annual rent is at
odds with the drive towards a free market promoted through the Bill.
Using the right to buy to avoid regulation should not be an option.
Gaelic
The stipulation that at least one Commissioner must be a Gaelic speaker is
welcomed but given the status afforded to Gaelic, why not a majority, the
Chairman or the Chief Executive.
The strengthening of the language has been identified as a key objective of the
reforms.
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SUBMISSION FROM THE PAIRC TRUST
THE EFFECT OF INTERPOSED LEASES ON THE COMMUNITY OF PAIRC’S
APPLICATION FOR THE RIGHT TO BUY THE ESTATE USING THE LAND
REFORM (SCOTLAND) ACT 2003
Introduction:
The Pairc Trust was formed as a democratic organisation as per the
requirements of the Land Reform Act and with charitable status in 2004 to
facilitate the process of applying to the Scottish Executive for the Community
Right To Buy its Crofting Estate, following a failure in negotiations to buy the
Estate from its owners.
From the outset the Landlord - Pairc Crofters Ltd was hostile to the Application
and would not enter into negotiations to amicably settle a sale to the community.
There had been widespread claims that land owners had identified a legal loop
hole within the Land Reform Act to place legal devices in place designed to
ensure that in the event of acquisition of land, by the use of the crofting
community right to buy, the potential development value is effectively retained in
the hands of the current owner of the land.
This necessitated the Trust to have to submit its application to the Scottish
Executive using the Part 3 method. Due to the subsequent complexities of
mapping of the estate by the Trust as required by the Land Reform Act. It was
not feasible within the time scale and the community decided to proceed with an
initial application to purchase the Estate Common Grazings excluding the
Township inbye, the area of Stiomrabhaigh and some islands.
The Community is committed to a second stage in completing the Estate
purchase by either negotiating the sale of the remainder or if necessary a second
and subsequent application for the Right To Buy using again the Part 3 method
of the Land Reform Act.
Following an overwhelmingly positive ballot held in the community in November
2004 the Trust declared its intention to make application to the Scottish
Executive for the Right to Buy.
Interposed Leases:
Realising that the community was determined to proceed with its intention to use
the Land Reform Act to apply for the Right To Buy the Principal Director of Pairc
Crofters Ltd actively prepared a defensive plan. It was clear that Pairc Crofters
Ltd could not secure the development rights to the estate without creating or
involving a subsidiary company.
Pairc Crofters Ltd (PCL) created a new limited company Pairc Renewables Ltd
(PRL) to whom they granted a lease over the whole estate. By granting such a
lease the community of Pairc effectively became the subject of two land lords.
PRL then entered into and agreed a subsequent lease with Scottish and
Southern Energy for the energy rights to the estate. This lease confirms that the
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Land Lord will prevent any forestry on the common grazings which is contrary to
the Crofter/Forestry Act and will its self circumvent the proposed change in the
Crofting Reform Bill where the land owner will not be permitted to stop forestry by
crofters on the common land.
The Directors of PCL and PRL (being the same individual(s)), have a vested
interest in these leases and have shown no interest in negotiating amicably the
sale of the estate to the community. As the recent analysis by the Executive
itself states “Firstly they (the leases) complicate the process of acquiring the land
so that the crofting community right to buy is merely a first stage. So there is an
element of deterrence and delay. In the context of Lewis where there are several
major wind farm developments planned, including one on the Pairc estate, delay
could increase the value of the property rights held. The potential development
value of the Pairc property is bound to increase if the planned project for a wind
farm at Pairc is granted planning permission. The difficulty with that is that the
value could reach a level at which the crofting community body could not raise
sufficient money to buy the property unless it was buying it subject to the wind
farm development.”
In the opinion of the Trust, these leases are deliberately constructed to
circumvent the purposes of the Land Reform Act and to permit developers in the
area to use crofting lands without consultation or community input.
The Pairc Trust submitted its application in May 2005. PCL/PRL had 3 months to
reply and once these were received through SEERAD, the Trust submitted a
Counter response in October 2005.
The matter of the Interposed Leases was drawn to the attention of the Executive
before the Part 3 Application was lodged as the Trust considered it imperative
that the Executive settled the matter of these leases before the Trust’s
application could receive proper consideration.
It had been suggested that it might be possible to argue that the provisions of
section 23(3) of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 prevent a landlord of croft land
from entering into any kind of lease over croft land other than a croft tenancy.
Following several meetings with MSPs' and various Agencies the Trust were
pleased when the advice of an independent legal expert on Crofting Law was
sought by Highland and Island Enterprise and following the advice received from
Professor Paisley in early November 2005, the Executive decided to place the
issue before the Land Court. .
The Trust was informed at that point that application would be made to the Land
Court within weeks.
The Trust was informed in December 2005 that the matter would be addressed
at the beginning of the New Year.
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In January 2006 the Trust was informed the submission would be made in
February.
In February the Trust was informed that in fact the submission was still with the
Executives legal representatives.
As at today’s date, the Executive has still to submit the query to the Land Court.
Recently Trust Directors wrote to the Minister for Environment and Rural
Development as follows:
“You will appreciate that the process involved in a significant buyout of this
nature requires massive commitment and support from the participating
community. In Pairc we have been extremely successful in maintaining high
levels of support, as evidenced most recently in formal Ballot results; but, while
core levels are solid, perceptions that the current inactivity is because the LRA is
not going to be able to deliver, are beginning to impact. Potential effects on
community morale are thus significant.
The Land Reform Act is by any measure a flag-ship Policy for Scotland and it
would be unfortunate if, now it is under intense scrutiny, it is not able to match
the aspirations of communities like Pairc which were encouraged to regard it as a
means of making an attainable step change in their circumstances, in a way
which encouraged them that government was listening and aware of their
difficulties.
It would clearly assist our efforts tremendously if we had an early decision on this
matter or failing that a clear timetable for resolution.”
The subsequent response received by the Trust gave no reason other than legal
consultation for the delay, did not give a timetable for resolution and did not
address the basic questions highlighted in the Trust’s letter regarding confidence
or public perceptions. However it did state that Ministers did not wish the aims
and ideals of the LRA to be thwarted. Enclosed with it was a reply to our local
MSP Alasdair Morrison which, somewhat ominously in the Trust’s opinion,
highlighted the provisions in the Crofting Reform Bill as a potential solution to the
case.
Effects on the Community:
PRL is effectively a secondary Land Lord of the Estate.
All the leases are transferable and therefore defacto the Land Lordship of the
estate itself becomes Transferable.
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The failure of the Executive to take some sort of action, despite the fact that
Ministers have already made a commitment to act on the Pairc arrangements; or
to timeously respond to the well signposted issue of Interposed leases has had a
marked and adverse effect on the morale of the community.
There is a general feeling of lack of confidence in the flag ship Land
Reform Act 2003.
Adverse decisions regarding the common grazings of the estate are being made
contrary to Crofting legislation by the land lord and his associated companies.
The proposed resumption process as laid out in the Crofting Reform Bill negates
a one off payment eligible by developers to individual crofters. This raises the
question as to whether or not the Act is more biased towards the Land Owner
rather than the indigenous Crofting Community.
The community is being thwarted in its desire to buy the whole of the estate by
the apparent failure of Part 3 of the Act.
That the Trust has much reduced funding as a direct result of the stalemate
created by the Executive in procrastination over the Land Court issue.
The practical effect of interposed leases on crofter rights is that crofters are now
subject to an additional layer of planning constraint. For instance in the Pairc
situation the “end user lessee” is a developer with a specific interest which
prohibits various crofter development options e.g. forestry or any activity which
they perceive as prejudicial to their interests. This means that established crofter
rights are eroded by the simple mechanism of an interposed lease. If that is
correct the question has to be - why has this device not been employed before?
At present the Executive and its experts are hung by a landlord initiative which in
the Trust’s opinion has been prompted by the possibility of a Part 3 Application
under the LRA 2003. It is our opinion that this action should be regarded as a
means of averting the provisions of that Act and dealt with accordingly.
The Crofting Reform Bill indicates that the community(s) will have the right to
purchase leases upon individual estates. The consequences of this could be that
Interposed Leases will therefore be deemed as competent and legal. A
community such as Pairc - where it would have expected to purchase its estate
for an agricultural price of around £250K as indicated by professional valuations
received by the Trust, would now expect an inflated price - given a proposed
£750Millon project, and expect a 6 figure valuation put upon the purchase of
these leases. Possible funding sources therefore which might have produced
94% of the cost of an agricultural purchase would simply not be available for
such a massive expenditure.
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SUBMISSION FROM ANGUS MACMILLAN, SOUTH UIST COMMUNITY
COMPANY
I respond to your invitation to comment on the proposed crofting bill.
1. Introduction
I welcome this opportunity to respond as chairman of the Community Company,
hoping to purchase South Uist Estate for the benefit of the community living
within its boundaries. The various feasibility studies, business plans and
applications for funding have all demonstrated that this constitutes an
unparalleled opportunity to address the multiply and chronic results of rural
deprivation. We have demonstrated that economic, social and environmental
benefit will ensue from the community purchase of South Uist Estate and will
address the following:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Rural population decline
Increase GDP in the estate area and beyond.
Add value to existing production
Use the natural resources of the estate to the benefit of the people who
live in these Islands – absolutely key
In the long term this will allow us as the Islanders to be financially
independent and will allow us to be removed from the culture of short
term “revenue fixes” from public bodies
Make the best use of public money and achieve the best return on
investment on public money, through empowering the people to make
investment decisions for which they will be accountable for, and which will
generate revenue in the long term. The biggest barrier to economic
development in the Islands is the lack of “own contribution” and
empowerment makes it all possible.

2. Community Company
a.

Background
x
x
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x

History: The development of a crofting community.
- First time since clan system abolished that the people
have the opportunity to own the land on which they live.
- 1886 Napier Commission & Crofting Acts
- Breakdown of farms in early 1900`s. South Uist is 93%
croft land
Land Reform Legislation -2003

x

Feasibility Study & Business Plan

x

Poll of Community – 70% voted 70% in favour

x

Formation of Community Company
- Election of company directors – 17 names for 7 directors
- Full members
- Junior Membership
- Associate Memberships

x

A “friendly” buy-out
– Present owners must be congratulated for taking this step.

x

Negotiations – A team has been put into place.

b. Specific Projects delivered by Community Ownership
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Estate Management and sport – Revenue basis for benefit of
community
Re-instatement and upgrading of integrated drainage system and
coastal protection
Renewable Energy – Community owned small scale development
Strategic Land Release – an opportunity to release land for
commercial, private and public economic development
Lochboisdale Port of Entry
Rural Housing – specific to the needs of the South Uist area
Tourism & Culture

c. Conclusion
x
x
x
x

Community Ownership South Uist Estate – A unique opportunity
Sustainable economic, social and environmental benefit – Best
investment for public money in this area
Company name – Storas Uibhist and Logo – Working Together
Result expressed aspiration of community to take control of their
own destiny.

In terms of the Land Reform Act, the above is all for nothing unless it is
underpinned by regulations that will deliver on a number of key areas with
regard to Crofting Bill. Given this unique opportunity for revitalising our
community, of which 93% of the land is under crofting tenure, legislation
contained in the new Crofting Bill must secure the development proposals for
the Estate and not threaten or negate them. Consequently, on behalf of the
Board of the Community Company I wish to make the following comments;
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3. Purchase of Croft Tenancies.
The proposed system makes no provision for the acquisition of crofts for local
people who want to be active in the crofting community. If the purpose of
acquiring a croft is to build a house then provisions must be made for that
separately from the use of the croft. At present there are 200 people on the
housing waiting list. Housing needs and croft purchases must be separated
to satisfy both the aspirations of individuals who require house sites and
people who wish to be active crofters. In some cases they are the same but
in the majority of cases they are not! Previously they have both been
reviewed as one and the same. As a community landowner, we want to make
house sites available to people who do not want to be involved in crofting, but
wish to live in a crofting environment. That also releases land for more
productive use by local indigenous people. Crofts should be assigned to
incoming tenants in the form of a bond that will be relinquished in the case of
an incoming tenant not adhering to the development plans and land
management plans agreed at the outset.
4. Absenteeism
The Crofters Commission must effectively regulate and act in cases of
absenteeism. At present there are 666 absentee croft tenants in the Western
Isles, where there is a strong demand for tenancies. At present only 40 crofts
per annum become available on the open market and supply and demand
should reduce the market forces on price if more absentee crofts were
available. It is absolutely essential that these crofts are re-assigned to local
people who complete and adhere to development plans and land
management plans, committing to a reasonable timescale (say 3-5 years).
The ultimate sanction must be to lose the croft and the Crofters Commission
must act with authority and timeously in this regard.
It is also worth highlighting that in a “free market “ situation it is likely that
absentees who would cash in to the highest bidder in an unregulated market.
This really would be worst of all worlds from a crofting perspective.
5. Short Term Tenancies
Short term sub-leases and unofficial sub-lets are the scourge of the crofting
system. They simply allow people to retain crofts when they clearly have no
intention of actively crofting in any form. It is totally unhelpful from the tenants
perspective and more so for the incoming sub tenant. The incoming subtenant cannot invest in the long term and therefore the existing croft
deteriorates from lack of upkeep in infrastructure and soil condition. I would
recommend a minimum duration of 10 years, which would question the
existing crofters wish to continue and also offer the incoming tenant a
reasonable return on the investment on capital expenditure. Development
plans and land management plans should be mandatory as part of this
arrangement. Again proper regulation and action would be required from the
Crofters Commission.
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6. Summary
Finally, I would say that if community ownership is to be successful then this
bill must address these fundamental deficiencies. In fact I would go further
and say that if a free market on croft tenancies is allowed to continue and the
Crofters Commission is not able to regulate effectively, then I feel the Land
Reform Act will fail.
SUBMISSION FROM (SOUTH LEWIS & HARRIS) RURAL COMMUNITY
HOUSING PILOT GROUP
BACKGROUND TO THE RURAL COMMUNITY HOUSING PILOT GROUP
The Rural Community Housing Group (‘the Group’) is the driving force behind an
innovative project, which aims to tackle the lack of affordable rural housing in the
communities of southern Lewis and the Isle of Harris. The working group is
community led, with representatives from Uig & Bernera Development Group and
Lochs Initiative at the Edge (IatE), The North Harris Trust, Harris Development
Ltd and the Erisort Trust. The membership also comprises representation from
Tighean Innse Gall (agency representing Communities Scotland and the local
housing associations), the Crofters Commission (CC), Western Isles Enterprise
(WIE) and Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (CnES).
These communities came together on finding that they face similar challenges:
the whole area can be classed as remote, peripheral and fragile both
economically and socially, with continuing depopulation leading to an unbalanced
demographic profile. In recent years there has been an increase in employment
opportunities, but a limited housing supply, difficulties in obtaining land for
building and increasing use of housing for holiday accommodation means that
young, economically active people in these rural areas are finding it difficult to
find suitable housing.
The communities have therefore acknowledged that tackling this lack of
affordable housing is key to their long term sustainability, and identified that a
coordinated approach to the issue was lacking: agency initiatives tended to be
patchy and individuals and community groups could not identify one
person/agency able to help them work to solve the multi-faceted problems.
To address this, the Rural Community Housing Pilot Group has successfully
raised a £240,000 funding package, supported by Communities Scotland, CnES,
WIE, the CC and the groups themselves, to establish an innovative pilot project
which will ultimately deliver practical housing solutions appropriate to each
community area, whilst developing a legacy of invaluable methodology and
experience that will be made widely available for communities further afield to
learn and benefit from.
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COLLATED VIEWS ON THE CROFTING REFORM BILL FROM THE GROUP
The points noted below express the views of the Group’s membership
specifically relating to items within the Bill which will effect housing and housing
provision. The Crofters Commission representatives on the Group have excluded
themselves from this submission and its collation.
Considering initially the policy objectives of the Bill as set out in the Policy
Memorandum the Group specifically notes support and synergy with the
following objectives:
x

Contributing a critical mass of population that sustains services –
applicable across the entire area that the Group aims to address. We
would cite a particular example in Cliasmol, Harris where after highly
protracted negotiations between the local grazing committee, individual
crofters and the area housing association a small (5 unit) housing
development was eventually realised. This created affordable housing for
economically active individuals and families who were employed locally
(aquaculture, land management), contributed to the community and
assisted with the retention of the area primary school; the roll rising from 4
to 10 on completion of the project.

x

Putting people who live locally at an advantage over holiday-home
and second home buyers – any means to enable retention of people and
create a balance demographic are welcomed.

x

Sustaining community cohesion where it might otherwise collapse –
land released for a social housing development at Drinshader in the IatE
area of Bays of Harris and the associated addition to and balancing of
population stimulated further community development including township
landscaping, amenity provision etc.

The Policy Memorandum and other support documents, whilst lengthy did
provide context and were useful.
Key issues raised in the Bill for which comments were sought, relevant to
Housing:
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x

The proposed status of the Crofters Commission – no opposition to the
changes proposed. However Group members sought that the existing, new or
enhanced powers and activities that the Commission has are applied and that
appropriate resources are made available to the Commission in this role.
Members did acknowledge the need for balance between discretion and
decisiveness on the part of the Commission depending on the situation e.g.
assignations, absenteeism.

x

Provision for creating new crofts – This is welcomed as a means of
allowing more individuals to enter into crofting, and by increasing the supply
address the market driven speculation in crofts. The ability to create new
crofts is fundamentally a good thing as it automatically gives an opportunity to

allow the new tenant to build a house. Members welcomed the opportunity to
create new crofts particularly given the increasing level of community land
ownership within the Western Isles.
Members supported the proposal that new tenancies can be created without
the right to buy or reassign as currently landowners will not create new crofts
if they can simply be bought up straight away by tenants. This could be
particularly important in allowing community landowners freedom to bring new
people into crofting while also ensuring that the land remains in trust for all
time for the benefit of the whole community.
It was proposed that a condition similar to the Rural Housing Burden
legislation be considered within a tenancy agreement. RHBs come from the
Title Conditions Act 2003, Section 43 - this is a way of putting a restriction on
the title of a piece of land that will have a house built on it. If the house
is offered for sale in the future then there is the option that the organisation
that originally sold the land could buy it back as of right. Some landowners
are on the RHB list maintained by the Scottish Exec including CnES, the
North Harris Trust, and the Housing Associations based in the Western Isles.
The Highlands Small Communities Housing Trust has utilised this legislation
effectively, and Group note where this measure has been applied to decrofted land. Member queries whether this mechanism could be applied to
land in crofting tenure also?
x

Provisions specifying what crofts should be used for, and dealing with
neglect etc. – Members note that in future tenants and owner occupiers will
simply be referred to as "occupiers". Enhanced powers to the Commission
could reduce the number of absentee tenants and enable the Commission to
impose a tenant on an absentee owner. This could increase the number of
resident crofters and accordingly the number of houses in rural areas. This is
in the context of the high rate of absenteeism in the Western Isles.

x

The role and powers of the Commission in overseeing how croft land is
used - In welcoming this proposal the Group noted that this would reflect the
reality of multiple activities and means of income generating within crofting
communities e.g. tourism activities, if they are to be sustainable without
excessive loss of cultivatable land across communities.

x

The way in which the views of crofting communities are represented,
through grazing committees, area based policies etc. - The Group
particularly welcomed the provision of local area policies as it may offer scope
to address local housing needs with local solutions with cognisance of the
local market, need, land availability, utilities etc.
Any means to better engage with grazing committees and effectively
coordinate development are welcomed.
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x

Changes to the regulation in crofts, including measures on assigning,
dividing and subletting. - Some Group members expressed concern that
proposed legislation is not sufficient as it enables the selling of good quality
croft land a great deal easier, arguably promoting speculation in the market
place, and does little to preserve our culture and environment. Effective
regulation is essential in addressing this.
The easing in the process for the subdivision of crofts with the landlord no
longer having a veto is welcomed. This would allow one child of a crofter to
share the croft with his/her sibling thereby allowing them both to build homes
(and access housing grants)
Resumption will be made easier, which should make it easier to process
housing projects desired by the local community.
Reverse resumption will allow land to be recrofted that has not been used for
its planned purpose. This would stop people blocking development by
decrofting a site, gaining planning permission and then never building a
house. The land could be recrofted (if necessary) and then resumed for a
more worthy person once more.

x

Proposals to allow the development of croft land for non-crofting uses.
Members note the opportunity for land in crofting tenure being used for other
purposes. Some feel that crofters should not be persuaded to give up good
cultivable land - this should be protected for future generations by a
presumption against inappropriate and non land-based businesses. Others
are more open to alternative developments, particularly housing, where these
will secure a viable future for local communities.
Members note a greater opportunity for consultation with the Crofters
Commission over planning applications for developments on croft land.

x

Changes to the crofting community right to buy (under the Land Reform
Act) to allow any leases over the land also to be bought. – Members note
the need to validate these leases e.g. interposed leases.

In summary the Group seeks that any legislation retains a balance between the
economic and social value of crofting and the ability of individuals and families
who wish to reside, remain or return to living in these communities to access
appropriate and affordable housing, without undue loss of good cultivable land,
where other options exist.
April 2006
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SUBMISSION FROM HEBRIDEAN HOUSING PARTNERSHIP
Hebridean Housing Partnership – Who are we?

1.1

The Hebridean Housing Partnership (HHP) was formed in 2002. HHP is an
Industrial and Provident Society and has charitable status. The organisation was
set up as a receiving landlord for the Comhairle’s housing stock. There has been
a Shadow Board in place since 2002 comprising 15 members including tenants,
councillors and community representation. The Shadow Board has steered HHP
through the difficult process which will lead within the next few months to the
Comhairle transferring its 1850 houses to HHP.

1.2

HHP’s initial Business Plan was published in May 2005 and it formed the basis
for the Comhairle’s transfer proposals which were the subject of statutory
consultation with tenants. At the ballot of tenants held in October 2005 69% of
the tenants voted “Yes” for transfer in a turnout of 66%.

1.3

HHP’s core business will be the ownership and management of the housing
stock transferred from the Comhairle. Communities Scotland is considering a
business case for the 5 community based housing associations operating in the
Western Isles to transfer their housing stock to HHP. The 5 RSLs which own
about 300 houses are financially vulnerable and transfer will safeguard future
investment in their tenants’ homes. Committee members of the 5 RSLs will form
the core membership of HHP’s Area Committees.

1.4

Over and above management of the housing stock the Comhairle in its Local
Housing Strategy has identified the need for a delivery vehicle to meet a number
of its stated housing objectives. These include the development of new houses
for affordable rent, market rent initiatives and delivery of Communities Scotland’s
grant regimes to encourage owner occupation for families who cannot afford to
buy their own home. It should be noted that Communities Scotland’s home
ownership initiatives are to be welcomed, none have been as successful as the
croft housing support schemes.

1.5

As a charitable organisation HHP is restricted in the ability to carry out some of
these activities. By contrast the local housing agency Tighean Innse Gall (TIG) is
not constrained and will work in partnership with HHP to complement its core
landlord business. It is proposed therefore that HHP and TIG will enter into a
“Group Structure” to formalise this partnership. Together the organisation will
work to assist the Comhairle to achieve many of its housing objectives.
Demand for Social Housing in the Western Isles

2.1

At 19% of the housing stock, the Western Isles has one of the smallest social
rented sections in Scotland. Without stock transfer and an injection of
investment by Communities Scotland in affordable rented housing the sector
would have continued to decline. Currently 50 houses per year are lost to the
rented sector through Right To Buy. The small size of the social rented sector
reflects the impact of croft housing. The Crofts Building Grant and Loan Scheme
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enabled large numbers of individual families to self-build rather than rent their
home from the local authority.
2.2

There are currently 1047 families on the Comhairle’s housing list whilst only 200
families are housed by the Comhairle on an annual basis. Demand is strongest
in and around Stornoway however demand outstrips supply throughout the
Islands. Without the support for crofters to build their own homes the waiting list
figures would be considerably higher.

2.3

Pressure on the Comhairle to provide good affordable rented housing has
increased markedly in recent years with the changes to homelessness
legislation. There were 260 families presenting as homeless to the Comhairle
during 2004/05.
Quality of Social Rented Housing Stock

3.1

To achieve the Scottish Housing Quality Standard by 2015 HHP will require to
invest £21 million in the housing stock. The write off £38 million of debt on the
Comhairle’s Housing Revenue Account as a consequence of stock transfer has
ensured that HHP can meet the Scotland Housing Quality Standard within the
required timescale.

3.2

Tackling fuel poverty will be a key challenge for HHP. The planned investment in
the housing stock will assist the Comhairle in meeting its fuel poverty target of
50% elimination of fuel poverty across all tenures by 2009 highlighted in its Local
Housing Strategy.
Some Key Numbers

4.1

HHP is committed to the following:
x
x
x

Investment of 27.1 million in tenants’ homes over the next 10 years and a
total of £106 million over 30 years. This equates to £14,000+ per property
over 10 years and £56,000+ over 30 years.
Delivering a £12.5m new build programme over a 10 year period which was
part of a £15m Community Ownership Programme Support Package agreed
with the Scotland Executive.
A minimum target of an average of 30 new houses per annum for affordable
rent over the next 10 years.
Crofting Tenure and Housing
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5.1

The high number of residents in the Western Isles living in crofting tenure has
impacted on the distinctive housing tenure profile in the Western Isles.

5.2

Crofting which has been critical in helping retain rural populations has had a very
positive impact on housing provision.

5.3

Continued support for crofters through the Crofter Housing Grant Scheme is vital
to housing provision in the Western Isles. HHP will make its contribution to
addressing housing need by increasing the supply of affordable rented housing in
the future but croft housing will continue to be of the utmost importance
particularly in the remoter parts of the Western Isles.

5.4

From HHP’s perspective it is encouraging to note that in the Crofting Reform Bill
Policy Memorandum there is reference to the importance of housing that is
“affordable for young people to live locally as a dominant issue for crofting
communities wishing to retain a balanced and sustainable population”.

5.5

The wellbeing of crofting in the Western Isles is essential to the maintenance of
balanced housing provision. Any changes to crofting legislation which would
make access to crofts for local people more difficult with the consequent
exclusion from support from the Crofter Housing Grant Scheme would be of
concern. The Comhairle in preparing its Local Housing Strategy in 2004 found
evidence of young people being priced out of the housing market.

5.6

The provision of new crofts is to be welcomed freeing up land and allowing more
people to build their own home. However, the issue of absenteeism needs
addressed albeit sensitively. There are significant difficulties currently in
obtaining land for housing in the Western Isles.

5.7

Should the sale of crofts to the highest bidder become the norm young
economically active families may not be able to compete for the purchase of
tenancies of crofts with those with greater purchasing power from the mainland.
The consequence of this would be to discourage people who want to live and
work in the Western Isles from staying and those who do remain will turn to HHP
for housing. Notwithstanding the increased investment by HHP in new build
highlighted at paragraph 4.1 above, with the current demand on social rented
housing substantial sums of public money would be required to meet the needs
of the families who could if they had access to a croft, take advantage of the very
cost effective support package available.

5.8

The importance of crofting tenure to the Western Isles is well documented. If
access to crofts is improved rather than impaired by new legislation the budget
for croft housing will need reassessed. However, the benefits of increasing the
number of new houses being built by crofters will be far reaching both for the
economic and social wellbeing of these islands.
Angus Lamont
Chief Executive
Hebridean Housing Partnership
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SUBMISSION FROM COMHAIRLE NAN EILEAN SIAR

1. Constitution of the Crofters Commission – The Comhairle is of the
opinion that the members of the Board of the proposed new NDBP should be
elected or at least has representation from the Local Authorities of the
crofting areas. The head quarters or its functions that can be de-centralised
should be relocated to the peripheral areas in the same way as the Crofter
Housing team were relocated to Tiree.
2. Local Policies – The Comhairle welcomes the concept of Local Policies and
recognises that even within the Western Isles there will be different priorities
for distinct geographic areas. The local panels will need additional support
from the Crofters Commission in developing local policies. It would also be
beneficial if these local policies could feed in to the development of Local
Plans to help guide planning policy. This could go a long way to preventing
sporadic speculative development in favour of a planned approach with
community support.
3. Grant Schemes – Whilst recognising that the new NDPB should have the
flexibility to target funding towards specific local needs, care must be taken to
ensure that the delivery of any grants scheme is complimentary to other
schemes being delivered through the LEC’s SEERAD or indeed through the
new Rural Development Regulation Programme.
4. 28-Day Notice – The proposal to reduce the buearocracy involved in noncontentious applications is welcomed. It is hoped that the newly formed
Commission will have similar performance criteria placed upon it as currently
exists for other agencies to deliver regulatory decisions promptly.
5. New Croft – This is a welcome development particularly for the Estates that
have (or may in the future) come into Community ownership. The creation of
new crofts and the policy for assigning these new crofts must be careful
considered prior to their creation. As can be seen in the case of Orbost, land
acquired for the best of reasons can cause some considerable acrimony
when the thorny issue of who gets the tenancy has to be decided.
6. Purposeful use and part purposeful use – The provision in the bill to allow
other purposeful use of the croft is entirely in line with the reality on the
ground where crofts have been used for tourism, weaving, transport related
businesses (car mechanics/buses etc) for many years. The definition of the
purposeful use and indeed the definition of the cultivation required for the
remainder of the croft needs some clarification. Cultivation in reality on the
majority of crofts today means extensive grazing. And there are many crofts
under forestry, which by definition is not agricultural land capable of
cultivation.
7. Crofters Commission to act against tenant in cases of misuse or
neglect – The enhanced regulatory powers proposed for the Commission to
deal with neglect are welcome. However the Comhairle would urge caution to
ensure that this provision does not become a “complainers charter” allowing
spurious and vexatious complaints from others in the township with a vested
interest to prevent or stifle appropriate diversification and use of the croft.
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Again as mentioned in 7 above the definition of misuse and neglect needs to
be clearly understood. The proposed language in the Bill allowing nonactivity to be for the purpose of conserving the Natural Beauty or the Flora
and Fauna is excessively woolly and could easily be interpreted to mean
anything. Any such alternative use should only be allowed under agrienvironment scheme participation.
8. Market Value of the croft asset - This issue has singularly become the
most controversial aspect of the Bill as presented and indeed it is accepted
that the clause in question only refers to the asset value of a deceased’s
estate not the value of a tenancy per se. As Professor Paisley quoted in his
legal opinion “Crofting Legislation is not a model for clarity” and many people
assumed that in the past the Crofters Commission did have a say in the
value of a tenancy - which they didn’t. For anyone to deny that a market in
croft tenancies exists is of course folly. However, there has recently been an
upsurge in the prices being paid for croft tenancies that has raised concerns
about the future prospects of local young crofters seeking entry to crofting. It
is still clear from the statistics that two thirds of assignations (with no CC
involvement) are indeed family assignations; one would expect that they
might not be being transferred at such sums and that some of them are going
to the next generation of crofters (but who knows?).
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar’s Joint Crofting Consultative Committee discussed
this issue at a meeting last year, there were opposing arguments strongly in
favour of both that a crofter should have the right to maximise the value of
his/her tenancy and those equally convinced that this was an abuse of the
system and detrimental to crofting. However when the Land Reform Act and
indeed the proposed amendment to that Act to deal with Interposed Leases
all refer to the value at DV valuation (effectively market value). It would be
utterly inconsistent to limit crofter’s rights to realise the value of his tenancy
(lease) if the same bill asked communities to compensate multi national
companies for their tenancies (interposed leases) at market value -what’s
good for the Goose?
The most sensible way for the Crofters Commission to ensure that the Policy
Objectives of the Bill as set out in the Policy Memorandum are met is to
ensure effective regulation; there are 666 (unfortunate biblical connotation!)
absentee crofters in the Western Isles. Effective regulation, which it has to be
acknowledged, has already started in some areas must continue to make
more crofts available. This alone will influence the market in both the
numbers available and also by demonstrating to prospective purchasers that
they have to abide by certain conditions to retain the croft.
9. Land Court to Grant Access & Declare Boundaries – These are welcome
provisions enabling land locked crofts to be developed and used to their full
potential. The proposal to allow the Land Court to declare that a croft
boundary that has existed for 20 years to be the boundary will diffuse lengthy
and costly boundary disputes.
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10. Re-organisation schemes – The proposal to simplify reorganisation
schemes are welcome. Crofting practices have altered beyond recognition in
many areas and some sensible reorganisation schemes would be beneficial
in assisting the most efficient use of the grazings and in-bye.
11. Resumption process – The concept of simpler and indeed temporary
resumption orders are welcomed. The possibility for land to return to crofting
that has been resumed but not used for the purpose for which it was
resumed will be a powerful incentive for developers to “follow through” with
development plans rather than leave sometimes very lengthy periods of
uncertainty for communities.
12. Removing barriers to alternative use of Common Grazing- This proposal
should encourage more communities to participate in forestry schemes and
also opens the door to alternative uses for common grazings, possibly
related to tourism or leisure industries that are currently not possible.
13. Contravention of Grazings Regulations – It is important that the
suspension of anyone’s common grazings rights are carefully considered
bearing in mind any stock that may suffer if required to be confined if even for
a short time. The proposed new power is welcomed especially in relation to
12 above where alternative use of CG could conceivably cause damage.
14. Schemes for development – The proposals as outlined in the Bill do not
appear to put the interests of the Community to the fore. Any developer
should be required to consult meaningfully with the crofters as well as the
landlord before the Scheme is presented to the Land Court. In principal
though the approach is to be commended.
15. Defining members of a family – Whilst Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
welcomed this proposal some members expressed the view that first cousins
should probably have been included in the defined list.
16. Engagement with planning - Comhairle nan Eilean Siar in its response to
the consultation exercise in 2005 requested that the Crofters Commission be
a “Statutory Consultee” in the planning process, we welcome the move in
that direction possibly in the forthcoming Planning Bill. It is regrettable that
the speculative development on crofts epitomised in the Taynult decision last
year has left the Commission powerless when faced with a Decrofting
Direction accompanied by a valid planning consent. In the legislative process
that follows it must surely be conveyed to the Land Court in such a way as to
prevent a court driving a coach and horses through the Crofting Reform Bill
and undermining the Crofters Commission in the process?
17. Proper Occupier – Although the number of owner-occupiers in the Western
Isles is low it is welcomed that in the future any croft tenant will be treated
exactly the same whether an owner-occupier or tenant. Many used the right
to buy purely to avoid the onerous implications of crofting legislation.
18. Land Reform Act – Extension of the right to buy over leases, as previously
alluded to in Para. 8 above this was a deliberate attempt to circumvent the
Land reform Act and it has resulted in the Part III application from Pairc Trust
being put on hold pending the decision of the Land Court on the competence
of the Interposed Leases. However if their legality is secured by the
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forthcoming court case the extension of the right to buy over them raises
serious concerns as to the value of these leases particularly if accompanied
by development consent and following on from that the possibility of the
community ever being able to exercise the right to buy if it has to be at
market value.
SUBMISSION FROM HIGHLAND & ISLANDS ENTERPRISE NETWORK
1. Summary
Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) as the Government’s agency responsible
for economic and community development across the northern half of Scotland
has a significant interest in the ongoing development of crofting and the
objectives and detail of the Crofting Reform Bill. HIE believes that crofting plays
an important role in the economic, social, environmental and cultural health of the
Highlands and Islands and that ongoing legislative and regulatory revision is vital
to maintain the health of crofting. As such HIE welcomes the Crofting Reform Bill
and the introduction of a revised legislative and regulatory framework.
HIE welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence to the Environment and Rural
Development Committee, and would make the following key points:
x
x
x

x

x

x

HIE welcomes the introduction of the Crofting Reform Bill and feels that
there is much to applaud and support within the Bill.
HIE would recommend that an overall vision for the future of crofting is
developed by the Executive, the Crofters Commission, other involved
agencies and crofters.
Crofting can play a greater role in helping maintain and increase the
population of our rural areas through encouraging and enabling more
young and economically active people to live and work in our rural
communities.
The provisions in the Bill relating to the creation of new crofts are
particularly important and have the potential to be a significant tool in the
sustainable development and regeneration of rural communities in the HIE
area..
There is potential that the expanded developmental role of the Crofters
Commission could cause confusion amongst crofters and others and lead
to a cluttered funding landscape. HIE would therefore recommend that the
work of the Commission focus on the regulatory aspects of crofting and
dispersal of agricultural related grants and that partnership working
between the Crofters Commission and HIE be better defined to help
achieve our common goals.
HIE would recommend that the Crofters Commission be obliged to utilise
their existing and proposed powers to better regulate crofting. This
process should be supported through setting the Crofters Commission
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x

x

targets in key areas of operation, such as percentage of absentee crofters
and number of new crofts created.
Crofting as a land tenure system is uniquely placed to be able to
safeguard and develop the economic, environmental and social health of
our rural communities. HIE would recommend that more robust measures
be adopted in the Bill and by the Crofters Commission to protect the
interests of the crofting community as a whole as well as the wider public
interest.
The Bill gives communities under Part 3 of the Land Reform Act the ability
to buy out interposed and other leases on crofting estates. Whilst this is to
be applauded, it does not resolve the underlying issue of whether these
leases are valid in the first place. The Minister has in the past made a
public commitment that the Executive will test the validity of such a lease
in the Land Court and HIE would urge that this be done as soon as
possible.

2. HIE Response to the Consultation
HIE’s strategic priorities for the economic and social development of the HIE area
are set out in A Smart Successful Highlands and Islands. One of the aspirations
within the document is for the region’s population to grow by 15% to half a million
by 2025. This will partially be achieved through growing our urban centres.
However, crucially it also means an increased rural population in our smallest
communities where their viability will rely on attracting more residents to create
demand for, and sustain, local service provision. HIE believes crofting has an
important role in helping achieve this aspiration through encouraging and
enabling young and economically active people to live in our rural areas, thus
meeting the future needs of our rural communities and supporting a dynamic and
sustainable Highland and Islands.
The Environment and Rural Development Committee has requested views on the
general principles of the Crofting Reform Bill. HIE would make the following
comments on the key issues set out in the Committee’s Call for Evidence:
a.

The proposed change of status of the Crofters Commission to a nondepartmental public body.
The Bill proposes a new constitution and general duties of the Crofters
Commission to be compatible with furthering sustainable development of
crofting and crofting communities.
x There is potential that the expanded developmental role of the Crofters
Commission could cause confusion amongst crofters and others and
lead to a cluttered funding landscape. In particular there may be crossover between HIE’s activities and the wider developmental function of
the Commission.
x HIE would therefore recommend the Crofters Commission focus on the
regulatory aspects of crofting and dispersal of agricultural related
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x
x

b.

grants and that partnership working between the Crofters Commission
and HIE be better defined to help achieve common goals.
The Bill gives new powers and duties to the Crofters Commission and
HIE would urge that the Commission be obliged to carry out these
duties.
The proposals in the Bill for the different application of regulatory
policies in different local areas in order to better reflect local needs and
priorities are welcomed.

Provisions for creating new crofts, including extending crofting
tenure outside the historic ‘crofting counties’.
Creation of crofts
x The proposals to allow the creation of new crofts is seen as extremely
positive and as a significant rural development tool throughout the HIE
area.
x Under the proposals in the Bill it will be possible for a crofter to enter
into agreement with a landlord to opt out of his/her statutory right to
purchase or assign croft land, and for this to be binding on successive
crofters. This is vital in order to encourage landowners to release land
for new crofts.
x For this measure to be effective there needs to be widespread
governmental and agency commitment towards effective utilisation of
the proposed power, including an Executive stated annual target for
new crofts created. This would be aided by a commitment by the
Executive to release its own land for new croft creation, such as on
Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) land.
x HIE’s experience with community and other landlords indicates that
there are considerable complexities in the creation of crofts and HIE
would therefore urge that the detail of the Bill and the processes
required be simplified as much as possible.
x Given the high level of demand for crofts it is unlikely that this measure
on its own will be able to meet demand. HIE would therefore suggest
that the Crofters Commission take effective action to address the
issues and problems surrounding the sale and assignation of existing
crofts, absenteeism and multi-croft occupation.
Extension of the crofting legislation outside of existing crofting counties
x This proposal is of great potential benefit and could include areas
within the HIE area of operation currently not defined as within the
crofting counties (e.g. Arran).
x For simplicity and ease of operation, HIE would suggest that the area
of operation of the Crofters Commission should be expanded to make
it at least co-terminus with the HIE area of operation.
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c.

Provisions specifying what crofts should be used for, and dealing
with neglect etc.
The proposed provisions for a “proper occupier” are not included in the Bill
and will be introduced as a Stage 2 amendment. HIE looks forward to
being able to comment on the provisions when they are available.

d.

The role and powers of the Commission in overseeing how croft land
is used.
x

x
e.

HIE recommends that the Crofters Commission be obliged to use their
existing and proposed powers to enforce crofting regulations. This
process should be supported through setting targets in key areas of
operation, such as percentage of absentee crofters and number of new
crofts created.
HIE welcomes the proposals to allow the Crofters Commission to
challenge neglect of crofts with consent of the landlord.

The way in which the views of crofting communities are represented,
through grazing committees, area-based policies, etc.
The proposals in Section 32 for more powers for the Crofters Commission
to enforce common grazings regulations are a positive step forward. This
may be supported by the adoption of local polices better able to reflect
local circumstances

f.

Changes to the regulation of the market in crofts, including
measures on assigning, dividing and sub-letting.
Sale of Croft Tenancies
x HIE feels that an unregulated and unchecked ability of crofters to
assign tenancies, and to decroft croft land is a threat to the future of
some crofting communities.
x HIE is concerned that there is little strategic planning behind the
current ad-hoc sale of croft tenancies / croft land for housing
development, that this is not necessarily meeting the housing
needs of local communities, and that the Bill does not provide
adequate means to prevent this speculation in croft land and
tenancies. HIE would recommend that there should be improved
and increased use of the regulatory powers of the Crofters
Commission surrounding the sale or assignation of croft tenancies.
Releasing Croft Land for Housing
x Given the high demand for housing and house plots in the HIE area
it is important that suitable croft land is released for housing
development to meet this demand.
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x

HIE would recommend that the Bill should look to secure the long
term sustainability of rural communities through a framework to
encourage and enable young and economically active people to
enter into crofting. Potential solutions to facilitate this and to help
the release of croft land to meet local housing needs include:
 Encouragement for local crofting communities to address
local housing needs by the strategic release of croft land
– particularly from common grazings.
 A commitment and obligation for the Crofters
Commission to greater utilise their existing and proposed
regulatory powers.
 The Crofters Commission to become a statutory
consultee during the planning permission process so as
to ensure that croft land is not lost to housing developers
without consideration of the needs of the local crofting
community.
 Potential for provisions for decrofting applications to
come before planning applications.
 Insertion of provisions in the Bill to temporarily suspend
crofter’s rights to assign or purchase crofts for an initial
period of up to 10 years.
 Rigorous enforcement of regulations by the Crofters
Commission to limit the number of absentee crofters.
 Restrictions on the number of separate crofts that an
individual crofter can lease.
 Adoption in Local Plan zoning for a greater area of noncroft land for housing development.

g.
Proposals to allow the development of croft land for non-crofting
uses.
HIE welcomes the proposals in the Bill to help enable wind farm
developments on croft land subject to further consideration of the issues
set out in Point 3 below.
h.

Changes to the crofting community right to buy (under the Land
Reform Act) to allow any leases over the land also to be bought.
See Point 3a below.

3. Amendments to the Land Reform Act
Assurances have been given by the Executive that deficiencies in the Land
Reform Bill will be rectified in the Crofting Reform Bill. On this basis, HIE would
urge the following amendments be made to the Bill:
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a. Leases over Croft Land
Under Section 35 of the Bill, it is proposed that crofting community bodies
under Part 3 of the Land Reform Act will be able to buy out interposed and
other leases on crofting estates. Whilst this clarification is welcomed, it does
not resolve the underlying issue of whether these leases are valid in the first
place. The Minister has in the past made a public commitment that the
Executive will test the validity of such a lease on the Pairc Estate in Lewis in
the Land Court. HIE would urge that this be done as soon as possible. HIE
would also suggest that this issue could be further resolved by a provision in
the Bill explicitly stating that such leases are null and void.
b. Crofting Landlord
In the context of interposed leases, who the crofting landlord is is not clear.
The crofting landlord owes certain obligations to the crofter, but the midlandlord under any interposed lease may not be able to fulfil some of these
as it does not own the land.
c. Community right to buy
HIE would suggest that the Bill should specifically and explicitly allow
“crofting community bodies” as constituted and defined under Part 3 of the
Land Reform Act to be able to register an interest in land under the
Community Right to Buy provisions of Part 2 of the Act. In order to further
align Executive policy and practice, HIE would also urge that crofting
community bodies should be considered to be eligible bodies under the
Forestry Commission Scotland’s National Forest Land Scheme.
d. Mapping
Under Part 3 of the Act, Section 73 requires crofting community bodies to
definitively map the location and boundaries of croft land or sporting
interests. Given that quite often this has never been done (even on the sale
of the land in the past), that the information is not held by landlords, crofters
or the Crofters Commission, and given the complexity of croft holdings, this
requirement is prohibitively stringent and is effectively preventing crofting
communities exercising their rights under the Act. HIE would therefore
propose that crofting community bodies should be required to carry out
mapping under Section 73 (5) (a) to the same level of “reasonable diligent
enquiry” as set out in Section 73 (5) (b).
e. Voters Roll
Both Parts 2 and 3 of the Act require community bodies and crofting
community bodies to define their eligible membership with reference to the
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Voters Roll. However, whilst these bodies can look at the full Voters Roll,
they are not entitled to copies of it (only the edited Roll) and therefore have
to cross-check against the available edited Roll and manually copy names
and addresses. This is time consuming and an unnecessary inconvenience.
HIE would therefore suggest that this is rectified in the Bill by allowing
community bodies and crofting community bodies copies of the full Voters
Roll.
HIE
19 April 2006
SUBMISSION FROM LEWIS WIND POWER
1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This written submission sets out our position in relation to the Crofting Reform etc
Bill ("the Bill"). Naturally our perspective is drawn from our role as the developer
of the proposed wind farm project at Galson, Barvas and Stornoway Trust
Estates (the "Lewis Wind Power Project") but we believe that the issues which
we identify below are issues which will arise for all wind farm developers and
other developers of commercial renewable energy projects (or indeed any other
developers) on crofting land.
We support many of the proposed reforms contained within the Bill and the aims
behind those reforms. We have included in Section 4 of this note our
commentary on two additional provisions of the Bill which are of particular
interest to us. Our principal concern which we will address in this note and in our
subsequent evidence, however, is that the extension of the right to buy the
tenant's interest in any lease over eligible crofting land will seriously undermine
one of the stated aims of the bill - to facilitate the use of croft land for non-crofting
use to lead to a more diverse and more sustainable rural economy and more
particularly :(a)

the uncertainty created by the proposed reform will stifle
economic development on crofting land.

(b)

the mechanisms for (i) calculating "Market Value" and (ii)
purchase of the tenant's interest could lead to unfair preferences
in the market.

Notwithstanding the above we support a resolution of the issue created by the
use (or potential use) of interposed leases to (i) thwart the ability of CCBs to
collect the Landlord's income from such projects and (ii) to control the future
development of land. We would submit, however, that there is an alternative
route to dealing with the issue rather than those currently contained in the Bill
and that route would resolve the issue without prejudicing the other aims of the
Bill. We have detailed our proposed route in Section 3 of this note.
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2

THE CASE AGAINST THE PROPOSAL

The proposal to extend the right to buy the tenant's interest in any lease over
eligible crofting land (the "Proposal") is deeply concerning both (1) in substantive
terms and (2) in light of the fact that a measure of such potential significance has
only been introduced into the Bill at such a late stage, following almost nothing in
the way of formal consultation. In our view the Proposal as it stands is
fundamentally flawed and must be reconsidered. The potential risk/uncertainty
arising from this proposal has the potential to stymie commercial development of
croft land.
2.1

Substantive Analysis

2.1.1

Failure to comply with the aims of the Bill:-

The Bill aims:
(1) to enable the traditional agricultural use of croft land to continue; and
(2) to facilitate the use of croft land for other non-crofting use for beneficial
purposes.
It recognises that a rural economy that is more diverse is more sustainable and
renewable energy developments specifically are viewed by the Scottish
Executive as falling squarely within the bracket of other potential uses of croft
land. The Lewis Wind Power Project has attracted local support on the basis that
it has the potential to sustain the economy of the Western Isles with consequent
benefits for employment and demographic profile of the Western Isles. In
addition, the project will have direct benefits for the local community arising from
the community funds and an the option for the community to take an equity stake
on completion of the project.
In the Financial Memorandum which accompanies the Bill, the Scottish Executive
reiterate that the Proposal is primarily to deal with the possibility that land owners
will use interposed leases to complicate and thwart crofting community right to
buy applications. It reasons that the Proposal meets this objective because "if
the crofting community body has a right to buy a lease it is unlikely that
landowners will continue to create leases to achieve that goal since it would be
pointless to do so." but fails to address, by the same rationale, the effect of the
risks created by the Proposal to a developer.
We secured our interest in the land for the Lewis Wind Power Project by entering
into long term commercially negotiated leases directly with landowners (including
the Stornoway Trust) and with that security we have now invested significantly in
the pre-planning and planning process, which we commenced in 2001. Assuming
the project proceeds to construction almost all of the capital cost of the project
will be expended prior to our being in a position to export electricity commercially
from the project. i.e prior to any income being received. This model is typical for a
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renewable energy project development and the proposal creates two major
concerns for any developer.
In the first instance, developers and their funders would not be prepared to make
a significant investment (or further investment) if a CCB would have a discretion
to buy out a tenants interest in a commercial lease of croft land Prior to each
stage of a major project being funded (whether by external or internal financing) it
will be reviewed to assess the durability of its financial model and any risk
associated with the project. The financial model here would rely upon a long term
income stream to pay off the initial investment and ultimately to generate profit.
That same income stream would be used to repay any borrowing from
institutional lenders or investors. The right to purchase would remove the
foundation upon which the financial model was calculated and would present a
risk which developers and their funders would simply not be able to mitigate.
Secondly, the uncertainty of tenure disincentivises developers to consider
development of crofted land as at any time a CCB could open negotiations with a
competing developer, if it has submitted an pplication to buy out the original
developer's interest in the lease. Developers face substantial risks throughout
the lives of projects which might not be fully reflected in the Market Value
calculated under the Bill in the event of a buy out. This disincentive to develop
would lead to communities losing out on the development revenues (including
community funds). This was surely not the intention of the Scottish Executive in
drafting the Bill.
3

AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION

3.1

A Solution Consistent With The Aims Of The Bill

As we have stated above the Proposal was introduced into the Bill at a late
stage. In its analysis of consultation responses document (published in October
2005) the Scottish Executive recognised that the Proposal "might discourage
some leasing of croft land for purposes unconnected with crofting." but decided
to insert the proposal in the Bill nonetheless, stating "given that a right to buy
would be exerciseable at market value and it would be for the crofting community
body ("CCB") to decide whether or not it wished or was able to seek to exercise a
right to buy in relation to any particular interest, there may be very little real
disincentive with this option."
Whilst we agree with the Executive's consultation analysis that, in relation to the
issue of interposed leases, the "do nothing" approach is not an option, for the
reasons detailed above we do not think that the Proposal is the solution to deal
with what is in essence an "avoidance" issue and we do not think that the need
for individual buy-out to be approved by ministers would sufficiently address the
concerns of developers and allow them to invest in commercial projects. The
Proposal does not actually prevent interposed leases from being put into place
(regardless of whether it may be pointless to do so) and it does not address the
underlying question as to the validity of interposed leases. Rather, the Proposal
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addresses the issue of interposed leases by placing all leases of croft land on the
same footing as an interposed lease.
We would suggest that that the best option is to address the actual issue itself
and build upon existing avoidance provisions in the Land Reform (Scotland) Act
2003 itself. This would not involve introducing a new concept into Scots Law (as
detailed below) and there are analogies to be drawn with some tax legislation
which prohibit certain schemes to mitigate tax liability. That legislation and the
2003 Act concentrates on eliminating deals between certain parties and deals
which are entered into for "avoidance" rather than on a commercial basis. This
route would resolve the issue without prejudicing the other aims of the Bill.
3.2

New Concept into Scots Law

The Proposal introduces an entirely new concept into Scots Law – i.e. the right
for a CCB which is buying a landowner/landlord's interest in land also to buy out
the tenant's interest in all but a few specialized types of leases affecting that land.
Traditionally any developer in Scotland making a sizeable investment where their
interest in land was to be leasehold has sought to protect their position by
entering into a long lease (greater than twenty years) which can be registered in
the Land Registers/Registers of Sasine and enforced against the successor to
the landowner/landlord. The Proposal would mark a quantum leap from that
position where the CCB would have not only have the ability to acquire the croft
land, but also the ability to remove tenants who would have entered into a long
lease legitimately believing that they had secured their interest in the land.
4

COMMENTS ON PARTICULAR PROVISIONS

4.1

Section 5(3) agreements under the 1993 Act

As we have highlighted above ,the key issue for a developer is obtaining a
degree of certainty that vacant possession of the croft land can be secured. We
therefore welcome the provisions of Section 11(1)(c) which insert new provisions
(subsections (3) to (10)) into the Crofting (Scotland) Act 1993 and which will
provide that: (1) contracts or agreements intimated to the Commission should be
recorded in the Register of Crofts; and (2) where a copy of a contract or
agreement is entered in that register it will (providing it is not specifically stated
that the agreement is not to be binding on successors to a croft) be binding on
the successors to the croft tenancy. We would like to see the Bill go further and
remove the need for unanimous agreement of the crofters to be obtained
provided ratification by the Land Court is obtained. For some developments
unanimity would be impossible. For our own project we are dealing with more
than two thousand crofters, some of whom are absent and living abroad.
4.2

Resumption of Croft Land

The extension of the definition of "reasonable purpose" in Section 26 to include
the generation of energy is a welcome step forward. Again, we would argue that
the amendment does not go far enough – if the goal is to facilitate the use of croft
land for other purposes then it may be useful to broaden the concept of
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"reasonable purpose" to include schemes for employment, income generation
and environmental improvement.
We note there has been some discussion over the proposals to amend the 1993
Act to empower the Land Court to determine that payments to crofters of a share
in the value of resumed land may be made by instalments rather than in a lump
sum. In our view, this is a key recognition of the commercial realities of the
financing of energy projects and is to be welcomed.
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You all know who is present. I hope that the
witnesses are feeling comfortable. People who are
seated at the back of the room will have the
opportunity to give evidence later in the meeting.
Various public bodies are represented here today.
The Convener: Thank you.

Monday 24 April 2006
[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 14:01]

Crofting Reform etc Bill: Stage 1
The Convener (Sarah Boyack): Good
afternoon. I welcome committee members,
witnesses, members of the public and
representatives of the press to the 13th meeting in
2006 of the Environment and Rural Development
Committee. I invite my colleague, Alasdair
Morrison, to say a few brief words of welcome.
People may wish to put their headphones on at
this point.
Mr Alasdair Morrison (Western Isles) (Lab):
Tha sinn an seo airson fiosrachadh a thional agus
a thogail mu dheidhinn Bile Ath-leasachaidh na
Croitearachd etc. Tha mi toilichte a ràdh gur e seo
an dàrna coinneamh againn air a’ bhile. Choinnich
sinn an t-seachdain a chaidh ann an Dùn Èideann,
far an cuala sinn fianais bho ghrunn eòlaichean—
nam measg Brian MacUilleam agus Seumas Mac
an t-Sealgair. Bha na fianaisean agus am
fiosrachadh a fhuair sinn inntinneach dha-rìribh.
Tha sinn a’ dèanamh còig seiseanan mar seo air
feadh na dùthcha: a dhà ann an Dùn Èideann
agus trì dhiubh taobh a-muigh Dhùn Èideann. Tha
mi toilichte gur ann sna h-Eileanan an Iar a tha
sinn a’ tòiseachadh leis a’ chiad tè. Ann an dhà no
thrì sheachdainean, bidh sinn a’ dol dhan Òban
agus a dh’Inbhir Nis cuideachd.
Tha fios agaibh uile cò tha an làthair. Tha mi an
dòchas gum bi sibh a’ faireachdainn cofhurtail a’
toirt fianais seachad. Bidh cothrom aig daoine a
tha a’ suidhe air na beingean-cùil a bhruidhinn rinn
cuideachd mar bhuill agus mar dhaoine a tha a’
riochdachadh diofar dhaoine gu poblach.
Following is the simultaneous interpretation:
We are here to gather information on the
Crofting Reform etc Bill. This is our second
evidence session. At the committee meeting in
Edinburgh last week, we heard very interesting
evidence from a number of experts, including
Brian Wilson and James Hunter.
We will hold five meetings on the bill, two in
Edinburgh and three outwith Edinburgh. The first
to take place outwith Edinburgh is today’s meeting
in the Western Isles; then we will have a meeting
in Oban and one in Inverness. I am happy that this
meeting is in the Western Isles.
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We have apologies from Elaine Smith and Mark
Ruskell, who are not with us. Eleanor Scott is
attending as the Scottish Green Party substitute in
place of Mark Ruskell.
I invite everyone to turn off their mobile phones,
so that they do not interfere with proceedings or
with our electronic equipment. We are delighted to
be in Stornoway, from where we are now
broadcasting live. I am assured by the
broadcasting team that people who are listening to
the Parliament channel can listen to our
deliberations this afternoon. I hope that we have
an interesting and productive meeting. We
certainly got off to a cracking start last week, when
committee members asked a lot of rigorous
questions.
Our aim in considering the Crofting Reform etc
Bill is to explore in more detail the experience of
people in particular crofting areas and to hear
views on what reforms of crofting are required to
st
meet the challenges of the 21 century.
This afternoon’s meeting will be in two parts. In
the first part, we will hear from people who are
involved in crofting or have other experiences that
we think are important to discuss as part of our
scrutiny of the bill. We will also hear from some of
the main agencies that have local responsibility for
matters such as housing and the promotion of
economic development.
In the middle of the meeting we will have a
break from the formal meeting and will ask
members of the public for comments. We are keen
to hear people’s views and experiences. I will
explain how that part of the meeting will work
when we get to that point. I plan to reach that
stage of the meeting by about half past 3.
Finally—as has been ably demonstrated—if
people want to speak in Gaelic, we have a
simultaneous translation system; therefore, I
encourage people to speak in whichever language
they feel most comfortable with. Everything that is
said will appear in the Official Report, transcribed
accurately—as ever—by our team of reporters,
two of whom are sitting behind us. That is all that I
need to say with regard to housekeeping.
We will have two panels of witnesses for the first
part of our meeting. I welcome panel 1: Neil
Macleod, the director of the Scottish Crofting
Foundation,
and
Steve
McCombe,
the
foundation’s Harris area representative; Kevin
Kennedy, a crofter from South Lochs; and Simon
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Fraser, a solicitor with Anderson, MacArthur and
Co in Stornoway. The committee has received
written evidence from all the witnesses.
Mr Ted Brocklebank (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Con): Good afternoon, gentlemen. It is good to
be here. I will ask a general question first of all.
One of the conundrums of the bill is that it seeks to
strike a balance between the rights of crofters to
realise value from their crofts and the future of
crofting as a protected form of land tenure. Do you
think that the bill achieves the right balance?
Simon Fraser (Anderson, MacArthur and Co):
The initial point that I make in my written
submission is that if the new Crofters Commission
is tasked with achieving the sustainable
development of crofting, it will have difficulty in
doing that through the discharge of its
administrative functions. A lot of what will come
before the commission—in increasing numbers, as
a consequence of the bill—will be regulatory
matters on which it will have to make decisions. If
the commission is to achieve sustainable
development through administrative decision
making, it will have to be inventive and forward
looking.
The answer to that conundrum might lie in the
commission being particularly receptive to and
aware of local requirements, as the requirements
of one area will not be the requirements of another
area. Somehow, the commission has to be aware
of local conditions and needs, and it must find a
way of bringing added benefit through the
discharge of its administrative functions. That will
be extremely difficult and a big challenge.
Mr Brocklebank: Perhaps Neil Macleod can
give me his views on that. I read your submission
with interest. You do not appear to believe that the
commission will achieve the right balance through
the bill as drafted.
Neil Macleod (Scottish Crofting Foundation):
No, I do not feel that the commission will get
anywhere near that. Our big grouse all the way
along is the lack of regulation. In its present form,
the commission has the powers to regulate, but it
is not exercising them. We cannot understand
that. That is a huge deterrent to developments in
crofting.
Mr Brocklebank: Kevin Kennedy is from
Lemreway. I have read your submission. You are
an example of the kind of young person that the
bill seeks to get into crofting. I know the
community of Lemreway, which is a very old
community, and it is encouraging to see a young
man coming into it. However, in your submission
you suggest that you, too, believe that it is virtually
impossible to make crofting work and that things
are only going to get worse under the bill as
drafted.
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Kevin Kennedy: A lot of the older people are
quite set in their ways. There are many things that
I would like to do, but I would have to get
everybody else involved in them and I am finding
that a problem. People are set in their ways and I
am just getting pegged back all the time.
Mr Brocklebank: If there is a virtual free market
in croft tenures, will you be able to break into it?
Kevin Kennedy: I am lucky because I already
have my crofts, but I cannot see myself expanding
because of the price of crofts. There is an open
market for crofts, and it is too expensive for the
likes of me to break into it. People like me just
cannot do it.
Maureen Macmillan (Highlands and Islands)
(Lab): I would like to get a bit more detail about
the kind of things that are being held back.
Kevin Kennedy: Just different township things,
which I mention in my written submission. We
want to enter a rural stewardship scheme and a
forestry scheme, but the township would have to
borrow money and the people are just too set in
their ways to do anything like that.
Rob Gibson (Highlands and Islands) (SNP): I
want to pursue the issue of crofters’ feeling of
ownership of the structure of the Crofters
Commission. Under the bill, the commission will
become more directive, although it wants to be
more of a development body. Neil Macleod
highlighted the fact that the commission’s
regulatory role is important. How should crofters
be involved in that regulatory role, given the fact
that we are now told that assessors will be
appointed, not elected?
Neil Macleod: The assessors are already there,
and over the years they have served crofters and
the Crofters Commission admirably. However,
over the past four years, the assessors’ role has
been diminished. Assessors were elected for
areas of about 10 or 12 grazings committees,
which means that they have the support and enjoy
the confidence of the various grazings
committees. The assessors are the eyes and ears
of the Crofters Commission on the ground. I
cannot, for the life of me, understand why their
role has been diminished.
The talk at the moment is about local policies
and local panels. I very much support having local
policies. What people need in Harris is probably
different from what we need in Lewis, and even
different parts of Lewis have different needs. Our
real fear—which I hear being echoed—is that the
local panels will be asked to perform the
regulatory role, and that just is not an option.
Steve
McCombe
(Scottish
Crofting
Foundation): I reinforce what Neil Macleod has
said. Most crofters would probably cringe at the
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suggestion that they want more regulation, but we
would probably not have this reform bill if the
Crofters Commission in its current form took some
of its statutory responsibilities more seriously and
undertook regulation; we would probably only be
tinkering at the edges of some things that need to
be changed. One problem—among many
problems—with the Crofters Commission in its
current form is that it is not representative; it is
made up of people who are often not experts on
crofting and who do not know what crofters need
or want. A regulatory body to move crofting
forward would have to be democratic or
representative, at least.
Rob Gibson: Kevin Kennedy has suggested
that townships need to have a clearer view of what
they want, which people would have a good idea
of if the township had to draw up a plan. If a plan
had to be drawn up at the area level—say, for
Harris or for parts of Lewis—elected crofters would
be able to work on that in order to make it the
policy of the Crofters Commission. Does the bill
really help us to put that kind of power into
people’s hands, or is the commission just going to
dictate policies from afar?
Neil Macleod: My fear is that it will dictate from
afar. The commission has certainly been more
democratic than it is at the moment. If the mix of
people on the Crofters Commission was to
change, we would want it to be made up of elected
members who were chosen by crofters.
The Convener: Do Simon Fraser and Kevin
Kennedy have any views on that?
14:15
Simon Fraser: A point was made earlier about
the introduction of a free market in crofting
tenancies, but there is already a free market in
crofting tenancies—in my professional experience,
there has been a free market for the 30 years in
which I have been in my present role. The
commission used to exercise a greater degree of
control over the transfer of tenancies, but its grip
on that seems to have slackened quite a bit with
the passing of time.
If the bill remains more or less in its present
shape, the commission will exercise greater
control. I suggest that it should do that by seriously
taking on board local concerns and needs.
However, a difficulty with being too local is that
people are generally happy to accept regulations
in so far as they apply to others. For example, the
absentee policy is generally popular; everyone
thinks that it is a good idea as long as it applies to
somebody else, but not if it applies to their Auntie
Mary in Clydebank who one of these days might
just come home and take over the croft again.
Similarly, one can understand the situation of an
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old boy who has no successors and could well do
with funds, who might sell his croft and get a
substantial amount of money for it. He would
perhaps not want a more restrictive rule applied to
him. The problem is that the rule is regarded as
good as long as it is applied to somebody else.
Accordingly, if the commission were to exercise
greater control over those areas, it would have to
ensure that it did so consistently.
Kevin Kennedy: I agree that the Crofters
Commission should have more of a role in what
happens, particularly with absenteeism and so on.
However, if elected crofters were involved, they
would have to take the flak. Many people who
would be good at doing the job would probably not
do it for that reason.
Steve McCombe: To go back to the local area
policy, throughout the procedure that led up to the
bill’s introduction, I found that the local area policy
idea was thrown at us every time we gave an
example of something in the bill that would not
work. The idea of local area policies is fine if there
is a democratic, representative board that
understands local needs. However, the idea was
used as an excuse whenever someone pointed
out an example in Lewis or Harris or in the
Western Isles generally of where the bill would not
address problems or would address them wrongly.
The idea of local area policies is so vague as to be
pointless. As far as I can see, it is just being used
as an excuse.
Maureen Macmillan: I want to move on a bit to
ask about how demand for crofts interacts with
demand for housing, how the planning system fits
into that and how people would ideally like the
planning system to work as regards the building of
houses on croft land. Whose views should be
paramount—the local community’s, the Crofters
Commission’s, the Scottish Land Court’s or the
local authority’s? How do you envisage that the
problem of crofts being sold on the open market
as sites for houses will be dealt with?
Neil Macleod: The Crofters Commission should
have to give prior consent before anything goes to
the planning authority. We can all think of
examples that show why that is a good idea. In my
village, I know of at least a couple of instances in
which crofts have been broken up and 10 houses
have been built on the land, while young crofters
in the village just cannot get a croft. What we did
with common grazings could be a model for other
villages. We made the poorer quality land
available for housing, and a development of 40 or
50 houses is being built on such land. Anybody
from the village or anyone who has a tenable link
to the village can approach the grazings
committee and ask for a site, and we can nearly
always give them one. However, I must stress that
the sites are not on the best quality land.
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Simon Fraser: My experience is that most
people who want to acquire a croft, whether
through a family assignation or by purchase, do so
to get a site for a house. Not everybody does that,
but the greater majority do.
It is fortunate that the local planning authority in
the Western Isles is not nearly as restrictive, shall
we say, as planning authorities in other parts of
the Highlands and Islands when it comes to rural
housing. In fact, the major constraint is not
planning but the availability of services, particularly
water and drainage, and the cost of connection to
electricity. Planning is not a big issue.
When it comes to the more difficult area of
selling off house sites on crofts, there is a big
problem, in that we are dealing with two sets of
policies: the policies of the planning authority and
the policies of the Crofters Commission. It would
be sensible if the two bodies could get together
and join up their policies.
Maureen Macmillan: Do you think that the bill
should point to that?
Simon Fraser: I really do not know. There has
been a lot of overregulation and overspecification
in previous legislation. When things are enshrined
in law, they are difficult to change. I suspect that it
might be sufficient to issue guidance.
Maureen Macmillan: The necessary provisions
could be made by regulation.
Mr Morrison: This is only our second evidence
session. Last week in Edinburgh, prominent critics
and commentators on matters crofting articulated
clearly that the bill will facilitate, legitimise and
license the existing free market in tenancies. If the
current trend were to continue, or indeed were to
be encouraged by statute, what does the
witnesses’ personal or professional experience tell
them that that would mean for the communities in
which they live?
Neil Macleod: It would be the death knell.
Steve McCombe: Local crofters are excluded
from getting into the free market; that is beyond
our means, given our income. If the current trend
were to continue, it would be the death knell for
communities. The crofts would become holiday
homes; anyone who says otherwise is kidding you
on.
Kevin Kennedy: The average age in the
communities would increase; they are already old
areas, and young people are not going to break
into them.
Simon Fraser: The process will continue. You
will find that crofts in the most attractive and
scenic areas, such as west Uig and west and
south Harris, will disappear first. You are less
likely to see that happening in places where there
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are stronger, more balanced local populations.
Places that are perceived as less attractive to new
money will probably resist the process the longest.
The area in which I live—Callanish, on Lewis—is
pretty attractive and I suspect that, over time, a lot
of the crofts there will go. The greatest change will
take place in the most remote and scenic areas,
which is what is happening now.
The Convener: For how much money do crofts
change hands these days? How do those prices
compare with local house prices?
Simon Fraser: Local house prices have
changed quite a lot over the past three years.
House prices in the Western Isles tended to lag
substantially behind those anywhere on the
mainland, but there has been a readjustment and I
think that they are now on a reasonable par with
prices in other parts of the Highlands and Islands.
As far as the cost of crofts is concerned, one
hears horror stories from time to time, from other
places, of crofts costing £200,000 to £300,000. I
cannot substantiate such claims, because I have
not come across those examples. I have certainly
heard of crofts not far from here selling for in
excess of £40,000, which is a recent development.
The Convener: Thank you. I interrupted
Alasdair Morrison. Do you have a supplementary
question, Alasdair?
Mr Morrison: I have another two brief
questions, the first of which is to the Scottish
Crofting Foundation. We are hearing conflicting
noises and mood music from your organisation
and the Crofters Commission. Last Thursday
morning—the day after our first evidence
session—I listened to a commissioner talking on
the radio. He claimed that the Crofters
Commission was not going to listen to or involve
itself in the political din, and that it would not listen
to campaigning newspapers that were born of the
issue of land ownership. The commission claims
that it is truly reflecting the views of crofters and
communities. On what is in the bill, who has got it
right—the Scottish Crofting Foundation or the
Crofters Commission?
Neil Macleod: As far as we are concerned, that
was a blatant lie. We have made 23 submissions
and, as far as I know, the commission has
answered two of them, although it says that it has
answered 11. Either way, that is not enough.
Nevertheless, we want to remain in dialogue with
the Crofters Commission on the bill.
Mr Morrison: What are your views on the
argument that the two roles of the Crofters
Commission are conflicting? As well as its
regulatory role, it has a developmental role.
Should the regulator be a pure regulator, or should
it also have that developmental role?
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Neil Macleod: The development role should be
taken away from the Crofters Commission. Plenty
of other bodies are able to fulfil that role and
might, perhaps, make a better job of it.
Steve McCombe: I concur. A strong regulatory
body should not confuse itself with development
issues. Perhaps another body needs to take on
the crofting remit more seriously, but I would not
say that the Crofters Commission is the best body
to deliver both aspects.
Simon Fraser: Given the relatively small
numbers of crofts, individuals and activities, I
doubt that Parliament would want to set up two
separate bodies to administer them. I hope that
the development role of the commission will
temper its regulatory role and might encourage it
to find a way of delivering the regulatory role in a
way that is supportive of the development side of
things.
Kevin Kennedy: The number of people might
be small but there is great diversity within crofting.
One township is completely different from the next.
The scope for development is quite large.
Rob Gibson: If Highlands and Islands
Enterprise and the Crofters Commission worked in
partnership, could that be a way of combining the
regulatory side with the development side in
relation to the 17,000 crofters? The number of
crofters is not that small.
Steve McCombe: Perhaps Highlands and
Islands Enterprise could deliver in that regard, but
why cannot the Scottish Executive’s Environment
and Rural Development Department continue to
do so? It is the land use expert, so why should it
not continue to handle the development side of
crofting?
Rob Gibson: That is an extremely open
question.
The Convener: We are trying to find a model
that goes down to the local level. The discussion
of different sorts of partnership work is interesting.
That is why we are speaking to various agencies
this afternoon rather than taking an approach that
assumes that one agency is exclusively in charge.
Nora Radcliffe (Gordon) (LD): Last week, Brian
Wilson—or it may have been Jim Hunter—said
something about how there should be one crofter
for one croft. However, I think that crofters
sometimes work more than one croft in order to
create a viable unit. Do our witnesses have any
comments to make in that regard? The bill makes
provision for subdividing crofts. Should there be
provision for amalgamating crofts to create more
viable units? I am not saying that we should do
one thing or the other; I am merely asking for
people’s views.
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Neil Macleod: Most of the crofts on this island
and in the outer islands are extremely small and
people cannot make a living from them. I have a 5
acre croft that does not wash its face, which
means that I have to get seasonal lets. That works
very well and is what most people do.
Nora Radcliffe: Do you sublet from another
crofter?
Neil Macleod: Yes. I sublet another crofter’s
land and maintain it in good heart.
Nora Radcliffe: So that delivers on that crofter’s
obligation to work the land, which means that we
have a system that works.
Neil Macleod: Most important, we are keeping
the land in good heart.
Steve McCombe: Crofting is extremely varied.
Some east coast crofts are 100 per cent arable
and are almost farms, while some crofts in the
islands can be made up of 6, 10 or 20 acres of
land that most farmers would not look at. The de
facto position is that most crofters who are making
agricultural use of the land run multiple tenancies,
whether officially or not. That is where local area
policies would have to kick in, because it is also an
issue elsewhere. I believe that Tiree has an
horrendous reputation for a single crofter having
more or less all the crofts. There has to be a limit,
but here multiple tenancy is a fact for crofters who
are still working.
14:30
Nora Radcliffe: I was rather surprised to
discover that there is no definitive map-based
register of boundaries. Do you have any
comments on the desirability of achieving that, or
on the difficulties that would be associated with
doing so?
Steve McCombe: Since 1955, the Crofters
Commission has had a statutory obligation to
maintain an accurate register—something that it
has never done. I do not think that, after 50 years
of having that legislation, we should be obliged to
sort out the problems that the Crofters
Commission never sorted out. Moving to a mapbased register from a decent existing register
would have been a lot easier, but I do not think
that crofters should pick up the expense involved.
The issue needs to be dealt with seriously for
many reasons, but if crofters have to pick up the
bill, that will not happen.
Nora Radcliffe: Is the perception of the
expense involved the reason why it has not
happened to date?
Steve McCombe: There is an expense
involved, yes. However, I am a director of the
North Harris Trust, which is a community landlord,
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and we really did not have accurate information
about boundaries except for the information that
other landlords decided to give us. To be honest,
tenants always had to go to landlords to find out
anything, and trying to move the situation on
would have been difficult in the past. The whole
tone of the process has changed, of course, but
we did not have ready access to the information
and we depended on the landlords’ good will.
Nora Radcliffe: You did not want to rock the
boat.
Steve McCombe: That was often our approach,
yes. An unco-operative landlord could make
whatever case or point they wanted to make about
the boundary, because we could not dispute it.
Nora Radcliffe: So, you could be operating with
an assumed boundary, and if you did not ask any
questions you did not get unwelcome answers.
Steve McCombe: That is what happened.
Eleanor Scott (Highlands and Islands)
(Green): I want to go back to an earlier question.
We heard last week from the Scottish Crofting
Foundation that it felt that the future of crofting
must clearly remain primarily agricultural, and
Steve McCombe’s comment about SEERAD being
a development organisation seemed to suggest
that that is still the view. On the other hand, a lot of
other things are now happening on crofts, and the
bill aims to facilitate diversification on crofts. I
suppose what I am asking is: what can you do on
a croft that allows it still to be a croft, and are there
limits? What sort of developments should you be
doing on croft land, and how much of the work has
to be agricultural?
Neil Macleod: Forestry activity certainly would
not be crofting. Our crofts are probably too small
for any wide-scale development, but we have
common grazings, which could be used for
development. In Skye, and even in Shetland, there
are much bigger units than there are here, so that
question would pertain more to them than to us.
Eleanor Scott: Do you see no role at all for
forestry?
Neil Macleod: Aye, but a croft could not be
completely given over to forestry.
Kevin Kennedy: Forestry could definitely have
a role, but not on the best parts of the croft. There
will obviously be areas where the crofter loses
livestock, which costs them money, and it is fair
enough to put forestry on that land.
Eleanor Scott: What about a step beyond that,
such as mountain bike tracks?
The Convener: We spent a lot of time debating
that last week, when we discussed acceptable
forms of production for a croft, and the witnesses
had different views. We would like to get your
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views on what would be appropriate in the
Western Isles. There is an issue about the uses to
which the main bit of the croft and the rest of the
croft might be put, but if you have a very small
croft your options might be slightly more limited.
Last week, we were trying to get to the heart of the
question of what kinds of diversification people
see as important and appropriate. There was
discussion of the view that the land should always
be capable of being put to some form of
agricultural use, but that could involve
environmental
management,
small-scale
woodland planting or renewable energy uses.
What are your views on what is appropriate in the
Western Isles, and what framework should be in
the bill to allow people to carry out activities that
st
would be appropriate for crofting in the 21
century?
Neil Macleod: My personal view is that,
whatever development takes place, the land
should be capable of reverting to agricultural use if
the need arises.
Steve McCombe: My view is that agricultural
use alone is probably too narrow. Land use would
be a better term, perhaps. Most small crofts in
Harris are used primarily as homes and secondly
for whatever business is run from them. If the
person is a builder, they store their building
materials on the croft. If they are a crofter, they
graze their sheep on it. If they drive a lorry, they
park their lorry on it. I would be loth to state in
legislation that anything can be done on a croft. I
do not know; the question is difficult.
Kevin Kennedy: There is plenty of scope for
other uses, but crofts are so small that people
cannot do things on a large scale. Bigger things
would have to be done on a township scale rather
than individually.
Simon Fraser: From an entirely personal
perspective, I do not think that we should ever lose
the link between agriculture and crofting. If we do
that, we will lose the raison d’être of crofting.
However, nowadays, nobody engages in the
agricultural activity that was undertaken when the
crofts were first laid out. Over and above the
principle that we should not lose the link between
agriculture and crofting, the range of ancillary
activities in which people should be able to
engage on crofts should not be restrictive. I sense
that the committee has more or less got it right.
Ultimately, whatever a crofter does should not be
inimical to future agricultural—or, at least,
environmentally beneficial—use of the croft.
The Convener: Do members have any final
questions for the panel? We have all asked
questions, but I will take a couple more, and the
members who ask them will not get to ask extra
questions of the next panel.
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Mr Brocklebank: I am interested in a couple of
points in Neil Macleod’s submission, which states:
“This loosening of the regulatory regime has allowed
grossly inflated prices for croft tenancies and freeholds and,
paradoxically, an increase in absenteeism, dereliction and
abandonment of crofts.”

In other words, as the prices went up, more of the
people who bought crofts stayed away. Was that a
direct result of deregulation?
Neil Macleod: It probably was. Tackling
absenteeism is not a cure-all. In fact, it can work in
reverse. For example, someone who is pursued by
the Crofters Commission as an absentee might
hand the croft over to someone else. Let us say
that somebody was enjoying a subtenancy and
doing a reasonable job. As the subtenancy came
to an end, it was left to the crofter to assume the
land but he then sublet it to someone else and the
scenario worsened, with what was reasonably
good ground reverting to moorland. We have seen
that happening and it is quite the worst scenario.
Mr Brocklebank: You oppose the bill’s
provision that neglect has to be reported to the
landlord in the first instance. Who should it be
reported to? Who should be involved instead of
the landlord?
Neil Macleod: The regulator. It should certainly
not be the landlord because that would give them
an opportunity to sell on to another tenant.
Mr Brocklebank: So it is a matter for the
Crofters Commission.
Neil Macleod: The Crofters Commission or the
regulator, whoever that might be.
Maureen Macmillan: I am concerned about
what Kevin Kennedy told us. He said that he tried
to get different things to happen in his township
but that nobody else was interested. Can anything
be done to encourage people to do new things, to
think new thoughts about crofting and to diversify?
Kevin Kennedy: It would be easier if things
were done on a smaller scale and one did not
have to get approval from the whole village. If one
could do things with just a few people and still get
the benefits that one would get by doing them as
part of the village, that would be better.
Maureen Macmillan: Perhaps we need to look
at the level at which decisions are made.
Kevin Kennedy: Yes.
Maureen Macmillan: What do the rest of the
witnesses think about that?
Simon Fraser: A proactive grazings committee
is required if crofters are to be able to engage in
minority schemes within a township, which is what
Kevin Kennedy is talking about. The best grazings
committees now have semi-professional clerks,
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who attend to all the paperwork and ensure that
things are done but, in an instance such as Kevin
Kennedy’s, it is difficult to get beyond working on
an individual basis if there is no grazings
committee that is willing to take on the task of
working up a scheme.
The Convener: Does Neil Macleod have a view
on that?
Neil Macleod: I concur with what Simon Fraser
said.
The Convener: Thank you very much. We have
really managed to get beyond the headlines on
some of the issues. Absenteeism came up a lot
last week, but it is interesting to get your
perspective that, although everybody wants it
tackled, that must be done sensitively or else it
could be counterproductive. We have been
interested in getting a flavour of the issues that
you think are critical to the bill. Thank you for
being prepared to answer our questions and for
giving us written evidence in advance. We will mull
over the evidence afterwards.
We will now have a few minutes’ suspension
while we let the first panel of witnesses leave and
the second arrive.
14:41
Meeting suspended.
14:43
On resuming—
The Convener: We move on to our second
panel of witnesses. I welcome Iain Maciver, the
factor for the Stornoway Trust; Morris Black, the
company secretary of the Pairc Trust; and Angus
Macmillan, chair of the South Uist community
company. I thank them for their written
submissions, which we have had a chance to
consider, and I invite members to ask questions.
Rob Gibson: We are interested in interposed
leases, particularly in relation to the Pairc Trust in
the first instance. Do any of the witnesses share
my concern that we have not established whether
current unregistered leases that lairds have taken
out are legal? It is of great concern that, as we
begin consideration of the bill, we do not know the
status of such leases.
The Convener: I had a brief phone call from the
Deputy Minister for Environment and Rural
Development last night and she intends to clarify
the legal position. She has written to Don
Macdonald of the Pairc Trust but I do not know
whether the trust has received that letter yet. If it
has not had the time to mull that over, we can
always take supplementary evidence.
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Rob Gibson: The committee certainly has not
received the letter. It would be interesting to know
what the witnesses think about the fact that,
although the minister said that she would go to the
Scottish Land Court to find out whether those
leases are valid, she has not yet done so.
14:45
The Convener: I am operating on the basis that
I have been told that she is now doing that.
However, as committee members have not yet
received anything in writing, we will let the
question stand. Colleagues will have the
opportunity to come back later if we need more
information. I am not sure that we can bottom it
out today.
Morris Black (Pairc Trust): The assumption is
that the Crofting Reform etc Bill will have become
law before the court decision is made. That does
not really help the Pairc Trust with its application.
We cannot proceed with our application until the
question of the interposed lease is answered.
Under the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003, in
order for the Executive to approve our application
we have to establish a public interest aspect.
Within that, we have to consider the development
of croft land and what we can potentially do with
the estate as a whole. Obviously, the leases are
restricting that.
Will we be able to keep our community for the
year or two that it is indicated that the case will be
in the Scottish Land Court? The community has
been through the complexities of carrying out the
provisions in the 2003 act; for the next stage of the
application we need ministerial approval. At the
moment, we cannot say where we are or where
we can go with this. The Crofting Reform etc Bill,
which addresses the right to purchase leases,
does not answer the question either. How does
purchasing leases out of land secure the public
interest? Does it mean that the crofting community
would have to purchase the leases before an
application was made for consent? Those are the
questions that we are trying to answer.
Rob Gibson: If there is a friendly
arrangement—or even a hostile one—you have
got to try to purchase the estate. It may be a silly
question, but might you have to pay twice for the
piece of land we are talking about?
Morris Black: What seems to be the case is
that the 2003 act gives us one option to purchase
the land. However, the development value of the
land would be tied up in leases that were still
owned by the landlord—or rather, not the landlord
but what you would presume was the landlord.
Rob Gibson: So the bill needs specifically to
clarify some of those points. What would clarify it
for you?
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Morris Black: For an application to gain
consent to be approved by the Executive, the
crofting community must satisfy the public interest
provision of the 2003 act. For that to happen, I
believe that all the landlord’s rights must become
transferable to the crofting community at the point
of sale. That could be achieved through
compensation to the landlord when we take over
the land. The provision would have to address
cases in which leases have secured potential
development on the estate; if such leases came to
fruition, compensation would be payable to the
outgoing landlord.
Rob Gibson: Thank you for that useful answer,
which we will want to think carefully about. Do the
other two panel members have a view on the
question of interposed leases?
Iain Maciver (Stornoway Trust): My primary
concern is that some crofters believe that they will
be directly affected by interposed leases. As I
understand the position, no landlord can do
anything to take away the rights of crofters.
Therefore, the rights of individual crofters should
not be affected whether or not there is an
interposed lease.
Proposed developments should be able to be
dealt with under the mechanisms that are already
in place. Any asset that a landlord has sold off
should not be taken into account in any
negotiation over the value of the estate. Where
that has happened on croft land that is to be
developed, the matter would need to go to the
Land Court for resumption. There are clear rules
and regulations in place that dictate how land
should be resumed. No resumption should take
place if the lease involves a third party because
the new community landowner would not benefit
and resumption would not be in the community
interest or the wider public interest if there was to
be no benefit. Basically, that would stop the
development going ahead. The landowner would
need to decide whether to strip the land of value
for a development that would never happen. I
doubt that any landowner would be that stupid.
One concern in respect of leases is that the bill
does not make it clear whether it applies only to
interposed leases or to any leases. If it applies to
any lease, I cannot see why any finance company
or developer would want to take the risk of
developing on croft land under a lease
arrangement. The only way round that would be a
direct purchase. However, that would go against
the whole ethos of trying to maintain crofting and
allowing crofters to retain an interest in
development on land that they own.
Rob Gibson: I believe that the potential
community company in South Uist has said that it
does not expect that interposed leases will play a
part in South Uist.
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Angus Macmillan (South Uist Community
Company): The buy-out is a friendly negotiation,
so everything is 100 per cent on the table,
including leases and subleases. Therefore, the
issue of interposed leases has not hit us yet.
Maureen Macmillan: As with the previous
panel, I want to ask about the interaction in the
Western Isles between the need for housing and
the need for crofting to be affordable to new
entrants. We have discussed how that might be
done through stricter regulation of the system but,
ideally, the planning system should work in such a
way that it gives the local authority an idea about
where the crofting community wants new houses
to be built. If we could work out where new houses
should be built, might that relieve the pressure on
crofts from people who really just want a house?
Angus Macmillan: As I said in my submission,
crofting is changing and has changed rapidly over
the past 20 or 30 years. We need to recognise that
many people are looking for a house site rather
than for a croft. If we recognised that, more people
would be given the opportunity to live in the
Highlands and Islands and crofting would benefit
because more land would be made available for
agricultural production and other activities that
would be of economic benefit to the crofting
community. We need to try to address those
issues.
Every area is different—we have heard that time
and again—but we see that in particular in the
Uists. We have derelict houses with services going
to them. It might be appropriate to take those
houses out of crofting and make them available as
private housing. Such houses are all over the
islands. Rather than having clusters of local
authority houses, we should first release what are
in fact private houses that have amenities such as
electricity and a water supply and to which roads
go. That would benefit people who want to have
houses and to live in the Highlands and Islands,
and it would benefit the crofting community. South
Uist may be different from other places, but we
think that that is the way ahead.
Mr Morrison: How do you meet both demands?
Do you let market forces rip through crofting
unfettered or do you act as the Stornoway Trust
and other publicly owned landowners do? It is
hoped that your organisation will soon be in public
hands, too.
Angus Macmillan: The basis must be the
suggestions in the bill. Local plans are just part of
that. Houses that can be made available should be
identified; that would feed into a local authority’s
planning system.
Maureen Macmillan: That depends on a
community’s being willing to go along with how
you want to proceed. Some communities might
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want to maximise their profits and get as much
money as they can for sites. Does progress
depend on the community? What can we do to pin
the system down in other communities, so that
similar schemes can be run? There is a famous
case of croft land in Taynuilt being sold for
executive housing. How can we stop that?
Angus Macmillan: The aim is to meet the
community interest. If we start with that and have
regulation by the Crofters Commission with the
crofting interest and the community interest in
mind, the objectives will be feasible.
Maureen Macmillan: They follow on naturally.
Angus Macmillan: Yes.
Iain Maciver: The question has exercised the
trust for some time. The demand for croft land to
build on is huge. It is clear that we are at the
mercy of the individual or the market at the
moment. More often than not, we find that for
young people in particular, having a croft is not
enough. People might have a croft that does not
have a house site, because of the problems with
services that have been mentioned.
Considering how to address that requires more
than looking at the bill. Planning must be
examined, as must the function of the Land Court.
Crofters are unclear about whether they should
apply for decrofting or a resumption and whether,
although the commission says yes, the Land Court
will say no. For the way forward and to maximise
our land asset to the best advantage of people
who come in and people who are there—the
crofting shareholders—we are crying out for local
plans. The likes of policy panels could play a
useful role when our crofting communities must
decide whether to leave themselves exposed to
the market or to plan for the housing needs not
just of people who are there but of their families in
years to come. Such planning is critical if we are to
retain croft land.
Plenty of poor land on the outskirts of townships
could be developed for people who want just a
house site. If people want a croft, that is a different
matter. The problem is that, because of the grant
system, even crofters must decroft the minute that
they build, to service their loan. Crofting is being
eaten away. More often than not, a croft house is
now built on the best part of the croft. In the olden
days, the croft house was built on the poorest part
of the croft, because the croft was a valuable
resource. Now, the situation is the other way
round. That must stop if crofting is to be a system
that is of the same environmental quality that
attracts much support for and interest in crofting at
the moment.
Maureen Macmillan: That was useful.
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15:00
Mr Morrison: I ask Iain Maciver, as the full-time
factor of the Stornoway Trust, what his experience
has been of the Crofters Commission as a
regulator and what, in an ideal world, an estate
such as his would look for from the commission.

Angus Macmillan: If the bill goes ahead as it is,
it will fail and will not achieve what we are trying to
achieve—there is no doubt about that. We will
have failed in everything that we are trying to
achieve through the Land Reform (Scotland) Act
2003 and other measures for the wider benefit.

Iain Maciver: It is important that the Crofters
Commission continues to regulate. Where
empowerment has been passed on to villages, it is
fair to say that the people who are involved find
that difficult, because they end up having to take
decisions that are not to everybody’s liking. An
independent body such as the commission should
come in to regulate in that situation. The
community should decide what it wants and, once
it has done that, an independent regulator such as
the Crofters Commission should ensure that the
plans are adhered to. The Scottish Land Court
regulates in another sense and has the confidence
and trust of the crofting community. However, to
appoint panels of people who live locally to try to
fulfil the regulatory function is a recipe for strife in
the townships. The Crofters Commission should
regulate from afar, although it should, of course,
be accountable to the community. That function of
the commission should be retained.

Morris Black: I agree with Angus Macmillan.
The bill will fail if it remains as it is. There are too
many ifs and buts and too many different possible
scenarios. The bill does not clearly identify exactly
what will happen.

As a factor, I have a problem with balancing
individuals’ rights and interests against the wider
community’s rights and interests. At present,
anyone who wants to challenge a decision, or who
does not want to share anything that he or she
has, has the right to buy. It is concerning that,
under the bill, it will be possible to use the right to
buy as an escape route to avoid regulation, too.
Where there is a right to buy, it begins to break
down communities. That is a blanket comment
that perhaps does not apply to all crofting
communities, because everywhere is different.
However, particularly in Lewis and Harris, where
people in crofting communities depend on one
another, breaking up the communities into sets of
owner-occupiers is not the way forward for
crofting.
Mr Morrison: I have a question for Morris Black
and Angus Macmillan. I hope that the
organisations that they represent will soon have
Iain Maciver-type characters—full-time factors on
publicly owned estates.
Some senior commentators have said to us in
evidence that the bill as drafted—which,
incidentally, was done by the Crofters
Commission, which is another absurdity, but that
is a matter for another day and not for this panel—
will let market forces rip through crofting
communities. If the bill as constituted is passed,
what would it mean for Angus Macmillan and
Morris Black if, eventually, they become directors
of publicly owned estates, as we all hope will
happen?

The Convener: What would you do to change
the bill? If you do not like it, now is the time to say
which sections or relationships between sections
you do not like. Alternatively, is the issue about
how the Crofters Commission works? If we get
criticism that the bill will not do what is needed for
crofting, we need to know what would make it
work.
Angus Macmillan: In my submission, I say that
an unregulated open market will not achieve what
we are looking for. We need regulations along with
the local plans. In addition to that, every tenant will
have the obligation—as well as the fantastic rights
that go with crofting—to take the responsibilities
too. Those responsibilities are wide. They must be
respected so that development plans that are
taken on as part of a tenancy are carried out in
addition to land management. Responsibilities go
with the rights. Only if we get the balance right will
problems be resolved.
The Convener: I saw the comment in your
submission about the idea of a bond to deal with
absenteeism. To achieve the vision that you have
just articulated, are there provisions that you think
should be added to the bill, or taken out of it?
Angus Macmillan: The bond can happen on a
local basis, provided that the local plan is in place.
It would tie people to the responsibilities that I
referred to.
The Convener: You are talking about a crofting
local plan, and not a land-use local plan from the
council. Would every local crofter buy into a
crofting local plan?
Angus Macmillan: It would start off with a local
plan and then work up to a wider plan for the
particular area.
Morris Black: Two issues seem to arise. As
things stand, we have a decrofting process to go
through for housing and so on. I do not see that
system as not working at the moment; it is working
at the moment. Our main concern with the free
open market is that the affordable housing issue
has not been addressed. Open market forces will
overtake that issue.
The wage structure in the Western Isles means
that local people cannot compete against the
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market forces in housing. That is why we now
have so many holiday homes; people are just
buying up the houses for holiday lets. That is
happening in a decrofting context. An actual croft
always has its own croft house. It was traditionally
not decrofted. However, the bill pushes the idea
that decrofting must happen so that the house can
be improved. There must be monetary security for
the house.
Iain Maciver: At the moment, the clawback
period is only five years. That is not a long time for
someone to wait to cash in on an investment. I do
not know the legal complexities, but if the
clawback period were extended it might help a
community landowner.
Another thing that is causing a lot of strife and illfeeling is the fact that, when a tenancy changes, it
is quite often on the back of a fantastic,
imaginative and wonderful plan that, in the end, is
not implemented—even though the person
secured the tenancy on the strength of the plan. A
whole host of excuses are used to explain why
nothing has happened.
There could be a probationary period during
which a local panel could consider the suitability of
an individual, measured against others. If the
person is suitable, they could be called to account
after a five-year or a 10-year period. If he or she
has not fulfilled their obligations, their tenancy
would not be fulfilled—although, of course, they
would have the right to buy the house site if they
had developed a house on it.

Angus Macmillan: The main projects that we
are proposing at this stage are as detailed. Not
many of them would impinge on crofting, although
93 per cent of the estate is under crofting tenure.
Most of the developments would be on land that is
in hand, apart from the rural housing and, of
course, common grazings. With community
ownership, the revenues from estate management
and sports would come back into the community.
Sporting activity would take place on croft land, so
there would have to be close ties between estate
management and sports.
As anyone who has been to Uist will know, the
reinstatement and upgrading of the drainage
system is vital for agricultural production and for
defence from the sea. Again, most of that is on
common machair not the inby land. Renewable
energy projects would more likely be on common
grazing land.
Strategic land release would be for commercial
private and public projects that would deliver
economic development, as would, of course, the
Lochboisdale port-of-entry scheme. The plan is for
a mixture of all those ideas.
As I outlined, the rural housing would happen on
a mix of common grazings and existing inby, with
the crofters’ permission.
The bond is a way of getting people to sign up to
something that they can deliver. Whether they
deliver on the development plans or the land
management plans goes back to rights and
responsibilities. If someone is not delivering what
they have promised, they will lose their rights.

Rob Gibson: Would it help if the Crofters
Commission personnel were detailed to do that
enforcement at the behest of an area committee?

Eleanor Scott: That ties in with the provisional
idea that we heard earlier.

Eleanor Scott: Some of what I was going to ask
about has been touched on but I am going to ask
my questions anyway.
I want to ask Angus Macmillan about the South
Uist community company’s submission, which was
beautifully up-tempo; I really liked it. You were
talking about the benefits that flow from a
community company and the use that you intend
to make of public money. In an area that is almost
all croft land, how much decrofting will have to
happen to allow for those developments or will
they happen within the crofting context?
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I also want to explore a bit more the possibility of
a bond to make incoming tenants adhere to the
plan that they proposed when they were awarded
a tenancy.

Such a system might stop people spending an
awful lot of money on something that they might
never own unless they are intent on fulfilling their
obligations. If they were intent on doing that, they
would have nothing to fear.

Iain Maciver: There is no point in asking for
plans if they are not going to be enforced because
anything can be put on paper. We often hear
about cases of deserving people not being able to
compete with plans that are basically fairy tales.
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I am interested to see that a wide variety of
activities are perfectly compatible with crofting.
Mr Brocklebank: I would like to explore a little
further with Mr Maciver the point about the
clawback being after 10 years rather than five.
Last week, a contributor said that while we might
talk about a free market either coming into the
system or already existing in the system, there is
no real clarity about what someone is buying. Are
they buying the croft outright, or are they buying
the landlordship? I am interested to hear Mr
Maciver’s views on that.
15:15
Iain Maciver: My understanding is that the
person is buying the croft outright. Since the
abolition of feudal law, when someone gets the
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title to the land, that is effectively what it means—
they own the croft and can do with it anything that
the planners will allow them to do. Not only are
they buying it; they are buying it at 15 times the
annual rent. The question is whether, for the
benefit of the wider community, the value should
be 15 times the annual rent.
Mr Brocklebank: The bill appears to propose
that a free market should operate at the point of
sale but that the market should be regulated at the
point of purchase. Under the bill, someone could
buy a croft for 15 times its annual rent—perhaps
15 times £1,500—and, five years later, they could
sell it for £50,000 or £100,000.
Iain Maciver: If £1,500 was a fifteenth of the
value rather than 15 times the value. However, the
rent is not £1,500; it is closer to £50 for a
Stornoway Trust croft. The average croft rent on
the Stornoway Trust estate at the moment is about
£18, and the tenant has the right to buy at 15
times the rent. We could have a rent review, but
there would be a downside for people who want to
croft. Should we start to increase Stornoway Trust
rents to fall in line with the market? That is
certainly not the way forward for crofting.
A crofter has the right to buy, but potentially that
deprives the community of the full value or
development value of the land. That might be
acceptable from the individual’s point of view, but
if the person next door did it, they might find that
unacceptable. You asked earlier about what can
be done on croft land. A simple way of looking at it
is that crofters do on their own land what they
would not mind their neighbour doing on theirs. If
they would not be happy with their neighbour
doing something, they should not contemplate
doing it themselves.
It comes down to plans. There are a host of
different types of croft. Someone can now have a
croft with apportionment that is quite remote from
the village. A development on that type of croft
would be totally different from a development in a
linear, close-knit crofting settlement.
Mr Brocklebank: Let me make sure that I
understand this. You are saying that it is not just
the house that will be the crofter’s by right to do
with as they wish; the croft in its entirety, including
the land—whether it is adjoining or distant from
other crofts—will be theirs to do with as they like
once they have paid £50 rent for this year. Then,
five years hence, they will be able to sell the croft
for £50,000—that will be possible under the bill as
it is drafted.
Iain Maciver: It is not the bill that is at fault. At
the moment, the crofter has a statutory right to buy
the house and garden site or the croft, or any
portion thereof, for 15 times the rent, unless the
landlord can put forward a good argument for why
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that should not happen—which is a difficult
argument to make. They then become an owneroccupier, or the croft becomes vacant and has to
be relet. Under the bill, the person has the right to
sublet, but that would be a fixed-term sublet. We
could not lease the land of a vacant croft because
that would create a tenancy, but the crofter who is
an owner-occupier or an absentee owner could
sublet it, which would help him to avoid regulation.
That sublet would not create a tenancy; it would
create a fixed-term tenancy, which is not what
crofting is either.
Mr Brocklebank: I am still groping towards an
answer to the question that Sarah Boyack asked
earlier. What would you like to see in the bill to
prevent such land from going out of crofting?
Iain Maciver: That takes us back to the idea of
a local plan that would show what land was
important to the crofting stock and what land could
be developed. It should make no difference
whether the land is owned by an individual or a
community: the commission should apply the
same rules. Buying land with the ultimate intention
of decrofting it should not be encouraged and
should not be possible.
The Convener: Nora Radcliffe is the only
member not to have asked a question yet. Do you
have a question for the panel?
Nora Radcliffe: I would be interested to hear
the panel’s views on the idea of producing a fully
mapped croft register. What have been the
barriers to that in the past, which might have to be
overcome to achieve that?
Morris Black: As everyone knows, under the
Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003, the complexity
of mapping estates makes producing such a
register nigh-on impossible. Because of that, when
the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 was passed,
we had to stop short of buying the whole estate
and purchased only the common grazing. We are
having to take a two-stage approach to buying the
land because the land is not mapped properly at
present and it is too complex for anybody to map
crofting land as is required under the provisions of
the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003.
Nora Radcliffe: Can you give me a lay
explanation of why that is the case?
Morris Black: Estates have traditionally been
sold on the basis of descriptions, not maps. In one
feu that I remember, the description dated from
1924 and said that a piece of land was south-west
of the road from Stornoway to Oronsay, which is a
village that is further on in the estate. The croft
was on the right-hand side of the road. Where is it
now? We do not know. That croft cannot be
defined on the ground now—that piece of land has
gone. The mapping of estates should be left in the
hands of the commission.
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SEERAD has quite a good land-based register
of crofts, croft land, common grazings and
boundaries. It already has that in place through
the integrated administration and control system. I
do not see why that is not being used to address
the problem of mapping estates.

public ownership. However, unless constraints are
imposed on tenancies, through the use of fixedterm tenancies for example, people will not find
the prospect of buying land attractive, because
someone could come along after they have bought
it and buy it at fifteen times the rent.

Angus Macmillan: The same situation occurred
in South Uist, where there are literally hundreds, if
not thousands, of feus on the estate. It was
impossible to make a registration under part 2 of
the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003, as any one
of those could be challenged legally and, if the
registration was found to be incorrect, the whole
application would be discarded. The same
conditions would apply to a registration under part
3 of the 2003 act as to a registration under part 2.
Do we need a mapping scheme? Yes.

The Convener: I have just tried to clarify with
the clerks whether if a piece of subordinate
legislation sought to identify extra geographical
areas for crofts, this committee would have to
scrutinise it. That would partly address the
concern that, at a stroke, crofts could be created in
the whole of Scotland. If particular geographical
areas were to be designated as crofting areas, we
would have to consider the relevant Scottish
statutory instrument. I say that so that people can
tell me whether I am right. I think that the provision
in the bill will make it easier for people to establish
new crofts. Through the process that has been
discussed, which would involve local policy, the
local development plan and the planning system,
areas in which there was believed to be an urgent
need for new crofts could be identified. I do not
think that we expect that that will happen
everywhere, but perhaps we can tease that out.

Nora Radcliffe: Who is going to bell the cat?
Iain Maciver: A huge opportunity was lost in
1955. People who were alive then could have
described the boundaries to a spade’s width.
There are now two problems: the floating feu
issue, which makes life difficult, and the fact that
there appears to be little evidence. Even the IACS
forms are not, and should not be, relied on. When
crofters were advised to submit plans, they were
given ample warning not to double-claim. If there
was any area where there was uncertainty over
boundaries, they were told to err on the side of
caution and to remove that area from the IACS if
they could afford to do so. That was carried out in
many townships by many grazings clerks. To say
now that the IACS will be the definitive basis from
which to start could cause problems for many
townships.
Nora Radcliffe: We will probably find that there
are strips of land that no one has laid claim to.
Iain Maciver: Possibly.
Nora Radcliffe: The bill offers scope for the
creation of new crofts, but is enough land available
in the Western Isles to create new crofts?
Iain Maciver: It is good that crofting is viewed in
such a favourable light that people want to create
more crofts, but the worry is that the crofting
grants have been reduced and capped. If the area
in which crofts can be formed is to be extended to
the whole of Scotland, it does not take a genius to
work out where all the money will go. If that
happens, crofts in the new areas should be funded
out of pillar 2 or pillar 3 assistance rather than out
of crofting grants, so that the existing crofting
communities are not deprived of that valuable
support.
The problem with the creation of crofts in
crofting areas is that, as you rightly say, there is
very little land left. That will continue to be the
case unless the larger estates are taken into
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Our final witnesses will be from the Executive.
We are accumulating questions that neither we
nor you can answer and we will fire them at the
Executive at the end of the process. No one
should be too worried that we have not managed
to answer all queries today, because they will be
logged in the Official Report of today’s meeting.
As none of my colleagues has any more
questions, I thank the three witnesses. The
evidence got highly technical, but we needed it to
get technical so that we could get beyond the
vision and get down to what the bill will mean in
practice and what the witnesses think about how
its provisions might be enacted and in what areas
they would like changes to be made. The session
has been extremely useful to us.
I will now explain what will happen next. I will
suspend the formal meeting, we will have a break
for 10 minutes and then we will move into an open
session, which will allow us to hear other people’s
views more informally. If anyone in the room has
something to say, we would like to know who you
are. We want you to give your name to the clerks
so that it will be recorded accurately on the official
record.
When we come back from coffee, we will ask
people to come up to the front table in turn, either
to make their point—we do not want lengthy
speeches to be made; I will stop anyone doing
that—or to ask us questions. We need people to
come to the front, partly to manage the session
fairly and so that the microphones can pick up
their comments and they can be recorded
accurately by the official report. What you say will
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become part of the evidence that we can read
over at our leisure. Everyone will get a sheet on
which to put their contact details so that we can
ensure that we know who talks to us.
The official report will produce a full transcript of
everything that everyone says, which will go on
the internet and will be available for time
immemorial. You might want to think about what
you say in front of us; we certainly have to think
about what we say. We are keen to obtain
people’s views on the bill, how they think it will
affect their community and how it will impact on
the experience of crofting. We are especially keen
to find out how people think we can make crofting
thrive in the next century and how the bill fits in
with that.
That is our agenda for the next part of the
meeting. I understand that tea and coffee are
available at the back of the room. I inform people
who are listening outwith this room that there will
now be about 10 minutes’ silence, after which the
open session will begin.
15:30
Meeting suspended.
16:21
On resuming—
The Convener: We have two more panels of
witnesses this afternoon. I welcome Duncan
MacPherson, community co-ordinator of the south
Lewis and Harris rural community housing pilot
group and Angus Lamont, director of the
Hebridean Housing Partnership. I am sorry, that
was a Freudian slip—I pronounced Angus
Lamont’s name wrongly and should have put the
stress on the first syllable; I have been lectured for
years about somebody else with that name.
The committee has seen your
submissions, for which I thank you.

written

Mr Morrison: Mr Lamont and Mr MacPherson,
you both live and work in the islands. Will you give
us a brief overview of the importance of crofting
support for housing and the role that it has played
over many decades?
Mr Lamont will spend £30 million in the next
decade. How will that investment sit with the
forthcoming agricultural reforms? May we have an
analysis first of the crofters building grants and
loans scheme—the CBGLS—and then of the
current scheme?
Angus
Lamont
(Hebridean
Housing
Partnership): Although I have lived and worked in
the islands for the past 21 years, I am not an
expert on crofting. However, I am aware of the
importance of crofting to housing.
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New housing development in the Western Isles
relies on two areas of funding—supported funding
from Communities Scotland and the croft house
grant scheme—formerly the CBGLS—from the
Executive. According to the comhairle’s local
housing strategy, upwards of 75 per cent of all
new housing in recent years has received
assistance from one of those sources. There is no
speculative housebuilding in the Western Isles
outwith Stornoway, so the normal access for firsttime buyers is not available. Development costs
are typically much higher in the Western Isles and
that has inhibited speculative development, so the
role of the croft house grant scheme has been of
utmost importance.
To give you an idea of the kind of figures that we
are talking about, the former CBGLS supported 45
to 50 houses a year in the late 1990s and at the
beginning of this century. When the Executive
reviewed the scheme, I was of the view that it was
a retrograde step to remove the loan element. I
am still of that view, but I have been informed that
within one calendar year, in excess of 80 houses
have been started under the new scheme. That
demonstrates the importance of the croft house
grant scheme in supporting young people to build
a house for life. Most of those people remain on
their crofts.
The £30 million that the Hebridean Housing
Partnership will spend in the next 10 years can be
broken down as follows. As a new stock transfer
housing association, it will invest £12.5 million
from the Executive’s community ownership
package, which was awarded as part of the
transfer, and £3 million to £4 million a year on
affordable housing. That will complement the croft
house grant scheme.
Duncan MacPherson (South Lewis and
Harris Rural Community Housing Pilot Group):
To clarify my position, I should say that I am the
community co-ordinator for Harris, not for the
housing project. I work with groups from areas in
south Lewis and Harris to take forward the
housing project.
The role of crofting in housing has been pivotal.
It would be quite reasonable to say that most
communities in the area and across the crofting
areas of the Highlands and Islands would be more
or less desolate today if crofting tenure had not
been supported by the grant scheme for building
croft houses. Historically, the economic resources
that have been available to folk involved in crofting
have been low. The key element behind crofting
has been its ability to keep people in rural areas
and to provide them with quality housing. A
number of years ago, a cousin of mine visited
friends of his who were smallholders in Cornwall
and was appalled at the standard of housing that
they were living in. They did not have enough
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income to repair their house, let alone build a new
one. The croft house grant scheme has made that
possible for people on low incomes in the Western
Isles.
Rob Gibson: Earlier, we were told that planning
was not a problem in the islands in terms of
housing development. I am interested in teasing
out that issue a little further. If crofting
communities, and grazings committees and
township committees in particular, have a role to
play in this regard, there has to be a way in which
they can identify land in the township. People have
talked about the local plan and so on but it was not
clear to me whether they were talking about the
statutory plan that the local authority is in charge
of or a crofting plan, which might meet up with
that. Could you comment on that?
Duncan MacPherson: It is interesting that the
local authority has moved away from having
extremely local plans at an island level to having a
local plan at a Western Isles level, which is a
lighter-touch approach. In that context, what is
being proposed in the bill could be extremely
helpful. With regard to local crofting communities,
the bill says that the minimum size that would be
considered would be a township size. Realistically,
of course, I think that a community would be
slightly larger than that. If communities could
decide among themselves what kind of
developments they would like to happen,
especially with regard to housing, that would help
to guide crofters committees and grazings
committees in relation to the land that they might
release for housing and would help to guide the
local authority with regard to the views of local
people about whether a particular housing
proposal should be given the go-ahead.
A key issue for the delivery of housing solutions
in this area—it is one of the key issues behind the
project that I am involved in—is that communities
that have recognised the need for housing are not
sure about how to go about releasing that land for
housing. The people on a grazings committee
already have a croft and almost certainly already
have a house. That means that they do not have
an incentive to release land if it involves a lot of
hard,
voluntary
labour.
Therefore,
new
mechanisms are needed to ensure that
communities that have recognised the need to
give up land are able to secure support from
agencies in order to do so.
16:30
Rob Gibson: Can either witness suggest how
that might be achieved? How might we amend the
bill to provide such mechanisms?
Duncan MacPherson: The project in which I
am involved is trying to address the matter. We
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propose to employ a co-ordinator who will work
with grazings committees and community groups
to help them to identify land. The co-ordinator will
bring different agencies into the loop and enable
people to talk to one another. I hope that the work
will enable us to develop a methodology that can
be applied throughout crofting areas.
In the context of our project, how the bill might
be amended is a secondary matter. In our
submission, we refer to rural housing burdens, but
that has less to do with how the bill will help to
make land available. A key problem that we
highlight is the situation in which a crofter gives
away his tenancy or sells it for £10,000 to help
someone, only to find that six months later the
croft is on the market at £50,000 or £75,000.
When that happens, it sends a message to
crofters that they would be mad to give away a
tenancy at a low price. The rural community
housing pilot working group noted that registered
rural housing bodies are allowed to put a burden
on a title, which could offer a useful tool. Crofts
could be sold off at a low price—say £5,000—but
if someone built a house on the land a burden
could be created on the title that would allow the
owner, if they sold the house, to realise the value
that they had invested in the house but not to
make speculative profit. Members of the working
group asked whether a similar approach could be
taken to the release of house sites on crofts, to
prevent someone who has a tenancy from making
a huge profit by selling off house sites. The burden
could be designed to allow people to make a small
profit but to prevent them from speculating. The
approach would prevent speculation by people
who come into crofting, particularly to new
tenancies or new crofts, and would help people
who want to stay in the community for a long time,
if not for the rest of their lives—as I hope they
would want to do.
Angus Lamont: The comhairle identified land
availability as a big issue. Funds have been made
available and the Hebridean Housing Partnership
and the comhairle are looking for land. In the
absence of a requirement on grazings committees
to provide a strategic plan that identifies land in
their area, we are starting to engage with
committees. Members heard about examples of
more progressive grazings committees, which are
engaging with us because their members want to
help people in their townships, including their sons
and daughters, to get access to land. The
comhairle has schemes for service plots and we
want to bring land and service plots together in
crofting townships—not on crofts but on grazing
land.
Maureen Macmillan: I feel quite proprietorial
about rural housing burdens, because I suggested
amendments to the Title Conditions (Scotland) Bill
to provide for rural housing burdens, at the request
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of the Highland Small Communities Housing Trust.
Rural housing burdens are an excellent tool that
can keep houses in local ownership. How might
rural housing burdens work in a crofting context?
Would crofters pass land to you for you to sell on?
You would need to be included in the Executive’s
list of bodies that may exercise the power to
create a rural housing burden.

Mr Brocklebank: On the face of it, your
submission seems to suggest the creation of two
types of crofters: a first-class type and a secondclass type. Surely that would not be acceptable.

Duncan MacPherson: Land would not be
passed to our project as such. Rural housing
burdens are particularly relevant in the emerging
community landowner sector. The community
landowner, which would be the landlord, could put
such a burden on to land, which could be passed
on to people who are not specifically crofters.

Duncan MacPherson: We made a mistake. We
very much support the creation of new crofts in
respect of which there is not a right to buy,
because we recognise that there is no incentive
for a landowner to create a croft if it can
immediately be bought out. In a community
landowning situation, in particular, there not being
a right to buy is of benefit to the wider community,
as it means that land remains within the
community.

A secondary issue—I confess that we had to do
our preparation in a short time via e-mail and
therefore did not have the chance to debate the
issues through completely—is whether we could
do something similar to rural housing burdens in
relation to crofts to address the same issue. Such
a burden would be aimed at the community
landowner sector, as it is recognised that the
landlord is working for the benefit of the
community and is therefore able to make
decisions on behalf of and for the good of the
whole community. If the community thinks that the
directors of the community landowning company
are not doing the job properly, they can be
replaced.
A recommendation for the committee to consider
is whether such a mechanism—for the moment we
will call it a rural crofting burden—could be
developed. It could be used by suitable crofting
community landowners and it would ensure that
land remains available to the community and can
be used to provide housing and other community
amenities that are required.
Maureen Macmillan: That is an interesting
suggestion. There are all sorts of parallels to that
in housing, such as the golden share in
stakeholders housing or the legislation about
pressured housing areas. Crofts should be
protected in a similar way.
Mr Brocklebank: I note from the south Lewis
and Harris rural community housing pilot group’s
submission that you support the proposal that new
tenancies be created. However, I think that you
also said that they might
“be created without the right to buy or reassign”.

Am I right in saying that that is a quote from your
submission?
Duncan MacPherson: Yes. However, after we
had sent in our submission, we realised that the
bill proposes new crofts that cannot be bought by
the tenant. In the rush to put our submission
together, we mistakenly put in “reassign” as well.

Duncan MacPherson: Are you talking about
assignation or purchase?
Mr Brocklebank: Assignation.

Mr Brocklebank: So in your view assignation is
very much a part of the package.
Duncan MacPherson: Yes, assignation would
remain. The statement in the submission was a
mistake on our part and I am happy to correct it.
Mr Brocklebank: Part of the dilemma is how we
solve the following conundrum. On the one hand,
we want to give people the right to do as they
choose with the house, which is the financially
beneficial part of the croft but, on the other, we
want to retain the land in perpetuity and ensure
that the croft is still used for crofting. Are there
benefits in Iain Maciver’s proposal that it would
help if the clawback period were 10 years rather
than five, because if a person was prepared to
accept those conditions, it would prove that they
were in it for the longish term?
Duncan MacPherson: A rural housing burden
can supersede clawback because a burden can
be indefinite. The Highland Small Communities
Housing Trust has a detailed procedure whereby
someone would not lose out by investing in a
house. If they had to sell up and leave an area,
contrary to their desire, they would not lose out
financially. That is an important example.
A key element in the bill, which the pilot group
recognised, is the proposal to address
absenteeism by requiring that people live on a
croft or within a few miles of it. That will help to
address, if not overcome, the problem of
abandoned crofts and of people not being there
and not supporting the local community. If people
live in the community and spend money there, the
community will be stronger. Addressing the issue
of absenteeism will be a major step forward to
having more people living in an area and, by dint
of that, having more houses, which will create a
stronger community ethos.
Eleanor Scott: I would like you to comment on
something that I have heard expressed in crofting
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communities on the west coast of mainland
Scotland. It is a feeling that crofting land is always
regarded as the first option when land is needed
for affordable housing because the grazings
committee in an area may be a softer touch for
getting a bit of land than a landowner who has
empty acres. That might not be an issue on the
islands because all the land might already be
under crofting, but I am interested in your view on
that.

specific role for crofting housing and how the
process of building houses on croft land and
bringing affordable housing into the system can be
managed without removing crofting land. It would
mean that people who wanted to live in a remote
rural area or near a township could access the
land or get a house without necessarily having to
be a crofter. The question is how both kinds of
demand can be provided for and how interest is
generated.

Duncan MacPherson: It is an interesting one. I
do not know whether “softer touch” is the right
term to use in this context. A key aspect of a
crofting community is precisely that it is a
community; people can look beyond their own
individual interests and decide what is best for the
community. On that basis, grazings committees
and individual crofters have been willing to give up
land to provide houses to meet community need.

Angus Lamont: Communities Scotland runs a
parallel grants scheme that perhaps needs some
work done on it. It is called the rural home
ownership grant and it enables individuals to build
their own home, but the level of grant that is
available and the means testing that is involved
have meant that the uptake in the Western Isles
has been low. If that grant scheme were adjusted,
it could certainly assist young families to get into
homes of their own. Infrastructure issues and
other matters that were mentioned earlier also
need to be addressed, of course.

People generally do not think about approaching
private landlords simply because they are
regarded as private people who are remote. I was
at a housing conference a couple of years ago at
which a researcher said that he had been
surprised to find that private landlords were willing
to give up land, but their concern was that if they
gave up land cheaply, other folk could make a
profit out of it. In many cases, that consideration
was holding private landlords back.
I have a specific example from my own
experience. I was involved in the community
purchase of the North Harris estate, which the
North Harris Trust now runs. Prior to the trust
taking over the land, we would have said that
there was no issue with the local community in
north Harris needing housing sites. It simply was
not spoken about. As far as we were aware, the
local housing association had managed to provide
good numbers of social housing. Individuals who
had crofts had built their own houses and some
individuals had bought sites on which to build
houses. However, within six months of the North
Harris Trust taking over the land, it had a list of 25
names of people who said that they needed a
house site and could not get one. The issue had
existed beforehand, but it had just been invisible.
It is not necessarily the case that private
landlords are unwilling to release land for housing;
that is definitely an issue of community perception.
Once the community in north Harris had taken
control of the land, people were willing to
approach the community landlord in a way that
they would never have thought of doing with a
private one.
The Convener: Perhaps you also raised their
expectations. One of the issues that you could
consider is how to provide long-term, sustainable
housing for local people. The issue that we are
interested in is the extent to which there is a
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The Convener: Nora, do you have a question?
Nora Radcliffe: Everything that I wanted to ask
about has been touched on.
The Convener: You do not have to have a
question for the sake of it. That sounds fine to me.
I thank both witnesses for coming before us. We
wanted to ensure that we debated the connection
between crofting housing and more general
housing in the area, so I thank the witnesses for
their evidence on that.
We have one last panel of witnesses to hear
from, so we will pause while we get them in front
of us.
16:46
Meeting suspended.
16:47
On resuming—
The Convener: We move on to our final panel
of witnesses for this afternoon. If two of my
colleagues disappear from the table, it is not from
a lack of application to duty but merely because
they must leave at 5 o’clock to catch the plane
tonight. They have committee meetings tomorrow
morning, so they need to get away. They wanted
me to make that clear so that the witnesses did
not think that they were sneaking away early.
[Interruption.] That is, if we do not destroy the
place in the meantime.
We will not be here for three and a half hours
like we were at our first evidence-taking session
last week, but we want to get through our
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questions. We have before us Murdo Mackay, the
economic development officer in charge of crofting
and land resources for the Western Isles Council;
Donnie Macaulay, the chief executive of Western
Isles Enterprise; and John Price, the development
director of Lewis Wind Power Ltd. I thank the three
of them for the written material that they submitted
in advance of the meeting.
We will kick off with questions. I will give Nora
Radcliffe and Maureen Macmillan preferential
treatment.
Nora Radcliffe: I will go straight to the really
sticky question: where should the balance be
struck between the rights of crofters to realise
value from their crofts and the future of crofting as
a protected tenure? Whom does the free market
benefit and are they entitled to that benefit? Whom
should it benefit?
Donnie Macaulay (Western Isles Enterprise):
We sense that there is a market for crofts, as has
been stated. That said, when somebody buys into
crofting, they buy into various assets, obligations
and responsibilities as well, and they perhaps buy
into a particular lifestyle. A market is necessary
and exists but it needs a certain, appropriate form
of regulation to succeed. Crofting is part of a
community that forms a complex jigsaw, as I am
sure you all know by now, and it is important that
the various pieces in the jigsaw are addressed to
some extent by some regulatory influence.
Although we cannot have our cake and eat it, it
must be recognised that the level of regulation
must be appropriate to the circumstances.
Murdo Mackay (Comhairle nan Eilean Siar): I
emphasise that there is a balance to be struck.
Although highly inflated tenancy values are a bar
on new entrants, it is also true to say that
tenancies that were at one time of no value
presented an equally difficult problem for crofting
communities, where tenancies tended simply to be
collected by individuals.
Effective regulation ought to be used to
moderate the worst excesses of the market. If the
Crofters Commission has an obligation to regulate,
there are opportunities for the bill to take the worst
excesses out of the system.
John Price (Lewis Wind Power Ltd): As far as
commercial development is concerned, there is an
equal share of the value. The crofter is entitled to
the same share of the development value as the
landowner. I will explain where I think the
inequality comes in. Some crofting land will have
turbines or wind farm development on it and some
will not. The money that goes to the crofters is
unequally spread, as a previous witness
mentioned.
Nora Radcliffe: This is another aspect of the
whole thing. How much is the market pressure a
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housing market pressure as opposed to a crofting
market pressure? Should we be addressing this as
a housing issue, to take pressure off the crofting
market?
Donnie Macaulay: One of the previous
speakers made an important point about the latent
demand for housing. No doubt, there is an express
demand in some communities. I have no data that
suggest to me that there is a figure out there that
confirms whether the initial demand is for housing
or land use. If we in our organisation want
strengthened
communities
and
thriving
businesses, with people building up their capacity
to operate in those communities, living and
working there and, therefore, providing a higher
level of occupancy, rather than absenteeism, we
have to work towards that aspiration.
Murdo Mackay: There is no doubt that tenancy
market values are being driven by the housing
side, not so much by the housing market but by
the capital that is being released from the housing
market elsewhere, which is being reinvested in the
housing market in the Hebrides. That is definitely
having an impact on the number of houses that
are being built, as well as on the demand for land,
as the previous panel were discussing.
As the comhairle highlighted in relation to its
own policy, land for housing is in short supply—
both the actual physical ground and land with the
appropriate services, such as water and roads.
You might not think that, looking at most crofting
communities—instead you would imagine that
there are plenty of good sites available. In fact, the
situation in each township will be much more
complicated than that. There is already a limit on
the number of houses that may be built in some
townships.
The Convener: Maureen Macmillan will wish to
get her question in before she has to leave.
Maureen Macmillan: Thank you. It is about
whether or not the Crofters Commission should be
elected, rather than appointed. A number of
people have given us evidence to suggest that it
would be better for it to be elected. The comhairle
itself has indicated that view. If the Crofters
Commission were elected, at both high level and
local level, would that make it difficult for it to make
the difficult decisions on regulation that might be
necessary? If the commission put somebody off
their croft, it would not get elected the next time.
Murdo Mackay: The individual who was put off
their croft might not vote the next time round. It
would depend on how rigorously the Crofters
Commission regulated. Again, a balance must be
struck. The feeling that came out in the
comhairle’s deliberations was that there was a
lack of representation on the commission from
among the crofting communities.
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Maureen Macmillan: I should not make light of
such a serious matter. Do the other witnesses
have any views?
Donnie Macaulay: We assumed that if the
Crofters Commission was to be a nondepartmental public body, it would go down the
well-established route of having job applications,
selecting people on merit after they have been
interviewed and suchlike. However, I am sure that
others have a different view.
Maureen Macmillan: There are precedents in
similar bodies that have elected representatives.
Murdo Mackay: One suggestion that was made
at Comhairle nan Eilean Siar’s meeting was that
arrangements could be similar to those for the
health
boards.
There
could
be
area
representatives of the crofting counties from each
local authority, for example.
Maureen Macmillan: So people would be
indirectly elected. Does John Price have any
thoughts about that?
John Price: No. As a developer, I do not think
that it is my place to have an opinion on the
matter.
Mr Morrison: I turn to renewable energy. As the
three panellists know, exciting and far-sighted
renewable energy land and sea plans are being
debated. I do not think that the panellists have the
benefit of having read the latest missive from
Mòinteach gun Mhuileann—Moorlands without
Turbines—which rightly states that
“crofting is at the heart of maintaining families in rural
Lewis.”

That is the part of its letter with which I agree.
How will great and small renewable energy
initiatives help to underpin the villages and families
to which Mòinteach gun Mhuileann refers? A great
number of important decisions have been taken at
a national level—for example, on capping
transmission charges, on which, bizarrely and
absurdly, some people are neutral. My question is
simple. How do members of the panel see
renewable energy at a small, micro, community
level and on a greater scale benefiting current
families and—more important—generations that
are as yet unborn?
Donnie Macaulay: Western Isles Enterprise is
involved with renewable energy on several
different levels. The community energy company
plays a firm role in developing community-level
schemes, from individual organisational projects to
wider community renewable energy schemes.
That has several benefits, from encouraging
capacity building in project management and the
company taking forward its own agenda to having
a planned and designed-to-last alternative source
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of power in local communities rather than being
dependent on fossil fuels.
We are involved in the process and providing
benefits in another couple of ways. First, there is
our involvement in training island tradesmen and
others to cope with the new skills requirements
and the new market opportunities that are
provided, so that benefits will go right to the heart
of the community and to individual households
through increased incomes. Increased incomes
can also be derived from investments such as that
at Arnish point and in other smaller businesses. At
Arnish point, we have developed an infrastructure
that will help—I hope—to exploit local and nonlocal markets in the United Kingdom and
elsewhere. Manufacturing and servicing in the
Western Isles can provide employment, income
and business opportunities right through the
supply chain that will directly benefit the Western
Isles at large.
17:00
Murdo Mackay: The comhairle has already
stated—and everybody knows—that it is
supportive of wind farm developments. In fact, it
updated its crofting policy last autumn. If I recall
correctly, the policy states that the comhairle
recognises that crofters and crofting communities
are well placed to take advantage of
developments on common grazings and crofts.
Of the bill’s proposals on alternative
development, it is hard to think of a more obvious
one than renewable energy on common grazings.
Anyone who is involved in agriculture, as I am,
knows that it will face some serious challenges in
the next seven to 10 years as the common
agricultural policy reform bites. Opportunities to
develop alternative streams of income from
common grazings are pretty limited, but renewable
energy is an obvious one and communities can
take advantage of that.
John Price: There is a unique compatibility
between renewable energy and crofting. The
north-west coast of Scotland is high in wind
energy. The land that wind farm developers are
looking for is probably the least productive land.
They are looking for the most remote and windiest
areas. Furthermore, the developer wants to lease
only the footprint of the wind farm, which is 90 per
cent roads. Those roads can be used for crofter
access with no constraints on their use. Stock can
graze right up to the turbines. Only a small amount
of land is taken out of crofting and the land can be
used for access.
In exchange for that small amount of land, the
revenues to the landowner, to the community
landlord in the case of the Stornoway Trust, to the
crofters and to the community are far in excess of
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any other income that is likely to be available, and
they will be available for 20 to 25 years.
Wind energy in Scotland has largely avoided the
crofting areas. There are two reasons for that.
First, some developers think that there are
complications with developing in crofting areas
and have stayed clear of them for that reason.
Secondly, crofting areas are remote from
connections. If community schemes are to be
facilitated—whether here in Lewis, in Durness or
in Kinlochbervie—there must be some large
schemes to establish the connections.
I believe that wind energy and crofting can go
hand in hand.
Eleanor Scott: I have a general question on
development. It is clear from Highlands and
Islands Enterprise’s submission that it is
concerned about the Crofters Commission having
an expanded developmental role. HIE does not
think that that is appropriate. It believes that the
commission should focus on the regulatory
aspects.
Who should have a developmental role in
relation to crofting? How should the agencies work
together to achieve the developments that we all
want?
Donnie Macaulay: HIE’s submission makes a
distinction between the regulatory role and
developmental work, but the regulatory role and
the disbursement of support scheme grants for
agriculture are clustered in the one group. We
think that there is a foundation to build on.
For example, over the past few years, following
the former Enterprise and Lifelong Learning
Committee recommendation that local economic
forums be established, the forum in the Western
Isles has been relatively successful at providing a
reasonable division of responsibilities, in particular
for business support schemes. The forum and the
wider community planning partnership can be
used to ensure that there is as little duplication
and clutter in the arena as possible. That is
consistent with the approach that we have taken
over the past few years in the Western Isles on
business support schemes and understanding
who does what for whom.
Eleanor Scott: Has taking on a development
role deflected the commission from its regulatory
role?
Donnie Macaulay: It is difficult to perform both
roles. The more an organisation focuses on
development at a time of limited resources—no
organisation has unlimited resources—the less it
is able to focus on the regulatory process. Quite
apart from that, there is arguably a conflict
between the two functions in some instances.
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Murdo Mackay: The comhairle raised in its
submission concerns about the possible
duplication of effort of more than one body
delivering grants in rural areas. There is also a
concern about the possible conflict between the
development role and the regulatory role. The
logical conclusion is that, at some point, a
development in which locally based development
managers are involved will be the subject of a
regulatory decision. I cannot see how a conflict of
interest somewhere down the line can be avoided.
The Convener: That could be said of the
council as well. The issue is how the roles are
managed, is it not? There is an issue of focus.
Would you want the Crofters Commission to have
an exclusively regulatory role or is there scope for
it to do some kind of developmental work? To
what extent is it about partnership? We have
heard from housing agencies this afternoon. I do
not think that you would say that the Crofters
Commission should not have an interest in
housing or planning. It is about finding the right
dividing lines.
Murdo Mackay: It is a question of balance. The
crofting community development scheme in the
Western Isles has been successful. I am not
saying that the commission cannot perform a
development role.
The Convener: It is about having a focus.
Rob Gibson: I am particularly keen to focus on
conflicts between the interests of a crofter, or
small group of crofters, and the interests of the
wider community. Wind farms clearly create such
conflicts. The submission from Lewis Wind Power
suggests that crofting community bodies should be
given a new power. Will you explain that to us, Mr
Price? I refer to paragraph 3.2 of the submission,
which begins:
“The Proposal introduces an entirely new concept into
Scots law.”

John Price: The new concept that is identified is
that, under the bill, a registered lease may be
bought out. With any commercial development
that takes place over a long period and requires a
large up-front investment, one has to be certain
that one will be able to carry out the whole
business plan. That is particularly relevant to wind
farms, because the planning process can take five
years, which is expensive. The whole capital cost
of the wind farm is expended on its construction
and machinery before any income is realised.
Even for the first five to 10 years of production,
developers would still be paying back their loan. It
could be between years 10 and 15 before they see
any return on their investment. During that period,
there is a chance that the lease may be bought out
at a value that is uncertain—I think that the bill
proposal is for market value, but that leads to the
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question: what is market value? Frankly, in that
situation, no bank would put up the money in the
first place. Effectively, that part of the bill will
stymie development in crofting areas.
Rob Gibson: Is not the issue that proposals
have been made for development beforehand and
the changes to crofting legislation are taking place
afterwards? Indeed, thinking ahead, would we not
go about development on crofting land slightly
differently?
John Price: I am not sure that I understand
what you are getting at.
Rob Gibson: You have given the specific
example of AMEC making a proposal for a wind
farm on Lewis. Three crofting estates are involved.
You are suggesting changes to the way in which
that works in future. That might secure your
investment, but is it the best way forward from the
crofting community’s point of view?
John Price: No, but with all due respect, I think
that the member is mistaken. What we are asking
for is the status quo. We have a lease; indeed, we
have three registered leases on each of the
estates. For example, under the 2003 act, a
crofting community could buy out the Barvas
estate. Under the bill, the community could decide
at some point that it did not want a wind farm and
could buy out the lease at market value. Similarly,
an alternative wind farm developer could come
along and say, “We will give you more than that lot
is giving you. We will back up your buyout of the
lease.” The proposal will create so much
uncertainty in the market that nobody will start out
on the process. Although we support the idea that
the interposed lease issue should be sorted out,
we do not support the idea that any lease should
be bought out. That is a mistake; it will reduce
development—certainly, wind farm development—
in crofting areas.
Rob Gibson: Of course, your proposals cover
three different estates and three different states of
development. That raises particular hazards for
the development that you propose. I understand
exactly what you are saying. It is interesting to
note that the legislation that the Executive
proposes does not help to resolve things, one way
or another. Some sort of change needs to be
made to the bill. Are you surprised at the
proposal?
John Price: Absolutely not. The interposed
lease is a bad thing; it has upset everybody. The
issue with the interposed lease is one of antiavoidance; the 2003 act recognised that. We
believe that similar provisions could be introduced
in the bill to counter the interposed lease. My legal
advice is that the issue is complicated. We are
willing to submit in writing the detail of the idea
that we have put forward.
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Rob Gibson: That would be useful. Thank you.
Mr Brocklebank: Rob Gibson has covered
some of the ground that I wanted to cover on
renewables. I will focus on the wind turbine
developments for Pairc. We have heard about the
various tensions that the proposals have created.
Professional valuations indicate that, based on an
agricultural land valuation, the figure for a
community buy-out of Pairc would be around
£250,000. Obviously, the anomaly of the situation
is that the landlord would now expect an inflated
price—we have heard mention of a six-figure
valuation. That price would make it impossible for
the local community to compete with a wind
turbine company. Surely something is wrong with
that situation. How can it be resolved?
John Price: In broad terms, it probably has
been resolved. The Galson buy-out means that
there is now a formula to deal with the situation.
That buy-out was amicable; the agreement
recognised that there may—or may not—be a
wind farm on the land at a future date. The people
involved sat down around the table, did the
negotiations and sorted out the issue. The fact that
the community at Pairc and its owner are not
doing that is a different issue. It is up to them to do
that—indeed, they probably should do that.
Mr Brocklebank: Can anything in the bill be
altered or clarified to ensure that such anomalies
do not arise or can be overcome?
17:15
John Price: That is a difficult question. Until a
project receives planning permission, no one
knows whether it will be constructed and, until a
buy-out takes place, no one can be sure what the
majority of people think about a wind farm. To sort
out the issue, one would have to anticipate a
number of scenarios, and I cannot see how that
could be framed in the legislation.
Mr Brocklebank: Perhaps we can explore the
issue in future.
Mr Morrison: I have a supplementary question
that relates directly to John Price’s comments on
the negotiations that he carried out. As a
developer, how did you find the current
arrangements, under which you negotiated directly
with Stornoway Trust, the oldest and largest
democratically run estate in Scotland? Would you
change anything in law in that respect?
John Price: No. We came here initially to deal
with only Stornoway Trust. We thought that, given
its size, the estate would be able to accommodate
the size of wind farm that we required to get the
interconnector to the island. However, because of
various environmental designations, particularly
the special area of conservation designation, we
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had to speak to three estates. We managed the
whole thing basically because of the involvement
of Simon Fraser—who was, if you like, the
common link between all three estates—and Iain
Maciver. In fact, the negotiations were conducted
not with each estate in isolation but with all three
together. Although they negotiated a hard
commercial deal, all parties acknowledged the
necessity for a lease to give certainty over the
rights to build a wind farm if planning permission
were granted. We are worried that such an option
might disappear as a result of the bill.
The Convener: Quite a few submissions claim
that some crofting communities are more active
than others and are better placed to deal with the
challenges that they face. What provisions in the
bill will assist economic development and allow
crofting communities to thrive and find ways of
moving forward?
Donnie Macaulay: We welcome the fact that
new crofts will be made available, but some kind
of incentivised planning at township or regional
level will not only allow us to build on the quite
significant capacity building work that has already
been carried out in these communities but help us
to move away from the current rather ad hoc
situation with housing and other commercial or
industrial development and assist communities
and agencies in recognising what each party can
realistically expect from and give to a partnership.
Murdo Mackay: The bill’s proposals to allow
alternative uses of crofts and common grazings
will provide the opportunity for more diversification
activities to take place. We also welcome the
proposed simplification of the resumption process
and the introduction of a time-limited resumption,
because they will allow developments to proceed.
It might even be possible to link those measures to
the terms of the planning permission to ensure
that resumed land reverts back to crofting tenure
at the end of the development.
The Executive must bear it in mind that crofting
does not exist in isolation from other support
schemes. Indeed, the committee has already
heard from a young crofter who, although he had
got his tenancy, could not secure his entitlement to
single farm payments or national reserve
payments. Such stories make you realise that
there is a market even for crofts and that if a
person wants one, they have to buy it. The
legislation is only one of several barriers to getting
into crofting; indeed, anyone who endeavours to
establish an agricultural development on croft land
has some steep hills to climb.
John Price: I agree with the comments about
resumption and welcome the bill’s proposal to
make agreements that can be recorded, registered
and made binding on successors. However, we
take issue with the proposed requirement to obtain
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unanimous agreement. Unanimity is simply not
possible, especially given the number of absentee
crofters.
We want agreements to be binding on
successors and carried by a majority, because
that might provide a means of getting over the
issue of individual payments. For example, the
majority might vote to give equal shares not just to
the crofters on whose land a development lies but
to all crofters. Such an approach would be
beneficial.
The Convener: The witnesses might be relieved
to hear that we have exhausted our questions. I
thank them for their evidence.
I hope that everyone has found the meeting
interesting and enjoyable. We certainly wanted it
to be challenging not only in examining the bill’s
major aspirations but in testing out its detail on the
people who day in, day out will have to deal with
its provisions, work with the Crofters Commission
and so on. We wanted people to give us their
sense of what the bill gets right and what needs to
be changed. As a result, we are grateful to the
witnesses who got stuck with some very detailed
technical questions that had to be asked.
I thank our hosts, Western Isles Council,
particularly Helen Froud and Christina Smith, who
worked very hard with our clerks to ensure that
everything ran seamlessly and that, for example,
tea, coffee and biscuits were available for our
earlier, very productive networking session, which
went smoothly.
I thank, in particular, all the participants who
contributed actively to today’s meeting, who made
written submissions and who will, I hope, feed
back to their communities, friends and families
their thoughts about today’s meeting. I encourage
people to send in submissions or to get in touch
with their representatives to let us know what they
think. We are grateful for people’s efforts so far.
The committee’s consideration of the bill is
tantalisingly short. We started the process only
last week. Next week, we will take evidence from
landowners and agents on extending crofting
communities, in particular the development of new
crofts and crofting counties, and on the legal
perspective, which I am sure will prove challenging
to those of us who are not lawyers. After that, we
will visit Oban and Inverness before we finally talk
to the minister. Although our stage 1 consideration
is quite short, we have an awful lot to do in the
next few weeks. Today’s meeting has allowed us
to hear crofters’ experiences and to think through
local issues and how crofting legislation relates to
agriculture, housing and planning. We have many
difficult issues to consider before we pull together
our stage 1 report.
Meeting closed at 17:23.
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15:49
Informal session opened.
The Convener (Sarah Boyack): We now move
into our open session. As I said, this is a chance
for people to give their views a bit more informally.
I have a list of eight people who would like to
speak, the first four of whom are in front of us. If
other members of the public would like to speak, I
ask them simply to raise their hand and we will
arrange for them to come to the table. We are
happy to hear from people who have experience of
crofting about what crofting needs to help it to
thrive and about what they think of the bill. People
are free to comment on what they have heard this
afternoon or to raise issues that they feel should
be considered by the committee but which have
not been aired today. I give people the very heavy
hint that they should not speak for hours. I will
chop off anyone who is going on for too long, but
people will be allowed to say more than two
sentences. The aim is to let people get their points
of view across efficiently.
The four people who are before us, whom I will
ask to speak in turn, are Councillor Angus
McCormack,
Councillor
Annie
MacDonald,
Margaret
Mackay
and
Steven
Graham.
[Interruption.] I remind everybody to turn off their
mobile phones—I hope that I do not have to do
that again.
I ask Councillor Angus McCormack to say which
ward he represents and to make his comments.
Councillor Angus McCormack (Comhairle
nan Eilean Siar): I represent Plasterfield ward,
which is on the outskirts of Stornoway, and I live in
Sandwick. I am a crofter and a former grazings
clerk. I am currently a member of my grazings
committee, which is a very go-ahead committee—
we have a forestry scheme and we are about to
embark on a rural stewardship scheme. I am
speaking in a personal capacity today.
I am happy with the notion that we should have
new crofts, created appropriately with local
agreement, and that we should specify what crofts
may or may not be used for. I am not happy with
the current Crofters Commission, which, I believe,
should have its members elected. The commission
should use its existing powers and it should have
greater regulatory powers, especially over
development matters, in conjunction with local
authorities. I am unhappy at the prospect of a
bigger market in crofts for sale, because the
situation is bad enough at present and is a positive
disincentive to young people, who are unable to
get into crofting because they cannot afford to buy.
I would like something to be done about that. I also
have concerns about a move away from the idea
that development in crofting areas should be
agricultural. I will say a bit more about that in a
moment, with your forbearance, convener.
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Others have covered specific aspects of the bill,
but I want to talk about section 34. I will mention
two aspects—wind farm development and the law
on development in general. On the former, it would
be beneficial for the outer Hebrides if benefit and
compensation payments were paid to the
community, for the benefit of the community. That
would remove the anomalies that the current
legislation creates of neighbouring crofters
receiving differing benefits just because of where
their crofts are located. It would also mean that the
compensation would be spent more meaningfully
for the benefit of the community, as it would attract
additional funding for local projects. Carefully
invested moneys could accrue and be of benefit for
many years, and substantial improvements could
be made in crofting communities, which is what the
bill is all about. I cite the experience of many
grazings committees in the outer Hebrides that
have used moneys that they have received from
forestry schemes carefully to benefit the
community, rather than hand out shares to
individuals.
The second aspect that I wish to mention,
development in crofting areas, should be
considered carefully. Although development in
such areas is to be welcomed, the removal of the
current
restrictions
on
non-agricultural
development might well be a retrograde step.
Random development without control will lead to
countless semi-industrial eyesores that will not
enhance an area. Regrettably, there are already
examples of that throughout the islands. Industrial
areas should be determined by the community and
the council, and careful controls should be put in
place.
The law should insist that all development
proposals be subject to planning control and, as a
separate issue at the local level, the Western Isles
local plan should determine areas where industrial
or semi-industrial—that is, non-agricultural—
development should take place. That should also
apply to housing sites. It appears to me that we are
losing the best of crofting ground to housing
development by way of backland and similar types
of development occasioned by the right to
purchase crofts. The bill could lead to speculative
bids for housing development sites. Such sites
should come under planning legislation and
landowners and grazings committees should be
encouraged to engage in discussions about
appropriate sites for development. We are already
considering that in the outer Hebrides.
Proposed new section 19A(2) of the Crofters
(Scotland) Act 1993 uses the phrase “for a
reasonable purpose”. Who is to determine what a
reasonable purpose is? Surely some definition of
the term “reasonable purpose” is necessary.
Planning law should decide what a reasonable
purpose might be, which might differ depending on

location, or be affected by designation, local plans
or community preference. I am not sure that
proposed new sections 19A(3)(a), (b) and (c)
satisfy my concerns. Certainly, 19A(3)(b) favours
development regardless of the consequences.
How might we define, in the case of a wind farm,
for example,
“the area affected by the development”?

Paragraph 149 of the explanatory note states:
“It would also not be necessary for the scheme to have
the consent of the community.”

The explanatory note also makes it clear that the
scheme would be binding in perpetuity.
We have to consider those matters very
carefully.
The Convener: Thank you. That was quite
specific and detailed. Having read the bill, most of
us know about the points that you made and we
will reflect on them.
Your contribution was probably at the outside
limit of the length of contributions that I am looking
for, but because you referred to the bill so
extensively and gave us some detailed points, I
was quite happy to let you talk.
Councillor Annie MacDonald (Comhairle nan
Eilean Siar): I represent the Lochs area. I live in
Lacasaidh and have been crofting all my life.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak here
today. You might notice that there are not too
many people in the public gallery. That might be
for the obvious reason that it is lambing time. I do
not know whether that was taken into account
when the committee set up this meeting.
I welcome the 20-year rule for mapping and
boundaries. That is positive.
The Lochs area includes Pairc. As you all know,
the community went through all the hoops and
ballots and so on, but then the landowner put into
place an interposed lease. That is all just a legal
process that takes time, but procrastination seems
to be the name of the game. The sooner that
things get done, the better it will be for the area.

Let us move forward together to ensure the best
for this island.
The Convener: Thank you. As a quick point of
clarification, the committee is not entirely in charge
of its destiny as far as timetables go. We are
working to the Scottish Executive’s timetable for
consideration of the bill. We put the Western Isles
at the top of the list because we wanted to come
here first. As you will know, the committee is also
going to Oban and Inverness. I hope that the
number of people here today is good enough.
Mr Alasdair Morrison (Western Isles) (Lab):
Councillor McCormack helpfully detailed exactly
where and how he wants the bill to be amended. It
would be useful if Councillor MacDonald could
reinforce what she said by referring to the specific
areas in the bill. Perhaps she could do that in
writing.
Councillor MacDonald: I shall do that.
The Convener: As I said to an earlier panel of
witnesses, if people want to submit extra
comments in writing they are more than welcome
to do so—with the caveat that the later a comment
arrives, the less time we will have to reflect on it
and let it influence our report. I repeat to everyone
that, even if you do not speak today, there is
nothing to prevent you from writing to us in future.
The next person on my list is Margaret Mackay,
who I understand will speak to us in Gaelic—
headphones at the ready for those of us who need
them.
Margaret Mackay (Western Isles Language
Plan): Tha mise an seo an-diugh a’ riochdachadh
plana-cànain nan Eilean Siar, a chaidh
fhoillseachadh an t-seachdain a chaidh. Tha am
plana airson ar cànan is ar cultar a neartachadh
anns na h-Eileanan Siar. Thàinig am plana bho na
coimhearsnachdan agus tha e stèidhichte air
beachdan nan coimhearsnachdan. Chan ann
dìreach air a’ chànan a tha am plana a’ buntainn
ach air a’ chultar agus, mar sin, air ar dòighbeatha.

The two key planks of Scottish Executive policy
are renewables and land reform, both of which are
in a fine brochan, for want of a better word.
Renewables and land reform should be tackled by
and for the people. From what I see, both issues
are sinking in a quagmire of planning and will be
stunted by the bill. Our island needs progress on
renewables, whether the developments are large
or small. Our island also needs strong land reform.

Mar a bhios fios agaibh uile, tha croitearachd na
phàirt bhunaiteach dhe dòigh-beatha nan Eilean
Siar. Ma thig atharrachadh air suidheachadh
croitearachd agus, mar eisimpleir, ma tha—rud a
tha a’ cur dragh orm fhìn—margaidh fhosgailte gu
bhith ann ’s gun e a bhith cho comasach do
dhaoine òga croitean a bhith aca is a bhith ri obair
croitearachd, bheir sin buaidh air dòigh-beatha nan
eilean. Ma dh’atharraicheas an dòigh-beatha, aig
a’ cheann thall is dòcha gur e bàs cànain agus
cultair a thig.

My plea is that we should seriously and maturely
move out of planning and get out of the swamp of
legislation, the Scottish Land Court and the whole
procedural brochan that we are in at the moment.

Leis an sin, tha mise dìreach airson moladh dhan
chomataidh gu bheil e deatamach a bhith a’ dìon
nan coimhearsnachdan. Tha barrachd na dìreach
fearann air cùlaibh seo; tha cànan, cultar is dòigh-
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beatha nam pàirt chudromach de chroitearachd
cuideachd.
Following is the simultaneous interpretation.
I am here today to represent the Western Isles
language plan, which was published last week. Its
purpose is to strengthen our language and culture
in the Western Isles. The plan came from the
communities and is based on their opinions. It
touches not only on language but on culture, and
therefore on our way of life.
Crofting is a major part of life in our communities.
If there is to be a change in the nature of crofting,
something that will bother me very much is that, in
an open market, young people will not be able to
buy crofts and take part in crofting. That will have
an effect on the life of the islands. The way of life
will change and, ultimately, that may sound the
death knell for the language and culture.
I say to the committee that it is important to
protect communities, and culture and language are
an important part of the way of life in crofting
communities.
16:00
The Convener: Thank you. That point has not
been made today, so it is useful to have it as one
of our core ambitions for crofting.
The final contributor from this panel is Steven
Graham, who will also speak to us in Gaelic.
Steven Graham (Comunn na Gàidhlig): Tha
mise an seo a’ riochdachadh Comunn na Gàidhlig.
Tha mi airson leantainn air puingean a chaidh a
thogail ann an litir gu Ross Finnie an-uiridh—an ìre
mhath na h-aon phuingean a thog Mairead
NicAoidh cheana.
Tha sinn air chluinntinn an-diugh mu dheidhinn a’
chroin a dhèanadh margaidh fhosgailte air
eaconamaidh nan eilean, ach tha sinne mothachail
gun dèanadh seo cron mòr air cultar is cànan nan
daoine cuideachd. Air ur beulaibh an-diugh bha
croitear òg à Leumrabhagh. Chuala sibh e ag ràdh
nach biodh dòigh aige air lot a cheannach airson,
can, £40,000. Is e òigridh an àite a tha fìor
chudromach. Ma tha margaidh fhosgailte gu bhith
ann, bidh a’ mhargaidh coltach ri margaidh
taigheadais, anns a bheil an ìre mhath a h-uile
taigh a thèid a reic shuas an seo anns na heileanan air a cheannach le Goill a’ tighinn asteach bhon taobh a-muigh. Ma tha na
coimhearsnachdan
traidiseanta—na
Gàidheil
fhèin—gun dòigh a bhith aca air lotaichean a
cheannach, tha e a’ dèanamh iomagain mhòr
dhuinn gur e dìreach daoine bhon taobh a-muigh a
thig a-steach.
Tha sinn airson ur n-aire a thogail gu Achd na
Gàidhlig (Alba) 2005, a chaidh a chur an gnìomh
bho chionn ghoirid. Tha sinn airson is gum bi sibh
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mothachail gu bheil uallach oirnn uile ar cànan is
ar cultar a dhìon. Tha dleastanas air Alba air fad
dualchas na dùthcha a ghleidheadh.
Mar cho-dhùnadh, tha eagal oirnn gur e na
daoine aig a bheil na sporain as motha a gheibh
na croitean seach na daoine a bhuineas dhan
Ghàidhealtachd.
Following is the simultaneous interpretation.
I am here to represent Comunn na Gàidhlig and I
would like to follow up on points that were raised in
a letter to Ross Finnie last year. I will also touch on
points that Margaret Mackay has just raised.
We have heard today of the effect that the open
market will have on crofting and on the economy of
the islands. That in turn will affect the language
and culture of the people. In front of us today was
a young crofter from Lemreway. You heard him
say that he would not be able to buy a croft for
£40,000. The young people in our communities are
really important. If there is to be an open market,
the crofting market will be just like the housing
market. Every house that is sold up here is sold to
people from the lowlands—people from outside.
That is what will happen with crofts. The traditional
communities—the Gaels, the Highland people—
will not have the resources to buy crofts. It gives us
great concern that people from outside will come
in.
We would like to raise the committee’s
awareness of the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Act
2005, which has come into operation. We want you
to be aware that our language and culture are
important to us and that we want to preserve them.
Scotland has a duty to reflect on that.
We are afraid that people with big purses will get
the benefit of the crofts, rather than the people who
belong to the Highlands.
The Convener: I thank all four of the witnesses
for giving us such articulate comments.
I now invite our second panel to come to the
table: Councillor Angus Graham, Donald Murdie,
John Macdonald and Stanley Davey. If you are in
the room, this is your chance. [Interruption.]
Apparently John Macdonald is not here. If he does
not arrive by the end of the session, he will forfeit
his place. I thank the three others for volunteering.
Councillor Angus Graham (Comhairle nan
Eilean Siar): I represent the Gress ward, which
about seven miles north of Stornoway and is still
an active crofting community. It is one of the more
populous ones because of its proximity to
Stornoway—it is in the Stornoway travel-to-work
area. I am a small-time crofter and have 30 sheep.
I enjoy my crofting and was involved for many
years with the Scottish Crofters Union.

I do not have detailed comments on particular
aspects of the bill, as Councillor McCormack had.
Crofting reform is a contentious issue and I
disagree with some of the things that have been
said today. Some grand statements have been
made, but no one has worked out the alternatives.
For example, I agree that there should not be an
unfettered free market in crofts, but when we
consider the alternative we enter a bureaucratic
morass. I am all for state intervention, although
that is not a politically correct view in the circles
that I move in. These days, I would be in favour of
the state’s involvement in all sorts of things, but I
do not know whether that is on anyone’s political
agenda.
I have one or two examples of what I mean. We
should be careful when we talk about derelict
crofts. If you travel throughout these islands and
the north-west Highlands, you will come across
pieces of land that are full of rushes and bracken
and that you would assume to be derelict. Your
colleagues in the Scottish Executive Environment
and Rural Development Department are giving
attractive grants nowadays to keep crofts in rushes
and bracken because that is useful wildlife habitat.
The essential point about that is that crofting
regulation is not an island. The issues surrounding
crofting have to be considered as a whole, and
regulation is part and parcel of that. There has
been a diminution in services to crofting. For
example, the crofters building grants and loans
scheme has been diminished. Many things,
including some of the regulations, are eating away
at the ability of crofters to continue crofting.
Someone else asked whether the landlord or the
commission should have the say in what is a
derelict croft. That question is a bit naive. I
remember a dispute some years ago with crofters
on the North Harris estate. The landlord at that
time was a society anonym, and the croft was
registered in Panama City and owned by nominee
shareholders. There are many large estates in the
Highlands that are still owned by nominee
shareholders and directors and where no one can
find out who the end-owner is. Before saying that
landlords should have a big say on what goes on
in crofting, one has to consider all of that.
Finally, I make a plea to the members of the
committee who are involved in rural issues. My
point is not about the Crofting Reform etc Bill, but I
ask members to reconsider the croft house grant
scheme. The Scottish Executive and our authority
made a big mistake when they suggested that the
loan element of that scheme should be done away
with, as that has meant that many people who
previously had access to housing no longer do so.
Ironically, those are the people who are least able
to go to financial institutions and get a mortgage.
The difference between £22,000, which is the
highest level of grant, and £80,000, which is the

typical cost of a croft house, has to be financed
through a mortgage and is beyond the reach of
many crofters. Not many financial institutions
advance mortgages to crofters on the basis of
three years of croft accounts, so the Scottish
Executive made a big mistake in not allowing that
loan scheme to continue. Anybody can now obtain
a grant as long as they have a croft, but we should
be conscious of the need to provide housing in
crofting counties to people who find it difficult to
obtain housing in other ways.
In my village, 80 per cent of the houses were
provided by the crofters building grants and loans
scheme, which started in the 1920s and provided
an excellent system for building houses until the
mid-1980s. The Tories diminished that scheme by
letting it wither on the vine and by not upgrading it
as they should have. In the 1990s, what was
provided became totally inadequate for building a
house. Nonetheless, it was much easier for people
to approach a financial institution with £30,000-odd
in the house and to seek a mortgage for the
balance than it is to find a mortgage now for the
balance between £22,000 and the cost of a house.
I urge the committee to reconsider that scheme.
No matter what many people say, I think that
your Crofting Reform etc Bill has a lot of good
things; it would take ages to go through the detail.
I, too, am pretty guilty of looking for smart
headlines, but just because there are a few smart
headlines around, you should not go away with the
view that the bill is a bad thing; it has an awful lot
of good things.
The Convener: People are guaranteed to focus
on what they dislike in a bill; it is interesting to have
your take on that.
Mark Brough has told me that the new Croft
House Grant (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (SSI
2006/214) were laid before the Parliament on
Friday, so they will come to us as we consider the
bill. If members wish to comment on the
regulations, they can see them on the internet.
Mr Morrison: The croft house grant scheme is to
be formally reviewed at the beginning of January
2007, when it will have been in place for two years.
Councillor Graham: I have one final question to
ask members, because you have much influence
with your colleagues. I do not need an answer
today. Is the Scottish Executive still willing to give
the crofting community the Scottish Executive’s
crofting estates at no cost?
The Convener: We can ask the Scottish
Executive that question when it appears before us
in about five weeks’ time. Thank you for that
question, which will go on the record and which the
clerks will retain for the right time.
The next person on my list is Donald Murdie.
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Donald
Murdie
(Scottish
Crofting
Foundation): I work for the Scottish Crofting
Foundation and I have spent the past 18 years
very much in crofting. I do not apologise for
returning to the issue of regulation. At the start of
the meeting, I gave the committee a piece of paper
with information about a township that is not in
these islands, but in Skye and Lochalsh. That
example is a perfect illustration of the long-term
failure of the current regulatory mechanisms, which
have been wantonly allowed to fall into disrepair.
The information is about a small township of 18
crofts in the parish of Glenshiel in the Lochalsh
area. Of those crofts, 10 are tenanted or owned by
absentees—three crofts are in the hands of one
family who reside in Aberdeenshire. On the
remaining eight crofts, there is no discernible
crofting activity. I offer that to the committee as an
example of long-term regulatory failure and ask a
rhetorical question: how do we reverse the
situation and bring to these neglected areas the
social, economic and environmental benefits that
we all know are to be had from active crofting?
We know that the Crofters Commission has the
powers to act in such situations now. If it could
arrange for those crofts to be given up, the
outgoers would demand the market value, which,
in the Skye and Lochalsh area, would be
something like £80,000 per croft. I have no answer
to that, but that is the sort of challenge that is faced
by large areas of the crofting counties. Thankfully,
not so much in Lewis, but throughout the west
coast of the mainland, such situations are to be
found.
16:15
The Convener: Thank you for giving us that
case study to illustrate your point. The third panel
member is Stanley Davey.
Stanley Davey: My contribution will be short
because what I wanted to say has been hijacked
by a previous speaker. Although I speak as an
individual, I stress that I am here on behalf of many
friends and neighbours from the west coast of the
island.
I come from a croft at North Galson, where we
are surrounded by many crofts and lots of sheep. I
have been asked by at least seven people to come
here today and make the point that everybody is
interested in the bill and wanted to give you—if you
will pardon the pun—grass-roots information and
opinion. I know that this is not the committee’s
fault, but if it comes up here in lambing season, it
will not see many genuine crofters from the west
side of the island. That is the message, for which I
can only apologise. Look at the public gallery:
given that the committee is spending all this time
consulting the crofting community, it is a great pity
that—if I understand what you said correctly,
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convener—it has been forced by the Scottish
Executive’s timetable to come up here at this time.
The Convener: This is not the only point of
public consultation on the bill; the Executive has
carried out a lot of consultation already. I repeat
what I have said on the record: if people want to
make further submissions to us, we would be
delighted to receive their comments on the bill as
drafted. The timescale is such that we expect the
committee’s report to be published in June, so
there is still time left if people want to reinforce the
points that have been made today.
I thank the three of you for speaking to the
committee.
16:19
Informal session closed.

SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM LEWIS WIND POWER LIMITED ("LWP")
On behalf of LWP, this supplementary written submission draws upon LWP's previous
evidence submitted to the Environment and Rural Development Committee ("the
Committee") by way of (1) written evidence sent to the Scottish Parliament on 12 April;
and (2) an oral submission by John Price on behalf of LWP to the Committee on 24 April
2006.
In its previous evidence LWP set out its position in relation to the Crofting Reform etc Bill
("the Bill") generally and also identified its primary concern with the Bill - namely Section
35 whereby the creation of a right to buy the tenant's interest in any lease over eligible
crofting land will seriously undermine one of the stated aims of the Bill (i.e. to facilitate
the use of croft land for non-crofting use to lead to a more diverse and more sustainable
rural economy).
In particular it is one of the stated aims of the Bill to facilitate energy developments on
croft land and common grazings. So a number of measures have been included in
Sections 11, 26 and 34 of the Bill which are specifically designed to remove or address
some of the difficulties/risks encountered by those who are promoting or financing such
developments (e.g. the inclusion of "generation of energy" as a reasonable purpose for
resumption and the introduction of development schemes). Naturally, these measures
are welcomed by LWP and other developers interested in energy developments on croft
land.
However, LWP believes that the proposed introduction of a right to buy the tenant's
interest in any lease over eligible crofting land will seriously undermine this stated aim of
the Bill. In effect, the same concerns which were identified in paragraphs 4.6-4.22 of the
Draft Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill, Consultation Paper (March 2005) and which will be
removed or addressed by Sections 11, 26 and 34 of the Bill (namely "rights over croft
land which are not acceptable to developers and lenders" and provisions which
represent "an unacceptable financial risk") will be created by Section 35 of the Bill.
LWP acknowledges that there is an issue with certain crofting landlords seeking to
defeat the crofting community right to buy and retain for themselves both the control of
the land and the income generated therefrom by putting in place interposed leases in
favour of tenants who are in fact the landlords in a different guise ("avoidance
interposed leases"). However, those avoidance interposed leases are quite different
from other leases which, if a CCB subsequently buys the land, the CCB will step into as
landlords and receive the income from. These other leases will have been put in place in
the ordinary course of business, at arm's length, for the economic development of the
land in question, for the benefit of the landowner whoever that may be, and not with a
view to avoiding the CCB's right to buy the land. In fact these other leases are most
likely to have been put in place before the crofting community right to buy was
introduced into Scots Law.
If the Scottish Parliament creates a right to terminate all of these other "non-avoidance"
leases then, not only do they (a) prejudice the rights and interests of all of those existing
third party, "non-avoidance" tenants and (b) potentially distort the market by creating the
potential for CCB's to be bankrolled by competing developers seeking either to take over
an existing development or to sterilise a site, but they also (c) prejudice the future
development potential of land in crofting areas. If the current proposals go through, croft
land will become less attractive to third party developers than ever before and could
become a "no-go" area for development.
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As previously submitted to the Committee and for the reasons we have set out above,
LWP believes the proposed solution contained in Section 35 of the Bill is not the best
means of addressing the use (or potential use) of avoidance interposed leases designed
to frustrate the crofting community right to buy as created by Part 3 of the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2003 ("the 2003 Act"). LWP has advised the Committee that it believes
there is an alternative solution which would better target the identified problem. As
agreed with the Committee on 24 April, this submission will provide further information
on that proposed alternative solution.
1

THE PROBLEM TO BE ADDRESSED

The proposed creation of a crofting community right to buy a tenant's interest in any
lease of eligible croft land in the Crofting Reform Bill (as currently drafted in Section 35
of the Bill) ("the Current Solution") is being introduced primarily in response to the use
(or potential use) of avoidance interposed leases to frustrate the intentions of Part 3 of
the 2003 Act.
The underlying aim behind the use of avoidance interposed leases by current
landowners of croft land is to ensure that in the event of a crofting community body
(CCB) exercising its right to buy, the development value of the land still effectively
remains in the hands of the current landowner. An avoidance interposed lease achieves
this aim by granting in favour of a party connected to the original landowner tenancy
rights such that – even if the ownership of the land changes - the interposed tenant(or
mid-landlord) will continue to control some or all of the powers that the landowner would
previously have had in relation to the land in question and to benefit from the income
generated from the exercise of such powers. In the Financial Memorandum which
accompanies the Bill, the Scottish Executive confirm that the Current Solution is
primarily being introduced to deal with the possibility that land owners will use avoidance
interposed leases to complicate and thwart crofting community right to buy applications.
The Scottish Executive believe that the Current Solution meets this objective because "if
the crofting community body has a right to buy a lease it is unlikely that landowners will
continue to create leases to achieve that goal since it would be pointless to do so."
Notwithstanding its concern with the Scottish Executive's Current Solution, LWP
supports a resolution of the issue created by the use (or potential use) of such
avoidance interposed leases to (i) thwart the ability of CCBs to receive income from the
land and (ii) to control the future development of land. In relation to the issue of such
avoidance interposed leases LWP agrees with the Executive's consultation analysis that
the "do nothing" approach is not an option.
2

AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION

2.1

Overview of our Proposal

We would submit that the best option is to target avoidance leases only, thus avoiding
placing all commercial leases of croft land on the same footing and continuing to
encourage the legitimate economic development of croft land. Our proposal therefore
draws upon existing, well-developed legislative mechanisms created to deal with
avoidance schemes in the context of tax and pensions.
This route would resolve the real issue at the heart of the Executive's Current Solution
without prejudicing the other aims of the Bill.
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Further, as has been recognised by the Scottish Executive, the European Conventions
on Human Rights is also a relevant consideration in the context of the Current Solution.
This is due to Article 1, Protocol 1's protection of property and the corresponding
obligations of the Scottish Executive under Section 57(2) of the Scotland Act 1998 to act
in a way which is compatible with the European Conventions on Human Rights. Our
alternative solution essentially creates the minimal necessary interference in the
property rights of existing, third party tenants whilst still achieving the stated public policy
objective of the legislation. Accordingly, our alternative solution allows the Scottish
Executive to act in a demonstrably more proportionate way than is currently stated within
the Bill and so would be more commensurate with its human rights obligations. This
would in turn reduce the risk of challenge by such aggrieved third party tenants.
2.2

Specific Proposals

2.2.1

Our proposed solution is to limit the right to be created (by the introduction of a
new section 69A into Part 3 of the 2003 Act) to a right in favour of a CCB to buy
out a tenant's interest in a lease which is between "connected persons" or
"associates". To demonstrate how this could be incorporated into the 2003
Act, we have set out two possible options below for consideration:(a) Option 1 – using the existing definition of "connected person" as applied
under the Taxation and Chargeable Gains Act 1992 for the purposes of
eliminating tax avoidance schemes; and
(b) Option 2 – using the existing definition of "associate" as used in the
Insolvency Act 1986 for the purpose of eliminating the transfer of
pension fund assets (including land) to associated entities for
avoidance purposes.

We have set out our proposed amendments to the new Section 69A below
(shown in bold italics). We believe either of the options would represent a
proportionate and effective response to address the mischief represented by
avoidance interposed leases. In relation to Option 1, the 2003 Act already
makes reference to the Taxation and Chargeable Gains Act 1992 in the context
of creating exceptions to the crofting community right to buy (see in particular
Section 41(1)). However, in the present context we consider that the increased
scope of Option 2 (which employs the Insolvency Act definition of "associate"
and which is therefore wider than "connected persons" as it includes employees
and trustee/beneficiary relationships) may better meet the Executive's needs.
The onus for establishing and demonstrating whether or not any lease was of a
type which could properly be the subject of a CCB application to buy would rest
with the CCB and the owner of the eligible croft land. The provisions of the 2003
Act (and underlying Regulations) which set out the mechanics and form of any
application to buy eligible croft land would need to be amended in order to
clarify the additional information/test to be met (as they would have required
amendment to reflect the Current Solution).
By adopting our alternative solution, ultimately the Scottish Ministers would be
entitled to grant any application it received from a CCB to buy out the tenant's
interest under an avoidance interposed lease between "connected persons" or
"associates" thus allowing the incoming CCB to acquire the land without the
outgoing landowner retaining effective control of the land and its potential for
income generation.
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2.2.2

OPTION 1

"69A Real right of a tenant
(1)

This section applies where a tenancy which is not (a) a croft tenancy;
(b) the tenancy of a dwelling-house; or
(c) a statutory tenancy,
has been created over eligible croft land and the tenant is connected with the
owner of that land.

(2)

Where this section applies, a crofting community body may apply, under section
73 below, to buy the real right of the tenant over that land(a) where(i) it is simultaneously applying; or
(ii) it has made an application in respect of which Ministers have not made
a decision,
to buy eligible croft land; or
(b) during the relevant period.

(3)

Such an application may be made during the relevant period only where the
crofting community body –
(a)
has provided confirmation under section 85(1) below of its intention to
proceed to buy eligible croft land; or
(b)
has bought and retained that land in accordance with the provisions of this
Part of this Act.

(4)

In subsection (1) above "statutory tenancy" is to be construed in accordance with
section 3 of the Rent (Scotland) Act 1984 (c.58).

(5)

For the purposes of subsection (1) any question whether a tenant is
connected with an owner shall be determined in accordance with
subsections (2) to (8) of section 286 Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992
(any provision that one person is connected with another person being
taken to mean that they are connected with one another).

(6)

In subsection (2) above, "relevant period" means the period beginning with the
date on which Ministers consented to the application under section 73 to buy
eligible croft land and ending –
(a)
where the crofting community body does not proceed to exercise its right
to buy that land, on the date on which it withdraws, under section 85(2)
below, its confirmation so to proceed; or
(b)
where the crofting community body has bought and retained that land, five
years after the date on which the crofting community body bought and
retained that land."

2.2.3 OPTION 2
"69A Real right of a tenant
(1) This section applies where a tenancy which is not (a) a croft tenancy;
(b) the tenancy of a dwelling-house; or
(c) a statutory tenancy,
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has been created over eligible croft land and the tenant is an associate of the
owner of that land.
(2)

Where this section applies, a crofting community body may apply, under section
73 below, to buy the real right of the tenant over that land(a) where(i) it is simultaneously applying; or
(ii) it has made an application in respect of which Ministers have not made
a decision,
to buy eligible croft land; or
(b) during the relevant period.

(3)

Such an application may be made during the relevant period only where the
crofting community body –
(a)
has provided confirmation under section 85(1) below of its intention to
proceed to buy eligible croft land; or
(b)
has bought and retained that land in accordance with the provisions of this
Part of this Act.
In subsection (1) above "statutory tenancy" is to be construed in accordance with
section 3 of the Rent (Scotland) Act 1984 (c.58).

(4)

(5)

For the purposes of subsection (1) any question whether a person is an
associate of another shall be determined in accordance with subsections
(2) to (11) of section 435 of the Insolvency Act 1986 (any provision that one
person is an associate of another being taken to mean that they are
associates of each other).

(6)

In subsection (2) above, "relevant period" means the period beginning with the
date on which Ministers consented to the application under section 73 to buy
eligible croft land and ending –
(a)
where the crofting community body does not proceed to exercise its right
to buy that land, on the date on which it withdraws, under section 85(2)
below, its confirmation so to proceed; or
(b)
where the crofting community body has bought and retained that land, five
years after the date on which the crofting community body bought and
retained that land."

3

CONCLUSION
We believe our alternative solution to the problem of avoidance interposed
leases is simple to achieve yet effective and more proportionate to the problem
than the Scottish Executive's Current Solution. Our alternative solution draws on
the existing, well developed legislative mechanisms which are in place to
counteract the myriad of other avoidance schemes which have been attempted
to get round the tax and pensions regimes. We feel our alternative solution
avoids the "sledge hammer to crack a nut" problems associated with the Current
Solution whilst being well capable of cracking the nut in question.
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH RURAL PROPERTY AND BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
1. Introduction
1.1. The Scottish Rural Property and Business Association represents the interests of land
owners and land-based businesses in Scotland. The Association welcomes the
opportunity to give both written and oral evidence to the Committee on the Crofting
Reform etc (Scotland) Bill (“the Bill”).
1.2. This Bill aims to reform crofting law by amendment to the 1993 Act. The policy
memorandum and title of the Bill suggest that this Bill aims to protect crofting. If this is
really the objective then the long term interests of crofting as a form of land tenure and
as a way of life must be recognised. Cooperation, with the development of compatible
land use and employment opportunities within crofting estates, is supported by SRPBA.
The Association does not favour fragmentation and individual speculation.
1.3. Based on the above, the SRPBA is not convinced the Bill reflects these principles. The
Association would urge the Committee to consider the following areas of concern
allowing the Bill in its present form proceeding to stage 2: Market in crofts – the Bill should expect the Crofters Commission (or Landlords
and grazings committees in the case of assignations) to deal more robustly with
croft acquisitions, in order to deal with local interests;
 Extension of Crofting outwith the crofting counties – the Bill fails to recognise
the practical problems which could be caused, for example land management and
compensation.
 Division of Crofts - subdividing crofts is likely to reduce agricultural and
purposeful use potential.
 Crofting Administration – the Bill offers the opportunity to simplify administration
even further by allowing more decisions to be taken locally by crofters and owners
if grazings committees could be properly constituted and accountable bodies.
 Leases of croft land – in closing a perceived loophole which could be used to
frustrate the community right to buy, other legitimate arrangements which
facilitate development and prosperity will be affected.
2. Market in Crofts
2.1. There are two aspects to the market in crofts:- (1) an individual, subject to Crofters’
Commission approval, may be assigned a croft tenancy and “purchase” the
improvements from the previous tenant, and (2) An existing croft tenant can with the
approval of Crofter’s Commission acquire his croft and is then free to sell it. In the first
case, compensation for improvements on assignation must not be inflated to become a
premium for the assignation. In the second case, the existence of crofting tenure should
have the effect of dampening value on re-sale so that the croft stays affordable for
genuine crofting.
2.2. The assignation of a croft tenancy should require agreement by the landlord and the
Crofters’ Commission. The Bill is removing the landlord’s input in a family assignation,
and this, in conjunction with the generally held perception that the Commission does not
take an adequate interest in regulating assignations, is likely to aid the free market in
crofts. Rather than change the law, the Commission could be encouraged to take a
more robust view on assignations within its current powers.
2.3. Previous witnesses indicated that the individual crofter’s absolute right to buy has not
been as widely exercised as anticipated. This suggests that, on the ground, there is still
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a recognised and valuable role for crofting as a form of tenancy, and therefore a role for
the landlord. SRPBA wholeheartedly endorses this view but the Bill appears to diminish
this role even further.
2.4. When the individual crofter’s right to buy was introduced it was clearly intended that the
crofter would continue to occupy the croft (becoming in effect his own landlord). It was
also intended that he would not be able to exploit his position by immediately selling the
croft to a third party for a windfall gain. The clawback provisions in the 1976 Act were
intended to ensure that the requirement to share any uplift with the former landlord on
any sale within 5 years would act as a deterrent to selling the croft to the highest bidder.
Some 15 years after that Act was passed, a legal loophole developed which allows an
owner occupier crofter to sell to a “nominee” (for example a third party developer)
without the requirement to share the uplift with the former landlord (see Whitbread v
Macdonald 1992 SC 479). This has opened the way to speculation in croft sites and has
encouraged the free trade in crofts on the open market. This invariably leads to crofts
being sold at prices well beyond the reach of local people wishing to get into crofting.
2.5. Those who have a genuine interest in crofting as a way of life and as a mechanism for
sustaining economic activity in crofting areas comprise both landowners and crofters.
SRPBA believes there would be widespread support not only for closing the nominee
purchase loophole but also increasing the clawback period through this Bill. It has been
suggested that the clawback period should be increased to 25 years, but we believe this
is perhaps unreasonable. A 10 or 15 year clawback period may well be sufficient to
dissuade the developing speculation in crofts which is so detrimental to the long term
future of traditional crofting.
2.6. In addition, the fixing of croft rents by the Land Court for the purposes of calculating the
price which the crofter must pay on exercising his right to buy should include
consideration of the current market value. As a result landowners would receive a fairer
price for their land – and this is as important for community landowners as traditional
estates. Not only would this deal with concerns about compliance with the European
Convention on Human Rights but would also act as a disincentive to speculation.
2.7. SRPBA would welcome the “proper occupier” provisions in principle, however at the
time of writing this submission members have not yet had the opportunity to fully
consider the proposals. It is unfortunate that the introduction of the Bill could not have
been delayed until this provision had been finalised by the Scottish Executive. Political
expediency or pressure should not take priority over well considered legislation.
3. Extension of Crofting outwith the Crofting Counties
3.1. Crofting is not the only tool for rural development and any extension of crofting tenure
beyond the traditional crofting counties should be given much further consideration
before being seriously contemplated. The disadvantages may well seriously outweigh
the perceived benefits. Crofting has been used to attempt to preserve a way of life and
culture in the historic crofting counties. However, to impose it on other areas of Scotland
which have long since evolved in a different direction is likely to simply create
anomalous pockets of a generally different tenure.
3.2. The perceived benefits to the small landholder of conversion to crofting status are
thought to be threefold namely (1) access to grants for housing and other schemes (2)
increase supply of housing and (3) absolute right to buy. There are however difficulties
in the rational behind all three arguments.
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3.3. The first benefit can be achieved without imposing crofting tenure. In fact, section 4 of
the Bill already allows for schemes to provide grants to occupiers of holdings which are
similar to crofts outwith the crofting counties. It not a reason for extension of crofting.
3.4. The second benefit is inextricably linked to the planning system and availability of
infrastructure. The desired outcome can again be achieved without imposing crofting
tenure. Rural exception sites and rural housing burdens can both be used to increase
supply of land for purely affordable let housing. We know that landowners do and will
release more land for housing if they can be guaranteed it will remain affordable to let in
perpetuity. The mechanisms mentioned (rural exception sites and rural housing
burdens) would achieve this but crofting would not.
3.5. It remains therefore that the only real driver for creation of crofting outwith the crofting
counties is the absolute right to buy. Whilst it is easy to appreciate why the handful of
small landholders (for example on Arran) would wish to be given the right to buy land at
greatly reduced value, the interests of the owner should not be ignored. The
compensation provisions are inadequate, and assume that the only loss to the owner
will be monetary. The further erosion of the property rights of these owners must be
recognised.
3.6. In addition this measure is disproportionate and risks damaging the already fragile
confidence in the tenanted land sector throughout Scotland. Owners and tenants alike
wish to see a healthy let land sector. Tenancies are often the only way for young people
to get into farming and with the new rights of diversification under the Agricultural
Holdings legislation they offer a better opportunity than ever for farmers. However,
owners are much less likely to make land available for letting if they believe it will be
removed from them involuntarily through compulsory purchase/absolute right to buy.
Small landholders already enjoy the protection and security of the Small Landholders
Acts as well as, we believe, the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act 1991. This includes
a pre-emptive right to buy on registering an interest.
3.7. Therefore to create a small number of farmers outwith the traditional crofting areas with
an absolute right to buy living and working beside other farmers who do not enjoy this
privileged position is bound to destabilise the whole sector to the detriment of everyone
involved – both tenant and owner.
4. Division
4.1. SRPBA believes that sub-division of crofts is generally not desirable because it reduces
the flexibility for agriculture or purposeful use. The Bill removes the ability for the
landlord to give or withhold consent to division. Interested parties are instead given an
opportunity to object with no assurance that a valid objection will be considered or
upheld. This is an example of where the steady erosion of the landlord’s role is
detrimental to crofting generally. Division cuts across (and in effect acts as a loophole
to) the requirement that a croft should have no more than 2 houses (see rule 8 of
Schedule 2 to the 1993 Act). By simply creating more and more smaller units, traditional
crofts will simply be turned into a number of house sites, with no assurance that these
houses will remain affordable for local people in perpetuity, and the end of traditional
crofting as land-based economic activity.
4.2. As indicated above there are other mechanisms available which are currently
underused and could help provide affordable housing in rural areas. This Bill should not
confuse solving rural housing issues with crofting. The Bill should surely try to preserve
crofts as economically active parcels of land on which primarily land-based activity
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occurs and on which local people live and work. Division is contrary to this principle in
most cases.
5. Crofting Administration
5.1. SRPBA (and its predecessor Scottish Landowners’ Federation) has always advocated
that if grazings committees were properly constituted, democratic and accountable, then
most decisions could be taken on the ground between the crofters and owners, with
involvement of the Commission only where agreement can’t be reached or where one
party is absent or unreasonable. It is correct that there should be an effective regulating
body to deal with situations where one party does not comply with the letter and spirit of
crofting legislation. But bureaucracy could be reduced if local people were enabled to
take the majority of decisions locally.
5.2. SRPBA believes that greater cooperation between the parties actually involved on the
ground at a local level could avoid many of the criticisms currently level at the
Commission. Whilst the Bill introduces the concept of local panels, it unfortunately does
not attempt to address the issue of constitution and accountability of grazings
committees, and in fact seeks to ignore both them and landlords. The Association
believes that there should have been at least consultation on this issue and further
thought given to possible solutions before the Bill was introduced in Parliament.
6. Leases of Croft Land
6.1. The Bill attempts to close a perceived loophole in the Land Reform Act which is thought
to have the potential of frustrating the crofting community right to buy. The target of this
measure appears to be the interposed lease by which effectively all the rights and
obligations of the landlord are transferred to a third party for a period of time and which
“interposes” a new landlord during that period.
6.2. SRPBA would not support any device which is designed purely to defeat the intention of
parliament. However the Bill as drafted goes further than is required. It would enable
any lease over croft land to be acquired, not just the interposed lease “device”. There
should be a distinction drawn for leases which have been put in place for valid
commercial reasons, often with the consent and concurrence of the crofters at the time.
If crofters consented to a lease which brings mutual benefit to the owner and the
crofters, then SRPBA believes that this leasehold interest should not be able to be
compulsorily acquired by the community.
7. Other comments
7.1. There are many other aspects of the Bill which cannot be covered adequately on 4
sides of A4 paper. SRPBA believes that some of these provisions are positive changes
for the future of crofting. We welcome the ability for crofters and landlords to undertake
joint forestry schemes for example. Equally we welcome the ability for prosperity and
shared benefit from development on croft land to take place through development
schemes when landlords and crofters are in agreement. These examples of partnership
working between crofters and landlords should be developed further into other areas of
crofting.
7.2. The increasingly diluted role of the landlord is therefore a negative development which
we believe to be to the detriment of crofting generally. The landlord’s role is not fully
recognised in a number of areas of the Bill for example in local policy and local panels
(section 2A page 3), division (section 14 page 23), subletting (section 15 page 24),
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assignation (section 16 page 24), succession (section 17 page 25), crofter forestry
(section 30 page 43) and apportionment (section 33 page 51).
7.3. SRPBA welcomes the ability for croft to be used for wider “purposeful use”. This brings
crofting into line with Agricultural Holdings legislation and the need for sustainable
diversification of rural businesses. However we feel the definition of purposeful use in
section 11 of the Bill (page 19) should make it clear that crofting activity should remain
land-based.
7.4. The provisions for landlords to be required to consent to new access to crofts should
also deal with issues of ongoing maintenance of access roads by the crofter(s), and
ensure that access is to enable a croft be to used as a croft for a purposeful use.
7.5. The reduction in the landlord’s ability to refuse consent to a forestry development by
crofters should be accompanied by adequate compensation for loss of property and
sporting rights. This is missing from the Bill as drafted.
SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH ESTATES BUSINESS GROUP
BACKGROUND
SEBG represents a group of progressive land-based estates with significant agricultural and
rural business interests. It aims to promote a modern business approach in the management of
Scotland's land resource in ways which deliver social, economic and environmental benefits.
The Group seeks to secure a sustainable and prosperous future for Scotland’s rural areas.
OVERVIEW
The Group’s members have widespread agricultural and crofting interests in Scotland, and
share the stated objectives of the Crofting Reform Bill of ensuring crofting has a sound future.
However, SEBG has concerns about certain provisions within the Bill, which we fear may not
help achieve the objective of delivering a secure future for the crofting sector and indeed may
run counter to it.
In summary, SEBG firmly believes that modernising crofting legislation is necessary and
welcome. However, the greatest care must be taken to avoid legislative measures that will fuel
the market in second homes and lease assignations which has developed in the traditional
crofting counties. It cannot surely be in the interests of crofting for the new legislation to create
a system where people can make a fast buck, regardless of the future. The new legislation,
intended to underpin and encourage crofting as a sustainable way of life, risks delivering the
very opposite. Furthermore, the legislation must not be allowed to create instability within the
agricultural sector at a time when there is widespread industry acceptance that stability is of
crucial importance.
SEBG’s concerns relate to:
x
x
x
x
x
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the role of the Crofters Commission in facilitating sustainable crofting
the unspecified extension of crofting areas;
the introduction of crofting rights to small landholders;
proposals for simplifying assignation of crofts, thereby facilitating a market in crofts and
its potential consequences for new entrants;
non-agricultural developments on crofting land;

x
x

community body rights in relation to interposed leases;
nominee purchase – not covered by the Bill.

PART 1: CROFTERS COMMISSION
Whilst the Group regards as laudable moves designed to update and modernise crofting
legislation and administration and to simplify processes, attention ought also to be paid to how
regulatory control is delivered in practice. The Crofters Commission’s main objective is to
promote and maintain a thriving crofting community. It must be a regulator as well as
supporter. However, the Commission is perceived as being less effective than it might be.
There is a need to put in place stricter controls on crofting grants for non-active crofters, and
also to interpret “thriving” as the need to sustain the community through traditional methods first
and foremost, coupled with diversity controlled to ensure it is sympathetic both to crofting as a
way of life and to local circumstances and opinion. In addition, since the Bill is proposing
extension of the role of an already overstretched Commission, it will be important that extra
resources are directed at delivery of its expanded brief, including for training.
Apparent weakness by the Crofters Commission in delivery of its function as a regulator has
facilitated the creation of the market in crofts. Strengthening the onus on the Commission as a
regulator, making it a duty rather than a power, would help to rein in spiralling prices in the
market for crofts.
The Taynuilt case - where the owner of croft land was granted approval to decroft by the
Crofters Commission, despite local opposition, as a consequence of its being zoned for
housing by the local authority - flagged up the need for the Crofters Commission to be involved
in the early stages of planning applications where croft land was involved. SEBG suggests that
as part of its new regulatory structure being established by the Crofting Reform Bill, the Crofters
Commission should be listed as a statutory consultee in planning issues, to ensure the crofting
community’s voice can be heard, and at a sufficiently early time in the process to ensure its
views can be given full weight.
Whilst demand for crofts may seem to be outstripping supply in places, some traditional crofting
regions are seeing perhaps 25 – 35% of crofts being left unworked. Whilst the Commission
maintains a register of crofts to enable it to carry out its functions, there is also a need to liaise
more with landlords and grazings clerks to ascertain what is actually happening on the ground,
to improve good practice on croft land, and to ensure that the issue of non-active or absentee
crofters is properly dealt with. Linked to this is the need to encourage young people to take
over from the elderly / non-active crofters, and to give the elderly / non-active more of an
incentive to pass on crofts.
PART 2: CROFTS
Section 10: New crofts
An improvement in crofting administration and a serious attempt to tackle the issue of absentee
crofters must be greater priorities for the Crofters Commission than extending crofting
boundaries.
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The original purpose of crofting boundaries was to retain a certain traditional lifestyle. Now,
some years on, any area excluded from that original decision will have moved on from that
model. It is questionable, therefore, whether extension of traditional crofting tenure to outwith
current boundaries could have any practical effect in delivering that objective.
SEBG questions the need for extension of crofting boundaries. According to the Scottish
Executive’s Draft Crofting Reform Bill consultation paper, published in 2005 and on which this
Bill is based, “it is now possible to create holdings in the rest of Scotland which in terms of
tenant’s rights and landlord’s responsibilities can be identical to crofts without extending crofting
legislation.” There is therefore no need to extend crofting legislation, but rather, to modernise
it by equipping it to cope with 21st century developments.
SEBG is extremely concerned about the effect any extension of crofting areas or rights to small
landholders would have on confidence in the rural economy and specifically the agricultural
sector. Extension by the Bill of absolute right to buy to small landholders in the non crofting
counties would be very likely to reopen the whole debate on the absolute right to buy for tenant
farmers generally, since it would create the potential for disparity between neighbouring
tenants, with one being given an absolute right to buy whilst the other has a pre-emptive right to
buy following a decision by the landlord to sell.
The Group fears that any further upheaval in the legislative basis on which agricultural holdings
across the rest of Scotland are managed would seriously undermine the whole land
management sector, just when the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act 2003 is settling down
and the new letting vehicles it introduced are being embraced. There is industry wide
consensus that what is now needed, instead - particularly given the difficult trading conditions
facing the whole agricultural sector - is a period of stability to allow the Act to bed down and for
landlords and tenants alike to work together constructively to make the new arrangements work
effectively. Such a period of stability would give greater confidence to invest to all those
involved in the sector – and in many ways more importantly those not currently involved in but
contemplating entry into the sector.
Further, it must be expected that the unspecified proposals would lead to the dilution of the
funding currently available to crofters within established crofting areas. This would inevitably
have a negative impact on the sustainability of crofting communities generally. A strong view
has been expressed within existing crofting counties that weaknesses in crofting administration
should be addressed first, before any extension of crofting areas should be entertained.
Section 11: Statutory conditions
SEBG welcomes the intention to modify conditions of tenure so that unacceptable neglect or
misuse of croft land can be identified and resolved. Measures to address the non-working or
neglect of crofts by tenants are to be welcomed, but it will be important that they are matched
by similar measures targeted at negligent owners, in the interests of best crofting tradition.
SEBG welcomes, in principle, the indications being given by the Scottish Executive that
amendments will be brought forward at Stage 2 to ensure that the requirements of and
expectations on crofting owners replicate those on crofting tenants. However, the effectiveness
of such a proposal, and thereby the way in which it works to inhibit absentee crofters, will be
dependent on the way in which the Crofters Commission carries out its responsibility to monitor
and act upon practice which falls below an acceptable norm.
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Section 16: Assignation
SEBG members with crofting interests take active measures to facilitate new young entrants to
crofting. However, the Bill proposes less scrutiny of assignations by the Crofters Commission.
SEBG is concerned that the ease with which croft tenancies may henceforth be transferred will
do nothing to restrict the market in crofts which has developed in recent years.
Increasingly, Scotland is witnessing remote and rural properties being bought up as second or
holiday homes, with consequences for the sustainability of local economies and communities,
as well as for the prospects of youngsters who may wish to continue to live in their local areas
but who are forced to move away in the search for affordable housing. If nothing is done to
limit the developing market in crofts, and for sums well out of the reach of aspiring youngsters,
it will become increasingly difficult for young people to get that vital first step on the crofting
ladder. This concern has real implications for the provision of what we see as the ability of
these young aspiring croft entrants to tap into ‘affordable housing’ through the grants available,
hopefully reducing the migration from some of Scotland’s most fragile rural areas.
One measure which would assist would be to increase the clawback period on the onward sale
of a croft after the exercise of the right to buy from 5 to 10 years. This would assist traditional
crofting communities since it would help to protect against transfer of crofts on the open market
for reasons less to do with crofting and more to do with making a “fast buck”.
PART 5: SCHEMES FOR DEVELOPMENT
Section 34: Schemes for development
The opportunity for crofters to diversify is to be welcomed as an attempt to reinforce the
economic viability of crofting as a business activity. However, SEBG would be concerned if the
proposal to modernise conditions of tenure to allow wider use of crofts opened up the way for
non-agricultural people to exploit good crofting land for business developments not necessarily
suited to local conditions or community interests. Further, if too much leeway is created for
non-agricultural development, then the selling on of croft tenancies at much higher prices, and
mainly to those who are looking for a lifestyle change and who do not necessarily need to work
or make a living from the croft, could be exacerbated.
Clearly, a careful balance will need to be struck in assessing what constitutes appropriate
development. Scotland’s progressive estates recognise and support the importance of
business innovation and development in ensuring the sustainability of rural communities and
welcome measures which will encourage greater opportunities for crofters to grow their
business activities and incomes. However, we also look for reassurance that the Bill and its
effects on the way in which the Crofters Commission is to carry out its role will not be able to be
used as a “NIMBY-ist” vehicle to stop or divert well-meaning initiative.
We suggest that the guidelines to be used by the Crofters Commission in considering whether
to grant approvals should be appropriately defined. While supporting the concept of alternative
uses of crofts, given the current state of the agriculture sector, safeguards in the Bill should be
extended to include the best interests of the local community and the natural and cultural
heritage.
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PART 6: CROFTING COMMUNITY RIGHT TO BUY
Section 35: Crofting community right to buy
SEBG appreciates concerns that there may be scope, in particular circumstances, for leases
over crofting land to frustrate the intention of the crofting community right to buy or act as an
impediment to sustainable development by a crofting community. The Group cannot condone
action which can clearly be shown to be based not on good practice but designed solely to
circumvent the stated will of Parliament.
Nevertheless, non-crofting leases over croft land are relatively commonplace – typically relating
to the extraction of minerals, and use of the land for shooting and fishing – and exist for
legitimate commercial purposes. Leasing arrangements are the usual means of maintaining
the relationship between the owner of mineral rights and the developer extracting the minerals,
not just on croft land but everywhere.
Further, it is a common ownership arrangement for property to be owned by a “fiar”, but
occupied by another party under a lease for life. Arrangements such as this would presently fall
under the proposed legislation, leaving a genuine life renter’s interest at risk of an absolute right
to buy from a third party body. Further and tighter definition is essential to ensure that only
those leases that can be shown to be a deliberate attempt to remove what would otherwise be
eligible assets would be available for purchase by a crofting community body.
Even with tighter definition, there must be a strong risk that the proposal contained in the Bill to
create a crofting community right to buy a tenant’s interest in commercial leases over eligible
croft land, in addition to the right to buy the land itself, could have an adverse effect on the
commercial exploitation of croft land generally. This could only be to the detriment of remote
rural economies.
One issue which must also be resolved is the question of how the Crofting Community Right to
Buy would apply in any areas where new crofts were created. There would not be a crofting
community in existence prior to the creation of any new crofts, and the creation of one or two
individual crofts (with the individual right to buy) would leave uncertainty over whether the wider
absolute Right to Buy of crofting communities would then be created, or whether instead any
new right was the pre-emptive Right to Buy of non crofting communities. SEBG suggests that
the definition of what constitutes a crofting community in the context of new crofts must be
clarified if uncertainty is to be avoided.
ISSUE NOT COVERED BY THE BILL
Nominee purchase
As stated above, SEBG firmly believes that modernising crofting legislation is necessary and
welcome. However, the opportunity presented by the passage of the Crofting Reform Bill
should be taken to introduce measures which would act as a brake on the developing market in
second homes and lease assignations.
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The provisions of the Crofting (Scotland) Act 1993 ensure that a crofter or his family successors
would not be able to exploit any land acquired from the landlord by selling it to anyone else
within 5 years of purchase unless sharing any gain with the landlord. The legislation
nevertheless allows the crofter to contrive a conveyance from the landlord to a nominee without
triggering this “clawback” provision. Such a device can be utilised by those who choose to
“make a fast buck” at the expense of crofting by selling on to non-crofting interests ready to pay
over the odds for their crofting equivalent of a “place in the sun”.
SEBG suggests the Committee take the opportunity presented by the Crofting Reform Bill to
put restrictions on such nominee purchase. This proposal, which has regularly been put
forward to the Scottish Executive by the SRPBA, could do much to assist the continuation of
traditional and sustainable crofting by damping down the developing open trade in crofts which
is already pricing local young people out of the market.
SUBMISSION FROM DUNCAN MULHOLLAND
I run a “small landholding” of 50 acres on the Southern section on the Island of Arran, running
16 suckler cows and 40 store sheep. The Small Landholding has been in my family since
before Crofts were invented and together with my colleagues we support the call for Arran to be
included in the Crofting counties.
Arran is the only Island (maybe Bute and Cumbrae?) and is also the only area covered by the
HIE which is not in the crofting counties.
EXTENSION OF CROFTING TENURE OUTSIDE EXISTING CROFTING COUNTIES
The Isle of Arran, along with other disadvantaged areas of Scotland, have made representation
to the Scottish parliament to be included in the Crofting Counties for one reason and one
reason alone.
“Farming in these areas has become increasingly difficult, especially in the last ten years, and
in order to survive we must be able to diversify and protect the rural population of which we
form a part.”
Arran has two distinct type of Farmers.
Owner/occupiers
Tenant Farmers.
1.OWNER/OCCUPIERS
The owner/occupiers will have the ability to diversify into creating new crofts, and this is made
more likely with the “current contracting-out arrangements”.
This can only help (albeit small) the chronic housing situation on the Island.
The Island of Arran also lends itself to Forestry crofting
The creation of Forest crofts would also alleviate the housing problem to some extent.
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These new crofts need not be entirely agricultural in nature, allowing some local diversity to
flourish and maintain rural infrastructure.
2.TENANT FARMERS
On Arran over 90% of tenant farmers whose lease extends for more than one year continuously
are “Small Landholders”, and their leases fall under the 1911 Act.
It cannot be stressed enough that Small Landholders are not automatically smallholders.
A small landholder is an individual who was cleared to or allocated a portion of land with no
buildings whatsoever. He/she had to clear/fence/drain/ditch and erect any buildings that were
required to operate the unit and that includes his/her own dwelling.
Unfortunately the Small landholder had been overlooked in the spate of land reforms which
have passed through Parliament this last 100 years. In fact the very same argument was aired
in 2003 to no avail, therefore this is likely to be our last chance to level the playing field.
The small landholder does not have an absolute right to buy as do crofters nor a pre-emptive
right to buy as do tenants who hold tenancies under the Agricultural Holdings Act 2003. In fact
there are many benefits that Crofting status and Agricultural Holdings (2003) have that small
holders will never have under current legislation. The ability of the Small Landholder to diversify
is severely restricted due to the lack of collateral (as seen by the lender) It is for these reasons
that small holders and are keen to see Arran in the Crofting counties.
I was very pleased to see that there is an avenue open in the Bill to allow tenants of small
landholdings to convert to crofting status.
I can also follow why there has to be a mechanism to allow for compensation to the Landlord,
however there are some conditions which require some further thought
CONDITIONS FOR SMALL LANDHOLDERS TO CONVERT TENANCY
Condition 11.c “that the holding does not exceed 30 hectares”
Like Crofting in the last 100 years, there are many Small Landholdings which amalgamated to
form larger units in order to survive. This was due, in almost all cases, to the fact that the
Landlord had no other willing tenant for the neighboring small landholder. Unfortunately the
Small landholders who had this opportunity now fall outside the 30 Hectares. In Arran this
amounts to 25% of the Arran Small landholders although none have more than two
amalgamated small landholdings and none have inbye land greater than 60 Hectares. In order
to capture this significant percentage of small landholders I ask the parliament to reconsider if
any size limit is necessary.
Condition (d) “that the holding is not comprised within a larger agricultural unit, the holding and
that larger unit being, or having been, worked, managed or let as a single unit;”
This condition requires some clarification.
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Every farm on Arran (and indeed probably in Scotland ) at one time or another is comprised of
several smaller units depending on how far you want to go back in time.
With respect to the small landholdings mentioned above, again as the two holdings were
amalgamated, the tenant was encouraged to trade under one holding by both the Department
of Agriculture and the Landlord, in order to ease the mountain of paperwork in recent years.
The larger unit is still governed by the 1911 Act.
I propose that the conditions (c) and (d) are not required as they will prejudice a significant
number of legitimate small landholders.
The other conditions appear to be fair.
SUBMISSION FROM MATTHEW HICKMAN
I hope that a little personal background may help illustrate my perspective on the proposed
creation of new crofts in Dumfries and Galloway – I am particularly enthusiastic about the
potential for woodland crofts.
Nearly 10 years ago my Wife and I abandoned life in the city, sold our house and the business
we had spent 8 years building up, bought a camper van, stuffed the cash under the mattress
and set off full of hope in search of land to buy and settle on.
Over the next 12 months we covered just about every square inch of Great Britain
including England, Wales and Ireland, both North and South. Scotland was our last hope. We
comprehensively covered the highlands and found the same problem there as everywhere else
– Land that we found within our budget was cheap for a reason – generally that there was
absolutely no chance of gaining planning permission to live on it.
As we despondently headed back down south we stumbled entirely by accident on
“Carsphairn” in Dumfries and Galloway and heard to local gossip about the “Carsphairn
Smallholdings Policy” – an initiative set up by the community council to attract appropriate repopulation from people who could make a contribution to a Parish suffering the consequences
of long-term population decline.
To cut a very long story short we ultimately managed (under entirely false pretences) to buy 50
acres of land from a private forestry company. We have lived here very happily for the last 6
years and have created a registered agricultural holding, a family home and a business, or
rather businesses – I break and train British Native Ponies for draft work on smallholdings and
in forestry (Our main business – set up with a Farm Business Diversification Grant from
SERAD), sell fencing timber machined from my trees using a small chainsaw mill, grow
Christmas trees and supply foliage for Christmas wreaths, run 2 annual music festivals
(promoted by Knockengorroch Festivals, one of the first “Community Interest Companies” in
Scotland), write for various rural magazines and build dry stone walls on piece rate.
This experience has given me an unusual outlook on rural regeneration and repopulation – We
arrived here as incomers, settled and integrated well into the community and now share it’s
concerns for the future.
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In an attempt to repay the debt of gratitude felt to Carsphairn as it had allowed us to fulfil our
aspirations to own and work land I asked various local people active in the community how best
I could help and was left in no doubt that the best favour any one could do was to attract more
people who would help under pin our local services and maintain the life of the place.
To this end I have undertaken a number of roles and joined various groups; I am vice chair of
the Glen Kens Affordable Housing Group which worked with Communities Scotland and
Craigforth Consultants to produce the Glen Kens Affordable Housing Study in March last year.
This study was well received to the point that the council has funded a further 3 studies in other
areas of D&G suffering historic population decline. A further direct consequence was
Communities Scotland’s agreement to extend Rural Home Owners’ Grants to D&G – perhaps
our biggest victory yet.
I am also a director of the Dumfries and Galloway Small Communities Housing Trust, a
registered charity presently actively trying to emulate the superb work done by the Highlands
Small Communities Housing Trust in providing housing for local people, incomers, key workers
and land banking sites.
With reference to the objective of the bill to support a distinctive music and culture I am
Production Manager for two small music festivals a year, I am also a registered Shelter
volunteer, working closely with their Sharc project (Shelter housing action with rural
communities).
I have been co-opted onto the community council in Carsphairn, with responsibility for renewal
and regeneration of the parish, and am Chair of the PTA at our struggling Primary School.
I was recently asked to give a talk at our Town Hall as to my opinion on the performance of our
Smallholdings Policy, and found that of 12 Smallholdings established we had 1 second home, 1
holiday home, 9 retirement homes and 1 working smallholding (mine).
On first site the statistics available to me for my research appeared confusing; In the 10 years
between 94 and 2004 we have seen 12 smallholdings started and an increase in our parish
population of 10%, whilst at the same time attendance at our school has dropped from 25
(1994) to 7 (2006) a loss of over 70%. The Congregation at our church has never been smaller
and our local shop has been closed for 3 years only recently reopening after considerable effort
from the community.
Amongst people who have lived here all their lives there is a much-bemoaned loss of sense of
community, communicated to me as an incomer as a relatively recent state of affairs.
This experience provides the basis to my long term argument that small rural communities
suffering long term population decline benefit from appropriate repopulation but not the nett inmigration from capital rich down shifters and second home owners who contribute only to the
statistics, but not to the school, Church, Shop or sense of community so desperately needed to
hold the whole thing together.
Other than from my development we have never had a child in the school as a consequence of
our Smallholdings Policy, No business started, no long-term employment created.
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I am genuinely enthusiastic about the potential of new crofts (particularly woodland crofts) to
attract interest from people who could make a contribution to our community – the young and
economically active – just as long as it is administrated correctly.
The relevant areas will be;
1/ The right to buy.
From my experience in the affordable housing sector I fully understand why neither the Forestry
Commission, nor any other land owner in their right mind would allow crofts to be developed on
their property if the tenant (crofter) had an absolute right to buy. This appears to have been
adequately dealt with.
2/ Ensuring that the areas within D&G most in need of the benefits of new crofts are those
prescribed by ministers for the extension of crofting tenure.
These will be identified in the local housing strategy as having suffered historic population
decline and will have the necessary planning policies in place to allow “dispersed housing
development in the countryside”
3/ The issue with lenders not being keen to offer a mortgage on a house built on leased land
will need to be addressed.
We have circumnavigated this issue entirely by not having a house, our two mobile homes
having provided perfectly adequate accommodation for a young family for the last 6 years.
I would be suspicious of applicants whose first priority was the building of a house.
Had we adopted the route of obtaining a mortgage first we would have gone bust within 12
months. Surely the business must be established first to allow the mortgage to be repaid, and
there are other priorities; sheds, fencing, cutting down trees etc.
4/ Ensuring that the tenancy for the croft is allocated to the applicant most suitable or beneficial
to the community, not simply the wealthiest.
Crofts created in D&G will be oversubscribed and someone will have to discriminate for or
against applicants.
To allow the market to decide, to encourage discrimination on wealth, rather that social benefit
implies that the bulk of the objectives of the bill are unlikely to be achieved and thus the
initiative will fail in the same way, and for the same reasons as our smallholdings policy. As I
said at the end of my talk at our local Town Hall recently – “ We must stop abdicating
responsibility for the future of our communities to the free market – Market forces are no judge
of who or what represents appropriate repopulation”.
I am passionately against the creation of an unregulated free market in croft tenancies,
although I do acknowledge that they have a capital value. Perhaps there is a role for the “Preemptive clause” piloted by the Highlands Small Communities Housing Trust, Where the
managing agent, the crofters commission or the township would have the right to buy the croft
lease and re-allocate it on the basis of social benefit at below market value, ensuring that the
lease remains affordable in perpetuity.
I hope that the above outlines my perspective on some of the pertinent issues surrounding the
extension of crofting tenure to cover areas of D&G and very much look forward to more in
depth discussion at our meeting on the 3rd of May.
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SUBMISSION FROM HAMISH JACK, SPEY VALLEY CROFTERS ASSOCIATION
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SUBMISSION FROM FORESTRY COMMISSION SCOTLAND
Background
1.
Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) serves as the Executive's forestry department,
advising Ministers on the development and delivery of forestry policy, carrying out regulatory
and grant-aiding functions and managing through its Agency, Forest Enterprise Scotland, the
national forest estate owned by Scottish Ministers. FCS is part of the GB Forestry Commission,
a cross-border public body, operating in Scotland, England and Wales.
2.
The national forest estate is 669 000 hectares or 8.5% of Scotland’s land area,
of which 463 000ha is wooded land. Much of the open ground has very low agricultural value
and there is little improved grazing close to existing settlements. A portion of the national forest
estate lies within the crofting counties. A map of the national forest estate is attached as Annex
A.
3.
A review of the land managed by Forestry Commission Scotland was carried out in
2004. Ministers accepted the recommendations, including: “Forestry Commission Scotland,
SEERAD and the Crofters Commission should jointly examine whether, and how,
national forest estate land might be used to create new crofts under the crofting
legislation”.
4.
A steering group was formed to consider this issue and reported to Forestry
Commission Scotland. Following this work the Deputy Minister for the Environment and Rural
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Development asked Forestry Commission Scotland and the Crofters Commission to take
forward proposals for woodland crofts on the national forest estate.
An overview of this work is set out below together.
The woodland croft’s steering group’s work
5.
The woodland crofts steering group was made up of representatives from Forestry
Commission Scotland, the Crofters Commission, SEERAD, the Scottish Crofting Foundation,
Highlands and Islands Enterprise and Bill Ritchie from the Assynt Foundation. The group’s
report can be found at www.forestry.gov.uk/woodlandcrofts.
Key features of woodland crofts
6.
Woodland crofts could range from being mainly woodland to mainly agricultural with a
woodland element. They link housing, local rural livelihoods and woodland management. Key
features include:
• affordable and sustainable housing;
• the use of biomass for heat;
• retention of land and housing by the community; and
• broad-based community involvement and support.
7.

Woodland crofts have the potential to stimulate activity through:
• providing sites for homes and businesses;
• deriving new products and benefits from the woodlands such as individual and
community wood-fuel heating, as a result of local, more intensive management;
and
• generating enthusiasm for woodland development and management on both an
individual and communal basis.

The National Forest Land Scheme
8.
Since June 2005 Forestry Commission Scotland has managed the National Forest Land
Scheme which gives communities and others the opportunity to buy national forest land where
they can demonstrate they can deliver additional public benefits. Details of this Scheme can be
found at www.forestry.gov.uk/nfls.
9.
On the assumption that the legislation as enacted will contain a provision allowing for the
creation of new crofts, the National Forest Land Scheme will be the route by which
communities can apply to buy national forest land to create woodland crofts. We will amend the
Scheme Guidance to take account of this new opportunity.
10.
As with current applications under the National Forest Land Scheme, it is for the
community to put forward their case demonstrating additional public benefit. The impetus to
develop projects and solutions will rest with community initiatives rather than imposing ideas
from outside. It is anticipated that the strongest applications would be for woodlands near
existing crofting townships.
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11.
Under the National Forest Land Scheme, as per Community Right to Buy, land for
woodland crofts would be sold at market value.
Opportunities for the creation of woodland crofts
12.
Woodland crofts may encompass housing, communal woodlands and woodland for
individual working. In different locations, national forest land may be suitable for some or all of
these purposes. Community bodies may use existing land already held within the community,
seek to buy land in private ownership that has come up or sale or apply to buy national forest
land to obtain the land needed to create new crofts.
13.
It is envisaged that woodland crofts would be created by a community body that has
purchased national forest land. This community body would become the crofting landlord.
However, community bodies may propose models of land and property holding that provide the
benefits and safeguards required but that does not make use of the system of crofting tenure.
14.
Provisions in the bill allowing the crofter to renounce their right to buy or assign their
tenancy and binding their successors to this agreement will be important in ensuring that the
croft remains within community control.
15.
There may be value in ensuring that there is a link between any housing and associated
land.
16.
Woodland crofts may represent only one part of a community body’s proposals for
national forest land. The community body may have identified a number of needs and
opportunities to be realised through the purchase of national forest land. These may include
communal woodlands for the local community, affordable housing, and other opportunities for
diversification.
Affordable and sustainable housing
17.
Under the National Forest Land Scheme, Forestry Commission Scotland makes land
available for housing to housing associations and other appropriate housing bodies such as the
Highland Small Communities Housing Trust.
18.
It is desirable to have mechanisms in place to ensure that any housing built as part of
woodland crofts should remain in the affordable sector. It will be for community bodies to
propose mechanisms that offer the greatest safeguards. Such mechanisms could include Rural
Housing Burdens, shared equity schemes or rights of pre-emption. Where community bodies
provide rented housing, mechanisms that protect the homes from tenants having a right to buy
may be important.
19.
The planning authorities will have an important role in the development of woodland
crofts and issues surrounding the provision of local services and water will be important.
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SUBMISSION FROM SHETLAND ISLAND COUNCIL
1.

Summary

Shetland Islands Council welcomes the introduction of the Crofting Reform Bill, and feels that
there is a great deal to be recommended therein. With specific reference to issues pertaining to
Shetland itself, there are three key points of particular note which should be recognised at this
stage, and will form the basis of the oral evidence to be delivered on Wednesday 3 May 2006:
x
x
x
2.

Creation of new crofts
x

Shetland Islands Council welcomes the proposed ability to create new crofts. From a
rural development point of view, this ability to create new crofts holds enormous potential
for ensuring that crofting communities throughout Shetland remain sustainable;
population drift from rural areas to Lerwick or beyond is a real and ongoing problem that
Shetland Islands Council wish to address.

x

The creation of new crofts could provide a valuable tool in this regard, as young families
in rural areas would finally have an option available to them to remain in a locality where
they feel their roots lie, and moreover to do so with the ability to engage in small-scale
agriculture. The social and economic benefits from such an opportunity are exceedingly
attractive for the Shetland community as a whole.

x

Practically, new crofts could be created from either land that is currently non-croft public
land, or from larger existing crofts that could reasonably change into two or more
economically viable crofting units.

x

The ability for a new crofter to enter into an agreement with their landlord to opt out of
the traditional crofter’s right to purchase or assign croft land will be a vital component of
the process of new croft creation. It is essential that this agreement be binding on
successive crofters.

3.
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Provision for the creation of new crofts
Proper occupier status
Adoption of local policies

Proper occupier
x

Shetland Islands Council welcomes the introduction of the proper occupier status; it is
important that owner-occupiers be recognised as having every bit as much importance
as tenants, insofar as they live and work on their croft, and failure to do so runs the risk
of the Crofters Commission imposing a tenant upon them.

x

Absenteeism needs to be treated with the utmost vigour, and likewise the issue of
multiple croft occupancy – both practices are entirely negative in their outcome for
crofters and their local economies.

x

Furthermore, proper occupiers should have the same access to Crofters Commission
grants that tenant crofters enjoy – the imposition of means-testing on owner-occupiers is
an anachronism, as tenant status is no guarantee in itself of financial need.

x

All crofters, be they owner-occupier or tenant, should have equal and unconditional
access to grants pertaining to crofting.

4.

Local policies
x

Shetland Islands Council welcomes the ability to develop a framework for local area
policies to resolve local issues. There should be recognition that different parts of the
crofting counties are regionally distinct, and are subject to different issues and
imperatives. The ability to focus local policy to local issues will therefore allow for more
streamlined and effective service delivery.

SUBMISSION FROM AGNES LEASK
Through my work as Joint President of the Shetland Area Scottish Crofting Foundation and
also as a Crofters Commission Assessor, I am in close contact with crofters.
Free market
The perception from crofting communities is that the Bill in its present form will destroy crofting.
If crofts are deemed a freely marketable commodity going to the highest bidder it will be the
end of crofting as young people and those who genuinely want to croft can’t compete against
speculative developers.
Regulation and democracy
The Crofters Commission is expected by crofters to be the body at arms length that protects
and regulates crofting. There is concern that shifting a lot of regulatory responsibility to grazings
committees, without requiring greater levels of accountability will cause ill-feeling in local
communities and will be an additional burden on people’s voluntary time.
Crofting communities want elected assessors with local knowledge and experience to
remain as at present, not appointed panels with no local knowledge. This should be combined
with democracy right through the system starting with elected Board members.
Planning
The Crofters Commission has always been recognised as the Authority to protect Crofting,
therefore the final say over building on croft land should rest with the Crofters Commission. It is
the Crofters Commission who should decide whether and where houses are built on croft land,
not the Local Authority who often have little knowledge or interest in the beneficial role of
crofting to the economic viability of rural communities.
There are a few good points in the Bill but on the whole it’s seriously flawed and does
not deliver much for crofting. Whether or not it should be scrapped in its present form is causing
much discussion in the crofting communities. There is a real need for crofting legislation to
address many issues in crofting – can this Bill be fixed to address them?
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SUBMISSION FROM SIR CRISPIN AGNEW OF LOCHNAW BT QC
General
1. I have been asked to give evidence to the Committee regarding the Crofting Reform etc
Bill.
2. These comments raise some issues, which I respectfully suggest that the Committee
might like to consider.
3. I have made reference to sections of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 including sections
to be introduced by the Bill, rather than making reference to the Bill, because the intent
of the various sections I have discussed are better seen in the context of the draft
produced by SEERAD March 2006 of the “Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 (c.44) as
proposed to be amended by the Crofting Reform etc. Bill”. Where a proposal in the Bill
does not affect the 1993 Act, I make reference to the Clause in the Bill.
Issues for consideration
Crofters Commission
4. The Crofters Commission is to be “a body corporate” and “shall not be regarded as a
servant or agent of the Crown” and yet the Crofters Commission is to be a tribunal
subject to Tribunal and Inquiries Act 19921. This appears to me to raise significant
constitutional issues, in that this is the first example of a “privatised” judicial body since
pre 1747. In constitutional theory all justice flows from the Crown, but in this case first
level crofting justice is to flow from a “body corporate”.
5. I also note that the Chief Executive of the Crofters Commission has been the civil
servant responsible for the Bill during is passage through the Scottish Parliament. This
may raise issues regarding the impartiality of the Crofters Commission as a tribunal
while he remains Chief Executive. In Davidson v Scottish Ministers (No. 2) 2005 SC(HL)
7 the House of Lords held that Lord Hardie could not be seen as a fair and impartial
judge in the particular case, because that case concerned the construction of a statute
that Lord Hardie, as Lord Advocate, had been responsible for seeing through Parliament
and he had given Parliament assurances as to the meaning and intention of certain
provisions in the Bill. While every case will turn on its own facts, I can see this as an
issue being raised by applicants before the Crofters Commission.
The status of Crofts
6. I am pleased to see that section 3(1)(f) & (g) of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 now
provides that if a croft has been on the register for at least 20 years that its status will be
unchallengeable. This will avoid the numerous challenges that have taken place
regarding the status of holdings, when research has to be undertaken as to the status in

1
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Tribunal and Inquiries Act 1992 Sched 1 Pt II “Tribunals under the Supervision of the Scottish Committee.

1886 and/or 1912, because those were the dates at which crofts were, in general,
created or thereafter could subsequently lose their status.
7. However, there is a constant problem in the crofting counties relating to land that has not
been used by a crofter or apparently under crofting tenure for many years and yet when
a sale of the house or land is proposed a crofter often “emerges” claiming that the land is
part of a croft or the common grazing. The problem is that if land was once croft land it
can never lose its status unless resumed by the Land Court or de-crofted by the Crofters
Commission.
This then involves extensive researches back to 1886 to see if the land was in fact ever
croft land and so a sale is delayed or frustrated. This causes considerable conveyancing
difficulties in the crofting counties, because buyers can never be certain that land, which
is apparently unused for crofting, is not subject to crofting tenure.
Examples include Murray v Smith 1991 SLCR 106, where the landlord had to resume a
shed, which had been occupied by the estate and not by the crofter for about 100 years;
Trs of Sir GCDS Dunbar v Crofters Sharing in Winless Common Grazings 1994 SLCR
89 where the Land Court authorised resumption of 28 acres of the common grazing to
regularise the position as those acres had been used as part of the neighbouring farm
for about 40 years.
May I suggest consideration be given to including a converse provision to the effect that
any holding that has not been on the Register for 20 years or any land that has not been
used as part of a croft or common grazings for at least 20 years shall not longer be croft
land. If this is accepted an amendment might be required to section 53 of the 1993 Act
[Land Court jurisdiction] to give the Land Court jurisdiction to determine whether or not
such land has not been so used for 20 years and therefore is not under crofting tenure.
New Crofts & Landholding under the Small Landholders (Scotland) Act 1911
8. I note that in certain areas designated by the Scottish Ministers, that landholdings and
statutory small tenancies under the 1911 Act can be converted to crofts.
9. This will still leave landholdings and statutory small tenancies under the 1911 Act in
limbo, where they are not in a designated area or they exceed 30 hectares. Crofters
have a right to buy and agricultural tenants now have a right to buy under the
Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act 2003. It seems inequitable that those tenants of
landholdings and statutory small tenancies under the 1911 Act, who are, after all also
agricultural tenants, do not have a right to buy similar to that given to agricultural tenants
under the 2003 Act. I raised this in my submissions to the Committee considering the
Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Bill (2003).
Rent
10. There is no provision for the Land Court to fix the rent at the commencement of a
crofting tenancy. It would be useful to have a provision that parties, by agreement, at the
commencement of the lease can ask the Land Court to fix a fair rent or for the Crofters
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Commission to be able to ask for a fair rent to be fixed when they are ordering a re-let of
a croft.
Intestacy
11. Under section 11(2) [as to be amended] of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 on the death
of a crofter, if the executor has not informed the landlord of a transfer within 12 months,
then the landlord has to inform the Crofters Commission. Frequently a landlord will not
know of a death and will therefore not know if the 12 months has passed – I suggest that
this should be a duty on the executor and, possibly also the landlord. The executor will
know of the death and whether or not he has intimated a transfer.
Purchase of crofts
12. Under section 17(4) of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 where the landlords are the
National Trust for Scotland, the Land Court has to have regard to “the purposes of the
Trust” in deciding whether or not to authorise a sale to the crofter. As there are now
other bodies, such as the John Muir Trust, active in the crofting counties and owning
croft estates, may I suggest that consideration is given to amending this provision to
allow the Scottish Ministers to designate other bodies owning croft land to whose
purposes the Land Court should have regard, when considering a purchase application.
Cottars
13. The definition of cottar [section 12(5) of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993] is:
“the occupier of a dwelling-house situated in the crofting counties with or without land
who pays no rent, of the tenant from year to year of a dwelling house situated as
aforesaid who resides therein and who pays therefore an annual rent not exceeding £6
whether with or without garden ground, but without arable or pasture land.”
14. The effect of this definition is that it applies to any house in the crofting counties, whether
or not it is in a village or town or even in the City of Inverness. Therefore anyone who
lets someone else stay in their house in the crofting counties for free or for a rent of only
£6 per annum, is vulnerable to the “cottar” exercising a right to buy under section 12. I
am sure this is not the intention and now might be a time to amend the definition of
cottar to make clear it applies only to houses within a crofting township or on a crofting
estate.
Crofters right to share in value of land resumed
15. Section 21(1A) authorises any payment of a crofter’s right to share in the value of land
resumed to be made by instalment. The amendment does not make clear if instalments
are due and payable to the crofter at the time the land was resumed or if payments
relate to the croft, so that a successor crofter becomes in right to the future instalments.
As it is the crofter who is entitled to a one off payment on resumption, it seems
reasonable that instalment payment should belong to that person, whether or not the
remains crofter. However, the situation needs to be clarified.
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16. Similar comments apply to the compensation provisions under section 19A “Schemes for
development”.
Reversion of resumed land
17. Section 21A of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 authorises the reversion of resumed
land to be croft land. It would make matters clearer if the section made clear whether or
not it relates to land resumed before the Bill became law; ie in section 21A(1) by
providing either “and order that land resumed, after the passing of the Crofting Reform
etc (Scotland) Act 2006 …” or “and order that land resumed, whether before or after the
passing of the Crofting Reform etc (Scotland) Act 2006,…”.
The allow this section to apply to land resumed and taken out of crofting, prior to the
passing of this Bill, would invoke Article 1 of the 1st Protocol of the European Convention
on Human Rights [ECHR], because it would in effect be putting land into crofting and so
be a deprivation or control on property that was free of crofting prior to that date under
Article 1 of the 1st Protocol.
Register of Crofts
18. Section 41(2)(ce) allows “any other order … of theirs” [ie the Crofters Commission] to be
recording in the Register. It would be helpful to have a provision that the Commission
can enter any other information that they consider relevant to the croft in the register.
The Act will have to authorise such entries and there is no provision allowing that at the
moment.
For example there are often decisions of the pre 1912 Crofters Commission, of the Land
Court or the Congested Districts Board relevant to a croft. It would be helpful if these
were noted in the Register as and when the Commission become aware of them.
Grazing regulations
19. Under section 49 of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 a grazings committee may make
regulations. As presently drafted, it is my opinion, that it is not competent to include in
the Regulations a provision that the crofters sharing in the grazings should join in a stock
health scheme. In the present day and age, there are advantages in stock being with
various voluntary health schemes, such as the Sheep and Goat Health Scheme – the
maedi visa scheme – which increase the value of stock.
Perhaps consideration should be given to making provision that if a majority of the
shareholders agree to entering into such a health scheme that it will be competent to
provide in the Grazing Regulations that all shareholders have to comply with such a
scheme.
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Use of croft for “a purposeful use” of the common grazing for other purposes
20. Paragraph 3(b) of Schedule 2 to the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 allows a crofter to use
a croft for “a purposeful use”. Section 50B authorises the use of common grazings for
other purposes, subject to the procedures being followed.
21. I can see circumstances where the crofters might want to use the croft or common
grazings for some other purpose, but equally would like the protection of a limited
company for running those purposes. Perhaps consideration could be given to making
provision for the crofters to use their crofts or the common grazings for approved
purposes, but through the medium of a limited company in which the crofters and/or their
family are the majority shareholder.
For example suppose a crofter was operating a fish farming business through a limited
company. The crofter allows the company to build and use a shed on the croft for the
fish farming. There is an issue as to whether or not that is lawful, because the crofter is
not using the croft for “a purposeful use”, but it is being used by the limited company.
The same would apply to a common grazing.
Access to croft
22. Section 53B of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 allows a crofter to apply for access to
his croft from his landlord. No provision is made if this route is to be over another croft
and often that is the only practical route. While there are provisions in Schedule 2 to
allow the landlord to make or open roads and for compensation, it would be tidier if this
section made provision for the Land Court to consider, at the same time, any impact on
a croft of a new route by, for example, altering the rent or ordering compensation to be
paid. This would save the affected crofter having to make separate applications to the
Land Court under other provisions of the Act.
Permanent improvements
23. Schedule 3 of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 allows for compensation for designated
improvements. Paragraph 11 relates to “All other improvements which … will add value
to the croft as an agricultural subject.” [my emphasis] If a croft can be used for a
“purposeful use”, perhaps consideration should be given to allowing compensation for
improvements that “add value to the croft”, whether or not they are for an agricultural
purposes.
Interposed lease
24. Clause 35 of the Bill amends the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 to allow crofting
communities to buy out interposed leases.
25. I am not commenting on the reasons for including this provision. All I would like to say is
that it is very unsettling for advisers, that Scottish Acts of Parliament are being passed
and then rapidly amended by subsequent legislation or Statutory Instruments because
Ministers suddenly realised that something was omitted from the earlier legislation. This
uncertainty is making it very difficult to advise clients and is, I am sure, very unsettling for
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developers, who are essential for the well being and economic development of rural
communities.
Access to legislation
26. This Bill substantially amends the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993. SEERAD has helpfully
produced a copy of the 1993 Act with proposed amendments. Can I make a plea that
when this Bill is passed that a consolidated Crofters (Scotland) Act is then passed to
reflect the law as it stands after the passage of the Bill.
27. In Scotland it is very difficult for lawyers to get access to Scottish Acts or UK Act and
Statutory Instruments that are amended by the Scottish Parliament or the Scottish
Ministers. Such providers as provide Acts or Statutory Instruments in their amended
form tend to do it for English legislation only, but it is harder to obtain up dated Scottish
Legislation. This is perhaps a general issue that requires consideration in due course.

SUBMISSION FROM THE LAW SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND
The Rural Affairs Sub-Committee of the Law Society of Scotland (“the Committee”) recently
discussed the Crofting Reform etc (Scotland) Bill and had the following comments which they
wish to submit to the Environment and Rural Development Committee:
Determination of Boundaries
The Committee previously commented on section 22, dealing with the determination of croft
boundaries. The Committee is now content with the changes to this section in the draft Bill,
which meets their previous comments.
Information held in the Register of Crofts
The Sub-Committee previously suggested that the nature and extent of the interest in the
Register of Crofts should be shown and that there should also be a reference to any other
occupiers in Section 7. The suggestions of the Sub-Committee do not appear to have been
taken up.
The Sub-Committee discussed a situation which arises when crofting tenants have bought their
crofts and become owner/occupiers. The Bill does not appear to deal with owner/occupied
crofts. It may be that the owner would be expected to register when the croft is bought but this
is not a requirement under the provisions. The Register should contain reference to the actual
occupier of the croft. It should be made a requirement that the owner should register when the
croft is bought.
In cases where there is a sub-tenancy as a matter of practice the Commission enter it on the
register as a formal sub-tenancy. In other words provided there is a tenant registered then the
sub-tenant will also show up on the register. The Sub-Committee approves of this practice.
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Agreements binding successors to the croft tenancy
The Sub-Committee previously asked for clarification that an agreement would be binding on
successors at all times unless agreed otherwise on the basis that any uncertainty is
undesirable.
The Sub-Committee believes the current proposals cover these points and agreed with Section
11(b) of the current draft.
Circumstances in which crofter’s share of development value is derived from resumed land and
payable by instalments
The Sub-Committee noted that the current draft allows for payment by instalments to the
individual crofter at the time of resumption.
The Sub-Committee believes that instalment payments should be attached to the croft and
should not be attached to the individual crofter. It is proposed that a provision should be
included to this effect as it is consistent with the current commitment to sustainable
communities and is in the public interest. This would allow money to be retained in the area of
the croft.
Development scheme
The Sub-Committee previously expressed concern that at present the ability of any “interested
party” to object to a scheme under Section 34(7) is too wide and suggested limiting the right to
object to crofters involved and residents within the community. The Sub-Committee took the
view that any concerns held by other parties could be properly expressed in the planning
process. They are disappointed that the Bill does not meet this objection.
The Sub-Committee believes that the term “occupied” in the definition of crofting community in
Section 41 should be clarified. There should be clarity about whether this term refers to those
who have legal entitlement or merely physical occupation of the croft.
The term “township” in the same definition does not appear to be defined in any other way than
that it has two or more crofts. The Sub-Committee would require further explanation of the
reference to townships being registered with the Crofters Commission. They are not, so far as
the Committee is aware.
Twenty years prescription
The Sub-Committee are content with the provisions of Section 25 provided that the relevant
commencement date is three years after the commencement of the rest of the Act. This would
allow time for any challenges to the registration of particular holdings be made in the same way
as time was made available for the preservation of real burdens in the Abolition of Feudal
Tenure etc (Scotland) Act 2000.
New crofts outside “crofting counties” (Section 10)
The Committee notes the provisions to allow those outside the traditional crofting counties to be
able to apply to have their land designated as crofts.
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In circumstances when the tenant is making an application to have his land designated as a
croft there is no obligation on him to inform the landlord that he is applying. The Committee
believes there should be a provision that requires the landlord to be notified.
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Scottish Parliament
Environment and Rural
Development Committee
Wednesday 3 May 2006
[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 09:38]

Crofting Reform etc Bill: Stage 1
The Convener (Sarah Boyack): I welcome
members, the public and the press to our meeting.
I remind everyone to turn their mobile phones and
BlackBerries to silent. Mark Ruskell has
apologised for not attending the meeting, but he
has sent a substitute in Eleanor Scott.
This is the third of our five meetings to take
evidence on the Crofting Reform etc Bill. Today
we will hear from four panels of witnesses, so we
will really do crofting. I welcome the first panel,
which comprises Dr Jean Balfour, who is a
member of the Scottish Rural Property and
Business Association’s crofting group; Andrew
Hamilton, who is a member of the Royal Institution
of Chartered Surveyors in Scotland; and Iain
Russell, who is from CKD Galbraith and
represents the Scottish estates business group. I
thank you all for providing in advance helpful
written evidence, which we have read. I go straight
to members for questions.
Rob Gibson (Highlands and Islands) (SNP):
Good morning. I will start with a general question,
to help us get into the subject. What is the role of
crofting
landlords
today?
The
Crofters
Commission seems to exercise many powers.
Where should the balance be struck between the
right of crofters to realise value from their crofts
and the future of crofting as a protected form of
land tenure and tenancy from private landlords?
Dr Jean Balfour (Scottish Rural Property and
Business Association): Private landlords have
an important role to play. I am a hands-on crofting
landlord in north-west Sutherland. I believe that
there are opportunities for landlords and crofters to
work in partnership on appropriate developments
and to retain the value of crofts, in the widest
sense. One disadvantage of the bill is that it seeks
to remove what little power crofting landlords
have, which will probably make partnership more
difficult. One must also think of community
owners, the number of which is likely to increase,
which is welcomed by everybody. They must
undertake the role that was previously undertaken
by what we might call traditional landlords.
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Rob Gibson: Where should the balance be
struck between crofters’ rights to realise their
crofts’ value—a value would have to be put on
them—and crofting’s future as a community
activity?
Dr Balfour: I will let Mr Russell have a go at
that.
Iain Russell (CKD Galbraith and Scottish
Estates Business Group): It is difficult to strike a
balance between individual crofters and the
crofting community. One of Scottish estates
business group’s concerns is that the bill focuses
on the rights of individual crofters and the
definitions and detail attached to individual crofts,
possibly at the expense of the wider crofting
community.
On the roles of landlords and crofters and how
they can work together, sustainability is created by
communities, not by individual crofters. On the
relationship between landlords and communities,
there are often different crofting communities
within one land ownership, whether private or
public. We would like more joined-up thinking to
bring together the rights of communities and
individual crofters.
Rob Gibson: It was put to us that an individual
or township might have an idea for development
that the rest of the crofting estate does not share;
indeed, a community might spread over more than
one crofting estate. Does not your argument beg
my original question, which was, what is the role of
private crofting landlords?
Dr Balfour: Are you asking just about the role? I
think the question also referred to the financial
balance, if I understood it correctly.
Rob Gibson: I was talking about the balance to
be struck between crofters’ rights to realise the
value of their crofts—the financial value or other
values—and crofting’s future as a community
activity. What are your views on that?
Dr Balfour: I do not regard that as a major
problem. The issue is not the realisation of value;
it is what crofts are used for in the future. The
question is whether crofts continue to be used not
only for agricultural business but for forestry and
other small businesses, or whether they are
regarded—as they are by some—as housing sites
to be sold off. That is an important issue.
Currently, there is no means of controlling such
activity. A crofter can set aside assignations,
acquire their croft and sell it on and, subject to
clawback, that is the end of it. There is a land-use
issue, therefore, as well as a value issue.
Rob Gibson: That is interesting. Do other panel
members have a view on that? Does the RICS
have a view on crofters or landlords maximising
their crofts’ value?
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Andrew Hamilton (Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors in Scotland): The RICS
has no particular view on the issue. Ours is a
membership institution and we do not represent
landowners or crofters, only our members. No
strong views have been expressed on the topic.
Iain Russell: You have to ask what creates the
value—it is often a combination of location and the
ability of either a public or a private landowner to
invest. I envisage more partnership between
owners, crofters and wider communities.
I return to my point about the importance of the
wider crofting community and the value that can
be achieved by crofters working together as
opposed to individual crofters working on what are
often quite small landholdings. They would have
difficulty realising any value, other than in
developing house sites, to which Dr Balfour
referred.
The Convener: Do any other members have
questions on these issues? I saw a forest of
hands.
Nora Radcliffe (Gordon) (LD): I am interested
in where grazings committees fit in. In her
submission, Dr Balfour says that where there is a
properly constituted, properly functioning grazings
committee it could deal with a lot of local issues.
How true is that throughout the crofting counties?
How many crofting townships have properly
constituted,
properly
functioning
grazings
committees of the sort that you visualise in your
submission?
Dr Balfour: It could be argued that coverage is
patchy. The bill could help to make it not patchy.
Nora Radcliffe: Would other panel members
like to comment on grazings committees as a
mechanism for capturing the community interest?
Iain Russell: I agree entirely with Dr Balfour.
There are excellent examples of vibrant grazings
committees that effectively lead their communities.
The Crofters Commission has a role in assisting
grazings committees to put together their rules
and regulations and it has a role as a referee—for
want of a better word—in helping to operate them.
The situation is mixed. There are many places
with only one or two shareholders in a large area
of common grazings, so there are all kinds of
distortions, especially of value. There are equally
good examples of multi-occupancy and shares
being widely spread. Grazings committees are a
good focal point for communities and they could
be encouraged, strengthened and supported,
especially by the Crofters Commission.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): I have a question for Dr Balfour in response
to something that she said. I have received two
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submissions: one from Dr Balfour and one from
the SRPBA. In your own, you say—
Dr Balfour: Forgive me for interrupting, but I am
here as a representative of the SRPBA. I made it
clear that, although the two submissions are not at
odds, in a sense my submission is not part of the
discussion.
Elaine Smith: Both submissions refer to the
extension of clawback. In your submission you
suggest a period of 10 years, but in its submission
the SRPBA suggests 10 or 15 years. Can you
provide further information on that point, which you
mentioned in your answer to Rob Gibson?
Dr Balfour: We understood that a suggestion
had been made to extend the clawback period to
25 years. The SRPBA’s view is that that period is
probably too long, which is why we talked of 10 to
15 years and why I referred to 10 years in my
submission.
Elaine Smith: Would that stop the free trade in
crofts on the open market and regulate the market
in some way? You say in the SRPBA submission
that the Crofters Commission
“does not take an adequate interest in regulating
assignations”,

which
“is likely to aid the free market in crofts. Rather than change
the law, the Commission could be encouraged to take a
more robust view on assignations”.

Are those two things different or are they much the
same?
Dr Balfour: The clawback applies to the outright
compulsory sale of a croft to a crofter. Assignation
is when the tenancy plus improvements go from
one crofter to another. The commission can
exercise a veto over assignations, but in such
circumstances a crofter can decide that they will
just buy the croft and resell it. That dilutes the
ability of the Crofters Commission or anybody else
to influence the situation. I hope that is helpful.
The Convener: It is helpful to get into the nittygritty of the situation.
Mr Ted Brocklebank (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Con): It is nice to see you, Dr Balfour. Perhaps
you and your colleagues can help me with
something. In taking evidence in recent weeks, we
have noticed that on the one hand there is a
strong body of opinion that the Crofters
Commission simply does not have the powers to
prevent situations such as that which happened at
Taynuilt—it does not have the power to prevent
the sale of a croft to a developer in particular
circumstances. On the other hand, you say in your
submission that it is disappointing that the bill will
increase the level of involvement of the Crofters
Commission. So on one hand we hear that the
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commission does not have enough powers, but on
the other we hear that it is too heavily involved.
Where should the balance be struck?
Dr Balfour: The powers, such as they are, and
who exercises them are two different issues. We
suggest that whatever the powers are, more of
them should be devolved to properly constituted
local grazings committees plus landlords, because
they are the local people who work together.
As I said, there is also the question of who
operates the powers. At the moment, the Crofters
Commission might decide not to take steps. In
other situations, as I explained in the case of
assignations, its power can be overturned
because of the right to buy.
The argument in the Taynuilt situation was about
planning. It has been suggested that the Crofters
Commission be made a statutory consultee.
However, once there is a right to buy, neither the
Crofters Commission nor anybody else can control
what happens.
Mr Brocklebank: Let us pursue that further. If
neither the commission nor a grazings committee
can prevent that situation happening, what
powers, other than extending the length of
clawback, could be introduced to reduce the value
of croft tenancies?
Dr Balfour: You are talking about value.
Mr Brocklebank: I am talking about how one
can prevent the free-for-all when selling off crofts.
What should the bill do to prevent that happening?
Dr Balfour: If you feel that it would be sensible
for the Crofters Commission, a locally devolved
arrangement or some other body to address the
assignation situation, you will have to examine the
right to buy, which is the trigger for taking a croft
out of what might be described as a normal
crofting situation and putting it into a separate
enclave in the middle of a traditional—if I can use
that word—crofting township. Some crofters do not
like that. I notice that even Brian Wilson
acknowledges the problem.
Mr Brocklebank: I am not sure that that
answers the question.
Dr Balfour: I am sorry. I ask Iain Russell to
address the point.
Iain Russell: I think that the issue of how to
assist sustainability lies at the root of the question.
The sale of crofts and croft land usually takes
money out of the crofting system and puts it
elsewhere. In some exceptions, the money is
reinvested but, in general, the proceeds from the
sale of a croft house site do not go back into the
individual croft whence the site came. Indeed,
historically, a sequence of house sites usually
comes out of the same piece of croft land, and
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there is little evidence of the money going back
into the croft itself or, indeed, into the community.
If the bill aims to support sustainability, it should
consider linking eligibility for grants or other
support with conditions to ensure that part of the
profit from the sale of a croft goes back into the
croft or crofting community. That would at least
ensure investment back into the community and it
would create a sustainable fund or building block
that could be tied into the grant support system.
Mr
Brocklebank:
Would
the
grazings
committees or some other community organisation
administer such a fund?
Iain Russell: I imagine that the Crofters
Commission would administer the fund—after all,
it already administers grants and other outgoing
money. However, it would need to listen to the
grazings committees’ advice and views, because
they are community bodies and they would be part
of the consultation process.
The Convener: Nora, do you have another
question for this panel? You asked a brief one
earlier.
Nora Radcliffe: I want to explore the extension
of crofting outwith the crofting counties—
The Convener: I think that Maureen Macmillan
has more questions on the current topic. Because
we are discussing complex issues, I am keen to
stick with the subject until we have worried it to a
conclusion.
Maureen Macmillan (Highlands and Islands)
(Lab): The Executive has stated that it intends to
introduce the concept of the proper occupier to
regulate crofts that have been bought and no
longer have tenants. Have you considered the
implications of such a move? Dr Balfour has
suggested that, because the selling of crofts takes
people out of the system, those people cannot be
regulated. Would regulating bought crofts in the
same way as tenanted crofts dampen the market
in selling and assigning crofts, which you all
deplore?
Dr Balfour: As we say in our submission, we
would like to give more thought to the proposal,
but we welcome it in principle. However, we are
more concerned about how it would operate in
practice. It would involve bureaucracy, of which we
have too much these days, and there is the
question of how difficult it would be for the
commission to set realistic parameters. That is our
worry, but the committee might have given the
issue more detailed thought.
10:00
Andrew Hamilton: The RICS does not have a
particular view on the issue. Valuation is part of
our profession. If the intention is to limit the value
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of crofts and the number that are sold off as
housing, the proper occupier concept is welcome.
Any conditions that are attached to a property
affect its value. If the conditions that are attached
to a croft include those that are proposed in
relation to the proper occupier—for example,
having to live within a certain distance and not
subletting—the croft’s value will be significantly
restricted, which I think is the intention. I can
assure the committee that the bill would have that
effect on valuation. However, it depends on what
happens in the property market. When it becomes
heated and boils up, people sometimes overlook
the effect of any restrictions. It ultimately boils
down to how purchasers are advised by their
solicitors. Generally, however, the conditions
should restrict the value.
Iain Russell: The other issue that can affect
value is grant eligibility. There is still a small
anomaly, as a more rigorous means test is applied
to owner-occupiers’ grant eligibility than to crofting
tenants’ eligibility. That can fuel the market for the
assignation of leases as opposed to the market for
owner-occupied crofts, which have a more
rigorous set of rules regarding the definition of a
proper crofting person, what they can do on a croft
and where they can live. That is a natural
dampener on owner-occupied crofts as opposed
to assigned leases for crofts. That small grant
anomaly, in my experience and in that of the
SEBG, moderates the number of crofting tenants
who apply to buy their crofts.
Maureen Macmillan: How would you dampen
people’s desire to have an assigned lease? Would
you do it by stronger regulation and by the
Crofters Commission having the power of veto?
How do you envisage that being achieved?
Iain Russell: We should create parity between
owner-occupiers and tenants. The SEBG’s view is
that there should be no gap between the two in
eligibility for support and the criteria that they must
meet.
Dr Balfour: But if owner-occupiers were treated
more like other crofters, they would have to relet,
which does not happen just now. Normally, a
landlord would relet, but that has not been
implemented in the case of owner-occupiers.
Elaine Smith: The SEBG makes a point about
the existing five-year clawback on page 5 of its
submission:
“The legislation nevertheless allows the crofter to
contrive a conveyance from the landlord to a nominee
without triggering this ‘clawback’ provision”

and goes on to say that people can “make a fast
buck”. Can you explain that a bit more? Can you
also say how that can be avoided through new
legislation and whether it is what you would like?
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Iain Russell: It is possible to do that. It is
common practice for a selling crofter to avoid
clawback through title being taken in the name of
a nominee, in other words, the person to whom
the crofter is selling the croft on to directly from the
principal sale. That has been established, and
there is case law to that effect. It means that not
only is a five-year clawback a short period—in our
view it does not act as a disincentive—but, in the
majority of cases, it is avoided altogether through
title being taken in the name of a nominee.
Elaine Smith: Would increasing the period of
the clawback to 10 years or 15 years address the
issue?
Iain Russell: Not unless the question of taking
title in the name of a nominee were also
addressed.
Elaine Smith: How do you suggest we go about
that?
Iain Russell: That would have to be considered
under the bill.
Elaine Smith: And you do not see anything in
the bill that would cover that.
Iain Russell: No, I do not.
The Convener: Nora Radcliffe wants to talk
about the extension of crofting to new parts of
Scotland and about how new crofts would actually
be created.
Nora Radcliffe: I think that you have asked the
question for me.
The Convener: I did not mean to.
Nora Radcliffe: My question is about extending
crofting tenure outwith the crofting counties by
creating new areas where it could be applied.
Dr Balfour: Is this in the context of wanting to
make smallholders crofters?
Nora Radcliffe: Yes.
Dr Balfour: In general, we would not favour the
extension of crofting. One realises that there are
concerns among smallholders. In practical terms,
it is difficult to understand how such an extension
might work. Would somebody designate a parish
near Motherwell because it happened to have
three smallholders in it and turn it into a little bit of
crofting tenure? Would that apply to the whole
parish or just to the areas around the crofts
themselves? We are concerned about the
practicality of the proposal, apart from anything
else.
It seems that the main reason for the proposal is
to create a right to buy for smallholders. If the
appropriate legislation is amended, they could
easily have a pre-emptive right to buy, like
agricultural tenants do. That might be a simpler
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way of dealing with the matter. If the Crofters
Commission is to be given the job of looking after
a range of quite small new areas, that will have an
impact on resources for the existing crofting
counties and on the commission’s staffing levels.

Nora Radcliffe: Let us consider the issue from
the point of view of landowners who want to
develop part of their estate or landholding into
crofts, rather than that of small landowners. Would
such development be desirable?

Nora Radcliffe: Do other panel members wish
to discuss the pros and cons—for both the
landlord and the tenant?

Dr Balfour: It is unlikely that landowners would
want to create more crofts. Although it could be
done in the crofting counties without the right to
buy, it is not clear that that would be the case
elsewhere. Even if the legislation put such a
safeguard in place, there is nothing to say that in
two years’ time Holyrood would not change it. Iain
Russell made that point. As a crofting landowner
who has interests in Fife, I do not believe that the
proposal would bring the benefit that you seek. We
are the biggest employer in north-west Sutherland,
through fish farming, which primarily makes use of
shore facilities and other parts of the land. Even in
the crofting counties, we do not need crofting to
develop, although in the north there are lots of
ways of developing together, as we have
demonstrated.

Andrew Hamilton: Our members would be
concerned about the principle to which Dr Balfour
alludes, which is the extension of crofting tenure
outwith the crofting counties, because of the
difficulties and complications that go with that. You
will hear further evidence this morning on some of
the complications connected with the various legal
matters that can arise with crofting tenure.
The RICS gave some thought to whether
smallholdings should be brought under the
agricultural holdings acts. There seems to be a
problem or anachronism with small landholdings.
The legislation is very old, and the people
concerned are in a difficult position. The more
logical approach would be to use the agricultural
holdings legislation, in any case, as crofts are
effectively small agricultural holdings. That
legislation holds for every other agricultural
holding outwith the crofting counties. To introduce
crofting tenure in small areas would seem to be a
massively overcomplicated way of addressing the
problem.
Iain Russell: The SEBG has a general concern
about the uncertainty that the provision could
create. Over the past few years, the rural let sector
has undergone a period of change. The addition of
further uncertainty would lead to instability and the
inability of both owners and tenants to plan long
term. Would they be able to plug into some of the
crofting opportunities or have the opportunity to
buy? Would a landowner, public or private, have
tenants’ rights changed within their ownership? In
our view, it would be generally unhelpful to extend
uncertainty to an area where it does not presently
exist.
Nora Radcliffe: Do you see an advantage in the
side effects of having crofting as a means of
keeping people on the land or repopulating areas
of Scotland? Is that a possible argument for going
ahead with the proposal, despite the practical
difficulties that you see with it?
Dr Balfour: It is not clear that the proposal will
have that benefit, unless you think that
smallholdings will be turned into housing sites by
the back door. We discussed that issue earlier in
relation to the crofting counties. Andrew Hamilton
covered the broad issue. I do not think that the
proposal will necessarily improve the local health
of the bits of countryside that we are discussing.
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Andrew Hamilton: There are many different
types of landowners and communities outwith the
crofting counties who would wish to encourage
young people to stay in areas by providing them
with small farms on which to stay. That could be
done within the regulations that already exist
under the agricultural holdings acts. There is no
limit to the size of the holding that can be created.
The leases can be for up to five years initially and
thereafter for 50 years or more. There is already
legislation that would allow a landlord who was so
minded to create new farms. I am not sure that
extending crofting tenure would bring additional
benefits.
10:15
Iain Russell: Again, we are talking about
individual units instead of communities. Very often,
communities—and the grazings committees and
clerks that go with them—drive these rural areas,
and simply creating individual stand-alone crofts of
varying sizes would not address the point that
crofting communities in the crofting counties have
emerged from groupings of populations that have
worked together. The legislation contains a lot of
references to “resumption” and “decrofting”, and
the common grazings and grazings committee
system exemplifies that approach. I find it difficult
to see how such a system could be created from
scratch in non-crofting counties where the same
communities and traditions of working together do
not exist.
Eleanor Scott (Highlands and Islands)
(Green): At the start of the meeting, Rob Gibson
asked you about the role of crofting landlords. Can
each of you, in one or two sentences, outline the
landlords’ duties?
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Dr Balfour: Their duties include working in
partnership with local crofters on their estate or on
part of their estate; being concerned about the
health of the whole estate; and pursuing
opportunities for employment and development
that are in keeping with the quality of the estate.
Andrew Hamilton: Crofting landlords are in
charge of the land’s sound management and the
local community’s sustainability. Although their
input is necessarily limited, they form, as Dr
Balfour pointed out, an important cornerstone of
the partnership that allows the community to
continue. I do not think that the relationship is any
more complicated than that; however, although it
is relatively straightforward, it is important and, in
many cases, is working very well.
Iain Russell: I agree. Crofting landlords are the
system’s administrators and are required to
respond to and initiate provisions in the crofting
legislation. Some landowners, like certain crofters
and crofting communities, are very active and
have introduced a lot of change and innovation,
whereas other landowners do not initiate such
changes. It all comes down to the partnership.
Mr Brocklebank: I should point out that a
witness at a previous meeting has already
wondered why on earth anyone would want to
impose the hellish complexities of crofting law on
other parts of Scotland.
We will hear later from a witness from Arran but,
notwithstanding whether we accept your judgment
on this matter, would you consider excepting Arran
and Bute from your comment that crofts should not
be extended into the lowlands?
Dr Balfour: It is difficult suddenly to decide that
we should put Arran and Bute into the crofting
counties. That might be seen as a simple solution
from a bureaucratic point of view, but it would
have enormous impacts on the people and on the
activities that currently take place there. I imagine
that it would create all sorts of compensation
problems. I suggest that the committee examines
closely the impact of going down that road on
businesses, landowners, the general structure,
tenant farmers and so on. It would be a pity to
make a change, for the sake of 16 smallholders, to
two places that are probably well run and are
doing good things.
Mr Brocklebank: Does anyone else have a
view?
Andrew Hamilton: I cannot remember the
phrase that you used—I think that it was
something like “hellish complexities”. I might be
about to repeat myself, but if there is a problem on
Arran that needs to be dealt with, the issue is
whether introducing crofting legislation is using a
sledgehammer to crack a nut. Could a provision in
the existing legislation on agricultural holdings not
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be used to address the problem? Let us face it,
crofting is not simple. It brings with it other
changes that could affect the community in ways
that are not necessarily desirable. Having said
that, there were reasons for crofting communities
and crofting counties being set up and if it is
deemed that Bute and Arran meet the criteria,
perhaps the option should be considered.
However, it seems to be a very complex way to
deal with the problem.
Rob Gibson: I would like to test your views on
the assignation part of the process of buying and
selling crofting tenancies. Murdo Mackay, who
wrote to the committee in a personal capacity,
suggests in his submission that often nothing is
done with the land when family assignations pass
between people for nothing, but that when people
pay for an assignation they try to recover the value
by being economically active. Is it your experience
in the estates that you deal with that such a sale of
tenancies is the norm? Is it your experience that
when people buy a tenancy they use the land?
Iain Russell: I can see where the argument
comes from. In the experience of my members, it
would be fair to say that those who buy
assignations and those who buy leases may very
well develop the asset in some way, but they do
not necessarily reinvest the proceeds. That is the
crucial point, because we come back to the issue
of sustainability. If someone pays money for a
croft lease there is an incentive to try to recover
some of that value, but it does not necessarily
follow that having recovered the value they
reinvest it in the croft. There can certainly be
circumstances in which leases are bought and
house sites are developed, but the money does
not go back into the croft. It would be fairer to say
that there is certainly activity—there may well be
commercial activity—but it does not necessarily
support
the
crofting
community
through
reinvestment.
Andrew Hamilton: We have no direct
experience from our members that suggests that
what Murdo Mackay says is the case. However, I
would say—I am bringing in experience from
agricultural tenancies—that we have not noticed
any lack of incentive to invest when tenancies are
inherited from previous generations. In fact, the
opposite is probably true. When a tenancy is
inherited from the previous generation that usually
provides a kick-start and a lot of energy and
investment is put in by the new tenant. I would
have thought that that would also be the case with
a new crofter. I would be worried that people who
have paid would perhaps have less finance
available to invest in the croft, although I am not
sure that that is the case. I have no direct
evidence.
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Dr Balfour: Our experience does not support
Murdo Mackay’s view. He will no doubt have a
specific example in mind, but I do not feel that that
is the case, based on our experience.
Rob Gibson: The Crofters Commission’s own
statistics show that, in the Western Isles last year,
three quarters of all assignations were either
family assignations or accessions. Murdo
Mackay’s supplementary evidence states:
“I can point out to anyone who cares to listen at least 100
crofts that have been assigned with no Crofters
Commission involvement to family members (at no cost in
all probability) and they are totally unused in most cases.”

That comment was made by a person who was
observing exactly the opposite to what you are
saying.
Dr Balfour: I was not talking about the Western
Isles, and I know that the Western Isles is a
special area in many ways, but is the suggestion
that there should not be free assignation of crofts
between families? I thought that one of our
objectives was to try to keep local people in the
area, although effectiveness does vary from
generation to generation.
The Convener: I think that we will leave that
point for now.
I have a final question about the complexity of
different types of leases on property. I am keen to
get your perspective on that. The SRPBA
submission makes a distinction between the
different types of leases that can be put in place
over croft land, and makes particular mention of
interposed leases. Could you comment on the
differences between interposed leases and other
types of leases and on how you see them being
distinguished in law?
Dr Balfour: I beg your pardon, convener. Did
you want me to respond?
The Convener: I thought that both you and Iain
Russell would be able to comment.
Dr Balfour: There are obviously a whole lot of
detailed legal aspects to interposed leases, on
which I would not be able to comment. However,
we can easily provide you with some written
details if you would like. The point is that
interposed leases are used for a variety of
sensible reasons relating to land management and
the best use of assets, and they are not
necessarily there to frustrate land reform, as has
been suggested. We would not support something
that was about frustrating land reform, but trying to
make those leases not applicable in crofting areas
would have serious implications for other perfectly
proper business management arrangements.
Iain Russell: Our members would agree with
that position. There is a wide range of leases, and
the ones that we have mentioned specifically are
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lifetime leases, which are fairly common in
property ownership. It seems to us that the matter
needs to be examined in a little bit more detail
before a rather general piece of legislation is
allowed to cover areas that it was perhaps not
intended to cover. We can see that any lease that
might be considered to be an avoidance
mechanism should be looked at if it is deemed to
be frustrating other parts of legislation, but it is
common practice in property ownership and
property development to have a wide range of
leases, which should not be at risk from a nonspecific piece of drafting.
The Convener: Does Andrew Hamilton have a
view on the issue?
Andrew Hamilton: I would simply like to say
that there are a great many leases of all types for
perfectly valid reasons, often involving family
members and trusts. The only appeal that I would
make is that, if something is to be done to deal
with the problem of a mechanism being created to
get round the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003, it
should be specifically targeted at that alone, rather
than being an all-encompassing piece of
legislation that would have quite serious effects on
perfectly valid leases that exist for other reasons.
The Convener: We will wrap it up at that point.
We could probably ask many more detailed and
technical questions, but I think that we would
rather rest and reflect on the answers that you
have given. Thank you for being prepared to come
along to the committee. Your evidence has been
helpful to us.
We will have a short break before hearing from
the second panel of witnesses.
10:30
Meeting suspended.
10:34
On resuming—
The Convener: We move on to our second
panel, members of which may have listened to our
discussions with the first panel. Although the three
witnesses are all from areas that are not crofting
areas, they may have an interest in the bill’s
proposal to allow for the creation of new crofts. I
welcome Duncan Mulholland, a small landholder
from Arran; Matthew Hickman, a small landholder
from Dumfries and Galloway; and Hamish Jack,
who represents the Spey Valley Crofters
Association. Thank you all for attending and for
providing us with your written submissions, which
members have found helpful.
I will kick off by asking what benefits you think
the bill will bring. You heard members of the
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previous panel say that the system will be highly
complex and that it is doubtful whether anyone will
want to have imposed on them legislation that will
not necessarily produce any benefits. We want to
get your perspective on whether the bill is
worthwhile and on what opportunities the ability to
extend crofting to more communities would create.
I invite Matt Hickman to start.
Matthew Hickman: For years, we have been
trying to encourage appropriate repopulation in
Carsphairn, which has suffered population decline
for a century or more. If the initiative in the bill was
pursued, we would be massively oversubscribed
before the process had even begun, especially if
the Forestry Commission Scotland provided
assistance and the suggestions about woodland
crofts were taken up. If an advert was put in the
paper in which a lease, which came with the ability
to build a house on the land, was offered in
perpetuity for a nominal ground rent, a huge
number of people would be interested. That
interest could be filtered to encourage just the sort
of repopulation that we are looking for. The
extension of crofting to areas where there is none
at the moment would bring enormous benefits.
Duncan Mulholland: There is no point in my
going through the forestry scenario on the island
of Arran because everything that Matt Hickman
said applies there.
Farmers on Arran are quite keen to diversify by
allowing small sections of their land to form crofts.
In addition, there is a housing problem on Arran,
which we need to chip away at by providing
affordable housing for the people who want to live
on the island. Although living in sheltered housing
seems to be the most popular scenario, there are
plenty of people who live in sheltered housing who
would move into a forestry croft or another small
croft, which would allow others to move into the
sheltered housing, for which there is a queue of
some 200 people. That would keep the rural
structure going and would provide a practical
solution to the problem of the provision of
affordable housing that everyone talks about.
For small landholders, the bill represents a lastgasp opportunity to get on to a level playing field.
We see no way forward, other than to approach
the Crofters Commission. We tried to use the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 but did not get
anywhere. Everyone seems to be upset about the
scenario facing small landholders. Arran is in a
slightly different position from other areas of
Scotland in that it does not have a tenanted
sector. The fact that the small landholders are
surrounded by owner-occupiers means that they,
not—as has been suggested—the owneroccupiers, are at a disadvantage. There are only
three tenanted agricultural holdings on Arran, so
they are very much in a minority. The bill would
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not create a disparity; it would allow us to fix a
problem that has existed for a long time.
Hamish
Jack
(Spey
Valley
Crofters
Association): First, I must correct what the
convener said—my members all come from the
crofting county of Inverness-shire. We are most
anxious to be registered by the Crofters
Commission. People in the Spey valley could have
been registered back in 1955 but, at the time, the
older members of the community perhaps thought
that they would offend their landlord by doing so,
so they chose not to. The result is that there are
many small areas of land next to crofts. In many
cases, the crofts are bigger than the small units
that sit next to them. The topography is exactly the
same; the only thing that divides them is the fence.
Because we are not registered crofters, under
the crofting counties agricultural grants scheme
we can apply for and—once we have been means
tested—obtain grants, which last for three years at
a time. The Government states that our receipt of
CCAGS grants means that we have the same
economic standing as registered crofters. Given
that that is the case, we feel that it is logical that
we should be on the crofting register.
The issue goes deeper than just the land. We
live in a low-wage economy and we now fall within
the Cairngorms national park. There is no way that
young folk can find a house to allow them to live
and work in the valley. If the crofts were
registered, that would give young people a rung on
the ladder into agriculture. The cost to a young
person of entering farming is prohibitive; he would
be in debt at the start. If he had a croft, he could
have a part-time job and work the croft part time. If
the Government is committed to keeping a
sustainable population, which affects schools, post
offices and communities, it must provide for those
small units to go on the crofting register.
Thank you for listening to me.
The Convener: I presume that you very much
welcome the opportunities in the bill to set up new
crofts.
Hamish Jack: I most definitely do.
The Convener: It is great to get that clear.
I have a follow-up question for Duncan
Mulholland. Matt Hickman’s paper is about the
opportunity for young people to get a foot in the
door of working the land, but you talked about
older people. Did you mean that older people
should move on to crofts or that new opportunities
should be freed up for them in sheltered housing,
which would allow younger people to move on to
crofts?
Duncan Mulholland: On Arran, a mixture
should be used. By older people I mean people
who are in their 30s or 40s—most are probably in
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their 40s. I am not talking about people who are in
their 50s or 60s.
The Convener: I am sorry—I thought that you
were talking about pensioners, because you
referred to sheltered housing. You mean not
people who are just starting out but people who
are established.
Duncan Mulholland: Exactly. I am talking about
estate gardeners, forestry workers and farm
workers—people who know what the situation is.
They must stay in houses that have been provided
for them but in which they do not want to stay;
they would rather have other housing.
The Convener: That answer is helpful.
Mr Brocklebank: I will address a couple of
questions to Mr Mulholland. You are a small
landholder. Will you remind us of the difference
between a small landholder and a smallholder?
Duncan Mulholland: A small landholder and his
family would have been given or cleared to—or
whatever happened—a section of land. It would
have been his family’s duty to fence that, to drain
it, to take the boulders off and to build their
dwelling-house and any other buildings that they
required to operate the small landholding.
Smallholdings have developed in places where
an estate has helped to drain the land and to
construct houses and other buildings. The estate
largely owns the buildings, unless its input was
very small. Smallholdings are of about 50 acres.
That is how I see the difference between a small
landholding and a smallholding. Estates have a
hold on some smallholders, whereas small
landholders—apart from the land that sits under
their buildings—are entirely free from the estate.
Mr Brocklebank: You are a small landholder.
How many people on Arran are in your category?
Duncan Mulholland: There are about 16 of us.
Mr Brocklebank: Does not existing legislation
provide room for you to achieve what you seek?
That would avoid crofting legislation imposing on
you an extra load of bureaucracy.
Duncan Mulholland: If existing legislation had
that ability, I would not be here. We have been
advised that our way forward is through the bill.
The Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 let us down,
although I made representations on the same
topics when it was considered. Members may
remember that the land reform consultation paper
said that the Government did not believe that there
were many small landholders, so small
landholding was not an issue.
Mr Brocklebank: You said that the bill would
help to address the lack of affordable housing, but
when that point arose in a previous evidence
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session, one witness said that the dilemma in
opening up Arran is that houses that became
available would disappear due to market forces
and that prices would be incredibly inflated, so
that, within a generation, the houses would be
removed from the system. How do you respond to
that?
10:45
Duncan Mulholland: Quite easily. The new
houses that I was talking about would be new
crofts. The market forces on Arran are something
like those in the centre of Edinburgh, Perth or
London. I will not even quote to you the figures on
Arran.
Mr Brocklebank: Would the same not happen
under the right to buy under the bill?
Duncan Mulholland: We are talking about
small landholders having the right to buy, and it is
highly unlikely that small landholders who have
been there for 100 years will buy their farms, sell
up and walk away. It is more likely that the
buildings that surround the small landholdings will
be renovated with assistance from the Scottish
Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department and, possibly, a CCAGS grant, as
long as the landholders match fund. At the
moment, they cannot match fund because the
banks will no longer lend money to small
landholders because they do not own the land that
is under the buildings that they are about to
renovate. Nowadays, most of the grants stipulate
that the houses must be for letting, not holiday
letting. If SEERAD ensured that that could happen
in future, that would help the availability of
affordable housing to let on the island and would
boost small landholders’ income.
Rob Gibson: I have separate questions for the
three witnesses, because they have different
circumstances.
The Convener: Who do you want to fire a
question at first?
Rob Gibson: I will stick with Duncan Mulholland
at the moment, as we are dealing with Arran.
Other members might want to ask about that too.
The bill will sort out problems with the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 that are not directly
related to crofting reform, so it would be possible
for it to rectify issues that relate to landlord-tenant
relationships. Is Duncan Mulholland saying that he
wants holdings of the type that he is talking about
to become crofts rather than regularised
agricultural tenancies?
Duncan Mulholland: That would be up to the
individual smallholder. I am more concerned that
the rest of the island should get involved in
crofting, because the benefit is for the whole island
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and not necessarily for the pocketful of small
landholders, which is how people describe us. If
Arran is included in the crofting counties, the small
landowners will be able to decide what they want
to do and the rest of the island’s population,
including the Forestry Commission, will have an
opportunity to kick-start the rural infrastructure.
Rob Gibson: Are you saying that some owneroccupier farmers might be prepared to create
crofts on their land?
Duncan Mulholland: Definitely.
Rob Gibson: Are you also saying that there is
obvious potential for a community land-based
arrangement for creating croft tenancies on
Forestry Commission land?
Duncan Mulholland: You will have a Forestry
Commission witness later. Arran lends itself to that
sort of approach, because the Forestry
Commission struggles with market forces in the
timber market. Taking anything off the island puts
it at an immediate disadvantage, so it is likely that
the commission will not plant in certain areas
where it planted for different reasons in 1965.
Rob Gibson: That is one of two suggested
routes for creating crofts but, so that they were not
sold on in the market, there would have to be a
condition that the crofts would remain perpetual
tenancies under the new landlords. Would people
on Arran be happy to accept that?
Duncan Mulholland: Yes, because they
already do. People on Arran cannot buy houses
anyway. They have to rent or get sheltered
housing, so they are happy to stay in houses that
they know they will never own. I believe that there
are mechanisms whereby, if they pay a small part
of the mortgage over 50 years for example, they
will get to own the house. However, people will be
thinking not of owning houses, but of finding
somewhere to live where they work. We are
talking not about the man who cleans the streets,
but about teachers. Most recently, I heard that the
port manager has had to leave his post. The
situation is getting out of hand.
Rob Gibson: I address this question to Hamish
Jack. Does anything in the existing crofting
legislation prevent people from registering either
their crofts or their small landholdings next to
crofts?
Hamish Jack: All we need is the consent of our
landlord, and that is not likely to be given without
legislation.
Rob Gibson: So you want the Crofting Reform
etc Bill to create that potential.
Hamish Jack: Yes. Most definitely.
Rob Gibson: My final question is for Matthew
Hickman. I assume that Galloway has a lot of
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Forestry Commission land, which is the land on
which you are thinking about creating crofting
communities.
Matthew Hickman: Partly—although private
landowners have shown some interest too.
Rob Gibson: Have they? Can you give us a
little more information about that?
Matthew Hickman: Having read the information
that I have shown them, individual landowners in
Carsphairn have not backed away. However, they
would want the right-to-buy question to be dealt
with; they will not allow crofts to be created if
people are to have an absolute right to buy them
almost immediately. They would also want
arrangements for the allocation of leases to be
dealt with; they want the people who move in to be
of positive benefit to the community, and they want
that to be dictated in some way and not just left to
a free-market free-for-all. We have experienced
the free market in the policy on smallholdings and
it has not worked.
Rob Gibson: In some areas, crofters are
demanding area policies—policies that are
managed at area level. Would you be looking for
something similar in Galloway?
Matthew Hickman: Yes.
The Convener: Witnesses on the previous
panel suggested that places such as Dumfries and
Galloway and Arran do not really have the kind of
community structures that would let crofts work.
They said that crofting communities have longestablished groups of townships, grazings
committees and local structures. Would it be
possible to establish community feeling, and
appropriate local mechanisms and policies, in
areas new to crofting?
Matthew Hickman: I made a note of what was
said about there being no tradition of communal
working outwith the crofting counties. I do not
know where that idea has come from. Historically,
all agricultural communities have worked
communally—not only in Scotland but in England
too. Well within living memory there was
communal sheep shearing in Carsphairn. That has
all gone within the past 30 or 40 years, but the
idea of communal working is still there. In
Dumfries and Galloway, the community councils
are particularly active, and I see no reason why
communal working could not happen. I work
communally with my neighbours now. The idea is
not completely dead.
Duncan Mulholland: The majority of the small
landholders whom I represent all live within a
stone’s throw of one another. We all work together
as it is. We are talking about only one part of Arran
where one landlord is in charge of us all.
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We need to work together. We share machinery;
we share bulls; we share tractors; we share
everything—so it would not be very difficult for us
to share knowledge or to have some sort of
communal agreement on any specific issues that
were raised by the Crofters Commission, for
instance.
The Convener: Hamish, are you confident that
an appetite for crofting exists in the Spey valley
and that enough community structures exist to
allow it to become a crofting area with new crofts?
Hamish Jack: As I have said, quite a lot of
registered crofts are on our neighbouring land. We
have no township and no common grazings as
such, but neighbours all pull together communally,
one helping the other. That has gone on for
generations and is likely to continue.
Nora Radcliffe: I wanted to ask Duncan
Mulholland a question. We have focused on the
areas that the three of you come from, but do you
know of other areas where people would be
affected by legislation on small landholdings?
Duncan Mulholland: I would be a very clever
man if I did.
Nora Radcliffe: I just wondered whether, during
previous campaigns, you had been in touch with
people in other parts of the country. I represent a
constituency in the north-east and I wondered
whether you knew of a nucleus of people there
who might be interested.
Duncan Mulholland: I have heard of such
groups and I am surprised that they have not been
in direct contact with the committee.
Nora Radcliffe: I have heard some expressions
of interest.
Duncan Mulholland: I was hoping that you
might be able to enlighten us about where the rest
of the small landholders are. There are some
learned friends behind me who know roughly
where most of those small pockets are. I believe
that Arran has the greatest concentration of them
in a single area.
Nora Radcliffe: Thanks. I just wanted to clear
that up.
Elaine Smith: We have heard that the high
house prices on Arran make it difficult for people
to live on the island. It has been suggested that
the bill might open up crofting to the free market.
Mr Mulholland, do you have any concerns about
that? If that happened, might the situation in Arran
get worse in the long run?
Duncan Mulholland: No. The stipulations that
Matt Hickman mentioned mean that it is unlikely
that for perhaps the next 50 years, until people
see how the situation goes, any landowner will let
a new croft be built on his land with the absolute
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right to buy. Certainly, the Forestry Commission
will not want anything like that happening. It will
probably want there to be a charity landlord or
something that would oversee such an
arrangement.
Because we know that such a market could
develop, it will not be allowed to start. It will be up
to the Crofters Commission to control that.
Elaine Smith: Do you think that the situation will
have to be controlled by regulation, which would
be overseen by the Crofters Commission?
Duncan Mulholland: Yes. There has to be
regulation because the market forces in Arran are
killing the place.
Rob Gibson: Your submission talks about the
fact that small landholders often live in
amalgamated units that are more than the 30
hectares that were set out in the original law. You
ask for clarification of the situation. You say that
25 per cent of Arran’s small landholders live on
amalgamated holdings. What sizes are those
holdings?
Duncan Mulholland: They are about 75 to 80
acres. Almost everyone started with holdings of 25
acres. Fifty years ago, everybody had 50 acres
and most people have no records of where the
other 25 acres came from. In the cases in which
there are records or people can remember where
the land came from, you find that the family that
previously owned the extra 25 acres had no one to
take over the property when the last owner died.
Unfortunately, under current legislation, in such a
situation, the buildings are taken by the landlord
and the land is offered to the neighbouring small
landholder. That happens to this day.
Rob Gibson: That is an important point. We will
have to consider that in relation to the bill. We will
have to change the set of regulations that deal
with the conditions on legitimate small landholders
becoming crofters.
Duncan Mulholland: It would be silly to leave
out a small number. Twenty-five per cent of 16 is
not a lot. The figures that applied at the beginning
are outdated. They do not reflect what has been
happening in modern farming.
The Convener: What sort of tenure do the
members of the Spey Valley Crofters Association
have?
Hamish Jack: The tenancies will have been
inherited from grandfathers, fathers, uncles and so
on. With regard to our estate, it would be wrong to
describe certain landowners as bad landlords,
because they are not; they simply want to utilise
their resources. In many cases, they want to get
the houses back so that they can sell them. I am
sure that it would be possible to get £170,000 for
the house and some of the holdings without doing
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anything. The house is worth more than the land.
However, I imagine that the majority of the houses
will have been inherited and will be held under the
1947 lease.
The Convener: That is a helpful clarification.
I thank the three of you for giving us your
interesting written evidence, which was useful in
bringing local circumstances to life, and for
answering our questions this morning. You are
welcome to stay to listen to the rest of our
deliberations.
11:00
Meeting suspended.
11:05
On resuming—
The Convener: We move on to our third panel.
It, too, is interested in the creation of new crofts. I
welcome Cameron Maxwell, the rural development
adviser for the Forestry Commission Scotland,
Councillor Drew Ratter, who represents Shetland
Islands Council, and Agnes Leask, who is the joint
president of the Scottish Crofting Foundation for
the Shetland area. I thank you for your written
submissions, which we have read. You will have
noticed that they were referred to in earlier witness
sessions. It is good to be able to read them in
advance of a meeting.
Eleanor Scott: I want to ask Cameron Maxwell
a bit about the reference to forest crofts in the
Forestry Commission Scotland submission. That
idea sounds exciting and interesting to me, but I
want to go back to something that a previous
witness said. In order to realise this vision for the
use of forest land, do forest crofts have to be
under crofting legislation?
Cameron Maxwell (Forestry Commission
Scotland): Our understanding is that they
probably do not. There are other ways of
constituting forest crofts. We said in the
submission that communities who want to do that
sort of thing might choose a model other than
crofting because woodland crofts might be only
part of any development activities. Crofting might
be suitable, but communities might decide to
choose something else. If what is chosen meets a
community’s needs and aspirations, then it makes
sense.
Eleanor Scott: Would there be advantages in
having the option to establish holdings under
crofting legislation?
Cameron Maxwell: I am not sufficiently expert
in the technicalities of crofting compared with
those of agricultural holdings to answer that.
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Eleanor Scott: Can you briefly outline what a
woodland croft might look like or the spectrum of
activities that might be undertaken in it?
Cameron Maxwell: The spectrum of activities is
what is important. Under Forestry Commission
Scotland’s national forest land scheme, we give
communities the opportunity to buy land where the
community can provide additional public benefit.
Currently, communities can apply to buy land and
divide it up to create affordable housing,
communal woodlands and woodlands that they
can lease for private working that might be linked
with housing. The point is to give communities the
opportunity to achieve their aspirations and
whatever they believe will create community
development opportunities. Certainly, affordable
housing is an issue. We sell land to housing
associations for affordable housing. There are also
opportunities for woodland management and
biomass. All such aspects are important, but
ultimately the process will be community driven.
Eleanor Scott: How do you envisage the
affordable housing that is created remaining
affordable and not being bought up by rich
incomers who fancy living in the middle of a
wood?
Cameron Maxwell: That sort of opportunity is
attractive to people and that is why such housing
sells for a lot. However, there are various
mechanisms in place. There are opportunities to
create rented housing and for community bodies
to become registered social landlords or to work
with charitable RSLs to provide social rented
accommodation where there is not the right to buy.
There is also the Communities Scotland
homestake shared equity scheme and the rural
housing burden, which was introduced by previous
legislation to control the retention of housing, to
whom it is passed on and, to an extent, the price.
The Convener: I know from previous
professional experience that there was a pilot
project in West Lothian called woodland crofts but,
obviously, crofting legislation did not encompass
the scheme. Was it successful? Has that been
done anywhere else in Scotland? Is that what we
are talking about here or did it just have the same
title?
Cameron Maxwell: In a way it is horses for
courses. Land and housing are attractive to
people. My understanding of the woodland crofts
in West Lothian is limited, but I understand that it
related to trying to bring in new people to areas
such as Whitburn in West Lothian, which suffered
quite heavily post-industrially. What was being
sought was landscape change, new housing and
probably the introduction of new wealth. Some
have said that that approach has been quite
successful but you might describe it as a lifestyle
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choice for people who want a bit of land and a
house close to Edinburgh.
The Convener: So it had the romantic ideal of
crofting attached to it, but not the legislative
requirements.
Cameron Maxwell: You have to be clear about
your objectives when you want to create such
schemes.
The Convener: That is important.
Eleanor Scott: One of the elements of crofting
is the common grazing. Would you envisage the
woodland crofts having common woodland that
would be managed communally?
Cameron Maxwell: That would be one of the
opportunities. The land that we have may not be
entirely suitable to create the house site, the inby
land, the inby forest and the communal woodland.
It may well be a mixture. If you want to create
woodland crofts, part of such crofts may come
from land that is already held within the
community, part may come from the purchase of
private land and part may be suitable Forestry
Commission Scotland land. A communal
woodland, if it can provide additional benefits,
would be a good thing.
Maureen Macmillan: I wish to ask some
questions of the panellists from Shetland. I was
quite struck that the submissions from Shetland—
one from Shetland Islands Council and one from
the Scottish Crofting Foundation for the Shetland
area—are very different.
The Crofting Foundation paper is negative about
the bill and raises all the worries that the
foundation and others have about it. Those
concerns include the free market in crofts, the lack
of democracy in the way the Crofters Commission
is run and its role in planning, and even that at
local level there would be a lack of democracy.
On the other hand, Shetland Islands Council
welcomes what it sees as good parts of the bill,
such as the creation of new crofts and the
Executive’s proposed new regulation about the
proper occupier of a croft, which will regulate
owner-occupiers in the same way as tenants. How
can we get those two views to come together? It is
obvious to us that there are issues in the bill that
need to be addressed, such as the concern about
the free market in crofts, but we need to know your
thoughts about how we might do that.
Agnes Leask (Scottish Crofting Foundation):
Our concern is the loss of crofting land to
speculative development. In Shetland, there are
quite a few owner-occupiers. Human nature being
what it is, if you have no family to take over your
croft, you will sell it to the highest bidder. That will
be a person with money—in other words, a
speculative developer who will turn the arable land
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of the croft into a building site, perhaps leaving the
remainder of the croft to go to waste over the
years.
Many crofts in Shetland are owner-occupied
because crofters were given the right to buy.
Shetlanders, being rather cautious, shall we say,
thought that one way of securing a home for their
family for the future was to purchase it and that
then they could not be removed. In other
instances, such as happened in my case, re-letting
crofts was not allowed: they had to be sold
because the estate was bankrupt. Anybody who
wanted a croft had to buy it.
There is a dividing line between the council’s
interest, which is to build more houses, which we
need in Shetland, and that of old crofters or
crofters who are moving elsewhere, who put their
croft on the market at a price that is beyond the
means of any young person who might wish to
take it on as an agricultural holding. A bridge could
easily be built between the two, because although
there is plenty of wasteland in Shetland that is
suitable for building on, the quality arable land that
could be cultivated is in short supply.
11:15
Maureen Macmillan: Have you considered
what the Executive is proposing with regard to the
proper occupier, which will regulate croft owners?
Do you think that that will help?
Agnes Leask: I am perplexed by it. When I had
to purchase the croft in 1958, I was told by the
officer from the local agriculture office that I would
be under scrutiny for the next seven years. The
croft had been derelict before we acquired it and I
was told that if I did not improve it, I would be
forced to put in a tenant who would work it. Has
the Crofters Commission lost the powers to make
people who are sitting on land and doing nothing
with it relet it?
Maureen Macmillan: You think that the
commission has the powers to deal with owneroccupiers at present, but is not using them?
Agnes Leask: Absolutely. I have never heard of
legislation that has taken those powers of
regulation away from the commission. When we
purchased our croft, the same powers were
applied to owner-occupiers and tenants—in
Shetland at any rate. The only difference was that
a tenant crofter could get grants for fencing,
reseeding and draining, while a croft owner could
not get any grants at all. I know that at a later
date—possibly in the 1960s—there was a change
in the rules, which meant that owner-occupiers
could get grants for reseeding, fencing and
draining, but not for building work on steadings or
new houses. The rules then changed again.
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Perhaps now owner-occupiers can get all the
grants that are available to tenant crofters.
Maureen Macmillan: Councillor Ratter, do you
want to comment?
Councillor Drew Ratter (Shetland Islands
Council): To explain how we arrived at our
position, I need to go back a stage. Agnes Leask
and I have been working together for many years
and we usually end up agreeing—we will work on
that outside this forum.
I refer the committee to what the Norwegian
Government is doing. I am not saying that we
should adopt Norwegian law, because we
obviously live in the United Kingdom, but the
Norwegian Government says that it is a policy
imperative that people should continue to live in
the remote and far-flung parts of the country. The
Scottish Executive has the option of saying that
too—everything else would flow from that.
The dynamism and energy in the Shetland
community is a result of a good, healthy mixture of
many generations of people coming in with ideas,
energy and a desire to do things, and the people
who live there. I can give you two examples of
that. The Shetland economy had been in the
th
doldrums for the bulk of the 19 century—it was
an incredibly horrible place to live. When the
herring boom began, a lot of people came from
Scotland and got involved in it. Everything was on
the up and up for a while and most of the big
houses in Lerwick were built on the strength of it,
although the herring fishermen and women got
very little of the benefit.
The next big one that came along was the oil
boom. Shetland had been doing a little bit better
since the 1960s on the basis of industries that had
already started to decline, such as the whitefish
industry and the knitwear industry, which was
extremely rocky and based on fashion.
In 1971, Shetland had a population of 17,000.
By 1975 it is likely, although we do not know
exactly, that it was down to more like 15,000. By
1979, there were 30,000 people in Shetland and
when the construction boom finished the figure
went down to and stabilised at about 23,000. It
has been a little over or a little under that since.
The oil industry has been the guarantor of
prosperity and it has kept people in parts of
Shetland in which they would not otherwise have
been. The policy imperative that Shetland Islands
Council tries to stick to is that we would like to
keep people in those areas, although that is not an
absolute and it can be argued both ways. You
could say that it is far better if there are not many
people in remote and rural parts of the country
because that is better for the environment.
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We are at a fairly early stage in our discussions
on the proposals in the bill. We are passing it out
to concentric rings and we certainly will not do
anything unless we get a high level of community
buy-in to it, but we think that the possibility of
creating new crofts is interesting. We should look
outside the crofting areas, where there are people
who aspire to have land and have ideas about
what they might do and about new businesses that
they might be able to create. If such people, from
outside the crofting areas, can be offered a
smallholding with a secure tenancy, pretty well the
absolute right to build a house on the land and
access to crofting grants and loans and SEERAD
grants and loans, that is a tremendously good
offer. In my view, people would again come in to
add to the mixture and perhaps carry us forward to
another increase in population and another
increase in energy. That is ambitious, but if we
make that decision, Shetland Islands Council
would like to put some resources in and have a
go. We would do so only on the basis of such a
decision being made.
I remind the committee that other aspects of
legislation across the work of the Scottish
Executive would also need to favour the creation
of new crofts. If that is going to be done across the
crofting counties or elsewhere, a conscious
decision would have to be made to put rural
development resources and other resources into
it, because it will not be a cheap option. However,
it could be a tremendously good one for remote
and rural parts of Scotland.
Maureen Macmillan: What about Agnes
Leask’s point that croft sites and houses could be
sold on speculatively. She suggested that there is
not enough regulation to prevent that from
happening. Do you agree? Is that a problem?
Councillor Ratter: We have discussed the
issue in detail and we believe that unless the right
to buy and the right to assign are restricted, not
many new crofts will be created. That is a
pragmatic point.
A market has always existed in croft
assignations and croft tenancies. The right to free
sale of crofts was introduced in the original acts in
th
the 19 century. The compensation scheme that
currently operates was introduced in 1962
because there was no value in the crofts. It was
not intended to create a ceiling; it was intended to
create a floor so that people who departed from
crofts got something. All that has changed is that
value is now in the equation.
To be pragmatic, it would be very difficult to
attempt to deprive people who are in that position
of what they at least perceive as a property right
that has been granted to them. If a system were
introduced that took that right away, there would
be great practical difficulties and resistance.
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Existing crofters will resist quite strongly if you say,
“We want you to pass the croft over to somebody
and we want to limit the figure that you get to
about 10 per cent of what you would get if you
passed it over to someone else.” As a crofter, I
have a lot of sympathy with their position.
My family have always been crofters. Everything
that is on the crofting land that my wife and I
occupy and work—she takes on the bulk of the
work—was put on by me, my father and mother,
my wife and other members of my family. If people
said that we had to give somebody that land for
more or less nothing, we would resist that strongly.
That is my personal view from the heart.
Agnes Leask: I agree with Drew Ratter. When
the day comes—as come it will soon, if none of my
family wants to carry on the croft—I will look for
the highest value that I can achieve for my croft. I
know that market value cannot be restricted, but
the Crofters Commission could place safeguards
on the crofting aspect of crofts, such as a limit on
where houses can be built. At the moment,
everything depends on the local council’s planning
permission for house sites. Councils need house
sites so, as often as not, the quality of the land is
not considered—whether land would be better
kept as arable land or should be used for
housebuilding is not examined. If a strong Crofters
Commission said, “Look, there’s a small area of
wasteland on that croft. That can provide two
house sites, but no more, because the rest of the
croft land is more important for agriculture,” that
would cap the market. It would not stop a free
market, but it would take out the speculative
development element.
I am all in favour of creating new crofts. At the
moment, a tenant crofter can purchase their croft
after several years. However, if new crofts fell into
the wrong hands—those of people who want them
only for development—creating them would be a
pointless exercise.
Councillor Ratter: What Agnes Leask said put
into my mind exactly what I want to say. If
members want to damage the market and to
reduce croft prices in the Highlands and Islands,
the ball is at their feet. The reasons why house
sites throughout the Highlands and Islands are
incredibly expensive have nothing to do with the
availability of land and everything to do with the
tremendously rigid and process-driven planning
system. If that did not exist, we would not have
£100,000 house sites in Lochaber, which is
perfectly absurd.
As far as I can see, the situation will worsen. For
all the time that I have been a member of Shetland
Islands Council, we have taken a fairly pragmatic
view of giving people houses: if people have
access to a bit of land on which they want to build
a house to live in, we have always been inclined to
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grant that. However, a pincer movement is coming
to stop that—it largely involves people being
closely scrutinised for declarations of interest and
not being local members, as well as the Planning
etc (Scotland) Bill, which will limit the size of
planning boards. At some point, rigid adherence to
the process will be the only option that is available
to us. The result will be that current house-site
prices in Shetland—house sites are available for
prices that are not high and which I am sure most
members would consider to be a bargain—will
cease to exist. The market is starting to take off
now.
If the Parliament wants to reduce values, it
should reduce the restrictions on obtaining
planning permission to build houses and create
more crofts, and the Crofters Commission should
apply strong and direct regulation to tackle what
Agnes Leask talked about—absenteeism and
multiple occupancy. Through involvement in the
Scottish Crofters Union and the Crofters
Commission for a long time, I know that in a place
such as the Western Isles, the bulk of assignations
are still family assignations. At the same time,
there are about 600 or 700 absentees. Something
can be done there. People who pay high prices for
assignations are in the minority. The Parliament
could do a lot about that.
Working on the proper occupier definition is a
sound thing to do. As we say clearly in our
submission, I do not think that owner-occupiers
and tenants should be treated differently.
If we could go back to day one and start again,
we might set up a system like the one we are
proposing for new crofts, under which the right to
buy and the right to assign are restricted, but it is a
different matter to take those rights away from
existing crofters. Strasbourg is a lovely town and it
would be nice to spend some time there, but that
proposal would cost a lot of money.
11:30
Mr Brocklebank: In a sense, this discussion is
a microcosm of the debate that we have been
engaged in since the beginning of the evidencetaking process. In the community in Shetland,
some people see the positive aspects of the bill
and others say that we are looking at the end of
the crofting system as we have known it.
What is the point of crofting legislation? Was not
the purpose of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1886 to
retain that land for crofters in perpetuity,
throughout the generations? Does not the
proposed legislation seriously undermine that
basic intention?
Councillor Ratter: My reading of history is that
the 1886 act came about after a lot of work by the
Irish Land League and the Highland Land League
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to try to ensure that small landholders were not
absolutely at the mercy of predatory landlords,
who treated them brutally. Whether we will get
predatory landlords coming back into the equation
and treating us brutally again is an open question.
However, circumstances have changed vastly. As
I said before, we are consensual in Shetland and,
until we get consensus on this really big move, I
can say that we will not be doing it. However, we
need to understand that the situation has moved
on and view the new legislation as being a
genuine tool for real rural development. As I said,
we need to get you to see that within a broader
framework.
The money that is being invested in rural
development and the consultation on the new rural
development plan are encouraging stasis. Most of
what is in the plan will encourage people such as
me to take the money that is coming through
channels such as the less favoured areas fund,
the single farm payment scheme and other
environmental schemes and do little else.
However, if you said, “We wish to create public
goods” and used that money as an incentive to
ensure that they were created, I would get up and
attempt to do something along those lines. We are
extremely responsive to policy instruments of that
kind. That is worth bearing in mind.
Mr Brocklebank: Is not the situation analogous
to what happened when Margaret Thatcher
decided to allow council-house tenants to buy their
council houses? That move took those houses out
of public ownership in one generation and we
have seen a lot of difficulties as a result. Might not
such a situation arise if the perpetuity system that I
have described comes to an end?
Councillor Ratter: As I have said, the various
acts that have been passed since 1886 have
already more or less created the circumstance that
you describe. There is a question about whether
that situation can be changed.
Although I have never been an admirer of
Margaret Thatcher, I must be fair. Her policy
decision had a tremendous impact on public
housing and caused there to be a lack of it, but I
have to say that the capital that flowed into
communities created a certain dynamism—
Mr Brocklebank:
community—

Or

flowing

out

of

a

Councillor Ratter: If someone in a crofting
community parts with their assignation for a large
sum of money, that money will, generally, circulate
within that community. I know that I am giving
serious hostages to fortune when I say that, but
there is more than one line that can be pursued in
that regard.
Rob Gibson: Agnes Leask, you have been a
crofting assessor. The section on regulation and
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democracy in your submission makes it clear that
you are concerned that the bill proposes that a
panel should appoint such persons rather than
their being elected by the people who know the
area that the assessor would represent, which is
the practice at the moment. Could you tell us a
little more about your thoughts on that?
Agnes Leask: I feel great disquiet and
uncertainty about this matter. I discussed it with
the 15 other assessors during a meeting in
Lerwick. We are all concerned about it. Will the
panel be made up of three people, five people or
some other number? Will the people who are
appointed know the differences between various
areas? Shetland is similar to other crofting areas
in that, if you go 2 miles down the road, you can
be in a community with different problems,
strengths and weaknesses from the one that you
just left. The assessors feel that we cannot
operate fairly with any fewer people than are on
the ground already. We do all our work voluntarily.
We cost the Crofters Commission only the price of
a stamp on a letter to notify us of a decrofting or a
change of tenure and a stamp to take our reply
back to the commission. We are extremely
economical.
We would like there to be elected
representatives. It does not matter whether they
are called a panel or assessors but it is important
that they are elected by the local crofting
community’s grazing committees and so on. That
will ensure that they are people who know the
area. We simply cannot operate with any fewer
assessors than we currently have. Recently, an
assessor retired and his area was lumped in with
my area. Twice, recently, decroftings have
occurred in that area and I have had to telephone
the previous assessor to get the details from him
because I do not know the area all that well.
Another assessor told me that the same thing had
happened to him. An extra area was lumped in
with his area and he had to consult the previous
assessor when issues arose.
Crofters look to the Crofters Commission to be
their protective ruling body, but they see that the
close ties that they have with it are being lost.
Eventually, there will not be anybody who will have
or listen to grass-roots knowledge about crofting
problems, strengths and weaknesses in the
various areas. That is where the concern comes
from.
Rob Gibson: That is the issue for the
assessors. We are told that there is a likelihood of
new crofts being created. If that is the case, it
seems logical that there will be a need for more
assessors, not fewer. That is a point that I take as
a given.
If the crofting community has the knowledge, it
will want to create area policies for the
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development of crofting in areas such as Shetland.
Would that best be done on an elected basis or
delivered from on high?
Agnes Leask: From an assessor’s point of
view, I believe that that should not be done from
on high. No matter how clever or educated a
person is, it would be impossible to get someone
to understand all the various situations in the
various areas in the space of a meeting. There
must be local representation. As I said, whether
the groups are called panels or something else,
the members must be elected and there should be
no fewer than 16. As more crofts are created,
perhaps we should think along the lines of the
situation a couple of years ago, when we had 18
assessors. Local groups can feed into the work of
the assessors. Crofters are rather reluctant to
push themselves forward to take on any position.
We do not want to lose the assessors, as they are
the one contact on the ground who crofters can
speak to in their mother tongue, shall we say,
which allows them to get their ideas across better.
Councillor Ratter: There is no doubt that Agnes
Leask is right that some kind of grass-roots
representation is required. I speak for Shetland
Islands Council when I say that something has
been lost in the past few years as a result of the
dilution of the use of assessors and the withdrawal
of any kind of area responsibility on the part of
commissioners or board members of the Crofters
Commission—or whatever we are these days. If
we are to achieve what we need to achieve, that
link needs to be reconstituted, although there is no
reason in the world why there should not be
variations in how that is done. We need to
consider grazings committees or township
committees and assessors and work out a system
that will best develop area policies from the grass
roots. Ultimately, the policies will have to be
agreed with the regulating body, which will be the
Crofters Commission, whatever form it is in, after
which the Crofters Commission will regulate and
police those policies.
The only point in Agnes Leask’s submission with
which I disagree is the suggestion that board
members of the Crofters Commission should be
elected. There are two options: in an ideal world,
we would have robust impartial regulation; or we
can have elected board members. In my view, we
cannot have both. I could not be an elected board
member, because it would be incredibly difficult to
consider the policy and then make and carry
through decisions that are against it. The body
needs to have an appointed board.
Rob Gibson: You mentioned the Norwegian
situation. I remind you that Norway has area
agriculture committees, which are for small areas
and are made up of local people who take
decisions that affect their neighbours. You suggest
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that that would somehow be impossible in our
society.
Councillor Ratter: I do not suggest that it is
necessarily impossible. The system has been
tried—in the early 1990s, there was a fairly longrunning experiment in the Western Isles, which
was led by Agnes Rennie, who was the
commissioner for the area at the time. Perhaps the
communities were approached in the wrong way
but, in the end, the response that came back was
that they wanted a disinterested regulator to take
certain decisions so that they did not have to fall
out with their neighbours. In my opinion, the same
would be true in Shetland. We would prefer to
have somebody at a higher level to kick in those
circumstances. Small communities have to be
highly consensual or they become intolerable
places in which to live. I accept that decisions are
made locally in Norway, although I do not know
the details. However, in my experience, people at
the grass roots in small rural communities in the
crofting counties do not desire such a system. For
the reasons that I have outlined, it would be
difficult to make that system work.
Rob Gibson: The situation might be different in
other areas, because communities may have
different responses to the system.
11:45
Councillor Ratter: That is conceivable. The
Western Isles have by far the largest number and
Shetland has the second-largest number of
crofters in a definable area. My idea of area
policies is that they would perhaps arbitrarily break
the crofting counties into, for example, three or
four areas, which would be covered by broad
policies. Policies must be developed by
consultation and consensus—it is a matter of
policing by consent. Unless people have broadly
internalised and accept regulation, they will pursue
every single point through every legal channel that
they can and gum up the works for ever. Nobody
should believe that regulating such a complex
system is easy or ever will be easy.
Rob Gibson: Finally, appointments to the
Crofters Commission have been made for more
than 50 years. We have heard plenty of evidence
that, during that time, the appointed boards have
not made the commission work—I refer to keeping
the register of crofts up to date and developing
crofting in a way that benefits the future by having
a clear set of records, for example. Why should an
elected board be any different? Could it be
different? Will it be much more imperative for it to
sort out problems because it comes from the grass
roots?
Councillor Ratter: An argument about that
could be had. I think that the Crofters Commission
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has done substantially better since the early
1990s. The spectrum is not from terrible to perfect,
but from worse to better—I would not be prepared
to try to argue otherwise. Sir Crispin Agnew has
made the serious constitutional point, which the
committee will discuss later, that the commission
would be a privatised tribunal. We are talking
about a body with a sort of quasi-judicial role.
Ideally, a high-quality body that is separated and
appointed rather than elected could do things
better. I am sure that we could debate that matter
and the good points that could be made on the
other side of the argument.
Elaine Smith: Many of the questions that I
wanted to ask have been answered. However,
does the panel have an opinion on the period for
clawback after the right to buy has been
exercised? We discussed that matter with a
previous panel.
Councillor Ratter: The previous panel
answered the question fairly well. The current
legal device through which people are nominated
to avoid clawback is effective. I am a crofter and
everything on our land was done to it or put on it
by our family over several generations. Nothing
was put on it or more or less any other crofting
land by a landlord. I would prefer there to be no
clawback at all.
Agnes Leask: I do not disagree with the rule.
My niece now has my old family croft, which my
grandafther improved beyond all recognition.
When he took on the croft, most of the arable land
was practically useless, but he trenched it and
built stone drains, which was a tremendous job.
He did that more than 100 years ago. Succeeding
generations must recognise what was put into the
croft to make it what it is.
Perhaps the Crofters Commission has a
weakness now that did not previously exist,
because houses are being allowed to be built on
the best-quality land. A brand new house was built
for the current tenant of the croft on one of the
best-quality fields that my grandfather drained,
when it could have been built on the rubbish land
a few metres away. Young people were taking on
the croft—and good luck to them—but to me it did
not seem right that good land should be sacrificed
for a house. As Drew Ratter said a minute ago, we
cannot have local people arguing against each
other. We want an arm’s-length body that can
make such decisions. If the Crofters Commission
had been protective of quality croft land, it would
have viewed the croft before planning permission
was granted. It should be the first body to view
where a house is to be built and say, “No, a house
cannot be built on that plot of land, but the land
20m away is poor quality, so you can move the
house two lengths of itself.” That would protect the
good land and take the argument out of the
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community; the community would not decide
whether a house could be built. If the Crofters
Commission said that a plot could not be
decrofted, there would be no question that
planning permission would ever be given.
As I see it, things are the wrong way around. It
used to be that before someone could build a
house on a croft, the land had to be decrofted or
they could not apply for planning permission. I am
speaking from experience. In the days before I
became an assessor, a lady who owned her
croft—a rarity in those days—sold a plot of land.
When the person who bought it applied for
planning permission, the council said that the land
was croft and asked if it had been decrofted. She
applied for a decrofting and officers came out from
the local agricultural office in Lerwick, viewed the
land and said, “No way. You are not getting
decrofting on that. The quality of it is too good.”
The purchaser had to be handed back her money.
Why is it that the local councils now have the
last say on where houses can be built? If the
Crofters Commission is going to be a body that
protects crofting, it should have the authority to
say whether someone can build a house or not—it
should not stop a house being built on a croft but
should pick the land that has the least agricultural
value for the site.
Elaine Smith: That is interesting. At the end of
your submission, you say that that there is a
“need for crofting legislation to address many issues in
crofting”

and what you have just been talking about might
be one of those issues. You also ask,
“can this Bill be fixed to address them?”

That is what the committee is trying to do at this
stage. We are taking evidence so that we can
make suggestions to the Executive, and that is
why the questions that we are asking today and
the answers we are getting are important.
My final question is also for you, Agnes. Your
submission says:
“The perception from crofting communities is that the Bill
in its present form will destroy crofting.”

It also talks about crofts as “a freely marketable
commodity”. Why would the bill in its existing form
make crofts freely marketable commodities?
Agnes Leask: I cannot see anything in the bill
that will protect croft land. If the bill said that the
Executive was going to take back the power to
regulate what land can be used for building and
what is to be preserved, I would support it.
However, as it stands, I see no protection at all for
croft land.
If my family was not interested in my croft,
human nature being what it is and considering that
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I took a derelict croft and made it into a reasonable
croft—I would not say that it is fantastic—I would
want the highest price I could get. There is a big
demand for houses in my area because it is not
too far outside Lerwick and it is a nice, quiet,
rather scenic area; in fact, we think that it is
beautiful.
I know for a fact that I could sell the most easily
accessible arable land for £30,000 or £40,000 per
house site, which would result in three acres of
arable land all under houses. If you multiply the
figures—you would get approximately four houses
to an acre—I would do quite well, thank you.
However, it would mean the destruction of that
entire croft, because the rest of the land would be
as well returned to common grazings for all the
quality that it would have.
The Convener: That chimes with something
that Drew Ratter said earlier when he was a bit
scathing about the new Planning etc (Scotland)
Bill. He said that the bill would prevent Shetland
Islands Council from having sensible housing
policies. I wonder how things will work. On the one
hand, Agnes is saying that the Crofting Reform etc
Bill should not allow decrofting or the sale of
crofting land for housing when the land is good
arable land and should be used for crofting. On
the other hand, Drew is saying that the crofting bill
is a good bill but that the planning bill will cut
across it. Should not proper planning policies
provide housing both for people who just want to
buy or rent a house and for people who want to
live and work on a croft?
We have learned that the Crofters Commission
is not sufficiently involved in consultations during
the planning process. If it were involved, it could
say either, “We want more land to be developed
for housing,” or “We don’t think that this particular
application for housing should be approved
because this is valuable crofting land.” Do we not
have an opportunity to link the two challenges but
to be clear about who does what?
Councillor Ratter: Yes, there are clearly
opportunities. It is a crude understatement, but the
gist of my argument is that not enough crosscutting thinking about development is going on
and that too much thinking is going on in silos, as
if the bills did not have any effect on each other.
Making the Crofters Commission a statutory
consultee on planning matters is a possibility that
should be explored. Issues could be settled at
policy level. I usually kick against excessive focus
on process, but it is conceivable that this process
could actually work. In Shetland, by and large, we
developed the zoning policy in consultation with
local communities. There has been a lot of heat in
one particular area, but across the rest of Shetland
the zoning policy has been fairly uncontentious. If
we were forced by legislation to be much more
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robust about refusing planning permission on land
that is zoned to have no housing, many of the
problems could be solved. The two processes
would have to engage; we would have to do a lot
of groundwork; and we would need the legislative
hooks to hang things on. That is not impossible.
Agnes Leask talked about the days after the war
when we had a United Kingdom food security
policy so that good agricultural land was protected
by law. We live under a UK Government that says,
in effect, that regulation should be reduced. If we
have a change of Government, the new
Government will also say—whether it is actually
done or not—that regulation will be reduced. At
this stage in the cycle, no Government will
reintroduce a policy that designates classifications
of agricultural land and says that housing will
never be permitted on some of them.
As we were saying earlier, we have to make
different parts of legislation operate more closely
together. There could be a formal link between the
Crofters Commission as the regulating body and
the council as the planning authority. That would
allow us to extract most of the benefits that we
want to extract. It could be done.
The Convener: That is food for thought.
Nora Radcliffe: Agnes Leask said that if
someone wants to designate land as a house site
and then to build a house, the land has to be
decrofted. Would that mechanism allow decisions
on where houses should be built to be made in the
light of crofting interests, rather than in the light of
wider interests?
Councillor Ratter: At the moment, it is the
opposite way round: the Scottish Land Court has
made it clear to the Crofters Commission that the
need for planning consent for housing is the main
driver and will always trump whatever the Crofters
Commission does.
All the agencies in the Highlands and Islands—
not solely the crofting agencies—say with one
voice that the shortage and the cost of housing in
rural areas is the worst problem that our society
and economy labour under. At the moment, the
Crofters Commission will not grant permission for
decrofting until planning consent has been
obtained. If planning consent has been obtained
on a piece of land, and if the Crofters Commission
then receives an application for decrofting that is
opposed by the crofting community—as happened
in Shetland at Ocraquoy in Cunningsburgh not
very long ago—it is now perfectly clear to the
Crofters Commission that, if it attempts to protect
that piece of land for the long-term use of the
crofting community, its efforts will be overturned by
the Scottish Land Court.
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The Convener: That is a good point to end on
because this issue has come up a couple of times
with different witnesses.
This has been an extremely interesting session,
but I will wind it up now because our fourth panel
of witnesses has been waiting patiently. I thank
the three witnesses on our third panel for giving us
some very interesting evidence. As happened last
week in the Western Isles, we have had an
illustration of the strong views that are held. The
committee will have much to think about as we
come to our conclusions on the Crofting Reform
etc Bill. Your contributions have been extremely
helpful.
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bill will advise commissioners on what the bill
means when they sit in their judicial capacity as
members of the tribunal that is the Crofters
Commission.
Rob Gibson: Should the Scottish Executive
take serious cognisance of what might happen to
the newly constituted Crofters Commission?

12:01
Meeting suspended.

Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Each case will
turn on its own facts, but the issue will tend to
occur in the context of the person promoting the
bill giving a particular interpretation of what he
considers the bill was intended to achieve. If
people then argue before the tribunal that that is
the wrong interpretation and that the bill actually
means something else, they might find that their
judge is the same person who gave advice to
Parliament on the bill’s meaning.

12:04
On resuming—

Rob Gibson: The submission mentions that the
Crofters Commission is a tribunal subject to the
Tribunal and Inquiries Act 1992. Does that mean
that the chief executive is, in a sense, a judge?

The Convener: Our final panel has particular
expertise in crofting law. I welcome Sir Crispin
Agnew of Lochnaw and Duncan Burd, who
represents the rural affairs sub-committee of the
Law Society of Scotland. As with previous panels,
we will not hear opening statements from the
witnesses, but we have very much appreciated
being able to read in advance their thoughts in
their written submissions. I anticipate that
colleagues will want to follow up a number of
points.
Rob Gibson: I am interested in the fact that Sir
Crispin Agnew’s submission dwells on the role of
the chief executive of the Crofters Commission.
The submission suggests that, as the current chief
executive has been involved in the drawing up and
execution of the bill, he could face a conflict of
interest in future if he remains chief executive. Will
Sir Crispin expand on that?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: The issue
arises out of the Davidson v Scottish ministers
case. As chief executive, Mr Rankin is the driving
force behind the bill and has given evidence to the
committee on what “purposeful use” means.
Therefore, if I appear before the Crofters
Commission to represent someone who puts a
different interpretation on the meaning of that
phrase, an issue of fairness will arise. An ordinary
member of the public would assume that Mr
Rankin would advise the members of the
commission on what he considers to be the proper
meaning of “purposeful use”—I could give similar
examples. An issue could arise as to whether,
under the European convention on human rights,
the person had received a fair hearing before the
Crofters Commission, and the case might need to
be appealed to the Scottish Land Court. It causes
me concern that the person who is promoting the

Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: No, the
commissioners are the judges. However, the
commissioners take advice from the officials of the
commission about the issues. I do not know
whether such an argument would be successful,
but I know that I would have it in my back pocket
when advising anyone who wanted to take a case
to the Crofters Commission.
Rob Gibson: Your submission cites the 2005
case of Davidson v Scottish ministers. It looks as if
such a case has already gone all the way.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Yes. The case
of Davidson v Scottish ministers involved a bill that
had been promoted by the Lord Advocate, who
had explained to the House of Lords what he
thought a particular clause in the bill was
supposed to achieve. He then turned up as the
judge who determined what that clause meant.
Maureen Macmillan: That is not a true analogy,
because the chief executive of the Crofters
Commission does not act as a judge.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: No. However,
the Crofters Commission is a tribunal where things
are less formal. The chief executive is an official of
the commissioners and one presumes that the
commissioners will take advice from the chief
executive on how they should fulfil their functions.
Commission staff present papers to the
commissioners when the commissioners have
hearings on various issues. I know that the
situation is not entirely comparable, but the
question is how a fair-minded bystander would
view the situation if, for example, a person argued
before the commission that “purposeful use”
meant X and the commission’s chief executive has
previously given evidence to a committee of the
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Parliament that it means something different.
Would the fair-minded bystander be concerned
that the chief executive might have influenced the
commissioners as to the proper meaning of that
phrase?
The Convener: That is an issue for the
Executive to mull over. Your evidence is technical
but thought provoking. I suspect that we will test
the question with the Executive and ask to what
extent it has considered that issue; that might be
the way to handle it.
Nora Radcliffe: It should be said that we would
expect commissioners to take whatever advice
and evidence they receive with the appropriate
dose of salt, as we always do.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: I am not
saying that the commissioners will be influenced
or that they will not do their level best to act fairly,
but the European convention requires that the
matter
be
judged
by
the
reasonably
knowledgeable bystander. I am not making
suggestions about, or casting aspersions on, the
commission.
Nora Radcliffe: I think that a reasonable
bystander would assume integrity, but we will let
the issue lie.
The Convener: We will consider the matter,
which is out there as an issue. Sir Crispin has
raised it with us, so it would be reasonable for us
to raise it with the Executive. The information is
helpful.
Rob Gibson: Sir Crispin will have heard the
previous witnesses’ evidence about small
landholders. It appears that we could deal with the
whole question of small landholders by amending
the bill so that it amended other legislation. From
what Sir Crispin has heard, would creating crofts
be a better option for small landholders on Arran?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: That is a
policy matter. It might help the committee if I were
to explain the historical background. The Crofters
Holdings (Scotland) Act 1886 introduced security
of tenure for crofting in some parishes in the
crofting counties. The Small Landholders
(Scotland) Act 1911 extended the 1886 act to
apply to the whole of Scotland, so crofting was
established throughout the whole of Scotland,
governed by the 1886 act.
In 1955, the decision was made to float off the
crofting counties to a slightly different regime,
although it is not very different—the small
landholders acts and the Crofters (Scotland) Act
1993 contain many similarities. Add-ons have
been made in the crofting areas, the main one of
which is the crofting right to buy. I have given
opinions on small landholdings in Arran, near
Stranraer, near Glasgow airport, in Aberdeenshire
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and quite a number of them in the north-east, so
pockets of small landholdings still exist. The
landlord of most small landholdings was the
Scottish Office, which sold off most of them in the
1970s, so only small pockets are left here and
there.
Under the 1911 act, the Scottish ministers have
the power to create more small landholdings by
taking over land with or without agreement. If they
exercised that power, we would have a crofting
regime that was without the right to buy but which
was governed by the same rules and regulations
as are in the current crofting regime. It is not for
me to express an opinion on whether extending
that is a good thing. Arran could be added, but I
understand that some small landholdings in Arran
are larger than the acreage that is proposed in the
bill. I know of a holding in Arran that is 1,000
acres: it has an extensive grazing area. If the
regime is to be extended to Arran, it should be
extended to all holdings, irrespective of their size.
Mr Alasdair Morrison (Western Isles) (Lab): I
will refer to issues raised in paragraphs 4 and 5 of
Sir Crispin’s submission. We are in the business of
taking evidence and framing legislation, yet
Scotland’s foremost expert on the relevant law
says that the process is severely compromised,
which is a fundamental point.
How compromised is the process, given the
involvement of the chief executive of the Crofters
Commission being the lead civil servant on the
bill? If the situation were to change and we were to
revert to the normal situation—that is, with a
dispassionate civil servant in charge of the
legislative process—would that change the
dynamic that you have outlined in paragraphs 4
and 5 of your submission?
12:15
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Paragraph 4 is
on a totally separate issue.
Mr Morrison: In my second question, I was
going to ask you to explain that point. I ask you
first to deal with paragraph 5.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: It just occurred
to me that I would consider taking up the point that
is outlined in paragraph 5 on behalf of a client if I
was appearing at a hearing before the Crofters
Commission—for example, if I was promoting a
construction of a particular section of the bill that
was different from what had been said to the
committee as to the meaning of it. Whether or not I
would be successful remains to be seen.
However, it is something that I, as a lawyer, would
have in my back pocket to consider.
The Convener: But you might have lost the
element of surprise now.
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Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: I think what I
am really saying is that it is not a sensible point to
be able to take.
The Convener: I think that we get that.
Mr Morrison: The second sentence of
paragraph 4 says, in relation to the Tribunals and
Inquiries Act 1992:
“This appears to me to raise significant constitutional
issues, in that this is the first example of a ‘privatised’
judicial body since pre 1747.”

Discuss.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: The Heritable
Jurisdictions (Scotland) Act 1746 abolished all the
private jurisdictions where sheriffdoms were
hereditary and restricted to families and so on.
The local hereditary sheriff got all the profits of
justice. That is why that date is referred to.
The Crofters Commission, unlike other
administrative bodies—such as a local authority
licensing board—is an administrative body from
whose decision there is an appeal to the sheriff.
The Crofters Commission, by statute, is a tribunal.
It is to be one of the legal courts of the land.
The jurisdiction of most courts flows from the
Crown—they are bodies that derive their authority
from the Crown. The Crofters Commission is to be
a body corporate with no connection with the
Crown, yet it is still to be subject to the Tribunals
and Inquiries Act 1992 as a legal tribunal, like the
Employment Tribunals Service, the Pensions
Appeal Tribunals for Scotland and various social
security and other tribunals. That body corporate
will be exercising a judicial function that is subject
to the 1992 act. That seems to be an issue of
constitutional law. Practically, it probably makes
no particular difference, but people need to think
about the matter. Are we going to privatise justice
and put it out to people based in what are to be
bodies corporate that have no connection with the
Government or the constitutional position of
Parliament in a broader sense?
Mr Morrison: In the final paragraph of your
submission, you cover what you label a “general
issue”. You write:
“it is very difficult for lawyers to get access to Scottish
Acts or UK Acts and Statutory Instruments that are
amended by the Scottish Parliament”.

That seems bewildering.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Let us
consider the Crofting Reform etc Bill. If SEERAD
had not produced its print-off of how the legislation
will look once it is amended, we would be sitting
down with the 1993 act, trying to write in pencil
corrections, including all the little insertions of
“and” and so on. That is a difficult exercise,
particularly in relation to Westminster acts of
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Parliament. An act may have been amended by
the English Parliament, and the Scottish
Parliament may also have amended it, and we
have to try to fit the pieces together.
I have been told of a prosecution under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 in which the
prosecution, the defence and the Royal Society for
the Protection of Birds all had different versions of
how they thought the act had been amended.
There are various bodies such as Westlaw UK that
publish updated versions of acts once
amendments have been made. However, the fact
that they tend to do that for English acts, but not
for Scottish acts is becoming more of a difficulty.
We are such a small legal community that the
money is not available to have updated acts
published.
In England, it is possible to obtain updated
versions of Westminster acts. The Lord Chancellor
has a website that allows acts and all the
amendments that have been made to them to be
run off. It is increasingly difficult to do that for
Scottish acts, especially for acts that were passed
at Westminster and which have been amended in
Scotland and in England. The Animal Health Act
1981 is an example of such an act. It has been
amended by the Animal Health Act 2002 and is
about to be amended by the Animal Health and
Welfare (Scotland) Bill. It will be possible to obtain
from various websites the original act with all the
English amendments pasted in, but it remains to
be seen whether that will be possible for the
Scottish amendments that are made to the act.
Finding out what the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981 now says following the passing of the Nature
Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004 is a nightmare.
SEERAD has published a document that shows
how the 1993 act will be amended by the bill—I
assume that members have copies of that
document. Unless SEERAD updates it and
produces a consolidated version of the legislation,
it will be very difficult for people to find out what
the law is.
Mr Morrison: You are making a plea for better
housekeeping.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: I am making a
plea for someone to provide a Scottish website
that keeps the Scottish acts up to date and is
readily accessible, not only to lawyers, but to the
general public.
The Convener: That is an interesting point of
principle. We have a copy of a document that the
Executive gave us, which shows how the 1993 act
will be amended by the bill. I think that it is
available on the Executive’s website.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: I also have a
copy of it, but I hope that once the bill has been
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passed, a consolidating bill will go through the
Scottish Parliament.

buy applies only to houses in crofting townships
and those on crofting estates.

The Convener: The alternative would be to put
an updated version of the 1993 act on a website
so that anyone could access it. That is a point of
principle that we might want to raise with the
Executive. We are talking about providing
transparency and clarity on the laws that we pass
for people outside the Parliament who have not
followed our deliberations. Sir Crispin Agnew has
made a helpful suggestion on an interesting
subject. Although it relates to the bill that we are
considering, it has more general implications.

Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Yes. I made
that suggestion because, at the moment, the 1993
act says that anyone who occupies for free a
house in the crofting counties has a right to buy it.

I invite Duncan Burd to comment from the Law
Society’s perspective on any of the issues that we
have discussed.
Duncan Burd (Law Society of Scotland): The
society would always defer to Sir Crispin on
European human rights issues, which are a
specialised area.
On general housekeeping, from a purely
practical point of view, it is a nightmare to locate
and interpret Scottish legislation. My own field is
rural communities, for which the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 is important. I have had
interpretation difficulties with that act and I waste a
great deal of time trying to find out the correct
answers. If there was a readily accessible website
that provided consolidated versions of acts, the
legal profession would leap at the chance of using
it.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: It is not the
acts that are passed that are the problem.
Difficulties arise when an act that has already
been amended for England is amended differently
for Scotland.
The Convener: You could not have made your
plea more effectively. We will take it on board and
consider what you have said.
I will let Ted Brocklebank ask some brief
questions, because I know that he must leave at
12.30.
Mr Brocklebank: My points relate to what Sir
Crispin Agnew said about housekeeping. I was
intrigued to discover from the part of your
submission in which you talk about cottars that,
under the 1993 act, anyone who lives in the
crofting counties—that includes all Invernesians—
who has let someone stay in their house
“for free or for a rent of only £6 per annum, is vulnerable to
the ‘cottar’ exercising a right to buy under section 12.”

That will send a shiver down the spine of many
people in the Highlands. You suggest that the bill
should tidy up the relevant part of the 1993 act
and make it clear that that provision on the right to
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Mr Brocklebank: To your knowledge, has that
right ever been exercised?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: I know of one
case in which somebody allowed a family member
to stay, then they all fell out and the croft was
bought as a cottar house.
Mr Brocklebank: So the legislation should be
tidied up. The other issue is also a housekeeping
one. As we know, the National Trust for Scotland
has made land over for crofting at places such as
Balmacara. You suggest that other trusts, such as
the John Muir Trust, should be specifically
mentioned in legislation.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Yes. Such
reference could also include, for example, crofting
community bodies that have bought. The 1993 act
says that a crofter has an absolute right to buy his
croft house and that he may buy the croft land.
However, there is a defence, which arises when a
purchase is not in the interests of the sound
management of the estate or when it would cause
hardship to the landlord. When consideration is
being given to whether a purchase is in the
interests of the sound management of the estate
of a National Trust property, one can have regard
to the purposes of the National Trust as part of the
overall consideration of whether the Scottish Land
Court should refuse consent to the purchase. The
National Trust, which was constituted by a private
act of Parliament, was the only such body around
in 1976, which is why it was included in the
legislation.
I just wonder whether it might be appropriate
that the Scottish ministers be given the option of
allowing other trusts or community bodies that own
land to have their aims and objectives taken into
account when the Land Court is considering
whether it should refuse permission for a
purchase. In a way, that goes back to what the
previous panel said about everybody selling and
having the right to buy and the problems that that
causes.
Maureen Macmillan: I want to follow up Ted
Brocklebank’s point. Other panellists, both here
and in Stornoway, proposed that rural housing
burdens, for example, could be used to protect
crofts.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Yes, indeed.
There is no reason why planners could not do that.
For example, there is often a planning condition
that someone can build a house on a farm only if it
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is to be occupied by somebody involved in
agriculture. That is a common planning condition
and I can see no reason why planners in the
crofting counties could not grant planning
permission for a house on a croft on condition that
it was occupied by somebody actively involved in
crofting.
The problem is that different people regulate
different areas. The Crofters Commission is often
blamed for things that have been decided
elsewhere. If planners decide that land that
happens to be croft land should be zoned for
housing, a landlord is entitled to resume it or, if
they are an owner-occupier, to have it decrofted, if
that is in the public interest. Case law suggests
that if planners decide that it is in the public
interest that land should be zoned for housing, that
is a good reason for taking it out of crofting.
Maureen Macmillan: That is something that we
could address in amendments to the bill.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Indeed. On
the right to decroft and the right to resume,
someone can resume for the good of the estate or
the croft or in the public interest. I think that the bill
would add community interests and other things to
that. Those provisions apply to decrofting as well.
We should remember, of course, that a crofter has
an absolute right to decroft his croft house.
That brings me on to another matter that I
should have mentioned, which is that people often
decroft their crofts or croft houses to be able to
borrow on them. A person can have a standard
security only over an interest in land that can be
recorded in the land register, and only leases of 20
years or more can be registered. I was on a
Crofters Commission committee that thought
about amendments to the 1993 act before the
Scottish Executive took up the issue.
If the bill allowed standard securities to be
granted over crofting leases, which would require
the Conveyancing and Feudal Reform (Scotland)
Act 1970 to be amended, lenders could lend on
the value of a crofting lease, which is almost a
lease in perpetuity and is worth just as much as
the decrofted land. After all, people pay almost as
much for an assignation as they pay for vacant
land. Such an approach would get rid of the need
to decroft.
12:30
Maureen Macmillan: That point will be
important in our discussions on whether crofting
provision should be extended outwith the crofting
counties, but without the right to buy. It would be
good if people were able to access a mortgage
without having to decroft.
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Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: The problem
is that because, in law, a crofting lease runs from
year to year, it cannot be registered in the land
register of Scotland. However, if the 1970 act were
amended to allow lenders to lend on a crofting
lease, the banks would be quite happy because,
as I said, the value of the assignation is almost the
same as the open market value of the land.
Maureen Macmillan: How do you feel about the
way in which the Scottish Executive is dealing with
interposed leases? It has asked the Scottish Land
Court to rule on the matter, and the committee has
heard that the position must be resolved urgently.
How long will it take the court to rule on the matter,
particularly if the decision is subject to an appeal?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: I must declare
an interest. As I have been instructed by Mr
Duncan Burd for Pairc Crofters Ltd, I will probably
be on the other side of the case in the Scottish
Land Court. Mr Burd beat the crofters to it in
asking me to act for him.
I do not know how long the court will take to rule
on the case, because I do not know when the
application will be lodged. However, one would
expect to have a hearing before the Scottish Land
Court in six to nine months, with a decision made
three months afterwards. Any appeals must then
be made within a month to the Court of Session,
which usually hears appeals 18 months after they
are lodged. I am sure that everyone could speed
up the process if requested to do so in the public
interest, but that is the sort of timeframe that we
are talking about.
Maureen Macmillan: So, even with the best will
in the world, the process will still take months.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Yes.
Maureen Macmillan: Is it appropriate for the
Executive to legislate on interposed leases—it
intends to use the bill to amend the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2003—while the court case is going
on?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: That is a
matter for the Scottish Executive. However, the
issue is perhaps not as simple as it has been
made out to be. It has been said that the proposed
legislation has been introduced as a means of
avoiding the matter. Interposed leases were put on
a statutory footing in Scotland by the Land Tenure
Reform (Scotland) Act 1974. Under the Crofting
Reform (Scotland) Act 1976, which introduced the
right to buy, and section 16(5) of the Crofters
(Scotland) Act 1993, the crofter can buy out both
interests where there is an interposed lease. The
issue has been known about for a long time.
Many Scottish estates have operated on
interposed leases for many years and for all sorts
of reasons. For example, a family company might
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lease an estate to a family member for a fully
commercial rent—if it is not fully commercial, there
are various tax implications. Overseas companies
that own land in Scotland often set up a British
company and give it an interposed lease.

Maureen Macmillan: That issue was raised by
a previous panel of witnesses, who thought that
there were both beneficial and prejudicial
interposed leases, but wondered how one
distinguishes between the two in law.

I have been involved in a situation on a crofting
estate in which the crofters and the landlord have
agreed to set up an interposed lease to share the
income stream from a wind farm development
50:50. In exchange for that, the crofters gave up
their right to a one-off payment when the land was
resumed because the wind farm development
could not go ahead unless payment could be
made in instalments. Such a measure is being
introduced in the bill. That is an example of an
interposed lease where the people of a community
buy an area, which they are perfectly entitled to
do. As members know, the position of a
community is different from that of crofters—
everybody in the community can vote, provided
that 20 per cent are crofters. In such a situation, a
local community can therefore buy out the crofters’
and the landlord’s interests in an interposed lease,
depriving the crofters of their income stream,
which they took on in exchange for giving up the
one-off right to a payment on resumption. The
Scottish Land Court grants the resumption order
on the basis of that overall agreement.

Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Yes, how
does one?

There is another concern. How can one buy out
a bit of an interposed lease if such a lease covers
a whole estate, of which the crofting interest is just
a small area? The legislation must provide for
such situations.
In quite a lot of wind farm developments, the
developers have been given an interposed lease
because they wanted the security of such a lease
so that they could then spend their money on
planning applications, studies and all the rest of it.
People might decide to exercise the right to buy
out the developer’s interposed lease because that
creates the opportunity of getting a better deal
from some other developer.
The issue is not simply about trying to avoid the
provisions of previous legislation, because lots of
interposed leases existed for perfectly legitimate
purposes long before the Land Reform (Scotland)
Act 2003 came in. I do not know why the
Executive did not consider interposed leases,
particularly when they are covered in previous
crofting legislation.
Maureen Macmillan: The Executive is trying to
remedy the situation now.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: It is trying to
remedy what it perceives to be a problem, but I do
not think that it has fully understood the wide
range of uses of interposed leases that exist
beyond those about which it appears to be
concerned.
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Maureen Macmillan: I was hoping for some
hints from you.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: If one plans to
buy out an interposed lease, one has to pay for
the value of that lease. What was the intention of
the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003? Was it to
allow the crofting communities to buy out the
crofting interest and the agricultural value, if you
like, so that they could develop them, or was it to
give them the opportunity to buy out the whole
value of an estate? If it is the latter, they have to
pay not only for the agricultural value but for the
potential development value that may exist in the
interposed lease. At the moment, crofters have no
rights to the minerals or to the sportings, but they
have been given specific rights to buy out
sportings, minerals and so on.
Maureen Macmillan: Does Mr Burd wish to add
anything?
Douglas Burd: Sir Crispin has covered the
matter. The Law Society has no particular view,
but I specialise in wind farm leases. The
interposed lease to which Sir Crispin alluded is the
model that is found at Edinbane. In that situation,
an extremely benevolent landlord came to the
crofters and suggested an interposed lease as the
correct way to advance. On the back of that lease,
the share issued to the crofters was tied
specifically to the crofts. In respect of any
instalment compensation, the Law Society would
like to ensure that the share goes to the croft and
not to the individual who is in situ at the time that
the development takes place. That will ensure that
the community gets the benefit of the income
stream over whatever period the development
takes place.
I can offer a personal observation on another
point that Sir Crispin made. In Sleat, the landlord,
Clan Donald Lands Trust, which is a community
landlord, has brokered a deal with a wind farm
developer. It follows the same model as the
Edinbane agreement, but non-croft land has been
thrown into the equation. In buying out an
interposed lease, there will be the difficulty that
non-croft land as well as croft land is involved.
Potential difficulties could be created. A lot more
thought and input are needed from all the various
agencies from which the committee will be
hearing.
The Convener: I have a question about the
amendments that the bill will make to the Scottish
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Land Court Act 1993. I do not know whether you
have read the evidence that we have received
from others, but we have received representations
about changes that should be made to the act. We
received suggestions about raising the age of
retirement for court members to 70; removing the
requirement for there to be a Gaelic-speaking
member of the court; and providing for part-time
appointments. As legal experts, do you have any
views on those suggested changes or other
thoughts on how the Land Court might be
changed?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Given the
coming legislation on age discrimination, I do not
see any reason why the retirement age for court
members cannot be raised. I think that the
chairman can continue until the age of 70, so I
cannot see any reason why the court members
should not do so. It would be a great mistake to
take away the requirement for the court to have a
Gaelic-speaking member, because some of the
older members of the crofting community have
Gaelic as their first language and the Gaelic
Language (Scotland) Act 2005 is trying to
encourage the use of Gaelic. On part-time
members, there is a provision to appoint a parttime chairman. Sheriff Macleod is presently acting
as a part-time chairman along with Lord McGhie
because of the increased volume of work that is
before the court.
On the proposals in the bill, as I understand it,
the Land Court is to be given a right of appeal
against any Crofting Commission decision. In
effect, the court can rehear the whole case. It is
more than just an appeal court; it can deal with a
case on appeal, or reconsider it. There is a policy
issue with regard to whether the Land Court
should be an appeal court and limited to judicially
reviewing decisions of the Crofters Commission—
by considering whether there was an error of law,
whether the commission has breached natural
justice or whether it has acted unreasonably—or
whether it should have full power to rehear a case.
The fact that the court is, in effect, being given
scope to rehear the whole case is causing
concern; I heard on the grapevine that the Scottish
ministers are reconsidering whether the court
should have a more limited right of appeal.
I have no particular view, but if the case is
opened up again, it means that each appeal will
be made on the basis of asking the Land Court to
reconsider the whole case, which will make the
process more expensive and lengthy. There
should be a provision that in certain circumstances
the Land Court would have the right to rehear the
case if it decided that there had been a breach of
natural justice, which meant that the commission
could not deal with the case fairly. Without such
provision, the Human Rights Act 1998 would be
breached.
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12:45
The other thing that concerns me—I raised this
point when I appeared before the committee on
the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Bill—is that
we are now getting a diversion of jurisdictions and
means of appeal. If you appeal on a crofting issue,
you ask for a special case to be stated at the
Court of Session. If you are dealing with an appeal
under the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act
2003, you have to appeal within 28 days under a
totally different procedure. Under the Agricultural
Holdings (Scotland) Act 2003, the Scottish Land
Court has been given the jurisdiction to give
damages, pronounce interdict, and pronounce
orders for specific implement and a whole range of
orders that it does not have under the Crofting
(Scotland) Act 1993. If a crofter thinks that a
landlord is exercising the reserved rights of the
landlord under schedule 2 to the Crofting
(Scotland) Act 1993, he has got to interdict the
landlord in the ordinary courts and then take the
question of whether the landlord has the right to
do that to the Land Court.
It would be appropriate to consider trying to
consolidate the powers of the Land Court so that
they would apply to both crofting and agricultural
holdings and so that the methods of appeal and so
on would all be the same. I have been involved in
a case in which somebody used the wrong
procedure because they thought that everything
had been changed to appeals, whereas it was still
special cases. The situation just causes confusion
and makes for difficulties. This is a plea for
simplicity. It would be sensible for the Land Court
to have jurisdiction to make orders—practical
orders such as interdicts, specific implement and
damages—when issues arise between landlord,
crofter, the Crofters Commission and so on.
The Convener: That sounds like a sensible
suggestion.
My final question is about the relationship
between the Crofters Commission and the
Scottish Land Court. Do you have a view on
recent decisions of the Land Court that overturned
some of the commission’s decisions on decrofting
and its attempts to regulate decrofting? Brian
Wilson said in evidence that he found that
surprising, because he thought that the Land
Court was undermining the Crofters Commission’s
role in regulating crofts and particularly the
decrofting area. Do you have a view about the
relationship between the two?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: The Crofting
(Scotland) Act 1993 specifically makes provision
for the Land Court, on appeal, to reconsider the
Crofters Commission’s decisions on decrofting.
The Land Court considers whether the Crofters
Commission has approached the matter correctly
in terms of the law. If the Land Court thinks that
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the commission has not approached the matter
correctly in those terms, it will overrule its
decisions. The Land Court is not second-guessing
any discretion that the Crofters Commission has; it
is deciding whether the law allows a decrofting in
those circumstances. The act says that you can
decroft if it is for the good of the croft or if it is in
the public interest. You have to have regard to
whether there is a crofting community in the
area—that has a specific legal meaning. You then
have to decide whether, as a matter of fact, there
is demand for crofts in the area. It is not really a
matter of second-guessing, but that is the
jurisdiction that the Land Court has been given. If
that jurisdiction should be removed, that is a policy
matter, but at the moment, the amendments to the
act give the Land Court a right of appeal against
all Crofters Commission decisions, except those
for which specific provision is already made.
Section 25(8) of the 1993 act gives the right of
appeal against a decrofting direction to the Land
Court. That has its own special legal rules, which
are different from the new rights of appeal.
The Convener: There are a lot of detailed
issues there that we might want to follow up with
the Executive and the Crofters Commission when
they appear before us.
Mr Mark Ruskell (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Green): Why, in your view, has it been so difficult
to establish an accurate register of croft land?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Over the
years, the Crofters Commission has kept a record
that goes back to a return that was made by the
landlord in 1955, which gave information on the
croft, the name of the tenant, the acreage of the
croft and the share in the common grazing. The
record was never map based. I am the chairman
of the crofting law group and we have discussed
the matter with the commission over the years. It
has simply not had the funding to map the crofts. I
understand that the commission asked the
Scottish Office or the Scottish Executive if it could
have the integrated administration and control
system maps as a basis for a register, but it was
told that it could not be given those maps because
of data protection. The commission has a
reasonably accurate record of what is a croft and
who is the tenant, but that record is not map
based, so one does not know the exact area of the
crofts; for example, it gives a description such as,
“Croft no 1, extending to 10 acres and three
shares in the common grazing.”
That raises one of the issues that I mention in
my submission. The legislation can say that a croft
is a croft if it has been on the register for 20 years,
but there is also land that is not on the register. I
have given two examples of Scottish Land Court
applications, because they happen to have been
reported, but I am involved in two other cases. In
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one of those cases, the people who run the village
shop are trying to sell it, but a crofter has said that
it is part of his croft. Even though it has been
occupied separately as the village shop since
1915 and has been sold a number of times, a local
crofter has now come along and said, “Sorry, it’s
part of my croft, and it was in 1886, so I want half
the current sale price, please.”
That sort of dispute can affect a lot of individual
houses that are now said to be on the common
grazings. Such issues never arose before 1976,
but they are arising now because the crofters are
entitled to a share in the development value when
land is sold. That affects a lot of little people on the
fringes of crofting communities or on common
grazings. They may have been living in a house,
or a house and garden, that has apparently never
been crofted for as long as people can remember,
and yet people can come out of the woodwork and
say that it is part of a croft after all.
Mr Ruskell: What reason was given for the
refusal to allow the Crofters Commission to use
the IACS maps? Was it because of confidentiality
under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act
2002?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: I understand,
from casual discussion rather than from any more
formal information, that the request was refused
under data protection legislation. In addition, a lot
of crofts are part of a larger IACS holding, so the
IACS maps would not necessarily provide a map
of a particular croft. There are numerous Land
Court cases—usually between the two crofters
involved rather than between the landlord and the
crofter—about the boundaries of crofts. Disputes
about the boundaries of the common grazings
regularly go to the Land Court, so I am pleased
that the bill provides for the Land Court to fix
commonsense boundaries if there is no evidence
of the actual boundaries.
I do not think that the Crofters Commission can
be blamed for not having a good register. The
commission is faced with a register that starts off
with a name and an acreage. That register has
never been map based and the commission has
never been given either the authority or the money
to make it map based. It cannot write to the crofter
and say, “Thank you. We’ve received your
assignation. Please provide us with a map.” It
would cost quite a lot of money to make a map to
the standard that would be required for land
registration. I do not know what the cost would be,
but I have heard figures of £100 or £150 being
quoted for the production of a reasonably accurate
map by a surveyor.
Duncan Burd: The norm would be £100 plus
VAT.
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Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: The Crofters
Commission has no right to demand that the
crofter submit a map.
Nora Radcliffe: What priority would you give to
the production of a map-based register? Is it
important for that exercise to be undertaken?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: It is very
important. Perhaps Duncan Burd can say more,
but I have heard from many solicitors that the
matter causes immense problems in ordinary
conveyancing in the Highlands, particularly near to
or in crofting townships.
Nora Radcliffe: As part of that mapping
exercise, there would almost have to be powers of
decision when there is no historical evidence or,
as you mentioned, if someone has run the village
shop since 1915 or has lived in a house for a long
time. Decisions should be taken about such
matters as part of the mapping exercise.
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: Yes. The
boundaries should be fixed as part of that exercise
so that there is certainty.
The Convener: Okay. I want to wind up the
session.
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return from the crofting areas the landlord
probably knows the outer boundaries but is not
really concerned about the internal ones. The
return from a crofting estate is such that it costs
landlords more to administer it than they get back
in rent.
Rob Gibson: I could ask many more questions,
but I see that the convener is getting jumpy.
The Convener: I am. We started at 9.30 this
morning.
We have had four excellent and extremely
helpful evidence sessions, in which we have dealt
with some of the big-picture issues and gone into
the detail of many of the legal implications of the
bill. We have also established how the bill relates
to previous legislation. The final session has given
us a flavour of how the legislation might be
interpreted in the future. I thank the last witness
panel.
We will continue to take evidence on the
Crofting Reform etc Bill at our next meeting, which
is on Monday at 2 o’clock in the Corran Halls in
Oban.

Rob Gibson: May I ask a follow-up question?
The Convener: If it is very brief.
Rob Gibson: At the outset of the land reform
process, it was stated that a totally map-based
land register for Scotland would cost, I think, £300
million. You suggest that it is important to have
such a map-based register for crofts, although
whether it would be good to have such a register
for everything else is a matter of interpretation.
Given the modern mapping methods that have
been developed in the past 10 years, could a mapbased register for crofts be produced much more
cheaply using aerial photographs?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: I am not sure
that aerial photographs would show the
boundaries. That is the problem. However, every
time that an application was made to the Crofters
Commission to register an assignation, a transfer
or a sale, the person could be required to provide
a map of what they claimed to be the boundaries.
The map might not be definitive, but it would at
least represent a claim. A requirement could
perhaps be introduced that grazings committees
and landlords would agree a map of the
boundaries of the common grazings by a particular
date and register them. If they could not agree,
they could go to the Scottish Land Court to have
the boundaries determined.
Rob Gibson: Is it not the responsibility of
landlords to know what land their tenants have?
Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw: They often do,
but the problem is that because there is so little
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Item in Private
12:59
The Convener: Under agenda item 2, the
committee is asked whether it agrees to consider
a stage 1 report on the Crofting Reform etc Bill in
private at all future meetings until we have agreed
the report. That is what we usually do with reports
on bills, because it allows committee members to
discuss in detail the issues that witnesses have
raised. Mark Brough tells me that we are likely to
consider our draft report at the meeting after our
final evidence session in Inverness. It would help
us to plan that meeting if we knew that that item
would be taken in private. Are we agreed?
Members indicated agreement.
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SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH RURAL PROPERTY AND
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION (2)
I thought the Committee may be interested in the attached extract from the House of
Commons transcript of the debate in relation to the Crofting Reform Act 1976. The
Committee will be aware that this Act introduced the individual crofter’s right to buy, but
imposed a clawback provision if the crofter sold to a third party within 5 years.
A legal loophole developed in 1992 [Whitbread v Macdonald 1992 SC page 479] which
enabled the crofter to sell to a nominee without invoking the clawback. The attached
extract clearly shows that it was not the intention of Parliament in 1976 that the nominee
purchaser could be used to defeat the clawback provisions in this way. Unfortunately for
the court proceedings in 1992 it was not possible to refer to these parliamentary papers
to show the intention of Parliament. However, this is now possible following the case of
Pepper v Hart [1993 Appeal Cases page 593]. Therefore if Whitbread v Macdonald was
to come before a court today it is highly likely it would be decided differently.
SRPBA has respectfully requested that the Committee considers closing the nominee
purchaser loophole once and for all in this Bill by clarifying the intention of Parliament in
the 1976 Act. The attached extract should give comfort to the Committee as to
Parliament’s intention in drafting the legislation.
The Committee will have the opportunity of taking evidence from members of the legal
profession during stage 1 and this is a matter which could be raised with the profession
for further consideration.
I would be very grateful if you could relay this message to the Committee, and I hope it
will be useful in their deliberations.
NB The SRPBA evidence refers to the House of Commons Hansard transcript for 10
February 1976, columns 65 - 68.
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SUBMISSION FROM DUNCAN BAIRD
I note below my response to some of the key issues arising from the Draft Crofting Reform Bill:
Creation of New Crofts
I support the proposal within the Bill for the creation of new crofts. In particular I support the
proposal to create the ability for the Crofter’s right to buy to be removed from any such new
crofts, should the landlord and tenant agree to do so. The right to buy is a significant
disincentive to any landlord considering releasing land to create new crofts. The ability for
landlords to remove the right to buy from new crofts will positively encourage landlords,
including community landlords, to consider creating new crofts.
It is vital that the removal of the right to buy continues in perpetuity. This includes ensuring the
Bill closes any potential loopholes, for instance where a new croft is subsequently subdivided
the Bill should ensure the removal of right to buy binds on any such new crofts created.
There is considerable potential for encouraging the development of crofting with this ability to
create new crofts. For this reason in order to see its successful and widespread implementation
it should be a principle objective of the Crofter’s Commission.
Common Grazings Committees
It is vital that all Common Grazings Committees are managed and operated in a democratic,
transparent and open way. At present this is not the situation with many committees who
operate in an undemocratic way with often a few dominant individuals dictating the entire
operation and management of the township. This does not encourage the active participation
of all croft tenants and is a barrier to new and young crofters becoming actively involved.
It is also apparent that many grazings committees are poorly run and administered. At present
there are many grazings committees that have not agreed regulations with the Crofter’s
Commission. It is considered essential that Minutes of Meetings, accounts and financial
information should always be made available to grazings shareholders. All meetings should be
open to attendance by all grazing shareholders as observers. This transparent governance will
become even more essential if the proposal to give Grazings Committees the powers of fund
raising and borrowing within the Bill is enacted.
The management and operation of Grazings Committees should be regulated more strongly by
the Crofter’s Commission. This should include the following measures:
x

A Code of Conduct for Grazings Clerks and Committee Members should be introduced.

x

Introduction of a Best Practise Model Rules/Constitution for the operation of Grazings
Committees. This would include the necessity of regular rotation of the members of
grazings committees and office bearers including grazings clerks. Consider the adoption of
rotation of office bearers on a compulsory three-year basis, to be elected by members.

x

All meetings should have decisions and discussions recorded in Minutes to be circulated to
all members.
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Price of Assignations
The present position is that high prices are usually being paid for the assignation of croft
tenancies. This high value is almost entirely attributable to the fact that the purchaser is aware
that they have the right to buy the croft. If a key objective of the Bill is to avoid pricing crofts out
of he reach of young crofters then some solution to this situation has to be identified, the status
quo of retaining the present system is not considered as a viable option. The following points
are detailed for consideration towards being incorporated into the Bill to help address the
problem:
x

Future assignation of croft tenancies will include the necessity to have a clause contracting
out of the right to buy in perpetuity. These tenancies would have a clause within the tenancy
similar to that required for any new crofts created within the Bill’s provisions. The Crofter’s
Commission would be obliged to ensure this was a condition of granting the assignation
consent.

x

Include within the Bill a requirement of all proposed assignees to submit a five-year croft
development and business plan. Ideally this plan would have a good strategic fit with the
township development plan. This plan would be assessed in line with pre-decided criteria.
The entire process would be open and transparent to everyone including publication of the
assessment criteria. The Bill would provide for the Township concerned to work in
partnership with the Crofter’s Commission in this process.

x

Vital that the progress of the development plan is closely monitored by the Crofter’s
Commission to ensure agreed objectives and aims are being achieved.

x

A condition of the assignation approval would be that the five-year development plan for the
croft has to be delivered. The Bill would empower the Crofter’s Commission with an
obligation to terminate the tenancy where this condition has been breached.

x

Offer an incentive to existing croft tenants to assign their crofts by way of an attractive
outgoer’s payment within the Croft Entrant Scheme.

x

These measures, or similar, would address much of the inflationary pressures on croft
values. In addition it would engage crofting communities in a much more proactive way in
developing and maintaining a future for their township.

Role of the Crofter’s Commission
It is essential that the Crofter’s Commission is much more rigorous and pro-active in their
regulatory role. I would consider it to be very doubtful that this is achievable without having staff
specifically tasked with this role. It is difficult to picture how staff can perform a developmental
and regulatory role without having obvious conflict in their responsibilities. It is therefore felt to
be very important that this is taken fully into account as the Commission moves towards being a
Non Departmental Public Body as the staff structure should reflect the need for staff tasked with
specific responsibilities.
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Economic Status Test
This test should be applied to all crofters, including croft tenants. This would ensure a much
fairer and better targeted distribution of grant assistance within current and future grant
schemes available to crofters. The financial threshold should be published to avoid applicants
submitting applications unnecessarily.
SUBMISSION FROM DONALD LINTON
1. Thank you for the opportunity to give evidence to this committee. I would like to draw the
attention of the committee to one issue.
2. The recent case in Taynuilt saw a luxury housing development go ahead on good croft
inbye land in spite of extensive local opposition and at least half a dozen young local
people who would have been keen to take on such a croft.
3. Although this case made the headlines it is in no way an isolated example. What will the
Bill do to address this? If this cannot be addressed by the Crofters Commission, acting
in the knowledge that they will not be immediately overruled by the Land Court, then
speculation on croft land will continue and crofts will be seen only for their development
value and croft land use will be determined by planning authorities.
4. The concept of ‘proper occupier’ introduces a power of regulation on the use of croft land
by an owner-occupier. This is welcome, although questions of definition – what is
neglect, what is purposeful use etc - need to be considered to ensure that this is
enforceable.
5. However, in the Taynuilt case, there were already regulatory powers available to deal
with the fact that the owner was a long-term absentee who had not made use of the croft.
The Commission already has a power to impose a tenant on him. Adding another power
and another sanction is all very well, but will it be used to prevent speculation like this
going on in the future?
SUBMISSION FROM JOHN MACKINTOSH
Supplementary to Scottish Crofting Foundation submission
Lochaber is on the fringe of crofting geographically. Less than 10 percent of land in the area is
croft land. Nevertheless crofting makes an important contribution to the economy of the area.
In the briefing notes one respondent is quoted as saying that “80% of crofts are uncultivated or
under-used.”
This statement is probably true but cannot be substantiated because
comprehensive objective robust information on crofting activity does not exist.
The
development of legislation for crofting will be based therefore on incomplete information.
Nevertheless, crofting is contributing well below its huge potential – both in its contribution to
household income and in terms of public benefit. There should be an obligation enshrined in
legislation placed on the Scottish Executive and the Crofters Commission to actively consult
crofters and deliver a policy for crofting. It should not be delivered, as at present, as an add-on
to a policy designed for larger agricultural holdings. The proposed legislation places demands
on crofters to deliver over and above those placed on any other group in the community but
there is no statutory obligation to reward crofters. It is negative.
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Crofting as a land tenure system has some points in its favour. It provides security of tenure
albeit with conditions which are not applicable to others, it makes some provision for the value
of improvements to be left with the crofter at waygo and it provides for inheritance. However, it
fails very badly on one vital measure of an effective land tenure system and that is in its
effectiveness in creating mobility of people and resources. It is rare for crofters to move from
one croft to another and just as rare for crofters to move between crofting and non-croft
holdings. There is consequently a mismatch of people and resources in crofting which has
undermined its potential.
It would appear that the register of crofts as held by the Crofters Commission is not a definitive
record of the occupancy of crofts. The record should be the form of a proper land registry and
managed as such in conjunction with the land-based system that has been demanded now for
some time.
In Lochaber the most significant pressure on crofting is for land for housing and industrial
development, particularly around Fort William and centres of population elsewhere in the area.
The 1976 Act which gave the crofter a right to half the development value of the land has in fact
protected croft land by diverting demand away from croft land to non-croft land in the recent
years.
Some years ago the Scottish Crofters Union were advised that crofters are an indigenous
people within the meaning of international treaties. The UK government had not signed up to
these treaties and the civil servants were extremely resistant to such a proposal. There is no
reason to suppose that has changed but the right of a people to self-determination has not. The
demand of the SCF to have an elected board on the Crofters Commission is at least a start and
should be pursued with vigour. Democracy and the right to self determination is also the only
proper course of action at local level.
In 1998 a group chaired by a crofting law specialist with representation from the Crofters
Commission, the Scottish Crofters Union, the National Farmers Union of Scotland, and the
Scottish Landowners Federation drew up recommendations for a crofting reform bill. The
contentious issue at the time was the multiple occupancy of crofts which was seen as
undermining the main tenets of crofting, namely that it retains an active population in remote
rural areas. Does the present Bill adequately address this issue?
If as is claimed, agricultural land is no longer being used as such, why is it still subject to the derating of agricultural property?
Finally, I make one very simple plea. The general tenor of the 1993 Act and of this Bill is that
we should be grateful for the wee bit land that some generous benefactor, be it individual,
quango or otherwise has given us. Really? Who else has broken in this land and where else
are crofters supposed to be?
TIREE SUBMISSION
Crofting Reform –Tiree concerns
Proposal to remove the requirement for the principal use of crofts to be agricultural.
Livestock production and cultivation of the ground to support that livestock has shaped and
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maintained the landscape. Removal of the need for agricultural use will lead to an increase in
wasteland crofts and increase in weed growth with detrimental effect on neighbouring crofts.
Legislation to ensure control of weeds is unlikely to be enforceable.
A significant decrease in livestock numbers would have serious knock-on effect on the
viability of facilities such as the auction mart. Tiree had a long hard struggle to obtain a
modern auction market which opened in 2003. The island is renowned for its high
quality store cattle and lambs and buyers come from all over Scotland and from Northern
England to sales. There is however a critical mass required to make such a long trip
worthwhile for buyers. There is already a tendency for livestock numbers to reduce
because of changes to the support system - any further pressure is very unwelcome.
Tiree differs from many other crofting areas in that many of the crofters do not have paid
employment along with the croft income and they are therefore entirely dependent on
their agricultural income. Any threat to this income is therefore much more serious than
in areas where the croft income is only a supplement to paid employment.
Similar concerns apply to the provision of veterinary services. A significant decrease in
livestock numbers may threaten the viability of a local practice.
Proposals to allow a free market in croft tenancies. Local people are already priced
out of the housing market in Tiree due to the enormous demand for holiday homes. A
free market in croft tenancies would lead to the same situation applying.
Although there have recently been few tenancies advertised, there is a big demand from
young local people and it would be detrimental to the community if wealthy semi retired
Good Lifers can take precedence simply because they can afford a bigger rent. The
demand for housing means that a croft has a big potential value to someone who cares
little for the land or crofting, but is looking to speculate by selling house sites. This is
asset stripping.
Proposals to include the value of a tenancy in a deceased persons estate
This has the potential to create financial difficulties for the succeeding tenant if there are
several siblings. It may create inheritance tax liabilities where house prices have
become so over-inflated. Creating a large capital value for assets which yield a very low
income does not make sense.
Including the value of the tenancy in divorce cases and cases where the crofter requires
long term hospitalization or residential care would also create hardship.
It would be iniquitous if a crofter’s tenancy could be sold to pay for this in cases where
another family member was working and maintaining the croft.
It is the view of many crofters in Tiree that many of the current issues within crofting could be
addressed within the existing legislation if the Crofters Commission were more willing to use the
powers available to them. It appears that in many cases they take the easy option of doing
nothing rather than acting in the best interest of crofting. Any legislation is pointless if not
enforced.
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SUBMISSION FROM THE ISLE OF GIGHA HERITAGE TRUST
We support the proposal for new crofts to be created. In particular we support the
proposal to create an ability for the crofter’s right to buy to be removed from new crofts,
and for this to be binding on succeeding tenants, should the landlord and tenant agree to
do so.
This will be particularly useful to allow community landlords to create new crofts and
have them remain in community ownership in perpetuity, rather than risking losing
ownership of the land to an individual crofter.
In addition, with regard to new crofts, there should be no opportunity for crofters to assign
a croft to a non-family member.
Background note - The Isle of Gigha Heritage Trust
The community of Gigha were successful with their bid to purchase their island in
October 2001, and established The Isle of Gigha Heritage Trust. The official handover of
the island into community ownership took place on 15th March 2002.
Listed below are some of the key highlights since that date:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Population has risen from 98 to 141 (+ 44%).
Primary school roll has risen from 6 to 16.
8 new affordable houses completed – a further 10 are currently being constructed.
5 new private houses completed.
6 Trust owned houses have been completely renovated, with a further 3
underway.
8 new businesses been established.
United Kingdom’s first community owned, grid connected windfarm has been
established.
Vacant dairy farm has been let.
Community owned hotel has been upgraded, and is now open all year round.
50 acre Achamore Gardens presently being restocked and upgraded.
3 craft workshops have been constructed and are fully let.
£1,150,000 loan on purchase of the island has been repaid in full.

Crofting & Agriculture
Gigha has historically been a dairy farming island, and presently consists of 4 dairy
farms, which have been enlarged since the buyout in an effort to increase milk production
from 1.1 million litres to 1.8 million litres annually.
In addition, there are 2 registered crofts, and 2 smallholdings. The crofts are some of the
most southerly situated in Scotland.
The Trust decided, at the time of the buyout, not to give a secure let on one of the farms
on the island – South Drumachro. The land has been let on a seasonal grazings basis for
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the past 4 years, in anticipation of the new Crofting Bill, when the land will be considered
for the creation of between 6 and 8 new crofts.
In considering whether to go ahead with the creation of the new crofts, it is an essential
pre-requisite that there is an ability for the crofter’s right to buy to be removed from the
new crofts.
SUBMISSION FROM IAN GILLIES, TIREE FACTOR, ARGYLL ESTATE MANAGER,
Background
I have been employed on the Tiree Estate, (part of Argyll Estates), since moving from
Inveraray in 1976. I am also the tenant of an 18 hectare croft. I am currently the Local
Authority Councillor for the islands of Tiree and Coll and an ex.officio Justice of the
Peace. I am a previous President of the Tiree Branch, National Farmers Union, and a
previous Member of the NFU Crofting Committee. I have considerable experience of
voluntary/community work on Tiree and elsewhere.
The Argyll Estate is a member of the Scottish Estates Business Group (SEBG), a group
of progressive land-based estates with significant agricultural and rural business
interests. It aims to promote a modern business approach in the management of
Scotland's land resource in ways which deliver social, economic and environmental
benefits. The Group seeks to secure a sustainable and prosperous future for Scotland’s
rural areas. SEBG has submitted separate written evidence to the Environment and
Rural Development Committee on the Crofting Reform Bill.
The Argyll Estate includes 350 crofts, mainly on Tiree and the Ross of Mull. Its primary
aim is to support and encourage sustainable crofting, doing what it can to encourage and
facilitate new entrants to this traditional way of life.
Current day crofting and the impact of the Crofting Reform Bill
In recent years Argyll and the islands have become a “honey pot” with an upsurge in the
numbers of people visiting the islands on holiday - over 1 million visitors this year through
the Caledonian MacBrayne port of Oban. This has led to an increasing trade in whole
crofts, part crofts, and house sites, or “house farming” which is providing second or
holiday homes. The Estate’s concern now is that the proposals contained in the Crofting
Reform Bill, if implemented as set out, will encourage rather than inhibit the developing
market in crofts and lead to the commercialisation of crofting.
Tiree is a good example of a practical and strong crofting community. There, the
proposed legislation is widely regarded as unnecessary and unwanted. There is also a
concern that the new proposals will commercialise crofting and legitimise the creation of
open market values on croft tenancies which will unquestionably undermine traditional
crofting practice.
The Depute Minister and Maureen MacMillan have both previously visited Tiree to see
and hear at first hand the means by which traditional crofting sustains us as a
community. Crofts on Tiree are generally small by Western Isles standards, typically on
average 10-30 hectares, (25 – 75 acres), some larger, some very much smaller. Rents
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for crofts on Tiree have mainly been determined by a series of Scottish Land Court test
cases, and percentage indexation is now applied to maintain the status-quo. The annual
rent for my own croft at 3 Kirkapol, a good quality bare land 18.90 hectare, (47 acres for
those like me who are metrically challenged), mixed arable/machair/sliabh holding is
£140 per annum, which equates to £7.36 per acre. This would be a fairly typical annual
rent for a Tiree croft of this quality. Rents on Tiree were last reviewed nine years ago in
1997 due to the downturn in agriculture. A review is now imminent.
The Estate maintains an active list of those interested in entering crofting. We are
particularly interested in encouraging young aspiring crofters to enter the industry,
although vacant crofts seldom come back into the hands of the Estate.
There is a general perception within the crofting community that the Crofters Commission
is not as aware as it might be about the ‘grassroots’ feeling on the ground, with the well
publicised Taynuilt case supporting the impression that the Crofters Commission is not
as involved as it might be in the local planning process. A further verifiable example on
my own island is the case of a croft that has lain vacant for some time because of
endless red tape, together with attempts by the executors of the deceased previously
absentee tenant to ‘fully realise the value of the croft tenancy’ by selling the tenancy.
Although small, the croft would make an ideal starter for a young croft entrant, and
indeed the Estate has had a young tenant ready to be installed in the croft for the last two
years. Generally therefore, it is felt that the Crofters Commission is not carrying out its
regulatory role as diligently as it might, and that without a tight regulatory rein being
enforced, along with a practical and pragmatic approach to the everyday issues, then
traditional crofting will increasingly be threatened by open market forces.
In the past, the Scottish Land Court has worked diligently to hold rents at artificially low
levels in order to protect a traditional way of life. Landlords such as Argyll Estates
understand and subscribe to this process and I have personal experience of almost thirty
years of mainly harmonious relations with our tenants. However, if Government are now
to intervene and adjust this delicate balance by encouraging an open market in croft
land, with crofters able to turn their heritage into an immediate capital gain without
thought for the long term future of crofting, then where will that leave those that want to
continue their traditional way of life?
In Scotland, and the United Kingdom, we operate within a market economy, central to
which is the notion of entrepreneurs. Croft land owners make available land for tenants
to work as crofts. If those crofters buy out the land and then sell on to others in order to
take money out of crofting, who then will be left to carry on the tradition, how will
youngsters be able to afford to get that first step into crofting, and who will be prepared to
continue to rent out land for crofting? Can we be assured that the `new entrepreneurs’
will be as willing as current traditional landlords to offer land for rent to new tenants at
current prices? I would hazard that the answer to this question will be no! The risk is that
some years down the line, all that will be left will be hobby farmers – and absentee hobby
farmers. While it is the case that crofters have been in a position to buy their own crofts
since the 1976 Reform Act, the new proposals offer, in my view, a legitimisation of the
concept of `croft land for profit’, a concept that I have previously not witnessed.
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There must be pause for thought before steps are taken and measures introduced which
will bring irrevocable change to a tradition which has survived, thus far, for centuries. It
may in fact already be too late, as the seeds of avarice are already sown.
SUBMISSION FROM NATIONAL TRUST FOR SCOTLAND
The National Trust for Scotland recognises that crofting is a significant and valuable part
of the cultural and natural heritage of the Highlands and Islands. It brings considerable
benefits to communities and local economies and has created and maintained valuable
wildlife habitats and cultural landscapes. As landlord to seven crofting estates that
contain nearly 200 registered crofts, the Trust seeks to promote thriving crofting
communities as part of its wider support for the countryside and the conservation of
Scotland’s heritage.
Summary
Whilst we support a number of proposals in the Bill, we believe that there are
fundamental problems both with what it proposes and with what is not included. The Bill
does not sufficiently address the critical issues affecting crofting today (such as the lack
of use of croft land, absenteeism, inappropriate development of croft land, multiple
occupancy, the impact of the individual right to buy, and the transfer of croft tenancies at
increasingly inflated prices). The Bill therefore fails to deliver its stated policy objectives
and indeed runs contrary to the wider community interests in croft land, legislated for
under the process of Scottish land reform and from which this Bill stems.
With its emphasis on development, diversification and the protection of individual rights,
the Bill at best offers little to change to the status quo, and at worst accelerates the
demise of the crofting system by failing to tackle poor enforcement of current regulations
and by encouraging a free market in croft tenancies at the expense of the wider crofting
system. This represents a missed opportunity for the Scottish Executive to demonstrate
its commitment to the long-term sustainability of the crofting communities and their way
of life. The Trust offers the following more detailed comments on specific aspects of the
Bill:
Lack of Vision: The Bill lacks a clear vision for crofting. Without such a vision or shared
understanding of what constitutes crofting in the 21st century, the Bill lacks direction and
therefore a clear sense of the role and potential future benefits this system of land tenure
might offer to both communities and the wider environment. Crofts have traditionally
been agricultural holdings so any vision should reflect this link with the land which has
underpinned crofting since its inception.
Regulation: Better regulation of crofting tenure is of paramount importance to the longterm sustainability of crofting communities. Many of the existing regulations are not
enforced. This is widely recognised as a fundamental issue, yet the Bill offers no
meaningful solutions. Further regulatory proposals, such as those proposed for owner–
occupiers, are likely to suffer a similar fate unless the reasons for regulatory failures are
properly addressed. It could be argued that the bulk of the existing legislation is not
fundamentally flawed and is not in serious need of change. Rather it is the way in which
the legislation is implemented and interpreted that needs to be reviewed. Existing
controls on use of croft land ought to suffice to protect the future of crofting, but a lack of
regulation and enforcement of the statutory conditions has meant that the legislation has
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been ineffective. Tightening up on the regulation, perhaps with some clearer definitions
and guidance for the courts and the Crofters Commission, for example on what
constitutes proper use of croft land and absenteeism would probably be much more
effective than this proposed legislation.
Land Reform: The Land Reform Policy Group laid down the five main objectives for this
Bill in 2002 and the focus of legislation on land reform to date has been on communities
and access to land. However, the opportunities opened up by the Land Reform Act,
such as the Crofting Community Right to Buy, and the availability of finance from sources
such as the Scottish Land Fund, are undermined by the Bill’s de facto encouragement of
a free market in croft tenancies and by its failure to dampen the effect of the individual’s
right to buy by regulatory means. Crofts are now being bought as house sites by those
who have little interest in crofting and high prices effectively exclude local people from
the market. This undermines fragile communities and weakens the ability of the crofting
system to retain rural populations, a key element of the land reform agenda. By
specifically allowing tenancies to have a cash value assigned to them, the Bill opens up
the system even further to those seeking individual financial gain. Unless these issues
are properly addressed, this form of tenure, with all its attendant benefits, will soon be
unsustainable and break down altogether. Also, if an individual crofter is “encouraged”,
through improved regulation, to treat their responsibilities as a crofter seriously, or if they
disagree with a wider community initiative, they can effectively override any wider interest
simply by acquiring their croft. Thus an individual’s rights appear to be paramount over
those of the wider community. This is at odds with the Land Reform agenda. The
concept of “Proper Occupier” may help to address this issue, but only with effective
regulation. A simple solution would be to remove the right to buy, and only allow crofters
to acquire their land when there is a genuine need to do so in order for a development to
proceed, and where such development has clear community benefits and support.
‘Proper Occupiers’: It is disappointing that information on this potentially substantive
amendment has only been recently made available to the public and that it is being
introduced at Stage 2. The proposal that owner-occupiers of crofts would have to meet
certain conditions regarding management and use of the croft is welcomed in principle,
but will only succeed if properly regulated. We fail to understand why another layer of
complexity is being added into the system when ‘proper occupiers’ could be made
subject to the same statutory conditions of tenure that govern croft tenancies. The
proposed new provision to allow a Proper Occupier to let any house or other building on
the croft to holiday visitors (which matches the proviso to Para 6 of Schedule 2 to the
1993 Act enabling croft tenants to do the same) highlights the pressing need for greater
regulatory control of such lets. Such activity is only adding to the acute lack of affordable
housing and only serves to increase the value of crofts. At the very least such lets should
be subject to the same conditions that cover ‘purposeful use’, thus ensuring they do not
happen automatically but can be appraised in line with any local area policies and the
wider community interest.
New Crofts: We support both the removal of legislative barriers to the creation of new
crofts and the new provision which allows crofters to enter into agreements which are
binding on their successors whereby a new crofter can agree not to exercise the
individual right to buy. Clarity is however required as to whether any new crofting
township created as a result of the proposed legislation will be entitled to instigate a
Crofting Community Right to Buy under Part 3 of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003.
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A landlord is more likely to agree to the establishment of a new crofting township if the
proposed provision allowing an individual landlord to enter into a binding agreement with
a crofter is amended to facilitate similar agreements being entered into with a crofting
community. It is interesting that the Bill seeks to solve the problem of lack of access to
crofts by creating new crofts as opposed to freeing up the many under-used or
completely unused crofts that already exist. While the creation of new crofts is to be
welcomed as one means of resolving this issue, it is unlikely that it will lead to an
overwhelming response by landowners, especially if the regulatory issues are not
resolved. Therefore, it is vital that steps be taken to bring these under-used or unused
crofts back into use and make them available to the many people who wish to obtain a
tenancy and use it properly. The key factors in this regard are regulation and the right to
buy.
Local Area Policies: We welcome the proposal to allow the Commission to set policies
for separate local areas. This will introduce much-needed flexibility into the regulatory
system and will allow the Commission to focus on specific priority issues within different
townships and regions. However, this must not be allowed to act as a means for proper
regulation to be circumvented because it is unpopular with elements of the local
community. Clarification and guidance on what local policies can cover and how much
they can deviate from the standard regulatory procedures are essential.
Definition of Crofting Community: There is a clear disparity between the definition of a
crofting community in the Draft Bill and that in the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 (Part
3 – Crofting Community Right to Buy); this may lead to conflict and should be resolved.
Conditions of Tenure: ‘Fit for Cultivation’: Whilst we welcome the proposed
modifications to the conditions of tenure1 that require a crofter to keep his/her croft ‘fit for
cultivation’, the present requirement that a crofter cultivates his croft is not properly
enforced. Concerns therefore centre round enforcement issues as well as those of
definition. In relation to the latter we believe Section 11(1)(b)(2A) requires tightening up.
This states that where a crofter is doing or not doing something to conserve the natural
beauty, or the flora and fauna of the locality, he is not to be treated as in breach of the
statutory conditions. This is too broad and may lead to a crofter claiming to conserve his
croft by effectively doing nothing in the way of meaningful conservation. We are also
advised that it would be legally very difficult to establish any case of irritancy with this
clause as presently worded. We believe a crofter should not be in breach of his statutory
conditions if he is carrying out conservation work as part of a formalised programme.
Given the history of failed attempts to regulate the use of croft land, it is essential that the
Bill delivers a workable and meaningful solution to this problem, and that it overcomes
the obstacles to proper enforcement. The Commission must have a non-discretionary
duty to enforce this aspect of the law.
Diversification and ‘Purposeful Use’: The current crofting system of tenure does not
prohibit other forms of use of a croft beyond agriculture (as long as it does not affect the
cultivation of a croft). Indeed croft land has been put to other uses on many occasions.
The Trust does not believe the inclusion of a more explicit amendment to allow croft land
to be used for other ‘purposeful’ uses will significantly alter current practice. If it is
included in legislation, the envisaged ‘purposeful use’ must be robustly and clearly
1
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These apply to croft land not being put to other ‘purposeful’ uses

defined to ensure that safeguards are in place to prevent any further loss of crofting’s
traditional link with the land. The current definition needs to be tightened up. The Bill
proposes that any use should not ‘adversely affect the croft, the public interest, the
interests of the landlord or the use of adjacent land [(Section 11(2)(i)]. This should be
amended to state that the use ‘relates in a tangible manner to the croft land in question
and does not adversely affect the croft, the public interest, the interest of the landlord, the
interests of the local crofting community (originally included in the White Paper), any local
crofting area policies or the natural and cultural heritage of the area’. The future stability
of crofting townships will only be encouraged where similar objectives and management
conditions are agreed by all involved and therefore such uses must be tested against a
wide range of criteria. The Commission must also be notified of all proposals so that it
can object when it deems such interests to be threatened.
Wider Use of Common Grazing: The proposal to enable wider use of the common
grazings could have significant landscape and biodiversity impacts and therefore should
be subject to the same safeguards as those proposed above under an individual crofter’s
application to diversify.
Energy Generation as a Reasonable Purpose: We do not support the proposed
explicit designation of energy generation as a reasonable purpose under an application
to resume croft land. The examples listed as reasonable under the Crofters (Scotland)
Act 1993 are not exclusive and, given the often controversial nature of energy
development projects, due and proper consideration of all the impacts of a proposed
energy project by the Land Court and the local planning authority or Scottish Executive
should not be pre-empted by the setting of a favourable precedent in law.
Development Schemes: Such schemes are unnecessary, as development on Common
Grazings and croft land can be secured through partnership or Land Court approval of
resumption of land. The draft Bill recognises that the key problems hindering
development on croft land have already been addressed through amendments to the
section on resumption. The fact that the resumption process ‘remains complex and
uncertain’ for developers is poor justification for introducing this new measure, which
appears to be driven by a political desire to ‘facilitate’ development. Crofting law is
complex for a number of good reasons, and it should not be cherry-picked or weakened
on the basis that it is perceived to act as a ‘disincentive to developers’.
Division of Crofts: We believe that a minimum area should be set, below which no
further sub-division of a croft should take place, and we further reject the proposal to
remove the current requirement for the landlord’s consent to any subdivision of crofts (to
be replaced with a landlord’s right of appeal). The reasons for this are inter-related. With
the introduction of new measures allowing a crofter to diversify, the issue of sub-dividing
a croft requires tightening up in order to avoid a croft being potentially sub-divided into a
number of croft house sites. This proposal facilitates easier subdivision and therefore
encourages the creation of smaller and smaller crofts for housing development. This
undermines the long-term existence of crofting as a land-based system. We fail to see
how subdivision can take place legally in the absence of the landlord’s explicit consent,
since such a move effectively creates new tenancies, and accompanying legal
obligations for landowners, on their land.
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Apportionment: We support the Bill’s proposal to allow for apportionments to be timelimited. We also welcome new powers for the Commission to review apportionments, and
for the apportioned land to revert to being part of the common grazing following such a
review.
Map-Based Register of Crofts: We welcome the proposal that the Register of Crofts is
to be map-based and that the form and scale of any maps provided are to be specified in
regulations to be drawn up by Scottish Ministers.
Any specifications should be
consistent with those required when registering a title under the Register of Sasines.
The ‘Kinlochewe Ruling’: In crofting circles it has long been recognised that a crofter’s
ability to nominate any individual as the new owner of a croft under an individual
application to the Land Court for acquisition of croft land [(Section 13 (i) of the Crofters
(Scotland) Act 1993] (known as the Kinlochewe Ruling) has resulted in an unintended
legislative loophole. This allows a crofter who is disposing of his land to someone who is
not a member of the crofter’s family to avoid recompensing a landlord financially (if this
occurs within five years of acquisition by virtue of the Act). The Bill should be used as an
opportunity to address this. The Trust suggests that a nominee should be restricted to
the definition of a crofter’s family for assignation purposes as proposed in the Bill. If
someone outwith this definition of the family is the proposed nominee, then the landlord
should be entitled to 50% of the value of the land, as would normally occur under the
claw-back rule.
SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH NATURAL HERITAGE
Thank you for requesting SNH’s views on this Bill. We had the opportunity to comment
on the Draft Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill when this was open for public consultation in
June 2005, following which the Executive invited us to discuss the issues we had raised,
with the result that many of them have now been addressed in the Bill ‘as introduced’.
General considerations
We support the broad aims of the Bill, which seek to make crofting and crofting
communities more sustainable. The Bill recognises that there are potential benefits, both
for crofting communities and for society more generally, in crofters making active use of
their crofts and being involved in a wider range of rural development activity. We believe
that a more active pattern of crofting also has an important part to play in providing the
management needed to maintain the natural heritage, and in providing opportunities for
people to experience and enjoy the countryside.
For SNH there are two important considerations: First, would anything in the Bill constitute a direct or immediate risk to the natural
heritage?
We are generally satisfied that it would not - indeed it provides crofters with increased
freedom to manage their land for the benefit of the natural heritage, by exempting them
from the ‘statutory conditions’ wherever these may be at odds with natural heritage
objectives (Section 11(1)(b)). Although it contains few other direct references to the need
to protect the environment from development that certain provisions might permit or
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encourage, we are satisfied that any significant risks to the natural heritage would be
covered by other regulatory controls, including Environmental Impact Assessment,
planning regulations, the Nature Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004, Good Agricultural
and Environmental Condition, and the conditions applied by the Scottish Forestry Grants
Scheme.
Second, we are keen that the Bill should help provide a securer future for crofting as the
basis for a system of small-scale and low-intensity land management that is associated
with attractive landscapes and a rich and characteristic assortment of wildlife. How far it
will go in this respect is difficult to tell. The Bill has to strike a balance between, on the
one hand, increasing the range of economic opportunities for crofters in order to give
them a more certain future, and, on the other, de-regulating crofting to the extent that it
loses its essential characteristics as a land management system, and the benefits for the
environment and for crofting communities associated with it.
While the Bill, intentionally, relaxes and simplifies some of the controls over the use of
croft land, we consider the changes overall to be moderate and reasonable. On their
own they cannot guarantee the future of crofting as a land management system, but in
conjunction with an appropriate programme of support for sustainable land management
we believe they can help in this respect.
We welcome the specific reference to sustainable development with reference to the
Crofters Commission’s general duties. This is important in order to set crofting activity in
the context of sustainable development and to link it to other legislation such as the
Natural Heritage (Scotland) Act and the Land Reform (Scotland) Act. Powers in Section 4
will enable the Commission to develop new grant schemes to promote the sustainable
development of crofts. We believe this could be an important step in setting support for
crofting activity within the wider context of Scottish and E.U. rural development policy.
However, we would expect in future that all publicly funded support for land management
would be part of the Rural Development Programme for Scotland and, more specifically,
the expanded Land Management Contracts scheme the Executive proposes to introduce.
We welcome the introduction of proposals in the Bill to simplify the legislation and to
ensure crofters and crofting communities are appropriately consulted and involved,
particularly in any decisions that may affect the environment.
Many of the issues in this Bill are beyond the immediate terms of SNH’s remit. The more
specific comments that follow are limited to those aspects of the legislation having
particular significance for the natural heritage.
The statutory conditions
In the past there have sometimes been difficulties in reconciling the requirement to
cultivate a croft with the management needed to maintain the natural heritage value of
special sites (under management agreements with SNH) or of croft land more generally
(for instance under agri-environment schemes). The provision in Section 11.1.b. reflects
our view of the important contribution that much croft land makes to the natural heritage
when suitably managed. It could make an important difference in practice in facilitating
conservation activities among crofters. We are entirely satisfied with the wording in
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Section 11, but Paragraph 36 of the Explanatory Notes is less clear on this point and
could be misleading
We welcome the clarification that Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition and
cross-compliance should be the point of reference for determining whether a croft is
being neglected (Section12, modifying Section 5B.1 of the 1993 Act). This will help align
the requirements with those that apply more generally to land subject to the Single Farm
Payment Scheme and rural development schemes. In some situations reduced
agricultural activity could benefit conservation by allowing the regeneration of seminatural habitats but more generally a lack of agricultural use or management is likely to
result ultimately in the decline of certain habitats, species and landscapes that are
characteristic of crofting areas.
Section 11.2.b. lists the control or eradication of irises as an indication of whether a croft
is being kept in a fit state of cultivation. Irises provide much of the cover that is essential
for corncrakes, particularly in the Outer Isles. We recognise that cultivation may involve
controlling irises, but we would prefer the proposed amendment not to mention them
specifically because it may encourage people to remove them in situations where they
are important for conservation.
New crofts and new common grazing
While we support the introduction of the measures providing for the creation of new crofts
and new common grazings insofar as these will help maintain active crofting, we believe
the Commission should have a role in ensuring that when crofts or common grazing are
created, the potential impact on the natural heritage is taken into account. Where the
changes proposed are likely to involve the agricultural improvement of uncultivated land
or re-structuring of agricultural land (as they may often do) there may be a need to obtain
specific approval under the Environmental Impact Assessment (Uncultivated Land)
(Scotland) Regulations 2002.
Section 14 seeks to provide opportunities for more crofters by facilitating the division of
existing crofts, through changes to section 9 of the 1993 Act. The creation of new crofts,
as proposed, grants the right to build a house on the new croft. It would appear, however,
that the occupant of the new croft could then purchase and subsequently de-croft the
holding. As we explain next, the use of croft land for building development, particularly if
this kind of speculative building is a real possibility, could involve risks to the natural
heritage.
Changes to allow the use of crofts and common grazing for purposes other than
the traditional ones
We support the proposals to facilitate the use of crofts for additional ‘purposeful uses’
and we believe there are significant opportunities here for developing projects that would
benefit the natural heritage, for example connected with wildlife tourism or recreation.
Some changes of use could have detrimental effects, but existing requirements under
planning and Environmental Impact Assessment legislation should ensure that these
effects are taken into account in the approval of any development. A particular concern
is the possibility that common grazing or crofting land might be developed for housing
without regard for the character of the landscape. While we recognise that there is a
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shortage of affordable housing in some crofting areas, we believe the use of crofting land
for building should only be approved within strict guidelines (including adherence to
revised Local Plans), so as to ensure such development takes proper account of the
character and amenity of the area.
We recognise the difficulties faced by crofting communities under existing legislation in
attracting renewable energy developments and we welcome the proposals in this Bill that
would facilitate crofters’ involvement in locally initiated developments as an alternative to
development that may be ‘planted’ in crofting areas giving little benefit to local
communities. Generally speaking, domestic and small-scale proposals for renewable
energy production can, if sensitively sited, be accommodated within the crofting
landscape. There is considerable overlap, however, between the crofting areas and the
National Scenic Area (NSA) designation, which falls within Zone 3 (the most sensitive
category) of our strategic ‘locational’ guidance for onshore, wind farms in respect of the
natural heritage. Renewable energy development proposed for land under crofting
tenure should therefore avoid adverse impacts on those wild and dramatic aspects of the
landscape that are a significant economic asset for the tourism industry. In particular,
proposals on croft land should not have a significant adverse impact on the qualities for
which an area has been designated as an NSA, National Park or Area of Great
Landscape Value and should meet the policy tests set out in the relevant National
Planning Guidance (Renewable Energy NPPG 6 and Natural Heritage NPPG 14).
The provision for putting common grazing land to new use is likely to lead to an increase
in apportionment, since many proposals will come from individuals rather than townships.
Unregulated apportionment could undermine the benefits for the natural heritage
associated with wider crofting land use. High levels of apportionment during the 1980s
and 90s were associated with a great deal of fencing and agricultural improvement that
was detrimental to the scenic quality of the crofting landscape, to its plant and animal
communities and to the accessibility of the land. We therefore strongly support the role
that the Commission will have in granting consent for new uses, and we would hope that
as part of this it would consider the consequences of fencing and other incidental
changes that may be involved.
The use of crofts or common grazing for forestry
The changes to Section 50 of the 1993 Act that provide the framework for joint forestry
ventures will help to facilitate diversification by crofters into forestry. We would like to see
schemes introduced for establishing community woodlands in crofting areas, and
projects developed that could create opportunities for wildlife, enhance the landscape
and provide a resource for public enjoyment and recreation. The majority of early
forestry developments on croft land involved purely commercial approaches to planting
and, as a result, have detracted from rather than enhanced the natural heritage.
Requirements of forestry grant schemes and Environmental Impact Assessment should
be rigorously applied in future to ensure that potential negative impacts are appropriately
considered and that forestry on croft land makes a positive overall contribution to wildlife
and the landscape.
The amendment in Section 30.2 to Section 50 of the 1993 Act (50.B.9) allows the
Commission to impose a condition requiring a deer-proof barrier to be erected around
common grazing land affected by a proposal for development or a change of use, where
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the owner asks for it to be provided. Deer fencing can adversely affect public access,
biodiversity and the landscape (not to mention deer welfare) in some situations, though
we recognize that it is often the most practical and straightforward option for controlling
the effects of deer over the short to medium term. We are satisfied that the requirement
for reasons to be specified will help to ensure a balanced decision is reached about when
and whether deer fencing is appropriate. The appropriate use of deer fencing is an issue
that is currently the subject of discussion between SEERAD, the Deer Commission for
Scotland, the Forestry Commission Scotland and SNH; it would be helpful if in reaching
its decisions the Crofters Commission could take account of any guidance that emerges
from this dialogue.
Crofting community right to buy
The ability of a crofting community to buy the shooting rights over the land that they may
be purchasing could prove useful in connection with any locally based initiative to control
populations of wild geese. One of the obstacles encountered in several situations where
geese are a problem is in achieving a significant level of control by shooting – those
holding the shooting rights are unable or unwilling to shoot sufficient numbers to make an
impact on the population. If they owned the shooting rights, crofting communities would
be able to let out the shooting themselves, promoting a higher level of control.
Policy Memorandum
The objectives of the Bill refer to one of the main aims of crofting (and the crofting Bill) as
‘preventing some landscapes reverting to wilderness’. This portrays in quite negative
terms the contribution that crofting makes to shaping the landscape (and may not reflect
the relative ‘wilderness’ value that some people may attach to croft areas). We suggest
that a reference to ‘shaping and maintaining the qualities of some landscapes, including
actively managed landscapes’ may be a more positive statement.
Financial Memorandum
The Financial Memorandum should perhaps state (as for local authorities) that the
provisions should not impose any additional costs on SNH. Our concern is that on SSSIs
there might be an expectation that SNH would pay compensation where, by reason of
the designation, a crofter might be restricted in putting croft land to certain new uses.
SUBMISSION FROM THE JOHN MUIR TRUST
Introduction
The John Muir Trust (JMT) welcomes the debate on the future of crofting created by
consideration of the Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill. This is an opportunity to clarify and
streamline existing procedures and reduce bureaucracy.
JMT works closely with crofting communities on five estates it owns – Sconser, Torrin
and Strathaird on Skye; and Sandwood and most recently Quinag in Sutherland. The
Trust is also involved in community-based trusts which own croft land – The North Harris
Trust and the Assynt Foundation. JMT wishes to see strong crofting communities and
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believes that crofting has played a major part in keeping people living on the land in the
crofting counties.
Crofting tenants control the grazing on croft land and therefore have a far greater say on
managing the land than landlords. JMT has always recognised this fact which sets a
practical context for our relationship with crofting communities. Conservation gain can
only be achieved by agreement, and conservation is as much concerned with people as
with the environment.
The Trust has been privileged to be welcomed by crofting communities – indeed in some
cases invited by crofters to become landlords -and to have been asked to work closely
with crofters on a wide range of social, economic and environmental issues.
The Trust believes that its evidence to the Environment and Rural Development
Committee of The Scottish Parliament is secondary to that given by crofters themselves
and by crofting organisations, and has agreed to be represented simply to assist the
committee on some issues on which the Trust has experience as a sympathetic crofting
landlord.
JMT Crofting properties
Estate

Purchased

Crofted area
(ha)

No.
of
crofts

full

No. of crofts
including subdivisions

No.of
crofters

Torrin
Sandwood
Strathaird
Sconser

1991
1993
1994
1997

2225
4650
1295
3000
(approx)

18
56
47
30 (plus 14
small crofts)

28
56
57
30 (plus 14
small crofts)

22
32
47
19

11170

165

185

120

Total

Several of the crofters are owner-occupiers but all are tenants as far as the common
grazings are concerned. Quinag is not included in the table as this involves common
grazing only, the crofts themselves at Newton and Newton Unapool lying on other
estates (one owned by the crofters themselves and the other privately). On each
common grazing (except Quinag) there are sheep and cattle. Crofter forestry schemes
are present on Torrin (2 schemes), Strathaird (2 schemes) and Sandwood (1 scheme).
For each property the JMT engages with the crofting community, along with the wider
community, by personal contact and through local Management Committees and
Community Association groups. JMT has supported various projects on in-bye crofts
and common grazings by giving assistance through staff time, engaging volunteers in
undertaking activities on the land and by financially contributing towards projects (in
terms of a grant or an interest free loan). Such projects have fallen within the aims and
objectives of the JMT. Examples include assistance with crofter forestry projects, cattle
handling facilities, fencing, control of invasive plant species, drystane dyking, erosion
control and provision of skips for removal of rubbish.
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JMT has also actively worked with the crofting communities to facilitate built development
on the common grazings i.e. Torrin shop and land for housing. This has been difficult
(and costly) due to restrictions set by funders who contributed towards the purchase of
several of the estates.
Comments on Crofting Bill
Reform of the Crofters Commission
JMT welcomes proposals for the commission to work in partnership with other bodies for
the benefit of rural and crofting communities. The commission will need to be very
sensitive and responsive to the views and needs of crofters.
The streamlining of croft sales whereby the commission will not need to go through
bureaucratic procedures regarding agricultural use etc unless there is a challenge by
interested parties, is sensible and welcome.
Register of Crofts
JMT would welcome a map based register of crofts and the additional information to be
held i.e. landlords details, common grazings boundaries etc. This should clarify things
for the crofters as well as for the landowners.
Landlords often do not receive clear information on crofting boundaries in taking title to
land. JMT has been successful in solving this issue by preparing boundary maps in the
event of the sale of croft house and garden ground and discussing and agreeing these
with neighbours.
JMT agrees that entries on the Register of Crofts undisputed for 20 years should be
declared as a croft.
Creation of new crofts
JMT supports the ability to create new crofts both within the crofting counties and outwith
the crofting counties. JMT has itself significantly extended the common grazings on one
of its properties (Sconser) at the request of the crofters.
We would support the option of entering agreements limiting the right to buy or assign
the croft (with newly created crofts). If this is not included then it will restrict the number
of cases being approved, as landlords will be wary of creating a croft and then possibly
being obliged to sell on to the tenant at a later date.
Compensation for creating a croft
This is fair. If it is not included landlords will be extremely wary of agreeing to create
crofts due to the difference in value of non-croft land and croft land.
Croft purchase legal costs
JMT agree that the crofter should meet the landlord’s legal costs for croft purchases.
Presently the JMT are selling crofts for 15 times annual rent (in the region of £200 in
many cases). Our legal costs often are 2 to 4 times this (substantially more in case
where exact boundaries are disputed between crofters). As crofters have a statutory
right to purchase their crofts the landlord should not be out of pocket as a result.
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Crofter Forestry approval
The JMT agree with the principle that a grazings committee can contest a landlord’s
refusal of a scheme in order that good proposals are not unnecessarily stifled. We also
welcome the opportunity for joint landlord/grazings committee projects. The JMT has
worked very closely with several of the grazings committee’s woodland projects on its
properties. Official joint working would have been welcomed in several of these projects.
Re-letting & Division/Sub-letting/Assignation
Concern has been expressed about the impact on valuation of creating a “free market” in
tenancies. However crofters already have a right to buy their croft house and garden
ground at 15 times annual rental which means that crofts can then be sold on the open
market whether or not the proposed changes in relation to assignation of tenancies
comes into effect.
Croft boundaries
JMT welcome the Land Court having the power to declare the position of a croft
boundary where there is not sufficient evidence to enable the boundary to be determined.
Resumption/Decrofting
Resumptions may be temporary – JMT welcome this as it ensures land is returned to
crofting when/if a development is no longer in existence.
Development Schemes
JMT agree that development schemes proposed by the landlord on croft land should not
be detrimental to the crofters utilising that land and that compensation should be paid.
Croft/Common Grazings use
JMT welcome the use of croft land either for cultivation or some other purposeful use.
However it should be recognised that managing for conservation is a “purposeful” use
although some may see it as “unkept” or “un-used”. This conservation use may not
involve some activities that are seen as “good agricultural practices” such as vermin
control, whin control etc.
Apportionments
JMT support time limited apportionments in order that land that ends up being unused
can revert to common grazing.
Appeals & Access
No issues with either
Community Right to Buy
JMT support the opportunity for a crofting community to buy out the tenancy of any lease
over eligible croft land. This falls in with our belief that the communities that live and
work on the land are the true guardians of that land and should largely control what
happens on that land as well as realising any benefit (financial or otherwise) from that
land.
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SUBMISSION FROM ARGYLL & BUTE COUNCIL
1. INTRODUCTION
Argyll and Bute Council welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Enterprise and
Rural Development Committee’s inquiry into the general principles of the Crofting Reform
etc Bill. The Council submitted a formal response to the Scottish Executive’s consultation
on the Crofting Reform Bill which was launched in March 2005. The reform of the crofting
legislation is the latest in a series of measures by the Scottish Executive to deliver land
reform to Scotland. It follows the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 which gave crofting
communities the rights to seek to purchase croft land itself.
Crofting is a significant and beneficial land tenure in Argyll and Bute but it is also fragile
because of the small scale of its activities and its location in our more remote and fragile
mainland and island areas. The Council welcomes the overall aim of the Bill which is to
allow crofters and crofting communities greater rights and enhance their ability to
determine and secure their own future. However it is imperative that the Bill also secures
the long term sustainability of crofting within Argyll and Bute.
In October 2003 the Argyll and Bute Agricultural Forum, of which the Council is a partner,
undertook a survey of agricultural and crofting holdings within the Argyll area. The survey
was undertaken in order to inform the development of the recently launched Agricultural
Strategy for the Argyll Area which highlights the importance of crofting and agriculture to
the rural economy of Argyll and Bute. The vision of the Strategy “ is to see sustainable
and prosperous farming and crofting enterprises benefiting communities across the Argyll
Area”.
The Argyll and Area Survey of Agricultural Holdings 2003 highlighted that at that time
Argyll and Bute had a total of 793 crofts spread across much of the area but restricted to
the old crofting county of Argyll. The greatest numbers of crofts were found on Tiree
(273), Mull (123), Lismore and Appin (115), Islay (85), and the parish of Ardchattan and
Muckairn in North Lorn (69).The island of Tiree currently accounts for approximately one
third of all the crofts in Argyll and Bute and has the highest percentage of active crofts
with a third of the population being involved in crofting in some form or other. In locations
such as Jura there have been a number (12) of new crofts created through reorganising
existing crofts by means of sub division and changes to existing boundaries. This has
resulted in a number of young people returning to the island to taking up these crofting
tenancies. It is through the retention of and return of our young and economically active
population that our more remote and fragile mainland and island communities will
become more sustainable and crofting could play a key role in helping to achieve this.
Financial support mechanisms such as the Croft Entrants Scheme play a key role in
helping to achieve this.
The Survey also indicated that of the 100 crofters who responded, 52% were earning
£10,000 or less. The average annual gross earnings in Argyll and Bute is £20,298 and
the Scottish figure is £22,204. Crofting incomes are therefore significantly below national
averages and many crofters have to undertake “off croft” activities to supplement their
incomes. 55% of crofters were over the age of 60 (as opposed to 31% of farmers). 39 %
of the crofting respondents to the survey participate in the Environmentally Sensitive
Area Scheme on the Argyll Islands.
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Crofting contributes significantly to retaining rural, and especially island, populations and
culture as well as sustaining the environment. It can help to address the issues facing
many of our more remote and fragile communites such as depopulation as well as the
loss of the young and economically active. However, it is also a fragile economic activity
that requires support to retain its vitality and viability.
2. THE Bill
Use of a croft
Under current legislation the principle use of a croft is restricted to agriculture and can
only be used for other purposes where those purposes would not affect the cultivation of
the croft. The use of common grazing by shareholders is restricted to grazing and
traditional practices such as peat cutting and crofter forestry. Whilst there will continue to
be grant support for the use of the croft for agricultural purposes, the new Bill will remove
the agricultural restriction and will allow in-bye croft land to be put to “some other use,
being a purposeful use” and the common grazing for wider uses than as currently
restricted. All this will be subject to the approval of the landlord or failing the landlord’s
approval the approval of the Crofters Commission itself as well as the need for any
statutory approval namely planning approval.
Whilst it is appreciated that the reason for the changes in the use of the croft are to
reflect what is already happening in reality, and to allow crofters and stakeholders more
flexibility to meet opportunities, there are some concerns that the removal of agriculture,
as the primary use of croft land, will encourage the loss of cultivatable in-bye croft land.
This is the better agricultural land of which there is relatively little. In addition there is a
concern that if a croft no longer has to be agriculturally viable that this will encourage
sub-division in cases where it would not previously have been considered. This could
well encourage the creation of smaller croft sites which could almost be described as
simply house sites on in-bye land. The lack of clarification as to what constitutes a
minimum size of croft also makes this more likely.
There is the potential for the change in the land use of the agricultural in-bye crofts to
have a significant impact on the local environment and on the balance and viability of
agriculture and crofting in the different crofting townships. It may be that these issues
could be addressed through the adoption of local area policies which are discussed
below. It has to be remembered that the change from agriculture as the primary use of
the croft may not be acceptable as regards existing local planning policies as detailed in
the local development plans, and reference should always be made to these before any
decisions are taken.
There is a need for the Bill to provide a clear definition as to what is meant by
“purposeful” uses in order to prevent uncertainty and confusion and to allow the
Commission to ensure that crofts are operating in accordance with the statutory
conditions of their tenancies as laid down by the Bill.
Where crofting land is used for purposes other than agriculture it is important that the use
can be reversible thereby allowing the land to be capable of reverting back to agricultural
use at some time in the future. This would be particularly relevant where better in bye
land is involved. It is also important that there is still active support for the use of the
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croft for agriculture and that diversification doesn’t undermine a croft’s agricultural
viability. It would be unfortunate if the Bill were to encourage the loss of good quality
arable croft land to other “purposeful” uses. In this regard it is important that there are
strong support mechanisms for the continued development of crofts for agricultural use.
Pillar II of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), referred to as “ the second pillar”
relates specifically to rural development and the new Rural Development Regulations
offer an opportunity to ensure that there is sufficient economic incentives to retain
existing and encourage new agricultural based crofts. If there is a significant loss of
agriculture as the main use of a croft it may well have significant environmental
implications, affect the agricultural viability of a crofting area, result in asset stripping of
the croft, encourage speculative development and potentially undermine the crofting way
of life.
The Bill will amend the existing statutory conditions for croft tenancies and the use of
crofts to introduce a new condition which would require the croft to be kept “ in a state fit
for cultivation” except where that was incompatible with a new purposeful use or where
the crofter is cultivating the croft for conservation purposes. The Bill needs to clarify
exactly what it meant by “in a fit state for cultivation” in order to prevent confusion and
uncertainly and to allow action to be taken where there is non compliance with this
condition.
Neglect or misuse
There is an issue with regard to absenteeism and dereliction of both land and houses
within existing crofts. There is a need to ensure that every support is given to the Crofters
Commission to prevent this and to address it where it is happening. The enhanced
powers given by the Bill to the Crofters Commission is to be welcome and if used
correctly could reduce the number of absentee tenants and help in securing crofting for
the next generation.
New crofts
The current legislation does not allow for the provision of new crofts except through the
sub division of existing crofts into two or more parts. The new Bill will give landlords the
powers to create new crofts and will also allow the landowner and crofter to agree that
the right to buy would not apply to the new croft or any future reassigned croft. It was felt
that this would hopefully lead to landlords agreeing more readily to the creation of new
crofts as these will not automatically result in the loss of ownership of parcels of their
land.
The size and scale of any new croft needs to be carefully considered to ensure that it is
not of a scale which is out of keeping with the crofting units in the immediate vicinity, and
to prevent the creation of what are in effect no more than house plots with large gardens.
The principal of designating crofting townships which are consistent with local plan policy
should be considered and taken into account in the drawing up of any local policies. The
creation of new crofts needs to be in accordance with local development plan policy and
should not undermine the sustainability of existing crofting communities. It is also
important that in any application for a new croft that there is consultation and early
dialogue with the planning authority and other statutory authorities. In addition, reference
should be made to local planning policy and other relevant local policies, plans and
strategies such as the Agricultural Strategy for the Argyll Area. There also needs to be a
clear link between the creation of new crofts and the local policies which are to be drawn
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up by the Crofters Commission. It is important to consider the need for the development
of a policy for assigning these new crofts i.e. will the Commission or the local area panel
have any input into the decision making process.
As previously stated it is important that the necessary fiscal incentives are put in place to
provide the necessary support to those who need assistance when taking on a new croft.
The Croft Entrants Scheme should be properly resourced to take account of the changes
proposed by the Bill.
Forest Crofts
The creation of forest crofts is also mentioned and this has been given support by the
Scottish Executive. The comments above would also apply to forest crofts. These forest
crofts could provide an opportunity to assist in the creation of local clusters to serve the
development of the biomass industry at a local community level within Argyll and Bute.
The necessary financial incentives require to be put in place to support this. An example
of support would be the pilot grant fund recently run by the Forestry Commission to
encourage agricultural landowners to develop their forestry resource as a source of
woodfuel. The new Rural Development Programme has the potential to provide financial
support along these lines.
Scale
Scale is an important consideration as regards both new and existing crofts, particularly
where subdivision is involved. The scale should be reflective of the nature of crofting and
should also be reflective of other crofts in the immediate area. At present there is no
minimum size of croft and this can often mean that you can have a croft which has the
capacity to be little more than a house plot with a large garden. This situation may be
further exacerbated by the fact that the purposeful use will no longer be restricted to
agriculture and therefore there may be even less reason to have a meaningful physical
area of land associated with a croft. There is genuine concern that this will encourage
even smaller sizes of crofts and the development of what are in effect multiple house
sites. If it was possible to set a minimum croft size which would discourage the use of the
land simply as a house or holiday house site and would bring with it the requirement to
cultivate a reasonable area of the land, this may discourage the exorbitant prices that
can be achieved in the reassignment of tenancies and address the speculative nature of
crofting.
Cost of tenancies
The issue of the high cost of croft tenancies which go on the open market is a serious
concern and often means that crofts are priced beyond the means of local residents. In
particular this can disadvantage the young and more economically active person. The
creation of new crofts could help to overcome this issue and assist in addressing market
driven speculative development particularly given that there will not necessarily be an
associated right to buy. It is hoped that this will assist in the overall regeneration of our
more remote and fragile communities. The setting of a minimum size of croft and the
more proactive enforcement of neglected or misused tenancies also needs to be
seriously addressed.
Local policies
In light of the extent of the geographical area covering Argyll and Bute it therefore follows
that different crofting areas will have different characteristics, including differing land
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types. The variation not only relates to landscape but also to economic and social
factors. As with the Argyll and Bute Local Plan, it is imperative that the local policies
adopted by the Crofters Commission reflect the unique character of the different areas
within which crofting takes place. There will often be a very delicate balance in ensuring
the viability of these different crofting communities. There is a concern that where crofts
change from an agricultural use to another principle use that this could upset that
balance and in turn would impact on the viability of the remaining agricultural crofts in
that particular area. It is important that consideration is given to the scale and number of
crofts within a defined area as well as their land use in order to determine what would be
required to make each crofting area and community viable and sustainable in the future.
It is important that any local policies are drawn up in consultation with the local
community but also with those involved in the service provision within these areas.
Account needs to taken of existing policies as laid down in structure plans, local plans,
local economic forum plans and agricultural strategies such as the Agricultural Strategy
for the Argyll Area, and local community strategies and plans. These documents will
already provide the local policy basis for housing development, renewable energy
development, forestry development, agricultural and business development thereby
helping to prevent sporadic speculative development.
It is imperative that these polices also provide the framework and guidance for the future
land use and development on existing and new crofts for each distinctive crofting areas.
It is unclear as to the scale of area that is being considered when the Bill talks about local
policies. Serious consideration needs to be given to this and account taken of the
diversity of the often distinct crofting areas within areas such as Argyll.
Planning process /consultation
There is a need for full engagement between the Crofters Commission and the planning
process both as regards local plan policy and in the consideration of individual planning
applications affecting crofting land. The Crofters Commission should be a statutory
consultee on any planning applications for developments affecting crofting land. It is
important therefore that the Commission work closely with the relevant local authority in
the development of policies within the local authority development plan to ensure that
croft land is protected from designations which would encourage speculative
development, the resulting effect of which would be the decrofting of that land. The
Council would be happy to input into the development of the local policies and to be
represented on any crofting panel/board that might be proposed at a local level.
Renewable Development
It is important that any renewable development which is being considered on a croft
takes account of the relevant local plan polices which are applicable to that area. In
addition renewable energy developments should not necessarily be seen as being the
sole land use of the croft. Smaller scale renewable developments could help to support
the existing use of the croft and the wider community through the provision of a
sustainable renewable energy supply. This could go someway towards matching local
energy needs to local renewable energy supply particularly in our more remote and
fragile communities. There would be concerns that the Bill could result in much larger
scale crofts which would only exist to allow the development of large scale commercial
renewable development. The area policies should provide guidance on this form of
developments on crofts.
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This new Bill will bring with increased requirements on the Crofters Commission and it is
imperative that the Commission is properly resourced to allow the new powers and
measures introduced by the Bill to be implemented. It is also important that the
necessary fiscal support mechanisms are put in place to support the overall aim of the
Bill which is to secure the future of crofting for the next generation.
SUBMISSION FROM ARGYLL AND THE ISLANDS ENTERPRISE AND HIGHLAND
AND ISLANDS ENTERPRISE NETWORK
Additional written evidence submitted by Argyll and the Islands Enterprise
Argyll and the Islands Enterprise (AIE) is one of Highlands and Islands Enterprise’s (HIE)
nine local enterprise companies. HIE has already submitted written evidence to the
Committee on the Crofting Reform Bill and the purpose of this additional paper is to
provide a brief overview of the distinct area served by AIE.
OVERVIEW
Argyll and the Islands is a large geographically diverse area, covering 715,615 hectares,
accounting for around 20 per cent of Scotland’s coastline. The area consists of 27
inhabited islands and three peninsulas. Against the background of low unemployment but
lower than average earnings and depopulation from the fringes, the current AIE strategy
has two main thrusts; investing in industries, and their necessary infrastructure, that offer
higher earning potential; and supporting projects that help to sustain communities in the
peripheral areas.
Crofting, whilst not a major contributor to the Argyll economy in general, is a powerful
resource in assisting in the stabilisation of our most rural communities. AIE welcomes
the determination to improve the long term viability of crofting and crofting communities.
Demographic change
The population of the Argyll and the Islands area stood at 70,156 in 2001, a decrease of
1.2% from 1991. This compares to a 0.8% growth in the HIE area and a 0.4% decline in
Scotland over the period. Local analysis mirrors national trends with the more fragile
areas losing population and areas around relatively prosperous towns and settlements
gaining population.
The main areas of growth in the 1990’s were the wards within commuting distance of
Oban and Lochgilphead. These accessible rural locations grew by about 1,000 people,
while Arran saw its population grow by just under 600.
Population loss has been most significant in some of the island communities. Between
1961 and 2001 the population of Colonsay decreased by 31.9% and that of Tiree fell by
22.7%.
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Age structure and out-migration
The percentage of the population aged 44 years or less has decreased in the Argyll and
the Islands from 57.8% in 1991 to 51.3% in 2001. This is lower than the Highlands and
Islands which was 56% in 2001. Results are influenced by the out-migration of young
people from the Argyll area, a serious constraint on economic growth.
The provision of a more diversified employment base will also help to retain young
people in the area. The AIE area has a slightly lower percentage of people aged 0-4
years and 5-19 years than the average for the Highlands and Islands and Scotland as a
whole. However, the percentage of people aged 20-44 years in the AIE area is of
particular concern – some 28.8% of people category compared to 32% for the Highlands
and Islands and 35% for Scotland.
The percentage of the population aged 65 years or older in Argyll and the Islands has
increased slightly, from 19% in 1991 to 20.5% in 2001. This is higher than the
percentage for the HIE area, which was 17.2%.
Employment
The public administration, education and health sector is the largest employer in the
Argyll and the Islands with 33% of the total workforce, followed by the distribution, hotels
and restaurants sector with 29.4%. Agriculture, forestry, fishing and construction sectors
also provide a larger percentage of employment in Argyll and the Islands, with 2,024
people employed in agriculture. The primary sectors continue to be in decline but are still
a prominent economic driver, particularly in more remote mainland areas and islands.
Most employees (53.8%) work in companies with 24 or less employees, with only 19.2%
working in firms with more than 100 employees, highlighting the dominance of small firms
in the Argyll and the Islands area. Long-term competitiveness within key sectors and
exploiting opportunities from emerging sectors are crucial for driving productivity and
raising incomes in the area. Science, technology and renewables offer a diverse and
exciting range of opportunities with the Scottish Association for Marine Science at
Dunstaffnage and Vestas Celtic Wind Technology in Macrahanish both key economic
drivers.
Earnings
The average gross earnings were £287.4 per week in the AIE area in 2004, lower than
HIE average (£296.8) and significantly lower than Scotland (£316.5). This is influenced
by the nature of employment, particularly the dominance of tourism which is typified by
lower wages.
Unemployment
The unemployment rate has fallen steadily in Argyll and Islands since January 2001,
decreasing from 4.7% in January 2001 to 3.1% in January 2005. The unemployment rate
for the AIE area has followed a broadly similar line to the overall HIE area for the last 4
years, with pockets of above average unemployment felt in the more remote and fragile
areas.
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The decreasing unemployment rate experienced across the area as a whole does
however still mask a number of underlying issues, namely general labour shortages, the
out-migration of young people seeking better employment opportunities and the skills
shortages experienced in key sectors such as construction. These issues are felt across
the Highlands and Islands as a region but are more prevalent in the island groupings.
DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS
Housing
Lack of affordable housing continues to be a significant constraint on economic growth
across the area. Changing household composition means that significantly more houses
are needed to accommodate the existing population and a step change is required to
house the newcomers the area is welcoming.
Transport
The development of an effective transport network is essential in mitigating the effects of
the area’s geography, helping to alleviate economic problems and ensuring businesses
become more globally connected. There is a high dependency on cars in rural areas,
primarily due to limited public transport services, compounded by employment choice in
others.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS
A key factor in the future well-being of Argyll and the Islands will be the ability to attract
new residents and to retain its young people. This will depend on a range of factors,
including the provision of improved services, such as housing, transport and recreational
facilities. This will pose continued challenges for more remote areas, notably small island
communities and fragile areas where service provision is most costly. A growing
population, with a higher proportion of economically active people, is crucial to continued
economic success in the area and the wider Highlands and Islands region.
Long-term competitiveness within key sectors and exploiting opportunities from emerging
sectors is crucial for driving productivity and raising incomes in the area.
World-rated attractiveness of both natural and built environments, fully embracing
sustainable development principles, is required to make the area more attractive as a
global destination to live, work, study and visit. Improvements to the physical and
technological infrastructure across the area are also required to meet this objective.
Future growth and prosperity for Argyll and the Islands will require a reduction in social
and economic disparities within the area, mitigating the problems caused by
peripherality. A climate of confidence in the future is required to help these aspirations.
A foundation for success will be in long-term investment in the various communities
across the Argyll and the Islands, especially throughout the more sparsely populated
areas. The main aim is to generate sustainable local communities which are diverse,
adaptable and resilient.
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SUBMISSION FROM HIGHLAND AND ISLANDS ENTERPRISE
1. Summary
Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) as the Government’s agency responsible for
economic and community development across the northern half of Scotland has a
significant interest in the ongoing development of crofting and the objectives and detail of
the Crofting Reform Bill. HIE believes that crofting plays an important role in the
economic, social, environmental and cultural health of the Highlands and Islands and that
ongoing legislative and regulatory revision is vital to maintain the health of crofting. As
such HIE welcomes the Crofting Reform Bill and the introduction of a revised legislative
and regulatory framework.
HIE welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence to the Environment and Rural
Development Committee, and would make the following key points:
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
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HIE welcomes the introduction of the Crofting Reform Bill and feels that there is much
to applaud and support within the Bill.
HIE would recommend that an overall vision for the future of crofting is developed by
the Executive, the Crofters Commission, other involved agencies and crofters.
Crofting can play a greater role in helping maintain and increase the population of our
rural areas through encouraging and enabling more young and economically active
people to live and work in our rural communities.
The provisions in the Bill relating to the creation of new crofts are particularly
important and have the potential to be a significant tool in the sustainable
development and regeneration of rural communities in the HIE area..
There is potential that the expanded developmental role of the Crofters Commission
could cause confusion amongst crofters and others and lead to a cluttered funding
landscape. HIE would therefore recommend that the work of the Commission focus
on the regulatory aspects of crofting and dispersal of agricultural related grants and
that partnership working between the Crofters Commission and HIE be better defined
to help achieve our common goals.
HIE would recommend that the Crofters Commission be obliged to utilise their
existing and proposed powers to better regulate crofting. This process should be
supported through setting the Crofters Commission targets in key areas of operation,
such as percentage of absentee crofters and number of new crofts created.
Crofting as a land tenure system is uniquely placed to be able to safeguard and
develop the economic, environmental and social health of our rural communities. HIE
would recommend that more robust measures be adopted in the Bill and by the
Crofters Commission to protect the interests of the crofting community as a whole as
well as the wider public interest.
The Bill gives communities under Part 3 of the Land Reform Act the ability to buy out
interposed and other leases on crofting estates. Whilst this is to be applauded, it does
not resolve the underlying issue of whether these leases are valid in the first place.
The Minister has in the past made a public commitment that the Executive will test the
validity of such a lease in the Land Court and HIE would urge that this be done as
soon as possible.

2. HIE Response to the Consultation
HIE’s strategic priorities for the economic and social development of the HIE area are set
out in A Smart Successful Highlands and Islands. One of the aspirations within the
document is for the region’s population to grow by 15% to half a million by 2025. This will
partially be achieved through growing our urban centres. However, crucially it also
means an increased rural population in our smallest communities where their viability will
rely on attracting more residents to create demand for, and sustain, local service
provision. HIE believes crofting has an important role in helping achieve this aspiration
through encouraging and enabling young and economically active people to live in our
rural areas, thus meeting the future needs of our rural communities and supporting a
dynamic and sustainable Highland and Islands.
The Environment and Rural Development Committee has requested views on the
general principles of the Crofting Reform Bill. HIE would make the following comments
on the key issues set out in the Committee’s Call for Evidence:
a.

The proposed change of status of the Crofters Commission to a nondepartmental public body.
The Bill proposes a new constitution and general duties of the Crofters
Commission to be compatible with furthering sustainable development of crofting
and crofting communities.
x There is potential that the expanded developmental role of the Crofters
Commission could cause confusion amongst crofters and others and lead to a
cluttered funding landscape. In particular there may be cross-over between
HIE’s activities and the wider developmental function of the Commission.
x HIE would therefore recommend the Crofters Commission focus on the
regulatory aspects of crofting and dispersal of agricultural related grants and
that partnership working between the Crofters Commission and HIE be better
defined to help achieve common goals.
x The Bill gives new powers and duties to the Crofters Commission and HIE
would urge that the Commission be obliged to carry out these duties.
x The proposals in the Bill for the different application of regulatory policies in
different local areas in order to better reflect local needs and priorities are
welcomed.

b.

Provisions for creating new crofts, including extending crofting tenure
outside the historic ‘crofting counties’.
Creation of crofts
x The proposals to allow the creation of new crofts is seen as extremely positive
and as a significant rural development tool throughout the HIE area.
x Under the proposals in the Bill it will be possible for a crofter to enter into
agreement with a landlord to opt out of his/her statutory right to purchase or
assign croft land, and for this to be binding on successive crofters. This is vital
in order to encourage landowners to release land for new crofts.
x For this measure to be effective there needs to be widespread governmental
and agency commitment towards effective utilisation of the proposed power,
including an Executive stated annual target for new crofts created. This would
be aided by a commitment by the Executive to release its own land for new
croft creation, such as on Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) land.
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x

x

HIE’s experience with community and other landlords indicates that there are
considerable complexities in the creation of crofts and HIE would therefore
urge that the detail of the Bill and the processes required be simplified as much
as possible.
Given the high level of demand for crofts it is unlikely that this measure on its
own will be able to meet demand. HIE would therefore suggest that the
Crofters Commission take effective action to address the issues and problems
surrounding the sale and assignation of existing crofts, absenteeism and multicroft occupation.

Extension of the crofting legislation outside of existing crofting counties
x This proposal is of great potential benefit and could include areas within the
HIE area of operation currently not defined as within the crofting counties (e.g.
Arran).
x For simplicity and ease of operation, HIE would suggest that the area of
operation of the Crofters Commission should be expanded to make it at least
co-terminus with the HIE area of operation.
c.

Provisions specifying what crofts should be used for, and dealing with
neglect etc.
The proposed provisions for a “proper occupier” are not included in the Bill and will
be introduced as a Stage 2 amendment. HIE looks forward to being able to
comment on the provisions when they are available.

d.

The role and powers of the Commission in overseeing how croft land is
used.
x

x
e.

HIE recommends that the Crofters Commission be obliged to use their existing
and proposed powers to enforce crofting regulations. This process should be
supported through setting targets in key areas of operation, such as
percentage of absentee crofters and number of new crofts created.
HIE welcomes the proposals to allow the Crofters Commission to challenge
neglect of crofts with consent of the landlord.

The way in which the views of crofting communities are represented,
through grazing committees, area-based policies, etc.
The proposals in Section 32 for more powers for the Crofters Commission to
enforce common grazings regulations are a positive step forward. This may be
supported by the adoption of local polices better able to reflect local circumstances

f.

Changes to the regulation of the market in crofts, including measures on
assigning, dividing and sub-letting.
Sale of Croft Tenancies
x HIE feels that an unregulated and unchecked ability of crofters to assign
tenancies, and to decroft croft land is a threat to the future of some crofting
communities.
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x

HIE is concerned that there is little strategic planning behind the current ad-hoc
sale of croft tenancies / croft land for housing development, that this is not
necessarily meeting the housing needs of local communities, and that the Bill
does not provide adequate means to prevent this speculation in croft land and
tenancies. HIE would recommend that there should be improved and increased
use of the regulatory powers of the Crofters Commission surrounding the sale
or assignation of croft tenancies.

Releasing Croft Land for Housing
x Given the high demand for housing and house plots in the HIE area it is
important that suitable croft land is released for housing development to meet
this demand.
x HIE would recommend that the Bill should look to secure the long term
sustainability of rural communities through a framework to encourage and
enable young and economically active people to enter into crofting. Potential
solutions to facilitate this and to help the release of croft land to meet local
housing needs include:
 Encouragement for local crofting communities to address local housing
needs by the strategic release of croft land – particularly from common
grazings.
 A commitment and obligation for the Crofters Commission to greater
utilise their existing and proposed regulatory powers.
 The Crofters Commission to become a statutory consultee during the
planning permission process so as to ensure that croft land is not lost to
housing developers without consideration of the needs of the local
crofting community.
 Potential for provisions for decrofting applications to come before
planning applications.
 Insertion of provisions in the Bill to temporarily suspend crofter’s rights
to assign or purchase crofts for an initial period of up to 10 years.
 Rigorous enforcement of regulations by the Crofters Commission to limit
the number of absentee crofters.
 Restrictions on the number of separate crofts that an individual crofter
can lease.
 Adoption in Local Plan zoning for a greater area of non-croft land for
housing development.
g.

Proposals to allow the development of croft land for non-crofting uses.
HIE welcomes the proposals in the Bill to help enable wind farm developments on
croft land subject to further consideration of the issues set out in Point 3 below.

h.

Changes to the crofting community right to buy (under the Land Reform Act)
to allow any leases over the land also to be bought.
See Point 3a below.
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3. Amendments to the Land Reform Act
Assurances have been given by the Executive that deficiencies in the Land Reform Bill
will be rectified in the Crofting Reform Bill. On this basis, HIE would urge the following
amendments be made to the Bill:
a. Leases over Croft Land
Under Section 35 of the Bill, it is proposed that crofting community bodies under
Part 3 of the Land Reform Act will be able to buy out interposed and other leases
on crofting estates. Whilst this clarification is welcomed, it does not resolve the
underlying issue of whether these leases are valid in the first place. The Minister
has in the past made a public commitment that the Executive will test the validity
of such a lease on the Pairc Estate in Lewis in the Land Court. HIE would urge
that this be done as soon as possible. HIE would also suggest that this issue
could be further resolved by a provision in the Bill explicitly stating that such
leases are null and void.
b. Crofting Landlord
In the context of interposed leases, who the crofting landlord is is not clear. The
crofting landlord owes certain obligations to the crofter, but the mid-landlord under
any interposed lease may not be able to fulfil some of these as it does not own the
land.
c. Community right to buy
HIE would suggest that the Bill should specifically and explicitly allow “crofting
community bodies” as constituted and defined under Part 3 of the Land Reform
Act to be able to register an interest in land under the Community Right to Buy
provisions of Part 2 of the Act. In order to further align Executive policy and
practice, HIE would also urge that crofting community bodies should be
considered to be eligible bodies under the Forestry Commission Scotland’s
National Forest Land Scheme.
d. Mapping
Under Part 3 of the Act, Section 73 requires crofting community bodies to
definitively map the location and boundaries of croft land or sporting interests.
Given that quite often this has never been done (even on the sale of the land in
the past), that the information is not held by landlords, crofters or the Crofters
Commission, and given the complexity of croft holdings, this requirement is
prohibitively stringent and is effectively preventing crofting communities exercising
their rights under the Act. HIE would therefore propose that crofting community
bodies should be required to carry out mapping under Section 73 (5) (a) to the
same level of “reasonable diligent enquiry” as set out in Section 73 (5) (b).
e. Voters Roll
Both Parts 2 and 3 of the Act require community bodies and crofting community
bodies to define their eligible membership with reference to the Voters Roll.
However, whilst these bodies can look at the full Voters Roll, they are not entitled
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to copies of it (only the edited Roll) and therefore have to cross-check against the
available edited Roll and manually copy names and addresses. This is time
consuming and an unnecessary inconvenience. HIE would therefore suggest that
this is rectified in the Bill by allowing community bodies and crofting community
bodies copies of the full Voters Roll.
SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH RENEWABLES FORUM
Scottish Renewables is Scotland’s leading renewables trade body. We represent over 170
organisations involved in renewable energy in Scotland. Further information about our work and our
membership can be found on our website.
Firstly many thanks for providing a chance to respond on what is a key issue for rural communities
in significant areas of Scotland. This response has been formulated by the Scottish Renewables
Forum following internal discussion within the Forum membership, including circulation of draft
responses and through direct liaison with other organisations.
Introduction
Scottish Renewables broadly welcomes the Proposals put forward in the Crofting Reform etc. Bill,
and in particular welcomes the amendments which are related to renewable energy development. If
enacted these reforms will enable developers, owners and crofters to consider new developments
for the use of crofting land and the mechanisms by which this can happen.
Renewable energy will have an increasingly important role to play within the Scottish energy sector
in the future and has an important contribution to make to the Scottish economy and to meeting
national environmental commitments. There are a diverse range of renewable energy technologies
and we believe that each of these should be encouraged to play their role in Scotland.
Crofting land will be able to take advantage of these new opportunities, and crofters would gain
either as individuals or as an overall community. Although current considerations for crofting land
focus mainly on wind farm developments, as technologies grow and develop other types of energy
development may be able to also bring benefit to crofting communities.
We would also like to point out that many of the crofting communities within Scotland are located in
areas of significant renewable resource. This means that if correctly structured, this legislation will
be important in helping crofting communities benefit directly from the delivery of the Scottish
Executive renewable energy targets.
However, at present relatively few renewable energy schemes are proposed in crofting areas;
something that indicates that the current legal framework for crofting prohibits development. The
draft bill sets out renewable energy development as a reasonable purpose for crofting land. We
strongly support this and would also underline that renewables could bring valuable income and
employment to crofting areas, and so help to deliver the wider objectives of the Bill by maintaining or
promoting viable distinctive communities.
To ensure this happens, the Bill must deliver on its overall objectives.
We support many of the proposed reforms contained within the Bill and the aims behind those
reforms. Our principal concern, however, is that the extension of the right to buy the tenant's interest
in any lease over eligible crofting land will seriously undermine one of the stated aims of the Bill - to
facilitate the use of croft land for non-crofting use to lead to a more diverse and more sustainable
rural economy and more particularly:-
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(a)

the uncertainty created by the proposed reform will stifle economic development on
crofting land.

(b)

the mechanisms for (a) calculating "Market Value” and (b) purchase of the tenant's
interest could lead to unfair preferences in the market.

Notwithstanding the above we support a resolution of the issue created by the use (or potential use)
of interposed leases to (a) thwart the ability of CCBs to collect the Landlord's income from such
projects and (b) to control the future development of land. We would submit, however that there is a
better way of dealing with the issue which would resolve the issue without prejudicing the other aims
of the Bill.
PROPOSALS TO EXTEND THE RIGHT TO BUY
The proposal to extend the right to buy the tenant's interest in any lease over eligible crofting land is
deeply concerning both in substantive terms and in light of the fact that a measure of such potential
significance has only been introduced into the Bill at such a late stage, following almost nothing in
the way of formal consultation. In our view this proposal as it stands is fundamentally flawed and
must be reconsidered. The potential risk/uncertainty arising from this proposal has the potential to
stymie commercial development of croft land.
We are of the view that this proposal does not fit within the overall policy objective of the Bill to “to
facilitate the use of croft land for other non-crofting use for beneficial purposes”.
In the Financial Memorandum which accompanies the Bill, the Scottish Executive reiterates that the
proposal is primarily to deal with the possibility that land owners will use interposed leases to
complicate and thwart crofting community right to buy applications.
The Executive reasons that the proposal meets this objective because "if the crofting community
body has a right to buy a lease it is unlikely that landowners will continue to create leases to achieve
that goal since it would be pointless to do so." However, the Executive has failed to address the
effect of the risks created by the proposal to a developer.
This failure will therefore reduce interest amongst developers of developing renewable schemes in
crofting communities, because it brings increased risk, and will therefore reduce the likelihood that
developers will be able to find investors willing to invest in such projects. This point applies equally
to all types of developers, be they wind, bioenergy or hydro developers, or PLCs, independents or
community-owned businesses.
The development of renewable energy schemes typically takes up to five years. A long development
time for a project means that substantial investment is needed in taking a project proposal through
pre-planning and planning, as well as in associated arrangements such as securing grid connection.
Developers and investors would not make these significant investments in project development if a
CCB would have discretion to buy out a tenant’s interest in a commercial lease of croft land, and
therefore jeopardise any investment made on a particular proposal. Assessed from a community
perspective, any community interested in working with a developer or unilaterally to develop a
scheme would struggle to find investors for the same reason.
Secondly, the uncertainty of tenure disincentives developers to consider development of crofted
land as at any time a CCB could open negotiations with a competing developer, if it has submitted
an application to buy out the original developer's interest in the lease.
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Overall, developers face substantial risks throughout the lives of projects which might not be fully
reflected in the Market Value calculated under the Bill in the event of a buy out. This disincentive to
develop would lead to communities losing out on the development revenues and associated
employment benefits that come with successful renewable developments. This was surely not the
intention of the Scottish Executive in drafting the Bill.
Introducing a New Concept into Scots Law
The proposal introduces an entirely new concept into Scots Law – i.e. the right for a CCB which is
buying a landowner/landlord's interest in land also to buy out the tenant's interest in all but a few
specialized types of leases affecting that land. Traditionally any developer in Scotland making a
sizeable investment - where their interest in land was to be leasehold - has sought to protect their
position by entering into a long lease (greater than twenty years) which can be registered in the
Land Registers/Registers of Sasine and enforced against the successor to the landowner/landlord.
As currently structured, the proposal would mark a major departure from that position: the CCB
would not only have the ability to acquire the croft land, but also the ability to remove tenants who
would have entered into a long lease legitimately believing that they had secured their interest in the
land.
REMEDYING THIS SITUATION
As we have stated above the Proposal was introduced into the Bill at a late stage. In its analysis of
consultation responses document (published in October 2005) the Scottish Executive recognised
that the Proposal "might discourage some leasing of croft land for purposes unconnected with
crofting." but decided to insert the proposal in the Bill nonetheless, stating "given that a right to buy
would be exercisable at market value and it would be for the crofting community body ("CCB") to
decide whether or not it wished or was able to seek to exercise a right to buy in relation to any
particular interest, there may be very little real disincentive with this option."
Whilst we agree with the Executive's consultation analysis that, in relation to the issue of interposed
leases, the "do nothing" approach is not an option, for the reasons detailed above we do not think
that the Proposal is the solution to deal with what is in essence an "avoidance" issue and we do not
think that the need for individual buy-out to be approved by Ministers would sufficiently address the
concerns of developers and allow them to invest in commercial projects.
The Proposal does not actually prevent interposed leases from being put into place and it does not
address the underlying question as to the validity of interposed leases. Rather, the Proposal
addresses the issue of interposed leases by placing all leases of croft land on the same footing as
an interposed lease. We would suggest that that the best option is to address the actual issue itself
and build upon existing avoidance provisions in the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 itself. This
would not involve introducing a new concept into Scots Law (as detailed below) and there are
analogies to be drawn with some tax legislation which prohibit certain schemes to mitigate tax
liability. That legislation and the 2003 Act concentrates on eliminating deals between certain parties
and deals which are entered into for "avoidance” rather than on a commercial basis. This route
would resolve the issue without prejudicing the other aims of the Bill, and would therefore better
serve the interests of crofting communities and developers.
FURTHER COMMENTS
Section 5(3) agreements under the 1993 Act
As we have highlighted above, the key issue for a developer is obtaining a degree of certainty that
vacant possession of the croft land can be secured. We therefore welcome the provisions of Section
11(1)(c) which insert new provisions (subsections (3) to (10)) into the Crofting (Scotland) Act 1993
and which will provide that: (1) contracts or agreements intimated to the Commission should be
recorded in the Register of Crofts; and (2) where a copy of a contract or agreement is entered in that
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register it will (providing it is not specifically stated that the agreement is not to be binding on
successors to a croft) be binding on the successors to the croft tenancy.
We would like to see the Bill go further and remove the need for unanimous agreement of the
crofters to be obtained provided ratification by the Land Court is obtained. For some developments
unanimity would be impossible. We know of developers that are dealing with significant numbers of
crofters (numbers in 100s or even 1000s is the norm). It will be practically impossible to secure
unanimity from such large groups: ensuring a majority is therefore more practicable and equitable.
Resumption of Croft Land
The extension of the definition of "reasonable purpose" in Section 26 to include the generation of
energy is a welcome step forward. Again, we would argue that the amendment does not go far
enough – if the goal is to facilitate the use of croft land for other purposes then it may be useful to
broaden the concept of "reasonable purpose" to include schemes for employment, income
generation and environmental improvement.
We note there has been some discussion over the proposals to amend the 1993 Act to empower the
Land Court to determine that payments to crofters of a share in the value of resumed land may be
made by instalments rather than in a lump sum. In our view, this is a key recognition of the
commercial realities of the financing of energy projects and is to be welcomed.
I trust that you find the comments above of use in helping you deal with the issues set out within the
Bill. If you would wish to get further details on our views then please do not hesitate to get in touch,
and if needed we would be happy to appear before the Committee for further discussion of these
issues.
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Crofting Reform etc Bill: Stage 1
14:06
The Convener: We now move to today’s real
business. Agenda item 2 is scrutiny of the Crofting
Reform etc Bill. I hope that we will have an
interesting, stimulating and, from our perspective,
useful session. This is our fourth evidence-taking
session on the bill. We are keen to talk to people
about the bill. The committee’s job is to make a
recommendation to the Parliament on the
principles of the bill. We are keen to meet people
from in and around Oban, to hear about the
experiences of people who live in the system of
crofting and to reflect on the challenges for crofting
st
in the 21 century.
We will hear formal evidence from four panels of
witnesses, whom we have invited to speak
because we know they are involved in crofting. We
have witnesses from estates and organisations in
the area that have an interest in crofting.
After the second panel of witnesses, we will
have a break from the formal meeting, during
which we will invite members of the audience to
speak, to ensure that their comments are on the
record, too. We are happy to do that, because we
are keen to get individuals’ views as part of the
process. I will explain how that part of the meeting
will work when we get there but, for planning
purposes, I point out that we hope to have that
part at about half past 3.
Our first panel of witnesses is made up of
Duncan Baird, who is a chartered surveyor
specialising in crofting, agricultural and community
development; Donald Linton, who is the Argyll
mainland representative for the Scottish Crofting
Foundation; John MacKintosh, who is a member
of the Scottish Crofting Foundation’s crofting
reform working group; and Donald Macarthur, who
is a crofter from the isle of Tiree. We have a range
of interests. We are grateful for the written
evidence that you have submitted, which we have
read.
We will go straight to questions.
Mr Mark Ruskell (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Green): The bill raises interesting questions
about who is responsible for the development of
crofting communities. At present, the Crofters
Commission has a regulatory role, but should it be
involved
actively
in
developing
crofting
communities and, if so, what should it be doing in
those communities? I ask Duncan Baird to begin,
as he mentioned the development role in his
submission.
Duncan Baird: One important point is that the
regulatory and development roles of the Crofters
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Commission should be separate. From what I can
gather, it is envisaged that the same staff will
perform both roles, which I think would be
problematic. If somebody is to see through their
regulatory role properly, it will be difficult for them
also to perform a development role. The Crofters
Commission is the appropriate agency to help,
advise and support crofting communities and to
implement initiatives for their area. There is no
reason why the commission could not work
extremely well alongside the enterprise agencies.
John
MacKintosh
(Scottish
Crofting
Foundation): I agree that we need to consider
separating the two roles. There is some
suspicion—that is all—that a regulatory role can
be manipulated to achieve development
objectives. In the context of standards in public
life, it is important to have and to be seen to have
a clear-cut role that is not influenced by other
interests. I have been concerned about that for
about 10 or 12 years. It is important that the body
that develops crofting is separate from the body
that has general development responsibilities,
because crofting has special features. Small-scale
agriculture is one such feature.
Consideration should be given to creating a
specific crofting fund, which by and large could be
managed by crofters and would replace the bits
and pieces of money that we receive as add-ons
to other parts of agriculture policy. Such an
approach would greatly enhance the status of
crofters and would be much more like the
approach in Norway, where I understand all
agricultural support is handed over to farmers for
them to use—subject to certain guidelines, I
presume—to support the farming industry in
Norway.
Mr Ruskell: Should the fund’s administration be
part of the Crofters Commission’s role?
John MacKintosh: I would expect some public
element to be involved in that body—it might not
be called the commission. Staff from the current
commission could be involved, because such
people have knowledge and experience of wider
issues to do with crofting and their perspective is
different from that of people such as me—we work
on the inside of crofting looking out, whereas the
commission’s staff are on the outside looking in.
We should not lose that asset. However, crofters
should have control, so that they can develop
objectives for crofting in a democratic fashion and
move crofting forward. In my submission I set out
a summary of my view and say that the
arrangement that is proposed in the bill reflects a
negative view of crofting. There is a much wider,
more positive view of crofting, which has been
missed out of the discussion so far.
Donald Macarthur: The Crofters Commission
will do well if it fulfils its regulatory role. The
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proposed reforms are supposed to reduce
bureaucracy on the commission, but the
commission will have its hands full with the
regulatory side of matters.
The enterprise agencies should become more
involved in agriculture—crofting and farming—than
they have been during the past two years and
could be given a formal role.
Duncan Baird: Crofting has a good fit with the
approach to addressing affordable housing need
in remote and rural areas. I cannot see why
Communities Scotland could not be involved in the
development of a cost-effective way of making
land available for affordable housing. For example,
an outgoers payment could be tied into the croft
entrants scheme, to help to free up land.
Mr Ruskell: Duncan Baird calls for the
regulation of grazings committees in his
submission, but is there a danger that if that were
done in the wrong way it would be regarded as a
top-down approach? How would the commission
regulate grazings committees? There is a fine line
between supporting someone to develop capacity
and achieve things in their community and
regulating them.
14:15
Duncan Baird: I could not agree more. That
became apparent to me through my experience of
working with community companies, such as the
one established on the isle of Gigha. It is vital to
ensure that community companies are democratic
and properly constituted at the outset so that the
community is empowered rather than the opposite.
They must be constituted in such a way as to
ensure that everyone is involved and that the
structure is open. Crofting currently does not have
that sort of structure.
Mr Ruskell: I presume that grazings committees
could be set up as charities. They would then fall
under charities law. You suggest that they stay as
grazings committees but that the commission
regulates them.
Duncan Baird: One of the biggest drivers for
me was to look at their governance, but if they
could get charitable status—that might be
questionable—it could certainly be of great benefit
to them.
Maureen Macmillan (Highlands and Islands)
(Lab): What level of demand is there from local
people for crofts in the crofting areas of Argyll and
Lochaber?
Donald
Linton
(Scottish
Crofting
Foundation): Thank you for inviting me to give
evidence.
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There is a big demand for crofts in Argyllshire
among people between the ages of 25 and 35. A
good croft was lost at Taynuilt, although at least
nine people were after it.
Maureen Macmillan: Do people look for a croft
because they want a house or because they want
to croft? Are they committed to crofting?
Donald Linton: They are definitely committed to
crofting.
Maureen Macmillan: You indicate in your
submission that at the moment there are not many
opportunities for them.
Donald Linton: As Duncan Baird knows, we
have been very lucky because a family has bought
Kilmaree and created five new crofts—and
everyone who is going in there will work it as a
croft. Some will be worked with tunnels, others
with sheep, but they will all definitely be worked as
crofts. Furthermore, all those people are young,
which is great for the glen.
Maureen Macmillan: It is excellent news that so
many young people want to become crofters. How
could the bill help young people to become
crofters? Other members of the panel might also
like to answer that question.
Donald Linton: It could offer them good grants
for housing. Argyllshire is on the low base, so the
grant is £11,000 for a house, which would not pay
for a kitchen or a toilet in a new house. That level
of grant is scandalous for Argyllshire. Timber is the
same price in Argyllshire as it is in Achiltibuie.
Duncan Baird: The key to helping young people
in the area is to free up croft land or to create croft
land. The simple fact is that none is available. As
Donald Linton says, there is a huge demand for
crofts. People are open and honest about the fact
that having a house is a big part of that, but why
should it not be? At the same time, they have a
passion for crofting. Plenty of recent examples not
far from here show that.
Maureen Macmillan: What about absenteeism?
Are some crofts in Argyll not being worked, or is
everybody who has a croft committed to crofting?
Donald Linton: I do not know what the
definition of not worked is. For example, set-aside
is not worked: it is cut once a year. Duncan Baird
will verify that, especially in Taynuilt, most of the
crofts are worked; at Kiel Crofts and Stronmilchan,
the crofts are all worked. The situation is the same
in my glen.
Maureen Macmillan: So you hope that new
crofts will be created, as is legislated for in the bill.
Donald Linton: Definitely.
Maureen Macmillan: And you hope that Argyll
might be a place where that could happen.
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Donald Linton: Personally, I cannot see
landlords making new crofts. Government bodies
such as the Forestry Commission will make new
crofts. I cannot see privately owned estates
making new crofts.
Maureen Macmillan: Unless the crofters came
to an agreement not to buy their crofts.
Donald Linton: Yes.
Maureen Macmillan: Is the market value that is
now perceived to be in crofts part of the problem in
relation to people getting crofts? Some
assignations now go for very high figures. Is that
happening in this area?
Duncan Baird: Yes, very much so. Two crofts
that were recently sold in Lismore each fetched
well over £200,000. Those prices are prohibitive. It
is similar everywhere else in the west Highlands. It
is not something that is going to happen; it is here
now. Such prices are way beyond the means of
anybody here, and young people have no chance
whatever.
Rob Gibson (Highlands and Islands) (SNP):
The Crofters Commission tells us that there are
1,079 crofts in Argyll, of which 393 are owned, and
that between Skye, Wester Ross and here, there
are some 426 absentees. In Argyll, are absentees
away for the long term or, in relation to the
creation of new crofts, is there any likelihood of the
absentee system working out? People say that it is
either/or, but perhaps it should be a combination
of both. What does the panel have to say about
that?
Donald Linton: Argyllshire is a big lump of
ground—it has more coastline than France. I do
not know of absentee crofters on the mainland
between Appin and Lochgilphead. There are none
in Dalmally or Taynuilt. Most crofters work their
crofts in those townships. It is the same with Kiel
Crofts out in Benderloch. They are all worked.
Would you agree, Duncan?
Duncan Baird: I agree with you to an extent,
but on some of the islands, for example Lismore
and Mull, there is quite a significant problem of
absenteeism. What you are perhaps driving at is
that it is vital that the situation is tightly regulated.
Whatever the bill is intended to deliver, it will
deliver it only if the regulations are really tight.
Rob Gibson: Are regulations in place at
present?
Duncan Baird: Yes.
Rob Gibson: Would that be the case in Tiree as
well?
Donald Macarthur: In a meeting that the
Crofters Commission had on Tiree two years ago,
it was clear that its policy with regard to Tiree was
that as long as the crofts were being worked—
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even if they were sublet—it would not take any
action. However, there are some absentees. In my
opinion, and probably that of the Scottish Crofting
Foundation and everyone else, instead of
absentee tenants it would be nice to see those
crofts in full-time occupation, with perhaps three or
four kids at the local school.
Rob Gibson: Is it the case that absentees mean
houses that could be occupied by local people but
which are tied up? Is that the big issue? Do any of
you wish to expand on that?
Duncan Baird: It is a joint issue. Housing being
tied up is a big problem when you have acute
housing need problems, but there is also the fact
that you have croft land sitting not being worked
as actively as it could be. In all these communities,
everywhere you go, there are loads of young
people—more than ever at the moment—
desperate to get a start in crofting. The problem is
certainly not a lack of demand.
Rob Gibson: We can see that the population of
younger people in Argyll is dropping. They want to
have opportunities elsewhere, but if they wish to
come back when they are older, their chances are
stymied by not being able to get back onto crofts
of their own.
Duncan Baird: It is certainly a significant factor.
In fact, the creation and use of crofts in a lot of
these fragile communities can be a really good
way of tying key workers to an area who may
otherwise leave. Islands such as Colonsay and
Gigha are looking hard at the creation of crofts for
that purpose.
Rob Gibson: I am trying to weigh this up. Is it
more important to deal with the absentee problem
or to create new crofts?
Donald Macarthur: The crux of the matter is to
try to reduce the age of crofters. If we could come
up with some substantial money for the croft
entrant scheme and for the retiring crofter, it would
save crofters having to work till 80. Crofters cannot
afford to retire. They have to keep going and take
what money is coming in. You cannot retire on the
state pension. By the time I retire, it might not be
there anyway.
If something substantial was done to enable
crofters to retire, it would reduce the age profile of
crofters and make more crofts available. At the
moment, the average age of farmers is about 56;
the average age of crofters must be substantially
more. If we could reduce the age profile of
crofters, we would get a more vibrant crofting
community with more young crofters. The bill
cannot be done on the cheap: the capital will have
to be found from somewhere to make a substantial
investment in the croft entrant scheme and to help
crofters to retire.
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Mr Ted Brocklebank (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Con): One of the recurring themes of our
evidence taking over recent weeks is whether the
Crofters Commission has the necessary regulatory
powers. Most people appear to believe that the
commission had such powers at one stage, but
that they have been eroded over time. One of the
causes célèbres that people keep talking about is
the Taynuilt case, where houses were built on
good inby land. One or two of our witnesses today
mentioned the case in their written submissions.
Perhaps panel members will give the committee
their view of whether the Crofters Commission had
any alternative other than to accept the decision to
build on that land.
John MacKintosh: At a meeting that the
foundation had with the commission, when I asked
its legal officer what would have happened if the
commission had gone through the procedure on
absenteeism with the incumbent in the croft, his
reply was that another crofter would have been put
in. He went on to say that, as the developer would
have approached the other crofter, the procedure
would still have gone through, but with another
name behind it. Therein lies some of the difficulty:
despite what seemed to be substantial objection to
the development, it went through. The
commission’s hands were tied because the
planning application had been granted.
This is an issue that has to be looked at.
Everything seems to hinge on a case in the
Scottish Land Court, which takes its lead from
something called the public interest. When I read
documents on agriculture policy in Scotland, I find
that crofting seems to be a bit of a throwaway—
there is not a clear emphasis that crofting is
primarily an agricultural pursuit. If it is accepted
that crofting is primarily an agricultural pursuit,
crofting land should be designated as agricultural
land, so that when cases such as Taynuilt come
along the council is able to take its lead from the
fact that the nation or the community has
expressed a desire for the land to remain
agricultural land.
In such circumstances, the council has some
authority for saying no to a development. It may be
challenged by the Scottish Executive or others, but
at least the matter will have been brought to light
and a direction on the subject can be produced by
way of an act of Parliament, ministerial order or
other procedure.
Taynuilt is not the first case of this sort. The very
first case I handled when I was at the Scottish
Crofters Union was exactly the same. We pushed
it back and the decrofting did not go through. I do
not remember whether no application had been
made or whether planning permission had been
given, but I always thought after that that it was
understood that decrofting of a whole croft is a
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very serious issue because it alters the structure
of crofting in an area. The proposal that I
challenged was in the centre of a township.
We have to be a bit brave on these issues and
fire at them quite hard. The message will not get
through merely by sitting in committees and so
on—important though they are. We have to raise
the profile of these cases quite substantially and
hit the press with them. We also have to get it right
into the centre of understanding at the Scottish
Executive that this is not what we want.
14:30
Duncan Baird: I agree with much of what John
MacKintosh said. I hope that the Crofters
Commission will embrace the fact that if it had
engaged positively in consultation at the local plan
stage, the situation in Taynuilt would never have
arisen. I hope that the commission has learned the
lesson that it must engage positively with planning
departments on all such occasions. In the Taynuilt
case, the council’s planning department was
simply unaware that the land in question was croft
land. That is why the situation arose.
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crofters are full time. They do not have any means
of support apart from their crofts. It concerns me to
hear about the proposal to introduce in the bill the
concept of a proper occupier. Under that proposal,
someone who owns more than four crofts will lose
their status as a proper occupier unless they relet
some of them. I have eight crofts, a few sublet
crofts and a farm. It is infringing a person’s human
rights to take off them crofts that are kept in good
agricultural and environmental condition and to
give them to someone else, who in all likelihood
will have sold a house in Cheshire for £500,000 to
move to Tiree. That is just not on.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): I have a general question and some
specific ones about submissions but, before I ask
them, I will pick up an issue that arose during Ted
Brocklebank’s questioning of Duncan Baird. How
could the Crofters Commission be more involved
in the planning process? Should it be a statutory
consultee, for example?
Duncan Baird: Yes, that is an absolute must.
Elaine Smith: I just wanted to get that on the
record.

Mr Brocklebank: I do not want to put words into
the commission’s mouth, but the version that it
gave us is that if, in such a situation, it came down
with a decision in favour of land being retained as
a croft, the likelihood is that that would be
overturned in the Scottish Land Court in any case.
It seemed to suggest that the necessary powers
do not exist.

Let us discuss the market. The bill is supposed
to support and encourage crofting; in other words,
it is meant to be advantageous to crofting.
Unfortunately, to date, concerns have been
expressed to us—by witnesses and in
submissions—that the bill might further open up
crofts to the market. In her written submission,
Agnes Leask said:

Duncan Baird: If a proposal gets planning
permission, the commission’s hands are tied, if I
can use that phrase. My point is that if the
commission had addressed the situation in
Taynuilt at the local plan stage by saying that it
wanted the land in question to be preserved as
croft land, the planning department would have
taken that into account as part of the planning
process and the area would never have been
available for development in the local plan. The
fact that the commission did not do that is what
brought the situation about—that is why planning
permission was applied for in the first place.

“The perception from crofting communities is that the Bill
in its present form will destroy crofting.”

Mr Brocklebank: I have a supplementary
question about Tiree. I was interested in Donald
Macarthur’s point that on Tiree, unlike in many
other crofting areas, people do not have the option
of obtaining additional paid work. You argued that
the drafting of the bill does not pay enough
attention to the fact that Tiree is different from
many crofting areas in the sense that running the
croft is the only option. Is that a fair summation of
what you said?
Donald Macarthur: Yes, that is a point that I
want to make. Tiree is probably one of the last
places left on the west coast where the majority of

That is quite a strong sentence to include in a
submission. I think it was Duncan Baird who said
that that is already happening to an extent
because of some of the prices for which croft
houses are being sold.
Are you concerned that the bill could lead to
further marketisation? If you are, how do you think
it would do that? That question is for all the
witnesses.
Duncan Baird: I do not think that the bill will
necessarily accelerate a process that, as I
emphasised in my submission, is already
happening. The issue has been commented on
heavily in previous committee meetings. In my
view, the bill simply formalises what everyone
knows has been happening for a long time. I
passionately think that we have a big problem. If
the bill could deliver something that would resolve
it, that would be quite an achievement.
Elaine Smith: Can you give us an example of
what you would suggest? Perhaps you could write
to the committee with suggestions.
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Duncan Baird: I gave the committee a
suggestion in my written submission. The obvious
issue is crofters having the right to buy. One would
expect anything that was put forward to meet with
considerable resistance. I do not accuse or blame
anybody for that, as a croft is now a sizeable
financial asset. To expect people to vote to do
away with a sizeable asset is a big ask;
nonetheless, that is where we are now, and
something has to be done. The right to buy was
inserted into the Crofting Reform (Scotland) Act
1976 for good reasons; however, times have
moved on and we have evolved. Crofts are now
simply way beyond the means of local young
people.

was done, along with various other things, to mask
the sale value of certain types of housing way
back in the 1940s and has been done in other
instances to avoid stamp duty and so on. There
are ways round legislation. However, if conditions
are placed on the person who is coming into the
croft—conditions that will be firmly in place for five
to 10 years—and they are regulated rigorously,
people will find better places to put their money.
The market for croft land will not be open and free
and there will be the possibility of genuine transfer
at a reasonable croft value. It should be
remembered that the crofter created the croft; no
one else did. He is, therefore, entitled to the worth
of his work.

Elaine Smith: What were the good reasons for
introducing the right to buy?

The Convener: Do the other witnesses agree
with those comments?

Duncan Baird: It was included in the 1976 act
to give croft tenants more power, and it has
empowered them in their relationship with their
landlords—there is no question about that. In
taking any future steps, we must remember that
backdrop and why the right to buy was introduced.
It is not an easy issue, and I do not have a magicwand solution. However, I have suggested that the
Crofters Commission might, in approving nonfamily assignations, insist that those assignations
have the right to buy taken out of them.

Donald Macarthur: Reading through Duncan
Baird’s proposals, I noticed that one of them is for
a development scheme or probationary period of
five years for entrants to crofting. That seems
quite a good idea, as it would ensure that the
people who got the croft actually worked it. It
would also make crofts more attractive to locals.
People would not try to get a croft purely in order
to build a house on it, as they would not be able to
secure the tenancy or buy the croft for five years
and would stand to lose if they did not get the
tenancy after those five years. A probationary
period or five-year development scheme seems to
be another way of making tenancies easier for
local young crofters to get.

Elaine Smith: Does anybody else have a view
on that?
John MacKintosh: I live in Lochaber, and I
deliberately remained quiet during the discussion
about Argyll. We have been concerned about the
price of property—not just croft land—for a
considerable time, and I am not convinced that it is
entirely due to the demand for crofts. As has been
suggested, there is a demand for housing as well,
and if somebody can get a croft, they have got a
house site. The Executive must somehow sort out
the housing question, which will ease some of the
problem, and it must ensure that new crofts are
developed.
We need new crofts, people want new crofts and
there is a huge interest in growing food for the
local market; however, there is a limited supply of
crofts. I think that it was the Crofters (Scotland)
Act 1961 that stopped the creation of new crofts. If
mechanisms can be found for creating new crofts
or similar holdings, that will ease the demand for
crofts. Also, if there is a house on a croft and the
crofter is thinking of moving to another place to
continue his crofting or agricultural activity, a
replacement must somehow be found who is
genuinely interested in crofting, not someone who
can open a cheque book and do what they like.
The problem with the bill is that those who are
rich can afford to pay for expensive lawyers and
will find a way through the bill somewhere. That
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Elaine Smith: I have a specific question for
Donald Linton. Your submission says that you
welcome the concept of proper occupier. Is such a
concept absolutely necessary, or should the power
of veto come into play? How do you feel such
powers are being used—or not used?
Donald Linton: I am a wee bit confused about
the proposal, to tell you the truth. I think that a
proper occupier would have up to eight crofts. If a
person is left crofts by relations, he could
accumulate 10 or 12 crofts. Why should he be
penalised because he has been left crofts in a
will? The history of crofting is changing. In the
1950s, someone could get a croft for nothing.
Croft real estate now is worth money, which is
sad. That is why the developers are coming into
our area.
Elaine Smith: So, you are not quite clear about
the proper occupier issue yet.
Donald Linton: Not yet.
The Convener: I think that we have agreed that,
given the lateness of the submission of the idea of
the proper occupier to our consideration of the bill,
the committee will have to think about that before
we pull together our stage 1 recommendations.
Not everybody has had the chance to think
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through all the implications of it. We are trying to
get initial thoughts on it as we go along, and this
will not be people’s last opportunity to give us a
view.
Elaine Smith: I want to ask Duncan Baird about
the economic status test, which is mentioned in his
submission. You say that the test
“should be applied to all crofters, including croft tenants.”

We talked about the free market earlier. Was the
reason for not including croft tenants in the test to
do with the need to dampen down the market and
make it more attractive to be a tenant than to
exercise the right to buy? Tenants might have
more grant assistance available to them. Would it
help to include croft tenants in the economic status
test?
Duncan Baird: I made specific reference to that
in my written submission because I am aware of a
lot of abuse of the present situation. Croft tenants
have an automatic right to all the croft agricultural
grants—a millionaire croft tenant would still be
eligible for all the grants—whereas owneroccupiers have to go through an income test
process. That seems inequitable. It would not be a
difficult step to make everybody go through the
test. In no way do I want any croft tenant who
genuinely needs grants to do without them—far
from it. I would like the money that is available to
be divided among those who have most need.
Elaine Smith: Does the test not help to dampen
down the market in crofts?
Duncan Baird: No, I would not say so. The test
was introduced with good intentions, but it is easy
for people to get round it and make themselves
eligible to be croft tenants.
Elaine Smith: What about the grants for
housing? Do they come into this at all?
Duncan Baird: Not to the same extent.
Mr Alasdair Morrison (Western Isles) (Lab): I
assure Donald Linton that he is not the only
person who is confused about the proper occupier
concept.
My first question relates to a response that
Duncan Baird gave Maureen Macmillan. You cited
the example of tenancies on Lismore being sold
for £200,000 and said that if the selling of crofts
was properly and tightly regulated, that
circumstance would not have developed. Is it your
view that the rules and regulatory powers to
prevent those £200,000 sales already exist in
legislation, or should we be addressing the issue
in the bill?
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14:45
Duncan Baird: That is a difficult question. Any
market intervention that affected prices would be
problematic and utterly nightmarish. There is
certainly no easy answer. The bill needs to
address the inflationary pressure on croft prices
and try to stop that in any way that it can. One way
in which that could be done is by having a properly
monitored development plan. No matter what is
put in place, however, it is absolutely key that
there is a follow-up and that the bill is seen to be
being adhered to once it is in place. If that does
not happen, nothing that we do will have any
effect.
Mr Morrison: Do other members of the panel
believe that the powers that already exist could
have been used to prevent the sale of £200,000
crofts? My view is that that should have been
prevented, although I am not exactly impartial.
Donald Macarthur: Were the two crofts on
Lismore bare-land crofts, or did they have a house
on them?
Duncan Baird: Both of them had houses on
them.
Donald Macarthur: That would partly explain
the £200,000 price, given the price of a house
these days. There are houses in Tiree that are
going for £160,000 or £180,000.
John MacKintosh: We are getting a lot of
anecdotal information, but we need hard
information. It is in our interest that a good crofting
policy is developed. People are trying to make
recommendations on a bill yet there seems to be a
paucity of hard information. A long time ago, I was
involved in policy work. Before we started that
work, we sought objective information.
If a croft in Lochaber had a house on it, you
would be lucky to get a sniff at it with £200,000.
Most of the houses in the area certainly cost
£200,000. In my area, a mid-terrace council house
with a small garden and no garage is going for
offers over £130,000. People have to keep things
in perspective. The question is, what are we trying
to do with crofting? That is the area about which I
am confused. Is crofting a system that is designed
to keep local people in the local area by giving
them jobs, or is it simply a system of small-scale,
community agriculture with housing attached? I do
not have a clear steer on that. There needs to be a
debate about exactly what we are trying to do and
what exactly the link is between crofting and
wider-scale agriculture in the country. At some
stage, we could say that £100,000 for a croft from
which a crofter can make £10,000 a year is
reasonable. At the present time, however, no one
can make £10,000 from a croft without putting a
serious amount of capital into it, which most
people do not have.
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Mr Morrison: On the theme of a viable future for
crofting, I am sure that most people on the panel
are familiar with the Executive’s iomairt aig an oir,
or initiative at the edge. The philosophy that
underpins the initiative is that, rather than having
six, eight, nine or 10 Government agencies
presiding over decline, they should be asked to
work to a commonly agreed strategy. Is that
something that would be relevant to this part of the
crofting counties? If so, in what way?
Duncan Baird: There is no doubt that, in this
area—especially in Colonsay and so on—the
initiative at the edge took a long time to bed in.
However, the joint-agency thinking behind it is
good and, eventually, it started to deliver results. It
would be a good idea to continue that way of
thinking. On Jura, the initiative at the edge has
helped to concentrate minds and ease the process
of development.
John MacKintosh: I come from a part of
Lochaber where there has never been any such
initiative. This is where we struggle. We are up
against a town, where houses are expensive, and
we do not have a direction, such as that provided
by the initiative at the edge or by an island
development
programme,
an
agricultural
development programme or whatever. Therefore,
we consider our situation as pure crofting, with just
the usual crofting grants and subsidies. We now
have access to the rural stewardship scheme, but
we do not have any of the other special measures.
In our area, the problem is that crofting is in
danger of fragmenting and young people will walk
away from it. That would be a great pity, because
we have a major market for crofting produce sitting
right on our doorstep.
Mr Morrison: What would prevent that
fragmentation? Would it be the iomairt aig an oir
philosophy, whereby, rather than head off in
different directions—although there may be
legitimate purposes and reasons for their doing
so—representatives of each and every public
housing,
economic
development
and
environmental agency sit down of an afternoon
and decide on a proper, commonly agreed
strategy?
John MacKintosh: If I understand the initiative
at the edge properly, it covers more than just
crofting. Is that correct?
Mr Morrison: Yes.
John MacKintosh: In my opening remarks, I
suggested that crofting support should somehow
be consolidated for crofting, with crofting given a
direction such that we understand where it is
going. To me, that would be more important than a
bill. We need a policy for crofting at this stage, and
we could then address the weaknesses in the
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Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 and fill in the gaps
using a bill such as the bill before us.
If I may, I will go off that subject slightly. One of
the problems is that, although we are considering
major and serious issues in crofting today, it will
take roughly five years for the bill’s provisions to
bed in—even if it is passed by the Parliament this
year—by the time that the lawyers consider it,
individuals come to understand it and cases go
through. That is what people are saying. In effect,
the bill will reach the peak of its influence perhaps
15 years from now. We really have to start to
consider what crofting is going to involve in 15
years’ time.
We have several challenges. There is the
challenge of the culture of the area. There is the
challenge of open globalisation in the food market.
There is the danger of losing young people, as the
education system is all about training them to go
into industry, rather than training them to stay
here. We need a bill that is framed in terms of
what the vision for crofting will be 15 years from
now. We should have a bill that will become an act
that will help us to achieve that.
The Convener: That is certainly something for
us to think about.
Richard Lochhead: I wish to pick up on that
last point. The future of crofting relates to the
future of our young people, as John MacKintosh
said. I want to delve a wee bit more into the
situation of young people who want to go into
crofting. I think that Donald Linton said that there
was a high demand for new entrants—primarily
people aged between 25 and 35.
I am trying to get a picture of the demand by
young people to stay in crofting. Are we talking
about both men and women? Are we talking about
youngsters who, because they cannot get into
crofting, leave their local communities and go
somewhere else, whether in Scotland or beyond?
Are we talking about people who want to become
full-time crofters or people who would prefer to be
part-time crofters? Can any of you give me more
detail on the young people whom we are
discussing and on what exactly is happening to
people who cannot get into crofting but who want
to? Perhaps Donald Linton could start by
elaborating the point about the 25 to 35 age group.
Donald Linton: A lot of crofters’ children—I say
“children”, as girls are also going into crofting
now—are desperate to get into crofting, but they
cannot. As another witness said, the crofter has to
live and keep the croft going until he is about 80 to
keep his pension going, as the old-age pension
does not pay enough. I do not know how this could
be done, but there is a need for housing for old
people in the community where they have lived, so
that the young ones—the children—can get on to
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their crofts. We need cheap housing for old
people, because at present, crofters cannot afford
to buy a house away from the croft.
There are no agencies that try to get work into
islands such as Lismore, Mull, Islay and Tiree,
which is an issue that I am involved in. You boys
should be trying to get work into the islands,
because then people would stay. At present,
people have to go away from the islands to make
a living.
Duncan Baird: Richard Lochhead asked
whether people expect to have full or part-time
employment on their croft. My impression is that
people on the Argyll mainland now accept that
their employment on the croft will not be full time
and that they will combine crofting with their
occupation. That arrangement can deliver many
things—it can satisfy people’s passion for crofting
and working the croft and it can provide a healthy
lifestyle and a good place to bring up children.
Plus, of course, people can get a house on the
croft. In general, it is accepted that crofting cannot
be people’s full-time occupation.
The Convener: Does Donald Macarthur want to
comment? He said earlier that the expectation is
that crofting will be full time, or that it needs to be
on Tiree, if crofters are to make money.
Donald Macarthur: At present, crofters on Tiree
are full time, but I cannot see that lasting. I reckon
that, within the next 10 or 15 years, there will be
hardly any full-time crofters left on Tiree. Full-time
crofting is on the way out, as it is no longer a
viable option. To maintain the population on
islands such as Tiree, crofting must be viable,
because if crofting deteriorates, the tourism
industry will deteriorate and garages, shops,
aeroplanes and ferries will go. The place will no
longer be an attractive place to live, so the
population will fall rapidly. Crofting is the mainstay
of islands such as Tiree.
Mr Lochhead mentioned affordable housing. The
croft house grant scheme can provide about
£28,000, but building a house on Tiree costs about
£100,000 or £110,000. As Donald Linton said, one
of the greatest debarments to people going into
crofting is that they do not have a house. When I
took over my father’s croft, my father and mother
were in the croft house. When I got married, my
wife and I and our two kids lived in a caravan for
eight years because we could not afford to buy a
house. We need affordable housing for young
people who want to go into crofting, otherwise they
will not stay around and I cannot blame them for
that.
John MacKintosh: It is important to have other
jobs for crofters, but they must be compatible with
crofting. About 50 years ago, the Forestry
Commission was an excellent employer in that
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regard, because it arranged time off for crofters to
do seasonal jobs on the croft. The industry was
therefore compatible with crofting. The new
industries that have come in, such as fish farming,
and which were at first compatible with crofting
have in recent years reduced the number of
employees substantially and, more important, are
now under more pressure, which means that the
remaining employees are expected to work longer
hours. A crofter cannot do that; they must have
reasonable time off.
One advantage of crofting that we have not
considered closely is that it is a healthy occupation
if it is done without pressure. If a person crofts
because they like animals or growing plants, it can
make a major contribution to their health. If only
for that reason, I would like many more people to
be involved in crofting. However, I fear that
crofting will come under greater pressure because
agricultural prices are flatlining—I think that that is
the word used in posher financial circles. The fact
that incomes from jobs outside crofting are going
up creates pressure. People must decide what
they will focus on to keep their family going and to
keep up their income.
On the question of mobility, I am sure that a
young person could work my croft better than I
work it, because when my parents were younger,
they worked it better than I do now. However, I
would have difficulty finding another croft to go to,
because the real market in crofting is small, and
there is no real movement among crofters.
Somehow, that movement has to be created so
that we can move to the places where we want to
be and have holdings that are the right size.
At my time of life, I might be better getting out of
livestock production and getting into growing
potatoes or something similar. I would need a
different size of croft for that, because the output
per acre would be different. At present, my output
per acre might reach hundreds of pounds, but in
horticulture, someone can put in an enormous
amount of work on a small croft and get an income
of £2,500 to £3,000 per acre, which goes back into
labour costs. We need to address that issue in
creating a crofting policy.
15:00
Nora Radcliffe (Gordon) (LD): A lot of the
comments that we have heard relate to whether
we should set an upper limit on the number of
tenancies that one person can hold, which would
be affected by whether someone crofts full time or
part time, by regional differences and by
differences in the size of crofts. Mr Linton said that
there were nine applicants for a croft that became
available, but Mr Macarthur said that he needs
eight crofts to make a living. I ask the witnesses to
comment on whether an upper limit should be set
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on the number of tenancies that can be held and
on how that would be modulated by the factors
that I mentioned.
Donald Linton: Crofting is different now from
how it was in the 1950s. We are not allowed to
have a milk cow; it is illegal for us to milk our own
cow. We cannot sell our eggs; we have to have
the buggers stamped—it is unreal. We can give a
person an egg, but we cannot sell them it. In the
1950s, everybody had a cow and grew their own
potatoes, some of which they sold to local people.
That does not happen now, because there are lots
of rules and regulations. I do not know whether
they are Scottish, English or European rules and
regulations.
Duncan Baird: The crofting situation mirrors
exactly what has happened in agriculture. Farms
have had to get larger simply to remain viable. I do
not doubt that that is why people on Tiree need
additional crofts so that their farming businesses
remain viable. It is not easy to address that
problem. Donald Macarthur, who is in business on
Tiree, says that he needs additional crofts; I do not
doubt that he is correct. Given that, it is difficult for
us to say that we should limit the number of
tenancies that someone can hold. There is no
question about it: the fact that people accumulate
croft tenancies, for obvious reasons, stops young
people getting started in crofting. It is a catch-22
situation.
If anything, the pressure will increase even more
with the biggest change in the agriculture support
system in 50 years, which will affect crofting’s
viability. The committee could do a lot to assist.
The less favoured area support scheme, which is
one of the main deliverers of money to crofting, is
currently under review, the outcome of which is
critical to the future of crofting. We now have the
single farm payment system. There is no national
reserve for young entrants to access. It has
always been difficult to start up a farming or
crofting business, but the fact that there is no
system for young people to access money will be
the death knell for crofting.
Nora Radcliffe: We will have to find answers.
Should we set an upper limit on the number of
tenancies and should there be regional variations,
given that there is scope in the bill to provide
localised solutions?
Donald Macarthur: The difficulty with the bill is
that you are trying to come up with one policy to
cover 1 acre crofts in Lewis, 100 acre crofts in
Tiree and 1,000 acre crofts in Sutherland. You will
have great difficulty getting one policy to cover
everything. I am happy to give up some of my croft
tenancies if you come up with a substantial fee in
the outgoer system. At the moment, that does not
exist.
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Nora Radcliffe: That is useful for us in
considering the best way forward.
John MacKintosh: The issue is not the number
of crofts but the size of people’s land. The
previous panellist talked about 1 acre crofts and
1,000 acre crofts. On support systems, there
seems to be great reluctance on the part of the
Scottish Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department to ensure that the smallest producers
get a good sum either per unit of input of some
sort or per hectare, and then to modulate after
that. How can large farmers tell us that they are
efficient when they get the same rate per acre as
we do? Some of them have received frightening
sums with the single farm premium. It is quite
embarrassing to be in agriculture when there are
single farm premium sums of such size. It
suggests that there is not a just distribution of
funds in the agricultural industry.
Mr Morrison: My friend Donald Macarthur from
Tiree mentioned a substantial sum for the outgoer
scheme. How would that relate to the cost of
acquiring crofts in the first place?
Donald Macarthur: Under the croft entrant
scheme, a new entrant gets about £3,500. The
outgoer gets about £2,000, which is not much of
an incentive for someone to give up their croft. If
they give up the croft they give up the money that
they get under the LFAS scheme—formerly the hill
cow subsidy scheme—and the payments that they
get under the single farm payment on the
hectarage on their croft. Substantially more than
£2,000 would be needed to create an incentive to
give up a croft.
Nora Radcliffe: We are talking about creating
new crofts, but should we be talking about creating
new crofting townships? Perhaps it is not the case,
but it seems that a lot of the ethos of crofting is to
do with the fact that you are in a crofting
community.
Donald Macarthur: We are fairly lucky in Tiree
that we still have our 23 crofting townships, but
substantial investment is needed to maintain them.
John MacKintosh: There are advantages and
disadvantages. One of the advantages of creating
new crofts by adding to an existing township is
that the experience of the existing township helps
those who come into the new crofts. I do not know
whether you would create crofts by expanding
townships or by creating new crofts on the better,
outby land of townships. You would have to tackle
each case on its merits. It requires a bit of
imagination. It would certainly help to sustain
many a crofting township. In the past, I realised
that many townships that I knew contained quite
old folk. A substantial number of new crofters then
came forward but, I regret to say, some of those
who were young then are now looking quite old.
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Performance in townships is up and down. If you
pick the right time to create new crofts you can
develop and help to sustain townships.

running the old folks home could demand that the
croft be sold. That could happen, even if
somebody were running the croft in the meantime.

Nora Radcliffe: If we are talking about creating
crofts outwith the crofting counties, how important
is it to make groups of crofts, so that there is a
township ethos?

The Convener: That issue has not arisen
before, but we might like to think about it. I thank
all of you for your evidence. It has been interesting
to hear your views on the issues that you think
arise from the bill, and we shall reflect on them.

John MacKintosh: I always imagined that that
would happen more or less naturally, but perhaps
my view of the model that would be created is
wrong. I imagine that groups of crofts could be
created by subdividing farms that come on the
market. That would not need to be constrained by
legislation; it could be done through a farming
company or co-operative.

I invite the first panel to stand down and the
second panel to come forward.
15:13
Meeting suspended.

Mr Jamie McGrigor (Highlands and Islands)
(Con): Mr MacKintosh, your submission states:

15:14
On resuming—

“The demand of the SCF to have an elected board on the
Crofters Commission … should be pursued with vigour.”

The Convener: The second panel consists of
Lorne MacLeod, the director of the Isle of Gigha
Heritage Trust, and Ian Gillies, the factor of the
Argyll estates on Tiree. I welcome you both.

Why would that make a difference, and who would
elect that board?
John MacKintosh: To answer the second part
of your question first, I imagine that registered
crofters would elect the board, but there is also an
argument that immediate relatives—or close
relatives, or however people are defined—could
have a say. It is possible to have a two-tier
election system, as happened with marketing
boards, for which there were elections of special
members, who were elected by the whole
population of the industry concerned—the wool
market or the milk market, for example—as well as
elections of regional members. With such a
system, you must have regional representation.
Under such a system, questions such as those
that have been raised today would go directly to
the elected members, and it would be incumbent
on them to raise those questions and deal with
them or else be deselected the next time round.
Committee members probably understand that
sort of system.
Mr McGrigor: Most of us do. I have one brief
question for the gentleman from Tiree about the
value of tenancies being a problem for inheritance
and long-term care. Are you suggesting, Mr
Macarthur, that you would like crofting tenancies
to be zero rated?
Donald Macarthur: I should say that our
submission was written by our local NFU Scotland
secretary and that I just stepped in two days ago.
However, it is iniquitous that, just as people lose
their houses to pay for the upkeep of, for example,
an uncle in an old folks home, a tenant could lose
his or her croft to pay for the upkeep of a previous
tenant. That is what Susan Lamont was getting at
when she wrote the submission. If a price of
£100,000 were put on a croft tenancy, the people

Mr Morrison: Lorne MacLeod’s submission
from the Isle of Gigha Heritage Trust is an
excellent, positive and upbeat summary of what is
going on in Islay. What has been achieved there in
recent years is sensational.
My question relates to the last paragraph in the
submission, which states that as far as the
creation of new crofts is concerned,
“it is an essential pre-requisite that there is an ability for the
crofter’s right to buy to be removed from the new crofts.”

I ask Lorne MacLeod to expand on that comment.
Given the positivity in your submission, why is that
so important?
Lorne MacLeod (Isle of Gigha Heritage
Trust): Looking back four years, it was always
intended that one of the farms—a vacant farm—
would be held back to create some form of
smallholding, involving either economic status or
new crofts. After so much effort was put into the
buyout, we did not want to lose crofts by people
taking up the right to buy newly created ones. The
aim was very much to keep the crofts within the
ownership of the community body. Obviously,
everybody on the island can be involved
democratically in the decisions that are made, so
they are not disadvantaged in any way.
Mr Morrison: Given your experience of other
aspects of economic development across the
region, and given that you listened to the previous
panel and perhaps read the evidence given by
previous panellists, are you concerned that
elements of the bill might legitimise or license—I
think that was the word used by Duncan Baird—
the current market?
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Lorne MacLeod: We ask you to consider the
parallel with properties on the island. To
encourage the population increase that has taken
place, the Isle of Gigha Heritage Trust has had to
be quite a strong regulatory body. For example,
anybody who wishes to buy a plot on the island to
build a house either must have been resident on
the island or must be coming to take up or create
employment on the island. Our intention is to build
up the economically active population. At a later
date we might open it up a bit more, but we want
to avoid the situation that has arisen in Colonsay,
where up to 50 per cent of houses are second
homes or holiday lets.
The Crofters Commission needs more
powerfully to implement its regulatory functions
rather than continue with the discretionary
approach that it has adopted in the past. There is
a concern about the price of tenancies on the
open market, which needs to be examined.
Mr Morrison: Have you thought about running
night classes for the Crofters Commission on
regulation and how to use regulatory powers?
The Convener: I will treat that as a rhetorical
question. I know what you are getting at.
Mr Brocklebank: My question follows on from
Alasdair Morrison’s points. I understand the
argument that it is difficult to persuade landlords to
make land available for new crofts, given that the
current right to buy means that the land could be
lost to them. However, given that the right to buy
exists elsewhere in the crofting counties, would it
not be extremely difficult to enforce its removal
and to convince landowners that the land would be
held in perpetuity as crofting land and would not
ultimately be sold off under the right to buy?
Lorne MacLeod: If the right to buy new crofts is
not removed, I cannot see us in Gigha creating
crofts. We would look to see some other form of
smallholding because of concerns about losing
control and what might result from that. On Gigha,
we consider crofting to be a positive move. We
wish to create crofts, because badging land as
crofts is positive and crofting roots people in the
community. When the buyout took place, out of a
population of 98 there was only one person in their
20s, but we have moved on and we have about 10
people in their 20s.
Crofting catches people to the land. Despite the
population growing from 98 to 141 there is no
unemployment in Gigha, because people do a
variety of jobs. It is a dairy island and dairy farming
is a 365-days-a-year job. I know one family in
which the husband and wife have not been on
holiday together for many years, because they
cannot get somebody to help out on their dairy
farm. If we have crofters, there will be more
opportunities for employment in dairy farming and
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more opportunities for small businesses that are
looking for employees.
Mr Brocklebank: Do you envisage houses
being built on the new crofts? Who would pay for
them and why would a bank or a mortgage
company want to lend on land that the borrower
would never own?
Lorne MacLeod: That is an interesting point.
We look to Fyne Homes housing association to
provide some affordable housing, plus people on
the island have the opportunity to buy plots. We do
not necessarily envisage houses being built on the
crofts. On a small island that is about 7 miles long,
that is not a problem, as there is easy access to
the croft land.
Mr Brocklebank: It has been suggested that
there should be no right to assign crofts to nonfamily members. However, other witnesses have
suggested that assigning within families can lead
to crofts being neglected and that assigning them
outwith families brings new blood in.
Lorne MacLeod: You are absolutely right. We
cannot have total control over what happens in
future, but in a community-owned island where all
members of the community have voting rights,
there would be peer pressure if people did not look
after their crofts and fully work them.
Mr Brocklebank: Does Ian Gillies have any
comments on any of the questions that I raised
with Lorne MacLeod?
Ian Gillies (Argyll Estates): I subscribe to
everything that he said. Argyll estates is a fairly
traditional landlord and has rented crofts since the
enactment of the crofting acts. I tried to give you a
little bit of my background in the paper that I
submitted. I have been on Tiree for about 30
years, so I am steeped in the island’s crofting
background. However, even though Argyll estates
is a traditional landlord and it makes its living from
crofting, it would not fall over itself to create new
crofts. It is difficult to understand the rationale for
creating new crofts when they could simply be
bought out from under our noses the next day.
Measures would have to be put in place to
guarantee that the land was kept in crofting in
perpetuity and not removed from crofting by some
sleight of hand somewhere down the line.
Elaine Smith: In the second-last paragraph of
your submission you say that the bill’s proposals
on the right to buy are
“a legitimisation of the concept of ‘croft land for profit’”

and you go on to say:
“It may in fact already be too late, as the seeds of avarice
are already sown.”

On the first page of your submission you say that,
if the bill’s proposals were implemented, it would
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“encourage rather than inhibit the developing market in
crofts and lead to the commercialisation of crofting.”

How would that happen?
Ian Gillies: There always has been a market in
croft tenancies, but it is on record that the bill will
legitimise that market. We can see that already:
the Taynuilt case, which has been mentioned
today, is a classic example. If the Crofters
Commission had intervened earlier in the
process—at the planning stage—the outcome in
Taynuilt would have been different. The diagnosis
is absolutely correct. In the event, the developer
made full use of his assets with all the results that
we saw.
Elaine Smith: If I may, I will interrupt you at that
point. Obviously, that happened without this piece
of legislation being in place. My question was, how
would the bill make that situation worse? You said
that the bill
“will encourage rather than inhibit the developing market in
crofts”.

Given the Taynuilt situation and the fact that, as
you said,
“the seeds of avarice are already sown”

and that there has always been a market to some
degree, how would the bill make things worse?
Ian Gillies: Surely the bill would create an
expectation that crofts are a marketable
commodity?
Elaine Smith: That is what I am asking you:
how would it do that?
Ian Gillies: It would do it. I understand that one
of the objectives of the bill is for crofters to realise
the market value of their crofts.
Elaine Smith: Right, but will the proper occupier
provision help to ensure that the right kind of
person runs a croft and keeps the land as croft
land? My understanding is that the primary aim of
the bill is to support and encourage crofting and
not to further marketise it.
Ian Gillies: I understand that. We entirely
welcome legislation that helps crofting. I am sure
that many will be familiar with the old adage of
what constitutes a croft, which is that a croft is a
small piece of land surrounded by legislation. That
is as true today as it ever was; indeed, the
situation is becoming worse.
Crofting does not operate in a free market; it
operates in a protected one. When we begin to
interfere in that market, we run the risk of
damaging the very thing that we are trying to
protect. That is what the bill will do. A number of
agencies, including the Scottish Executive, the
European Union—through its common agricultural
policy and subsidies—and any number of other
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organisations such as those in the enterprise
network are trying to support crofting. My point is
that, if we make it possible or too easy for
entrepreneurs—for want of a better word—to
remove crofts from crofting simply for the sake of
profit, we will make it extremely difficult for crofts
to be replaced.
Elaine Smith: I am not a crofter, but I am not
clear which part of the bill will do that.
Ian Gillies: It is one of the main functions of the
bill to do that. If I am wrong, I stand to be
corrected.
Maureen Macmillan: I have one or two
questions for Lorne MacLeod about his vision for
what will happen on Gigha with the creation of the
new crofts. I take it that the new crofts are not only
for people who live on Gigha at the moment. I
assume that you hope to attract other people on to
the island to work them.
Lorne MacLeod: It is a bit of both. Obviously,
we will be very open in inviting people to make
submissions. There will be a development plan
under which people can sign up for a croft,
including people who live on the island. Through
our website, we try to encourage people with key
trades such as joiners, plumbers and electricians
to come to the island; one of them could come up
with a proposal.
We discussed earlier the plans for having
polytunnels and horticulture as well as stock
rearing. The crofts will be worked on a part-time
basis; they will not be fully viable on their own. We
are looking for people who will have multiple jobs
on the island.
Maureen Macmillan: That is very interesting.
You will probably operate some sort of points
system.
Lorne MacLeod: We would have to do that
using a very fair and open scoring system. I
believe that that sort of system is being looked into
on Colonsay for some of the new crofts that will be
created there.
Maureen Macmillan: Does the commission do
that anyway or would you do it? How will you and
the commission work together on that?
Lorne MacLeod: I believe that Colonsay is
slightly ahead of us in looking at a project to create
new crofts. People there are working with the
commission’s local development manager in Argyll
to develop a points system.
Maureen Macmillan: Could a points system go
some way to stopping the open market in crofts
that we have been told exists?
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15:30
Lorne MacLeod: I am not sure—I have not
thought that through. With new crofts, an open and
accepted scoring system might result in fairer
allocations that were more defendable in the
community. However, I am not sure about the
wider application of such a system to crofting
throughout the Highlands and Islands.
Maureen Macmillan: Does Ian Gillies have a
view on the use of a scoring or points system?
Ian Gillies: I thought about that when the issue
was discussed with the first panel. There seem to
be different ideas in different areas. Donald
Macarthur made the point that crofts can range in
size from 1 acre to, in Caithness and Sutherland,
1,000 acres or more, mainly of moorland and
rocks. It would probably be wrong to limit a person
on Tiree or in Sutherland and Caithness to a
certain number of crofts. We need a more
technical way of arriving at the appropriate amount
of land for people to carry out their business. Is
that what you asked about?
Maureen Macmillan: No; I was thinking about
the type of person who might be given a crofting
tenancy. Lorne MacLeod talked about attracting
joiners, carpenters or plumbers to Gigha, which
would require a kind of checklist. Could a checklist
or points system be applied in other crofting
communities when crofts are put on the market,
for want of a better term?
Ian Gillies: That is a good idea that would give
a technical basis for decisions. However, in the
time that I have been on Tiree, only five crofts
have become vacant for general relet. Crofts are
cherished and are not readily put on the market.
Anything that would encourage turnover in crofts
would be great. At present, although there are
family assignations and other assignations outwith
the family, the turnover of crofts on the open
market is so small as to be almost negligible.
Maureen Macmillan: One problem that has
been mentioned is that older crofters cannot find a
way out, to allow younger crofters to come in. Is
that a problem on Tiree?
Ian Gillies: I think so, because the age profile of
crofters seems to be rising. As I said, it is
extremely difficult to obtain a croft, because
tenancies do not often come on the market.
Therefore, young people seldom get a chance to
enter the market and get a tenancy. Previous
suggestions for an outgoers scheme and an
effective pension for outgoing crofters through the
common agricultural policy were not supported by
the United Kingdom Government, although the
scheme is supported elsewhere in Europe. I do
not know whether the Executive could take on
such a scheme, but it would certainly be
beneficial.
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Maureen Macmillan: I do not know that either,
but maybe we can find out.
Dave Petrie (Highlands and Islands) (Con): I
am fairly new to the job, so I am interested in Ian
Gillies’s comments, in his role as local councillor,
on the Taynuilt situation, given that Argyll and
Bute Council draws up the local plans. Could
crofters be protected if we avoided including crofts
in local plans?
Ian Gillies: Yes, that could be done. There is no
question but that had there been earlier
involvement on the issues, the eventual outcome
at Taynuilt would not have been as it was. There is
a community planning forum and we had the
formal consultation period on the local plan, during
which representations could have been made on
the Taynuilt case. However, to be frank, I was not
aware of an active crofting community in Taynuilt
until
the
headlines
started
hitting
the
newspapers—that came as a surprise to me.
There is no question but that the situation was
used to advantage in Taynuilt. I am not sure
whether anything could have been done about it
without earlier involvement of the Crofters
Commission.
Dave Petrie: Is there much consultation with the
Crofters Commission when the local plan is being
formed?
Ian Gillies: There does not seem to be a great
deal of consultation with the Crofters Commission
when we have relevant applications on croft land
before us. It has been suggested that the Crofters
Commission should be a statutory consultee, as it
is the Government’s adviser on crofting. That
would be a positive and welcome move, along with
a stiffening up of the commission’s existing
powers.
Rob Gibson: I want to continue in that vein for a
moment. The need to get things right in area
policies has been discussed quite a lot. It is
obvious that Gigha has its own community policy
for its area. What sort of crofting area policy is
there at present? Do crofters on Tiree have a
stated view of how they want to see things in a
plan of any sort?
Ian Gillies: I do not think that we have a formal
document such as that. It is true that crofting
communities are perhaps not their own best
advocates when it comes to saying what they
want. Your question is therefore a pertinent one.
We are making a start in areas such as
Colonsay, which has just gone through the
initiative at the edge, and Jura and Coll, which are
just starting the initiative at the edge. Tiree is just
finishing a three-year programme that is very
much in the vein of the initiative at the edge and
which involves all the agencies. Anything that we
could do to outline what crofters see as the way
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forward for the future of crofting would be
extremely welcome. I am not convinced that we
have that at the moment.
Rob Gibson: It concerns me that there is no
means to articulate any such views, far less draw
them up into plans. There will be a township view,
but I believe that there are 23 townships on
Tiree—is that correct?
Ian Gillies: Yes.
Rob Gibson: Their views must be aggregated
into something that would allow you to articulate
them in the local plan. Argyll and Bute Council’s
submission states robustly that any proposed
changes must fit with what the local plan says but,
frankly, I see it the other way round. You will know
better what is needed for the area than the
planners who come in and tell you what they think
should happen. The people on Gigha, who have a
plan for their area, must feel the same.
Ian Gillies: What you say is correct. For us to
map a way forward, we have to become more
involved. We should not allow planners to dictate
the direction or shape of our communities; we
should take a more proactive view of that. At the
moment, however, there is no formalisation of
crofters’ views in any of the crofting counties, as
far as I am aware.
Rob Gibson: So that is something that we
should consider. On Gigha, you had to deal with
the issue of dairy farms being bought out by the
community. I would like Lorne MacLeod to take us
through that, as it is quite important to thinking
about how crofts might be set up and regulated.
Lorne MacLeod: Historically, the island has
always been used for dairy farming, as the rich
farmland on Gigha is of the same quality as that in
Ayrshire. When the community buyout took place,
there was always the likelihood that we would lose
the Campbeltown creamery and the milk wagon
coming over every day, which would jeopardise
dairying on the island.
We did an agricultural restructuring on the island
to make those dairy farms larger so that they
would be more viable. It was unfortunate in many
ways, but at the time of the buyout, there were a
couple of vacant farms and they were brought into
play to allow additional pastures to be given to
farmers. As part of our overall plan, it was very
much the original idea of all the islanders to have
smallholdings of some kind. The islanders would
have preferred those smallholdings to be crofts
but, at that stage, we did not know the proposed
terms of the bill. Now that we see those terms—
we hope that there will be a right to waive the right
to buy—we want the crofts on Gigha to be part of
that because it is important to allow people to
undertake various occupations on the island and

not necessarily
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Rob Gibson: Did you have to keep the dairy
farms as tenancies or did you sell any of them?
Lorne MacLeod: No. One farm was not let, so
we let it on the basis of the new form of tenancy,
the name of which escapes me at the moment. As
you probably know, dairying is not very profitable
at the moment. The tenant is a young person with
a young family so, to encourage him, we gave him
a stepped-up rent. He will not move to paying a full
rent for about three years.
Rob Gibson: I am asking the question because
housing is important to any kind of agricultural
worker.
You have outlined the potential for new crofts
and you are looking to the housing associations to
provide housing. Where will the land come from
for the housing association houses that will allow
the crofts to be worked?
Lorne MacLeod: In our case, we set aside land
that would be used for housing. Our master plan
was adopted by Argyll and Bute Council in its local
plan. It was a community-led approach.
Some of the public sector landowners, such as
the Forestry Commission Scotland, Scottish
Natural Heritage and SEERAD itself, all of which
own large portions of land throughout the
Highlands and Islands, can consider not only the
creation of new crofts but perhaps the set-aside of
land.
Rob Gibson: So you have land, but Ian Gillies
shook his head over finding land for housing on
Tiree.
Ian Gillies: Yes; you have hit the nub of the
problem. Affordable housing is one thing, but
when people talk about it, they quickly realise that
it is wrapped up with the availability of land. In the
case of Argyll estates, land could be made
available. There are five farms on the island, all of
which are on full agricultural tenancies. In years to
come, if those farms became vacant—which is
much more of a possibility than a croft becoming
vacant—we
could
subdivide
them
into
smallholdings or small crofts. That would obviously
give the incoming tenants the opportunity to make
use of the crofters building grants and loans
scheme. However, as Lorne MacLeod said,
legislation would have to be in place to ensure
some belief that the estate would continue to have
some control over that land.
Mr Ruskell: Following on from that, I note that
you said earlier:
“a croft is a small piece of land surrounded by
legislation.”
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What was the thinking in Gigha about the need
to set up new crofts? Are people on Gigha saying
that they want small parcels of land, or are they
saying that they want crofts and a croft tenure
system? The community is the landlord, so it can
decide what type of private ownership of land or
renting of larger-scale dairy farms, smallholdings
or crofts is made available. Why choose an
historical model based on crofting?
15:45
Lorne MacLeod: It has always been our
preferred route to move forward with crofting, with
the provisos that will be included in the bill,
obviously. The reason why we wanted crofting on
the island is that not a lot of fruit, vegetables and
so on are grown on the island, although the
climate is temperate enough. There are
opportunities for the sort of polytunnel
developments that there are on other islands.
Crofters on Skye operate large greenhouses in
which they grow strawberries, for example. There
are various forms of diversification. Some people
are interested in cheese production, running a
small-scale smokehouse, growing specialist trees
in a tree nursery and so on. Those sort of areas
are possible new uses for the smallholdings and
crofts. I do not think that there will be a shortage of
people with ideas; the trouble might be that we
might have land for only six crofts, for example.
That would mean that the supply would be limited,
which comes back to what Maureen Macmillan
was saying about a points scheme.
Mr Ruskell: I understand the linkage between
crofting, the working of the land and the production
of food. However, why go for a crofting model of
tenure? Why not go for some form of rental
agreement that would enable you to say to
someone who was renting a piece of land in
Gigha, for example, that they have to take on a
particular enterprise, such as horticulture. In some
ways, that would enable you to be more specific.
Lorne MacLeod: One of the issues is the length
of the tenure period. One of the advantages of the
system of crofting that we are advocating, with
assignation within families allowed, is that people
would be able to put up buildings on the land. For
example, if someone came forward with a cheesemaking proposal, they would have to put up a
small unit. Obviously, that would require quite a bit
of investment and they would probably try to
secure grant support, which they would get only if
they had a lengthy form of tenure. However, if we
were to give them some sort of grazing let, that
would give them only 364 days, which would not
be sufficient to allow the development of that land.
Obviously, we want to give people some sort of
security of tenure.
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Mr Ruskell: What would happen if, after
someone took on a croft, they decided that they
did not want to go into cheese making any more
and were simply going to stick a pony in the field
and keep the land in good agricultural condition
that way? What kind of influence could the
community have in that situation?
Lorne MacLeod: Hopefully, with new crofts, we
will be able to enter into a tenancy arrangement
that would include certain conditions to deal with
such a situation. We appreciate that we cannot
control every eventuality. However, we want to
look to the best-possible scenario. The
opportunities for the new crofts certainly look to us
to be the best opportunity available.
Nora Radcliffe: I would like to hear a wee bit
more about why you think that there should not be
a right to assign to non-family members. Some of
the other evidence that we have had suggests that
it is assigning within families—to absent family
members—that has created some of the underuse
and absenteeism.
Lorne MacLeod: That is a fair point. The
greatest influence on our board when we were
discussing the matter was the situation on
neighbouring islands, where people are buying
second homes and holiday homes. We want to
avoid that and felt that, with families who are
based on the island, peer pressure and influence
would come into play and help to ensure that
people would be actively involved in crofting.
Nora Radcliffe: In a scenario in which someone
who is a child now goes to university and gets a
job in Glasgow, would you foresee them returning
to the island when they get a tenancy assigned to
them?
Lorne MacLeod: Well, that is the question.
However, a large proportion of the people who
make up the increase in our population, which has
gone from 98 to 141, are returnees. As has been
demonstrated up and down the Highlands and
Islands, crofting roots people in an area. You just
need to look to Tiree, which has a population of
700, for evidence of that. The fact that it has been
able to sustain that level of population is because
it is a crofting community.
Nora Radcliffe: That is the intention behind the
crofting system in the first place, is it not?
Lorne MacLeod: Exactly.
The Convener: Thanks for giving us a detailed
perspective and also for providing a big-picture
view of the bill. This session has been useful.
We are running slightly late. I must not let us run
too late, as that might have implications for the
Parliament’s business tomorrow. However, we will
have a break for 10 minutes to let people get a
coffee.
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People who are in the audience but who are not
on one of the later panels and who want to
express their views about the bill and tell us about
any experiences that they have had that they think
are relevant to our deliberations should speak to
one of the Parliament’s staff during the break.
Once we come back from having coffee, we will
ask them to come to the table to make a brief
statement, which will become part of our record of
the meeting and form part of our evidence.
15:51
Meeting suspended.
16:26
On resuming—
The Convener: I welcome our third panel of
witnesses. We invited the three of you because
you all represent organisations that are involved in
the management of crofting land, in particular
environmental objectives, which are one of the
issues that we are particularly interested in. I
welcome Iain Turnbull, property manager of the
Balmacara estate for the National Trust for
Scotland; Ross Lilley, Scottish Natural Heritage
area officer for Mull, Coll and Tiree; and Nigel
Hawkins, director of the John Muir Trust. I am
grateful to you all for coming here this afternoon
and for giving us your written submissions in
advance.
Mr Brocklebank: My first question is for Iain
Turnbull—it is nice to see you again, Iain. When I
read your submission, the journalist’s heart in me
leapt, as you seemed to be totally scathing about
all aspects of the bill, which I found very
interesting. I want to ask you about the vision.
Why do you think that the bill fails to represent the
vision of what crofting should be about?
Iain Turnbull (National Trust for Scotland):
The bill has some vision by way of objectives, but
the text does not appear to address any of them.
There does not appear to be any clear idea of
what crofting should be delivering for society, for
communities, for the environment and so on. No
one seems to have thought it through. If they
have, it has not been articulated in the bill.
The feeling of the National Trust for Scotland—
and it seems that we are not alone in thinking
this—is that there needs to be a more rigorous
attempt to understand what we want from crofting
before we legislate for it. It is clear from reading
through the bill that much of the stuff that it is
trying to address could be addressed under the
existing legislation if there was proper regulation.
We heard a succinct example of that from Alan
MacIntyre in the informal session.
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On the Balmacara estate, we currently have a
case in which better regulation might have made a
difference. An absentee is seeking to acquire a
croft, despite our objection years ago to their
succeeding to the croft. Such things could be
addressed under the existing legislation—it would
not need to be changed a great deal for such
circumstances to be dealt with. It seems like
someone has been tinkering at the edges, rather
than trying to establish a genuine strategy for the
future of crofting. We should be asking what we
want from it and what we want it to deliver, rather
than assuming that having everything on the free
market is the right way forward.
16:30
Mr Brocklebank: One of the things that makes
the National Trust for Scotland different from other
landlords is that your tenants do not have the right
to buy. Am I right in that respect?
Iain Turnbull: No, you are not correct.
Mr Brocklebank: Perhaps you can explain that
to me. When giving evidence last week, Sir Crispin
Agnew was citing the National Trust as being an
example for how other trusts should act in this
respect.
Iain Turnbull: The existing legislation makes
special provision for National Trust for Scotland
land that is held inalienably for the benefit of the
nation, which I think applies in all six of our crofting
estates. Basically, if a crofter applies to acquire
their croft under the legislation, but the trust
decides that it does not want to go with the
application and the case ends up going to the
Scottish Land Court for an order in favour of the
acquisition, the Land Court must take into account
the purposes of the trust. The legislation does not
say at any point that the Land Court must say no
to the acquisition. In fact, there was a Land Court
case last year in which the Land Court’s clear
opinion was that there were no grounds for not
selling the ground in question, but we could apply
conservation burdens under the Title Conditions
(Scotland) Act 2003—which we have done—as
long as we did not erode the crofters’ rights as
tenants. In other words, we could not restrict what
they could do as tenants. Therefore, Sir Crispin
Agnew is not quite right, although it is more likely
that what he said has not been interpreted
properly.
Mr Brocklebank:
accurate.

That

is

probably

more

Iain Turnbull: I suspect that it is because he
knows more about such things than most of us.
The Convener: I remind you that what you say
will appear in the Official Report.
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Iain Turnbull: I am pretty sure about what I
have said.
The right to buy is not prohibited, but there is a
special case if the land is inalienably held for the
benefit of the nation. I fully agree with Sir Crispin
Agnew about what is reasonable where land is
held for communities and other charitable
purposes. The approach makes sense where
there is a wider interest in the land.
Mr Brocklebank: Perhaps Nigel Hawkins of the
John Muir Trust wants to comment on the matter.
Sir Crispin Agnew said that organisations such as
the John Muir Trust should possibly follow the
same route as the National Trust for Scotland,
because it gives extra protections in deciding
whether people have the right to buy. I hope that I
am not misrepresenting what he said.
Nigel Hawkins (John Muir Trust): That is not
really the view of the John Muir Trust. We are
committed to working with local communities,
including the crofting communities, and we want to
see strong and sustainable crofting communities.
Basically, we co-operate with local people. We
listen to what they say about what they want and
we welcome local people wanting to exercise their
right to buy.
We welcome the provision of the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2003 that gives communities,
including crofting communities, the right to buy
estates—in fact, crofting communities have the
absolute right to do so. The John Muir Trust owns
four estates on which there are significant crofting
communities—indeed, there is a small crofting
involvement on a fifth estate. Long before land
reform was proposed, we always said to crofters
that if they wished to buy those estates, we would
help them to do so. We like the idea that we must
continue to prove to our crofting tenants that we
are good landlords of crofting estates—doing so
keeps us on our mettle. Therefore, we are
reasonably happy with the situation as it is. We do
not have the inalienability issue that the National
Trust has.
The one issue that causes us problems is that
when land is bought with funding support from
funders such as the National Heritage Memorial
Fund, conditions to do with selling land on are
often attached. They will accept the crofters’
statutory right to buy, but we have only recently
been able to agree a protocol with them on other
land that may be for housing or other purposes so
that land can properly be sold to meet the need for
affordable housing, particularly in the Highlands
and Islands. We take a low-level and low-key
approach of discussion and agreement.
Richard Lochhead: I have two questions, the
first of which is a general question. I do not know
whether the representatives of the National Trust
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for Scotland and the John Muir Trust are speaking
about the specific geographical areas that they
represent or their wider organisations, but I
presume that both organisations own land outwith
the crofting counties. There is a debate about
whether crofts should be created outwith the
crofting counties. Would your organisations be
amenable to that happening? Is there any demand
for it?
Nigel Hawkins: I think that there is. As our
submission says, we certainly support extending
what has been proposed beyond the crofting
counties.
I am anxious not to give the impression that I am
speaking on behalf of all of the John Muir Trust’s
estates, because there are different communities
with different views. Our approach of working
individually with each estate is quite unusual. I
would not dare to give the views of the crofters on
each of the estates in which the John Muir Trust is
involved, as that is not how the trust works. We
very much work in co-operation with the crofters.
Iain Turnbull: Obviously, we own land outwith
the crofting counties. The most obvious place
might be Arran, where we own Brodick and Goat
Fell. Arran has been mentioned in the past in the
context of new crofts. I am not aware of any
approaches to the trust; I am not even sure
whether there is suitable land, because I do not
know the property, although I suspect that Goat
Fell could be dubious. Therefore, I cannot really
comment. However, new crofts have been created
at Balmacara, so there is no obvious reason why
we would be philosophically opposed to crofts at
Goat Fell, as long as it was the right thing for that
location and there was widespread community
support.
Richard Lochhead: My second question is also
specific to the National Trust. Your submission
says:
“We do not support the proposed explicit designation of
energy generation as a reasonable purpose under an
application to resume croft land.”

The next panel of witnesses includes
representatives from the Scottish Renewables
Forum, so there is an interesting debate to be had.
Will you elaborate on why you said that and what
you mean? Have you had bad experiences in your
areas?
Iain Turnbull: Our concern is where the
motivation for that comes from. As we said in our
submission, the current list of uses is not an
explicit, definitive list. There are other reasonable
purposes that are not stated specifically in the bill.
As things stand, renewable energy production
would be one of those. Our experience is that
many things can be done on croft land and that,
where there is a will, land can be resumed. Given
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the sensitivities about wind energy generation,
there should not necessarily be preferential
treatment for that industry. Many other planning
consents and so on need to be gone through. Any
mention of energy generation in the bill could lend
credence to applications and give them favourable
status. Basically, that is our argument. Many other
developing industries could argue equally that they
should be listed as reasonable purposes.
Richard Lochhead: There is a lot more to
renewables than wind. Presumably the bill will not
refer specifically to wind energy generation but will
use the phrase “energy generation”. Hopefully, like
others, crofters will get involved in that in due
course. Is it your bad experience with wind
generation that has led you to have those
concerns?
Iain Turnbull: No. The concern is that the whole
future of wind power and renewables needs to be
sorted out. The legislation is creating a preferential
status for such development. It assumes that there
is a benefit there that there is not necessarily with
other forms of development. We feel that that is
not necessarily justified. We are not against
renewable energy; obviously, as an environmental
organisation, we support renewables in the right
place and at the right scale. However, we do not
see why it needs to be specifically mentioned. It is
as simple as that. It is not based on bad
experience.
Richard Lochhead: How can it be sorted out?
Iain Turnbull:
renewables?

The

whole

subject

of

Richard Lochhead: You have just said that it
needs to be sorted out. I am just wondering how
the NTS thinks that it could be sorted out.
Iain Turnbull: Through dialogue, basically.
Richard Lochhead: Is that not happening?
Iain Turnbull: Yes, but it takes time. Highland
Council recently set out its proposals for largescale wind farm developments in its area. That is
to be welcomed.
Elaine Smith: My questions are about Iain
Turnbull’s submission and follow on from what Ted
Brocklebank was discussing with him.
On page 1 of your submission, you say that the
bill
“at best offers little to change to the status quo, and at
worst accelerates the demise of the crofting system”.

Again, that is about whether the bill will open up
the free market more. I am anxious to explore
whether that is real or a perception. Is it about
what the minister said, which we heard about
earlier in the informal session? Is it about what is
not in the bill or is it specifically about the powers
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of the Crofters Commission? I am still trying to
work this out. Under the heading of “Land
Reform”, you mention
“the Bill’s de facto encouragement of a free market in croft
tenancies”.

Could you expand on what you mean by “a free
market”?
Iain Turnbull: As some of the previous
witnesses have said, a free market is already
there to a large extent. If people acquire a croft,
they can do with it what they wish, as long as they
get planning consent. That seems to be how it
works, despite the regulatory powers that might be
in place, which do not tend to make much
difference. Perhaps the system should be applied
a bit better than it is. That might resolve some of
the problems.
Elaine Smith: Could it make a difference if the
system was applied better?
Iain Turnbull: Clearly, if it was applied better,
that would make a difference. The “proper
occupier” definition gives some promise that the
bill might make a bit of a difference, assuming that
that provision is applied—which is a big
assumption. Whatever legislation is produced, if
the system is to be a regulated system, it must
actually be regulated. There is no point in having a
system if it is not regulated—or rather, there is no
point in regulating a system if that regulation is not
enforced. You might as well get rid of regulation
altogether and have a completely free market if
that is what you want to do.
If things continue as they are now, the rise in the
value of crofts will accelerate. Crofts will become
even more scarce, as, in effect, they are eroded.
The pressure on housing and housing land is
hugely important in most of the crofting areas. The
ultimate reason for that lies in the right to buy.
Without the right to buy, that high value would not
be there to the same extent. There would still be
some value, but it would be nothing like as high as
it is today.
As I was saying to somebody during the coffee
break, everybody from whom I have heard or
whose evidence I have read who is talking about
new crofts has said in response to the proposals,
“Yes, please, that’s a good idea, but we don’t want
the right to buy.” There is no smoke without fire. If
people are saying that they do not want the right to
buy, it is obvious that there must be a problem
with it. It seems clear to me that that is where the
root of the problem lies. I am not suggesting that
the proposals should necessarily be abolished
completely, but they might need to be examined a
bit more than they have been. The bill does not
seem to address the issue but, unless it does, the
process will continue to gather pace, and we will
lose our crofting communities as we know them
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today. Who can blame an individual for realising
their assets if they are allowed to do so?
If we look back to the fundamentals of crofting,
way back in the 19th century, the idea was not for
people to make lots of money from acquiring bits
of land. If anything, it was against landlordism. It
was all about the land being a community asset.
People lived and worked there, and that is what it
was to them. That is the fundamental principle of
crofting—it is not really about landlords. All this
does is substitute big landlords with small
landlords, with no effective control over either.
There needs to be a system in place to take
account of that.
The whole land reform agenda is based on the
community and the wider interest in land. It is all
about encouraging that by giving people the
chance to acquire and manage land. The John
Muir Trust witnesses have spoken about what they
do, and they are not alone in working with
communities. We all do that, albeit in slightly
different ways. However, the bill seems to fly in the
face of that approach. It is saying that the
individual’s right is paramount over the rights of
the wider community. As long as an individual has
the ability to veto developments, ideas or plans, or
to push theirs through by acquiring a croft, they
can hold the wider community to ransom. That is
surely not in line with the principles of land reform.
That would be no different from a landlord—in the
traditional sense of the word—doing the same
thing; it is just on a smaller scale, although not
necessarily—it could be on a big scale if there are
several crofts in an area where crofts are large.
Elaine Smith: It was meant to be like that, to an
extent. Our briefing from the Scottish Parliament
information centre tells us that a strict
interpretation of the law requires that, when a
crofter buys the croft and, in effect, becomes their
own landlord, they are supposed to relet the croft.
However, that does not seem to happen.
Iain Turnbull: As was suggested earlier, if the
purchaser or owner-occupier is living on the croft,
the Crofters Commission has taken the stance that
it will not intervene. What matters is what is done
with the croft. If it is contributing to someone’s
staying and working in the area and contributing to
the community, that is fair enough as far as it
goes.
16:45
Elaine Smith: But a strict application of the law
might have been a disincentive to buy.
Iain Turnbull: Absolutely.
Elaine Smith: You say in your submission that a
simple solution would be to remove the right to
buy. Could that be done for future assignations or
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new crofts? If you removed the right to buy from a
house site, how would that affect a mortgage?
Would crofting grants for housing then have to
come into play? How would people’s ability to get
funding to build a house be affected if they did not
actually own the land?
Iain Turnbull: Our idea on the right to buy is
that, if the right were abolished, it would be
automatically assumed that people could not
acquire their croft. There is a subtle difference
between having a right to buy and being able to
buy. If you are able to buy your croft and can
justify the need to do so—for a development or
activity that would be assessed somehow to
ensure that it met the community’s objectives and
aspirations, and to ensure that it had some social
or environmental benefit—and if you can justify
taking the land out of the community pool of land
because doing so will provide something that is
worth while, I think that most people would think
that that was a good thing. However, if it is simply
that someone, somewhere, arbitrarily decided in
1976 that you could have that right, it is harder to
justify that as being a good thing. It is no doubt
good for the individual, who can receive a large
number of pounds if he decides to sell, but it is not
necessarily good for the wider community. Indeed,
it could be a poor thing for the community, and it
could be damaging to the environment, depending
on what is done with the land.
On the issue of house sites, we have entered
into agreements with crofters on new crofts at
Balmacara, where they did not have the right to
buy. We have agreed that they have a right to a
single house site. We realised that, without that
right, some people would not have been able to
take up the tenancies, because there is no way
that they could have got a house in the locality.
There is a need to provide for such circumstances.
In giving a value to house sites, we followed
existing legislation. That is fine, but perhaps there
should be another means of assessing what
house sites are worth. Rather than paying the
landowner, the money that is generated from
getting a reasonable price for a house site could
be put into a community fund and recycled back
into community projects.
I am not suggesting that those ideas are
necessarily the answers, because lots of other
ideas could come out of this, but those are the
issues that have to be explored. There is no
evidence in the bill that changing the right to buy
has been considered. The idea seems to have
been dismissed, with people saying, “Oh, we can’t
do that, because human rights might be an issue.”
I am not convinced that human rights would be an
issue. They might be, but let us explore that. I
agree that if we cannot do it, we cannot do it; but
let us find some way of trying to address the
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problems. The present proposals seem to be
disliked by everyone who wants to create crofts—
most of whom are in the communities—so
something must be not quite right.

Crofting counties certainly deliver those and
arguably do so in greater numbers and with
greater diversity than elsewhere. For that reason,
they deserve support.

Mr McGrigor: This question is really for the
gentleman from Scottish Natural Heritage. I notice
from your submission that, unlike some other
witnesses, you welcome the bill—except in your
final paragraph, where you say that

Rob Gibson: If agricultural grants were taken
away from bigger farms and given to smaller ones,
that would help to reduce SNH’s costs in relation
to supporting wildlife.

“the provisions should not impose any additional costs on
SNH.”

I put it to you that for many years crofting has
sustained the very wildlife that is the envy of
Europe and which SNH wants to protect. We have
also heard from Baroness Michie—during the
informal session—about the value of crofting to
Gaelic language and culture. Why would SNH
support a bill that so many witnesses have thought
might bring an end to crofting?
Ross Lilley (Scottish Natural Heritage): We
support the bill if it will deliver young, active
crofters to manage the land and the natural
heritage in the Highlands and Islands, because
that is what we want, and we would be able to
interact with them in carrying out our duties. It
appears to us that the bill attempts to do that. If it
does so, it will deliver what we are looking for from
crofting, which is active crofting communities that
can manage land.
Mr McGrigor: I know that you mention that in
your submission, but many others are telling us
that the bill contains elements that might destroy
crofting. Are you certain that you are keen to
support the bill?
Ross Lilley: Our reading of people’s comments
on the bill is that their main concern is to do with
land tenure and the security of tenure that crofters
have. If we found that, as a result of the bill,
crofters had less secure tenure, were less wedded
to the land and so were unable to manage the
land and the natural heritage of the environment
that they lived in, that would concern us.
Rob Gibson: I would like to examine further
SNH’s point of view. Your submission mentions
the benefits of
“small-scale and low-intensity land management that is
associated with attractive landscapes and a rich and
characteristic assortment of wildlife.”

Do you think that agricultural support should be
skewed more in that direction? Should crofters get
more agricultural support for that reason?
Ross Lilley: The way in which agricultural
support is now delivered through the European
Union increasingly recognises that the public
goods that farmers deliver include wider rural
development and community benefits such as
public enjoyment of wildlife and the landscape.

Ross Lilley: It depends on the value of the
wildlife and the landscape. It does not necessarily
matter whether the unit is a large farm or a small
croft, as long as the farmer or crofter is
recompensed for delivering the public good on
their land. We recognise that there are economies
of scale and that it can be more difficult to deliver
benefits on smaller units in more fragile areas. We
have to allow for that if we want the same public
good to be delivered in the islands, say, as is
delivered in the central belt or eastern Scotland.
We must recognise the costs of delivering the
public good, but we should also recognise the
value of the public good that is delivered.
Rob Gibson: I want to continue with the point
about economies of scale. You commented on a
couple of things in the bill that might be bad,
including the unregulated apportionment of
common grazing. Surely if a plan is made by
crofters in a township, the inputs that you seek can
be discussed at that stage. Does that happen?
Ross Lilley: Yes. To step back a little, although
SNH is a public agency like the Crofters
Commission, it is a non-departmental public body
and it has regulatory functions as well—for
example, in relation to sites of special scientific
interest. We could just deliver those functions—as
we are expected to do under the legislation—and
be a purely regulatory authority, but in the past 10
to 20 years we have realised that, before we even
set foot in a crofting community, people perceive
the legislation as draconian, as if we are going to
stop people farming. I hope that we are moving
away from that and that people now realise that
the truth is quite the opposite. We want people to
be active. Most of the wildlife that is found on a
site is there because crofting has created a certain
landscape. Increasingly, we have a balancing
function.
Through schemes, grant programmes and the
provision of specialist advice, we can pre-empt the
need to get involved in the regulatory side of
things. By engaging in dialogue with crofting
communities, we can obtain a mutual
understanding before a plan or project goes too far
down the road of damaging natural heritage
interests.
Rob Gibson: I am interested in exploring with
members of the panel the idea that before area
policies that were decided by crofters could be
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informed by what you had to say, they would have
to exist so that a coherent view could be taken of
what was possible.
Ross Lilley: I can give you a practical example
of that. Ian Gillies, who was on the previous panel,
mentioned that a development partnership has
been set up on Tiree. Alasdair Morrison mentioned
the initiative at the edge. In 2001-02, the
community on Tiree wanted a new community hall
and a livestock market, which was vital to underpin
crofting on the island. The Executive asked us to
designate a new site for Tiree, which would take
up a third of the island. We were concerned that a
community that was down on its knees would not
want to engage with us on a site and that there
might be very few crofters who could manage the
site for us when we designated it.
When we asked the other agencies whether
they were in the same situation—we approached
the enterprise company, the council and the
Crofters Commission—they said that they were. In
each of their remits, they were finding that the
community on Tiree was not able to engage with
them in what they were doing. The agencies
formed a partnership that works in a similar way to
the initiative at the edge. The community asked
the agencies to pull together and help them out; it
was not a top-down initiative. We feel that the
partnership has been quite successful. A
development plan has been produced for the
island that includes a crofting strategy. Although it
is early days, we are beginning to articulate what
the crofters think they need from the agencies
collectively if a sustainable community is to be
delivered. We are starting to act on that.
Rob Gibson: Do the other panel members have
a view on plans that emanate from the
community?
Nigel Hawkins: I strongly support the
development of such plans, which is in line with
what I said earlier.
One difficulty with the bill is that it takes specific
problems in different parts of the country and tries
to make changes throughout Scotland. In other
words, it sets out to be a catch-all solution that will
cure all the different problems that exist. That is a
real problem with the bill. Local plans and
agreements are a way forward because they take
care of the local issues. That is very much the
experience of the John Muir Trust. We know from
the crofting estates that we are involved in that it is
not possible to impose the same solution on a
number of different estates. Crofting just does not
work like that.
We are involved in the estates of Sconser,
Torran and Strathaird on the Isle of Skye, all of
which have separate crofting communities. Those
estates are all managed separately because each
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community is different and has different issues
and problems. In their own way, they all face many
of the issues that the committee has been
discussing. It is not true to say that we can change
all that simply by introducing the bill.
My personal view is that the Crofters
Commission already has many powers that it
could exercise. Under the present arrangements,
many of the issues could be dealt with. The John
Muir Trust is slightly worried even about the bill’s
name. To what extent does the bill set out to
reform crofting? I agree strongly with what Iain
Turnbull said about the bill not having an overall
vision of what crofting will be in the future. There
has been no engagement with crofting
communities on that issue. There has certainly
been no consultation with any of the crofting
communities that I work with, not just those on our
estates, but those that the John Muir Trust has
helped with community buyouts of land. Iain
Turnbull and I agree that discussion of the vision
of the future of crofting and where it is going is
key. That discussion needs to start at the grass
roots and work its way up.
Rob Gibson: The Executive has put the cart
before the horse.
17:00
Nigel Hawkins: It depends which way round
one looks at the situation.
I will add to my point that it is slightly
controversial to say that the bill is about crofting
reform. The Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003
reformed land to a significant extent. It made a big
difference by giving communities the right to buy,
and crofting communities the absolute right to buy,
and by establishing public access. The John Muir
Trust supported all those major reforms.
The Crofting Reform etc Bill does not represent
a major reform, because it just deals with specific
problems and issues. It is a fundamental mistake
to say that a decline in agriculture raises questions
about agricultural activity and to link that to what is
happening in the housing market, which is driving
an awful lot of activity. If the problem is affordable
housing for remote communities—that is a huge
issue—it will be solved not by a bill on crofting
reform, but by initiatives that relate to housing. I
suggest that, if possible, housing should be dealt
with separately.
Mr Ruskell: Different communities have
different aspirations and different problems. That
brings us back to area policies, which Rob Gibson
talked about. How would area policies work in
relation to renewable energy? Iain Turnbull said
that renewables are okay in the right place but that
dialogue is needed to find the right place. Ross
Lilley said that we should start with SNH’s
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locational guidance, but that is national strategic
guidance that is not concerned with local
aspirations. In the crofting counties, how do we
tackle renewable energy development, which I
admit is often controversial? How will the
structures in the bill help to provide resolution?
Iain Turnbull: Ted Brocklebank said that the
National Trust’s response was negative, but local
area policies are one of the good ideas that we
support in the bill. Such policies will probably
reflect much of what goes on. People make things
happen; they work together and talk to one
another.
Through
partnerships—formal
or
informal—they get things happening on the
ground.
The idea of local policies is good, because they
will reflect the needs and demands of people in
the relevant areas and of the sites that
development will affect. Local policies must be the
starting point for wind power or other renewable
power, because there is no point in having a
national strategy that says that all renewables
should be stuck in one place if nobody in that
place wants the damn things. Likewise, the
impacts on other areas of the infrastructure that
will be needed to make renewable developments
work must be taken into account. The matter is not
simple and it needs to be considered carefully.
The local policies idea, which ties in well with the
ideas that we suggested about local plans, makes
sense. That is why we support local policies and
think that they are a good idea. They should be
ingrained in how we work, full stop—not just in
crofting.
Mr Ruskell: If that is the starting point, what is
the problem in having renewable energy
generation as a reasonable purpose to resume
crofting? The first element that is put in place is
the local policy. If people want renewable energy,
what is the problem?
Iain Turnbull: If people wanted it in their area,
there would be no problem in obtaining a
resumption, whether or not the purpose is in the
bill. Why should the reasonable purpose be limited
to renewables? Why should not other forms of
development that are not listed be added? My
question is why we need to be explicit about what
a reasonable purpose is.
Ross Lilley: From our point of view, the
planning system provides a starting point. We
have already used that system to steer
communities—some of which were crofting
communities—to develop renewable energy
facilities that are appropriate to their location. For
instance, in Argyll and Bute, the emerging new
local plan has policies that allow communities to
develop small-scale wind turbines that will benefit
them directly, because all the profits will go to a
community trust. There is no reason why crofting
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communities cannot use the planning system to
develop renewable energy facilities where a
commercial situation would not arise.
Mr Ruskell: Throughout the evidence-taking
session we have heard about the Taynuilt case, in
which the needs of crofters have not been properly
dealt with in the local plan. Many people believe
that a bad decision has been made there. What
will the Crofters Commission’s role be? It will have
a role in relation to sustainable development,
which suggests that renewable energy should be
taken into account. Will the Crofters Commission
have an input into local plans in relation to the
economic needs of crofting communities?
Ross Lilley: I see no reason why it should not
act in the same way as we do. We are a statutory
consultee on the local plan. We spend a lot of staff
time, effort and expertise advising local authorities
on how they put policies in the plan to reflect
natural heritage priorities. There is no reason why
the Crofters Commission could not do the same as
us, but reflect crofting communities’ priorities so
that they are taken into account in the framework.
The commission could then work with local
authorities to deliver the framework.
Mr Ruskell: Would renewable energy be one of
the issues on which the Crofters Commission
would want to pass comment?
Ross Lilley: That is certainly what we do in the
local plan. We comment on where renewable
energy developments might go and what form they
might take. The Crofters Commission could do the
same.
Nigel Hawkins: Renewable energy is very
important because it presents opportunities now
and in the future. However, it should not dominate
the whole discussion and skew the purpose of the
bill.
The John Muir Trust supports renewable energy
and supports community involvement. We support
renewable energy development on a scale that is
appropriate to the landscape and to the
community, where the community wants it. We
have supported green energy schemes such as
the hydro scheme on Knoydart, which is owned
and run by the community. We are partners with
North Harris Trust—the trust was formed after a
community buyout—and we support its smallscale scheme of three turbines to generate the
power equivalent of the power that is used on
North Harris. Although the scheme is on a fine
landscape and there are big landscape issues, we
very much support it.
That is an example of the smaller-scale
schemes that are taking place. On Tiree, which
has been discussed a lot today, there is a
proposal for a single turbine that would be owned
and run by the community. All the benefits would
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go to the community and would be used as a key
funding source for the future to lever out grants as
matching funding for lottery money, Government
money, European money and so forth. That is
important and it must be part of the discussion. If
the process is managed properly, there will be a
major injection of money into communities and it
will be controlled by the communities rather than
by individuals. That is important for the future.
Mr Ruskell: That approach is supportable and it
is a sound way of developing renewables so that
communities get the maximum benefit, but the
reality is that commercial opportunities are out
there and communities will be faced with decisions
about whether they would prefer a larger-scale
developer to be involved. The community could
cut a deal with the developer to ensure that they
got economic as well as social benefits. What
would your view be if a community wanted a
larger-scale development?
Nigel Hawkins: Our stance is that the John Muir
Trust, as a wild-land organisation, wants to
safeguard the wilder areas of Scotland. We would
take our own view on the development, depending
on where it was located. Overall, our position is to
support communities, which are often against the
big schemes. I will not mention them by name, but
the communities are against the scale of some
well-known schemes although they would support
smaller schemes that would not affect their
environment or their landscape and which would
bring reasonable economic benefit to the
community. Obviously, I fully accept that in some
places there will be big onshore wind power
development schemes. The issue in relation to the
bill is the interposed leases and whether, if leases
are in place, the communities have a right to buy
them. I understand that that has been added to the
bill and we support that.
Mr Ruskell: Do you agree that it is important
that the communities themselves dictate through
area policies the type of development that takes
place?
Nigel Hawkins: Yes.
Maureen Macmillan: I have a fairly narrow
question on how the bill deals with the balance
between agriculture and conservation. The
National Trust says that the bill
“is too broad and may lead to a crofter claiming to conserve
his croft by effectively doing nothing”.

On the other hand, the John Muir Trust seems to
be keen on whins and rabbits. I note that Scottish
Natural Heritage seeks a different kind of balance,
in which agriculture is seen as the way to
conservation.
Perhaps the panel members could tease out the
differences between, or similarities in, the points of
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view that they expressed in their submissions and
say where the balance should lie.
Iain Turnbull: I will clarify our position. Our point
is that, if crofters are expected to work the land,
they should work the land. We are fully supportive
of someone who undertakes environmental activity
on the land. However, one of the reasons that the
existing legislation has functioned so poorly in that
regard is the difficulty that is involved in pinning
down the meaning of neglect or lack of use in
words that solicitors and the Scottish Land Court
like. The provision needs to be defined very clearly
or there will be enough loopholes in the bill to
enable a coach and horses—never mind a
crofter—to be driven through the legislation.
Our concern is that, if we are to have a
regulated system, it needs to be just that. There is
no point in the Executive putting words into the bill
that are meaningless. If someone undertakes what
can be called environmental activities, does that
constitute an exemption to the need to put the land
to some sort of cultivation? We must define things
more explicitly; we cannot simply say that that
activity is good enough.
There will always be people who will argue that
doing nothing and letting the ground revert back to
the wild is the best thing; in some cases, that may
be the best thing. However, whether we like it or
not, there is a loophole in the bill. Our legal advice
is that, under such circumstances, if we were to
take a crofter to court to have them evicted so that
the croft could be used by someone who really
wanted to use it, we would get nowhere. We would
be no further forward than we are at the moment—
the only difference would be that the commission,
rather than the landlord, would take the crofter to
court.
Maureen Macmillan: Is it possible to define
land use?
Iain Turnbull: It is very difficult to do that, as
there are, increasingly, many different ways of
using the land. Our submission makes the point
that conservation work needs to be done as part of
a formalised system of management, such as a
rural stewardship scheme or land management
contract, in which case it would count as a
formalised, thought-out or planned scheme.
However, if someone simply says that they are
sitting on their hands doing nothing, they can be
told that that is not good enough. It is a bit like an
Eskimo seeing an elephant for the first time: they
may never have seen one before, but they know it
when they see it.
Basically, the provision needs to be better
defined than it is at present. We are not jumping
up and down and saying that crofters must work
the land; we are pointing out the definite benefits
to an area, both social and environmental, of
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crofters doing that. One of the fundamental
problems with the present legislation is our
inability to police or regulate—or whatever we
want to call it—that provision. Nothing in the bill
gives us comfort that things will be done any better
in the future. It is not necessarily the commission
that is at fault in that regard; the system is not
foolproof.

Ross Lilley: Our submission refers to section
11(1)(b), which is more precise than paragraph 36
of the explanatory notes, which misses out the first
part of section 11(1)(b)’s wording and is a bit
confusing. The bill states that if a crofter sets out
to deliver a specific action for natural heritage,
they could be exempt from the crofting purpose
conditions.

Nigel Hawkins: We have to take things on a
croft-by-croft basis. Each croft is different and the
situation will depend on the activity that the crofter
undertakes. If a crofter is doing bed and breakfast,
for example, are we to say that that is not a
crofting activity? I would argue that it is, because a
number of economic activities such as B and B
can help to sustain the croft.

Maureen Macmillan: The concern is that a croft
could be abandoned and that people could say in
justification, for example, that the nettles were
there for the butterflies. However, you do not
consider that the bill would allow people to do that.

Environmental management of the land, which
Iain Turnbull touched on, is very important to
crofting. If the decline in agriculture in the remote
areas continues, what are the other uses to which
the land will be put? Crofters often want to do
things that constitute, in effect, environmental
management of the land. All those activities
should be considered as part of crofting. We are
seeing a change in the economics of the structure
of crofting.
It is important that we do not put things in place
that will prevent that change. A good plus point in
the bill is the suggestion that the Crofters
Commission will become more proactive in
working with other agencies and looking at
development and economic issues as well as
environmental and social issues. That will be
positive, but the key thing is that the commission
does that and that it does it in conjunction with the
other agencies.

The Convener: Scottish Natural Heritage’s
submission suggests alternative phrasing for one
of the bill’s policy objectives:
“preventing some landscapes reverting to wilderness”.

SNH’s alternative wording links up with Maureen
Macmillan’s point that the bill must strike a
balance between ensuring the active management
of land, which creates produce and a valuable
landscape for biodiversity and the natural heritage,
and allowing some land to be wilderness.
Ross Lilley: The issue is the perception of the
word “wilderness”. To some people it means the
abandonment of land, but to others it means a
managed landscape, which probably still has
sheep, for example. To an urban dweller or an
uninitiated eye, the land might seem devoid of
people and like a wilderness. “Wilderness” is a
difficult word to use in this context; that is why we
suggest using a more positive phrase that says
that it is a landscape that is of value to the public,
whichever way it is managed; it might be a
wilderness to some people, but it will be a
managed landscape to others.
The Convener: Would the John Muir Trust
support that?

17:15
Ross Lilley: Nature conservation cannot be
used as an excuse for abandoning land. There
must be a specific plan or project that is the
reason for land being left uncultivated. For
example, the bill refers to irises on uncultivated
land, but irises are often used as cover by
corncrakes and someone might let them grow for
that reason. Such land use would be fine and
SEERAD or Scottish Natural Heritage might
support it. However, it is not necessarily the case
that abandoned land supports wildlife or
biodiversity; specific holdings must be considered
individually. Most crofts that entered into agrienvironment schemes would have a plan that,
while it might not be completely supported by the
scheme, would set out what each parcel of land
was being used for.

The Convener: Nora Radcliffe is not demanding
to get in on the discussion, so she will get in first in
the next session. I thank the three panel members
for coming and for being prepared to talk at length
about the issues. We are keen to get the
definitions right and to explore the bill’s principles
as well as its detail.

Maureen Macmillan: Is the bill too vague?
Does it point properly to a formalised
arrangement?

I suspend the meeting briefly while the next
panel members take their places. I hope that they
are not already exhausted.

Nigel Hawkins: Yes, because wild land is one
of the things that the John Muir Trust is about. We
think that the word “wilderness” can be used
carelessly. Pristine wilderness does not exist in
Scotland, although wild land certainly does.
Wilderness is almost a personal or internal
experience; it is how we see things. I agree with
Ross Lilley’s comments on wilderness.
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17:19
Meeting suspended.
17:20
On resuming—
The Convener: I welcome our fourth and final
panel. We have in front of us Audrey Martin, the
senior planning and development officer for Argyll
and Bute Council, Ken Abernethy, the chief
executive of Argyll and the Islands Enterprise, and
Maf Smith, the chief executive of the Scottish
renewables forum. I thank you all for submitting
written evidence in advance, which has been
useful to the committee. Rather than go to panel
members first, I invite my colleague Nora Radcliffe
to begin.
Nora Radcliffe: Much of the evidence that we
have heard is that the perceived market in crofting,
crofts, assignations and so on is related to
external factors such as housing. I would like the
panel to comment on how housing, planning and
crofting interlink and whether we are just chasing a
hare if we try to use crofting reform to deal with
housing.
Audrey Martin (Argyll and Bute Council): In
answering, I can also help to clarify issues that
arose on the planning application at Taynuilt. It
might be beneficial for the committee to get the
facts on that. The application for housing
development was submitted in 2004. The local
housing plan had previously given consent for a
housing development of up to 10 houses on that
site. The Lorne local plan had accepted the
principle of having housing on the site after a
consultation
that
included
the
Crofters
Commission. The site has also been allocated for
housing in the new Argyll and Bute development
plan, which is at its final draft stage.
The Crofters Commission was consulted on both
the Lorne local plan and the new Argyll and Bute
development plan and no objections were raised,
although obviously the land in question is crofting
land. I hope that that clarifies that due process
involved the Crofters Commission. The Taynuilt
situation highlights the need for the engagement
that has been talked about, although the Crofters
Commission, under the bill, will be a statutory
consultee. The development plan will guide what
happens in the future and how the planning
authority will respond to a planning application and
make recommendations on it.
Nora Radcliffe: I presume that when you drew
up the local plan you decided that housing was
more necessary than crofting in Taynuilt.
Audrey Martin: I cannot comment on that
specifically because I was not involved in that
process. However, it highlights another issue,
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which is that we have no maps from the Crofters
Commission that show exactly where the crofts
are. We sometimes get a list of crofts, but we do
not have a map to go with it that determines what
the boundaries of the crofts are and gives specific
details about them. That makes matters more
difficult.
Nora Radcliffe: So might there have been a
lack of awareness that the land that was allocated
for housing was held in crofting tenure?
Audrey Martin: I think there was always an
awareness of that. The site was not originally
included in the Lorne local plan for development,
but the landowner made a submission that it
should be. There was a public inquiry and the
reporter decided to include the area for housing
allocation. Obviously, that was continued in the
new development plan.
Nora Radcliffe: It is interesting to delve into all
that.
Audrey Martin: Your initial question was
whether the bill should be a means of addressing
housing need, which is particularly acute in fragile
and remote communities. I do not think that the bill
is necessarily the right way to address housing
need. We must consider the issue more widely in
terms of how we sustain communities and what
they need apart from housing.
Nora Radcliffe: Very true.
The Convener: That raises the issue of having
a proper map base for crofts—something that we
have discussed at all our evidence sessions and
which witnesses have commented on strongly.
How can you make decisions about whether to
protect land if you do not actually know the extent
of an individual croft or a series of crofts?
Mr Brocklebank: I would just like to get the
picture absolutely clear. From what you have said
about the Taynuilt situation, it is clear that you did
know that it was crofting land. There was no
question of your not knowing that. You alerted the
Crofters Commission to that and it was asked
whether it had any objections, but no objections
were received.
Audrey Martin: We received a letter from
Crofters Commission. I can circulate to
committee the planning report as well as
supplementary reports that accompanied
Supplementary report 2 points out that
commission notes that:

the
the
the
it.
the

“The site is identified for development in the existing
Local Plan and the draft revision of the Local Plan retains
this area for housing development. The Crofters
Commission as a statutory consultee agreed to the area
being released for housing in the existing Plan. With regard
to the revision of the Local Plan, still in process, the
Commission did not object to the area being re-designated
for development.”
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However, the Crofters Commission also said that it
had
“reservations about this area of land being granted planning
permission before discussing the use of this area and that
of other croftland being designated for possible
development”.

So it expressed two differing views.
Mr Brocklebank: The suggestion that we heard
earlier was that, because the local plan had been
decided and planning permission had been
granted, the Crofters Commission was stymied. It
does not sound as if that was the situation.
Audrey Martin: It was open to the Crofters
Commission to engage in the planning process,
but it raised no formal objections to the local plan
or to the new draft local plan as it currently stands.
Maureen Macmillan: I would like to ask for
clarification of the Crofters Commission’s role. You
said that it was a statutory consultee.
Audrey Martin: It will become a statutory
consultee when the bill is passed, which the
council welcomes. We consult the Crofters
Commission on planning applications and we have
engaged with it on the new development plan, but
it is playing a regulatory role as well as a
development role and I do not know what
resources and staff are available to it.
Maureen Macmillan: It makes you wonder
whether anything would change if it became a
statutory consultee.
Rob Gibson: You will be aware that, throughout
the country, there are problems with how local
plans identify croft land for housing development—
sometimes the best land on the crofts is
identified—and with where village envelopes are
drawn and so on. The degree of consultation with
crofters is questionable in many cases, although I
do not know whether that is entirely the case in
Argyll.
It seems to me that the issue that has not been
dealt with here has been raised elsewhere. That
is, that housing can be built on crofting land if it is
on the common grazings, but not on land that is fit
for agricultural purposes of a higher nature. What
is the council’s response to that in terms of the
plan? Has the local plan in Taynuilt taken inby
land for housing? Is that the root of the problem?
Audrey Martin: I cannot comment on that
specifically. I know that the housing allocation for
Taynuilt came about because, as I said, it was not
originally proposed through the local plan, and
there was an objection to the local plan on that
basis. Then the matter went to a public inquiry,
and the reporter agreed that a housing allocation
for Taynuilt should be included in the local plan,
although the council had not originally proposed it.
I would just like to clarify that.
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With regard to using common grazings for
housing development, we are seeing more such
applications coming through, and that obviously
addresses the issue that you have raised about
retaining better-quality land for agricultural
purposes rather than for housing development.
However, I am not involved directly in the process
of allocating land for housing in the local plan, so I
cannot comment on that. It might go back to how
accurately the records and maps that we hold in
the council reflect the situation on the ground as
regards crofts.
17:30
Rob Gibson: I am pretty sure that it would do. I
would like to pursue this further. If crofters and
townships—and/or
wider
areas—drew
up
development plans, how would those be
articulated with the statutory local plan?
Audrey Martin: There is consultation in the
local plan process, and the council recognises that
the Crofters Commission needs to be engaged in
that process. It is also open to anybody in the
wider community to get involved in consultation on
development plans. We hope that people know
what is going on and that the consultation is well
advertised. There needs to be engagement of
those people—there is no doubt about that—and
we would welcome that. The planning authority
does not have specialist knowledge on crofting, so
we rely on the Crofters Commission and crofting
communities to tell us what the position is.
Rob
Gibson:
As
Maureen
Macmillan
suggested, there must be more than just statutory
consultation if the problem that is caused in
crofting communities by the shortage of housing is
to be addressed in the local plans. Does the bill
propose anything other than to make the Crofters
Commission a statutory consultee, although it
does not have enough staff to take on that role?
Or should there be more in the bill to help crofters
and crofting communities to articulate their views
in the local plan process?
Audrey Martin: The proposed area policies
could help, but that depends on the definition of an
area. It also depends on what the area policy
process involves and how engaged the
communities will be in the drawing up of those
policies. We recognise the importance of crofting
to our remote and rural communities, and we work
in partnership with Argyll and the Islands
Enterprise, through the Argyll and Bute agricultural
forum, to produce an agricultural strategy that will
sustain crofting and agriculture in the area.
However, we need to take the process out to the
crofting communities and get more local
involvement, as you say, to feed back into the
development plan process; otherwise, the plan will
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just sit there on its own and any planning
applications that are made will not fit in with it.
Rob Gibson: Highlands and Islands Enterprise
has said that the crofting areas should be
coterminous with the Highlands and Islands
Enterprise area. That would mean the extension of
crofting into large parts of Argyll. How much would
that affect the way in which you plan locally?
Would that be a good thing?
Audrey Martin: Crofting is a key use of land in
sustaining our more remote and fragile
communities, and we would take that into account
in deciding how an area policy or overall vision
would sit with the new local plan or any developing
local plans. The structure plan supports crofting
and recognises its importance. It says that careful
consideration will be given to planning applications
for any developments that could undermine
crofting. There are also policies in our developing
local plan that recognise the importance of
crofting. However, we need to ensure integration
and wider partnership engagement.
Ken Abernethy (Argyll and the Islands
Enterprise): Most of the part of Argyll that we
cover is croftable. The only part that is not under
crofting is Arran and Cumbrae, and there is a
desire to see an opportunity to croft on Arran.
Within our area, the places that will benefit most
from crofting are already covered. It is the islands
that are most fragile, and they are the areas that
will gain the greatest benefit from being able to
establish crofts. What we need is the opportunity
to establish new crofts in non-crofting areas rather
than the power to create crofts in existing crofting
areas.
Mr Ruskell: One of the bill’s objectives is to
establish new forest crofts. You will be aware of
the committee’s recent work on biomass. How do
you envisage the establishment of forest crofts
assisting the biomass industry? In our inquiry, we
talked about clustering and developing critical
mass for the biomass industry in different areas,
including Argyll.
Maf Smith (Scottish Renewables Forum):
Your inquiry and the call for a biomass strategy
were welcome. As you found, different bio-energy
projects are likely to develop in different areas,
depending on the level of the forestry resource
and what we might call the wood chain—how
many local people could, and therefore should,
use that resource for large-scale generation,
individual heat boiler networks or district heating.
Argyll is a good example of a region in which there
is interest in all three of those, although all three
are perhaps not suitable for every area. It would,
therefore, be helpful to integrate a biomass
strategy with the local plan to identify what was
most appropriate. The relevant support would then
be needed to deliver such schemes. We would
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see it as beneficial to have such forestry areas
available on croft land, as that would stimulate and
encourage the development of a wood chain that
could be managed or supported locally.
Audrey Martin: We have been developing our
clusters in Argyll and Bute, but there are locations
where we have gaps, especially in the Oban area.
That is where the development of forest crofts
could assist in building the capacity for biomass. It
is all about establishing the sustainability of our
area and trying to ensure that our energy needs
are met locally. That will create jobs and keep
things within our communities, and it could also
help to sustain some of our islands, such as Mull.
On Mull, the community is considering purchasing
the forest and developing biomass.
Ken Abernethy: Biomass is enjoying a degree
of success in Argyll; however, the stock has to be
used relatively close to the source—within a radius
of 40km—to make it worth while. There are quite a
few areas in which people would not be able to do
that without further planting. So, new forest crofts
could make a valuable contribution to the
production of renewable energy.
Mr Ruskell: I return to the wider questions on
renewables policy that I asked the previous panel.
Where do we draw the line? We will have area
policies for the crofting areas, local plans and
structure plans. Do you see the area policies
tackling renewable energy? We want the plans to
conjoin and the detail to be reflected throughout;
however, there seems to be an issue about
process and the roles of the Crofters Commission,
landowners and local communities. The SRF
believes that there may be a difference between
what the community wants in the long term and
what the landowner or developers want in the
short term. That brings us to the issue of
interposed leases. How can we sort out the guddle
of interests and address the need for planning? It
is a dynamic area in which there are
controversies. At the same time, we need to get a
plan in place that finds a way forward.
Maf Smith: In terms of renewables, decisions
on what might be termed the appropriateness of
developments or types of developments will be
made within the plan-led system to which we are
moving under the Planning etc (Scotland) Bill. We
now have examples of local authorities throughout
Scotland that are looking to highlight in their local
plans preferred areas, or preferred areas of
search, for different types of technologies. In doing
that, the local authorities need to identify areas of
good resource and areas in which they are aware
of constraints—which might relate to, for example,
ecology or landscape—that might prohibit certain
types of schemes or schemes of a certain scale.
On the issue of local contributions to delivering
the national renewables target that the Scottish
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Executive has set, local authorities are well placed
to gather the views of the different consultees,
including statutory consultees, and to highlight
where schemes might be appropriate. By involving
crofters in the local plan, the local authority can
work out where there is appetite for particular
types of schemes. However, any proposals would
still need to be cross-checked with other statutory
consultees to check that other issues—ecology is
an obvious one—will not stop the scheme or limit
aspirations.
Audrey Martin: Again, local plans identify wind
farm development policy at both a commercial and
community level and they provide preferred areas
of search for such developments. Area policies
need to take account of that.
The council is also considering identifying what
resource exists within the area for renewables
developments, including wave, tidal and wind
renewables projects. Obviously, there is a need to
be realistic about what resources are available
and where those can best be developed, given the
capacity and infrastructure that is available to
serve that developing industry.
Mr Ruskell: Is there not a danger of mismatch?
Correct me if I am wrong, but I think that, if a
community has aspirations to buy out an estate
and decides to go ahead with the buyout, the
interposed lease could become an issue.
Therefore, would it not make sense for developers
in the renewables industry to engage not only with
landowners but with the crofting policy process as
well? If a landowner wants to push ahead with a
renewables development but the community
decides to buy out the estate a couple of years
down the line, the community might then say,
“Bye-bye developer”, because they want another
developer to deliver a better scheme. How do
developers avoid that financial risk and engage
with the community rather than just with the
landowner?
Maf Smith: As our submission points out,
developers are not unwilling to work with
communities or crofters, but the current situation is
that relatively few schemes are being developed in
parts of Scotland where there are crofting
interests. That demonstrates that the current
situation prohibits schemes going forward. For that
reason, we welcome some of the changes under
the bill that will encourage such developments.
For developers, the potential for a change in
ownership and a change of rights can be
problematic. Many developers would work in
crofting areas, but proposed renewables schemes
can—depending on the scale and type of the
scheme—take several years to complete and
involve substantial investment by the private
developer in discussion with the landowner. If a
right-to-buy option means that all that work could
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be taken away, developers will not consider
developing schemes in areas where their
development rights could be removed.
We have proposed the option of allowing
developers to use longer leases, which could be
done under existing legislation. That would avoid
the controversy surrounding interposed leases,
which the committee discussed last week. We
think that there are ways to do that. If renewables
are to be seen as appropriate in crofting areas in
the way that we believe that they should be, we
need a system that will encourage the private
sector and the investment community to prioritise
developments on crofting land. At the moment,
that does not happen.
17:45
Maureen Macmillan: We heard evidence about
the need for crofters in Tiree to have several
crofts—perhaps eight, nine, 10 or 11—in order to
make a living, because of there being no other
work available to them. It is not possible to work
as a part-time crofter there. I was wondering about
that. When I was in Tiree during the summer, my
perception was that tourism was booming—so
much so that the crofters were chasing surfers off
the machair, as there were too many of them.
Where does the balance lie? Is there anything in
the bill that could help crofters to get involved in
tourism services to supplement their income in
places such as Tiree, where, traditionally, that
would not have been done before?
Ken Abernethy: There are plenty of
mechanisms in place to support people who wish
to change the area of work in which they are
involved. There is also a human dimension to it.
Simply creating the opportunities for people to
earn their living in another way does not mean that
particular individuals can just move over. For
example, I imagine that a crofter in his 70s might
find it difficult to start earning his income in a
different way. We are working as hard as we can
to produce as many options as possible, but they
will not match up with all individuals’ requirements.
That is just life.
Maureen Macmillan: But you are being quite
proactive in this regard.
Ken Abernethy: The islands are a very high
priority. You mentioned Tiree and, as Ross Lilley
mentioned, a lot of work went into the island at a
time when the situation there was sliding downhill
pretty quickly. Anybody who has seen the island
over the years will recognise that the situation has
been reversed. That is not to say that everything is
smooth and easy—it is not. It will always be a
struggle—it will always be hard.
Maureen Macmillan: We took evidence on
Gigha about the situation there, and the idea was
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expressed that it would be good to attract people
with other skills to newly created crofts. Might
Argyll and the Islands Enterprise have a role to
play when crofts are assigned? Would it be a good
idea to develop some sort of points system, for
instance?
Ken Abernethy: We do not have a formal points
system, although we have scales of priority. In
recent years, we have had sufficient funds to do
most of the projects that we wished to do. Anyone
who establishes a viable business on an island
has a very strong chance of being funded,
provided that such funding fits within international
trade rules.
Maureen Macmillan: Where does the balance
lie between somebody who runs a business on a
croft and somebody who uses a croft for
agricultural purposes?
Ken Abernethy: We do not fund the agricultural
side; that is done through SEERAD. We do not
have a problem with someone who runs a
business part time, and we are perfectly happy to
assist with that. We would probably not take that
approach in Oban, because we do not think that
that is what is required for the economy here. We
would be prepared to give such assistance in a
more fragile area, however, as that would be more
appropriate to the area’s needs.

I can give examples where we have acted in the
past. On Colonsay, we secured a piece of land
that was essentially for business units but was
larger than we required. We spoke to the housing
association and it developed housing alongside
the business units to increase the housing supply.
We mobilised and put in infrastructure such as
roads and power, which made it easier for a
housing development to be built. We are being
strongly encouraged by the leadership of
Highlands and Islands Enterprise to use original
thinking wherever we can to identify such
opportunities.
Another key topic has come up today. One of
the solutions to the dilemma of the open market in
crofts is the old-fashioned one of increasing
supply. Plenty of land is in public ownership. If we
had the ability to waive the right to buy, we could
increase significantly the supply of crofts. That
should satisfy the people who have a true
aspiration to be crofters, as opposed to the people
who see acquiring a croft as a method of acquiring
a house. That could be a useful way forward.
Richard Lochhead: If there was a free market
for crofts, presumably the best ones would be
snapped up by the richest people.
Ken Abernethy: The crofts that I am proposing
would be for rental only and would therefore be
governed by current Crofters Commission rules;
the opportunity would not be that great. Some
differentiation would start to be made between
existing crofts that are not governed in that way
and those that would be created in the future. The
workability of what I propose would depend on
how much extra land was freed up.

We have heard all about the concerns over the
free market in crofts. Some people might want to
cash in because crofts are now worth a lot of
money. That goes back to the issue of demand for
housing outstripping supply, which seems to be
the biggest issue lurking behind the scenes. I
wonder what the local enterprise company and the
council have done to investigate the link between
the affordable housing crisis in rural Scotland,
particularly in Argyll, and crofting.

Audrey Martin: The lack of affordable housing
is a huge issue for Argyll and Bute Council. In our
work with AIE, through the Tiree development
partnership that Ross Lilley spoke about earlier, it
became clear that housing was a big issue,
especially in respect of the relocation to Tiree of
the Scottish Executive jobs associated with the
crofters building grants and loans scheme. There
was an issue about finding housing to
accommodate the people who were going to take
up those jobs. Whether someone is in Cairndubh
or on Tiree, affordable housing is certainly an
issue throughout our area. We are trying to work
with Communities Scotland and other partners to
address the problem.

The main resolution to the situation lies in
working alongside our partners, who have direct
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remits for such issues, and in encouraging and
supporting them where we can.

Richard Lochhead: When we scratch the
surface of many of the more contentious issues
that have arisen in connection with the bill, we find
that the underlying issues tend not to be anything
to do with crofting, such as the shortage of
affordable housing. We have heard about young
people leaving the community because if they
cannot get a croft, they cannot get an affordable
house.

Ken Abernethy: Housing is recognised as one
of the top priorities in the Highlands and Islands
these days. Interestingly enough, it is not strictly
within our remit. All the routes seem to be coming
to a small number of destinations, such as housing
and transport. It is recognised that we must find
new mechanisms to address housing shortage;
otherwise, we will fail in our wider mission.
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The idea that crofting can be used to meet
housing needs will not come to fruition. It is not
necessarily the answer to all our problems,
although in certain locations it could assist. There
is a huge debate to be had about how the free
market operates and whether we should control it
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and prevent people from realising huge amounts
of money from crofting tenancies. Perhaps
requiring people to draw up and adhere to a croft
business plan might discourage them from
considering taking up croft tenancies as a means
of acquiring a second home or a house without
having to work the croft. That might be something
to consider.
The Convener: To follow up that point, I want to
ask you about your proposal of a minimum size of
croft as a way of avoiding the situation in which
lots and lots of houses are built on subdivided croft
land, which would eventually lead to an area full of
houses with gardens. That is not the same as
crofting, even if people are gardening and growing
produce. Where would you set that threshold?
How would it work in practice?
Audrey Martin: It is very difficult to set a
threshold. It goes back to economies of scale and
to the diversity that exists in the different crofting
townships in Argyll and Bute. The first panel talked
about the difference in the size of crofts on Tiree in
comparison with the size of those in Taynuilt or
elsewhere in Argyll and Bute or the Highlands.
There is a concern that the size of crofts seems
to be decreasing. Applications are coming into the
planning system that involve the continued
subdivision of crofts, to the extent that they are
becoming house plots. How we set a threshold
depends on the use of the croft. If it is for
agricultural use, it will need to be a certain size. If
it is for horticultural use, it will need to be a
different size. The process becomes complicated
and difficult. Another way of tackling the issue
might be to tie people into croft business plans or
management plans that require them to think
about what they do with the land, rather than just
to purchase a tenancy with a view to erecting a
house on it. It is a difficult problem to solve.
The Convener: We should leave things at this
point. We could be here for another four hours, but
I am not sure that we would get better answers
than you have given us already this afternoon. I
thank everyone for coming to the meeting. We
have discussed a range of issues, such as where
crofting will be 15 years from now and the vision of
the bill. We have spoken about how we can
influence the outcome, especially in order to
sustain rural populations. There has been a great
deal of enthusiasm from crofting communities and
landowners for creating new crofts. The issue of
housing has been raised, and we will have to deal
with it in our report.
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need to ensure that there is affordable housing in
addition to crofting land in crofting communities.
That issue came through clearly. A lot was said
about the right to buy and market value. The issue
of how we protect the culture and Gaelic, which
are entwined with crofting communities, was also
raised today. There are many questions about the
working of land, especially for environmental and
economic benefit, and how that plugs back into the
social fabric of crofting communities. The
importance of crofting to rural communities has
been emphasised. All the points that I have
mentioned have been made to us strongly today.
That does not help us to write our report, because
some questions were posed in opposition to the
bill.
We have received a lot of good evidence. I
thank everyone concerned—especially those who
have stuck through right to the end—for giving us
their time this afternoon. I thank our hosts at Argyll
and Bute Council, especially Lorna Whyte and
Mary Buchanan, who helped our staff with all the
arrangements to set up the committee meeting
and made it work seamlessly today.
If we have sparked off a burning thought that
people would really like us to consider before we
conclude our report, it would be helpful if they
could let us know about it within the next week. If
the evidence is succinct and to the point, there is a
strong chance that we will read and consider it,
which means that it might influence our final
report.
Next week we have our last oral evidence-taking
session on the bill. We will be at the headquarters
of Highlands and Islands Enterprise in Inverness,
where we will hear from Highland crofters,
Highland Council, Highlands and Islands
Enterprise and the deputy minister, for whom we
are piling up a series of questions and issues.
Meeting closed at 17:59.

In evidence from crofting communities, we have
discussed the issue of how we meet the needs of
crofters who want to retire but cannot afford to buy
somewhere else. If they were to move, a croft
would be freed up for a younger person. That point
has been made strongly. We also spoke about the
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16:12
Informal session opened.
The Convener (Sarah Boyack): I thank the
three volunteers who would like to give comments.
I invite Alan MacIntyre, Ray Michie and Alex
Macarthur to come to the front.
We had a similar informal session in Stornoway,
where I asked people to give their opinions and
said that I would become agitated if they went on
for too long and that I would let them know that
that was happening. We want to hear general
views on the bill, although we are more than happy
to get a flavour of what people think about its
detailed provisions.
Alan MacIntyre is the first on my list of speakers,
for no particular reason.
Alan MacIntyre: I have made a lot of notes but
will try to keep my comments brief. I believe that I
can submit my notes in written form.
The Convener: Yes, as long as you do so within
not too many weeks. We will be able to read your
notes before we reach our conclusions if you
submit them in the next week or so.
Alan MacIntyre: I will rustle up a diatribe over
the weekend.
First, I want to talk about having a free market in
croft tenancies. It must be remembered that the
free market reigned supreme in the Highlands
th
between the middle of the 18 century and the end
th
of the 19 century, and we got the Highland
clearances. That would not happen under the
proposed legislation, but it has been said before
that the introduction of a free market in croft
tenancies could end crofting as we know it.
It has been suggested that a free market in croft
tenancies could be effectively regulated by the
Crofters Commission, but I am not sure that it
effectively regulates crofting at the moment, with a
mere 17,500 crofts. The Taynuilt situation has
been mentioned. In that case, an owner-occupied
croft 6 miles from here was put on the market for
offers over £60,000. The prospective purchaser
phoned the Crofters Commission and asked
whether he would have any problems with
decrofting the site for housing. He was told that
there would be no problems. The reason was not
that the site was zoned for housing but that the
proposal was classed as peripheral development
because houses had already been built on the
croft next door. Even if the Crofters Commission
had objected, the fact that it was peripheral
development would have overridden the fact that
the land was not zoned for housing in the local
plan. Sixteen houses are now being built there.
When the first three decroftings for house sites
were applied for, I wrote and objected. The person
who bought the sites was a friend of mine, by the
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way, but I suggested that the person was not a
crofter but was a land speculator who had no
interest whatever in crofting and agriculture. The
Crofters Commission’s response was to decroft the
three house sites and to say that the rest of the
croft was then viable. I do not know what
justification it had for decrofting the other 13 house
sites, but that is what happened.
I am not sure whether the committee is making
the distinction between an owner-occupied croft
and a tenanted croft. If members want to see what
will happen if a free market in croft tenancies is
legitimised, all they need to do is to look around
here, where the majority of crofts are owneroccupied. Another example is a 30-acre owneroccupied croft on Mull that was put on the market
at offers over £50,000 and sold for £110,000. That
is happening all over the place.
The Crofters Commission states that the Crofters
(Scotland) Act 1993
“empowers the Commission to require the owner of such a
vacant croft”—

that is, an owner-occupier—
“to submit proposals to re-let to a suitable tenant where we
consider that this would be in the general interest of the
local crofting community. In practice the Commission will
normally support owner-occupiers who will live on and work
the land”.

However, in practice, the Crofters Commission
never asks the landlord of a vacant croft—that is,
anyone who buys an owner-occupied croft—for
reletting proposals. For example, in the Taynuilt
case, the commission claimed that the landlord
would have nominated a tenant who would then
have colluded with the landlord to put the housing
through, but that is not true. The Crofters
Commission can reject the landlord’s nominated
tenant, or, if the landlord does not nominate a
suitable tenant within three months, the
commission can impose a tenant on the landlord
whether the landlord wants them or not. The
commission could have imposed a tenant who
wanted the croft for sheep rather than for houses
and the landlord and planning authority could not
have done anything about it. The case might have
gone to the Scottish Land Court, but the landlord
would have had an agricultural tenant.
I am concerned that the Crofters Commission is
unaware of, or is unwilling to use, the many
powers that it has.
The Convener: Thank you. If you want to set out
your thoughts in a bit more depth, we are keen to
get comments in writing. If you did that over the
weekend, the timing would be reasonable.
Ray Michie: I had better declare an interest: I
am a long-term member of the Scottish Crofters
Union, now the Scottish Crofting Foundation.
Although I do not have a croft, I worked on crofts in

Carloway on Lewis and in Camus Tianabhaig on
Skye and I am married to a crofter’s son, so I have
a great interest in ensuring that we keep our
crofting areas going and viable.
I, too, am worried about £200,000 changing
hands. I believe that it is dangerous to allow that to
take place. Crofting is a regulated system and to
let a free market emerge would definitely lead to
the end of crofting. I wrote to the minister, Ross
Finnie, on the issue. He said—not in his reply to
me but in comments reported in the press—that
crofters should be allowed to realise their assets.
However, if crofters all realise their assets, there
will be no crofting left. We know that the crofting
communities help to create a stable area, be it in a
township, on an island or wherever.
I remember when it became possible for us to
buy crofts. There were feu duties then and the real
reason for getting rid of the feu duty was to get rid
of the vassal-landlord situation that was talked
about at the time. Fortunately, we were able to buy
the crofts at a reasonable price.
The Crofters Commission must be much more
proactive than it has been. It must take a greater
interest in what is going on. I also agree that
youngsters should get the first choice, so that we
can get them into crofts.
Crofting takes place in the Highlands and
Islands. The crofting areas help to sustain the
culture of the area, including the traditions, the way
of life, the values and a stable community, but
most of all they help to sustain the Gaelic
language. That is important, not only for the
Highlands but for Scotland and for Europe. The
Scottish Parliament has already stated that it
supports the Gaelic language and will do
everything that it can to foster and develop it.
Sometimes a Government department does
something that will make it more difficult for the
policy that has been adopted to be taken forward.
If the bill leads to a free market, that will go against
what the Parliament has done for the Gaelic
language and the culture of the area. I hope that
the committee takes that into consideration.
The Convener: Thank you very much. Your
comments were succinct and to the point.
Alex Macarthur will now comment. I understand
that you have sent us a written submission.
Alex Macarthur: Yes, I have.
The Convener: There is no need for you to go
through the whole submission. Members will know
to look out for your submission and to attach it to
the comments that you make this afternoon.
Alex Macarthur: Right. My comments this
afternoon will be the same as those in my
submission. Can I mention them quickly?

The Convener: Yes. I just mean that you should
not read your submission out. Cut to the chase and
we can read your full submission afterwards.
Alex Macarthur: My points refer directly to the
Crofting Reform etc Bill. My first point concerns
paragraph 5(b) of schedule 1, on membership of
the Crofters Commission, which refers to
“at least one person who can speak the Gaelic language.”

I suggest that that should be changed to two
persons. I am thinking of the Executive’s Gaelic
Language (Scotland) Act 2005. The suggestion is
that the Crofters Commission should have nine
members—I think that that might be the current
number. I feel that there should be at least two
members of the commission who can speak
Gaelic, because a Gaelic member might take ill
occasionally or become pregnant and it is
important that a Gaelic person is present at a
hearing or whatever.
Secondly, page 126 of the consultation paper on
the draft bill refers to decrofting. It states that the
relevant sections of the bill
“require a crofter who is applying for a decrofting direction
whilst still the croft tenant to inform the landlord of the
application”.

I feel that making the crofter inform the landlord if
they want to decroft a house site is a delaying
tactic, and could cost money, as the landlord could
charge £300 to £400 for handling the application,
and could do so twice. At the moment, first there is
planning; secondly, there is decrofting; and then
the ground is purchased from the landlord. The bill
suggests that the landlord must be approached
first. That could be a delaying tactic and it could be
expensive for the crofter.
Page 180 of the consultation paper on the draft
bill states, in relation to schedule 2:
“Paragraph 2(5) allows the Land Court, in authorising a
tenant to purchase croft land, to direct that the costs of the
action be borne by the tenant.”

That already happens, so it does not need to be in
the bill at all.
The Convener: Thank you for telling us exactly
where the points that you have criticised are
located in the bill. That is extremely helpful.
I thank the three people who have taken part in
the informal session for being prepared to come
forward this afternoon to add their comments to
our discussions. That is helpful. We wanted to
open up the discussion so that we did not hear
only from people whom we had invited.
16:25
Informal session closed.
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SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM ARGYLL AND BUTE COUNCIL
PAPERS PROVIDED BY ARGYLL AND BUTE COUNCIL ON THE PLANNING
APPLICATION IN RESPECT OF THE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AT BROCHROY,
TAYNUILT.
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Local Member - Councillor A. Macaskill

PLANNING APPLICATION REPORT

Date of Validity - 19 July 2004

OBAN, LORN AND THE ISLES

Committee Date - 3 November 2004

th

7 October 2004 Reference Number:
Applicants Name:
Application Type:
Application Description:
Location:

(A )

th

rd

04/01270/OUT.
J. S. Offord.
Outline.
Housing Development.
Brochroy, Taynuilt.

THE APPLICATION

Development Requiring Express Planning Permission.
• Housing development (no specified number of houses)
• Formation of access.
Other Specified Operations
• Connections to public water main and sewer.
(B ) RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that subject to a Members Site Inspection, with powers, that the
application be approved subject to the conditions and reasons on the following
page.
(C ) DETERMINING ISSUES AND MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS
The site is considered suitable for housing with the following adopted and draft
policies being applicable.
Lorn Local Plan.
Policy HO22. The site is one allocated for
possible housing development. The Plan
envisages 10 houses.
Draft Argyll and Bute Local Plan. The site is designated as Housing Allocation
5/17. The Plan envisages 7.
The Development Policy Officer has advised that,
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“The site is included as an allocation for housing development (10 units) in
the current Lorn Local Plan. The Argyll and Bute Local Plan Consultative
Draft maintains this area as an allocation for housing (7 units). There have
been no timeous objections received in relation to this area as part of the
Argyll and Bute Local Plan consultation process. The proposal is considered
consistent with both the existing local plan and the emerging Consultative
Draft Argyll and Bute Local Plan. There are no objections to this proposal
from the Development Policy Unit.”
The site is not considered to contain important archaeology and it is separated
from the scheduled sites associated with Bonawe Furnace by open land. Clearly
the visual effect of the development on the setting of the monument will be an
issue in the detailed design and should be included in a design statement required
by condition.
The site is adjacent to the conservation area which was designated to reinforce the
scheduling of the Furnace complex. Again, the detailed design will need to reflect
the sensitivity of this location.
The designation of the conservation area and the scheduling of the monuments
predate the previous permissions and the impact of development was taken into
account when those permissions were granted
The application is in outline only. Given that the site is allocated in the adopted
Local Plan, it would be appropriate to grant permission in principle, but design
issues may properly be the subject of conditions which set the framework for the
detailed design:
i)

Design Quality: Good design is a Structure Plan objective (SI 2 and STRAT
HO 1 D). Policy H4 of the draft Argyll and Bute Local Plan seeks to
encourage innovative and sympathetic housing development layout. The site
presents complex design problems which demand careful consideration.
Local planning authorities are advised by the following government
documents:
Planning Advice Note 68 – Design Statements, advises that a design
statement is required in support of detailed applications for major
developments. A design statement would address, “The six qualities that
make a successful place. Is it distinctive, safe and pleasant, easy to get to
and move around, welcoming, adaptable and resource efficient?”
Planning Advice Note 44 – Fitting New Housing Development into the
Landscape, sets out principles of analysis and design with the aim that “new
developments should make a positive contribution to the continuing evolution
of our settlements”. The detailed application should demonstrate that the
principles in this document have been incorporated in the design.
It is recommended that the submission of details be accompanied by a
design statement incorporating the principles of good design set out in the
Planning Advice Notes.
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ii)

Landscaping: The detailed application will need to show landscaping within
the site which builds on this character, and a plan for the management of the
existing and new landscape elements of importance.

(D ) CONCLUSION
The site is allocated in the adopted Local Plan and has been the subject of
planning permission in the past. There have been no material changes in
circumstances to suggest that a different approach should be taken. Other than
Taynuilt Community Council there are no objections from consultees, subject to
conditions.
(E ) NEED FOR A HEARING
There has been a significant number of representations in this instance. The
development is within an allocated local plan site and a proposed allocation in the
draft local plan. Notwithstanding this, it is important that the proposal proceeds in a
way which successfully integrates with the landscape and objectors should be
given the opportunity to raise issues with regards to this. However, as the site is an
allocated site, it is not considered that an informal hearing could be justified, but
rather a site inspection with powers be convened to give the public the opportunity
to express their views.
Angus J Gilmour
Head of Planning
CONDITIONS AND REASONS RELATIVE TO APPLICATION 04/01270/OUT
SEE SUPPLIMENTARY REPORT FOR AMENDED CONDITIONS.
1. This permission is granted under the provisions of Article 4 of the Town and Country
Planning (General Development Procedure) (Scotland) Order 1992 on the basis of an
outline application for planning permission and that the further approval of Argyll and
Bute Council or of the Scottish Executive on appeal shall be required with respect to
the under mentioned reserved matters before any development is commenced:
(a) the siting, design and external appearance of the proposed development;
(b) the landscaping of the site of the proposed development;
(c) details of the access arrangements;
(d) details of the proposed water supply and drainage arrangements.
Reason: To comply with Section 59 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997.
2. In the case of the reserved matters specified in Condition 1 above, an application for
approval of the reserved matters in terms of Article 6 of the Town and Country
Planning (General Development Procedure) (Scotland) Order 1992 must be made to
Argyll and Bute Council no later than the expiration of 3 years beginning with the date
of this permission.
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Reason: To comply with Section 59 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997.
3. That the development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than
the expiration of 5 years from the date of this permission or within the expiration of 2
years from the final approval of all reserved matters, whichever is the later.
Reason: To comply with Section 59 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997.
4. Any details pursuant to Condition 1 above shall be accompanied by a Design
Statement for the whole of the site in accordance with the recommendations of
Planning Advice Note 68 – Design Statements and Planning Advice Note 44 – Fitting
New Housing Development into the Landscape. The Design Statement shall show an
analysis of the whole site, its landscape setting, the surrounding dwellings, the
adjacent conservation area and scheduled monuments and shall clearly indicated the
measures to be taken to protect the amenity and special qualities of these interests.
The design statement shall show the elevations of all of the dwellings to be
constructed on the site and provide a schedule of materials and components,
including external lighting, to be used throughout the development. The site shall be
restricted to a maximum of 7 dwellinghouses.
Reason: To ensure that the detailed design achieves a high standard in accordance
with Government Guidance and good practice and in accordance with the provisions
of the Argyll and Bute Draft Local Plan in terms of the proposed density.
5. Any details pursuant to Condition 1 (b) above shall be accompanied by a survey of
trees on the application site and adjacent land in the ownership of the applicant and a
detailed scheme for the provision of new tree planting within the development. In
addition the application shall be accompanied by a detailed scheme for the
maintenance and management of trees in and adjacent to the development including
provision for the replacement of trees which fail to become established within 10
years of the completion of the development.
Reason: To ensure that the development is integrated into the landscape and that
important landscape features are maintained.
6. Any details pursuant to Condition 1(b) shall include a scheme of hard landscaping
work. Such details shall include:
•
•
•

Location and design, including materials of any walls, fences and gates;
Surface treatment of means of access and hard standing areas;
Location and design of a play area and common open space in accordance
with the Argyll and Bute Structure Plan Policy STRAT HO 1 E.

Reason: In the interests of amenity and in order to help integrate the proposal into its
landscape setting.
8. Any details pursuant to Condition 1(c) above shall include a number of allocated and
unallocated car parking spaces within the site at a level commensurate with the
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number and sizes of dwelling house proposed, in accordance the Council’s Roads
Guidelines.
Reason: To enable vehicles to parked clear of the access road in the interests of
road safety by maintaining unimpeded vehicular access over that road.
9. The access serving the site shall be a “road” over which the public has a right of
access in terms of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 constructed in consultation with
the Area Roads Manager.
Reason: In order to ensure that provision is made for a service road commensurate
with the scale of the development.
10. The access to the site shall be constructed in accordance with the Roads Amenity
Services drawing NA/32/05/2a with visibility splays of 2.4m x 60m which shall be
kept clear of visual obstructions more than 1.05m high.
Reason: In the interests of road safety
11. Prior to the commencement of the development a detailed scheme of surface water,
and foul drainage, including a SUDS system, shall be submitted for the written
approval of the Planning Authority and the Scottish Environmental Protection
Agency. The development shall not be occupied until the approved drainage
scheme is completed.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not give rise to pollution.
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APPENDIX RELATIVE TO 04/01270/OUT
A. POLICY OVERVIEW
In terms of Section 25 of the Act the following Development Plan Policies are
applicable:
Argyll and Bute Structure Plan
STRAT
DC 1

STRAT
DC 10

Obj.
2d

Development within the Settlements
Encouragement shall be given, subject to capacity, to development in
the settlements as follows:
A) Within the Small Towns and Villages to development serving a local
community of interest, up to and including medium scale development, on
appropriate infill, rounding-off and redevelopment sites; in exceptional
cases large-scale development may be supported.
B) Within the Minor Settlements to small-scale development which is
compatible with an essentially rural settlement location on appropriate infill,
rounding-off or redevelopment sites; in exceptional circumstances medium
or large-scale development may be supported.
C) Developments which do not accord with this policy are those outwith A),
B) and C) above and urban bad neighbour developments which are
essentially incompatible with the close configuration of land uses found in
settlements e.g. mineral extraction or development which results in
excessively high development densities, settlement cramming or
inappropriate rounding-off on the edge of settlements.
D) Developments in settlements are also subject to consistency with the
other policies of this Structure Plan and in the Local Plan.
Flooding and Land Erosion
Proposed development which would be at significant risk of flooding or from
erosion, or which would increase the risk to other land and property, or
occupy the functional flood plain, will not be in accordance with the
structure plan. In some places, where it is feasible to manage the threat,
suitable mitigation or other measures may be possible.
SI d) to promote a general improvement in the quality of design and
encourage development of a scale, form and location appropriate

Lorn Local Plan
HO 22

The following are considered to be Sensitive Settlements where large scale
or unsympathetic development could have a detrimental effect on the
existing landscape setting and servicing.
Appin/Tynribbie/Portnacroish, Balvicar, Barcaldine,
Benderloch/Baravullin/Keil
Crofts/Kintaline
Mill,
Clachan
Seil,
Dalmally/Stronmilchan, Easdale/Ellenabeich, Kilchrenan, Kilmore/Cleigh,
North Connel/Black Crofts, Port Appin and Taynuilt.
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The Council has accordingly restricted new housing development to areas
identified on the inset maps. It will not grant approval for a house on
greenfield sites outwith these areas other than in exceptional
circumstances. Applicants will be required to demonstrate an overriding
locational or operational need that makes it essential for them to have a
house outwith rather than within the areas identified.
Where such need has been demonstrated, special attention will be given to
ensure that the actual location of the house creates the minimum adverse
environmental impact. Regard will also be had to the principles set out in
the Government’s Planning Advice Note 36 when assessing all proposals
within sensitive settlements.

Draft Argyll and Bute Local Plan.
H4
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Housing Layout and Design.
A) Encouragement shall be given to traditional, innovative and sympathetic
housing development layout and design which are appropriate to their
mainland, island, town, village, minor settlement, countryside or coastal
settings.
B) Housing layout and designs which are judged by the planning authority
to be of allow standard or “not good enough” for the location and setting of
the development
will be resisted. Overly suburbanized forms of development are unlikely to
be
accepted in sensitive locations in villages, minor settlements and
countryside.
C) Housing densities shall take account of the nature of the housing
proposed and
the quality of the area containing the site. Over-development of sites shall
be
resisted. When applicable, housing densities shall comply with development
briefs in
this plan*. In the case of non-flatted housing development, the private open
space
provision shall meet the minimum standard specified in policy note 1
Reduced standards may be acceptable in the following exceptional
circumstances.
1. where there are special site considerations e.g. where constraints on
private open
space are imposed due to the quality of the built environment such as in
conservation areas or
2. when there are special occupancy circumstances e.g. when the first and
future
occupiers are unlikely to require these standards of private open space
provision
(noting that a Section 75 planning agreement may be required, at the
discretion of the planning authority, to underpin future restricted
occupancy).

H4 Table

Housing layout and design
1. New housing development should incorporate plot ratios with each main
building footprint (ignoring permitted development extension potential) at a
maximum of one-third overall Individual plot area; the available private open
space within the plot (including driveways and parking space) should be at
minimum 75m2 and the front curtilage area (excluding side and rear
curtilage) at a minimum of 25m2.
2. Reference should be made to the further guidance on development
setting, layouts and design to be included in the Supplementary Information
and Guidance report and also to:
Argyll and Bute District Council Design Guide A. New Houses in the
Countryside.
Argyll and Bute District Council Design Guide C. New Buildings in Towns
and Villages.
3. Reference should be further made to the following housing and design
guidelines which will continue to be reviewed and updated:
Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 36. Siting and Design of New
Houses in the Countryside.
Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 44. Fitting New Housing
Development into the Landscape.
Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 46. Planning for Crime Prevention
Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 52. Planning and Small Town
Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 57. Transport and Planning.
Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 61. Planning and Sustainable
Urban
Drainage Systems.
Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 65. Planning and Open Space.
Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 67. Housing Quality.

Government Advice/Guidance.
PAN 44
PAN 68

See text of report.
See text of report.

(B) OTHER MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS
(i) Site History
Planning permission has been granted for the site twice in the past.
st

On 21 July 1988 permission was refused in respect of two areas of land which
broadly comprise the current application. The applicant subsequently objected to
the exclusion of the site from areas allocated for housing in the draft Lorn Local
Plan and an inquiry was held. The Reporter upheld the applicant’s case.
th

On 13 January 1993 permission was granted in respect of two areas of land
which broadly comprise the current application (Refs. 01-89-0818 and 01 891159).
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th

On 14 March 1996 outline planning permission was granted for the development
of two areas of land which broadly comprise the current application (Refs.
96/00025/OUT and 96/00042/OUT).
(ii) Consultations
Response Date

Comment

th

Area Roads Engineer

24 August

Scottish Environmental
Protection Agency

10 September
2004

Scottish Water

27 July 2004

West of Scotland Archaeology

28 June 2004

Development Policy Officer.

16 June 2004

Environmental Health Officer.

21 July 2004

th

No objection subject to conditions.

th

Surface water drainage should be
by a SUDS system.
Provision should be made for
waste storage in accordance with
the national Waste Strategy Local
Area Waste Plan.
No objections.

th
th

No archaeological assessment is
required.
No objections.

st

iii) Publicity and Representations
Advert Type: Section 23 and Article 9
th

Closing Date: 7 October 2004
Representations:
th

The Taynuilt Community Council wrote on 10 July 2004 stating its support for
a group of 25 local residents whose views are set out in a paper which may be
summarised as follows:
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)
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The land is croft land. There is demand for such land in the area, and the
loss of the land from crofting would be detrimental to the crofting way of
life and to the general community.
The additional traffic generated would be detrimental to road safety.
The access may require the removal of trees and not achieve a
satisfactory visibility splay.
The local water and sewerage systems are inadequate and the sewer
connection may require unsightly under-building. A pumped system would
be unreliable.
The field is a green buffer between the built up area and the conservation
area around the Bonawe Furnace.

vi)
vii)

There is adequate provision of housing land elsewhere in Taynuilt.
The application contains irregularities in respect of neighbour notification
and in the description of the boundaries.

In addition the following residents made representations (* indicates inclusion in the list
of representations presented by the Community Council as set out above):
Name

Address

Frank and Helen Newlands *

Tigh na Chuilleann, Taynuilt

D. and W. Proudman *

Etive-Awe, Taynuilt

Catherine Clayton

Dunavin, Taynuilt

A. M. and H. Mouat *

The Hedges, Taynuilt.

R. O. Brennan

Brochroy Croft House, Taynuilt

Veronica Kelly *

Etive View, Taynuilt

John and Lily Wilson *

Ardfuar, Taynuilt

Tom and Margaret Mclellan *

Manish, Taynuilt

D. Henderson

Brochroy Farm, Taynuilt

Dr Lynne Pearce

Brochroy Cottage, Taynuilt

Agnes Inkster *

Westergarth, Taynuilt

Jean Robertson *

Kyle, Taynuilt

Letter date
th

5 August 2004
th

th

29 July, 8 August 2004
th

14 July 2004
st

21 July 2004
th

16 July 2004
th

16 July 2004
nd

2 July 2004
th

6 July 2004
th

5 July 2004
th

7 July 2004
th

11 July 2004
th

9 July 2004

Summary of points raised:
• The increase in traffic will have a consequent impact on road safety.
• Concern about the impact on the water supply and sewerage systems. A
pumped system would be unreliable.
• Concern that the development will harm privacy and amenity.
• Concern that trees will be lost.
• Concern that the character of the village will be harmed.
• The land is croft land and the development is contrary to Structure Plan
objectives and policies which aim to support the crofting way of life.
• The Scottish Crofting Foundation objects in the strongest possible terms to
the development of this viable croft ground.
• The development would be contrary to the Structure Plan in that it consumes
good quality agricultural land, it involves the loss of recreational and amenity
open space and has an adverse impact on biodiversity and the character of
the settlement.
• The development would adversely affect a scheduled monument and a
conservation area.
• There is an adequate supply of housing land elsewhere in the village.
• The development will adversely affect the North Argyll Scenic Area and the
general amenity of Aird’s Bay.
• The development will interfere with the drainage of the field and add more
storm water run-off. This would affect Brochroy Croft House at the lower end
of the site.
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•
•
•
•
•

The site could not be developed in a way which accords with the local
settlement pattern which is essentially linear and would be out of character.
The plans are incorrect.
The development would harm the tourism interest of the area.
The neighbour notification gave incorrect dates for representations to be
made.
Measures are needed to prevent light pollution.

Comment:
- Similar objections were considered in respect of previous applications and the
Area Committee and a Reporter decided in favour of development.
- The Area Roads Manager has raised no road safety objections.
- Safeguards exist in the form of conditions and consents from SEPA and
Scottish Water to ensure that the development can be serviced in a
satisfactory way and cannot be undertaken without satisfactory foul and
surface drainage.
- The status of the land as a croft is a separate matter in so far as the site is
allocated for housing in the local plan.
- The issues of landscape, the character of the village, biodiversity and
conservation were previously considered. A detailed design of good quality
will protect these interests.
- The supply of housing land was examined in detail in the Local Plan review
and the site was retained as an allocated site.
- The accuracy of the site plan has been addressed by the submission of a
revised plan. The informalities were minor and do not prejudice the
consideration of the application.
- The informalities in the dates given in the neighbour notification were minor
and have not prejudiced the consideration of the application. The application
was re-advertised.
- The light pollution issue can be addressed by an appropriate condition.
NOTE TO APPLICANT RELATIVE TO APPLICATION 04/01270/OUT
Scottish Water have advised as follows:
Contact should be made with Developer Services to discuss how the proposed
development would be best served with a public water supply.
There is a public sewerage system to which a connection may be made from the
proposed development. The applicant should satisfy him/herself, by site investigation if
necessary, that relative levels are such as will allow the development to be connected at
a gradient acceptable to Scottish Water.
Non-objection by Scottish Water to this outline/detailed planning application must not be
inferred as guaranteeing automatic permission to connect to the public sewer. The
applicant must take separate application to Developer Services for permission to
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connect to the public sewerage system at the appropriate time. Scottish Water may
refuse permission to connect, or grant permission to connect, subject to such conditions
as they see fit.
There is a pubic sewerage system to which connection may be made from the proposed
development. The applicant should satisfy him/herself, by site investigation if necessary,
that relative levels are such as will allow the development to be connected at a gradient
acceptable to Scottish Water.
A totally separate drainage system of foul and surface water sewers will be required.
A Technical Advisor is available for consultation purposes where specialist advice is
required on this matter. Where advice is sought, separate agreements may apply to this
service which will be charged at the rate indicated in Scottish Water Scheme of Charges
(West Area).
You are advised to contact them direct to discuss this matter
Contact:
Scottish Water
Developer Services
Prestwick Office
35 Glenburn Road
Prestwick
Ayrshire
KA9 2NS
Tel: 0845 601 8855
You are advised to contact The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA)
direct to discuss this matter.
SEPA
Redwood Crescent
Peel Park East Kilbride
You are advised to contact the Council’s Area Roads Manager direct to discuss this
matter:
Contact:
Area Roads Engineer
Transportation and Property Services
Argyll and Bute Council
Kilbowie House
Gallanach Road
Oban
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Local Member - Councillor A. Macaskill

PLANNING APPLICATION REPORT

Date of Validity - 19 July 2004

OBAN, LORN AND THE ISLES

Committee Date - 3 November 2004

th
rd

th

27 October 2004 Reference Number:
Applicants Name:
Application Type:
Application Description:
Location:

04/01270/OUT.
J. S. Offord.
Outline.
Housing Development.
Brochroy, Taynuilt.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 1
1.

An e-mail has been received from Mr D Proudman. He questions the Report as
follows:
-

The application form is misleading. The box denoting the intended removal of
trees and shrubs had not been ticked.
The plans show a fence where there is a hedge.

Comment: Both of the above points relate to the point of access where there is a
hedge. The form is incorrect but this is a minor error and has not in my view
prejudiced consideration of the application. There are no trees worthy of
preservation on the site and the conditions recommended would require the
submission of a landscaping scheme. The plans do show a fence but that is a plan
of the access as proposed not as existing. A condition is also recommended which
would give control over the location and form of fences.
-

Mr Proudman also says that he had lodged a representation in respect of the
Consultative Draft Local Plan

Comment: I have reconsulted the Statutory Plans Officer and would report as
follows:
2.

The Consultative Draft Argyll and Bute Local Plan
I have been advised by the Statutory Plans Officer as follows:
“I regret that my previous advice contains an error in that in fact two letters of
representation were received in relation to the proposed housing allocation H AL –
5/17. These letters were from a Mr Proudman and a Mr Kidd. The contents of
these representation can be summarised as follows:
(F ) OBJECTIONS
Planning consents have lapsed.
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This ground was reinstated as a croft in 1996.
The 1988 Planning Report states that development on this site would have a
detrimental visual impact as the site is within a Regional Scenic Area; is important
in landscape terms; can be prominently seen from Airds Bay and Loch Etive and
the B845.
The Structure Plan discourages housing development on whole crofts.
The site is in-bye agricultural land.
The site forms part of the setting for Bonawe Furnace Conservation Area.
The supply of sites in Taynuilt exceeds demand. This is demonstrated by the fact
that there are numerous (listed) sites which have planning permission for housing
development but have not yet been developed. This fact plus the PDA’s in the
Settlement Boundary will provide plenty of supply for the long term.
Request for modification.
This site should be rezoned as Countryside Around Settlement or Sensitive.
I apologise for this error, it was probable made due to the sheer volume of
objections which were still being analysed at the time my previous memo was
written.
Mr Proudman is correct in that the decision to allocate this site for housing in the
Argyll and Bute Local Plan could only be made once any objections have been
removed or a Public Inquiry held in relation to objections made.
Notwithstanding the error in my memo and the submission of objections to this
proposed allocation in the Argyll and Bute Consultative Draft Plan, as stated in my
previous memo, this site is included as an allocation for housing development (10
units) in the current Lorn Local Plan. It is my view that this Plan is still the adopted
Plan for Taynuilt and so is highly material in the assessment of any planning
application. As such Development Policy raise no objection to this proposal.”
3. The Weight to be given to the Plans.
The application is in accordance with the current adopted Lorn Local Plan in which
the site is allocated for 10 dwellings. In my report I gave emphasis to the
Consultative Draft Local Plan only in respect of the fact that no change was
proposed and in terms of the number of houses which should be presented in a
detailed application. The Consultative Draft recommends 7 houses as opposed to
the 10 in the Adopted Lorn Plan.
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In my opinion the current application must be determined in respect of the current
adopted plan. Little weight can be given to the Consultative Draft Plan in respect of
this site. I therefore recommend to the Committee that outline permission is
granted in accordance with current policies and that the final sentence of Condition
4, which restricts the development to seven houses, be disregarded and replaced
by a limit of 10 houses.
4. Recommendation
It is recommended that the application be approved subject to the attached
conditions and reasons subject to a site inspection with powers.
Angus J Gilmour
Head of Planning
CONDITIONS AND REASONS RELATIVE TO APPLICATION 04/01270/OUT
7. This permission is granted under the provisions of Article 4 of the Town and Country
Planning (General Development Procedure) (Scotland) Order 1992 on the basis of an
outline application for planning permission and that the further approval of Argyll and
Bute Council or of the Scottish Executive on appeal shall be required with respect to
the under mentioned reserved matters before any development is commenced:
(a) the siting, design and external appearance of the proposed development;
(b) the landscaping of the site of the proposed development;
(c) details of the access arrangements;
(d) details of the proposed water supply and drainage arrangements.
Reason: To comply with Section 59 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997.
8. In the case of the reserved matters specified in Condition 1 above, an application for
approval of the reserved matters in terms of Article 6 of the Town and Country
Planning (General Development Procedure) (Scotland) Order 1992 must be made to
Argyll and Bute Council no later than the expiration of 3 years beginning with the date
of this permission.
Reason: To comply with Section 59 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997.
9. That the development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than
the expiration of 5 years from the date of this permission or within the expiration of 2
years from the final approval of all reserved matters, whichever is the later.
Reason: To comply with Section 59 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997.
10. Any details pursuant to Condition 1 above shall be accompanied by a Design
Statement for the whole of the site in accordance with the recommendations of
Planning Advice Note 68 – Design Statements and Planning Advice Note 44 – Fitting
New Housing Development into the Landscape. The Design Statement shall show an
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analysis of the whole site, its landscape setting, the surrounding dwellings, the
adjacent conservation area and scheduled monuments and shall clearly indicated the
measures to be taken to protect the amenity and special qualities of these interests.
The design statement shall show the elevations of all of the dwellings to be
constructed on the site and provide a schedule of materials and components,
including external lighting, to be used throughout the development. The site shall be
restricted to a maximum of 10 dwelling houses.
Reason: To ensure that the detailed design achieves a high standard in accordance
with Government Guidance and good practice and in accordance with the provisions
of the Argyll and Bute Draft Local Plan in terms of the proposed density.
11. Any details pursuant to Condition 1 (b) above shall be accompanied by a survey of
trees on the application site and a detailed scheme for the provision of new tree
planting within the development. In addition the application shall be accompanied by
a detailed scheme for the maintenance and management of trees in and adjacent to
the development including provision for the replacement of trees which fail to become
established within 10 years of the completion of the development.
Reason: To ensure that the development is integrated into the landscape and that
important landscape features are maintained.
12. Any details pursuant to Condition 1(b) shall include a scheme of hard landscaping
work. Such details shall include:
•
•
•

Location and design, including materials of any walls, fences and gates;
Surface treatment of means of access and hard standing areas;
Location and design of a play area and common open space in accordance
with the Argyll and Bute Structure Plan Policy STRAT HO 1 E.

Reason: In the interests of amenity and in order to help integrate the proposal into its
landscape setting.
8. Any details pursuant to Condition 1(c) above shall include a number of allocated and
unallocated car parking spaces within the site at a level commensurate with the
number and sizes of dwelling house proposed, in accordance the Council’s Roads
Guidelines.
Reason: To enable vehicles to parked clear of the access road in the interests of
road safety by maintaining unimpeded vehicular access over that road.
9. The access serving the site shall be a “road” over which the public has a right of
access in terms of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 constructed in consultation with
the Area Roads Manager.
Reason: In order to ensure that provision is made for a service road commensurate
with the scale of the development.
10. The access to the site shall be constructed in accordance with the Roads Amenity
Services drawing NA/32/05/2a with visibility splays of 2.4m x 60m which shall be
kept clear of visual obstructions more than 1.05m high.
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Reason: In the interests of road safety
11. Prior to the commencement of the development a detailed scheme of surface water,
and foul drainage, including a SUDS system, shall be submitted for the written
approval of the Planning Authority and the Scottish Environmental Protection
Agency. The development shall not be occupied until the approved drainage
scheme is completed.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not give rise to pollution.

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Local Member - Councillor A. Macaskill

PLANNING APPLICATION REPORT

Date of Validity - 19 July 2004

OBAN, LORN AND THE ISLES

Committee Date - 3 November 2004

th
rd

th

9
November
2004
Number:
Applicants Name:
Application Type:
Application Description:
Location:

Reference 04/01270/OUT.
J. S. Offord.
Outline.
Housing Development.
Brochroy, Taynuilt.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 2
th

1. A letter, dated 4 November, has been received from the Crofters Commission.
2. The Commission expresses reservations as follows:
The Commission can confirm that they have reservations about this area of land being
granted planning permission before discussing the use of this area and that of other
croftland being designated for possible development, in the revised Local Plan. These
discussions would include looking at the possibility of alternative sites being identified
so that in-bye croftland can be safeguarded, but stress that we are not out to designate
all croftland as a “no go area” for housing development. We are keenly aware of the
difficulty to find suitable land for housing throughout the crofting area that owners are
prepared to release for development. We are working with other agencies to alleviate
this problem.
3. The Commission notes however that,
The site is identified for development in the existing Local Plan and the draft revision of
the Local Plan retains this area for housing development. The Crofters Commission as
a statutory consultee agreed to the area being released for housing in the existing Plan.
With regard to the revision of the Local Plan, still in process, the Commission did not
object to the area being re-designated for development.
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4. Conclusion.
Whilst the Commission has reservations they have indicated that they raised no
objections to both the existing and emerging allocations. As previously advised, the
application should be determined in accordance with the adopted development plan
which allocates the site for housing.
5. Recommendation.
It is recommended that the application be approved subject to the conditions and
reasons previously reported.
Angus J Gilmour
Head of Planning
SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH RENEWABLES
I am writing following my appearance before the committee on the 8 May 2006
during its session in Oban.
Firstly, many thanks for the opportunity to appear in front of the Committee and provide
the perspective on renewable energy issues. While obviously renewable energy is only
one small part of the discussion on the Bill, we nonetheless feel that it is an important
issue, because the ability to develop renewable energy schemes could be of great
benefit to crofting areas.
Following on from our submission I wanted to emphasise some of the key points that
arose in Oban.
1.
At present few commercial developments are being proposed on land in crofting
tenure. This is not acceptable, given the level of opportunity and the support that
income from renewable generation could bring in helping crofting communities thrive.
2.
Making energy generation a reasonable purpose is one we strongly support.
Given that crofting communities are often located in areas of significant resource, and
that for most types of renewable generation other activities can also continue
unchanged (most obvious is the to farm land on which wind turbines are located), it
seems sensible to encourage renewable development on crofting land.
3.
Some panellists appearing before the Committee questioned the scale and type
of renewable schemes suitable for crofting communities. There are areas where larger
scale schemes are appropriate and ones where only small schemes can be deployed.
Crofting communities, in partnership with developers, should be free to decide what
types of scheme are in their interest. It would seem perverse to say that only smaller
schemes should be developed in crofting areas, given that benefits would therefore be
smaller.
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4.
Our major concern is that as currently drafted the Bill will discourage private
developers from proposing schemes in areas where there are crofting interests.
Developing in crofting areas brings an opportunity to widen the benefits of renewables
further.
5.
Similarly if a Community Crofting Body sought to buy out a tenant’s interest, the
developer has no objection in principle. The concern relates to this change in
ownership, and how third-party business rights are handled as a part of the handover of
ownership.
6.
It is worth noting that a number of buy-out schemes are now being proposed
because of registered interest in wind farms. Renewable developments can therefore tip
the balance between making a buy-out financially viable. This shows the potential high
value of such schemes but also the importance of the regulatory framework balancing
the interests of crofters, landowners and potential project developer partners. At the
current time developers interests are not protected by the Bill.
7.
We note the Scottish Executive is seeking to get a Land Court judgement on the
issue of interposed leases. We note that your Committee has heard discussion on this
already. All we wish to add here is to note that the issue is not a simple one. Currently
landowners may be tempted to use interposed leases as the Bill does not effectively
deal properly with how more intangible assets (for example, pre-planning work on a
renewable proposal) might be valued in any community buy-out. We would support
those looking for an alternative to interposed leases.
8.
While we do not see the current proposed system as workable, this can be
simply resolved through use of alternative existing relevant legislation. In the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 are measures available to allow the Scottish Executive to
deal with “avoidance” issues, while not frustrating the legitimate business activities of
those interested in working in areas where there is crofting tenure.
9.
Resolving this issue will be important not only for the renewable developers, but
more importantly the crofting areas themselves. We would like to see a regulatory
framework put in place that encourages the renewables sector to work as partners in
development of renewable schemes, and not one that drives them away from crofting
areas, so that these communities miss out on the opportunities available.
I trust that you find this additional information of use, and I wish you luck in
concluding your deliberations.
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SUBMISSION FROM THE HIGHLAND COUNCIL
1. The Highland Council recognises the crucial role that up-to-date legislation can
play in maintaining an active crofting sector and welcomes the opportunity to
provide evidence to the Environment and Rural Development Committee.
2. The Council believes that crofting, as a system of regulated land tenure, has
served to retain population in remote rural areas and has maintained economic
activity at times when other economic opportunities were scarce. However, the
pressures on crofting have changed and The Council’s opinion is that the
regulation of crofting must change also, to remain valid for today’s situation.
3. The Council has considered its vision for the future of crofting and
comments/evidence on the Bill should be seen in the context of the following:
x

The Council values crofting and its role in protecting local population,
culture, landscape and environment.

x

The Council wishes to see the maintenance of flourishing crofting
communities.

x

The Council wants to see crofting remain as a regulated system of land
tenure.

x

The Council believes that crofts should retain a land-based purpose.

x

The Council would welcome greater effective and efficient use of croft land
and of the “public benefit” derived from crofting.

x

The Council supports the retention of a Crofters Commission with
adequate powers and resources and with the will to use these proactively
to protect the crofting system and the crofting way of life.

x

The Council would like to see new land brought into crofting use,
abandoned crofts returned to active use and crofts made available to new
entrants at locally affordable prices.

x

The Council believes that crofting communities have the potential to
contribute to the provision of affordable housing but would wish to see
locally important, good quality land protected from housing development if
alternative sites are available.

4. It is self-evident that a system of regulated tenure requires to be firmly and
consistently regulated. The Council shares the views, expressed at earlier
meetings of this Committee, that The Crofters Commission must take a more
pro-active stance in regard to regulation and particularly to enforcement. It is
important that regulation is targeted at those who are abusing the system and
does not create additional burdens to active crofters who are doing their best
under difficult circumstances. Allied to these points, it is crucial that The Crofters
Commission is respected within the crofting community. The Council suggests
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that gaining this respect will not now be easy but is linked to The Commission
adopting a pro-active role to regulation and to the incorporation of experience
and knowledge (of crofting) within the board of the Commission. The Council
suggests that an elected Board will help establish respect among the crofting
community and so support effective regulation.
5. The free-market in croft assignations and the individual crofter’s right-to-buy has
created a degree of debate, not least within The Highland Council. While it may
not be possible to restrict croft values directly, The Council believes that stronger
application of existing regulatory powers must be used to temper market forces
and to help ensure that more crofts are made available, that more crofts can be
put to active use and that suitable tenants be given preference when crofts are
assigned. The Council can cite two examples of failure on the part of the Crofters
Commission:
x

It is only in the last two years that the Crofters Commission has taken
some action against absentees, despite having the powers to do so and
the number of absentees increasing steadily;

x

No map based register of crofts and croft land is currently available. This
clearly impacts on the ability of The Crofters Commission to regulate
effectively. Historical data has become lost and new not collected with the
passage of time. IACS form (where claims are made) provide an
opportunity to develop map based data on crofting in support of regulation.
The Crofters Commission has failed to take up this opportunity and so
limits its ability to regulate effectively.

6. While The Crofting Reform etc. Bill strengthens The Commission’s powers, it is
by no means clear how The Executive would ensure that The Commission would
make full use of the regulatory tools available to it. Further, The Council believes
that the Crofters Commission should be given more power to deal with neglect
and would be happy to discuss aspects of this with the Committee.
7. The Council remains concerned about the vague nature of “purposeful use”. As
currently defined, “active neglect” might be a legitimate purposeful use. In
addition, if purposeful use is poorly defined, it follows that it will be difficult to
determine whether a prospective croft entrant has the appropriate “knowledge,
skills and experience” to take on a tenancy.
8. The Council welcomes the concept of “Proper Occupier”. This is perhaps a key
development that could resolve some of the issues highlighted above and result
in workable legislation which safeguards the future of crofting. Proper occupier
status should be applied to tenants and owner-occupiers alike. It should be
something that every crofter, croft-entrant and purchaser must attain and should
depend on demonstration of meaningful crofting activity –“use it or lose it!”.
Where this activity involves some form of environmental management, it should
be a requirement that this is under an approved environmental scheme (perhaps
under the LMC Menu Scheme) and require inclusion on an IACS form. At the
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outset, all existing crofters should be deemed to have proper occupier status.
New applicants should be required to attain proper occupier status via a process
that includes the preparation and approval of a simple business plan which
demonstrates their commitment to crofting and plans crofting activity. The special
conditions for intervention placed on applications for proper occupier status and
the conditions under which that status can be withdrawn, should be clearly stated
and rigorously applied by The Crofters Commission. Where an owner-occupier
has his proper occupier status withdrawn, he would be deemed to be landlord of
a vacant croft and could have a tenant imposed by The Commission. The
Council would be happy to discuss aspects of this further with the Committee.
9. The Council supports measures to establish new crofts within and outwith
recognised crofting areas. However, The Council considers that the creation of
new crofts (other than by sub-division) will be difficult and depends on the cooperation of bodies such as the Forestry Commission, local authorities and SNH
in addition to landlords. It is vital that a positive approach to the creation of new
crofts is incorporated into the strategies of organisations like the Forestry
Commission if real progress is to be made. To this end The Council welcomes
the example set in the concept of forest crofts. As a further encouragement to the
establishment of new crofts, the Council considers that a “new” crofters right to
buy should be reviewable or become automatic after a number of years operating
the croft. The Council suggests that 10 years is an appropriate time after which
the right to buy becomes automatic. The Council supports the Crofting
Community Right to Buy and considers that it should apply to new crofting
townships and should include the purchase of contiguous land.
10. The Council shares with The Executive the desire that new housing in crofting
communities should be developed in ways that meet the housing needs of the
community while preserving the integrity of crofting livelihoods. The Council is
pleased to be working with Commission staff in development of Local Plans and
the identification of suitable house sites which do not compromise locally
important croft land. The Planning etc Scotland Bill (Sec 18 (6)) states that it is
the duty of a key agency to co-operate with the planning authority in the
preparation of the authority’s proposed local development plan. The Council
considers that the Crofters Commission should be designated a key agency
(statutory consultee) within crofting areas and that Ministers should bring forward
secondary legislation enabling this. The Council is in dialogue with the Crofters
Commission on improving the Commission’s approach to the planning process
and on co-operation at policy level. For the Council’s interest, it considers the
planning system can contribute by establishing Structure Plan and Local Plan
policies that protect arable land and croft land in the hinterland areas.
SUBMISSION FROM HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS ENTERPRISE NETWORK
1. Summary
Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) as the Government’s agency responsible for
economic and community development across the northern half of Scotland has a
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significant interest in the ongoing development of crofting and the objectives and detail
of the Crofting Reform Bill. HIE believes that crofting plays an important role in the
economic, social, environmental and cultural health of the Highlands and Islands and
that ongoing legislative and regulatory revision is vital to maintain the health of crofting.
As such HIE welcomes the Crofting Reform Bill and the introduction of a revised
legislative and regulatory framework.
HIE welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence to the Environment and Rural
Development Committee, and would make the following key points:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

HIE welcomes the introduction of the Crofting Reform Bill and feels that there is
much to applaud and support within the Bill.
HIE would recommend that an overall vision for the future of crofting is
developed by the Executive, the Crofters Commission, other involved agencies
and crofters.
Crofting can play a greater role in helping maintain and increase the population
of our rural areas through encouraging and enabling more young and
economically active people to live and work in our rural communities.
The provisions in the Bill relating to the creation of new crofts are particularly
important and have the potential to be a significant tool in the sustainable
development and regeneration of rural communities in the HIE area.
There is potential that the expanded developmental role of the Crofters
Commission could cause confusion amongst crofters and others and lead to a
cluttered funding landscape. HIE would therefore recommend that the work of the
Commission focus on the regulatory aspects of crofting and dispersal of
agricultural related grants and that partnership working between the Crofters
Commission and HIE be better defined to help achieve our common goals.
HIE would recommend that the Crofters Commission be obliged to utilise their
existing and proposed powers to better regulate crofting. This process should be
supported through setting the Crofters Commission targets in key areas of
operation, such as percentage of absentee crofters and number of new crofts
created. Crofting as a land tenure system is uniquely placed to be able to
safeguard and develop the economic, environmental and social health of our
rural communities. HIE would recommend that more robust measures be
adopted in the Bill and by the Crofters Commission to protect the interests of the
crofting community as a whole as well as the wider public interest.
The Bill gives communities under Part 3 of the Land Reform Act the ability to buy
out interposed and other leases on crofting estates. Whilst this is to be
applauded, it does not resolve the underlying issue of whether these leases are
valid in the first place. The Minister has in the past made a public commitment
that the Executive will test the validity of such a lease in the Land Court and HIE
would urge that this be done as soon as possible.

2. HIE Response to the Consultation
HIE’s strategic priorities for the economic and social development of the HIE area are
set out in A Smart Successful Highlands and Islands. One of the aspirations within the
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document is for the region’s population to grow by 15% to half a million by 2025. This
will partially be achieved through growing our urban centres. However, crucially it also
means an increased rural population in our smallest communities where their viability
will rely on attracting more residents to create demand for, and sustain, local service
provision. HIE believes crofting has an important role in helping achieve this aspiration
through encouraging and enabling young and economically active people to live in our
rural areas, thus meeting the future needs of our rural communities and supporting a
dynamic and sustainable Highland and Islands.
The Environment and Rural Development Committee has requested views on the
general principles of the Crofting Reform Bill. HIE would make the following comments
on the key issues set out in the Committee’s Call for Evidence:
a.

b.

The proposed change of status of the Crofters Commission to a nondepartmental public body.
The Bill proposes a new constitution and general duties of the Crofters
Commission to be compatible with furthering sustainable development of crofting
and crofting communities.
• There is potential that the expanded developmental role of the Crofters
Commission could cause confusion amongst crofters and others and lead to a
cluttered funding landscape. In particular there may be cross-over between
HIE’s activities and the wider developmental function of the Commission.
• HIE would therefore recommend the Crofters Commission focus on the
regulatory aspects of crofting and dispersal of agricultural related grants and
that partnership working between the Crofters Commission and HIE be better
defined to help achieve common goals.
• The Bill gives new powers and duties to the Crofters Commission and HIE
would urge that the Commission be obliged to carry out these duties.
• The proposals in the Bill for the different application of regulatory policies in
different local areas in order to better reflect local needs and priorities are
welcomed.
Provisions for creating new crofts, including extending crofting tenure
outside the historic ‘crofting counties’.
Creation of crofts
• The proposals to allow the creation of new crofts is seen as extremely
positive and as a significant rural development tool throughout the HIE area.
• Under the proposals in the Bill it will be possible for a crofter to enter into
agreement with a landlord to opt out of his/her statutory right to purchase or
assign croft land, and for this to be binding on successive crofters. This is
vital in order to encourage landowners to release land for new crofts.
• For this measure to be effective there needs to be widespread governmental
and agency commitment towards effective utilisation of the proposed power,
including an Executive stated annual target for new crofts created. This would
be aided by a commitment by the Executive to release its own land for new
croft creation, such as on Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) land.
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•

•

HIE’s experience with community and other landlords indicates that there are
considerable complexities in the creation of crofts and HIE would therefore
urge that the detail of the Bill and the processes required be simplified as
much as possible.
Given the high level of demand for crofts it is unlikely that this measure on its
own will be able to meet demand. HIE would therefore suggest that the
Crofters Commission take effective action to address the issues and
problems surrounding the sale and assignation of existing crofts,
absenteeism and multi-croft occupation.

Extension of the crofting legislation outside of existing crofting counties
• This proposal is of great potential benefit and could include areas within the
HIE area of operation currently not defined as within the crofting counties
(e.g. Arran).
• For simplicity and ease of operation, HIE would suggest that the area of
operation of the Crofters Commission should be expanded to make it at least
co-terminus with the HIE area of operation.
c.

Provisions specifying what crofts should be used for, and dealing with
neglect etc.
The proposed provisions for a “proper occupier” are not included in the Bill and
will be introduced as a Stage 2 amendment. HIE looks forward to being able to
comment on the provisions when they are available.

d.

e.

The role and powers of the Commission in overseeing how croft land is
used.
•

HIE recommends that the Crofters Commission be obliged to use their
existing and proposed powers to enforce crofting regulations. This process
should be supported through setting targets in key areas of operation, such as
percentage of absentee crofters and number of new crofts created.

•

HIE welcomes the proposals to allow the Crofters Commission to challenge
neglect of crofts with consent of the landlord.

The way in which the views of crofting communities are represented,
through grazing committees, area-based policies, etc.

The proposals in Section 32 for more powers for the Crofters Commission to enforce
common grazings regulations are a positive step forward. This may be supported by the
adoption of local polices better able to reflect local circumstances
f.
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Changes to the regulation of the market in crofts, including measures on
assigning, dividing and sub-letting.

Sale of Croft Tenancies
• HIE feels that an unregulated and unchecked ability of crofters to assign
tenancies, and to decroft croft land is a threat to the future of some crofting
communities.
• HIE is concerned that there is little strategic planning behind the current adhoc sale of croft tenancies / croft land for housing development, that this is
not necessarily meeting the housing needs of local communities, and that the
Bill does not provide adequate means to prevent this speculation in croft land
and tenancies. HIE would recommend that there should be improved and
increased use of the regulatory powers of the Crofters Commission
surrounding the sale or assignation of croft tenancies.
Releasing Croft Land for Housing
• Given the high demand for housing and house plots in the HIE area it is
important that suitable croft land is released for housing development to meet
this demand.
• HIE would recommend that the Bill should look to secure the long term
sustainability of rural communities through a framework to encourage and
enable young and economically active people to enter into crofting. Potential
solutions to facilitate this and to help the release of croft land to meet local
housing needs include:
 Encouragement for local crofting communities to address local
housing needs by the strategic release of croft land – particularly
from common grazings.
 A commitment and obligation for the Crofters Commission to
greater utilise their existing and proposed regulatory powers.
 The Crofters Commission to become a statutory consultee during
the planning permission process so as to ensure that croft land is
not lost to housing developers without consideration of the needs of
the local crofting community.
 Potential for provisions for decrofting applications to come before
planning applications.
 Insertion of provisions in the Bill to temporarily suspend crofter’s
rights to assign or purchase crofts for an initial period of up to 10
years.
 Rigorous enforcement of regulations by the Crofters Commission to
limit the number of absentee crofters.
 Restrictions on the number of separate crofts that an individual
crofter can lease.
 Adoption in Local Plan zoning for a greater area of non-croft land
for housing development.
g.

Proposals to allow the development of croft land for non-crofting uses.

HIE welcomes the proposals in the Bill to help enable wind farm developments on croft
land subject to further consideration of the issues set out in Point 3 below.
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h.

Changes to the crofting community right to buy (under the Land Reform
Act) to allow any leases over the land also to be bought.

See Point 3a below.
3. Amendments to the Land Reform Act
Assurances have been given by the Executive that deficiencies in the Land Reform Bill
will be rectified in the Crofting Reform Bill. On this basis, HIE would urge the following
amendments be made to the Bill:
a. Leases over Croft Land
Under Section 35 of the Bill, it is proposed that crofting community bodies under Part 3
of the Land Reform Act will be able to buy out interposed and other leases on crofting
estates. Whilst this clarification is welcomed, it does not resolve the underlying issue of
whether these leases are valid in the first place. The Minister has in the past made a
public commitment that the Executive will test the validity of such a lease on the Pairc
Estate in Lewis in the Land Court. HIE would urge that this be done as soon as
possible. HIE would also suggest that this issue could be further resolved by a provision
in the Bill explicitly stating that such leases are null and void.
b. Crofting Landlord
In the context of interposed leases, who the crofting landlord is is not clear. The crofting
landlord owes certain obligations to the crofter, but the mid-landlord under any
interposed lease may not be able to fulfil some of these as it does not own the land.
c. Community right to buy
HIE would suggest that the Bill should specifically and explicitly allow “crofting
community bodies” as constituted and defined under Part 3 of the Land Reform Act to
be able to register an interest in land under the Community Right to Buy provisions of
Part 2 of the Act. In order to further align Executive policy and practice, HIE would also
urge that crofting community bodies should be considered to be eligible bodies under
the Forestry Commission Scotland’s National Forest Land Scheme.
d. Mapping
Under Part 3 of the Act, Section 73 requires crofting community bodies to definitively
map the location and boundaries of croft land or sporting interests. Given that quite
often this has never been done (even on the sale of the land in the past), that the
information is not held by landlords, crofters or the Crofters Commission, and given the
complexity of croft holdings, this requirement is prohibitively stringent and is effectively
preventing crofting communities exercising their rights under the Act. HIE would
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therefore propose that crofting community bodies should be required to carry out
mapping under Section 73 (5) (a) to the same level of “reasonable diligent enquiry” as
set out in Section 73 (5) (b).
e. Voters Roll
Both Parts 2 and 3 of the Act require community bodies and crofting community bodies
to define their eligible membership with reference to the Voters Roll. However, whilst
these bodies can look at the full Voters Roll, they are not entitled to copies of it (only the
edited Roll) and therefore have to cross-check against the available edited Roll and
manually copy names and addresses. This is time consuming and an unnecessary
inconvenience. HIE would therefore suggest that this is rectified in the Bill by allowing
community bodies and crofting community bodies copies of the full Voters Roll.
SUBMISSION FROM ASSYNT CROFTERS TRUST
Thank you for your letter of invitation to submit evidence to the Environment and Rural
Development Committee. At the meeting of the Trust’s Board when this matter was
taken up, it was initially agreed that written evidence alone would be submitted on our
behalf.. Regrettably, I think that it would be fair to say that the Board originally came to
the conclusion that the consultative process being carried out in this connection is at
risk of being seen as yet another exercise in public relations rather than being a genuine
attempt to obtain the views of those who live and work in crofting communities. That
certainly was the impression gained as a result of the apparent lack of real attention
being given to the evidence submitted on behalf of our communities while the Land
Reform legislation was being drafted. However, it has been decided to take up your
invitation to send a representative to the meeting at Cowan House on 15 May.
1. Introduction.
1.1 The Board has some difficulty in understanding what concerns are actually driving
the proposed legislation forward. It seems to us that the Crofter’s Commission
already has adequate regulatory and development powers at their disposal to
address the five main objectives that are set out in paragraph 1.2 of the introduction
to the draft Bill.
1.2 The Board is concerned that the underlying thrust of the proposed changes is an
attempt to free up the market in croft land so as to encourage the introduction of socalled ‘new blood’ to our crofting communities.
1.3 The Board is keen to underline the fact that the key ingredient to the survival of our
crofting communities and our unique culture is retention of our indigenous young
people. Access to croft tenancies is one of the principal rooting agents that will
ensure that our young people are encouraged to remain in the places of their birth.
1.4 The Board asserts their firm belief that we already have sufficient evidence in this
community to show that a) the loosening of assignation conditions on inby croft land
in recent years on the false premise of encouraging new blood has resulted in a
process of asset stripping by in-comers who are intent on selling house sites for
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maximum short term gain and b) this process has resulted in our indigenous young
people abandoning crofting as a way of life and moving to the nearest large village
or town in order to obtain suitable housing.
1.5 The Board therefore assert that what is required is more effective regulation within
the framework currently at the disposal of the Crofters’ Commission.
1.6 Members of the Board are firmly of the view that a return to the concept of area
representation on the part of Commissioners would be an effective means of
reconnecting the Crofters’ Commission with our crofting communities. They also
believe that greater representation on the Commission by genuine experienced
crofters in preference to career academics and environmentalists would inspire a
greater sense of confidence in future policy on the part of our communities. In
contrast, the Board believes that the Commission’s staff manifest a much greater
sense of understanding and rapport with practical crofters.
2. Responses to issues for consideration.
2.1 Croft Boundaries. We agree that in the absence of clear documentary evidence to
the contrary a de facto boundary that has been accepted for a period of 20 years
can be accorded legal status.
2.2 Deemed Crofts. We find it difficult to conceive of a situation where there can be
tenanted rights in land regarded as Common Pasture in the absence of shares in
inby. Accordingly we are unable to make informed comment.
2.3 Energy and other Commercial Developments on Common Grazings and other Croft
land. We believe that the presumption should always be in favour of the individual
crofter in respect of a commercial development on inby land and where common
grazings are involved that it should be appropriate for 75% of shareholders to agree
to any proposed commercial development. Furthermore, where developments are
contemplated on common land, unless there are sound reasons to the contrary
approved by the Land Court, capitalisation of compensation should not be permitted.
Compensation to current and future shareholders on the basis of annual installments
should be the standard practice.
2.4 Resumption of croft land for the generation of energy. We believe that resumption of
land by landlords for projects that are in the public interest (i.e. public services such
as water supplies etc.) should alone be regarded as reasonable purposes.
Generation of energy appears to fall into the category of commercial development
and therefore, in keeping with 2.3 above, such applications should only be approved
where there is a minimum of 75% support from eligible shareholders in common
grazings.
2.5 Share in Development Value. We believe that entitlement to compensation or in a
share of enhanced development value should exclusively be available in
installments and should attach to the shares in common grazings rather than to the
individual. In contrast, where the development is proposed on inby land, the
compensation mechanism should be at the discretion of the croft holder.
2.6 Return of Apportionment. We believe that it should be competent for a croft holder
to apply for return of apportioned land to the common grazings from whence it was
removed. On a croft becoming vacant having an existing apportioned area of
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common, it should be competent for the grazings committee to apply to have area
restored prior to nomination of a new tenant by the landlord.
2.7 Croft Status. Where land has been registered and treated as croft land for 20 years
or more, its status as such should be indisputable.
2.8 Crofting Tenancy. We firmly believe that the tenancy of a croft should only be
capable of being registered in the name of an individual.
2.9 Rules of Good Husbandry. We believe that there may be a case for some form of
rules of good husbandry to be adopted in crofting situations but these would need to
be developed on the basis of further consultation with crofting interests, e.g. the S C
F. The application of any such rules ought not to be possible in the absence of input
from local grazings committees in any specific case.
2.10 Common Grazings. We are adamantly of the view that powers of grazings clerks
ought not to be extended in the absence of a minimum of 75% agreement amongst
shareholders. The proposed empowerment of grazings clerks is bound to lead in
some cases to controversy in communities.
2.11 Grazings Regulations. The current arrangement where previously agreed
regulations must be observed by all shareholders, ultimately subject to enforcement
by civil statute, should remain in place.
2.12 Grazings Shares. The Board does not believe that there are any circumstances
in which it would be appropriate for a grazings committee to be tenant of a croft.
2.13 Access across Crofts. If mutual consent cannot be achieved in the kind of
circumstances envisaged, a legislative change to enable the Land Court to direct a
landlord may be the sole solution.
2.14 Land Reform Avoidance Measures. The Board has no knowledge in practice of
any such devices.
3. Part 1. The Crofters’ Commission.
3.1 With the exception of specific points referred to hereafter, the Board in general has
no adverse comment to make concerning the proposals in this section of the
Consultative Document.
3.2 The Board has considerable unease over the proposed local policy arrangements for
regulation of crofting. The Board considers that such a policy will inevitably lead to
conflict in crofting communities.
3.2 With reference to the qualifications of members appointed to the Commission the
Board consider that the provisions of Schedule 1, 5(a) are inadequate and should be
replaced by the words persons with knowledge and practical experience of
crofting.
3.3 The provisions of Schedule 1, 15(1) appear to be inadequate. It should be eminently
possible, in terms of the commitment to devolving administrative posts, to have a
much larger number of Crofters’ Commission posts located in the crofting counties.
4. Part 2 Crofts.
4.1 Purposeful Use. The Board is extremely uneasy about the introduction of this
concept and believes that there must be a strong presumption in favour of
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agricultural use of crofting land. Environmentally sensitive crofting based agriculture
has sustained the ethos of our communities for generations and every effort must be
made to continue this.
4.2 Subletting. The historical background to the creation of crofts, particularly in the
marginal coastal areas of the West Highlands, has been largely ignored in the drive
to remove absentee crofters. There are many successors of former generations
who created these crofts who are absentees by force of economic necessity rather
than choice. In those instances where the absentee tenant crofter satisfies the
provisions of paragraph 36 (members of family), or such a person is bequeathed
the tenancy of a croft or is an owner occupier, then the Board believes that the
provisions of the short-term croft tenancies should apply to such persons.
4.3 Decrofting. The Board most strongly urges the Committee to ensure that the
proposed legislation provides for a presumption in favour of maintaining inby land in
agricultural use. There must be exceptionally good cause shown before the
Commission can agree to such land being designated for any so-called Purposeful
Use other than agriculture, notwithstanding the granting of Planning Consent by the
Local Authority. In particular, the acquisition of crofts by in-comers able to offer
large sums of money to the disadvantage of the local crofting community, and
thereafter the sale of multiple house sites must be discouraged. We have
experienced a number of such transactions in Assynt.
4.4 Assignation. Closely associated with the heading above is the growing tendency for
assignation of croft tenancies at inflated market prices to individuals with no latent
knowledge or practical experience of crofting. Exposure of crofting to market forces
in this way will spell the death knell of our communities.
On behalf of the Board of Assynt Crofters’ Trust I welcome the opportunity of submitting
our opinions to you. We sincerely hope that there will be rather more attention paid to
the views of our crofting communities in this most crucial of issues than apparently was
true of the parallel process when the draft Land Reform Bill was being considered.
SUBMISSION FROM ALISTAIR MACIVER
Thoughts on the Bill
1. I have commented on this bill on many occasions and the more I see and read the
more convinced I become that it is a hopeless hotchpotch of bits and pieces,
attempting to address a number of relatively simple issues
2.
a) What has the Bill been designed to do and the fundamental question one must
ask is, is the Bill designed to protect and enhance Crofting or to protect and
enhance the opportunities for individual Crofters
b) What are the difficulties with the present legislation? which problems are arising
other than those which are brought about by the abject failure of the Crofters
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Commission to apply the sanctions currently available to it in respect of owner
occupiers and unused, neglected or not lived on crofts. Would not a simple
amendment to the 1993 Crofting Act relating to the crofters right to buy to make it
clear that the Crofters Commission would be monitoring the situation and that
absenteeism, neglect or misuse of the croft, once bought, would result in the
owner being required to bring forward proposals to obtain a tenant for the croft.
c) Reference has been made on a number of occasions to the use or non use of the
legislation requiring the landlord of a vacant croft to take a tenant for the croft and
I quote “The answer, which was energetically advocated by the Crofters
Commission at the time, was that all that the tenant was buying was the
landlords rights over the croft. Therefore, in legal hypothesis, the landlord of the
croft – the so-called owner occupier-could be required to submit to the regulation
of the Commission in order to ensure that the croft was tenanted and other
criteria were met. In a telling phrase, Shane Rankin said that, shortly after the
1976 act was passed, the commission decided that it was against the spirit of the
legislation to treat the crofter as landlord and abrogated precisely the legal fiction
that was the basis for its defence of the 1976 act. I suggest that the evidence that
the committee is being given today about proper occupiers is just another
rewriting of a legal fiction. If the commission had stuck with its defence of
1976 act the term proper occupier would not be needed”
(Brian Wilson in evidence to the ERDC)
d) “After 50 years of administering 17,000 crofts, one would expect the identification
of these of those crofts to be quite clear yet it is not”
(Derek Flyn in evidence to ERDC.)
“However the Crofters Commission has also successfully required the owner of a
croft, in such circumstances, to re-let the croft to a croft tenant”
(From the Proper Occupier Explanatory Paper
Finally a couple of questions.
i)

Is it possible to find out exactly how many instances in which the owneroccupier has been required to submit a proposal to re-let since the right to
buy was introduced in 1976?

ii)

In the new Crofters Commission who will provide the direction and make
the decisions?
SUBMISSION FROM CROFTERS COMMISSION

Summary
1. The Crofters Commission is a Non-Departmental Public Body (NDPB) of the
Scottish Executive Environment and Rural Affairs Department that regulates and
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develops crofting, advises Ministers on crofting issues and promotes the interests
of crofters. Its authority and powers are set out in the Crofters (Scotland) Act
1993.
2. The Commission welcomes the general thrust of the Bill and the opportunities it
brings. The Bill proposes that the Commission have the same constitutional
arrangements for other NDPBs and it will be directly accountable for its own
budget and staff. The Commission will also, subject to Scottish Ministers
approval, be able to establish its own grants schemes. This is seen as extremely
positive and brings the range of crofting regulation and grant schemes together
and allows the Commission to align the support mechanisms and regulatory
authority together to maximise effective delivery and make a difference to crofting
on the ground.
3. In particular the Commission welcomes specific aspects of the Bill – the
opportunity to create new crofts, improvements to the Commission’s regulatory
powers, the ability to create local policies and the concept of the proper occupier.
Our view on these specific issues and others is set out below.
Key issues
4. New crofts – The Commission welcome the ability to create new crofts. This is
a visionary and fundamental aspect of ensuring that crofting communities are
sustainable. The creation of new crofts in rural areas will allow the younger
generation of existing crofting families to remain in their communities and bring
up their families there. It also provides opportunities for others to enter the
crofting system. These new crofts will contribute to meeting the current high
demand for crofts that exists with all new occupiers ensuring continuance of local
services vital to all those who live in remote areas.
5. Crofts could be created within the crofting counties by bringing non-croft land into
the crofting system. The Commission see a role for the local planning authorities
to identify substantial blocks of land that could be used to create crofts. Land
identified could comprise public land and that owned by “not for profit” landlords.
There is a need for the Commission to work closely with other public sector
agencies such as Local Authorities, Communities Scotland, Highlands & Islands
Enterprise and the Forestry Commission. Appropriate resources will need to be
available to the Crofters Commission and these other agencies if there is to be
progress on this front.
6. The ability to create new crofts outwith the existing crofting area subject to
certain qualifying criteria and approvals is also welcomed.
7. The Commission appreciate the merits in allowing crofting tenants to opt out of
their right to buy their croft or assign it. It views this as essential if landlords are
to respond positively to the suggestion of new crofts being created on their land.
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8. Regulatory functions – The Commission is acutely aware of the need for
effective and strong regulation. It carries out this task diligently at the moment
and will continue to do so. During the year 2005-06 it completed some 1700
applications and notifications. Some of this led directly to the resolution of 165
absentee cases and seeking reletting proposals from some dozen absent
owners. The Commission notes that the delegation to local crofting communities
of crofting regulation is not to proceed. The Commission piloted an exercise to
work with communities in Barvas & Brue on Lewis, Sleat on Skye and Farr in
North West Sutherland in 2000. The outcome of that exercise was that there
was no appetite by crofters to take regulatory decisions in their own areas. The
Commission does however recognise the need for crofting communities to be
actively involved and to input to the application of crofting regulation in their area.
It views as positive the requirement placed on applicants to discuss their crofting
proposals with local stakeholders at an early stage but leaving the decision
making authority with the Commission.
The Commission suggest that
consideration be given to an independent endorsement of an application in
addition to the comprehensive public notification proposed.
9. The Commission welcomes and supports the simplification of some regulatory
functions such as those relating to the reorganisation of croft land which it sees
as an essential development tool. The removal of the requirement for landlords’
prior consent to the division of a croft is a positive move.
10. The ability for the Commission to deal with the neglect of croft land on a
complaint from the landlord is welcomed but the Commission would also wish to
act on such a complaint from a member of the crofting community where any
complaints are made on the basis that they would have an adverse effect on the
complainer’s crofting interests. The volume of such complaints is not known but
if these become burdensome the Commission would have to be resourced
appropriately if they are to respond positively to such complaints. The ability for
the Commission to have discretionary powers to take action against shareholders
who do not comply with local grazings regulations is also welcomed.
11. The ability for the Commission to have the discretion to make apportionments for
specific periods and to periodically review their continuing use is viewed as
positive.
12. Local policies – The ability to develop area policies to resolve local issues is
welcomed. However, the Commission feels the Bill’s definition of “area” is too
small to manage such a process and feel a looser reference to a “crofting district”
to be more practical. Our view is that the Commission is best placed to put in
place a scheme to appoint persons to a panel to engage local communities
without reference to Scottish Ministers. In order to attract the right calibre of
people to serve and support the Commission on local policy groups the
Commission would wish scope to make payment to them.
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13. Proper occupier – The Commission support the introduction of the proper
occupier. This recognises the fact that owner-occupiers exist and contribute to
the crofting community. It is essential that the proper occupier be treated broadly
in line with tenants i.e. that they live on and work their croft or face the
Commission imposing a tenant on them. Also, proper occupiers should come
under the same neglect scrutiny as tenants. The concept of proper occupier
identifies the need for the Commission to be automatically updated by the Land
Register of the change in ownership of croft land. This will allow the Commission
to effectively regulate both tenanted and owned croft land. Proper occupiers
should not be allowed to divide their croft by selling it off in parts without
Commission consent as this leads to croft fragmentation and brings into question
the viability of a croft from a practical point of view.
General issues
14. Assessors – The Commission are pleased to see the continuance of its ability to
appoint Assessors. The Committee may wish to note, that contrary to what other
parties may have told it, it is the Commission who appoint Assessors, they are
not elected. In the past the appointment process has been on the nomination of
individuals from local grazings committees.
15. Purposeful use – The ability for crofters and proper occupiers to be able to use
the croft for a purposeful use as set out in the standard conditions is welcomed
along with the opportunity for shareholders to undertake wider development
activities on common grazings.
16. Crofting Community – The Commission is broadly content with the definition
set out in the Bill but further consideration needs to be given by local panels to
allow for local interpretation and regional and historical variation.
17. Short term tenancies – The removal of this opportunity for owner-occupiers is
welcomed so as to prevent misuse.
18. Land Reform Act – The provision in the Bill to amend the Land Reform Act to
allow crofting communities to buy out leases, including interposed leases is
welcomed.
SUBMISSION FROM PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES UNION
Introduction
1 All staff employed at the Crofters Commission are members of the civil service
and seconded to the Commission from the Scottish Executive.
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2 PCS is the trade union representing administrative civil servants employed by the
Scottish Executive. The North of Scotland Branch represents those seconded to
the Crofters Commission in Inverness.
3 PROSPECT represents those Scottish Executive professional staff seconded to
the Commission and the local representatives endorse this evidence.
4 It is the declared intention of the Scottish Executive that staff at the Crofters
Commission should cease to be members of the civil service. This despite an
undertaking by the Minister for the Environment and Rural Affairs that: “There will
be scope for existing staff to opt to keep their current Civil Service status by
remaining in post on a secondment basis” ANNEX 1. This undertaking also
appeared in the White Paper on Crofting at Paragraph 2.5.
5 Neither Ministers nor civil servants have ever asked staff seconded to the
Crofters Commission for their views on exclusion from the civil service. No
representative of the Scottish Executive or Commission management has met
with Commission staff on this subject since 2002. Two meetings by Scottish
Executive with Scottish union officials have been employed only to insist that
there is no alternative and warn against any opposition by seconded staff.
Undertakings by the Scottish Executive to advise and discuss the detail of
proposals have not been honoured. The Commission Board has not commented
on the subject.
The Bill is Silent
6 The Bill provides at Schedule 1 Paragraph 11 for the Commission to have the
power of appointing staff. No mention is made of current staff, serving civil
servants. Previous legislation establishing Non-Departmental Public Bodies has
addressed the question of current civil service staff with provisions covering
transfer, future employment and pensions – ANNEX 2 Paragraphs 14 to 16.
This inclusion in a Bill enabled Parliament to determine in the context of the Bill
as a whole whether proposals for staff were reasonable and fair. In this Bill, no
such provisions are presented, thus excluding detailed discussion. In responding
to the draft Bill, PCS and PROSPECT asked why this is the case but received no
answer other than the remark in the Analysis of Responses that we have a “long
history of opposition to change.” This charge is not true and has been refuted.
7 The Bill provides for Transitional Provisions to be introduced by Ministerial
regulation. It is likely that arrangements for staff would be presented under this
section. Unlike other sections of the Bill, there is no discussion of this power in
the accompanying Explanatory Notes or Policy Memorandum. Mention of
Transitional Provisions is made on Page 7 of the Delegated Powers
Memorandum, but provides no enlightenment as to the position of staff.
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8 No explanation has been offered for this change of approach from previous
practice in NDPB legislation.
Staff Concerns
9 For reasons given in the ensuing paragraphs of this section, staff at the Crofters
Commission are concerned at the intention to transfer their posts from the civil
service to direct employment by the Crofters Commission.
10 There are few civil service posts in the Inverness area, and even fewer of these
with the Scottish Executive. Most staff would therefore be deprived of choice if
faced with direct employment by the Commission as there would simply not be
enough transfer opportunities locally.
11 The Commission has existed for fifty years and only continues as successive
Ministers have decided that there remains a crofting regulatory role for
government. There is no guarantee that this will hold true in the future. The
Finance Committee of the Scottish Parliament heard in 2005 that the Executive
would be unlikely to be in a position to afford employment to people from outside,
negating earlier moves to allow NDPB staff to seek Scottish Executive posts.
Employed by the Commission and thus excluded from the civil service, staff
would be denied access to Executive posts.
12 The Commission cannot depend on always making available the number of jobs
currently held. The “On the Ground Programme” calls for initiatives among
NDPBs to share facilities and reduce costs in front desks services, office
management etc. The emergence of this programme coincides in Inverness with
suggestions that the new SNH offices will have unfilled space and that the
Commission’s current offices are to be redeveloped or demolished. Excluded
from the civil service, staff in the Crofters Commission whose posts would thus
become surplus to requirements on sharing of premises would be denied
Executive posts.
13 Nor is there a guarantee that the Commission will remain in Inverness. The
introduction of new legislation would require a review of location. As SNH has
demonstrated, it is very difficult for staff with family responsibility to move far from
a partner’s place of employment, children’s schooling, nearness to aged parents
etc. Again, exclusion from the civil service would prevent redundant staff
obtaining Executive posts.
14 The Commission is a small organisation with limited scope for careers.
Exclusion from the civil service would prevent staff from seeking Scottish
Executive posts to gain wider experience and promotion. It would also inhibit or
exclude secondment into the Commission from the Scottish Executive, so
preventing the transfer of experience and ideas on which much of the effective
development of individual government bodies depends in practice. This is
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particularly true in the case of the Commission, a small body of 40 administrative
staff, 5 professionally qualified staff, 5 specialised development managers and 4
staff employed on the Executive’s cattle farm. Taking part-time employment into
consideration, this translates into 50 posts. This compares poorly with Scotland’s
other executive NDPBs, the smallest we have identified being the Royal Botanic
Gardens and the National Library of Scotland with around 150 and 230
employees respectively.
15 Experience of previous transfers out of the civil service in Scotland show that pay
and conditions may worsen in comparison with employees of the Scottish
Executive. For example, Scottish Executive starting pay in the A3 grade – the
largest grouping of Commission employees – was £14,000 in 2005. In the Royal
Botanic Gardens A3 starting pay was £13,184 and in the National Library of
Scotland £13,222 (the Executive figure has since risen to £15, 968, but we have
no comparative 2006 figure available for the NDPBs quoted).
16 Finally, the Scottish Executive affords to Commission staff clear procedures to
rectify unfair treatment or inappropriate behaviour by Commission management.
This protection would cease.
No Reason for Change
17 No good reasons have been advanced for excluding Commission staff from the
civil service. We have been advised by the Executive that there is no legal
requirement for staff of an NDPB to be excluded from the civil service – ANNEX
3. The question of resolving responsibility for financial accountability rests
between the Executive, the Commission’s new Chief Executive and Board and
does not depend on whether or not staff are civil servants. Without explaining
why, the Deputy Minister for the Environment and Rural Affairs has stated that
the hands of the Commission Board cannot be “fettered” with regard to staff –
ANNEX 4, but at the same time, the Bill, where it does mention appointment of
staff at Schedule 1 paragraph 11, also specifically requires Ministers to approve
staff pensions, allowances and gratuities, and provides a power of direction for
Ministers on appointment of staff, terms and conditions and pay. Elsewhere the
Bill proposes to “fetter” the Board through Ministerial powers on 28 separate
occasions.
18 Without giving argument in support, the Executive has presented the exclusion of
staff from the civil service as an unavoidable consequence of the Bill changing
the status of the Commission. The Commission is already an NDPB with full
authority legally vested in the Board. The current position is that as secondees
from the civil service, staff are answerable to the Secretary of the Commission,
who in turn is answerable to the Board, the latter in their turn being answerable to
Ministers. Loss of civil service status changes none of this and would not
enhance control by the Board of policy or service delivery. The sole change
proposed in the Bill to the Board’s relationship with staff would provide for the
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delegation of Board authority to staff. Practical delegation is already a working
feature of the Commission, the Board considering less than 10% of 2000
applications received annually and the Chairman authorizing the great majority of
the remainder as recommended by staff without himself having sight of the case
papers. Commission Orders and Directions are now authorized by staff rather
than by a Commissioner and the Secretary.
19 The Finance Minister wrote on 19 December 2005 that “once this legislation is
introduced” the staff of the Commission would be faced with the choice of giving
up their posts or becoming Commission employees - ANNEX 5. The Deputy
Minister for the Environment and Rural Affairs previously wrote on 2 November
2005 that it would be open to the new Commission to make arrangements for
existing staff to remain on secondment – ANNEX 4. While the compatibility of
these statements is open to question, Ministers are at least consistent that on
day one of the “new” Commission, the staff would be civil servants. This
acceptance of civil service status for a period post-introduction of the new
legislation logically disposes of the argument that Commission staff could not be
seconded from the civil service.
20 The lack of substance to the argument for loss of civil service status can also be
seen in the history of other government organizations. Communities Scotland,
originally an arm of the Scottish Office, was changed into an NDPB and the staff
transferred from the civil service. Now it has been returned to the Scottish
Executive and the staff once more made civil servants, but nothing in their work
has changed to require such transfers. It is clearly important that the Health and
Safety Executive be independent of Ministers’ influence in carrying out its duties,
but staff nevertheless remain civil servants. The same is true of the Food
Standards Agency.
Solution
21 We suggest that the solution is for the Bill to provide that civil servants at the
Commission may retain both their posts and their membership of the civil service.
Conclusion
22 There are evident good reasons why Commission staff should retain membership
of the civil service, and none advanced as to why not.
23 In making no provision for current staff in the Bill, the Scottish Executive
acknowledge that the Parliament should not be bound by Westminster
precedents. No argument has been offered or need demonstrated why staff at
the Commission may not remain civil servants. That this has been the pattern of
the past for NDPBs created by Westminster is no reason that it should be the
pattern of the future for an existing NDPB in Scotland.
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24 Our Parliament was set up to provide new and innovative answers to Scottish
problems. This is one occasion when such an answer seems appropriate.
ANNEX 1

Crofters Commission
S1W-6040 - Rhoda Grant (Highlands and Islands) (Lab) (Date Lodged 5 April 2000)
: To ask the Scottish Executive what has been decided in the light of the recent
consultation on the Policy and Financial Management Review of the Crofters
Commission.
Answered by Ross Finnie (6 April 2000): The recent review identified the need for
modernising the Commission's constitutional arrangements, to meet new standards of
public accountability, by converting the Commission into a modern NDPB or into an
Agency. In the light of the balance of views expressed in the responses received, and
following discussions with the Crofters Commission, I have concluded that the NDPB
model is the appropriate one. When we have the opportunity we shall legislate to recast
the Crofters Commission with a modernised Board structure and its own staff and
budget. There will be scope for existing staff to opt to keep their current civil service
status and to remain in post on a secondment basis. These are technical changes that
will not change the essential character of the Commission.
The other issue was whether the Commission's development functions should be
integrated with other support from Highlands and Islands Enterprise. The consultation
process has demonstrated a strong preference for maintaining separate specialist
support for crofters, and accordingly I am content that these functions stay with the
Commission. At the same time, however, I expect the Commission and HIE to work
increasingly closely together.
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ANNEX 3
You copied your letter to Mrs Parr to Sarah Boyack MSP, Fergus Ewing, MSP, Maureen
Macmillan MSP, Mary Scanlon MSP and Lynn Henderson and Jenni Young of PCS. I
am also copying this letter to them.
Yours sincerely
Mrs J M Clemie
ERAD HR Manager

ANNEX 4

Crofting
S2W-19777 - Fergus Ewing (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP) (Date
Lodged 10 October 2005) : To ask the Scottish Executive whether it will include in the
draft Crofting Reform Bill a provision such as that contained in Schedule l of the current
Crofters Scotland Act 1993 which provides that "the Secretary of State may provide the
services of such officers and servants as the Commission may require" and what its
intentions are in respect of the future of its staff currently seconded to the Crofters
Commission.
Answered by Rhona Brankin (2 November 2005): No. The changes proposed in the
draft Crofting Reform Bill will empower the Crofters Commission to employ its own staff.
It is not possible to include a provision such as the one suggested as it would have the
effect of fettering the new commission in relation to staffing matters. Ministers have
already made a commitment that, should the new commission wish to make
arrangements for existing staff to remain on secondment, it would be open to them to do
so. I expect that the existing staff will be offered posts in the new organisation on terms
and conditions at least as good as those they currently enjoy. Those staff based at the
commission who do not accept an appointment with the new body will remain Scottish
Executive staff and we will endeavour to find posts for them elsewhere within the
Scottish Executive or in other parts of the civil service.
ANNEX 5

Civil Service
S2W-21549 - Fergus Ewing (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP) (Date
Lodged 8 December 2005) : To ask the Scottish Executive whether it considers that it
may be exposed to legal action, particularly under employment law or the European
Convention on Human Rights, if any employee of the Crofters Commission is required
to surrender civil service status.
Answered by Mr Tom McCabe (19 December 2005): Legislation is underway to
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change the status of the Crofters Commission. Once this legislation is introduced, staff
of the Crofters Commission will be given the choice to transfer to the new nondepartmental public body, or to retain their status as civil servants. Those staff based at
the commission who do not accept an appointment with the new body will remain
Scottish Executive staff and we will endeavour to find posts for them elsewhere within
the Scottish Executive or in other parts of the civil service. We therefore do not foresee
any member of staff currently employed by the Crofters Commission being required to
surrender their civil service status.
SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE DRAFT PROPOSED AMENDMENT
ON THE ‘PROPER OCCUPIER’ STATUS.
After section 28 insert—
<28A Proper occupiers
After section 23 of the 1993 Act there is inserted—
“23A Proper occupiers other than by application
(1) A natural person who, immediately before the day on which section 28A of the
Crofting Reform etc. Act 2006 comes into force, owns a croft—
(a) of which he was the crofter at the time of acquiring it; or
(b) as successor to a person who—
(i)

owned the croft; and

(ii) was the crofter at the time of acquiring it,
becomes on that day the proper occupier of the croft.
(2) A natural person who acquires ownership of a croft on or after that day—
(a) by purchase or gift from its proper occupier becomes the proper occupier of
the croft in place of the person from whom it is acquired; or
(b) as beneficiary (whether or not on intestacy) to a person who immediately
before death was the proper occupier of the croft becomes its proper
occupier in place of the deceased person’s executor,
on registration of the interest of the acquirer in the Land Register of Scotland.
(3) Where the debtor in a standard security is the proper occupier of a croft which is
comprised within the security subjects, the creditor in the standard security
becomes the proper occupier of the croft, in place of the debtor, on obtaining,
under a power conferred by the security, the right to sell the security subjects.
(4) Where the estate of a deceased person comprises a croft of which that person was the
proper occupier immediately before his death, his executor becomes the proper
occupier of the croft on the estate vesting in the executor by virtue of a
confirmation.
(5) Where the estate of a debtor—
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SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE DRAFT PROPOSED AMENDMENT
ON THE ‘PROPER OCCUPIER’ STATUS.
After section 28 insert—
<28A Proper occupiers
After section 23 of the 1993 Act there is inserted—
“23A Proper occupiers other than by application
(1) A natural person who, immediately before the day on which section 28A of the
Crofting Reform etc. Act 2006 comes into force, owns a croft—
(a) of which he was the crofter at the time of acquiring it; or
(b) as successor to a person who—
(i)

owned the croft; and

(ii) was the crofter at the time of acquiring it,
becomes on that day the proper occupier of the croft.
(2) A natural person who acquires ownership of a croft on or after that day—
(a) by purchase or gift from its proper occupier becomes the proper occupier of
the croft in place of the person from whom it is acquired; or
(b) as beneficiary (whether or not on intestacy) to a person who immediately
before death was the proper occupier of the croft becomes its proper
occupier in place of the deceased person’s executor,
on registration of the interest of the acquirer in the Land Register of Scotland.
(3) Where the debtor in a standard security is the proper occupier of a croft which is
comprised within the security subjects, the creditor in the standard security
becomes the proper occupier of the croft, in place of the debtor, on obtaining,
under a power conferred by the security, the right to sell the security subjects.
(4) Where the estate of a deceased person comprises a croft of which that person was the
proper occupier immediately before his death, his executor becomes the proper
occupier of the croft on the estate vesting in the executor by virtue of a
confirmation.
(5) Where the estate of a debtor—
(a) vests, under section 31 of the Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act 1985 (c.66)
(vesting of estate at date of sequestration), in a permanent trustee; and
(b) comprises a croft of which the debtor is, immediately before the date on
which the estate so vests, the proper occupier,
the permanent trustee becomes on that date the proper occupier of the croft in
place of the debtor.
(6) Where the estate of a debtor—
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(a) is conveyed to a trustee by a voluntary trust deed granted by the debtor for
the benefit of his creditors generally; and
(b) comprises a croft of which the debtor is, immediately before the date on
which the estate is so conveyed, the proper occupier, the trustee becomes on
that date the proper occupier of the croft in place of the debtor.
(7) The period during which, under this section, a debtor in a standard security, executor,
permanent trustee or trustee under a voluntary trust deed is the proper occupier of
a croft is not to exceed one year or such longer period as the Commission may, on
cause shown, permit.
(8) A person must, within the period of—
(a) 1 month after the day on which he becomes the proper occupier of a croft by
virtue of this section, notify the Commission in writing that he has become
its proper occupier; and
(b) 12 months after that day, provide the Commission with such information
(which may include a map) as they may reasonably require from him in
relation to the exercise of their functions under this Act in relation to the
notification,
and if he fails to comply with either paragraph of this subsection the Commission
may determine that he has lost the status of proper occupier.
(9) The requirements of subsection (8)(a) above that notification be in writing are to be
taken to be satisfied by the giving of notification in a form other than writing
which, by reason of its having some permanency, is capable or being used for
subsequent reference (as, for example, a recording made on audio or video tape).
(10) A person required to give notice under subsection (8)(a) above as respects a croft is
not also required to give notice by virtue of paragraph (a) of section 23(12) of this
Act as respects that croft.
23B Proper occupiers by application
(1) Any natural person who owns a croft (or part of a croft) but is not its proper occupier
may apply to the Commission to be granted the status of proper occupier of the
croft (or part).
(2) The application must—
(a) be in such form; and
(b) be accompanied by such documents and fee,
as the Commission shall specify; and the Commission may make different
provision for different categories of case.
(3) The person making the application shall forthwith give public notification of it.
(4) Within 28 days after public notification of an application made in accordance with
subsection (2) above, any member of the crofting community in the locality of the
croft may submit to the Commission an objection as regards the application, being
a objection of the description given in subsection (16) below.
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(5) The 28 days mentioned in subsection (4) above include the day on which the
notification in question is given.
(6) When those 28 days have elapsed the Commission—
(a) must, in a case where they have received such objections by virtue of
subsection (4) above and do not consider them to be frivolous, vexatious
or unreasonable, intervene as respects the application;
(b) may, in any other case, decide to do so if it appears to them that any of
the conditions mentioned in subsection (9) below applies as respects the
application.
(7) If, as regards an objection duly submitted under subsection (4) above, the
Commission decide not to have regard to it or that it does not provide them with
grounds for intervention as respects the application they shall notify—
(a) the applicant of the terms of the objection and of the reason for that decision;
and
(b) the objector, of that reason.
(8) If, other than by reason of any such objection, the Commission decide to intervene as
respects the application, they shall notify the applicant of their decision to
intervene, stating their reasons for intervention.
(9) The conditions are—
(a) that, were the application to be granted, there is reason to suppose that any
or all of the following would be affected adversely—
(i)

the interests of the crofting community mentioned in subsection (4)
above;

(ii) the interests of the public at large;
(iii) the sustainable development of the community so mentioned;
(b) that such information as is contained in the application and its
accompanying documents is insufficient for them to come to a decision as
respects the application;
(c) that the applicant lives, or intends to live, more than 16 kilometres distant
from the croft;
(d) that he owns or is crofter of a further croft;
(e) that he lacks the knowledge, abilities and experience to cultivate the croft or
to put it to such other purposeful use as he intends;
(f) that there are reasonable grounds for concern over the use to which he
intends to put the croft;
(g) that the croft is being misused or neglected;
(h) that the croft is (either or both)—
(i) not being cultivated;
(ii) not being put to some other use, being a purposeful use,
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(i) that not every part of the croft either is being cultivated or put to such use;
(j)

that the croft is not being kept in a fit state for cultivation except in so far as
a purposeful use to which it is being put is incompatible with its being so
kept;

(k) that fixed equipment necessary to enable the croft to be cultivated is not
provided on the croft;
(l) that the croft, or some part of it, is let as at the date of application, and
(m) that the application relates only to part of the croft.
(10) But where the applicant, for the purpose of conserving—
(a) the natural beauty of the locality of the croft; or
(b) the flora and fauna of that locality,
engages in, or refrains from, an activity, his so engaging or refraining is not to be
treated as giving rise to any of the conditions mentioned in paragraphs (g) to (j) of
subsection (9) above.
(11) If the Commission—
(a) do not intervene they shall enter the status of the applicant as proper occupier
of the croft in the Register of Crofts and notify—
(i)

the applicant; and

(ii) any person who objected under subsection (4) above,
accordingly;
(b) intervene, they shall, within 21 days after the 28 days mentioned in
subsection (4) above have elapsed—
(i)

notify the persons mentioned in sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) of
paragraph (a) above of their intention to intervene, stating their
reasons for intervention;

(ii)

inform those persons (provided in the case of a person who objected
under subsection (4) above that the objection was not considered by
the Commission to be frivolous, vexatious or unreasonable) that they
may, after the Commission make a determination under subsection
(12) below, have the right to appeal to the Land Court as respects that
determination.

(12) Subject to any other provision of this Act as to procedure, the Commission may
determine by such procedure and arrangements (including arrangements as to
delegation and the powers and duties of persons so delegated) as they consider
appropriate whether or not to grant the application; and references in this section to
their intervening are to their proceeding to such a determination.
(13) Where the Commission grant the application they shall enter the status of the
applicant as proper occupier of the croft in the Register of Crofts and give such
notification as is mentioned in subsection (11)(a) above.
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(14) The Scottish Ministers may by order made by statutory instrument amend
subsection (9) above so as to add to the conditions or to vary or revoke a condition.
(15) A statutory instrument containing an order under subsection (14) above shall not
be made unless a draft of the instrument has been—
(a) laid before; and
(b) approved by resolution of,
the Scottish Parliament.
(16) The description is that the objection is made in writing or in another form which,
by reason of its having some permanency, is capable of being used for subsequent
reference (as, for example, a recording made on audio or video tape).
(17) For the purposes of subsection (16) above (and without prejudice to the generality
of that subsection), an objection is to be treated as made in writing where it is—
(a) transmitted by electronic means;
(b) received in legible form; and
(c) capable of being used for subsequent reference.
(18) Subsections (7) and (9) to (11) of section 5B of this Act apply for the purposes of
subsection (9) above and as respects an applicant as they apply for the purposes of
subsection (1) of that section and as respects a crofter (except that the definition of
“misuse” in subsection (7) of section 5B is, in its application by virtue of this
subsection to paragraph (g) of subsection (9) above, to be read as if, for the words
from “such” to the end, there were substituted “some other purposeful use”).
(19) Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (j) of subsection (9) above, in
determining whether the condition set out in that paragraph arises regard shall be
had to whether appropriate measures (which may include the provision of
drainage) are routinely undertaken, where requisite and practicable, to control or
eradicate vermin, bracken, whins, broom, rushes, iris and harmful weeds.
(20) Paragraph (k) of subsection (9) above is not to be construed as applying to the
letting of a dwelling house, or other building, forming part of the croft to holiday
visitors.
(21) In this section—
“cultivate” includes the use of a croft for horticulture or for any purposes of
husbandry, including the keeping or breeding of livestock, poultry or bees, the
growing of fruit, vegetables and the like and the planting of trees and use of land
as woodlands; and
“purposeful use” is any planned and managed use, being a use which, subject to
the exception in paragraph (j) of subsection (9) above, does not adversely affect
the croft, the public interest or the use of adjacent land.
(22) The Scottish Ministers may issue guidance to the Commission for the purposes of
subsection (9)(a)(iii) above; and the Commission must have regard to any
guidance so issued.
23C

Further provision as regards loss of proper occupier status
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(1)

Retention of the status of proper occupier, other than as a debtor in a standard
security, an executor, a permanent trustee or a trustee under a voluntary trust deed,
is conditional upon the following requirements being adhered to—
(a) that the proper occupier lives on, or within 16 kilometres distant from, the
croft;
(b) that the proper occupier does not misuse or neglect the croft;
(c) that the proper occupier (either or both)—
(i) cultivates the croft;
(ii) puts it to some other use, being a purposeful use;
so that every part of the croft either is cultivated or is put to such use;
(d) that the croft is kept in a fit state for cultivation except in so far as a use to
which it is put by virtue of paragraph (c)(ii) above is incompatible with its
being so kept,
(e) that such fixed equipment is provided on the croft as is necessary to enable
the croft to be cultivated, and
(f) that neither the croft nor any part of the croft is let to any person.

(2)

But where the proper occupier, for the purpose of conserving—
(a) the natural beauty of the locality of the croft; or
(b) the flora and fauna of that locality,
engages in, or refrains from, an activity, his so engaging or refraining is not to be
treated as a failure to adhere to the requirements of any of paragraphs (b) to (d) of
subsection (1) above.

(3)

Any member of the crofting community in the locality of the croft may complain
to the Commission that (either or both)—
(a) any of the requirements set out in subsection (1) above are not being adhered
to by the proper occupier; or
(b) that circumstances mentioned in subsection (4) below arise.

(4)

Those circumstances are (either or both)—
(a) that the proper occupier either owns or is crofter of at least four other crofts;
(b) that the proper occupier has persistently violated a written condition
imposed—
(i) by, or by virtue of, an order of the Land Court; and
(ii) in the interests of neighbouring crofters.

(5)

The decision of the Commission not to take action on a complaint to them under
subsection (3) above is final.

(6)

Whether or not on a complaint to them under subsection (3) above, the
Commission may determine (either or both)—
(a) that requirements set out in subsection (1) above are not being adhered to;
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(b) that circumstances mentioned in subsection (4) above arise,
and that accordingly the proper occupier is to lose the status of proper occupier on
such day as they shall specify in the determination.
(7)

If the Commission are minded to make a determination under subsection (6) above
they are to give written notice that they are so minded to the proper occupier,
informing him that he may make written representation in the matter, within the
period of 42 days commencing with the day on which the notice is given but that if
the determination is made he will lose the status of proper occupier; and the notice
is to include an account (in general terms) of what the consequences of such loss
would be.

(8)

Where—
(a) after considering any representations timeously made by virtue of subsection
(7) above; and
(b) if requested to do so by the proper occupier, hearing him as respects such
representations,
the Commission are satisfied that they have cause to make the determination they
shall notify the proper occupier accordingly, in writing, explaining their reasons
for being so satisfied.

(9)

But, except where subsection (10) below applies, they are not to proceed to make
the determination (the proper occupier being so advised in the notification under
subsection (8) above) if, by the end of the period of 42 days commencing with the
day on which the notification is given, he is able to satisfy them that the nonadherence has been brought to an end or, as the case may be, that the
circumstances in question have been remedied.

(10) This subsection applies where the cause for making the determination relates to the
requirement that the proper occupier does not neglect the croft.
(11) Where subsection (10) above applies, the Commission are not to proceed to make
the determination (the proper occupier being so advised in the notification under
subsection (7) above) if—
(a) he agrees forthwith that there has been neglect and undertakes to end that
neglect; and
(b) by the end of a period of one year commencing with the day on which the
notification is given, he is able to satisfy the Commission that the croft is
being managed so as to meet the standards mentioned in subsection (7) of
section 5B of this Act.
(12) Subsections (7) and (9) to (11) of section 5B of this Act apply for the purposes of
subsection (1) above and as respects a proper occupier as they apply for the
purposes of subsection (1) of that section and as respects a crofter (except that the
definition of “misuse” in subsection (7) of section 5B is, in its application by virtue
of this subsection to paragraph (b) of subsection (1) above, to be read as if, for the
words from “such” to the end, there were substituted “some other purposeful
use”).
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(13) Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (d) of subsection (1) above, in
determining whether the requirements of that paragraph are adhered to regard shall
be had to whether appropriate measures (which may include the provision of
drainage) are routinely undertaken, where requisite and practicable, to control or
eradicate vermin, bracken, whins, broom, rushes, iris and harmful weeds.
(14) Paragraph (f) of subsection (1) above is not to be construed as debarring a proper
occupier from letting a dwelling house, or other building, forming part of the croft
to holiday visitors.
(15) In this section—
“cultivate” includes the use of a croft for horticulture or for any purposes of
husbandry, including the keeping or breeding of livestock, poultry or bees, the
growing of fruit, vegetables and the like and the planting of trees and use of land
as woodlands; and
“purposeful use” is any planned and managed use, being a use which, subject to
the exception in paragraph (d) of subsection (1) above, does not adversely affect
the croft, the public interest or the use of adjacent land.
(16) The requirements of subsection (7) above that notice and representations, and of
subsection (8) above that notification, be in writing are to be taken to be satisfied
by—
(a) the giving of notice or notification; or
(b) as the case may be, the making of representations,
in a form other than writing which, by reason of its having some permanency, is
capable or being used for subsequent reference (as, for example, a recording made
on audio or video tape).”.>
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Consequential amendments
In section 5, page 9, line 5, at end insert—
<( )

[The Scottish Ministers may issue guidance to the Commission for the purposes
of subsection (9)(a)(iv) above; and the Commission must have regard to any
guidance so issued.]>

In section 7, page 10, line 16, at end insert—
<( ) in paragraph (b), after the word “landlord” there is inserted “, or as the case
may be of the proper occupier,”;>
In section 7, page 10, line 19, at end insert <(or where there is a proper occupier and the proper
occupier’s address is different from the address of the croft, the proper occupier’s address)>
In section 7, page 10, line 23, after <tenant> insert <or the proper occupier>
In section 28, page 42, line 4, at end insert—
<( ) But subsection (3) above is not to be construed as debarring a landlord from letting
any dwelling-house or other building forming part of the croft to holiday visitors.>
In section 28, page 42, line 21, leave out <subsection> and insert <subsections (5AA) and>
In section 28, page 42, line 25, at end insert—
<(5AA) Subsection (5) above has no application where there is a proper occupier of the
croft.>
In section 28, page 42, line 35, at end insert <; and
()

in subsection (10), at the end there is added “or by its proper occupier”.>

In schedule 2, page 70, line 36, at end insert—
<““proper occupier” is to be construed in accordance with sections 23A and 23B of this Act;”;>
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Deputy Minister for Environment & Rural Development
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Pentland House
47 Robb’s Loan
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Sarah Boyack MSP
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Environment and Rural Development Committee
The Scottish Parliament
EDINBURGH
EH99 1SP

Telephone: 0845 774 1741
scottish.ministers@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
http://www.scotland.gov.uk

Our ref:
April 2006

CROFTING REFORM ETC. BILL – IMPACT ON EQUALITY ISSUES AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Thank you for your letter of 9 March addressed to Ross Finnie requesting further information on
the equality issues and sustainable development in the Crofting Reform etc. Bill. I am replying
as Minister with portfolio responsibility for the Bill and apologise for missing your deadline of
20 April.
EQUALITY ISSUES
Below is a response to each of the six questions you posed in your letter.
What is the policy for? Who is the policy for? What are the desired and anticipated
outcomes?
The relationship between landlord and crofter has for generations been subject to substantial
statutory regulation. The Crofting Reform etc. Bill aims to modernise existing legislation, most
recently set out in the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993.
The desired outcomes of the Bill are outlined in the policy memorandum. Briefly, however, it
introduces new tenancy options, which the Executive hopes will prove popular with landlords
and tenants and reverse the contraction in the tenanted sector that has occurred in recent years. It
introduces new arrangements for resolving disputes between landlord and tenant on agricultural
matters, which should prove simpler, quicker and cheaper than existing procedures.
The Bill also provides tenants with a range of new rights. Key amongst these are new
opportunities to use land and buildings on the farm for non-agricultural purposes, to increase the
economic viability of the unit, and a pre-emptive right for certain tenants to buy their holding
when the landlord has chosen to sell it.
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The Bill offers benefits to several groups:
Landlords should be encouraged to allow land to be converted to croft land, with the
introduction of the new provision to extend crofting beyond the crofting counties.
Crofters, both tenants and owner occupiers too should benefit from the new regulatory
procedures. They will also enjoy greater freedom in how they use and manage their tenanted
croft land.
Prospective crofters will benefit by being given rights to appeal decisions affecting them.
Small landholders will, subject to meeting laid down criteria, be able to apply to turn their
holdings into crofts.
Rural communities as a whole should be assisted by the more creative and gainful use of croft
land. The economic and employment opportunities derived from this should support the
cohesion and sustainability of rural communities.
Do we have full information and analyses about the impact of the policy upon all equalities
groups? If not, why not?
These proposals have benefited from a substantial degree of consultation over the past four
years. Copies of the draft Crofting Reform etc. Bill, which was published in March 2005, were
sent to the Equal Opportunities Commission, Commission for Racial Equality, Disability Rights
Commission and Equality Network. The categories of person who benefit from the legislation
can encompass all equality groups. The Bill’s powers contain provisions which are specifically
designed to benefit those who are currently disadvantaged by existing procedural requirements.
For example provision of evidence and comments in forms other than in writing.
Has the full range of options and their differential impacts on all equality groups been
presented?
The Bill does not treat any party distinctively on the basis of their gender, race, disability, marital
status, religion or sexual orientation. In particular, the Bill treats all landowners and crofters
equally. On the question of tenancy succession the Bill does nothing that would affect the
financial interests of beneficiaries. For these reasons, the Executive does not believe that this
legislation will have a differential impact on any equality group. [An example of equal
opportunities being addressed by this legislation is contained in section 40(a), which refers to a
member of a person’s or crofter’s or former crofter’s or deceased crofter’s family.]
What are the outcomes and consequences of the proposals? Have the indirect, as well as
the direct, effects of the proposals been taken into account?
The Executive hopes that the Bill will revitalise the crofting sector in Scotland. The new proper
occupier options within the Bill should encourage more crofts being available to prospective
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crofters. This increased supply, together the provisions to create more crofts and with new
opportunities for tenants in how they work and manage the land, should help to alleviate the
demand there has been for crofts, including young people from crofting areas who wish to take
up crofting. The new ideas and distinctive talents that these people bring can help enhance
further the economic, social and environmental contribution that crofting makes to rural
Scotland.
The proposals in the Bill have been subject to extensive consultation. No concerns have been
raised about its possible effects (direct or indirect) on equality groups. Consequently, the
Executive believes the outcomes and consequences of the Bill are well understood.
How have policy makers in the Executive demonstrated they have mainstreamed equality?
As stated above, the Executive has approached equality bodies about any potential effects for
equality groups that would arise from this legislation. This is in addition to the considerable
input that representative groups of tenants, landlords and others have had in developing these
provisions.
How will the policy be monitored and evaluated? How will improved awareness of equality
implications be demonstrated?
The Executive will consider whether additional survey information on equal opportunities issues
could make a robust and valuable contribution to supporting its work in monitoring the impact of
the legislation and applying broader policy on equal opportunities.
The Executive will also continue to liaise with the principal representative bodies of crofters,
landlords and others in bedding down and monitoring the implementation of the legislation. This
should ensure that landlords and crofters have a good understanding of their respective rights and
responsibilities under the new legislative regime, which in turn should further support equal
opportunities objectives. Officials will of course be vigilant for any issue that might raise
equality-related questions and liaise with equality groups as such matters arise.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Crofting is generally thought of as a system of high nature value farming which promotes
biodiversity. In practice it is actually a system of agricultural land tenure which can and in some
places does conform with that view. In practice, at present, there is a wide range of activity. On
the one hand there are some crofts on the East coast and Orkney which are intensively farmed
and at the other extreme quite a few on the west coast and Hebrides that are virtually derelict.
Nevertheless the bulk of crofting activity might be seen as being sustainable in environmental
and social terms. It does maintain biodiversity in areas in which it is the principal form of
agricultural land holding it has in the past been useful in maintaining populations in remote rural
areas and it is intended that it should continue to be a vehicle for maintaining and enhancing
population in these areas. The difficulty is that in economic terms crofting agriculture is, at
present, largely unsustainable and recent changes to the European subsidy regime are likely to
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exacerbate the problem. The Bill seeks in many ways to ensure that crofting can persist, develop
and remain sustainable insofar as this can be achieved by modification of the tenure system. The
need to deliver sustainable development has therefore been an underlying imperative for many of
the provisions in the Bill.
The desire to ensure that crofting can continue to deliver sustainable development has of course
in some instances to be tempered to allow the tenure system to operate fairly and in compliance
with the European Convention on Human Rights and there are also provisions in the Bill which
are solely designed to improve access to justice and to deliver fair and sensible resolution of
disputes.
The measures in the Bill directed at delivery of sustainable development or for which sustainable
development considerations were important are:x

A new requirement that in discharging their functions the Crofters Commission must act
in the way they consider best contributes to the achievement of the sustainable
development of crofting and crofting communities (Section 1- new section 1A(2)).

x

The new provision enabling the Crofters Commission to pay grants which makes it clear
that the purpose of the grants must be to promote the sustainable development of crofts
and similar holdings (Section 4 - new section 42A(1)).

x

The new provision empowering the Crofters Commission to intervene in any regulatory
matter where it considers that what is proposed would adversely affect the sustainable
development of the crofting community (Section 5 - new section 58A(9)(a)).

x

The provisions for creating new crofts can secure the benefits of crofting tenure and
crofting activities on new areas of land and might for example allow the division of
uneconomic farms in less favoured areas into smaller more agriculturally varied croft
units thus increasing the scope for biodiversity. The most likely alternative utilisation of
uneconomic farms of this nature would be the accumulation of these holdings into larger
and less diverse sheep ranching businesses (Section 10 - new section 3A).

x

The provision which requires the crofter to either cultivate the croft or put it to purposeful
use and enables the landlord to take action to remove and replace the crofter if he fails to
do so (Section 11 – new section 5(1A) and new schedule 2 paragraphs 3A and 3B).

x

The provision which permits a crofter to engage in alternative activities or refrain from
agricultural activity where that is done expressly to conserve the natural beauty or flora or
fauna in the locality of the croft (section 11 – new section 5 (2A)).

x

The new provision allowing purposeful use with the consent of the landlord or
Commission which are intended to extend the scope for sustainable use of the croft
(Section 11 – new section 5(7)-(11) and new schedule 2 paragraph 11A)
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x

The new provision allowing removal of a crofter for breach of statutory conditions and
where the croft is misused or neglected (Section 12 – new sections 5A and 5B).

x

The new reason for intervention where the Crofters Commission have reasonable
concerns about the use to which a proposed assignee intends to put the croft (Section 16 –
new section 8(2)(f) and section 20).

x

The new provision on prior rights on intestacy which ensures that croft houses are less
likely to become separated from the croft (Section18).

x

New provision to secure vehicular access to crofts thus allowing effective utilisation of
crofts (section 23).

x

Provision to allow land which has been taken out of crofting tenure for development to be
returned to crofting use if the development does not proceed (section 26 – new section
21A).

x

Measures to facilitate the use of croft land for energy developments (e.g. wind farms)
Section 11 new section 5(3) – (6), section 26(1)(c), section 34).

x

A new requirement to take account of the interests of the crofting community in deciding
whether land can be removed from crofting tenure (section 26(1)(a) and section 27(b))

x

Retention of power of landlord to refuse consent to a forestry development which would
lessen the amenity of the land or the surrounding area (Section 30 – new section 50(2A).

x

Provision to allow planned natural re-generation of woodlands on croft land (Section 30 –
new section 50A and schedule 2(18)).

x

Provision to allow common grazings to be utilised for purposes other than grazings e.g.
Agri-Environment Schemes where grazing animals are to be excluded (Section 30 – new
section 50B).

x

Provisions relating to deer management (Section 30 – new section 50B).

x

Creation of new common grazings (Section 31)

x

New power to deal with contravention of grazings regulations (which can, for example,
be used to protect land subject to environmental designation from overgrazing) (Section
32).

I hope this information further assists the Committee in their consideration of the Bill.
RHONA BRANKIN
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Deputy Minister for Environment & Rural Development
Rhona Brankin MSP

Pentland House
47 Robb’s Loan
Edinburgh EH14 1TY

Mr Duncan Burd
On behalf of Pairc Crofters Limited
On behalf of Pairc Renewables Limited
MacDonald House
Somerled Square
Portree
Isle of Skye
IV51 9EH

Telephone: 0845 774 1741
scottish.ministers@scotland.gsi.gov.u
k
http://www.scotland.gov.uk
Our ref: 2006/0010055
April 2006

I am writing to inform you of progress with regard to the referral to the Scottish Land Court under
section 81 of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 seeking a determination as to whether or not the
interposed lease between Pairc Renewables Limited and Scottish and Southern Energy Generation
Limited over the Pairc Estate is valid.
Scottish Executive solicitors met with Senior and Junior Counsel at the start of 2006 and appointed
them to give an opinion regarding the competency of an application under section 81. I am writing to
inform you that Ministers will be making a reference to the Court under section 81 of the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 asking it to determine if the lease is valid. Unfortunately I can give no
indication of timing, as this now lies with solicitors and Counsel, but I can assure you that the
referral will be made as soon as possible. I am unable to say how long it will take the Court to make
its determination or even whether the process will end there, as any decision will be subject to
appeal, but I am sure you will be pleased that we are able to take the matter forward to clarify the
situation.
I am copying this letter to The Pairc Trust and Scottish and Southern Energy Generation Limited.

RHONA BRANKIN
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Deputy Minister for Environment & Rural Development
Rhona Brankin MSP

Pentland House
47 Robb’s Loan
Edinburgh EH14 1TY

The Convener
Environment and Rural Development Committee
The Scottish Parliament
EDINBURGH
EH99 1SP

Telephone: 0845 774 1741
scottish.ministers@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
http://www.scotland.gov.uk

Our ref:
May 2006

Further to the email of 27 April from the Clerk to the Environment and Rural Development
Committee in which I was asked to write a letter to the Committee outlining the situation regarding
interposed leases and the Court case concerning the interposed lease over the Pairc estate in Lewis, I
now submit that letter.
I would firstly like to make it clear that the court case concerning the Pairc estate is not in any way
related to the Crofting Reform Bill. However, I understand that in the course of the Committee’s
Stage 1 consideration of the Bill concerns over the case have been made known to the Committee
and I understand the Committee’s wish to know the background to the case and the current situation.
As you will know, there is concern that owners of croft land are granting leases over the land they
own, and currently lease to crofters or allow crofters to use as common grazing, to third parties,
meaning that crofting community bodies who wish to purchase that land under Part 3 of the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 (LRA) may be unable to undertake any development on that land. We
received applications to buy land under the LRA from the crofting community bodies at Pairc and
Galson in May 2005. Both of these estates have interposed leases in place. In the case of Galson, we
understand that it is highly likely that the estate will be purchased by the community body through a
private, negotiated sale.
In the case of Pairc, the landowner, Pairc Crofters Limited (PCL), has leased the land to a third party
Pairc Renewables Limited (PRL), and these companies have directors in common. PRL has entered
into a sub-lease with SSE Generation Limited (SSEGL). The purpose of that sub-lease is to enable
SSEGL to construct and operate a windfarm. There is no immediate effect on any sale under the
LRA as the crofting community body there (The Pairc Trust) is buying the land from the owner,
PCL. However, there may be questions raised over whether the sale will be in the public interest and
whether it will further the sustainable development of the community if the Trust acquires the land
subject to the lease in favour of PRL and the sub-lease in favour of SSEGL. If it is not in the public
interest or fails to further sustainable development Ministers will not be able to agree to the sale.
Therefore, the owner may be accused of thwarting the aims of the LRA and the crofting community
body will be unable to buy the land.
Highlands and Islands Enterprise, in response to these concerns, commissioned Professor Roddy
Paisley of Aberdeen University to give an opinion as to the validity of interposed leases. He
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concluded that, given the provisions of section 23 of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993, such leases
were not valid unless they had the consent of the Crofters Commission. My officials then met
Professor Paisley, HIE, the Crofters Commission and Registers of Scotland to discuss the matter.
After this, I decided that, subject to further advice and Counsel’s opinion, I would make a reference
to the Scottish Land Court, under section 81 of the LRA, to determine whether the lease over the
Pairc estate is valid.
I am sure you can see from the above that the situation is extremely complicated and I have had to
consider the matter very carefully, before I was able to make the decision to seek a determination in
the Land Court. Once I had received advice and made the decision to go to Court, I wrote to PCL,
PRL, SSEG and The Pairc Trust informing them of this.
Counsel have now been appointed by Scottish Executive solicitors to prepare the reference to the
Scottish Land Court to make a determination over the validity of the Pairc lease. You will appreciate
that I cannot say how quickly the reference will proceed as it will depend on how quickly Counsel
can draft the necessary reference. Thereafter the matter will be in the hands of the Court.
The decision that the Court comes to will only directly apply to the lease over the Pairc Estate. It will
not apply directly to other similar leases. Therefore, provision had to be made to assist other crofting
communities wishing to buy crofting land over which there was such a lease. This is why section 35
of the Crofting Reform Bill has been inserted amending the LRA to allow crofting communities to
buy out leases. It is necessary to make provision in the Crofting Reform Bill to cover all leases
(except those referred to as exceptions in section 35 of the Bill – namely leases of crofts, residential
tenancies and statutory tenancies) interposed between the landlord and the crofting community body
as it is possible that a number of leases and subleases could exist simultaneously over the same
subjects. The intention is to give the community body the opportunity to buy whichever lease has a
commercial benefit. Any purchase of a lease is subject to public interest and sustainable interest tests
and must be approved by Ministers. The leases will be bought at market value, following an
independent valuation, and any parties who have incurred expense as a result of the buy out of the
lease are entitled to apply for compensation (under section 89 of the LRA).
I hope that this letter gives all the information regarding interposed leases and the Pairc case that the
Committee seeks. My officials and I are happy to answer any further questions the Committee may
have on this situation.

RHONA BRANKIN
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Dear Mr Brough
CROFTING REFORM ETC. BILL – SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION: THE
DESIGNATION OF CROFT LAND ORDER 2006
When the Bill was introduced we undertook to let the you and the Subordinate Legislation
Committee have an advance copy of this above during the Stage 1 consideration of the Bill.
It is not possible in advance to give an accurate description of the area referred to in the schedule to
the Order as it is intended that this provision is as flexible as possible to accommodate single plots of
land or larger areas such as Counties, Islands or parts of such larger areas. Different sizes and layout
of areas of land require to have individual and specific descriptions. For example, a formal
conveyancing description is appropriate for a single holding or plot but if the area concerned
comprised a whole county, geographical or administrative area a completely different description
would be required. It is proposed whatever the size of the area of land that a map will be available so
that the area in question will not be in doubt.
I am copying this letter to the David McLaren, Clerk to the Subordinate Legislation Committee.
Yours sincerely

MIKE WATSON
Crofting Reform etc. Bill Manager
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DRAFT –4 MAY 2006 – SSI 1489

DRAFT SCOTTISH STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2006 No.
CROFTERS, COTTARS AND SMALL LANDHOLDERS
The Designation of Croft Land Order 2006
Made - - - - 200
Coming into force in accordance with article 1(1)
The Scottish Ministers in exercise of their powers conferred by section 3A of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993(a)
and of all other powers enabling them in that behalf, hereby make the following Order, a draft of which has, in
accordance with section 3A(12) of that Act, been laid before and approved by resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Citation, commencement and interpretation
1.—(1) This Order may be cited as The Designation of Croft Land Order 200- and shall come into force on the
day after the day on which it is made.
(2) In this Order “designated maps” means the maps entitled “The Designation of Croft Land Order 200:Definitive Maps” deposited at the Offices of the Scottish Executive Environment and Rural Affairs Department,
Pentland House, 47 Robb’s Loan, Edinburgh, EH14 1TY.
Designation of croft land
2.—(1) The area specified in the Schedule to this Order is designated for the purposes of section 3A(1)(b)and
3A(2)(a) and (b) of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993(a).
(2) The boundaries of the area specified in the Schedule to this order are the boundaries delineated on the
designated maps.
A member of the Scottish Executive

St Andrew’s House,
Edinburgh
2006

(a) 1993 c.44. Section 3A was inserted by section 10 of the Crofting Reform Etc. Act 200-. The functions of the Secretary of State transferred to the
Scottish Ministers by virtue of section 53 of the Scotland Act 1998 (c.46).
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SCHEDULE
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DRAFT –4 MAY 2006 – SSI 1489

EXPLANATORY NOTE
(This note is not part of the Order)
This Order makes it possible for the Scottish Ministers, on the application of the owner of any land or the
tenant of any holding situated outwith the crofting counties, as defined in the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993,
to constitute that land or holding as a croft.

G:\Committee Office\Rural Development\Bills\Crofting Reform Bill\Web and media
material\The Extension of Crofting Land Order 2006 example SSI.doc
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15 MAY 2006

Scottish Parliament
Environment and Rural
Development Committee
Monday 15 May 2006
[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 14:01]

Crofting Reform etc Bill: Stage 1
The Convener (Sarah Boyack): I welcome
committee members, witnesses, members of the
public and the press to this meeting of the
Environment and Rural Development Committee,
which is taking place in Inverness, at Cowan
House, the home of Highlands and Islands
Enterprise. I am delighted to be here.
This is our fourth evidence session at stage 1 of
the Crofting Reform etc Bill and the third to take
place outwith Edinburgh. We were keen to come
to the crofting counties to talk to people.
I will go over the domestic arrangements, as is
customary. I remind everybody in the room to turn
off or turn to silent their mobile phones,
BlackBerries or any other electronic equipment
that might beep. I have received apologies from
Elaine Smith, who cannot be with us. However,
John Farquhar Munro and Eleanor Scott, who are
not members of the committee, are present.
Fergus Ewing, who is also not a member of the
committee, will arrive later.
This will be our final evidence session on the
Crofting Reform etc Bill. We are gathering
evidence before we consider our report to the
Parliament on stage 1 of the bill. Our job is to
consider the bill and all the evidence that has been
received and to draft a report to the Parliament
that recommends whether the bill’s general
principles should be agreed to. Today’s witnesses
will—I hope—help us through the process. They
are representatives of organisations that have a
keen interest in crofting in the Highlands and
Islands. We will also hear from the Crofters
Commission, representatives of its staff and,
finally, the Deputy Minister for Environment and
Rural Development. If our previous meetings are
anything to go by, it should be a packed day.
I welcome panel 1, which consists of Councillor
Richard Durham, chair of Highland Council’s land
and environment select committee; George
Campbell, a board member of Highlands and
Islands Enterprise; Allan MacRae, chair of the
Assynt Crofters Trust; and Alistair Maciver, a
Scottish Crofting Foundation area representative.
We are grateful for the written submissions that
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the witnesses provided in advance, which all
committee members have been able to read and
reflect on.
I am struggling to see people at the end of my
side of the table—I can just see Maureen
Macmillan’s pen. I invite Ted Brocklebank to kick
off the questions.
Mr Ted Brocklebank (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Con): I have a question for Mr Maciver and Mr
MacRae in the first instance. In his written
submission, Mr Maciver stated:
“I have commented on this bill on many occasions and
the more I see and read the more convinced I become that
it is a hopeless hotchpotch of bits and pieces”.

Mr MacRae seemed to back that up. In his
submission, he stated that
“the Crofters Commission already has adequate regulatory
and development powers at their disposal”.

Mr Maciver said that the bill is a mess and a
hotchpotch, and Mr MacRae seemed to back up
what Mr Maciver said in asking why we need it.
Will you expand on what you said and explain your
thoughts?
Alistair
Maciver
(Scottish
Crofting
Foundation): I have commented on the bill on a
number of occasions, right from the early
consultation stages, in a series of meetings with
officials, and I am still not convinced that it is not
just using a sledgehammer to crack a very small
nut. There are some difficulties that, as I pointed
out in my written submission, could have been
addressed had the commission used its regulatory
powers to control the problems that we face
regarding the owner-occupier—now the properoccupier—situation. I began by saying that I
thought that the new definition was totally
unnecessary, but I have revised my view and now
believe that there may well be some merit in going
down that route. However, that does not alter the
fact that it was unnecessary in the first place.
The bill is so convoluted and difficult to follow
that it loses all sense, as far as I am concerned. I
defer to my colleague, Allan MacRae, who will
give you his thoughts.
Allan MacRae (Assynt Crofters Trust): I
welcome the opportunity to say something about
the definition of “proper occupier”. The truth is that,
if someone is a tenant on croft land, their tenancy
is not unconditional. The Crofters Commission
already has ample powers to take action against
those who are not using the land properly. Even if
someone is an owner-occupier, the land is still
held under crofting tenure and the Crofters
Commission has ample powers to take action
against them. I agree with Alistair Maciver that a
lot of the bill is re-legislating for powers that the
Crofters Commission already has but is unwilling
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to use. That is the crux of the matter. We feel that
more people in the commission should have a
greater knowledge of crofting, so that the
commission can make decisions in the best
interests of crofters.

Any crofter is required to croft—the issue here is
the activity that the crofter carries out on the croft.
I hear the views that have been expressed and I
sympathise with them to an extent. However, the
bill is about the well-being of crofting as a whole.

Mr Brocklebank: Thank you. Later we will hear
from Shane Rankin, who will be able to respond to
your points.

The council supports the Executive’s bill, which
reaffirms crofting as a system of land tenure. The
crux of the matter is how regulation can be used to
maintain the viability of fragile crofting
communities. How can the regulatory process be
used to give opportunities to young folk in crofting
communities who aspire to crofting? I do not think
that we can control the free market; control will
have to come through the regulatory process.

The confusing thing for the committee is that we
have asked these questions of a number of
different groups and there appears to be some
doubt whether the Crofters Commission has the
regulatory powers to which you refer, as more and
more of the appeals that go to the Scottish Land
Court are being upheld. You say that the
commission already has the powers, but it
appears that the commission has tried to test
those powers and has been thwarted in its
attempts by the Land Court.
Allan MacRae: This is obviously more
complicated than it may seem. I would have
thought that the commission had ample powers
but lacked the will to use them in most cases.
Mr Brocklebank: In your written submission,
you say that, far from encouraging young people
to remain in the crofting areas—especially in
places such as Assynt—the bill, if passed, will
allow the current situation to continue, with young
people being lost from those areas.
Allan MacRae: Yes, if a person is allowed to
assign their croft and market forces decide who
gets it. Judging by what has been said to date, it
seems that the Government would see nothing
wrong with a person being allowed, in a non-family
assignation, to assign their croft to the highest
bidder. It is obvious that having a croft tenancy will
become the passport with which more affluent
people will be able to buy the land, and that local
people will not be able to compete for tenancies. If
a market is created in croft tenancies, even
tenancies that would normally be assigned within
families will inevitably—human nature being what
it is—find themselves on the market as well. That
must not be allowed to happen.
Mr Brocklebank: Is that happening at the
moment?
Allan MacRae: Yes, and any new legislation
should address the situation to stop it happening.
The Convener: Would Councillor Durham like to
describe Highland Council’s perspective?
Councillor
Richard
Durham
(Highland
Council): Many strongly held views have been
expressed. Within Highland Council, there is a
fairly clear view that we live in a free-market world.
There is a free market, but it comes back to how
the crofting system and the Crofters Commission
can control that free market through the use of
regulation.
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Mr Alasdair Morrison (Western Isles) (Lab):
You say that we live with a free market, but that
you want regulation. How can the two concepts
co-exist?
Councillor Durham: I believe that they can coexist.
Mr Morrison: How can you have a free market
within a regulated system?
Councillor Durham: The proper-occupier
proposal means that—to take an extreme
situation—someone from the south of England
who has retired and sold up and who wishes to
come and live the Highland ideal will have to
understand that buying a croft requires them to
carry out crofting.
Mr Morrison: That merely regulates the
purchase price, not the selling price. The council
that you represent says
“a system of regulated tenure requires to be firmly and
consistently regulated.”

Does that mean that the current arrangements do
not do what the submission from the council said
they should?
Councillor Durham: The council’s view is clear.
The process has been very interesting for me. I
am an Easter Ross farmer and I chair the council’s
land and environment select committee. We have
had these debates within Highland Council on
many occasions. If you allow the free market to
reign, there is a concern that you will kill off
crofting over a period of time.
Everybody accepts that the crofting system has
been good for the Highlands and Islands over the
past 100 years. It seems to me that, in introducing
the bill, the Executive is reaffirming its belief in the
crofting system.
The Convener: Would George Campbell like to
come in?
14:15
George Campbell (Highlands and Islands
Enterprise): I am happy to give my view.
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The process has been interesting because it has
brought to a head a discussion that has been
going on for a long time. The right to a croft is
state conferred, but in my experience a tension
has built up over a long time as people have also
tried to realise the private benefit of having a croft.
The current process has brought to light the
difficulty that there has never been a public debate
about whether a croft is a state-conferred benefit,
with all that that entails, or whether it is a private
asset that people can realise as and when they
want to.
HIE is very concerned that no overall vision for
crofting accompanies the bill. If such a vision was
in place, it could be properly debated in an
inclusive process with agencies and crofters.
Mr Mark Ruskell (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Green): Last week, the committee was in Oban,
where we heard about the situation with the
housing development in Taynuilt. There appeared
to be a major mismatch between the needs of the
crofting community and housing proposals. How
can we ensure that the planning system
adequately reflects the special needs of crofting
communities?
This week, Parliament will discuss the general
principles of the Planning etc (Scotland) Bill. There
seems to be a small window of time during which
we can bring together the Crofting Reform etc Bill
with the provisions of the Planning etc (Scotland)
Bill. What improvements need to be made? Is it
about best practice on the ground, or do we need
to change the legislation? I would like George
Campbell to answer first, because I believe that
the issue is reflected in the HIE submission.
George Campbell: Housing is a perennial issue
in the Highlands. As an economic development
organisation, we find that the lack of affordable
housing—or the lack of any housing—comes up
constantly. One of the previous witnesses
suggested that the Crofters Commission could
become a statutory consultee in the planning
process. That makes sense to us, as it would bring
the commission into the local planning process
and would help to avoid the conflict with arable
land that has caused concern.
HIE should also engage more dynamically in the
local planning process, because that is where a lot
of the systems and processes that could help to
avoid conflict are set up.
It is going to be difficult to solve the housing
issue through crofting. One of the big issues that
we hear about is access to services. At the
moment, services tend to be grouped in crofting
townships, and the easiest way for a site to get a
cost-effective connection to services is to build
infill housing on croft land. The issue cannot really
be resolved in isolation. The tensions surrounding
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houses being built on croft land are therefore more
to do with the provision of services than with any
proposed legislative fix.
Councillor Durham: Crofting farming practice is
carried out on fragile land. In developing housing,
it is terribly important to protect the good land. We
must take the view that a croft is not just the inby
land but includes common grazings. As the
Executive takes forward the Planning etc
(Scotland) Bill, it is important that that bill contains
a presumption against using the good land.
I hear what George Campbell is saying about
the need to address the issue of services.
However, we cannot say that we have to build
houses on good land because inadequate service
provision by Scottish Water, among others, means
that they can only be built there. We have to
consider the overall protection of the good land. If
we do not protect the good land, that will be
another way of killing crofting in the long term.
Mr Ruskell: What about the process whereby
local plans are drawn up with crofting
communities? Perhaps Allan MacRae could tell us
how the crofters in Assynt interface with the local
plans that the council produces. Are the needs of
the crofting community reflected in those local
plans? How does the community get its views into
the local plans?
Allan MacRae: That is part of the problem. Do
planners listen to what crofting communities say? I
agree entirely with Councillor Durham—a
presumption should be made against using
valuable inby croft land for housing, because
ample common grazing land is available for that.
George Campbell made a fair point about
services, but we must look beyond that and
protect the valuable inby land. I hope that
legislation will make it clear that there is a
presumption against using inby land. I would have
thought that the Crofters Commission would have
come out strongly on that before now, since its
role is to regulate crofting and to protect crofters’
interests.
George Campbell: I clarify that I was not for
one moment advocating that it would be okay to
develop housing on inby ground or arable ground;
I was just trying to explain the pressure to develop
such land. I suggested that if a more vigorous
approach of involving the Crofters Commission or
crofting interests in local plans was taken, we
could begin to consider providing services not on
arable land but on common grazing land, which
may have less agricultural value.
Mr Ruskell: What about the layer above that—
the structure plan? I ask Richard Durham how
crofting and the availability of crofting land and
development land are reflected in your structure
plans.
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Councillor Durham: Our structure plan
contains safeguards on that. In producing a new
Wester Ross local plan recently, Highland Council
undertook a consultation process with crofters. I
think that the Sutherland local plan consultation is
about to happen. Quite a lot of consultation has
taken place in Skye, so good local practice is out
there. We must keep working on that, because
affordable housing is crucial to the well-being of
crofting communities.
Mr Ruskell: Is it right that the Crofters
Commission, which has a development role in
structure plans, should represent crofters’ views?
Should the communities represent their own
needs?
Councillor Durham: I suggest that both
elements are needed. That depends on the shape
of the Crofters Commission at the end of the bill
process and, as it has been made clear that it will
be a non-departmental public body, on how the
board will be structured and to what extent the
board will have representation of crofters, the
wider community and agricultural interests.
Housing is a key element in the future well-being
of crofting communities. If the Planning etc
(Scotland) Bill and the Crofting Reform etc Bill can
formulate
the
structure
through
which
representation takes place, that will be to the
good.
I cannot speak for the islands, but in the
Highlands, local communities are consulted under
the local plan process and the system is working
much more effectively than it used to.
The Convener: I have a supplementary
question for Councillor Durham. HIE suggests that
provision should be made for decrofting
applications to be decided before planning
applications. Is that a potential way forward?
Would you consider decrofting in the local plan or
would you routinely consider it when dealing with
regular planning applications? Perhaps I should
ask HIE to explain its proposal, after which
Councillor Durham could answer.
Councillor Durham: I am interested in why HIE
made the proposal.
George Campbell: The proposal springs from
the concern about the absolute presumption that if
someone obtains planning permission for a house
site, that leads automatically to decrofting of the
house land. Whether the process operates the
right way round was discussed and it was felt that
there would be merit in reversing the process so
that the agricultural interest in the land was
paramount, rather than the availability of planning
consent.
The Convener: Is that something that Highland
Council would consider?
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Councillor Durham: I suggest that we would
not go down that route. It is fine if the new house
site is decrofted, but if that is done, we come back
to the issue of the free market, which is part of the
problem. Ultimately, the bill must look after the
well-being of crofting.
I have two key points. We want to encourage
crofting activity but, ultimately, we do not want to
fragment the crofting communities. We want to
maintain viable crofting communities.
Rob Gibson (Highlands and Islands) (SNP): I
will take up that point. A conference on population
increase will take place tomorrow. The Highlands
can be congratulated on its success in achieving
population growth, but we are here to discuss
crofting, which in the past was said to retain
population in the more remote areas, including the
islands. The crisis in those areas, which is hidden
by the population increase in Inverness, goes right
to the heart of the issue. I would like to ask the
members of the panel whether they think that the
bill offers any hope of bringing people back into
crofting, in the light of Allan MacRae’s statement
that
“There are many successors of former generations who
created these crofts who are absentees by force of
economic necessity rather than choice.”

Who would like to take that on?
Allan MacRae: We are all aware that we have
an aging population in many of our crofting areas,
so there is a great need to ensure that we can
retain young people. That is why it is hugely
important that the land is not put beyond their
reach by market forces. It is already the case that
local housing is beyond the reach of local people.
Is the Government willing to extend the same
principle to the land? Surely if there is to be any
social justice for our communities, that must not be
allowed to happen.
Alistair Maciver: I will go back a step to talk
about planning input. In Sutherland, we are just
about to begin the wider consultation on the local
plan. Perhaps I could suggest a proposal that it
might be worth incorporating in the bill: the
Crofters Commission should certainly be a
statutory consultee in every case in which an
application relates to croft land. The stage beyond
that would be to require the commission to consult
the local crofting community, and even if the
commission, in its wisdom, decided that an
application should be granted, the evidence that
the local crofting community submitted should be
incorporated in its response.
Rob Gibson: What is HIE’s view?
George Campbell: You asked whether there
was anything to welcome in the bill that would help
future population increase, and I think that there is.
One of the stated objectives of our organisation is
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to increase population in the Highlands and
Islands to half a million people. That is a long-term
goal. We consider that the bill—especially its
proposal to allow new crofts to be created—is an
important step towards meeting that overall goal.
The last time that I was involved in assessing
the demand for crofts was more than 10 years
ago, when I was involved with the Scottish
Crofters Union. At that time, we did quite a bit of
work with the University of Aberdeen to examine
the demand for crofts on Skye, which was huge.
We found that, as well as a huge expressed
demand for crofts, there was a latent demand for
them, and that was at a time of quite high
unemployment and falling population in the
Highlands.
We seem to be in a different time now. The
news today mentions a population increase in the
Highlands. I note your comments about whether
growth in Inverness is masking the extent of that
increase, but there is a general increase in
population. There is also low unemployment in the
Highlands and Islands.
14:30
Rob Gibson: That is because of emigration.
George Campbell: Well, it is a complicated
argument. There is low unemployment and high
in-migration. The creation of new crofts is
important in relation to issues such as where
people will go, their access to land and their
opportunities.
Rob Gibson: Crofting has been central to the
retention of people in the Highlands. Unless we
get that into the centre of the debate, we will
overlook the indigenous people, who are losing
out. I have no objection to eastern European
crofters coming here, but I object to the fact that,
as Allan MacRae said, people are leaving through
“economic necessity rather than choice.”

I have heard nothing so far from any of the
witnesses to suggest that the bill will change that
situation, or that it is a priority under the bill at all.
Councillor Durham: If the bill contained the
right provisions on proper occupiers, it could
address that point, but it must do so by creating a
framework that will allow young local folk access
to crofts, whether new or existing, in their
communities. Ultimately, the bill will be judged on
whether it succeeds in doing that. If it does so, it
will be viewed as a success.
Rob Gibson: To take up Alistair Maciver’s point,
how would a local policy contribute to the
regulation of crofting in the Highlands? Would
crofting communities be able to have their own
plans that articulated with a Crofters Commission
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plan and the statutory local government plans?
Would the local crofting plan be an essential part
of that?
Alistair Maciver: Yes, I would go along with
that. The nub of the question is the discussion—
consultation, if you like—between the commission
and the local crofting community on how to move
forward. Allan MacRae touched on the difficulty of
increasing the population. The objective is
laudable but within it is another objective. Our
objective would be not only to increase the local
population, but to ensure that we increase the
local crofting population. The cornerstone of Allan
MacRae’s argument is that that is not happening
and that young people have to leave crofting areas
for a number of reasons, not least of which is the
financial situation. Incoming migrants—for want of
a better term—are coming into the area with plenty
of money and are able to secure crofting tenancies
over the indigenous population.
Maureen Macmillan (Highlands and Islands)
(Lab): When we were in Oban last week, we
heard evidence from the Isle of Gigha Heritage
Trust about what it is doing to create new crofts on
Gigha and how it goes about choosing tenants for
the crofts. The trust has a list of priorities or points
that it marks off against applicants, such as
whether they are local people or what else they
have to offer to the community—for example, a
carpenter or other skilled worker would gain more
points. Perhaps local areas could have some sort
of points system to help to choose the right people
for crofts to be assigned to.
I also want to ask about employment in general.
We heard that people on Tiree have multiple crofts
because there is no other work. If they do not have
several crofts—up to eight, nine or 10 crofts—they
cannot make a living. Surely HIE has a role in
ensuring that other employment is created or
encouraged in crofting areas—perhaps remote
crofting areas—so that crofters receive income
from other forms of work. Working a croft will not
on its own make you very rich. I wonder whether
the witness from HIE could comment on that.
Could the witnesses from the crofting
communities comment on how we might design a
points system or otherwise prioritise the best
people to tenant crofts?
Allan MacRae: Our trust welcomes the desire to
create new crofts. We have seen several
instances of huge areas of land in the Highlands
being taken into community ownership. In some
instances, that has involved non-croft land. It is
important that such land is redistributed to those
who have the appetite to use it. I hope that that will
happen in future. If we are to keep our
communities alive, young people must have
access to the land; that will be fundamental to the
future well-being of communities.
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I believe in personal enterprise; you can have
too much planning by the state. Rather than the
state dictating how land should be used, people
should have access to the land and should be
encouraged to work on their own enterprises.
Crofting generally allows that, and we want a lot
more of it.
Alistair Maciver: I would welcome a points
system—it seems to have a lot of merit—but I
wonder how it would be applied in practice. Who
would draw up the points system, and how much
local input would there be? Who would make the
nasty decision to accept Mr A before Ms B, or
whatever? Those are my reservations. The idea is
good, however.
I will talk a little about something that has always
been a hobby-horse of mine. By and large,
crofters used to be part-time crofters and part-time
posties, roadmen, dustbin operatives and so on.
Unfortunately, such opportunities have largely
disappeared. There are now very few posties and
even fewer roadmen and dustmen. Consequently,
there are no opportunities. The Forestry
Commission also offered outstanding employment
opportunities for crofters on, if you like, crofterfriendly terms. Those opportunities have all
disappeared and it is not possible simply to snap
your fingers and bring them back.
I am interested in the suggestion that HIE could
investigate the possibility of creating some
employment. That would at least make it easier for
those who wish to get into crofting to do so and to
have another job of some sort, whether part time
or not.
At present, we import workers from eastern
Europe. At the same time, youngsters are leaving
the local area to find jobs elsewhere. There must
be some means of bringing the two together.
Councillor Durham: I want to offer one word of
caution about points systems. The Scottish
Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department uses points systems for many
schemes and they can become very controversial.
They do not always produce a result. Ultimately, in
any points system there will still be a value
judgment to be made because there will often be
two or three applicants with the same number of
points. I believe that that is where the Crofters
Commission
could
and
should
regulate
proactively. If a system of points is used to choose
a crofter for an available croft, somebody has to
make that judgment; in my view that should be
done by the commission in a proactive way. Also,
the success of a points system will be judged by
how points are allocated.
Maureen
Macmillan:
Perhaps
George
Campbell can answer my question about jobs.
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George Campbell: I can answer both
questions. I do not think that a points system is a
universal solution. As the Crofters Commission’s
evidence states, such a system was piloted in the
Western Isles—I think that it was in Lewis—and
was not a huge success because the community
did not have the appetite for the responsibility. It is
instructive that in some of the community buyouts, in which the community has the enhanced
confidence to buy into its future, people are
prepared to take on that responsibility. That is
encouraging. There are opportunities for a points
system to operate if a community has sufficient
self-confidence to operate it; the mature
communities are doing that.
There are other examples, such as the
Stornoway Trust, which has been working for a
long time in the Western Isles as a community
landlord. It has not operated a points system, but it
has been working for the community benefit with
that model, and there have been long-term
benefits from that process. There are opportunities
for that type of approach, but they are not
universal.
In terms of the economy, HIE is pursuing a
number of strands. We launched a strategy last
year called “A Smart, Successful Highlands and
Islands: An enterprise strategy for the Highlands
and Islands of Scotland”. That is a fairly long
strap-line. The strategy does two things. First, we
are working on large, strategic projects, such as
the Arnish yard in the Western Isles, which we
hope will create large-scale jobs. Secondly, we are
working at a local level with a strong emphasis on
remote or island communities—islands are very
much an emerging theme for HIE. We are trying to
work at a low level to offer support to individual
operators, as the level of self-employment in the
Highlands is much higher than in the rest of the
UK. We are also encouraging the dispersal of
public sector jobs—they have gone to Tiree and
other places. There are a number of strands, and I
am confident that our strategy, in the longer term,
will achieve its goal.
Councillor Durham: There is the potential to
operate a points system for house sites as well as
for crofts.
Maureen Macmillan: Indeed, there is a points
system for local authority housing. Such systems
are used; the problem is who decides what the
points will be awarded for. That might best be
decided at the local level.
Allan MacRae: If a person gets a croft tenancy,
they must be able to create their own
opportunities. The state cannot do everything for
us—the world does not owe us a living. Many
people in the Highlands make their own
opportunities. If you look in the telephone directory
for Assynt, you will see a remarkable number of
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businesses listed, many of which are run from
crofter households.
The Convener: Four members still want to ask
questions in this slot. I will let them all speak, but
they can ask only one question each. I advise
them to keep their questions fairly swift, otherwise
we will not finish our evidence session today. We
have yet to hear from the minister and her officials,
who will be here right at the end of the meeting.
Nora Radcliffe (Gordon) (LD): I return to the
idea of making local policy. A point that has come
from much of the evidence that we have heard is
that crofting is not the same everywhere—it is
organised and run differently and operates within
different parameters in different parts of the
crofting counties. I was interested to note in the
Assynt Crofters Trust submission that Mr MacRae
is uneasy about the proposed arrangements for
different local policies to reflect different local
needs. I invite people to comment on the
desirability or otherwise of tailoring policy to local
needs.
14:45
Allan MacRae: I am very uneasy about that.
Nora Radcliffe: Will you say more about why?
Allan MacRae: For a start, I am not sure who
will decide those local policies. That is a matter of
concern. There should be a level playing field for
crofters wherever they live. I am frightened that
some policies might discriminate against the
interests of crofters, but that depends on who
makes the policies. That is all I have to say.
George Campbell: In our submission, we
welcomed the idea of making local policy. The
process by which area policies will be defined is
as yet unclear. As Allan MacRae suggests, it is the
detail of the policy that will be important.
You are right that there are huge differences
between crofts in Shetland, Invernesshire, Orkney
and wherever else. It makes sense to reflect those
differences when we pull together local policies.
Councillor Durham: I still take the view—I think
that it is also Highland Council’s view—that the
Crofters Commission would be the right vehicle to
administer those policies in consultation with the
local authority, be it Highland Council, Western
Isles Council, Shetland Islands Council or Orkney
Islands Council.
Nora Radcliffe: May I pursue the matter a little
further?
The Convener: Very briefly, Nora.
Nora Radcliffe: I want to know how we should
define a local area; should it be broad brush rather
than very local?
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Councillor Durham: If an area were defined
very locally, the policy would be complicated and
difficult to administer. If you want to make a broadbrush definition, I suggest that the mainland,
Western Isles and Shetland be included. If we
were to break down areas into Invernessshire,
Wester Ross and Sutherland, for example, policy
would become very difficult to administer and open
to comments about whether it was fair.
Allan MacRae: My fear is that if everyone had
to adhere to a local policy, it would stifle local
enterprise. I do not agree with the proposal.
Richard Lochhead (Moray) (SNP): Let us
return briefly to the big picture. Various concerns
have been expressed to the committee that,
although we are considering the Crofting Reform
etc Bill, the Government does not have a clear
st
vision for crofting in the 21 century. What are
Alistair Maciver’s and Allan MacRae’s responses
to that? Do they think that the Government has a
clear vision that has been explained properly as
background to the bill?
Alistair Maciver: I disagree with that. My first
response is: where is that vision? I have certainly
not been able to see it and I do not think that many
of my crofting colleagues have been able to see it
either. As I said bluntly in my submission, the
major reason for all our concerns is that the bill is
just a hotchpotch. My problem with it is that it does
not seem to point to any vision. I am sorry to
disagree with you, but—
Richard Lochhead: It is not my view; I was just
asking for a response to the argument.
Allan MacRae: It is difficult to legislate for a
vision of future. It is far more important to ensure
that communities have the freedom to make the
most of their opportunities and that things develop
in their own way. A lot of the proposed legislation
is totally unnecessary, as I have said already. That
is all that I can say.
Richard Lochhead: What do you think the
committee should do with the bill?
Allan MacRae: That is a very tough question.
The Convener: That is why it has been asked, I
suspect.
Allan MacRae: There are some good bits in the
bill, but an awful lot of it is unnecessary. There can
be too much management. The Crofters
Commission already has plenty of powers to deal
with most issues. That is my submission.
The Convener: John Farquhar Munro is next on
my list. Please stick to one topic.
John Farquhar Munro (Ross, Skye and
Inverness West) (LD): I will backtrack a bit to the
question that the witnesses themselves posed, on
the distinction between a planning application and
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a decrofting. Which comes first? It is a chickenand-egg situation in my view. When someone
makes a planning application, it is insisted that the
land must be decrofted. If they decroft first, there
is no guarantee that they will get planning
approval for that piece of territory. There is an
anomaly there.
I have heard the evidence, and it is pretty
powerful stuff. Why do we need the Crofting
Reform etc Bill?
Alistair Maciver: I do not think that I could
answer that one.
John Farquhar Munro: Is the bill necessary?
Alistair Maciver: Very briefly, no.
Allan MacRae: I suspect that most of it is not
necessary.
The Convener: Let us keep going. What is
George Campbell’s view?
George Campbell: I am not a lawyer, so I do
not know to what extent it is necessary. The
agreement that has been expressed this afternoon
and the evidence that we have submitted suggests
that there are good elements to the bill. I do not
know to what extent they can be incorporated in
the existing legislation. Even if they can be
incorporated readily, it does not seem to me that
that would remove the need for a new bill, but I am
not really qualified to comment on that.
John Farquhar Munro: So you are neutral on
that.
Councillor Durham: I will be supportive of the
bill if it means that, by the end of the process, we
will have a more effective system for managing
crofting in the seven crofting counties of the
Highlands and Islands. From my perspective, and
from that of the council, that will be to the good of
the local folk.
John Farquhar Munro: We have heard
evidence to suggest that sufficient regulations are
available to the Crofters Commission, that those
regulations have protected crofting for the past
century and that there is no reason why they
should not continue to do so, were the commission
to apply them.
Why do we not restructure the Crofters
Commission and appoint 50 per cent of its
members from among the crofting townships? If
people were elected by the townships, that would
mean that at least a certain percentage of those
on the commission would understand crofting.
Councillor Durham: The council would support
that if it meant that we had a proactive and
respected Crofters Commission. The commission
is currently viewed as reactive and it does not get
respect. Whether that view is true or not is neither
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here nor there—that is the perception. At the end
of the process, the commission needs to be in
touch with crofting, it needs local representation
on it and people need to have faith in it.
The Convener: I suspect that that question will
also be addressed by subsequent panels of
witnesses.
Eleanor Scott (Highlands and Islands)
(Green): My question is for both HIE and Highland
Council. Both your submissions refer to working
with the Crofters Commission. How do you
currently work with the commission, and how do
you feel you should be working with it?
George Campbell: At present, our main point of
contact with the Crofters Commission is through
the new entrants scheme, which the HIE network
funds, but which is delivered through the
commission. There is also informal contact
between the commission and HIE. However, to
return to our earlier point, we lack a structured
framework within which we can work together.
That is the point that we make in our submission
when we talk about the need for a coherent vision
for crofting. We need a framework within which we
can slot into the process. With the commission
assuming a more developmental function, there
will be potential for overlap and confusion, from a
crofting perspective as well as from ours.
Councillor Durham: The simple answer is that
we work with the Crofters Commission as part of
the planning process, when there are crofting
applications, and in relation to forestry. The
council maintains a close relationship with the
commission on many matters in Highland, but
those are the two issues on which the work of the
two bodies comes together. I have just been
passed a bit of paper, which says that we work
with the commission on technology services,
roads, schools, planning and agriculture. We have
a good working relationship. The Crofters
Commission is based in Inverness, so there is
considerable contact, which we hope will continue.
The Convener: That seems a good point at
which to end session 1. I thank the witnesses for
taking the time to come and have a go at
answering all the questions—that is very much
appreciated. It was useful to have your written
evidence in advance. We will have a short
suspension to let panel 1 go and panel 2 arrive.
14:56
Meeting suspended.
14:58
On resuming—
The Convener: I welcome our second panel of
witnesses, who are from the Crofters Commission.
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We have Shane Rankin, the chief executive; David
Green, the chairman; and Drew Ratter, a board
member. As colleagues have noted, Drew is being
recycled this afternoon—he has already appeared
before us wearing a different hat. I thank the
witnesses for their helpful written submission,
which has been circulated to members. We will go
straight to questions. I feel like saying, “Fingers on
the buzzers.”

tremendous upsurge of demand to retain the
commission among assessors and crofters. For a
brief period, the Crofters Commission was
presented as a sort of heroic body. We see the
surface, but there is more to the matter than that.
As members will know, with the European
convention on human rights and the miles of
litigation that surround the average croft,
regulation is hard.

Nora Radcliffe: I will plunge straight in. Why is
there such a strong perception among crofters that
you have not been exercising your existing
regulatory powers and duties?

Nora Radcliffe: It is good to get on the record
that you have been meeting targets and achieving
something.

David
Green
(Crofters
Commission):
Regulation is a complex subject that many people
misunderstand. Many people think that the
outgoing person does not assign the croft, but that
the commission does that. There is no excuse for
thinking that. However, that does not mean that
we have not been regulating over the years—we
take our regulatory role seriously. We have
exceeded our target on absenteeism by more than
10 per cent and we take a firm view on decrofting.
Last year, there were seven applications for
whole-croft decroftings, but we approved only
three. The year before that, there were four
applications for whole-croft decroftings, but we
approved only two. We take a consistent approach
to non-family assignations, contrary to what the
committee might have heard. We have a firm
policy in place that we try to apply rigorously. We
have been trying to create new crofts.
A perception exists, perhaps because of where
the commission came from, that the body is a
relatively secretive one in Inverness. I do not know
whether the fact that it did not meet in public is
part of the reason for that perception, but the
present board has opened up the commission to
ensure that our business is in the public domain.
We try to justify our opinions and give evidence to
those who do not get the decisions that they want.
15:00
Drew
Ratter
(Crofters
Commission):
Regulation is complicated and difficult. It can work
with a group of people who want to be regulated
and who have internalised the regulation, but it is
hard to impose it on people. Up to a point, we
need regulation by consent, especially when
money or items of value are involved because
otherwise teams of lawyers get involved. If people
cared to find out about some of the regulatory
cases that have dragged on for years and years,
they would realise just how difficult regulation is.
The debate on the issue has gone a particular
way. When the present process started—about
five years ago—there was an apparent threat to
the Crofters Commission, which resulted in a

David Green: An expectation often arises that
we can do things that we cannot do. In one
assignation case with which we dealt, in the end
people were happy when the commission took the
decision, because the commission was far enough
removed from them. I am all for local decision
making, but the local regulatory pilots that we tried
did not work. The primary reason for that was that
the decisions were too close for comfort for many
local people. For example, many of the people
who were involved may have been related.
Therefore, the big bad body in Inverness takes the
decisions.
The Convener: On a specific point, how many
times has an owner-occupier been required to
submit a proposal to relet since the right to buy
was introduced? That question was posed in a
submission to the committee.
David Green: I do not know that off the top of
my head but, in the past 12 months, we have
made 12 owner-occupiers relet. I do not have the
figures for the years prior to that. Since the
Taynuilt case has brought the issue to the top of
the agenda, the commission has reacted and
taken more positive action against absentee
owner-occupiers.
Maureen Macmillan: If you can do that under
the Crofting Reform (Scotland) Act 1976, why do
we need the proper-occupier legislation?
David Green: The present picture is rather
confused. People do not understand that they are
landlords of vacant crofts. Although the
commission has some powers in that regard, they
are limited. For instance, an owner-occupier can
subdivide their croft without letting us know
beforehand, although they must do so afterwards.
They can sell off bits of the croft and asset strip
and we cannot control that, although we have
certain powers. The background is that, when
people buy a croft, they think that the powers of
the Crofters Commission have nothing to do with
them and that they can do what they want. The
present rules and regulations say that people who
buy a croft must inform the commission within a
month, but that rarely happens. The convention of
leaving owner-occupiers alone arises because of
the 1976 act.
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Maureen Macmillan: You have told us how you
have been dealing with absentee crofts and cases
in which crofts are not being worked properly. Are
you on top of the problem, or is there still a lot to
do?
David Green: We will always have to carry out
work on absentees. The absentee review that we
carried out a couple of years ago suggested that
there were 500 absentees, but I think that at the
moment there are about 1,700. That situation will
continue as people from Barra, Wester Ross or
wherever go to Glasgow to try to earn an income.
As a result, dealing with this issue is extremely
difficult. For a start, there is no such thing as an
overall percentage figure for absentees. For
example, absenteeism runs at 25 per cent in
Wester Ross and at only 3 per cent in Caithness,
and our approach has to reflect the fact that there
might be more of a problem in Wester Ross than
in Caithness.
Maureen Macmillan: I presume that your
approach is to ensure that the absentee crofts are
sublet.
David Green: We try as far as possible to
ensure that active working takes place on the
croft. I would describe our approach as firm,
because we have to get some result, yet
sympathetic, because as I think Dr Michael Foxley
said the umbilical cord of crofting is very strong.
Someone who leaves an area to earn an income
in Glasgow, America or wherever often wants to
return to his or her croft, and we have to balance
that aspect against the need to make the croft
available to young people who want to get into
crofting.
Maureen Macmillan: But if a croft was sublet, it
would not come with a house. As a result, a young
person could not work the land because there
would be nowhere for them to live.
David Green: In order to make a living, they
could apply for a crofting housing grant to build a
house on the croft.
Maureen Macmillan: So that is a possibility.
Thank you.
Mr Brocklebank: A couple of witnesses have
wondered whether it is possible for the Crofters
Commission to play the regulatory and
development roles proposed in the bill. Do you
think that that is possible?
David Green: Yes, as long as the correct
procedures are in place. After all, in the past,
councils played both a planning and a
developmental role. It is important that we have a
developmental as well as a regulatory role
because we can use our contacts with grazings
committees and our regulatory powers to find
innovative ways of, for example, creating land for
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the local village hall or to introduce other
initiatives.
However, it is also important not to have a
cluttered landscape out there. As a result, we have
discussed with HIE the possibility of carrying out a
proper mapping exercise to ensure that both our
organisations know what they are doing. The
bottom line is that our contacts with local crofters
must be useful in assisting development. We can
use what might be described as the crofting niche
without treading all over other people’s activities.
After all, the worst thing that we can do is to
confuse crofters or anyone else out there, and
there is an obligation on us to make the backroom
stuff as simple as possible to ensure that those
people have to deal with as few people as
possible. Local development staff who are
involved in the initiative at the edge and in other
local partnerships in Tiree and elsewhere are
playing their role by putting forward the crofting
case.
Mr Brocklebank: But does such an approach
not make people think that the whole thing is a bit
of a hotchpotch? On the one hand, you appear to
want to be a regulator while, on the other, you
seem to want to be a developer. As Alasdair
Morrison wondered, is it possible to have a free
market within a regulated system? Is it right and
proper for a crofter to buy his croft for 15 times the
annual rent and to sell it five years later for a
massive sum of money? It could be argued that it
is right for him at the back end, because he is
entitled to develop his asset, but is it right for him
to do so given that the matter is regulated at the
purchase end? You seem to be wrestling with the
difficulty of deciding whether you are a regulator or
a developer.
David Green: The cornerstone of our work is
regulation, but other agencies have brought us in
on certain developments because of our crofting
contacts.
On the value of the tenancy, the problem that
you highlighted has concerned the commission for
a number of years and has been around since
long before the introduction of the bill. I have to
say that I do not know what will happen in that
respect if the bill is passed. Twenty or so years
ago, I bought my tenancy as a non-family
assignee, which raised a number of issues. The
commission once had a policy of giving priority to
young local entrants, but we ditched that when we
were advised that it was against European rules.
Moreover, at one time, we took into account the
tenancy’s market value, but we received legal
advice that we could not do so.
I appreciate that there is a difficult balance to
strike. If I am developing a croft at home, have
built a steading for £10,000 and have spent
£5,000 on fencing, will I give that croft away for the
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£4,000 to £6,000 that was mentioned previously?
The bottom line is that crofters have the right to
buy. That is the difficult aspect of the market value
situation in which we find ourselves. We must use
our regulatory powers to free up more crofts and
to ensure that there are more opportunities for
young folk. It may be an imperfect world, but it is
the world in which we live.
Mr Brocklebank: Might the length of time for
clawback be extended from five to 10 years?
Alternatively, in the making of new crofts, might we
take away the right to buy?
David Green: I do not think that a new croft
would be created in the Highlands and Islands
unless we took away the right to buy, as the bill
proposes. That is a good incentive. The Gigha
community and others have told the committee
that they would not create new crofts otherwise.
Why should they, given that the crofts would just
be sold on and they would lack control?
The question about clawback is interesting.
There is no evidence that what you suggest would
have an impact. I am not clear about whether it
would result in a disincentive. As well as creating
another classification of crofter in a landscape that
is already confused enough, it might present a
disincentive to the new crofter, who would not
have the same rights as others. The issue would
be whether they could work their way around a
clawback period of five or 10 years. It is an
interesting idea, but I remain to be convinced
about it.
Drew Ratter: There is a separate point to be
made. Like many other people whom I know, I
have a traditional croft that has been in the family
for a long time. Neither the state nor any landlord
has played any part in putting anything on the
croft. It started off as a bit of bare hillside.
Whatever has been done on the land has been
done by the tenants. I do not believe in clawback
at all, unless the croft is nothing but bare hillside.
That does not necessarily apply to newly
created crofts. Newly created crofts are starting
from a totally different point. If the land has to be
acquired, capital is being applied from somewhere
to get it in the first place. The work to bring the
land up to the point at which it can be let to new
crofters will be funded from somewhere. A great
deal will have to be put on the new crofts before
they remotely resemble crofts. In days of
desperation, people were told that they were
moving and that they would occupy a particular
piece of hill from now on. They did not have much
choice. They started building houses and dykes,
tilling, gathering seaweed and so on. That is not
how new crofts will be created. The situation is
very different.
Mr Morrison: In response to Ted Brocklebank,
David Green talked about the conflict between the
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regulatory role and the developmental role of the
Crofters Commission and cited the example of
local authorities. There is a big difference between
local authorities and the Crofters Commission, as
there is democratic accountability in local
authorities.
In paragraph 2 of your submission, Mr Green,
you say:
“The Commission welcomes the general thrust of the Bill
and the opportunities it brings.”

There is a surprise. As you know, you are in the
enviable position—some would say—of having
your colleague Shane Rankin, who is sitting on
your left, as the chief architect of the bill. Do you
think that it makes for a proper legislative climate
and atmosphere around the bill to have the chief
executive of the Crofters Commission playing such
a pivotal and important role in the composition and
eventual passage—if that happens—of the bill?
David Green: I do not want to take issue with
you, but you called Mr Rankin the chief architect of
the bill. As I recall, he did not come into his
present role until after the bill was published and
we had responded to it.
Mr Morrison: I refer you to the comments of the
bill manager, a fellow by the name of Mike
Watson, on the first day of evidence taking. My
intention is not to slight Shane Rankin or to doubt
his abilities—I am talking only about process. Do
you think that having your chief executive as the
lead man on the bill, as Mike Watson said, is
conducive to a proper atmosphere and good, open
governance?
David Green: In the first place, I do not think
that it was Shane Rankin’s intention to be in the
lead role when he put himself forward for that job.
Frankly, I think that he has received unfair criticism
for trying to do his job. He is employed by
SEERAD to do his job and he is carrying it out to
the best of his ability. There may be a perception,
as Sir Crispin Agnew pointed out, that his
involvement in drafting the bill could put him in a
difficult position in future if the legislation is
challenged. However, as far as I am concerned,
Mr Rankin is doing a good job as chief executive
of the Crofters Commission and has carried out
well the other job that he has been asked to do in
SEERAD.
15:15
Mr Morrison: I note those comments.
Ultimately, of course, the decision is for ministers
rather than for the chairman of the Crofters
Commission.
I am sure that the panel has listened to or read
the evidence that we took in Edinburgh,
Stornoway and Oban and listened to the evidence
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that we have heard today here in Inverness.
During those four sessions, we have heard some
interesting comments on the bill from the foremost
historian in the Highlands and Islands, political
commentators who have been commenting on
crofting for three or four decades and practitioners.
Today, we heard the bill described as a
hotchpotch. How have all those people managed
to get the bill so spectacularly wrong and how
have the Crofters Commission, Rhona Brankin
and Ross Finnie managed to get it so
spectacularly correct?
David Green: The bill contains a lot of good
things. Just round the corner from me in Assynt,
there are people champing at the bit to create new
woodland crofts—I refer not to the Assynt Crofters
Trust but to the Assynt Foundation. Whether or not
I am part of the commission in future, the bill
contains good provisions that will give the
commission much-needed powers to tackle
neglect, which we can do at the moment only on
the intervention of the landlord. The bill will also
provide us with useful powers to tackle what one
might call the rogue shareholder. It will also give
us powers to create a more streamlined regulatory
system, which must be a good thing as it will free
up staff within the organisation to do other work.
All in all, there is quite a lot in the bill.
In addition, the bill has highlighted—I say this
regardless of whether I am part of the
commission’s future—the potential problem in
respect of planning, which was discussed
previously. The bill has highlighted the difficulty
that the commission has not been as involved as it
might have been in the local plan process.
Mr Morrison: Is it your view that a possible
contributory factor to the specific and direct
criticisms of the Crofters Commission is that
people simply do not understand what is
happening?
David Green: A whole range of factors must be
taken into account. That is not the only factor, as
both you and I know, but I think—
Mr Morrison: I was paraphrasing what you said.
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by what we do rather than on the perception of
what we do, I remain content.
Rob Gibson: The bill’s financial memorandum
makes no allowance for the costs that the
commission will incur in tackling misuse or neglect
of crofts. What is the commission’s assessment of
the resources that are needed to enforce the
requirements of the bill?
David Green: We do not have an assessment
of how much is required, but we appreciate that
the commission has been set a challenging and
difficult task. In dealing with neglect in any set of
circumstances, we need to be extremely careful to
define neglect in a way that ensures that any case
that we pick is fairly watertight. That said, it is
important that we are given powers to tackle
neglect so that people out there realise that they
cannot sit back and, as it were, watch active
neglect take place.
Rob Gibson: Does “active neglect” need to be
more firmly defined? Is it defined in the bill?
David Green: “Active neglect” is not defined in
the bill, but “purposeful use” and other forms of
working the croft are defined there. Through the
local advisory panels, we would look to crofting
communities to give us examples of neglect, on
which we would take action. It is important that we
have the power and take action, because not
enough active use is made of croft land in the
Highlands and Islands.
Rob Gibson: You have said that more activity is
required to deal with absenteeism. Have you had
schemes that have been watered down because
of a lack of finance and staff?
David Green: The capacity of any organisation
is finite. We have directed some resources to the
absentee initiative over several years. An awful lot
more resources could be thrown at it to achieve
more results, but a balance must be struck
between what the commission does as a
regulatory authority and its other tasks. We have
tackled the absentee situation appropriately and
correctly.

The Convener: I do not want this to become a
dialogue just between Alasdair Morrison and
David Green. The point that Alasdair Morrison was
making was about the perception of the bill. We
have had different views from different parts of the
country. To what extent does the level of
dissatisfaction simply reflect the fact that people
are not happy and to what extent is it based on
evidence? That is what we are trying to tease out.

Rob Gibson: Given that about 1,700 crofts are
affected by absenteeism and perhaps many more
are neglected, the prime task is to achieve the
balance—to which witnesses have referred—
between the creation of new crofts, which is good,
and taking up the slack in existing crofting
communities, but that has not been achieved. As
the committee decides whether the bill is good in
principle, we should have a clear idea of whether
the money that is provided will tackle that task.

David Green: We employ a lot of discretion in
the decisions that we make. However, the only
judgment that has been passed on our hearings
process was made by the Council on Tribunals,
which gave us a glowing report last time. Judged

David Green: That is fair comment. We set and
work to targets that are agreed with SEERAD. As I
said, we exceeded our target in the past year. We
can always do more, but a balance must be struck
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between doing what we can to tackle
absenteeism, which is a protracted and difficult
process, and what we do elsewhere in the
organisation.
Rob Gibson: The 50-year backlog in having an
up-to-date register and in dealing with mapping
issues is not your fault or the fault of anybody in
particular, but the cost of making the system work
appears to have been underestimated. If that is
the case, are you asking for more money and
more staff?
David Green: For several years, board
members have said—at least Drew Ratter and I
have—that mapping is a big miss in the process.
We certainly require a proper map of the crofting
counties. That is a difficult task. We have a pilot
geographic information system in place and
considerable resources will be required for that.
Only when we have done a proper mapping
exercise will we be able to liaise properly with
planning authorities, so that they know where the
crofts in their areas are.
Rob Gibson: Does the bill not say that crofters
will have to pay for the maps? Is that not entirely
wrong?
David Green: If I recall correctly, when I had to
produce my integrated administration and control
system map, I had to pay for it. That might not be
correct.
The Convener: The point that Rob Gibson
makes has arisen at just about every session.
Rather than reinventing the wheel, could the
situation be short-circuited by using applications
for agricultural grants as evidence?
David Green: Five years ago, we asked for
IACS maps to be used, because we felt that they
formed a perfectly valid database. However, we
were told that they were confidential and could not
be used. Is that correct, Drew?
Drew Ratter: Loads of information is in various
Government agencies and silos. If that were
knitted together properly, we would have almost
the whole story, and it would not take long to
complete the story.
As far as I can see, confusion has arisen
because the Data Protection Act 1998 was initially
interpreted rigorously, which denied the Crofters
Commission and others access to IACS
information. That does not seem sensible, as the
payment of public money is based on that
information. I understand that some of that
information could now be accessed by making a
freedom of information request. Perhaps that is
something for the committee to clarify.
The Convener: You could say to the people
who provided the information in the past, “We
could charge you, or you could just release the
information.” That might concentrate minds.
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Drew Ratter: Indeed it might.
The Convener: That information is helpful.
Shane Rankin (Crofters Commission and
Scottish Executive Environment and Rural
Affairs Department): I am holding up an example
of the GIS work that the commission has done in
the past couple of years. It draws on a series of
sources of information, including the agricultural
information from SEERAD. It makes a start
towards what the bill anticipates—a map-based
register. The GIS project has been undertaken
largely from existing resources in the commission
and has built on existing information sources. It
seeks to work towards the sort of register that
people want.
Rob Gibson: How many staff are working on
the mapping?
Shane Rankin: One. And a lot of computers.
Richard Lochhead: Many of the crofters to
whom we have spoken have voiced serious
concerns about the bill. If the bill was withdrawn,
what good things would be lost that could not be
introduced through existing legislation?
David Green: New crofts. Woodland crofts.
There is tremendous potential for new crofts
throughout the Highlands and Islands. New crofts
have made a big difference on islands such as
Jura, where they have revitalised the island in a
way that could not have been achieved by any
other development tool. That is one redeeming
feature of the bill. There are other features, such
as tackling neglect; perhaps getting some sort of
clearer relationship between the commission and
the planning authorities; and more streamlined
regulation, which can only be to the advantage of
crofters.
Richard Lochhead: Would primary legislation
be required to introduce all those things? Are you
saying that existing legislation could not be used?
Drew Ratter: The Crofters Commission started
in 1955. There have been some modifications
since, but initially it was a tool of the Scottish
Office and contained civil servants who were
employed by the Scottish Office. When the
Scottish Parliament came into being, somehow the
commission became part of SEERAD. It does not
have a clear definition at the moment. During the
past five years, at the behest of SEERAD, we
have been attempting to put the structures in place
to turn it into a sort of a shadow NDPB. If the bill
were passed, it would be an NDPB, but at the
moment the commission is a strange animal. The
commissioners still have full executive power but,
because of the relationship with the Scottish
Executive and because we are modernising—
again at the behest of the Executive—they do not
exercise it. The commission is becoming what it
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would be if the bill were passed. I would not like to
say whether new crofts can be created without
primary legislation. It would require primary
legislation to redefine the commission so that
everyone can contentedly say about it, “Well, at
least we know what it is.” That is where we are at
the moment. That is a fundamental issue.
Shane Rankin: By withdrawing the bill, quite a
lot of basic things would be lost, such as scope to
tackle interposed leases; local policies; and the
streamlining of regulation so that assignations can
be confirmed at any time of the year rather than
twice a year, which is a huge delay for crofters
who want to transfer their crofts. The creation of
the strong, independent body that the NDPB
structure will allow requires primary legislation.
There is a raft of practical issues in the bill that
cannot be introduced any other way.
David Green: The bill will also clarify for the
public, which sees us as one arm of SEERAD,
what the commission is. It will be a separate body,
separately accountable, with separate targets, its
own finance and its own clear, concise remit to
promote and develop crofting.
Shane Rankin: One final issue is the
development
schemes
for
large-scale
developments in the Western Isles and Shetland
to allow wind farms to benefit crofters. I mean
development schemes in the sense also of the
development funding that the commission
provides at the moment. At the moment, the
commission puts out £3 million or so in agricultural
grants every year. However, because those are
schemes that are managed by SEERAD and not
by the commission, the targeting of that money
and of those schemes requires legislation.
Legislation will allow the commission to decide
what grant schemes to run, how to operate them,
how to target them and how to change them
according to needs and pressures. That cannot
happen without legislation.
Richard Lochhead: I am not really arguing
about the need for legislation; I am just talking
about primary legislation in the form of the bill. So
you are saying that primary legislation is required
for those things.
Shane Rankin: Yes.
15:30
Fergus Ewing (Inverness East, Nairn and
Lochaber) (SNP): I would suggest that the people
who make the crofting system work are principally
the staff of the commission, who are in the engineroom of whatever laws we have, current or new.
Most of the staff—43 out of 50-plus—are based at
the commission’s headquarters in Inverness.
There are four part-time staff at Knocknagael farm
and a few staff in Argyll, the Western Isles and
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Shetland. Over the past year, I have met union
representatives of the staff to try to find out what
their future is, because they do not know.
My question is for Shane Rankin and David
Green. In its submission, PCS north of Scotland
states that, since 2002, it has not been consulted
at all on the key consequence of the legislation for
staff, which is that they will lose their civil service
status and the raft of rights and opportunities that
that entails. Do you accept that, since 2002, there
has been no consultation with staff at the
commission on the matter?
David Green: I will speak from the board’s point
of view. We have not been asked to consult staff
on the issue. By and large, staffing is an
operational matter for the organisation. I have
flagged up to SEERAD that there are a number of
issues that need to be addressed in the future,
preferably sooner rather than later, regarding staff,
transition arrangements, training, location and so
on. The board agrees that we should address
those matters now, rather than have them come
as a surprise when the new organisation is set up.
Fergus Ewing: Your answer indicates that there
has not really been any consultation.
David Green: I was speaking from the board’s
point of view.
Fergus Ewing: We will ask the minister about
the issue later, unless Mr Rankin can tell us.
Shane Rankin: The assertion that there has not
been any consultation since 2002 is not quite right.
There have been discussions from time to time,
both with local officials and with national officials.
There were a number of discussions up to 2002,
because there was a flurry of anticipation that the
bill, work on which started in 1999, would be in
place by 2001 or 2002. After 2002, the proposals
in the bill that relate to staff did not change much.
Fergus Ewing: I asked specifically whether
there was consultation on the loss of civil service
status. I am aware that there have been other
discussions, but none about that key issue. The
bill will take away the staff’s civil service status. I
understand that that will mean that transfers within
the civil service will be lost and that the Crofters
Commission will become the smallest quango in
Scotland, with very limited promotion prospects.
There will be lower pay rates, especially for those
who do the least well-remunerated jobs. In its
submission, which you will have seen, PCS north
of Scotland indicates that those on grade A3
receive between £1,000 and £2,000 less working
in quangos than they receive in the civil service. Is
the onus not on the bosses to speak to the staff
about those changes? Is it not a matter of decency
and basic courtesy to engage the staff in a proper
consultation about their future?
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Shane Rankin: If nothing changes, there is
nothing to consult on, even if that is the case over
years rather than months. There is no point in
going on about how the loss of civil service status
will affect people’s rights. If that was discussed
considerably before and there has been no
change to what was proposed, why should we
keep talking about it?
Fergus Ewing: There is a change. The change
is that staff will cease to be civil servants.
Shane Rankin: That was also the case in 2002.
There has been no change.
Fergus Ewing: When other quangos such as
the National Library of Scotland and the Royal
Botanic Gardens were set up—I have the relevant
acts of Parliament with me—detailed provision
was made in the bill that protected the rights of
employees of those bodies. Why is the Crofting
Reform etc Bill silent on the position of Crofters
Commission staff? Does that not mean that
highlanders are getting second-class treatment
compared with Scottish Natural Heritage staff, who
get handouts of £20,000 to come up to Inverness
from Edinburgh?
Shane Rankin: The provisions of the bill reflect
the best advice of the public bodies unit of the
Executive.
They
also
reflect
common
understanding by the national officials of the trade
unions. There seems to be a disagreement
between the local and national officials about what
is in staff’s best interests. The national officials
seem to take the view that putting all the detail into
the bill is not in staff’s best interests. I suggest that
you raise the issue with union officials and the
minister.
Fergus Ewing: Do you accept that specific
provision was made for the staff of those other
quangos? A statutory procedure was set out in
writing and gave them other job offers. We are
dealing with people—nearly 50 people, many of
whom are my constituents—who have not been
consulted about the matter despite the fact that
their good will, good nature, good temperament
and positive approach to the task that we and you
are going to give them is essential. I put it to you
that the best thing to do would be to allow those
valued staff to remain as civil servants and end the
uncertainty about that right now.
David Green: There is a wealth of experience
and knowledge that the present board values and
that I am sure the future board will appreciate.
The Convener: Those questions can be put to
the next two panels of witnesses. We will leave it
at that.
Nora Radcliffe: I have a question on a topic that
has not been covered.
The Convener: I will let you ask it if it is about
one topic and is expressed briefly.
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Nora Radcliffe: Will the witnesses comment on
multiple tenancy and the desirability or otherwise
of the fact that the bill contains provision for the
division, but not the amalgamation, of tenancies?
David Green: The present rules are that the
landlord’s consent is required to subdivide a croft.
As you know, the bill eases that up so that, if a
crofter has two sons, two daughters or whatever,
they can subdivide with the commission’s consent.
That is to be welcomed because it is an interesting
proposal that could help development in the
crofting counties to keep young highland families
in the area.
Multiple tenancy has not been addressed in the
bill. It is a difficult issue to address in legislation
because, if I had six crofts—which, for the record, I
do not—I would be concerned if any legislation
was to try to take one of them off me.
Shane Rankin: I suppose the argument is that,
if crofts were to be formally amalgamated into a
multiple holding, there would be much greater
difficulty in taking them apart at some point in the
future because we would have to go through the
subdivision process. Therefore, there is a
tolerance of multiple holdings. It is pragmatic, but
that tends to be the approach that is taken and it is
why the bill does not allow for amalgamation.
David Green: The trend in the 1960s and 1970s
was to amalgamate crofts, which ended up with
fewer people and more land. The trend nowadays
is to try to have more people and help to sustain
more communities. We do that by subdivision
rather than by amalgamation.
Drew Ratter: We came to where we are today
because of the post-war United Kingdom policy of
food security, which drove the push towards the
viable unit. I remember that, when my father got
going properly in the 1960s, a holding with 100
yows and 12 cows was considered a viable unit
and it was possible to make a living on it.
However, the viable unit was a mirage: it just kept
going further and further away until we ended up
with enormous units that are still entirely
dependent on subsidy.
It should be remembered that the drive to create
larger and larger holdings has gone away. It was
perfectly reasonable and the state encouraged us
to do it. It said that if we could get more land, we
could keep more sheep and get more subsidy, so
we did. However, that driver has gone away so
there is less pressure on that front.
In Shetland, it is not inconceivable that, over
time, some of the big conglomerates might end up
being broken up entirely voluntarily. If we have a
policy of creating new crofts, perhaps something
can be done on that as well.
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The Convener: That is helpful. We can see the
conflict between having a big enough unit to make
money and survive and trying to keep the chance
for as many local people as possible to work the
land. It is a tough balance and there are different
suggestions of how to achieve it.
I thank the witnesses for answering our
questions. We will now have a coffee break, which
I would like to be no longer than 15 minutes. That
relies on everybody getting through the coffee
queue at the back door fast and getting back out
here in time. It is not a major networking
opportunity—there has been much of that already,
which I welcome—just an opportunity to get
coffee.
15:39
Meeting suspended.
15:56
On resuming—
The Convener: I welcome Keith Aitchison and
Jackie Forsyth, who are members of the Scotland
north branch committee of the Public and
Commercial Services Union; and Archie Macnab,
who is the Prospect office representative on the
Crofters Commission staff.
As the committee has already received and read
the witnesses’ useful written submissions, I will go
straight to questions.
Rob Gibson: Instead of asking about your
submissions, I want to pick up on a point that was
raised with the board of the Crofters Commission.
Can you give us a bit more detail about how you
do your job? Does the Crofters Commission have
enough staff to carry out its work? To what extent
do the board and the rest of the staff discuss ways
of dealing with crofting problems?
Keith Aitchison (Public and Commercial
Services Union): First, I thank the committee for
inviting us to give evidence. We greatly appreciate
the opportunity.
Secondly, I should advise the committee that I
have played a part in the bill. For three years
ending March 2005, I was on transfer to SEERAD,
where I worked on the white paper and then on
the first draft of the bill, translating policy intentions
into instructions for solicitors. I played no part
whatever in discussions on the position of staff.
The question on Crofters Commission resources
is a bit beyond the brief that our branch has
agreed. However, unions are always concerned
about the workload on staff and the direction of
resources. We are not entirely sure how the
management and the board take decisions on
those—we are certainly not involved in them—
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although
we
make
representations
to
management. However, I cannot say that we have
been successful.
Archie Macnab (Prospect): As Keith Aitchison
has pointed out, the unions are constantly
concerned about resources. After all, there is a lot
of work to do out there and, if the bill is passed,
that workload will only increase. Prospect and
PCS will want to discuss such issues with the
future board of the commission.
Rob Gibson: The financial memorandum gives
no indication of this, but has there been any
attempt to look at the scale of croft misuse and
absenteeism and to calculate the number of staff
who would be required to tackle such a major
issue?
16:00
Keith Aitchison: Nobody has spoken to us
about that.
Maureen Macmillan: I am interested in what
you said in your submission about losing your
current civil servant status when the commission
becomes an NDPB. Part of your evidence was a
written response from Ross Finnie to a
parliamentary question way back in 2000:
“There will be scope for existing staff to opt to keep their
current civil service status and to remain in post on a
secondment basis.”—[Official Report, Written Answers, 6
April 2000; Vol 5, S1W-6040.]

Has that now changed?
Keith Aitchison: Yes, it has. I should point out
that the commission is already an NDPB; the
legislation will make only minor changes to its
status. You will note in annexes 4 and 5 to our
submission that other ministers have subsequently
said that when the commission becomes subject
to the new legislation, the staff will be faced with a
choice of taking up commission employment or
seeking other work in the civil service.
Maureen Macmillan: Do I understand correctly
that there has been no discussion with you about
that?
Keith Aitchison: That is correct. I refer you to
what the previous panel said and to the point that
we made in our evidence that nobody ever asked
us what we thought about no longer being civil
servants. Not once has anyone said to us, “How
do you feel about this? How will it affect you?
What sort of assurances do you need?” There
have been discussions, but they have all followed
the line, “This is going to happen. How do you
propose to deal with it?”
Maureen Macmillan: Your understanding now
is that the minute the new regulations for the
Crofters Commission come into force, you will
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have to choose whether you want to remain a civil
servant and move immediately to another civil
service department or stay with the commission.
Has there been any indication that there might be
a grace period?
Keith Aitchison: There has to be a grace
period, because I do not think that the Executive
can legally transfer the posts from the Crown to
another body except through legislation. As Mr
Ewing pointed out, there is absolutely nothing in
the bill about that. The Executive will have to make
regulations, but it will not be able to do so under
the bill until it comes into force. Therefore, on day
1 of the newly constituted commission, the three of
us and our colleagues will all be sitting there as
civil servants even though we cannot be civil
servants and work for the commission. It is a
nonsense.
Maureen Macmillan:
information gap.

So

there

is

a

big

Keith Aitchison: There is a rationality gap. On
the one hand, the Executive says, “You cannot be
a civil servant and work for the Crofters
Commission after the legislation comes into force.”
On the other hand, it has to accept that on day 1—
and perhaps on day 100—we will be civil servants
working for the Crofters Commission under the
new legislation.
Maureen Macmillan: I will leave it there for
other people to follow up.
Fergus Ewing: In the excellent reportage of the
matter in today’s The Press and Journal—an
excellent organ of the press to which I gave this
story—an Executive spokesman said:
“Ministers are determined to ensure that the valued staff
of the Crofters Commission will not be disadvantaged in
any way by the reforms.”

The question is: what would be the consequences
of your losing civil service status? What would it
mean in practice to you, your members and the
commission staff? What would the impact be and
why would you prefer simply to retain your current
civil service status?
Archie Macnab: The impact is clear—if we wish
to retain our civil service status, there is a lack of
alternative jobs in Inverness. A number of the staff
are committed to Inverness—they belong to the
town, have parents to look after there and that
kind of thing. It would be a huge problem. Where
would we go, how would we go and what would
happen?
Jackie Forsyth (Public and Commercial
Services Union): Another concern is that a
number of our members have passed civil service
promotion boards and are looking to proceed to
higher grades. There is very little opportunity to do
that within the Crofters Commission because it is a
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small body. If we do not have our civil service
status, we will not be able to progress in another
civil service department.
Keith Aitchison: The commission is a small
organisation. As the committee has heard, it has
fewer than 50 core staff, so people do not move
up the ladder much. Many people have
traditionally gone to Edinburgh to serve time and
get promotion. Some of them come back, but
others do not. Another element is whether the
commission will survive for a long period. As the
union, we must look into the future and consider
whether the commission will survive another five
years or survive another review. Ministers might
decide that it is time to stop crofting regulation and
set crofters free, as some have argued. If we were
not in the civil service at that point, we could not
get Executive posts.
Alternatively, ministers might decide that it is
time for the commission to be based somewhere
other than Inverness. Practically, as members may
have discovered when SNH staff spoke to the
committee, people cannot just up sticks and move
house. Family commitments such as children’s
education or aged parents can impede movement.
Being in the civil service affords us protection. We
are not subject merely to the management of the
commission; we have the protection of the civil
service in that we can speak to people who are
more senior than the management of the
commission if they do something that we find
unacceptable. For all those reasons, we are agin
the proposals.
Another issue is money. Pay rates in the two
smallest Executive NDPBs that we can find—the
National Library of Scotland and the Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh—have suffered since they
became NDPBs. They are much larger than the
commission, with staff of 120 and 150
respectively. If those staff cannot persuade
management to pay wages that are equivalent to
those in the civil service, I cannot see how we will
be able to do so. Taken together, all those issues
make us extremely reluctant to leave the civil
service.
Fergus Ewing: I have a copy of a letter that was
sent from the Scottish Executive to Joe Kerr, the
chair of the north of Scotland branch of the PCS,
on 10 November 2005. It explains that the reason
for excluding commission staff from civil service
status is that
“it is not possible to include a provision such as the one
suggested”—

that is, that the commission operates in a way
similar to the bodies to which you refer in your
submission—
“as it would have the effect of fettering the new
Commission in relation to staffing matters.”
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That appears to be the minister’s reason for the
change. I do not understand how the change,
which would in effect exclude the Crofters
Commission from taking on new civil servants and
end the free flow of staff between Edinburgh and
Inverness, would do anything other than fetter the
hands of the commission management. What do
you make of the reasoning that you must stop
being civil servants because otherwise the new
quango’s management will be fettered?
Keith Aitchison: The Executive has probably
come to that form of words because we have
pressed it for arguments as to why we cannot be
civil servants. We have been told that there is no
legal reason why the staff of an NDPB cannot be
civil servants, so there must be another reason. I
believe that the proposal is simply the practice of
the past, and that the Executive is determined to
continue with it because that is what it knows.
When we ask why we cannot remain civil
servants, we are told that the Executive cannot
fetter the board. On the other hand, we are told—
the committee heard Mr Rankin say this—that the
measure will not be included in the bill, because
the situation might not work to the commission
staff’s advantage. The Executive cannot make that
argument and the argument that we should not
fetter the board after the bill becomes law—the
two arguments do not sit together.
Fergus Ewing: We have heard that Ross Finnie
pledged that there would be an opportunity for
secondment from the civil service. In other words,
he said that an unspecified number of commission
staff would be able to remain civil servants. Is any
such offer still on the table and, if so, has a clear
statement been made about how long the
secondment period would be? Would it be for life,
for years, for months or do we simply not know?
Keith Aitchison: There is no offer on the table.
At most, we are told that if the board were willing
to entertain the idea of secondments, ministers
would probably agree to it, which puts the matter
back into the hands of the board. We must ask
ourselves whether the board would wish to have
its own staff. With the board taking responsibility, it
is highly likely that it will want to push for its own
staff.
The Convener: There are no further questions,
because you got to the nub of the issue and
answered the questions that members asked. Do
not feel bad about the fact that I will let you go
early, because we have a huge number of
questions to ask the minister. Thank you for taking
the time to be grilled this afternoon. I will suspend
the meeting for a couple of minutes to let panel 3
go and to let the ministerial team in.
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16:10
Meeting suspended.
16:12
On resuming—
The Convener: I welcome our final panel. We
have in front of us Rhona Brankin MSP, the
Deputy Minister for Environment and Rural
Development, and Shane Rankin, who is
described as the team leader on the Crofting
Reform etc Bill—that description is slightly out of
date. Ethel Burt is the senior principal legal officer
in the Scottish Executive legal and parliamentary
team. I hope that I have those titles right—they are
the ones that appear in my script. I invite Rhona
Brankin to make an opening statement. This is our
fifth evidence-taking session, and we have heard a
lot of evidence. I am interested to hear what
comments she would like to make before we put
questions to the team.
The Deputy Minister for Environment and
Rural Development (Rhona Brankin): I would
like to assist the committee by addressing the
main issues that have been raised so far around
the crofting counties. The evidence that you have
received has demonstrated that there are huge
expectations that the bill could address many of
the challenges that are posed by regulation and
that it could galvanise the Crofters Commission. It
has also demonstrated that the bill is incredibly
technical, to use your words, convener. We have
heard some evidence on that today.
Many witnesses and submissions have praised
aspects of the bill. Even fierce critics have said
that it contains some good provisions. Perhaps
understandably at this stage, not many people
have suggested amendments. In some cases,
when they have done so they have been quickly
countered by other witnesses. For example, one
witness suggested that we should have a one
croft, one crofter system. That suggestion was
quickly countered by another witness, who said
that it could damage croft businesses.
16:15
Essentially, the bill’s most vocal opponents are
critical of a proposal that does not exist: there is
nothing in the bill that will introduce a free market
in crofts. I do not favour and I will not introduce an
unfettered market. For that reason, I have had my
officials develop the proper-occupier proposal, in
response to a proposal that crofters made to me.
The proposal, which I will introduce by amendment
at stage 2, is radical. It will affect the principles of
the bill because, at its heart, it will seek to ensure
that crofters, especially absentee owners, cannot
opt out of crofting. Although the proposal will add a
new form of regulation, it will do so by making the
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rights and responsibilities of individual croft
owners absolutely clear. I am happy to brief the
committee specifically on the proposal if it would
be of assistance.
The bill will amend the Land Reform (Scotland)
Act 2003 to address the issue of interposed leases
in the Western Isles. It is hugely disappointing that
some landlords might be attempting to thwart the
intentions of land reform. I have already instructed
officials to test the validity of interposed leases in
the Scottish Land Court, but if the court judges
them to be valid the Land Reform (Scotland) Act
2003 will need to be amended. The Crofting
Reform etc Bill provides the legislative vehicle to
do just that. Without amending the 2003 act, we
could not address the issue within a reasonable
timescale.
Planning, and in particular the challenge of
protecting good croft land from housing
development, has been a theme in much of the
oral evidence. We have heard more about that
today. Of course, housing and other developments
are essential in many crofting communities, as
populations need to be bolstered and jobs need to
be created. However, under planning law,
decisions on where development takes place must
rest, after appropriate consultation, with elected
planning authorities. Protecting croft land to
sustain crofting communities is also important.
That is why the bill will create mechanisms to
ensure that crofters’ views are communicated
through the local panels that are to be set up. In
addition, as we heard, the commission will be
given a broad development role. Planning is
hugely important.
The committee has heard many exchanges on
whether the commission’s board should be
elected. As an independent tribunal, the
commission exists not only to serve existing
crofters but to balance the rights and interests of
crofters with those of crofting communities,
landlords and anyone who might wish to become a
crofter. The difficulty with the proposal for an
elected board concerns how we decide who
should elect the board members and how we
ensure that the board remains independent.
However, I recognise the strength of concern and
feeling about the need to ensure that the board
represents crofters and their communities. It
strikes me that an element of representation could
be provided for in the local panels under the bill’s
provisions as they stand. I am happy to keep
discussing that issue.
The register of crofts would be absolutely central
to making any election possible. Sir Crispin Agnew
explained some of the reasons for the limitations
of the current register. The bill sets out a series of
measures, including suggestions that were made
by Sir Crispin, to improve the register’s accuracy
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and completeness and to make it map based. As
the committee heard, the commission is already
working to map croft land digitally.
There has been much discussion about what the
Crofters Commission should do, what it can do
and what it may not have done with its existing
powers. As Sir Crispin Agnew explained, the
commission is sometimes blamed for decisions
that are made elsewhere. Essentially, the
commission must regulate effectively and
ministers must ensure that that happens. As far as
I am concerned, the bill is an essential platform for
that.
The bill will make crofting more resilient and
stronger. It is a fundamentally important piece of
legislation. It will tackle the cynical abuses of
crofting legislation and the neglect and abuse of
croft land. It will prevent asset stripping by
absentees and by owners of individual crofts. At
the same time, it will protect and reinforce the
rights of genuine crofters. It will provide the
commission with a set of tools to sustain and
support crofting and crofting communities and it
will ensure tough and rigorous regulation. We
should have high expectations of the bill. I have
high expectations of the Crofters Commission in
its new role. Let us recognise that change is as
much a feature of modern crofting as it is of every
other aspect of life. The bill will equip crofters and
the commission to respond positively to change. I
am happy to respond to members’ questions.
The Convener: As you would expect, there is a
queue. I shall allocate the first three questions on
the basis that three colleagues have said that for
parliamentary reasons they have to leave early. If
the three of you could be decent to each other and
not take too long, we should get you all in before
you have to leave.
Mr Ruskell: Minister, you talked about
landowners trying to thwart the aims of the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 and about cynical
abuses. One of the bill’s aims is to close some
loopholes in the 2003 act. I have a question
regarding a particular loophole. At the moment,
there are situations in which landowners offer
potential landowners options to acquire land in
order to thwart communities’ right to register land
under the 2003 act. I am sure that you are aware
of that loophole being used in Crieff and in other
places. Is that a loophole with regard to the
absolute right to buy within crofting communities,
in the same way as landowners use interposed
leases to thwart crofting communities’ ability to
buy land? Could the issuing by a landowner of an
option to acquire land provide a loophole that
needs to be closed by the bill?
Rhona Brankin: I do not want to give you a
definitive response on the position in Crieff at this
stage. What we have done in the bill is to respond
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to the issue in the Western Isles, where a
landowner has put in place interposed leases
specifically to prevent the crofting community from
benefiting from a wind energy project. The
Executive considers that that is wrong. Indeed,
Professor Paisley has given his view that those
interposed leases are void and should have
required
Crofters
Commission
permission.
However, we needed to take that issue to the
Scottish Land Court, which is what we have done.
Also, we are ensuring through the bill that, where
the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 will be
amended by the bill, crofters benefit.
I would be interested in corresponding with the
committee about whether there are other, similar
situations under the 2003 act, although not
necessarily for this bill. A review of the 2003 act
will take place in the autumn. Several issues are
coming up about how it is working in practice. I am
anxious to ensure that it is working as intended. I
am sure that a range of issues will come up. The
one that you raise could be one of them. I will not
give you a definitive answer now about whether it
would be appropriate or possible to do anything in
this bill, but if you want to correspond with me I am
happy to do so.
Mr Ruskell: It would be useful to get some
clarity about whether the situation could also apply
to crofting communities under part 3 of the bill. If
we pass the legislation, more loopholes could be
found later, so we need to close them all right
now.
My second question is about planning. You
mentioned in your opening statement the need for
appropriate consultation. What are your views
about the Crofters Commission having statutory
consultee status in the planning system? How can
we ensure that the situation in Taynuilt does not
happen again and that the commission ensures
that we have a joined-up system with local
planning authorities?
Rhona Brankin: Key to the planning system
working in the interests of crofting communities is
the early engagement of those communities in the
planning process. We do not want unpleasant
surprises. The bill, which provides for local
organisation and for local plans to be developed in
different areas of the crofting counties, should
ensure that issues to do with affordable housing,
for example, are discussed as part of local plans.
Such issues should be discussed with the Crofters
Commission, which should work jointly with local
crofting communities. That already happens to a
certain extent. In Knock and Swordale, for
example, the Crofters Commission has done good
work with the local crofting communities.
Early engagement is essential. It probably has to
be formalised. I have had discussions with
Malcolm Chisholm, the minister with responsibility
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for planning, and I know that members have also
been thinking about whether there could be
measures on early engagement in the Planning
etc (Scotland) Bill. The advice that I have received
is that we would not have to use primary
legislation to make the Crofters Commission a
statutory consultee in the planning process; it
could be done through secondary legislation.
Since my meeting with Malcolm Chisholm, I have
been following that up. Where good practice exists
it works well, but it should exist everywhere. We
probably do require the Crofters Commission to be
a statutory consultee in the planning process, and
I shall push for that to happen.
The Convener: That point has come through
loud and clear in all our evidence, so it is useful to
get that confirmation.
Mr Morrison: When we heard evidence from
the second panel, which included Shane Rankin,
David Green and Drew Ratter, we were told in
response to a question from Richard Lochhead
that the bill was required because we needed
primary legislation to create new crofts. Is that one
of the things that is driving the Executive?
Rhona Brankin: Absolutely. As far as I am
concerned, one of the most important things about
the legislation is the ability to create new crofts.
More than 900 people are currently on the Crofters
Commission’s waiting lists for crofts. We need to
ensure that people in communities, especially
young people with energy and drive who want to
croft, are able to croft. We need to do a range of
things and, as far as I am concerned, the creation
of crofts could be hugely powerful.
The committee has heard evidence from
Shetland Islands Council, which proposes to
create more than 100 new crofts, and from some
of the communities that have bought out estates
and are keen to create new crofts. That could be a
hugely powerful dynamic. If we compare crofting in
the crofting communities with what happened in
Aberdeenshire, we can see that crofting has the
capacity to sustain population in remote, rural and
island communities. If people want to croft but do
not have the opportunity to do that, we should be
creating new crofts, and I know that a lot of
landowners and public bodies are keen to do it.
Mr Morrison: I cannot reconcile the idea that we
need the bill to create new crofts with the fact that
new crofts were created in Balmacara about a
year ago. What status do the people who live on
those crofts have? Are they crofters or are they
pretendy crofters?
Rhona Brankin: There is a key difference. The
crofts in Balmacara were created by subdividing
existing croft land. The key thing about the bill is
that we need primary legislation to bring land that
is not currently designated as croft land within the
regulatory framework of the Crofters Commission.
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The potentially exciting aspect of that is that
when new crofts are created, the person who
takes on the croft will be able to give up the right
to buy and their successors will also renounce the
right to buy. The approach will create opportunities
and persuade landowners who were reluctant to
become involved in crofting to consider becoming
involved. Given the number of people who want to
croft, we need to create opportunities in crofting
communities.
16:30
Mr Morrison: In your opening remarks, you
blithely dismissed vocal—and not so vocal—
opponents of the bill and suggested that they do
not quite understand what you, Ross Finnie and
Shane Rankin want to do to crofting and crofting
communities. First, why has the Scottish Executive
so manifestly failed to sell every aspect of the bill
to crofting practitioners and commentators? I am
not talking about the good bits of the bill; good
products can be sold easily in any market.
Secondly—I am not being personal in asking this,
Shane—is the Executive satisfied that the role that
Mr Rankin has played complies fully with the
Nolan recommendations?
Rhona Brankin: It was absolutely not my
intention to suggest even for a minute that the
people who have concerns about the bill do not
understand it. I took on the job of Deputy Minister
for Environment and Rural Development last
summer, when work was at a fairly advanced
stage. I quickly became aware that there are real
concerns about the bill, which has been a long
time coming and builds on the results of the first
consultation on the matter, which took place in
2002. Because I was aware of concerns, I went to
talk to crofting communities. I went to Shetland,
the Western Isles, Assynt, Tiree and Inverness
and I brought together a group of people to tell me
what they thought should be changed—
Mr Morrison: Despite all that—
The Convener: Let the minister finish. You
asked her a couple of big questions.
Rhona Brankin: I was aware of concerns and
brought together people such as crofters and
experts in crofting law, who told me what needed
to be done.
The committee has received mixed evidence on
the bill. Some people think that we do not need the
bill, or that if the Crofters Commission acted more
toughly we would not need it. Other people very
much welcome aspects of the bill. It is not right to
characterise the evidence as suggesting that
everyone thinks that the bill is not needed. There
are mixed views, but many aspects of the bill have
been much welcomed.
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I do not think that Shane Rankin has a conflict of
interest. He is ultimately accountable to Scottish
ministers as chief executive of the commission.
The bill is about the commission’s future. In effect,
the commission is currently a creature of
SEERAD, but the bill will set it up as a modern
NDPB. We are putting the commission at arm’s
length. We do not know who the new
commission’s chief executive will be. Ministers will
make the appointment in the first instance, but
thereafter it will be for the board of the commission
to make such decisions. Of course, the Parliament
and not Shane Rankin is responsible for the
passage of the bill. Whether Shane Rankin will be
chief executive in the future is a matter for him, but
if he is, he will not take decisions by himself,
because decisions will be taken by the board.
The Convener: We move on to Richard
Lochhead—he is the last of the departees.
Richard Lochhead: Many of the crofters to
whom we have spoken have said that, had the
Government articulated its vision for the role of
st
crofting in the 21 century, they would perhaps
have better understood the objectives that the bill
is trying to achieve. How do you encapsulate your
vision of the role of crofting in the 21st century?
Rhona Brankin: I have said why I think that
crofting is valuable and has played a hugely
important role in sustaining populations in rural
and island communities. I believe passionately
that that is the case. The strength of crofting has
maintained those populations.
Crofting is something whose time has come,
given the changes that are happening in rural
development. For example, the way in which
crofters croft their land is often environmentally
friendly and crofting is well placed to provide fresh,
locally produced food for schools. Crofting is a
form of tenure that has stood the test of time and
st
which can be strengthened in the 21 century, and
the Crofters Commission has a huge part to play
in ensuring that there are opportunities in the
future.
The creation of new crofts will be hugely
powerful. My vision for crofting is of strong,
sustainable crofting communities in which young
people have an opportunity to take part in crofting.
The Crofters Commission will have a strong
regulatory role, but it will also work with the
crofting communities to ensure that their views are
heard.
Richard Lochhead: In much of the evidence
that we have heard—as the previous questioner
said, and as your answers about the evidence that
you have heard from round the country reflected—
a lot of concern has been expressed about the bill.
Am I right in thinking, having listened to your
opening remarks, that the only significant
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amendment that you plan to lodge at stage 2 will
introduce the concept of the proper occupier,
which the committee has discussed? Given all the
concerns that have been expressed, is that the
only amendment that you intend to lodge at stage
2?
Rhona Brankin: At the moment, that is the only
amendment that we will lodge, although there is
more time. The issue of planning has come up
time and again, especially following what
happened in Taynuilt. However, it does not require
anything in the bill to do something about
planning; it requires secondary legislation under
the Planning etc (Scotland) Bill. The properoccupier proposal is central to some of the major
concerns that have been expressed about the
potential for an unfettered market. It is only one
amendment, but it is a hugely important one.
People’s concern that the Crofters Commission
has not used its existing powers to tackle
absenteeism has come through loud and clear.
The bill confers a clear duty on the Crofters
Commission both to act on the direction of
ministers and to ensure the sustainability of
crofting communities. More amendments may
arise out of further discussions, but that is the
stage that we are at just now. Not every concern
requires an amendment to the bill, and the
concept of the proper occupier is potentially a very
powerful tool.
Richard Lochhead: My final question relates to
some of the pressures that have led to the
debates that are taking place around crofting just
now. Many of the pressures that are impacting on
crofting and which have led to many of the
controversies are external—they do not arise from
crofting itself. The debates have centred on the
potential for people who are not interested in
working the land to be able to snap up crofts and
on the temptation for crofters to decroft in order to
sell their land and home for a lot of cash to people
who want to move into the area.
Those issues are linked to the crisis in
affordable housing in Scotland, particularly in our
remote and rural areas. Do you accept that there
is a big crisis in affordable housing and that it is
having a detrimental impact on our crofting
communities?
Rhona Brankin: I accept that there are some
serous issues around affordable housing, not only
in the Highlands and Islands but in many parts of
rural Scotland. I am deeply conscious that there
are major problems in some of the crofting
communities. On Skye, for example, the economy
is successful and many people are moving on to
the island as a result. I am very conscious that
some crofts on Skye are changing hands for large
amounts of money and that that makes it very
difficult for young people to get a start in crofting.
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That is why the Executive is taking a range of
measures to address the impact of the market.
First, we are creating new crofts. Secondly, and
importantly, at stage 2 we will lodge the properoccupier amendment, the intention of which is to
dampen down what is happening in the market. If
we have a tough regulatory framework that covers
owner-occupiers, it will not be possible for a croft
to be sold to someone who will not live on it and
work it. We will introduce a tough new regulatory
framework to govern owner-occupiers.
Of course, if we are to ensure that crofting
communities can have their say, we will need to
do something about the planning system. For
example, crofting communities should be able to
work closely with the Crofters Commission and the
local authorities to develop the potential for
affordable housing. I know that the Forestry
Commission Scotland is keen to work with crofting
communities in that way and that Communities
Scotland is already involved in such engagement.
The bill includes a duty on the Crofters
Commission to work with other agencies. As far as
I am concerned, one of the key tasks that the new
Crofters Commission will have to undertake is to
look at how affordable housing links into the
existing regulatory framework.
Richard Lochhead: Briefly and finally—
The Convener: You will have to be really brief,
Richard.
Richard Lochhead: I am confused about the
Executive’s vision for crofting. You seem to
suggest that, in allowing new crofts to be created,
the Executive is helping to address the crisis in
affordable housing and not that it is doing so to
promote the future of crofting. Surely the
Executive will be able to address some of the
pressures that face crofting if it addresses the
affordable housing crisis that exists in many of our
rural communities. Although there is land as far as
the eye can see in those communities, we are not
freeing it up for housebuilding. The land reform
legislation was not radical enough; we need other
measures to do that. What is the Executive’s
vision for crofting: is it about affordable housing or
is it about crofting?
Rhona Brankin: It is about both; the two are
inextricably linked.
The Convener: Thank you for that to-the-point
answer, minister.
Mr Brocklebank: I was interested to hear what
the deputy minister said in her opening remarks
about the bill doing nothing to open up a free
market in crofts. She also wrote a letter in those
terms to the West Highland Free Press. However,
at the same time that the deputy minister was
writing that letter, the Minister for Environment and
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Rural Development was giving a radio interview to
BBC Scotland, in which he said:
“We cannot prevent a crofter from cashing in on his
major asset.”

I hope that I have quoted him correctly.
The minister appears to believe that there is, de
facto, a free market in crofts. Is it not therefore
understandable that a lot of people out there have
also taken that from the bill? People think that
although the bill did not create the market, it will do
nothing to dampen down the market that you have
described.
Rhona Brankin: I hope that the comment,
which I suspect was taken out of context, did not
create that impression. I can only repeat that there
is nothing in the bill that will introduce a free
market in crofts. On the contrary, I am trying to
ensure that the Crofters Commission can take
tough action to ensure that the worst excesses of
the market can be dampened down. In that regard,
in response to pressure from crofters, I have
introduced an amendment in relation to the proper
occupier.
16:45
Mr Brocklebank: Earlier this afternoon, I put it
to Shane Rankin that it is extremely difficult to see
how the free market can be dampened down in
that way when, previously, a free market was
allowed to work within a regulated system. There
is a regulated system at the point of purchase, but
there is a free market at the back end. At any rate,
that seems to have been the effect. Is not that the
basic conundrum that lies at the heart of the bill?
Rhona Brankin: There are issues to do with the
extent to which the Crofters Commission has
acted in the past in terms of the regulatory
framework. However, few of the responses to the
consultation on the bill have said that an end
should be put to the market. We need to be able to
ensure that the Crofters Commission acts to
ensure that the market is regulated appropriately
so that it does not act against the interests of the
crofting communities. That has happened in some
cases, as you have heard in your evidence-taking
sessions.
I want to ensure that owner-occupiers who seek
to evade regulation by decrofting and, in some
situations, breaking up their croft and selling small
bits are unable to do that. The Crofters
Commission is central to that. Owner-occupiers
should be treated in the same way as tenants are.
They must be brought into the regulatory
framework. The gentleman from the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors who gave
evidence to the committee was clear that the
proper-occupier provision would serve to dampen
down the market because of the burden that it
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would place on someone who was buying a croft.
That would dampen down the price at which
crofters were able to sell their crofts.
Mr Brocklebank: How would anything in the bill
prevent what happened in the celebrated Taynuilt
case from happening again?
Rhona Brankin: The owner in the Taynuilt case
was, in effect, an absentee owner. Under the
proper-occupier provision, he would have been
required to live and work on his croft.
Mr Brocklebank: You have said that the
Crofters Commission should have made more use
of its regulatory powers. In that case, the Crofters
Commission did not object to that plan going
through. We learned that in evidence last week. It
was aware that the land was crofting land, but it
made no objection.
Rhona Brankin: The Crofters Commission
certainly did not take appropriate action against
that absentee owner. The proper-occupier
provision would ensure that action was taken
against an absentee owner. That is central.
The Crofters Commission was in a difficult
position because that crofter had got planning
permission. That brings us into a difficult area,
because the planning legislation states that
elected planning authorities should have the final
say. Although the Crofters Commission might
have wanted to do something, it was not able to.
Previous decisions in the Scottish Land Court
backed up that view.
We need to tackle planning and the issue of the
proper occupier. If those issues had been tackled,
the Taynuilt case would not have happened.
Mr Brocklebank: The Crofters Commission was
given the opportunity to object at the planning
stage, but our understanding, based on what the
planning officials told us last week, was that it
chose not to do so. Shane Rankin might want to
comment, because we went into that matter last
week.
Shane Rankin: The decision on the Taynuilt
case is interesting, because it rested on whether
there was a crofting community in Taynuilt. If there
is no crofting community, there is no scope for the
commission to prevent or obstruct the decrofting of
the land. In that sense, an individual crofter is
entitled to seek a decrofting. The decision on the
Taynuilt application was that there was no crofting
community there. The decision was therefore
consistent with the earlier advice to the planning
authority that it was reasonable to take the croft
land in question out of crofting tenure and identify
it for development.
That is the case in many places. As Richard
Durham pointed out, the commission is consulted
informally on local plans. We must try to help
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crofting communities to articulate which bits of
croft land they want to retain and which bits they
are prepared to release for development. That is
why there was consistency in our approach in
Taynuilt.
Mr Brocklebank: But forgive me, the crofters
were aware that the land was crofting land. They
pointed that out to you and asked whether you
wished to object to the planned development.
Shane Rankin: Yes, we commented on that. My
reading of the evidence that you received last
week is that the Crofters Commission said that it
was reasonable to identify the land in Taynuilt for
development.
The Convener: I am reading the relevant part of
the Official Report of last week’s meeting, in which
it was said that the Crofters Commission had
“reservations about this area of land being granted planning
permission”.—[Official Report, Environment and Rural
Development Committee, 8 May 2006; c 3217.]

However, the commission agreed to the area
being released for housing in the planning
process. We do not want to get stuck on one
planning application, but the Taynuilt application
seems to exemplify for most of us the problem of
neither the demand for local housing nor the
demand for crofting land being satisfied.
Many of us view the Taynuilt case as symbolic,
in a sense, of what is not right with the current
system. We must weigh up what the bill’s
provisions could do to rectify that situation for the
future against the ministerial view, which is slightly
different. We could consider the Taynuilt situation
for hours, but we all have the relevant paperwork
and can reflect on it.
Next on my list is Maureen Macmillan.
Maureen Macmillan: The minister said that 900
people were on the waiting list for a croft and that
there were plans to create 100 crofts in Shetland.
What sort of total numbers are you considering
and have you earmarked other places for the
creation of new crofts?
Rhona Brankin: We have not earmarked such
places, but I am keen for the Crofters Commission
to speak as early as possible to communities that
are interested in the creation of new crofts. The
Forestry Commission Scotland is interested in
working with communities in that regard and the
Loch Lomond and the Trossachs national park is
also interested in the possibility of creating new
crofts. Public bodies such as housing associations
are also interested in the issue. I want to ensure
that information about the bill and the opportunities
that it will create gets out there to communities
and that the Crofters Commission takes an active
role in working with communities to create new
crofts.
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Maureen Macmillan: I am concerned that there
should be a match between areas in which there is
a demand for new crofts and the creation of a new
supply of crofts. When we were in Argyll, we were
told that there was huge demand from young
people for crofts. One would hope that new crofts
would be created in Argyll, apart from what is
happening in Gigha. Has any work been done on
considering where the demand is and looking for
potential areas for new crofts that would match
that demand? People in Lochaber who want a
croft do not necessarily want to go to Shetland—or
vice versa.
Rhona Brankin: Absolutely. I take that point. It
indicates a key task that we must undertake. We
know the areas in the crofting counties in which
there is huge pressure for crofts. It is a task for the
Crofters Commission—and, indeed, for the
directions that ministers give it—to ensure that
steps are taken to create new crofts in areas
where there is high demand.
Maureen Macmillan: When I made that remark,
I got a big wink from somebody in the audience
who is from Shetland, so I apologise.
Rhona Brankin: People in Shetland are very
open to new people coming to the area.
Maureen Macmillan: Indeed—that is why I
quickly said “and vice versa”.
The legislation will mean that potential crofters
will give up the right to buy, but what will happen
when a crofting community is created? Will the
crofting community right to buy—under the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003—have to be given up
as well?
Rhona Brankin: An individual crofter will give
up the right to buy when a new croft is being
made. The communities that have acquired land
under the crofting community right to buy are
obviously concerned. They are keen on the
provision to create new crofts, but of course they
would be concerned if individuals were able to buy
from them.
Maureen Macmillan: But what would happen if
an estate gave up several thousand acres for
crofting and 20, 30 or 40 crofts were created on it,
then the crofters decided that they wanted to
exercise the crofting community right to buy?
The Convener: That point has come up before.
Maureen Macmillan: Yes. Could they do that?
Do you perhaps want to think about that?
The Convener: It is really a point of clarification.
The matter came up at a couple of our meetings
when we were debating the right to buy more
generally. What will happen in areas where the
land has been bought out?
Rhona Brankin: I am sorry; I missed that.
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The Convener: The matter came up at a couple
of our evidence sessions. If you cannot give us
clarification today and you want to think about it,
that is fine, but it is definitely an issue.
Rhona Brankin: I am sorry; I misunderstood the
point that was being made. Ministers would make
the decision on the basis of what was in the
interests of the community. Shane Rankin might
want to add something.
Shane Rankin: It occurs to me that the issue
would nearly always arise when a community
landowner or public sector landowner set out to
create new crofts, so it could be the Galson estate
on Lewis, the Stornoway Trust or the Forestry
Commission. Invariably, community landlords will
have been through the community buy-out
process already and it will have been endorsed
and approved by ministers. Ministers are not likely
to endorse and approve a new, second-tier
crofting community coming back for another go at
buying out the same community that has already
been approved.
Maureen Macmillan: No, I was thinking of a
situation in which a private landowner decided that
he or she would allow new crofts to be created.
Shane Rankin: I do not think that there is a
huge expectation that private landlords will rush
forward, but community landlords are interested in
the issue.
Maureen Macmillan: Yes, but that would be a
totally different situation. Thank you.
The Convener: All colleagues who have not yet
asked the minister questions have indicated that
they want to come in. I see no reason why they
cannot all do so as long as nobody takes too long.
We will have questions from Nora Radcliffe,
followed by Rob Gibson, and we will then move on
to colleagues who are not members of the
committee.
Nora Radcliffe: Minister, will you expand on the
creation of new crofts? Much of the discussion
seems to assume that new crofts will be created in
the crofting counties on the west coast, but there
is an expectation that new crofts might also be
created outwith those areas. Will you say a little
more about what thought you have given to areas
such as Aberdeenshire and the Borders? Those
areas are well outside the existing crofting
counties but there is an interest in crofting tenure
there. Has any thought been given to how that
would be dealt with?
Rhona Brankin: Ministers were responding to
the expressed interest of small landholders in
Arran, from whom I think the committee heard
evidence. There was a strong view that they were
missed out when the crofting counties were set up
and the boundaries were drawn so, in response to
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their request, we considered the possibility of
extending the area that crofting covers. We
decided that the best way to do that was to
introduce a general facility to create new crofts
outwith the crofting counties. There has not been a
huge demand for that, although I understand that
the committee heard such a demand from crofters
from Speyside. Other communities might come
forward, but we were responding specifically to the
demand from small landholders in Arran.
The primary intention is not to extend crofting,
but the bill would allow that to happen at a later
stage if there was a strong demand for it and
people agreed that that was the right way forward.
17:00
Nora Radcliffe: There have been expressions
of interest in my area. The provision was written
into the bill with one particular instance in mind
but, now that the door has been opened, a lot of
thought will have to be given to where else the
provision might take us.
What is the timeframe for the Scottish Land
Court test case on interposed leases? Will it be
completed in time for the outcome to be
incorporated into the work that is being done
around the bill? Given that the granting of some
interposed leases is beneficial, might the test case
cause some collateral damage?
Rhona Brankin: The reason why I have issued
instructions that we should hear from the Scottish
Land Court as soon as possible is that I am
conscious of the fact that the crofters in Pairc have
major concerns about what is happening there. I
do not know whether we have up-to-date
information on progress.
Shane Rankin: The case has been referred to
counsel to take to the court. Members have heard
from solicitors and various others that it will take a
number of months to progress the case through
the court. That is why the provisions in the bill are
written as they are. If we could predict how the
court would call the case, we might not have to
legislate at all. We are pursuing a belt-and-braces
approach.
Rhona Brankin: On Nora Radcliffe’s question
about other leases, it will be up to ministers to
judge which lease buy-outs should be approved.
They will consider what is appropriate in the
context
of
ensuring
sustainable
crofting
communities.
Nora Radcliffe: Fine.
My final question is about mapping, which has
come up over and over again. How important is
mapping? Is it important enough for the Executive
to give it financial backing? Should it be left to
crofters to do, with or without assistance? A way
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round the problem might be to invite individuals to
resubmit to the Crofters Commission the data that
they submitted to IACS.
Rhona Brankin: It is fundamental that we get
the mapping done, so that we have an up-to-date
register of crofts. Witness after witness has said
that and I am absolutely persuaded by it. When
the Crofters Commission becomes an NDPB it will
get a budget and make decisions about how it
uses it, although directions will come from
ministers. If it is to regulate the system effectively
and not spend a huge amount of time in difficult,
bureaucratic and time-consuming processes, it
must have that information. That will be a hugely
important aspect of the Crofters Commission’s
role.
I have heard what people have said about why
the IACS data cannot be used. My understanding
is that it is bound up with data protection issues,
but I am happy to explore the matter. We must
ensure that the Crofters Commission has access
to as much high-quality data as possible.
The Convener: Does Rob Gibson want to follow
up on the same topic?
Rob Gibson: Yes. The creation of new crofts
and the extension of the crofting system, perhaps
to other parts of Scotland, will put quite a lot of
strain on resources. The financial memorandum
does not spell out what will be required to deal
with neglected and misused crofts, absenteeism
and the implementation of the proper-occupier
proposals. Does not all that, as one crofter said to
me, smack of there being a paralysing incapacity
to enforce change?
Rhona Brankin: Absolutely not. A fundamental
motivation for the bill is to implement change. At
this stage the strong demand for new crofts has
come from Arran. We cannot crystal-ball gaze in
the financial memorandum.
One of the key aims of the bill is to reduce
unnecessary bureaucracy. I want the Crofters
Commission to take action that makes a difference
in crofting communities and to take tough action
on absenteeism, dereliction and owner-occupiers.
Something is wrong if the Crofters Commission is
taking up to six months to sort out fairly
straightforward assignations. We must ensure that
it is set up and funded appropriately, and does
what it was set up to do.
Rob Gibson: Like the curate’s egg, the bill has
good bits, but for people to accept that it is worth
supporting in its totality, there must be a provision
that restores to crofters the confidence that the
commission is on their side. I heard your
comments about the commission perhaps having
input to local plans, but you oppose an elected
board because you say that it would have difficulty
in being independent. Why do you think that a
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quango that is created to fulfil the role will be more
independent and is more likely to gain the
confidence of crofters than an independently
elected body?
Rhona Brankin: The process has been going
on for a number of years. The suggestion that the
Crofters Commission should become a modern
NDPB came through clearly in the initial
consultation a number of years ago, and the
proposals in the bill follow on from that. Some of
the complaints that have been made and concerns
that have been expressed about the Crofters
Commission are that it has not been ambitious
enough, has failed to take action and, in some
cases, has not been innovative enough. Setting up
the Crofters Commission as an NDPB will give it a
range of tools. NDPB status will let it make
decisions about the deployment of its budget,
about how grants are targeted and about the
possibility of creating different grants and tailoring
grant schemes to particular parts of the crofting
counties.
It is important that the Crofters Commission is
set up as an arm’s-length body with that
independence, but with a clear remit to support
and extend crofting, to ensure that crofting can
continue to do what it should be doing in the
crofting communities and to expand and
strengthen crofting.
Rob Gibson: I understand your aspirations,
which I think many people share. However, will the
register of crofts be any more accurate than the
electoral roll? Have we reached the stage of
needing to do something fundamental about how
the Crofters Commission is set up, if people are to
believe that the commission will do what they want
it to do?
Rhona Brankin: The bill places a clear duty on
the commission to act in a way that is set out by
ministers. An NDPB is responsible not just to
ministers but to the Parliament and I will ensure
that the commission receives clear directions from
ministers about what we expect from it and the
action that we want it to take. I want the
commission to work with communities to develop
the local vision for crofting. I have a vision for
crofting communities and, potentially, for other
communities throughout Scotland, but the Crofters
Commission must have a plan that sets out clearly
what it will do and targets to achieve those aims,
so that we will all be able to monitor the
organisation’s effectiveness. That is fundamental.
The Convener: We have a little time and I am
keen to allow the three members who are not
members of the committee to ask questions.
Fergus Ewing put questions to the previous
witnesses.
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Fergus Ewing: My question is about the plight
of existing staff at the commission. Ross Finnie
pledged:
“There will be scope for existing staff to opt to keep their
current civil service status and to remain in post on a
secondment basis.”—[Official Report, Written Answers, 6
April 2000; Vol 5, S1W-6040.]

Why has the right to choose to remain a civil
servant been dropped?
Rhona Brankin: Existing commission staff will
be offered posts in the new organisation on terms
and conditions that will be at least as good as the
terms and conditions that they currently enjoy.
Staff who do not want to accept an appointment
with the new body will remain as Scottish
Executive employees and the Executive will
endeavour to find posts for them elsewhere in the
Executive or in other civil service departments.
Ministers have made a commitment that it will be
open to the new commission to make
arrangements for staff to remain in post on
secondment terms if they have concerns about
civil service status.
Fergus Ewing: I listened carefully to your
answer and I am aware that it reflects the current
position. However, that is not the position that
Ross Finnie set out in his answer to the
Parliament, when he said that staff would have the
right to choose to keep their civil service status.
That pledge has been broken.
What will that mean in practice? Keith Aitchison
and his colleagues told the committee that there
might be fewer promotion prospects for staff, who
face the loss of security of employment in the civil
service, the loss of opportunities to transfer to
other parts of the civil service, potential loss if the
commission is relocated and—as is described in
paragraph 15 of the submission from the PCS—
lower wages. An Executive spokesman was
quoted yesterday as saying:
“Ministers are determined to ensure that the valued staff
of the Crofters Commission will not be disadvantaged in
any way”.

Are not lower wages a bit of a disadvantage?
Rhona Brankin: Those people have experience
and skills that we need, so it is highly unlikely that
the commission will not want them. As I said,
existing commission staff will be offered posts in
the new organisation on terms and conditions that
will be at least as good as those that they currently
enjoy. We took advice from the Scottish
Executive’s public bodies and relocation division
and nothing has changed on the matter in recent
years.
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17:15
Fergus Ewing: I put it to you that the fact that
there has been no consultation since 2002 betrays
an indifference and even an hostility towards the
staff, which is unfortunate. Is that not reminiscent
of the attitude that General Wolfe displayed to the
Fraser Highland infantry at Quebec during the
seven years’ war when he said:
“No great mischief if they fall”?

Rhona Brankin: You would not expect me to
agree with that, Fergus. I am conscious that the
staff of the Crofters Commission are highly skilled
and experienced and I hope that many of them will
continue to work with the commission. It is hugely
important that their experience and skills are not
lost. I have been the Deputy Minister for
Environment and Rural Development only since
the summer and I am not in a position to comment
on what went before.
Fergus Ewing: I am pleased to hear that
reassurance, which I take from you at face value.
Finally, would you be prepared to meet the local
representatives of the PCS to discuss the matter
further?
Rhona Brankin: I am always happy to meet
people.
The Convener: Thank you for that. We have
quite a lot of evidence on the matter, so members
can reflect on it.
Does John Farquhar Munro have a question?
John Farquhar Munro: Yes. The minister
suggested that the Crofters Commission should
take a more active role in the control of crofting
regulations. However, the evidence that we heard
today implies that the commission does not
implement the existing regulations in an
appropriate manner. That is perhaps why we are
in the situation that we are in at present.
Under any new legislation, why should not the
Crofters Commission be the body that vets the
applicant for a tenancy and determines whether
the applicant is appropriate? If the commission
approves the tenancy, it is for a short period—an
apprenticeship or a probationary period of perhaps
five years. During that time the commission
monitors what happens to the tenancy and, if the
croft is not managed appropriately, it should have
the authority and responsibility to terminate the
tenancy. I see no reason why that cannot happen,
even under the current legislation.
Rhona Brankin: I am sorry, John, will you
clarify that? Under the existing powers of the
Crofters Commission—
John Farquhar Munro: Earlier, you said that
the Crofters Commission should take a more
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active role and a more incisive interest in what
happens to crofting tenancies to try to combat the
open market. I am suggesting that the bill should
give the Crofters Commission a remit to monitor
and vet new applicants. The commission would
have to be satisfied that applicants were
appropriate for the tenancy and it would monitor
the tenancy for five years so that it was quite
satisfied that the tenancy was being operated and
managed appropriately and that the tenant was
appropriate. Why is that not happening? Why is
the commission not prepared to do that?
Rhona Brankin: I think that, at the moment, two
thirds of assignations are family assignations that
do not require the commission’s approval.
However, the commission has to approve nonfamily assignations. You talked about putting in
place a system that gives people a probationary
period. That was considered, but I am not
convinced that there was a huge amount of
support for the idea.
Shane Rankin: The issue has emerged since
the consultation rather than through it. I cannot
remember exactly what was said about it, but one
of the dilemmas is that the initial probationary
period could discourage investment. Why would
someone invest money in a croft if they might lose
it in five years’ time, perhaps through no fault of
their own? The proposal would create a different
type or quality of crofter.
Rhona Brankin: If that is something for which
there is clear support and if John Farquhar Munro
thinks that it would be in the interests of the
crofting community, I am open to suggestions and
I am sure that amendments would be made to the
provisions. The concept of a proper occupier is
intended to ensure that there is a new, tight
regulatory framework for owner-occupiers, but my
mind is not closed to suggestions such as the one
that John Farquhar Munro makes and I would be
prepared to consider them.
John Farquhar Munro: Thank you.
The Convener: That is helpful. The clerks are
reminding me that that was one of the very first
questions raised in our first evidence session,
when Elaine Smith talked about the process of
assignation and whether it would be appropriate
for people who request the ability to croft to be
asked to submit plans indicating that they have a
good idea of the commitment that they are taking
on. Perhaps we should leave it there for today,
minister, because the issue has been raised in
evidence and you have given a commitment to
consider it. It is certainly a matter that has been
aired in the committee before.
Last but not least, Eleanor Scott has a question.
Eleanor Scott: I have one question and it is
quite general, because members have covered
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most of the points that I wanted to cover. In a
sense, the previous question was a case in point,
because it was about the timescale. We have
heard that the bill is the culmination of a process
that started in 1999 or in 2002—both dates have
been mentioned—and has been continuing for
several years, but we are already aware of a
substantial Executive amendment, on the concept
of a proper occupier, that has been introduced
since the draft bill was published. There is still a
sense that, even after all these years, we are
knitting it as we go along. Minister, are you
confident that, once the bill has gone through the
parliamentary process, we can get it right?
Rhona Brankin: I have been in this job only
since the summertime, and I have genuinely tried
to take time to listen to crofters and to people who
are experts in the crofting system. I am advised
that the suggestion about the proper occupier
could be a radical amendment that could work in
practice. I am conscious that there has been a lot
of discussion, going back over many years, and I
think that we now have a bill that has a lot of
potentially exciting parts to it. I see an exciting
future for crofting.
The bill does not have to be the last word on the
subject, because one of the beauties of the
Scottish Parliament is that we can monitor what is
going on with legislation and, if need be, amend it.
We were lucky if there were two Scottish bills a
year at Westminster, but we have been able to
pass around 12 pieces of legislation each year in
the Scottish Parliament. I want us all to be able to
play our role in ensuring that, once the bill is in
force, it does what it says on the box and creates
strong, vibrant, sustainable crofting communities
st
that are fit for the 21 century, building on their
strengths but giving them the flexibility to take
advantage of opportunities that are presented, for
example wind energy. The bill will allow us to
support crofting communities into the future, and I
am sure that members of the committee will take a
keen interest in that, as will other members who
are active in the crofting counties, such as
Alasdair Morrison, Maureen Macmillan, John
Farquhar Munro, Fergus Ewing and the many
others who have a huge interest in making the bill
work. I am determined to make the bill work and to
strengthen and expand crofting.
The Convener: You did invite that kind of
answer, Eleanor.
Eleanor Scott: I did.
The Convener: I have one question, for which I
apologise in advance, because it is pretty
technical. We heard in earlier evidence that the
general right of appeal to the Scottish Land Court
could result in some cases that have already been
heard by the Crofters Commission being heard
again. Why has the Executive not taken the
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chance to change that to restrict the Scottish Land
Court to dealing with points of law, given that it
would in a sense be repeating the commission’s
previous consideration?
Shane Rankin: In recent months, the court has
also asked whether it should be considering
issues of law or issues of fact. Something might
have to be floated to address that at a later stage.
The Convener: In the bill or in statutory
instruments thereafter?
Shane Rankin: At stage 2 of the bill.
The Convener: My other question is even more
technical. It has been suggested that the court
should follow the same appeals procedure and
have the same powers to make remedies as it
does under the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland)
Act 2003, for example by awarding damages or
making specific orders. Why has that not been
picked up? Are you thinking of lodging
amendments at stage 2 to address that?
Shane Rankin: I am sorry, but I was not aware
that that issue had been raised.
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I thank the people who have made today
possible. I thank the clerks who have worked even
harder than they usually do to make all the
arrangements come together, and our hosts,
Highlands and Islands Enterprise, especially
Helen Rice and Deborah Ryles, who helped us
with the arrangements for the meeting. I am sure
that everyone will agree that it has gone smoothly.
I have heard everyone praise the organisation and
catering. I understand that the catering featured
local produce, which is welcome, given some of
the other evidence that we have been taking
recently.
I thank everyone who has helped us to have an
interesting and lively meeting that has cut to the
heart of the issues in the bill. It has not made our
job easier; it will mean that we need to consider
what issues to address in our report. I thank
everyone for their patience, evidence and stamina.
Our next meeting is on Wednesday 17 May,
which is the day after tomorrow. We have a heavy
workload.
Meeting closed at 17:29.

Rhona Brankin: I cannot respond to that,
because I am not certain about it, but I am more
than happy to take the questions away and to
provide a detailed response. I do not want to give
you an answer off the top of my head. I will get
you the information.
The Convener: I apologise for the last couple of
questions, but they related to the final outstanding
issues on our list and it is important for us to know
what the process will be. We have had much
discussion of technical matters as well as of the
high-level visionary issues.
I am grateful to the witnesses who have given
evidence today. I congratulate the members of the
public who have had the stamina to stay with us all
afternoon to follow the debate. There has been
huge interest in the bill and we were keen to go to
the crofting counties and to hear directly about a
range of experiences; we wanted to test what
people had said in writing by having them appear
before us. The process has been immensely
rewarding and I hope that people feel that it has
been productive. It has certainly kept us on our
toes.
We now have the challenge of addressing all the
issues that have been raised. As was reflected
today, not all the evidence that we have received
is pushing us in the same direction. There are
difficult issues that we will have to get to grips
with. I hope that the oral evidence sessions that
we have had will help to concentrate our minds on
the choices out there. It is our job to weigh up the
evidence. This afternoon, which is the last of our
five evidence sessions, has been stimulating.
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SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE FROM THE PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES
UNION
On behalf of the Branch, I wish to thank the Committee for hearing our evidence on 15 May,
a very marked and pleasant contrast with the dismissive attitude of the Scottish Executive.
There are two further points of evidence which we would ask the Committee to consider.
Firstly, in his evidence Mr Rankin referred to PCS national officials as having a different
attitude to that of the Branch. The Committee may recall that this was originally stated in the
analysis of consultation responses to the Bill and was refuted by us in a letter sent to each
member of the Committee and the Minister. There has been no change in circumstance
since the detail given in that letter and I attach a copy for ease of reference.
Secondly, in giving her evidence the Minister undertook that on transfer out of the civil
service, staff at the Crofters Commission would enjoy no less generous conditions than
those currently applicable within the civil service. Under agreements at UK level, staff
transferred from the civil service to another employer must receive equivalent protection to
that afforded to all employees in the UK under TUPE, so ensuring that terms and conditions
could not be reduced for a period of 5 years. The Minister was not therefore being generous
to Commission staff, but simply recognising the constraints which the Executive and the
“new” Commission would be required to observe.
LETTER FROM THE PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES UNION
TO THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE
CORRECTING SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE STATEMENTS: CROFTING BILL
We write as the Committee of the North of Scotland Branch of the Civil Service Union PCS
and the local representative of Prospect to correct statements given by the Scottish
Executive in the Analysis of Responses to the draft Crofting Bill.
The local branches of PCS and Prospect, the 2 civil service trade unions who represent
staff in the North of Scotland, including those at the Crofters Commission, made separate
but identical submissions to the Consultation on the draft Crofting Bill. This submission
focussed on the concerns expressed by members on the proposed transfer of their jobs out
of the Civil Service. It is deeply regrettable that these concerns are not addressed but
summarily dismissed in paragraph 16.5 of the Executive’s Analysis of Responses as
reflecting “a long history of resistance to change”.
The valid concerns expressed by our members have been recognised previously through
Ministerial commitments to staff provided by both Ross Finnie and Andy Kerr and are
addressed by the local unions in our response to the consultation document. To have these
concerns now summarily dismissed by Scottish Executive officials causes profound
concern.
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There is also an attempt in the Analysis to draw a distinction between the unions at local
and national level vis-à-vis the staff at the Crofters Commission being transferred to the
authority of the Commission board; no such distinction exists. Our submission was
governed by the policy adopted unanimously at the PCS National Conference on 3 June
2004 to:
•

“negotiate the best possible terms of secondment to the Crofters Commission
including progression and promotion arrangements, and that the ending of such
arrangements should not be implemented without the agreement of the individuals
concerned.”

This requirement of non-compulsion through not making a change to an individual’s status
without their agreement is the policy of both unions. Our submission was therefore fully
reflective of this national policy.
LETTER FROM DEPUTY MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
REGARDING SCOTTISH LAND COURT ISSUES
I am writing to you in response to the two questions which you raised at the end of the
evidence session on the Crofting Reform etc. Bill which took place in Inverness on 15 May.
In respect of the first question on the general right of appeal to the Scottish Land Court the
Executive have concluded that there would need to be a right of appeal, on both points of
fact and points of law, to an Article 6 compliant tribunal against any decision of the
Commission that involved determination of any civil rights and obligations. We do not
consider that it would be feasible to make no provision for appeals where there are factual
issues in dispute. In the event that there is no right of appeal it appears to the Executive that
that Judicial Review would be the only option available to an individual aggrieved at a
decision of the Commission. We consider that that would be a retrograde step as compared
with the current position and what is proposed in the Bill. Of course relying solely on Judicial
Review would be to limit the rights of appeal and I do not consider that that would be
tenable.
The most obvious forum for determination of appeals or disputes on matters of fact appears
to be the Scottish Land Court, where the experience of dealing with crofting matters lies. I
have considered other options, including a right of appeal to the Sheriff or an expanded role
for the Crofters Commission, but obviously only where determination of disputes between
individuals is required. However we have concluded that that would not achieve Ministers’
policy objectives. In any event the Commission could clearly not have a role in determining
any appeal that concerned a decision of the Commission itself, and that would leave a
significant gap that needs to be filled to ensure compliance with ECHR.
You also asked for comment on the suggestion that the Land Court's procedures and
powers to make remedies should be the same as under agricultural holdings legislation
(e.g. of interdict, to award damages, and make orders). Sir Crispin Agnew correctly
indicated that when a crofter wants to prevent a landlord from attempting to use croft land in
a way which the landlord does not have a right to do the crofter would have to go to the
ordinary courts for an interdict and thereafter to the Land Court for a declarator. It has not
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been my intention to use the Bill to change this. If a proposal of this sort had been drawn to
our attention at an early stage in development of the Bill then we would have considered it.
The provisions in the Agricultural Holdings legislation are new and reflect Law Commission
recommendations which the 2003 Act implemented. It took the Law Commission some
considerable time to develop the proposals in the Agricultural Holdings Legislation and
making similar changes to deal with crofting is unlikely to be much simpler.
By the time the measures in the 2003 Act started to have an impact we had prepared most
of the consultation draft of the Crofting Reform etc Bill and this issue had not been raised. In
any case I am not certain that there is the same need in the crofting context. Agricultural
tenants need simple and relatively inexpensive court procedures primarily because they do
not have another effective and powerful means of dealing with a difficult landlord. Where a
crofter is in dispute with his/her landlord the simple threat that the crofter might exercise the
right to buy is likely to deter the landlord from action which is prejudical to the crofter’s
interest.
I hope that this letter clarifies the position on these issues.
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SUBMISSION FROM PROFESSOR JIM HUNTER
1. The committee’s evidence session of 14 June will be concerned principally, I understand,
with the Scottish Executive’s ‘proper occupier’ proposals – those proposals having come
forward too late to be considered previously. While I have views on the proper occupier
proposals (views summarised in Paras 2-4 below), I should like to take this opportunity to
put to the committee my growing conviction that, not least in the light of the evidence which
the committee has heard so far, only the more widely supported provisions of the Crofting
Reform Bill should be taken forward by the Executive and by parliament.
2. The nature of the Executive’s proper occupier proposals, and the way they have been
introduced, are factors in my having reached this conclusion. I appreciate that these
proposals have been introduced by the Executive with a view to countering at least some of
the negative feeling engendered by the Crofting Bill. That said, the Executive’s proposals
seem to me to add a further layer of legal complexity to a regulatory system which is
already far too complex. In this connection, I urge the committee to take note of the fact that
such complexity has arisen because of repeated past instances of a practice of which the
Executive’s proper occupier proposals are merely the latest instance. A good (or bad)
example relates to the legislative and regulatory provisions dealing with absenteeism. As
noted in my first written submission to the committee, when crofters were granted security
of tenure by the Crofters Act of 1886, it was universally assumed (on what then seemed a
commonsense basis) that such security was to be enjoyed only by crofters living on crofts.
Some 30 years later, this was challenged in the courts which ruled in 1917 that, in fact, a
crofter’s secure tenancy over his croft persisted even if he lived several thousand miles
distant from it. A proliferation of absenteeism followed – this absenteeism being one of the
major problems which the Crofters Act of 1955, the Act which established the present
Crofters Commission, was meant to solve. However, rather than return to first principles and
again define a crofter as a person whose main home is on his or her croft, the 1955 Act
bestowed on the Commission a convoluted set of controls over absenteeism – controls
which, as this committee has heard, the Commission has struggled (and often failed) to
exercise ever since. I regard the Executive’s proper occupier proposals as being firmly in
this tradition. And I predict that, if implemented, these proposals (even if accompanied, as
promised, by a ‘more aggressive’ stance on the Commission’s part) will work no more
effectively than the 1955 Act’s anti-absenteeism measures – those measures, which were
supposed to eliminate absentee tenancy, having left us, more than 50 years after their
introduction, with (as this committee has heard) many, many hundreds of absentees.
3. My reservations about the proper occupier notion are confirmed by Paragraph 8 of the
explanatory paper which the Scottish Executive have submitted to the committee by way of
introducing their proposals. This paragraph begins with the statement: ‘Controlling the price
paid for croft tenancies or crofts … is impossible.’ The paragraph then goes on to assert, in
summary, that there can, by definition, be no effective price controls in relation to crofting.
To be honest, having read this paragraph, I found it hard to take the Executive’s paper
seriously – the paragraph in question having apparently been compiled in ignorance of the
fact that crofting rests, in a very fundamental way, on a system of price controls which has
operated with absolute effectiveness for 120 years. Prior to 1886, croft rents were set by
landlords and (understandably from a landowning point of view) were as high as the market
would bear. In real terms, those rents were between 50 and 100 times higher than croft
rents are now. From 1886 forward, however, the level of croft rents has been set not by the
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market but by means of judicial regulation – this regulation operated first by the original
Crofters Commission and then by the Scottish Land Court which took the original
commission’s place in 1912. Given that a rent is, in essence, the price you pay annually to
have the use of someone else’s property, our having managed to control croft rents for 120
years (and to have reduced them to a tiny fraction of what they would have been if their
levels had been determined by the market) seems to me to demolish the Executive’s quite
extraordinary contention that price controls can’t ever be imposed effectively in a crofting
context.
4. One further point arises in this connection. It’s a point I attempted to make in my earlier
submission to the committee, and which I now repeat. I fail to see why, given that market
forces were fenced out of crofting by the security of tenure and rent-control provisions
introduced in 1886, it somehow makes sense to have a market (an allegedly uncontrollable
market at that) in crofts and croft tenancies inside the fence. A truly free market approach to
crofting would be one that took down the 1886 fence, re-introduced time-limited tenancies
and did away both with rent controls and with the tenant’s right-to-buy – an approach,
incidentally, that might well encourage landowners, in current circumstances, to create lots
of crofts with a view (there being no lack of prospective crofters with the necessary cash at
their disposal) to renting out those new crofts at several thousand pounds annually apiece.
5. This brings me back to my starting-point – my conviction that the Crofting Reform Bill, as
now drafted, should be abandoned.
6. Can this be done while also saving the Bill’s positive features – notably its provisions
regarding the creation of new crofts and its provisions (crucial to developing windfarms and
the like on the large areas of croft land now going into community ownership) in relation to
so-called interposed leases? I don’t know. But it seems to me that a relatively short Bill
which takes care both of interposed leases and new crofts (matters commanding, as the
committee has heard, substantial support) could be introduced and proceeded with fairly
quickly.
7. Any recommendation by this committee to that effect should be accompanied by an
equally strong recommendation that the Executive immediately set in motion a process
intended to establish how crofting can best be taken forward. Both the committee and the
parliament have heard testimony, not least from ministers, to the effect that crofting makes
a lot of sense in the context of a wider rural policy that aims to foster, as Scottish, UK and
EU policy now does, a well-populated, economically diverse and environmentally attractive
countryside. There is, then, a high degree of consensus as to crofting’s continued
desirability. Judging by the tenor of evidence to this committee, there is an equally high
degree of consensus that crofting, if its potential is fully to be realised, requires regulation.
Where consensus breaks down, again judging by evidence to this committee, is how such
regulation is to be exercised. Any regulatory system in a free society can only work well if
the agency responsible for regulation, in this case the Crofters Commission, has the respect
of the people whose conduct the agency aims to regulate. Again judging from evidence to
this committee, the Crofters Commission is in some danger of losing (if it has not already
lost) such respect. Also judging by evidence to this committee, proceeding with the Crofting
Reform Bill as currently framed threatens to make the Commission’s position worse in this
regard, not better.
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8. The two major Crofting Bills there have been, Bills which became the Acts of 1886 and
1955, were preceded by commissions of enquiry, the so-called Napier and Taylor
Commissions. The older, top-down mechanism, however, will not meet the present case. It
will not be sufficient to get together a set of alleged experts, ask them to take evidence from
interested parties and instruct them to prepare proposals for action. What’s required is a
consultative exercise which, so to speak, directly engages crofters, prospective crofters and
other interested parties in the task of mapping out crofting’s future. Only thus will it be
possible to obtain the crofter buy-in that’s missing from so much of the present Bill’s
approach to crofting.
9. Getting such an exercise to deliver, I appreciate, will not be easy. But if we’re serious
about securing a good future for crofting and for crofters, the attempt must be made. I am
not persuaded by the more apocalyptic views expressed about the present Bill – views to
the effect that it will rapidly bring about the death of crofting. But I am persuaded by the
evidence this committee has gathered that the administrative arrangements which the Bill
envisages are not generally thought to offer an effective means of keeping crofting in good
health. It’s greatly to the credit of this committee, and to the credit of the pre-legislative
procedures put in place by the Scottish Parliament, that the disquiet surrounding the way
we run crofting has been brought out so clearly in this way. Now the committee, the
Executive and parliament have to respond constructively to the disquiet they have been
instrumental in revealing. The best way of so doing, in my opinion, is for the Executive and
parliament to proceed with speed on interposed leases and new crofts. In the interim,
crofting’s administrative structure (including the Crofters Commission) will have to be left as
is. This structure should be so left, however, on the strict understanding that a consultative
exercise on crofting’s future will commence promptly and will lead, sooner rather than later,
to a new, and more consensus-commanding, Bill being drafted.

SUBMISSION FROM SIMON FRASER
Further to recent correspondence regarding the proposed amendment to the Bill with regard
to “Proper Occupier” status, I have just a few comments to make. The numbering is taken
from the Scottish Executive Explanatory Paper: 6.

In general I think that these provisions will be of some benefit in that as at present
there seems to be little if any regulation of the occupation of crofts post purchase.
As with the other regulatory mechanisms this will only be of any benefit to the
crofting community if applied rigorously and with strict regard to policy. As in other
issues relating to regulation policy will require to be flexible in that what suits one
area will not suit another area and it will therefore be necessary in my view to
have policy developed which relates to the needs of individual areas.

7.

“Lenders expect borrowers to offer Security ….” This is correct but few lenders
would accept a security over non de-crofted land. De-crofting of course can be
applied for before or after purchase and an area to be de-crofted after purchase
may not necessarily be as large as the area purchased.
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8.

In my view it is not price control which is required but stricter control over
eligibility. Without such control market forces will always prevail.

12.

There does not seem to be any other possible way of dealing with existing owners
other than by their acquiring the Proper Occupier status from the outset. They
should of course however be followed up as regularly and with the same rigour as
new owner occupiers.

19- 28.

These cover the regulatory mechanism. At first sight it may appear to be overly
bureaucratic. However it does appear to be relatively clear. Whether it is of any
affect in achieving policy outcome entirely depends on the extent of which the
Crofters Commission are prepared to enforce the provisions.
SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH CROFTING FOUNDATION

INTRODUCTION
We welcome this opportunity to give evidence pertaining to the concept of “Proper
Occupier”, an amendment to the Crofting (Scotland) Act 1993 that appeared too late to
comment upon in earlier evidence sessions of the ERDC looking at the Crofting Reform Etc
Bill. Whilst we will try to confine our evidence to this concept we will have to refer to the
wider Bill as the “Proper Occupier” was heralded as that which would make up for so much
that was lacking from the Bill as introduced to Parliament.
“PROPER OCCUPIER”
1. The proposal as introduced goes a long way about to present a concept that could
potentially achieve nothing positive and could produce further confusion and
resentment. The Explanatory Paper submitted by SEERAD at first reading does appear to
offer hope, but when the actual amendment is read it is hard to say very much positive
about it – the same could be said of the Bill as to whether it actually reflects the good
intentions expressed in the Policy Memorandum. We have already suggested a short list of
alterations but as it is unlikely that such a complete turnaround would be possible at this late
stage we will confine ourselves to a few realistic modifications that could make the proposal
workable.
2. The Crofters Commission has to be resourced to be proactive in addressing
absenteeism and neglect over the whole of the crofting areas. The Absentee Initiative
has been successful to an extent but the feeling is that it is operating too slowly to ever be
able to realise its ultimate aim (it would be interesting to compare how many crofts have
been made available by the Absentee Initiative and how many crofts are unused due to
absenteeism and to then extrapolate to see when if the absentee initiative will ever address
the problem).
It would help to re-establish the Executive/Commission credibility if they acted under the
existing legislation on so-called absentee owner-occupiers (of course this is a misnomer an absent owner-occupier is the landlord of a vacant croft, no more or less) as the failure of
the regulatory regime on this aspect is an ongoing scandal which they should at least
acknowledge. We say this because the proposal for “Proper Occupier” appears to put most
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onus on the Commission reacting to complaints rather than being proactive which could
mean that very little would actually be done at all.
The Commission needs to be resourced and obliged to take a proactive approach using
something along the lines of the absentee initiative – a “croft restoration initiative” for
example, to address absenteeism and neglect sensitively, for both owners and tenants, with
a timetable set for achievement of realistic targets and completion.
There should also be more cash available to significantly upgrade the Crofters
Commission’s technical staff capacity and knowledge levels, by external recruitment if
necessary.
3. This type of initiative will only work with the full co-operation and ownership of the
crofters. . Crofters need to be represented democratically at township level and at area
level - grazings committees and clerks need to be supported effectively and they need to be
accountable. Reform of the Grazings Committee system is essential.
The concept of Local Panels is fine but they must be democratic. The panels must have the
ability to contribute to the formation of the Board of the Crofters Commission either by
power of veto or by nomination. A central role of the Commission is to advise ministers on
crofting affairs so it is essential that the Commission is democratic in its membership and
operation.
If the Crofters Commission is reacting to a complaint, the identity of the complainer must be
made known (as objectors to planning applications are made publicly known)
4. There must be a probationary period of 5 years for all croft entrants with an
emphasis on helping the entrant to achieve their agreed 5 year management plan.
This would go a great way to realising the implicit objective of the “Proper Occupier”
concept, that is to temper the purchasing of crofts for house sites or speculation with no
intention to use the croft. If the probationer makes no attempt to use the croft, penalties
such as withholding of grants and, ultimately, withdrawal of tenancy agreement(s) could be
imposed. However, if the consequences are too harsh, each case will be ripped apart by
lawyers and so become ineffectual. Therefore a “points system” similar to drivers’ licences
endorsement points could be used.
New croft entrants should also be selected on a points system, similar to that used in
housing (higher points for young families, those with no other crofts etc), and should not
have full “Proper” crofter status and the Right To Buy in the probation period.
5. “Purposeful Use” has to be set in clearly defined parameters and the “nature
conservation” (or wilful neglect) get-out has to be closed. The main thrust of the
“Proper Occupier” proposals, “Purposeful Use”, is entirely negated by Section 23C (2),
which invites justification of neglect and dereliction as “nature conservation”. This is a
loophole for exploitation by landlords, occupiers of whatever dubious status, solicitors,
estate agents and the Commission. If a crofter is claiming the croft is used for nature
conservation they must have evidence of a strategy – i.e. be part of a recognised scheme or
have a conservation management plan that can be demonstrated if challenged. The same
applies to misuse of the forestry schemes to justify neglect.
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6. Control of absenteeism and neglect should apply equally to all crofters whether
tenants or owner-occupiers. The “Proper Occupier” proposal has been written to address
the inequalities of owners and tenants; croft owners appearing to be able to exploit
loopholes that allow them to evade regulation on absenteeism and neglect. Whilst the
proposal quite rightly attempts to redress this imbalance the creation of a new term “Proper
Occupier” not only complicates an already complicated system but may also create a
perceived imbalance with a new type of crofter, one that is "more equal than others". So
one name is still preferable and could simply be a clearer definition of “Crofter”.
7. There should be no restriction to the number of crofts currently used by an
individual, if they are being used for crofting. Enlarging the size of ground used for
crofting by using multiple crofts was actively encouraged by the Crofters Commission at one
time so to reverse that would be an infringement of rights. However, there exists the notion
that a croft should be no larger than 30 ha, which is supported. In some areas crofts are
very small so the control should be more about total area rather than number of crofts.
We agree that assignation to individuals that do not already have a croft should be favoured
(re. 4.).
8. This proposal can only have validity if all reference to “market value” is removed
from the Bill. This should be replaced with “compensation for permanent improvements” or
some such term. The idea of a free market in crofts is extremely contentious and “strikes at
the very root of what holds us together”, as a crofter put it.
9. Inbye Croft land should have the same protection as agricultural land – in the T &
C Planning Bill. The objective of the “Proper Occupier” proposal would be reinforced by the
presumption to protect croft in-bye land from development. Would the Taynuilt development
application have resulted in the fiasco it did if the croft had been protected as agricultural
land?
CONCLUSION
We agree that legislation reform is necessary and we support the passing of this Bill
through stage 1, with significant cropping. This has been a difficult decision to get
consensus on as the Bill as introduced has, on balance, more harm in it than good.
However, we feel that to lose the Bill altogether would lose an opportunity to improve the
legislation, perhaps for many years. A very difficult dilemma that we are sure the ERDC
appreciates.
Our support of the Bill at this stage is tempered by the assertion that it will only be useful if
the committee presses for some radical amendments at stage 2 including the removal of the
“market value” references, the restoring and enhancing of the democracy of the regulatory
system including the Crofters Commission and the other suggested amendments to the
“Proper Occupier” concept.
The SCF, and as the SCU, has always been very supportive of the need to change crofting
legislation and has been involved in gathering reviews and forming consensus in order to
advise and contribute to the reform of crofting legislation. Crofters have many varying views
on legislation and the wider philosophies of crofting, and the SCF works very hard to gather,
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consolidate and present a consensus. However we do feel that our efforts do provide an
accurate reflection of the majority view and that our inputs have been corroborated by the
evidence that has been gathered by the ERDC. We do not feel that this Bill accurately
reflects stakeholder opinion yet.
We were told that as a result of the consultation a proposal called “Proper Occupier” would
be presented as an amendment to legislation that would resolve many if not all of the issues
that we felt were missed in the draft. This is not the case. The proposal has little
resemblance to the concept that was discussed and presented originally in the late Nineties
by the Crofting Legislation Reform Group and does little to address the many suggestions
given by the SCF in its response to the consultation.
A change of attitude at senior SEERAD level on a number of crofting issues; the future of
CCAGS, Bull Scheme, LFASS to name but a few, and a move away from their present,
blatantly anti-crofting agenda is essential. It is unlikely that the Bill could be amended
enough to reflect what is needed for crofting legislation to really work effectively long term.
The true value of crofting is not recognised and a full socio economic evaluation is still
needed.
The evidence that has been gathered by the ERDC could also go a long way to providing
the baseline data needed to develop new legislation at a later date; the lack of participatory
appraisal by SEERAD is demonstrated in the poor quality of the Bill and the lack of
ownership by crofters - in stark contrast to the ERDC taking evidence and in a relatively
short time getting very much to the heart of the matter.
It is vital that the decline is at least slowed by this Amending Bill being passed in a
somewhat more workable form and the commitment being given to develop further
appropriate legislation in the next parliamentary session.

SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH RURAL PROPERTY AND BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION
INTRODUCTION
The SRPBA is grateful for the opportunity to give further written and oral comments to the
Committee on the issue of regulation of owner occupier crofters, as set out in the Scottish
Executive’s proposed Stage 2 amendment.
As an initial comment we would stress that we recognise that upon exercise of the individual
crofter’s right to buy his croft house site and/or the inbye croft land/apportionment of
grazings, the role of the landlord as regards that particular croft is brought to an end. At that
point, the Crofters’ Commission is the only body with a valid interest in regulating the
crofter, on wider public interest basis in the implementation of government policy. However,
the landlord’s interest, in common with other croft tenants, will be the interests of the
remainder of the crofting estate, and the health and well-being of the crofting community, of
which the remainder of the crofting estate is part. It is in this context that our comments are
made.
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BACKGROUND TO THE NEED FOR THE PROPER OCCUPIER
The SRPBA recognises that the perceived requirement for the Proper Occupier (”PO”)
amendment has come about for a number of reasons, which we see as follows:1. Upon exercise of the right to buy, the Commission has no statutory basis upon which
to regulate the occupation of the croft other than forced re-letting;
2. The ability to buy in the croft frustrates the Commission’s and the landlord’s ability to
effectively regulate croft assignations because it acts as an alternative for crofters
unwilling to be regulated in the choice of assignee;
3. The lack of perceived effective regulation of both owner occupiers and the
assignation process is seen to fuel an unrestricted market in crofts (tenancies and
heritable interests) at high prices which do not reflect the true value of improvements
(in the case of assignations), nor the regulated nature of croft land (in the case of
heritable interests). As is well documented, prices in both cases tend to be well
beyond the reach of most local people wishing to get involved in traditional crofting
and who may contribute to the local rural economy.
There appears to be a consensus in the evidence to the Committee at stage 1, that with
hindsight, the right to buy mechanism has been detrimental to crofting in the wider sense,
namely as a tool for rural development and social cohesion.
The incentives for an individual to exercise the right to buy are acknowledged. Firstly the
ability to borrow on the security of the crofter’s house and garden ground brings a number
of benefits for the crofter, and allows investment, whether in the croft itself or elsewhere.
This is an understandable driver.
Secondly, the ability to buy-in the croft house site and garden at agricultural value and
subsequently sell at open market value, creates a large windfall gain, particularly if the
nominee purchase loophole is used to avoid the payment of clawback to the landlord within
the first 5 years. The croft house site can also be de-crofted, and possibly with grant
funding, a new croft house built on the remaining croft land. It should however be noted that
this practice could be challengeable in terms of Schedule 2 paragraph 8 of the 1993 Act, if a
landlord was minded to or had the resources to do so. That paragraph was intended to
prevent the crofter from using croft land for speculation in housing sites because the Act
requires that the new house should be in substitution for a house which was already in
existence on the croft as it was in 1993. Again the policy intention of the legislation has in
some cases been exploited to the individual’s benefit but arguably to the detriment of
crofting generally, as more croft land is lost to housing, invariably unaffordable to local
people.
The above mechanisms have been made available through gaps in the legislation. It cannot
be expected that all individuals will act with the long term best interests of the crofting
communities at heart, if it is at the expense of a substantial immediate financial benefit. The
challenge surely for government is to tighten the legislation wherever possible to ensure
that these types of practices are restricted where possible and that the individual’s interests
are fairly balanced against the wider policy objectives of the government as regards
crofting.
If the Scottish Ministers believe (as we understand they do) that crofting is a valued form of
land tenure, which delivers real benefits to these particular areas of Scotland, then it may be
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necessary to re-examine the background to the necessity for the PO provisions, before
embarking upon a whole new set of regulation and bureaucracy.
POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL OR ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
Crofter Borrowing
The ability by the crofter to use their house/garden etc as security would mean they could
invest in their own buildings and activities and would in some situations reduce the need to
purchase, with the disadvantages this can have (access to crofting grants etc).
Because a crofting tenancy is technically (by banks and others) seen as being on a year to
year basis an amendment to conveyancing legislation (Land Registration (Scotland) Act
1979) to include croft tenancies in the definition of a real right would mean they would be
available as security. This would bring benefits to whole crofting communities. It is
suggested that the committee should give this further consideration, perhaps seeking
evidence from the Scottish Executive’s legal advisers or legal profession representative
bodies.
Clawback/Nominee Purchases
The SRPBA’s views on this issue have already been set out in earlier evidence. We believe
the nominee purchase loophole a should be closed. The enclosed extract from Hansard
during the debate on the 1976 Act clearly demonstrates that this would simply implement
the intention of parliament. Similarly we believe that an extension of the clawback period to
10 years would act as a disincentive to speculation and fragmentation of croft land.
Restriction of the right to buy to house site and garden
Whilst perhaps not essential if crofters were able to borrow on the basis of their croft
tenancy, this measure would nevertheless enable the assignations of croft land to operate
as originally intended, with a role for the Commission in regulating effectively, and thus
dampening prices.
COMMENT ON THE PO AMENDMENT
In making our comments above, we recognise that the suggested mechanisms may help in
the future, but that there are a number of existing owner occupiers, who have to date not
been troubled by regulation or intervention from the Crofters Commission.
The SRPBA’s comments on some of the detail of the PO amendment are confined to the
following points:1. It is not clear why a crofter occupying 3 crofts is not at risk of losing PO status (Section
23C(4)) whilst section 23B(9)(d) precludes the crofter achieving PO status in the first
instance if he has 2 crofts.
2. Section 23A(4) seems to exclude the possibility that the crofter’s estate could comprise
more than the croft. It is suggested that “comprises” should be replaced by “includes”.
3. Section 23B(4) allows “members of the crofting community in the locality” to object.
Section 41 of the Bill makes it clear that the landlord is not considered to be part of that
community. Whilst the applicant may have no landlord, there may well be a landlord in
respect of neighbouring crofts who should be afforded the right to object along with the
remaining crofters.
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We hope these comments will be considered useful and constructive for the committee in its
deliberations, and we will be happy to elaborate further on any of these points at the
Committee’s meeting on 14 June.
NB The SRPBA evidence refers to the House of Commons Hansard transcript for 10
February 1976, columns 65 - 68.

SUBMISSION FROM THE NATIONAL TRUST FOR SCOTLAND
Summary
The Executive states that the ‘Proper Occupier’ amendment is being introduced to
moderate ‘speculation’ in croft land. The implication behind the rationale given in the
Explanatory Paper is that this is the only realistic measure that can be pursued to tackle this
problem. However, we re-iterate our concerns that no genuine consideration appears to
have been given to either partially or completely removing an individual’s right to buy, and
that individual interests are being protected at the expense of the wider community interest
and the crofting system itself. Evidence given so far has highlighted a number of
suggestions to address the growing free market in croft tenancies1 and it would have been
productive to have had greater discussion and exploration of these ideas at an earlier stage
of the drafting of this Bill.
Should the individual right to buy continue in its present form, then we welcome any attempt
to regulate the management and use of owner-occupied crofts. However this will only
succeed if:
• the provisions are properly regulated and enforced
• powers given to the Crofters Commission to address issues such as
absenteeism and neglect of crofts become a duty on the Commission to act
• the law is specific and not open to misinterpretation
Regulation/Enforcement
Better regulation of crofting tenure is of paramount importance to the long-term
sustainability of crofting communities. Many of the existing regulations are not enforced.
This is widely recognised as a fundamental issue, yet the Bill offers no meaningful solutions.
The proposals for owner-occupiers are likely to suffer a similar fate unless the reasons for
such regulatory failures are properly addressed. Much of the existing legislation is not
fundamentally flawed, rather it is the way in which the legislation is interpreted and
implemented that needs to be reviewed. Adding further powers and sanctions under these
proposals may well prove beneficial, but without proper regulation and enforcement they will
1 Our idea on the right to buy is that, if the right were abolished, it would not mean individuals

could not acquire their croft. There is a subtle difference between having a right to buy and
being able to buy. A crofter could buy a croft if he or she could justify taking the land out of the
community pool, ie if it met the wider community's objectives and aspirations or demonstrated
some social or environmental benefit. Ideas from other witnesses included the introduction of a
potential delay in the ability of an individual to exercise his or her right to buy, during which time
a croft must be seen to be worked.
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fail to achieve any meaningful outcome and will only add to the Commission’s bureaucratic
workload.

Commission Powers
Commission powers should be replaced by a duty on the Commission to act. Policy
guidance to this effect should be given to the Scottish Land Court to enable it to fulfil its
functions. This is particularly critical in areas where regulation has been weak to date, such
as ensuring proper use of croft land, absenteeism, multiple occupancy of croft land and
inappropriate development of croft land.
The ultimate sanction over ‘Proper Occupiers’ who fail to comply with the proposed
conditions, following the proposed withdrawal of ‘Proper Occupier’ status, is an increased
risk of having a croft tenant imposed. However this power already exists, yet is rarely
executed. This may too easily lead to the new proposals also being ignored by those who
have no interest in crofting. Section 23 (5) of the 1993 Act states that ‘the Commission may,
at any time ... give notice to the landlord requiring him to submit proposals for re-letting the
croft’. Where owner occupiers lose their Proper Occupier status this should be altered to the
effect that the Commission must give notice in such cases. The Explanatory Paper states
that the existing legislation does not deal with any potential European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR) implications of this power. This should have been properly
researched at the start of the drafting of this Bill, and in light of the proposed amendments
regarding Proper Occupiers, this issue must be explored before the legislation is finalised.
Crofting Law
Many regulatory problems stem from the fact that crofting law itself is not sufficiently robust
in a number of key areas. This has left it too open to legal interpretation, with the result that
various attempts at proper enforcement have failed. This in turn has led to an unwillingness
on the part of the Commission to bring cases in front of the Land Court. Many of the
provisions outlined under the Proper Occupier proposals mirror those governing croft
tenants, and will fare no better unless the Bill delivers a workable and meaningful solution to
overcome the obstacles to proper enforcement. The tightening up of current regulations,
with clearer definitions and guidance for the courts and the Commission, is a pre-requisite
to successful implementation.
We therefore urge the Executive to take proper legal advice (and adhere to expert opinion)
on key areas where the law is insufficiently specific or likely to be so. For example, the
proposed addition to Section 11(1)(b)(2A), which applies both to tenants and proposed
owner-occupiers, requires tightening up. This states that where a crofter is doing or not
doing something to conserve the natural beauty or the flora and fauna of the locality, he is
not to be treated as in breach of the statutory conditions. We are advised that it would be
very difficult to establish any case of irritancy as presently worded and may lead to a crofter
or owner-occupier claiming to conserve his croft by effectively doing nothing in the way of
meaningful conservation. We believe the law should be reviewed and tightened in a number
of critical areas, in particular what constitutes neglect of a croft, proper use/cultivation of a
croft and absenteeism.
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Holiday Lets
The proposed new provision to allow a Proper Occupier to let any house or other building
on the croft to holiday visitors (which matches the proviso to Para 6 of Schedule 2 to the
1993 Act enabling croft tenants to do the same) highlights the pressing need for greater
regulatory control of such lets. Such activity is only adding to the acute lack of affordable
housing and only serves to increase the value of crofts. At the very least such lets should be
subject to the same conditions that cover ‘purposeful use’, thus ensuring they do not
happen automatically but can be appraised in line with any local area policies and the wider
community interest.
Monitoring/Review
Should these proposals be implemented, it is vital that a date is set now to review their
impact on the speculation in croft land. Should they at that time be found to be ineffective
then the Executive must commit itself to further action.
SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE
1. Proper occupier creates a legal framework which defines what an owner occupier is
expected to do with a croft he/she occupies and which protects an owner who complies with
these requirements. This gives the owner and potential lenders assurance and thus reduces
pressure for decrofting of house sites. This also makes it clear that any owner who does not
achieve or retain proper occupier status may be required to re-let the croft. By doing this
demand for crofts for holiday and retirement homes will be suppressed thus taking away
some of the price pressures.
Obligations imposed on proper occupier
2. Proper occupier imposes obligations on owners which are largely the same as those
which affect tenants and thus ensure that crofts are lived on and used by their occupants.
One significant difference is that there is no scope for an owner to have a tenant other than
a croft tenant whereas it is possible for a croft tenant to sublet a croft.
Reason for the late addition
3. There was not any evidence of demand for change in the status of owner occupiers prior
to the consultation on the draft Bill. The decision to include these proposals was therefore
made at a late stage and there was insufficient time prior to the planned introduction date to
develop the proposals after the decision was made to include them in the Bill.
Impact
4. The proper occupier proposals will have an impact because of the implications for the
owner who is not a proper occupier. Such an owner could be required to find a tenant for
the croft and on failing to do so could have a tenant imposed. That tenant would have a
right to buy the croft at 15 times the rent.
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Deciding who is a proper occupier
5. If a person is currently an owner occupier of a croft and is a natural person that person
will become a proper occupier when the legislation comes into force. Thereafter anyone
who buys a croft from a proper occupier, anyone who successfully applies to become a
proper occupier plus for a time limited period the executor of a proper occupier and any
lender who takes possession of a croft in settlement of a debt would also be a proper
occupier.
6. The issue for existing owner occupiers will therefore be to establish what he/she needs to
do in order to continue to be a proper occupier. The primary requirements are that the
person in question must permanently live on or within 16 kilometres of the croft and use the
land.
7. We have included provision to allow lenders proper occupier status when they take
possession of a property from a defaulting borrower because there is a chance that this will
persuade them to lend to proper occupiers without insisting on decrofting of any land to be
used as security for a loan. This provision may over time encourage lenders to give
preference to proper occupiers over other owner occupiers. This in turn should have an
impact on values.
Application for proper occupier status
8. We have provided that persons who purchase from proper occupiers start out as proper
occupiers. The majority of these transfers will not be controversial and there is no point
imposing extra bureaucracy on the majority of purchasers. However, the proposals provide
that those who purchase from a person without proper occupier status will need to apply for
proper occupier status. Some croft tenants purchase their crofts to avoid regulation and in
these circumstances the new owner would have to apply for proper occupier status or face
having a tenant imposed on them. Any tenant imposed would then have the right to buy the
croft from an owner who did not have proper occupier status. In relation to purchases of part
crofts, the purchaser of a part croft would have to secure proper occupier status from the
Crofters Commission if the previous did not have proper occupier status.
Removal of proper occupier status
9. The proposals provide that proper occupier status can be removed in a range of
circumstances which match those in which a croft tenant can be removed now and after
passage of this Bill. This includes absenteeism, neglect of the croft, misuse of the croft, and
failure to cultivate the croft. In addition the status may be removed if as a result of acquiring
a croft the number of crofts owned by the proper occupier exceeds a total of 4 crofts.
10. Limiting the number of crofts of which a person can be a proper occupier enables a
distinction to be drawn between crofters and estate owners. The specific number was set in
the context of and following consultation on the proposal to allow owners to let their crofts in
the same way as tenants can sublet. It reflects a view that people who accumulate large
numbers of crofts should not be considered to be crofters since their operations are
indistinguishable from mainstream farming. This rule will inhibit future croft accumulation.
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11. As with every other regulatory decision of the Crofters Commission the Bill provides a
right of appeal to the Scottish Land Court against a Commission determination as to
whether or not a person is a proper occupier. That right of appeal will extend to anyone who
objected to a person being granted proper
CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE DEPUTY MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Further to the Committee’s request (expressed during my oral evidence in Inverness on 15
May) for detail on the main policy aspects of crofting reform that would not be achieved
without primary legislation, I am writing to you with an outline of these. It should be made
clear that none of these policy aspects could be achieved without primary legislation and
there is no existing legislation under which these provisions could be achieved.
Furthermore, subordinate legislation could only be used to do things if there is already
primary legislation which gives explicit permission to do so. This is why we have legislated
for crofting reform and introduced the Crofting Reform etc. Bill to Parliament.
New crofts and new grazings will not be created in existing crofting areas - At present
the law only permits the creation of new crofts by a reorganisation of existing crofts in a
crofting community which could include non croft land which is contiguous to the croft and
by division of existing crofts. It should be noted also that reorganisation of croft land can
only be done with the consent of the crofters in the community who are currently tenants of
crofts. Furthermore, an agreement by a crofter and landlord not to use the right to buy does
not bind a successor to the crofter who makes the contract. The Forestry Commission
would not be able to create woodland crofts from Forest land.
New crofts outwith the Crofting Counties – No provision exists in current legislation for
the creation of croft land outwith the current crofting counties. The Forestry Commission
would not be able to create woodland crofts from Forest land.
Interposed leases will continue to be used to frustrate crofting community rights to
buy under land reform legislation – It is uncertain that the Land Court will find the Pairc
lease to be void and even if that lease is void that will not prevent this mechanism being
used in future.
Neglect and misuse will not be dealt with – The Commission currently has no power to
deal with neglect or misuse of tenanted croft land. The powers available to landlords are not
effective and most landlords see no benefit in using them.
The Crofters Commission will not have power to devise grants targeted to crofters.
Bureaucracy associated with regulation cannot be reduced – So the Crofters
Commission will continue to spend a lot of time on non-controversial cases and the expense
and delay for crofters associated with the current arrangements will continue.
A one size fits all regulatory regime will continue – The Commission has no power to
modify its approach to regulation to suit different circumstances in different areas.
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The Register of Crofts will continue to be of little value to crofters and landowners –
Because the Commission will not gain the powers it needs to ensure the provision of
accurate and comprehensive data for inclusion on the register.
There will be no provision for Small Landholders to change their status – In effect
small landholders will uniquely be unable to buy their holdings.
There will be no right of appeal against Commission decisions – This paradoxically
may make it difficult for the Commission to enforce existing legislation because of the
potential for a breach of the ECHR right to a fair hearing before a court.
Commercial energy development on croft land will remain extremely difficult – This
will probably result in large tracts of croft land being resumed from crofting tenure and
projects being dropped where other land is available.
Scope for landlords to interfere will remain – Opportunities for landlords to frustrate
change by inaction will continue.
No return of land to crofting tenure – Measures to allow land which has been resumed or
decrofted to be returned to crofting tenure will not be put in place.
No effective means of enforcing compliance with grazing regulations – The existing
criminal sanction does not work and the only civil alternative is costly as it involves obtaining
a court order.
Landlord veto over crofter forestry projects remains.
Proper Occupier status – There would be no Proper Occupier amendment to dampen
down croft values and speculation and no new powers for the Crofters Commission to
address the neglect of croft land by owner occupiers which, contrary to some ill-informed
comments, are not currently available to them. There could be pressure on the Crofters
Commission to adopt a more aggressive stance on owner occupatied crofts. This could
result in a change of their existing policy on reletting of vacant (owner occupied) crofts.
More aggressive policy on reletting could be constrained by ECHR especially if they have a
house on the croft.
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14 JUNE 2006

Crofting Reform etc Bill

Eleanor Scott: I am an MSP for the Highlands
and Islands and I now have the honour of being
the deputy convener of the committee.

09:36
The Convener: The main item of business
today is item 3, on the Crofting Reform etc Bill.

Richard Lochhead (Moray) (SNP): I am the
Scottish National Party MSP for Moray.

Before we start the round-table discussion, I say
for the record that the clerks and I have discussed
the cut-off date for people to put representations to
us for our consideration in drawing up our report
and we have agreed to set Friday of this week as
the final date for submissions. We have received a
huge amount of information, but we need to draw
a line somewhere. Friday is a reasonable cut-off
date that will enable us to read everyone’s
comments. I would be grateful if people would
pass on that information.
The purpose of the round-table session is to
allow the committee to consider with a range of
individuals and organisations the Scottish
Executive’s proper occupier proposals. The
proposals were made after we had issued a call
for evidence, but we feel that it is important that
we undertake proper scrutiny of them. We are
using the round-table format instead of taking
evidence from small panels of witnesses. We want
there to be some dialogue and discussion
between witnesses. Such a discussion is also a
relatively time-efficient way of getting a good
range of different witnesses around the table to
enable the committee to complete its inquiry.

Mr Ted Brocklebank (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Con): I am a Conservative MSP for Mid Scotland
and Fife.
Norman
Leask
(Scottish
Crofting
Foundation): I am chair of the Scottish Crofting
Foundation.
Derek Flyn (Macleod and
Solicitors): I am a crofting lawyer.

MacCallum

Johnnie Mackenzie (Scottish Rural Property
and Business Association): I represent the
Scottish Rural Property and Business Association.
In my own right, I am a crofting landlord.
Professor Jim Hunter: I am Jim Hunter and I
represent nobody but myself.
The Convener: We know that you have written
a couple of books.
David Green (Crofters Commission): I am the
chairman of the Crofters Commission.
Donald
Murdie
(Scottish
Crofting
Foundation): I am the land use projects manager
at the Scottish Crofting Foundation.
Iain Turnbull (National Trust for Scotland): I
am the estate manager for Balmacara estate and I
represent the National Trust for Scotland.

People should indicate that they want to speak
by raising their hand and trying to catch my eye. I
know that that can become difficult as the meeting
goes on. I ask people to be patient as I usually
have a huge list of people, but I will try to balance
the debate to give everyone the opportunity to
comment.

Simon Fraser (Anderson MacArthur and Co):
I am a crofting lawyer and a crofter.

I will start by going round the table so that
everyone knows who everyone else is. I will still
ask people to give their name the first time they
speak. I will kick off with our new deputy convener.
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Rob Gibson (Highlands and Islands) (SNP): I
am an SNP MSP for the Highlands and Islands.

I would like a good-going discussion, but I will
set some ground rules to make it happy and fair. It
is not just a question-and-answer session, but I
ask participants to make their contributions
through me as the convener. I will say people’s
name to ensure that the Official Report has
everybody’s name recorded accurately.

We aim to complete our discussion by about 11
o’clock. I will be slightly lenient if I feel that we are
gathering some important information and are
making good headway, but I want to finish at
around that time so that we can have our next
discussion with the minister and conduct other
committee business.
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John
MacKintosh
(Scottish
Crofting
Foundation): I am a member of the Scottish
Crofting Foundation’s crofting law group and I am
a crofter.

Mr Morrison: I am the Labour MSP for the
Western Isles.
Maureen Macmillan (Highlands and Islands)
(Lab): I am a Labour MSP for the Highlands and
Islands.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): I am the Labour MSP for Coatbridge and
Chryston.
Nora Radcliffe (Gordon) (LD): I am the Liberal
Democrat MSP for Gordon.
The Convener: We also have with us two
members of official report staff, who will record
every word that people say in the meeting, and our
two clerks—Katherine Wright and Mark Brough—
who will help us through the meeting.
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Everyone has been introduced. I will attempt to
keep the meeting fair and to cover all the
questions. I will ask the first question.
We are here because the proper occupier
proposals have been suggested as part of the
solution to the issues that have been raised in the
evidence that we have taken in the past few
weeks. I will kick that across to the witnesses.
What problem are the proper occupier proposals
meant to address? Will they achieve that? Who
would like to kick off and volunteer an opinion?
Derek Flyn: In 1976, Parliament gave crofters
the right to purchase their crofts, but the Crofting
Reform (Scotland) Act 1976 took little account of
what would happen to a crofter who purchased his
croft. It took some time for lawyers to understand
that buying a croft meant that a crofter was no
longer entitled to occupy it but was now the
landlord of a vacant croft.
The proper occupier proposals seek to make it
necessary to identify who should occupy a croft
that a crofter has purchased. That has been
missing from the law since 1976, because the law
still stands as though every croft has a landlord
and tenant. With stunning simplicity, the proper
occupier proposals will make it clear that every
croft should have someone identified by the tenant
or the proper occupier as living on or beside the
croft. I support the proposal.
The Convener: Why has it taken 30 years to
produce a solution to an issue that was not dealt
with in 1976?
Derek Flyn: I am a practical lawyer and I try to
find the answer in what is written. In previous
evidence, I sought to identify who the occupiers of
crofts should be. At one stage, we would identify
who might become a crofter based on their
economic status or blood-lines. Those are not
proper ways of identifying who should occupy a
croft. Residence and commitment are the proper
ways of identifying who should occupy a croft.
David Green: I agree with Derek Flyn that the
proposals have the potential to clarify the rules.
They set a reasonable framework, so that people
know what the rules are, and they could damp
down the market, because they will act as a
disincentive to people not working a croft.
The only protection for owners who live on crofts
at the moment is a policy protection of the Crofters
Commission, which could change with the next
board of the commission, if there is a next board.
The proposals set a good legislative framework.
The rules should be clearly understood by
everyone and should help active use of crofts.
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09:45
John MacKintosh: It has not taken 30 years to
uncover the issue. In fact, a group that met in
1998 was aware of it and said that owneroccupiers and tenants should have the same
status. The problem that I have with the proper
occupier proposals is that they identify only owneroccupiers. The group that I mentioned tried to give
equal status to the two types of crofter, with the
rules applying to both. There was consensus in
the group, which involved the Scottish
Landowners Federation, the then Scottish Crofters
Union and the Crofters Commission. Sir Crispin
Agnew chaired the group and the secretary of the
commission was involved. I was surprised that the
project was not taken further at the time and I am
surprised that we are now trying to move in
reverse. I think that the committee is as surprised
by that as I am.
Simon Fraser: Notwithstanding that issue, the
proposals are most certainly better late than
never. I am at one with Derek Flyn and David
Green on the issue. The existing situation is a
legislative fudge. When a person becomes the
landlord of a croft, if they are not resident, the croft
may be regarded as vacant and so the Crofters
Commission may require them to re-let the croft. I
do not know how many times that has happened,
but I suspect that the Crofters Commission has
been reluctant to push the boat out on more than a
few occasions. That is the major failing in the
present system. Although a considerable amount
of regulation is in place in respect of croft tenants,
once a croft is bought, it falls out of the regulatory
mechanism. If all crofters are to be treated on an
equal footing, as John MacKintosh suggests, we
simply must have a regulatory mechanism for
owned crofts that is similar to the one for tenanted
crofts.
As my submission suggests, it is absolutely
essential that the Crofters Commission be given
strong powers and be prepared to use them. If the
powers are not used, it will simply be assumed
that ownership of a croft is, as at present, a way
out of being regulated.
Iain Turnbull: The National Trust for Scotland
welcomes the attempt to deal with the problem. I
agree with what Derek Flyn and Simon Fraser
said. Broadly speaking, the proposal seems to be
that owner-occupiers should be treated in relation
to occupancy and use in the same way as tenants,
which is a good concept. Unfortunately, the history
of the regulation of tenants and their use of crofts
has not been particularly good and does not
appear to have worked well. There is a lot of
dereliction of crofts, because people do not use
them, irrespective of whether they are resident.
There is not a great deal in the proposals that
gives us comfort that the new mechanism will be
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any better at overcoming that for owner-occupiers,
never mind for tenants.
In a sense, that is what Simon Fraser just said.
Our main concern is not so much about the
principle, which we support, as about the detail.
We are concerned about whether the measures
will be enforceable, whether the commission will
have sufficient resources to enforce them and
whether there will be the political will to enforce
them. Without that, we will create another bit of
legislation that just sits on the shelf. History has
shown that tenants are not regulated properly, so
why should the new situation be any different?
Professor Hunter: As I stated in my written
evidence, I have serious reservations about the
proper occupier proposals. I understand the
motivation for them and I acknowledge that they
have been produced with good intentions, but my
reservations are twofold. First, as Derek Flyn said,
given that the problem has been well known for a
long time, it seems strange—to put it mildly—that
the bill, which has been in preparation for some
time, should have fairly critical measures added to
it at such a late stage in the process. That does
not inspire in me great confidence that the people
who were responsible for drawing up the bill
thought through the issues thoroughly before they
started. If they had, the proposals would have
been central to the bill from day one and would not
have been introduced late in the day, as they have
been.
My second reservation echoes Iain Turnbull’s
point. I do not believe for a moment that the
proposals will work. All previous attempts to
introduce regulation of this kind have been
conspicuous by their failure, because of the sheer
complexity of the regulation that is always
adduced. Over very many years, there has been a
tendency when dealing with crofting legislatively to
keep adding further layers of complexity,
processes and procedures. The proposed
amendment is another example of that tendency.
It seems to me utterly implausible that what is
proposed by way of regulation will be workable, if
one considers the actuality on the ground. In
current circumstances, it will be extraordinarily
difficult to enforce that kind of regulation.
I suppose that all things in life are possible, and
in future the commission may be an entirely
different creature from the commission of the past
but, as Iain Turnbull said, the commission’s record
in enforcing existing regulation is not good. The
committee has heard that repeatedly from many
sources. It is a bit of a leap of faith to ask us all to
accept that the world will be entirely different from
this point forward. I do not think that it will be.
Throughout the process, I have argued that the
intention of the Parliament and the committee
should be to simplify crofting regulation, not to
make it even more complicated.
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Johnnie Mackenzie: Jim Hunter has said most
of what I intended to say. We acknowledge that
this is a well-intentioned move that aims to take
some heat out of the market in crofts. However,
we share the concern that the existing powers
have not been used very much. We have a slight
reservation about condemning the relative lack of
use of existing powers by the commission in more
isolated areas, especially the Western Isles, where
young folk have to—or feel that they have to—go
to Glasgow, Edinburgh or somewhere else far
away to earn a living, but ultimately want to come
back to take over a croft that has been in their
family for a long time. We wonder about some of
the enforcement action in such cases. However,
the main point is that we share Jim Hunter’s
concern that the proposals seem very
complicated. Under the provisions in the proposed
amendment, it seems that the commission will
have to jump through a large number of hoops
before it can decide that someone is not a proper
occupier. The process will be very bureaucratic.
We support the last point that Jim Hunter made.
We are looking for simplification and do not see
this as a simple mechanism.
Norman Leask: We need a bill that will stop the
haemorrhaging of croft land and that will give the
Crofters Commission back to the crofters or give
them confidence in the commission. The proposed
amendment seems to be a very complicated way
of doing the former and has nothing much to do
with the latter. I find it difficult to accept that it is
the simplest way forward. However, we must get
something in place during this session, so
reluctantly we support the bill at stage 1, at least.
Donald Murdie: I speak as an owner-occupier
crofter as well as an employee of the SCF. When I
took over my croft 18 years ago, my solicitor told
me sternly that if I ceased to be resident on or
work the croft, I would in effect be the landlord of a
vacant croft and the Crofters Commission would
require me to install a tenant. Although that power
is seldom used, it has always been there. We feel
that what is proposed is a long-winded way of
going about something fairly simple. The powers
already exist, although we welcome the additional
powers to challenge misuse and neglect by owneroccupiers, which are about the only new ones.
We need to have a far tighter definition of what
constitutes purposeful use; I am thinking in
particular of the concept of nature conservation
being a purposeful use. That sounds a bit like a
get-out clause for a variety of people, who could
claim that they are neglecting the croft for the
purposes of nature conservation. One of the worst
habitats for wildlife is rank lodged grass, which I
am afraid we see a lot of in crofting areas. If
nature conservation is going to be considered a
purposeful use, the crofter should either be a
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participant in an agri-environment scheme or have
an agreed management plan that reflects their
conservation objectives.
I draw attention to the granting, by default, of
occupier status to everyone who is currently an
occupier, whatever their status, and their
successors. It will take a long time to deal with
people who have acquired that status without
being entitled to it. We would like there to be
proper qualification for that status, rather than it
being granted by default. Like many other
speakers, my concern is whether the Crofters
Commission has the will and the resources to
enforce the proposed legislation.
Iain Turnbull: We support what has been said
about nature conservation. We said in our written
submission and in oral evidence in Oban that
there is a loophole that could be used as a means
of avoiding regulation and that the use of land for
nature conservation must be formalised.
There is a question about whether the
commission will be able to regulate proper
occupier status as well as the appropriate use of
crofts. That goes beyond the commission to the
Scottish Land Court, which is where the matter is
likely to fall. We can give the commission the
powers and resources to carry out such regulation,
but we must consider the result of the process if
decisions are appealed to the land court. As often
as not, unless there is a clear definition of proper
use, the land court and lawyers will debate the
matter for a long time and will come up with as
many holes as you can think of, so we are no
further forward. Proper occupier status and the
appropriate use of crofts must be capable of being
regulated, regardless of whether it is the
commission or someone else who does it. The
process must be bullet-proof; otherwise we will not
make progress.
10:00
The Convener: Okay. I wonder whether
colleagues have anything to say on the in-principle
issue of the proper occupier.
Mr Morrison: Some of the people around the
table have mentioned the good intentions that
underpin this substantial amendment. However, as
legislators, we should not be about good
intentions; we should be about taking good,
competent, well-thought-out legislation through its
due process and on to the statute book. The point
was also well made by Professor Hunter that here
we are, at this late stage, convening a meeting to
discuss an 18-page amendment on an issue that
has been well known for three or four decades.
However, that is not an issue for us to debate
today.
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In the light of Norman Leask’s representation,
would it be possible to pass a crofting reform bill
that would address some serious issues—issues
on which there is consensus—without this 18page, Johnny-come-lately amendment?
Simon Fraser: I note Jim Hunter’s suggestion
that there are so many difficulties with the bill that
perhaps only two or three issues should survive. I
would add about another 16 or 17 to that. There
are many good aspects to the bill, which many of
us have been arguing for over many years. We
must not lose them. Whatever Parliament is
minded to do, it is exceptionally important that we
do not lose sight of that fact.
I am not certain whether the bill should be
enacted. As I stated earlier, however, because we
lack the ability to control the owned-croft sector, it
is essential that, whatever form the bill takes, it
should include a measure to deal with the owned
sector. The bill must work, and I agree with Iain
Turnbull that some of it could be readily unpicked
if it went to the courts. Perhaps the simpler the bill
is, the more bomb-proof it will be.
Mr Brocklebank: I back up what Alasdair
Morrison and Simon Fraser have said. Derek Flyn
said that the intention of the proper occupier
proposal is “stunning in its simplicity”. That sounds
like almost a contradiction in terms, given the fact
that many witnesses have told us that it seems
just to add another layer of complexity to the bill.
Having listened to a lot of evidence, I am of the
mind that this may not be the bill that we seek.
Yes, there are aspects of the bill that we can
support; however, could those aspects not have
been achieved either within the existing legislation
or much more simply than through the bill? The bill
seems to complicate matters in an already overcomplicated morass of legislation.
Norman Leask said that we need a bill. Do we
need a bill? And do we need a bill this side of an
election? Should we not be trying to get the right
bill—perhaps a more simplified bill—that would be
far more robust, as Simon Fraser has suggested,
rather than this hostage to fortune that is to be
tested out once we get it? The current bill should
fill us all, as legislators, with tremendous
foreboding.
The Convener: I remind colleagues that the
purpose of this session is not to discuss whether
we should have a crofting reform bill. Both
Alasdair Morrison and Ted Brocklebank have put
that up in lights. Our real intention today is to get
to the bottom of the concept of the proper
occupier.
I will let Ted Brocklebank’s questions on the
proper occupier stand, but the wider issue is
something for the committee to judge. A few of
you have tentatively or strongly given us your
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views on the bill as such. We are really trying to
tease out whether the proper occupier proposal is
needed, what it is meant to do and how it would
work.
Derek Flyn: It is to only the small proportion of
owner-occupied crofts that proper occupation
applies and it is sorting out something that needs
to be sorted out. Where a croft is tenanted, the
landlord has powers—the whole system is based
on landlords and tenants—and if landlords see
dereliction of their crofts they can take steps to
deal with it. We are not talking about derelict
tenanted crofts, as has been mentioned this
morning. We are talking about dealing with people
who have been encouraged by Parliament to
purchase their crofts and who have no rules to
follow. Now we are giving them the rules. That
means that someone who purchased their croft,
but who no longer lives on or beside it, has to find
out how they are going to produce the proper
occupier, either by becoming the proper occupier
themselves or by finding someone else. It means
that some crofts will be made available.
Professor Hunter: I want to reiterate in a bit
more detail the reason for my scepticism about the
enforcement of the proper occupier provision. The
explanatory notes that the Executive has provided
go into considerable detail about how, in particular
circumstances, the commission will notify socalled proper occupiers that they might no longer
be proper occupiers, and there would then be a
long process for removing them from the croft. To
put it bluntly, I do not believe that that is an
enforceable proposition in the real world. I find it
very hard to understand. The commission gets into
a lot of difficulty as it is with the rules and
regulations about absentee tenancy. Even when
absentees are far away and have not, in some
cases, set foot on the place for decades, it is
controversial and difficult.
To me, it is an unbelievable proposition that
wider society will accept that somebody who
invested money in purchasing a croft and who
lives on the croft, but who is alleged to have made
improper use of it, will have that croft taken away
from him. I find that really difficult to envisage. It
would require the commission to operate in a way
in which it has never, in my experience, been
inclined to operate before. Apart from all the other
issues of principle, which go back to the issue of
simplicity or the lack of it, I find it inconceivable
that it could work. Perhaps the concept makes
sense on paper and as a set of legal procedures,
but I find it hard to believe that it would work in the
real world.
John MacKintosh: I want to go behind the
proper occupier a little bit. I think that the reason
why you get dereliction of crofts is that there is a
complete and utter lack of realistic support for
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crofting and what crofting is about. Until we get
that, you will find that the situation that Jim Hunter
referred to will pertain, because fewer and fewer
people will work those crofts. Are you saying that
we have to be proper occupiers, even though we
make a loss on the croft? If so, that is a highly
significant statement to make. There are quite a
few crofts that make a loss, so the crofter is left
with one option, which is to start looking at the
market and thinking of getting out. That is a sad
state of affairs.
I am also just a little confused about the
legislation, although I feel that I should support it. I
am confused about whether someone who has not
decrofted their house and garden ground will find
themselves and their family out on the road—we
do not have streets in the crofting communities
yet, so I shall say out on the road—and therefore
changed from being crofters to having some other
status, whether they are called homeless or
something else. That seems a very odd situation
indeed, and we have to clarify whether we really
mean loss of the agricultural part of the holding or
the domestic part of the holding. Then there is the
complication—in, I think, section 13 of the bill—
which says that people such as me who came
home and built a second house on the croft will
find that that house is somehow considered not to
be a croft house but is considered to be a part of
the croft. If my parents had not worked the croft
and if I was not in a position to work it, I could
have been out of my house, too. Such
complications seem to be creeping in. However, if
there was good support for crofting, then people
would actually work their crofts and the number of
such cases arising would be minimised.
The Convener: I call David Green.
David Green: Thank you, chairman.
The Convener: Convener.
David Green: Sorry?
The Convener: It is “convener”—I say that just
in case “chairman” becomes a trend.
David Green: There is a lot of talk about the
Crofters Commission not doing its job. I
sometimes feel that I should bring my dog with me
on such occasions, so that I have a friend.
Speaking for the present board, there is political
will. We have met every target that we have been
given and that has been agreed with Scottish
Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department.
We have been discussing dealing with
absentees, but each absentee is different from
every other absentee. We recently had a case in
the Western Isles in which it seemed fairly clearcut that we were going to take action. We
arranged a hearing and, when we got there, the
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whole community turned out. They asked us not to
take action on the absentee in question, who was
valued in the community, visited it regularly and so
on. It is difficult to address such situations through
regulation.
Keeping to the subject of proper occupiers, there
are approximately 3,700 owner-occupiers out of
17,700 crofters. We can assume that absentees
number approximately 10 per cent. There is a real
possibility of taking action with the new, clarified
rules. The concept is quite simple, and it could
free up some crofts where that is possible.
However, people have to understand and sign up
to the rules before action can be taken. There is
potential to encourage more active use of crofts.
That is a big challenge. A lot of young people want
to get into crofting and if some legal mechanism
could be used to give us more power to allow that
it would at least be worth considering.
Norman Leask: We need to stop the
haemorrhaging of croft land. The Executive and
the lawyers say that the proposals can achieve
that. I must bow to their greater knowledge,
although it seems a complicated way of getting
there. I agree, however, that we do need
something. As somebody said earlier, there are
many good things in the bill, other than the two
things that I would like.
We know that the perception of the Crofters
Commission is not necessarily the same as what it
does. It is possibly the commission’s job to
improve that perception, which is currently poor.
Rob Gibson: We cannot start a discussion at
this stage in the life of crofting by saying that we
will add another complexity to the existing
complexity—and then say stop. Unfortunately,
Government has to dictate that, and we have not
had a Government that has dictated that. We are
in the middle of trying to create something
workable out of the proposals before us—picking
out the bits that might do something positive and
rejecting the rest. If we are discussing proper
occupiers, and if residence and commitment are
the principles towards which we should be
working, as Derek Flyn said, there must be
regulation and support from the organisations that
have been set up to help crofting to develop. If that
is the case, and if owner-occupiers and tenants
might both be liable to neglect things or be absent,
we will be dealing with a problem that is not
restricted to how owner-occupiers deal with the
land that they have.
We know that neglect happens under many
tenants, and there are far more of them.
Absenteeism is rife, at about 10 per cent. If that is
so, is it not better simply to redefine “crofter” than
to create two separate forms of organisation for
tenant crofters and owner-occupier crofters, and to
take the 1993 definition of a tenanted crofter and
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make that definition include owner-occupiers, thus
recognising that both owner-occupancy and
tenancy are part of the crofting scene? Would that
not simplify the definition, which could be tested
against the regulations that we know must be
stepped up?
10:15
Norman Leask: I agree completely that crofters
should be crofters, whoever owns the land. The
ownership of the land should not be important,
whether it belongs to the crofter, a family friend, an
estate or the Government. Crofters would have
some advantages from owning the land because
they would not bring the problems on themselves
that a landlord might, but that is not what we are
talking about. We are trying to save the bill
because we need a bill for the future. In the past,
the legislation should have stated that a crofter is
a crofter regardless of ownership and, in future, it
must go in that direction.
John MacKintosh: That is where we came from
in 1998. We started off by saying that a crofter is a
crofter and that we would find a definition that
embraces all crofters.
Professor Hunter: Norman Leask talked about
the poor perception of the Crofters Commission. In
my written submission, I say that that is a
fundamental issue. It is a fundamental issue for
the concept of a proper occupier, but it goes way
beyond that.
The hearings that the committee has conducted
have rather changed my mind about the bill in
general—I appreciate that the committee does not
want to talk about that—because it has emerged
with stark clarity that many of the witnesses have
no great level of trust in the Crofters Commission
as a regulator. You have heard the same thing
today from the representatives of the SCF. I
believe strongly that it is a mistake to proceed
without addressing that fundamental question.
Some mechanism must be found to re-establish
trust between the regulator and the people who
are being regulated because, without a measure
of respect on both sides—mutual respect for the
processes and a conviction out on the ground that
they are being carried out fairly and adequately—
the system will simply not work. That is a
fundamental issue. Where the mistrust has come
from and whether it is altogether fair are different
questions, but there is indubitably a very low level
of trust in the commission as a regulator among
crofters in general. Somehow or other, we must
find a way forward through that.
Since my evidence to the committee that large
chunks of the bill should simply be ditched, a
number of people—from the Executive and
elsewhere—have repeatedly suggested to me that
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we must proceed with the bill because, if we do
not, there will be no chance to revisit the issue for
quite some time. Although the bill may have all
sorts of defects, it is said to be better than no bill
at all. You have heard the same argument today. I
regard
that
argument
as
unacceptable,
considering what the Parliament’s role should be
in legislation. It is not acceptable for the Executive
or any other body to proceed with a bill that would
fundamentally alter crofting and how we
administer it on the basis that, although it might be
a bit of a hash, it is the only thing that we have and
it is a hell of a lot better than nothing. That is a
deplorable argument for serious people to
advance. That is why, on the back of the evidence
that the committee has heard, I feel strongly that
the solution is to proceed with the measures on
which there is some consensus, whether there are
three or 17 of them, and to try to re-establish a
degree of trust between those who are being
regulated and the regulator. Unless we can do
that, we are all wasting our time.
Johnnie Mackenzie: John MacKintosh has
almost made the point. If I understood him rightly,
Mr Gibson suggested that it would be a good thing
if all crofters, whether tenants or owner-occupiers,
were subject to the same regulations. We have
said the same thing for a long time; having
different
classes
of
crofter
makes
for
awkwardness.
Earlier, John MacKintosh mentioned the 1988
crofting legislation reform group. I was part of that
and I want to quote one sentence from it:
“All crofters should be subject to common statutory
‘conditions of occupancy’ … These conditions would relate
essentially to the occupancy and use of the croft. If any
crofter did not comply … he could be subject to removal”.

That is the principle that we are talking about; it
was made absolutely clear in 1988.
Richard Lochhead: If John MacKintosh, a
respected crofter of many years’ standing, is
confused by the bill, perhaps the witnesses will
have some sympathy with the members of the
committee who have had to deal with the bill
during the past few weeks. I hoped that the
Scottish Parliament was going to simplify and
modernise legislation, but the bill is a complex
quagmire and I am finding it very difficult to wade
through it.
Of all the bills that I have come across in
committee, I cannot remember one where the
witnesses have been so divided as the crofters
are. That there are such differences of opinion in
one particular sector of the community makes
everything very difficult for the committee.
The fact that an eight-page amendment has
been introduced at such a late stage illustrates the
problem with the bill. Before the bill was
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introduced, there was no proper debate about the
st
future of crofting, its role in the 21 century and
the definition of a crofter. The committee is
therefore trying to deal with the bill without that
debate having taken place. It appears that the bill
was generated behind the scenes, perhaps by civil
servants or some of the people on the Crofters
Commission, and the committee is left to deal with
it in its present form. Do you think that the
amendment illustrates that there was no proper
debate on the role of crofting and crofters in the
21st century before the bill was introduced? Should
we have that debate before we legislate?
John MacKintosh: Absolutely. I do not see how
you can legislate for a sector if you do not know
what the sector’s objective is. That is the big
gaping hole in the system.
One possible way forward is to proceed with the
elements of the bill that are still attractive, but the
Parliament should make a commitment that the
debate will not cease, which is what happened
after 1976, when the shutters came down and
there was an end to the debate on crofting. The
same thing happened in 1961 when the
Westminster Parliament stopped at 12 o’clock one
night or something like that, and that was the end
of the debate on crofting.
Crofting affects 40,000 people’s lives, as well as
the lives of other people outside crofting who
supply services. Crofting is important to the
maintenance of the road structure; there are
issues for domestic transport and the transport of
goods and services. All those things are there
because we have helped to maintain the
infrastructure, but there is no debate. The
agricultural strategy document is about large-scale
farming and not about crofting. It is all about the
big issues and globalisation.
If all those things were put down on paper, we
could pull our way through them and act. We could
define a crofter accordingly. However, we are
trying to base a new act on an act from 1886,
when the people were, as historians tell us, almost
starving to death through living on a monodiet of
potatoes. We are not at that stage, but we have to
have opportunities. Many of us who occupy crofts
are professional people and we want to stay in the
Highlands. We want our sons and daughters to
stay in the Highlands. The debate has not taken
place.
We are therefore left wondering who and what a
crofter is, and there is no concern at all either in
the proper occupier amendment or the rest of the
bill about the welfare and well-being of crofters.
The Convener: We are really here to consider
whether the proper occupier proposal helps those
issues or not. However, I am happy to be
indulgent and to allow us to roam around issues of
principle.
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Richard Lochhead: That is fundamental.
The Convener: It may be fundamental, but in
the next half-hour we need to get on to the detail,
as well as the principle. We have done less of that.
Richard Lochhead: I am not sure what the
problem is.
The Convener: With respect, we have been
discussing the bill for weeks. This is not our first
discussion of crofting. I want to ensure that we not
only discuss matters of principle but get to the nub
of the issue.
Professor Hunter: My answer to Richard
Lochhead’s question is yes. There has not been
the debate to which he refers. I appreciate that this
is a general point, but the particularly tragic aspect
of the current situation with regard to crofting is
that, in the absence of a wider debate and, as
John MacKintosh indicated, any positive thinking
in the department about crofting, we are missing
the fact that, in principle, the prospects for crofting
in Scotland have never been better, given current
rural policy objectives and the way in which we
now think in Scotland, the United Kingdom and
beyond about the countryside and rural
development. Today, the case for crofting can be
made far more strongly and effectively in relation
to wider policy objectives than was ever possible
before. Somehow that has escaped the people
who were responsible for drafting the bill. They
appear to continue to think—as they have thought
traditionally over many decades—that crofting is
an anomalous and rather curious type of
landholding in a corner of Scotland that, for better
or worse, has been protected by legislation and
must therefore be dealt with, but not as a serious
policy issue. That is a really bad mistake.
The good thing about what has happened in the
past few months is that we are beginning to have
the wider debate that is needed. As Mr Lochhead
indicated, it is late in the day and we need to draw
breath to engage with the interests that are
represented here and with others. That is possible,
in principle, and would enable us to get some kind
of agreed strategy for the way forward. At the
moment, there is no general agreement about the
bill and, in particular, about the regulatory
structures with which it deals. Until that issue is
resolved, the proper course of action is to draw
back. Some elements of the bill should be
progressed, if possible, but we should pause for
breath on the regulatory structure and the basics
of how we take crofting forward. As John
MacKintosh stressed, crofters and others should
not accept that sort of solution unless it is
accompanied by a cast-iron guarantee that the
Executive and, ideally, other political parties that
are represented in the Parliament will undertake to
revisit the issue as a matter of extreme urgency
and to put in place measures to enable the sort of
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debate for which John MacKintosh and others
have called to take place. That is an important
rider.
Nora Radcliffe: I do not come from the crofting
counties and I do not represent a crofting area, but
it seems to me that having set our hand to the
plough it would be a mistake for us to stop. There
has been considerable discussion of crofting over
many years; everyone around the table has
referred to 30 years of discussion. Having
embarked on the bill, we have a duty to take it
forward and to tap into that previous discussion.
That is what we are trying to do. I make those
comments by the by.
I have a question for Jim Hunter. In your
submission, you say that people missed a trick in
1955 when they failed to go back to first principles
and
“define a crofter as a person whose main home is on his or
her croft”.

From Rob Gibson’s comments, it is clear that he
comes at the issue from the same place as me.
Would the introduction of such a definition provide
a simple and effective way of bringing under
regulation people who are currently unregulated?
10:30
Professor Hunter: My view is the somewhat
absolutist one that we desperately need to return
to a simpler way of dealing with matters. Instead of
responding to each difficulty that arises by adding
further layers of incredibly complicated procedure,
we need to go back to first principles. If we return
to the proposition that a crofter is, by definition,
somebody who lives on his or her croft, all the
complexity will disappear. Having said that, we are
where we are and the proper occupier proposal
comes from a reasonable, laudable and
understandable intention on the part of the people
who drew it up. In effect, they do not want to be
nasty to anyone.
A few moments ago, David Green talked about a
hearing regarding an absentee case in the islands,
in which the community said, “Okay, the person is
an absentee, but for a variety of reasons we don’t
think you should do anything about it.” That is an
example of the difficulty that we have got
ourselves into, and it has all sorts of
repercussions; it is not an effective basis on which
to go forward. We need to be much more
stringent, particularly when so many crofts appear
to be going into a state of dereliction while, at the
same time, there is so much demand for crofts. In
the past, it did not matter if somebody was an
absentee because nobody wanted their croft
anyway, but it matters now.
We need to think much more seriously about
what we are trying to achieve. I will cause some
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offence to my crofting colleagues by saying this,
but crofters cannot have it both ways. For
example, Johnnie Mackenzie owns a lot of croft
land, but for well over 100 years he and his
predecessors have been unable to extract any
worthwhile value from it, and for very good
reasons. They have had to accept that, for the
wider community benefit, Parliament and
legislators have argued that crofting landlords
should have their rents reduced to a minimal and
nominal level—today, they have reduced to a level
at which it is not worth while collecting them. I bet
that it costs Johnnie more to collect his rents than
they are worth.
Crofters want all the benefits of that. They want
Johnnie Mackenzie and other landlords to be
regulated and to derive no real economic benefit
from crofts, but some crofters tell me, “You can’t
do anything to us that will in any way inhibit our
right to sell our tenancy for as high a price as the
market will pay for it.” To me, the answer to that is
brutally simple: if you will not accept regulation,
why should you continue to claim the benefit of a
regulated system?
The matter is extremely complicated and I tried
to set it out on paper, but I find it hard to
understand why we are being asked not to
interfere with a free market in croft tenancies and
crofts inside a regulated system that is predicated
on the notion of fencing out the market forces that
would have enabled Johnnie Mackenzie and his
colleagues to extract the value that has been
denied to them by the system. To me, that is a set
of illogical absurdities.
We should do what John MacKintosh
suggested: stop mucking about with amendments
to legislation that goes all the way back to 1886
and proceed on the basis of thinking
fundamentally about what crofting has to offer
today. Therefore, I disagree with Nora Radcliffe: I
do not think that the bill should proceed in its
entirety just because it is before us and has been
discussed. Many people have found it wanting;
that has been the burden of much of the evidence
to the committee. Given that, it is perfectly
sensible to draw breath, stop and think again.
Derek Flyn: There has been no shortage of
debate about crofting, so to suggest that we
should debate everything again is nonsense. My
experience is that there is no consensus on the
goals of crofting. When the Crofters Commission
pursued the purchase provisions, it saw landlords
as redundant. However, crofters argued that
landlords should be left in the system. Landlords
are not missing today; what is missing is landlords’
activity in the system. If landlords see things going
wrong on their estates and land, they can act, as
they have the original powers as set out in
legislation. Elsewhere, the bill provides for opinion
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in the locality and the possibility of involving the
community in decisions. Landlordship is moving
towards community landlords.
None of that has anything to do with the proper
occupier provisions. We are talking about crofters
who have purchased their land. They should
maintain occupancy and control of that land and
they should not be allowed to leave it to live
elsewhere and think that they have an easily
marketed asset. We look for a solution to a
problem that has been around for a long time.
Today, we are talking about proper occupancy
of crofts, which I think everyone supports. One
goal of crofting is that people who are entitled to
have crofts—whether in tenancy or in
occupancy—should live on or beside their crofts.
That is all that the proposals are about. Other
things that people may have to do with their crofts
are for debate elsewhere. As John MacKintosh
said, people are being asked to do unprofitable
things on their land. However, that is not the main
problem—the main problem is that some people
do not responsibly occupy their crofts.
Donald Murdie: The question is whether the
proper occupier concept can solve the problem
that we all agree exists. Our view is that it does
something simple in a lengthy and complicated
way, but if it achieves the aim that is fair enough—
how it is achieved does not really matter.
The crux of the matter is the regulatory body’s
will and ability to deliver. The chairman of the
Crofters Commission said that it tried to take
absentee action in Lewis but the community said
that it did not want anything to be done. I would
like to know the details of that case.
We know of townships with 70 per cent
absenteeism, including so-called absent owneroccupiers. That term is a misnomer, of course,
because there should be no such thing as an
absent owner-occupier. If the owner is absent, the
owner is a landlord and action should be taken.
Powers exist to do that now.
In areas with an enormous level of absenteeism
that is paralleled by a huge demand for crofts, we
must ask whether we can have faith that the
situation will be reversed. Where are the staff and
the motivation in the commission? The
commission’s staff are demoralised.
The Convener: David Green is next. Over the
past few weeks, the Crofters Commission has
been criticised for not doing enough on
absenteeism and neglect. If the commission is
also to be given responsibility for enforcing the
proper occupier provisions, how will it manage to
prioritise its resources?
David Green: I should clarify that the example
that I gave was just one case. Last year, we took
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action in 165 cases of absenteeism. We are
required to be sympathetic but firm. The point of
using that example was to show that it is a difficult
task but someone needs to do it, and we are
happy, or content, to do it.
Having been in many debates over the years on
whether to defer reform, I know that deferral
sometimes seems to be the easiest option,
because proceeding seems to be too complicated.
However, if we do not proceed with the bill—
others have talked about this, so I want to deal
with the point briefly—we will not benefit from the
bill’s many good proposals, such as local policies
for local areas. In our discussions with the
assessors over the past three to four months, they
all said that they want the concept of local
policies—
The Convener: Let me just say that we already
have that evidence, which we will need to sift
through.
The last few comments have been about
whether the Crofters Commission has the ability to
implement and enforce the proper occupier
proposal, given the range of other duties that have
been thrown up over the past few weeks. What is
the commission’s view on priorities and
resources?
David Green: It has been claimed that we will
not have the resources to implement the
proposals. Clearly, any extra responsibilities that
are given to an organisation have the potential to
cost resources, but by streamlining regulation the
bill should free up resources that can then be used
to enforce the proper occupier proposal and to
address neglect. In addition, with local policies it
should be possible to consider how, in a whole
area such as Shetland, we can address neglect,
misuse, absenteeism, lack of cultivation and all the
other issues taken together. In that way, it should
be possible to achieve some economies of scale.
The bill’s provisions to tackle neglect, deal with
rogue shareholders in common grazings and deal
with proper occupiers all have potential resource
implications, but the issues need to be addressed
and clarified. The bill will certainly make a
difference in the crofting counties by providing a
package of measures, of which the proper
occupier proposal is just one.
The Convener: I see that quite a few people
want to speak, but several colleagues have not
asked any questions yet and I want to move the
discussion on.
Eleanor Scott: I have a short and specific
question—at least, I think that it will be short—for
Professor Hunter. He has reservations about the
proper occupier proposal as there is dubiety over
whether it could be enforced. He spoke about the
principle that, if people invest in buying a piece of
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land, such enforcement might not be societally
acceptable. Do you think that it should be
enforced?
Professor Hunter: Well, as the Irishman said
when he was asked for directions, I would not start
from here. I have been asked whether the proper
occupier proposal should be enforced, but I would
not go down that road at all.
Eleanor Scott: Should owner-occupier crofters
be regulated with the same stringency as other
crofters?
Professor Hunter: Yes, they should be
regulated. However, all experience of regulating
crofting suggests to me that the proper occupier
proposal will not work any better than the many
other complicated sets of regulatory powers that
the Crofters Commission has.
There is a view that David Green—who,
incidentally, I think has a most unenviable job—
needs more resources if his commission is to
make the whole thing work better and make
regulation more effective. I am not persuaded of
that. For what is a relatively small number of crofts
and a relatively small number of crofters, the
commission already has a quite extraordinary
amount of financial and manpower resources.
Given that the commission has not been able to
regulate crofting effectively up to now with those
resources, I am not persuaded that it will be able
to regulate crofting any better in future.
Let me explain my point about societal pressure.
One of the fundamental difficulties of this
endlessly complicated and convoluted process is
that the Crofters Commission comes under a set
of conflicting societal pressures when it gets into
the judgment of Solomon situation that David
Green described in relation to absentee cases. If
one wants to regulate effectively, one has to
establish consensus on the desired objectives at
the outset, then create a simple, straightforward
method for regulation and allow it to happen.
The original point of the bill was to define simply
who is a crofter. If someone did not fall within the
scope of that definition, they would cease to be a
crofter. My constant appeal for simplicity is that we
revert to something of the sort that I described, but
the amendment on the proper occupier proposal
proceeds in precisely the opposite direction.
10:45
The Convener: Jim Hunter has issued a
challenge—is it possible to deal with the matter
more simply?
Simon Fraser: I do not think that it is possible to
deal with it much more simply than at present. A
set of regulatory provisions is being introduced
and the Executive has to make its savings and
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give its explanations. I would have no difficulty
with working through eight pages of the
amendment on the proper occupier proposal—
probably because I am a lawyer—if eight pages
were required to cover it.
The Convener: Perhaps you are the wrong
person to ask.
Simon Fraser: Ten pages would have been too
many.
I will attempt to answer an earlier question about
the detail of the proposals—perhaps it is not only
politicians who do not always answer the question
they are asked. As I answer, I will pick up the point
about the extent of the Crofters Commission’s
regulation to date.
One of my jobs is crofting administrator, for want
of a better term, for a number of estates—there
are well in excess of 1,000 crofts on the books. I
have seen the Crofters Commission’s attempts to
enforce the absentee provisions on many
occasions, and I admit that they are bearing fruit.
A considerable number of absentee tenancies
have been terminated and many other people
have been induced to pass on their croft within the
family or otherwise. Regrettably, a number of
people have taken the route of purchasing their
croft to avoid absentee action being taken against
them, despite me saying to them, “Look, you
realise that you will just become the landlord of a
vacant croft and the commission can put in a
tenant over your head if you do that?” I am not
sure that that will happen, but if the proper
occupier provisions are enforced they will ensure
that it does not happen.
I will try to answer briefly the question about
whether we can deal with some of the detail in the
amendment. I think that it was suggested at the
committee’s meeting in Stornoway that there is a
problem, because proposed assignees can
present a programme of works for the next five
years but there is no way of checking up on them
to see whether they carry them out. I hesitate to
suggest that we add more to the eight pages of
the amendment, but there is provision in it to
enable a person to lose their proper occupier
status. That affords an opportunity to include a
mechanism to require—if the commission chose to
do so—somebody who seeks to be or to remain a
proper occupier to produce a plan for how they
intend to put the croft to good use over the next
three to five years, and the commission could
revisit the case. There is no reason why we should
not do the same for new assignees. If a proper
occupier can lose his status, and if we are to treat
everyone the same, we ought to have the same
provision for new assignees. We could include
such a measure, but there are a couple of riders.
The first is, of course, that it would have to be
regulated, and the commission would have to be
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prepared to police it as rigorously as it does
absentee tenants. Secondly, if the Executive,
through the bill, wants people to put crofts to
purposeful use, it must be prepared to fund that
purposeful use. Others have touched on that issue
today.
All the difficulties that are perceived within
crofting are due not to the presence or absence of
regulation but to many outside causes. I am sure
that Johnnie Mackenzie has noticed that the price
of his lambs has not increased over the past 25
years. He will also have noticed that the maximum
price that he gets for a kilo of wool has gone
down. The situation is similar for beef on the hoof.
In addition, the headage payment has gone and
people neither like nor understand the single farm
payment scheme. The reality is that there is no
connection between the scheme and agricultural
activity. The new agri-environment schemes are
impossible—or almost impossible—to access. If
someone manages to make an application, it is
likely that it will be refused several times before
they get anywhere. Most people just do not get
anywhere. All of a sudden, under the new crofting
counties agricultural grants scheme, people
cannot get a CCAGS grant to replace a rusty
fence with a new one.
All those things are going on; it is not just a
matter of legislation, or the lack of it. That said, the
Executive has to recognise the issue at stake in its
proposal. I return to the point that I made earlier: if
the Executive insists that people must put the land
to purposeful use, it must be prepared to fund that
purposeful use, or at least support the funding of
it.
Iain Turnbull: I fully support that. We have to be
very careful that we do not create a complete
mess with legislation; we could get to the stage
that people do not want to be crofters any more. At
the moment, there is a perceived demand for
crofts. There are various reasons for that, although
I suspect that the main reason is to get sites for
houses. As Johnnie Mackenzie suggested, if we
legislate to the extent that people are forced to do
stuff that makes them a loss, and no funding is
made available, people will not want to be crofters.
The question is: what do we want crofting to
deliver? We have asked the question before;
indeed, it has been asked today already. We are
running around trying to find solutions to problems
that we have not clearly identified. As others have
said, there is no vision in the bill, which makes it
impossible to say whether it will achieve what the
Executive wants it to achieve, although it has not
really said what it wants to achieve. How, then,
could the effect of the bill be measured? It seems
mad that we should be trying to solve problems
without clearly identifying what is causing them.
For example, the explanatory notes state that the
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holiday letting of second homes or homes on
crofts would not contravene the proper occupier
use, yet holiday homes are one of the biggest
issues facing the Highlands and Islands. Where on
earth is that proposal coming from? Surely it would
be better to address things in a different way. We
have identified that specific problem with the
proposal.
There seems to be a complete lack of joined-up
thinking on the bill, which in many cases beggars
belief. The consultation process has been going
on for the past few months: various committees,
sub-committees and groups were discussing the
issues even before the white paper was produced.
Having gone through several years of discussion,
how on earth have we got to the point where no
one is happy with the bill? It seems like madness
to me. I have not come up with any answers, but it
defies logic.
The Convener: We note your point on holiday
homes. That is part of our consideration of the
proper occupier proposal.
Elaine Smith: I have a couple of points on the
amendment. First, the Executive talks about
terminating the proper occupier status if the proper
occupier
“Has control of more than 4 crofts”.

I seek the panel’s comments on that.
My second point is on the dampening of the
market. The question that has to be put to all the
panel before they leave the room is: if the bill goes
ahead, should the amendment be in or out? Would
the bill be the better or worse for it? The Executive
talks about the right to buy being
“an essential feature of the relationship between the crofter
and landlord. It provides the croft tenant with a sanction
that can be applied to an oppressive or obstructive
landlord”

and goes on to say:
“Controlling the price paid for croft tenancies or crofts
which have been purchased by the former tenant is
impossible.”

I would like comments on those statements on
the pressure for change. Why are we bringing in
the proper occupier proposal? The Executive talks
about price controls not working and states that
the proposal is supposed to make croft ownership
less attractive to those who do not intend to use
the land properly. Will that be the case? Will the
proposal dampen down the market in some way,
as I think Mr Fraser suggested earlier, and will it
help to repopulate areas?
I also have a specific question for David Green,
who said that better regulation could free up the
workforce. However, there has been talk of more
aggressive use of the existing powers. If that is to
happen, I am not sure how anybody will be freed
up.
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The Convener: There were a few questions
there. Let us start by pinning down the issue of the
maximum number of crofts. We are aware that
crofts differ in size throughout Scotland and that
there are different ways of managing them in
different communities. Is the principle of controlling
a maximum of four crofts right? Can we have brief
comments on that, as I am conscious that time is
beginning to run out? We will then consider the
issue of dampening the market.
Norman Leask: For 50 years, we have been
encouraged to amalgamate crofts, so we cannot at
one stroke stop them being passed on to the next
generation without support of some kind, although
I do not know how that can be done. People in
Shetland do not buy crofts to sell on, but there are
many owner-occupiers there. The proposal would
be a specific problem in Shetland and possibly
Tiree.
Donald Murdie: The issue of the number of
crofts that can be held by one individual depends
on whether the crofts are put to good use and are
worked properly. Crofts are sometimes acquired
speculatively, often by spurious family assignation,
and then not put to use but held as speculative
property. Again, it comes down to regulation.
John MacKintosh: The issue raises a question
that I have not thought about before. If someone
has five crofts and one of them is not being put to
good use, will the commission be asked to deal
with that specific croft and leave the person with
the other four? There is another way round the
problem: rather than specify a maximum number
of crofts in the bill we could allow ministers to
decide from time to time what the limit should be.
As I have said, the new legislation will bed in in the
courts and in lawyers’ offices during the coming
four or five years. It will not really become properly
active until about 10 years from now, by which
time circumstances may well have changed. My
suggestion sounds like ducking the issue, but it
would enable measures to concur with the ideas
on crofting at the time.
I believe in the general principle that we should
not allow people to gather crofts. One of the
benefits of crofting is that it encourages people to
stay in a locality. Crofting areas have larger
populations than places where crofts have been
amalgamated into large farms in the past 100 or
so years.
11:00
Professor Hunter: As Iain Turnbull said, the
answer to the question depends on what our
objectives are. As John MacKintosh just said, the
issue depends on what we think crofting is
supposed to deliver in wider socioeconomic terms.
The past encouragement to amalgamate crofts
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and make larger units that Norman Leask
mentioned was driven by the policy that the future
for crofting lay in creating viable agricultural units.
However, even if we amalgamated entire
townships now, we would not create viable
agricultural units.
The real benefit of crofting has always been that
it makes for much more densely populated rural
communities than would otherwise exist. That is its
overwhelming strength and it is absolutely basic to
how it should be regarded today, because wider
policy for the countryside is designed to deliver
such communities with people in a diversity of
occupations. Crofting delivers that magnificently,
and always has done.
However, crofting does not create a hugely
efficient farming structure—that is not the point of
it. If we had wanted to create such a structure in
crofting areas, we would have got rid of crofting in
its entirety long ago and created large farms, but
that was not done. From that point of view, we
should minimise rigorously the number of crofts
that are under the control of any one person and
be far more ferocious than the commission has
been so far—and than the legislation has allowed
it to be—with regard to absenteeism.
The Convener: We have teased out a bit of
support. What are people’s views on Elaine
Smith’s question about dampening the market in
crofts?
Iain Turnbull: That will depend on how
effectively crofting is regulated. Effective
regulation will dampen the market to some extent;
it will reduce the level of interest in crofts because
only people who are going to work a croft will be
able to acquire one. Probably fewer people would
work a croft than would not. That said, there is not
a great deal of evidence that that will work. We
could end up with a situation in which the opposite
happened.
Elaine Smith: My question was whether the
proper occupier proposals should be in the bill.
Will they make the situation better or worse?
Iain Turnbull: I would prefer the proper occupier
proposals to be in the bill, because there is a need
for regulation of the owner-occupier sector. The
paper to which Elaine Smith alluded says that the
right to buy is essential and untouchable. Why?
There is no justification for that statement. A
decision was made in the 1970s that the right to
buy was a good idea in certain circumstances, but
those circumstances do not necessarily apply
today. We are talking about this because of the
decision that was made then. If a different decision
had been made, we would not be talking about it. I
do not think that the right to buy is necessary; in
fact it is the root of the problem in the market in
crofting. If one cannot buy a croft, it has little
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value; its value lies in use of the land. One of the
bill’s main failings is that it completely avoids that
issue.
Donald Murdie: It all comes down to how
provisions are enforced and to the definitions of
“purposeful use” and a variety of other terms that
are vaguely defined at the moment. Over the past
few weeks, the committee has been made well
aware of the Taynuilt fiasco. Such events could
still take place unless there is a redefinition of
“purposeful use”. The Taynuilt fiasco took place
despite there being ample powers for the
commission to prevent it. I would like to know how
many absent owner-occupiers were dealt with
prior to the Taynuilt fiasco and how many have
been dealt with since. While there is still scope for
such things to take place, the market will not
dampen.
Simon Fraser: I will answer Elaine Smith’s
questions. Yes, the bill would certainly be better
with the proper occupier proposal. It will dampen
the market if the regulations are applied as we all
hope they will be.
The magic number of four crofts seems to be
purely arbitrary, although it is qualified in that the
draft amendment mentions “at least four”. There is
no reason why it should not be “at least one other
croft.” That would give the Crofters Commission
some discretion. I do not see why the number
should be anything other than one. If it is four, the
assumption will be that a person can have four. If
it were “at least one other” that would let the
commission consider whether, for example, having
three small crofts is not as bad as having two big
ones.
Johnnie Mackenzie: The proper occupier
proposal will dampen the market. If conditions are
put on any property, it will pull the market back.
Pure speculation, as it is called, in croft land will
probably tend to be dissipated.
The proposal would also mean that when people
get a croft they will have an obligation to work it.
An important issue is what valuers would do when
it came to inheritance tax and all the rest of it. I am
not clear whether a croft would still have the
potential to go for development and so on. More
important, people have said that the 1976 act was
designed to get away from bad landlords. That
was perhaps one of its intentions, but another
intention was that a person could offer part of the
croft—“part of the croft” was promoted as being
the issue at the time by the Crofters
Commission—for collateral. If the market were
over-dampened, that would endanger such
activities because a fair bit of capital is required to
work some crofts, particularly for diversification
into more labour-intensive activities. I hope that
such activities would also come within the scope
of the proper occupier proposals.
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The Convener: Elaine Smith asked David
Green some specific questions.
David Green: Before I answer the questions, I
will address dampening of the market. The system
needs to be regulated properly. The proper
occupier proposal will dampen the market
because if a person is not living and working on
their croft the Crofters Commission can impose a
tenant and the tenant can have the right to buy.
That must be a disincentive, which will dampen
the market.
A balance must be struck on resources. The bill
includes provision for streamlined regulation,
which should require less resource from the
Crofters Commission. Local policies also offer the
potential to adopt better working practices, which
can lead to fewer resources being used to achieve
the desired outcomes.
The power to tackle neglect is also in the bill. As
has been outlined, neglect has for a variety of
reasons not previously been tackled properly by
landlords, but the power has potential resource
implications. Tackling rogue shareholders and
common grazings also has potential resource
implications. Depending on how effectively they
are addressed, the proper occupier proposal and
the provision on the number of crofts also have
potential resource implications.
Professor Hunter: I have said before and I will
say again that I do not think that the proper
occupier proposal will be enforceable. The policy
climate nationally and in Europe is to take land—
often very good agricultural land—out of
production. I cannot believe for a moment that it
will be acceptable to the wider community of this
country and beyond that somebody will be kicked
off, as it were, 5 acres of crappy land in Lewis on
the basis that they are not making effective use of
it, at a time when the thrust of policy is to take
infinitely better land elsewhere out of production.
For that reason the proposal will founder, even if
the Crofters Commission endeavours to enforce it.
The commission’s record suggests that it is not an
effective regulatory agency. Until that is addressed
and until—as Norman Leask has said—crofters
have confidence that the commission is doing a
job that they consent to and agree with, none of
the proposals will work. That is why I think that we
have to come back to fundamentals and get a
much higher level of agreement about what the
thing is all about. I see no evidence in the bill that
that has been done.
I do not accept the premise of the question as to
whether, if the bill goes ahead in its entirety as
drafted, the proper occupier provision will make
things better or worse. The bill should not go
ahead as it is currently drafted.
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Johnnie Mackenzie: In response to Ms Smith’s
specific question, I think that the proper occupier
proposals are better in than out. They are not
ideal, but they should help.
A thought struck me in relation to something that
David Green said. Elsewhere in the bill, there is
the possibility to apply rules differently in different
geographical areas. I wonder whether that might
give rise to problems with the enforcement of the
proper occupier provisions. My neck of the woods
is a very agreeable place to live—there are nice
beaches, there is a good medical service and it is
an hour and a half from Inverness airport. It is a
very nice place to retire to and to buy a holiday
home in. Therefore, the demand for crofts is
spectacular in terms of money. That is very
different from the situation on the Isle of Lewis and
many other places, and I suspect that the
difficulties of enforcement could become quite
considerable.
In one case, a croft was bought by a
conventional—if you will forgive the word—croft
tenant, an indigenous citizen. That was about 10
years ago, and I think that it was bought for £120,
or 15 times the annual rent. About five years ago,
the croft was sold to a pop singer for £200,000. He
has a lovely croft by the sea with 5 or 6 acres of
quite good ground, where he goes and makes
music. I would have thought that he would be
something of a target for the proper occupier
provisions. The Crofters Commission’s current
difficulties in enforcing the regulations could
become rather worse. It is worth thinking about
whether such instances might be subject to the
geographical
horses-for-courses
type
of
considerations.
The Convener: One committee member has not
asked a question.
Maureen Macmillan: It is difficult to think of
something new to ask.
The Convener: You do not have to.
Maureen Macmillan: I will, in fact. I wish to pick
up on what Jim Hunter said about whether it is
realistic to expect the Crofters Commission to
regulate for proper occupiers and to use the
regulations. Various conditions have been set
down for proper occupiers—we have, for example,
spoken about the numbers of crofts and limits on
that. I am aware of the particular circumstances in
Shetland and Tiree. Perhaps we should have
flexibility regarding not just whether there is a
demand for crofts but whether the local situation
dictates that people in particular places need to
have several crofts before they can make a living.
I am thinking of Tiree, where there would be more
depopulation if people were not able to have a few
crofts.
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I want to ask about other aspects of the
conditions, for example the distance between
home and croft. In Shetland, there are particular
issues with people living in Lerwick and having a
croft that is distant from the town, perhaps outwith
the specified number of kilometres. Could there be
flexibility in that?
We have also spoken about holiday lets. The
committee has asked whether we ought to
consider short assured tenancies for extra houses
on crofts. Could that be included under the proper
occupier provisions? That would also have to
come under the conditions for assignees. There
are various conditions to be enforced. Are they the
right conditions?
The Convener:
distance?

Is

16km

the

appropriate

Professor Hunter: That is a classic example of
where we get to by making more complicated
matters that ought in principle to be
straightforward. That distance is entirely arbitrary,
like four being the number of crofts that people
may have. I could write several figures on pieces
of paper, chuck them in the air and go with
whatever one I happen to catch. The provision
does not seem to make an awful lot of sense,
whether the distance is 16km, 30km, 40km or
80km. That is a good example of the very arbitrary
nature of the regulation that we have arrived at
using the processes that have been engaged in.
As I keep saying, the original intention was simple
and straightforward.
A crofter is a person who lives on a croft. If we
begin to make exceptions on the number of crofts
that a person can have or the distance that they
live from the croft, we will get into a terribly
complicated set of situations and we will create
procedures that the commission will have to battle
to make sense of. The approach has manifestly
failed to deliver an effective crofting structure and I
have no faith that anything will change if we add
further complexity. I think that things will get
worse.
Johnnie Mackenzie: Why put numbers in the
bill? That is the question that you are trying to
address. You can probably deal with the matter in
a statutory instrument and have a debate on the
specific issues. I know of a croft that was 25 miles
from the person’s home. It was well worked, but
he was put out for being an absentee because the
people around the croft said that he was an
absentee.
11:15
Derek Flyn: Is such a person resident in the
crofting community?
Johnnie Mackenzie: Yes. He had relatives in
the community.
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Derek Flyn: The bill allows for local opinion to
be taken on board. That is an important part of the
bill.
Simon Fraser: One example that has been
mentioned is that someone can live in Stornoway
but have a croft tenancy in South Lochs. The
distance between the two is 10 miles or 16km as
the crow flies. By road it is at least 25 miles, but
one can get away with that.
The Convener: That seems to be a good point
at which to end the session. I tried to keep the
discussion on the proper occupier proposal, but I
am conscious that it leads us into the bill as a
whole. I thank all participants—members and
witnesses—for remaining focused on the proper
occupier proposal. It is tempting to broaden the
discussion to include the whole bill. We realise
that matters are interconnected.
I thank everybody not just for coming along this
morning, but for being prepared to put pen to
paper and to get to the heart of the issues, which
we will now consider—not quite at our leisure, but
during the next couple of weeks.
We will have a pause for two minutes while we
let the current witnesses leave the table—they are
allowed to stay in the room, obviously—and invite
the minister and her officials to join us.
11:17
Meeting suspended.
11:27
On resuming—
The Convener: I welcome the minister, Rhona
Brankin, and her officials, Shane Rankin and Ethel
Burt. We come to our last public discussion on the
Crofting Reform etc Bill. I understand that the
minister does not want to make any opening
remarks, so I will kick off with the first question.
We have had a series of discussions over the
past few weeks, and we had a discussion on the
bill in October last year. The proper occupier
proposal came after the bill had been drafted and
published. Why was that? What is the purpose of
the proper occupier?
The Deputy Minister for Environment and
Rural Development (Rhona Brankin): When I
came to the bill, looked at some of the
submissions and talked to people, I became aware
that there were several concerns. The principal
concern was that there was a market in crofts,
which was perceived as having an adverse effect
on the sustainability of rural communities. I
convened several meetings—which I have told the
committee about—in different parts of the crofting
counties to get people’s views. Concern about the
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market in crofts and about the fact that the
Crofters Commission was failing to act in specific
cases came through loud and clear.
I then convened a group of people who
discussed a range of issues but specifically the
concern that had been expressed about the
impact of a free market in crofts. That group came
up with the suggestion that a proper occupier
proposal should be developed, and that was done.
The reference group came up with the proposal in
November and it was in response to the request of
that group—which was made up of crofters and
crofting lawyers, some of whom have been
represented here today—that Scottish Executive
solicitors started work on the proper occupier,
which was our response to the demand that we do
something that would impact on the market in
crofts.
The Convener: So the proposal was specifically
to address the market in crofts.
Rhona Brankin: Yes.
11:30
Maureen Macmillan: But the proper occupier
proposal deals only with the market in owneroccupied crofts. There is also a market in nonfamily assignations. Have you considered
registration to restrict that market? It does not
seem to be restricted.
Rhona Brankin: That did not come through in
the consultation as being something that the
crofting community was asking us to do. The
proper occupier proposal was our response to a
demand in relation to owner-occupiers.
Mr Morrison: I ask for brief clarification, further
to Maureen Macmillan’s question. How many
absentee owner-occupiers are there out there?
Shane
Rankin
(Scottish
Executive
Environment and Rural Affairs Department):
The figure is about 150, looking at lone tenancies
as opposed to shared ones.
Mr Morrison: Why should they exist? Why is
there even one? Owner-occupiers should have
been dealt with under the 1976 act. One of our
witnesses, Donald Murdie, said that when he
bought his croft, 18 years ago, his lawyer rightly
suggested—or said sternly—to him that if he was
not present and living on his croft, the Crofters
Commission would move in and impose a tenant
on his vacant holding. Why are there 150
absentee owner-occupiers?
Rhona Brankin: Part of the problem is the fact
that there has not been enough clarity around
what should happen with owner-occupiers. As you
know, owner-occupiers have been regarded as
landlords of vacant crofts. I was told that we
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needed to have clarity about the expectations on
owner-occupiers and that that clarity did not exist.
It is important to give the Crofters Commission that
clarity and a clear framework for making decisions
about what constitutes an owner-occupier. That
requires a new set of criteria that the Crofters
Commission can use to determine whether
somebody is a proper occupier. We need clarity,
focus and a framework for making decisions about
whether an owner-occupier is living on and
working a croft.
Mr Morrison: But we have that clarity already.
The Convener: I was just letting you in to ask
for clarification, Alasdair. We go back to Maureen
Macmillan.
Maureen Macmillan: The conditions of crofting
tenure have not restricted the market in croft
tenancies and the perception is that that is
because the commission has not enforced them.
People are wary of believing that the proper
occupier proposal, which deals with owneroccupiers, will restrict the market. They feel that
the commission will not enforce the conditions
properly, because they perceive that it has not
done so for tenancies in the past.
Rhona Brankin: There are a couple of issues
there. You will be aware that the bill introduces
powers to allow the commission to tackle
dereliction where landlords have not done so.
There has been a bit of a misunderstanding about
some of the powers that the commission has. The
bill—not the proper occupier proposal—introduces
new powers to enable the commission to step in
and tackle dereliction and misuse in a way that it
has not been able to before. Therefore, the bill
increases the range of actions that are available to
the commission.
I understand that there are concerns about the
number of times that the commission has
intervened to address absenteeism. Shane Rankin
may want to talk about that.
Shane Rankin: I will respond specifically on the
notion that the commission has not challenged
absent owners. In the past 10 years, 44 notices
have been served on absent owner-occupiers.
What is really interesting about that figure is that
41 of those 44 owner-occupiers decided to seek
tenants themselves; the commission did not have
to impose tenants on them, so the commission’s
usual approach of pressing, pushing and
encouraging people to address their failure to
comply with their obligations was successful. Right
up to the point at which it could have enforced the
law and imposed a tenant on an occupier, the
commission pressed those owner-occupiers and
they chose to resolve their own situation.
On Maureen Macmillan’s point about the other
market issues that must be considered, owner-
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occupation is being addressed because that is one
area in which there are concerns, of which the
cost and value of tenancy assignations are part.
Concerns have also been expressed about
owners’ ability to avoid regulation, to begin to
asset strip crofts whenever they are pressed and
to seek decrofting. The proper occupier provision
addresses such concerns by discouraging tenants
who are absent from becoming owners in order to
avoid regulation. It makes it abundantly clear that
they cannot avoid regulation and obligations to
work the croft and that they will have to do exactly
the same things as a proper occupier as tenants
have to do. It levels up the playing field and puts
the same obligations on a proper occupier as exist
for a tenant and makes that clear in legislation in a
way that it has not been before.
Maureen Macmillan: Are people’s perceptions
wrong if they think that the commission is not
using its powers of regulation as it should? Is there
room for improvement?
Rhona Brankin: Having listened to much of the
evidence that has been given, I think that there is
room for improvement, but the commission must
be given clear guidance. One of the advantages of
the bill is that it gives the commission new powers
to tackle dereliction and misuse, which I very
much welcome. The proper occupier amendment
will clarify the situation and give the commission a
framework for action in tackling owner-occupiers
who are not living on or crofting their land. The
commission needs to take tougher action, and that
is one of the reasons why the bill has been
introduced. It is certainly the reason why the
concept of a proper occupier is being introduced,
because the commission taking tougher action will
impact on the market. A person will think carefully
before buying a croft if they understand that they
will have to live on and work the croft and that, if
they do not do that, the croft can be relet.
Mr Brocklebank: I want to carry on with a few
more questions about the need for the proper
occupier. From what Shane Rankin has said, and
from what we have heard before, we know that it
was already possible under existing legislation to
take steps to impose a tenant on a difficult
landlord or a landlord who was not acting in the
spirit of crofting. Why, then, will the proper
occupier provide the framework that you are
looking for? Why is that necessary, when you
apparently have the powers already?
Rhona Brankin: I will ask the solicitor to
comment on that, because it is quite important that
we have that set out clearly.
Ethel Burt (Scottish Executive Legal and
Parliamentary Services): The powers that are
being introduced relate specifically to owners,
rather than to tenants. In the existing legislation,
there are certain powers relating to tenants, and
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certain obligations, expectations, rights and duties
on tenants. However, what we are proposing in
the bill is a similar, but not exactly the same, set of
obligations, rights and duties on owners, so that
the owners’ crofts are kept in the same state as
tenants’ crofts are expected to be kept at the
moment. The two sets of obligations, rights and
duties cannot be exactly the same, because
tenants do not have the same legal status as
owners. They have a different form of tenure, so
the provisions relating to tenants and to owners
have to be similar but not exactly the same. There
is a need to have a new set of specifications for
owners.
Rhona Brankin: To clarify, I do not believe, and
the reference group that I asked to consider the
issue did not believe, that the commission has
sufficiently tough powers to deal with owneroccupation in a way that impacts on the market.
That is why the proper occupier proposal has been
produced. For the first time, we will set out a
framework within which the commission will have
the power to take action, which will make it easier
for the commission to do so. Under the bill,
ministers will for the first time be able to give
specific directions to the Crofters Commission.
The Crofters Commission will have the power to
take action and the ministers will have a power to
give specific direction to the commission, for
example, to use powers to deal with people who
do not properly occupy their croft.
Mr Brocklebank: The minister said that part of
the reason for introducing the proper occupier
provision is to help to dampen down the market in
crofts. As I asked Shane Rankin at a previous
meeting, will the measure really achieve that,
given that the market that is really overheated is
the one in croft houses? That is what drives the
market for crofts—people want to buy croft
houses. What is to stop somebody who is chased
by the commission for not being a good occupier,
and who is told that a tenant is to be imposed on
him, simply decrofting his house and selling it to
the highest bidder? The land would still be
available but, as we have heard, tenants will not
necessarily be waiting to take on land without a
house. Further, under the planning regulations,
any incomer will not necessarily get planning
permission to build a house on the vacant croft.
Therefore, how will the proper occupier measure
act as a dampener?
Rhona Brankin: For a start, the person would
not necessarily lose the house. The important
point is how the land is being worked. The clear
evidence from the gentleman from the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors was that the
burdens will impact on the market. However, the
person in your example would not necessarily lose
the house.
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Mr Brocklebank: Surely that is the point. The
house could be decrofted and the person could
sell the house willy-nilly. The land would remain—
it is the land that we are talking about—but any
incoming tenant would not necessarily get
planning permission to build another house on the
croft. So the incoming person might just get 5
acres of ground somewhere that he has to try to
make a living out of. Is that a reasonable
proposition?
Rhona Brankin: In the past, when an older
member of a family has stayed on in a croft house,
the local authorities have looked favourably on
proposals to build another house. There is support
for new-build croft houses.
Shane Rankin: As Ted Brocklebank says, it is a
possibility that a house could be decrofted.
However, it is also possible for an absentee owner
or an elderly crofter who wants to give up the land
to do that. The objective has always been to
ensure that the land is used. Hence, as the
minister just explained, local authorities have been
pretty liberal about allowing new croft houses to be
built on bare land or vacant crofts. The proper
occupier proposal seeks to encourage that. If an
owner-occupier has a house and bare land that
they do not use, they will have the same option as
an absentee owner to remove the house from the
croft.
Rhona Brankin: The issue links back to the fact
that the Crofters Commission will potentially be a
statutory consultee in the planning process and to
the engagement of the crofting community in the
planning process.
Mr Brocklebank: Yes. However, planning apart,
if the new tenant has only 5 acres of ground and
does not have a croft house, as it has been
decrofted, what collateral can he use to go to
someone to ask for money to put a croft house on
the land? He will simply be a tenant on bare land.
Rhona Brankin: The issue depends on who the
potential tenant is. It might be someone who lives
nearby and who does not need a house. The
important thing is that, at the moment, we have no
way of ensuring that croft land is used
appropriately. The proper-occupier proposal will
ensure that we can do that.
11:45
Richard Lochhead: We have heard several
times that the purpose of the proper occupier
amendment is to dampen the market. In your view,
minister, what are the dynamics of the market?
Why has it overheated?
Rhona Brankin: One of the main reasons
relates to the housing shortages in crofting
counties. A couple of days ago I was in Mull,
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where affordable housing is a major issue. Such
shortages are more acute in areas of natural
scenic beauty, such as Mull, where many second
homes are being bought. The proper occupier
amendment will be important because it could
impact on second-home ownership. If people
understand that they will be required to be proper
occupiers, there will be a burden on the market.
That should impact on the price.
Richard Lochhead: I suspected that that might
be your answer. We are using crofting legislation
to deal with housing issues in some parts of
Scotland. Previous witnesses—especially those
we have heard from today—have said that this is a
complex and overbureaucratic way of addressing
the issue. The bill is too complex already. Should
not ministers find other ways of addressing the
housing shortage in remote parts of Scotland?
Rhona Brankin: The evidence that you heard
was mixed. Derek Flyn is a solicitor and he said
that our proposal was a relatively straightforward
way of dealing with some of the issues of owneroccupation.
Of course ministers must take a variety of steps
to deal with housing problems in rural areas. As I
say, those problems are acute in some crofting
areas. I was in Mull on Monday for the
announcement of the first affordable homes under
the Scottish forest land scheme. That scheme is a
collaboration between the West Highland Housing
Association, Communities Scotland and the
Forestry Commission. I am keen to see that work
develop. We must ensure that affordable housing
is available so that people can live and work in
crofting communities. By creating new crofts, land
that was not croft land can become croft land.
People will then be able to access support to build
houses.
The Crofters Commission is taking action to
tackle dereliction and misuse and to tackle
problems where people are not proper occupiers.
That action should release crofts. A variety of
things should be happening—it is not just about
the bill. The bill will enable new crofts to become
available. However, the Crofters Commission is
being given tougher powers to deal with the
situation if crofts are not crofted appropriately.
That should release crofts for the 900 people who
want to become crofters.
Richard Lochhead: The market is overheating
because of a lack of housing in remote areas of
the Highlands and Islands. Had the Government
provided affordable housing, the main motivation
behind this amendment would not exist.
Rhona Brankin: I do not think that that is true. If
one wants sustainable communities, people
should be required—whether they are owneroccupiers or crofters—to use their land in a
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sustainable way. The proper occupier proposal
was made because there was pressure to do
something about the market, but if one considers it
and the evidence that has been given today about
the thinking in the past about the importance of
regulating owner-occupiers, one sees that it
touches on several important areas. It responds
specifically to concerns about the market, but it
works on several different levels, as members
have heard.
Elaine Smith: I want to ask a supplementary
question to those that Maureen Macmillan and
Alasdair Morrison have asked. The Executive’s
explanatory paper on the proper occupier
proposals states:
“Ministers have proposed that crofting law should be
amended to clarify the status of owners of crofts to
distinguish between those who actually live on or work their
crofts and other owners of crofts. They propose that this
should be coupled with a much more aggressive use of the
existing Crofters Commission power to require owners of
vacant crofts to re-let their crofts.”

I am interested in the second sentence. I think that
Shane Rankin said in response to Maureen
Macmillan that the Crofters Commission already
uses its powers to act on absenteeism quite well. I
am interested in what
“a much more aggressive use of the existing … power”

would be and what the resource implications are
of such a use of the existing power.
Rhona Brankin: A key part of the bill is
consideration of ways in which straightforward
transactions can be simplified in order to reduce
the huge amount of bureaucracy that surrounds
simple and straightforward transactions by the
Crofters Commission. One thing that the bill will do
is simplify and streamline the bureaucratic
procedure where there are simple assignations,
for example, and where there are no problems
with the community, which is happy with what has
been proposed. Such processes should be
simpler. The Crofters Commission should then be
freed up to take tougher action.
What was the second part of your question?
Elaine Smith: Will there be resource
implications if the existing power is to be used
much more aggressively?
Rhona Brankin: That links into the answer that I
have given. At the moment, the Crofters
Commission acts in a way that ministers perceive
to be unnecessarily bureaucratic. As I have said,
we want to be able to streamline straightforward
transactions to ensure that the Crofters
Commission can take action that will make a
difference in releasing crofts and ensuring that
they are used appropriately.
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Elaine Smith: There seems to be a view that
the proposals will make the process more
convoluted. However, in the discussion this
morning, on the whole, people thought that if the
bill is to be passed, it would be better to include
the proper occupier amendment.
The proposals spring from the right to buy. I
want to follow up on what Richard Lochhead
asked about. I am still not clear why the right to
buy is still fundamental to crofting. The Executive’s
explanatory paper says:
“The right to buy is an essential feature of the
relationship between the crofter and landlord. It provides
the croft tenant with a sanction that can be applied to an
oppressive or obstructive landlord.”

Are there not other ways of providing sanctions?
How might the proper occupier proposals affect
the lending of capital or money on the basis of
croft ownership? Is there not a threat to banks and
so on? Would they be as anxious to lend capital to
proper occupiers?
Finally, I have a question that is slightly different
from the question that I asked this morning on
whether the bill is better with or without the
amendment. If the bill does not proceed as
envisaged, could the proposals be introduced in
any other way to tighten up regulation? The
proposal is to amend the bill, but could a standalone piece of legislation be introduced?
Rhona Brankin: As the member knows,
crofters’ right to buy was introduced in 1976. That
right provides a safety valve for many crofters
against landlords who could give them
considerable difficulties. There has always been a
debate about the right to buy. Some people feel
passionately that it should never have been
introduced, but many crofters have taken
advantage of it. The consultation revealed no clear
call to do away with the right to buy. It exists and,
as I said, the proper occupier scheme is a way of
dealing with some of its knock-on effects. There
was no demand to take away the crofters’ right to
buy. Many crofters fought for it for many years.
You asked whether there would be any way of
dealing with the proper occupier scheme in standalone legislation. My understanding is that there
would not, but I ask Shane Rankin to add to that.
Shane Rankin: As I understand it, there is no
way of modifying the current legislation by
statutory instrument. There is very little provision
in the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 that would
allow us to change anything, so we need primary
legislation to implement the proper occupier
proposal or virtually anything else.
The Convener: Why not just repeal the key
elements of the 1993 act if you feel that they are
inappropriate and out of date? That is what
normally happens.
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Ethel Burt: I am sorry, but I do not quite
understand what you mean. Are you suggesting
that we repeal the whole of the 1993 act?

keen to lend to someone who might be found not
to be a proper occupier and have a tenant
imposed? I am not sure about that.

The Convener: Well, you could repeal key
sections. We regularly agree to bills that change
provisions that are in existing acts.

Rhona Brankin: In essence, that could happen
now. The proper occupier scheme would give the
lender more confidence because the person would
have proper occupier status.

Ethel Burt: There is no provision in the 1993 act
to allow that. We would have to provide it by
primary legislation.
The Convener: I think that that is what Elaine
Smith is saying. We have a bill in front of us, so
why are you not using that vehicle?
Elaine Smith: No, I am not. In the round-table
discussion this morning, I asked whether it is
better to include the proper occupier scheme if the
bill goes ahead. I suppose that I am asking the
minister whether, if the bill does not go ahead, that
means the end of any proposals on changing the
status of owner-occupier crofters. Could the
proper occupier scheme be introduced in any
other way or does it have to be part of the bill? If
the bill was to be shelved—I am not suggesting
that it should be—would the proper occupier
scheme also have to be shelved? Is there no
other, stand-alone way of introducing it to change
the status, tighten up regulation and make it easier
to deal with absenteeism?
Ethel Burt: We cannot introduce the proper
occupier scheme by secondary legislation under
any existing primary legislation. The only other
way that we could introduce it would be to tack it
on to another bill on appropriate subjects, and I
know of none. I suppose that we could also have a
small, separate bill for the scheme on its own, but
it has to be introduced by primary legislation of
some form.
Elaine Smith: I also asked whether the
introduction of the proper occupier scheme would
pose a problem for lenders’ security. Is that a
problem or should I not worry about it?
Rhona Brankin: No. It would be intended to
give security and enable crofters to borrow money
more easily. I ask Ethel Burt to give the details.
Ethel Burt: Lending institutions are not altruistic
organisations and they are interested only in
lending on property that they can repossess and
sell in the event of default. That is what they do
and how they get their money back. I think that,
when lending to a proper occupier, it would give
lending institutions some comfort to know that, in
the event of default, the property could be sold
with the advantage of the proper occupier status. It
would have an enhanced status.
Elaine Smith: So it is just about property and
not also about lending for capital equipment. I am
just not sure about where the security comes in,
which is why I am asking you. Would lenders be

Elaine Smith: Okay.
12:00
The Convener: On the timing, a buyer applies
for proper occupier status after they have bought
the property, so a lender could find out that they
were lending to someone who was not eligible to
be a proper occupier after they had lent them the
money.
Shane Rankin: The advantage of the
arrangements as laid out in the paper is that it
would be abundantly clear to lawyers who are
acting for anyone in the crofting counties what the
new owner of the croft had to comply with to get
proper occupier status and what would befall them
if they did not secure it. The arrangements make it
clearer to lenders and borrowers where they all
stand.
Nora Radcliffe: I have a question about lending
and borrowing, although it will take us down a
different route.
The SRPBA submission suggests that part of
the reason why people buy crofts is that they need
security to borrow money for capital investment.
As an alternative solution, it suggests we look at
crofting tenancy. Because a tenancy runs on a
year-to-year basis, people cannot borrow money
against it. I think that I am reading that right. The
submission goes on to say that an amendment to
conveyancing legislation to
“include croft tenancies in the definition of a real right would
mean they would be available as security.”

I presume that that has been considered, but I
thought that it might be useful to get a legal
opinion on that.
Ethel Burt: I have looked at that, and it relates
to croft tenancies.
Nora Radcliffe: Yes, but people buy crofts
partly to gain an asset against which they can
borrow. Is that a fair statement?
Ethel Burt: The SRPBA wanted croft tenancies
to be put into the Land Registration (Scotland) Act
1979 so that crofters would be able to borrow
money on the strength of a tenancy. However, that
would change the whole concept of land tenure.
What about other forms of short tenancy? Would
that not open the floodgates? It would be
inappropriate. What we are planning to do is much
fairer. Allowing crofters to borrow on the strength
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of a tenancy would make croft tenants a special
case and I do not think that that would be very
popular.

proposals are to do with the land, but could
someone be put out of their house if they stopped
being a proper occupier?

Rhona Brankin: People buy crofts for a variety
of reasons. Some will buy their croft in the hope
that they can avoid regulation.

Rhona Brankin: It depends on whether the
house is part of the croft or whether it has been
decrofted.

Ethel Burt: I suppose that what you said is
technically correct; that could be done. Whether
anyone would want to do it is another matter
because it would change the nature of land tenure.

Maureen Macmillan: So if someone was a
proper occupier, the first thing that they would do
would be to get their house decrofted so that they
would have that security.

Nora Radcliffe: It is useful to get a comment on
that because we had only one side of the
argument.
Elaine Smith: What is the status of a lender if a
crofter is no longer deemed to be a proper
occupier? Are there any implications for lenders?
If the proper occupier of a croft has borrowed
money for whatever purpose, what is the lender’s
status if the Crofters Commission takes
aggressive action to say that that person is no
longer a proper occupier?
Shane Rankin: The proposals will give lenders
a year in which to rectify the situation. If a lender
becomes the owner of a croft where there has
been—
Elaine Smith: I am sorry; did you say that the
lender would become the owner of the croft?
Shane Rankin: The lender would have a year to
rectify the situation by putting the croft on the
market and finding a proper occupier to take it
over, or an owner to take it over and a tenant to
follow on. The proposals contain provisions that
will allow that to happen.
Elaine Smith: Do you think that lenders would
still be happy to lend on that basis? Would they
not see that as a hassle?
Shane Rankin: They might think that it is a
hassle, but the disadvantages are outweighed by
the advantage of being abundantly clear about
what everyone has to comply with to secure
proper occupier status and to maintain their
security.
Elaine Smith: I am trying to tie everything up to
what Nora Radcliffe was asking about. Apart from
getting away from bad landlords, an advantage to
the crofter of having the right to buy is having
access to capital that they did not have before. I
am just wondering whether proper occupier status
would put a damper on that. I am asking because I
genuinely do not know.
Rhona Brankin: Our advice is that proper
occupier status would make it less risky for
lenders to lend money.
Maureen Macmillan: I am getting more and
more confused. I presume that the proper occupier
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Rhona Brankin: Yes.
Rob Gibson: I want to go way back. Have you
proposed any amendments to the Planning etc
(Scotland) Bill to make the Crofters Commission a
proper occupier? [Laughter.] Oh, this is just crazy,
isn’t it? But you know what I mean. I mean, have
you proposed amendments to make the Crofters
Commission a consultee? How would that be done
and how will crofters input to the Crofters
Commission’s approach?
Rhona Brankin: Johann Lamont is the Deputy
Minister for Communities and she is dealing with
the Planning etc (Scotland) Bill. She has given a
commitment that ministers will look into the issue. I
have met Malcolm Chisholm and it was suggested
by the chief planning officer that it will not require
primary legislation. I understand that that is the
case. If it would give people comfort, it may be
possible to include something in that bill. The
important thing is that it happens, but I understand
that it will be done through secondary legislation.
Rob Gibson: Under the present proposals, how
will crofters be able to input to the view that the
Crofters Commission takes on any particular
matter?
Rhona Brankin: The Crofting Reform etc Bill
will set up local panels and engage crofting
communities in the strategy for the development of
those communities. That idea underpins the way
in which we envisage the Crofters Commission
working. It will not be a top-down approach; it will
be a bottom-up approach. In Knock and Swordale,
the Crofters Commission is working with the
crofting community on issues such as affordable
housing.
The developmental role of the Crofters
Commission will be strengthened by the bill. That
strengthening will be coupled with improvements
in the way in which crofting communities are
engaged. That is a hugely important part of the
bill.
Rob Gibson: I want to tease out two issues with
regard to the market. The first involves the price
that people will pay for a house with a nice view.
However, a second issue arises. If a crofter is
being looked after by a relative, but the crofter is
then taken into care, or dies, there will be an
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assessment of the value of the crofter’s estate.
Have you discussed values of estates with the
Treasury? The value of the estate at inheritance
could mean that the relatives could not afford to
take the croft on.
Shane Rankin: That relates to section 17 of the
Crofting Reform etc Bill and the clarification of the
debt position if a number of family members
dispute the assets of the deceased crofter. We
have tried to make the bill clear and simple and to
keep it in line with other succession situations.
I think that it was Derek Flyn who talked about
the Inland Revenue recognising that a croft had a
value. In proposed new subsections (4E) to (4G)
of section 10 of the 1993 act, we try to make it
clear that a croft has a value and that that must be
accepted when a crofter dies and a dispute arises
over the assets. We are simply trying to be
practical and recognise that; we are not trying to
do anything fundamentally clever or to get into the
issue of whether the value of the croft may be
more than one or other of the family can afford.
Rob Gibson: I am not talking about disputes; I
am talking about the valuation of the croft at
inheritance. I would have thought that if we were
trying to dampen down the market, we would want
to say to the Inland Revenue, through the
Treasury, that crofts should be treated as part of a
regulated market and that, therefore, their value
should be added up in a different way from the
value of freehold property.
Shane Rankin: We understand the point and
there is obviously merit in the argument, but the
reality often is that families in which there is more
than one potential beneficiary start to debate
whether the croft has a value. Pretending that it
does not have a value does not resolve that or
help the transfer of the croft.
Rob Gibson: I am not saying that the croft does
not have a value. My point is that you do not seem
to have done anything through that mechanism to
effect a reduction in the market value of the croft.
Shane Rankin: I do not think that I can say
anything more on that.
Rob Gibson: Okay. I have a final question that
is related to what we are talking about. It will take
resources to deal with all these issues; it will also
take time. Has the minister decided how long the
proper occupier registration, and so on, will take to
carry out? We know that 170 or so cases are at
issue just now. How long will it take?
Rhona Brankin: That will have to come after
discussion among ministers. We will have to look
at the timetable. Ministers will be required to give
guidance to the Crofters Commission about how
long they want the process to take and what sort
of targets should be in place. Ministers will provide
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those targets and it will be up to them to give clear
guidance to the Crofters Commission.
Rob Gibson: Will that be done by saying to the
Crofters Commission that it has a duty, or will it be
done annually through a set of targets?
Rhona Brankin: Proposed new section 2B of
the 1993 act states:
“The Commission shall discharge their functions in
accordance with such directions of a general or specific
character as may from time to time be given to them in
writing by the Scottish Ministers.”

I see that working in the same way as it works with
other non-departmental public bodies. Ministers
should give directions to the Crofters Commission
annually, and an annual report will come back
from the Crofters Commission—as it does at the
moment—setting out progress against targets that
ministers have set.
Rob Gibson: That is what has been happening
for the past 50 years. Ministers have been setting
targets and the Crofters Commission has reported,
yet we are in the mess that we are in.
Rhona Brankin: No. Critically, the bill states
that, for the first time, ministers will set specific
targets. The problem in the past was that there
was not enough specificity. I am keen to ensure
that the Crofters Commission has very specific
directions from Scottish ministers. The bill allows
that. It also ensures that, for example, when the
committee looks at the Crofters Commission’s
annual report, the extent to which the commission
is meeting the specific targets that have been set
by ministers is clear.
The Convener: There is nothing to prevent you
from setting directions in guidance to the Crofters
Commission at the moment.
Rhona Brankin: It is general guidance; it is not
specific. There is a key difference between the bill
and the 1993 act. Section 1(3) of the 1993 act
states:
“The Commission shall carry out their functions in
accordance with such directions of a general character as
may be given by the Secretary of State and in carrying out
their functions shall have regard to local circumstances and
conditions.”

We believe that proposed new section 2B
strengthens that significantly.
12:15
Mr Morrison: The proper occupier amendment
is being sold to us as the silver bullet that will sort
out the market and deal with a plethora of issues.
For the sake of clarity—I recognise that the words
“clarity” and “clarify” have been used a lot this
morning—can someone tell me what is currently
expected of an owner-occupier?
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Rhona Brankin: I think that we need to have
clarity about why we need the proper occupier.
Mr Morrison: That is why I am asking.
Rhona Brankin: I have tried—I will let Shane
Rankin have a go.
Shane Rankin: As I explained last week, there
has been a long-standing policy in the Crofters
Commission, since the right to buy was
established in 1976, to recognise that Parliament
gave crofters the right to buy on the assumption
that they were going to live on and work their
crofts. It was not the intention of Parliament that
crofters were to be treated as landlords, or that if a
crofter bought his croft, suddenly he would have a
tenant imposed on him. That is the long-standing
approach that has been taken by the Crofters
Commission.
In the cases that I mentioned, in which the
commission imposed a tenant or pressed for
reletting of the croft, the owners were absentees
who were not occupying the croft. It is really in
those circumstances that the commission is able
to address the situation. There may well be a
strong feeling within a community that a croft is not
being used or is being wasted in some way. That
power can be used in those circumstances.
However, the approach has, essentially, been to
accept that an owner is an occupier—as
Parliament intended—and not to impose tenants
on them.
Mr Morrison: As things stand on 14 June 2006,
an absentee owner-occupier is in effect a landlord
of a vacant croft. That is generally accepted.
Shane Rankin: Yes.
Mr Morrison: Is it possible, under existing
legislation, to impose a tenant on that person and
deal with all the issues that are contained in the
proper occupier proposal? Do you have existing
powers to deal with owner-occupiers who are not
resident on their crofts—who are absentees?
Shane Rankin: It is possible to impose a tenant,
yes. The legislation allows that. The great
advantage of the proper occupier proposal is that
it sets out a process by which it becomes
abundantly clear to the owner that they have to
comply with obligations that are placed on them—
that they have to meet the same requirements,
essentially, as a tenant. They must live on or near
the land and they must work the croft.
The problem with the measure in the current
legislation is that it is a drastic option. If a tenant is
imposed on an owner of a croft, the new tenant is
in effect given the option to buy the croft from the
owner. That is a fairly drastic move, especially if it
is assumed that, in 1976, Parliament did not intend
owner-occupiers of crofts to be treated as
landlords.
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The proposal is about establishing a staged
process that leads people to the irrevocable
conclusion that they have to have a tenant
imposed on them, but it leads them there in a way
that allows them to rectify the situation at their own
hand without the commission having to take
drastic action.
Mr Morrison: So the current provisions are a
drastic option that does not address the issues
that concern us and the proper occupier proposal
is not a drastic option, but it will address the issues
that concern us.
Shane Rankin: The final step in the proper
occupier proposal is a drastic option—just as
drastic as the reletting that is possible under the
current legislation.
Mr Morrison: So, we have a less drastic—
Shane Rankin: There is clarification in the
proposals of what duties proper occupiers have to
fulfil.
Mr Morrison: We have heard several witnesses
today and in all the other sessions talking about
the Crofters Commission. I know that you are not
here to speak on behalf of the Crofters
Commission. There is a lack of confidence in the
commission and a feeling that, in the real world
that we all inhabit, the proper occupier proposal is
not enforceable. That is the issue with which we
must deal. As legislators, we must discuss and
evaluate the implementability—I suspect that there
is no such word—of what is before us. A drastic
option currently exists, but we are going to move
to a less drastic option that still has a drastic
element. Will that measure be enforceable in the
real world?
Rhona Brankin: We would not have introduced
the proper occupier proposal if we thought that it
was not enforceable. I emphasise that we have
introduced the proposal in response to demand for
it.
Mr Morrison: It is estimated that we currently
have 150 absentee owners. After the passage of
the bill, how long will it take until we move to the
magic number of zero?
Rhona Brankin: It will be up to ministers to
decide what action is required and with what
speed they want the commission to take it. We will
take advice from the commission on that, but the
decision on the directions will be for ministers.
Mr Morrison: If we are to support the
proposal—if we replace the drastic with the less
drastic—how enforceable will the less drastic be
and how long will it take?
Rhona Brankin: I do not accept your premise
that the proper occupier proposal is “the less
drastic”.
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Mr Morrison: I was quoting Mr Rankin.
Rhona Brankin: We need to ensure that we
have clarity and that the Crofters Commission has
the tools in the toolbox that it needs to take action
against people who are not proper occupiers. The
timescale for doing that will be affected by other
actions that the commission is required to take. In
addition to taking action against people who are
not proper occupiers, the commission will be
required to take a range of action, including action
against absentee tenants and working with crofting
communities on issues such as affordable
housing. The bill will bring clarity. For the first time,
ministers will be able to give specific directions to
the Crofters Commission, which is what ministers
will do.
Mr Morrison: You have mentioned some of the
other responsibilities that the Crofters Commission
will have, but, in the pursuance of clarity, I want to
return to the proper occupier amendment. How
long will it take for the Crofters Commission,
having consulted ministers and vice versa, to
move us from the present situation in which we
have 150 absentee owners of vacant crofts to the
magic number of zero? That is a simple and
straightforward question.
Shane Rankin: I cannot
straightforward answer.

give

a

simple,

The Convener: I suppose that the question,
which has arisen in previous meetings, is to what
extent the proposals are a priority. The measure
was not in the bill initially. A range of issues has
cropped up in the past few weeks since we took
evidence from the minister in Inverness, which
seems a while ago. We are trying to get to the
bottom of how important the proposals are, how
important it is to plug the loophole and how the
measure will be put into effect.
Shane Rankin: Last week, I explained to the
committee in private that we envisage that the
proper occupier provisions will be managed,
implemented and enforced in the same way that
the provisions on absentee issues or neglect and
abuse issues will be dealt with. I suggested that
those three large issues will be managed through
the use of local policies for parts of the crofting
counties that establish how the communities there
want the issues to be dealt with in their locality.
For instance, a local panel in Lewis might take a
view on the emphasis and priorities that it wants,
which might be influenced by the available
resources and the directions by ministers.
Two or three years after the bill is enacted and
the commission is established, we will have in
place local policies and a panel for Lewis. We will
have undertaken survey work to establish the
exact numbers of absentee owners, absentee
tenants and people whose occupation of the croft
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is questionable and the levels of neglect. The
panel will give a sense of what priorities it wants to
apply and how it wants them to be varied
throughout Lewis. There would then be the
opportunity, within that timescale of two or three
years, for the commission to initiate the action that
is required to deal with those matters. The
commission will be able to deal with those issues
much more confidently and clearly on the back of
the ministerial guidance, the local policy that was
arrived at in the community and the clarity in the
bill, which will make it abundantly clear to
communities and individuals what their obligations
are.
Mr Morrison: The proper occupier proposal has
been packaged with the message that the
commission will have a serious job of work to do
and the tools to do it with, although apparently it
will not need any more finance to see the
proposals to their logical conclusion. Perhaps the
minister and her lawyer can help me to see exactly
where the proposed amendment specifies that the
commission will have a duty to enforce what is
stipulated in the proper occupier proposal as
opposed to relying on neighbours snooping on one
another. Where does it say categorically that the
commission will be duty bound to deal with
people’s proper occupier status as opposed to just
relying on complaints? In fairness to the minister, I
expect that the lawyers will be better prepared to
answer that question.
Ethel Burt: There is not a specific duty on the
commission as it exists at the moment.
Rhona Brankin: As stated in our paper,
“the Commission may decide to intervene if there is an
objection or where the conditions for intervention apply.”

The conditions are set out whereby the
commission can decide to intervene. Further, as
the paper states:
“Failure to intervene will constitute approval and on
approval the Commission must record in the Register of
Crofts that the applicant is a Proper Occupier.”

The onus is therefore on the Crofters
Commission to maintain an up-to-date register and
it must state on the register of crofts where a
person is a proper occupier. As set out in
proposed new section 2B of the 1993 act,
ministers will give directions to the Crofters
Commission to take specific actions.
Mr Morrison: I am trying to reconcile the
minister’s quotations with what Ethel Burt said. Is
the minister saying that, as she reads what is
drafted, there is not such a duty?
Shane Rankin: Can I just—
Mr Morrison: No. With respect, Mr Rankin, it
was Ms Burt who helpfully said that there is not a
duty.
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Shane Rankin: Convener, may I continue?
Mr Morrison: With respect, convener, I asked
for clarification from the solicitor. I am trying to
reconcile what Ms Burt said with what the minister
said.
The Convener: We have the draft amendment
in front of us and the proposed new section 23B
says that if the commission has received
objections, it must act to intervene with respect to
the application, but it may intervene in any other
case. It would be helpful to get clarification on that.
My interpretation is that if someone complains, the
commission must act, but if no one complains,
action is entirely discretionary. Is that the point that
you are trying to get to, Alasdair?
Mr Morrison: Yes.
Rhona Brankin: The onus is on the proper
occupier to take action to ensure that they are a
proper occupier. The Crofters Commission must
record in the register of crofts that the applicant is
a proper occupier.
Mr Morrison: So the commission may act if no
one objects, but it must act if someone does
object.
Rhona Brankin: No, the onus is on the proper
occupier and on the Crofters Commission to
record in the register of crofts that a person is a
proper occupier.
The Convener: We were looking at the section
entitled “Proper occupiers by application”, whereby
somebody
“may apply to the Commission to be granted the status of
proper occupier”.

Rhona Brankin: I am sorry, convener. Where is
that?
The Convener: I am quoting from proposed
new section 23B. It concerns people who want to
become proper occupiers.
12:30
Shane Rankin: The question is whether the
Crofters Commission “must act” or “may act” in
relation to a complaint. In essence, it is “may”. The
situation is similar to that for absenteeism: in some
circumstances, one would not wish all the tests to
be applied. There could be reasons why a proper
occupier could not comply with everything, or why
one would want to accept some compromise for
the proper occupier. It was for similar reasons that
I said that absenteeism was not an absolute when
I explained the use of local policies. As Ted
Brocklebank brought out last week, there can be
circumstances in which people have a good
reason for not living on their croft all the time.
There is, therefore, a measure of discretion.
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The provisions create a mechanism by which
the proper occupier, on transferring or selling their
croft, has to notify the Crofters Commission. The
Crofters Commission would then have an
opportunity to test whether a person was
acceptable as a proper occupier, and to intervene
and remove proper occupier status if that was
appropriate to the local community.
Rhona
Brankin:
There
are
specific
requirements, but there is also a general
requirement on the Crofters Commission to act in
accordance with specific directions that the
minister may give, in order to tackle problems with
owner-occupiers.
Mr Morrison: The discretion would logically
extend to cover the situation in which neighbours
object—phoning or writing to complain. That
situation could be a “may” as opposed to a “must”.
Shane Rankin: Yes.
The Convener: Proposed new section 23B says
“must” for interventions in respect of the
application.
Shane Rankin: The commission must intervene
and consider it—
The Convener: The commission must consider
it, I presume, and must publish its view.
Shane Rankin: But what the commission does
next is the “may” part.
The Convener: That takes us to subsection (9)
of proposed new section 23B, which concerns the
conditions that must be considered by the
commission.
Shane Rankin: Yes.
The Convener: That is for people who are
applying to become proper occupiers. Proposed
new section 23A is entitled “Proper occupiers
other than by application”. In that section, it is
assumed that someone is a proper occupier if, at
the time of enactment of the bill, they happen to be
an owner-occupier on a croft.
Rhona Brankin: If someone has bought a croft
from an existing proper occupier, they too would
be termed a proper occupier. They would then
have a certain amount of time in which to register
a change of use. In theory, the Crofters
Commission could take early action, because the
person is deemed to be a proper occupier from
when they first acquired the croft. That could be a
powerful provision for the commission.
Eleanor Scott: Under the proposed system, a
person could legitimately be a proper occupier of
more than one croft. They might therefore be the
owner of more than one croft house. Would they
be able to let a house that they did not occupy
under a short assured tenancy?
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Rhona Brankin: I cannot give you an immediate
answer, but I will get that information to the
committee within a day.
Eleanor Scott: The bill suggests that people
would be able to use the croft house only for
holiday lets.
Rhona Brankin: I will be happy to clarify that.
The Convener: Yes—the committee
wondered about that issue before.

has

Eleanor Scott: The Executive has suggested
that, under the existing laws, using the power to
require the reletting of a croft of an absentee
owner-occupier would have human rights
implications. Would it? What are those
implications? How would they be lessened under
the proper occupier proposals?
Ethel Burt: I am not sure that I understand the
question.
Eleanor Scott: What are the human rights
implications of reletting the croft of an absentee
owner-occupier under the current system? Are
there fewer human rights implications under the
proper occupier proposals?
Ethel Burt: I think that there would be human
rights implications if the proposal were to relet a
house that is the principal home of the proper
occupier.
Eleanor Scott: So it depends on whether the
house is the person’s principal home.
Ethel Burt: Yes. There may be human rights
implications, but I would have thought that nobody
would be deprived of anything if the land is not
being used.
Shane Rankin: The other benefit of the
proposals as they stand is that people’s
obligations to protect their situation and maintain
their security will be made explicit. I think that
doing so will increase the security of the legal
provisions that are proposed in the European
convention on human rights.
Eleanor Scott: Do you think that, in the past,
people who have bought crofts have not been
made aware that they are crofts?
Shane Rankin: It is probably better not to
answer that question.
The Convener: With regard to the number of
crofts that a proper occupier can hold, how was
the number four reached? What considerations
were involved?
Rhona Brankin: We came to a figure because
there was a need to distinguish between crofters
and estate owners. The proposal to allow owners
to let their crofts in the same way that tenants can
sublet was consulted on. The figure that was
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reached reflects the concern about people
accumulating large numbers of crofts, which
would, in effect, mean that there would be
activities that are more akin to straightforward
farming than to crofting. However, the figure is not
set in stone and we would be interested in hearing
committee members’ views on it.
The Convener: In evidence that we have taken
over the past few weeks, it has been said that
crofts are quite small in some parts of the country.
Maureen Macmillan has mentioned that people
accumulate many crofts on Tiree, but that crofts
are much larger in other parts of the country.
Different circumstances exist. We simply
wondered how the number four—which, it has
been suggested, should be included in the bill—
had been reached.
Rhona Brankin: Working with areas of crofts
would be difficult. We thought that working with
numbers of crofts would be marginally easier. I
understand
that
although
families
have
accumulated large numbers of crofts on Tiree,
individuals do not hold more than four crofts there.
The calculation was not easy, but we thought that
using the number four was a practicable way
forward. Some people think that there should be
one croft per crofter, but we did not think that that
was a practicable way forward.
The Convener: Why has not a similar limit been
suggested for croft tenancies?
Shane Rankin: There was no intention to limit
croft tenancies in the bill as a whole or in the
proper occupier proposals. It is well known that, in
the 1960s, the Crofters Commission had a policy
of amalgamation, which was encouraged by
Governments; many crofters have legitimately
accumulated substantial numbers of crofts—the
largest number that I have heard of is 25, which
was somewhere in Shetland. In the consultation
exercise, there was no mood to make restrictions
on tenants and there has been no subsequent
reaction. The committee has received evidence on
the proposal to have one croft per crofter, but the
reaction may be an isolated case.
As you have heard in evidence today, there are
many farm businesses on Tiree, for instance, that
have been built up on the back of 12 or 15 crofts.
If some of those arrangements were to be
dismantled—the commission could do that,
particularly with regard to informal arrangements
for absentee crofters—the economy and
community would be destroyed. A measure of
discretion is required and a recognition that one
has to be practical about the issue of how crofters
have come by the number of crofts that they have.
On the proper occupier issue, in relation to
which a four-croft threshold will be set, there is
recognition that intervention by the Crofters
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Commission can be triggered if an owner or tenant
has that many crofts. That is about recognising
that there is a mood to discourage multiple
occupancy and the accumulation of more crofts,
but recognising also that there will be
circumstances in which that will be legitimate and
appropriate. The commission will have discretion
to consider that.
The Convener: When we try to insert something
specific in the bill, the Executive usually tells us
that that matter would be better dealt with in
subordinate legislation. However, the issue that
we are discussing is in the bill. Including a specific
number in the bill implies that there will not be a
huge amount of discretion.
Shane Rankin: Yes, but there is a host of
detailed stuff on the matter in previous primary
legislation on crofting. As far as I understand it, the
issue that we are discussing follows that pattern.
The Convener: So an attempt is being made to
stay in tune with existing crofting legislation rather
than to modernise the way in which we deal with
crofting.
Shane Rankin: You could look at it that way.
Nora Radcliffe: I understand that the four-croft
threshold is not an absolute threshold; it is just a
number that, if reached, triggers consideration but
not necessarily punitive action.
Shane Rankin: That is right.
Rhona Brankin: It is important that we do not
make people who have a number of crofts worry
that their living will suddenly be taken away from
them. However, we need to be able to deal with
the issue of people who are becoming proper
occupiers. There needs to be an understanding
that, given the number of people who are on the
waiting list for crofts, there are issues around
multiple tenancy and multiple ownership.
The Convener: On the issue of the right to buy
a new croft, there is an argument that tenants
should have the right to buy. However, if they take
a new croft, they will not have the right to buy.
What happens if, at some point, a good landlord is
replaced with an unsympathetic landlord? Does
the fact that they do not have a right to buy exist in
perpetuity?
Rhona Brankin: Yes. However, that provision
was made specifically to encourage landowners to
release land for crofting.
It is a difficult calculation to make but, given the
demand for new crofts—there are 900 people on
the Crofters Commission’s waiting list—we
thought that it was important that we create a
range of opportunities. The situation is similar to
that which pertains when houses are built, in that,
in a new development, a range of housing options
would be included.
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Mr Morrison: John Toal, who is a respected
and erudite commentator on crofting matters, gave
us a submission that talked about the forfeiture of
the individual’s right to buy. According to the paper
that was sent to us by the Executive, the
withdrawal of the right to buy would cause
“long term social and economic harm”

to crofting areas. John Toal pithily comments that,
perhaps, that argument applies only within the
existing pool of crofts and not to the new crofts
that will be created.
Rhona Brankin: There is a balance that must
be struck. One of the ways of creating new crofts
was through a process that involved taking away
the right to buy and creating a range of options
whereby people who had a right to buy might take
up that option and become owner-occupiers while
others might choose to become croft tenants. The
key thing is that a range of options is available for
people who want to become crofters.
The Convener: We have explored this issue as
much as it is humanly possible to do today. It
would be helpful if we could get that last piece of
information on tenancies by Friday, which is our
cut-off date.
I suspend the meeting to allow a changeover of
officials.
12:45
Meeting suspended.

SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE FROM SCOTTISH CROFTING FOUNDATION
Progression of Crofting Reform Bill
The Scottish Crofting Foundation response to consultation on the Draft Bill in June 2005
made clear that the main concern over the Bill related to what it does not contain, as much
as what is contained in it.
This remains the case, so while slimming the Bill down and removing contentious aspects is
useful, of more importance are the measures still required to ensure the health and
development of the crofting system into the future.
Aspects of the Bill which should be significantly amended
•

Proposed changes to the structure of the Crofters Commission should be amended
to provide that the Commission is at least in part comprised of democratically elected
members. The Commission Board should elect their own chair.

Aspects of the Bill which should be removed
•

Schemes for development on croft land should be removed. The inclusion of powers
in the Bill to make resumption temporary satisfies a good number of concerns about
large swathes of land being lost from crofting and makes the schemes for
development mechanism unnecessary. Further consideration should be given to
whether there is a need to change the right to a lump sum payment of the share of
development value.

•

Provisions requiring crofters to pay for the mapping of their crofts should be
removed. The creation and maintenance of the Register of Crofts is a core remit of
the Crofters Commission.

•

Reference to ‘market value’ for the purposes of succession should be removed.

Aspects of the Bill which should remain

•

The power to create new crofts and new commons and bring more land
(including forest land) into crofting tenure should remain. This should include
areas currently outwith the crofting counties.1

•

Giving the Crofters Commission the power to act in place of a landlord in the case of
neglect by a crofting tenant should remain but be amended to be a duty

1

Under current proposals in the Bill, 1911 Small Holders would only be able to benefit from crofting
tenure if they are in certain areas designated by SI as being areas in which crofts could be created /
registered. This leaves an anomaly for this class of tenant. Furthermore, the restriction to 30 Ha of these
holdings may also exclude a number if not most of the 1911 Small Holders in Arran.
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•

A provision should remain (through the most appropriate mechanism, be it the
proper occupier concept or otherwise) to bring owner-occupied crofts effectively
within the scope of crofting regulation2 and charge the Commission to address
neglect and absenteeism by owner-occupiers, with the imposition of a tenant as a
final sanction. This should be amended to be a duty.

•

Provision for local policies determined by local panels should remain. However, this
section must be amended to ensure that these bodies are locally democratic and
accountable. Local policy must set an area limit below which subdivision of crofts is
not possible.

•

Powers to grant temporary resumption of croft land should remain.

•

The inclusion of a ‘reasonableness’ requirement in the exercise of rights under Sch.
2, s. 11 should remain.

•

The right of the shareholders to use the common grazing for wider purposes should
remain.

•

The tighter definition of ‘family’ for the purposes of assignation should remain.

•

Provisions should remain to deal with the circumvention of the Land Reform Act
through the mechanism of an interposed lease.

Still required as part of this Bill, other legislation, or policy guidance

2

•

A duty on the Crofters Commission to use, albeit sensitively and with discretion, the
powers that are available to them to regulate the crofting system

•

Policy guidance to the Land Court on the intentions of the Scottish Executive in
relation to crofting.

•

Further consideration of the problems caused by case-law determination of whether
or not a crofting community exists for the purposes of e.g decrofting decisions. A
possible solution would be to focus on whether the land is in fact croft land, in which
case it should be protected as such.

•

A presumption against building on croft in-bye land, except where no alternative
exists (in this Bill and the Planning Bill). The Crofters Commission must be involved
at a much earlier stage in planning decisions with the power and a duty to advise
local authorities.

•

The creation of a probationary period during which time full ‘crofter’ or ‘proper
occupier’ status would not be accorded to the assignee or new owner-occupier3. This
status would only be granted once the crofter had made a commitment to the croft in

We understand that in legal theory, such powers already exist, as the Commission merely has discretion
not to demand reletting proposals, but that in practice they are ineffective due to an owner-occupier being
able to stall proceedings by instigating planning or decrofting applications.
3
This should apply equally to those coming into crofts as a result of purchase, open assignation, family
assignation or inheritance
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terms of active use of the croft land and was living within the defined radius of the
croft. Certain rights, such as the right to subdivide or exercise the right to buy would
not be available during this period.
•

Measures to ensure that grazings committee function effectively, transparently and
accountably. Grazings committees can exercise a great deal of power and this
needs to be exercised fairly and in accordance with realistic up-to-date procedures.
The corollary is that grazings clerks and constables also have a good deal of
responsibility and give their time voluntarily with little in the way of support, back-up
or training. This situation needs to be given a thorough overhaul.

•

Further thought and clarification is required on what constitutes ‘purposeful use’,
particularly get-outs such as Nature Conservation.

•

A provision to prevent crofts being assigned separately from their grazings share.

•

Evaluation of the contribution to sustainable development of crofting and small-scale
land-based enterprise is still required.

LETTER FROM THE DEPUTY MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL
DEVELOPMENT REGARDING THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE’S‘PROPER OCCUPIER’
PROPOSALS
During my evidence session on the Proper Occupier proposals on 14 June the Committee
asked whether the proposals could be extended to include owner-occupiers being able to
let houses on their crofts as short assured tenancies. This was in relation to paragraph 29 of
our Proper Occupier proposal explanatory paper. As I was unable to provide a
comprehensive answer I undertook to write to you.
Under the current legislation a croft owner-occupier can only let out surplus houses with the
consent of the Crofters Commission. The Commission has not been monitoring the use of
houses on owned crofts and it would, in practice, be very difficult to establish whether the
houses are being let and on what basis. It is very likely that where there are surplus houses
which have not been decrofted they will be let out as holiday cottages or used by family
members. Decrofting of course resolves the issue as once that happens the owner can do
what he/she likes with the house.
The situation, at present, relating to croft tenants who have more than one croft with a
house is different. There is specific provision in the 1993 Act allowing a croft tenant to sublet
his house to holiday visitors. However, there is no legislative provision which would explicitly
allow subletting of houses for any other purpose. A sublet requires the consent of the
Crofters Commission and there is no provision to allow subletting of part of a croft. This is
presumably because the legislation starts from the expectation that a crofter would have
one croft with one house in which he/she lives. So the possibility of there being a house
available for more permanent letting was not expected to arise. We suspect that some croft
tenants who have more than one house on croft land are prepared to let out surplus houses
to longer term residents. Doing this at present is strictly speaking illegal but in practice it is
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beneficial to the crofting community. There is the potential for serious consequences if the
sub tenant of the house were to seek to assert presumed rights under housing and other
legislation. The consequences of attempts to apply the legislation on the landlord’s repairing
standard under the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 or private landlord registration under the
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 might make for rather interesting court cases
in these circumstances.
It may be possible to extend the provision relating to holiday lets to allow houses to be let
(or sublet in the case of tenanted crofts) as Short Assured Tenancies. However if this could
be applied to an only house on a croft it would make it difficult to take absentee action
against the tenant/owner because there is then a perfectly good reason for not living on the
croft and a potential impact on the tenant of the house if such action were to be taken. If
something like this were to be provided there would probably need to be a qualifying
condition so as to make it clear that the right to let houses on short assured tenancies only
applied to surplus houses. In practice we think that the main benefit of such a provision
would be in relation to tenanted crofts because it seems likely that for management and
financial reasons houses on owned crofts would normally be decrofted.
I hope this information answers the Committee’s question.

LETTER FROM DEPUTY MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
REGARDING THE EXTENSION OF CROFTING TO SMALLHOLDERS
I am writing to you in response to an earlier question you raised on the legal issues
surrounding smallholders and whether their concerns were addressed by the Agricultural
Holdings (Scotland) Act 2003.
Legislation governing smallholdings has traditionally tended to be distinct from that relating
to agricultural holdings and as a consequence the proposals to revise Agricultural holdings
legislation did not cover legislation dealing with small landholders. We had nevertheless
been prepared to consider changes to the Small Landholders (Scotland) Act 1911 as
amended but consultation on the draft Agricultural Holdings Bill revealed little demand for
change or evidence of where change is required. During the consultation on the draft
Agricultural Holdings Bill the consultation paper specifically asked respondents whether
provision should be made in the Bill for small landholders. No calls for change were made
from respondents in that consultation.
Following discussion with main stakeholders on the matter of small landholders the SRBPA
argued that tenants under the Small Landholders Scotland Act 1911 had a right to register
their interest in buying the land they rent if it came up for sale, effectively being subject to
the Agricultural Holding (Scotland) Act 2003. OSSE, however, advised that, given the
complicated nature of the Small Landholdings Acts, it was not clear whether or not the view
put forward by SRBPA was in fact correct, and that we may ourselves require to seek
Counsel’s advice if we wished to be certain.
As a result of the consultation on the draft Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill there was a
number of calls from various individuals and groups on Arran representing the interests of
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small landholders and others to extend the traditional crofting area to Arran. The number of
holdings involved, and which had they been in the Highlands or Islands, probably would
have been classed as crofts after 1955, is unknown. It is fairly certain that there are not
many left and it has been estimated that there are between 16 and 20 such holdings on
Arran. No figures are available for number of small landholdings in the rest of Scotland. The
cost of researching actual numbers of 1911 Act small landholdings would be considerable
and may be of questionable value as many tenants and indeed landowners may no longer
be clear on the exact origins of long leases.
The current Crofting Act restricts crofting tenure to the current crofting counties. At present
a holding with the characteristics of a croft outwith these counties cannot be held under
crofting tenure and, if tenanted, will instead normally be subject to the provisions of current
agricultural holdings legislation.
We are making provision in the Bill to enable crofting tenure to be extended to other areas if
and when it seems appropriate to do so. This would not directly result in land within such an
area becoming croft land; rather by allowing crofting tenure to operate across the whole of
Scotland, we could bring in legislation which would permit the creation of new crofts in a
given area through the operation of these legislative provisions. Whether or not such land
was included would be dependant on if there was a majority of tenants in favour of
becoming crofters and that the landowner of such land is clearly in favour of that land
becoming crofting land.
This will empower Scottish Ministers to designate an area by making an order which would
be subject to Parliamentary approval. Order making powers would require to specify the
circumstances in which such a designation can be made.
I hope this letter explains our thinking on the extension of crofting to small landholders.
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SUBMISSION FROM ROBERT A BOA
Regarding the crofting reform bill.
I feel to cap the value of tenanted crofts would be very unfair. Why should a tenant who has
given his life to crofting go out with next to nothing when an owner occupied croft can be
sold at market value.
Have all crofts sold on the open market. Let those who can afford to buy them do so. With a
decent price for crofts it would encourage more people to sell up sooner and more would
come onto the market. If not things are never going to move forward. Remember this is
2006 everything has changed so has crofting. People expect and rightly so a better
standard of living and if someone can gain from sale of a croft or a piece of land on it why
not.
Sort out absentee Land Lords and tenants.
SUBMISSION FROM BHALTOS COMMUNITY TRUST LTD
As Directors of the Bhaltos Community trust we wish to make some comments to you on
the proposed Crofting Reform Bill now currently under review in the Scottish Parliament.
 We are concerned about the in-bye and pastoral croft land being developed purely
for market-led housing purposes and henceforth being removed and lost to future
generations of crofters. We feel that the tradition to develop individual sites should
remain, but that the blatant commercialisation of tenanted land should not be
allowed. We feel that there is a strong historical argument for protecting what our
ancestors strove so hard to successfully achieve. There are present day needs to
maintain and sustain infrastructure, such as schools and community centres in these
fragile rural communities in the Highlands and Islands.
 The husbandry of in-bye land in crofting has long been recognised as being an
efficient form of intensive land use, both nationally and internationally. Indeed current
trends within the EU are to support Agriculture at his level and in doing so support
the fragile rural communities, their languages and culture. National Government
encourages biodiversity through the land management schemes available to
crofting. Cultivation and good husbandry of in-bye land enhances biodiversity and
improves our environment, therefore there is a strong environmental argument
against excessive housing sites on in-bye land.
 We feel croft land should still enjoy protected status to encourage new entrants,
coupled with affordable housing, to bring a vibrancy to communities which otherwise
will become demographically imbalanced should the floodgates be opened to free
market forces.
 With regard to absentee tenants, and unoccupied and neglected crofts, we feel
these crofts should be developed for agricultural purposes. We feel that here should
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be an inclusion in the Act for the Crofters Commission to play a much more proactive
role than a present to ensure that tenanted crofts are utilised, and if not, a way made
for new entrants.
 We feel that there has been so many changes to Crofting procedures of late and
question the need for further change through a Reform Bill and would question if the
proposed Reforms are there to serve the Crofting communities as a whole or the
designs of the Scottish Executive.
SUBMISSION FROM THE COMMISSION FOR RACIAL EQUALITY
At this point CRE Scotland does not have a detailed response to make to the Crofting
Reform Bill. However, "a number of incidents in relation to crofting have been highlighted in
the media and through individual feedback to us in recent years concerning the need for
'one's face to fit'. This has shown up the potential for an excluding approach to some of the
decision-making/attitudes in some close knit communities that has already resulted in
apparent anti-english bias and could be expected to offer similar challenges for broader
race equality issues"
We would also like to remind you that in terms of statutory instruments made under the
Race Relations Act 1976 (as amended) (RRA) the Scottish Ministers are required to have
arrangements in place for assessing and consulting on the likely impact of their proposed
policies on the promotion of race equality.
That means that the Scottish Ministers must publish a RES which shall include:






arrangements for assessing and consulting on the likely impact of their proposed
policies on the promotion of race equality;
monitoring their policies for any adverse impact on the promotion of race equality;
publishing the results of such assessments and consultation and monitoring as are
mentioned above;
ensuring public access to information and services which they provide; and
training staff in accordance with the general duty under s71 of the RRA and the
duties mentioned above.

The duty to publish a Race Equality Scheme with the above arrangements was introduced
to improve performance of the general statutory duty (the general duty) set out in section
71(1) of the RRA. This states that those subject to the Act shall, when carrying out their
IXQFWLRQVKDYHµGXHUHJDUG¶WRWKHQHHGWR


eliminate unlawful racial discrimination; and



to promote equality of opportunity and good relations between persons of different
racial groups;

The view of CRE Scotland is that as soon as it is known that a particular policy or legislative
proposal may be developed one of the first questions should be what the policy or
legislative proposal will actually mean for people, depending on their race.
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All policy and legislative proposals and changes to existing legislation should be screened
to identify if they are relevant to the general duty. If the screening indicates that a policy or
legislative proposal is relevant to the general duty it should then be fully assessed by the
carrying out of an appropriate Race Equality Impact Assessment (REIA). Both the screening
and the REIA should be based on regular consultation with people who are likely to be
affected by the proposed policy or legislative proposal or who have an interest in it. There
should also be formal consultation when the draft policy or legislative proposal is nearing
completion. Assessment for racial equality should be seen as an essential part of all stages
of policy development, from conception to implementation.
One of the general purposes of the REIA is to consider adequately and then adjust or
remove, where appropriate, aspects of proposed policy or legislative proposals which could
be discriminatory or have a negative impact on good race relations before they are
introduced. Monitoring for compliance with the general duty should continue to take place in
relation to existing policy and legislation. It should be clear from what has already been said
in this letter that CRE Scotland believes that it is not sufficient for policies or legislation to
first be the subject of assessment after either have been introduced.
CRE Scotland is of the view that the Crofting Reform etc BillI is of relevance to the
promotion of race equality and we would therefore expect the Scottish Ministers to have
carried out a REIA. We do not believe that the current equal opportunities statements
contained in the Policy Memorandums to Bills are thorough enough to constitute an REIA.
At this stage we would therefore urge the Committee to consider whether the Scottish
Ministers have carried out an appropriate REIA in its scrutiny of the Crofting Reform etc Bill.
CRE Scotland believes that a thorough consideration of race equality both by the Executive
and the Parliament will ultimately lead to the development of better, more appropriate
policies and legislation.
SUBMISSION FROM COMUNN NA GÀIDHLIG
I refer to your invitation for Evidence in connection with the Committee's current scrutiny of
the Crofting Reform Bill.
Comunn na Gàidhlig wrote to the Minister, Ross Finnie MSP on 11 November highlighting
our concerns for the future of the Gaelic language and culture should the Executive's
proposals for Crofting Reform be adopted. A copy of our letter to the Minister along with the
response from Rhona Brankin MSP is enclosed for the Committee's information.
We remain of the view that the current proposals in the Crofting Reform Bill fail to address
our original concerns and that the assurances given by the Deputy Minister in her letter of
24 November regarding the protection of the crofting communities, their unique way of life
and the protection of the Gaelic language and culture within these communities, have not
been taken into account in the current version of the Bill.
I hope that the Committee may be able to take account of our views on this matter.
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SUBMISSION FROM PROF. WALTER DEAN
I realise my attached 'New Economy' paper may go too far from the Committee's remit but
hope the Croft aspect may offer something of interest
In essence I suggest divorcing the Croft from its agricultural tradition without significantly
changing structure, environment or infrastructure. Crofts could become small, low volume,
high technology manufacturers of high profit margin products
Should you find any interest in this idea I will be glad to clarify and/or expand it
Discussion Paper:
'Towards a New Economy for Scotland'
A.

GENERAL CONCEPTS

For an independent Scotland 'Real Change' in economic management is vital and
fundamental if sustainable political, social and other change is to be achieved. Unfortunately
political parties in Scotland appear ready to embrace key elements of the old and now
questionable Westminster economic priorities and methodologies.
True change can be enabled through a shared vision of sound, long term economic
principles, integrating with and enabling desired change in other areas of life. This
discussion paper offers such a new and pragmatic vision to aid and support widespread
social development.
An Economic Vision for Scotland
A society research- and light engineering-based and newly positioned in the global
economy. Hence able to succeed into the long term future.
Strategy
Convert Scotland to a strong and stable 'World Centre of Excellence', through new policies
outlined.
Tightly focus on, develop and re-apply Scotland's inherent advantages of education,
engineering skills, reputation, environmental cleanliness, entrepreneurship and past inward
investment, through a new and integrated economic approach.
B.

ALTERNATIVE PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMY

The following statements are of broad principle. Each may be expanded to demonstrate
depth, and integration with the others.
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1.

)RFXVRQSURYLVLRQRISURGXFWVWKHZRUOG¶VKLJKHVWWHFKQRORgy markets demand;
thus ensuring high profit margins, avoiding price competition and creating stable
long term business in an environmentally friendly manner.
Market examples include components and systems for I.T., astronomy, medicine,
aerospace and defence, opto-electronics, etc.
Such business would not only benefit from and maintain Scotland's environmental
cleanliness, it would offer new possibilities for croft and rural development. Road and
rail infrastructure would not need significant expansion. A new class of home and
overseas business partner would bring stable inward investment.

2.

Government/industry co-ordinated and shared basic R&D towards generating
specialised narrow-field product technologies, in high profit margin growth areas.
Product development and marketing, however, would remain private to individual
companies.

3.

Focus on incremental innovation for product development, rather than technological
break-though. Hence integration of craft skills with modern production.

4.

Establish and promote absolute highest quality as a standard characteristic of such
Scottish products.

5.

To avoid financial and other instability, caution when considering inward investment
inconsistent with or not encouraging Scotland's independent production and
development along the above lines.
Caution in working with multi-national corporations or others with divided loyalties
and low commitment to Scotland.

6.

Discouragement of speculative capital investment (including financial markets).
Acceptance of the principle that money must be a tool of production, not a direct
means of earning.

7.

Earliest possible, but realistic, dissociation of Scottish currency from the unstable
British Pound.

8.

Re-evaluation of the current shibboleth of tight inflation control, in the light of
anticipated economic gains from increased production.

9.

Modest cost/return objectives for business, with well-balanced distribution of
corporate profits largely retained in country.

Investors to be offered long term stability, capital growth, security and modest
returns - benefits seen as increasingly attractive by reliable investors today.
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10.

New priorities for personnel selection and lifelong development with emphasis on
integrated, wide-scale, advanced human resource application. In particular this
includes inclusion of 'soft' (interpersonal) skills in lifetime education.
Some adjustment to education policies may be needed.

11.

Development of S.M.E. business as itself, rather than as 'the big business of the
future'.

12.

Provision of readily available, low cost operating and investment capital for S.M.E.,
with minimal control.

13.

Lending criteria other than collateral. References, expertise, and past record are
examples. Only modest and secure growth plans to be encouraged.

14.

Small business taxation linked to generous credits for reinvestment in the business.
Taxation should not, however, be the sole or even the main, encouragement for
small business development.
Where realistic long term views, i.e. five to 20 years, rather than the current two to
five years, to direct policy-making.

Note that some of these concepts may not entirely meet the current perceptions of large
scale business. With adaptation they are, in fact, either neutral or supportive.
C.

RAISING FINANCE

A few ideas:
Some finance will be necessary to develop concepts discussed here, and to research
opinion in Scotland. These ideas do involve controversial aspects but English fears of
corruption accompanying fundraising need necessarily concern Scotland.
-- Business, Economic and Social consultation dinners, breakfasts, etc., in Scotland.
-- Promotional dinners and other activities in the United States, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and elsewhere.

-- Scratch cards. Current objections may be minimised by new approaches to design.
For example accepting modest income and offering modest but numerous prizes.
WHEN PEOPLE NOT USED TO SPEAKING OUT ARE HEARD BY PEOPLE NOT USED
TO LISTENING THEN REAL CHANGES CAN BE MADE
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SUBMISSION FROM NIGEL & PATRICIA DEWAR GIBB
As caring Landlords of almost half a century, and with excellent local community
relations, we write to record this brief submission of deep concern and indeed horror
at the damage that can be done to a fragile, rural area by a controlling family as a
result of the exploitation, apparently permitted by the new Crofting Bill.
1) An old established Township is being ruined partly because people have felt they
had to leave due to intimidation on various issues. There is no accountability or
democracy in the Grazings Committee and, we as the landlords are powerless to
intervene in any meaningful way. We believe the Bill should address these problems.
2) New crofts, recently allocated in an adjoining Township are already eroded and at
risk of not surviving at all. In this case our neighbouring landlord is attempting to
revive crofting in his township by making new crofts available on currently un-crofted
land. This is laudable and there is a big demand but newcomers are not made
welcome. One family has a new improved croft in this Township in addition to three
in our Township.
3) There appears to be no plan for a crofting future for this family's crofts - the newly
allocated one, we understand, is for sale already. The three existing ones are being
purchased currently, with attempts already made for their future property
development. This family also has control over additional crofts. We have always
been supportive of crofters who wish to exercise their right to buy if it is for the
benefit of crofting or to benefit the community generally, but we are frustrated that
this abuse of the system can happen, without any protection being offered by the
legislation. Again we believe the Bill should deal with the problems created through
the abuse of the right to buy mechanism.
4) As Landlords, who believe in and support the crofting culture wholeheartedly, and
have done so throughout good times and bad times to keep it alive, we now see
ourselves in a situation of complete helplessness to protect crofting and the
environment.
5) The three crofts which are being acquired from us currently bring in annual rents
of £8 each. The land was not and is not owned for any monetary gain, but it is
illogical for Landlords to see themselves in a situation of receiving £360 (15 x £8 x 3
- any increase would be costly to us and minimal) to have a crofter who potentially,
we believe, is marketing one bareland croft for circa £100,000 and may well do the
same with three more, each for a similar sum with no promise of crofting future or
indeed even a plan for future community benefit. This activity is not sustainable and
in a few years crofting as we know it, contrary to the perceived intentions of the
Crofting Bill, will be in decline in our area. The Committee is in a position to improve
the future for crofting and we would urge it to address some of the problems faced in
our township ± which we believe to be common to other parts of the crofting
counties.
6) The community is well aware of these problems. We are prepared to discuss all
these matters.
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7) We have consulted the Crofters Commission on these matters and simply been
told to consult a lawyer!
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SUBMISSION FROM CHARLES FFORDE
1. Crofting is not a sustainable option.
It is important in these days where "sustainability" is a key word, to establish just how
sustainable is the crofting system in the 21st century. When crofts were first
established, they could provide subsistance for families in remote areas, provided they
worked together and had no great expectations of a modern lifestyle. And, yes, they
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were given protection that was much needed in the circumstances pertaining in those
days. Times have changed.
In the modern era, crofting areas are renowned for remaining 50 to 100 years behind
the times in modern Scotland. The crofters are heavily dependant on grants and other
State benefits and releifs to remain as they are. So far as agricultural production is
concerned, crofts are not economically viable or sustainable. It must be questionable as
to whether the nation's taxpayers should be asked to continue to support a bye-gone
way of life through the public purse, so that a tiny minority can remain basically "goodlifers", failing to progress and now at risk of pulling the country backwards with them.
It is surely more wise to bring crofts into even the 20th century and designate them as
smallholdings.
2. Extention of crofting tenure outside the existing "crofting counties".
Outside the "crofting counties" the land is generally somewhat better and
smallholdings may, in some cases, be marginally more economic or sustainable. Many
are not, however, and in many cases have been abandonned or amalgamated in an
effort to make more viable units. Even so, the occupiers usually need some additional
employment to provide anything approaching a reasonable standard of living for the
present day. To extend the crofting system to other areas simply starts to throw history
into reverse by 50 to 100 years, to sustain the unsustainable and increase the burden
on the average taxpayer in supporting a bye-gone way of life, whilst diminishing the
prospects of life in the 21st century for many of Scotland young people.
Smallholdings already enjoy security of tenure and the pre-emptive right to buy under
existing legislation, so there is nothing to be gained apart from higher rates of
government grants at the average taxpayers' expense. The proposed change will not
alleviate the shortage of affordable housing in rural areas, which is a planning issue and
not a crofting issue.
3. Which smallholdings will be sent back into history?
It is a matter of grave concern as to which areas of Scotland smallholdings will be redesignated as crofts and sent back in time. There are smallholdings in many of
Scotland's counties, will they all be re-designated? How should one decide "where to
draw the line"? Ayrshire, Galloway, the Borders? The Islands only? - if so, why? What
truly constitutes a "crofting community" as a model to follow in the circumstances?
All of this area is not sufficiently clear and requires a good deal more discussion and
clarity before any action is taken.
4. The State landlord.
Smallholders currently have one landlord, who has little power to control the activities of
a smallholder or even set the rent. The re-designation of smallholdings to crofts will
introduce a State landlord, in addition, and instate the Crofters Commision (in whatever
form) over and above both the existing parties.
The State landlord will be empowered with much more stringent controls over both
existing and the new crofters than a private landlord ever had and the Bill proposes
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even increasing the powers of the Commission. This bodes ill for everyone and has not
been properly highlighted so far in this process.
5. Extention of the Right to Buy
The principle of a unilateral right to buy any asset from its owner is morally wrong and
has yet to be brought before the ECHR to have credibility. This approach is unknown
elsewhere in te E.U.
It is the moral duty of the Scottish parliament to establish the legality of this principle,
prior to passing legislation that embodies it.
Furthermore, the process of pre-emptive purchase or forced sale excluds anyone other
than the sitting tenant(s) from purchasing, in the first instance. This, in most cases, will
exclude women and ethnic minorities from the opportunity to purchace and own land for
small agricultural units - and this is illegal.
In summary, we believe that the legislation, as proposed, is backward-looking and is not
in the interests of the majority of the Scottish people.
It places an additional burden on the average taxpayer, whilst the favoured minority gain
additional grant funding for an unsustainable way of life in agriculture.
Young people caught up in the crofting system will miss out on the advances of 21st
century living to a geat degree and be for ever disadvantaged.
There will be a State landlord added to the system and newly designated crofters will
find they have sold their souls for a handful of silver!
Granting a unilateral right to buy other peoples assets is morally wrong. It is a cheap
way to buy votes for any politician and, by excluding women and ethnic minorities (for
the most part) is illegal.
The proposals should be dropped in favour of re-designating crofts as smallholdings
and promoting advances in their management, with less demand on the public purse.
SUBMISSION FROM HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS COMMUNITY ENERGY COMPANY
Apologies for the lateness of this submission, however, in recent weeks we have come
across an issue which we feel should be highlighted to your Committee in its
consideration of the draft Bill.
In Section 24 of the draft Bill, the generation of energy is to be designated as a
reasonable purpose for resumption of land. We welcome this proposal as it will provide
an easier route for freeing up land for energy developments for both community owned
and private landlords.
However, it does provide additional strength to landowners, which we feel must be
balanced by a strengthening of the position of crofting communities.
If a community group wishes to undertake a renewable energy project at its own hand
then we may have the following series of actions:
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1. Community group develops proposals for a renewable energy project on
common grazing land.
2. Private landlord resumes land from the common grazing to allow the
development to take place.
3. Community group enters negotiations with the private landlord to rent or
purchase the land.
The community group would be in a weak bargaining position to negotiate with the
private landlord the terms of any rental or purchase agreement.
To counter balance the proposed amendment to Section 24 of the Bill, we suggest that
the following further amendment is included to give additional strength to the crofting
FRPPXQLW\¶VSRVLWLRQ
µ:KHUH D PDMRULW\ RI FRPPRQ JUD]LQJ VKDUHKROGHUV DUH LQ IDYRXU RI WKH
apportionment of land for energy generation, then the apportionment is treated as
DUHDVRQDEOHSXUSRVHDQGWKHSUHVXPSWLRQZLOOEHLQIDYRXURIDSSURYDO¶
Without the inclusion of this latter amendment, we feel that the Crofting Reform Bill will
be running contrary to the terms and objectives of the Land Reform Bill.
We should be grateful if you would take this matter into consideration when discussing
any changes to the draft Bill.
Nicholas Gubbins
Chief Executive
SUBMISSION FROM JOHN KINLOCH
I note that the Convener of the Environment and Rural Development Committee is seeking
views on the Crofting Reform Bill from individual crofters and interested organisations.
Neither description is applicable to myself, but perhaps, having been a member of the
Scottish Land Court from 1/4/1992 to 30/1/2006, my comments may be of some interest.
These relate to the proposal that there should be amendments made to the Scottish Land
Court Act 1993.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to make this submission and hope that it is acceptable.
Submission
7KH FRQVWLWXWLRQ RI WKH /DQG &RXUW XQGHU WKH 6FRWWLVK /DQG &RXUW $FW  ³WKH $FW´  LV
remarkably little changed from that originally provided under section 3 of the Small
Landholders (Scotland) Act 1911. So it would be surprising indeed if there was not scope
for beneficial amendment such as would reflect changed circumstances and facilitate the
functioning of the Court. However, I have some concern that the amendments proposed are
insufficient to do either.
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Gaelic-speaking member, section 5, Scottish Land Court Act 1993.
The requirement that one of the members of Court shall be a person who can speak the
Gaelic language is no longer of any practical utility. Seldom is there any demand for
hearings to be conducted in Gaelic. I am aware of one such request. On that occasion, the
Gaelic-speaking member, being known to the litigants, was unable to sit. The section had
no practical use. This is not at all an enabling provision but a restriction which reduces the
pool from which potential members may be drawn. While the ability to speak Gaelic is a
useful asset to any member of the Court, it is no longer an essential requirement.
5HPRYHVHFWLRQRIWKH$FW
Retirement at 65, paragraph 2, Schedule 1, Scottish Land Court Act 1993.
At present, there is for members of Court a compulsory retirement age of 65. It appears that
the retirement age of 65 was, from the inauguration of the Court under the 1911 Act,
LQFOXGHG ZLWKLQ PHPEHUV¶ FRQGLWLRQV RI DSSRLQWPHQW %XW LW LV QRWDEOH WKDW WKH statutory
provision was only introduced in 1938. That followed directly from the outcome of the
decision in Mackay v HM Advocate 1937 SLT in which Lord Robertson held that the
executive had no power to impose such a condition, and that members could continue in
office, for life. The following year, a statutory retirement age of 65 was introduced under the
Scottish Land Court Act 1938. Almost 70 years later, that retirement age of 65 is no longer
justifiable. It would appear that change here still requires statutory intervention. I respectfully
suggest that the retirement age be raised from 65 to 70 years. There is no reason to
suppose that that would prevent any member voluntarily relinquishing his post earlier.
0HPEHUVVKRXOGEHUHTXLUHGWRYDFDWHRIILFHRQDWWDLQLQJWKHDJHRI\HDUV
Pension, paragraph 4(2) Schedule 1, Scottish Land Court Act 1993.
When the statutory retirement age of 65 was introduced in 1938, members, though holding
judicial office, were allowed to participate in the principal civil service pension scheme. Prior
to 1938, no pension was payable. Rather different pension arrangements are now available
to holders of judicial office and I respectfully suggest that the Committee give serious
consideration whether participation in the principal civil service pension scheme continues
to be the most appropriate arrangement for members of the Land Court.
3HQVLRQDUUDQJHPHQWs should be suited to the appointment.
Quorum, section 38(2) Crofting reform Bill.
The proposal to have a quorum of two when the Chairman sits is interesting. No doubt, this
will be put to good use. But, even though most decisions will be consensual, there is a need
WRDOORZWKHH[SUHVVLRQRIDGLVVHQWLQJYLHZLQWKHIDFHRID&KDLUPDQ¶VFDVWLQJYRWH6XFK
expression, though rarely used, has been of considerable value in the past. The Committee
may also wish to consider whether the Chairman should have a casting vote at all on
matters in which the decision is essentially a practical matter. That might include
determination of rent.
$PHPEHURI&RXUWPXVWEHDEOHWRUHFRUGDGLVVHQWLQJYLHZ
7KHQHHGIRUDFDVWLQJYRWHVKRXOGEHDYRLGHGE\XVHRIDFourt of three.
Contempt of Court, paragraph 13(3) Schedule 1, Scottish Land Court Act 1993.
This is a very minor matter. But it is important that there should be provision for contempt of
court, even if this is very rarely invoked. It would, however, make more apparent sense that
a member, if he or she considers that an issue of contempt arises, could report this to the
&KDLUPDQUDWKHUWKDQWRWKH³/RUG2UGLQDU\´
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0HPEHUVRI&RXUWVKRXOGUHSRUWWRWKH&KDLUPDQDQ\TXHVWLRQRIFRQWHPSWRIFRXUW
Part-time appointments.
My appointment as member was the first to bear the condition that it was a part-time
appointment. I have to say that it was a condition which caused me some difficulty, over
several years. I was encouraged to take advice. Senior counseO¶V 2SLQLRQ ZDV WKDW WKHUH
was no legal basis to support the imposition of that condition, no more than there had been,
in 1937, any legal basis on which retirement at 65 could be enforced. While there is
considerable advantage in having all members were engaged on the same, full-time, basis,
it is acknowledged that part-time appointments are a feature of many engagements. For
some, they can be preferable to full-time. However, it would appear that, while the matter
has not been tested judicially, it is doubtful whether it is competent to appoint a member on
part-time conditions. The absence of statutory provision for part-time appointments should
be compared with the initial absence of statutory provision for retirement at 65, referred to
above.
6SHFLILF provision is required for the appointment of part-time members.
Addendum
The Committee should be aware that the Court is shortly to remove from its traditional base
at 1 Grosvenor Crescent to 126 George Street, where it will be accommodated with, among
others, the Lands Tribunal for Scotland, and also the Council of Tribunals. There is no
present connection between the Court and the Council of Tribunals. However, since around
1979 the Land Court has shared premises and (some) personnel with the Lands Tribunal
for Scotland. There has developed a good relationship between members of the two bodies.
In that both are concerned with land, there is a considerable element of common interest.
Members of one have occasionally served (as experts) on the other. Perhaps the
Committee may wish to consider whether significant benefit might be gained from an
eventual integration of Land Court and Lands Tribunal. The provision of a quorum, a bench,
of two, as envisaged in section 38 of the Bill, can be seen as replicating the bench of two
frequently employed by the Tribunal. By changing the composition of the Land Court bench
so that it becomes closer to that of the Lands Tribunal, this may well facilitate any future
opportunity for amalgamation.
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SUBMISSION FROM ALEX MACARTHUR
Following our telephone conversation recently I find it somewhat difficult to respond to you
as the two documents I have looked at are so different. However I will give my comments
nevertheless.
The first is from the Internet version ± March 2006.
Schedule 1 ± 7KH&URIWHUV&RPPLVVLRQ E ³DWOHDVWRQHSHUVRQZKRFDQVSHDNWKH*DHOLF
ODQJXDJH´ 7KLV VKRXOG EH FKDQJHG WR ³WZR´ SHUVRQV 7KLV ZRXOG DOORZ IRU IDPLO\ LVVXHV
such as maternity leave and illness where one member could be unavailable. The
([HFXWLYH¶V*DHOLF%LOOZRXOGDOVREHDQLVVXHKHUH
The following is from the document Draft Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill ± March 2005.
3DJH  ³'HFURIWLQJ´ 1HZ VHFWLRQV  $  PDNH WZR FKDQJHV WR WKH GHFURIWLQJ
procedure. Firstly they require a crofter who is applying for a decrofting direction whilst still
WKH FURIW WHQDQW WR LQIRUP WKH ³ODQGORUG RI WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ´ ,Q P\ RSLQLRQ WKLV VKRXOG EH
H[FOXGHG DV WKLV ZRXOG DGG WR WKH FURIWHU¶V FRVWV DV PRVW ODQGORUGV FKDUJH DGPLnistrative
fees of up to £300 just to look at a document and it would also delay the granting of a
decrofting direction.
Page 180 top
³3DUDJUDSK    DOORZV WKH ODQG &RXUW LQ DXWKRULVLQJ D WHQDQW WR SXUFKDVH FURIW ODQG WR
direct that the costs of the aFWLRQEHERUQHE\WKHWHQDQW´$VIDUDV,DPDZDUHWKLVDOUHDG\
happens in the purchase of the croft land as is the same as the buying of a house site.
I trust you find the above observations acceptable.
SUBMISSION FROM JOHN ANGUS MACAULEY
Being someone with a lifelong experience in Crofting and a Township Clerk for over 30
years I feel I can speak strongly on this subject.
I have been thinking a lot over the last 4 years on Crofting and had many discussions and
consultations with various groups and people.
It is a very attractive idea indeed. There is almost everything to be said for it until you come
to examine its practicality. From that moment its attraction vanishes. You have only to look
around the whole island of Lewis and Harris from January to December and you will be
lucky to see anyone out working a croft.
Livestock prices have gone through the floor, the returns for wool are a disgrace, costs of
hay and feed have never been so high, grants for buildings and fencing are almost half of
what they were 45 years ago. Housing loans are gone, grants are £22,000 ± ZKLFK ZRQ¶W
cover the costs of the foundation.
Lack of employment is a major problem, and now fish farming is very much in the balance.
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I raised these issues already with the Crofters Commission, who always go on about getting
young people into Crofting, and also with SERAD, who sent me a negative reply, and the
Crofters Commission who did not even give me the courtesy of a reply, which clearly
indicates that their hearts are not where their mouths are. In any case, there is nothing they
could do about it.
A few crofters who had access to the exposed freedom of the Harris hills did some sheep
farming with success, but with sheep subsidies being phased out shortly some are already
getting rid of their stock.
Fortunately tourism is now doing well, and hopefully will continue to do so.
People should now be very much encouraged to sell plots to incomers to bring them income
to build chalets and houses for tourism and also bring people in to local communities where
the population has gone down, as crofting is now more of a hobby than a source of income.
I ran a slaughtering business on my Croft for over 40 years. In 1960 I was getting £4-£5 for
sheep skins, which paid for the kill. When I retired 2 years ago I had to bury the skins. (So
much for Crofting now!) I have been to Skye and many parts of the Scottish mainland - LW¶V
DOOWKHVDPHVWRU\,IPRVWROGSHRSOHOHWWKHLUVWRFNQRZWRWKHKLOOVWKH\FDQ¶WJHWDQ\RQHWR
take them in as young people are not interested, and rightly so, as they have to earn a
living.
I always supported and will continue to support anything to encourage young people on the
Island who want to stay, but one should be careful that they must not be misled and find
themselves in a hopeless situation.
What I read in some papers about encouraging young people to go into Crofting is the work
of people who know little or nothing of Crofting and who do not even know what working in a
croft means.
SUBMISSION FROM COUNCILLOR ANNIE MACDONALD
th

Further to our conversation on the 28 April 2006 and in reference to the issues raised at
WKH (QYLURQPHQW  5XUDO 'HYHORSPHQW &RPPLWWHH¶V (YLGHQFH 7DNLQJ 6HVVLRQ LQ
Stornoway, I agreed to write to you detailing some of the issues that concern me, in
particular in relation to the on-going Part III application to purchase the Pairc Estate by the
community.
The issue of interposed leases is one that has effectively blocked (for the time being at
least) the best efforts of the Community in Pairc to take control of the land on which they
live - as provided for in the Land Reform Act 2003. As far back as November 2004 the then
Minister, Lewis Macdonald, gave assurances that any attempts to circumvent the Land
Reform Act would be dealt with by the Executive. We are now a year and a half down the
line and there is still no apparent movement from the Executive, although an assurance has
been given that the issue will be brought before the Land Court. The issue could not be
more urgent for the Pairc Trust who have been left in a very difficult position both financially
and also in the community where they must try and maintain the widespread support
demonstrated in the ballot when their supporters see no progress and great uncertainty.
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The implications this period of uncertainty could have on the potential developments in the
pipeline for the Pairc area must also be considered. As was mentioned in the final evidence
taking session, not all interposed leases are necessarily bad as StRUQRZD\ 7UXVW¶V
development is indeed managed by such a lease. However as alluded to by Mr Price of
LWP this particular lease for Pairc is an avoidance manoeuvre and should be challenged
and declared void to prevent other Estates taking similar avoidance measures. Failure by
the Executive to act decisively and conclusively with this issue could undermine both the
flagship Land Reform Act and the Executive's Renewable Energy aspirations. The worst
case scenario would be that the uncertainty over the future prospects of securing any
development will persuade investors to look elsewhere and stifle future development
potential in crofting areas for both the current Landlord and the community.
)LQDOO\ WKH LVVXH RI WKH &URIWHUV¶ &RPPLVVLRQ¶V UROH LQ WKH SODQQLQJ process needs to be
urgently addressed. The Crofters Commission has no power to prevent a De-Crofting
direction when presented with a valid planning consent. Similarly, these matters are not a
valid consideration for local authorities in determining planning applications. This means
that the Crofting Interest is not being considered in the process at all if the final tool
available to the Commission has been taken from them (time and again by the Land Court ±
most recently the Ockraquoy case in Shetland). It is imperative that the Commission are
given statutory powers similar to those enjoyed by the likes of SNH, to protect the crofting
interest from inappropriate developments.
I hope what I have mentioned above is of some benefit to you in your deliberations at
Committee and I would urge you to put as much pressure as possible on the responsible
Ministers to ensure these concerns are addressed in the forthcoming Crofting and Planning
Bills.
SUBMISSION FROM DONALD MACDONALD
While acknowledging that there is nothing in the Bill that states categorically that market
forces will govern the value of a croft changing hands by assignation the implication is
clearly there. I am disappointed that no one has, to my knowledge, suggested a way
forward from this situation other than giving the Crofters Commission increased powers.
Can I therefore recommend that a clause be inserted in this piece of legislation that would
³FDS´WKHYDOXHRIDQDVVLJQDWLRQZKHQLWLVWUDQVDFWHGRXWZLWKIDPLO\PHPEHUV
Such a clause ZRXOGKDYHWRDSSO\WRDOO³SURSHURFFXSLHUV´DFURVVWKHERDUGRWKHUZLVHD
two tier level of crofting would be created in that those that had bought their crofts would be
allowed to for whatever figure the market decided was appropriate while the crofter paying
rent for their croft would have to accept a lower value for their land.
If a maximum capping system was introduced the valuation would be based on the quality
of the croft land in terms of permanent improvements and agricultural production and should
have no bearing whatsoever on the amount of rent paid to the landlord. As a figure to
stimulate debate or discussion I would suggest a price of £1,250 per hectare as a starting
point and this would include both the better in bye land and any shares in the common
grazing.
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SUBMISSION FROM DUNCAN MACINNES
I write to you because I understand your committee is responsible for overviewing the
passage of the Crofting Reform Bill through Parliament.

During the period of consultation, there were a number of agencies (Highland Council,
Crofters Commission, SCF) and individuals who appealed for some enforceable code of
conduct for grazing committees. The comment from Scottish Executive officials was
DORQJWKHOLQHVRI³ZHGLGQ¶WDVN\RXDERXWWKDW´DQG³WKH&RPmission already has the
SRZHU WR GUDZ XS D FRGH RI FRQGXFW EXW LQ ODZ WKH\ FDQ¶W HQIRUFH LW´ ,I WKH RIILFLDOV
UHFRJQLVHG WKH ODWWHU ZK\ GLGQ¶W WKH\ LQFOXGH LW LQ WKH %LOO" 7KH &URIWHUV &RPPLVVLRQ
freely admit that Grazings Committees are not within their control. Apart from the
carrying out of duties listed in grazing regulations, the Commission feel powerless when
these committees step outside the bounds of common-sense, as when the Upper
Breakish Committee sent the signatures of over half its shareholders for hand-writing
analysis by a forensic scientist!
7KDW WKH TXHVWLRQ ZDVQ¶W DVNHG DERXW D FRGH RI FRQGXFW LV LPPDWHULDO ,Q WKH VW
century it beggars belief that these committees have in effect become self-sustaining
oligarchies. Many committee members end up serving for decades. This was probably
not the intention ± in the past not many people were interested in serving, but we live in
different times now. It may be suggested that in a sleepy highland community, lack of
democratic accountability is of no consequence, but it leads to a power base which in
perception and in fact, can influence de-crofting applications and planning applications
and undermine land reform applications.
Furthermore with the advent of wind farms and the like, these committees will be
responsible for administering quite enormous sums of money. The structure is not in place
to cope with this in a democratic and accountable way.
Instead, rotation of members is discouraged by discreet advertising of meetings, by the
notorioXVµVKRZRIKDQGV¶ LW¶VDEUDYHSHUVRQZKRYRWHVLQSXEOLFDJDLQVWWKHUXOLQJFOLTXH 
DQG E\ µEORF¶ YRWLQJ ,Q P\ RZQ FRPPXQLW\ DW WKH ODVW $*0 WKH VKDUHKROGHUV YRWHG LQ
favour of regular publication of minutes, and the Commission wrote to remind the committee
RIWKLV7KHLUDQVZHUZDVWKDWWKHLUSHUFHSWLRQRIWKHUHVROXWLRQZDVWKDWWKH\VKRXOGµORRNDW¶
the issue. They did, and decided not to bother!
:KDW LV QHHGHG LV D FRGH RI FRQGXFW DORQJ WKH OLQHV RI D FRPPXQLW\ FRPSDQ\¶V
memorandum and articles, which requires at the very least, rotation of committee members,
accountability to shareholders through publication of minutes, open meetings for
shareholders to attend as observers and last but not least the use of the secret ballot.
If Highland communities are to explore new ideas such as Land Reform in an ambience of
peaceful debate, it is essential that these oligarchies have at least the potential to be
replaced. The perception that this can never happen leaves people feeling hopeless and
apathetic. It is not too extreme to say that in my own community there is a culture of fear,
engendered by the power these individuals wield. The consultants (CADISPA, Uni. Of
Strathclyde) who carried out our feasibility study into community land purchase commented
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on this and the intimidation they themselves experienced. Please introduce the requirement
for a code of conduct to the Bill and allow highland communities to live free lives once more,
Duncan MacInnes (Upper Breakish crofter and shareholder)
SUBMISSION FROM ALAN MACINTYRE
th

As I said at the committee meeting in Oban on 8 May the last time the free market
controlled croft tenancies we got the greatest upheaval in Highland history ± the clearances.
It has been questioned whether the C.C could effectively regulate the free market in croft
tenancies. Well it appears they are either unable or unwilling to properly regulate the current
system of 17,500 crofts including about 3,500 owner occupied crofts.
This area may show the future, if a free market in tenancies is enshrined in law, a higher
proportion of crofts in Argyll are owner occupied and when they come up for sale you can
effectively double the asking price e.g. one 5 miles from here asking o.o £50,000 went for
£95,000, one on Mull o.o £60,000 went IRU DQGLVQRZ³YLVLWHG´E\LWVRZQHUVIRU
up to 6 weeks in the summer from their normal home in London.
The former of course was zoned for housing in the local plan, as was the controversial
Taynuilt croft. The prospective purchaser actually phoned the C.C to inquire if he would be
able to de-FURIW IRU KRXVH VLWHV DQG ZDV WROG LW ZRXOG EH ³QR SUREOHP´ 1DWXUDOO\ KH WKHQ
purchased the croft. When he applied to de-croft 3 house sites including the existing croft
house, which was subsequently demolished. I objected. I pointed out that he was not a
crofter but a speculator and developer and that it would not end at 3 house sites. The C.C
granted the de-croftings saying that as planning permission had been obtained it was in the
public interest and it would not affect the viability of the rest of the croft! When the rest of the
croft was de-crofted for 13 more house sites I think my objections were vindicated. As in the
Taynuilt case the C.C having failed to object to the local plan then used planning permission
as a justification for de-FURIWLQJ LQ ´WKH SXEOLF LQWHUHVW´ , ZRQGHU MXVW KRZ PXFK SULYDWH
housing is in the public interest.
At no time were these speculators and holiday home owners asked for re-letting proposals
or had tenants imposed on them a power the C.C currently has but despite statements
never uses. I contend this demonstrates a free market and a feeble commission. A free
market in croft tenancies would be like the free market in owner occupied crofts, we have in
this area now. E.g. in the Oban Times recently approx 8 ha (20 acres) de-crofted dwelling
house with over 20 acres good crofting land with outstanding views over Ben Cruachan (my
HPSKDVLV  ,W LV ³UXUDO OLYLQJ ZLWKRXW LVRODWLRQ´ DQG D ³VXSHUE OLIHVW\OH RSSRUWXQLW\´ <HV D
superb lifestyle opportunity for anyone able to offer over £215,000. This totally excludes
anyone who can be classed economically as a bona fide crofter.
,W VKRXOG EH QRWHG WKDW WKLV ³OLIHVW\OH RSSRUWXQLW\´ IRUPHG SDUW RI  FURIWV SOXV FRPPRQ
grazings that were ran as one agricultural unit and sold together about 10 years ago for
around £160,000. Since then with no involvement from the crofters commission (apart form
de-crofting house sites) it has been divided into about 10 holdings all of which have been
sold for in excess of £200,000. Quite a profit.
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7KRXJK , ZLVK WKHP DOO VXFFHVV QRQH RI WKH RZQHU RFFXSLHUV RI WKH ³FURIWV´ FDQ UHDOO\ EH
classed as crofters and indeed in crofting law they are not. They are landlords of vacant
parts of crofts. Indeed it must be an administrative nightmare for both the Commission and
SEERAD having 10 units out of 4 crofts (If indeed any one registered for agricultural
purposes?).
As I have stated before by using existing powers the Crofters Commission could control the
e[FHVVLYH SULFHV SDLG IRU WKHVH ³OLIHVW\OH RSSRUWXQLWLHV´ DQG EULQJ WKHP ZLWKLQ WKH UDQJH RI
ordinary working people whether locals or incomers rather than hobby farms for the wealthy
EXVLQHVV DQG SURIHVVLRQDO FODVVHV )LQG HQFORVHG FRSLHV RI &RPPLVVLRQ ³3ROLF\´ QHYHU
known to have been followed)
It should also be pointed out the C.C with landlords agreement can create new crofts from
apportionment of common grazings and indeed they recently did so on Jura.
Hyperlinks to Crofters Commission website for policy documents mentioned above:
http://www.crofterscommission.org.uk/p_downloads.htm
http://www.crofterscommission.org.uk/pi_owneroccupy.htm

SUBMISSION FROM MURDO MACKAY
I write in response to your invitation to submit written evidence regarding the Stage 1
scrutiny of the Bill, given at the sitting of your committee in Stornoway on the 24th April
2006. I attended and gave evidence in my professional capacity representing Comhairle
nan Eilean Siar. I have, however, decided to submit this response to give some degree
of balance to your deliberations. I was disappointed to see that there were only three
crofters in attendance that were not there representing either their employer or
organisation.
I was born into a crofting family in Lewis in 1963 I lived in Achmore where my family on
my fathers side were from. At the age of fourteen (after an agricultural accident on the
Croft had fatally injured my father) the running of the croft fell largely to my younger
brother and myself. The remainder of my school years were a mix of extremely hard
graft interspersed with very limited amounts of homework out with school hours.
Holidays were devoted entirely to the chores of the time from milking to peats, hay,
potatoes, corn etc etc. I left home at 17 to go to college and after returned to take up a
job in Harris in 1981 and spent the next 25 years in the Aquaculture industry. I acquired
the tenancy of the Croft in Luskentyre in 1988 and have worked it continuously since
with both Sheep and Cattle. I have also been a grazings clerk for the last 12 years,
progressing two township development schemes, two forestry schemes and latterly the
townships entry into the Rural Stewardship scheme. After the decline in the Salmon
Farming industry I spent two years as the National Coordinator of the Initiative at the
Edge (working for HIE) before taking up my current post with the council as Economic
Development Officer for Crofting & Land Resources. We have also diversified the Croft
enterprise and my wife operates two self-catering holiday cottages built (one on the croft
the other on apportioned common grazings). We have three children all attending
Seilebost primary school on the west side of Harris.
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I gave the above paragraph by way of background and to emphasise that my
contribution is valid although it may never gain the prominence of the contribution from
FURIWLQJ¶V³DEVHQWHHFRPPHQWDWRUV´VRZHOOUHSRUWHGLQWKH press! I have the following
points I would like to make as regards the Crofting Reform Bill.
Fixation with the past ± I have to take particular issue with the over emphasis on the
past, ok it was unjust etc but its current relevance is no greater than the relevance of the
Boer war to the PDNH XS RI WRGD\¶V KLJK WHFK DUPHG IRUFHV &URIWLQJ WRGD\ EHDUV no
resemblance to that of the past ± and most would say thank god! Get over it! Is my
simple message to those who predict a second Highland Clearances. What we are
seeing is the opposite ± an influx of new crofters bringing capital and diversification
opportunities. &URIWLQJ¶VPRVWQRWLFHDEOHH[SRUWIRU WKHODVWFHQWXU\KDVEHHQLW¶V\RXWK
and paradoxically that is not DOOEDG,GRQ¶WZDQWP\FKLOGUHQWRVWD\DQGZRUNWKHFURIW
and take whatever job is available to make ends meet, I want them to educate
themselves in University or College in common with every other parent (crofter or not). I
know that they may not want WRFRPHEDFNDQGLIWKH\GRQ¶WWKHQ,ZLOOVHOOWKHWHQDQF\
and put P\IHHWXSZKHQ,UHDFKWKHSRLQWZKHUH,FDQ¶WZRUNWKHFURIW RU if I ever figure
out the rule of 85 whichever comes first!).
Market value of tenancies ± This debate has generated a lot of heat but I am afraid
not a lot of light. I bought the tenancy of the croft I now work in 1988, for the price of an
average priced family car (and incidentally my father bought his tenancy in Achmore in
the ¶V ,KDGQRIDPLO\FRQQHFWLRQVLQ+DUULVDQGLWZDVWKHRQO\ way I could get the
tenancy. I challenge anyone now to explain to me why I should not have the right to
realise the value of my investment should I ever have to leave due to circumstances
XQIRUHVHHQ"7DNHDORRNDWWKH&URIWHUV&RPPLVVLRQ¶VRZQ statistics ± in the Western
Isles last year ¾ of all assignations were either family assignations or successions. I
can point out to anyone who cares to listen at least 100 crofts that have been assigned
with no Crofters Commission involvement to family members (at no cost in all
probability) and they are totally unused in most cases. The point being that if you pay for
something you are more likely to use it! There is nothing wrong with a market; the
regulator is there to moderate its worst excesses by enforcing statutory conditions
(mainly residence on RUQHDU ,IDQ\RQHWKLQNVWKDWWKHDQVZHUWRFURIWLQJ¶VSUREOHPV is
free access to all then they are sadly mistaken.
 Agricultural or alternative use ± 6((5$'¶VODWHVWVWDWLVWLFVIRUWKH Western Isles ±
only 1,900 claimants under all schemes last year including forestry and agrienvironment schemes. Out of a total of 6,200 registered crofts, this does not make good
reading IRU DQ\RQH SLQQLQJ FURIWLQJ¶V IXture to agricultural activity! It makes the
comments made to your committee on the timing of your meeting in the middle of
lambing slightly ludicrous. And it is worth saying that I was actually calving at 6am on
the day of your hearing in Stornoway and still made it, as could any other crofter who
wanted to be there. It was far more likely that they GLGQ¶W ZDQW WR DVN WKHLU HPSOR\HU
(mainly Council, Health Board and Education) for the time off to attend; you can draw
your own conclusions on that. Sheep numbers have fallen by over 50% in the last five
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years and that fall in numbers will accelerate once the reform to the CAP bites. In short
my message to agricultural SXULVWVLV³:DNHXSDQGVPHOOWKHFRIIHH´$QGWKLVLVIURP
an agricultural enthusiast who keeps stock and is amongst a handful (i.e. less than five!)
Planting traditional sandy oats in Lewis & Harris.
 /LPLWDWLRQV RI OHJLVODWLRQ ± I have some concerns about the scope of the Bill in
relation to activity on crofts. With reference to the above point I cannot see how any
legislation can promote activity. By definition legislation is prohibitive yet you expect
parts of this Bill to be prescriptive. I think you will end up with a Bill that will continue to
be as comprehensively ignored in its enforcement as parts of the current crofting Acts
are (the parts that try to promote activity) for an example go and ask when the
Commission last acted against a crofter who did not go gathering on the common
grazings? The Good Agricultural & Environmental Conditions criteria are only relevant
to recipients RI WKH 6LQJOH )DUP 3D\PHQW RQO\  RI FURIWV LI \RX GRQ¶W comply you
lose your entitlement ± simple! Now try and enforce GAEC conditions with penalties on
6,200 crofts in the Western Isles alone ± ,W FDQ¶W EH GRQH ZLWKRXW VFRUHV RI 2IILFHUV
running around burning tonnes of rubber and forests of paper on an administrative
merry-go-round! And finally on this point, I heard a comment made about community
cooperation and the essence of a crofting community (or indeed the evidence for a
crofting community) being demonstrated by communal activity. With a measure of
affluence comes the decline in communal activity, as crofters or Hebrideans we are not
genetically predisposed to communal activity, it was borne out of necessity pure and
simple. It is now in sharp decline and no one can legislate to prevent that!
 Reference to Gaelic & culture ± As a native Gaelic speaker and enthusiastic
supporter of the language & culture I must admit that I was embarrassed to hear the
reference made to incomers and non-Gaels to crofting as somehow undermining the
culture, take that argument to its logical conclusion and you start to argue for a Gaelic
Ghetto in the Crofting Counties ± I re-iterate my earlier point - most of the young Gaels
leaving the island do not return from choice ± what are we do, keep the box bed warm
IRUWKHUHWXUQRIFURIWLQJ¶VSURGLJDOVRQV"$QGDOVRUHPHPEHU that the Northern Isles do
not share the Gaelic culture and yet it could be argued that their crofting is in better
shape than ours ± maybe we should import some Nordic culture to breath new life
into our crofting communities?
I hope the above points are relevant and help you in your deliberations in some small
measure. I would be quite happy to provide further clarification on any of the points
raised if that was required
SUBMISSION FROM IAIN MACKENZIE
I would like to make the following comments regarding proposed crofting reform and hope
there is still time to take my views into consideration.
6LQFH,¶PODWH,¶OONHHSLWVKRUW
My particular worry is the aspect of the Bill which may allow crofts, or part of crofts, to be
sold on the open market.
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Indigenous crofters and residents of crofting communities must be safeguarded against the
open market which can mean that a buyer who has sold up in London, or even Edinburgh,
can feasibly buy many crofts for future property speculation. In contrast a young couple
looking for a start in a crofting community, whether a house or a croft, are priced out of the
market ± this is already happening on the housing front.
My interest in the current proposed crofting reform is linked to having been born and
brought up on a Lewis croft and knowing the history of the struggle for land reform and
crofters rights to get where we are now.
Those treasured rights enabled by the post-clearance Napier Commission and the
subsequent Crofting Act of 1886 ensured that the grab for land for the benefit of the few
would happen no more.
In the early 1990s I inherited the family croft in Lewis and handed it over to my brother who
inherited the family house at the same time ± he was in Lewis and would work the land, I
was in full time employment in Edinburgh.
He still works the croft and he shares my concerns on the Crofting Reform Bill.
I would strongly urge Scottish Executive ministers and MSPs involved in the passage of this
Bill to recognise that we do not own the land - as many estate landowners assume ± we
keep it and the environment in trust for future generations.
In conclusion, the current Crofting Act, along with a correctly Functioning Crofters
Commission, adequately safeguards crofting communities. The Crofters Commission must
however be brought up to full working specification.
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SUBMISSION FROM MOINTEACH GUN MHUILEAN
MOORLANDS WITHOUT TURBINES
Visit to Lewis, Monday 24 April 2006
We are aware that the purpose of your visit is with regard to crofting issues. However,
we take strong exception to the inclusion of John Price from Lewis Wind Power in the
proceedings.
We are concerned that you are fully aware of the level of opposition to the proposed
large-scale windfarm developments on the Isle of Lewis. The following provides a
review of indicators.
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To date 17 measures of public opinion on the Western Isles, ranging from grazing
committee ballots to a Western Isles wide BBC/MORI poll, have found significant
majority opposition to the proposals.
Table 1 provides a summary of survey findings.
Further, in response to the two planning applications currently being considered, the
Scottish Executive has received over 9, 500 representations objecting to the
proposals 1 2 with approximately 77% originating on the Western Isles. (Only 38 letters of
support have been submitted).
Measured opposition to the proposals is most significant in the areas directly affected by
the proposals, where consistently up to 80% of the population has expressed its
opposition. The strength of public opposition was reflected in the voting of councillors in
wards where ballots were held (see Map 1), representing ward populations of
DSSUR[LPDWHO\SHRSOH7KLVRSSRVLWLRQLVSUHVHQWLQVSLWHRIWKHµFRPPXQLW\EHQHILW¶
incentives that are being offered by the developers.
However, there is widespread support for small renewable projects, for example, a
number of wind turbines have already been erected and a small marine project is also
being pursued within the communities affected by the Lewis Wind Power proposal. In
contrast, the large-scale windfarm proposals will involve extensive destruction of
common grazings, peat cuttings and the traditional fabric of crofting in the affected
areas. In addition to turbines, the construction of the Lewis Windfarm alone, will involve
the creation of 167km of road, 2.5 million tonnes of peat spoil, and up to 6 opencast
quarries extending over 162 ha (approximately 4 million m 3 of aggregate). We are also
concerned for the long-WHUPµKHDOWKDQGVDIHW\¶LPSOLFDWLRQVIRUPRRUXVHUV
The Lewis Wind Power proposal is being promoted by Alasdair Morrison MP against the
wishes of the community, despite his own repeated reassurances, to the community,
that this development will not be forced upon us. Similarly Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
has recommended approval of the developments. However it is clear that the main
benefits arising from the current proposals will be to those in the supply chain and other
islands, at the expense of over 30 communities that will be directly affected.
In this context we urge you to consider that crofting is at the heart of maintaining
families in rural Lewis. Crofting Reform must work in tandem with Land Reform, to
further strengthen the crofting communities, and support diversification and sustainable
development. In this respect, the situation where it is possible for large and destructive
developments to be imposed on unwilling communities, by developers and landlords
must be addressed.

1

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/pqa/wa-05/wa1208.htm
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/pqa/wa-05/wa1209.htm
2
Energy Consents Dept: Personal Correspondence 31/01/06
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Consideration should be given to the important role of crofting in maintaining ScotODQG¶V
natural heritage and biodiversity. The environmental importance of the Lewis moorland
is reflected by international conservation designations345 to protect primarily birds and
peatland habitats. Globally, wetlands including peatlands are recognised to hold over
three times as much carbon by area as tropical rainforest 6. It should be noted that the
promotion of sustainable agricultural and the preservation of carbon sinks and stores
are both obligations under the Kyoto Protocol7.
We hope that the information provided aids in the consideration of the evidence that you
will hear today.

3

Lewis Peatlands NATURA 2000 (Special Protection Area and Special Area of Conservation), RAMSAR
North Harris Mountains NATURA 2000 ( Special Protection Area)
5
Park Important Bird Area
6
Windfarms and Carbon Savings, Scottish Natural Heritage (2000)
7
Kyoto Protocol, Article 2 (ii) and (iii)
4
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* These surveys also asked and found support for small community owned windfarms.
$%%RWKRIWKHVHVWXGLHVLQYROYHGVXUYH\VRQWKH:HVWHUQ,VOHEXWZHUHQRWGHVLgned to gauge public opinion directly. Please see
accompanying notes.
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SUBMISSION FROM THE NORTH HARRIS TRUST
The North Harris Trust was established three years ago when the people of North Harris
purchased land owned by the former North Harris Estate on behalf of the community. The
Trust manages an area of approximately 50,000 acres, with over 30,000 acres under
Crofting legislation. There are 125 crofts in 14 townships.
Because of the fairly high Crofting presence on the Trust land, the Trust clearly has an
interest in the terms of the Crofting Reform Bill. While it is rather difficult for us to comment
in detail on specific issues within the Bill, we would make the following comments:
1.

$V D FRPPXQLW\ ODQGRZQHU ZH IHHO WKDW WKH FURIWHU µULJKW WR EX\¶ LV QRW KHOSIXO WR RXU
situation. Crofters buying their crofts and effectively removing them from the traditional
&URIWLQJ V\VWHP GLPLQLVKHV WKH 7UXVW¶V DVVHWV LQ WKH FRPPXQLW\ DQG UHGXFHV WKH
µFRPPXQLW\¶HOHPHQWRIFRPPXQLW\RZQHUVKLS7KLVLVHVSHFially true if a large number
RI FURIWHUV WDNH DGYDQWDJH RI WKH µULJKW WR EX\¶ WKHLU RZQ FURIW 7KHUH LV D SHUFHLYHG
FRQIOLFW EHWZHHQ WKH *RYHUQPHQW¶V VXSSRUW IRU FRPPXQLWLHV WR EX\ WKHLU ODQG DQG
enabling crofters to buy their crofts out of the traditional crofting system.
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2.

The North Harris Trust is faced with a declining population, particularly with regard to
the Crofting community. It is, however, difficult for new entrants to get into crofting
because crofts rarely become available. One option may be to create new crofts.
However, justifying the creation of new crofts may be difficult due to the issues raised in
1. above. It is stated in the Bill that conditions can be attached to new crofts whereby
the incoming crofter contracts out of the statutory right to buy. However, we have little
confidence that such agreements will be regulated and upheld in years to come.

3.

:HIHHO WKDW WKH UROH RI WKH &URIWHUV¶ &RPPLVVLRQ KDV EHFRPH VRPHZKDW GLVFUHGLWHG
There is a strong feeling that the Commission is rather GLVWDQFHG IURP µJUDVVURRWV¶
&URIWLQJ ,W LV IHOW YHU\ VWURQJO\ WKDW LI WKH &URIWHUV¶ &RPPLVVLRQ LV WR FRQWLQXH LWV
members should be democratically elected from within the Crofting community. That
would restore an element of credibility to the Commission and would give it a clear
mandate to deal with Crofting issues in a proactive way.

4.

7KHUH LV D VXJJHVWLRQ LQ WKH %LOO WKDW µORFDOO\ HOHFWHG FRXQFLOV¶ VKRXOG EH DSSRLQWHG WR
regulate Crofting matters at community level. However, there is a lack of clarity with
regard to the composition and the role of these locally elected councils. Would they, for
example, replace grazings committees? What would their powers be?

5.

Another issue which occupies us as a Trust is absentee crofters. It is felt that there
are not strong enough proposals for dealing with this issue. It is considered that the
Commission currently deals with the issue in a manner which is inconsistent and
ineffective. There are no indications that the proposals in the Bill will deal with the
matter in a more robust manner.

6.

7KHWHUPµSURSHURFFXSLHU¶LVSURSRVHGLQDQDPHQGPHQWWRWKH%LOOEXWWKHUHLVQRUHDO
definition of what is meant by the term. The summary of proposals is so lengthy that I
fear most people will fail to read, or indeed comprehend, them all. There is a feeling
that there is a general move away from regarding a croft principally as an agricultural
holding, used for agricultural purposes. This can only have a detrimental effect on the
whole fabric of Crofting and on Crofting communities as a whole. It is undeniable that
agricultural activity on most crofts could not provide enough income to sustain a family.
However, neglect and underused croft land is having a detrimental effect on the
environment in many communities.

7.

It is felt that the Bill fails to address many of the fundamental issues currently facing
Crofting in a sufficiently robust way. The principles which have underpinned Crofting,
and Crofting communities, for generations are gradually being eroded.
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SUBMISSION FROM THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH
The Royal Society of Edinburgh (RSE) is pleased to respond to the Scottish Parliament
Environment and Rural Development Committee inquiry into the Crofting Reform Bill. These
comments have been compiled with the assistance of a number of expert Fellows of the
RSE, under the direction of the General Secretary, Professor Gavin McCrone.
In essence the general principles of the Bill has a number of promising features, such as:
improvement and granting of public access to the Register of Crofts; revision of the
statutory conditions and other detailed provisions of the 1993 Act; provision for new crofts;
or in preventing frustration of the crofting community right to buy. Nevertheless, the issues
that need to be addressed are economic, social and cultural and legislation by itself will
provide no solution. The question will be how the legislation will be operated and what
resources will be provided to achieve the policy objectives. For instance, sustainable
development and affordable housing cost money, as will improving transport and schooling,
which will be needed to allow the existence of viable communities.
The specific aspects of the Bill are now addressed below:
Part 1: The Crofters Commission
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The Crofters Commission: constitution etc. and general duties (Section 1, 2)
Schedule 1 of the Bill only requires 1 member of the Commission to speak Gaelic. It might
have been encouraging to see this number increased, in light of the Gaelic Language Act,
especially as the cultural value of maintaining the crofting way of life and supporting a
distinctive language, music and culture is stressed as part of the policy objectives of the Bill.
Particular duties and powers (Section 2, 2, (1) (a))
One of the overall objectives of the Bill seems to be to free up the restrictions on crofting
DQGWKH&RPPLVVLRQ:LWKUHJDUGWRWKHWHUPLQRORJ\³«UHYLHZDOOPDWWHUVUHODWLQJWRODQG
settlement croft-based businesses and products and the improvement of land and livestock,
the planting of trees, the VXSSO\RIHTXLSPHQWDQG«¶¶WKHUHPD\EHFLUFXPVWDQFHV ZKHUH
the Commission might wish to support the introduction of stock (as distinct from
improvement); where livestock might be restrictive (would not include fish or non-farm
DQLPDOV RU GHEDWDEO\ KRUVHV  DQG ZKHUH µWUHHV¶ PLJKW EH D WRR QDUURZ GHILQLWLRQ $Q
DOWHUQDWLYH ZRUGLQJ FRXOG UHSODFH WKH XQGHUOLQHG VHFWLRQ ZLWK ³« and the stocking with or
improvement of land, animals, birds or fish, and plants (including trees), the «´
Regulating crofting: local policy (Section 2, 2A, (3))
,Q GHYHORSLQJ D µORFDO SROLF\¶ LW ZRXOG EH DSSURSULDWH WR FRQVXOW ZLWK DQG LQFOXGH
representation from, local estate landlords as well as grazing committees.
Power of the Commission to make schemes and arrangements for grants (Section 4, 42A,
(9))
The intention of this clause is clearly to avoid the risk of double funding of the same piece of
work. However, as worded it seems possible that it will be over-restrictive and prevent the
legitLPDWH µDVVHPEO\¶ RI JUDQWV DQG VXEVLGLHV WR IXQG GLVFUHWH SDUWV RI D PXOWL-component
project.
Part 2: Crofts
Provisions for creating new crofts, including extending crofting tenure outside the
KLVWRULFµFURIWLQJFRXQWLHV¶
The creation of new crofts including extending tenure outside the historic "crofting counties"
should remove some anomalies and should be supported. This will need to be done with
care, however, since the legislation could be used to bring properties into the ambit of the
absolute rigKW WR µEX\¶ ZKLFK RWKHUZLVH ZRXOG QRW EH VXEMHFW WR VXFK D FRQGLWLRQ
Landowners are likely to be suspicious of this piece of legislation if it is used other than to
deal with the anomalies that have been identified in Arran, for example. It is important that
this legislation does not have a negative impact on the willingness of landowners to offer
land for tenancy and implement the alternative forms of tenancy provided by the Agricultural
Land Holding Act (2003).
It is unsatisfactory that it is intended WR LQWURGXFH D GHILQLWLRQ RI µSURSHU RFFXSLHU¶ RQO\ DW
Stage 2 of the Bill. This is clearly an important provision and should be there already and
were it there would also have the effect of retaining land and housing in rural areas for the
SXUSRVHVRIµFURIWLQJ¶ VHHEHORZ ZKLFKLVDQLPSRUWDQWREMHFWLYHRIWKH&URIWLQJ5HIRUP%LOO
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Provisions specifying what crofts should be used for, and dealing with neglect etc
It is important that there should be stronger powers for dealing with crofts which have fallen
into disrepair. However, in terms of Section 11, 1, (b), which allows the crofter to refrain
from activity so as to conserve the natural beauty or flora and fauna of the croft, this should
also require a simple, but credible, management plan to achieve these ends.
Changes to the regulation of the market in crofts, including measures on assigning,
dividing and subletting
With regard to the division of a croft, croft division is generally not desirable as it reduces its
flexibility for cultivation or "purposeful use". In addition, as with Section 13 on the exchange
of crofts, the division of crofts should require the consent of the landlord as well as the
Commission.
In terms of subletting, the requirement for subtenants not to reside within 16 km of the croft
seems unreasonable as, the nearer the subtenant is, the better for the croft even including
occupancy of the croft house. However, the Bill should seek to address cases where the
same individual owns several crofts, denying access to those who wish to make them their
PDLQSODFHRIUHVLGHQFHDQGZRUNWKHODQG)ROORZLQJWKHFURIWHU¶VGHDWKWKH&RPPLVVLRQ
VKRXOGFRQVXOWZLWKWKHODQGORUGDVZHOODVZLWKWKHGHFHDVHGFURIWHU¶VH[HFXWRUZLWKUHJDUG
to the future of the croft.
Access to a croft from a public road (Section 23, 53B, (1)) should in the first instance be
through application to the landlord, and then if necessary to the Land Court, with the crofter
being responsible for the up keep and maintenance of the access to a standard agreed with
the landlord.
Part 6: Crofting Community Right to Buy
The Policy Memorandum expresses concern about the impact of the European Convention
on Human Rights on proposals to control the inflated market in crofts and croft land.
Protocol 1 of Article 1 of the Convention, however, states that its provisions on the
SURWHFWLRQRISURSHUW\µVKDOOQRWKRZHYHULQDQ\ZD\LPSDLUWKHULJKWRID6WDWHWRHQIRUFH
such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance with the
general interHVW¶,QGHHGFURIWLQJWHQXUHLVLQLWVHOIDFRQVWUDLQWRQWKHSURSHUW\ULJKWVRIWKH
owners of the land. In a free market it is clear that crofters will not be able to compete with
the holiday-home and second-home market, which, as experience shows, can kill local
communities and hence the demand for affordable housing to help keep young people in
the local community.
There may, therefore, be an irreconcilable tension between the desire to allow crofters to
deal more freely with their holdings and benefit from development and the desire to keep
crofting communities in being and in good health. Giving crofters greater freedom can, of
course, bring in new members of the community but the underlying policy seems to be to
bring new members who are committed to the crofting culture and it is not clear how this is
WREHDVVXUHGRWKHUWKDQWRUHGHILQHZKDWLVPHDQWE\µFURIWHU¶,WKDVEHHQVXJJHVWHGWKDW
µFURIWHU¶VKRXOGPHDQVRPHRQHZKR¶VPDLQKRPHLVRQDVLQJOHFURIW7KHHIIHFWZRXOGEHWR
free up a large number of crofts from people who at present have more than one, while land
lies unused or is held as part of a larger business, and the second croft house being sub-let.
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Explanatory notes
The explanatory notes on the Bill point out that the detailed provisions of the Bill are easier
to understand if read in conjunction with the 1993 Act which it amends. The Bill would be
even easier to understand if the original provisions were re-enacted with the amendments in
bold type. Ideally there would be a new Crofters Act incorporating the amendments.
Additional Information
Copies of this response are available from the Royal Society of Edinburgh (email:
evidenceadvice@royalsoced.org.uk) and from the RSE web site (www.royalsoced.org. uk).
April 2006

SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH LAND COURT
As a Court we make no attempt to comment on matters of policy but we have been
asked to comment on two matters relating to the work of the Court itself. We deal first
with the straightforward changes proposed by section 38 of the Bill and then look at
PDWWHUV UHODWLQJ WR WKH VFRSH RI DSSHDOV WR WKH &RXUW IURP GHFLVLRQV RI WKH &URIWHUV¶
Commission. We add a caveat that we have reservations as to our proposed function
under section 34.
Section 38.
The Scottish Land Court Act 1993 requires modernisation in various respects and we
were glad to be able to put forward suggestions bearing on the Crofting Reform Bill. The
changes are limited to those expected to assist the Court in coping with the cumulative
effects of recent and prospective additions to its jurisdiction and, in particular, to
facilitate the Court in dealing with the work expected to arise under the Bill. Our
suggestions now appear in the form of section 38.
Subsection (2) allows the quorum of the Full Court be reduced to two if the chairman is
sitting. This will allow the Court to hear any cases without necessarily requiring two lay
members to sit with the Chairman. The amendments would, in short, remove a
restriction which tends to limit working capacity. It will obviously be easier to fix to fix
hearing dates with only two members to fit and the proposal will free a member for other
work.
The restriction to two as a quorum when the Chairman is sitting is thought appropriate
to his judicial status. Where a case is expected to turn on an issue of law, it will clearly
be sufficient to have the assistance of only one agricultural expert member. Under the
existing Act we in practice achieve this result by sitting not as the Full Court but as a
delegated court - known for historical reasons as D ³'LYLVLRQDO &RXUW´ - with the
delegation to the Chairman, or to the Chairman and one member, in terms of Para 6 (2)
of the existing Act. This is less satisfactory than simply providing that a Full Court can
consist of Chairman plus one other member. It is thought that, as a matter of status, the
Chairman should not require to treated as a delegated court. In terms of Section 1(3) of
the 1993 Act he has, of course, the status of judge of the Court of Session.
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That said, it should be added that the proposal is to continue to rely on the mechanism
of delegation in any case where the Chairman is to sit on his own. However, it is thought
that, in practice, this will seldom occur. There is, in most cases, a benefit to the
Chairman in having expert advice to hand and there is also a benefit to the agricultural
members in being exposed to legal debate. The norm for the Chairman will be a court of
two in crofting cases.
Where the issues are not primarily legal it remains the position that a professional judge
would usually expect to deal with complex factual cases on his own. There are various
problems connected with the work of a specialist court but it is thought that for a
specialist judge it will often be perfectly adequate to have the assistance of one expert
member. The proposal will not compel the Court to sit with only two but will allow that to
happen in appropriate cases.
The main purpose of (3) is to make it plain that where the chairman has taken a hearing
at first instance there is no appeal within the Land Court. The justification for this is
thought fairly obvious. An appeal from a legal chairman to the lay members is plainly
inappropriate and the idea of the appeal body including the Chairman whose decision is
being appealed is not consistent with PRGHUQ SUDFWLFH 7KH &KDLUPDQ¶V GHFLVLRQV ZLOO
continue to be subject to review in crofting cases by Court of Session in terms of section
1(7).
Casting vote ± subsection (4).
It can be assumed that this will seldom be required. But, in any event, it is obviously
right to cover any dispute where issues are essentially legal and it is an appropriate way
of dealing with any lack of agreement on broader questions such as overall assessment
of the weight of evidence. A potential problem would arise if a two man court could not
agree on issues of credibility. In theory, the question of whether the witness is trying to
tell the truth is a matter of assessment of character, by considering his demeanour,
manner of giving evidence etc. If the two members cannot agree on such an issue, it is
easy to see that it would be unsatisfactory to have it resolved by simply having one
exercise a casting vote.
However, we think this problem is more apparent than real for two reasons. In the first
place, is not often that cases end up turning on pure questions of credibility. There may
well be incidental aspects of the evidence which require a view of credibility but they are
seldom critical to the case as a whole. In any event, our system of pleadings is intended
to show in advance what the real dispute is about and where it can be seen that
credibility is likely to be seriously in issue, we would be able to appoint a Court of three
to hear the case.
The second reason is that issues of credibility in civil courts are seldom decided purely
on the basis of manner and demeanour. The critical evidence is usually part of a body
of related evidence and examination of all the detail will normally
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allow us to decide the case on balance of probabilities. We do not face the exacting
standards of proof beyond reasonable doubt. We look, for example, at questions of
consistency, reasonableness and probability. Has the witness attempted to answer all
the questions in a straightforward way or has he attempted to prevaricate? Has he or
she provided an explanation for everything where an explanation ought reasonably to
have been forthcoming? Issues of credibility and reliability tend to overlap and interlink.
Lawyers develop a facility for this type of analysis. The practical assistance of expert
members helps ensure that it is carried out realistically with proper understanding of
what would be expected in the particular circumstances. In practice it is seldom that
there is any ultimate dispute about this matter.
But, it must be recognised that the problem of a two man Court dealing with credibility
does exist. The casting vote might be specifically excluded in such circumstances but
matters will not always be clear cut. It is not unrealistic to leave it to the Chairman to
decide whether or not he should exercise such a vote. If there was a problem there
could, in theory, be a rehearing before a specially constituted three man Court. We think
risks in this area are justified by the simplification of administration and freeing of
resources.
Appeals
In relation to appeals, and particularly appeals from delegated court decisions, the role
RIWKH³)XOO&RXUW´PLJKWSHUKDSVEHWKRXJKWWRUHTXLUHWKHJUDQGHXURID Bench of three
and the use of three does avoid any problem of split vote. We are very aware that
particular personality problems created difficulties for the Land Court in the time of Lord
Gibson in the 1950s and 60s. A Court of three provided a working solution at that time.
However, appeals tend to turn largely on legal issues and it is, if anything, easier to
justify a Court of two at the appeal stage. There are, of course, many cases where a
Court of three would be appropriate and we do not expect to hear all appeals with only
two members any more than we expect to hear all first instance cases in that way.
Suitable arrangements will continue to be made on a case by case basis.
Retired members
Subsection (5) would have the effect of allowing retired members to be used ad hoc as
part of an appellate Full Court. This seems a sensible way of adding capacity and
IOH[LELOLW\WRWKH&RXUWZLWKRXWVLJQLILFDQWO\FKDQJLQJWKH³UHWLUHG´ status of the member in
question. It is consistent with modern trends in relation to retirement. Land Court
members must retire at 65 unlike the Chairman and most judges who can continue until
70 or more.
Payment
The proposals for reduction of quorum are likely to lead to savings in overall cost
although the main aim is to speed up administration. The proposals for use of retired
members might also lead to overall savings. We have had examples over the last few
years when this facility might have allowed one less member to be appointed but our
work loads have increased and that is not so at present. For the future it would just
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depend on the point of balance of workload. The main aim is to improve efficiency and
the immediate effect would be to add a cost. The retired member would require to be
paid on a daily basis for preparation, sitting and for his part in decision making.
Subsection (6) is to deal with this. Even if this element of cost is not, in the longer term,
outweighed by reduction of active members, we have no doubt that in the short term it
would be justified by improved efficiency and reduction of delay in fixing hearings
The scope of appeals from decision made by the Crofters Commission.
This matter is still under discussion with the Executive and this note is not intended to
be exhaustive of our views. We add it as requested and to give an indication of the
problems. The focus is on section 37 but there are some separate provisions, such as
section 24 (3), which will have to be reconsidered once the broad scope of that section
LVGHFLGHG3XWVKRUWO\ZHTXHVWLRQWKHQHHGIRUDSSHDO³RQDQ\TXHVWLRQRIIDFW´
7KHZRUG³DSSHDO´FDQKDYHDYDUiety of meanings or implications. It can be subject to
controls. The matter is complicated by the need to ensure that the overall scheme is
compliant with ECHR. The drafting, or procedural, difficulties seem to arise from
problems of law rather than policy and discussions with the Executive solicitors are ongoing. We have not yet exhausted discussion of the possible mechanisms.
A basic and common distinction is usually drawn between appeal on fact and appeal on
law. While easily stated this is almost impossible to define comprehensively. In more
practical terms, a distinction can be drawn between an appeal where there is an
obligation on the appellant to point to some identified ³PLVWDNH´E\WKHORZHUWULEXQDODQG
an appeal which simply takes the form of a rehearing. If the latter is possible, the
appellant need do no more than say that he disagrees with the decision. He then gets a
second bite at the cherry. He can lead new evidence. If that approach was applied, the
Court would have to decide the case afresh without regard to the original decision of the
Commission.
We do not understand it to be disputed that the latter is not a desired outcome. The
question is whether and how it can be avoided. The simplest approach is to limit
DSSHDOV WR TXHVWLRQV ³RI ODZ´ $ PRUH FRPSOH[ DSSURDFK PLJKW EH SRVVLEOH requiring
the appellant to specify very clearly what specific issues of fact were to be challenged. It
is thought that there are no clear examples of this latter approach working in a
satisfactory way. A filter control might be applied allowing the Court to refuse to allow an
appeal to proceed unless satisfied that it was appropriate. We would, of course, need a
more specific statutory test than ³DSSURSULDWH´2U WKHWHVW FRXOG EH SXW WKH RWKHUZD\
round restricting appeal unless the Commission - or Court ± positively granted
permission. Appeals could be discouraged by providing that if we thought the
Commission decision wrong we could not correct it but simply remit the case to the
Commission to rehear.
When FRQVLGHULQJWKHLVVXHVLWPXVWEHXQGHUVWRRGWKDWWKHH[SUHVVLRQ³DSSHDO RQODZ´
is wide enough to cover a variety of mistakes. It might occasionally be based on a an
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assertion that there had been a misinterpretation of an Act of Parliament or
misunderstanding of a rule of common law. But the scope of appeal on law is not limited
to this. There is an error in law if the lower body has taken account of irrelevant facts or
has failed to take account of relevant fact. It is an error if there is no adequate basis of
fact for the decision. There may be an error in law in relation to whether particular
inferences could properly be drawn from primary fact. A long stop error in law rests on
WKH FRQWHQWLRQ WKDW DV ³QR reasonable tribunal properly applying the law could have
reached the decision complained about, there must have been an error of law
VRPHZKHUH´
Thus appeals on law usually involve a good deal of argument about fact. What they do
not do is allow fresh evidence of fact to be led. At present, our position is that an appeal
on law, properly understood, would be an adequate remedy in the context of what are
essentially administrative decisions based on exercise of a discretion. But, this is not a
fixed position and we remain anxious to engage in constructive discussion.
:H GR UHVLVW WKH LGHD RI DQ RSHQ KHDULQJ ³GH QRYR´ DV D EDVLV RI DSSHDO 7KH main
reason is that we consider it wrong that we should be in a position simply to substitute
our discretion for that of the Commission. The minor point is that we tend to think that a
full Court rehearing process is disproportionate to the issues. This may be a matter of
policy rather than procedure but it has to do with the state provision of machinery for
resolution of dispute. We see no need for a Rolls Royce system for every dispute. Many
of the issues subject to the control or proposed control of the Commission are
essentially minor. If there has been a fair and open hearing of all the evidence before
the Commission, that should be an end of it. A full appeal by way of rehearing in the
Court may be thought to be a disproportionate remedy. We are not yet persuaded that
such remedy is required by ECHR.
However, the real problem relates to discretion. It is clear that the Commission has a
duty to take an administrative decision. It can weigh up factors collectively and apply its
skill and experience. If it makes a mistake in law, there should, no doubt, be an appeal.
But to have an appeal by way of rehearing would mean that we would, in every case, be
substituting our view as lawyers, or professional adjudicators, for the collective
administrative discretion of the Commission.
As matters stand, our experience is limited because our relevant appeal jurisdiction
arises solely under Section 25 of the 1993 Act. But, this does provide examples of the
essential nature of the problem. Take an application for decrofting of croft house and
some garden ground. The Commission will have to consider the whole circumstances
DQGKDYHWRVDWLVI\WKHPVHOYHV³WKDWWKHH[WHQW of garden ground included is appropriate
for the reasonable enjoyment of the GZHOOLQJKRXVHDVDUHVLGHQFH´,QDQ³DSSHDO´LQWKH
commonly understood sense, an appellant would need to point to some perceptible
error in the &RPPLVVLRQ¶V WKLQNLQJ SURFHVV 2Q DQ RSHQ DSSHDO ³GH QRYR´ KH FDQ
simply ask the Court to hear all the evidence and make its own decision. That is what
KDSSHQV LQ SUDFWLFH %XW WKLV LV DQ LVVXH ZKHUH WKHUH LV QR DEVROXWH ³ULJKW´ RU ZURQJ´
decision. It is a matter of assessment turning essentially on exercise of discretion. Why
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VKRXOG WKH &RXUW¶V GLVFUHWLRQ EH SUHIHUUHG WR WKH GLVFUHWLRQ RI WKH Commission?
Similarly, it can be asked whether this is an issue which justifies the resources of the
Court in allowing a full second bite.
A similar example can be used to illustrate other practical aspects of the problem.
$VVXPHWKH&RPPLVVLRQPDGHDQRUGHUDOORZLQJDVDJDUGHQ³WKHDUHDVKRZQ on the
SODQ´DQGZLWKUHDVRQVQDUUDWLQJWKDWWKLVDUHDZDVKDOIDQDFUH,IWKH area shown on
the plan is actually only a quarter of an acre, something has gone wrong and some form
of correction process is appropriate. The Commission would possibly have reached
their decision thinking they were allowing twice as much ground as their order granted.
There would have been a mistake of fact EXWDQDSSHDO³LQODZ´ZRXOGQRUPDOO\EHZLGH
enough to allow the matter to be resolved. It would probably be shown that there was
insufficient evidence to justify the conclusion that it was half an acre. But this might not
be clear cut. No one would wish a system which did not allow such mistakes to be
corrected. The simple way might be to provide some machinery for the Commission to
be forced to review its own decisions but perhaps some limited appeal to the Court
would be required.
The problem is to find a way of distinguishing that type of error from a more broadly
based challenge. Assume that the area shown is indeed half an acre but that the
appellant says this is not big enough for reasonable enjoyment of the dwelling house as
a residence. That sounds like a question of fact. As matters stand, the Court simply
hears the whole thing over again. But the real question ought to be whether the
&RPPLVVLRQ ZDV ZURQJ WR EH ³VDWLVILHG´ WKDW KDOI DQ DFUH was reasonable. If they
reached a sensible decision after full consideration of the facts, should there be a
second bite?
These comments are intended simply to give the flavour of the problem. A difficulty is
the need to provide a scheme which complies with the requirements of ECHR. It is not
clear to us to what extent the Committee will wish to be involved in consideration of the
mechanics, at this stage. Of course, if the Committee took the view that as matter of
policy there should be scope for a complete rehearing in every case, the difficult legal
and technical questions would fly off. There would be implications for Court resources
and funding of litigants but that is another issue. We have not attempted detailed
assessment of cost.
We can provide further detailed comment on request but discussion with the Executive
is continuing and we are awaiting further developments.
Section 34
We touch on this section with some hesitation because it is understood that the
Committee is not, at this stage, considering matters of detailed drafting and we do not
wish to stray into comment on policy. However, the provisions create a new type of
jurisdiction for us and it is appropriate that we make the point that we have some
unease about them.
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It has to be said that in assessing draft legislation we deliberately try to limit ourselves to
a somewhat superficial approach. It is not appropriate for us to attempt to reach a firm
view of what particular provisions mean as we may ultimately have to adjudicate on that
very issue. Accordingly we prefer the approach of simply flagging up to the relevant
'HSDUWPHQW¶VDGYLVHUVDQ\SULPD facie doubts we have as to how particular provisions
will work, leaving them to decide whether such doubts are well founded. We have
commented on some of the detail of this section and it seems sufficient for us in the
present context simply to invite careful scrutiny of the practical application of these
provisions.
In relation to our specific interest as a Court, it may be added that, in crofting areas, the
main special requirement of a developer is the need for resumption under section 20 of
the 1993 Act. The Court has developed a policy of giving consent in principle, where
appropriate, leaving developers free to concentrate on the normal planning issues. The
new provision gives an alternative to resumption. It also appears to provide an
additional power in that the developer would be able to affect the rights and liabilities of
crofters in land not otherwise subject to his control. In exchange it imposes on him a
range of obligations, not to the crofters whose rights in land are affected, but to the
crofting community. 7KH\DUHWRKDYH³UHFRPSHQVH´PHDVXUHGQRWE\UHIHUHQFHWRDQ\
loss of H[LVWLQJULJKWLQRURYHUODQGEXWEDVHGRQ³IDLUQHVV´2XURZQGLUHFWFRQFHUQZLOO
be RYHUWKHTXHVWLRQRIKRZZHDUHWRHQVXUHWKDWRXURZQQRWLRQVRI³IDLUQHVV´ILW the
intention of the legislation and the expectations of parties. Some guidance has been
attempted but it must be recognised that there will be scope for wide differences of
opinion when the payment is not related in any way to loss of existing rights.
SUBMISSION FROM DR JEAN BALFOUR, SCOURIE ESTATE
General
It is disappointing that this bill will increase the level of involvement of the Crofters
Commission and reduce the ability of crofters and landlords to work together at local
level. This appears to be directly in conflict with government policy for partnership
working and local anatomy.
It has already been suggested by SRPBA and others that where grazing committees
are properly constituted, they and the landlords working together can deal with a
number of local issues - these will be highlighted as comments progress through the
draft Bill.
For avoidance of doubt properly constituted means that the Grazing Committee is
chosen by all the registered crofters in the relevant township(s). Those elected have a
term of office, but can be re-elected where such arrangements are not (as yet) put in
place The Crofters Commission may act.
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Turning now to the detail
2A

Regulating Crofting: local policy
(3) Add consult the landlord on the impact of the proposals on the Estate and
other crofting townships.
(3b) why does this local panel not include Crofters concerned and the Landlord.
(5) & (6) Should also include Grazing Committee and Landlord.
(4B) (1) Why should there be changes provided the initial information is provided
by the landlord, who will have to carry out the work.

Part 2
3A

New Crofts
(1) (a) Though not supported in principle it is acceptable provided it is clear that it
is on the landlord/owner's initiative only.
(1) (b) The purpose or value of this is not clear. The creation of areas of land
particularly in lowland Scotland as crofting areas would create difficulties and
complications. Is suggested that a parish or part parish might suddenly become
the subject of crofting tenure in-order to allow the creation of new crofts? This
apparently, without consultation with or agreement of the landowner?
(2) (a) Why is the tenant rather than the landowner given these rights. There
would also be an additional financial burden on Crofters Commission which
would affect the Crofting counties.
(4) (5) (6) & (7) Appear to try and treat (1) (a) and (1) (b) in the same way which
is confusing. This whole section needs re-consideration since it is an extension of
compulsory purchase.
3B Compensation (a) and (b) Should take account of severance.

11

Statutory Conditions
(2a) This should also require a simple management plan to be credible.
(2B) (7) (a) & (b) Does this mean Landlords consent and Crofters Commission?
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13

Exchange of Crofts or parts of Crofts
4a (1) (a) (i) (ii) Why is (ii) necessary - Replace with properly constituted grazing
committee and add where both in agreement Crofters Commission not required.

14

Division of a Croft
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9 (1) - (6) Generally croft division is not desirable as reduces its flexibility for
cultivation or "purposeful use". It is noted unlike 13 that the landlord is not
included. This should be amended. It is another example where a properly
constituted Grazing Committee and landlord could be involved. Crofters
Commission only required where disagreement.
15

Sub letting
15 3a) (a) b (i) (ii) The Landlord should also be consulted.

16

Assignation
(c) (d) Crofters Commission is taking over from landlord. This should be a matter
of Grazings Committee and landlord together. Crofters Commission should only
be involved where disagreement.

17

Bequest of Tenancy of Croft
Why has this section been changed. Previously if a member of the family, only
landlord consent was needed. Beyond that it should be a matter for Landlord and
Grazing Committee. Certainly the Landlord must be involved.

20

Transfer of tenancy of croft by Executor.
16A (2) (a) Why this distance commitment.

Access to Croft
53 B (1) (a) Add after Croft for the cultivation or purposeful use of the croft.
(b) Add in the crofter should in the first instance make application to his Landlord.
Add to 53B (2) (e) The crofter should be responsible for the up keep and
maintenance of the access to a standard agreed with the Landlord.
24

Reorganisation Schemes
Why are neither the Landlord or the Grazings Committee(s) included at the early
stage of this proposal?
(2) (1A) (3) (a) What is meant by "in the vicinity of the township". It should be
made clear that this applies only to land subject to Crofting tenure.

Part 3
26

Resumption and Reversion
26 (1) (b) (1A) Provided the Landlord and Grazings Committee are in agreement
why should Crofters Commission be involved? There does not seem to be any
simplified approach to very small areas of land being resumed for example for
small building adjustments linked for example with the Kirk. The costs become
much greater than the value.
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(2) (a) (1A) Is it confirmed that instalments cover rent. Certain things like mobile
phone masts are done on a rental basis now.
21A This seems unnecessary. It will create extra costs, which will fall on the
Landlord. There is no time factor mentioned. Should be deleted.
28

Re-letting
(3A0 (a) Delete

30

Crofter Forestry
It is always disappointing when a carefully crafted agreement is changed, some
of it retrospectively, to the disadvantage of the owner. What about
compensation?
3B (a) to (d) Is reasonable, but 3B seems wider in adding recreational and
'exclusively economic' use. This is taking it rather further than the value of the
timber? The new proposal allowing joint forestry and other schemes is
welcomed.
50B Doesn't insist on a properly constituted Grazing Committee and if left to
grazing constable not democratic. This would be much better dealt with jointly by
the Grazings Committee and the Landlord with recourse to Crofters Commission
where no agreement. There are no conditions about the interest of the Estate
overall.
31 New Common Grazing
51A Must stay voluntary
33 Further amendment of section 52 apportionment. No consultation with
landlord in terms of impact on the Estate.

Other Issues.
There is also concern about croft sales and inflated improvement costs in the case of
assignations. At present the C.C. has powers to approve or otherwise sales of crofts.
The exercise of this power could make acquisition more possible for locals. The position
of nominees in such sales needs amending to reflect the original intention. An extension
of the claw back period, say to 10 years, would also be helpful. The continuation of
crofts in land based activity remains important.
SUBMISSION FROM SEPA
SEPA welcomes the proposals for the reform of crofting legislation which allow crofters and
FURIWLQJFRPPXQLWLHV¶JUHDWHUrights.
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We recognise that crofting is intrinsic to the retention of populations in rural and often
remote areas and can play a major part in maintaining the quality of rural environments
through appropriate management regimes.
SEPA has a number of Offices in crofting areas, for example the Western Isles, Fort
William, Lochgilphead, Dingwall, Thurso, Orkney and Shetland. The staff in these areas
have been consulted for their views on the Bill.
7KHFRQWHQWRIWKH%LOOIDOOVODUJHO\RXWZLWK6(3$¶VUHPLWand, as a result, the comments we
have to make are limited, but I hope they are helpful. Our comments are:
1.

Part 1 of the Bill deals with the duties and powers of the Crofters Commission. SEPA
welcomes the fact that sustainable development is viewed as integral to the general
duties of the Crofters Commission, consistent and complementary to the position of
other non-GHSDUWPHQWDO SXEOLF ERGLHV LQ WKH µ(QYLURQPHQW DQG 5XUDO $IIDLUV
'HSDUWPHQW (5$'  IDPLO\¶ VXFK DV 6(3$ &OHDU RXWFRPH OLQNV ZRXOG DOVR Ee
DSSURSULDWH:HDOVRUHFRJQLVHWKHOLQNVDQGV\QHUJLHVZLWKµ2QWKH*URXQG¶DQGWKH
importance of working effectively and in an integrated and coherent way.

2.

Part 2 of the Bill is concerned with the exchange and transfer of crofts. It is important
to consider the concept of environmental liability here, in terms of who would be
responsible for any remediation works that may be required due to the
environmental inheritance or specific previous pollution events.

3.

Section 11 of the Bill refers to amendments to the Statutory Conditions. These
LQFOXGHWKHUHTXLUHPHQWWRNHHSWKHFURIWµLQDVWDWHILWIRUFXOWLYDWLRQ¶7KLVOLQNVZHOO
with the requirements of Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reform cross
compliance, in particular the need to maintain lDQG LQ µ*RRG $JULFXOWXUDO DQG
(QYLURQPHQWDO&RQGLWLRQ¶ *$(& ,WLVLPSRUWDQWWKDWFURIWLQJODQGLVPDQDJHGLQD
way that takes account of the site-specific risks to the environment such as soil
erosion, deterioration of fragile and natural habitats, encroachment of injurious weed
species and over or under grazing. The benefits of low input and low intensity
livestock grazing need to be adequately supported so as to ensure clear biodiversity
EHQHILWVDUHPDLQWDLQHG8QGHUWKHGHILQLWLRQ RIµPLVXVH¶DQG µQHJOHFW¶ 6HFWLRQ 
SEPA welcomes the inclusion of non-compliance with GAEC as a factor which would
constitute neglect. Other factors could be included here, such as illegal disposal of
waste, fly-tipping or illegal open burning.

4.

Part 4 of the Bill deals with Common Grazing and their use for purposes other than
grazings or woodlands.

4.1

Where common grazing is used for other purposes, it is important that account is
taken of the impact on the environment and that the Commission has the power to
impose conditions to their approval in order to provide adequate protection or
enhancement of the environment.

4.2

Under the now revoked Groundwater Regulations 1998, those who dispose of listed
substances to land, such as waste sheep dip, were required to hold a Groundwater
Authorisation issued by SEPA. To avoid the need for each Crofter to hold an
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authorisation, SEPA allowed the Grazing Committee to hold one authorisation on
behalf of the members, thereby only incurring one fee which is shared amongst the
members. As of 1 April 2006, Groundwater Authorisations were transferred to
Licences under the Water Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations
 &$5  8QGHU &$5 HDFK OLFHQFH PXVW EH KHOG E\ D µUHVSRQVLEOH SHUVRQ¶ ZKR
will be responsible for ensuring compliance with the conditions of the licence. A
µUHVSRQVLEOHSHUVRQ¶PD\LQOHJDOWHUPVEHDµQDWXUDOSHUVRQ¶ LHDQLQGLYLGXDO RUD
µOHJDO SHUVRQ¶ LH D UHJLVWHUHG FRPSDQ\ D FRUSRUDWLRQ HVWDEOLVKHG E\ VWDWXWH RU
charter, or a partnership). It is unclear if a grazing committee would be recognised as
such. In order that grazing committees can continue to benefit from holding only one
authorisation/licence, the status of grazing committees requires to be clarified.
Although not yet resolved, this is being discussed with the department. SEPA is
aware of the financial advantages for crofters through holding only one licence for
each grazing committee and is keen for this arrangement to continue if possible. It is
important that those covered by the licence play their part in ensuring compliance
with it, especially as their Single Farm Payment may be reduced if any breaches are
identified as part of CAP reform cross compliance.
5.

Part 5 of the Bill, Schemes for Development, allows a landlord to seek the consent of
the Land Court to develop crofting land or common grazing in accordance with a
scheme. The Bill deals with the issue of compensation for members of the crofting
community who are affected by the development and states that the community
should be likely to benefit financially. When considering the development of common
grazing, the aim of sustainable development should be at the root of the decision
making process. As well as considering financial factors, it is important that
environmental factors are not overlooked. A balanced approach should be taken,
considering any environmental risks, particularly in respect of the protection of
natural resources and sensitive natural or semi natural habitats and ensuring that the
relevant legislation is complied with.
Likewise, where the Commission makes schemes for the provision of grants, it is
important that such schemes consider any environmental implications. Crofting areas
tend to be areas of high value in terms of landscape, biodiversity and habitats for
wildlife. There is opportunity to take advantage of this, for example through tourism,
to develop crofting areas in a sustainable way achieving an effective balance
between economic, social and environmental factors.

We hope that the above comments are of assistance and we would be pleased to clarify or
add to these, as necessary.

SUBMISSION FROM BRYAN STUART
I appreciate that I am late with this submission, but the essence of it is very simple, and
derives from recent comment combined with my earlier thoughts (not formally
submitted).
My proposal to ease the rural housing crisis is the creation of "kailyard crofts", and the
potential to zone land for groups of these potentially almost anywhere in Scotland. The
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kailyard was the area of ground that could feed a family, I think it was about a quarter,
or maybe a third, of an acre.
I am not suggesting feeding whole families off that area now, but this size of plot would
allow small one-man businesses to flourish, e.g. a joiner could have a small workshop,
and garaging for a van and trailer; a digger owner would have space to park and
maintain it; a lorry owner could park up and maintain his unit. People could work from
home, and work their garden, or do small scale nursery operations etc, etc, (yes, maybe
even run a children's nursery).
I can hear the nimbies convulsing in their conservatories (gnashing in their gazebos?),
but my experience suggests that rural communities will back local economic
development if it directly benefits them, and if control is vested there. The current
problem is councils don't really connect, and "consultation" is a sham. If widespread
local interest is engendered, then local sentiment will be clear.
People should own their own homes as far as possible, with as little bureaucratic
involvement (and consequent cost to the public purse) as is possible. With the
exception of the anachronistic Crown Estates Commission, the Crofters Commission
must be the oldest land management body we have. Carefully alter it by all means, but
there is much experience and case history to work from. Don't throw out the baby with
the bath water!
Tightening up controls, and going back to a requirement of full-time residency for
a "crofter", makes a huge amount of sense. It is inevitable that owner occupied
freeholds will be sold on the open market. Given their value, and the number of
shares (or at least shared interest) there may be among family members in any
property, it is almost impossible for ownership to be kept within the family (or
probably the community), when an owner dies. Crofting tenure is not freehold,
and a "croft" cannot be sold as a holiday home. Speculative purchasers would be
deterred, and valuations on transfer (or rather, assignment) would be sensible
due to this condition.
New kailyard crofts would not have common grazings, and this would make them much
simpler to regulate. I am convinced landowners could be persuaded to donate land,
provided they knew it could not subsequently be speculated with. Perhaps planning or
taxation incentives could be given.
I am fed up of hearing the cries from vested interests about servicing such new
developments. Our public sector specifiers are obsessed with environmentally
destructive (and high speed) tarmac. Scottish Water makes a meal of the design and
specification of supply and drainage (when it can get round to it). There can be no
shortage of water in Scotland, and given reasonable space, sewage disposal should not
be a problem using, for example, reed-beds. The Crofters Commission should
incorporate a "single gateway" to facilitate these new developments.
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It is almost impossible to build an eco-home in Aberdeenshire at present. Finding an
affordable rural plot is most unlikely, especially one with room for a reed-bed or perhaps
a geothermal heating system. What I am suggesting is low impact, "light footfall"
development, with free-draining gravel roads and the minimum of "hard", outdated and
inappropriate infrastructure. The last twenty years have witnessed the destruction of
rural life and the rigid imposition of urban values, and control, in our countryside. Let
local committees of new crofters make the decisions rather than our flourishing,
power hoarding, bureaucracies
Over the last century or so, rural Scotland has simply seen oppressive landowners
replaced by oppressive bureaucracies. The creation of agricultural holdings after WW1
may be of assistance in assessing these proposals. I guess I am suggesting three
general classifications:
1. The established "seven counties" set-up retained, but reformed to conform more with
the founding principles of 1886 while taking cognizance of modern conditions.
2. Provision for agricultural and forestry crofting communities Scotland-wide.
3. Provision for kailyard crofts Scotland-wide.
Crofting tenure is a large part of the solution to the housing crisis and economic
regeneration throughout rural Scotland. It is time the land and the power over it was
given back to the common people.
SUBMISSION FROM HAMISH WATT
I welcome the opportunity to comment on the future of crofting in Scotland and congratulate
your Committee in tackling such an important issue. Your report will be as momentous as
the Napier Commission of 1880 and the Taylor Commission report of 1948. I was privileged
to know Prof Tom Taylor.
In my time at Westminster 1974-79 I was an assiduous member of the Trade and Industry
Committee and actively participated in 5 inquiries on different subjects. I would stress the
importance of procuring the services of able specialist advisers to guide your questioning.
Unfortunately I am no longer au fait with the younger generation of agricultural thinkers but
would suggest that the University of Aberdeen School of Agriculture might be able to lend
the services of a bright member of staff with crofting experience.
Your inquiry is particularly timeous because of the rapid encroachment of rushes in the
pastures of practically all of the crofting townships I know from East to West including the
Isles. The ending of the once-generous lime subsidy in 1960 was not noticed for the first 20
years thanks to the residual alkalinity. Gradually, however, the acid sour water-logged
pasture land has become blanketed by rushes and the stock carrying capacity of the limited
acres has accelerated downwards as each year passes.
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First the sward became unsuitable for the growth of both silage and hay crops. Then the
pasture ceased to sustain cattle and the breeding stocks have been dispersed. More
recently the sheep stock has failed to thrive and the numbers kept in the crofting counties
has declined dramatically ± check Dingwall Mart statistics.
Ironically the Dept of Agriculture now pays a subsidy on each acre of rushes. There can be
no justification for this practice and I look forward to hearing the waffling of the official who
will give evidence to your Committee about the thinking involved. Rushes have no economic
or aesthetic value and support only a tiny population of snipe per croft.
If the RSPB seek to encourage more snipe let them do it on land in their own ownership.
They are an extremely wealthy and powerful body who care more for a few birds and
frequently place obstacles in the way of crofting development.
Any attempt to foster crofting in future must involve a positive programme of pasture
renewal and regeneration of schemes to foster production of winter feed.
I would suggest the Committee examines the part that machinery rings now play in the
North East of Scotland. Such a service on a lesser scale would prove immensely productive
and could cover a fairly large number of communities.
Utilising machinery and stockmanship skills will be a vital part of giving the crofting counties
the opportunity to play an increasing role in the economic future of Scotland. The unique
nature of beef bred in the environmentally friendly. As beef exports to Europe restart and
expand the cattle of the North and West will be much sought after.
I would be willing at a later stage to elucidate on the possible role of machinery rings and on
the steps necessary to restore cattle stocks to the crofts. Can I suggest that the most able
brain in Scottish agriculture today is Brian Pack, chief executive of Aberdeen and Northern
Marts.
In the past twenty years I have been greatly impressed by the improvement in the sheep
stock of Skye carried out by the Macdonal Brothers who regularly top the autumn sales in
Dingwall. I admire their progressive thinking.
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Submissions received in response to the call for evidence on the ‘proper
occupier’ proposal
SUBMISSION FROM THE HIGHLAND COUNCIL
The Highland Council has previously submitted written and oral evidence on the
Crofting Reform etc Bill. Some of the following points, related to the proper occupier
proposal have already been made but are re-produced here for clarity and to
incorporate the proper occupier concept:
General comment:
The Highland Council welcomes The Executive’s desire to amend Crofting legislation
in a way that defines what is expected of an owner-occupier of croft land. However,
The Council has concerns about the process by which The Executive seeks to
achieve this and about the content of the proposals.
The Council believes that the late introduction of the concept of Proper
Occupier to the Bill highlights earlier concerns about the lack of an Executive
vision for crofting.
By applying the new term “Proper Occupier” only to owner-occupiers (rather than
reinforcing the concept that an owner occupier is the landlord of a vacant croft where
the owner has also taken on the role of croft tenant) the Executive has missed an
opportunity to create a single set of conditions that can be applied to all crofters.
The Council would have preferred that, rather than introducing a Bill to amend the
1993 Act, The Executive had taken the opportunity to consolidate existing crofting
legislation into a single new Crofting Act. The Council now believes that the
introduction of “Proper Occupier” makes a consolidation Act more necessary.
A new Act could define the terms “crofter”, “crofting” and “croft land” in ways that
made it clear what must be delivered in return for the privileges of protected tenure
and regulation under the Act. The Council believes that the legislation should be
attached to these existing terms rather than creating the artificial constructs of
“Proper occupiers”, and “purposeful use”.
Specific Comment:
It is self-evident that a system of regulated tenure requires to be firmly and
consistently regulated. The Council shares the view that The Crofters Commission
must take a more pro-active stance in regard to regulation and particularly to
enforcement. The Council would like to see obligations placed on The Commission
to intervene in circumstances where crofters were in breach of crofting regulations
and the conditions defining proper occupier status. The Crofters Commission should
be adequately resourced to administer and enforce regulations governing Proper
Occupiers.
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It is important that regulation is targeted at those who are abusing the system and
does not create additional burdens to active crofters who are doing their best under
difficult circumstances.
While it may not be possible to restrict croft values directly, The Council believes that
stronger application of existing regulatory powers must be used to temper market
forces and to help ensure that more crofts are made available, that more crofts can
be put to active use and that suitable tenants be given preference when crofts are
assigned. The Executive’s proper occupier proposals should go some way to
achieving these goals.
Not withstanding the above general comments, the Council accepts the concept of
“Proper Occupier”, which it recognises as a temporary nomenclature (preferring
“crofter”). This is perhaps a key development that could resolve some of the issues
highlighted above and result in workable legislation which safeguards the future of
crofting. Proper occupier status should be applied to tenants and owner-occupiers
alike. It should be something that every crofter, croft-entrant and purchaser must
attain and should depend on demonstration of a commitment meaningful crofting
activity –“use it or lose it!”. Where this activity involves some form of environmental
management, it should be a requirement that this is under an approved
environmental scheme (perhaps under the LMC Menu Scheme) and require
inclusion on an IACS form.
At the outset, all active crofters should be deemed to have proper occupier status.
New applicants should be required to attain proper occupier status via a process that
includes the preparation and approval of a simple business plan which demonstrates
their commitment to crofting and plans crofting activity.
The special conditions for intervention placed on applications for proper occupier
status and the conditions under which that status can be withdrawn, must be clearly
stated and rigorously applied by The Crofters Commission. Where an owneroccupier has his proper occupier status withdrawn, he would be deemed to be
landlord of a vacant croft and should have a tenant imposed by The Commission.
In this and other sections of the draft Bill, the distance of 16 kilometres is used as an
indication of local presence. The Council has re-considered this and now feels that
16 kilometres is a suitable measure.
The Council remains concerned about the vague nature of “purposeful use”. As
currently defined, “active neglect” might be a legitimate purposeful use. In addition, if
purposeful use is poorly defined, it follows that it will be difficult to determine whether
a prospective croft entrant has the appropriate “knowledge, skills and experience” to
take on a tenancy.
The Executive expects that “the proper occupier amendment would make croft land
less attractive to speculators”. The proposal (Para 14, Explanatory Note) that any
natural person who after commencement of the Bill acquires a croft from a Proper
Occupier is a Proper Occupier, flies in the face of this goal. Proper Occupier status
should always be at the discretion of the Commission, granted to those committed to
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crofting activity and subject to meeting the conditions required of Proper Occupiers.
This point is picked up again below.
With regard to the current proposals on “Proper Occupier”, The Council believes
that:
x
x

The conditions envisaged under Proper Occupier should apply to tenants and
owner-occupiers alike.
Failure to achieve or maintain Proper Occupier status should ultimately result
in a crofter being subject to enforcement action by the Commission.

x

A 5-year period from the date of the Bill’s enactment should be set, by which
time all current crofters must gain proper occupier status.

x

New tenants or new purchasers should be required to serve a probationary
period of 5 years before proper occupier status could be granted. Such status
would only be granted where the tenant/owner occupier was able to
demonstrate that they had resided on or near the croft, made appropriate use
of the croft land and had demonstrated crofting activity was taking place.

x

New purchasers should be required to notify the Commission immediately the
transaction is registered in the Land Register. Notification should be
automatic.

x

Current, active crofters submitting an IACS form should gain Proper Occupier
status automatically.

x

The right to buy provisions of the Crofting Act should only be exercisable by
those with Proper Occupier status.

x

There should not be a limit to the number of holdings which any individual can
hold as a proper occupier, provided that a commitment to crofting activity can
be demonstrated. The Commission should have a duty to review a proportion
of crofts each year to check that proper occupier status is being maintained
and should be adequately resourced to do so.

x

Provisions should be made for cases where proper occupier status was not
maintained for reasons outwith the crofter’s control and where removal of
proper occupier status would result in exceptional hardship.

x

The Commission should be required to investigate valid complaints and
appeal should be available to a complainant should the Crofters Commission
decides not to act on a complaint if substantiated.
SUBMISSION FROM HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS ENTERPRISE

1. Summary
Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) as the Government’s agency responsible for
economic and community development across the northern half of Scotland has a
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significant interest in the ongoing development of crofting and the objectives and detail
of the Crofting Reform Bill. HIE believes that crofting plays an important role in the
economic, social, environmental and cultural health of the Highlands and Islands and
that ongoing legislative and regulatory revision is vital to maintain the health of crofting.
As such HIE welcomes the Crofting Reform Bill and the introduction of a revised
legislative and regulatory framework.
HIE welcomes the opportunity to provide additional evidence to the Environment and
Rural Development Committee on the ‘proper occupier concept’, and would make the
following key points:
•
•

•

•

HIE supports the intent of the ‘proper occupier concept’.
HIE is supportive of including measures within crofting legislation that will
discourage absenteeism and neglect. HIE believes that such measures should
apply equally to croft tenants and owner occupiers.
HIE believes that more robust regulatory control will free-up more crofts. A
combination of active regulation and more crofts will help reduce the prices paid
for crofts and tenancies.
HIE believes that the Crofters Commission’s Absenteeism Initiative has made
progress and that it could be extended to include issues of neglect.

2. HIE Response to the ‘proper occupier concept’
a) Intent of Proper Occupier
HIE supports the intent of this proposal on the assumption that it will deliver an
enhanced legislative framework for dealing with owner occupiers who do not comply with
their obligations. HIE agrees that owner occupiers should not be outside the regulatory
control of the Crofters Commission and further agrees that in addition to absenteeism,
neglect is a significant issue.
b) Neglect and absenteeism
Positive action to free up neglected crofts and those controlled by absentees is perhaps
the most significant contribution the Bill can make to the sustainable development and
regeneration of rural communities in the crofting counties. HIE however wishes it to be
recognised that neglect, absenteeism and ‘free market’ issues also pertain to crofts that
are tenanted.
HIE believes that measures to address absenteeism and neglect should therefore apply
to croft tenants as well as owner occupiers. A combination of more robust regulatory
control to maintain a strong link between residence and proper use of croft land, and the
subsequent availability of more crofts, should have a damping down effect on the
perceived ‘free market’ in croft purchases and assignations.
HIE acknowledges the progress the Crofters Commission’s Absentee Initiative has made
to help free up croft land. It has been implemented sensitively in a manner appropriate to
the needs of local areas. HIE believes there could be merit in extending this initiative to
include issues of neglect. Its application should be tailored to accommodate differing
needs of crofting communities.
c) Proper Occupier
HIE believes that the issue is less to do with ownership and more to do with proper use
of the croft. A ‘proper occupier’ should essentially have the same status and be subject
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to the same regulatory control as a ‘tenant’. Owner occupiers and tenants that do not
comply with the proper use requirements of the Bill should both be exposed to re-letting
proposals.
HIE favours the proposals suggested by Crofting Legislation Reform Group in 1998, that
all crofters (owner occupiers and tenants) should be subject to statutory conditions of
occupancy or tenancy. The conditions should essentially be the same, though tenants
will have additional requirements regarding their obligations to their landlord. The breach
by a tenant of any of the conditions of tenancy could allow the Commission to re-let the
tenancy, as would the breach by an owner occupier.
d) Robust regulatory control
To be effective any regulatory proposal must be effectively implemented. The ‘proper
occupier’ proposal appears to rely on third party complaints to the Commission or
concerns that its provisions are not being met. If the Commission investigates and
concludes that this is the case, the Commission will then decide whether or not to
withdraw the ‘proper occupier’ status. Withdrawing this status only exposes the owner
occupier to the possibility of a re-let. HIE believes that the Commission should be
compelled to withdraw ‘proper occupier’ status when a breach is proven, and it should
then be standard policy to take steps to re-let the tenancy. The Commission could
however use their discretionary powers not to offer the tenancy for re-let, should they be
able to provide a sound reason for doing so.
e) Specific comments on the concept of ‘Proper Occupier’
Notwithstanding the above remarks, HIE would wish to offer the following comments
regarding the ‘proper occupier’ proposals:
í Awarded by merit: The status should be earned rather than being applied
automatically. In particular it is not equitable for an incoming purchaser to take on the
status (i.e. ‘proper occupier’ or non-‘proper occupier’) of the seller. HIE would be
concerned that owner occupiers who do not comply with the regulations would retain
the protection of ‘proper occupier’ status unless their position is challenged. It is likely
that challenges will be the exception rather than the rule, and if so the anomaly
would be that ‘proper occupier’ provisions could shelter non-compliant owner
occupiers from regulation.
í “Purposeful Use”: This term does not appear to be defined in the draft Bill. If taken to
the extreme as a nature conservation definition, it could be interpreted as being
legitimate to do nothing.
SUBMISSION FROM SUSAN LAMONT
1. I fully agree with the idea that some control should be exercised over the market in
crofts and croft tenancies but see some problems with the proposals. In Tiree many
crofters including my husband make their living entirely from crofting, there are not many
well paid jobs which would allow people to keep just a few cows or sheep as a part time
exercise. As a consequence the majority of crofting businesses definitely have an
interest in more than four crofts. If the proposals go ahead then all these people will risk
having proper occupier status withdrawn. Is this what is wanted - to turn crofting in Tiree
upside down? I should have thought that Tiree was one of the last stromgholds of
crofting as a culture and should be left alone.
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2. What happens if proper occupier status is withdrawn? The consequences are not at
all clear in the explanatory paper.
3. The idea that the Commission should have discretion as to whether or not to withdraw
the status leaves the whole idea very woolly. The Commission is not well known for
enforcing the current legislation- will this be any different.
I could comment further but due to the deadline will not.
SUBMISSION FROM LAW SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND
The Rural Affairs Committee (“the Committee”) welcomes the opportunity of considering
the Crofting Reform etc (Scotland) Bill : “Proper Occupier” consultation and has the
following comments to make:Multiple Owners
The Committee have discussed the implications of the ruling in McDonald –v- Whitbread
1991 SLCR 23. The Whitbread case concerned section 13(1) of the Crofting (Scotland)
Act 1993 in which a crofter applying to buy his croft can nominate another person as the
new owner which bypasses the landlord’s entitlement to “claw back” any of the value
realised. Whereas, if the crofter take title in his own name and sells the croft within five
years of purchasing it, the original landlord is entitled to half the difference between the
price the croft is sold for and the price the crofter paid when he became an
owner/occupier.
Under this principle a number of purchasers have bought crofts in nominated names. In
most cases the original crofter is still the natural occupier even though the title has been
taken in the name other than his own. He remains the tenant. However if title is taken in
the joint names of the crofter and his spouse, as frequently happens, the tenancy falls.
The proposed provisions do not make allowance for such cases of multiple occupancy.
The proper occupier provisions in the bill provide that any natural person who at the date
of commencement of the bill owns a croft which was purchased by that person as the
tenant of the croft, or who is the successor in title to a croft so purchased, will start out
as a proper occupier, provided that the registers within a month with the Crofters
Commission. There is no provision for joint owners.
In cases of the crofter being a joint owner with another: who is entitled to be the proper
occupier? These situations would in effect give rise to hybrid status in which there would
be neither a proper occupier nor a crofting tenant.
The Committee suggests that the Commission allows a six month period in which the
natural person/owners may appoint one or other as the proper occupier. If this did not
happen the croft would in effect be vacant and the Commission would be in a position to
re-let. This might be unjust to the multiple occupants.
Specific proposed amendments on the “proper occupier” status
23A – Proper occupiers other than by application
23A (6) - The Committee suggests that “comprises” should be replaced with “includes”.
In the current draft this sub-section refers to “where the estate of a deceased person
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comprises a croft…” The deceased’s estate may comprise of more assets than a croft
and therefore “includes” should be used.
23A (8) – The Committee believe one month is an unrealistic timescale. Secondly, the
Committee would ask what sort of education process or notification will be in place to
alert such crofters to this requirement. Thirdly, The Committee is concerned that the
administration of this process will have significant resource implications in view of the
numbers of owner occupied crofts.
23A (9) – The Committee are concerned that this method of recording does not have
permanancy (which is required). Furthermore, there would be potential difficulties with
identifying the maker of the recording etc. The Committee suggests using the format in
23B(17) which states that (an objection) “is to be treated as made in writing where it is –
(a) transmitted by electronic means; (b) received in legible form; and (c) capable of being
used for subsequent reference” is all that is required.
23B – Proper occupiers by application
23B (3) – The Committee believes the term “public notification” should be clarified. What
is required should be specified.
23B (4) – “…any member of the crofting community in the locality of the croft”. This
refers to potential objections to proper occupier status being granted. The Committee
believes that this is drafted too loosely and that the provisions should define what
amounts to the locality of the croft. It is suggested that a phrase such as: “any member
of the crofting community of which the croft forms part” is used.
23B (5) –The Committee believes that this sub-section is unnecessary and in any event
contradicts sub-section (4) which follows the usual drafting in relation to a time limit.
23B 6(a) – this provision requires the Commission to intervene in a case where they
have received objections by virtue of (4) which they do not consider to be “frivolous,
vexatious or unreasonable”. The Committee is concerned that this sub-section does not
state clearly the grounds on which the Committee can intervene and refuse an
application following an objection, except by implication. It is suggested that (a) and (b)
could be combined requiring that the Commission would have to consider any objection
alleging any of the matters set out in (9).
23B (9) – the Committee are concerned with some of the conditions under which the
Commission may intervene when it appears to them necessary. In particular (9)(g)
provides for intervention when “the croft is being misused or neglected”. This is a loose
provision and it may well be argued that is in conflict with (10)(a) and (b) in which the
applicant, for the purpose of conserving either the natural beauty of the locality of the
croft; or the flora and fauna of that locality, engages in or refrains from an activity and his
actions therefore do not give rise to contravention of any of the conditions.
23B (9)(k) – the condition “that fixed equipment necessary to enable the croft to be
cultivated is not provided on the croft (is grounds for intervention)” is, in the view of the
Committee, inappropriate.
23B (11)(b)(i) – the Committee suggest deleting the following: “of their intention to
intervene”. This is unnecessary. This sub-section would then read “notify the persons
mentioned, stating their reasons for intervention”.
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23B (14) – the Committee disagrees with a provision which allows Scottish Ministers
broad ranging powers to amend by Statutory Instrument such provisions as those in 23B
(9). It should be deleted.
Vacant Crofts
The Committee believes that, where there is no tenant or proper occupier on the croft,
the croft is designated vacant and should be re-let. This should be stated clearly in the
provisions.
Problems with Sales/Assignations of a croft
The Committee believes there are problems associated with assigning a croft tenancy.
Currently, to protect both parties their respective solicitors require the whole cost of the
croft to be put on deposit while the Crofters Commission considers the relevant papers.
This can amount to a substantial sum (for example £70,000) and can take a
considerable amount of time. However, this requirement significantly acts to deter many
potential purchasers of crofts as it amounts to a severe financial burden. The difficulties
of such procedures to assign crofts have not been addressed by the current bill. Similar
procedures will be required for the purchase of owner occupied crofts; the purchaser will
wish to be recognised as the proper occupier but cannot be so until he owns the croft. In
the average case a purchaser will only wish to proceed if he is recognised as the proper
occupier. As the draft clauses are framed he will have to rescind title; the money will be
deposited in joint names pending the Commissioner’s decision and if he is not
recognised as the proper occupier the ground will have to be conveyed back and the
original owner will have to re-apply for recognition as proper occupier.
The Committee suggests that one solution to the current assignation problems and the
potential problems for purchasers of owner occupied crofts of time and cost would be to
provide that if the Commission does not make a decision within a reasonable time-frame
the transfer (recognition) would be taken to be approved. Also, it is essential that
provision be made to permit a prospective proper occupier to apply for recognition as
such to avoid the chaotic situation outlined above.
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SUBMISSION FROM DUNCAN MACINNES
My comments are as follows.
In general I’m happy with the proposal except for the following:
1. As long as the owner occupier doesn't have conditions laid on him which the
crofting tenant escapes.
2. The 16 kilometre rule is a bit outdated with modern transport. Most crofters have
some kind of a job and a crofter could easily have a job 25 miles away which
requires him to live there for an extended period. It would be easier for him to live
closer to his job, and cultivate the croft at weekends and occasional evenings. I
think the original 16k was about what would have been a half-hour journey, so
think this should be extended.
3. "that not every part of the croft either is being cultivated or put to such use"
I feel this is onerous, as many crofts have large areas of bog so should be
changed to "that not every part of the croft capable of such either is being cultivated or put to
such use"
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4. “that fixed equipment necessary to enable the croft to be cultivated is not
provided on the croft"
should be "that some equipment necessary to enable the croft to be cultivated is not
provided on the croft"
as some equipment such as tractors etc is only available from a machine pool.
SUBMISSION FROM JAMES MACPHERSON
I am the Crofters Commission Assessor for the Parish of Wick in the county of
Caithness.
The major problem affecting grass roots crofting is the increasing questioning of the
relevance of the Crofters Commission to those actively working croft land, be they
crofters or owner occupiers.
I am aware that the ‘proper occupier’ proposal does not stem from the Crofters
Commission but the implementation of the proposal will reflect on the Commission.
Problems of croft use by owner occupiers can be addressed under the existing 1993
Act.
By exercising discretion under the existing provision the Crofters Commission has over
time created a plateau of tolerance such that the reasonable expectation is, not
withstanding a very small number of cases, the Commission will not ask for letting
proposals.
Guidance to owner occupiers as to what would constitute acceptable use of croft land is
available in the 1993 Act at Schedule 2 THE STATUTORY CONDITIONS.
A significant number of croft titles are now in the name of husband and wife. They are
working crofts to the extent that some may be considered a model croft. Where does the
proposal that a ‘proper occupier’ is to be a natural person leave them?
The ‘proper occupier’ proposal will burden the Crofters Commission with expensive
administrative procedures and with a limited budget, that money could be put to better
use elsewhere.
The Commission must administer the granting of ‘proper occupier’ status at a cost.
On failure to achieve ‘proper occupier’ status the owner can appeal to the Land Court,
either with representation or as a party applicant. A cost to the Commission as even if
successful only judicial expenses will be awarded.
The Commission must police the “proper occupier’s” status at a cost.
If the Commission decides to take action to divest a ‘proper occupier’ of that status,
more cost and another possible appeal to the Land Court.
Once the ‘proper occupier’ has been divested of that status the Commission may ask the
now owner/occupier for letting proposals under the existing provisions which will be
carried over to the new Act
So the ‘proper occupier’ proposals take the Crofters Commission on a costly exercise to
get back to the starting position under the present 1993 Act.
An ECHR argument is a red herring.
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Article 8. In short : individuals are entitled to respect for private life, family life and
home. This is not an absolute right but is proportionate to the balance between the
individual and the community as a whole. One option to satisfy this balance is the
owner occupier retains the croft house and garden ground with a tenant – crofter –
coming in to a bare land croft and having access to the Croft Housing Grant
Scheme.
Article 1, Protocol 1 : ‘’. . .shall not, however, in any way impair the right of a State to
enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance
with the general interest . . . ‘’. The owner who lets the croft at the instance of the
Crofters Commission is not deprived of the property and if it was deemed that he was
deprived of the property then he receives compensation by way of rent.
A prudent, knowledgeable, willing and able purchaser of a holding in the former crofting
counties will, at the stage of exchanging missives, have ascertained the status of the
holding to his satisfaction.
Other purchasers are very much caveat emptor.
So a purchaser of a croft acquires it on the clear understanding that they work it or let it.
There is no need to burden crofting and the Crofters Commission with the time
consuming and expensive ‘proper occupier’ proposal.
SUBMISSION FROM NFUS TIREE
Just sending this to highlight our deep concern at the Proper Occupier proposal. This
would allow the Crofters commission to intervene where a crofter has an interest in more
than four crofts. Most of the Crofting businesses in Tiree will have an interest in more
than four crofts.(and If the Crofters Commission tells you otherwise don't believe a word
of it). Many crofters here make their entire living from crofting and for others the crofting
is the major part of it. Any restriction on the number of crofts used by an individual or
his/her family could have disastrous consequences here. There are not enough paid
jobs here to allow people to survive with 5 hectares and two or three cows or twenty
sheep. The idea of this rule is ridiculous in any case given that crofts in Tiree alone vary
from approximately three hectares to over eighty hectares. In other parts of the country
they are hundreds of hectares.
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH NATURAL HERITAGE
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the additional proposals for a
‘proper occupier’ amendment.
We support the overall aim of ensuring that crofts are in the hands of people who want
to manage the land, so discouraging ‘absenteeism’ and, in particular, the use of croft
land for speculative building. Our earlier evidence expressed concern (which has also
been strongly voiced by others) about risks to the natural heritage from building
development on owner-occupied croft land. Indeed, this is one aspect of a wider issue
about how to ensure that owner-occupied land is managed in such a way that it
continues to give rise to the environmental benefits we associate with it.
The broad policy aim should be that small-scale business development can be
sympathetically located alongside croft houses connected with agricultural land, and that
this land should continue to be managed in a sustainable manner. We are aware this is
an issue that that has raised significant concern amongst crofters, as illustrated by the
often-quoted Taynuilt case.
The proposed amendment relating to ‘proper occupier’ status, while it will not directly
constrain the amount or type of housing that may be developed on croft land, would
ensure that the land associated with any new housing (or any other croft land purchased
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by its occupier) is managed to the same requirements as apply to tenanted crofts. We
would therefore support it.
We believe it is the function of the planning system, however, to ensure that housing
development only takes place in suitable locations, and to discourage the proliferation of
ad hoc developments that could adversely affect the character of the crofting landscape.
The early engagement in the drafting of local plans by crofters, crofting communities and
the Crofters Commission can secure policies that allow the essential (and unique) mixed
use of croft land for residential, agricultural and small business purposes.
If it is possible to ensure the dispersing and mixing of the use of croft land through the
complementary action of planning controls and the crofting legislation, we believe the
wholesale loss of crofts to single land uses or to inappropriate housing projects can be
substantially avoided.
Under the obligations that will be placed upon a proper occupier it is important to
maintain the same scope as in the statutory conditions (section 11 subsection (1)(b) of
the Bill, and section 12 amending section 5 of the 1993 Act) for conservation activity to
take place. In this regard, we are satisfied that the requirements of the proposed section
23C (2) and the circumstances in which the Crofters Commission must or may ‘intervene
as respects the application’ for proper owner status (23B (10)) will provide for this. We
have already commented on what believe should and should not constitute the
requirement for ‘cultivation’ (the proposed subsections 23B (9)(j) and (18) et seq.) in
relation to the statutory conditions of a tenancy, and the same considerations should
apply in this case.
SUBMISSION FROM SHETLAND ISLANDS COUNCIL
1.

Summary

Shetland Islands Council remains committed to using crofting and the forthcoming
Crofting Reform Bill as a basis for rural development, and welcomes the opportunity to
consider in further detail the Proper Occupier proposal.
With specific reference to issues pertaining to Shetland itself, there are two key points of
particular note that should be recognised at this stage:
•
•
2.
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Provision of parity for crofters
The concept of responsibility
Provision of parity for crofters

•

Shetland Islands Council welcomes the proposed creation of Proper Occupier
status, provided this is used as a tool to address the situation of inequality of
status between croft tenants and those of owner occupier status.

•

38% of all crofts in Shetland are owned, and as such this means that nearly 40%
of Shetland’s crofters are disadvantaged under current legislation, whereby they
are made a legal convenience as “landlords of vacant crofts”. This would appear
to be an unforeseen consequence of previous legislation when the right to buy
was introduced, working on the assumption that all crofters are tenants.
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•

Disadvantage takes the practical form of exclusion from CBGLS (building grants)
and CCAGS (agricultural grants). Tenants applying for grants are not subject to
means testing – owner occupiers however are. This offends natural justice,
insofar as all crofting land is equal in the eyes of the Crofters Commission.
Exclusion from access to these grants will have undoubtedly contributed towards
emigration from Shetland’s rural areas over the years, and is completely at odds
with the sort of positive economic and social outcomes the Crofters Commission
and Shetland Islands Council would wish to see in Shetland’s rural areas.

•

The inclusion of owner occupiers in the Proper Occupier status should bring with
it equal rights to those enjoyed by tenant crofters.

•

We recognise that the fundamental rights under law of tenants and owner
occupiers are broadly unaffected by the Proper Occupier categorisation, provided
that it has as its main function the making of crofters equal under regulation.

3.

The concept of responsibility
•

Within a regulated system, all crofting land shares a common nature, whether it
be tenanted or owned; it is, at the end of the day, still croft land. As such,
Shetland Islands Council welcomes the recognition that a Proper Occupier has a
responsibility to manage their croft in a sustainable manner that meets the good
agricultural and environmental standard.

•

Implementation of the Proper Occupier status should not cause undue upheaval
amongst current owner occupiers, as essentially we do not consider most, if any
owner occupiers will have bought their crofts with the idea of escaping from
regulation in the first place.
SUBMISSION FROM JOHN TOAL

I write in response to the Committee’s request for further comment on the Crofting
Reform etc Bill, particularly in relation to the concept of Proper Occupier. As I made
comment last year to the Scottish Executive on the draft Crofter Reform Bill I feel it
relevant that I should also do so on this aspect. I preface my remarks by noting that most
of the items I raised concerns about have arisen in the subsequent evidence meetings. I
also suggested that there had been a paucity of consultation and debate within crofting
and crofting communities and feel that this has been borne out by the subsequent
criticism of the Bill. In particular, that it fails to address serious issues in the current
crofting system.
On the other hand, it has also been argued that the Bill presents new opportunities for
crofting. This is undoubtedly true, but this should not be used to gloss over some of the
major issues that have arisen. It is in that context that the Proper Occupier proposal has
to be considered. It is indicated in Paragraph 6 that the points of concern are centred on
2 related issues. These are the purchase of crofts at market prices and the use of croft
purchase to avoid the requirements of crofting regulation. The latter reason is, at the
very least, a misconception, as the purchase of a croft does not remove it from crofting
regulation. If it is felt that the introduction of a term such as proper occupier, and the
definition contained there in helps to clarify the issue and to provide an understood
framework for croft owners, that would be useful. However, it is surely fanciful to believe
that this step alone will resolve all the major issues raised. Although 2 related issues are
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acknowledged, it is inaccurate to state that all issues are centred on these. The price
and control of the assignation of croft tenancies and the lack of control over decrofting,
for instance, are two other issues about which there has been significant concern.
The Proper Occupier concept could be viewed as merely relating to some of the issues
arising from the individual crofting right to buy. Paragraph 7 sets out relatively partisan
reasons why the right to buy should not be altered. It includes the suggestions that its
removal would give landlords a great deal of power over croft tenants. Is this really the
case? In the vast majority of cases, with the exception of the statutory right to buy the
site of the croft house and the garden ground, the right to buy makes little difference to
the general operation of the crofting system. While the right to buy has perceived
benefits for raising funding, it would be wrong to conclude that most crofts have been
purchased for this purpose. What have been omitted from the equation and from any
balanced presentation are the other factors resulting from the right to buy. These include
the purchase for onward sale, inflated prices, decrofting and asset stripping from croft
land. Undoubtedly, this has benefited individual owners, both occupiers and absentees,
but it has not been generally to the benefit of crofting communities. In fact, it has caused
long-term social and economic harm in crofting communities. The very consequences
that the defence of the right to buy set out in paragraph 7 claims to be trying to avoid.
The paper subsequently goes on to accept that it is impossible to control the price of
croft assignations and croft purchases. It suggests that the only solution is to make
ownership less attractive to potential owners in a rather complex fashion. That appears
to be slightly anomalous to the indication at the beginning of paragraph 6 that part of the
pressure for change is to “protect the position of croft owner occupiers.” However, even
if this were to have a bearing on croft sales and subsequent occupation it does not
address the issue of the cost of croft assignations.
Perhaps the major issue concerning crofting today is the difficulty that a younger
generation within the Highlands and Islands have in accessing crofts, unless through
family connections. It is difficult to see how the Proper Occupier concept is going to have
any real bearing on this. It is possible that if a significant number of new crofts are to be
created by means of this Bill that this could make a difference. However, it really
depends where this is to be done, and ironically it only appears possible with the
forfeiture of the individual right to buy. According to the rationale of the right to buy
contained in this paper, however, that “would cause long term social and economic harm
to these areas.” Perhaps, that argument only applies within the existing pool of crofts.
There is a need to look more fully at the situation within crofting as a whole, not just
within the very limited confines of what the Proper Occupier status might deliver. From
the perspective set out in paragraph 8 – that it is impossible to control the price paid for
croft tenancies or crofts one might conclude that some of the big issues surrounding
crofting are insoluble. However, it is noted that in recent times Local Authorities have
withdrawn the right to buy council houses for a period of time in certain areas, and the
Cairngorms National Park Authority is examining the possibility of residency criteria for
new build houses. These are seen as necessary means of addressing major issues
arising for communities. In a similar vein this should not be beyond crofting legislation.
This Bill has been set in the context of delivering land reform in Scotland. This has lead
to significant developments for community ownership through assisted purchases of
considerable areas of privately owned estate land. Along side the other reforms being
proposed for crofting would it not be possible to look at some appropriate financial
borrowing arrangement that would allow individuals within an essential residency criteria
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to purchase croft tenancies? This could be done through a proper valuation procedure,
similar in many respects to that undertaken in community land buy-outs. The Crofter
Housing Scheme, which has done much to transform the standard of housing in crofting
areas, was initially set up through beneficial borrowing arrangements in the early 20th
century. The problem then was the lack of capital for housing. Today the lack of capital
is for the land.
The value and benefits of the crofting system have been clearly articulated over the past
few months by both the proponents and the opponents of this Bill. As has been stated,
the Bill has valuable elements. Where it is perceived as deficient is in not addressing
some of the major issues affecting crofting. The Proper Occupier concept has the
appearance of an eleventh hour attempt to partially address this. However, it appears
insufficient, and given the significant value and expectation placed upon crofting,
exemplified by the fact that there is a desire to expand and extend the system, it
deserves and requires legislation that makes it fully fit for the 21st century.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
This questionnaire is being sent to those organisations that have an interest in, or which
may be affected by, the Financial Memorandum for the Crofting Reform etc. Bill. In addition
to the questions below, please add any other comments you may have which would assist
the Committee’s scrutiny.
Consultation
1. Did you take part in the consultation exercise for the Bill, if applicable, and if so did
you comment on the financial assumptions made?
2. Do you believe your comments on the financial assumptions have been accurately
reflected in the Financial Memorandum?
3. Did you have sufficient time to contribute to the consultation exercise?
Costs
4. If the Bill has any financial implications for your organisation, do you believe that
these have been accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum? If not, please
provide details.
5. Are you content that your organisation can meet the financial costs associated with
the Bill? If not, how do you think these costs should be met?
6. Does the Financial Memorandum accurately reflect the margins of uncertainty
associated with the estimates and the timescales over which such costs would be
expected to arise?
Wider Issues
7. If the Bill is part of a wider policy initiative, do you believe that these associated costs
are accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?
8. Do you believe that there may be future costs associated with the Bill, for example
through subordinate legislation or more developed guidance? If so, is it possible to
quantify these costs?

LETTER FROM THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE TO THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
Thank you for your letter of 17 March requesting further information on the financial issues
in the Crofting Reform etc. Bill and respond to your queries as follows:
Basis for the decision to make the Crofters Commission an NDPB?
In October 1999 a Steering Group was set up to undertake a Policy and Financial
Management Review of the Crofters Commission. Its membership included representatives
from the Scottish Executive Environment and Rural Affairs Department (SEERAD), The
Crofters Commission and Highland and Islands Enterprise (HIE). A public consultation
exercise seeking views on the recommendations made by the Group was also undertaken.
This showed overwhelming support for the Commission to retain all of its functions and
receive full NDPB status.
Was this considered to be the most cost effective option?
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It was accepted that this was the most expensive option, but given the overwhelming public
support for the Commission to retain all its functions and receive full NDPB status, Ministers
considered that it was the best one. However it gives much greater accountability than the
present arrangement and gives responsibility for managing funds to the Commission and
can be expected to deliver overall improvements in cost effectiveness.
Alternative approaches considered?
The Steering Group considered the following options:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Abolition of the Commission (rejected).
Privatisation of the Commission (rejected).
Contracting Out collectively of all of the Commission’s functions to the private sector
(rejected).
Market testing of individual functions - whether any of the functions were individually
suitable for contracting out to the private sector (rejected).
Transfer of functions to other public providers e.g. local authorities, SEERAD,
another NDPB (transfer of the advisory function to SEERAD was considered to be
slightly more attractive than the status quo; transfer of the development function to
HIE and LECs was highly preferable to the status quo - but this was rejected in the
public consultation. Other options for transfer were rejected).
Agency status (considered further).
Full NDPB status (considered further).
Status Quo (identified as flawed but not totally impractical. Used as the benchmark
against which the other options were measured).

Following consideration by the Group and a public consultation on the recommendations of
the Group, it was decided that full NDPB status, with the new body retaining all the
functions that the Commission currently has, was the best option.
Cost of these alternatives?
A cost comparison between Agency status and the proposed full NDPB status using the
status quo as a benchmark was undertaken in December 1999. The results showed that the
additional costs would be £145,000 for Agency status and £285,000 for full NDPB status.
The main additional costs of full NDPB status as compared with the present arrangements
will lie in the provision of enhanced in house financial control arrangements and in the
provision of HR functions within the organisation. There would also be one off costs
associated with the acquisition of software to support these functions.
The cost implications would be the similar but slightly less if agency status had been chosen
as the future regime but in that case there would have been a substantial saving on the cost
of the board. The cost of the current Board is just over £100,000 per annum.
These costings were carried out in 1999 but NDPB status is still considered to be the best
option. There is currently an initiative within the Scottish Executive Environment and Rural
Affairs Department called ‘On the Ground’ which aims to encouraging Public Bodies and
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Agencies to share resources. This may result in the extra costs of NDPB option being
proportionately less than originally anticipated.
I hope this information further assists the Committee in their consideration of the Bill.
MIKE WATSON
Crofting Reform etc. Bill Manager
SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH LAND COURT
I refer to [your] letter to me dated 14 March and would answer the questions detailed in the
questionnaire as follows:1. Yes and we commented on the financial assumptions made.
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. Yes. The implications are accurately reflected.
5. Yes but there may have to be a small increase in our budgets for the coming years. It
is, at this stage, impossible to predict that increase as we have only an estimate of
the number of cases which will come before the Court.
6. Yes
7. Yes
8. No.
K H R Graham
Principal Clerk
Scottish Land Court
th

27 April 2006

SCOTTISH LEGAL AID BOARD
RESPONSE TO FINANCIAL MEMORANDUM QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Did you take part in the consultation exercise for the Bill, if applicable, and if
so did you comment on the financial assumptions made?
We were not consulted on the Bill or the contents of the Financial Memorandum.
2. Do you believe your comments on the financial assumptions have been
accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?
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N/a
3. Did you have sufficient time to contribute to the consultation exercise?
N/a
4. If the Bill has any financial implications for your organisation, do you believe
that these have been accurately reflected in the Financial memorandum? If
not, please provide details.
The figures used in the Financial Memorandum for civil legal aid are the average
case costs figures for Sheriff Court and Court of Session Cases. We receive very
few applications for legal aid for the Scottish Land Court. The figures used for advice
and assistance are the average figures for a civil advice and assistance case. It is
not anticipated that there will be any great increase in expenditure in either of these
aid types.
5. Are you content that your organisation can meet the financial costs associated
with the Bill? If not, how do you think these costs should be met?
As the Legal Aid Fund is not cash limited, any increase in legal aid costs will be
provided by the Scottish Executive.
There will be no additional administrative costs for the Scottish Legal Aid Board
arising from the additional civil legal aid or advice and assistance applications.
6. Does the Financial Memorandum accurately reflect the margins of uncertainty
associated with the estimates and the timescales over which such costs would
be expected to arise?
The effect on the Legal Aid Fund is dependent on the number of applications. The
estimates used are reasonable.
7. If the Bill is part of a wider policy initiative, do you believe that these
associated costs are accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?
Not applicable.
8. Do you believe that there may be future costs associated with the Bill, for
example through subordinate legislation or more developed guidance? If so, is
it possible to quantify these costs?
Not known.
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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH RURAL PROPERTY AND BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION ON THE FINANCIAL MEMORANDUM TO THE CROFTING REFORM ETC
(SCOTLAND) BILL
Questionnaire
This questionnaire is being sent to those organisations that have an interest in, or which
may be affected by, the Financial Memorandum for the Crofting Reform etc. Bill. In addition
to the questions below, please add any other comments you may have which would assist
the Committee’s scrutiny.
Consultation
1. Did you take part in the consultation exercise for the Bill, if applicable, and if so did
you comment on the financial assumptions made?
Yes to both.
2. Do you believe your comments on the financial assumptions have been accurately
reflected in the Financial Memorandum?
Our comments on the cost implications of mapping crofts, compensation for
loss of property rights and sporting rights in the event of crofter forestry
schemes and setting of rents after division have not been reflected in the
Financial Memorandum.
Conversion of small landholdings into crofts was not contemplated in the
consultation and so no comment was made at that time about the financial
consequences.
3. Did you have sufficient time to contribute to the consultation exercise?
Yes
Costs
4. If the Bill has any financial implications for your organisation, do you believe that
these have been accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum? If not, please
provide details.
The compensation provisions for conversion of small landholdings to crofts
are inadequate and for example do not take any account of loss of residual
value of estates.
The provisions for creation of accesses to crofts make no reference to
responsibility upon the crofters having benefit of the access to share costs of
upkeep and maintenance.
The Financial Memorandum states “The requirement in the Bill for Landlords
to produce and accurate map-based plan…will impose a cost for the
preparation of the plan”. We cannot find where this requirement for the
landlord to bear the cost is stated in the Bill. Section 8 simply confers on the
Commission to power to require maps to be produced. We would appreciate
clarification of the policy intention. To require the cost of maps to be borne
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solely by the landlord is disproportionate when annual rents are invariably
very low (commonly £5 or £8 per annum).
5. Are you content that your organisation can meet the financial costs associated with
the Bill? If not, how do you think these costs should be met?
Mapping costs should not be borne by landlords. On a cost/benefit analysis
this is disproportionate unless rental income and compensation on exercise of
right to buy were both increased substantially. The crofter or the crofters’
Commission should incur the costs.
6. Does the Financial Memorandum accurately reflect the margins of uncertainty
associated with the estimates and the timescales over which such costs would be
expected to arise?
Estimates of legal fees do not reflect the variety and complexities (and
therefore costs0 of cases taken to the land Court, nor the costs incurred in
cases which never get to court.
Wider Issues
7. If the Bill is part of a wider policy initiative, do you believe that these associated costs
are accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?
The costs to crofting estates of fragmentation through the individual right to
by and the use of the nominee purchase “loophole” are not reflected. The
wider (including non-economic) costs to the crofting communities of the loss
of traditional crofting are also not reflected.
8. Do you believe that there may be future costs associated with the Bill, for example
through subordinate legislation or more developed guidance? If so, is it possible to
quantify these costs?
Crofting legislation is complex and the various crofting Acts should be
consolidated into one document. This would involve a cost for the Scottish
Executive, but a saving for all those professionals and others who must work
with the legislation.
Subordinate legislation will be required for a number of purposes set out in the
Delegated Powers Memorandum. In particular, if the Bill persists with
provisions to allow Scottish Ministers to designate new crofting areas, full
consultation must precede any such action. This will involve some additional
costs.
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FURTHER SUBMISSION FROM SIMON FRASER
SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 23

This section evisages that a landlord could grant access over (effectively –
though it does not say this another croft, common grazing or non-croft land) to a
crofter where reasonable. An adjoining crofter could block this possibility by
buying his croft. Accordingly I suggest it should be amended to read as
highlighted below.
53B Access to croft
(1) Where a crofter considers that—
(a) he requires access from a public road to his croft; and
(b) it would be reasonable for such access to be taken by a route lying
wholly over land owned by his landlord or over land being part of a croft formerly
owned by his landlord or by his landlord’s predecessors in title,
the crofter may make application to the Land Court for an order under
subsection (2) below.
(2) On an application under subsection (1) above, the Land Court shall make
such
order as it considers appropriate in all the circumstances, and the order may in
particular make provision—
(a) specifying an access route from the public road to the croft lying wholly
over land owned by the landlord or over land being part of a croft formerly owned
by his landlord or by his landlord’s predecessors in title;
(b) as to the arrangements under which the crofter may carry out works to
construct or improve a road over the access route;
(c) as to the conditions subject to which access may be exercised, including
conditions as to what types of vehicle may be taken along the access
route;
(d) requiring the crofter to indemnify either
(i) the landlord in respect of any claim for
compensation made against the landlord under paragraph 11 of Schedule 5
2 to this Act in consequence of works such as are described in paragraph
(b) above; or
(ii) the owner of the croft formerly owned by his landlord or by his landlord’s
predecessors in title as if the same were calculated by reference to paragraph 11
of Schedule 5
2 to this Act in consequence of works such as are described in paragraph
(b) above;
(e) requiring the crofter to make a payment to the landlord or owner of the croft
formerly owned by his landlord or by his landlord’s predecessors in title in respect
of
expenses incurred by the landlord in connection with matters which are
the subject of the application.
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(3) Any order under subsection (2) above shall have effect as if the matters for
which the order makes provision had been the subject of an agreement between
the crofter and the landlord or owner of the croft formerly owned by his landlord
or by his landlord’s predecessors in title.
(4) The right of a crofter to make application to the Land Court under subsection
(1) above shall be without prejudice to any other right which that crofter may
have in connection with access to his croft.”.
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SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM THE STORNOWAY TRUST ESTATE
The Trust recognises that the Bill proposes changes which can potentially improve the
existing legislation to the benefit of crofting and the crofting community.
Included in these changes are the following:x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Time limited resumption would afford crofters a continuing interest in the
development of croft land and the right to have it reinstated back to crofting
tenure once the development has come to an end.
The Crofters Commission given power to free up abandoned or neglected
crofts/apportionments through the termination of tenancies should encourage
more proactive land management and use.
Powers enabling the Land Court to provide suitable access to croft land is
welcomed. Where an access is granted over tenanted land the affected
tenant's rights need to be clarified.
Powers to determine long standing (20 years) boundaries welcomed
Family assignation of tenancies restricted to close relatives is welcomed though
assignations between the son/daughters of siblings (first cousins) could be
included.
Provision for the introduction of local panels and policies welcomed though work
needed to develop the delivery and working of the proposal
Rolling date of entry for tenancies welcomed
Removal of the originally proposed term tenancy loophole which was biased
towards owner occupiers is welcomed.
The ability to create new croft land is welcomed. When a croft is created
through subdivision a question arises regarding the landlord's right to seek
protection from a subsequent Right to Buy application from the tenant or future
successors.
Provision for re-organisation schemes welcomed though question of individual
tenant's rights arise particularly in relation to minority scheme reorganisation/development.

Areas which the Trust are cautious about include the make up and function of the
"new" Crofters Commission particularly in view of the strong criticism the Bill has
attracted on the issue.
Different parties may not share the same vision for crofting, thereby influencing their
perception of how the Crofters Commission should be appointed and how it should
function.
Crofting needs a strong Crofters Commission empowered to regulate and administer
crofting both efficiently and effectively. The Crofters Commission must gain the
support and confidence of those focused on the need to safeguard our crofting
heritage for it to attain the level of respect and authority the Scottish Land Court
enjoys throughout the crofting counties. Careful thought must be given to how its
members are appointed.
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The Trust welcomes the Bill's proposal to encourage the active use of croft land but
shares the concerns raised over the introduction of the term "purposeful use". There
are fears that without clearer definition the term could lead to purposeful abuse,
particularly by those wishing protection from regulation and in instances were "active
crofters" find themselves outnumbered by those unsympathetic to the views and

interests of those keen to preserve sustainable and environmentally friendly crofting
practices.
Without clear definition "purposeful use" may conflict with traditional forms of land
use.
The Trust is also concerned that the Bill does not address the growing interest
amongst tenants on community-owned estates in exercising the Right to Buy thereby
potentially undermining the rational for community ownership.
Invariably such interest arises from those pursued or feel threatened by the
Commission's absentee initiative or by those merely wishing to prevent the landowner
(community) from obtaining a share in any development value their croft may realise
in the future.
While it may not be possible to remove the Right to Buy, a forced sale at 15 times a
nominal rent has negative consequences which discourage the creation of new croft
land and deprives the community of an important source of investment income.
The Trust, having consistently promoted development within its area, feel that a
forced sale should only be a last resort option for tenants thereby leaving scope for
community landowners to negotiate with prospective tenants seeking to take Title to
their crofts.
The free market issue is also one that concerns the Trust. The conflict between the
outgoing tenant's right to market value compensation and young prospective crofters'
ability to compete in the market clearly threatens the future of crofting.
The situation may stem from the failure of a regulatory system which did not, and
does not, compel active land use by the tenant or his/her successors.
A retiring crofter fortunate enough to find a successor willing to continue the active
use of a croft should be rewarded for contributing to crofting during the life of the
tenancy. A tenant who has not contributed to crofting arguably should have access to
the open market restricted.
The introduction of a probationary period during which a prospective tenant could
demonstrate the active use of the croft could discourage inflated bids.
During the probationary period the "tenant" would enjoy all the privileges of a tenancy
other than the Right to Buy, except for the croft house site. If, by the end of the
probationary period, the tenant could not produce clear evidence of his positive
contribution to crofting, the tenancy would be declared vacant and passed to the
landowner for reletting proposals. The outgoing tenant's right to compensation would
be assessed on the agricultural value of the tenancy and any improvements thereon.
Crofts should be available to people wishing to croft and common pasture sites
identified to meet the demands of those wishing to settle in a crofting community.
The Trust supports the move to discourage or discontinue interposed leases but has
serious concerns over the remedy proposed in the Bill.
The ability for community landlords to buy back leases, albeit on the grounds of
community interest, will discourage investment on croft land except where outright
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purchase by the developer is an option. That goes completely against the crofting
interest and the fixed term resumption proposal which will allow crofters a continuing
interest in the land and the development thereon.
The obligation to map holdings and the preparation of a croft register should rest with
and be funded by the Commission.
The Family Assignation process works effectively and efficiently at present. With the
proposed tightening of the family definition being accepted, there is no need to
change the status quo.
The "proper occupier" term which has caused considerable confusion may be
unnecessary if other areas of the Bill ensure the active use of croft land. Without
appropriate definition "proper occupier" status could be abused to the detriment of
crofting.
The Trust feels that further thought should be given to the concept of "proper
occupier" before its inclusion in any Crofting legislation.
These are merely samples of many issues raised by the Bill. Some of which relate
more to the mundane joys of estate management often far removed from the headline
grabbing political interest the proposed Bill has so successfully attracted.
Iain M Maciver
Estate Factor
20 June 2006
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RESPONSE TO THE ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE STAGE 1 REPORT ON THE CROFTING REFORM ETC BILL
Introduction
1. Ministers acknowledge the Committee’s conclusions and welcome support for
proposals within the Bill.
2. In response to concerns raised in the Committee’s report the Executive will:
x
x
x
x

drop the sections of the Bill relating to the constitution, status and role of the
Crofters Commission
drop the sub-sections of the Bill referring to market value of a croft
drop the proper occupier proposals
instigate a wide-ranging Inquiry into crofting issues including the market for
crofts, and the status, role, functioning and powers of the Crofters Commission.

The Executive acknowledges that these proposals have not attracted consensus
support either in the Committee or in the wider crofting communities.
3. The Executive welcomes the fact that the following key proposals in the Bill were
supported by the Committee, and confirms that these proposals will go forward:
x on Interposed leases which would enable crofting communities to purchase these
leases as part of crofting community buy-outs.
x permitting the Crofters Commission to challenge neglect of a croft in place of the
landlord
x allowing the extension of crofting tenure outwith the crofting counties,
x enabling the creation of new crofts without a crofters right to buy that croft
x ensuring that the Register of Crofts will be accurate and comprehensive.
These provisions did attract particularly strong support and will be welcomed in a
number of communities. On Arran small-holders have shown strong interest in the
proposal to allow the extension of crofting tenure. On Gigha and Colonsay the
community development companies are seriously considering creating new crofts
using the provisions proposed in the Bill.
4. This Response addresses the Committee’s conclusions and recommendations under
the broad themes set out in the Stage 1 Report. It addresses the Report with changes to
the Bill and clarification or explanations where these have been requested by the
Committee.
Vision for the Crofting Reform Bill
The Committee acknowledged the widespread feeling that a vision for crofting has not been
developed and then used as the foundation for the Bill. The Committee considered that it
would have been preferable to engage crofting communities and other interests effectively
around that before proceeding to legislate.
5. The Bill was developed as part of the Land Reform agenda to implement the Land
Reform Policy Group’s objectives for crofting legislation. The vision for the Bill was
1
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set out in the White Paper on the Crofting Reform Bill. The proposed Inquiry will be
given a wide remit to examine crofting issues as well as look at the role and
functioning of the Crofters Commission. The Inquiry will be expected to consult and
engage proactively with crofting communities on their vision for crofting before
reaching conclusions.
Reform of the Crofters Commission
(Paragraphs 170-266)
The role and performance of the Crofters Commission was discussed at length during the
Stage 1 Inquiry and much criticism was directed at the Commission by witnesses.
6. The Commission was criticised for not using its powers. Some witnesses did not
understand the constraints of crofting law and blamed the Commission for failing to
use powers it did not have. However, it is clear from the Committee’s Report that
there is no consensus on the Commission’s role. Whether or not the Commission has
the right powers and enough powers needs to be considered further and the proposed
Inquiry will be expected consider these issues.
7. Amendments will be brought forward at Stage 2 which will withdraw sections 1, 2,
2A, 2B, 4, 8 and 9 of Part 1 of the Bill. All these sections relate to the Crofters
Commission constitution, status and how it functions and these issues will be
considered through the Inquiry.
8. This means that for the moment the Commission will not be empowered to develop
and operate different local policies. Power to impose charges for Commission
decisions and to require crofters to supply maps at their own expense will be
withdrawn. For the moment the Commission will be unable to create, develop or
operate its own grant schemes.
Register of Crofts
The Committee were astonished that an adequate register had not been produced despite it
being a statutory obligation on the Commission for over 50 years and it is essential that this
failure is now rectified.
9. The Commission is reliant on tenants and owner-occupiers to notify it of changes in
tenure and ownership, and such notifications are not always made. Therefore the
Commission does not always receive up-to-date information about the owners and
tenants of crofts. The 1993 Act provides no mechanism which enables the
Commission to require that this information is provided. The technology to maintain a
map based Register on an electronic format exists, but the statutory authority to do so
does not. The measures in sections 5 and 7 of the Bill are critical to improving the
Register since these sections create sanctions for failing to provide data that will
ensure that the Register can become complete and up to date.

2
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New Crofts
The Pressures on Crofting (Paragraphs 22-34)
The Committee acknowledged that market forces are having an unrestrained and damaging
effect on crofting and considered that the Executive must continue to consider ways to
dampen the market.
10. The introduction of the proper occupier proposals aimed to go some way to dampen
market forces and ensure that croft owners and prospective croft owners understood
that ownership of a croft carried obligations. We welcome the Committee’s
acknowledgement that these proposals are worthwhile, while recognising their
preference that a simpler approach could have been found through the legislation.
11. The Executive plans that the issues around market forces be considered by the
Inquiry.
Creation of new crofts by a landowner (Paragraphs 50-76)
The Committee welcomed the ability to create new crofts. They considered that there were a
number of concerns and practical details which need further consideration. These were:
x Provision of more clarity on how communities should develop their ideas
x The size of eligible holdings which could become crofts
x The status of small landholdings
x The effect of converting small landholdings into crofts would have on the
tenanted agricultural sector
x Interaction with the community right to
x How new crofts were to be allocated
x Lending to crofters.
12. The Executive agrees with the Committee that guidance should be given to
communities and individuals that are contemplating seeking the designation of an area
outwith the crofting counties as an area in which crofting tenure should operate. After
the Bill is enacted secondary legislation will set out the procedures required to
provide clear guidance. This guidance will consider the interaction with the
community right buy.
13. The Crofters Commission keeps a record of people who have indicated that they wish
to acquire a croft. The list indicates expressed demand and it is impossible to
establish the real level of serious demand. Breaking down the data on an area basis
does not reveal how demand could be met by creation of new crofts. Many people on
the list are prepared to move to a new area to obtain a croft, and from past experience,
any proposal to create new crofts generates demand from near and far. The
Commission’s list is unlikely to drive the creation of new crofts. The main driver for
creating crofts is likely to be initiatives by land-owners. Community and public
sector land-owners are thought to be the most likely initiators of new crofts.
However, in recent years private landlords of crofting estates have shown a
willingness to re-organise croft land to create new crofts.
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14. The proposal for turning smallholdings into crofts was developed on the basis that this
opportunity should be available to tenants of smallholdings which were akin to crofts
in terms of size and value. The 30 hectare size limit is based on the normal
expectation as to the size of a croft. Small landholdings were originally created on the
same basis as crofts and were of similar size. The proposed limit in the Bill will
therefore exclude very few small landholdings. A new higher limit would create a
new and even more arbitrary cut off.
15. It would only be possible to bring the status of smallholders into line with crofting or
agricultural holdings legislation by alternative primary legislation – this is beyond the
scope of the Crofting Reform Bill. The proposals in the Bill are designed to enable
existing croft sized small landholdings to become crofts. It could prove difficult to
justify the cost of preparing further specific legislation for small landholders given
that it is currently possible for a landlord and a tenant to negotiate other arrangements.
Small landholder tenure is unlike crofting tenure and is not a burden on the land
which must carry forward to a new tenant.
16. There is no lower limit on the area of land which can be let as an agricultural holding
and there is land which has been let as smallholdings under this form of tenure across
Scotland. The difference between the respective rights to buy available to crofters
and agricultural tenants is not anomalous as it merely reflects the differences between
the forms of tenure.
17. We intend to monitor the situation regarding the effect that conversion of
smallholdings into crofts may have on the overall tenanted agricultural sector and will
continue to look to the existing industry led Tenant Farming Forum for advice and
information about developments within the tenanted sector of Scottish agriculture.
18. The selection of tenants for new crofts should be a matter for the organisation or
individual who creates these new crofts. Prescribed rules or criteria governing
selection of tenants would be a disincentive to the creation of new crofts. In the past
when new crofts have been created through re-organisation the Crofters Commission
has invariably been asked to advise and assist with the identification and selection of
tenants. This will continue to be possible in the future. After tenants for new crofts
have been selected any subsequent transfers will be in line with arrangements agreed
between the landlord and tenant, but the law in relation to Crofters Commission
consent will apply to these transfers as they do to any other transfer.
19. Government has made concerted efforts over the past many years to tackle the issue
of lending to crofters. However, it has become clear that lenders expect to be able to
recover the capital sums lent for house construction in the event of default by the
borrower. The way they choose to do this is to ensure that they can take possession of
the property and sell it on the open market.
20. The Executive agrees with the Committee’s desire for consultation on the areas to
which crofting tenure would be extended. The Executive is committed to consultation
and will consult on an order to designate an area in which crofting tenure is to
operate. Indeed on a matter such as this it is clearly in the interests of the Executive
that it should consult before bringing forward proposals for subordinate legislation. A
legislative requirement to consult creates unnecessary inflexibility and for this reason
4
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it remains the Executive’s view that insertion in the Bill of a requirement to consult
before making a draft order would be undesirable and unnecessary.
Reforming Regulation of Crofting
The Committee welcomed the desire to simplify crofting regulation and believed that the
complexity of the Bill as presented makes it extremely difficult to see how simplification is
achieved. An approach which would have presented a free-standing consolidated Bill would
have been preferable. The Committee also raised concerns about how the Commission would
use their powers to charge for regulatory functions. Other concerns were the definition of
purposeful use; action on neglect; managing land for conservation purposes and the
provision of support for active land management.
Simplification of crofting (Paragraphs 79-101)
21. The Executive notes the concern expressed by the Committee about the width of
subsection 58A(13) (new Section 5). However, to have provided all the criteria
applicable to deciding whether or not the Crofters Commission should intervene in a
particular regulatory matter would have made an extensive list. Such an approach
would also have limited the discretion of the Commission to consider the differing
circumstances and priorities of different crofting areas.There is a question over
whether it would be worthwhile creating an independent body and then fettering all its
discretion. The proposals in the Bill set out the fundamental principles of what should
trigger the Commission’s intervention.
22. Much of the slimmed down Bill is about how to get Crofters Commission approval or
consent for transactions between crofters or between crofters and landlords. This new
Section 5 sets out the approach to these decisions and this involves setting criteria
which trigger intervention in transactions and the identification of the factors that the
CC must consider. The other sections remaining in the slimmed down Bill and
relating to transactions are based on the approach set out in Section 5. This means that
removal of section 5 would be likely to be viewed as a wrecking amendment. .
23. The Executive welcomes the Committee’s particular support of certain aspects of the
Bill – creation of new crofts, tackling neglect, extending crofting tenure, improved
Register, etc. - and shares their view that these provisions should not be constrained
by any lack of resources. The Committee will therefore be please to note that the
approach to Crofters Commission regulation set out in section 5 should be capable of
reducing the resources devoted by the Commission to administering regulation
significantly, and that these resources could then be diverted to attend to the new
provisions and priorities.
24. This should also address the Committee’s concerns regarding the terms of the
Financial Memorandum. Committee members were concerned during the Inquiry that
with all the new expectations in the Bill – challenging neglect, new crofts, improved
Register etc. – the Commission would require additional resources to meet these
expectations. As indicated above. new resources would not be required as the new
approach to regulation (in new Section 5) would release resources which could be redeployed within the Commission.
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25. The Committee raised concerns about the proposals for new powers to enable the
Commission to charge for regulatory services. These powers are part of the sections
relating the Commission which will be withdrawn.
26. Concerns were raised about the adequacy of the definition of “purposeful use”. The
approach adopted aims to ensure that crofters will be subject to a single set of rules
which governs the minimum standards for care of the croft to maintain agricultural
condition and comply with grant and subsidy obligations. It would be possible to
provide a full definition of neglect in the primary legislation and the Executive did
consider this when drafting the legislation, however decided in favour of using
‘purposeful use’ as the single definition of a situation whereby a croft is not being
neglected.
27. The definition of purposeful use in section 11(2) of the Bill (new paragraph 13 of
schedule 2) is deliberately drawn widely to allow crofters to undertake any business
or commercial activity which they can legally undertake on the croft and which does
not adversely affect the croft, the public interest, the interests of the landlord or the
use of adjacent land.
28. Whether a croft is actively managed for conservation or simply neglected will in the
first instance be capable of being tested by the Commission. Invariably a crofter will
be able to demonstrate active management for conservation by their formal
involvement in a management agreement, environmental scheme or Land
Management Contract. Beyond these tried and tested mechanisms it would be for the
Land Court to consider the circumstances of a particular case.
The Proper Occupier Concept (Paragraphs 101-159)
The Committee welcomed the Executive’s intention to ensure that croft owner occupiers were
regulated in the same way as tenants. They had many concerns about the proposal
including:
x Croft assignations
x The late submission and complexity of its approach
x The criteria to be applied in considering applications to gain or retain proper
occupier status
x The use of the Commission’s power on neglect
x The erosion of crofts due to decrofting house sites.
29. It has been suggested that the Crofters Commission could reject all proposed
assignees until a crofter is left with no-one to whom he/she can assign the croft except
the Commission’s own choice of assignee. This does not recognise that the
Commission must act reasonably and may be subject to judicial review if it fails to do
so. In addition, crofters have other options. These include assigning to a family
member, exercising the right to buy and then selling the croft, or just remaining on the
croft. The bulk of assignations are family assignations and the Crofters Commission
has no role in these unless the landlord refuses consent. The Commission does, on a
regular basis, reject proposed assignees when its consent is required. Crofters were
given the right to choose to whom they assigned their croft in the 1960s. The
intention behind this provision was to encourage older and retired crofters to give up
their croft to someone who might use it more effectively. It recognised the strong
6
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bond between families and their father, mother, grandfather’s croft and the probability
that if a crofter could not influence to whom the croft was assigned he would be less
likely to assign it at all. The logic of this remains valid today.
30. A points based system for allocating crofts would give a crofter no real say in
determining to whom the croft is to be assigned. The Crofters Commission is already
required to take account of set criteria when making a judgement on the suitability of
an individual. In crofting legislation a croft is an individual’s asset first and a
community’s resource second. It is not social housing owned by public or quasipublic landlords. Some of those who gave evidence to the committee believe that
crofts ought to be treated as a community resource. Changing the law to achieve this
would have significant implications including implications for the human rights of the
current occupiers. This is an issue that would therefore require long and detailed
consideration and further extensive consultation. It is likely that aside from being
extremely bureaucratic an allocation system would be unworkable. Crofters would be
liable to take the view that it is simpler to retain their croft and, rather than assign, ask
a family member to manage the land. If the rent continued to be paid and the land
was not neglected, then there would be no way to force the crofter to release the croft
to someone who might have more energy or ambition to devote to the croft.
31. The provisions in the Bill and the existing provisions of the 1993 Act provide
adequate means for dealing with absenteeism, neglect and misuse. The suggestion
that someone who plans to make use of a croft is subject to a probationary period and
so risks being removed from the croft because some part of the plan that they
prepared in good faith could not be implemented seems unreasonable. This type of
arrangement could stifle investment in the croft, as an individual may be unwilling to
spend money on improving a croft whilst there was a risk that it might be taken away.
32. The Committee considered that a much simpler way to apply the same obligations to
croft tenants and croft owner-occupiers would be to amend the definition of “crofter”
to mean either, rather than its current definition as croft tenant. The existing
definition of “crofter” is the foundation of the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 (the 1993
Act) and changing that definition would change the meaning of most of the provisions
of that Act. It would require consideration to be given to the effect of the new
meaning in almost every section of the 1993 Act and the introduction of appropriate
amendments to these sections. The current definition in the 1993 Act involves a
crofter/landlord relationship. Any other meaning introduced into the term “crofter”
would not have this relationship. Also any references to the use of the term
“landlord” would require to be amended. This would involve a great number of
amendments and take up a lot of Parliamentary time. It would also have potentially
unpredictable impacts on extant case law which would need to be explored.
33. In addition, in order to deal with the real differences between the legal status of
owner-occupiers and tenants (which go beyond crofting law), the new provisions
would apply statutory requirements on owner-occupiers which would be more
complex than the existing “proper occupier” provisions. For example, using the term
“crofter” to cover all categories of crofter at all times would require that: some parts
of the legislation be amended to say “In this (section or subsection) the term “crofter”
only applies to croft tenants”; in other parts of the legislation it would be necessary to
say “In this (section or subsection) the term “crofter” only applies to former croft
7
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tenants who have purchased their croft and the successors in title to such former
tenants”. This would make the crofting legislation more complicated and confusing,
and lead to greater misunderstanding.
34. The Executive recognises that proposals for Proper Occupier did not attract wide
support from witnesses during the Stage 1. Inquiry. Alternative approaches require
further consideration and therefore the proposed amendments to bring forward the
Proper Occupier concept at Stage 2 will be dropped. Issues around market forces will
be considered by the Inquiry which Ministers will set up.
35. The Committee asked the Executive to consider whether provision of housing through
short-assured tenancies could be permitted on both tenanted and owner-occupied croft
land. This provision in the Bill could be extended to allow surplus houses or other
buildings on a croft to be let as social housing through use of short assured tenancies.
However, it is unlikely that permitting croft owner-occupiers to let a croft house
would help to avoid absenteeism and neglect of croft land. It might simply ensure
that a single croft, now without a vacant croft house, could only ever be worked in
conjunction with other crofts rather than on its own.
36. In relation to derelict houses on tenanted crofts it is not clear that legislation would
achieve anything that could not be done at present. Discussions should continue
around ways in which to improve the will to take action and the resources to finance
renovation.
37. The Committee asked for clarification on the number of absentee owners. There are
315 absent owners, of these 174 are absent from their crofts and the remainder, 141,
are absent grazings shareholders.
Other regulatory issues
(Paragraphs 160-169)
The Committee asked that the Executive consider whether the possibility of avoiding a claw
back of value by selling a croft to a nominee has implications for community landlords, and
whether this should be addressed. They raised queries about decrofting of house and garden
sites also whether a suitable threshold should be set for the division of crofts.
38. The fact that crofters can avoid claw back of development value by selling to a
nominee prevents the landlord from sharing in a windfall generated by a planning
consent. The price paid by a community landlord in acquiring croft land will have
reflected the fact that the land is in crofting tenure and that this loophole exists. So
there are no implications for a community landlord as a consequence of this loophole.
39. The Executive did consider action but concluded that dealing with the alleged
loophole and extending the claw back period would only force a crofter who wished
to profit from development to share the development value with the former landlord.
Removing and restricting the clawback might be to the advantage of community
landlord’s would be disadvantageous to many crofters.
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40. The successive removal of house sites from crofts has been possible since the 1960s.
Whilst it may appear perverse and contradictory to permit this to happen, one of the
factors which encouraged this policy approach was a desire and attempts to encourage
older crofters to retire and release their crofts to other new crofters in the late 1950s
and 1960s. It was recognised that many crofters would only retire if they could
guarantee to continue to live in their long-standing home. It seems to have been
accepted that if a croft house was removed from a croft released, then in many
instances a new crofter would have to build a new house to enable them to comply
with their obligations to live on or near to the croft and work it. The Croft House
Grant Scheme has facilitated these types of croft transfers and the creation of new
croft houses for many years. The loss of agricultural land in this way has been
negligible and the positive impact of new housing, extra population and active
crofters has been considerable.
41. If crofts are to be passed on between generations then crofting families need to secure
homes for different generations. One of the best ways to do this is to divide crofts so
family members can build homes on their own croft. The vast majority of croft
divisions are for this purpose. A croft of less than 5 hectares has limited value as an
agricultural unit and division of such a small croft would have little agricultural
significance. The loss of some marginal agricultural land is not economically
significant and contrasts poorly with the gain from creating an additional household in
a remote rural community. The Commission should exercise discretion to suit the
circumstances of each case – and a strict lower limit on the size of a croft that can be
divided would interfere with that discretion.
Development Schemes and other development on croft land
(Paragraphs 255-266)
The Committee considered that, where a crofting community exists, payment must attach to
the croft rather than the crofter. The Committee considered that to do otherwise would run
counter to the objectives of the Bill to encourage the development and viability of crofting
communities. The Committee asked that the Executive considers the Land Court’s concern
about its new jurisdiction in respect of section 34. It suggested that the criteria to be applied
– such as whether development schemes are for a reasonable purpose and if they were ‘fair’ are matters of policy rather than matters of law for judicial decision.
42. Ministers have considered the issue of payment for resumption being attached to the
croft rather than the crofter. However, there is a significant difficulty with this
proposition because attaching the payment to the croft would inflate the value of the
croft and could mean that very few would be able to afford to buy such a croft. In
addition any measure which would prevent the person who is in occupation at the
time of resumption from benefiting from the payment either through a continuing
entitlement to the payment or in the price paid for assignation of the croft could be
subject to challenge under the European Convention on Human Rights.
43. The Executive does not agree that determining whether the criteria applied to
development schemes, as outlined in section 34, have been met are matters of policy
which should be decided by Ministers. The Land Court has a long history of deciding
what constitutes a reasonable purpose under crofting law and its judgements have
9
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been and continue to be respected by crofters. The question of what is fair and what
is fair recompense is defined in the Bill and is a matter that is best dealt with in a
Court where each side can make their case. Disputes between private interests as to
whether or not a proposal is fair to an individual or offers that individual fair
compensation are usually matters determined by a court. Furthermore there could be
European Convention Human Rights implications if such matters were to be
determined by ministers without recourse to a court. The term reasonable purpose has
established meaning for the Land Court and should present no new challenge.
Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 – Interposed leases
Interposed Leases and Right to buy leases (Paragraphs 275-295)
The Committee welcomed the intention of providing a clear legal framework for dealing with
the issue of interposed leases. The Committee asked that the Executive addresses the various
potential complications and unintended consequences highlighted in evidence to the
Committee. The Committee also asked for a timescale for a review of the land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2003.
44. Ministers are aware of the consequences of the proposal to deal with interposed
leases. It may be possible to try and draw distinctions between different leases and
their purpose, however this is unlikely to be a practical proposition. If exemptions are
created then there are liable to be new loopholes. The approach in the Bill therefore
depends on the same considerations that relate to other aspects of the crofting
community right to buy, namely that the community must have acquired or be
simultaneously seeking to acquire the land and an application will be approved only if
it will further sustainable development and is in the public interest.
45. The Executive has indicated that it intends to undertake a formal review of the
operation of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 in the next Parliament.
46. If wider changes to the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 were to be proposed then
the Crofting Bill is unlikely to be a suitable vehicle for making these changes. It has
been possible to include the changes relating to interposed leases in the Crofting
Reform etc. Bill because these changes relate to the crofting community right to buy.
Financial Memorandum
The Committee was concerned that the Financial Memorandum lacked accurate costings of
the implications of proposed regulatory reforms, the creation of new crofts and reform of the
Commission status. The Committee does not consider that the Memorandum provides
sufficient information.”
47. The Committee’s concern that there is insufficient information in the Financial
Memorandum is noted. However, it is important to record that the Executive does not
anticipate any significant increase or decrease in the budgets made available for the
Crofters Commission as a result of the Bill as proposed.

10
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Policy Memorandum (Paragraphs 305-334)
The Committee recommended that the Executive commits to publishing and disseminating a
version of the revised legislation and, at a future date, publish a revised guide to crofting
legislation for crofters, landowners and other interested parties. The Committee also asked
that the Executive considers and responds to the CRE’s comments.
48. The Committee suggested that a revised guide to crofting law should be published by
the Executive. Crofting law is highly complex and definitive guidance has been
published in the past by legal experts aimed at solicitors. It is likely that definitive
guidance will be updated or similar publications will be produced in future. The
Crofters Commission has also previously produced explanatory guidance on crofting
law for a wide audience. The Commission will be encouraged to update this
guidance.
49. The Committee has raised concerns over comments made by the Commission for
Racial Equality on the Bill and whether Ministers have carried out a racial equality
impact assessment. Ministers have continuously considered the racial equality
implications of the Bill as it has progressed from concept to Bill. Ministers are
confident that they have met all their obligations to racial equality in the Bill.
Ministers’ commitment to racial equality is illustrated in Page 82 of the Land Reform
Policy Group paper “Identifying the Solutions” published for consultation in 1998
which proposed removal of discrimination in favour of families of crofters and longstanding members of the local community. Since then the Crofters Commission has
operated on the basis that there should be no such discrimination although there are
some people in crofting areas who do advocate a return to such discriminatory
policies. Internal Scottish Executive guidance on conducting a Racial Equality
Impact Assessment has been produced recently and Ministers have instructed that
such an assessment be carried out as soon as possible.
50. It is accepted that much more could have been said by the Executive about sustainable
development in connection with crofting. However, the intention was to deal with the
impacts of the Bill rather than the impacts of crofting or the impacts of alternative
views of what crofting is and how it might develop in the future.
Subordinate Legislation Committee
51. Section 1A, 4, and 8 will be withdrawn from the Bill.
52. The Committee’s concerns over section 58A are addressed at paragraphs 21-24 above.
53. The Committee’s concerns over consultation in relation to new crofts are addressed at
paragraph 18 above.
54. Concerns over new section 5B(10) & (11) are addressed at paragraphs 26-28 above.
55. The Executive will modify new 46A in the manner suggested.
56. An amendment at Stage 2 to address the Committee’s views on section 45 is under
consideration.
11
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Land Court and Rights of Appeal
The Scottish Land Court (Paragraphs 267-274)
The Committee had some sympathy with the Land Court's concerns about the limitations on
appeals, and considers that allowing a re-hearing of any case by the Court will undermine
the Commission's role and not improve confidence in it as a credible regulator. It was not
clear whether there will be any method of sifting appeals, or whether this provision opens up
the potential for a huge increase in the Court’s workload.
57. Discussions have been in progress with the Land Court for some time over the rehearing of cases in order to resolve the issues relating to appeals on matters of fact. A
solution seems to have emerged which is derived from legislation relating to licensing
appeals. Appropriate amendments will be brought forward at Stage 2 to limit the
circumstances on which appeals can be made on matters other than points of law.
This will greatly reduce the possibility of the Court having to re-hear a case.
58. Crofting law and agricultural holdings law differ in many respects. The areas where
differences between the two regimes arise relate to the relationship between landlord
and tenant. The Sheriff Court remedies which Sir Crispin Agnew cites are not known
to have been used in a crofting context. Unlike a tenant farmer, a crofter has a better
and cheaper remedy for dealing with a difficult landlord through his ability to exercise
his right to buy his croft.
59. The Bill will be amended at Stage 2 to limit the scope for appeals on points of fact in
a manner consistent with legislation relating to licensing appeals. It is not possible to
exclude appeals on points of fact entirely and still comply with ECHR obligations.
Minister for Environment and Rural Development
Deputy Minister for Environment and Rural Development
21 September 2006
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EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Vol. 4, No. 23

Session 2

Meeting of the Parliament
Wednesday 27 September 2006
Note: (DT) signifies a decision taken at Decision Time.
Crofting Reform etc. Bill – Stage 1: The Minister for Environment and Rural
Development (Ross Finnie) moved S2M-4710—That the Parliament agrees to the
general principles of the Crofting Reform etc. Bill.
After debate, the motion was agreed to ((DT) by division: For 96, Against 17,
Abstentions 1).
Crofting Reform etc. Bill – Financial Resolution: The Deputy Minister for
Environment and Rural Development (Rhona Brankin) moved S2M-4562—That the
Parliament, for the purposes of any Act of the Scottish Parliament resulting from the
Crofting Reform etc. Bill, agrees to any expenditure or increase in expenditure of a kind
referred to in Rule 9.12.3(b)(iii) of the Parliament’s Standing Orders arising in
consequence of the Act.
The motion was agreed to ((DT) by division: For 95, Against 17, Abstentions 1).
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Crofting Reform etc Bill: Stage 1
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): The
next item of business is a debate on motion S2M4710, in the name of Ross Finnie, on the general
principles of the Crofting Reform etc Bill.
14:35
The Minister for Environment and Rural
Development (Ross Finnie): Crofting is a
uniquely Scottish way of life and approach to
small-scale agriculture. For the first time, it is to be
subject to legislation that has been developed and
debated in Scotland.
The Crofting Reform etc Bill has been developed
over a long number of years. It grew originally
from
the
land
reform
policy
group’s
recommendations for land reform in Scotland back
in 1998. The white paper on proposals for crofting
legislation was published in 2002 and set out an
initial approach to the land reform group’s
recommendations. That white paper went out for
consultation and was spread about extensively.
The draft Crofting Reform (Scotland) Bill was
published for consultation in March 2005, and was
presented and discussed at a wide range of
meetings throughout Scotland—in particular,
throughout the Highlands and Islands and on
Arran.
One curious aspect of that process—certainly,
from my point of view, having taken a number of
bills through the Parliament—was that, in those
early three or four years of consultation, the level
of debate was extraordinarily subdued. No vast
torrent of letters or proposals came to the Scottish
Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department. There were issues—I will not deny
that—but we did not find the volume of concern
that emerged as the bill was introduced to
Parliament.
I will reflect on those consultations, in which we
did not appear to draw out the concerns despite
the fact that we had consulted on the bill genuinely
and in good faith for some time. Since the
consultations, we have tried to work hard with all
parties to elicit what concerns them and what they
believe it might have been more helpful to have in
the bill. As always in the Parliament, it has been
helpful to have a detailed stage 1 report. The
Parliament’s Environment and Rural Development
Committee went to extraordinary lengths to tease
out the various issues, which were much more
evident during stage 1 than they ever were over
the previous three and a half or so years.
The committee also tried hard to reflect the
divergent views that emerged—some of them with
conflicting interests—and the challenge that is
involved in trying to reconcile them. Correctly, the
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committee concluded that some of the issues that
underlie the proposals in the bill require further
consideration and it spelled that out clearly in its
report. Further consideration is required not
because the initial proposals were fundamentally
wrong, but because the bill’s gestation was long
and, in some cases, the world has moved on,
which requires us to develop the proposals further.
Having taken due account of all that the stage 1
report says—as has been my practice in the life of
the Parliament—we have had further discussions
on the relevant sections of the bill and have
indicated in our response to the committee that we
will lodge amendments to delete certain sections,
specifically on the constitution, status and role of
the Crofters Commission, and the subsections on
bequests of tenancies that refer to the market
value of crofts. In addition, for the time being and
until we come to a matter to which I will refer in a
moment, we will not lodge any amendments on
the concept of proper occupier, which we
introduced to the committee.
The sections and provisions to which I referred
were intended in good faith to give the commission
greater freedom and autonomy; to simplify the
transfer of crofts on the death of crofters; and to
oblige croft owner-occupiers to live on and work
their croft like a crofter or croft tenant, who also
face those obligations. Section 17’s references to
bequests and market values would not, as has
been reported in other quarters, unleash market
forces on crofting—there has been a market in
croft tenancies and crofts for many decades.
It is obvious that there was no consensus on a
number of key issues in the Environment and
Rural Development Committee, in particular on the
provisions relating to the Crofters Commission
and, more widely, on how market forces might
best be addressed. Therefore, we believe that the
underlying issues that the committee identified
require to be revisited.
The bill is about much more than the status of
the Crofters Commission. Many of its provisions
have been welcomed by the committee and
crofting communities, and those provisions must
go ahead. The committee and crofting
communities broadly welcomed the proposal that
the commission should be given the power to
challenge the neglect of croft land. Currently, only
a landlord can challenge croft neglect. Almost
invariably, however, landlords do not do so.
The provisions that will allow for the creation of
new crofts and the extension of crofting tenure
beyond the crofting counties are eagerly awaited
by some communities. The communities on the
islands of Gigha and Colonsay have been working
towards the creation of new crofts for some time,
to help to secure new population and fresh talent.
Shetland Islands Council has indicated that it sees
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huge potential to use the bill’s provisions to
address population decline in its remotest
communities. There is a strong sense among
small landholders on Arran that crofting tenure and
all its advantages should be extended to them. In
the Western Isles, crofting communities have
become anxious that interposed leases could
prevent them from realising their ambitions under
land reform legislation. We will lodge amendments
that will allow crofting communities to purchase
those leases as part of estate buyouts.
It was recognised during the committee’s
evidence sessions that the register of crofts is
central to the effective regulation of crofting. I am
pleased that we are proposing provisions that will
give the Crofters Commission powers to ensure
that crofters supply the information that is required
to maintain an accurate and comprehensive
register. Aside from the headline provisions that
have attracted support and consensus, there is
much in the bill that will improve crofting
regulation, minimise bureaucracy and support
crofting.
However, as I said earlier, there are undoubtedly
aspects of the draft bill that have not attracted
consensus. The committee recommended that
those aspects should be consulted on further and
that new legislative proposals should be made
early in the new session of Parliament. I cannot
give any commitments in relation to the next
session, but I acknowledge that crofting law is
complex and that it is no small matter to adjust
one area of the legislation without considering the
ramifications for others.
Rather than consider the controversial issues
piecemeal, we have decided to establish a
committee of inquiry to consider carefully and
comprehensively the role and functioning of the
Crofters Commission and the other issues
surrounding the market for crofts. The inquiry will
be given a wide remit to examine crofting issues
and will be expected to engage proactively with
crofting communities to establish their vision for
crofting.
John Swinburne (Central Scotland) (SSCUP):
The Scottish Parliament information centre’s
excellent briefing on crofting states:
“In recognition of its importance in sustaining remote
rural communities, crofting has been protected with a
unique code of law.”

How can that be reconciled with the fact that the
daughter of a crofter phoned me last week to say
that her father’s home was being sold to pay for
his residential care, and that they were not allowed
to keep that home within the family, as they
wanted?
Ross Finnie: I would be happy to receive a
letter from the member on that point. It is certainly
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not within the scope of the bill, although it may be
a matter of great anxiety to the individuals
concerned. If Mr Swinburne writes to me on the
matter, I will be happy to deal with it as a separate
issue. It does not in any way decry the principles
on which crofting legislation has been based.
John Farquhar Munro (Ross, Skye and
Inverness West) (LD): The minister said that a
committee of inquiry is to be established to
consider the complexities of the crofting situation.
Will it look into absenteeism and dereliction, which
have been of great concern in crofting
communities? Will the minister consider using
ministerial direction and existing powers to tackle
those problems in the meantime?
Ross Finnie: I am grateful to John Farquhar
Munro for that intervention. I am well aware of his
particular interest in crofting in general and in the
misuse and neglect of crofts. I confirm that, given
the wide remit that the committee of inquiry will
have, there will be no inhibition on its examining
that issue carefully. While we await the outcome of
the inquiry, I will certainly think about issuing
instructions to the Crofters Commission to
exercise its powers in relation to misuse and
neglect under the present legislation.
We expect the committee of inquiry to tease out
the conflicting issues that were identified in the
stage 1 report. We expect the committee of inquiry
to identify whether, as John Farquhar Munro has
mentioned, the commission has enough powers or
whether it should have more. As part of our
commitment to securing the long-term future of
crofting, we will do what is required to forge a clear
consensus on the way forward.
Fergus Ewing (Inverness East, Nairn and
Lochaber) (SNP): I apologise for not being here
for the start of the minister’s speech. When will the
committee of inquiry’s remit be finalised? When
will the committee be established and when will it
be required to conclude its deliberations? Will all
those dates be before or after the general election
in May?
Ross Finnie: That is the sort of multiple
question for which one gets points for each part.
We have given quite a lot of thought to the
committee of inquiry. We have to identify persons
who are willing to serve, who must be closely
related to and have clear connections with the
crofting counties and crofting communities.
Identifying them and getting a sense of whether
they are willing to serve will be point 1. Point 2 is
that we are anxious that the committee is set up
and fully in play as soon as possible. I am sorry
that I cannot give the member a specific date. We
might have to discuss with those whom we wish to
be on the committee whether they believe that it is
reasonable for them to report before the end of the
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session. We also want to discuss that with
members of the Parliament. I want there to be a
degree
of
urgency
about
commencing
consideration of the important issues that have
been identified.
Ministers are clear that, having made the
amendments that I have outlined, there is much in
the bill that requires to be taken forward. Ministers
want crofters to have confidence in the Crofters
Commission. We want to be able to issue the
commission with strategic guidance that will help it
to prioritise and focus its actions. The committee’s
conclusions clearly will assist ministers to provide
relevant and realistic guidance.
The partnership Executive is taking a valuable
step forward in securing the future of crofting. I
hope that our plans to amend the bill and instigate
the committee of inquiry will find support not only
in the Parliament but among crofters and crofting
communities who have taken such a keen interest
in it.
On the basis of the commitments that I have
made in relation to the bill, I move,
That the Parliament agrees to the general principles of
the Crofting Reform etc. Bill.

14:49
Rob Gibson (Highlands and Islands) (SNP):
Few of the original proposals in the Crofting
Reform etc Bill are left unscathed. It is a botched
bill. It has been savaged by the determined
committee that scrutinised it, derided by crofters,
and delivered in tatters at a huge cost of seven
years’ work by this dysfunctional coalition
Government and its most unreformed department,
SEERAD.
A fraction of sections are fit for purpose. When
people realised that serial consultations were
ignoring what crofters said, the cry went up for
action. In answer to my written question, Rhona
Brankin said on 17 March:
“It would be impractical to respond in detail to every
individual response to a consultation.”—[Official Report,
Written Answers, 17 March 2006; S2W-23285.]

However, a clear pattern was emerging from
comments outside the Parliament.
Crofters’ fury had been ignited by Ross Finnie
saying on Radio Scotland in August 2005 that he
did not think that the Government’s role was to
interfere in the assets of an individual—screaming
headlines announced that—but crofting was
created through struggle against naked landlord
power, which made crofting a community asset.
By 1886, Gladstone had created a regulated
market to protect crofters’ rights to their land. In
2006, Ross Finnie, one of his heirs, was prepared
to remove that vital constraint and turn the clock
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back, while a succession of his Labour deputies
turned their backs on crofters and the vision
needed to meet today’s opportunities in our most
vulnerable Highlands and Islands. Rather than
underpinning crofters’ initiatives, the bill reeks of
pandering to landlords.
Rhona Brankin has pulled the remains together,
but they salvage only a handful of positive points,
such as the need to put in primary legislation the
means to create new crofts, which is an excellent
and welcome addition; to ensure that the Crofters
Commission does its long-standing job; to make
the register of crofts accurate; and to allow crofters
to pay landlords for the privilege of buying back
interposed leases.
Two shafts of wisdom were launched at the bill’s
rotten heart by seasoned Lochaber crofter John
MacKintosh. At our committee hearing on 14 June,
he said:
“I think that the reason why you get dereliction of crofts is
that there is a complete and utter lack of realistic support
for crofting and what crofting is about. Until we get that …
fewer and fewer people will work those crofts …There are
quite a few crofts that make a loss, so the crofter is left with
one option, which is to start looking at the market and
thinking of getting out.”—[Official Report, Environment and
Rural Development Committee, 14 June 2006; c 33493350.]

The most contentious issue that we dealt with
was the late and huge proposed amendment from
the minister to regulate owner-occupier crofters,
who make up a fifth of the total crofters, as proper
occupiers. On that, John MacKintosh said:
“It has not taken 30 years to uncover the issue. In fact, a
group that met in 1998 was aware of it and said that owneroccupiers and tenants should have the same status …
There was consensus in the group, which involved the
Scottish Landowners Federation, the then Scottish Crofters
Union and the Crofters Commission. Sir Crispin Agnew
chaired the group and the secretary of the commission was
involved.”—[Official Report, Environment and Rural
Development Committee, 14 June 2006; c 3344.]

Commenting on the cut-down bill, the Scottish
Crofting Foundation president Norman Leask said:
“In the meantime, there are a number of helpful
concessions in this paper … In particular … addressing
overt speculation on croft land, putting a duty on the
Commission to use their existing regulatory powers and
addressing anomalies between the welcomed power to
create new crofts and other proposals which would act as a
disincentive on doing this.”

Only a high-powered inquiry with a broad remit,
a distinguished convener who is above the current
debate and a fixed timetable will enable new
legislation to secure sustainable development and
security for crofting to be considered, probably
next session. In the meantime, the Crofters
Commission must be made to use all its powers. It
must ensure that grazings committees are
transparent and inclusive. The tendency of the
commission and SEERAD to downplay the part
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played in crofting by agricultural production is at
odds with the demand for more locally sourced
food and traceable livestock.

that, is it SNP policy to remove the right to buy?
The right to buy was the significant reform that
introduced market value into crofting.

Crofting schemes such as the less favoured
area support scheme and the crofting counties
agricultural grants scheme, as well as the remains
of the bull hire scheme, have to meet the needs of
the least capitalised and most disadvantaged
townships.

Rob Gibson: The situation that the minister
discusses is complicated. The right of people to
have a house that they can decroft and use for
themselves has been accepted for more than 40
years and the SNP does not want to reverse that.
The minister’s bill would restrict the right to buy if
the Forestry Commission were establishing forest
crofts, for example.

Crofting rules must match aspirations, such as
those of the local food producers network that
Highlands and Islands Enterprise launched. The
shift from sheep to cattle could be actively
underpinned. However, local agreement is at the
root of progress and trust is at the root of local
agreement.
As I said, extending crofting beyond the current
crofting counties is a welcome move, but the plight
of the small landholders in Arran and other parts
has been ignored, from the Crofters (Scotland) Act
1955 to the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003.
Seven years of monumental expenditure has been
used on false trails in the bill. Arran tenants cannot
be abandoned again. If it costs time and staff to
sort their problem, so be it.
The interposed leases question was known
about before the 2003 act was passed. The Pairc
buyout plan in Lewis is in the balance. The urgent
land reform review that has been promised and
the test case in the Scottish Land Court must
dovetail with the crofting inquiry to resolve the
issues.
Responsibility for the protracted mess ultimately
is political.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): Will the member take an intervention?
Rob Gibson: Not at the moment.
Crofting reform was a low priority for the Lib-Lab
coalition, which has taken so long to go so
tortuously short a distance. Listen to crofting
sense, which is out there; tell civil servants what
ministers and crofters want; and end the
th
dependency culture of the 19 century free market
and the dependency on good will and external
economic buoyancy, the lack of which has often
paralysed crofting tenants’ and owners’ prospects.

We in the SNP want owner-occupiers and tenant
crofters to be dealt with under one set of
regulations. We should not be sidetracked by
people who say that altering the Crofters
(Scotland) Act 1993 is too difficult. We have
reached an impasse. It is high time that the
minister admitted that a far too complicated
approach was taken and that we need a much
simpler form of regulation for owner-occupiers and
crofters.
The bill can be the limited base for a new start in
crofting, but its presentation and the time that it
has taken to reach this stage leave us with severe
doubts about the Government’s sincerity about
doing anything for crofters.
14:58
Mr Ted Brocklebank (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Con): When the commission that was chaired by
Francis, Lord Napier of Ettrick, went to interview
crofters about their grievances on 8 May 1883, it
was no coincidence that it started its work in the
village of Braes in Skye. In the previous year, the
so-called battle of the Braes had taken place
between a force of about 60 bobbies who had
been imported from Inverness and crofters who
had been deprived of their hill grazings by their
landlord, the sixth Lord MacDonald.
Between 1840 and 1880, on the island of Skye
alone, no fewer than 40,000 crofting evictions
were served by the high chiefs of clan Donald. The
crofters’ outrage, which spilled over into fisticuffs
at Braes, was finally heard as far away as
Westminster. Gladstone set up the Napier
commission to look into their grievances.

The Scottish National Party wants the rural and
island population to expand. Crofting can underpin
such a healthy working environment, but the bill
will not do that. The SNP is wary of hidden glitches
in the belated ministerial response, but it agrees in
principle that the way ahead is sketched out by the
proposals that have been made, although at
massive cost.

As we know, the crofters were initially reluctant
to tell tales to another laird, albeit one from the
Borders, but Napier gradually won their confidence
and an appalling story of oppression and neglect
unfolded. The eventual result was the passing of
the Crofters Holdings (Scotland) Act 1886 in June
of that year. For the first time in history, crofters
were to be given security of tenure and crofts
could be passed down through families.

Ross Finnie: Rob Gibson has referred several
times to market value. If he intends to extinguish

Perhaps the most significant of the many
changes in crofting legislation that have been
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made over the decades was made in 1976, when
crofters were given the right to buy for the first
time. It seemed to many people that, as long as
the acreage was held in perpetuity as crofting
land, the right of ownership could not be denied,
notwithstanding the fact that the crofter’s actual
tenure was already secure. The owner was not
buying the croft—which was unsaleable—but the
landlord’s rights over the croft.
The people who drafted the Crofting Reform etc
Bill—which has been effectively eviscerated by its
own architects—seem to have overlooked the
definitive and guiding principle set down by Lord
Napier that crofting land should be held in
perpetuity for the benefit of crofters. As a result of
poor drafting or poor advocacy, the bill appears to
have become a charter for a free market in crofts.
Ross Finnie:
intervention?

Will

the

member

take

an

Mr Brocklebank: I will do so in a moment. The
minister may want to come back on what I am
about to say.
As Rob Gibson pointed out, Ross Finnie
declared on BBC Radio Scotland that the
Executive has no right to interfere in a free market
of crofting land and that crofters should be allowed
to
“cash in on their assets”.

Ross Finnie: I am grateful for the member’s
concerns about market values, which we all share.
However, for the sake of members, will he point to
any section of the bill that will do what he has just
said—that is, one that ignores the fact that it is a
matter of land? Even section 17, which is entitled
“Bequest of tenancy of croft” will not unleash
market value—it merely describes the process by
which a bequest between one party and another
would be set.
Mr Brocklebank: Things will become apparent
as I proceed.
The bill has failed to dampen the speculation
and free market in land—that is the major problem
that we are faced with. Anybody who has studied
Highland history in any detail will recognise that
the minister’s comments in the radio interview
meant that the bill was effectively doomed.
In evidence-taking sessions throughout the
Highlands,
the
Environment
and
Rural
Development Committee faced an astonishing
barrage of criticism, mostly from crofters, who are
the very people whom the bill sought to help. The
path to hell is often paved with good intentions.
The bill set out to tackle problems such as
absentee crofters and the alleged misuse of
crofting land. The aim was to restructure and
provide new status for the Crofters Commission
and to provide powers to create new crofts outwith
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the seven crofting counties. The bill drew attention
to proposals for wind farms on crofting land and
sought powers to allow croft land to be used “for
other purposeful use”. However, it lacks any vision
st
as to how crofting should adapt to the 21 century.
As witnesses have pointed out to the committee,
many of its proposals have simply not been
thought through.
The so-called regulation of the right to buy is at
the heart of the proposals. Under existing
regulations, land can be removed from crofting
tenure with the approval of the Crofters
Commission and sold—that has often happened in
recent years—at inflated prices. Under the right to
buy, croft houses can be decrofted and sold off,
again to the highest bidder. A new croft house
might then be erected on the croft and, a few
years later, decrofted and sold on. That might
happen again and again until virtually none of the
croft land remains. Such things have been
happening already, allegedly because the Crofters
Commission refused to exercise its existing
powers.
th
As we have heard, at the 11 hour, the
Executive introduced the concept of the proper
occupier, which was meant to discourage lifestyle
purchasing of crofts and therefore drive down
prices. However, few understand that concept.
The Scottish Crofting Foundation, among many
other organisations, claimed that it would lead only
to further confusion and resentment. In other
words, far from regulating to dampen down the
trade in crofts and croft houses, the bill and the
ministers who are promoting it seemed to be
stoking up the free market approach.

Of course, the market was not really a free
market. The crofter who was exercising his right to
buy at five times the annual rental of his croft—say
£50 per annum—could, anecdotally, sell on a
£250 investment after five years for as much as
£250,000. The market was free at the point of
sale, but certainly not at the point of purchase. The
bill had no answer to that or to various other
anomalies that witnesses identified. The Executive
has conceded that and scrapped a whole section.
Ministers are desperately trying to hold on to
other aspects of this flawed bill. We, however,
believe that the Executive should finally have the
courage to admit that it has got things wrong and
abandon the bill without wasting further
parliamentary time on it. It beggars belief that only
at this late stage is the Executive suggesting an
inquiry into crofting. Why was not such an inquiry
held before the bill was introduced? If it had been,
we might at least have had a vision of what the
Executive sought to achieve.
Elaine Smith: Is Ted Brocklebank suggesting
that, in abandoning the bill, the Executive should
abandon provisions—which it intends to leave in
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the bill—to create a register of crofts, to extend
crofting tenure and to enable the creation of new
crofts without the right to buy?
Mr Brocklebank: Of course, there are aspects
of the bill that we believe should, eventually, be
part of a well-thought-out bill that has a real vision
for the future of crofting. However, at the moment,
we do not see much that is worth supporting in the
general principles of the bill, which will be
unrecognisable after stage 2. We firmly
recommend that a future Executive begin again,
with a clean sheet, in the next session of
Parliament.
In a recent editorial in the West Highland Free
Press, former Minister for Energy and Industry,
Brian Wilson—never a fan of the Scottish
Parliament—took time to praise the Environment
and Rural Development Committee for what he
described as
“a remarkable and immensely valuable report”.

He also recommended that ministers read a book
about the Napier commission, entitled “Go Listen
to the Crofters”. Given what The Scotsman has
described as perhaps the most disastrous
climbdown by the Executive since devolution, it is
a pity that the ministers did not listen more
carefully before launching the Crofting Reform etc
(Scotland) Bill.
15:06
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): On behalf of the Labour Party, I thank the
clerking team of the Environment and Rural
Development Committee for assisting the
committee in reaching this stage of our
deliberations on the bill.
I want to strike a more conciliatory note at the
outset. I thank Ross Finnie and Rhona Brankin for
their response to the committee’s report. Rather
than being a climbdown, I think that that is the way
in which the Parliament should work. The
committee worked hard to produce a report and
the Executive responded positively to it.
At the start of the committee’s scrutiny of the bill,
I had little knowledge of this complex system of
secure tenure of small landholdings provided at a
reasonable rent and protected by a unique code of
law. I am rather more informed now, although I do
not claim to be an expert. Indeed, it was an aim of
the bill to simplify crofting legislation, and that was
welcomed by the committee in its stage 1 report.
As the minister said, the bill came about in order
to implement policy proposals arising from the
publication in 1999 of the land reform policy
group’s recommendations for action, which
included proposals to reform crofting law. The
Executive consulted extensively on the proposals
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for the bill and published an analysis of the
responses to that consultation in March 2005.
Those proposals, which formed the basis of the
draft bill, were for more sustainable crofting
communities; more local involvement and
accountability for crofting administration; much
simplified crofting legislation and administration;
more—at least, not fewer—active crofters; and
crofters undertaking a wide range of land-based
and other economic activity in addition to
agriculture. As we have heard, however, the
committee’s stage 1 scrutiny unearthed a much
wider debate about the future of crofting in the
context of changing and increasing pressures.
The committee heard much evidence about how
crofting could be sustained in the modern world
and about whether the bill would equip crofting to
respond to the challenges that it faces. A range of
issues that are outlined in the committee’s report
dominated the evidence on the bill. They include a
debate about the vision for crofting and whether it
should be viewed primarily as custodianship of
land for future generations or as a private asset to
be developed; a debate about whether crofting is
primarily an agricultural system or a social and
economic development tool; concern about an
unrestrained free market in crofts and croft
tenancies and concern that the crofting right to buy
should not mean an unfettered right to speculate;
proposals to dampen that market by imposing
obligations on croft owner-occupiers to live on or
near the croft and to farm it, such as currently exist
for croft tenants; proposals to increase the supply
of crofts by creating new crofts; and the
relationship between planning law and crofting.
As stage 1 progressed, it became increasingly
clear that the bill, as drafted, was not going to
meet the aspirations of many witnesses. Indeed,
there was a pervading concern that it might
encourage the marketisation of crofting.
In written evidence, Brian Wilson called the bill
“a speculator’s charter”, as it can be seen as
legitimising the notion that market forces are
already the norm. In its written submission, the
National Trust for Scotland stated:
“With its emphasis on development, diversification and
the protection of individual rights, the Bill at best offers little
to change to the status quo, and at worst accelerates the
demise of the crofting system by failing to tackle poor
enforcement of current regulations and by encouraging a
free market in croft tenancies at the expense of the wider
crofting system.”

Had I more time, I could go on quoting in the same
vein, but the evidence that I have cited is
illustrative of the concerns about a free market in
crofting that might have become more entrenched
if the bill as introduced had been progressed. That
point can be teased out in today’s debate.
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Concern was also expressed about the role and
purpose of the Crofters Commission, and
especially about whether it has adequate powers
and is making proper use of those that it has.
Whether or not the commission’s powers are
adequate, evidence indicated that there is a real
public perception that over the years it has failed
to make use of its powers.

The key issues that remain are interposed
leases; challenging the neglect of crofts; ensuring
that there is an accurate register of crofts;
extending crofting tenure outwith the crofting
counties; and enabling the creation of new crofts
without the right to buy. Progress can be made on
all those issues and would be welcomed by most
people, so we should proceed in that fashion.

One of those powers is the power of veto, which
essentially allows the commission to regulate the
assignation of crofts. In response to questioning
from me in committee, Shane Rankin said:

The evidence in respect of new crofts focused
mainly on Arran. Many argued that, in the past,
Arran had unreasonably missed out on being
included in the crofting counties. The committee
was recently in Arran and took the opportunity to
consider the issue further by visiting the areas
concerned and speaking to locals. Its visit was
warmly welcomed.

“The question is whether the Crofting Commission can
go on vetoing assignations … The power of veto was given
so that we could avoid some of the worst excesses.”—
[Official Report, Environment and Rural Development
Committee, 19 April 2006; c 3010.]

At the same meeting, Brian Wilson questioned that
statement. He said:
“That has never been my understanding. Criteria and
definitions apply to what is expected of crofting tenants and
potential crofting tenants. If they cannot, are unlikely to or
subsequently do not meet those criteria, the regulator
should regulate them. Otherwise, what is the point of the
law and the regulator? If a doctrine of avoiding the worst
excesses is created, we must ask what the worst excesses
are.”—[Official
Report,
Environment
and
Rural
Development Committee, 19 April 2006; c 3022-23.]

At the end of the stage 1 process, it is clear that
strong direction must be given to the commission
to use its existing powers to act to address some
of the problems that are identified in the
committee’s report and to rebuild trust in the
commission.
On the issues that I have outlined, along with
many others, it is clear that there was
dissatisfaction with the bill as introduced. For that
reason, the committee proposed that we take the
fairly radical step of leaving out large parts of the
bill and not introducing the concept of proper
occupier, which had been suggested as an addon. However, I do not recall the committee
suggesting that we should not proceed with the
bill.
I am pleased that the Scottish Executive has
listened to the committee and the witnesses from
whom we took evidence and that it has responded
so positively. It is in no one’s interest for us to
proceed with the bill as introduced, given that it
has stirred up such disquiet among crofters,
crofting communities and those who take an
interest in crofting. However, it would have been
difficult for the Executive to second-guess that
until all the evidence had been taken and the
committee had reached its conclusions. I am sure
that it was always the Executive’s intention to
introduce a helpful piece of legislation, which has
now been informed by the committee’s
deliberations. I believe that what is now proposed
is a step forward for crofting.
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I commend the Scottish Executive for heeding
the committee’s report and giving a commitment to
drop the more controversial proposals in the bill,
including those that refer to the market value of
crofts. I am pleased that it has committed itself to
instigating a wide-ranging inquiry into crofting
issues, including the market for crofts and the
status, role, functioning and powers of the Crofters
Commission. Given the lack of consensus among
crofting interests, that is the right way of
progressing the issues and allowing the debate to
develop further.
A modern vision for crofting cannot lose sight of
crofting’s unique traditions, especially the principle
of giving the crofter security of tenure, at a
reasonable rent, with the right to pass on the croft
to future generations via a hereditary system.
Important provisions will remain in the bill after
stage 2 and, unlike some colleagues, I believe that
we should take forward those provisions. I urge
the Parliament to support the general principles of
the bill today, which will allow us to amend the bill
at stage 2 in line with the committee’s report and
the Scottish Executive’s extremely helpful
response to it.
The Presiding Officer: I call Sarah Boyack,
who will speak as convener of the Environment
and Rural Development Committee.
15:14
Sarah Boyack (Edinburgh Central) (Lab): I
thank committee members, witnesses, committee
clerks and all those who were involved in the
preparation of our committee report. In particular, I
thank the clerks for the phenomenal amount of
work that they did on the bill and on our report.
The bill was extremely difficult to scrutinise—
crofting is a complex field—so we needed good
advice. We kicked off our consideration of the
issues with a special evidence session on the draft
bill last November at which we heard some of the
emerging concerns in the crofting community
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about the bill’s proposed shape, some of which
Elaine Smith outlined. Those issues, which were
about the market, the relationship between
planning law and crofting and the vision of the
future for crofting, were echoed throughout the
evidence that we took on the bill.
We fed those points back to the minister and, in
the spring of this year, we took formal evidence on
the bill. We wanted to get the views of crofters
from throughout the crofting communities, so we
had full committee meetings in Stornoway, Oban
and Inverness. The process was a fascinating
experience. Each meeting threw up the particular
concerns of crofters in the area. We heard
incredibly detailed evidence about the reality of
crofting today and about people’s concerns for the
future. We also heard common concerns. A lack of
satisfaction was evident with the consultation on
the bill and how the bill was processed. We found
an appetite to debate the role and purpose of
crofting, which were felt to be absent from the bill.
We heard concerns about the operation of the
Crofters Commission, particularly a worry that it
does not use the full extent of its regulatory
powers. A strong desire was expressed for
simplification of the law on crofting. However,
probably the biggest underlying concern, which
colleagues have aired, was the fear that the bill
would open up crofts to the free market.
The committee listened to those concerns and
took the highly unusual step of not recommending
that the Parliament agree to the general principles
of the bill at stage 1, although we recommended
that the many positive elements of the bill should
become legislation. That was the committee’s
unanimous view. Given the overwhelming
concerns and genuine worries about some of the
bill’s provisions and the question whether the bill
addresses the issues that crofters face, we could
not simply rubber stamp the bill; instead, we had
to ask for changes to it. We recommended that
changes be made on several key matters. We
support strongly the idea of an inquiry into the
future of crofting to develop a vision of crofting for
st
the 21 century; to consider the opportunities for a
more rigorous application of crofting legislation;
and to consider further the elements of the bill that
we feel have not achieved general support. Issues
also arise about the financial support for crofting
for the long term, which must be fleshed out if the
bill’s aspirations are to be achieved.
A key issue in the establishment of the inquiry
should be to ensure that it reflects the range of
crofting community experiences and views from
throughout the crofting communities and that it
involves crofters. We identified a clear enthusiasm
for crofting among those who gave evidence, but
we also found worries about whether the system is
being undermined. I welcome strongly the
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minister’s commitment today to establish such a
review of crofting.
Our stage 1 report states:
“While the Bill may not create a free market in crofts, the
concern is over whether it does enough to protect crofting
from the market. The more free the trade is, the higher the
prices are likely to be, and the more unreachable
(particularly for local, young new entrants to crofting) in a
relatively low wage economy. Many witnesses expressed
fear that the basic intention of holding land in perpetuity is
now being thwarted.”

That is why we feel that immediate action must be
taken on the inquiry so that proposed legislation
can be introduced early in the next session of the
Scottish Parliament. That is a key issue that must
be addressed. Several colleagues have quoted
comments by Ross Finnie that we felt fuelled
crofters’ concerns about the market. However, in
formal evidence to the committee, the Deputy
Minister for Environment and Rural Development
stated:
“there is nothing in the bill that will introduce a free
market in crofts. I do not favour and I will not introduce an
unfettered market.”—[Official Report, Environment and
Rural Development Committee, 15 May 2006; c 3262.]

Ross Finnie made similar comments in his
opening remarks. However, because the words
were out there, we had to deal with the concerns. I
welcome the commitment to establish an inquiry,
but it is important that the Executive sets a speedy
timescale and keeps the committee informed of
progress throughout.
The committee also recommended that the
minister issue directions to the Crofters
Commission to address the problem areas that we
identified in our report and, in the process, to help
to re-establish the crofting communities’ trust. We
want crofters to engage effectively in the
development of a modern vision of crofting; we
want consultation on the commission’s future
priorities and that tighter regulatory framework to
which the Deputy Minister for Environment and
Rural Development referred in her evidence to the
committee; we want the Crofters Commission’s
new focus to be worked out in the light of the
revised legislative framework; and we want clear
guidance on issues such as dampening the
market in croft land, absenteeism, neglect and
assignations to family and non-family members.
As the Executive’s written response did not
specifically address the point about the need for
such ministerial directions, I welcome Ross
Finnie’s initial comments to John Farquhar Munro
this afternoon. It has been helpful to get on record
an acceptance of that need and we look forward to
the development of those directions.
As members have heard, colleagues on the
committee wanted the Scottish Executive to take
out of the bill certain particularly contentious
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elements and issues that we felt had not been
sufficiently worked through, particularly with regard
to the status, role and operation of the Crofters
Commission and the correct balance between
crofting regulation and the promotion of policies
that protect and enhance crofting.
We also wanted a lot more work to be carried
out on the relationship between the crofting
communities and the Crofters Commission. For
example, how would such a relationship be
structured? More important, how would the
proposal for new local policies operate and how
would crofters be involved in steering them and
monitoring their implementation?
We also wanted the proper occupier proposal to
be rethought. There was certainly not a lot of
enthusiasm about its complexity and lack of clarity,
and the Executive’s response to our report
reinforces that concern.
We were also concerned about the lack of coordination between the land use planning process
and the retention of crofts, particularly in light of
evidence about the loss of crofting properties on
land to be developed for expensive housing. As
such housing would be out of the reach of local
communities, crofting land would be lost to future
generations.
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response—which, ideally, should reach us before
stage 2.
It is up to us to take forward the really positive
elements that remain in the bill and ensure that
st
there is a vision for crofting in the 21 century. Our
challenge is to get the bill right at stage 2; kickstart the discussion on the future of crofting; and
examine the key difficult issues that other
members have already mentioned.
15:23
John Farquhar Munro (Ross, Skye and
Inverness West) (LD): I congratulate the
convener of the Environment and Rural
Development Committee, who seems to have an
amazing grasp of crofting legislation. I thank her
for her efforts on behalf of the crofters. As a result,
the bill will be amended in light of the
recommendations in the committee’s stage 1
report.
The debates over the bill, which have raged
since it was introduced, show that the crofting
community is willing to fight to protect its way of
life. Of course, for crofters, that is nothing new.
However, although they still have a vital social and
economic role to play, their future is certainly not
as secure as we want it to be.

On the other hand, we do not want to wait for
legislation on the ability to create new crofts; on
interposed leases; and on the extension of crofting
tenure outwith the crofting areas, which has to be
introduced now. On our most recent visit, the
people on Arran were enthusiastic about—indeed,
were desperate for—the extension of those
crofting powers. For that reason, I very much
welcome the Executive’s commitment to negotiate
over and remove the elements of the bill on which
consensus could not be reached.

Amazingly, it is not just the crofters who
recognise the importance of active crofting
communities. Unusually—very unusually—a body
called the Scottish Rural Property and Business
Association, in its document entitled “100 steps
towards a vibrant rural Scotland”, stresses the
need to ensure that

I hope that the bill will reach stage 2. However,
at that stage, a great deal of work will still need to
be done on it. For example, we will need to carry
out further scrutiny of many detailed issues,
particularly with regard to the bill’s operation. I look
forward to that process, but I suspect that it will be
hard.

The SRPBA is right, and we should aspire to those
aims. The key issues are maintaining “land-based
activity” and recognising crofting

I believe that the process that the bill has gone
through stands as a good example of the
Parliament in action. The committee has listened
to people’s concerns and the Executive has
considered the issues that we have raised and
agreed to our key recommendations. Members will
not be surprised to learn that the committee was
frustrated at how long it took to get the Executive’s
response, but we should acknowledge the
complexity of this legislation and the length of our
stage 1 report. However, I should also say that on
one or two other matters I am still awaiting a
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“crofting remains a form of land tenure which sustains more
remote
communities
through land-based
activity,
recognising the crofting estate as integral to the wider
community.”

“as integral to the wider community.”

The challenge is to deliver legislation that will
maintain crofting and so sustain rural communities
across the Highlands and Islands. If we are able to
do that, we will have achieved something
remarkable. The debate has shown that, as
introduced, the bill was not going to sustain
crofting. Although it had some merit, parts of it
needed major rethinking, but the sterling work of
the committee and the clerks sorted out the good
from the not so good, and they are to be
congratulated on their efforts.
I welcome the minister’s response to the
committee’s report. The bill, though slimmed
down, will still retain sections that are acceptable,
such as those on the formation of new crofts and
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on the control of interposed leases. The suggested
setting up of a committee of inquiry to examine
areas of contention is a tremendous step forward.
I sound a note of caution, however. The committee
of inquiry must not be seen as just a talking shop,
but must actually be made up of those who have a
genuine knowledge of crofting and crofting law.
Ministers need to look beyond the usual faces who
appear all too often on such bodies, and I suggest
that they bring in new experience, particularly in
selecting the chair of that committee.
The proposal to transfer from the bill to the
committee of inquiry’s remit the sections that deal
with the Crofters Commission is welcome.
Although I would have liked to bring accountability
to the commission sooner rather than later, I
appreciate that vast changes in legislation at this
stage, without consultation, would probably be
unwise. However, I will continue to argue for the
commission members—or at least a majority of
them—to be directly, democratically elected and
accountable to the crofters whom they represent.
Another major concern about the bill as
introduced was that it would have accelerated,
through the back door, the move to crofting
tenancies being sold on the open market, which is
already happening. Croft values would have been
based on sites’ development potential, at prices
that real crofters could not afford. That is another
issue that the inquiry must address. I was also
concerned that the bill did too little to tackle the
problem of absenteeism and dereliction. It was
pointed out that existing legislation already gave
the Crofters Commission some powers to tackle
those problems, but that it was not using them.
That is why I warmly welcome the minister’s
undertaking to use his powers to give ministerial
directions to the commission and to instruct it to
use its powers on absenteeism and dereliction.
However, the inquiry also needs to examine that
issue thoroughly.
Finally, I want to mention an issue that has been
absent from any proposals but which could be said
to have lit the fire under the whole debate—the
development at Taynuilt. Although I accept that
the Crofters Commission should not be allowed to
alter the decision of a local authority, much of the
heat of the argument over Taynuilt could have
been avoided if the commission had been
consulted earlier. By the time the local authority
had given its approval, the commission felt that it
was not in a position to intervene. I suggest that, in
future, the commission should be a statutory
consultee in planning decisions on crofting land.
As I said at the outset, I commend ministers for
listening to the crofters and to the Environment
and
Rural
Development
Committee,
for
responding by agreeing to make changes to the
bill and for setting up the committee of inquiry to
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investigate issues on which consensus has not yet
been reached. I am sure that, in the weeks and
months ahead, as the debate is taken into the
crofting communities, many of those issues will be
resolved. I am sure that harmony and content will
prevail.
15:31
Jim Mather (Highlands and Islands) (SNP): As
we have heard, the bill attracted adverse comment
and deep and stinging criticisms from the
Environment and Rural Development Committee,
which is to be commended for its work. The
committee’s position has been eloquently
summarised by Rob Gibson and Sarah Boyack.
Also, I commend John Farquhar Munro especially
for pertinently identifying the situation at Taynuilt:
that situation is, to say the least, unfortunate.
As I said, the bill attracted many adverse
comments, not least from the National Trust for
Scotland, which said that
“with its emphasis on development of croft land,
diversification and the protection of individual rights, the Bill
at best offers little to change the status quo, and at worst
will accelerate the demise of crofting by failing to address
the critical issues affecting crofting today.”

Just last week, an article in The Scotsman said:
“The most embarrassing aspect for the Executive is that
the bill has had to be gutted and patched over just a week
before it is due to come before parliament for the first time.”

Of course, we welcome the Executive’s decision
to address the problems through amendments and
its proposed inquiry into crofting, but the Executive
will have to answer for the delay, the cost and the
damage to its credibility that have been caused by
the false start. It will have to ensure that the
inquiry is genuinely effective and that it produces
recommendations that will protect crofting and
keep more working-age people working in the
Highlands and Islands. As Rob Gibson said, that
inquiry will require a distinguished convener who is
widely respected, but who is also above the
current debate.
The inquiry will have to tell us why the original
bill was so materially out of touch and what will be
done to address key issues such as the lack of a
vision for crofting. That is a serious omission,
given that vision—a commonly understood and
accepted worthy aim—and constancy of purpose
towards fulfilling that vision are prerequisites to
success in any venture in any sphere.
th
At the 11 hour, the Executive is instigating a
wide-ranging inquiry into crofting issues. The
inquiry will cover the market for crofts and the
status, role and function of the Crofters
Commission. The lack of a clearly defined role for
the Crofters Commission has given rise to much
dissatisfaction, but it is also resulting in paralysis.
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According to the Executive,
“for the moment the Commission will not be empowered to
develop and operate different local policies”

and
“will be unable to create, develop or operate its own grant
schemes.”
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younger working people who have been brought
up in the Highlands or who appreciate the area’s
potential the means to have a rewarding working
future there.
I hope that we now have a basis for progress,
which will be developed in the future. I expect
members to play an important part in that process.

That is an appalling state of affairs.
I note that the Environment and
Development Committee was astonished
lack of an adequate register. We are
information age, so that lack should be
resolvable.

Rural
at the
in the
readily

Many other issues arise, such as interposed
leases and a clear legal framework for dealing with
them. However, the most important point to make
is that the creation of a free market for crofts—
whether deliberate or inadvertent—could result in
a free-for-all that will completely undermine the
present system of crofting tenure and could
ultimately mean the demise of crofting. The
proposed amendments and the setting up of the
inquiry must be evidence that the Executive is now
willing to listen to concerns. Otherwise, I will fear
for the future of crofting.
What we want in the next session of Parliament
is a bill that will properly protect the interests of
crofters, crofting communities and the wider
communities that play host to crofting activity.
Elaine Smith: Does the member accept that the
committee’s deliberations uncovered many of the
issues that he has outlined? Instead of continually
denigrating the Scottish Executive, could not the
Scottish National Party be gracious enough to
commend it for listening to the committee and
acting on what it has said?
Jim Mather: Given the delays and the
patchwork of good with the bad, I must focus on
the fundamental flaws in what is an extremely
unhelpful bill, which has caused great stress and
anxiety. Those issues need to be addressed.
Mr Jamie Stone (Caithness, Sutherland and
Easter Ross) (LD): We have heard John
Farquhar Munro—who I think is one of only two
members of Parliament who are crofters—say that
some parts of the bill are welcome, so why oppose
it? We have three quarters of a loaf of bread and
the inquiry might lead to more of the loaf being
produced.
Jim Mather: If the member had listened to Rob
Gibson, he would have got that message loud and
clear. It is important that progress is made and
that we get the improvement and simplification
that will allow crofting to continue to play its part in
keeping working-age people in work in the
Highlands and Islands, especially when Scotland
is on the cusp of a new beginning that should give
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15:37
Eleanor Scott (Highlands and Islands)
(Green): We have heard about a fine example of a
committee doing its job of scrutinising a bill and
reaching a conclusion on it. I add my thanks to
everyone who gave evidence, to the committee
clerks and to all who worked on the bill. Once the
bill got to the committee, the process was
exemplary.
The Executive has during stage 1 come in for a
great deal of criticism, to some of which I add my
voice. However, I am not critical of the Deputy
Minister for Environment and Rural Development,
Rhona Brankin, who fronted the bill and who had
the sometimes unenviable job of appearing before
the committee to answer its questions. I know that
she is highly aware of crofting issues and that her
commitment to crofting is not in doubt, so her life
must have been made difficult by the media’s
criticisms of the bill.
I do not, however, fully accept some of the
criticisms that were made. I accept that the bill
undoubtedly fails to address the existing free
market in crofts and croft tenancies—although I
point out that none of the witnesses from whom
we heard suggested how the bill could address the
issue directly—but I have never quite understood
how the bill would make the situation worse, as
has been suggested. Indeed, in some small ways,
the bill might indirectly help to make the situation
better by increasing the supply of crofts and
regulating owner-occupied crofts, which has not
been done in the past. I will talk more about that if
I have time.
There are aspects of the bill that definitely
deserve criticism. It gives the impression that it
was thrown together and is poorly drafted: the
proper occupier proposal, which appeared in the
policy memorandum during stage 1, is an
example. The Executive intimated that it was
minded to introduce the concept of a proper
occupier at stage 2. I accept that there was a good
intention behind the proposal, which was to
regulate owner-occupied crofts. I have said that I
accept that such regulation is necessary, but as
was said at the time, the impression was created
that the bill was being knitted as we went along
and that the proper occupier proposal was made
primarily because there was an unwillingness to
amend the definition of a crofter in the Crofters
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(Scotland) Act 1993. My committee colleagues felt
that if that act required to be amended, it should
be amended once and for all and that the answer
was not to introduce into legislation a completely
new concept that no one liked the sound of but
which was intended to simplify crofting law. As I
said, the proper occupier proposal has been
shelved.
There were other criticisms and I am heartened
to see that the Executive has responded to them.
It has responded to the desire to look holistically at
crofting, to quantify what it has to offer and to distil
a vision for crofting in the 21st century by
undertaking to hold an inquiry, which I very much
welcome. It was clear during evidence taking that
there is no shared understanding of what crofting
means, sometimes even among crofters. Some
people who gave evidence focused on crofting as
a way to provide housing in rural areas and others
regard it from a land use and agricultural
perspective—I adhere to that view—in respect of
the possibility of carrying out enterprises on the
land, such as small-scale horticultural processes.
All those views of crofting are valid in their own
ways. In the traditional crofting counties, there has
been not so much unemployment as under
employment. It is usual in those areas for a
person’s living to be made up of various part-time
jobs rather than one full-time one—crofting has
traditionally been a component of that. Housing
issues are also clearly difficult in many of the
traditional crofting areas and there are
opportunities for small-scale agricultural and
horticultural enterprises. Crofting can, and does,
make up an important thread in the fabric of rural
life in those areas.
That leads me to one of the reasons why I want
the bill to be amended and shortened and why I
admire the deputy minister for her fortitude in
sticking with the bill until now. The bill includes the
provision to create new crofts, which is exciting in
itself and will meet a need. As I said, increasing
the supply of crofts might do a little to damp down
the cost of crofts or croft assignations. However,
the new provision is even more exciting in the light
of the Executive’s forestry strategy, which includes
a commitment to the creation of forest crofts. That
is a potentially exciting development that will
include an aspect of crofting that, for some reason,
did not feature largely in the evidence that we
heard, which is the tradition of holding, managing
and utilising land in common. That is done in
traditional crofting communities in the form of
common grazings. It is clear that common
management of woodlands has much to offer.
That brings me to the other aspect that I am very
much in favour of, which is the potential to extend
crofting outwith the existing crofting counties—an
awful lot of our forest estate lies outwith the
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crofting counties. The committee heard evidence
on that from Dumfries and Galloway, for example.
Such areas could be offered much by the creation
of forest crofts, which would give people the
potential to live and work in forest areas, do forestbased rural activities and manage the forests in
common for the good of the whole community.
That is an exciting development. For that reason, if
for no other, I suggest that we go with the bill in its
shortened form.
Other members mentioned points that I wanted
to make; John Farquhar Munro, for example,
commented on planning. It is clear that the
Crofters Commission should be a statutory
consultee for planning decisions that would affect
areas under crofting tenure. I want assurances
from the minister in her summing up that that point
has been taken account of for the Planning etc
(Scotland) Bill, which is with the Communities
Committee.
Also, the power to challenge neglect of crofts is
important. I do not have time to say anything about
interposed leases, but that issue is crucial.
I hope that crofters have been reassured by the
parliamentary process and that they are reassured
that Parliament and the Executive, through its
response, are committed to crofting, have its best
interests at heart and will not impose anything on
crofting that it does not want. I hope also, because
the Executive has responded so positively and
constructively to the committee’s stage 1 report,
that Parliament will accept the general principles
of the bill: it has much to offer. In looking to the
future, the inquiry will be important, but we can
make a start today.
15:44
Dave Petrie (Highlands and Islands) (Con): I
am pleased that through the discussion on the bill
the Scottish Parliament has finally shown its teeth.
A bill that was so badly drawn and mishandled by
the Executive has, in effect, been torn apart by the
members of the Environment and Rural
Development Committee, which has caused the
Executive—as my good friend Ted Brocklebank
mentioned earlier—to embark on one of the most
embarrassing legislative climbdowns since
devolution.
I compliment the committee and the clerks on
their resilience and flexibility throughout the whole
process. Our Highlands and Islands region plays
host to Scotland’s last remaining crofting
communities; those communities are groupings
that preserve many of the traditional Scots ways of
life and which promote a sense of community for
which many people who are raised in Scotland
would be grateful. I am delighted that so much
time and effort has been devoted by all parties to
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an area whose percentage of the population is
such that it could easily be ignored.
I have closely followed the passage of the bill
and I fully support measures to promote and
strengthen crofting communities. However, the
Environment and Rural Development Committee’s
findings overwhelmingly demonstrate the mess
that the Executive has made of the bill. Perhaps
that is another sad reflection of the dominance that
the current Government accords to urban issues.
The bill bears little resemblance to what it will be
when it has been amended to reflect the rushed
proposals that the Executive set out last week in
its response to the committee’s stage 1 report. It
might be better to start again from scratch, rather
than paper over the cracks. A number of failings
have been identified, pre-eminent among which is
the Executive’s failure to implement an inquiry into
crofting before it began work on the bill.

Mr Stone: Will the member give way?
Dave Petrie: I am sorry. I have an awful lot to
get through.
The bill’s proposals for a new system—and its
ignoring of systems that are in place—do nothing
to address the need to monitor the crofting
system. There is such derisory regulation of
crofting tenure that proposals would be ignored
and we would have no way of ensuring that
improvements were made. Those criticisms are
not just my own. A representative of the SCF said:
“There has been no vision for what crofting will be after
the bill.”—[Official Report, Environment and Rural
Development Committee, 19 April 2006; c 3041.]

The National Trust for Scotland said that

“does not consider that the Bill sets out a coherent
framework which is adequately thought through”,

A commitment to the creation of new crofts
would appear to benefit the crofting community,
but a report by the NTS calls for better regulation
of absenteeism and neglect of crofts, which would
reduce the need for new crofting areas. Decisions
could be made by ministers without the need for
consultation, which would cause much disquiet, as
I know from my experience of planning legislation.
The Scottish Rural Property and Business
Association said that the Executive’s proposals
would result in a system in which pockets of
tenants throughout rural Scotland would have a
right to buy that was different from that of their
neighbours.

Particular aspects of the bill demonstrate that
the Executive’s law makers do not understand the
areas over which they make laws; in particular,
they do not understand that a great deal of crofting
land is not cultivated. Current farming subsidies
are not sufficient to make the cultivation of much
of crofting land economically viable for tenants.
The provisions in the bill on misuse or neglect do
not take into consideration crofters’ way of doing
things.
It will come as no surprise to members that, as a
Conservative, I whole-heartedly support the right
to buy, which has had a positive impact on millions
of households throughout the United Kingdom.
However, crofting is another matter, which needs
to be considered separately in that regard. There
is an enormous temptation for crofters to buy their
land and then to sell it on to developers for vast
profit. The temptation is understandable, but such
behaviour does nothing to protect or help crofting.
The fact that crofters who want to sell can secure
such high prices from developers makes it more
difficult for genuine crofters to buy into the system.
The bill would do nothing to rectify that situation,
nor would the proposal that the Executive made at
a late stage to amend the bill. The proposal, which
would have created the new category of proper
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occupier, was condemned by many groups,
including the Environment and Rural Development
Committee and the Scottish Crofting Foundation,
and has been dropped by the Executive.

I was interested that rather than consider
introducing local representation on the Crofters
Commission, as some people argued should
happen, the Executive opted for reforms that
would turn the commission into something of a
quango. The Environment and Rural Development
Committee concluded that it

which sums up the situation perfectly. Therefore, I
was pleased to hear last week that the Executive
has decided to drop that aspect of the bill.
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“the Bill at best offers little change to the status quo, and at
worst accelerates the demise of the crofting system”.

Eminent institutions such as the SCF and the NTS
have no confidence in the bill. The evidence has
stacked up against the Executive.

I am disappointed by the Executive’s
stubbornness in trying to push through an
inherently flawed bill that received unprecedented
condemnation and was not endorsed by the
Environment and Rural Development Committee
and crofting agencies.
Elaine Smith: Will the member give way?
Dave Petrie: I am sorry, but I am out of time.
The Executive rewrote and rejigged the bill in a
reactive way, thereby producing a bill that has
more holes than a wedge of Dutch cheese. The
bill has no vision or support and would deliver no
improvement. I will not support it and I implore
members not to support it.
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15:50
Mr Alasdair Morrison (Western Isles) (Lab): I
am pleased that we are meeting just a few days
after the Scottish Executive published a helpful
and welcome response to the Environment and
Rural Development Committee. The Executive’s
response represents a seismic shift in emphasis. I
have no desire to retrace the steps that were so
ably and competently covered by my colleagues,
Elaine Smith, Sarah Boyack and, indeed, John
Farquhar Munro.
After Parliament was established in 1999, one of
its first duties was to take forward work that had
been initiated by ministers from the old Scottish
Office—ministers who had very capably pulled
together a white paper for a land reform act, which
is now on the statute book. Naturally, an age-old
dream having been realised, it was not
unreasonable to expect that the crofting bill that
would follow would address outstanding but
different matters, for example in simplifying what is
recognised as a hugely complicated area of law.
After due process, the Environment and Rural
Development Committee produced a report that
enjoyed the support of the main parties; the
minority parties—the Scottish National Party and
the Green party—were also willing signatories. We
had a situation in which nine members across the
political spectrum were united. The entire
committee concluded that the bill was—we used a
most sophisticated legislative term—a hotchpotch. We did so not because we thought that it is
a work of genius but, funnily enough, because it is
a hotch-potch.
During our examination, witness after witness
voiced concern about the bill, although most
accepted that it contains good elements. Among
the people we met were crofters, representatives
from community-owned estates—from the oldest
to the youngest community estates in the land—
local authorities, the acclaimed historian Professor
Jim Hunter, and the highly regarded commentator
and former member of the United Kingdom
Parliament, Brian Wilson. They all launched into
various versions of the same theme: that the bill
will irreparably damage a system of land tenure
that has served the Highlands and Islands well for
120 years.
I wish to touch briefly on what is possibly a
delicate issue and to try to address why the
Executive found itself in an untenable situation for
a good few months. The cause of crofting, the
Parliament and the Scottish Executive were not
well served by the decision to have as bill leader
the man who was until recently the chief executive
of the Crofters Commission. Mr Shane Rankin
should never have been put in the position he was
placed in; indeed, he should have been saved
from himself. How on earth could someone
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properly draft legislation that would so dramatically
impact on an organisation of which he was chief
executive? I am delighted that he has moved to a
new job but, lo and behold, he finds himself at the
back of the chamber, advising the ministerial
team. There we have it. I have yet to hear a
coherent explanation of why that decision was
taken, but it has been taken, it has been resolved,
and we are now on to different territory. I do not
expect the minister to waste any time during
summing up on explaining why that situation
developed.
As recently as a week last Monday, I read in The
Herald that the Crofters Commission’s former
chairman is still in denial. Sadly, David Green, a
good friend of mine, speaking from the comfort of
the new chair he has filled—chairman of the
Cairngorms
National
Park
Authority—still
maintains that people’s fears about the bill are
unfounded. Is it any wonder that the process was
so far removed from reality when the chief
architects of the bill dismissed as blundering idiots
the witnesses whom I have listed? That is a wholly
unsatisfactory set of circumstances.
Happily, we live in different times. The Scottish
Executive has agreed to ditch large swathes of the
bill. That could not have been an easy decision for
the ministers, but it is the proper decision and I
applaud their courage. The document that they
have brought to the chamber is an infinite
improvement. I was delighted to hear Ross Finnie
announce that a committee of inquiry will be
established, which will effectively engage with all
those who have an interest in crofting, and will
report back to Parliament in the next session. In
the interim, I hope that Ross Finnie and Rhona
Brankin will instruct the Crofters Commission to
get on with what it should have been doing since
1955—regulate—as well as producing maps
among a range of other important activities.
Another consistent call from the witnesses we met
was that the Crofters Commission should do what
it exists to do, which is to regulate. It is unusual to
find people who are subject to regulation
demanding that the regulator regulate with more
vigour and fervour.
The bill is a useful and welcome starting point,
but much remains to be done. Credibility must be
restored to the Crofters Commission’s work and
actions. The commission does a lot of
developmental work—good work, incidentally—
and I wonder whether it would enjoy the
confidence of the communities that it is meant to
serve if its energies were focused on regulating
rather than on developmental work.
I am looking forward to the stage 2 debate. I
know that it will take place in a completely different
atmosphere, in which there will be meaningful
engagement with the Scottish Crofting Foundation
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and in which its ideas will be explored, along with
those of others. I am pleased to support the
general principles of the Crofting Reform etc Bill.
15:56
Carolyn Leckie (Central Scotland) (SSP): I am
sure that most members know that, having been
brought up in the Gorbals and Castlemilk, I am no
expert on crofting. There are not many crofts
around there, although there is an area called
Croftfoot, so there is a tenuous link.
I am a novice in the issue, so I am interested in
the themes that are emerging from the debate. I
congratulate the committee on the work that it has
done. It is clear that the bill is going to have major
surgery—if such surgery was to be conducted on
a person, they would be lucky if the appendix was
left—so I remain to be convinced that we are not
just legislating on the hoof. Perhaps the committee
of inquiry should do its work before more holistic
legislation is put together.
The debate has illuminated how legislation is
processed and introduced to Parliament and how
Government works. I am really interested in where
the bill came from and what kind of philosophy
underpinned it. I might be wrong, but it strikes me
that the only explanation is that quite a right-wing
ideology lies at the centre of how Government
works and is promoting the bill, along with other
legislation to which I will return. It is clear that,
whatever philosophy underpins the bill, it is
completely at odds with the views of the people
who know what they are doing on the issues, and
it is at odds with the communities’ views. I have
not, however, read anything that explains to me
what that philosophy was and where it came from.
The committee has done a great job of exposing
the important issues, but it strikes me that the freemarket ideology that is at the core of the bill got by
without comment from Opposition parties during
consideration of the Smoking, Health and Social
Care (Scotland) Act 2005, which includes many
measures that open up and enable further
privatisation of, and the encroachment of the free
market into, our national health service. I wish that
we had had the same reaction and campaign on
such issues as we have had on the Crofting
Reform etc Bill.
The Deputy Minister for Environment and
Rural Development (Rhona Brankin): I welcome
Carolyn Leckie’s new-found interest in crofting.
Will she tell me where in the bill ministers would
have been introducing a free market?
Carolyn Leckie: I am going by the comments of
the experts—that is, the crofters—who read into
the Executive’s proposals that the bill would create
that environment, which is why they are up in arms
and the Executive is having to remove vast tracts
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of the bill. I never claimed to be an expert, but I
would prefer to go with their opinion than with the
Executive’s.
Perhaps members of the committee or
somebody else who is more expert in the bill than I
am will enlighten me; I am not sure that the issues
that a committee of inquiry will examine and any
conclusions at which it might arrive will not
contradict some of what the Executive proposes to
leave in the bill.
Whatever happens, the needs of people have to
come first, particularly the communal interests of
communities—certainly not the needs of landlords
or the profit of speculators. I am really interested
to find out who will be on the committee of inquiry
and whose interests it will represent. Many
questions need to be answered before anybody
can take a definitive position on what the bill will
finally look like.
I was interested in Ted Brocklebank’s concerns
about the free market in this aspect of life. I
suppose that conservatism with a small C has
overwhelmed the rabid free-market right wing of
the Conservative party on this occasion. I am glad,
and I welcome that. I just wish, however, that such
concern was applied to green spaces and public
assets that are owned by local authorities but
which are, through the private finance initiative
and public-private partnerships, being sold off all
over the place for private profit and speculation.
I absolutely agree with John Farquhar Munro
about the proposals for a committee of inquiry and
its democratic accountability. That does not just
apply to crofters; there are all sorts of issues
around public assets and people’s assets across
the country, which need to come under some sort
of genuine democratic control. I hope that the
Executive will reassure us on those points.
Many big related issues must be addressed to
give reassurance about how the bill will progress.
Families who wish to live and work in crofting
areas need to be protected. There is a need for
guaranteed proportions of social housing, with
disincentives against property speculation and the
snapping up of properties as second homes. We
need much tougher legislation in those areas—the
Crofting Reform etc Bill is only one aspect of what
needs to be done to protect homes in rural
communities for future generations. We need
planning legislation that favours people rather than
the profits of big business. That will need to
underpin any solutions for crofting.
I welcome the influence of the Environment and
Rural Development Committee. In particular, its
MSPs from the Executive parties have helped to
bring about quite a radical change. It is probably
one of the most radical about-turns that I have
seen since being elected in 2003 and I wish that it
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would happen more often. It is clear that Executive
party MSPs have much more influence over the
Executive than Opposition MSPs do, so I wish that
they would use that influence more often. I hope
that they use it tomorrow morning, for example,
during the debate on Trident, which could effect
fundamental change in our society. MSPs in the
Executive parties have influence; I would like to
see them using it.
16:03
Mr Jamie Stone (Caithness, Sutherland and
Easter Ross) (LD): I acknowledge the
contributions of Jim Mather and Rob Gibson to the
debate. Their tone was possibly slightly churlish,
but I recognise that they will be backing the bill at
stage 1. The debate also puts my good friends,
the Conservatives, nicely on the horizon. Just as
the people of a Conservative persuasion opposed
Gladstone’s Crofters Holdings (Scotland) Act
1886, so, I understand, they will oppose this bill at
stage 1. People will be interested to note that in a
few months’ time.
Let us consider where we are now. We have the
bill as introduced before us—I used the expression
“three quarters of a loaf”. The bill is good, and
John Farquhar Munro told us why. He is an
expert—he is a crofter. We heard from Alasdair
Morrison, who is also steeped in the crofting
tradition and knows more than most of us here.
We have a good bill, and it shows, with a
meeting of minds between the Executive ministers
and the Environment and Rural Development
Committee. That must surely be a manifestation of
one of the things that we do best in this place. We
are getting there.
Many members have filled in the gaps with
regard to what the committee of inquiry should do.
One thing would be to examine closely market
forces in crofts. We all know of examples of crofts
changing hands for £100,000—Ted Brocklebank
even cited a £200,000 example. I have said it
before and I say it again: as a member
representing a crofting constituency, I remain
convinced that raw, untrammelled, unfettered
market forces could be the death knell of crofting
as we know it. However, I have also said, and I
say again, that part of the solution will be proper
supervision of the management of the land,
whereby if an owner-occupier is not running the
croft, a new tenant can be imposed. It is about the
Crofters Commission having teeth and being
prepared to use them. That is what the committee
of inquiry must consider first and foremost as it
embarks on its work. There are some aspects of
life in which raw market forces cannot be allowed
to prevail.
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I acknowledge that considerable work will have
to be done at stage 2 and wish members of the
Environment and Rural Development Committee
good luck in their endeavours.
John Farquhar Munro made wise mention of the
possible election of some or all members of the
commission. Rob Gibson, Eleanor Scott and I
have all heard about that at the coalface from
crofters in Sunderland, Caithness and Ross-shire.
The election of commission members would go a
long way towards restoring faith in a commission
that has, for whatever reason, lost a degree of
support in the wider crofting community.
If crofting is to work, we must have an
empowered commission with powers that it is
prepared to use, which enjoys the support of those
it is in charge of and whom it represents—the
crofters themselves.
I must be absolutely honest and tell the Deputy
Minister for Environment and Rural Development
that I was a little sceptical about forestry crofts
until the Forestry Commission Scotland took me
on a journey through Sutherland and pointed out
areas north of Lairg, between Oykel Bridge and
Assynt, where the Forestry Commission owns
large tracts of land that could be made into nice
working crofts. That is to be welcomed in every
way.
This has been a difficult period, but the ministers
have come forward with a workmanlike bill, which I
think we should embrace and support, given all
that it will bring us.
We are talking not about faddish or toy farming,
which crofting must not become, but an historical
way of life in my constituency and others, which is
about a culture and a language. In a world that
has become ever more globalised, we must say
when we sell our tourism and other products, “Vive
la différence.” Crofting is interesting, unique and,
ultimately, supports the environment in the
Highlands, so it must be protected at all costs.
We have a good bill and those of us who are
returned will have a thoughtful inquiry in the next
session. Work will have to be done. We must use
the inquiry to build on what is a good bill.
16:07
Richard Lochhead (Moray) (SNP): As an SNP
member and long-suffering member of the
Environment
and
Rural
Development
Committee—I trust that I got those in the right
order—I welcome the debate and the ministers’
climbdown, in response to the committee’s report,
on the important issues that we are discussing. In
many ways, this is a victory for the crofting
communities, which expressed clearly their
strength of feeling about some of the dangers that
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they saw in the bill. It is a victory for the committee
and shows the value of parliamentary committees
when they work at their best. It is also a victory for
the Scottish Parliament. I think that it was Jim
Hunter who said that in the days before the
Scottish Parliament this would not have happened;
legislation would have been introduced at
Westminster and put through the system, no
matter the public response. Now we have our
Scottish Parliament and what has happened with
the bill is one of the best illustrations of its value.
The saga raises serious questions about the
ministers’ handling of the issue. The committee
and Parliament received a strong message from
ministers about the benefits of the bill to our
crofting communities, but the committee got an
equally strong contrary message from crofting
communities themselves—the same communities
that ministers were supposed to have consulted
before they drew up the bill. It is clear that, as far
as the ministers are concerned, the process was
seriously flawed. Serious questions must be
asked, given that the bill that was introduced was
so wide of the mark.
I will say a few words about the complexity of
the legislation on crofting. I hoped that when we
established the Scottish Parliament, one of the
things that we could do differently would be to
make our legislation more accessible so that the
people on whom it impacts could work with it and
understand clearly what it was trying to achieve.
Mr Stone: Given that I represent a crofting
constituency, will Richard Lochhead accept my
reassurance that there was no evidence of
ministers being unwilling to talk to the crofters
involved?
Richard Lochhead: It is good to talk to the
crofters involved, but it is more important to listen
to what they say. It appears that that did not
happen; otherwise, the bill would not have been so
wide of the mark.
One concern that the committee expressed was
about the level of complexity. The bill adds further
layers to crofting legislation as opposed to
simplifying what already exists, which is a
difficulty. Matters were made even worse when
proposed amendments were presented late. They
stretched to several pages and made the bill even
more
complex.
The
committee,
crofting
communities and everyone else engaged in the
debate had to wrestle with the complexity and
wade through legislative treacle. We must do
something about that and I hope that, once the
inquiry reports back and a future bill is drafted, we
can use the opportunity to simplify crofting
legislation.
We received three clear messages in the
evidence. The first message, as other members
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have mentioned, was about the danger of having
unfettered market forces at work in the crofting
community. As introduced, the bill would promote
those forces or at least maintain the danger, which
is not what is wanted. Behind that message was
the recurring theme of housing shortages in
remote areas of Scotland and the temptation for
crofters to sell their crofts or crofting land in what
is a competitive market. As we know, housing in
rural areas does not meet demand, which is why
the debate occurred in the first place. I was
concerned by that, because it seemed that the
Crofting Reform etc Bill was a response to the
housing situation rather than what was best for
st
crofting in the 21 century. That is perhaps its
fundamental flaw.
The second clear message from the crofting
communities was that no vision was presented for
crofting in the 21st century. Crofting is drastically
different now from what it was like in the 19th
century. My family and I spent our holiday in Harris
at Luskintyre this summer, and I met many crofters
while I was there. All of them held down other jobs
locally as well as being crofters—mainly full-time
jobs that provided their income, such as driving
trucks or working in care homes. Crofting in the
21st century is clearly different from in the 19th
century, which is why we should have considered
our vision for it before introducing any bill. We put
the cart before the horse, and now the ministers
are paying the price.
Having said that, I welcome the inquiry. It is a
great opportunity and I hope that it will travel round
Scotland as the Napier commission did back in the
1880s. The SNP welcomes many provisions in the
remaining parts of the bill, including those on the
creation of new crofts and extending crofting
tenure, which other members have mentioned.
Let me use Aberdeenshire as an example. If 17
members of the Westminster Parliament had
voted differently on an amendment to the Crofters
Holdings (Scotland) Act 1886, Aberdeenshire
would also have been a crofting county. Given that
we are supporting provisions for the creation of
new crofts and that we know that certain parts of
Scotland support that, we must ensure that other
communities, whether they are in my constituency
of Moray, in Aberdeenshire or elsewhere, are
made aware of the potential benefits and
opportunities of having crofts created in their
areas. I hope that the inquiry will consider that,
travel to such areas to ascertain the level of
demand and explain to local communities the
opportunities for new crofting areas.
The third message was scathing criticism of the
Crofters Commission. It was not seen to be
exercising its existing powers or to be
accountable. That is a serious issue. I know that
David Green is moving from the Crofters
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Commission to the Cairngorms National Park
Authority—a good job if you can get it. That is
because its convener is moving on to Scottish
Natural Heritage to become its chairman at
£45,000 a year for 12 days a month—another
good job if you can get it.
The state of the Crofters Commission and the
fact that we are playing quango chairs raise some
serious issues. We must do what we can to
ensure that the Scottish Parliament is consulted
on the appointments and is able to hold the
appointees to account. For example, the Scottish
Parliament’s only involvement in the appointment
of the chairman of SNH was a copy of the
minister’s press release being passed to the clerk
to the Environment and Rural Development
st
Committee to distribute to members. In the 21
century, when we are supposed to be promoting
democracy and accountability, the Parliament
should have a say in quango appointments.
Rhona Brankin: I want to clarify that point. The
system for public appointments in Scotland is well
set out and clear. Is Richard Lochhead criticising
it?
The Deputy Presiding Officer (Murray Tosh):
You should be winding up, Mr Lochhead.
Richard Lochhead: The minister raises a
separate debate that must be had, but we must
hold appointees to account more. Crofters said
that they felt that the Crofters Commission was
unaccountable and not doing its job properly and
that they could do little about that.
Once the committee of inquiry has reported and
we come back to Parliament, I hope that we will
have a proper vision for crofting in the 21st century,
so that we can have thriving crofting communities
in which people have the opportunity to stay on
the land and we can support fragile communities.
Crofts should not simply be sold to the highest
bidder—whether that is a London barrister or
anyone else—as holiday homes. As part of the
overall debate, we must address the wider issues
and not just crofting. We must ensure that the
structures that surround crofting are accountable
and democratic.
16:15
Maureen Macmillan (Highlands and Islands)
(Lab): As other members have done—although
some of them were somewhat churlish—I thank
the minister and the deputy minister for agreeing
to the committee’s proposal to establish an inquiry
into the future of crofting and the Crofters
Commission’s role. The desire for that was
strongly expressed by many witnesses who felt
that the bill did not address the challenges that
crofting now faces. Those challenges were
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undreamed of in the 1950s, 1970s, 1990s and
even when the bill was first drafted four years ago.
The issue was not so much what the bill
contains as the fact that it does not address the
new problems. That was the elephant in the room
when consultations took place. Never before in the
crofting counties has there been such demand for
croft houses in the most remote locations, not to
work them as crofts, but to use them as second
homes or retirement homes. Frank Rennie, who
re-established the Scottish Crofters Union, said in
a Scottish Socialist Society pamphlet in 1985:
“The land changes hands for millions of pounds so that
the new owners can say they own a piece of the
Highlands.”

We seem to see that now in a new guise.
Demand for rural housing has never been such
that people were prepared to bid over the odds for
a croft assignation or crofters were tempted to
seek planning permission, decroft and sell house
sites, as happened at Taynuilt, with the Crofters
Commission seeming to be unable to do anything
but wring its hands, since the Scottish Land Court
ruled that planning decisions take precedence
over the commission’s power to refuse decrofting.
The day on which the committee’s report was
published was the same day as the advert
appeared in the Oban Times & West Highland
Times for the dozen or so luxury homes. How
ironic is that? I read that newspaper in Auchtertyre
with the Scottish Crofting Foundation folks and we
marvelled over the juxtaposition, but that is the
market at work. The question is: how do we
provide protection from a runaway market? Such a
market will greatly damage the cohesion of
crofting communities and could pose problems for
the trusts, which became community landlords
following the enactment of the crofting right to buy.
We urgently need to deal with planning. The
Planning etc (Scotland) Bill is in progress and the
Deputy Minister for Communities is aware that the
Environment and Rural Development Committee
seeks to make the Crofters Commission a
statutory consultee in the planning process. We
would like firm written assurances that that will
happen.
Much in the bill is good. The creation of new
crofts will ease overall demand. The tightening of
regulations on family assignations and the new
powers for the commission to deal with tenants
who neglect their crofts should increase the
availability of croft tenancies. However, as Rob
Gibson said, if we are to deal with neglect, we
must support crofters with CCAGS grants and
LFASS payments, which I have discussed with the
Deputy Minister for Environment and Rural
Development. It is important that crofters should
obtain that support.
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The provision that deals with interposed leases
is welcome, but the concern remains that it will fail
in its intention. That must be thoroughly examined,
because we do not want to pass legislation that is
not fit for purpose.
One huge point of argument has been the
regulation of owner-occupiers as a remedy for
speculation in crofts. Does the commission have
the power to regulate owner-occupiers? The
Crofting Reform (Scotland) Act 1976 gave crofters
the right to buy. At that time, the crofting
community was deeply divided over the right.
Some predicted the break-up of communities,
which did not happen, but many crofters
welcomed the right as a defence against bad
landlords, and crofters value it. However,
comparatively few sought to buy—those in
Shetland were the exception.
Since the 1976 act was passed, opinions have
differed about the owner-occupier’s duties and the
commission’s power to deal with owner-occupier
neglect. A stand-off has developed between the
purists, who refuse on principle to contemplate
any amendment to underpin the commission’s
powers—they insist that such powers already
exist, and they may be right—and those who
believe in a belt-and-braces approach. Therefore,
a technical stage 2 amendment was offered to
bolster the commission’s powers of regulation over
owner-occupiers. However, the term “proper
occupier” was not particularly liked. Some people
who originally supported the amendment changed
their minds because they thought that it was not fit
for purpose. The committee suggested amending
the definition of “crofter” in the Crofters (Scotland)
Act 1993, but the Executive rejected that
suggestion as being too time consuming. I would
like the Executive to think again about that. I do
not know whether it is possible to amend the
Crofting Reform (Scotland) Act 1976, which
established owner-occupiers, so that the duties of
owner-occupiers are clarified; otherwise, I suspect
that a court decision will be needed to resolve
matters. We must ensure that the legislation is
robust if we want to regulate owner-occupiers.
The final thread that runs through the debate is
the relationship between the crofters and the
commission. A strong perception exists that the
commission’s touch is too light and that it is too
st
remote and is not facing up to 21 century
challenges. There is nothing new in the criticisms
that have been made of the commission. In the
1985 pamphlet to which I referred, Margaret
MacPherson—whom Rhona Brankin will know
well; we were in the same constituency party for
many years—said:
“If crofting does survive it will be in spite of the
Commission not because of it.”
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That was said when the commission refused to
dig in its heels over the purchase of the Waternish
estate in Skye. For goodness’ sake, let us once
and for all bridge the gulf that seems to exist
between crofters and the commission. Doing so
will be facilitated by a prompt directive from the
Executive to the commission to use its existing
powers.
We now have a bill that everyone can sign up to.
It will mean real benefits for the crofting
community and I look forward to the subsequent
inquiry and the ideas that will flow from it.
Margaret MacPherson said that some people may
ask whether the crofting way of life is worth
preserving. We know the answer to that question.
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): We
come to closing speeches. We have around eight
minutes in hand, so I encourage members to take
interventions and run on for a minute or so.
16:22
Nora Radcliffe (Gordon) (LD): Crofting has
been an essential factor in ensuring the economic
and social vitality of communities in the crofting
counties for many years. Aberdeenshire was
nearly one of the crofting counties. In 1886, the
question whether it would opt in or out was finely
balanced. There is certainly local interest in the
bill’s provisions for expanding crofting tenure
outwith the current crofting counties. I am
particularly interested in that aspect of the bill.
For many years, crofting has successfully kept
people living and working in some of the most
remote and rural areas of Scotland. However,
today’s world is very different from the world of
1886. Various legislative changes relating to
crofting tenure have had an effect, although some
effects have been less welcome than others. Wide
consensus exists on the need to update the
crofting law and the management of crofting. The
fact that there is no consensus on some of the
Executive’s proposals does not reflect on the effort
or consideration that has gone into them, but is
rather the result of the complexity of the issues
that are involved and the recognition by all sides of
the importance of getting things right.
As the minister said at the start of the debate,
the Environment and Rural Development
Committee has spent a great deal of time trying to
tease out the issues. The process has pulled out
concerns that were not articulated during the
earlier consultation, which demonstrates the value
of the way in which the Parliament and its
committees go about their work.
Addressing the questions of how to deal with the
market value of crofts and how to reconcile the
imperatives of buyers and sellers has involved an
iterative process. The proper occupier proposals
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that were made late in the process were intended
to bring about reconciliation but, as many
members have said, they have not won the
support that would be needed to progress them.
There was widespread support and an
enthusiastic welcome for many parts of the bill,
and I look forward to progressing those through
stage 2 to deliver several key aspects of the
original bill. Those include interposed leases;
powers for the Crofters Commission to challenge
neglect; the creation of new crofts without the
inhibition of the right to buy; the extension of
crofting
tenure;
and
an
accurate
and
comprehensive register of crofts. The last of those,
in particular, will be an essential tool in moving
forward some of the crofting agenda. The fact that
there is no accurate and comprehensive register
of crofts at the moment is attributable to several
different factors. It does not help to try to apportion
blame for why there has not been such a register
so far; what is important is that we find a way of
achieving that.
The Executive has taken on board the
committee’s concerns about the aspects of the bill
that have not won support. Along with others, I
welcome the fact that those aspects will be
examined further before being taken forward. I am
sure that, with more work, it will be possible to
define the objectives of crofting and to find suitable
ways in which to achieve regulation of the market.
Mr Stone: Does Nora Radcliffe agree that the
record of what land has been decrofted throughout
the Highlands—and by what means—is patchy, to
say the least? Does she also agree that there is
work to be done to find out who owns what land
and what they can do with it?
Nora Radcliffe: I agree absolutely with Jamie
Stone. The tools exist to do the job, but it will be a
lengthy and expensive job to do it properly,
requiring money and resources. Nevertheless, it is
a job that needs to be done.
I am sorry to say that I found Rob Gibson’s
speech unrelentingly negative and quite
depressing, although I am glad that he supports
the committee’s recommendations that we
proceed with parts of the bill. Ted Brocklebank’s
speech was not much cheerier. I do not think that
the crofting community will welcome the Tories’
suggestion that the bill be abandoned; nobody
wants to throw the baby out with the bath water.
Elaine Smith’s speech reflected rather better the
tenor and tone of the process so far, as did the
speech of Sarah Boyack, the committee’s
convener. I echo her thanks to everyone who
helped the committee through a wide-ranging
process of hearing and understanding a great deal
of evidence, much of which was quite technical.
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John Farquhar Munro was generous in his
praise of the convener and articulated the
determination of crofters to maintain their way of
life. He outlined eloquently the concerns of the
crofters.
Jim Mather complained about a degree of
paralysis. I do not think that anyone is ecstatic
about the delay in progressing some of the bill’s
proposals, but I think that people would rather wait
and get it right.
Eleanor Scott fairly pointed out that there is an
existing market in crofts and that the bill would not
make the situation any worse. She mentioned the
superficially attractive idea of amending the
definition of “crofter” in earlier legislation.
However, as usual, when it is looked into in more
depth, the simple answer is anything but simple. I
agreed with her comments on some of the positive
outcomes that the bill will produce.
Dave Petrie rightly identified the fact that many
of the crofters’ concerns emerged only through the
evidence that was given to the committee. There
is a real desire for many of the proposals in the bill
to be taken forward, and there is no support other
than in the Tory ranks for junking the whole bill.
Like John Farquhar Munro, Alasdair Morrison
can speak with some authority on crofting and his
support carries weight.
Jamie Stone returned to the vexed question of
unfettered market forces and the danger that they
pose to crofting. He also highlighted the pivotal
role of the Crofters Commission.
Richard Lochhead spoke about a climbdown
and a victory for the committee and Parliament. I
think that there has been a victory for the
Executive, too. What Richard Lochhead would
describe as a climbdown I would describe as a
constructive response.
Maureen Macmillan gave a well-informed
speech about the effects of the unprecedented
pressure that there has been on rural houses in
recent years. She noted that the planning system
is a vital part of the whole—a point that was also
made by Carolyn Leckie. Maureen Macmillan also
highlighted the pivotal role of the Crofters
Commission.
The Liberal Democrat manifesto of 2003 made a
commitment to implement a crofting reform bill.
Most people want the parts of the bill on which
there is agreement to be progressed, and I am
pleased that we will deliver on our commitment.
However, there is still much more work to be done
before the task is wholly accomplished. I
commend the Executive for recognising the
emerging consensus of the crofting community
and for its constructive response to the
committee’s stage 1 report.
I invite the chamber to support the motion.
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16:30
Mr Jamie McGrigor (Highlands and Islands)
(Con): Crofting and crofters are very dear to me.
Crofters have struggled for centuries to maintain a
tough way of life, from which is derived much of
our Highland culture—the music, the poetry and
the song. Crofters’ huge practical knowledge of
livestock agriculture and of the biodiversity of their
neighbourhoods is invaluable. They were
important to our past and are important to the
future. It would be a sad day if Scotland were to
lose its crofters.
However, having experienced the recent
debacle in Taynuilt—where the best land, in the
middle of a crofting township, was used for the
development of new housing, despite the fact that
young crofters were queuing up for it—I have
realised that crofting, left undefended against open
market forces, would quickly be swept away and
would become part of Scotland’s history. It is
extraordinary that, whereas on the day in question
the developers appeared at the public hearing in
Taynuilt with a notable Queen’s counsel at their
side, the Crofters Commission did not have its
lawyer—or any other—with it, since apparently he
was on loan to the Executive.
Nora Radcliffe: Will the member take an
intervention?
Mr McGrigor: Not at the moment.
As a member of the cross-party group in the
Scottish Parliament on crofting, I have spent much
time with members of the Scottish Crofting
Foundation, individual crofters and crofting
associations. For years, many have called for an
evaluation of what crofting means and of what it
should mean for the future. Surely that evaluation
should have preceded the introduction of the bill.
We must ask why it did not. If it had, we could
have legislated sensibly to help crofting. It did not,
so now we cannot. There was no evaluation, only
a draft bill that few seemed to want and which no
one would admit to having written or asked for.
Alasdair Morrison has just told us who wrote the
bill, but I cannot believe that he did it on his own.
The member could have helped him, if he had so
wished.
I have described the background to the
Environment and Rural Development Committee’s
report on the bill, from which I will quote.
Paragraph 325 states:
“There has been criticism of what the Bill does not do,
and a concern that it represents a ‘hotch-potch’ that does
not seem to point to a vision for crofting. It has certainly not
been able to command any sense of widespread support
amongst those affected by it.”
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Paragraph 326 states:
“The Scottish Crofting Foundation stated that the Bill’s
fundamental flaws outweigh its positives, and that new
opportunities offered by the Bill should not be used to gloss
over deficiencies.”

It continues:
“A significant portion of witnesses argued that the Bill
should, therefore, be withdrawn—as proceeding with a Bill
on the basis that it is better than nothing is not an
acceptable approach.”

I agree.
The conclusions of the good committee report
would have been useful if we had had them before
the bill was drafted. They would surely have been
reached much earlier if the Executive had taken
any notice of what Sir Crispin Agnew and John
MacKintosh said in 1998. The Executive could
have listened to Becky Shaw and the Scottish
Crofting Foundation when the first white paper
was published in 2002, but again, it did not. Nor
does it appear that much attention was paid to the
deliberations in 2005, before the bill was
introduced. Rob Gibson was right to say that much
time has been spent on false trails and that the
true evidence seems to have been ignored. The
bill in its current form is indeed a hotch-potch that
is not worthy of the Parliament. We need practical
solutions to practical crofting problems.
Rob Gibson: One of the paragraphs that Jamie
McGrigor quoted from the report refers to
witnesses suggesting that the bill should not
proceed. However, he did not quote the next
sentence of the paragraph, which states:
“However, they also expressed anxiety that this may
mean that the opportunity for reform may be lost for many
years.”

Surely making a start through the bill is better than
making rhetorical points.
Mr McGrigor: I am afraid that I disagree. We
should not proceed with the bare remnants of a
hotch-potch, as that would be dishonest. Instead,
we should go back and start again.
We need practical solutions. That is why, two
years ago, I instigated a members’ business
debate on the bull hire scheme, which is important
to the crofting community. On that day, I was
promised action by the honourable minister, Allan
Wilson. Members can read what he said at the
time. Those were good words but, in reality, the
number of available bulls has dropped from 196
last year to 118 now. There are fewer bulls to
choose from and they are far more expensive. If
the Executive is supportive of crofting, why has
that been allowed to happen? The extraordinary
lack of vision with regard to the scheme will soon
result in inferior cattle and even less income for
crofters, who struggle to survive on the ludicrously
low prices that their cattle and sheep fetch at
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auction markets. If I may say so, that is the main
problem that crofters face.
We must keep the crofting counties agricultural
grants scheme separate from the new land
management contracts, or the money for crofters
will disappear into bigger farmers’ pockets.
CCAGS grants may be a tiny part of the national
agriculture budget, but they are hugely important
to crofting townships.
Crofting land must be treated specially, or it will
disappear. Housing development should be
restricted heavily in the arable or inby areas, which
are the best agricultural land, but it could be
encouraged in the rougher common-grazing
areas. That might mean a need to help crofters
with access roads and water and electricity
infrastructure to encourage new housing in areas
that are away from main roads. Such measures
would produce new houses, new crofts and new
communities—the opposite of a Highland
clearance—which would be real support for
crofting. Glens that are full of ruins would be
repopulated, which would indeed be a journey
back from the other side of sorrow.
The committee’s report brings a refreshing
honesty to the political process in the Parliament,
because it admits that great mistakes were made
in the preparation of the bill. I agree with Eleanor
Scott that the committee did its job well. Let us not
proceed with the barely acceptable rump of a
hotch-potch; let us go back to the drawing board to
carry out a real evaluation of the needs of crofting
st
in the 21 century, consider new suggestions and
come back in the next session of Parliament with a
bill that is genuinely useful to crofting.
16:38
Fergus Ewing (Inverness East, Nairn and
Lochaber) (SNP): I add my congratulations to the
committee members on their work. They had a
difficult task over a long period that involved going
to many parts of the country. I joined the
committee when it met in my constituency in
Inverness. A word of congratulation is due also to
the people who serve on the cross-party group in
the Scottish Parliament on crofting, which I think
has not been mentioned yet today, although many
of its members are here to listen to the debate.
The group is one of the well-attended cross-party
groups in the Parliament. I am sure that its work
made a significant impact and helped to bring
about the current situation. I thank all the
members of the group who participated in that
work.
The debate has swirled round the issue of
whether the Executive’s proposals should be
viewed as a climbdown and an embarrassment or
as a sign that the Executive is prepared to listen.
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At the end of the day, that is perhaps not important
from the perspective of thinking about where we
go now. I well remember first climbing the Aonach
Eagach—the climb down and return to the car
park was extremely welcome. Such a safe place to
be, for a minister or anybody else, is also a good
place to start looking forward.
It is unfortunate that the Conservatives have
decided to oppose the bill, not least for a reason
that has not yet been mentioned, although that is
understandable because it relates primarily to my
constituency. That reason is the evidence of
Hamish Jack in speaking on behalf of the Spey
Valley Crofters Association. He pointed out the
anomalous situation of many of his colleagues
who are farmers in Strathspey. They could have
registered as crofters in 1955 but, as Mr Jack told
committee members, they chose not to do so,
perhaps because they were worried about
offending their landlord. As a result, many small
areas of land—which, in some cases, are smaller
than the croft units beside them—do not benefit
from being registered.
Because the provisions on smallholdings apply
to areas outwith crofting counties such as
Inverness-shire, there is a slight risk that we will
not be able to address in this bill the problems that
Mr Jack and others face. However, by voting for
the bill to move to stage 2, the SNP will at least be
able to lodge amendments. Indeed, I fully intend to
do so.
Sarah Boyack rose—
Mr Brocklebank rose—
Fergus Ewing: Perhaps I can be ungentlemanly
and take Ted Brocklebank’s intervention first.
Mr Brocklebank: The Conservatives might well
be the only members in the Parliament who will
vote this evening to reject the bill’s general
principles in their entirety. However, we will not be
alone in feeling that way, given the great number
of crofters who said in evidence to the committee
that the Executive should start the bill from
scratch. Furthermore, I suggest that the line that
Mr Ewing takes will not be followed by the West
Highland Free Press at the end of the week.
That said, given the minister’s comment that the
inquiry is unlikely to produce any outcome before
the next election, does Mr Ewing not agree that, in
any case, all these matters will be carried into the
new session and that it makes sense to start with
a clean sheet?
Fergus Ewing: I totally disagree. After all, some
measures in the bill, modest though they might be,
are worthy of support.
My point is very simple: supporting the bill might
not be a perfect solution, but allowing it to
progress to stage 2 means that I, as a
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constituency member, can stand up for my
constituents and attempt to rectify a long-standing
grievance. I will do just that.
Does Sarah Boyack still wish to make an
intervention?
Sarah Boyack: Yes—probably an historic one,
because I want to express my whole-hearted
support for Fergus Ewing’s comments. That might
never happen again.
If the Scottish Parliament can pass five pieces of
legislation on housing and three on transport, why
can we not have two on crofting? Surely the key
point is to get ahead with the new crofts and all the
other good measures to which Fergus Ewing
referred, and to come back later to deal with the
more difficult issues.
Fergus Ewing: I have absolutely no objection to
having two acts of Parliament on crofting, although
it would be better to think through these matters in
a single piece of legislation. I look forward to
playing my part in the committee’s stage 2
deliberations, and I hope that I will secure votes
from all parties in the new wave of consensus that
is sweeping through the chamber. You might have
noticed over the years, Presiding Officer, that I do
not experience such warm breaths of approval in
every debate that I contribute to.
I am particularly pleased that the issue that I
tried to take up on behalf on a number of
constituents seems to have been successfully
resolved. I refer, of course, to the status of
Crofters Commission staff. When I spoke to
crofters in Lochaber and throughout my
constituency about the bill, I endeavoured to point
out that the staff are the ones who will have to
deliver whatever system the Parliament passes.
The staff were greatly concerned about the
prospect of losing civil service status, and I very
much welcome the fact that that threat has at least
been lifted. As far as that matter is concerned, I
must thank the minister. She impressed people
with her appearance at the meeting of the
Environment and Rural Development Committee
in Inverness, at which her points were very well
made and accepted. We are very grateful for what
I hope is at least a respite.
I hope that by suggesting people who might
serve on the committee of inquiry, I am not giving
them the black spot. However, we all recognise
that Sir Crispin Agnew’s knowledge of crofting law
is unsurpassed. In my days as a solicitor, I
engaged his services, and no one could have
done a more thorough job as an advocate or could
have taken more care over learning the detail of
cases and completing his work in a thoroughly
professional manner. I am not aware that he has
any axe to grind and I think that he would make an
excellent chairman of the committee of inquiry.
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Given that the staff of the Crofters Commission
are concerned that the good news that they have
received might be only a respite and given the
concern, which I hope has not been exaggerated,
that SEERAD might have an agenda that it will be
reluctant to abandon, I suggest that a member of
the staff in Inverness—perhaps one of the local
staff representatives—could serve on the
committee of inquiry. The danger is that, if there is
not a member of staff on the committee, the staff
may feel that the committee is, once again,
determining their fate without their having a say or
an influence, that the matter will come back to the
table and that they will lose their status and
become a quango. I hope that that concern will be
addressed.
Another concern, which was well expressed by
the Scottish Crofting Foundation in its briefing to
committee members in August, is funding. Today
we are talking about crofting law, but what about
crofting funding? The concern relates to the rural
development programme and to the possibility of
crofting funding being subsumed into land
management contracts. That is a complex area,
but I wanted to flag up the issue in this debate
because a lot of people will read the Official
Report. Crofting financing schemes have had a
long history and they must continue. If we lose
them and everything is subsumed into the LMC
process, crofters will be competing in a tight
environment, in tier 3 of the rural development
programme; there are many concerns about that.
Eleanor Scott’s points about forest crofts were
well made, but I would like to give the minister
some gentle advice. He has probably had too
much advice from me today, and I know that there
is such a thing as overkill, but I am slightly
concerned that the efforts of the Forestry
Commission and of Forest Enterprise, which I
broadly support, tend to produce programmes that
are extremely complicated. One would almost
need Crispin Agnew to submit one’s application for
benefits under some of the housing schemes, in
which about eight or nine steps are involved. I
remember an SNP manifesto setting out seven
steps to independence, and after the election most
of us decided that that was around five or six too
many. There is an unfortunate similarity, from the
minister’s perspective, between that and some of
the housing schemes that the Forestry
Commission has come up with. The schemes are
worthy, but perhaps they are overly complex; I
hope that we can have a look at that issue.
I have some more time, so—
Ross Finnie: Take us through the seven steps.
The Presiding Officer: No, please do not.
Fergus Ewing: I will not take members through
the seven steps. I am better versed in the seven
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pillars of wisdom, but I am not sure that that
pertains directly to the topic of the day, so we shall
leave that for now.
I conclude by sharing with the Parliament the
fact that, back in 1992, when I was campaigning
and going round many of the crofting areas,
including Mallaig, I had a campaign video called,
“Fergus Ewing: the video”. I played a leading role
in that video, it has to be said, but one of the more
captivating cameo roles was played by a man who
was well known in Mallaig and who, sadly, passed
away recently. The late Archie McLellan, who
could not be matched for his knowledge of crofting
history and Highland history, pointed out to the
viewers of the video, as I am sure they will
remember, that it was not so very long ago that
the Highland clearances took place, and that the
purpose of crofting law was to ensure that people
were not forced off the land. That remains its
purpose. There are, of course, other ways of
helping people to stay in their own parts of the
Highlands, but crofting law and the crofting system
support a way of life that I am sure we all wish to
protect, cherish and strengthen. I very much hope
that we can achieve that.
16:49
The Deputy Minister for Environment and
Rural Development (Rhona Brankin): I welcome
to the chamber members of the cross-party group
in the Scottish Parliament on crofting. I pay tribute
to the Scottish Crofting Foundation and to its chair,
Norman Leask, for the on-going constructive
engagement that has been possible to try to get
the bill right. I also pay tribute to the Environment
and Rural Development Committee for its work in
supporting the bill.
We all recognise the need to sustain crofting,
and this afternoon I have heard a commitment to
sustaining and supporting crofting from members
throughout the chamber. Crofting is a unique way
of life with its own culture, and it takes a unique
approach to land management and small-scale
agriculture.
We all acknowledge that crofting has a special
place in Scotland’s history and in the hearts and
minds of people in the communities of the
Highlands and Islands. I lived for more than 25
years in the Highlands and I am a passionate
believer that crofting has succeeded in maintaining
populations in remote and island communities.
Indeed, Mr Petrie, my former neighbour on the
Black Isle, will have been somewhat taken aback
at being described as “urban”.
I have heard a commitment and a passion for
setting crofting on a sustainable path into the
future. That commitment and passion are shared
by ministers. Developing legislation for crofting
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has not been easy—not because crofters and their
representatives are unclear or unsure what they
want, but because crofting legislation has
developed layer upon layer for decades. Although
consolidating all the crofting legislation would have
been preferable and much tidier, that undertaking
would have been mammoth, risky and even more
complicated. Each layer of crofting legislation in
the past has had to make compromises in an effort
to create provisions that do the best for crofters
while recognising earlier crofting law and the
impact of other legislation and statutory
obligations. Many members have acknowledged
some of the challenges that are involved in
changing crofting legislation.
Because different philosophies lie at the heart of
much of the debate on crofting, the compromises
become more involved as time goes on. The
question whether crofting is a tenancy-based
system, or a mixed system of tenancy and owneroccupation, has clearly been at the heart of much
of the discussion over recent months. As members
have said, the question has rattled around since
the 1970s. It became obvious during the stage 1
inquiry that the question cannot be answered
easily. It is essential, therefore, that it is put at the
heart of the committee of inquiry that was
announced earlier by my colleague Ross Finnie.
Some proposals in the bill have found
widespread support, and those proposals must go
forward for the good of crofting and crofting
communities. I appeal to the Conservatives, even
at this late stage, to support the bill. I urge them
not to play politics with crofting; it is far too
important for that. I appeal to the party to support
the bill.
The Scottish Crofting Foundation helpfully wrote
to me as recently as September 14, setting out its
thoughts on what should be withdrawn from the bill
and what should be retained. The foundation
thought that the provisions relating to the Crofters
Commission should be amended to provide for
elections to the board. That issue has been raised
by several members this afternoon. It will be
examined by the committee of inquiry, which will
be expected to consider how the commission’s
quasi-judicial role can be reconciled with the need
for crofters to be heard by the commission and to
influence the decisions that they should influence.
The foundation took the view that the provisions
permitting the commission to charge for the
mapping of crofts should be removed. Those
provisions will be removed, but we will retain the
provisions that will enable the commission to
require crofters to provide the information that will
be critical to ensuring that the register of crofts is
accurate and comprehensive. The register is too
important to leave in limbo any longer. We will
take action now.
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The foundation wished certain proposals on new
crofts—proposals extending crofting tenure, giving
the commission the power to challenge neglect,
tightening the definition of family, and permitting
the purchase of interposed leases—to remain in
the bill. All those proposals will be retained.
The foundation wanted aspects of the proper
occupier proposals, and local policies and local
panels, to be retained. The proper occupier
proposals sought to address the issue of the
market for crofts. Those proposals came from an
expert panel comprising crofters, crofting lawyers
and academics who had considered the market.
As a result, we introduced a draft amendment.
However, it is clear from the committee’s report
that there was no consensus that that was the
best way of approaching the underlying issues.
We will therefore ask the committee of inquiry to
consider the market issues and make
recommendations.
The uncertainty that was expressed by the
foundation about local panels focused on whether
the panels would be elected. That issue is part of
the wider debate about the membership of the
commission board. We think that it would be
confusing to legislate to establish local panels
now, when their role and function will be examined
by the inquiry.
I very much hope that we are addressing the
Scottish Crofting Foundation’s concerns over the
bill. However, I know that the foundation continues
to have a long-standing anxiety that it wishes to be
addressed in the bill. For many months, the
foundation has said that it wants the Crofters
Commission to have
“A duty to use, albeit sensitively and with discretion, the
powers that are available to them to regulate the crofting
system.”

The bill sets out in proposed new section 1A of the
Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 a general duty of
regulating crofting tenure, but we will withdraw that
section and ask the inquiry to consider the issue
behind the foundation’s concern. At the heart of
that concern seems to be a belief that the
commission has failed to use its full powers and
that it has too much discretion about the action
that it can take against absentees or other abusers
of the crofting system. Those issues are central to
the future role, status and constitution of the
commission and they must be examined by the
inquiry. I repeat Ross Finnie’s commitment that
ministers will consider giving directions to the
commission in the intervening period.
Mr McGrigor: Does the minister agree that
keeping agriculture in crofting is essential?
Rhona Brankin: Of course—agriculture is
central to crofting. Maureen Macmillan, Jamie
McGrigor and other members have mentioned
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grants to crofters, which are outwith the purview of
the bill and about which concerns have been
expressed during the consultation on the Scottish
rural development programme. I have met
Maureen Macmillan, and Ross Finnie and I are
well aware of some of the concerns that exist. We
will consider the matter as part of the consultation
on the Scottish rural development programme.
John Farquhar Munro and Maureen Macmillan
were among the members who referred to the
planning situation that arose in Taynuilt. I have
had discussions with Malcolm Chisholm, who is
the minister responsible for planning, with a view
to having the Crofters Commission designated as
a statutory consultee in the planning process. I
understand that ministers aim to achieve that goal
through secondary legislation under the Planning
etc (Scotland) Bill.
It is correct and appropriate that much is being
made of the inquiry that has been announced to
address the concerns of the Environment and
Rural
Development
Committee,
crofting
communities and MSPs. It is inevitable that the
legislative process is drawn out and is sometimes
driven by the minute concerns of solicitors, policy
makers and parliamentary draftsmen, but it has
become obvious during stage 1 consideration that
there are major philosophical issues behind the bill
that need to be considered in a way that is
practical and which engages crofters and crofting
communities as fully as possible.
It is important that the committee of inquiry has a
degree of independence and that its members
have sufficient crofting knowledge and experience
to ensure that their conclusions will reassure
rather than alarm stakeholders. Members have
made suggestions about the committee’s
membership, which is to be welcomed.
The inquiry must happen quickly because
crofting communities and crofting evolve
constantly. We cannot keep chasing the ideal
solution while issues and priorities change. We
must obtain clear recommendations from the
inquiry early in the next session of Parliament to
allow the Executive’s commitment to be completed
for the good of crofting.
The amendments that we will lodge to withdraw
sections of the bill will make it a stronger and
clearer piece of legislation, which will deal with key
issues now and advance the Executive’s
commitment to crofters and crofting communities.
By instigating the committee of inquiry, we have
signalled our continuing commitment to sustaining
crofting. I urge members—especially those who
belong to the Conservative party, which is the only
party that says that it will not lend its support—to
support the general principles of the Crofting
Reform etc Bill. Crofting is too important an issue
to play politics with.
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Crofting Reform etc Bill:
Financial Resolution
16:59
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): The
next item of business is consideration of motion
S2M-4562, in the name of Tom McCabe, on the
financial resolution in respect of the Crofting
Reform etc Bill.
Motion moved,
That the Parliament, for the purposes of any Act of the
Scottish Parliament resulting from the Crofting Reform etc.
Bill, agrees to any expenditure or increase in expenditure of
a kind referred to in Rule 9.12.3(b)(iii) of the Parliament’s
Standing Orders arising in consequence of the Act.—
[Rhona Brankin.]

The Presiding Officer: The question on the
motion will be put at decision time.
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Decision Time
17:02
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid):
There are three questions to be put as a result of
today’s business. The first question is, that motion
S2M-4710, in the name of Ross Finnie, on the
general principles of the Crofting Reform etc Bill,
be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Arbuckle, Mr Andrew (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (Sol)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Crawford, Bruce (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Glen, Marlyn (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Gordon, Mr Charlie (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Hyslop, Fiona (Lothians) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (Moray) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
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Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brownlee, Derek (South of Scotland) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Ind)
Petrie, Dave (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)

ABSTENTIONS
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 96, Against 17, Abstentions 1.
Motion agreed to.
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That the Parliament agrees to the general principles of
the Crofting Reform etc. Bill.

The Presiding Officer: The second question is,
that motion S2M-4562, in the name of Tom
McCabe, on the financial resolution in respect of
the Crofting Reform etc Bill, be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Arbuckle, Mr Andrew (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (Sol)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Crawford, Bruce (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Glen, Marlyn (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Gordon, Mr Charlie (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Hyslop, Fiona (Lothians) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (Moray) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
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McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brownlee, Derek (South of Scotland) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Ind)
Petrie, Dave (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)

ABSTENTIONS
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 95, Against 17, Abstentions 1.
Motion agreed to.
That the Parliament, for the purposes of any Act of the
Scottish Parliament resulting from the Crofting Reform etc.
Bill, agrees to any expenditure or increase in expenditure of
a kind referred to in Rule 9.12.3(b)(iii) of the Parliament’s
Standing Orders arising in consequence of the Act.
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